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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR.

Albany, N. Y., December 11, 1894.

The Honorable Board of Regents of the University of the State

of New York:

Gentlemkn.— During the last fiscal year the attention of the

Director has been chiefly given to the collation and discussion of

data obtained in the work of preparing the Scientific Exhibit of

the State of New York at the World's Columbian Exposition.

Owing to the reduced condition of the Museum funds no new
work has been undertaken and no purchases of material have

been made. The Assistant Zoologist, Mr. William B. Marshall,

has continued his work of identifying, labelling and arranging

the collection of shells with which he has been occupied during

the past two years, and has placed on exhibition with new labels

and mounting cards all the specimens which have been thus far

identified. Mr. Marshall's report is appended.

The turnstile which was placed at the entrance to Geological

Hall in January, 1893, has given very satisfactory evidence of the

public value of the museum as shown by the following table:

From February 1, 1893, to September 30, 1893, total

attendance 52,819

Greatest monthly maxium, August 9 , 021

Greatest daily maximum, May 30 845

From February 1, 1894, to September 30, 1894, total

attendance 49,681

Greatest monthly maximum, August 7,782

Greatest daily maximum, March 17 1,083

Total attendance for the fiscal year ending September

30,1894 72,456

The collection of New York Woods purchased from Mr.

Romeyn B. Hough has been completed and the specimens have
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been finished and placed in cases in the gallery of the agricultural

exhibition rooms in the rear of Geological Hall. The specimens

are seventy-six in number, and a catalogue of them is herewith

annexed.

The Building Stone collection in Geological Hall has also been

catalogued and the list is appended to this report.

As the specimens composing the Mineral Exhibit of New York
at the World's Columbian Exposition are now the property of

the State Museum a complete catalogue of them has been prepared

which will soon be ready for publication.

The most important part of the work of the Director is con-

tained in the accompanying scientific papers which represent the

cumulative results of his work since he became connected with

the Museum. They are to appear in advance of this report as

bulletins of the New York State Museum, and are as follows

:

Bulletin No. 12 — The Clay Industries of New York.

Bulletin No. 14— Geology of Moriah and Essex Townships.

Bulletin No. 15 — The Mineral Resources of New York.

The first of these has been prepared by Mr. Heinrich Ries

The work began in 1892 with a study of the clay deposits of the

Hudson River valley and the report on this preliminary investi-

gation was published in the Report of the State Geologist for 1891.

Subsequently in collecting clays for the exhibit of New York

State at the World's Columbian Exposition much information

was obtained and the bulletin above mentioned was prepared to

publish tnis valuable material.

Bulletin No. 14 was prepared by Prof. J. F. Kemp as a report

of his work done in eastern Essex county during the summer of

1892, under the auspices of the State Museum, and includes the

results of a valuable and important investigation on the iron ore

deposits of that region.

Bulletin No. 15 has been prepared by the Director to make

public the information acquired in the work of preparing the

Mineral Exhibit of New York at the World's Columbian Exposi-

tion and is intended to be a directory of the mineral resources of

New York. It is illustrated by the Economic and Geologic Map
of New York, which was prepared for the report of the Superin

tendent of the Scientific Exhibit of New York at the World's

Columbian Exposition.
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A check list of the fishes of New York has been prepared to

meet the demand for such a catalogue, and will be printed as a

bulletin of the Museum.

Respectfully submitted,

FREDERICK J. H. MERRILL,
Director

List of Accessions.

By Donation.

February 2, 1894.

Indian Utensil, made from a concretion, presented in the name

of John Broeder, Medway, Greene co. N. Y.

Flint Arrowhead, Greene co., N. Y., Dr. A. W. Yan Slyke.

February 6, 1894.

Mr. John Webb, Jr., of Gouverneur, presented in the name of

the Northern New York Marble co. of Gouverneur, a specimen

of marble from the quarries of the company. The specimen is

in the form of a baluster.

September 20, 1894.

1 box black shale and quartz from Geo. C. Mercer, North

Hillsdale, Columbia county.

September 24, 1894.

Mr. William Walter Jefferis of Philadelphia, Pa., presented to

the State Museum 1 piece of Garnet from Avondale, Pa., 1

specimen of Calcite from Fall French Creek, Pa., 3 specimens of

Yivianite from Mullica Hill, N. Y.

Fifteen boxes of drill cores from Retsof Salt Mining co.

From Mr. C. S. Lamont Lloyd, Ulster co., N. Y., 1 specimen of

Calcite from West Shore R. R. at Cranstons, N. Y., and Nodule

of Pyrite from Manchester, Dutchess co., N. Y.

From W. W. Jefferis, two specimens of Corundum from Buck

Creek Clay co., North Carolina and from Hogback Mt., Jackson

co., North Carolina.
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World's Columbian Exposition Awards to the New York State

Museum on New York State Mining Exhibits.

Group 42.

1. New York minerals.

2. Iron ores.

3. Magnetite.

Group 43.

4. Crude petroleum.

5. Building stone.

6. Slate for roofing and ornamental purposes.

7. Road materials.

8. Geologic obelisk.

Group 46.

9. Clays.

Group 47.

10. Road metal.

11. Lime and cement.

Group 48.

12. Collective exhibit of salt.

13. Mineral paint.

14. Collective exhibit of mineral waters.

15. Natural history of New York.

16. Bulletins of New York State Museum.

Awards to Firms Exhibiting in Connection with the New York
State Museum.

Group 42.

Port Henry Iron Ore Co., Port Henry:

17. Magnetite Bessemer ore.

Chateaugay Ore & Iron Co., Lyon Mountain:

18. Magnetite.

Witherbee, Sherman & Co., Port Henry:

19. Magnetite.

Group 43.

Genesee Salt Co., Piffard:

20. Velvet grain and table salt.

Ornamental Slate Co., Whitehall:

21. Red roofing slate, etc.

/
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Group 45.

Daniel Lynch, Minerva:

22. Massive garnet.

Group 46.

Staten Island Kaolin Co.:

23. Kaolin.

Group 47.

Lawrence Cement Co., Rosendale:

24. Cement.

Brffalo Cement Co., Buffalo:

25. Hydraulic cement.

Persbacher Bros. & Co., Callicoon:

26. Flagstone.

Horan Bros., Medina:

27. Flagstone.

Group 48.

Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Clinton:

28. Hematite and mineral paint.
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Four-inch Cubes*

In Geological Hall.
KO.

50 Bluestone, Kingston, N. Y.

51 Bluestone, Hewitt Boice, Rondout, N. Y.

52 Sandstone, B. B. Mason, Keeseville, N. Y.

53 Medina sandstone, L. W. Hotchkiss, Lewiston, N. Y.

61 Chemung sandstone, A. D. Symonds, Elmira, N. Y.

63 Hudson river bluestone, Burhans & Brainard, Saugerties, N. Y.

69 Sandstone, Baldwin <fc Hinds, Hindsburgh, N. Y.

70 Clinton sandstone, Clinton, N. Y.

41 Bluestone, Jas. Nevins & Sons, Walton, N. Y.

56 Bluestone, Olean Bluestone Co., Olean, N. Y.

67 Bluestone, D. S. Biggs & Son, Taughannock, N. Y.

72 Bluestone.

45 Granite (norite), Ausable Granite Co., Keeseville, N. Y.

48 Granite, James E. Bailey,* Breakneck.

54 Granite, King Granite Co.. Garrison, N. Y.

60 Granite, Cold Spring, N . Y

.

73 Granite. R. Forsyth, Grindstone I. Jefferson county, N. Y.

74 Granite, R. Forsyth, Grindstone I. Jefferson county, N. Y.

47 Onondaga limestone, Onondaga, N. Y.

49 Niagara limestone, B. & J. Carpenter, Lockport, N. Y.

55 Lower Helderberg limestone, P. Callahan, Bethlehem, N. Y.

57 Limestone, Z. W. Yanderveer, Mapes Corners, Orange Co.

58 Corniferous limestone, Wm, Reilly, Cobleskill, N. Y.

59 Trenton limestone, D. C. Hewitt, Amsterdam, N. Y.

62 Corniferous limestone, Thomas & Babcock, Waterloo, N. Y.

65 Onondaga limestone, B. P. Smith, Union Springs, N. Y.

66 Blue Trenton limestone, John J. Barron, Three Mile Bay, N. Y.

68 Trenton limestone, J. M. Faulkner, Oneida, N. Y.

71 Limestone, Howe's Cave, N. Y.

64 St. Lawrence marble, St. Lawrence Marble Co., Gouverneur,

N. Y.

* This is only a part of the set of four-inch cubes exhibited at Chicago.
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REPORT
TO THE

Regents of the University of the State of New York.

Office of the State Geoi/ gist,
)

Room 32, State Hall. >

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 3, 1894. )

To the Honorable the Regents of the University of the State of

'New York:

Gentlemen.— I communicate herewith a report, in continua-

tion of my report of last year, concerning the work in hand

relating to the Palaeontology of the 8tate, the geologic map, and

to the duplicate collections of fossils, their arrangement and

distribution.

Owing to the fact that we have been so fully occupied with

proof reading, for the report now in press, since early in Septem-

ber, it has left no opportunity of making a formal and complete

report of the work which has been done, and it will be necessary

to postpone this until the report for 1893 shall be out of press.

The very large amount of material which was accumulated

during the period of ten years, while means were furnished

for field collections, has never been fully overhauled and

arranged up to the present time. During the past few years Mr.

Emmons and Mr. Sheehy have been at work upon this very large

amount of material, selecting the better specimens for the

museum collections and for distribution to schools according to

directions coming from the regents' office. Also in assorting and

packing the inferior material in boxes which are labeled with

the names of the class of fossils which they contain. Of the old

6
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material stored in the basement of the building in 1886, there yet

remain 84 boxes, which are being opened and distributed as fast

as time will allow.* Nearly all the available space in the draw-

ers (3210) is already occupied, and we will need several hundred

more drawers before the collection can be completely arranged.

Of the material packed in boxes, resulting from the selection and

assorting of museum and school collections, and which are

arranged in the rotunda, there are the following

:

Corals, including those mentioned in the report of 1892 47

Bryozoa 34

Graptolites 14

Brachiopoda 41

Crinoids and miscellaneous 16

Of the later accumulations from the Livonia salt shaft the

better material has been selected and arranged in drawers for

museum purposes and the remainder packed in boxes. These

duplicate fossils from the Livonia salt shaft occupy 16 boxes.

The collection of fossils presented to the museum by the

Albany Institute has been arranged and catalogued by Prof.

J. M. Clarke, the assistant palaeontologist. This collection is of

great historical interest, as being the original collection made
by the institute in the earlier years of the century, and is

well deserving of careful preservation^

Of the types and illustrated specimens of the general collection

the Crustacea, the annelida and cephalopoda have been arranged

and catalogued by Mr. Clarke. This catalogue has appeared in

the successive reports of 1891 and 1892, the entire number of

specimens recorded being 937. In order that these catalogues

may be accessible without the trouble of turning to these reports,

I append copies of each one with this communication. This work

of cataloguing will be continued until the entire collection shall

be recorded.

Mr. Emmons and Mr. Sheehy have occupied a large portion of

their time during the past two years in selecting from the dupli-

cate collections, as already mentioned, and in arranging specimens

* For a description of these boxes and their contents, see Report of the State Museum for
189i, pp. 66-70

t These lists of types and typical specimens were commuricatel with this report, but were
not delivered to the printer with the copy. They were published in the report of the State
Geologist for 1891 and 1892.
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for school collections. Of these school collections there have

been sent out during the past year to the
8pecies. Specimens.

State formal College, Albany, K Y 436 530

Manlius Union School, Manlius, K Y 373 442

Forestville Free Academy, Forestville, N. Y. . 363 429

Owego Free Academy, Owego, N. Y 409 450

Port Jervis Union School, Port Jervis, N. Y . . 386 456

We have received acknowledgment of the reception of these

collections from the State Normal College at Albany, and from

the Forestville Free Academy.

At the present time there is in progress of preparation for cata-

loguing a collection for the High School at Buffalo, K Y., and

another for the Morris Union School. These will contain about

365 species and 415 specimens each. As soon as the present

reports are out of press and we are relieved from proof reading

these collections will be catalogued and forwarded.

Geologic Map.

Since there was no appropriation for the geologic map for

1894, very little field work has been done. One small area in

Oswego county, which had never been properly mapped, has

been explored, and another in the south-eastern part of the State,

in Orange county, has been explored and mapped
;

also, the

north-eastern portion of Clinton county, showing the junction of

the crystalline rocks with the stratified fossiliferous formations.

The results of this work, together with the work of 1893, has

already been or will be transferred to the base map immediately

;

and through the good-will of the director of the United States

Geological Survey we will have some colored maps in hand

before the end of January. It must be understood, however,

that these maps will not be complete, as there are still consider-

able areas on the east of the Hudson river which have not been

sufficiently explored to be mapped geologically. There are also

some portions in the central part of the State where the relations

of the Oneonta sandstone, Portage and Chemung groups have

not been determined. The southern limit of the crystalline

formations of the Adirondacks on the south and their junction

with the stratified rocks was determined in 1893, and has already

been transferred to the geographic base.
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Palaeontology.

The work of printing the Palaeontology of New York, volume 8,

part 2, was suspended in December, 1893, owing to the exhaustion

of the appropriation for that purpose, and the appropriation pro-

posed at the session of 1894 failed through causes beyond the

control of the author.* The manuscript for the completion of

the volume has long been in the hands of the printer, except

that for the index, which can not be completed until the last

form of the text shall have been put into pages, in order to make
reference to the page number. It is greatly to be regretted that a

volume which was completed, with the exception of a few pages,

in December, 1893, should remain unpublished until 1895, and I

have endeavored to make such arrangements as will secure the

publication of a few copies during the present year.

Work in palaeontology generally has progressed very satisfac-

torily. The plates for the second part of the hand book have

been either lithographed or are in the hands of the lithographer,

and the text is nearly all in type, so that there will be no delay

in this publication.

The work upon the fossil sponges has been carried on so that

the drawings are essentially completed, and fourteen plates have

already been lithographed but not printed.

There is also in progress a paper upon the fauna of the upper

members of the Oriskany sandstone as occurring in the neigh-

borhood of Hudson and along the west side of the Hudson river

in the neighborhood of Kingston and Rondout. This paper will

form a subject for a future report.

A memoir of the fossil Bryozoa, which has been in preparation

for some years, will also be communicated in a future report.

The report upon the Livonia salt shaft, which was communi-

cated in the report of 1892, and withdrawn for revision and com-

pletion, was communicated with the report for 1893, and in every

aspect forms a very valuable paper concerning the geology and

palaeontology as well as of the economic products of the forma-

tions passed through in the progress of the work.

Yery respectfully submitted.

JAMES HALL,
State Geologist.

* See Documents.
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Geographical Distribution of New York

Unionidae.

In Bulletin Number 1 of the New York State Museum, March,

1892, the writer published a preliminary list of species of

Unionidae inhabiting the State of New York. The following

extracts from the introduction to the preliminary list will serve

to show the objects for which the list was published, and the

authority upon which each species was entitled to be considered

an inhabitant of the State.

" Unless otherwise stated all the species in the following list

are represented in the collection of the New York State Museum
by specimens from localities within the limits of the State of New
York or from the Allegheny river at Warren, Penn., just south

of the New York boundary. A name printed in italics indicates

that the species has been included without positive evidence that

it inhabits New Y^ork.

" This list has been prepared for distribution among concholo-

gists with a view to obtaining data bearing upon the geographical

distribution of the UnionidaB inhabiting the State of New York."

Kecipients were requested to furnish the writer with all

information in their possession regarding :

" 1. The general distribution of each species.

" 2. The distribution of each species in the State of New York.
" 3. The causes which tend to restrict or extend the habitat of

each species in the State of New York.

" 4. The reasons why there are numerous species in the waters

of the western part of the State and few species in the waters of

the eastern part."

The present paper will consider the first two questions only,

leaving the last two for future consideration.

The preliminary list contained forty-eight species on the

authority of the New York State Museum collections, two species

on the authority of De Kay (Zoology of New York), three species
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on the authority of Lea, and ten species were hypothetically

included in the list, making sixty-three species in all, as follows :

Preliminary List of New York Unionidae.

1 alatus 'Unio), Say.

2 anodontoides { Uhio), Lea.
3 Benedictii (A.nodonta), Lea.

4 Boydianus (Unio), Lea.

5 cariosus (Unio), Say.

6 clavus (Unio), Lamarck.
7 coccineus

{
Unio), Lea.

8 complanata {Margaritana),
Lames.

9 complanatus (Unio), Solander.

10 crassidens (Unio), Lamarck.
11 deltoidea {Margaritana), Lea.
12 edentula t Anodonta), Say.

13 elegans {Uaio), Lea.
14 ellipsis

(
Unio), Lea.

15 fabalis (Unio), Lea.

1 6 Ferussaciana (Anodonta) , Lea. (1)

17 fluviatilis (Anodonta), Dillwyn.
18 Footiana (Anodonta;, Lea.

19 fragilis (Anodonta), Lamarck.
20 gibbosus (Unio), Barnes.

21 gigantea (Anodonta), Lea.

22 gracilis (Unio), Barnes.

23 heterodon (Unio), Lea.

24 Hildrethiana {Margaritana),
Lea.

25 hippopaeus (Unio), Lea. (2)

26 imbecillis (Anodonta), Say.

27 implicata (Anodonta), Say.

28 iris (Unio), Lea.

29 lacustris (Anodonta), Lea.

30 laevissimus (Unio), Lea.

31 Lewisii (Anodonta), Lea.

32 ligamentous (Unio), Lamarck.

33 luteolus (Unio), Lamarck.
34 margaritifera (Margaritana),

Linnaeus.

35 marginata (Margaritana), Say.
36 multiradiatus (Unio), Lea.
37 nasutus (Unio), Say.
38 Novi-Eboraci (Unio), Lea.
39 occidens (Unio), Lea.

40 ochraceus (Unio), Say.
41 ovatus (Unio), Say.

42 parvus (Unio), Barnes.
43 patulus (Unio), Lea.

44 pavonia (Anodonta), Lea. (3)

45 perplexus (Unio), Lea.

46 phaseolus (Unio), Hildreth.

47 plana (Anodonta), Lea. (3)

48 pressus (Unio>, Lea.
49 pustulatus

{ Unio), Lea.
50 radiatus (Unio), Lamarck.
51 rectus (Unio) Lamarck.
52 rubiginosus (Unio), Lea.

53 rugosa (Margaritana), Barnes.
54 spatulatus

{ Unio), Lea.
55 subcylindracea (Anodonta),

Lea.

56 Tappanianus (Unio), Lea.

57 triangularis (Unio), Barnes. (4)

58 trigonus ( Unio), Lea.
59 undulata (Anodonta), Say.

60 undulata (Margaritana), Say.
61 undulatus (Unio), Barnes.

62 ventrieosus (Unio;, Barnes.

63 verrucosus (Unio), Barnes.

Unio coccineus, Unio ellipsis, Margaritana deltoidea and Mar-

garitana Hildrethiana, which were hypothetically included in

the preliminary list, have since been reported from New York

localities and are undoubtedly inhabitants of the States. The

Museum collection contains specimens of Unio coccineus from

the Allegheny river at Warren, Pa., collected by Dr. C. E.

Beecher. Mr. S. M. Luther has presented a specimen of Unio

(1) Erie Canal.— Oe Kay.
(2) Lake Erie .— Lea. Typical locality.

(3) Onondaga Lake.— De Kay.
(4; Niagara River.— Lea.
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ellipsis collected in the Niagara river. Specimens of Margari-

tana deltoidea from New York localities have been received from

James Delaney and Bev. John Walton. Messrs. Hinkley, Simp-

son and Marsh have reported specimens of Margaritana Hildre-

thiana from the vicinity of Buffalo, N. Y.

Mr. Chas. T. Simpson has given me the following note con-

cerning Unio triangularis, a species included in the preliminary

list
?
on the authority of Isaac Lea, as occurring in the Niagara

river: "Unio triangularis is in the Lea collection from Grand

Eapids, Mich., and in Lea record book one specimen presented

by T. C. Eobinson is credited to Buffalo, N. Y. I do not find

this shell, though it has been checked off as having been in the

collection when it was overhauled here."

Bryant Walker has reported U. triangularis from several locali-

ties in the St. Lawrence drainage system in eastern Michigan,

and there is good reason to believe that the species inhabits the

St. Lawrence system in western New York.

In the Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences for

August, 1874, Dr. James Lewis published a list of the land and

fresh water shells of New York. Several species of Unionidae

were included in that list upon the authority of Coleman T.

Eobinson, as inhabiting western New York. At that time Mr.

Eobinson was the only one who had reported these species from

any locality in New York. Some of these species have since

been reported from New York localities by other collectors, and

I am disposed to believe that Mr. Eobinson's records are trust-

worthy. Speaking of Mr. Eobinson's list Dr. Lewis says

:

"About thirteen years ago, assisted by Hon. G. W. Clinton, Mr.

W. W. Stewart and others, the late Coleman T. Eobinson (one

of the founders and early patrons of the Buffalo Society of Nat-

ural Sciences) compiled a list of species collected in the western

part of the State, principally in the immediate vicinity of Buffalo.

Mr. Eobinson's manuscript appears to be very faithfully com-

piled and leaves very little to be done to complete the work in

the part of the State to which it relates." In view of the fact

that Dr. Lewis considered Mr. Eobinson's records trustworthy,

and as several of those records have been confirmed by other

7
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collectors, I have deemed it proper to accept Mr. Kobinson's

records. Thus, U. anodontoides, U. elegans, Unio spatulatus,

U. trigonus, U. postulates and Margaritana cornplanata, which

were hypothetically included in the preliminary list, are retained

in this list, although they have not been reported to me from any

locality in New York, and their claim to be considered inhabi

tants of New York rests upon the lists published by Mr. Kobin-

son. In the case of U. trigonus additional evidence has been

supplied by Mr. Charles T. Simpson, who reports the species

as occurring fossil in the drift at Toronto, Can. (Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus. p. 593, 1893.)

There is some confusion concerning U. pustulatus and U. pus-

tulosus. Simpson (Loc. cit.) reports U. pustulosus as occurring

fossil at Toronto.

Prof. P.. Ellsworth Call suggests that Unio hippopaaus si
is a

depauperate Unio undulatus or U. plicatus, Le S." The New
York State Museum collection contains a specimen of Unio hip-

popaBUS from Buffalo, N. Y, which is certainly referable to U.

undulatus. The shell described under the name of hippopseus

has not been generally recognized by collectors, and its distri-

bution seems to be limited to the neighborhood of Buffalo,

N. Y.

I consider the following names synonymous, and have treated

them as such in this paper :

Unio Novi-eboraci, Lea= Unio iris, Lea.

Unio patulus, Lea= Unio clavus, Lamarck.

Anodonta subcylmdracea, Lea= Anodonta Ferussaciana, Lea.

Unio laevissimus and Anodonta gigantea are not entitled to be

considered inhabitants of New York. The specimens, upon

authority of which these two species were included in the pre-

liminary list, were probably incorrectly identified.

No additional evidence in support of De Kay's statement that

Anodonta pavonia inhabits New York has been received. The

same is true of Anodonta plana, unless it be considered synony-

mous with Anodonta decora, which Mr. Chas. T. Simpson reports

in the Lea collection from Mohawk, N. Y., and from Buffalo,

N. Y.
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Several species which do not appear in the preliminary list

have been reported to me from New York or from near by extra-

limital localities. A list of these species is given further on, but

they are not discussed in this paper. But little information con-

cerning them has been received, as attention was not called to

them in the preliminary list, and some of them, as, for example,

Unio Liebii, Anodonta cepiniana, Tryonii, salmonia and decora

have not been generally recognized by collectors.

After making the changes proposed above, the list contains

54 species which were contained in the original list, and 10 spe-

cies which have been reported in addition, as follows :

Unionidae inhabiting New York.

alatus (Unio) Say.

anodontoides (Unio) Lea.

Benedictii ^Anodonta) Lea.

Boydianus (Unio) Lea.

cariosus (Unio) Say.

clavus (Unio) Lamarck.
* U. patulus, Lea.

coccineus (Unio) Lea.

complanata 'Margaritana) Barnes,

complanatus (Unio) Solander.

crassidens (Unio) Lamarck,
deltoidea (Margaritana) Lea.

edentula (Anodonta) Say.

elegans (Unio) Lea.
ellipsis (Unio) Lea.

fabalis (Unio) Lea.

Ferussaciana (Anodonta) Lea.

*A. Subcylindracea, Lea.

fluviatilis (Anodonta) Dillwyn.
Footiana (Anodonta) Lea.

fragilis (Anodonta) Lea.

gibbosus (Unio) Barnes,

gracilis (Unio) Barnes,

heterodon (Unio) Lea.

Hildrethiana (Margaritana) Lea.

imbecilis (Anodonta) Say.

implicata (Anodonta) Say.

Iris (Unio) Lea.

*Novi-Eboraci, Lea.

lacustris (Anodonta) Lea.

Lewisii (Anodonta) Lea.

ligamentous (Unio) Lamarck,
lateolus

(
Unio) Lamarck,

margaritifera (Margaritana) Lin-

naeus.

marginata (Margaritana) Say.
multiradiatus (Unio) Lea.

nasutus (Unio) Say.

Occidens (Unio) Lea.

ochraceus (Unio) Say.

ovatus (Unio) Say.

parvus (Unio) Barnes,
perplexus (Unio) Lea.

phaseolus (Unio) Hildreth.

pressus (Um<)) Lea.

radiatus LTnio) Lamarck,
rectus (Unio) Lamarck,
rubiginosus (Unio) Lea.

rugosa (Margaritana) Barnes,

spatulatus (Unio) Lea.

Tappanianus (Unio) Lea.
triangularis (Unio) Barnes,
trigonus (Unio) Lea.

undulata (Anodonta) Say.
undulata (Margaritana) Say.
undulatus (Unio) Barnes,
ventricosus (Unio) Barnes,
verrucosus (Unio) Barnes.

Considered synonymous with the name preceding.
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Species not contained in the preliminary list, which have since

been reported as occurring in New York.

cornutus (Unio) Barnes. (1)

cylindricus (Unio) Say. (1)

Decora fAnodonta) Lea. (2)

Liebii (Unio) Lea. (3)

ovata(Anodonta) Lea. (4)

Pepiniana (Anodonta > Lea. (5)

Salmonia (Anodonta) Lea. (6)

securis (Unio) Lea. (1)

tenuissimus (Unio) Lea. (7)

Tryonii (Anodonta) Lea. (6)

In the United States there are five drainage systems as

follows

:

1. The Eastern drainage system.— This system includes all

streams flowing into the Atlantic Ocean east of the Appalachian

Mountains, from Maine to Alabama.

2. The St. Lawrence or Northeastern drainage system.— This

system extends along the northern boundary of the United

States from Minnesota eastward, and includes the Great Lakes

and all other lakes and streams which find an outlet through the

St. Lawrence river.

3. The Mississippi or Central drainage system.— This system

includes the region lying between the Appalachian mountains

and the Rocky mountains, and is drained by the Mississippi river

and its tributaries and other streams which empty into the Gulf

of Mexico.

4. The Northern drainage system— This system includes a

limited area in northern Minnesota and North Dakota, drained

by the Red river of the North.

5. The Pacific or Western drainage system.— This system

includes all streams emptying into the Pacific ocean, and drains

the region lying west of the Rocky mountains.

Three of these drainage systems are represented in New York,

viz.: The Eastern system, including the Housatonic, Hudson, Del-

aware and Susquehanna rivers and their tributaries.

Cl) Allegheny river, Warren, Pa. C. E. Bee her.
(^) Lea collection. Mohawk, N. Y., Dr. Lea. Rochester, N. Y.. Dr. Dewey Simpson in

letter.

(3) " Probably a variety of circulus. All specimens I know of are reported from Lake Erie
without locality, with tbe exception of Lea's type which is from Michigan. " Simpson in letter.

"Dr. Newcomb insisted that a curious shell from Onondaga lake, which I gave him was U.
Liebii, and so labeled it in the Cornell University cabinet. I thought it erroneous as it doubt
less is, but I had not then seen U. Liebii. It seems an abnormal U. radiatus orluteolus."
Rev. W. M. Beauchamp

(4) "Lea collection, Buffalo, N. Y., Dr. Robinson, Canal, Rochester, N. Y., Dr. Dewey."
Simpson in letter.

(5) "Lea collection. Skaneateles, N. Y., collected by Isaac Lea." Simpson in letter. "Dr.
Newcomb called a small and fragile shell from Skaneateles and Cayuga lakes by this name,
but I think it mere than doubtful." Rev. W. M. Beauchamp

(6) " It is likely that tbese two species occur in southern New York. I have shells of both
species with New York localities given, but can not vouch for their being correct." Wm. A.
Marsh. " Raritan river, Somerville, N. J.

11 Thomas Morgan.
(7) "Buffalo, N. Y. Lea collection. Collected by C. F. Robinson." Simpson in letter.
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The St. Lawrence system, including the Great Lakes, the lakes

of the central part of the State, the St Lawrence river and Lake

Champlain.

The Mississippi system in the southwestern corner of the

State, including Chautauqua lake, Allegheny river and its

tributaries.

Much careful collecting has been done at various points along

the boundaries of the three drainage systems represented in New
York. Thus Dr. James Lewis and Prof. R. Ellsworth Call

have made us thoroughly acquainted with the molluscan fauna

of the neighborhood of Mohawk, N. Y., just within the border

of the eastern drainage system. A few miles further west, Rev.

W. M. Beauchamp has done much collecting in the counties of

Onondaga and Oneida, just within the border of the St. Lawrence

drainage system. It is worthy of note that some species found

to be plentiful in Onondaga and Oneida are reported as very

rare at Mohawk and are not found at all as far east as the

Hudson river, for example, U. luteolus, U. rubiginosus. Dr. S.

Hart Wright has collected in Yates county in the St. Lawrence

system, nearly on the border, between this system and the Mis-

sissippi system. Shelley Crump and Rev. John Walton have

collected in Monroe county, N. Y. For several years Dr. Charles

E. Beecher collected from the Allegheny river and other streams

at Warren, Warren county, Pennsylvania, almost the north-

eastern limit of the Mississippi drainage system. His collection

was presented to the New York State Museum in 188G and 1887,

and has been largely used in the preparation of this paper.

J. Allen collected in Chautauqua county, N. Y., and its neighbor-

hood, on the dividing line between the Mississippi and St. Law-

rence drainage systems. Dr. Y. Sterki has done good work in

Ohio, particularly in the Ohio river system. Bryant Walker has

made a special study of the Unionidae of Michigan, an area lying

almost entirely in the St. Lawrence drainage system, but over-

lapping the Mississippi system. A. A. Hinkley has collected in

Illinois, a region lying partly in the St. Lawrence and partly in

the Mississippi drainage systems.

F. R. Latchford and Geo. M. Leslie have worked in Ontario,

wholly within the St. Lawrence system.

Carpenter in Rhode Island, Gould in Massachusetts, Winkley

and Morse in Maine, and others have made us acquainted with

the mollusca of New England.
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The New York State Museum has what may be considered an

exhaustive collection of the mollusca of the Hudson river and

Champlain and Erie canals in the vicinity of Albany and Troy.

J. B. Quintard has collected in Kansas and Indian Territory.

The general localities supplied by William A. Marsh have

enabled me to give an idea of the general distribution of the

species.

In almost all cases the localities supplied by one correspondent

have been verified and made trustworthy by being reported by
one or more other correspondents. In many cases several have

reported a species from the same locality, and in other cases the

species while not reported by several from exactly the same

locality have been reported from different points in the same
river system. There are only a few instances in which the

occurrence of a species in one of the drainage systems rests upon

the authority of one person. The extensive series of exchanges

made by most of the gentlemen who have been named, one with

another, and with others not mentioned, has had the effect of

defining most of the species. It has been a council in which

collectors with limited opportunities have had the advice and

criticism of those having greater facilities, such as access to

literature and large collections, etc., and in which those already

well equipped have been still more abundantly supplied with

data from which to draw conclusions.

Several gentlemen to whom copies of the preliminary list were

sent have given me much information bearing upon the questions

asked, Kev. W. M. Beauchamp, of Baldwinsville, N. Y.; Shelley

G. Crump, of Pittsford, N. Y., and James Delancy and Rev. John

Walton, of Rochester, N. Y., have sent me large series of the

shells of their respective localities.

Prof. R. Ellsworth Call, Mr. Bryant Walker, Dr. V. Sterki,

Mr. A. A. Hinklev, Mr. S. M. Luther, Dr. W. D. Hartman, Mr. J.

B. Quintard, Mr. William A. Marsh, Mr. Charles T. Simpson,

Mr. Horace F. Carpenter, Mr. George M. Leslie, Dr. S. Hart

Wright, Rev. Henry Winkley, Mr. Thomas Morgan and Mr. F.

R. Latchford have sent me extensive lists of localities in which

New York Unionidas occur, and several of them have contributed

specimens. To all these gentlemen I wish to express sincere

thanks for the kind assistance they have afforded me.
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The following lists of selected localities will serve to show the

general distribution of each species and to show in what drainage

systems each species occurs

:

Unio alatus, Say.
New York.

Lake Champlain

Erie canal, Troy. (Dead valve) Call.

Champlain canal, Waterford De Kay.

Champlain canal, Waterford. (Dead valve) . . . Aldrich.

Oneida river Beauchamp.

Seneca river , Beauchamp.

Erie canal, Cayuga county Wright.

Genesee river Pickett coll.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Tonawanda creek, Niagara county S. H. Wright.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ontario

Ottawa Latchford.

Hamilton bay Leslie.

Lake Erie, Port Dover ... Leslie.

Ohio.

Whetstone river , Beecher.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Michigan.

Detroit river Walker.

Grand river, Kent county Walker.

Illinois.

Several localities Hinkley.

Indiana.

Marsh.

Wisconsin.

Marsh.

Iowa.

Muscatine Walker.

Kansas.

Kansas river Beecher.

Eastern portion Quintard.
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Nebraska.
Marsh.

Missouri.

Missouri river, Kansas City Beecher.

Tennessee.

Cumberland river, Nashville Hinkley.

Georgia.

Murray county Coll. Phila. Acad.

Alabama.

Marsh.

Mississippi.

Marsh.

Indian Territory.

North Fork, Canadian river Quintard.

There seems to be no trustworthy record of the occurrence of

living Unio alatus in the Champlain canal near Troy and Water-

ford, and, so far as known, there is no trustworthy record of its

occurrence in any portion of the Hudson area. De Kay (Zoology

of New York, Mollusca, page 195) says "Dr. Newcomb has ob-

tained very fine specimens from the Northern canal, near Water-

ford." Truman H. Aldrich (Twenty-second Eeport New York

State Cabinet, page 17), commenting upon De Kay's statement,

says, "in the spring of 1867, the canal was searched for it, both

above and below Waterford, for several miles, without success.

Mr. H. Rousseau found a single valve in the canal at the weigh

lock (West Troy)."
.

The Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences has specimens

of this species presented by Dr. James Lewis and. labeled "Mo-

hawk, N. Y." The locality is almost certainly a mistake, as Dr.

Lewis does not report the species from Mohawk in any of his

publications.

Disregarding the dead valves reported from the Erie and

Champlain canals, and De Kay's statement that fine specimens

were obtained at Waterford, and the Academy specimens cred-

ited to Mohawk, N. Y., the above list of localities shows that the

species is confined to the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage

systems. The species occurs in both these systems in New York.
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Unio anodontoides, Lea.

New York.

Near Buffalo Coleman T. Robinson.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Indiana.
Marsh

.

Illinois.

Kaskaskia R. Pecatonica R Hinkley.

Iowa.

Muscatine Walker

.

Kansas.

Eastern part Quintard.

Missouri.

Marsh.

Kentucky.
Marsh

.

Tennessee.

Cumberland river Hinkley.

Indian Territory.

North Fork, Canadian river Quintard.

Arkansas.
Marsh

.

Louisiana

.

Bienville parish Yaughan.

Georgia.
Marsh.

Alabama.
Marsh.

Texas

.

Houston Leslie.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage area

Anodonta Benedictii, Lea.
New York.

Lake Champlain Hudson.

Oneida lake Call

.

Onondaga lake Beauchamp

.

Seneca river Beauchamp

,
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Yates county Hinkley.

Canandaigua lake Morgan

.

Erie canal, Rochester Walton

.

Lake Ontario , Walker

.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford

.

Lake Erie, Port Dover Leslie.

Hamilton bay ... Leslie

.

Michigan

.

Detroit river Hinkley

.

Various localities; all in Great Lake basin Walker.

According to the localities reported above, the species is con-

fined to the St. Lawrence drainage system.

Unio Boydianus, Lea.
New York.

Oak Orchard Creek, Orleans county Lea.

Lake Ontario ... Marsh.

This species has not been generally recognized by collectors.

Wm. A. Marsh and Chas. T. Simpson suggest that it is a small

variety of Unio radiatus. So far as reported it is confined to a

very limited area in the St. Lawrence drainage system.

Unio cariosus, Say.
Maine.

Winkley.

New England.
, Gould.

Connecticut.

Connecticut river State Coll.

New York.

Hudson river system ,

Delaware river system

Schoharie Creek Gebhard.

Erie canal, Mohawk , Call.

Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Honeoye Lake, Ontario county S. H. Wright.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.
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New Jersey.

Raritan river, Somerville Walker.

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Coll. Phila. Acad.

Delaware.
Marsh.

District of Columbia.

Potomac river Sterki, Hinkley.

Virginia.

Canal at Alexandria Sterki.

Occurs in the eastern and St. Lawrence drainage systems.

One of the most characteristic of our eastern species.

Unio clavus, Lam.
Ontario.

Toronto— occurs fossil Simpson.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Scioto river Walker.

Mahoning river Walker.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Indiana.

Wabash river Hinkley.

Shelby county Hinkley.

White river Walker.

Illinois.

Marsh.

Tennessee.

Marsh.

Alabama.

Marsh.

In all probability U. patulus is a synonym of this species. In

the living state U. clavus is found only in the Mississippi drain-

age system. Mr. Chas. T. Simpson has recorded it as occurring

fossil at Toronto, Ontario— in the St. Lawrence drainage system.
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Unio coccineus, Lea
New York.

Lake Erie, Erie county Marsh

.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county , Beeoher

.

Ohio.
i

Scioto river Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Grand river, Grand Rapids State coll

.

Various localities, all in great lake basin Walker

.

Indiana.

Marsh.

Illinois.

Mercer and Winnebago counties Hinkley.

Spoon river Strode.

Wisconsin.
Marsh.

Iowa.

Coon river, Dallas county Walker.

Missouri.

Marsh.

Kansas.

Cottonwood river, Emporia Quintard.

Arkansas.

, Marsh

.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems

Found in both systems in New York.

Margaritana complanata, Barnes.
New York.

Near Buffalo Coleman T. Robinson.

Ohio.

Ohio river system Sterki

.

Indiana.
Marsh.

Michigan.

Rouge river, Wayne county Walker.
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Illinois.

Winnebago county Hinkley.

Iowa.

Muscatine Walker.

Missouri.

Marsh

.

Kansas.

Eastern Part Quintard.

Indian Territory.

North Fork, Canadian river t Quintard.

Arkansas.
Marsh.

Louisiana.
B

Mt. Lebanon Hinkley.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage'areas.

Unio complanatus, Solander.
New England.

Generally distributed

New York.

Hudson river system

Mohawk river Beecher.

Delaware river system

Long lake, Herkimer county Beecher.

Susquehanna river system

Oswego river Beecher.

Cortland Beecher.

Chenango river , Beecher.

Cayuga lake Wright.

Keuka lake Wright.

Conhocton river, Steuben county Beecher.

Honeoye lake Wright.

Genesee river Dewey.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Lake Ontario Hinkley.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Coll. Phila. Acad.

Maryland.
Anthony.
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Virginia.

Marsh.

Ohio.

Ohio river system. (May be a mistake) Sterki.

Michigan.

St. Mary's river, Tame Island Walker.

Presque Lie county Walker.

Ocqueoc lake Walker.

Wisconsin ?

Lake Superior Gould.

North Carolina.

Marsh.

Reported from many localities in the Eastern and St. Lawrence

drainage systems. Dr. Sterki reports it from the Ohio river sys-

tem in Ohio, the only report of the occurrence of the species in

any part of the Mississippi drainage system.

Unio crassidens, Lam.
Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Scioto river Hinckley.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Indiana.

Ohio river , Hinkley.

Illinois.

Marsh.

Iowa.
Marsh.

Missouri.

i Marsh.

Kentucky.
Marsh.

Tennessee.

Duck and Cumberland rivers Hinkley.

Tennessee river State coll.

Alabama.

Selma Aldrich.

Coosa river Hinkley.

Black Warrior river Walker.
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Louisiana.

Marsh.

Texas.

Marsh.

Confined to the Mississippi drainage system.

Margaritana deltoidea, Lea.
New York.

Mud creek Delaney,

Erie canal, Monroe county Walton.

Ohio.

Miami river Beecher.

Lake Erie, Put-in-Bay Walker.

Ohio river system ". Sterki.

Michigan.

Generally distributed , Walker.

Indiana.

St. Joseph river Walker.

Illinois.

Mercer county , Hinkley.

Kent's creek, Winnebago county Hinkley.

Iowa.
Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

In New York the species is apparently confined^to the St.

Lawrence system.

Anodonta edentula, Say.
New York.

Mohawk river, Mohawk Call.

Unadilla river, Otsego county Call.

Little lakes, Otsego county Call.

Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Seneca river Beecher.

Honeoye creek, Monroe county Delaney.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Genesee river Walton.

Cuba, Allegany county Beecher.

Ischua creek, Cattaraugus county Beecher.

Chautauqua lake Beecher.

Pennsylvania.

Allegany river, Watren county Beecher.
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Ohio.

Ohio river, Cinn Beecher.

Michigan.

Grand Rapids
, State coll.

Generally distributed , Walker.

Indiana.

Marsh.

Illinois.

Several localities Hinkley.

Wisconsin.

Marsh.

Iowa.

Boone ' Beecher.

Muscatine Walker.

Kansas.

Eastern portion Quintard.

Missouri.

Marsh.

Kentucky.
Marsh.

Anodonta edentula and Anodonta undulata will, I think,

eventually be united as one species. The usual custom has been

to call specimens from eastern localities An. undulata, and to call

western specimens An. edentula. But several correspondents

have given eastern localities for the western species, and western

localities for the eastern species, showing that opinions vary as

to the validity of the geographical distinction. In making up

the lists of localities for these two species I have rejected several

localities reported to me outside of the generally accepted limits

for the two species respectively. An exception has been male
for edentula in the case of the localities reported by Prof. R. Ells-

worth Call, who has reported An. edentula as occurring in Otsego

county and Mohawk river, just within the boundary between the

St. Lawrence and Eastern drainage systems, and for An. undulata

in the case of Onondaga lake, reported by Rev. W. M. Beauchamp,

a locality just within the boundary of the St. Lawrence drainage

system. If the two species are to be considered as the same,

the two lists of localities will show the distribution of the united

species.
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Unio elegans, Lea.

New York.

Near Buffalo Coleman T. Robinson,

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Indiana.
Marsh.

Michigan.

Otter creek, Monroe county Walker.

Illinois.

Kaskaskia river Hinkley.

Wisconsin.
Marsh.

Iowa.

Muscatine Walker.

Kansas.

Eastern part Quintard.

Missouri.

Marsh.

Tennessee.

Duck river Hinkley.

Indian Territory.

Marsh.

Arkansas.
Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage areas.

Unio ellipsis, Lea.
Quebec.

St. Lawrence river cap range Walker.

New York.

Cayuga lake Morgan.

Niagara river, Grand Hinkley.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

9
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Michigan.

Detroit river Walker.

Illinois.

Wabash river Hinkley.

Mercer county » Hinkley.

Wisconsin.

Marsh.

Iowa.

Mississippi river, Davenport Walker.

Muscatine Walker.

Kentucky.
Marsh.

Tennessee.

Nashville Hinkley.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage area. In

New York, so far as known, the species is confined to the St.

Lawrence system.

Unio fabalis, Lea.
New York.

Chautauqua lake
, Beauchamp.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Sciota river Beecher.

Ohio river system , Sterki.

Michigan.

Rouge river, Wayne county Walker.

Indiana.

White river Hinkley.

Iowa.
Marsh.

Tennessee.

, Emmons.

Duck river, Columbia Hinkley.

^ Occurs in the St. Lawrence drainage system (in Wayne county,

Mich ) and in the Mississippi system. In New York the species

is apparently confined to the Mississippi systeal.
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Anodonta Ferussaciana, Lea.
New York.

Hudson river system

Delaware system

Susquehanna system

Little lakes, Otsego county Call.

Chemung river, Chemung county Walker.

Erie canal, Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Seneca lake „ S. H. Wright.

Cayuga lake Morgan.

Keuka lake Wright.

Penn Yan , . Wright

.

Oak Orchard creek Newcomb.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Nine Mile creek, Camillus-Marcellus Beecher.

New Jersey.

Sterki.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cinn Leslie.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan

.

Detroit river c , Beecher

.

Grand Rapids State Coll.

Indiana.

Connorsville Walker

.

Illinois

.

Kishwaukee river Hinkley.

Winnebago county Hinkley.

Wisconsin

.

Twin lakes Walker.

Iowa.

Marsh.

An. subcylindracea is a synonym of the species. The above
list includes localities reported for Ferussaciana and subcylin-

dracea.

The combined species occur in the eastern St. Lawrence and
Mississippi drainage systems.
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Anodonta fluviatilis, Dillwyn.
Maine.

Winkley.

Rhode Island.

, Carpenter.

Connecticut.

Cheshire Beecher.

Vermont.

Benson Walker.

New York.

Hudson system ,

Susquehanna system

Richfield, Otsego county Beecher.

West Mission, Steuben county Beecher.

Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Yates county Wright.

Andover, Allegany county , Beecher.

Buffalo creek, Erie county Beecher.

Pennsylvania.

Tributary of Genesee river Walker.

New York.

Ischua creek, Cattaraugus county Beecher.

Ontario.

.

Ottawa Latchford.

Hamilton bay Leslie.

Pennsylvania.

Juniata river Walker.

Virginia.

Canal, Alexandria , Sterki.

Occurs in the Eastern and St. Lawrence drainage systems.

Anodonta footiana, Lea.

New York

.

Oneida lake Call.

Seneca river Beauchamp

.

Canandaigua lake Pickett.

Erie canal, Rochester , Walker.

Ontario

.

Ottawa Latchford.
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Michigan.

Lenawee county Beecher.

Saginaw river Walker.

Houghton lake Hinkley.

Lake Michigan Marsh

.

Wisconsin.

Lake Michigan Marsh

.

Apparently confined to the St. Lawrence drainage system.

Anodonta fragilis, Lamarck.
New York.

Plattsburg, Clinton county Walker.

Loon lake, Franklin county Walker.

Wilmont, Herkimer county Call.

Richfield Springs, Otsego county Call.

Little lakes, Otsego county Call

.

Beaver lake, Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Seneca lake Wright

.

Cayuga lake State Col

.

Keuka lake Wright.

Ontario

.

Ottawa Latchford.

Ohio.

Hudson Walker.

Michigan

.

Otsego lake, Otsego county Beecher.

Lenawee county Beecher.

Generally distributed Walker.

Occurs in the Eastern and St. Lawrence drainage systems. It

is widely distributed in the St. Lawrence system, but in the East-

ern system it has been reported only from the immediate neigh-

borhood of the boundary between the Eastern and St. Lawrence

systems in Central New York, i. e. Wilmont, Richfield Springs,

Little lakes and Otsego lakes.

Unio gibbosus, Barnes.
New York.

Lake Keuka Marsh.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Tonawanda creek, Niagara county Wright.

Niagara river Beauchamp.

Chautauqua lake Beecher.
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Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Grand river, Brant county Leslie.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Michigan.

Ann Arbor Beecher.

Generally distributed Walker.

Grand Rapids Beecher.

Indiana.

St. Joseph river Walker.

Illinois.

Several localities Hinkley.

Wisconsin.
Marsh.

Iowa.

Boone Beecher.

Dallas county Walker.

Kansas.

Osage county Quintard.

Nebraska.

, Marsh.

Missouri.

Kansas City Beecher.

Tennessee.

State coll.

Georgia.

Marsh.

Alabama.
Marsh.

Mississippi.

Marsh.

Arkansas.
Marsh.

Louisiana.

Mt. Lebanon Hinkley.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

Found in both systems in New York.
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Unio gracilis, Barnes.
New York.

Onondaga lake Beauchamp.

Cross lake, Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Erie canal, Rochester Delaney.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Hamilton bay Leslie.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Detroit river Walker.

Indiana.

Marsh.

Illinois.

Spoon river Strode.

Several localities Hinkley.

Iowa.

Muscatine Walker.

Kansas.

Eastern portion Quintard.

Missouri.

Marsh.

Tennessee.

Cumberland river Hinkley.

Alabama.

Coosa river Hinkley.

Mississippi.

Marsh.

Indian Territory.

North Fork Canadian river Quintard.

Louisiana.

Bienville parish , Yaughan.

Texas.

Hinkley.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

Found in both systems in New York.
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Unio heterodon, Lea.
Massachusetts.

Anthony.

Connecticut.

Mixville Beecher.

State coll.

Vermont.

Connecticut river, Hartland Walker.

New York.

Eastern part Anthony.

Southeastern portion Beauchamp.

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia , , Coll. Phila. Acad.

Confined to the Eastern drainage system.

Margaritana Hildrethiana, Lea.

New York.

Buffalo creek, Erie county Marsh.

Buffalo Hinkley, Simpson.

Ohio.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Rouge river, Wayne county Walker.

Indiana,

Marsh.

Illinois.

Marsh.

Iowa.

Iowa City Hinkley.

Missouri.

Marsh.

Tennessee.
Walker.

Arkansas.
Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage system.

In New York it has been reported from the St. Lawrence system

only.
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Anodonta imbecillis, Say.

New York.

Oswego canal Beauchamp.

Beaver lake Beauchamp.

Irondequoit creek, Monroe county Walton.

Chautauqua lake Beauchamp.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Grand river, Kent county Walker.

Indiana.

White river Walker.

Illinois.

Several localities Hinkley.

Iowa.

Muscatine Walker.

Kansas.

Little Walnut river, Douglas Quintard.

Tennessee.
Marsh.

South Carolina.

Coll. Phila. Acad.

Georgia.

Marsh.

Alabama.
Marsh.

Indian Territory.

Pawnee Reservation Quintard.

Arkansas.

Marsh.

Louisiana.

Bienville parish Yaughan.

Texas.

Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

Found in both systems in New York.

10
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Anodonta implicata, Say.
Maine.

Winkley.

Rhode Island.

Generally distributed Carpenter.

Connecticut.

Housatonic river Gould.

Massachusetts.

Lynn Walker.

Arlington Walker.

New York.

Hudson river system

Jordanville, Herkimer county Call.

Richfield Springs, Otsego county Call.

Erie canal, Yates county Wright.

Starkey, Yates county '

. . . Wright.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Lake Erie, Port Dover Leslie.

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Coll. Acad. Nat. Sci,

Occurs in the Eastern and St. Lawrence drainage systems

Found in both systems in New York.

Unio Iris and Novi-Eboraci.
New York.

Schenandoah creek, Oneida Castle Beecher.

Schenandoah creek, Oneida Castle Call.

Oneida river Beauchamp.

Erie canal, Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Seneca river Call.

Cayuga lake Beecher.

Canandaigua lake Wright.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Miami river Beecher.

Tuscarawas river Sterki.
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Iris and Novi-Eboraci.
Michigan.

Huron river, Ann Arbor Beecher.

Generally distributed Walker.

Grand Rapids State Coll.

Indiana.

St. Joseph river Hinkley.

Illinois.

Illinois river Marsh.

Fox river Call.

Unio Novi-Eboraci is a synonym of Unio iris. The above list

includes localities reported for iris and Novi-Eboraci.

The species occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drain-

age systems. Found in both systems in New York.

Anodonta lacustris, Lea.
New York.

Lake Champlain Morgan.

Cedar lake, Herkimer county Beecher.

Beaver creek, Herkimer county Lewis.

Little lakes, Otsego county , Call.

Canisteo river, Steuben county Beecher.

Oswego county Hinkley.

Oneida lake Beauchamp.

Seneca lake Wright.

Cayuga lake Wright.

Keuka lake Morgan.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Occurs in the Eastern and St. Lawrence drainage 'systems.

Found in both systems in New York. Confinedj to a limited

area in the Eastern system. Generally distributed in the St.

Lawrence system.

Anodonta Lewisii, Lea.
New York.

Hudson river system

Schoharie Simms' coll.

Mohawk Beecher.

Erie canal, Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Seneca lake Wright.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Lake Ontario, Port bay State coll.
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Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Occurs in the Eastern and St. Lawrence drainage systems.

Unio ligamentous, Lamarck.
New York.

Cross lake, Canandaigua county Beauchamp.

Olean Pickett coll.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Grand river, Kent county Walker.

Raisin river, Monroe county Walker.

Indiana.

White river . . Walker.

Illinois.

Rock river, Rockford , Beecher.

Several localities Hinkley.

Wisconsin.
Marsh.

Minnesota.
... Marsh.

Iowa.

Des Moines river, Boone , Beecher.

Kansas.

Cottonwood river, Emporia Quintard.

Nebraska.
Marsh.

Missouri.
Marsh.

Tennessee.
Marsh.

Alabama.
Marsh.

Arkansas.
Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

Reported from both sy stems in New York.
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Unio luteolus, Lamarck.
New York.

Lake Champlain Gebhard.

Cohoes Falls, Mohawk river Simpson.

Erie Canal.

Ilion to Utica Bailey.

New York.

Mohawk river, Mohawk Beecher.

Onondaga lake Beecher.

Cross lake, Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Seneca river Pickett.

Yates county Wright.

Genesee river Walton.

In moist clay in bottom of abandoned Genesee

canal Wright.

Niagara Falls Simpson.

Chautauqua lake Beecher.

Ischua creek, Cattaraugus county Beecher.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Hamilton bay Leslie.

West Virginia.

New Salem Walker.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati

Michigan.

Generally distributed .

Indiana.

White river

Illinois.

Several localities Hinkley.

Wisconsin.

Twin lakes Beecher.

Lake Superior Gould.

Iowa.

Boone Beecher.

Red River of the North Simpson.

Beecher.

Walker.

Beecher.
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Kansas

.

Eastern part

Lake Winnipeg
,

Small Lakes, Mackenzie river

Athabaska Lake
,

Quintard.

Simpson.

Simpson.

Simpson.

Kentucky

.

Marsh

.

Colorado

.

Eastern part . .

.

New Mexico.

Simpson.

systems. In the St. Lawrence and Mississippi systems the species

is generally distributed, but in the Eastern system it is confined

to the neighborhood of the boundary between the Eastern and

St. Lawrence systems, in Central New York. The species seems to

have come into the Eastern s}Tstem quite recently, and has been,

and perhaps is yet, of rare occurrence. Our collection contains

one specimen from Mohawk, Herkimer county ; Prof. E. E. Call

reports two specimens from the same place, and Mr. Charles T.

Simpson reports one specimen in the National collection from the

same place and sends me the following note : "No. 85435 is a

shell sent by Dr. James Lewis from Mohawk, N. Y., and in a

note Dr. Lewis says 'The only living specimen I ever found here,'

and he has labeled it U. luteolus, Lam. Lea has done the same

thing, and yet T should pronounce it rather an inflated female

U. radiatus. It is luteolus in everything but the epidermis, which

has that peculiar greenish tint and is roughened after the manner

of radiatus."

Mr. Simpson has also given me the following note concerning

a specimen from Cohoes Falls :
" Specimen No. 85437 in the

Isaac Lea "collection is labeled 'Unio luteolus, Lam., Cohoes

Falls, Hudson River.' The name is in Dr. Lea's writing, but I

think the locality is marked by some one else. In the record no

statement is made as to who collected it or of whom he received

it, but Dr. Lea evidently believed it to be from that locality."

Mr. Albert Bailey (Nautilus Y, 2 5) reports that he found the

species between Ilion and Utica, and collected 27 specimens in
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one day. If he has not made a mistake in identifying the speci-

mens, it would seem that the species is becoming more abundant

in the Eastern drainage system than it formerly was.

Margaritana margaritifera, Linn.

Newfoundland.
State coll.

Maine

.

Emmons coll.

Massachusetts

.

Haydenville Hinkley

.

Rhode Island.

Carpenter.

Vermont

.

Connecticut river, Hartland Beecher.

Winooski river Walker.

New York.

Lake Champlain State coll.

Tributaries of Mohawk, Oneida county Beauchamp

.

Pennsylvania.

Chester county , Hartman

.

Illinois.

Joliet Hinkley.

Upper Missouri river Simpson..

Oregon.

Columbia river Smithsonian coll.

California

Walker

.

France.

State coll.

Germany.
State coll.

Occurs in the Eastern, St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage

systems. In New York it has been reported only from the Eastern

and St. Lawrence systems. This species has a wide distribution,

being found in the northern portions of Europe, Asia and North
America.
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The following interesting note concerning this species is taken

from a paper by Charles T. Simpson, published in the proceedings

of the U. S. National Museum, p. 593, 1893 :

" It is an oriental species, having its metropolis in northern Europe

and Asia, which has crossed over into North America in all probability

by a now submerged landway, and to-day is found in British Columbia,

Washington, Oregon, Northern California, and in the upper waters of

the Missouri. It is agaiu met with in Eastern Canada, New England,

Pennsylvania and New York, but has not been reported from any of

the iutervening territory. The suggestion made several years ago by

Prof. A. G. Witherby, that it had been destroyed in this region by

glacial action, seems the most reasonable, and it is possible that at the

eastern side of the continent it might have survived in the area not

covered by the ice cap or that it may have been driven to the south

ward before it.

" This is the only naiad now found living within the Mississippi

drainage area that may be said to belong to the Atlantic system, and it

is undoubtedly an immigrant. It probably entered the Missouri

through streams which connected that river with the northwestern lake

sy&tem "

Margaritana Marginata, Say.
Maine.

Morse.

Rhode Island.

New York.

Hudson river system

Oak Creek, Otsego county

Seneca river

Chemung river ,

Tioga river

Canandaigua lake

Allegheny river, Olean

Ontario.

Ottawa

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia

Allegheny river, Warren county

Ohio.

Ohio river system

Carpenter.

Morgan.

Beecher.

Walker.

Wright.

Wright.

Pickett coll.

Latchford.

Coll. Phila. Acad.

Beecher.

Sterki.
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Michigan.

Huron river Beecher.

Several localities Walker.

Wisconsin.

Geneva lake Pickett coll.

Illinois.

Rock river, Rockford Beecher.

Iowa.

Iowa City Hinkley.

Kansas.
Marsh.

North Carolina.

Anthony.

South Carolina.

Abbeville Coll. Phila. Acad.

Tennessee.

Duck river Hinkley.

Arkansas.

, Marsh.

Occurs in the eastern, St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage

systems. Found in all three systems in New York.

Unio multiradiatus, Lea.
New York.

Butternut creek, Otsego county State coll.

Medina, Orleans county Pickett coll.

Genesee river, Monroe county Walton

.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan

.

Huron river Beecher.

Clinton river, Macomb county Walker.

Indiana.

Blue river , . Walker.

11
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Illinois.

Hock river, Rockford Beecher.

Tennessee.
( Columbia Hinkley.

Occurs abundantly in various parts of the St. Lawrence and

Mississippi drainage systems, and the Museum collection contains

one specimen from Butternut creek, Otsego county, N. Y.— a

locality in the Eastern system just within the boundary between

the Eastern and St. Lawrence systems.

Unio nasutus, Say.
Massachusetts.

Ijynn Walker.

Rhode Island.

Carpenter.

New York.

Hudson river system

Delaware river Beauchamp.

Niagara river Hinkley.

Erie canal, Rochester Delaney.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Ontario.

Hamilton bay Leslie.

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Coll. Phila. Acad.

Ohio.

Northern part Sterki.

Michigan.

Detroit river Walker.

Presque Isle county Walker.

Virginia.

Canal at Alexander Sterki.

Occurs in the Eastern and St. Lawrence drainage systems.

Found in both systems in New York.
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Unio occidens, Lea.
New York.

Oswego river Beauchamp.

Seneca river, Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Pittsford, Monroe county . . . : Crump.

Tonawanda creek, Niagara county Wright.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Hamilton bay Leslie.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cinn Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Detroit river Beecher.

Several localities Walker.

Indiana.

White river Walker.

Illinois.

Kaskaskia river Hinkley.

Iowa.

Muscatine Walker.

Kansas.

Eastern portion ... Quintard.

Arkansas.

Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

Found in both systems in New York.

Unio ochraceus, Say.
Maine.

Morse.

New England.

Gould.

Massachusetts.

Plymouth Walker.

New York.

Hudson river system

Mohawk, Herkimer county Lewis.
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Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Coll. Phila. Acad.

Delaware.

Marsh.

Maryland.

Marsh.

District of Columbia.

Potomac river Sterki.

Virginia.

Alexandria Sterki.

Apparently confined to the eastern drainage system.

Unio ovatus, Say.
Ontario.

Hamilton bay . . , Leslie (as subovatus),

Ottawa Latchford *
1

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren Beecher.

Ohio.

Little Miami river Walker.

Ohio river. Anthony.

Whetstone river, Delaware Beecher.

Kentucky.
Marsh.

Tennessee.

Cumberland river Hinkley.

Alabama.
Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage system.

Unio parvus, Barnes.

New York.

Erie canal, Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Genesee canal Wright.

Ohio.

Miami canal Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Rouge river, Wayne county Walker.
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Indiana.

Connorsville Walker.

Illinois.

Washington county Hinkley.

Winnebago county Hinkley.

Iowa.

DesMoines river, Fort Dodge Walker.

Kansas.
Quintard.

Missouri.

Marsh.

Indian Territory.

Northern part Quintard.

Arkansas.
Marsh.

Louisiana.

Marsh.

Texas.
Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

Unio perplexus, Lea.
Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Sciota river, Columbus Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Indiana.

Marsh.

Tennessee.

Clinch river , Beecher.

Alabama.
Marsh.

Keported from the Mississippi drainage system only.

Unio phaseolus, Hildreth.
New York.

Near Buffalo C. T. Robinson.

Buffalo F. K. Mixer.

Chautauqua lake Beecher.
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Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Huron river, Ann Arbor Beecher.

Clinton river, Macomb county Walker.

Black river, Cheboygan county Walker.

Illinois.

Marsh.

Kansas.

Neosho river, Burlington Quintard.

Tennessee.
Marsh.

Arkansas.
Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

Found in both systems in New York.

Unio pressus, Lea.
New York.

Hudson river system

Normanskill, Albany Beecher.

Herkimer county Call.

Erie canal, Onondaga county Beauchamp.

West river, Yates county Sartwell.

Mannsville, Jefferson county Fry.

Genesee river, Allegany county Walker.

Wellsville, Allegany county Beecher.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Wentworth county Leslie.

Ohio.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Huron river Beecher,

Detroit river Walker.
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Indiana.

White river, Indianapolis Walker.

Illinois.

Winnebago county Hinkley.

Occurs in the Eastern, St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage

systems. Found in all three systems in New York.

" Two specimens (of Unio pressus, Lea) were taken from a
small lake near Herkimer, New York. The lake lies between

high hills and receives as its water supply an artificial branch of

West Canada creek, a mountain stream having no connection

with the Erie canal, or any stream that could possibly reach it

from the west or south. It empties into the Mohawk, but over

a very rocky bed, and after a considerable fall. The species is

essentially western, but is recorded at Troy, N. Y. (Yide Lewis,

in Bulletin Buff. Soc. Nat. Sci., Aug, 1874, p. 127.) Its occur-

rence in the latter locality may be explained, perhaps, in a man-
ner similar to the preceding (i. e., that it migrated from the west

through the Erie canal), though at no known intermediate

localities has it been found." (R. E. Call, Amer. Nat., p. 473

1878.) Prof. Call is probably mistaken in supposing that this-

species reached Troy by way of the Erie canal. Some of Dr.

Lea's type specimens of Lymphynota compressa, the name under

which the species was originally described, were obtained from

Normanskill, a small stream entering the Hudson just south of

Albany. Dr. Lea's description of the species was published iiL

1829, only four years after the opening of the Erie canal.

Unio radiatus, Lamarck.
Maine.

Winkley.

Rhode Island.

Carpenter.

Connecticut.

Connecticut river Gebhard.

New York.

Lake Champlain Walker.

Hudson river system

Saratoga lake Simpson.

Delaware river system
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Crooked lake Sartwell.

Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Keuka lake Wright.

Schuyler's lake, Otsego county Beecher.

Cazenovia, Madison county Call.

Chenango river , Beecher.

Tioga river, Steuben county Beecher.

Ontario.

Ottawa '. Latchford.

Michigan.

Diamond lake Hinkley.

Indiana.

Flat Rock creek Marsh.

Illinois.

Rock river Marsh.

Virginia.

Canal, Alexandria Sterki.

Potomac river State coll.

South Carolina.

Camden Simpson.

Georgia.

Ogeechee river Simpson.

Widely distributed in the Eastern and St. Lawrence drainage

systems, and reported by Wm. A. Marsh from Rock river, 111.,

and Flat Rock creek, Ind., localities just within the border of

the Mississippi system.

Unio rectus, Lamarck.
New York.

Oneida river Beauchamp.

Seneca river Beecher.

Erie canal, Monroe county Walton.

Tonawanda creek, Niagara county Wright.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Lake Erie, Port Dover . . . , Leslie.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.
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Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Detroit river Walker.

Grand river, Kent county Walker.

Indiana.

Marsh.

Illinois.

Winnebago county Hinkley.

Rock river , Beecher.

Iowa.

Des Moines river, Fort Dodge Walker.

Kansas.

Eastern part Quintard.

Missouri.

Marsh.

Tennessee.

Cumberland river Hinkley.

Alabama.
Marsh.

Arkansas.

Clinton Hinkley.

Texas.

Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

Found in both systems in New York.

Unio rubiginosus, Lea.
New York.

Erie canal, Mohawk Call.

Erie canal, Utica-Ilion Bailey.

Utica , Hinkley.

Erie canal, Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Genesee river, Monroe county Walton.

Ontario.

Lake Erie, Port Dover Leslie.

12
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Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Rouge river, Wayne county Walker.

Grand river, Kent county Walker.

Indiana.

St. Joseph river Walker.

White river Beecher.

Illinois.

Winnebago county Hinkley.

Wisconsin.
Marsh.

Minnesota.
Marsh.

Iowa.

Des Moines river , Walker.

Kansas.

Eastern part Quintard.

Missouri.

Marsh.

Widely distributed in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drain-

age systems. In the eastern system it has been reported from

Mohawk and Utica, just within the border of the system.

" On April 17, 1877, the writer, while exploring that portion

of the Erie canal known as the Wide Water, near Mohawk,

N. Y., unexpectedly came across TJnio rubiginosus, Lea. Five

specimens in all were secured during this and two succeeding

expeditions. The species has not hitherto been found on the

Atlantic slope, but belongs to the Ohio basin, and, hence, to the

western fauna. It has been recorded at Buffalo {teste Prof. C.

Dewey), and at Eochester {teste C. T. Robinson), in Western

New York, but only in streams flowing into the great lakes.

Between Mohawk and the latter localities is a water shed slop-

ing to the west and the east. The Erie canal passes over this

ridge, and through it the species has probably been introduced

and colonized." (R. Ellsworth Call, Amer. Nat., p. 472, 1878.)
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Margaritana rugosa, Barnes.
New York.

Hudson river system

Onondaga lake Beecher.

Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Canandaigua lake Wright.

Pittsford, Monroe county Crump.

Genesee river , Dewey.

Genesee canal, Olean Beecher.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher.

Ontario.

Ottawa Latchford.

Ohio.

Ohio river, Cincinnati Beecher.

Ohio river system Sterki.

Michigan.

Detroit river Walker.

Grand river, Kent county Walker.

Indiana.

White river Walker.

Illinois.

Rock river, Rockford Beecher.

Winnebago county, etc Hinkley.

Iowa.

Iowa river, Marshalltown Quintard.

Wisconsin.

Marsh.

Kansas.

Cottonwood river, Emporia Quintard.

Missouri.

Marsh.

Tennessee.

Marsh.

Duck river Hinkley.

Arkansas.

Clinton Hinkley.

Louisiana.

Mt. Lebanon Hinkley.

Occurs in the Eastern, St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage

systems. Found in all three systems in New York.
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Unio spatulatus, Lea.
New York.

Near Buffalo Coleman T. Robinson.

Ohio.

Marsh.

Indiana

.

Marsh.

Michigan.

Sheawassee river, Genesee county Walker.

Swaitz creek, Gratiot county Walker.

Grand river, Kent county Walker.

Illinois

.

Winnebago county Hinkley.

Wisconsin.
s Marsh

.

Iowa.

Coon river, Dallas county Walker

.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

In New York it is found in the St. Lawrence system only.

Unio tappanianus, Lea.
New York.

Hudson river system

Erie canal, Mohawk Beecher

.

Canisteo river Walker.

Chemung river Morgan

.

Chemung river Walker.

Erie canal, Onondaga Beauchamp

Canandaigua lake Wright.

Genesee canal Walker.

Pennsylvania

.

Philadelphia Coll. Phila. Acad.

Juniata river Lea

.

Marsh.

North Carolina?
Anthony.

Confined to the Eastern drainage system.

Unio triangularis, Barnes.

New York

.

Niagara river Lea.

Buffalo (Lea Record Book) Simpson

Near Buffalo Coleman T. Robinson.
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Ohio.

Scioto river Walker.

Delaware Hinkley

.

Michigan

.

Three Mile lake, Oakland county Walker.

Otter creek, Monroe county Walker

.

Indiana

.

White river Hinkley.

Illinois

.

Marsh.

Iowa.

Muscatine Walker.

Missouri

.

Marsh

.

Tennessee.

Duck river Hinkley.

Arkansas

.

Marsh.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

In New York it has been reported from the St. Lawrence

system only.

Unio trigonus, Lea.
New York.

Near Buffalo Coleman T. Robinson.

Ontario

.

Toronto, occurs fossil Simpson

.

Ohio.

Ohio river Walker

.

Indiana.

Wabash river Walker.

Illinois.

Several localities « Hinkley.

Iowa.

Muscatine Walker.

Kansas.

Marsh.
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Missouri.

Marsh.

Kentucky.
Marsh.

Arkansas.
Marsh.

Louisiana.

Bienville Parish Vaughn.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage areas.

In New York it has been reported from the St. Lawrence

system only.

Anodonta undulata, Say.

Rhode Island.

. Carpenter.

Connecticut.

Mixville, Cheshire Beecher.

Vermont.

Connecticut River, Hartland Walker.

New York.

Hudson River system ,

Westchester county Wright.

Cedar Lake creek Beecher.

Delaware river State coll.

Little lakes, Otsego county Call.

Canisteo river, Steuben county Walker.

Onondaga county Beauchamp.

Ontario.

Ottawa « Latchford.

New Jersey.

Newmarket Beecher.

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Coll. Phila. Acad.

Virginia.
Marsh.

Occurs in the Eastern and St. Lawrence drainage systems.

See remarks under Anodonta edentula.
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Margaritana undulata, Say.

Maine.
Winkley.

Rhode Island.

Carpenter.

Massachusetts.

Leominster Walker.

Vermont.

Connecticut river, Hartland Walker.

New York.

Norman's Kill, Albany Beecher.

Hudson River system

Herkimer county Beecher.

Chenango river Beecher.

Canisteo river, Steuben county Beecher.

Conhocton river, Steuben county Beecher.

Tioga river, Corning Wright.

Onondaga county — rare Beauchamp.

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Coll. Phila. Acad.

Maryland.
Anthony.

Virginia.

Marsh.

North Carolina.

Near Raleigh Coll. Phila. Acad.

Quebec.

Cape Rouge Leslie.

Ontario.

O ttawa Latchford.

Occurs in the Eastern and St. Lawrence drainage systems.

Occurs in both systems in New York.

Unio undulatus, Barnes.
New York.

Erie canal, Onondaga county (one specimen) . . . Beauchamp

.

Pittsford, Monroe county. Crump.

Tonawanda creek, Niagara county , Wright.

Pennsylvania.

Allegheny river, Warren county Beecher

.

Ohio.

Ohio river system Sterki.
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Michigan

.

Rouge river, Wayne county Walker

.

Indiana.

Wabash river „ Beecher

.

White Water river, Muncie Walker.

Illinois

.

Mississippi river, Moline Beecher.

Several localities Hinkley.

Iowa.

Des Moines river, Boone Beecher.

Kansas.

Eastern part Quintard.

Tennessee

.

Columbia Hinkley.

Indian Territory.

Pawnee reservation Quintard.

Arkansas

.

Marsh.

Texas.
Siugley.

Occurs in the St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems.

Found in both systems in New York.

The Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences has specimens

of this species, presented by Dr. James Lewis. They are labeled

"Mohawk, N. Y." The locality is probably a mistake as Dr.

Lewis does not record the species from Mohawk in any of his

publications.

Unio ventricosus, Barnes
New York.

Oswego river Beauchamp.

Onondaga lake Beauchamp

.

Seneca river, Onondaga county Beauchamp

.

Tonawanda creek, Niagara county Wright.

Quebec

.

Cape Rouge . . . , , Walker

.

Ohio.

Little Miami river Walker

.

Michigan.

Detroit river , Beecher.

Illinois

.

Winnebago county Hinkley

.
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Indiana.

St. Joseph river Walker.

Iowa

.

Des Moines river Wa'ker.

Kansas

.

Wabaunsee county Quintard .

Tennessee.
Marsh

.

Arkansas.
Marsh

.

Occurs in St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems. In

New York reported from the St. Lawrence system only.

Unio verrucosus, Barnes.

.Pennsylvania.

Allegheny River, Warren county Beecher.

Ohio.

Ohio River, Cincinnati Beecher.

Ohio River system a Sterki.

Michigan.

Huron River, Ann Arbor Beecher.

Grand River, Kent county Walker.

Indiana.

Wabash River Walker.

Illinois.

Rock River, Rockford Beecher.

Wisconsin.
Marsh.

Kansas.
' Marsh.

Missouri.

Marsh

.

Kentucky.
Marsh.

Tennessee.

Holstein river , Walker.

Arkansas.

Marsh.

Occurs in St. Lawrence and Mississippi drainage systems. In

New York reported from the Mississippi system only.

13
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Recapitulation.

The following table shows the distribution of the foregoing
fifty-four species in the three drainage systems represented in

New York. An asterisk opposite the name of a species indicates

that the species occurs in the drainage system under which the
asterisk is placed

:

a

|St.
Lawrence.

•

Eastern

only.

St.

Liwrence

only.

Mississippi

only.

Eastern

aid

St.

Lawrence.

Eastern

and

Miss-

issippi.

St.

r

awrence

and

Mississippi.

Eastern

St.

Law-

rence

and

Miss-

issippi.

alatus (Umo). Say *
* * #
* *
* *
* *

* *
* *

* * *

complanata (Margaritana), Barnes .....
* * *
* * *

crassidens (Unio). Lamarck * *
*' * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *

Ferugsaciana ( An idonta). Lea * * * *

fluviatiiis (Anodonta), Dfllwyn * * *
* *

fragcilis (Ancdonta) Lamarck * * •

gibbosus ( ^nio) Barnes * * *
* * *

heterodon (Qnio), Lea * *
* #

imberiliis (Anodonta), Say * * *

implicita (Anodonta), Say * * *

iris (Unio) Lea * * * *

lacus'ris (Anodonta) Lea *

Lewisii (Anodonta) Lea *
* * *

luteolus (
rTniV) Lamarck .... * *

* *

marer nata f'Mareraritana), Say * * * *
* « * *

* *
* * *

*
* * *

* *
* *

* * *
* * *
* * *

* * *

* * * *

* * * ........ *
* *

* *
* *

*
* * *
* *

* * *

* * *

*

24 49 33 2 3 3 10 24 12
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Anodonta edentula, Unio iris, Unio multiradiatus, and Unio

rubiginosus are not to be considered as indigenous inhabitants of

the Eastern drainage system, as they occur only near the bound-

ary of the system and probably are immigrants from the

St. Lawrence system.

Unio fabalis can not be considered a normal inhabitant of the

St. Lawrence system. Unio complanatus is doubtfully included

in the Mississippi system.

The most striking feature of the above table is the fact that

no species is found in both the Eastern and Mississippi systems

unless it is also found in the St. Lawrence system.- Of the fifty-

four species considered only eight are confined to a single

drainage system, and only five are not found in the St. Lawrence

system. The presence of forty-nine of the fifty-four species in

some part of the St. Lawrence system, together with the fact

that forty-six of these forty-nine are found in one or both of the

other two systems, may indicate that the St. Lawrence system

was probably the place of origin of some of the species, or the

route over which they migrated, or the center from which some

species developed into eastern forms and others into western

forms.
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REPORT.

To the Honorable the Regents of the University of the State of

New York

:

Gentlemen.— I have the honor of communicating to you the

following report, covering the time from September, 1893, to

July, 1894.

Specimens of plants for the State Herbarium have been col-

lected by the Botanist in the counties of Albany, Clinton, Essex,

Oneida, Rensselaer, Suffolk, Ulster and Washington.

The number of species of which specimens have been added to

the Herbarium is 115, of which i4 were not previously represented

therein. The species described as new are 10. A list of added

species is marked A.

Correspondents to the number of 11 have contributed specimens.

Most of these specimens represent extra-limital species, but five

species new to the State are represented by them and four new

to science. A list of the contributors and of their contributions

is marked B.

A record of species not previously recognized as belonging to

our flora, together with descriptions of new species, is marked C.

Notes and observations on species already recorded will be

found under D.

The genus Carex is one of the largest, and at the same time one

of the most distinct and most easily recognized, of all our plant

genera. In the Flora of the State of New York, Dr. John Torrey

records 9L species belonging to this genus. In 1881 the number

of New York species had increased to 119. At the present time

we have more than 130 species. Only 29 are recorded in the

Manual that have not been found in our State, and six of these

are introduced species and yet quite limited in their range. The
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genus is a most interesting one to botanists who have acquired

eVen a limited knowledge of it, but many pass it by as unworthy

their attention or too full of difficulties to permit of the easy

identification of the species. To many beginners in the study of

botany these plants have been a kind of botanical bugbear. The
difficulties attending their study seem to have been needlessly

increased by defective descriptions, bv a failure in some cases to

detect the proper limits of species, and by throwing together and

describing as one species forms that should be kept separate. In

the last edition of the Manual there are many instances of the

reduction of forms which in earlier years were considered

good species by our most eminent botanists, so that they

now stand as mere varieties to other related forms. Such

a grouping of distinct forms seems to me to be opposed

to that clear and accurate discrimination which the study

of natural science ought to cultivate, and its tendency seems to

be to encourage habits of careless observation and loose general-

ization. Some carices, it is true, resemble each other closely, but

so long as they have constant characteristic differences, even

though these may be slight, it seems to me much better to recog-

nize these differences and give them their just value in classifica-

tion. And just here appears to be one cause for the absorbing

interest with which the study of these plants is invested. The

close observation and the nice discrimination requisite in distin-

guishing closely allied species is most gratifying to an ardent

student of nature intent on finding her hidden truths and solving

her most intricate problems. And it is no mean accomplishment

to be able to recognize accurately the characters that require the

separation of closely related species of this genus.

One species not recognized in the Manual has recently been

detected by Dr. Howe, others that have hitherto been regarded

as mere varieties are, I am confident, worthy of specific value,

and still other forms that have not been recorded have occurred.

Influenced by these facts, and having in view the large number

of species that belong to our flora, it has seemed desirable to me
to bring together in one report the revised descriptions of all our

New York species and varieties of the genus Carex.

This will facilitate the study of the carices of our State and

give to New York botanists an additional incentive to the study
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of these interesting plants. I deem myself fortunate in having

enlisted the interest and the aid of Dr. E. C. Howe in this work.

Dr. Howe has long made a special study of the carices and his

thorough knowledge of our species eminently qualifies him to

speak and write about them with authority. He has prepared

the monograph of our species which is here submitted and

marked E.

In consequence of unexpected delay and difficulty in issuing

the descriptions and illustrations of our edible and poisonous

mushrooms in a separate publication, as was at first contemplated,

it has been thought best to include them with other matter in the

present report. The edition will be somewhat limited and may
not be sufficient to supply the demand unless the issue of extra

copies shall be authorized, but it will be better than a longer

delay, and is apparently the best that can be done at present.

This part of the Report is marked F.

The specimens of fungi that were taken from the Herbarium

and placed on exhibition at the World's Fair in Chicago last

year have been returned. None were lost, but owing to damp-

ness a few were injured by mold. They are yet in the boxes in

which they were returned, not having been removed because of

the possibility that the New York State exhibits might be

required for a permanent exhibit at home.

Respectfully submitted.

CHARLES H. PECK.
Albany, July 1, 1894.

14
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(A.)

ADDITIONS TO THE HERBARIUM.

New to the Herbarium.

Aster longifolius Lam.
Stachys palustris L.

Carex littoralis Schw.

Inocybe subtomentosa Pk.

Cortiaarius rirnosus Pk.

Gomphidius nigricans Pk.

Hydnum scabripes Pk.

Radulum molare Fr.

Pyrenochaeta collabens Pk.

Vermiculare Hepaticae Pk.

V. Schoenoprasi Auers.

Sphaeropsis ulmicola E. & E.

JVbt New to

Nasturtium officinale R. Br.

Hypericum perforatum L.

Rhus Toxicodendron L.

Ailanthus glandulosus Desf.

Vitis riparia Mx.
Rosa blanda Ait.

R. humilis Marsh.

Pyrus arbutifolia L.

Lonicera hirsuta Eaton.
Spiraea salicifolia L.

Sium cicutaefolium Gmel.

Eupatorium perfoliatum L.

Solidago ceesia L.

S. Canadensis L.

S. nemoralis Ait.

Aster linariifolius L.

A. laevis L.

A. ericoides L.

A. multiflorus Ait.

A. diffusus Ait

.

A. Tradescanti L.

A. paniculatus Lam.
A. prenanthoides Muhl.

A. puniceus L.

Bidens connata Muhl.

B. cernua L.

Xanthium Strumarium L.

X. Canadense Mill.

Hieracium aurantiacum L.

Verbascum Blattaria L.

Diplodia subtectoides Pk

.

Septoria centaureicola Brun.

S. DivaricatEe E. &\E.

Tolyposporium bullatum Schrcet.

Ovularia decipiens Sacc.

Cylindrosporium Padi Karst.

Cladosporium carpophilum Thum*

Dendryphium nodulosum Sacc.

Corjiothecium Rubi Pk.

Sphserella rubina Pk.

Diaporthe robusta Pk.

Cucurbitaria Comptoniae E. & E.

the Herbarium.

Cuscuta Gronovii Willd.

Sonchus arvensis L.

S. oleraceus L.

Ipomaea purpurea Lam.
Callitriche verna L.

Potamogeton Spirillus Tuckm.

P. heterophyllus Schrad*

Urtica gracilis Ait.

Amaranthus retroflexus L.

A. chlorostachys Willd.

Polygonella articulata Meisn.

Polygonum aviculare L

.

P. erectum L.

P. Douglassii Greene.

P. Hydropiper L.

P. lapathifolium L.

P. Muhlenbergii Wats*

P. Virginianum L.

P. dumetorum L.

Fraxinus Americana L.

Hedeoma pulegioides Pers.

Thymus Serpyllum L.

Smilax herbacea L.

Eleocharis acicularis R. Br.

Carex varia Muhl.

C. prasina Wahl.

C. arctata Boott.

C. aurea Nutt.

Panicum capillare L.

Agrostis perennans Tuckm,
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Zizania aquatica L.

Muhlenbergia sobolifera Trin.

M. Mexicana Trin.

M. sylvatica T. & O.

Avena sativa L.

Sporobolus vaginaeflorus Vasey.

Agropyrum caninum R. & O.

Glyceria grand is Wats.

G. nervata Trin.

Hordeum vulgare L.

H. distichum L.

Lycopodiura clavatum L.

Tricholoma terreum Schceff.

Hebeloma Colvini PA;.

Stereum sericeum Schw.

Caeoma nitens Schw.

Uromyces Desmodii Cke,

Puccinia Convolvuli (Pers).

P. graminis Pers.

Ustilago neglecta Niessl.

Urocystis Waldsteiniae Pk.

Septoria Lobelias Pk.

S. Dentariae Pk.

S. Scrophulariae Pk.

Cercospora clavata (Ger.).

Plasmopara viticola {B. & C),

Taphrina rubrobrunnea (PA:.).

Helvella crispa Fr.

Leotia marcida Pers.

L. circinans Pers.

Diatrypella prominens {Howe).

(B.)

CONTRIBUTORS AND THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS.

E. J. Durand, Ithaca, N. Y.
Blephilia ciliata Raf.

Wm, T. Davis, New Brighton, N. Y.

Populus heterophylla L.
j
Pinus inops Ait.

Quercus Brittoni Davis.- I

E. W. D. Holway, Decorah, Iowa.

Ravenelia Holwayi Diet. I Puccinia Cryptanthes D. & H.

J. Dearness,

Calamintha acinos Benth.

Armillaria mellea Vahl.

Phoma paniculata E. & D.

Septoria Negundinis E. & E.

Rabenhorstia Tiliacese E. & E.

Hendersonia discosioides E. & D.

Strumella stagonosporioides E. & E.

Aschersonia carpinicola E. & D.

Cylindrosporium Chrysanthemi E.&D.

London, Can.

Cercospora Lespedezaa E. & D.

C. Symphoricarpi E. & E.

C. racemosa E. & M.

Botrytis affinis E. & E.

Didyrnosphaeria vagans E. & E.

Lasiosphaeria striata E. & E.

Teichosphaeria subcalva E. & E.

Massariovalsa caudata E. & E.

A. P. Mor

Cladotrichum polysporum Cd.

Sporotrichum mirabile B. & Br.

Synthetospora electa Morg.
Cylindrocladium scoparium Morg.
Ophiocera Ohiense E. & E.

,
Preston, Ohio.

Ceratostoma setigerum E. & E.

Hypoxy Ion Morgani E. & E.

H. albocinctum E. & E»

Hypocrea tremellicola E. & E.

Wright Rives, Washington, D. C.

Agaricus subrufescens PA:.
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C. V. Piper,

^Ecidium porosum Pk.

JE. Clematidis DC.
M. Hydrophylli Pk.

J£i. Pentastemonis Sacc.

Uromyces Erythronii (DC).

U. Fabaa (Pers.).

U. Glycyrrhizae (Rabh.)

Puccinia Caricis (Schum.).

P. suaveolens (Pers.).

P. Symphoricarpi Hark.

P. congregata E. & H.
P. Galii Pers.

P. Scirpi DC
P. Balsamorhizas Pk.

P. Circseae Pers.

P. Saxifragae Schlect.

P. Troximontis Pk.

P. McClatchiana D. & Hal.

P. Zizise E. & E.

P. mirabilissima Pk.

Chrysomyxa Ledi A. & S.

C. Rhododendri (DC.)

Calyptospora Goeppertiana Kuhn.
Coleosporium Solidaginis (Schw.).

Melarapsora Tremulae Tul.

Dasyscypha Gaultheriae E. & E.

Rhytisma punctatum Fr.

R. Salicis(Pers.).

Coccomyces coronatus Schum.
Phyllactinia suffulta (Reb.)

Uncinula Salicis (DC).

Pullman, Wash.

Ascochyta achlyicola E. & E.

Marsonia Veratri E. & E.

Phyllosticta rhamnigena Sacc.

Septoglaeum Nuttallii Hark.
Septoria Rubi West.

s. Populi Desm.

s. saccharina E. & E.

s. CEnanthis E. & E.
s. almfolia E. & E.

s. Megarrhizae E. & E.

s. cornicola Desm.
s. circinata E. & E,

s. Symphoricarpi E. & E.

s. Brunellae E. & H.
s. Rudbeckise E. & Hal.

Macrosporium hybridum E. & E.

Ramularia Philadelphi Sacc.

Cercospora rosicola Pass.

C ribicola E. & E.

C. sambucina E. & X.

Cylindrosporium Filipendulse Thum.
Peronospora ribicola Schroet.

Physoderma Menyanthis De By.

Physarum papaveraceum McB.
Linospora Brunellse E. & E.

Sphserella arbuticola Pk.

Sphaerotheca Humuli DC.
Microsphaeria Alni (DC)
M. Symphoricarpi Howe.

Erysiphe Cichoreacearum DC.

Arthur K. Harrison, Lebanon Springs, N. Y.

Stachys palustris L.

Thymus Serpyllum L.

Potamogeton Spirillus Tuckm.

Lycopodium clavatum L.

Geaster limbatus Fr.

Hymenochaeta rubiginosa Lev.

L. M. Underwood, Greencastle, Ind.

Gyromitra brunnea Undw.

E. C. Howe, M. D., Lansingburgh, N. Y.

Carex deflexa Hornem.
C. Emmonsii Dew.

C. Pennsylvania Lam,

Carex sterilis Willd.

C crus-corvi Shutt

.

C. torta Boott.

C. L. Shear, Alcove, N. Y.

Pyrenochaete collabens Pk.

Diplodia subtectoides Pk.

Ovularia decipiens Sacc.

Diaporthe robusta Pk.
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(C.)

SPECIES NOT BEFORE REPORTED.

Carex littoralis Schw.

Wet places near Islip, Long Island. May.

Volvaria Peckii Atk. n. sp.

Pileus thin, convex, glabrous, viscid, finely striate on the mar-

gin, whitish ; lamellae rather close, thin, pale-flesh color ; stem

slightly tapering upward, glabrous, solid, whitish, with a loose,

well-developed membranous volva at the base; spores even,

subelliptical, .0003 to .0004 in. long, .0002 to .00024 broady

usually containing a single large nucleus.

Pileus about 3 in. broad ; stem 3 to 3.5 in. long, 3 to 4 lines

thick.

Decaying wood. Ithaca. Sept. G. F. Atkinson.

This species differs from V. speciosa in its striate margin and

smaller spores. It is probably very rare and but one specimen

is known to be in existence.

Inocybe subtomentosa n. sp.

Gregarious or subcaespitose
;
pileus thin, dry, convex or plane,

minutely hairy-tomentose, brownish-tawny ; lamellae thin, close,

adnate, slightly emarginate, at first whitish, then tinged with

yellowish green, finally brownish-tawny ; stem short, solid,

slightly silky-fibrillose, colored like or a little paler than the

pileus, often with a conspicuous white mycelium at the base

;

spores subelliptical, .0003 to .0004 in. long, .0002 to .00024 broad.

Pileus 6 to 12 lines broad ; stem about 1 in. long, 1 line thick.

Gravelly soil among fallen leaves Rouses Point. Sept.

This species differs from 1. tomentosa by its darker color, larger

spores and the entire absence of an umbo. Its prominent

features are its small size, minutely tomentose pileus and nearly

uniform brownish-tawny color when mature. The lamellae are

usually whitish and minutely crenulate or beaded on the edge.

The species appears to belong to the section Zacerce, although

the pileus scarcely shows any laceration, and even the tomentose

hairiness is hardly noticeable except on close inspection. It is

distinguished from /. fibrillosa by its solid merely fibrillose stem

and by the absence of scales on the disk of the pileus.
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Cortinarius rimosus n. sp.

Pileus fleshy, firm, convex or plane, glabrous, at first pale

grayish violaceous, then tinged with reddish-brown, the surface

cracking into appressed scales or becoming variously rimose,

flesh whitish ; lamellae rather broad, distant, subventricose, emar-

ginate, violaceous when young, becoming brownish-ochraceous

with age ; stem equal or slightly thickened at the base, white

and silky with the white veil, tinged with violaceous within;

spores subelliptical, .0004 to .0005 in. long, .00021 to .00028

broad, usually containing a single large nucleus.

Pileus 2 to 4 in. broad; stem 1.5 to 3 in. long, 4 to 6 lines

thick.

Grassy ground in open places in thin woods. Westport.

September.

This species belongs to the subgenus Dermocybe. It is a

rather large and stout plant and remarkable for the tendency of

the epidermis to crack in areas. The thin margin is often split.

The species belongs to the same group as C. caninus and

C. azureus, from both of which it differs in its rimose pileus and

distant lamellae. The color of the young pileus is suggestive of

that of Tricholoma personatum.

Gomphidius nigricans n. sp.

Pileus convex or nearly plane, pale brownish-red, covered with

a tough gluten which becomes black in drying, flesh firm,

whitish; lamellae distant, decurrent, some of them forked, white

becoming smoky-brown, black in the dried plant ; stem subequal,

longer than the diameter of the pileus, glutinous, solid, at first

whitish especially at the top, soon blackish by the drying of the

gluten, whitish within, slightly tinged with red toward the base;

spores oblohg-fusoid, 0006 to .001 in. long, ,00u24 to .0003 broad.

Pileus 1 to 2 in . broad ; stem 1.5 to 2 . 5 in . long, 2 to 4 lines

thick.

Under pine trees. Westport. September.

This species is easily known by the blackening gluten which

smears both pileus and stem and even forms a veil by which the

lamellae in the young plant are concealed. In the dried state

the whole plant is black.
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Hydnum scabripes n. sp.

Fileus fleshy, firm, convex, glabrous, pinkish-gray, the decurved

margin ex'.ending beyond the aculei, flesh white ; aculei whitish

or subcinereous, becoming ferruginous-brown, decurrent ; stem

stout, nearly equal, scabrous-dotted
;
spores subglobose or irregu-

lar, somewhat nodulose, colored, .0003 in. broad.

Pileus 4 to 5 in. broad ; stem 4 to 5 in. long, about 1 in. thick.

Under hemlock trees, Tsuga Canadensis. Elizabethtown.

September.

The prominent characters of this species are its peculiar color

and its scabrous or rough-dotted stem.

Radulum molare Fr.

Dead bark of elm, Ulmus Americana. Cooperstown Junction.

June.

I have seen no description of this species which gives the spore

characters. In our specimens the spores are naviculoid-elliptical,

.0003 in, long, .00016 to .0002 broad. Sometimes the plant is

effuso-reflexed, in which case the upper surface of the pileus is

coarsely strigose or fibrous and somewhat resembles the pileus of

Merulius tremellosus.

Pyrenochaeta collabens n. sp.

Perithecia .014 to .018 in. broad, superficial, crowded or closely

gregarious, submembranous, subglobose, often collapsing when
old, the upper part sometimes falling away and leaving a cup-

shaped base, black, the setae few, black, mostly near the base of

the perithecia; spores narrowly elliptical, nearly colorless, .0003

to .00045 in. long, .00016 to .0002 broad.

Bark and wood of apple tree. Alcove. October to January.

O. L. Shear.

Vermicularia Hepaticae n. sp.

Perithecia minute, .003 to .001 in. broad, epiphyllous, furnished

with black diverging setae which sometimes have one or two

septa near the base; spores narrowly fusiform, slightly curved,

acute at each end, .0007 to .0009 in. long, sometimes appearing

to be spuriously septate in the middle.

Dead spots on-lea7es of Ilepatica acutiloba.

Helderberg mountains. July.

This fungus sometimes occurs in company with Protomyces

fuscus. It is so small that it is scarcely visible to the naked eye.
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Vermicularia Schcenoprasi Auers.

Dead leaves of wild leek, Allium tricoccum.

Pierrepont Manor. June.

Sphaeropsis ulmicola K <£ K
Dead branches of elm. Ulmus Americana. Cooperstown

Junction. June.

In our specimens the perithecia are sometimes collected in

clusters of two or three as in the genus Haplosporella, and they

are erumpent and exposed, not covered by the epidermis. The
spores are very pale, almost hyaline. But in other respects they

agree well with the description of the typical form.

Diplodia subtectoides n. sp.

Perithecia small, numerous, erumpent, arranged in a some-

what seriate manner or in short interrupted straight or flexuous

lines
;
spores obovate or elliptical, continuous or uniseptate, .0005

to .0006 in. long, .00025 to .0003 broad.

Dead bark of maple, Acer saccharinum. Alcove. " November.

Shear.

This species may be separated from its near relative, D. subtecta,

by its smaller spores, with simple ones often intermingled with

those of normal form.

Septoria centaureicola Brun.

Living leaves of seedling plants of bluebottle, Centaurea

Cyanus. Menands. November and December.

In our specimens the spores are a little shorter and broader

than the dimensions given in the description of the typical form.

The plant is therefore designated Variety brevispora. Spores

.0012 to .0016 in. long, .00012 broad.

Septoria Divaricatae E. & K
Living or languishing leaves of divaricate phlox, Phlox divari-

cata. Pierrepont Manor. June.

Tolyposporium bullatum (Schrcet.)

In the ovaries of barnyard grass, Panicum crus-galli var.

muticum. Whitehall. September.
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In our specimens only a few of the ovaries of a panicle are

affected. These swell to an unusual size. They are green or

greenish externally, and are filled with a mass of olive-brown

spores collected in glomerules varying much in size and shape.

Ovularia decipiens Sacc.

Living or languishing leaves of buttercups, Ranunculus acris.

Alcove. June and October. Shear,

Cylindrosporium Padi Karst.

Living leaves of cultivated plum, Prunus domestica. Helder-

berg mountains. September.

Some mycologists appear to have confused Septoria cerasina

Peck, with this species, but the two are clearly distinct and may
easily be separated at a glance. In S. cerasina the spores ooze

out in a gelatinous mass or in tendrils ; in this species they form

a white flocculent mass on the surface of the matrix as do other

species of this genus.

Cladosporium carpophilum Thum.

On peaches. Menands. August and September. The fungus

forms small olive-green spots on the fruit. Sometimes these

spots become confluent and form patches. They are often more

numerous on one side of the peach than on the other, and the

affected side fails to develop as rapidly as the other, giving the

fruit a flattened or deformed appearance, and the flesh beneath

the fungus is more tough and less succulent than the unaffected

part. The fungus is, therefore, to be classed among the injurious

species.

Dendryphium nodulosum Sacc.

Dead stems of bleeding heart, Dicentra spectabilis. Menands.

April.

The fungus bears some resemblance to Ilelminthosporium

interseminatum, but is separable even by the naked eye, by
reason of its more ferruginous color.

Coniothecium Rubi n. sp

Thinly effused, olive-green
;

spores coalescing in glomerules

varying much in size and in the number of component spores or

cells, separate spores .0006 to .0007 in. broad, glomerules about

.0016 in. broad.
15
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Injured stems and branches of cultivated raspberry. Menands.

April.

The fungus is found in places where the epidermis has been

broken or removed by the swaying of the plants in the wind and

rubbing against each other. Numerous hyaline elliptical spores

about .0003 in. long, .0002 broad, are intermingled with the

larger spores of the species.

Sphaerella rubina n. sp.

Perithecia minute, .007 to .009 in. broad, commonly gregarious,

sometimes forming extended patches, submembranous, obscurely

papillate, pertuse, subglobose or depressed, at first covered by
the epidermis, becoming superficial when the epidermis falls

away, black ; asci cylindrical, subsessile, .003 to .0035 in. long,

.00045 to .0005 broad; spores uniseriate or subbiseriate, oblong,

obtuse, uniseptate, generally constricted in the middle, hyaline,

.0006 in. long, .00024 to .0003 broad, the upper cell often a little

larger than the lower.

Stems of cultivated raspberries. Menands. April and May.

This species is injurious to the plants it attacks. The affected

plants either die from the disease or are so weakened by it that

they are winter-killed wholly or in part. Generally the epider-

mis is whitened over the patches of the fungus, but sometimes

brown spots indicate the presence and location of the fungus.

The mycelium consists of brown septate filaments. From Didy-

rnella applanata, which this fungus resembles in some respects, it

is separated by the absence of paraphyses.

Diaporthe robusta n. sp.

Pustules numerous, erumpent, surrounded by a black circum-

scribing line and covered by a black crust ; ostiola obscure or

prominent and distinct; asci subfusiform, .003 to .0035 in. long,

.0006 broad in the widest part
;

spores crowded or biseriate,

oblong-elliptical, obtuse, strongly constricted in the middle, .0005

to .0007 in. long, .00025 to .0003 broad, each cell usually containing

a single large nucleus.

Bark of maple, Acer saccharinum and Acer dasycarpum.

Gansevoort. Peck. Alcove. Shear.

This species is allied to D. acerina, but is distinguished from it

by the more numerous pustules, larger asci and larger, more

obtuse and more strongly constricted spores.
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Cucurbitaria Comptonise K cO K
Dead stems of sweet fern, Comptonia asplenifolia. Coopers-

town Junction. June.

(D.)

REMARKS AND OBSERVATIONS.

Hesperis matronalis L.

This introduced plant is abundant along the Susquehanna

river near Binghamton. IF. JV. Clute.

Rosa blanda Ait.

The fruit of this species is described as globose. On the hills

near Elizabethtown, specimens were found in which the fruit

was pointed at the base and subpyriform. These were some-

times intermingled with fruit of the normal form, even on the

same plant. The stems of some of the plants were quite prickly

toward the base. The species is manifestly quite variable, and

in this case the variation is toward the western Rosa Sayi.

Eupatorium perfoliatum.

A form of this plant occurs near Shokan, in which the flower

heads are purplish.

Aster cordifolius L.

The white-rayed form occurs occasionally about Whitehall,

also near Westport.

Aster laevis L.

The prevailing form of this beautiful aster, about Whitehall,

has all the leaves, except the two or three lower ones, very

narrow and tapering from the base to the apex. They are from

three to six lines broad and three to six inches long.

Aster paniculatus Lam.

A form grows about Whitehall in which the stems and

branches are slender and weak or half reclining, and the flower

heads are more scattered than usual.

Aster longifolius Lam.

The plant reported under this name in the Thirty-fourth

Rpeort proves to be another species, but what I now take to be
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the true species was found along the Oswegatchie river above

Cranberry lake and between Sternbergs and " The Plains." It is

a northern species, and will probably not be found as far south

as the Catskill mountains.

Aster ptarmicoid.es T. & G.

Rocky ledges east of Whitehall. September.

Bidens connata Muhl.

In the description of this species in the last edition of the

Manual, "rays none " is given as one of the prominent characters

of the species, and in the description given in Torrey's Flora of

New York, it is said that the rays are always wanting. Never-

theless plants of this species having conspicuous ray flowers

were found about Whitehall. Also Bidens cernua without rays

is common there and in other places farther north.

Senecio Robbinsii Oakes.

Eocky cliffs east of Whitehall, in company with Aster

jptannicoides.

Thymus Serpyllum L.

Stephentown, Rensselaer county. A. K. Harrison.

Stachys palustris L.

Dry gravelly hillsides. Lebanon Springs. August. Harrison.

This species, according to the botany and as indicated by the

name, commonly grows in wet grounds. But in the locality

mentioned it has been found only in patches on dry ground.

The plants are small and starved in appearance, probably the

resultof uncongenial surroundings. The form previously referred

to this species as variety aspera is now classed as a distinct species,

and until now the typical form, or true S. palustris, has not been

represented in the State Herbarium.

Polygonum Douglassii Greene.

This plant grows in thin soil covering rocks on Cobble hill near

Elizabethtown. It was first found near the summit, but it occurs

also near the base. Its branches are usually rather long, slender

and somewhat straggling, bent or crooked. It blossoms as late

as September. The sepals are greenish or red. The fruit is

drooping and drops easily.
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Polygonum nodosum Pers.

Shore of Lake Champlain near Rouses Point. September.

Potamogeton heterophyllus Schreb.

Both variety maximus and variety minimus are found in War-

ner's lake, near East Berne. The latter was in fruiting condition

in September, but the former at the same time bore no fruit,

although it had flower spikes.

Panicum capillare L. var. flexile Gait.

Rocky places near Whitehall. September.

Muhlenbergia sobolifera Trio.

This grass is found as far north as Whitehall, where it grows

in dry soil about rocky cliffs.

Lycopodium clavatum L.

A singular sterile form of this clubmoss was found by Mr.

Harrison near Lebanon Springs. The usual peduncles, instead

of terminating in fruiting spikes, are excessively prolonged, some

of them being 12 or 14 inches long, and they remain wholly

sterile, no fruit spike developing.

Tricholoma terreum Schceff. var. fragrans Peck.

Near Ticonderoga, also near Elizabethtown. September.

If this species was not very variable, the variety here noticed

might easily be regarded as a distinct species. It has a decided

farinaceous odor and flavor, the pileus becomes paler with age

and the young moist flesh, which is brownish, fades to white

when dry. The lamellae are rather thin, close and adnate, and

the stem, in some forms at least, is solid and white.

Hebeloma Colvini Pk. var. velatum n. var.

Scattered or caespitose
;
pileus convex, plane or even slightly

depressed, brittle, obtuse or umbonate, adorned with a tomentose

veil, which either disappears with age or persists and makes the

pileus obscurely floccose-scaly or its margin silky or fioccose
;

lamella? rather close, subventricose, adnexed ; stem equal, brittle,

hollow, silky fibrillose and often somewhat floccose-squamose

toward the base, sometimes annulate with a thick, soft, cottony
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ring; spores subelliptical, even, .OOOi to .0005 inch long, .00024

to .0003 broad.

Pileus 1 to 2.5 inches" broad ; stem 1.5 to 2.5 inches long, 2 to

3 lines thick.

Gravelly ground under cottonwood trees, Populus monilifera.

Rouses Point. September.

Three forms were found growing together. The first and

most abundant has the mature pileus glabrous or slightly silky

on the margin only; the second has the grayish or reddish-gray

pileus adorned with appressed floccose scales ; the third differs

from the second only in the dark chestnut color of the pileus.

The veil is grayish-white and when well developed it adheres

partly in fragments to the margiu of the pileus and partly as an

annulus to the stem. The cavity of the stem is very small. A
slight odor like that of radishes is perceptible. The species

belongs to the section Indusiati. The variety differs from the

type especially in its strongly developed veil.

Poria attenuata Pk. var. subincarnata n. var.

This differs from the typical form in the paler color of the

pores. It gro ws on hemlock bark and forms small patches rarely

more than one inch in diameter. Alcove. September. Shear.

Septoria Cucurbitacearum Sacc.

A form of this fungus sometimes develops on the fruit of

squashes. It produces small orbicular whitish spots on which the

perithecia develop. The epidermis on these spots sometimes

ruptures in a stellate manner. Menands. November.

Septoria Dentariae Pk. var. arida n. var.

Living leaves of Dentaria dijphylla. Pierrepont Manor. June.

Spots definite, arid, whitish. Otherwise like the type.

(E.)

NEW TORK SPECIES OF CAKEX.

By E. C. Howe, M. D.

The object of the following monograph of the species of Carex

hitherto found in the State of New York is to aid young botan-

ists in acquiring a knowledge of these interesting but too often

much neglected plants. It has been too much the custom to omit
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the study of them until nearly every other genus has received

attention. That beginners in the study of botany should distrust

their ability to cope with these plants is not strange, since both

teacher and text book have sometimes warned them to u beware

of this extremely difficult genus, as none but the most experi-

enced should approach it." This should not be so. There

certainly are difficulties to be encountered, but they are no more

formidable than those with which we meet in other genera, such

as Aster, Euphorbia and Aspidium. If we except two or three

groups containing two or three species each, and certain allied

forms which have been considered good species in one generation

and mere varieties in another, and which are now considered

species by one botanist and varieties by another, if we except

these which are less than a dozen in number, there are no serious

difficulties in the study of the carices.

Specimens with mature fruit are desirable and even necessary

for the satisfactory identification of species of this genus, for the

descriptions are based upon such specimens, the fully developed

spikes, perigynia and scales furnishing the most distinctive and

reliable specific characters. The perigynia, or a few of them,

should be removed from the rachis for stud}', for in this way
their characters are more clearly seen. Ordinarily the achenia

or seeds are neglected, but in some instances they furnish import-

ant distinguishing characters, and will be a valuable aid to a

beginner in deciding upon the identity of certain closely related

species. C. lupulina and C. lupuliformis are cases of this kind.

In the descriptions that follow, the plan is to define the char-

acters of each species fully, clearly and minutely without reference

to its likeness to other species. This has been done even at the

risk of being thought unnecessarily repetitious. Measurements

of the different parts of the plant have been freely given, and it

is believed that in many instances they will be found a most

satisfactory aid in the identification of the species.

Varieties are compared with the typical form of the species.

Carex L.

Flowers of two kinds, one staminate, consisting of three sta-

mens in the axil of a scale-like bract (scale), the other pistillate,

consisting of a pistil terminating in two or three stigmas and
forming in maturity a dry hard lenticular or triangular seed
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(achenium) enclosed in a thin or membranous seed vessel (peri-

gynium), which is also in the axil of a scale-like bract ; both kinds

of flowers arranged in spikes which are staminate (sterile) when
composed of staminate flowers, pistillate (fertile) when composed

of pistillate flowers, and androgynous when composed of both

kinds. The spikes may be either sessile or borne on a peduncle,

and they are usually subtended by scale- like or foliaceous bracts.

When both kinds occur on the same plant the inflorescence is

monoecious, on different plants, dioecious. The stems or culms

are triangular and solid ; leaves three-ranked, narrow, linear or

setaceous, often rough on the margins, clasping the stem at the

base and forming a closed sheath around it.

Perennial herbs growing chiefly in wet, moist or swampy
places, and most of them perfecting their fruit in the first

half of the summer season. They may be distinguished from

the true grasses by their triangular solid stems, their closed

sheaths and their seed being wholly and singly enclosed in a thin

seed vessel.

For the sake of brevity the following characters have been

employed

:

The sign of degrees (°) stands for "foot" or "feet."

The sign of minutes (') stands for "inch" or "inches."

The sign of seconds (") stands for " line " or " lines."

The dash between two numbers stands for " to," and with the

numbers indicates the degree of variation in measurement.

Synopsis of the Groups.

A. Staminate and pistillate flowers in small globose or oblong

androgynous spikelets placed one above the other and forming

clusters or interrupted spikes or heads at the summit of the culm,

or panicled heads (decompound) in 3, 4 and 5. Sometimes the

lower spikelets in several species are branched. Androgynes.
* Stigmas 2; achenium lenticular.

f Spikelets staminate at the apex, pistillate below.

Spikelets 2-5 flowered, capitate or in a short interrupted spike;

root-stock extensively creeping. 1-2.

Spikelets in a close or open panicle or densely clustered in an

interrupted spike 1-4' long or more; perigynia blackish-brown or

tawny. 3-5.
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Spikelets contiguous above, separate below, or all contiguous,

sometimes the lower ones compound
;

perigynia lanceolate,

without a distinct margin, divergent. 6-7.

Spikelets approximate above, separate below, or all contiguous,

(capitate in 10) ;
perigynia with a distinct margin, widely diver-

gent or reflexed at maturity. 8-13.

f Spikelets staminate at the base, pistillate above.

Spikelets 3-8, 3-5 flowered, the upper ones approximate or

subdistinct, the lowest distinct or remote (capitate in 15), or

12-30 flowered and disposed in an interrupted spike H-2-J'

long, silvery green and shining; perigynia spreading but not

reflexed. 14-17.

Spikelets 3-8, the upper 2 or 3 approximate, separate below,

or all contiguous (spikelet single in 18); perigynia slightly con-

cave, widely divergent or reflexed at maturity
;
plants bright green

becoming yellowish. 18-21.

Spikelets 3-15 or more, aggregated or approximate, or the upper

contiguous and the lower separate (clustered in 31) ;
perigynia

concave, thin, mostly wide winged -margined, the tips erect or

spreading, not reflexed. 22-31.

f Staminate and pistillate flowers variously situated
;
spikelets

often wholly sterile or wholly fertile. 32-34.

* Stigmas 3 ; achenium triangular.

Flowers borne in a short spike or head, staminate at the apex,

pistillate below
;
pistillate small, caducous, the staminate mostly

conspicuous. 35-36.

Pistillate scales green and leaf-like, persistent, the lowest as

long as the spike
;
perigynia globular, with a long slender beak.

37-39.

B. Staminate and pistillate flowers disposed in separate spikes

on the same culm or plant (monoecious), or on separate plants

(dioecious), the former frequently androgynous.— Carex proper.

* Stigmas 2 (rarely 3) ; achenium lenticular.

Plant dioecious. Sterile spike linear, 5" long or less ; fertile

spike 3"-5" long, densely flowered
;
perigynia oblong, reflexed at

maturity. 40.

Sterile spikes 1-4, stalked or sessile; fertile spikes 2-5, erect or

recurved, sessile or short stalked, densely or subdensely flowered
;

perigynia with a short point or pointless ; scales blackish-purple

or reddish-brown, not atoned. 41-46.
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Fertile spikes 2-4' long, pendulous on stalks 1-2' in length or

more
;
perigynia slightly turgid, scales light brown with long

rough awns. 47-48.

* Stigmas 3 ; achenium triangular.

t Perigynia biconvex, without a beak.

Sterile spike single, (rarely 2 or 3) stalked ; fertile spikes 2-4

on filiform drooping peduncles, the upper approximate, the lower

sometimes distant
;
perigynia with a minute point or pointless

;

scales blackish-purple or brown. 49-51.

Spikes 2-5, the upper half or more of the terminal one fertile,

sterile below, the others fertile, sessile or short-stalked, erect, green

or dark purple
;
perigynia smooth or pubescent. 52-54.

f Perigynia obtusely 3-angled, not compressed, mostly con-

tracted at each end ; obtuse or acutish at the apex.

Sterile spike cylindrical, usually fertile at the apex ; fertile

spikes 2-5, linear or cylindrical, densely or loosely flowered, on

drooping or suberect partly included peduncles (sessile or short-

peduncled and mostly erect in 55) ; bracts leafy, usually surpass-

ing the culm; perigynia ovate-oblong or elliptical, nerved, con-

tracted at each end, the apex entire or pointed and notched.

55-58.

Sterile spike single (sometimes 2 or 3 in 59), clavate, long-

pedu?icled; fertile spikes 2-4, sessile or stalked, erect, mostly dis-

tant, or remote (the upper 2 approximate in 60); bracts shorter

than the culm or about equaling it in 59 and G3
;
perigynia with

a short terete beak in 6 L 59-63.

Sterile spike short-stalked or sessile; fertile spikes 2-">
3 cylin-

drical or oblong, densely or subdensely flowered, the upper 1 or 2

usually sessile at the base of the sterile spike, the others subdis-

tant or the lowest remote, stalked and erect (all approximate in

64) ; bracts leafy, longer than the culm; perigynia oblong, obovate,

or ovate, nerved, without a beak. 64-67.

t Perigynia with a distinct beak.

Sterile spike long or short-stalked ; fertile spikes loosely 2-8

flowered, the upper 1 or 2 sessiie near the base of the sterile spike,

the others distant, sometimes remote, erect, subnexuose
;
peri-

gynia densely striate-nerved, with a straight or oblique beak;

leaves and bracts thin, bright or glaucous green. 68-69.
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Sterile spike clavate or linear, sessile or stalked ; fertile 2-5,

usually the upper one or two sessile at the base of the sterile spike,

the others scattered, the lowest often remote, all on short or

long peduncles and erect, or sometimes the one or two lower

ones spreading; densely or loosely flowered; bracts leafy,

partly sheathing, mostly exceeding the culm
;
perigynia ovate,

obovate or suboval, nerved, with a short, abruptly bent, or long

tapering recurved bifid beak (the latter short and barely curved

in 74; fruit easily detached. 70-74.

ft Perigynia acutely angled.

Sterile spike clavate, short or long peduncled ; fertile spikes

3-5, mostly scattered on long filiform drooping or erect-spread-

ing peduncles. Leaves narrow, three-veined. 75-76.

Sterile spike clavate, stalked ; fertile spikes 2-5, mostly distant

on erect, partly or wholly included stalks, 3-S flowered ; bracts as

long as the sheaths or obsolete. Leaves 3 -12" wide or more>

three-veined, (narrow and one-veinecl in 80). 77-80.

ft Perigynia obtusely angled.

Sterile spike linear, -J" wide ; fertile spikes small, erect or

drooping ; bracts obsolete, or leafy and equaling their sheaths

;

perigynia minute, light or olive-brown. Leaves setaceous, or

involute when old 81-^2.

Plant dioecious Fertile spike cylindrical, dark purple
;
peri-

gynia ovate, densely pubescent. A mountain species. 83.

Sterile spike clavate or linear, sessile or short-peduncled ; fertile

spikes 1-5, the upper one or two near the sterile, the others sub-

approximate or sometimes subclistant and the lowest remote,

(umbellate in 8i), 3-10 densely or subloosely flowered, globose

or short oblong, mostly sessile
;
perig}mia subrotund, suboval,

obovate or ovate, densely or lightly pubescent, with an abrupt

bifid beak; bracts mostly scale-like, sometimes short leaf-like,

(perigynia acutely angled in 93.) 8-4-93.

+f Perigynia slightly inflated.

Sterile spike clavate or linear, stalked, often fertile at the

apex ; fertile spikes 2-4, straight or flexuose, cylindrical or sub-

clavate, densely or loosely flowered ; bracts leaf-like, the lowest

sheathing, mostly exceeding the culm, (the upper ones setaceous

in 98); perigynia three-angled, ovate or spindle-shaped, with a

long or short tapering beak. 94-98.

ft Perig}Tnia moderately inflated.
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Sterile spikes 1-5, stalked or sessile ; fertile spikes 2-5, cylin-

drical or ovoid, densely flowered, approximate above and distant

and remote below, short peduncled or sessile, erect or the lower

sometimes long-peduncled and spreading; bracts shorter or

longer than the culm
;
perigynia ovoid or oblong-conical, nerved,

densely hairy or smooth, with a short bidentate beak
;
mostly

coriaceous in texture, (granular dotted and thin in 103). 99-106.

Sterile spikes 1-5, stalked ; fertile spikes 2-5, cylindrical, densely

or subdensely flowered, erect on short stalks or sessile
;
perigynia

ovate lanceolate, smooth or hairy, with a long tapering deeply-

cleft beak, the awn like teeth mostly recurved
;
perigynia not

reflexed. 107-109.

Sterile spike single ; fertile spikes 2-4, cylindrical, on long

drooping peduncles
;
perigynia narrowly lanceolate, with a long

deeply-cleft beak, the awn-like teeth spreading or recurved

;

perigynia strongly reflexed at maturity. 110-111.

ft Perigynia much inflated.

Sterile spike solitary, (very rarely 2), stalked ; fertile spikes

2-5, cylindrical, densely flowered, the upper 2 sessile or nearly

so, ascending, the others subdistant, short-stalked and horizon-

tally spreading or all separate on drooping peduncles, the lowest

sometimes remote, 2' long or more, 5"-6" wide
;
perigynia ovoid,

nerved, with a long bifid beak, horizontally spreading at matu-

rity, having a comose appearance. A mountain species (114) has

1-3 straw-colored spikes, sessile, erect or ascending, 3" wide, with

ascending perigynia. 112-114.

Sterile spike long and sometimes long-peduncled ; fertile spikes

li'-2i' long, 9"-12" wide on stiff erect stalks or sessile; perigynia

ventricose and stipitate, 6" in length or more. Spikes hop-like in

aspect. 115-116.

Sterile spike single (sometimes 2 in 122), stalked or sessile; fer-

tile spikes 1-6, globular, ovoid or oblong, compactly or loosely

flowered, the upper two sometimes contiguous, the others sep-

arate, or all distant or remote, sessile or pedunculate, rigidly

erect, bright or yellowish green ; bracts with or without sheaths,

mostly surpassing the culm
;
perigynia ovoid or lanceolate from

an ovate base, or awl-shaped, nerved, smooth, with a long taper-

ing bidentate, or short notched beak, horizontally spreading or

reflexed at maturity. 117-125.
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Spikes 1-4, rarely 5, the upper half or more of the terminal

one fertile, sterile below, the others all fertile, cylindrical, 9 "-12"

long, 4"-6" wide, stalked, erect; perigynia with a slender beak

longer than the body, horizontally spreading when mature. 126.

Sterile spikes 1-5, clavate or cylindrical, stalked, sometimes

androgynous ; fertile spikes 1-5, clustered or scattered, or the

upper 2 approximate, the others subclistant or distant, peduncu-

late or sessile, mostly erect or ascending (pendulous and loosely

flowered in 133) the lowest sometimes spreading, densely flowered,

frequently sterile at the apex, cylindrical or oblong; perigynia

globular-ovoid or ovate-lanceolate, nerved or nerveless, mostly

much-inflated and thin, straw-colored or tawny, ascending, widely

divergent or reflexed, with a tapering bidentate beak, the latter

needle shaped in 133. 127-133.

Descriptions of Groups axd Species.

A. Staminate and pistillate flowers intermingled in small

globular or oblong spikekts which form clusters, heads or spikes

or are panicled in 3, 4 and 5.

Stigmas 2 ; achenium lenticular.

Spikelets staminate above, pistillate below.

Inflorescence simple, both staminate and pistillate flowers

found in the same spike or spikelets.

Spikelets 2-6, 2-5 flowered, in a short interrupted spike, or

aggregated in an ovoid head
;
perigynia ovate, nerved, of a thick

coriaceous texture, with a minute entire or notched point ; bracts

scale-like, the lowest bristle pointed ; rootstock extensively

creeping.

Culms slender, leafy at base; spikelets distant tenella.

Culms rigid, naked; spikelets capitate chordorhiza.

1. Carex tenella Schk.

Stems 6'-lS'high, slender, erector spreading, rough above; leaves

about equaling the culm, V wide or less, thin, slightly rough on the

margins, the loosely tufted radical leaves longer, about 1" wide,

suberect or spreading
;
spike V-l' long

;
spikelets 2-4, separate,

the lowest usually with a bristle-shaped bract J'-l' in length, 1-4

flowered, the highest rarely 6 flowered
;
perigynia ovate or

elliptical, subterete, IV long, prominently finely nerved, the
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apex tipped with a short entire point ; scale ovate, acute or

mucronate, thin, white, about one-half the length of the

perigynium.

Readily distinguished by the naked or unprotected appearance

of the well-rounded perigynia.

A small form occurs which is 4'- 6' high, rather rigid, with

3-5 spikelets and the bristle shaped bract of the lowest spikelet

often wanting.

Stamps and wet places. Not rare. June.

2. Carex chordorhiza Ehrh.

Stems 6-18' high, erect, smooth, naked, or the prominent

basal sheaths terminating in narrow blades J'-l' in length ; leaf-

stems branching and rooting at the base, springing from the

large creeping rootstock, 3-5' high ; leaves variable in length,

the lower ^'-2' long, those above, usually partly tufted, 3-6' in

length, erect or spreading, 1" wide or less, flat or involute, rough

margined
;
spikelets 3- 5, aggregated in an ovoid head 3"-6" long,

brown
;
perigynia elliptical-ovate, biconvex, nerved, ttf long,

contracted into a short entire or notched beak about the length

of the ovate, acute brown scale
; bracts scale-like and inconspicu-

ous except the lowest which is sometimes short setaceous.

Easily determined by its chord-like, extensively creeping

rootstock.

Sphagnous swamps and swampy shores of lakes and streams.

Rare. July. Herkimer, Oneida and Seneca counties, and boggy

margins of lakes in the North woods Paints Catalogue.

Inflorescence branched, the spikelets panicled or densely

clustered.

Perigynia biconvex, blackish, shining. 1

Perigynia compressed-ovate, not shining vulpinoidea.

1 Perigynia ovate, stipitate teretiuscula.

1 Perigynia obovate, sessile decomposita.

3. Carex teretiuscula Good.

Stems 18-30' high, slender, erect, obtusely angled, rough near

the spike ; leaves usually shorter than the culm, l'-lj' wide,

somewhat involute when dry, rough on the edges
;

spike

panicled, 1-2' long, brown
;
spikelets small, crowded on short
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appressed branches, or the 2 lower sometimes distinct; bracts

scale-like, acuminate, the lowest bristle pointed
;
perigynia stipi-

tate, somewhat thick and corky, ovate, faintly nerved at the

truncate base, dark brown and shining, tapering above into a

slender, bifid, greenish beak, nearly covered by the ovate acute

brown scale.

The small, short-stalked, ovate, acuminate, shining perigynia,

as well as the short, appressed branches of the narrow panicle

distinguish this species. Not rare in swampy fields. June.

Var. ramosa Boott. Head longer and somewhat nodding,

spikelets compound, sometimes on appressed branches, looser or

more scattered. Albany county.

4. Carex decomposita Muhl.

Stems 20-36' high, flaccid, erect or spreading, smooth ; leaves

exceeding the culm, stiff, channeled below, 2"-3" wide, rough-

margined, filiform at the end
;
spike decompound, 2-5' long,

dark or sometimes blackish-brown when mature; spikelets

numerous on spreading branches, the lower of which are distinct

or sometimes separated -i-'-J' or more and 1-2' long, those above

shorter and less distant, gradually tapering to the dense apex;

bracts of the long branches green and filiform, the others scale-

like and awn-pointed
;
perigynia sessile, thick, corky, rounded or

obovate, biconvex, nerved on both sides, dark-brown and shining,

abruptly contracted into a short bifid beak ; scale thin, ovate,

pointed or cuspidate, tawny or brownish.

This species differs from others of "similar growth in its thick,

nearly round stem, in its stiff, long, slender-pointed leaves, and
especially in its panicled spikelets.

Swamps. July. Yery rare or local. Yates and Seneca

counties. Paints Catalogue.

5. Carex vulpinoidea Mx.

Stems l-^°-2i° high, firm and erect, acutely angled and rough

above the smooth terete base ; leaves rough-margined,

wide, slender-pointed and often surpassing' the culm
;
spike £'-4'

long, dull brown or sometimes with a [tinge of green
;
spikelets

clustered on branches 3"-9" long, • usually densely aggregated

above, in the lower half the clusters are mostly 3"-6" apart;
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bracts prominent, bristle-form or the lower filiform and sometimes

exceeding the culm; perigynia ovate-acuminate or ovate-lanceolate,

flat beneath, 2-3 nerved above, contracted into a narrow bifid

rough margined beak, about as long as the ovate awn-pointed

scale, widely divergent at maturity.

A coarse, homely species, somewhat variable, but the main
characters are too manifest to be confounded with any other

species.

Common in swamps, ditches and fields. June.

Inflorescence simple or the lower spikelets sometimes branched;

perigyna piano convex, stipitate, thin, spongy at the base,

marginless.

Spikes brown, perigynia compressed-ovate alopecoidea.

Spikes green, perigynia teretish-lanceolate stipata.

6. Carex stipata Muhl.

Stems ]-J°-3° high, erect, flaccid, the acute angles rough above

the middle ; leaves about as long as the culm, lj"-2i" wide,

smooth, rough margined
;
spikes 1-3' long or more, light green

;

spikelets 6-15, ovoid or oblong, contiguous above, the lower sepa-

rate and sometimes branched, the lowest often J-l' in length;

bracts bristle-form and inconspicuous or the lowest long;

perigynia subterete, lanceolate, prominently nerved, 2" long,

tapering from a stalked truncate base into a slender rough-mar-

gined bifid beak twice longer than the body, widely diverging

at maturity; scale lanceolate, thin, light brown, about one half

the length of the perigynium.

Yery easily determined by the fruit, or by the color and bristly

appearance of the spikes.

Everywhere common in swampy fields. June.

Yar. crassicurta Peck n. var. Spikelets 7-12, aggregated in an

ovoid or oblong head 9"- 12" long, the perigynia horizontally

spreading or somewhat deflexed at the base, giving the spike

an unusually bristly appearance. This well-marked variety is

of a deeper green, and has a more rigid aspect than the type,

whereby it may be readily recognized.

Yar. subsecuta Peck n. var. Spikes long
;
spikelets

9-12, globular, or the lower short-oblong, all conspicuously dis-

tinct, pale green, mostly smaller than the type, but otherwise

agreeing with it.
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7. Carex alopecoidea Tuckm.

Stems 18-30' high, erect, acutely angled, flaccid, rough on the

angles above ; leaves about the length of the culm, erect-spread-

ing, 1 wide, rough beneath and on the margins
;
spike 4 -If

long, brown
;
spikelets 6-10, mostly aggregated, or the lower 2

or 3 sometimes distinct, the lowest sometimes with a few-flowered

branch, ovoid or oblong, 2£"-3 // long ; bracts bristle-shaped, the

1 or 2 lower J'-l' in length; perigynia compressed-ovate, stalked

and truncate or subcordate at the base, obscurely nerved on the

upper surface, tapering into a flat rough-margined bifid beak,

more or less divergent at maturity ; scale ovate, acute or cuspi-

date, brown with whitish margins above the middle, nearly

covering the brown, or sometimes greenish, perigynium.

Distinguished by its brown spike and compressed, stalked,

obscurely nerved fruit. Not common. Mostly in the central

and western part of the State ; rare in the eastern part. June,

July.

Spikelets more or less aggregated, light or deep green (brown-

ish in 13 when mature)
;
perigynia compressed, sessile, distinctly

margined.

Leaves 2
//-4 // wide 1

Leaves less than 2" wide 2

1 Spikelets distinct below sparganioides.

1 Spikelets contiguous or aggregated cephaloidea.

2 Spikelets densely aggregated in an ovoid head . . . cephalophora

.

2 Spikelets contiguous in an oblong head or approx-

imate above, distinct below 3

3 Perigynia orbicular-ovate Muhlenbergii.

3 Perigynia ovate-lanceolate 4

4 Beak of perigynia rough-margined rosea.

4 Beak of perigynia smooth retroflexa.

8. Carex sparganioides Muhl.

Stems 18-36' high, erect, robust, smooth, except near the top

;

leaves numerous, light green, smooth except on the edges, 2 //-4"

wide, shorter or longer than the culm, the longest with filiform

extremities; spikes 2-J-6' long, strict; spikelets 5-12, the 3 or 4

upper globose, aggregated, the others more or less oblong, \'-V

17
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apart, the 2 or 3 lower 4"-S" in length, 2£"-3'/

thick, sometimes
branched, slightly spreading on the straight or flexuose rachis;

bracts bristle-shaped, inconspicuous
;
perigynia 1£" long, broadly

ovate, margined, nerveless, tapering or contracted into a short

rough-edged, bidentate beak, usually divergent but not reflexed

at maturity ; scale thin, white, ovate, acute or cuspidate, about
one-half as long as the perigynium.

A reduced form, 18-20' high, with closer spikelets, usually

occurring in glades and on shaded rocky banks, is Yar. minor
Boott. This robust, handsome species is readily known by its

ample graceful foliage and large strict spikes.

k
Common in rich soil about woods and in copses. June, July.

9. Carex cephaloidea Dew.

Stems 2°-3° high, slender, erect or weak and somewhat spread-

ing, flaccid, the upper half rough on the angles, smooth below

;

leaves shorter than the culm, 2
//-3" wide, thin, smooth, rough-

margined, dark green; spikes J'-l' in length, rarely capitate;

spikelets 4-7, globose, contiguous, the two lower sometimes dis-

tinct or 2" apart, 2J" long and broad, ascending ; bracts incon-

spicuous
;
perigynia 1%" long or more, nerveless, dark green, soft,

ovate-lanceolate, tapering into a flat, rough-edged, bidentate

beak, spreading at maturity ; scale thin, white, short-ovate, blunt,

mucronate, about half as long as the perigynium; achenium

obovate
;
style slightly enlarged at base.

Moist or swampy places, mostly in woods or copses. June,

July.

In the eastern part of the State this species is less common
than the preceding one to which it has sometimes been added as

a variety, but from which it is easily separated by its spikelets

being collected in an oblong head. From C. Muhlenbergii it is

distinguished especially by its broader leaves.

10. Carex cephalophora Muhl.

Stems 10-30' high, stiff, erect, smooth or a little rough near the

head, often branched at base as if stoloniferous; leaves rather stiff,

the longest sometimes exceeding the culm, gradually tapering to a

setaceous point, wide, smooth or the margins slightly rough

;

spike capitate, ovate or short oblong, 3"-9" long, pale green

;

spikelets 4-6, globose, densely aggregated, spreading ; bracts
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setaceous, 3"-6" long, the upper mostly concealed by the crowded

spikelets; perigynia long, firm, sometimes faintly nerved

near the distinct margin, round-ovate, tapering into a short,

rough-edged, bidentate beak, widely spreading at maturity

;

scale white, thin, ovate, with a rough-awned point, a little smaller

than the perigynium ; achenium round-ovate, the short style with

a conic base

.

This is one of our commonest species and can not be con-

founded with any other. It grows in open fields and in and

about woods and copses. June.

From forms of C. Muhlenbergii, which sometimes approach it

in the shape and size of the head, it is easily separated by its

smaller perigynia.

11. Carex Muhlenbergii Schk.

Stems 15-30' high, firm, erect, triangular, rough on the angles

near the head, smooth below ; leaves shorter than the culm, l£"-2'

wide, open, flat, or sometimes slightly involute, smooth except on

the margins, the ends slender and setaceous; spike i'-l-£' in

length, 3" broad or more, green
;
spikelets 4-9, globose, contigu-

ous, 2*-3* long, spreading or the 3 upper erect ; bracts bristle-

shaped, conspicuous, long; perigynia I-J-"-2" long, firm,

broadly round-ovate, strongly nerved on both sides, terminating

in a short, rough-margined, bidentate beak, spreading but not

reflexed ; scale ovate, pointed or rough-awned, about as long as

the perigynium ; achenium round-ovate, the short style with a

conical base.

Common
;
growing in a variety of soil, but especially in light

sandy or sterile places. In some forms the head is ovate, resem-

bling that of the preceding species. June.

Var. enervis Boott. Differs from the type in its slender,

spreading, sometimes reclining stems, its soft leaves 1" wide, and

its shorter spike and fewer-flowered spikelets, its smaller, less firm,

exactly ovate, nerveless perigynia, the scale thin, mostly smooth-

pointed or mucronate. This slender form is, perhaps, peculiar

to south-eastern New York (Westchester county), where it

inhabits open and slightly shaded grounds. The form which

differs from the type only in its nerveless perigjnia (Gray's Man.)

occurs farther north. Kensselaer county.
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12. Carex rosea Schk.

Stems usually clustered, l°-2° high, slender, erect, smooth

;

leaves shorter or longer than the culm, i"-l
§ wide, smooth, rough-

margined
;
spikes l'-lf long, green; spikelets 4—6, globose, the

2 or 3 upper contiguous, the others 2"-9" apart, 5-12 flowered;

bracts bristle-shaped or filiform, extending from an ovoid or

deltoid base i'-2£' ;
perigynia lanceolate, thin, nerveless, gradually

tapering to a flat rough edged bidentate beak, twice longer than

the broad blunt thin white scale ; achenium ovate, apiculate.

The base of the beak above is usually clearly defined by an

abrupt depression of the perigynium. The fruit is strongly diver-

gent or reflexed at maturity.

Yery common and variable. Woods and open places. June.

Var. radiata Dew. Culms almost capillary, 6-12' high, the

leaves often longer, i'-V wide, the spikelets 2-4 flowered, the

1 or 2 lower often distant, each subtended by a filiform bract

exceeding the culm
;
perigynia oval-lanceolate, erect or spreading

;

scale broadly ovate, obtuse or acutish, sometimes mucronate.

Var. minor Boott. This differs from the last in its larger and

longer culms, and its erect or ascending perigynia, their scales

ovate, acute or mucronate, or sometimes rough-cuspidate.

Tar. pusilla Peck, n. var. Stems 3-8' high, stiff, smooth

;

leaves a little longer than the culm, J" wide, rough-margined

;

spikelets 2-1, the upper 2 contiguous, the others J' apart, the

lowest usually with a setaceous bract £'-1' long, 3-9 flowered;

perigynia ( vate-oblong, about < ne-third longer than the ovate

obtuse or acutish scale, divergent but not reflexed.

Yar. staminata Peck, n. var. Stems 15 -20' high, slender and

somewhat spreading ; leaves V-f" wide
;
spikelets 1-5 flowered,

each Ttith the staminate portion conspicuous and persistent, the

mature perigynia horizontally spreading or reflexed.

13. Carex retroflexa Muhl.

Stems tufted, 6-18' high, firm, erect, smooth; leaves mostly

shorter than the culm, \
n-Y wide, smooth, rough-margined; spikes

4"-10 //

or more in length, light green, becoming brown when

mature
;

spikelets 3-8, globose, 3-9 flowered, the upper con-

tiguous, the 1 or 2 lower sometimes 2"-3" apart, the lowest with
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a setaceous or filiform bract 2>"-2V long; perigynia ovate-acumi-

nate or lanceolate, with a thick, spongy base, nerveless, tapering

into a smooth-margined bifid beak, a little longer than the ovate

obtuse or pointed brown scale, refiexed at maturity ; achenium

broadly ovate, apiculate.

Separated from the last by its more rigid culms, its more aggre-

gate spikelets, and by its smooth-beaked fruit.

Open woods and fields. Infrequent. June. It occurs chiefly

in the southern central and western parts of the State. It is rare

or wanting in the northern and eastern parts.

Spikelets pistillate above, staminate at the base.

Leaves mostly narrow, soft and spreading, shorter than the

culm; spikelets 3-8, approximate or more or less distant,

(capitate in 15), silvery-green
;
perigynia plano-convex, ovate,

somewhat coriaceous or thickened at the base, turning silvery or

brownish when mature ; bracts scale-like or bristleform.

Spikelets commoDly 10-30-flowered or more ... canescens.

Spikelets commonly 2-5 flowered 1

1 Spikelets aggregated in a dense head tenuiilora.

1 Spikelets not aggregated 2

2 Leaves less than 1" wide trisperma.

2 Leaves more than 1" wide Deweyana.

14. Carex trisperma Dew.

Stems l°-2° high, very slender, spreading, sometimes prostrate,

smooth ; leaves shorter than the culm, about \" wide, smooth

except the margins, flat, soft and thin
;
spikelets 2-3, the 2 upper

i'-V apart or all 1-2^' distant, the lower with filiform bracts

$'-2J' long, the highest sometimes with a setaceous bract 3"-5 tf

in

length, 2-i flowered
;
perigynia oblong-ovate, prominently finely

nerved on both sides, thick or coriaceous, suberect, terminating

in a short entire beak ; scale oblong-ovate, pointed or obtusish,

usually shorter than the perigynium, achenium elliptical, the base

tapering.

Swamps and wet places. Common. June, July.

A form is sometimes found in sphagnous swamps with almost

filiform leaves.
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15. Carex tenuiflora Wahl.

Stems 6— IS' high, slender or capillary, erect or spreading,

mostly naked, smooth ; leaves smooth, flat and involute, i"-V
wide, usually shorter than the culm

;
spike capitate, silvery green,

becoming whitish at maturity
;

spikelets 2-*, 3-5 flowered,

aggregated in an ovoid head, or rarely the lowest 2"-3" distant

;

bracts bristle-form, mostly shorter than the spike
;

perigynia

ovate oblong, thick, nerved, light- brown, beakless, nearly covered

by the ovate-oblong whitish scale.

Stems tufted and branched at base, the shortest often firm and

erect, the longest flexile.

The silvery-green spikelets collected in a head distinguish this

very rare or local species. It has been reported from Oneida and

St. Lawrence counties. June.

16. Carex Deweyana Schw.

Stems l°-2° high, slender, erect or diffuse, smooth ; leaves

numerous, smooth, slightly rough-edged, V'-IY wide, shorter

than the culm, pale green becoming yellowish with age
;

spikes

9"-2' long, flexuous
;
spikelets 2-4, the 2 or 3 upper ones approxi-

mate, the lowest distant or subdistant, 2-6 flowered, silvery-

green; bracts bristle-shaped or filiform, the 2 lower sometimes

exceeding the culm
;
perigynia oblong-ovate, acuminate, obscurely

nerved, thin, 2" long, with a long, rough-margined', bidentate

beak ; scale thin, whitish, oblong-acuminate or rough awned, as

long as the perigynium.

TToods and open places. Common. June.

Easily recognized by the somewhat bristly aspect of the soft

silvery spikelets and the somewhat drooping or flexuous character

of the spike.

17. Carex canescens L.

Stems 15-30' high, erect, rough above the middle ; leaves

glaucous, smooth, the margins rough, 1"-1V wide, the extremities

filiform, shorter than the culm, or the radical ones sometimes

exceeding it
;

spikes lJ'-3' long
;

spikelets 4-8, densely 10 to 30

flowered, ovoid or globose, the 2 or 3 upper ones approximate,

the others 3"-12" apart, all more or less contracted at the base^

silvery-green ; bracts scale-like, sometimes with a bristle-shaped
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prolongation, or the lowest setaceous or leaf-like; perigynia

ovate, nerved at the base, minutely punctate, whitish, tapering

into a short bifid or entire beak, divergent at maturity, a little

longer than the ovate, acute or obtuse scale ; achenium elliptical.

Swamps and low wet places. Very common. May, June.

Keadily determined by its silvery spikes and glaucous-green foli-

age. Small, slender forms with fewer flowered spikelets, but

glaucous foliage approach the following variety. A form occurs

in Suffolk county in which the terminal spikelet is wholly stami-

nate or bears but few perigynia.

Yar. vulgaris Bailey. Differs from the type in its more slender,

erect, or diffuse stems ; its narrower, green, not glaucous, leaves
;

its fewer and smaller spikelets, with fewer flowers, and in its

green, horizontally-spreading perigynia with more pronounced

beaks and shorter scales.

Yar. alpicola Wahl. Stems 6'-15' high, firm, erect or spreading

;

leaves green, 1" wide; spikelets 3-5, globular, 6-15 flowered, the

lowest sometimes with a filiform bract 2-2-J-' long, sometimes the

next above with a bristle-shaped bract or more in length

;

perigynia green with brown spots or tawny ; otherwise as in the

preceding. A lowland form has capillary stems 15-20' high,

leaves wide or less
;

perigynia green slightly dashed with

brown.

Spikelets 3-8 (single in 18) ovoid or oblong, approximate above,

interrupted below, or all scattered
;
perigynia slightly concave,

rough or smooth-margined, nerved or nerveless, usually strongly

reflexed at maturity ; bracts bristle form or rarely the lowest

leaf-like. Plants rather rigid, green, often becoming yellowish

with age. In all the species of this group the terminal epikelet

appears to be stalked, the lower part being much contracted and

clothed with the scales of the staminate flowers.

Perigynia ovate, small 1

Perigynia ovate or ovate-lanceolate, large 2

1 Spikelets scattered; perigynia with a short smooth beak. . . seorsa.

1 Spikelets contiguous or approximate, perigynia rough-

beaked interior.

2 Spikelet single, sometimes wholly fertile or wholly sterile, exilis.

2 Spikelets approximate or scattered sterilis.
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18. Carex exilis Dew.

Stems l°-2° high, firm, erect or suberect, rough above ; leaves

involute, stiff, smooth, as long as the culm, or much shorter

;

spikes densely flowered, cylindrical or short oblong, contracted

at the base by the numerous scales of the staminate flowers,

sometimes wholly staminate or wholly pistillate, J'-l' long, light

brown
;
perigynia ovate-lanceolate, few-nerved above, spreading,

tapering to a flat, rough-margined bidentate beak, a little longer

than the ovate-lanceolate scale.

Cold swamps in the northern and eastern parts of the State

;

also on Long Island. Kare. June, July.

This is a very distinct and easily recognized species. Some-

times an additional spike or two may develop at the base of the

usual one.

19. Carex sterilis Willd.

Stems 15-30' high, firm, erect, rough above ; leaves rough on

the edges, longer or shorter than the culm, broad, some-

times involute above
;

spike i'-li' long, strict or flexuous,

yellowish-green or tawny
;

spikelets 3-6, globose, i&"-3" in

length and thickness, IV-3" apart, or the upper 2 or 3

contiguous, the terminal contracted below and stalk-like

from the several staminate scales, or sometimes all staminate

or again each spikelet partly or wholly sterile ; bracts scale-like

or bristleform, the latter J'-l' in length
;
perigynia variable,

ovate or evenly lanceolate, subcordate, one or both surfaces

nerved, contracted into a short or long, narrow, rough-mar-

gined, sharply toothed beak, widely divergent at maturity;

scale ovate, obtuse or acute, whitish or brown, shorter than the

perigynium ; achenium ovate.

Culms with a single sterile spike frequently occur, and more

rarely with the lower half of the spike fertile. The perigynia

are mostly thin, but sometimes spongy at the base, strongly

divergent at maturity, their bristling tips occasionally bent or

deflexed.

Swamps and wet places. Very common. May, June.

Var. excelsior Bailey. Differs from the type in its taller, more

slender culms, mostly 2°-2-J° high ; its larger, greener, more

scattered spikelets, 3"-4:" long ; its larger perigynia prominently

nerved on both sides, and in its oblong-ovate, acute or pointed

scale.
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This and the following varieties constitute the species

C. stellulata L. of Gray's Man., 5th ed.

Common in swamps and wet meadows.

Yar. cephalantha Bailey. Eesembles the last, but has stouter,

stiffer culms, l°-2° high
;
spikes lf-2' long

;
spikelets 5-8, 15-30

flowered, 3"-4" long, aggregated or approximate, sometimes

becoming yellowish with age; perigynia horizontally spreading

at maturity.

Long Island. May, June.

Yar. sequidistans Peck n. var. Stems 12-30' high, rough, stout,

or rarely slender; spikes li'-2-|' long; spikelets 4-6, 15-30

flowered, globular or oblong, 3"-6" apart
;
perigynia horizontally

spreading, usually the lower ones deflexed.

Wet places. Oneida and Essex counties. June. July.

Yar. angustata Bailey. Stems 3-12' high, very slender, wiry,

erect, the setaceous or flat leaves less than -J" wide ; the 2-4

spikelete 2
//-3 //

apart, 2-6 flowered, the terminal erect or oblique

;

perigynia lanceolate, nerved, tapering into a Jong, slender bifid

beak much longer than the scale. Easily recognized by its

spikelets. (C. stellulata var. angustata Carey).

In swamps and wet meadows. Infrequent except in the north-

ern part of the State where it is common in swamps and wet places.

June, July.

20. Carex interior Bailey.

Stems 8' -20' high, erect, rough near the spike; leaves mostly

shorter than the culm, wide, sometimes involute when dry;

spikes '-Y'-G" in length, greenish brown; spikelets 2-4, contiguous,

or 2
//-3 //

distant, the terminal one plainly staminate at the base,

4-10 flowered, a little divergent at maturity; bracts scale-like

or bristleform
;
perigynia widely spreading, small, ovate, nerved

on the upper side, thick and spongy at the round or subcordate

base, f long, contracted into a slender rough-margined bifid

beak, longer than the ovate, acute or obtuse brown white-

margined scale.

Swamps and wet places. Common in the central counties of

the State. June.

Yar. capillacea Bailey. Slender, 6'-l6' high, stems and

leaves capillary ;
" perigynia broader and more conspicuously

nerved on both sides." In our specimens the two lower spike-

18
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lets are often S"-V apart, the perigynia nerveless or obscurely

nerved on the upper surface only, and widely divergent at matur-

ity, agreeing with a form occurring in West Albany and Junius,

having slightly wider leaves (V wide or less) which connects

the variety and the type.

Low grounds along streams and shores. Long Island. May,

June.

21. Carex seorsa Howe.

Stems l°-2° high, slender, erect, smooth; leaves mostly a

little shorter than the culm, 1*—
1-J-' wide, rough-margined

;
spike

1-2^' long, erect, green
;
spikelets 4-6, 6-20 flowered, globular

or oblong, 2
/

'-H
//

long, the upper two approximate, the others

scattered, the lowest i'-V distant from the next above, usually

subtended by a bristle form bract, rarely by a leafy one 1J' long

;

the terminal spikelet pistillate at the apex, rarely wholly stami-

nate
;

perigynia small, broadly ovate, nerved on both sides,

contracted into a sh>rt, smooth-margined, bifid beak, much
longer than the green and brown white-margined subacute scale.

Swampy woods and groves. May, June. Lansingburgh, Rens-

selaer county. Howe. East Islip, Suffolk county, and near

Eome, Oneida county. Peck.

This species grows in tufts and is separated from C. interior

by its taller, stouter culms, its longer spikes, more numerous and

more scattered spikelets, and by its smooth-beaked perig}mia.

Spikelets 2-15 or more, approximate or more or less aggregated,

ovate, obovoid, globular or clavate, sessile, erect or spreading,

green, fulvous or silver}'-green, whitish or tawny
;
perigynia

concavo-convex, ovate, obovate or lanceolate, mostly nerved,

prominently wing-margined, with a flat mostly rough-margined

bifid beak.

Perigynia ovate-lanceolate, narrowly winged. ...... mirabilis.

Perigynia linear-lanceolate or narrowly lanceolate . . 1

Perigynia orbicular-ovate, broadly winged 2

1 Spikelets in a dense cluster partly concealed by long

bracts sycl nocephala.

1 Spikelets contiguous, bracts not concealing them ... 3

3 Spikelets densely aggregated, perigynia widely

spreading or reflexed cristata.

3 Spikelets contiguous or aggregated, perigynia not

reflexed 4
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4 Spikelets 8-15 obovoid, tips of perigynia ascending.. tribuloides

4 Spikelets 4-8, ovate, acute, perigynia erect scoparia.

2 Spikes often drooping, spikelets green or fulvous,

perigynia loose, ascending straminea.

2 Spikes mostly erect, spikelets with a slight yellow-

ish tinge, silvery-green, whitish or fulvous 5

5 Spikelets globose-ovate, acutish, perigynia erect ... . albolutescens.

5 Spikelets whitish, silvery-green or fulvous 6

6 Spikelets obovoid, perigynia somewhat spreading . . foenea.

6 Spikelets 5"-10" long, ovoid or clavate 7

7 Spikelets whitish, perigynia appressed silicea.

7 Spikelets straw-colored, perigynia ascending alata.

22. Carex cristata Schw.

Stems 2°-3° high, stout, acutely angled, rough above the

middle, prominently leafy ; leaves shorter or longer than the

culm, their sheaths enlarged upward, 2
//-3" wide, scabrous on

the margins
;
spike f'-l£' in length, erect or oblique, cristate

;

spikelets 7-12 or more, globular, densely aggregated, squarrose,

the lowest with a setaceous or sometimes leafy bract 1-2^' long;

perigynia elliptical-lanceolate, winged, nerved, tapering from the

middle to a rough-edged bidentate beak, recurved or spreading at

maturity; scale lanceolate, obtusish, brown, one-third shorter

than the perigynium ; achenium oval, short-stalked.

Fields and open woods, mostly in wet places. Common. July.

This fine species is at once known by its squarrose globose

spikelets and light green foliage. It is not very variable. It is

regarded as a variety of C. tribuloides in the Manual, but it is so

constant and so peculiar in its appearance, being easily recogniz-

able at sight, that it seems worthy of specific distinction.

23. Carex tribuloides Wahl.

Stems 2°-3° high, firm, rough on the acute angles above

;

leaves lf"-2y wide, their sheaths loose and wide above, rough

beneath or mostly on the margins, usually shorter than the

culm
;

spikes l'-lj' long or more, erect, green
;

spikelets

8-15, aggregated or a little interrupted below, subglobose,

the lowest with a setaceous or leafy bract l'-2£' in length
;

perigynia narrowly lanceolate, nerved, winged, 2
//

-2J
//

long,

tapering from the middle to a long, rough-edged, bidentate
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beak, erect or spreading at maturity; scale lanceola.te, obtuse,

one-half as long as the perigynium ; achenium oval, stalked.

Low moist ground and swales in fields or thin woods. Com-
mon. July.

Yar. reducta Bailey. More slender than the type
;
spike l'-2'

long, straight or flexuous, often nodding or recurved, somewhat
evenly interrupted or moniliform

;
spikelets 3-10, 2

/;

-2£" long,

subglobose or obovate
;
bracts, when present, bristle-form

;
peri-

gynia lanceolate, spreading, a little longer than the scale ; achen-

ium short-stalked or sessile.

Swamps or wet places in fields or the borders of woods.

Common. July.

The spikelets are smaller than in the t}rpical form of the spe-

cies, and in general appearance the plant is quite distinct and

probably worthy of specific distinction.

Yar. Bebbii Bailey. Slender, erect ; leaves lJ'-S* wide, much
shorter than the culm, their sheaths not enlarged above

;
spike-

lets 4-6, ovoid, 2"-2-|" long, aggregated into an ovoid head 5"-6"

long, greenish-brown or tawny ; bracts usually present, bristle-

form
;
perigynia lanceolate, narrowly winged, erect-spreading, a

little longer than the acute brown scale ; achenium oval, sessile.

Wet places. Eensselaer and Cortland counties and in the

northern part of the State. July.

This also might easily be regarded as a valid species.

24. Carex scoparia Schk.

Stems l-J-°-2-J-° high, slender, erect, rough at the top ; leaves

shorter than the culm, l'-l-J" wide, rough-margined
;
spike f'-li*

in length, straight or a little flexuous, greenish brown or tawny
;

spikelets 4-8, oblong ovate or elliptical, acute, the upper contigu-

ous, the others distinct, or often aggregated into an ovoid head,

sub-erect ; bracts usually early deciduous, leafy when present

;

perigynia narrowly lanceolate, nerved, winged, tapering to a

pointed bifid beak, slightly spreading at maturity ; scale lance-

olate, acute, brown, about one-half the length of the perigynium

;

achenium narrowly oval, long-stalked.

Common in open fields and in ditches by roadsides. July.

This species is very easily distinguished by its ovate acute

brownish or tawny spikelets and appressed perigynia.
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Yar. minor Boott. A much reduced form, 6-10' high, the

spikelets 2"-4" long and darker than in the type. It often grows

in drier places. Apparently an off-shoot of this is forma elatior

Peck, in litt. which is taller, the spikes darker, and the perigynia

more spreading, a not unusual condition in the Adirondack speci-

mens. A noticeable feature is the filiform bract, which subtends

the lowest spikelet.

25. Carex albolutescens Schw.

Stems l^ -^ * high, erect, or slender and recurved at the sum-

mit; leaves V'-IY wide, rough margined, mostly shorter than

the culm
;
spike f'-lj' in length, erect or subflexuous and droop-

ing, light yellowish-green
;

spikelets 3-8, approximate, ovoid,

obtuse or subacute, the terminal one conspicuously staminate

and contracted at the base ; the scales acute or cuspidate ; bracts

scale-like or bristle-shaped, that of the lowest spikelet i'-li' long;

perigynia broadly ovate, nerved on both sides, thin, erect, with

a slightly rough-margined bifid beak, a little longer than the

ovate pointed or cuspidate scale; achenium oval, short-stipitate.

The spikelets are sometimes globose and green rather than pale

yellowish-green, but the species is well marked by its erect

perigynia, sharply pointed scales and bristle-shaped bracts.

—

(C. straminea var. fceaea Torr. Gray's Man., 6th ed.)

Suffolk county. July.

Yar. cumulata Bailey. Stems taller and leaves shorter; spike-

lets 5-30, aggregated, abruptly contracted at base, spreading;

perigynia obscurely nerved, appressed, otherwise as in the type.

Suffolk county. July.

26. Carex fcenea Wdld.

Stems 15-30' high, slender, erect or recurved-spreading,

smooth ; leaves light green, wide, smooth, shorter than

the culm, spike f in length, recurved or flexuous, silvery or

whitish green
;
spikelets 5-8, the upper 2 or 3 contiguous, the

others more or less separate, globose or obovate, contracted at

the base into a short or long slender stipe, the lowest sometimes

with a colored bristle-tipped bract J' long; perigynia broadly

ovate, prominently nerved on both sides, broadly winged above

the middle, finely scabrous margined, with a short bidentate

beak, somewhat loosely spreading when mature; scale ovate,
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acute, whitish or tawny, about the length of the perigynium

;

achenium ovate, apiculate.

A fine species, easily determined by the slender lax stems, and
silvery-white, subsquarrose spikelets.

Woods and copses, especially in hilly and mountainous parts of

the State. Common. June, July.

Yar. perplexa Bailey. Larger, stouter, erect; the spikelets

larger, the staminate portion less conspicuous, approximate, or

aggregated into an erect head, the lowest sometimes prominently

bracteate, perigynia of a firmer texture.

A form occurs which has stiff, subflexuous spikes, silvery-green

spikelets, ovate above but narrowed below, and somewhat club-

shaped; perigynia thin, spreading, about as long as the pointed

scale.

Dry ground. Washington and Otsego counties. June, July.

Yar. sparsiflora Olney. Differs from the type in its more slender

culms, the spikes mostly nodding, and in its fewer, smaller and

fewer-flowered spikelets.

27. Carex silicea Olney.

Stems l°-2° high, firm, often recurved at the summit, mostly

smooth; leaves stiff, erect, flat or involute, rough beneath, as

long as the culm
;

spikes l£'-3' long, often flexuous
;

spikelets

4-8 or more, separate, moniliform, ovate, acute or obtuse, with a

club shaped base, silvery-white or tawny, long, erect or

spreading; bracts scale-like, lanceolate, as long as the stipe-like

base
;
perigynia broadly ovate, nerved on both sides, wrinkled on

the broad wing above, tapering into a short, smooth or ruughish

bifid beak, about equal to or a little surpassing the ovate, pointed

scale ; the tips of the perigynia mostly appressed.

Sandy soil. Suffolk county. July.

This species is abundant near the sea shore. Forms sometimes

occur in which the spikelets are contiguous or the upper ones

even aggregated. Occasionally the lowest one is borne on a long

pedunsle or branch, and rarely it is compound.

28. Carex straminea Willd.

Stems lf>'-30' high, erect or the summit drooping, smooth;

leaves usually shorter than the culm, 1"-1J" wide, smooth or

rough-margined, yellowish green
;
spike 1 long, flexuous

;
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spikelets 3-8, contiguous or 3 *-4" apart, ovate or subglobose above

the contracted staminate base, 2
//-2^" wide, erect or ascend-

ing ; bracts scale-like, pointed, or the lowest bristle shaped, rarely

leaf-like
;
perigynia ovate, faintly or conspicuously nerved on one

or both side-, moderately winged, with a short or long bifid beak,

the tips loosely spreading, a little longer than the ovate acute

tawny scale; achenium oval or obovate, apiculate.— (C. tenera

Dew., Wood's CI. B., C. straminea var. tenera Boott., Gray's

Man., 5th ed.)

A common species in copses and open fields. June, July.

Yar. brevior Dew. Every way larger than the type
;

spike

stiff and erect
;
spikelets approximate or separate, ovate or sub-

globose above the staminate base, '6"-b" broad
;
perigvnia orbicu-

lar-ovate, broadly winged, nerved, with a conspicuously short

bifid beak, the points loosely spreading,

Yar. festucacea Boott. Spike erect, or slightly flexuous and

recurved
;

spikelets 4-10, club-shaped, the sterile portion usually

exceeding the fertile, 4"-6 //

long, the upper 3 or 4 contiguous, the

others separate, forming an open or interrupted spike 1J-3' long,

straw-colored or tawny.

Yar. Crawei Boott. Differs from the last in its more robust

habit, its weaker and sometimes drooping spikes, its larger

globular spikelets, usually only the highest with a conspicuously

contracted base, and in its broader winged, longer beaked

perigynia.

Saratoga county.

Yar. aperta Boott. Eesembles the type in its slender habit

and nodding spikes, but has larger spikelets all prominently

tapering at the base, the perigynia more broadly winged, longer

beaked, twice the length of the rusty brown scale.

Yar. invisa W. Boott. Stems l°-2° high, lax at the summit;

leaves as long as the culm, 1" wide or less
;
spike narrow, flexuous

;

spikelets aggregated or separate, the lowest often distant or

remote, 2J-"-3
//

broad, rusty brown ; bracts filiform, 2' -5' in length.

Sandy soil. Suffolk county.

29. Carex alata Torr.

Stems l-J-°-3° high, firm, erect, smooth below ; leaves stiff,

rough-margined, i/'-lJ" wide, shorter than the culm; spike l'-l-J
1

long or more
;
spikelets 4-10, ±"-6" in length ; ovate or obovate,
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acute, contiguous or separate, greenish or straw-colored, some-

times tawny
;
perigynia orbicular-ovate or obovate, cuneate or

cordate at the base, nerved, broadly winged, with a short abrupt

beak, longer and broader than the lanceolate, acute or rough-

awned scale — (C. siraminea Willd. var. alata Bailey.)

Swales and wet places. Suffolk and Seneca counties. July.

30. Carex mirabilis Dew.

Stems 15'-36' high, erect, smooth; leaves about equaling the

culm, l-J-"-2" wide, rough-edged
;
spike IV -2' in length, erect,

often flexuous; spikelets 4-11, globose, contiguous, or the 2 or 3

lower ones sometimes 2
//-3 //

apart, ascending or widely spreading,

green becoming tawny or rusty when old ; bracts scale-like, or

the lowest usually short setaceous; perigynia ovate-lanceolate,

lightly nerved on both sides, narrowly winged, gradually taper-

ing into a short or long rough-margined bifid beak, widely

diverging when mature ; scale narrowly ovate, obtuse, much
shorter than the perigynium ; achenium oval, apiculate and

stipitate.

Easily determined by its coarse, rigid aspect and squarrose

spikelets. Common in copses and fields. June.

This is added to C. straminea as a variety in the last edition

of the Manual.

3 1 . Carex sychnocephala Carey,

Stems 5' -16' high, erect, smooth ; leaves 4' -9' in length, l'-l^

wide; spikelets 4-5, densely aggregated in a head, 6"-9" long,

Z"-b" wide, partly concealed by 3 leaf-like bracts 3' -6' in length

;

perigynia linear-lanceolate, 2¥-2>" long, pointed at the base,

nerved, the long slender beak sharply toothed, twice the length

of the blunt or mucronate scale.

Low wet meadows and moist places. Yery rare. June, July.

Collected about fifty years ago in Herkimer and Jefferson

counties, but it does not appear to have been found in our State

recently.

Staminate flowers situated above or below the pistillate or the

middle spikelets sometimes wholly sterile or wholly fertile.

Spikelets oblong-lanceolate, perigynia linear-lanceolate. . bromoides.

Spikelets 4-8, perigynia lanceolate siccata.

Spikelets 10-15 or more, perigynia ovate-lanceolate Sartwellii.
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32. Carex Sartwellii Dew.

Stems 18-30' high, erect, smooth ; leaves usually shorter than

the culm, wide, rough on the slender points
;
spike 1-2'

long, erect, brown
;

spikelets 12-20, contiguous or the lower

2" or 3" distant, ovate, widely spreading ; bracts scale-like, or

the lower ones setaceous, 3"-6" long
;
perigynia ovate-lanceolate,

nerved, gradually tapering into a short, rough-edged, bifid beak,

a little exceeding the ovate acute brown scale, loosely spreading

at maturity.

Bogs and swamps. Very rare. Seneca county. July.

The numerous spreading spikelets disposed in a rather compact

spike distinguishes this species. It is C. disticha Huds in the

fifth edition of the Manual.

33. Carex siccata Dew.

Stoloniferous ; stems 15-30' high, slender, erect or spreading,

smooth; leaves mostly shorter than the culm, about \" wide,

smooth; spikes f-lj' long, brown, dry and chaffy; spikelets

7-16, 4"-6" long, ovate or elliptical, acute or blunt at the apex,

mostly aggregated ; bracts scale like, the lower lanceolate acumi-

nate, sometimes rough-awned; perigynia lanceolate, nerved, with

a long rough bifid beak scarcely spreading at maturity ; scale

broadly lanceolate, acute, brown, with broad white margins

above the middle.

A special feature of this species is the dry or over-ripe appear-

ance of the spikes.

Rich soil in* open woods and copses, also on sandy plains.

Hare in the western part of the State, but more common in the

eastern and southern part. June, July.

34. Carex bromoides Schk.

Stems l°-2° high, slender, erect or spreading, rough above the

middle ; leaves as long as the culm, or shorter, i"-l" wide, rough-

edged
;
spikes f'-l-J' long, of a clear light brown

;
spikelets 3-8,

the upper three usually contiguous, the lower ones more or less

separate, the lowest sometimes subdistant, erect, cylindrical,

in length ; bracts scale-like, the lowest short-setaceous
;

perigynia linear-lanceolate, nerved, tapering below to a thick

corky base, and above into a long slender rough edged bifid

19
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beak, much longer than the oblong-lanceolate or ovate acute

brown scale, erect-spreading at maturity.

The conspicuously corky base of the perigynia distinguishes

this species.

Wooded swamps, wet meadows, etc. Common. May, June.

Stigmas 3 ; achenium triangular.

Spikes staminate above, pistillate below.

Flowers disposed in a single spike 2
//-8 //

long.

Bracts and scales not leaf-like.

Perigynia oblong, erect polytrichoides.

Perigynia awl-shaped, deflexed pauciflora.

35. Carex polytrichoides Muhl.

Stems 4-'-15' high, capillary, diffuse or erect, rough above
;

leaves flat or capillary, wide, smooth and soft, mostly about

the length of the culms; spike linear, 2"-5" long, subloosely

flowered, green or brownish at maturity ; bracts scale-like, ovate,

bristle-tipped; perigynia lj
f

long, subtriquetrous, alternate,

erect, slightly recurved at the apex, nerved, about twice longer

than the obtuse or acute, whitish scale, the latter usually caducous.

Swamps and wet places. Common. June.

The species is easily distinguished by the small green few-

flowered spikes and caducous scales.

36. Carex pauciflora Light/.

Stems 6-15' high, stiff, erect or curved, smooth below; leaves

flat or involute, i" wide, rough-margined, stiff and often curved,

mostly shorter than the culm ; staminate scales 2, light brown,

conspicuously terminating the spike
;
spike loosely 2-5 flowered

;

perigynia awl-shaped, 4" long, slightly inflated, mostly erect in

the early stage, becoming widely divergent and strongly deflexed

at maturity, twice the length of the lanceolate scale.

Cold sphagnous swamps and bogs. Common in the northern

part of the State, rare elsewhere. June, July.

A pretty species, easily distinguished by its single spike and

subulate at length deflexed perigynia.

Bracts and scales leaf-like.

Perigynia 2-5, smooth Backii.

Perigynia 4-9, rough on the angles and beak Willdenovii.

Perigynia 2-5, rough on the beak Jamesii.
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37. Carex Backii Boott.

Stems b'-4' high, diffuse ; leaves 2-4 times the length of the

culm, \Y wide, slightly rough-margined
;
perigynia 2-4, globular-

ovate, abruptly contracted into a long, smooth beak ; scales leafy,

mostly concealing the spike ; staminate scales inconspicuous.

Woods. Local. June. Found many years ago in Jefferson

county. The name has recently been changed to C. durifolia

Bailey.

38. Carex Willdenovii Schk.

Stems 1-10' high or more, slender, erect or diffuse ; leaves

V-ltf wide, far surpassing the culm, roughish on the margins

;

spike 2"-4" long, 4-9 flowered; perigynia globose-ovoid, rough on

the angles and the awl-shaped beak ; scales leaf-like below, the

upper broadly lanceolate with a green 3-nerved center and

scarious margins, usually exceeding the perigynia, staminate

portion 2"-3" long.

Moist, shady places in woods and ravines. Rare. Jefferson

and Cayuga counties. June. Sometimes one or two additional

spikes are borne on subradical peduncles

39. Carex Jamesii Schw.

Stems 3-10' high, oapillary, spreading or erect; leaves mostly

twice the length of the culm, i'-li" wide, rough on the margins
;

spike conspicuous, loosely 2-5 flowered
;

perigynia globular,

smooth, abruptly contracted into a long, rough edged beak ; scales

leaf like, mostly exceeding the culm ; staminate portion

long.

Woods and ravines. Yery rare. Cayuga county. June. This

is C. Steudelii Kunth.

B. Staminate and pistillate flowers disposed in separate spikes

on the same culm or plant (monoeecious), or on distinct culms or

separate plants (dioecious).

Stigmas 2, rarely 3 ; achenium lenticular.

Plant commonly dioecious.

40. Carex gynocrates Wormsk.

Stems 4'-fi
y high, erect, rough at the summit, as long as the

capillary leaves ; sterile spike linear, 6" long or less , fertile spikes
4"-5" in length

;
perigynia oblong-ovate, teretish, 1£" long;
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nerved, contracted into a short bifid or notched beak, longer than

the ovate acute or pointed scale, horizontally spreading at

maturity.

Swamps. Kare. June, July. Genesee, Wayne, Yates and

Herkimer counties.

Yar. substaminata Peck. (C. monosperma Macoun). This has

a single perigynium at the base of the staminate spike.

Plan: Monoecious.

Staminate spikes 1-3, stalked, often with a few fertile flowers

at the base or apex; pistillate spikes 1-5, stalked or sessile,

cylindrical, densely flowered or sometimes loosely flowered

toward the base, often staminate at the apex ; bracts leaf-like or

filiform, the lowest usually equaling or surpassing the culm,

sheathless
;
perigynia compressed, ovate or obovate (turgid in

47 and 48); scales dark purple or brown (sometimes greenish

in 47 and 48), giving a mottled appearance to the spikes, mostly

shorter than the perigynia.

Pistillate spikes erect or spreading (the lower ones

recurved or drooping in 46), scales awnless 1

Pistillate spikes nodding, scales rough-awned 6

1 Perigynia stalked, their scales blackish-purple or brown, 2

1 Perigynia sessile, their scales brown or purple-margined, 5

2 Perigynia nerved or nerveless, their sca^s blackish-

purple rigida.

2 Perigynia nerveless, their scales brown 3

3 Perigynia obovate, spikes 2" wide aquatilis.

3 Perigynia ovate or elliptical, spikes less than 2
/7

wide . . 4

4 fecales sharp pointed, squarrose aperta.

4 Scales obtuse, perigynia tortuous at the apex , torta.

5 Perigynia nerveless stricta.

5 Perigynia slightly nerved lenticularis.

6 Perigynia obovate crinita.

6 Perigynia ovate or oblong-ovate gynandra.

41. Carex rigida Good., var. Bigelovii Tuchm.

Stems 10-15' high, erect, smooth, sometimes stoloniferous

;

leaves shorter than, or as long as, the culm, smooth, usually 1"

wide, erect, or the lower ones recurved-spreading, smooth

;
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staminate spike linear, 3"-9" long, borne on a stalk 2"-10" in

length, light brown
;
pistillate spikes 2-3, approximate, the upper

two sometimes contiguous and sessile, or the lower two stalked,

the lowest sometimes borne on an erect or spreading peduncle

6"-9" long, subdensely or loosely flowered, often interrupted and

tapering at base, J' in length; bracts short setaceous, or the

lowest sometimes exceeding the spike; perigynia elliptical,

nerved or nerveless, whitish green, mostly covered by the blackish-

purple elliptical scale.

It may be distinguished from the related species by its small

size, blackish fertile spikes and by its alpine habit.

Summits of the higher peaks of the Adirondack mountains,

especially Mt. Whiteface and Mt. Marcy.

In the fifth edition of Gray's Manual, Carey describes a very

different plant under the above name.

42. Carex lenticularis Mx.

Stems 10-20' high, slender, erect or somewhat spreading,

mostly smooth ; leaves usually shorter than the culm, Y-l" wide,

rough-margined ; staminate spike cylindrical, sometimes bearing

a few perigynia, 3—12" long, its stalk 2"-8" in length, brown,

erect
;

pistillate spikes 3-4, 6"- 12" long, approximate or con-

tiguous, sometimes the lowest distant, short peduncled or sessile,

erect or ascending, densely flowered above, more or less loosely

flowered and tapering at the base ; bracts leaf-like, usually sur-

passing the culm; perigynia ovate, stipitate, lightly nerved, the

upper third sometimes conspicuously empty and a little recurved,

minutely pointed, one-third longer than the blunt, green and

brown scale.

Well marked by its densely, flowered, nearly aggregated, grayish

green spikes, and by the usually empty points of the perigynia.

Gravelly shores of lakes and streams. Adirondack mountains.

July.

Yar. merens Howe, n. var. Differs from the preceding in its

longer, narrower, darker colored fertile spikes, the lowest usually

short-pedunculate; in its longer, wider bracts, l£'-2£' longer

than the culm ; in its elliptical perigynia, and in its longer scale

which nearly covers the perigynium.
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43. Carex aquatilis Wahl.

Stems 2°-3° high, firin, erect, acutely triangular above, smooth

;

leaves long, sometimes surpassing the culm, l-J^-2" wide, rough-

margined, pale green or glaucous ; staminate spikes 1-4-, the

highest on a short stalk, l'-l-J-' in length, the others shorter and

sessile
;
usually 1 or more with a setaceous or filiform bract •

pistillate spikes 3-5, sessile or the lowest short-peduncled,

approximate or subdistant, or the lowest remote, cylindrical or

subclavate, the upper often staminate at the apex, £'-2' long,

compactly flowered ; bracts leafy, much surpassing the culm

;

perigynia broadly ovate or elliptical, nerveless, biconvex, minutely

pointed or pointless, about the length of the narrow, obtuse,

brown scale.

Cold upland swamps and wet places. JSot common. June,

July.

44. Carex aperta Boott.

Stems 20-30' high, erect, triangular, rough above the middle

;

leaves about I -J* wide, rough-margined, shorter than the culm

;

staminate spikes 1-2, cylindrical, the highest l'-l-J' long,

short stalked, the other shorter and sessile, usually with a

setaceous bract; pistillate spikes 2-4, cylindrical, the upper

approximate and sessile, sometimes sterile at the apex, the lowest

distant, short-peduncled, often staminate above, 9*-15* long*

densely flowered above, more loosely at the tapering base
;
upper

bract bristle-shaped, longer than the spike, the lowest leafy, mostly

shorter than the culm
;
perigynia ovate, stipitate, nerveless,

olive-brown, minutely dotted, with a small notched point, more

or less spreading at maturity ; scale dark brown, narrowly

lanceolate, pointed, horizontally spreading, exceeding the

perigynia.

Rare. Essex county. July.

This is Carex stricta var. decora Bailey in the 0th edition of

the Manual.

45. Carex stricta Lam.

Stems 2°-3° high, erect, acutely triangular, rough ab jve the

middle ; basal sheaths with fibrllose margins, the fibrils either

reticulated or parallel; leaves wide, rough margined, more

or less involute when dry, glaucous-green, mostly shorter than the

culm; staminate spikes 1-3, long, the highest on a stalk
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I'-l' in length, the others smaller and sessile, usually with a scale-

like or short setaceous bract
;
pistillate spikes 2-5, £'-2' long, the

upper approximate, sessile, the lower subdistant or remote, short

peduncled, erect or spreading, cylindrical or clavate, densely

flowered above the middle, more loosely at the usually tapering

base, often barren at the summit ; bracts of the upper spikes short

setaceous, of the lower ones leafy, and mostly shorter than the

culm
;
perigynia ovate or elliptical, usually with two or three

short nerves at the base, minutely pointed, of a creamy white

color, often dashed with dark purple or sometimes wholly blackish

purple ; scale narrowly oblong, obtuse, reddish or dark brown,

about the length of the perigynium, or sometimes longer.

A common species in wet places. May, June. It almost

always grows in tufts. It is quite variable.

Yar. strictior Carey. Pistillate spikes 2-3, approximate, or the

lowest subdistant, densely flowered
;

perigynia ovate, bright

green, about the length of the acute rusty-brown scale.

Yar. xerocarpa S. H. Wright. Slender; pistillate spikes 2-3,

linear, more narrow than in the type, on filiform erect-spreading

or drooping peduncles i'-V long; perigynia lenticular; scales

mostly green with rusty brown points. A graceful variety about

one half smaller than the type.

Yar. angustata Bailey. Pistillate spikes cylindrical, strict,

2-3' long, densely flowered ; scales more acute, dark-brown or

rust-colored, often exceeding the perigynium.

Yar. curtissima Peck n. var. Stems 18'-24' high, very slender,

erect, rough, exceeding the narrow (Y wide) rough leaves

;

staminate spike with a minute one at its base, linear-clavate,

8"-10" long, short-stalked
;
pistillate spikes 2, ovoid or oblong,

densely flowered, sterile at the apex, 3' -6" long, 8"-10" apart,

sessile ; the lowest bract leaf-like, 1-14 m length, the uppermost

setaceous
;
perigynia oval with a minute orifice, longer than the

blunt brown scale.

46. Carex torta Boott.

Stems 15-30' high, erect or spreading, acutely angled, mostly

smooth; basal sheaths short, brown, fibrillose, leaves 1J'~6' or

more long, l£"-2" wide; staminate spikes 1-2, cylindrical,

long, the terminal one short or long-stalked, the lowest

sessile
;
pistillate spikes 2-5, £'-?£' long, cylindrical, densely flow-
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ered, or sometimes loosely flowered toward the base, often sterile

at the apex, approximate, or subdistant, or even remote, the

uppermost sometimes erect, the others spreading, recurved or

drooping, all sessile or the lowest on short, slender peduncles

;

bracts leafy or filiform, the lowest about equaling the culm, the

others shorter or longer than their respective spikes
;
perigynia

lanceolate, thin, deep-green or olive-colored, nerveless, oblique

and tortuous or recurved at the empty apex; scale narrowly

oblong obtuse or acute, a little shorter than the perigynium.

Wet places, especially along streams. Common. June.

47. Carex crinita Lam.

Stems 2°-4r° high, stout, acutely angled, rough above ; sheaths

smooth, fibrillose at the base ; leaves mostly shorter than the

culm, W-V wide, hispid beneath and on the margins; staminate

spikes 1-3, ^'-3' in length, the longest on filiform stalks -J'-l' long,

more or less recurved, or even pendulous
;
pistillate spikes 3-5,

2-4' long, cylindrical, curved, densely flowered, or loosely flow-

ered and tapering at the base, sometimes staminate at the apex,

approximate, all on filiform stalks i'-l^' long, recurved-spread-

ing or pendulous ; lower bracts leafy, surpassing the culm, the

upper short, filiform, longer or shorter than the spikes
;
perigynia

round-obovate, stipitate, a little inflated, thin, faintly nerved or

nerveless, with a conspicuous entire point ; scale brown, oblong,

obtuse, with a rough, green awn, twice the length of the peri-

gynium.

Common in swamps, ditches and wet fields. June, July.

A tall, robust, coarse-looking species, distinguished by its long,

recurved or pendulous bristly fertile spikes.

Yar. minor Boott. This is every way smaller ; fertile spikes

more compactly fruited, usually shorter peduncled, the upper less

drooping ; scales with less conspicuous awns
;
plant paler and of

finer aspect.

48. Carex gynandra Schw.

Stems 2°-4° high, stout or slender, erect, rough on the angles

and sheaths, those at the base fibrillose ; leaves shorter or longer

than the culm, 2*-4// wide, hispid beneath and on the margins

;

staminate spikes 1-3, cylindrical, the terminal one on a filiform,

curving peduncle 1' long, the others short-stalked or subsessile,
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each with a scale like or bristle-form bract ; fertile spikes 3-6,

subdensely flowered, 2-4' long tapering at the base, usually one

or more sterile at the apex, all short-peduncled and recurved or

drooping, the lower subtended by foliaceous bracts longer than the

culm, the upper bracts filiform or setaceous and shorter than the

stem
;
perigynia oblong ovate, subinflated, nerveless or obscurely

nerved, with a distinci entire point ; scale oblong, obtuse or

lanceolate, with a long rough awn, twice or thrice the length of

the perigynium.

Separated from the last, to which it is closely related, by its

hispid sheaths, soft fertile spikes, and by its ovate or oblong-

ovate perigynia. Both species often grow together and in both

the staminate spike often bears a few perigynia.

Stigmas 3; achenium triangular.

Staminate spike single (sometimes 2 or 3 in 4v<) ; fertile spikes

1- 4, on slender drooping stalks; perigynia compressed-triangular

with a few indistinct nerves ; scales dark purple or brown.

Perigynia oval or oblong-ovate, scale ovate, blunt or

acute littoralis.

Perigynia ovate, scale ovate-mucronate limosa.

Perigynia orbicular-ovate or obovate, scale slender

pointed Migellanioa.

49. Carex littoralis Schw.

Stem 15-24' high, slender, erect, acutely angled, smooth;

leaves much shorter than the culm, l*-ljf wide, stiff and erect,

smooth ; staminate spike (rarely 2 or 3) subclavate, 6"-15" long,

short-stalked, scales brown or blackish-purple
;
pistillate spikes

2- 4-, densely flowered, cylindrical, all usually staminate at the

apex, subapproximate, the uppermost short-peduncled and sub-

erect, the others on filiform drooping stalks 4"-9" long ; bracts

sheathless, the upper setaceous or scale-like, the lower leaf-like,

shorter than the culm; perigynia compressed-oval, or oblong-

ovate, lightly few-nerved, with a minute entire orifice, about the

length of the obtuse or acute dark purple scale.

Wet places Suffolk county. May.

This species has not before been credited to our State. In the

Manual, New Jersey is given as its northern limit. It is doubt-

20
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ful if it will be found north of Long Island and Staten Island.

Our specimens were collected near Islip.

It is C. Barrattii, Schw. and Torr., in the 5th edition of the

Manual.

50. Carex limosa L.

Stolon iferous ; stems l°-2° high, slender, erect, acutely

angled, rough above the middle; leaves J-'-l* wide, thick, some-

times involute, rough-margined, shorter than the culm; staminate

spike solitary, linear, £'-li' in length, usually equaling its

peduncle
;

pistillate spikes 1-3, approximate or subdistant, ob-

long or ovoid on recurved or drooping stalks J-'-V long, 10-20

subloosely flowered, often barren at the summit, J'-l' long, *[\"-2>"

wide; bracts slender-setaceous, shorter than the culm; perigynia

ovate or elliptical, nerved, light green, with a minute, entire

point; scale lustrous brown, ovate, acute or obtuse, sometimes

cuspidate, as long and wide as the perigynium.

Cold swamps and bogs. Eare except in the central and

northern parts of the State. July.

It bears some resemblance to C. castanea, but that species has

pubescent leaves and lanceolate perigynia.

Yar. radicalis Paine. Staminate spike terminal on the naked,

erect stout culm
;
pistillate spike single, drooping, on a filiform

radical peduncle 4-9' long. Herkimer county. Paine

51. Carex Magellanica Lam.

Stems 10-20' high, slender, erect, a little rough on the angles

above ; leaves mostly shorter than the culm, l'-lj-* wide, erect,

rough on the margins; staminate spike single, subclavate,

long, its peduncle filiform and drooping; pistillate spikes 2-4,

in length, 10-24 subloosely flowered, approximate, all on filiform

drooping stalks J'-l' long; bracts leaf-like, the 2 lower usually

surpassing the culm
;
perigynia ovate or elliptical, lightly nerved,

pale green, with a minute entire point, one-half the length of the

lanceolate, pointed, dark purple scale, the latter a little divergent

at maturity.

Cold sphagnous swamps, often in company with C. limosa.

July.

This handsome species may be identified by its short, mostly

pendulous mottled spikes with long-pointed, dark-purple scales.
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Spikes 2-4, oblong, ovoid or cylindrical, densely flowered,

erect, 2"-5" broad or more, J'-l* long, the upper half or more of

the terminal one fertile, staminate and stalk-like at the base, the

others all fertile or nearly so; bracts leaf-like, the lowest shorter

or longer than the culm.

Spikes brown fusca.

Spikes green, perigynia pupescent virescens.

Spikes green, perigynia smooth triceps.

62. Carex fusca All.

Stems 15-30' high, erect, or sometimes curved at the summit,

acutely angled, rough above; leaves subradical, 1" wide, shorter

than the culm, rough-margined
;
spikes 2-4, the terminal one

staminate at the base, all approximate, or somewhat scattered,

sessile, erect, the upper ones with filiform or bristle-form bracts,

the lowest short-peduncled or sometimes on a spreading st-ilk

V long and subtended by a leafy bract 1-5' long, mostly densely

flowered, oblong-ovoid, or cylindrical, 3"-12" in length or more,

2J
/

'-f>
/

' thick, dark-brown or mottled
;

perigynia elliptical,

prominently nerved, light green, with a minute, entire or slightly

notched point, shorter than the lanceolate, cuspidate, dark- brown

scale, the latter more or less divergent at maturity. (C. Buxbaumii

Wahl.)

Bogs and wet places. Albany, Essex, Genesee and Seneca

counties. June, July.

The slender, mostly naked culms, and the short thick erect

dark-colored or mottled spikes sufficiently distinguish this species.

53. Carex triceps Mx.

Stems 1 2-20' high, stiff, scabrous above ; leaves about the

length of the culm, l'-l^" wide, erect, more or less pubescent, the

sheaths densely hairy, pale-green
;
spikes 3-4, the terminal stami-

nate at its base, all contiguous, sessile or nearly so, erect, ovate,

ovoid or oblong, 3*-8* long, 2"-3" thick, densely flowered ; bracts

leafy or filiform, the lowest, and sometimes all, exceeding the

culm, perigynia ovate, obtuse, nerved, smooth or hairy before

maturity, longer than the ovate, acute, short-awned, variable

scale.

Dry soil in pastures copses and thin woods. Common. June.
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This species is easily distinguished by its three or four short

thick erect contiguous spikes, at first pale green but turning

brownish when old.

54. Carex virescens Muhl.

Stems 12-30' high, slender, erect or sometimes spreading,

rough near the summit; leaves pubescent, Y-\\* wide, mostly

tapering to a long filiform point, often equaling the culm
;
spikes

2-5, the highest staminate at the base, all approximate or con-

tiguous, ovoid or oblong, 4
//-12 //

in length, about 2" thick, com-

pactly flowered, all on short stalks, the lowest sometimes

spreading; bracts leafy or filiform, the lowest exceeding the

culm
;
perigynia ovate prominently nerved, scabrous-pubescent,

longer than, or equaling the ovate, mucronate scale.

Similar to C. triceps in its place of growth and time of maturity.

It is separated from it by the narrower and often longer spikes,

and by its hairy perigynia.

Yar. costata Dew. Stems 20-30' high, spikes cylindrical, erect

or slightly spreading
;

perigynia strongly nerved or ribbed.

Equally common with the type.

Terminal spike pistillate at the summit, staminate below

;

fertile spikes 3-5, linear or cylindrical, on short, erect or long

filiform peduncles, approximate, or the lowest sometimes distant,

subdensely or loosely flowered
;
perigynia oblong with a short,

notched point, or obtuse and pointless.

Spikes narrowly cylindrical, less than 2" wide 1

Spikes broadly cylindrical, 2" wide . 2

1 Spikes loosely flowered, perigynia acute aestivalis.

1 Spikes densely flowered, perigynia obtuse gracillima.

2 Scale shorter than the perigynium formosa.

2 Scale as long as the perigynium Davisii.

55. Carex aestivalis M. A. Curtis.

Stems l°-2° high, slender, erect or spreading, rough above the

middle ; leaves mostly shorter than the culm, l"-l£" wide, sparsely

hairy, bright green, sheaths pubescent ; staminate spike fertile at

the summit, linear or clavate
;
pistillate spikes 3-4, linear, erect or

spreading, the upper 2 or 3 approximate, the uppermost some-

times sessile at the base of the staminate, the others short-stalked,
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the lowest often distant or remote on a filiform spreading

peduncle 1-2' long, loosely flowered ; bracts leafy or filiform, the

lowest surpassing the culm
;

perigynia small, V wide, ovate,

acutish at each end, nerved, entire at the apex, twice longer than

the ovate, hyaline scale ; achenium obovate, substipitate.

Shaded soil in woods. Rare. July. Otsego county. This

delicate carex is distinguished from its near relatives by its slen-

der, loosety-flowered, erect or spreading spikes and its hairy

sheaths.

56. Carex gracillima Schw.

Stems 18-30' high, erect, mostly smooth; basal sheaths promi-

nently fibrillose ; leaves shorter than the culm, l"-2" wide, radical

leaves tufted, 2
#-3£* wide, rough, light green ; staminate spike

with or without pistillate flowers at the apex, linear
;

pistillate

spikes 3-4, linear, the upper 2 or 3 approximate, the lowest dis-

tant, all drooping on filiform peduncles, subdensely flowered, or

loosely flowered at the base; bracts leafy or filiform, the lowest

as long as the culm
;
perigynia ovate, nerved, entire at the obtuse

apex; scale ovate, obtuse, hyaline, one-half as long as the perigy-

nium ; achenium oblong-obovate, apiculate.

Woods and fields in moist or dry soil. Very common. June.

Yery rarely the lower spikes have 1 or more additional

branches at the base.

This species is well marked by the blackish purple, fibrillose

basal sheaths, and the obtuse perigynia of the linear, subdensely-

flowered, drooping spikes.

Var. humulis Bailey. A much reduced form with 2-12

flowered spikes and smaller perigynia.

C. gracillima x pubescens Howe.

Stems 15 -30 y high, stiff, rough; leaves 1V-2V wide, roughish

and sometimes hairy, shorter than the culm; spikes approximate

or the lowest distant, sessile or stalked, erect
;
perigynia ovoid,

hairy with a short bidentate beak, not unlike an abortive peri-

gynium of C. pubescens. (Botanical Gazette, Feb., 1881, p. 169.)

(C. Sullivantii Boott.)

In a swampy meadow. Yonkers, Westchester county. Ib78.

A similar hybrid, but one more closely resembling C. gracil-

lima, occurs in Albany and Greene counties, svhere it was
detected by Mr. C . L. Shear.
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The terminal spike bears perigynia at its apex ; the perigynia

are smooth and the scale is acute or barely mucronate, not awned.

In these respects it approaches C. gracillima more closely than it

does C. pubescens. This has been somewhat doubtfully con-

sidered by Professor Bailey to be a hybrid between C. gracil-

lima x aestivalis, but it is only necessary to suppose that in this

case the prepotency lies with C gracillima and in the other with

C. pubescens to make both forms descendants of the same parent

plants, as they probably are.

57. Carex formosa Dew.

Stems 15-30' high, slender, erect, smooth; leaves short, the

uppermost sometimes equaling the culm, l^"-2^ wide, slightly

hispidly pubescent beneath, yellowish green
;
spikes 2-5, the ter-

minal with 6-8 perigynia at the apex, staminate below, long

peduncled, the others subdistant or approximate, secund, all on

filiform recurved or drooping peduncles, subdensely flowered,

with 2 or 3 empty scales at the base ; bracts leafy or filiform,

about equaling the culm
;
perigynia ovate, turgid, nerved, thin,

tapering to a short entire or minutely-notched beak ; scale ovate,

obtuse, cuspidate, white or brownish, one-half as long as the

perigynium.

The spikes are \'-V long, and about 2" wide ; the perigynium

3" long and 1" wide, giving to the former a thick and heavy

appearance, by which the species may be distinguished.

Woods and wet places. Rare. June. Columbia, Oneida and

Yates counties.

58. Carex Davisii 8chw. & Torr.

Stems l£°-8° high, erect, rather stout, smooth or with a soft

pubescence; leaves mostly equaling or exceeding the culm,

wide or more, clothed with a soft pubescence beneath,

hispid on the veins and margins
;
spikes 3-5, the terminal, pistil-

late above, erect, the 2 upper fertile ones contiguous at the base

of the staminate portion, subsessile or short-peduncled, the low-

est distant or remote on a short, erect, or rarely long, spreading

stalk i'-H' long, densely flowered, 3"-4r" wide, light green, erect

or somewhat spreading ; bracts leaf-like, equaling or exceeding

the culm; perigynia ovate, conspicuously nerved, turgid, taper-

ing into a short bifid beak, about the length of the ovate obtuse

awned scale.
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Wet meadows Not common. June. Oneida county.

The drooping of the lower spikes depends on the splitting of

the long sheaths whic'n, for a time at least, include their short

peduncles. This species is conspicuously marked by its short,

thick, mostly erect spikes and large turgid perigynia.

Staminate spike club-shaped, long-peduncled ; fertile spikes

2-4, subapproximate or mostly remote, erect ; bracts shorter than

the culm; perigynia oblong, ovate or obovate, bsakless except

in 60.

Upper spikes appproximate or nearly so 1

Upper spikes not approximate 2

1 Perigynia oblong, lightly nerved or nerveless livida.

1 Perigynia with impressed nerves conoidea.

2 Sheaths dilated vaginata.

2 Sheaths not dilated 2

Leaves and bracts 1" wide, shorter than the culm tetanica.

Leaves and bracts wide, nearly equaling the culm . . . Crawei.

69. Carex Crawei Dew.

Stoloniferous; stems 6-12' high, slender, erect or diffuse,

smooth ; leaves short, sometimes equaling the culm, I'-i-J" wide,

smooth, rough-margined; staminate spike clavate J'-l' in length

on a stiff, erect stalk 1-2' long, sometimes with 1 or more short

additional ones at or near its base, and sometimes with a few fer-

tile flowers at the apex; pistillate spikes 2-4, cylindrical, densely

flowered, 6"-9" long, distant or remote, sometimes the lowest sub-

radical on a short exserted stalk ; bracts leafy, sheathing, about

equaling the culm; perigynia ovate, lightly nerved, slightly

turgid, roughish, tapering to a small entire point, longer than

the ovate, cuspidate scale.

Limestone soil. Eare. June, July. Genesee, Herkimer and

Jefferson counties.

Distinguished by its low stature, creeping root-stock, and
densely flowered distant dull brown nearly sessile spikes.

60. Carex livida Willi.

Stems 6-18' high, slender, erect, smooth ; leaves mostly shorter

than the culm, \*-V wide, flat or involute, stiff, rough margined

;

staminate spike cylindrical, acute, \'-V in length, on a stiff stalk

long; pistillate spikes 1-2, contiguous, rarely a third sub-
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radical one, short oblong or cylindrical, i'-f' long, 15-20 loosely

flowered, sessile ; bracts small, leafy or setaceous, scarcely equal-

ing the culm; perigynia ovoid-oblong, lightly nerved, pale green,

tapering to a small, straight, entire point, a little exceeding the

ovate, light brown scale.

Cold swamps. Yery rare. June, July. Oneida and Herkimer

counties.

61. Carex vaginata Tausch.

Stoloniferous ; stems 10-24' high, mostly weak and diffuse,

smooth ; leaves subradical, half the length of the culm, l-J"-2" wide,

smooth, slightly rough on the margin, radical leaves tufted, nearly

as long as the culm, 2"-3 // wide ; staminate spike clavate, or ovoid-

oblong and acute, erect or oblique, l°ng> its stalk i'-li' in

length, or more
;
pistillate spikes 2 or 3, remote, 4-10 loosely or

12-15 compactly flowered, J'-J-' or more long, on exserted, filiform

erect or drooping peduncles i'-li' in length, the latter partly

included in the conspicuously dilated sheaths of the short leafy

bracts
;
perigynia oblong-ovate, nerved, tapering to a short round

oblique-notched beak, longer than the ovate acute or obtusish

thin brown scale.

Swampy places. Very rare or local. June. Genesee county.

This rare species is conspicuously marked by its dilated sheaths

and round beaked perigynia. It stands under the name
C. Saltuensis Bailey in the sixth edition of the Manual.

62. Carex tetanica Schk.

Stoloniferous ; stems l°-2° high, slender, erect, rough at the

summit ; leaves mostly shorter than the culm
; i"-l" wide, stiff,

flat or involute above, roughish on the margins, bright green or

glaucous; staminate spike clavate or cylindrical J'-l' in length,

on a slender, mostly erect peduncle 2-4' long, light brown
;
pis-

tillate spikes 1-3, remote, loosely flowered, cylindrical, usually

with a tapering base, y~l' in length ; the uppermost short-

stalked or nearly sessile, the lower on slender, erect or spread-

ing peduncles J long ; bracts foliaceous, much shorter than

the culm
;
perigynia triangular-obovoid, prominently nerved,

abruptly contracted into a short curved entire point, longer

than the ovate obtuse, sometimes mucronate or cuspidate thin

white and brown scale ; achenium short-obovate, tricostate, with

a short, bent style.
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Wet swampy places. Rare. June. Cayuga, Seneca and

Jefferson counties.

This is distinguished from its congeners by the long-peduneled

spikes and obovoid, nerved perigynia.

Var. Woodii Bailey is a lax form growing in deep shade and

having longer spreading leaves and shorter fewer flowered

fertile spikes.

63. Carex conoidea Schk.

Stems 12-20' high, stiff, rough above ; leaves mostly shorter

than the oulm, 1" wide, rough margined ; staminate spike

long, clavate, long or short-peduncled, erect, light brown
;

pistil-

late spikes 1-3, 6"-9" long, subdensely flowered, the upper 2

approximate or distant, short stalked or sessile, the lowest

remote on a spreading or erect peduncle £'-iy long; bracts

foliaceous, usually shorter than the culm
;
perigynia oblong-conic

with impressed nerves, and a short straight or curved entire

point, about the length of the ovate rough-awned scale, the

latter more or less divergent at maturity ; achenium obovate,

apicuiate.

Moist meadows and grassy places. Common. June.

This is easily recognized by the shape and nerving of the

perigynia.

Fertile spikes 2-6, erect on exserted stalks or the uppermost

sessile, approximate or the lower distant; bracts leaf-like,

exceeding the culm
;

perigynia oblong or pyriform, obtuse,

nerved (obscurely in 64 and 65).

Perigynia obscurely nerved 1

Perigynia distinctly nerved 2

1 Perigynia oblong pallescens.

1 Perigynia pyriform aurea.

2 Perigynia oblong-ovate, long glaucodea.

2 Perigynia oblong, 2" long grisea.

64. Carex pallescens L.

Stems 6-24' high, slender, mostly erect, hispid on the angles

near the spikes, smooth below; leaves mostly shorter than the

culm, 1*-1 \" wide, rough-margined, slightly pubescent on the

sheaths
; staminate spike often clavate, 4"-8" long, short-stalked

;

pistillate spikes 2-4, oblong, densely flowered, 3"-6" long, con-

21
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tiguous, the uppermost sessile, the others on short peduncles,

erect or spreading ; bracts leafy, sheathless, often transversely

wrinkled at the base, exceeding the culm
;
perigynia oblong,

faintly nerved, pointless, as long as the pointed scale.

Fields and grassy places. Common. June.

The species is well marked by the somewhat clustered, short-

peduncled, fertile spikes, and the oblong obscurely-nerved point-

less perigynia.

65. Carex aurea Nutt.

Stems 3-18' high, slender, erect or subprocumbent, smooth

below, roughish above ; leaves mostly shorter than the culm (or

exceeding it in pigmy forms) wide, smooth, slightly rough

on the margins, bright green; stagnate spike clavate, 3"-8" long,

sessile and inconspicuous, or stalked and manifest
;

pistillate

spikes 2-4, cylindrical, 3"-9" long, the upper 2 contiguous, sessile

or subsessile, erect or slightly spreading, the lower subdistant, on

slender peduncles V-V in length, suberect or spreading, some-

times a subradical spike is present on a long, suberect peduncle
;

bracts leaf-like, sheathing, exceeding the culm
;

perigynia ovoid

or pyriform, nerved, thick, yellowish or golden brown at matur-

ity, obtuse at the apex, longer than the ovate, acute ormucronate

scale
;
stigmas 2 or 3, achenium lenticular, apiculate.

Wet springy ground and banks of streams. June, July.

This interesting and infrequent species may be distinguished

by its small pyriform yellowish-brown perigynia and lenticular

achenia.

66. Carex glaucodea Tuckm.

Stems 6-20' high, erect or spreading, smooth ; leaves mostly

subradical, usually shorter than the culm, ltf-V wide, rough at

the extremities, smooth on the lower half, glaucous or pale green
;

staminate spike subclavate, 6"-9" long, sessile, sometimes incon-

spicuous; pistillate spikes 2-4, subdensely flowered, perfectly

cylindrical, £-1' long, the upper 2 usually approximate, the lower

on erest, exserted stalks J-'-l' in length, or the lowest remote on

a filiform spreading or recurved peduncle 2-5' long, glaucous,

turning to a dull brown ; bracts like the leaves, sheathing, all but

the lowest exceeding the culm
;

perigynia oblong-ovate, numer-

ously finely nerved, of a thick or leathery texture, tapering to

an acutish, entire or notched apex, about twice longer than the
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ovate, acute or cuspidate scale; achenium obovate; style even

(not tumid), curved or abruptly bent at the base.

Thin woods and moist places. Kare. June, July. Cayuga

and Dutchess counties.

This species may be separated from C. grisea, which it resem-

bles, by its shorter stems and leaves, its more cylindrical spikes,

and shorter perigynia, and by its curved styles.

67. Carex grisea Wahl.

Stems l°-2£° high, firm, usually somewhat robust, smooth, or

sometimes roughish at the summit ; leaves slightly hispid on the

upper surface, smooth beneath, l£"-3" wide, the highest exceeding

the culm, pale green ; staminate spike 3"-9" long, sessile
;
pistillate

spikes 2-4, oblong, thick, loosely or subloosely flowered, in

length, the upper 2 usually contiguous, the uppermost sessile, the

others more or less distant on stiff, erect peduncles J'--l' long,

light green or fading to tawny; bracts leafy, sheathing, ereot-

spreading, or the upper divergent, much longer than the culm

;

perigynia oblong, obtuse, turgid, finely nerved, about the length

of the ovate, cuspidate or rough-awned scale ; achenium obovate,

sometimes apiculate, with a straight, tumid or bulbous-thickened

style.

Moist ground and grassy places. Common. June.

This species frequently forms tufts. Its straight, tumid or

bulbous-thickened style articulates at or slightly above its base.

A slender narrow-leaved form occurs which closely approaches,

and which perhaps is referable to Var. angustifolia Boott.

Leaves and bracts alike, sheathing, conspicuously thin, the

latter exceeding the culm
;
perigynia obovoid or ovate-triquetrous,

finely striate or nerved, distinctly beaked, shorter than the tri-

nerved, pointed or rough-awned scale.

Spikes 3-8 flowered, sheaths smooth oligocarpa.

Spikes 3-10 flowered, sheaths pubescent Hitchcockiana.

68. Carex oligocarpa Schk.

Stems 6
7

--l 8
/

high, slender, erect or somewhat diffuse, rough on

the upper portion ; leaves short, or sometimes equaling the culm,

about 1" wide, slightly rough on the veins beneath and margins

;
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staminate spike linear or subclavate, subsessile or on a stalk \'- V
in length

;
pistillate spikes 2-4, the upper 1 or 2 contiguous or

distinct, short-peduncalate or sessile, the others distant or remote

on stalks J'-lj-' long, all erect, loosely 3-8 flowered on a flexuous

rachis; bracts with smooth sheaths, thin, longer than the culm
;

perigynia o bovoid-triangular, with a distinct straight or slightly

oblique beak, shorter than the rough-pointed or awned scale

achenium obovate, apiculate
;

style tumid above the minute

persistent base.

Woods and shady places. Kare in the eastern part of the

State, occasional elsewhere. June.

This species is distinguished by its thin, narrow foliage, few

and loosely flowered spikes, nearly straight-beaked striate peri-

gynia, and tri-nerved awned scale.

69. Carex Hitchcockiana Dew.

Stems l°-2° high or more, erect or spreading, rough, or smooth

below ; leaves short, or the upper equaling the culm, l'-l^'

wide, thin, more or less hispidly pubescent ; staminate spike linear

or subclavate, V-V in length, on a slender, erect peduncle J'-IJ'

long
;
pistillate spikes 2-i, loosely 3-10 flowered on a flexuous

rachis, the upper two approximate, mostly on included stalks or

the highest sessile, the lower distant or remote on erect, slightly-

exserted peduncles ; bracts and sheaths roughly pubescent, the

former mostly surpassing the culm
;
perigynia oval or obovate,

obtusely triangular, striate-nerved, 2" long, with an abrupt or

tapering oblique recurved truncate beak, a little shorter than the

broad tri-nerved rough-awned white scale ; achenium and style

like the last.

Woods. Kare in the eastern part of the State. June, July.

This may be distinguished from the preceding species by its

pubescent sheaths, rougher foliage, shorter-stemmed fertile

spikes, and by its perigynia, which have a conspicuously oblique

or recurved beak.

Yar. triflora Peck n. var. More slender, with the fertile

spikes 1-3 flowered.

Collected on Mt. Defiance. June.

Pistillate spikes 2-^6, more or less flexuous, the upper 2 con-

tiguous or approximate, sessile or nearly so, the rest scattered
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and stalked, or sometimes all subdistant ; bracts mostly exceed-

ing the culm; perigynia obtusely angled, prominently nerved

and having an abruptly bent or recurved rarely straight beak.

Lower or radical leaves 8" broad or more albursina.

Lower leaves less than 8" broad 1

1 Pistillate spikes densely flowered, perigynia ovate. . . . granulans.

1 Pistillate spikes subdensely or loosely flowered ........ 2

2 Upper spikes usually contiguous, the sterile subsessile, blanda.

2 Upper spikes rarely contiguous, the sterile stalked . . 3

3 Spikes subloosely flowered, bracts shorter than the culm, styloflexa.

3 Spikes loosely flowered, bracts longer than the culm. . laxiflora.

70. Carex laxiflora Lam.

Stems l°-2° high, erect or spreading, triangular, smooth

leaves mostly subradical, short, l^-"- 4" wide, smooth except on

the margins, the radical often wider and half as long as the culm

;

staminate spike linear or clavate, J'-l' long, conspicuously stalked

or subsessile
;
pistillate spikes 2-4, linear, loosely flowered on a

flexuous rachis \'--V in length, the uppermost (rarely 2) sessile

or short-stalked at the base of the sterile, the others subdistant

or the lowest remote, all on erect, exserted peduncles i'-iy long;

bracts leafy, short-sheathed, shorter or slightly longer than the

culm; perigynia obovate, strongly nerved, with a straight or

slightly recurved beak, exceeding the ovate, obtuse, mostly mucro-

nate white scale.

A subradical spike on a slender, flattened peduncle 2
/

--2£
/

in

length is not rare.

Woods, ravines and open places. Common. June.

Yar. varians Bailey has stouter culms and broader leaves than

the type, the fertile spikes a little closer flowered, the upper 2

mostly contiguous to the sterile, the highest sessile, bracts often

longer than the culm, the perigynia less strongly nerved.

Yar. patulifolia Carey, differs from the type chiefly in its

broader root leaves, 5"-7" wide, and in the usually longer bracts,

equaling or surpassing the culm.

Yery common in damp shades and ravines. May, June.

7 1 . Carex styloflexa Buckley.

Stems 12-18' high, slender, erect or diffuse, smooth, leaves
|'~4' long, \" wide, the radical longer and l"--lf wide; staminate
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spike about -J' long on a slender, smooth stalk in

length
; scales oblong, blunt, light brown

;
pistillate spikes

2"4
3 in length, 5-10 subloosely flowered, scattered, all

but the highest stalked, the lowest usually on a filiform

recurved peduncle ; bracts mostly shorter than the culm;

perigynia obovate, lightly nerved, with a straight or recurved

beak, longer than the ovate acute brown scale.

Grassy places. Eare. June. Albany and Cattaraugus counties.

This has been regarded by some as a variety of the preceding

species, but it is easily separated by its short spikes.

72. Carex blanda Dew.

Stems b'-20' high, erect, triquetrous, rough on the angles

;

leaves iy-3" wide, rough above the middle, equaling or shorter

than the culm ; staminate spike clavate, 4"-9 //

long, sessile or on

a stalk \'-V long
;
pistillate spikes 3-4, 3

//-9" long, subdensely

flowered, the upper 2 usually contiguous to the staminate spike

and sessile or nearly so, the lower pedunculate, erect, or the

lowest remote on a setaceous peduncle 2-3' long, suberect or

recurved ; bracts leafy, mostly exceeding the culm
;
perigynia

obovate, with a long or short tapering base, prominently nerved,

terminating in a short recurved or abruptly bent beak, longer

than the ovate, acute or mucronate white scale, more or less

diverging at maturity.

Woods and fields. Yery common. June.

Earely among the large forms 1 or 2 of the lower spikes are

compressed
;
occasionally there is but 1 spike, stalked or sessile

and contiguous to the staminate, in which case the latter is

usually long-peduncled, exceeding the bracts. This species has

been considered by some as a variety of C. laxiflora to which it

is joined in the Manual, but its short dense pistillate spikes and

commonly short sessile staminate spike give it such a distinct

aspect that it may be distinguished at a glance.
'

'.
*»

".

73. Carex albursina Sheld.

Stems 12
/

rT
20 /

high, erect or spreading, flaccid below, acutely

triangular and somewhat winged above, smooth ; stem leaves

2
/-6 /

long, U/-3* wide, the radical longer, broad, smooth

;

staminate spike linear, in length, mostly sessile and often
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inconspicuous; pistillate spikes cylindrical, loosely flowered on a

slightly flexuous rachis £-1' long, the upper 1 or 2 contiguous to

the staminate and sessile or nearly so, the lowest on a filiform

peduncle l'-2' long, all erect or slightly spreading ; bracts leafy,

2 -1' broad, acuminate, the lowest much exceeding the culm;

perigynia ovoid-elliptical or obovate, nerved, l£"-2" long, half as

broad, with a short recurved beak, twice the length of the obtuse

mucronate white scale.

Rich moist soil in woods and shaded places. Not common.

June. Albany, Cayuga and Jefferson counties.

This species was separated from C. laxiflora, to which it was

formerly joined as Yar. latifolia Boott, because of its broad

leaves and bracts and its short sessile staminate spike. Its large

perigynia also confirm the validity of its separation.

The fruit of this and the three preceding species shells easily,

and the specimens should be collected while it is yet scarcely

mature.

74. Carex granularis MuM.

Stems 10'-24' high, mostly erect, smooth ; leaves short, usually

much shorter than the culm, Y-M' wide, smooth, rough near the

apex, sheaths prominently glaucous ; staminate spike subclavate,

long, sessile or short-peduncled, often inconspicuous; pistil-

late spikes 2-5, cylindrical, compactly flowered, J'-!' in length,

the upper 2 mostly contiguous to the staminate spike, sessile

or slightly stalked, the others more or less distant on exserted

peduncles J'-2' long, erect or the lowest spreading, or rarely on

a filiform drooping stalk 3' long ; bracts leafy, rough, the lower

sheathing, exceeding the culm; perigynia round-ovate or oblong-

conical, prominently nerved, slightly turgid with a short bent

entire or notched apex, nearly twice longer than the ovate pointed

thin white scale; achenium obovate, minutely dotted, tipped with,

the abruptly bent style.

Wet or moist ground in meadows and grassy places. Common.
June.

It is distinguished by the dense, cylindrical fertile spikes, and

the strongly-nerved perigynia.

Yar. recta Dew. is usually smaller, the spikes less densely flow-

ered, the perigynia with a straight acute or acuminate point.
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Staminate spike clavate, pedunculate; pistillate spikes 2-4,

short-cylindrical, 3-9 loosely or subloosely flowered, all on
exserted erect or spreading filiform stalks, the lowest often sub-

radical or even radical; bracts leafy, sheathed, shorter or longer

than the culm
;
perigynia acutely triangular, finely and closely

nerved, with a short recurved or sometimes obsolete point ; scale

thin, white or brown.

Pistillate spikes pendulous; leaves 2
/'-5 // broad laxiculmis.

Pistillate spikes erect-spreading, leaves broad. . . . digitalis.

75. Carex digitalis Willd.

Stems 6-1

8

7

high, slender, almost capillary, erect or at length

spreading, smooth ; leaves about the length of the culm 1"-1£*

wide, rough-margined, bright green ; staminate spike 6
//-9 //

long,

its stalk i
/-2^ /

in length
;
pistillate spikes 2-*, loosely 6-9 flow-

ered, the highest subsessile or long-peduncled, the lower sub-

distant or remote on filiform spreading peduncles in length

or more, the lowest sometimes pendulous ; bracts leafy, sheathing,

equaling or exceeding the culm
;
perigynia triangular-elliptical

>

finely nerved, with a short, obliquely bent point, nearly twice

longer than the acute white scale.

Woods and ravines. Not very common. June.

The species is known by its narrow, 3-veined leaves and the

small triangular perigynia. It usually grows in tufts.

76. Carex laxiculmis Schw.

Stems 10
/-20 /

high, slender, suberect or prostrate, smooth

;

leaves mostly shorter than the culm, l£"-5" wide, conspicuously

3-veined, glaucous, rough on the margins; staminate spike

clavate, 6
//-10 //

long:, sometimes subtended by a slender green

bract 2
//-5 //

in length, mostly long-peduncled, exceeding the leaf-

like sheathing bracts
;
pistillate spikes 3

//-6" long, densely 3-8-

flowered, all except the subsessile highest one on drooping fili-

form peduncles H'-^i' long; perigynia triquetrous, elliptical,

densely nerved, with a short oblique or curved point, exceeding

the ovate, obtuse or pointed brown or white scale. (C. retro-

curva Dew.)

Thin woods and copses. Common. June.
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The broad glaucous leaves and drooping spikes on loDg fili-

form peduncles characterize this species.

There is a late form (Forma serotina) in which the new growth

develops fruit soon after the old fruit has matured. In it the

staminate spike is inconspicuous or abortive, and the pistillate

spikes are erect and on peduncles much shorter than usual.

Staminate spikes clavate
;
pistillate 2-5, erect, mostly on in-

cluded stalks ; bracts about the length of their long sheaths or

obsolete ;
perigynia acutely angled, finely nerved (obscurely in

80) with a short recurved or straight beak ; leaves radical, prom-

inently 3-ribbed (narrow and 1-veined in 80).

Leaves narrow, 1-veioed pedunculata.

Leaves 3-ribbed, bracts conspicuous 1

Bracts obsolete, sheaths purple plantaginea.

1 Leaves 2
//-6 /

' broad, dark green Careyana.

1 Leaves 5*-! 2" broad, whitish-green platyphylla.

77. Carex Careyana Torr.

Stems l°-2° high, erect-spreading, smooth ; leaves rough be-

neath or smooth throughout, 2
//-5 //

wide, shorter than the culm,

dark green ; staminate spike clavate, 5
/r-10" in length, its stalk

\'-Y long, usually with a scale-like or slender green bract, scales

purplish or brown
;
pistillate spikes 2-3, loosely 2-8 flowered,

the uppermost sessile at the base of the sterile, the others scat-

tered, sometimes the lowest remote on a partly included stalk

l'-iy long; bracts leafy, as long as their sheaths; perigynia

acutely triangular-ovate, 2"-2y long, closely nerved, with an

oblique or recurved beak, twice the length of the ovate, acute or

mucronate purple-brown scale.

Woods and ravines. Rare. May. Cayuga, Genesee and

Jefferson counties.

78. Carex platyphylla Carey.

Stems 8
/-15 /

high, slender, erect, at length widely spreading,

smooth ; leaves shorter than the culm or rarely exceeding it,

i'-l' broad, smooth, glaucous or whitish green ; staminate spike

4"-lo" long, its peduncle i'-l' in length or rarely subsessile,

usually with a scale-like or bristle-shaped bract
;
pistillate spikes

2-3, 2-10 loosely flowered, scattered, all erect on included stalks?

22
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bracts leafy, about twice the length of the spikes
;

perigynia

ovoid, acutely angled, closely nerved, with a recurved, entire or

notched beak, l£" long, a little longer than the pointed brown
scale.

Woods, hillsides and ravines. Common. June.

This species is easily recognized by its broad pale or glaucous

leaves, conspicuous leaf-like bracts and short, loose, few-flowered

spikes

.

79. Carex plantaginea Lam.

Stems l°-2° high, slender, erect, at length spreading or pros-

trate, smooth
; basal bracts 4-7, acute, dark purple; leaves shorter

than the culm, i'-l' broad or more, smooth, prominently 3-ribbed

;

staminate spike subclavate, acute at each end, -J' in length, its stalk

5"-15" long, with dark purple scales
;

pistillate spikes 3 -4, 3-10

loosely flowered, J'-f ' long, distant, erect on included peduncles,

or the lowest subradical on an exserted stalk l'-2' in length;

bracts long, acuminate or bristle-tipped, purple, with dark

purple sheaths i'-l' long or more
;
perigynia triangular ovate,

finely nerved, with a short recurved beak, 2"-2|" long, a little

exceeding the ovate, acute, purple-pointed scale

.

Shaded banks, hillsides, copses and open woods. Infrequent.

May, June.

This is a very distinct species, recognizable at a glance by its

broad radical leaves and its purplish sheaths, bracts and scales.

80. Carex pedunculata Muhl.

Stems 3
/-12 /

long, slender, diffuse, smooth ; basal bracts purple

with acute green points; leaves flat, wide, rough beneath,

stiff, longer than the culm ; staminate spike cylindrical or ovoid,

sessile, obtuse or acute, 2
//-3 //

long, with dark purple scales; fertile

spikes 2 -4, 3-8 subdensely flowered, slightly staminate at the

apex, 2
//--4" in length, the uppermost sessile at the base of the

sterile spike, the others subdistant on stalks \'-V long, suberect

or spreading, radical spikes numerous, prostrate on filiform

peduncles 2
/
--6

/

long; bracts inconspicuous, green, about the

length of the sheaths; perigynia triangalar-obovate, minutely

downy or smooth, with a long tapering base and a short recurved

minutely notched beak, smaller than the broadly obovate awned

or cuspidate purplish scale.
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Woods and banks. Common. May, June.

This species is characterized by its commonly prostrate growth,

inconspicuous bracts and concealed fruit.

It inhabits chiefly dry shaded situations, but is found in

meadows, on banks, and amongst shrubbery in rocky places.

Pistillate spikes 3-4, few flowered, on erect or drooping partly

included stalks ; bracts obsolete or as long as their respective

sheaths
;
perigynia minute, oblong, obscurely nerved, with a bent

or straight beak ; olive-brown at maturity ; leaves short,

setaceous or about 1" wide.

Leaves subradical, not setaceous capillaris*

Leaves radical, setaceous eburnea.

8 1 . Carex capillaris X.

Stems capillary, 4 /--12 /

high, erect, smooth ; leaves shorter than

the culm, \" wide or less, rough on the margins, the radical ones

numerous, flat, soft, often involute when old ; staminate spike

clavate, 2"-3" long, its stalk 3"- 9" in length
;
pistillate spikes 2-3,

scattered, the uppermost usually erect and equaling the staminate

spike, the lower on drooping peduncles 3"- 12" long ; bracts leaf-

like, as long as their respective sheaths or more, the lowest

usually exceeding its spike; perigynia oblong, l'-lj-'iri lengthy

nerveless, 2-ribbed, slightly turgid, somewhat thin in texture, olive

brown, with a slender, entire roughish beak about twice the

length of the ovate obtuse brown scale ; achenium narrowly

obovoid.

Wet places. Local. Cortland county.

82. Carex eburnea Boott.

Stoloniferous ; stems 5'-12' high, capillary, but firm and erect,

smooth; leaves bristle-shaped, recurved-spreading, rough above

the middle, shorter than the culm ; staminate spike linear, 3*^5"

long, sessile or slightly peduncled between the more elevated and

conspicuous pistillate spikes, acute at each end, the brown scales

often partly concealed by the scarious sheaths
;
pistillate spikes

2-4, 2-6 densely flowered, l
//-2 //

long, approximate on slender

stalks 4
/'-8 //

in length, sometimes the lowest distant ; sheaths

scarious, white with a tinge of brown at the base; perigynia
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triangular obovate, obscurely nerved, smooth, olive-brown, shin-

ing, with a minute round beak, longer than the ovate obtuse or

acutish light-brown scale.

Thin soil on or about limestone ledges. June.

A very small species, but one easily known by its setaceous

leaves and its very small erect pistillate spikes surpassing the

staminate one.

Plant dioecious ; staminate and pistillate spikes of the same size

and color
;
bracts, when present, scale-like or setaceous, sheathless

;

perigynia dark purple, densely hairy, with a short, entire beak

;

scales blackish purple.

83. Carex scirpoidea Mx.

Stoloniferous ; stems 6 -15' high, slender, erect, smooth ; basal

bracts dark purple, acute or obtuse ; leaves subradical, stiff,

mostly much shorter than the culm, V wide, smooth ; staminate

spike subclavate, \'-\! in length with a small greenish tri-nerved

cuspidate bract and dark purple scales
;

pistillate spikes i'-l'

long, densely flowered ; bracts setaceous, sheathless
;
perigynia

ovate, very hairy, gradually tapering to a short entire or notched

beak, mostly covered by the acutish blackish-purple ciliate scale

.

Thin soil covering rocks. Adirondack mountains July.

Plant monoecious; staminate spike clavate, sessile or short-stalked;

pistillate spikes 1-5, globular-ovoid, oblong or cylindrical, sessile or

short-stalked, the upper 2 contiguous or approximate, or all distinct

and the lowest subdistant, each subtended by a scale-like or green

bract, the lowest often by a leafy one i
/-2^ / long; perigynia

subrotund, oval or elliptical, obtusely or acutely angled, mostly

densely pubescent, abruptly contracted into a slender bifid beak

;

scale ovate, commonly brown or purplish, equaling or shorter

than the perigynia.

Plant pubescent pubescens.

Plant glabrous 1

1 Pistillate spikes on short stems, umbellately clustered, umbellata.

1 Pistillate spikes not umbellately clustered 2

2 Bracts sheathing, purplish Richardsonii.

2 Bracts not sheathing 3

3 Staminate spike 3" long or less 4

3 Staminate spike more than Z" long 6
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4 Culms weak, recurved or reclining 5

4 Culms erect or spreading Peckii.

5 Radical spikes present deflexa.

5 Radical spikes wanting Emmonsii.

6 Staminate spike about ¥ wide, the lowest pistillate

spike with a long slender green bract Novae-Angliae.

6 Staminate spike more than \" wide 7

*l Plant stoloniferous, scales of pistillate spikes com-

monly brown or purplish Pennsylvania.

1 Plant not stoloniferous, scales of pistillate spikes

commonly greenish or tawny varia.

84. Carex umbellata SchJc.

Stems 2
/
--4/ high, erect, growing in dense tufts from strong

fibrous roots, somewhat stoloniferous ; leaves 2
/-10 /

long, about

V wide, flat, or sometimes involute, rough, stiff, erect or spread-

ing ; staminate spike clavate, in length, rarely with a pistillate

spike at its base
;
pistillate spikes in clusters of 2 or 3 on stems

£'--2' long
;
usually level topped, 3 -8 flowered

;
perigynia ovoid or

triangular-obovate, nerveless, lightly pubescent, green or turn-

ing to brownish with age, with an abrupt flattish bidentate

beak, usually covered by the ovate pointed scale.

Dry or sandy soil and rocky places. Common. May, June.

The umbel-like clusters of pistillate spikes suggest the name of

this species. They are often half concealed by the leaves.

Yar. vicina Dew. A form with 1 or 2 fertile spikes at the

base of the sterile spike.

It is found with the typical form.

85. Carex Pennsylvanica Lam.

Stoloniferous ; stems §'-V&' high, slender, erect or spreading,

rough or smooth, basal sheaths purplish or dull brown, fibrillose

;

leaves mostly about the length of the culm but sometimes ex-

ceeding it, wide, rough-margined, bright or dull green,

erect or diffuse ; staminate spike club shaped, 5"-9" long, usually

sessile, scales oblong obtuse or pointed, brown, or blackish brown

;

pistillate spikes 1-4, usually 3, globular or oblong, densely or

loosely flowered, th6 upper 2 contiguous, sessile, the lowest 2
//-6 //

distant, sessile or slightly stalked, bracts scale-like acute or
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bristle-tipped, or sometimes the lowest leaf like and 9"-l 8" in length

;

perigynia subrotund or obovate, obtusely angled, densely or

lightly pubescent, indistinctly nerved, abruptly contracted at the

base, and narrowed above into a short bifid beik, covered by the

ovate acute or acuminate, dark purplish or light brown scale.

Dryish soil in woods, copses or open places. Yery common.
May, June.

Yar. separans Peck. Pistillate spikes 1-3, usually 2, the upper-

most approximate to the short-stalked dark-brown sterile spike,

the lowest 5*-10" distant
;
perigynia with a longer and more

slender beak ; otherwise like the type (Yar. distans, Keport 46,

p. 51).

Along or within the borders of woods. Jefferson and Otsego

counties. June.

Yar. gracilifolia Peck, n. nom. Leaves long and slender, £"-f
"

wide, sometimes slightly involute and almost capillary, about

equaling or sometimes considerably surpassing the slender culm.

(Yar. angustifolia 1. c.)

Light or sandy soil in woods or open places. It often grows in

tufts. This variety is common on Long Island. May.

Because of the frequent previous use of the varietal name
under which this plant was published it is thought best to give it

a new name.

Yar. glumabunda Peck, n. var. Stems 8'-18' high, rather

weak and often somewhat drooping, frequently growing in

definite tufts
;
pistillate spikes mostly short and sessile as in the

type, but sometimes the lowest 3"-8" long, conspicuously stalked

or on a capillary peduncle 2'-8' long which issues from the axil

of the uppermost leaf, the others near the staminate spike and

contiguous to each other or the lower sometimes 4 //-6 //

distant,

these occasionally sterile and acute at the apex ; scales conspicu-

ously brown or blackish brown, oblong-ovate or lanceolate, sharp,

pointed or cuspidate, longer than the perigynia and widely

spreading at maturity. (Forma paleacea in part, L c.)

Sandy soil. Albany and Suffolk counties.

Yery rarely a second long-peduncled spike issues from the axil

of one of the lower leaves. In all these varieties the bract of

the lowest sessile spike is sometimes longer than its spike and

green or foliaceous.
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86. Carex varia Muhl.

Stems high, rather stout, erect or spreading, roughish

above the middle ; basal bracts bright purple, fibrillose ;
leaves

mostly shorter than the culm, Y-Vf wide, rough ; staminate spike

clavate, 4 "-12" long, sessile or short-stalked, tawny or brown
;

pistillate spikes 2-5, usually 3, globular or oblong, sessile or

sometimes the lowest short-peduncled, all separate or the upper

2 occasionally contiguous, each with a scale-like bract or the

lower 2 subtended by leaf-like bracts |'-2' long; perigynia sub-

rotund or obovate, pubescent, abruptly contracted into a short

bifid beak, covered by the ovate, pointed, pale-greenish, whitish

or tawny-brown scale. (C. communis Bailey, Gray's Man., 6th ed.)

It is noteworthy that the smallest plants often have the long

staminate spikes, and commonly the tall plants the short spikes

which are 4
//
--6

//

long. In his description of this species Muhlen-

berg remarks, " variat spica mascula abbreviata etelongata." No
other species in this group is known to have such a variable

staminate spike.

In some of its forms C. Pennsylvanica approaches this species,

but the absence of creeping rootstocks, the paler scales of the

pistillate spikes and the more constant green foliaceous bract of

the lowest spike will distinguish this plant. The scale of the

pistillate spike is often entirely whitish or scarious except the

green midrib. The species is found chiefly in hilly or rocky

places in loose or gravelly soil. It seems to avoid sandy soil.

It matures its fruit in May and June.

The name C. varia Muhl. formerly applied to this species was

referred by Prof. Bailey to C. Emmonsii Dew., and in its place he

substituted C. communis Bailey. This name was discarded in

the List of Plants of Northeastern North America, and C. pedi-

cellata Britton adopted in its stead.

87. Carex Emmonsii Dew.

Stems capillary, high, suberect or procumbent, smooth;

basal sheaths dull purplish-brown, mostly green at the extremi-

ties, slightly fibrillose ; leaves lax, about \" wide or more, flat,

rough-margined, shorter than the culm or sometimes surpassing

it; staminate spike slender, subclavate, sessile about 3" long,
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acute or obtuse, commonly pale, but dark brown in the variety

;

pistillate spikes 2—4:, ovoid, sessile, the upper 2 contiguous, the

other distinct, densely 3-S flowered, each with a scale-like bract,

the lowest often bristle-tipped, or rarely leaf like
;
perigynia tri-

angular-oval, pubescent, with a long slender base, contracted

above into a narrow, oblique, bifid beak, usually about the length

of the body; scale ovate- jblong, pointed, whitish, barely tinged

with brown, as long as the perigynium.

Commonly in dry places but sometimes in low wet soil. Com-
mon. May, June.

The species is easily recognized by its weak reclining or pros-

trate stems, contiguous or approximate pistillate spikes and short,

narrow, sessile, staminate spike.

Yar. distincta Howe n. var. Light or glaucous green ; stam-

inate spike linear J* wide, 2
//-5 //

long; pistillate spikes distinct,

2
//~5 //

apart, the lowest with a green bract 2-4 times the length

of the spike, 3- 5 flowered
;
perigynia obovoid, minutely pubescent,

with a rather short, straight or oblique bifid beak, about the

length of the acute white scale.

This variety seems to be intermediate between the type and C.

Novae-Angliae.

Yar. colorata. Differs from the type only in its dark purple

scales, which give a much darker color to the spikes than in the

type. Common in Westchester county. It is C. varia Muhl. var.

colorata Bailey in the Manual.

89. Carex Novae-Angliae Schw.

Stoloniferous ; stems 4/-12' high, slender, diffuse or erect,

slightly rough above the middle, usually purple and a little

fibrillose at the base ; leaves mostly shorter than the culm,

wide, flat, erect or spreading, rough-margined, bright green
;

staminate spike linear, long, \" wide, short-peduncled or

subsessile, light brown
;

pistillate spikes 1-3, ovoid, densely

flowered, the upper 2 contiguous, or sometimes 3 "-6" apart,

sessile or the lower one on a short pedicel, each with a scale-like

awned bract longer than the spike, the lowest distant, con-

spicuously stalked, subtended by a green filiform bract nearly or

fully equaling the culm
;
perigynia triangular obovoid, slightly

pubescent, tapering to a short base and abruptly contracted
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above into a short, slender, bidentate beak, mostly covered by

the ovate acute or pointed whitish scale.

Damp soil in shaded hilly places. Rare. Rensselaer county.

June.

The distant lowest pistillate spike with its long slender green

bract and the very narrow short-peduncled staminate spike are

noticeable features of this species.

90. Carex Peckii Howe.

Strongly stoloniferous ; stems 3'-lS' high, slender, erect or

spreading, smooth, purplish and lightly fibrillose at base ; leaves

mostly much shorter than the culm, l'-li" wide, open and flat,

soft, erect or spreading, rough-margined, bright green ; staminate

spike linear, long, sessile, often invisible, scales brown,

white-margined
;
pistillate spikes 2-3, ovoid, sessile, 2-8 closely

flowered, the upper two crowded, usually concealing the stamin-

ate spike, each with a green setaceous or short awned, divergent

bract mostly not longer than the spike, the lowest l-§-"-2" distant,

subtended by a green divergent bract about twice the leng h of

the spike; perigynia triangular-elliptical, lf"-2" long, £" broad,

hairy, with an evenly tapering base and a short bidentate beak,

longer than the ovate acute or cuspidate whitish or brownish

scale ; achenium exactly elliptical, \" wide, substipitate, the style

deciduous at its base.

Dry soil in woods and open places. May, June. Albany,

Essex, Jefferson, Cayuga and Yates counties.

This is C. Emmonsii Dew. var. elliptica Boott.

91. Carex deflexa Hornem.

Densely tufted ; stems 2
/

-G
/

high, capillary, curved, diffuse,

smooth; basal bracts acute or cuspidate fibrillose, dull brown or

purple; leaves shorter or longer than the culm, \" -Y" wide, smooth,

open and flat ; staminate spike small and inconspicuous
;
pistillate

spikes 1-3, usually 2, contiguous, 2-6 flowered, L'-lj-" in length

and thickness, green or brownish, the lowest slightly peduncled

with a green filiform bract long ; radical spikes occasional
;

perigynia pyriform, tri-costate, thinly pubescent, contracted

above into a short, flat, slightly curved or oblique beak, a little

exceeding the ovate acute or acutish, green and purple glume.

23
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Adirondack mountains. July.

It forms small dense tufts, the short capillary stems often being

prostrate at maturity, the longer leaves partly concealing the fruit

;

or, they are suberect, and the spikes drooping; by which, and the

apparent absence of the sterile spikes, this delicate species may
be readily known.

Yar. Deanei Baileij. Stems 6
/--12 /

high, mostly longer than

the leaves ; staminate spike 2"--3 //

long, less than \" wide, often

oblique; pistillate spikes 4-8 flowered, 2"--3" apart, the lowest

conspicuously stalked, its bract leaf-like and longer than the culm

;

radical spikes few or numerous.

Adirondack mountains.

92 Carex Bichardsonii R. Br.

Stoloniferous ; stems 4
/
--9

/

high, stiff, erect or recurved-spreading,

rough ; basal bracts dull purple or tawny ; leaves shorter than or

as long as the culm, wide, smooth, rough margined, their

extremities often involute, stiff, erect or recurved-spread in g; stam-

inate spike clavate, about V long, on a short stalk or subsessile,

conspicuously mottled
;
pistillate spikes 3 "--9" long, densely

flowered, approximate, erect, the lowest on an included stalk,

its sheath (or bract) 6"--9" long, acute or acuminate, usually cover-

ing the lowest scale, dark purple or brown
;
perigynia subglobose

or obovoid, thickly pubescent, obscurely nerved, with a long

tapering base, contracted above into a short point with an entire

or erose orifice ; scale ovate-oblong, obtuse, purplish-brown with

scarious margins.

Dry ground. Rare. Monroe cointy.

This species seems to be quite local. It is, however, well

marked by its purplish bracts and by its spikes appearing as if

spotted with purple or brownish-purple.

93. Carex pubescens Mahl

Stems l°-2° high, erect, hairy; leaves shorter than the culm

IV-2^" wide, pubescent, dull green ; staminate spike subclavate,

on a peduncle 3"-6" long, erect, tawny
;

pistillate spikes 2-4,

oblong or short-cylindrical, subdensely flowered, 5*-9* long,

approximate, the upper 2 sessile or nearly so, the lowest on stalks

3 "-6" in length, all erect ; bracts conspicuous, the upper setaceous,

the lowest leaf-like, 1-2' long
;

perigynia acutely triangular-
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obovate, densely hairy, 2" long, f" wide, obscurely nerved, with a

prominent bifid beak, a little longer than the oblong-ovate, cus-

pidate white scale.

Wet, grassy places. Common. June.

It is distinguished from the other species of this group by its

larger size and general pubescence.

Staminate spike single, stalked, often fertile at the apex; pistil-

late spikes 3-5, cylindrical, densely or loosely flowered on a

straight or flexuous rachis, all on filiform more or less drooping

peduncles; bracts sheathiag, longer or shorter than the culm;

perigynia obtusely or sharply triangular ovate or fusiform with

a long tapering beak, slightly inflated.

Pistillate spikes densely flowered 1

Pistillate spikes loosely flowered 2

1 Spikes clavate or cylindrical, green, perigynia sharply

angled prasina.

1 Spikes cylindrical, fulvous, perigynia obtusely angled. . . castanea.

2 Perigynia short-stalked arctata.

2 Perigynia sessile 3

3 Perigynia tapering into a long beak debilis.

3 Perigynia contracted into a rather short beak glabra.

94. Carex prasina Wahl

Stems 15'-30' high, slender, often diffuse, slightly scabrous on

the acnte angles; leaves shorter than the culm, rough at the sum-

mit and on the margins, iy wide or less ; staminate spike cylin-

drical or club-shaped, l'-lj' long, on a filiform peduncle i'-l' in

length, mostly drooping, often with a few pistillate flowers at

the apex; pistillate spikes 3-4, cylindrical, J'- 1£' long, densely

flowered or loosely flowered at the base, on filiform nodding

stalks, the upper 2 or 3 approximate, the lowest remote on a

peduncle l\'-^y in length ; bracts leafy, the lower ones usually

surpassing the culm, the upper 1 or 2 often slender, scarcely

exceeding the spike
;

perigynia acutely triangular, few-nerved,

tapering each way from below the middle, terminating above in

a short, smooth, minutely-notched or entire beak, exceeding the

oblong-ovate, acute or cuspidate white scale ; achenium

triangular-elliptical, apicnlate.

Moist or wet fields and woods. Common. May, June.
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The pistillate spikes, when fresh, are pale green and more

densely flowered than in any of the other members of this group.

This is C. miliacea Muhl. of the older botanies.

95. Carex arctata Boo*t.

Stems l°-2° high, slender, erect-spreading or diffuse, smooth,

somewhat stoloniferous, basal bracts dark purple ; leaves mostly

shorter than the culm, radical leaves numerous, wide,

smooth, rough-margined ; staminate spike linear, long, its

filiform stalk o"-S" in length, often inconspicuous; pistillate

spikes 3-5, -g-'-'i' long, loosely flowered on a flexuous rachis, all

on drooping peduncles long, scattered, or the upper 2

approximate, the highest usually extending above the staminate

spike, the lowest remote ; bracts leafy, sheathing, or the upper

mostly filiform equaling or extending above the culm
;
perigynia

ovate, stipitate, nerved, obtusely angled, tapering to a short

bidentate beak, longer than the white, acute or cuspidate scale
;

achenium obovoid, apiculate.

Woods and shaded banks. Common. May, June.

The stipitate perigynia constitute a distinguishing feature of

this species.

C. arctata X castanea Bailey. Pubescent
;
spikes l" wide,

loosely flowered, green or yellowish, somewhat approximate,

erect-spreading or drooping; perigynia ovate, nerved, hairy, with

a short bifid beak a little exceeding the acute whitish scale.

(C. Knieskernii Dew.) In the List of the Plants of Northeastern

North America this stands as C. arctata X formosa Bailey.

96. Carex debilis Mx.

Stems l°-2^° high, slender, erect or spreading, smooth, some-

times stoloniferous ; leaves shorter or longer than the culm,

wide, spreading, rough ; staminate spike linear, pistillate

at the summit, short-stalked or subsessile
;
pistillate spikes 3-5,

linear or narrowly cylindrical, loosely flowered on a flexuous

rachis 1/-3' long, the 2 or 3 upper approximate on drooping

stalks ^'-2' in length, or the highest nearly erect, the lowest

remote, pendulous on a penducle 2-3' long, rarely branched at

the base ; bracts leafy, sheathing, exceeding or equaling the culm;

perigynia fusiform, nerved, W long, tapering into a long slender
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hyaline bifid beak, twice the length of the obtuse or acutish

white scale; achenium exactly elliptical, stipitate, apicalate.

Fields and woods. Very common. June, July.

The species is distinguished by its long flexuous fertile spikes

and its spindle-shaped perigynia.

Var. strictior Bailey. Stems taller and mostly erect ; leaves

firmer, 2" wide, spikes stiff and erect or erect-spreading
;
peri-

gynia deep green, a little longer than the scale.

Yar. interjecta Bailey. Stems tall, erect
;

pistillate spikes

nearly erect, often compound at base, alternately flowered
;

peri-

gynia shorter than in the type. Differs from the last in its nar-

rower leaves and more loosely flowered spikes.

97. Carex glabra Boott.

Stems l°-2° high, slender, erect or somewhat spreading,

smooth ; basal bracts dark purple ; leaves about the length of the

culm or less, V'-IV wide, rough, bright green ; starn-inate spike

linear, V long or more, short-peduncled, often fertile at the apex;

pistillate spikes 3-4, cylindrical, flexuous, subloosely flowered,

l'-i y long, the upper 2 approximate, the lowest remote, all on

filiform drooping peduncles l'-6' long, or the uppermost short-

stalked and suberect ; bracts leafy or the upper ones filiform,

sheathing, usually exceeding the culm; perigynia narrowly

oblong-elliptical or lanceolate, nerved, 2^''-3" or more in length,

gradually tapering into an empty sharply bidentate beak, twice

the length of the obtuse brown-margined scale.

Wet places. Kare. June, July. Oneida and Otsego counties.

The few flowered slightly flexuous fertile spikes and the large

perigynia are characteristic of this species, which approaches

C. debilis in appearance.

98. Carex castanea Wahl.

Stol miferous ; stems l°-2° high, erect, acutely angled, lightly

pubescent, basal bracts dull brown, pubescent; stem leaves l'-3'

in length, the radical half as long as the culm or more, l-J-"-2''

broad, soft-hairy, conspicuously veined, glaucous or fulvous-green;

staminate spike clavate, usually acutish at each end, t>"-9" long, on

a stiff stalk i'-V in length, bright brown; pistillate spikes 2-1,

oblong, or cylindrical, densely flowered, sometimes sterile at the

apex or base, V-Y long, 2" wide, the upper 2 or 3 aggregated on
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drooping stalks J'-l' in length, the lowest distant and pendulous
;

bracts variable, the lowest leafy, 2
/-3 /

long, sheathing, the upper

setaceous
;
perigynia ovate-lanceolate, long, turgid, 2-ribbed,

obscurely nerved, spreading, tapering into a long smooth or

roughisb, mostly entire beak, about one- third longer than the

acute, fringed, brown, scale.

Yery rare. May, June. Oneida and Herkimer counties.

Well marked by its glaucous leaves, and its short, yellowish or

brown spikes, the upper subtended by setaceous bracts. This

is C. flexilis Radge in the older botanies.

Perigynia moderately inflated.

Staminate spikes 1-4, the terminal stalked
;
pistillate spikes

2-5, sessile or short- stalked (the lower ones long-stalked in 99),

approximate or distant, ovoid, oblong or cylindrical ; bracts leafy

^

longer or shorter than the culm
;
perigynia ovoid or oblong-

conic, nerved, smooth or pubescent, somewhat coriaceous in tex-

ture, with a short bifid beak.

Perigynia scabro-pubescent scabrata.

Perigynia smooth or granular, pistillate spikes distant,

purple polymorpha.

Perigynia pubescent 1

Perigynia smooth or slightly rough, spikes not purple. . 2

1 Pistillate spikes cylindrical, leaves involute filiformis*

1 Pistillate spikes cylindrical, leaves not involute 3

3 Leaves and bracts exceeding the culm lanuginosa.

3 Leaves and bracts shorter than the culm 4

4 Spikes ovoid or oblong, approximate vestita.

4 Spikes oblong-cylindrical, distant Houghtonii

2 Pistillate spikes 6
//-12 // long, 2

//-4 //

wide, leaves involute, striata.

2 Pistillate spikes 2-3' long, ±"-h" wide, leaves flat. . . . riparia.

99. Carex scabrata Schw.

Stems l°-2° high, rather stout, rough on the angles; leaves

numerous, the upper ones surpassing the culm, 2"-3" wide, rough,

light-green ; staminate spike clavate, 6"-9" long, its peduncle

2
/,-6//

in length
;
pistillate spikes 3-5, cylindrical, densely flowered

above, thinly at the base, approximate or scattered, the upper 2:

sessile and erect, the others on erect or spreading stalks i
/-2^

/

in

length ; bracts leafy, sheathless or sometimes the upper ones

short-filiform, the lowest surpassing the culm; perigynia ovoid,.
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nerved, slightly turgid, scabro-pubescent, contracted into a short

obliquely toothed beak, exceeding the ovate acute or cuspidate

brown scale ; achenium obovate, acutely triangular.

Scattered or in patches along streams and in wet places.

Common. June.

A rather coarse but bright-green species with the fertile spikes

of a bristly or squarrose appearance when mature. It is some-

what stoloniferous.

100. Carex filiformis L.

Stems l°-3° high, slender, erect, obtusely angled, mostly

smooth ; basal bracts in length, pointed, purplish-brown,

more or less fibrillose ; leaves V-l^" wide, carinate, prominently

grooved, smooth, rough margined, becoming doubled or involute

when dry, shorter than the culm, the radical ones numerous and

longer; staminate spikes 1-3, rarely 4, clavate or cylindrical,

p-2' in length, on a slender peduncle 1
r—

2-J-' long, subtended by a

scale-like, bristle-tipped, or short setaceous bract; pistillate spikes

1-4, usually 2, cylindrical, densely flowered, or sometimes loosely

at the base, subdistant or remote, sessile, or the lowest short-

stalked, often staminate at the apex, J-'-lJ' in length
;
perigynia

obtusely triangular, ovoid, nerved, of a thick coriaceous texture,

densely pubescent or tomentose, slightly inflated, contracted into

a short, sharply toothed beak, mostly covered by the ovate

lanceolate, pointed or rough cuspidate brown scale, the latter

usually widely spreading at maturity.

Swamps and wet meadows. Common. June, July.

This species may be recognized by the long sterile, and gray-

ish fertile spikes, and by the usually erect, narrow, carinate

leaves. It seems to prefer cold elevated swamps and bogs,

though by no means limited to them.

101. Carex lanuginosa Mx.

Stems l°-2° high, stout, erect, acutely angled, roughish above

the middle; root stock somewhat creeping; leaves open and flat,

smooth, wide, shorter than the culm ; staminate spikes

1-3, J-'-lJ' long, on stiff peduncles J'-lj-' in length; pistillate

spikes 2-4, J-'-l' in length, 2£"-5" thick, densely flowered, cylin-

drical, the uppermost usually sessile, the lower distant on short

stalks, or the lowest remote on a slender peduncle long,
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spreading or suberect, the others mostly ascending ; bracts

leafy, the lowest sheathing, longer or shorter than the culm;

perigynia ovate, neiwed, densely hairy, abruptly contracted into

a short bidentate beak, about the length of the ovate cuspidate

brown spreading scale.

Wet meadows, marshes and swales. Not rare. June.

This differs from the preceding in its open flat leaves, shorter

bracts and stalked fertile spikes. The carinate or involute leaves

of the former cause them to appear to be much more narrow

than those of this species, which is considered by some to be a

mere variety of C. filiforinis.

10.3, Carex vestita WillJ.

Stoloniferous; stems l°--3° high, rigid, acutely angled, rough

at the summit; basal bracts fibrillose; leaves broad, rough,

shorter than the culm ; staminate spikes 1--2, clavate, mostly

sessile, f '--1
J' long

;
pistillate spikes 2 ovoid or short-oblong,

in length, compactly flowered, approximate or distant,

rarely remote, sessile, erect, frequently with a few staminate

flowers at the apex ; bracts leafy, as long as the spikes, or the

lowest iy long; perigynia orate, nerved, densely hispid-pubes-

cent, contracted into a short beak, the white orifi.ce erose or

slightly notched ; scale ovate, cuspidate, brown with a white

margin.

Wet or dry sandy places. Rather rare. Albany, Richmond
and Suffolk counties.

It is credited by Dr. Torrey to the western counties of the

State, but if there, it must be very scarce.

103. Carex polyinorpha Muhl

Stems 1° -2° high, stout, strict, acutely angled, smooth ; leaves

l'-6' long or more, 1"~3" broad, smooth; staminate spikes 1-4,

the terminal short or long-peduncled, clavate, long, fre-

quently with a few pistillate flo vers at the base
;
pistillate spikes

1-2, usually cylindrical, densely flowered, occasionally sterile at

the apex, long, oq exserted erect stalks \'~\' in length;

bracts leafy, sheathing, mostly as long as the spike
;
perigynia

oblong-ovate, nerved, conspicuously turgid, minutely papillose or

smooth, abruptly contracted into a slender purplish beak with
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an oblique, entire or slightly notched orifice, longer than the

ovate, obtuse, dark purple scale.

"Western counties." Dr. Torrey in ihe N. Y. State Flora.

It does not appear to have been collected in the State recently.

104. Carex striata Mx.

Stoloniferous ; stems 15'-30' high, stiff and erect, acutely

angled, rough near the summit; basal bracts purple, fibrillose;

leaves shorter or longer than the culm, 1"--'/' wide, the upper sur-

face rough, involute when dry ; staminate spikes 2-3, the terminal

one l'-2' long, short stalked or subsessile, the lowest with a seta-

ceous bract in length; pistillate spikes 1--2, distant or

remote, the highest sessile, the lowest short-peduncled, densely

or subdensely flowered, ir--lV long, erect; bracts leafy, shorter

or longer than the culm, or the highest about equaling it
;
peri-

gynia oblong-ovate or subglobose, prominently nerved, smooth or

roughish with a scattered pubescence, somewhat divergent,

abruptly contracted into a short bifid beak with whitish teeth,

about twice the length of the ovate, obtuse or acute, thin scale.

Wet places and boggy shores of ponds. Suffolk county. June.

Yar. brevis Bailey. More slender, the leaves and bracts shorter

and narrower (L* wide), the fertile spikes narrower, the highest

sometimes sterile at the apex and the perigynia pubescent ; other-

wise like the type.

105. Carex Honghtonii Torrey.

Stoloniferous; stems 1° 2° high, stiff, erect, acutely angled,

rough at the summit; leaves shorter than the culm, I"- wide,

rough-margined
; staminate spikes 1-2, clavate, the terminal one

on a stiff peduncle long, the lowest often with a setaceous

or bristleform bract as long as the spike or longer; pistillate

spikes 1-3, cylindrical or short oblong, subdensely flowered,

\'-Y long, subdistant, the upper two sessile, the lowest on an

exserted stalk 3"-9" in length, all erect ; bracts leafy, sheathless,

or the lowest shorr-sheathed, equaling or exceeding the culm

;

perigynia broadly ovate, prominently nerved, rough-pubescent,

abruptly contracted into a short, slender, sharply toothed beak,

a little exceeding the ovate pointed or roasrh-awned brown scale
j

achenium broadly obovate, minutely dotted.

24:
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Sandy soil. Eare. Essex and Saratoga counties. June, Juty.

Sometimes the mature perigynia become reddish-brown or

almost chestnut color.

106. Carex riparia Curtis.

Stoloniferous ; stems 2°-3J° high, stout, acutely angled, rough

above the middle, flaccid at the base; leaves longer than the

culm, 2 "-5" wide, mostly smooth on the upper surface, rough

beneath, erect or spreading, glaucous; staminate spikes 2-5,

cylindrical, the highest in length on a stalk V long or less,

the lowest with a setaceous bract l'-l£' long; pistillate spikes

2-4, densely flowered, or loosely at the base, cylindrical or

clavate, l^'-S' long, 4/-5" thick, distant, the uppermost subsessile,

the others short-peduncled, all erect, or the lowest sometimes

spreading; bracts leaf}r
,

equaling or exceeding the culm;

perigynia oblong-conical, finely nerved, smooth, gradually taper-

ing into a short conical bidentate beak, a little longer than tb.3

ovate-lanceolate, awned scale; achenium narrowly obovate,

apiculate.

Bogs, swamps and wet places. Common. June.

This is readily determined by the large erect spikes and

oblong-conical, finely-nerved, olive brown perigynia. It is

C. lacustris WiUd.

Staminate spikes 1-5, stalked or the lower ones sessile, rarely

fertile at the apex
;
pistillate spikes 1-4, cylindrical or short-

oblong, densely or subdensely flowered, subapproximate, distant

or remote, sessile or nearly so, erect ; bracts leafy, the lower

short-sheathing or sheathless, mostly surpassing the culm;

perigynia turgid, ovate-lanceolate, nerved, pubescent or smooth,

with a long bifurcate beak, the teeth mostly recurved spreading.

Perigynia smooth aristata.

Perigynia hairy 1

1 Staminate spikes 1-2 t hirta.

1 Staminate spikes 2-5 trichocarpa.

107. Carex hirta L.

Stoloniferous; stems 8 '-24/ high, slender, erect or spreading,

smooth below^ the summit, obtusely angled ; leaves shorter than

the culm, or, in low forms, the radical surpassing it, wide,
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scabro-pubescent, densely hairy on the sheath?, light green

;

staminate spikes 1-2, cylindrical, long, on a slender

peduncle l'-2' in length, the lowest V long and sessile; pistillate

spikes 1-3, distant or remote, the highest sessile, the lowest on

an included stalk in length, erect, subdensely flowered,

long; bracts leafy, the lowest sheathing, surpassing the

culm
;
perigynia ovate-oblong or lanceolate, prominently nerved,

turgid, downy- pubescent, 3' long, tapering into a long slender

bifurcate beak, longer than the ovate rough-awned scale.

Introduced. Rare or local. Cayuga county. June, July.

It is separated from the next by its light green foliage and

downy sheaths, and by its fewer, softer fertile spikes.

108. Carex trichocarpa MuJU.

Stems 2°-3° high, rigidly erect, acutely angled, smooth or his-

pid on the angles above; leaves stiff, rough, 2"-3" wide, longer

than the culm ; staminate spikes 2-5, linear or subclavate, ^-1^'

long, the terminal short-stalked, rarely with a few fertile flov\ ers

at the base or apex, the lowest, which is frequently the longest,

with a bristleform bract, each tapsring to an acute apex
;

pistil-

late spikes 2-J-, distant, short-peduncled, or the highest subsessile,

erect, cylindrical, closely flowered above, somewhat loosely at the

base, 1/-2J' long or more ; bracts leafy, sheathless, longer than

the culm
;
perigynia oblong-ovate, prominently nerved, hispidly

pubescent, gradually tapering into a long bifurcate beak, the

teeth sharp and spreading ; scale ovate-lanceolate, thin, brown

with scarious margins, shorter than the perigynium ; achenium

obovate, apiculate, smooth.

Marshes and wet places. Common. June, July.

Prominently marked by its 2-5 narrow acute sessile sterile

spikes, and its rough-hairy, deeply cleft perigynia.

Tar. imberbis Gray. A. reduced form with rough sheaths,

smooth perigynia and mostly longer scales.

109. Carex aristata it. Br.

Stems l°-2^ high, erect, stout, acutely angled, smooth below

the spikes; leaves longer than the culm, 1-}"-:3" wide, smooth,

rough on the margins, stiff, yellowish green ; staminate spikes

1-4-, club-shaped, the uppermost on a stalk \'-Y long; pistillate
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spikes 2-4, distant, the upper two sessile, the lowest on a short

included stalk, densely flowered, 9^24* in length; bracts leafy,

the lowest sheathing, mostly longer than the culm
;
perigynia

oblong-ovate, smooth, prominently nerved, 3"-3£" in length,

gradually tapering into a long and slender bifurcate beak, the

awn-like teeth recurved, a little longer than the ovate- lanceolate,

hispidly awned scale ; achenium elliptical, apiculate, very minutely

papillose.

Very rare. June. Jefferson county.

Staminate spike solitary; pistillate spikes cylindrical, pendu-

lous; perigynia stipitate, lanceolate, finely and densely nerved,

with a slender deeply cleft beak, strongly reflexed at maturity.

Perigynia with long, very strongly recurved teeth . ; comosa.

Perigynia with long straightish or divergent teeth . . Pseudo-Cypei us.

110. Carex comosa Boott.

Stems 2°-3° high, robust, erect, acutely angled, flaccid at the

base, rough above the middle smooth below ; leaves surpassing

the culm, 4"-5" broad or more, rough toward the extremities

;

staminate spike cylindrical, lJ-'-lf in length, subsessile or short-

stalked, with a filiform biv«ct mostly exceeding the culm;

pistillate spikes 3-5, 1/-2J-' long, 5"-7" wide, compactly flowered,

the upper two, or sometimes three, approximate, the lowest dis-

tant or remote, all on slender pendulous peduncles, frequently

sterile at the apex ; bracts leaf}7
,

sheathless, surpassing the

culm; perigynia stipitate, lanceolate, densely nerved, gradually

tapering into a long, slender bifurcate beak, the awn-like teeth

strongly recurved
;
perigynia reflexed at maturity ; scale lanceo-

late, bristle- tipped, a little shorter than the perigynium.

Shores and wet places. Common. July, August.

The strongly recurved teeth of the reflexed perigynia, the

former as conspicuous at the time of flowering as at maturity,

are characteristic of this species, which is closely allied to the

next following one, of which, by some, it is considered a variety.

111. Carex Pseuclo-Cypems L.

Stems 2°-3° high, stout, sharply angled, smooth below the

spikes, slightly flaccid at the base ; leaves rough, W-k" wide,

much surpassing the culm; staminate spike cylindrical, IJ'-^V in
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length, short-peduncled, with a liliform bract one-half the length

of the spike or more; pistillate spikes 2-5, compactly flowered,

exactl}r c}rlindrical, 2
/-3 /

in length, usually one or more compound

at the base and sometimes sterile at the apex, the upper ones

mostly approximate and the lowest distant, all pendulous on fili-

form peduncles. long ; bracts leaf-like, sheathless, rough on

both surfaces, much surpassing the culm
;
perigynia triangular-

Janceolate, prominentl}r nerved, smooth, stalked, gradually

tapering into a short forked beak, the sharp teeth straight or

spreading; scale lanceolate, rough-awned, about the length of the

perigynia which are strongly refiexed at maturity.

Shores and wet places. Common. July, August.

Closely like the preceding when mature, but the spikes are

more evenly cylindrical, and the teeth of the perigynia less

spreading, and not so strongly recurved. Also, in its early stage

it has been confounded with the next following species, which it

resembles, but its longer spikes and peduncles should distinguish it.

Perigynia much inflated.

Staminate spike single (rarely 2), stalked, sometimes fertile at

the summit or base
;

pistillate spikes 1-1, approximate, or the

lowest distant and spreading, the upper subsessile and suberect or

all on short stalks, spreading or drooping, densely flowered,

squarrose.

Pistillate spikes erect, 3" wide, perigynia 8-nerved . . , Bailey i.

Pistillate spikes 6" wide, perigynia 10-nerved tentaculata.

Pistillate spikes b"~Q" wide, the lower drooping hystricina.

112 Carex hystricina Muhl.

Stems high, erect, acutely angled, rough above the

middle or near the summit, smooth and flaccid at the base ; leaves

mostly surpassing the culm, \\"-^" wide, rough above the middle

and on the margins ; staminate spike single (rarely 2), cylindrical,

VJSt long, mostly short-peduncled, light brown
;
pistillate spikes

2-3, oblong or cylindrical, densely flowered, f'-lj' long, the

lowest often with L or 2 short branches at the base, approximate,

the uppermost subsessile and spreading, the others on short nod-

ding peduncles ; bracts leaf-like, with obsolete sheaths, much
surpassing the culm; or the highest often filifor.n and about

equaling it
;
perigynia ovoid or ovate-lanceolate, smooth, many-
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nerved, gradually tapering into a long, sharply toothed beak; scale,

ovate-lanceolate, rough-awned, shorter than the widely divergent

or horizontally spreading perigynia.

Wet places. Very coram in. June, July.

This species may be distinguished from the next by its longer-

stalked drooping spikes and by its smaller, many-nerred peri-

gynia. In cold, springy, sterile soil a small form occurs with

only one or two fertile spikes which are erect and nearly sessile.

The scales of the sterile spikes of this species and C. Pseudo-

Cyperus are strikingly alike.

1 I 3 . Carex tentaculata, Muhl.

Stems 18-30' high, erect or spreading, acutely angled above

the middle, rough at the summit, mostly smooth below : leaves

1} "-3" wide, rough, longer than the culm ; staminate spike linear,

very rarely with an additional short spike at its base, H'-%j/
long, short-peduncled

;
pistillate spikes 2-4, compactly flowered,

ovoid-cylindrical, l'-lV long, the upper two contiguous, sessile

or nearly so, erect or divergent, the others approximate or the

lowest sometimes remote on a short stalk, horizontally spreading .

bracts leaf-like, far surpassing the culm
;
perigynia turgid-ovoid,

thin, about 10-nerved, widely divergent when mature, tapering

into a long, slender, roughly-toothed beak, about twice the length

of the linear-lanceolate, rough-awned scale; achenium ovoid,

minutely papillose, with a long curved persistent style.

Wet places. Yery common. June, July.

This species may be identified by the short-stalked, horizontally-

spreading lowest spike, and by the spreading, slender beaks of

the perigynia, which give to the spikes a coarse, comose appear-

ance. The name C. lurida, WaM., is applied to this plant in the

last edition of the Manual. Barely the staminate spike is fertile

at the apex.

Yar. flaccida {Bailey). Smaller, with 2-4 loosely flowered,

approximate, sessile spikes V long or less ; the fruit longer than

in the type and less abruptly contracted into the beak; the

spikes of a dull or reddish-brown color.

Yar. parvula Paine. A diminutive form 5-10' high with one

or two globose or ovoid sessile densely flowered reddish-bro^vn

spikes.
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C. tentaculata x lupulina {Bailey.). Resembles C. lupulina,

but is every way smaller ; staminate spike stalked, pistillate

Spikes approximate, sessile, erect-spreading, dull yellowish or

greenish; perigynia turgid-ovate, about 15-nerved, the long

slender beaks widely divergent ; scales with long rough awns

shorter than the perigynia.

In a meadow bog in Poestenkill with the above-named species

and C. hystricina, the latter being the most abundant.

114. Carex Baileyi Britton,

Stems 19 '-20' high, slender, erect, acutely angled, smooth or

rough near the spikes; leaves 1"-H" wide, rough, longer than the

culm; staminate spike linear, -V-V long, short-stalked or sessile;

pistillate spikes 1-3, compactly flowered, ovoid or exactly cylin-

drical, i'-lj' in length, 2"-V thick, rigidly erect, sessile, or the

lowest subsessile ; bracts leaf-like, sheathless, far surpassing the

culm
;

perigynia turgid-globular, about eight-nerved, evenly

divergent, very abruptly contracted with a long, slender biden-

tate beak, a little exceeding the long, rough-awned scale ; achen-

ium triangular-elliptical, tapering to each end, minutely papillose,

with a strongly curved style. (C. tentaculata var. gracilis Boott.

C. lurida var. gracilis Bailey.)

Swamps and wet places. Adirondack mountains. July.

This slender handsome species bears but a slight resemblance

to the preceding, of which it was long ago made a variety by

Dr. Boott; nor have intermediate forms been found which might

possibly connect it with that species. On the other hand, it has,

since it was first discovered, maintained its perfect identity as a

mountain-loving species. It does not appear to descend into the

lower regions, where the other species is so common. Even
dwarf forms of the allied species have their fertile spikes thicker

than those of the most luxuriant forms of this, and the two main-

tain their distinctive characters when growing side by side and
under similar conditions. The name C. montamans was given to

this species in the manuscript of this Report, but owing to the

delay in its publication it becomes necessary to substitute for it

the earlier published name of Prof. Britton.

Pistillate spikes 9
//-12 //

broad, erect on stiff peduncles or the

upper sessile ; bracts prominently sheathing
;
perigynia 6" long

and 2" broad, ascending. Spikes hop-like in appearance.
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Pistillate spikes l'-2' long, achenia without prominent

mammillate angles lupulina.

Pistillate spikes 2'-3' long, achenia distinctly mammil-

late oa the angles lupuliformis.

115. Carex lupulina Muhl

Stoloniferous ; steins 2°-3° high, erect, robust, acutely angled,

smooth
; leaves 3 "-6" broad or more, smooth, rough-mar-

gined, conspicuously nodose, reticulated on the upper surface,

much surpassing the culm ; stamiaate spike single (rarely

two), cylindrical, l'-3' in length on a peduncle i'-l^' long;

pistillate spikes 2-6, closely flowered, l
/-2/

long, 8"-10" broad,

the upper ones approximate, short-stalked or sessile, the others

somewhat scattered and longer peduncled, or sometimes all sessile

or nearly so, the lowest usually on a stalk -J-'-ly lopg ; bracts

leaf like, prominently sheathing, mu3h surpassing the culm
;
peri-

gynia ovate-lanceolate, conspicuously stipitate, prominently

nerved, thin, 6 "-9" long, erect-spreading, gradually tapering into

a long biientate beak, nearly twice the length of the lanceolate,

awn-pointed scale; achemum triquetrous, sharply angled, stipitate,

about IV long, scarcely V broad, tapering each way from the

middle, the apex continuous with the persistent tortuous base of

the style.

Swamps and water holes. Common. July.

Tar. pedunculata Dew. Differs in its more scattered promi-

nently peduncled spikes, its usually long-stalked sterile spike and

the more divergent perigynia.

C. lupulina x retrorsa Dudley. Perigynia straw-colored, hori-

zontally spreading ; scale acute or short-awned.

116. Carex lupuliformis SartweU.

Stems 2°-3° high, stout, smooth, usually stoloniferous; leaves

longer than the culm, 3"-6" wide, smooth, rough-margined

;

staminate spike clavate,l|-'-3' long, often long-stalked; pistillate

spikes 2-5, mostly 4, cylindrical, closely flowered, the upper 3

contiguous, sessile, the others short-peduncled, the lowest distant

or remote on an exserted stalk \'-\' in length, all erect and stiff,

2-3' long, 9"-12" broad or more ; bracts foliaceous, sheathing,

far surpassing the culm
;

perig}Tnia ovate-acuminate, 5"-9" long,

much inflated, strongly nerved, thin, more or less spreading,
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tapering from a stalked base into a long cylindrical, bidentate

beak, about twice the length of the ovate lanceolate, pointed or

rough-awned scale ; achenium nearly as broad as long, with a

mammillate protuberance on each angle, and a long curved style.

(C. lupulina var. polystachya Schw. and Torr.)

Marshes. Rare. Yates and Putnam counties. July.

The long spikes and peculiar achenia characterize this species.

Perigynia moderately or much inflated, ascending, divergent

or deflexed.

Staminate spike single (rarely 2), clavate, stalked or sessile,

rarely androgynous
;

pistillate spikes 1-5, globose, oblong or

short cylindrical, sometimes sterile at the apex, compactly sub-

densely or alternately flowered, sessile or peduncled, erect or

spreading, the upper contiguous or approximate, the others dis-

tinct or scattered or all scattered, green or yellowish-green at

maturity ; bracts leaf-like, with conspicuous or obsolete sheaths,

erect or divaricate, longer than the culm
;
perigynia ovoid, lan-

ceolate or awl shaped, nerved, mostly smooth with a short notched

or long bifurcate beak.

Spikes short-cylindrical, leaves involute extensa.

Spikes globose or ovoid, distant, bracts sheathing 1

Spikes globose or oblong, contiguous above, bracts

obsolete , 2

1 Spikes 4-8, distant, perigynia awl-shaped Collinsii.

1 Spikes subdensely or densely flowered, perigynia not

awl-shaped 3

3 Leaves 2"-6" wide folliculata.

3 Leaves about I" wide Michauxiana.

2 Spikes 3-8-flowered, leaves involute oligosperma.

2 Spikes more than 8-flowered, leaves not involute 4

4 Perigynia deflexed when mature, its beak bent flava.

4 Perigynia with a straight beak 5

5 Perigynia small, with a short, minutely notched beak . . CE leri.

5 Perigynia much inflated, long &

6 Spikes 15-30 flowered, perigynia 25-30 nerved Grayii.

6 Spikes 3-12 flowered, perigynia 15-20 nerved intumescens.

117 Carex Grayii Carey.

Stems 12-30 7

high, stout, acutely angled above, smooth

;

leaves surpassing the culm, 2"-3" wide, rough, light green ; stacn-

25
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inate spike linear or sub-clavate, 1
;

long, often inconspicuous,

sessile or short-peduncled
;
pistillate spikes 1-3, usually 2, densely

flowered, globular, contiguous or subdistant the uppermost ses-

sile, the lower short-peduncled, erect, 6"-9" thick ; bracts leafy,

longer than the culm; perigynia turgid-ovate or ovoid, 25-30

nerved, 6"-9" long, smooth, widely spreading and deflexed, taper-

ing into a long bidentate beak, about twice the length of the

broadly ovate, acute scale.

Wet places in the central and western part of the State, rare

in the eastern part. July.

The large yellowish-green spikes, mostly contiguous and of a

bur-like aspect, sufficiently mark this fine species. It is related

to the next following species to which it has sometimes been sub-

joined as a variety. It is C. Asa-Gray i Bailey.

Yar. hispidula Gray. Perigynia hispidly-pubescent. Greene

county.

118 Carex intumescens Budge.

Stems 15'-W high, slender, erect, acutely angled, smooth be-

low the middle, sometimes with a few short stolons ; leaves

l£"-3" broad, rough, longer than the culm, dark green
; staminate

spike cylindrical, f-2' in length, subsessile or on a stalk \'-\\'

long
;
pistillate spikes 1-3, 5-10 loosely or subdensely flowered

(rarely 1-3 flowered), globular, contiguous or approximate, ses-

sile or the lowest on a short stalk 3"-6' in length, dark green,

often becoming blackish in drying; bracts leafy, sheathless,

much surpassing the culm
;
perigynia turgid-ovoid, 15-20 nerved,

widely spreading, tapering into a long, smooth or roughish bi-

dentate beak, about twice longer than the oblong-ovate cuspi-

date scale.

Wet places in fields or woods. Very common. June, July.

This species has more slender culms, darker foliage, fewer

flowered spikes and fewer nerved perigynia than C. Grayii, to

which it is closely related. It is quite variable. In shaded

places there is a very slender form with one to three perigynia

in a spike; also in open places there is a very slender form with

two to three scattered spikes having one to five rather small

perigynia in each. These sometimes assume a reddish-brown

color even before maturity.
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119. Carex folliculata L.

Stems 1

5

/-30 /

high, slender, erect, smooth; leaves 2
/'-6 // wide,

rough beneath, the lowest short and long sheathing, the upper

surpassing the culm; staminate spike small and often inconspicu-

ous, y long or more, sessile or short-peduncled
;
pistillate spikes

3-4, 10-20 subloosely flowered, globose-ovoid, 5"-8" broad,

approximate, distant or remote, the uppermost sessile, the lower

on exserted peduncles J'-l' long, all erect, green or tawny;

bracts leafy, sheathing, longer than the culm
;
perigynia ovate-

lanceolate, many-nerved, inflated, smooth, widely spreading,

gradually tapering into a short bidentate beak, longer than the

ovate rough-awned, white scale.

Swamps and wet places. Common. June, July.

The species is easily recognized by its short, lower stem leaves,

and by its usually distant green or yellowish, subglobose spikes.

On the sand plains west of Rome and in sphagnous marshes of

the Adirondack region a short form occurs, having the pistillate

spikes approximate, four of them being included in a space

of 2£'-3'.

120. Carex Michauxiana BoecH.

Stems 10-20' high, stiff, smooth ; leaves exceeding the culm,

l"-iy wide, rough or sometimes smooth below the middle,

yellowish-green ; staminate spikes 3"-6" long, sessile, mostly

inconspicuous; pistillate spikes 1-3, densely flowered, globose-

ovoid, the upper contiguous and sessile, the lowest distant or

remote on an exserted peduncle j-'-l' long, yellowish-green;

bracts leafy, sheathing, longer than the culm
;
perigynia lanceo-

late, numerously nerved, inflated, smooth, ereot, spreading or

widely divergent, tapering into a short, slender bidentate beak,

twice longer than the oblong, obtuse, light-brown scale.

(C. rostrata Mx., C. Michauxii Schw.)

Swamps and bogs. Adirondack region. July.

More slender than the last
;

spikes fewer, more densely

flowered, with the perigynia shorter and more slender, and the

scale much smaller and awnless. An occasional form has the

lowest spike on a peduncle five or six inches long.

121. Carex Collinsii JSfutt.

Stems 6'-20' high or more, slender, erect, rough above the

middle ; basal bracts purple ; leaves exceeding the culm,
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wide, rough, bright green ; staminate spike linear, 3" long

wide, sessile; pistillate spikes 2-1, distant, sessile or the lowest

on a short exserted peduncle, all erect, 4-8 loosely flowered,

green ; bracts leafy sheathing, longer than the culm
;
perigynia

awl-shaped, finely nerved, smooth, slightly inflated, 6" long,

reflexed, with a long, slender, deeply cleft beak, the awn-like

teeth deflexed at maturity ; scale lanceolate, cuspidate, less than

half the length of the perigynium. (C. subulata Mx.)

Swamps and wet places. Very rare. Long Island and Kich-

mond county. June, July.

122. Carex oligosperma Mx.

Stems 15'SO' high, slender, erect or somewhat spreading,

slightly rough on the acute angles above ; leaves as long as the

culm, I" wide, becoming involute, smooth or rough-margined

;

staminate spikes 1 or 55, clavate, J'-liJ-' long, on stalks J-'-l' in

length; pistillate spikes 1--2, globular or ovoid, 3--8 flowered,

subdistant, the uppermost sessile, the lowest usually short-stalked,

sometimes half staminate ; bracts leaf-like, sheathless, shorter or

longer than the culm; perigynia turgid ovate, 2"--2J
//

long, 1J" wide,

prominently nerved, ascending, contacted into a short slender

bidentate beak, longer than the ovate obtuse brown scale.

Bogs and marshes. Northern part of the State. July,

August.

Conspicuously marked by its tall slender stems, involute leaves

and few flowered, ovoid spikes.

123. Carex flava L.

Stems l°-2° high, erect, smooth ; leaves shorter than the culm,

1*-H" wide, mostly smooth, yellowish-green ; staminate spike

subclavate, about \' long, sessile or short-stalked, erect or oblique,

sometimes small and inconspicuous
;
pistillate spikes 1-4, ovoid

or globular, compactly flowered, aggregated and sessile or the

lowest subdistant and short-peduncled, yellowish-green or fulvous
;

bracts leaf-like, sheathless, divaricate, longer than the culm
\

perigynia turgid-ovate, prominently nerved, smooth, tapering

into a long, slender bent or recurved bidentate beak, strongly

reflexed at maturity ; scale oblong-ovate acute or obtusish, brown,

much shorter than the perigynium ; achenium short, triangular,

obovate, apiculate, blackish-brown.
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Bogs shores and wet places. Very common and variable.

June to August.

A form sometimes occurs in which the staminate spike is fer-

tile at the apex.

Var. graminis Bailey. Differs from the type in its much smaller

size, longer leaves which exceed the culm, its mostly erect bracts,

and in its smaller, usually straight perigynia. The beaks are

deeply cleft as in the type and occasionally slightly rough.

This variety is not rare in the Adirondack region.

Var. fertilis Peck n. var. Stems 15'-20' high, firm and erect,

smooth; leaves wide; staminate spike invisible; pistillate

spikes 4--5, ovoid or short-oblong, long, 3" wide, compactly

flowered, the upper 3 aggregated, sessile, the lowest subdistant on

a partly included stalk '6"-h
ff

in length ; bracts short-sheathed,

divaricate and recurved, 3'-8' long, or the upper sometimes

setaceous
;
perigynia yellowish-green with long rough beaks, a

little longer than the oblong, acute deep brown scale.

Low moist ground. Dutchess county. June.

The staminate spike is apparently almost or wholly fertile.

124. Carex CEderi Ehrh.

Stems 5
/-20 /

high, slender, smooth ; leaves mostly exceeding

the culm, 1" wide or more, smooth, yellowish green, fading to

fulvous when old ; staminate spike Z"-d" long, often androgynous,

sessile
;
pistillate spikes 2-4, ovoid or short cylindrical, 3"-8" long,

densely flowered, aggregated, or the lowest subdhtant, all sessile

and erect, sometimes 1 or 2 proliferously branched at the base,

yellowish-green
; bracts leaf-like, erect, longer than the culm, or

the upper sometimes setaceous; perigynia obovoid, straight,

prominently nerved, divergent or ascending, contracted into a

short bifid or slightly notched smooth beak, longer than the ovate

acute thin brown scale ; achenium triangular, obovate, apiculate,

sharply angled, blackish-brown.

AVet places. Common, especially in the western part of the

Sta'e. July, August.

This is easily separated from C. flava, to which it is closely

allied, by its much smaller spikes and smaller perigynia with a

shorter, straight, smooth, slightly notched beak. In the last edi-

tion of the Manual it is referred to C flava as Var. viridula

Bailey.
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125. Carex extensa Good.

Stems l°-2° high, slender but strict, smooth ; leaves shorter

than the culm or sometimes surpassing it, involute, smooth

;

staminate spike clavate, 8"-10" long, subsessile; pistillate spikes

densely flowered, ovoid or short cylindrical, 4"-9" long, 2J"-3'
wide

;
the upper ones approximate, sessile, the lowest remote on

a short partly included stalk ; bracts like the leaves or the upper-

most often setaceous, the lowest sheathing, surpassing the culm;

perigynia ovate, prominently nerved, ascending or widely diver-

gent, gradually tapering into a short bifid beak, longer than the

ovate acute or obtuse macronate deep-brown scale; achenium

elliptical, substipitate.

Introduced and local. Coney Island and Long Island.

Distinguished from the last by its stiff involute leaves, less

approximate spikes and larger, firmer perigynia.

Spikes 1-4, the upper half or more of the terminal one fertile,

sterile below, the others fertile, densely flowered
;
perigynia long-

beaked, squarrose at maturity.

126. Carex squarrosa L.

Stems 1^°—3° high, stiff and erect, acutely angled, smooth

;

leaves surpassing the culm, wide, lax and spreading,

smooth, or rough above the middle
;
spikes 1-4, ovoid or cylin-

drical, densely flowered, 6"-12" long, 4 "-6" wide, usually approxi-

mate, short-ped uncled, or the lowest on a stiff stalk \'-V

long, all erect, the terminal one pistillate above, stami-

nate below ; bracts leafy, longer than the culm, or the upper-

most sometimes not exceeding its spike
;
perigynia turgid,

obovoid, lightly few nerved, thin and papery, abruptly con-

tracted into a long slender bifid beak as long as the body,

the teeth short and thin, horizontally spreading at matur.ty;

scale lanceolate, mostly concealed by the crowded perigynia

;

achenium elliptical.

Moist meadows and swales. Common. June, July.

This is a very distinct and peculiar species not closely related

to any other in our limits.

Forma robusta Peck. Stouter, leaves firmer, mostly erect

;

spikes 8 "-12" long, 6"-7" wide, 2' apart, the lowest on a slender

drooping pedundcle 2' long.
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Staminate spikes short or long-stalked, often pistillate at

the base or apex
;
pistillate spikes 1-5, cylindrical, usually densely

flowered, the upper approximate (clustered in 127), sessile or

short-stalked, erect or spreading, the lower sometimes drooping,

or all distant, short stalked or sessile, erect or ascending, some-

times sterile at the apex, straw-colored or tawny ; bracts like the

leaves, the lower sometimes sheathing, equaling or surpassing

the culm; perigynia ovate or globular-ovoid, much inflated,

nerved or nerveless, ascending or spreading (reflexed in 127)

shining, with a prominent bidentate beak. (Spikes pendulous,

loosely flowered and perigynia globular with a needle-shaped

beak in 133.)

Perigynia large, l|"-3" wide 1

Perigynia small, less thin \\" wide 2

1 Pistillate spikes 2 or more, ascending Tuckermani.

1 Pistillate spikes 1 or 2, perigynia wi lely spreading. . . bullata.

2 Pistillate spikes less than 4" wide . . 3

2 Pistillate spikes 4" wide or more 4

3 Spikes erect or spreading monile.

3 Spikes drooping longirostris.

4 Spikes contiguous, perigynia reflexed retrorsa.

4 Spikes approximate or distant, perigynia not rerlexed, 5

5 Spikes distant utriculata.

5 Spikes approximate or the lowest only distant Schweinitzii.

127. Carex retrorsa Schw.

Stems densely clustered, 2°-3° high, firm and erect, smooth

with obtuse angles ; leaves much longer than the culm, ltf-l*

wide, rough, bright green ; staminate spikes 1-3, often slightly

pistillate above or at the base, cylindrical, 1-2' long; pistillate

spikes 3-5, densely flowered, cylindrical, l'-2' long or more, 4/
/-5"

thick, the upper contiguous and erect on short included stalks, the

lowest sometimes distant or remote on a short or long partly

drooping peduncle, one or more often compound at the base; bracts

leaf-like, short-sheathing, or sometimes the uppermost filiform, all

much surpassing the culm
;
perigynia ovoid, prominently few-

nerved, thin, strongly reflexed, tapering into a long bidentate

beak
; scale short lanceolate, usually invisible.

Wet places and water holes. Common. June, July.
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Readily identified by the clustered spikes and reflexed

perigynia.

Yar. Hartii Gray. Slender ; fertile spikes more or less dis-

tant, stalked, loosely flowered
;
perigynia slightly reflexed. (C.

Hartii Dew.) This is regarded by Prof. Britton as a distinct

species.

128. Carex Tuckermani Dew.

Stems l£°-3° high, stout, the acute angles rough ; leaves rough
?

wide, exceeding the culm; stiminate spikes 1-3, cylin-

drical, long, on a stalk $'-V in length, the lowest some-

times with a few pistillate flowers at its base; pistillate spikes

2-4, densely flowered, oblong or cylindrical, f'-il in length, 4"-6"

thick, rather distant, the uppermost sessile, erect -spreading, the

remainder peduncled, the lowest sometimes remote and droop-

ing
; bracts leaf like, sheathless, longer than the culm

;
perigynia

large, ovate, prominently nerved, thin, 4f"-5" long, 2|
//-3 //

thick,

contracted into a slender bidentate beak, twice the length of the

lanceolate acute or pointed scale.

Wet places in shaded stations or open fields. Common. June,

July.

The rather short thick spikes and the large ovate shining peri-

gynia are characteristic of this species. When very young the

perigynia of this species and of C. intumescens, C. Grayii and

some others with inflated perigynia are very pale or almost

white.

129. Carex bullata Schk.

Stems l°-2 =
high, slender, erect, acutely angled, rough above,

smooth below the middle, dark purple and fibrillose at the base;

leaves smooth or roughish, stiff, mostly erect, V'-li" wide, about

the length of the culm ; staminate spikes 2-3, cylindrical or sub-

clavate, in length on stalks 6"-9"long; pistillate spikes

1-2, densely flowered, 6"-t>" (rarely 1') long, 3"-5" thick, sessile

and erect, or, when 2, approximate or remote, the uppermost

short-stalked or sessile, the lowest on a slender peduncle Y long

or less, erect or slightly spreading ; bracts leafy with obsolete

sheaths, usually exceeding the culm
;
perigynia ovate, much in-

flated, nerved, thick, shining, widely divergent, tapering into a

long, smooth or minutely roughened, bidentate beak, longer than

the lanceolate acute or obtuse scale. .
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A very rare species but one well marked by its 1-2 short thick

spikes, and its large shining widely divergent perigynia. No
specimens of it are in the State Herbarium, but it is said to occur

in Westchester county and in the valley of the Mohawk.

130. Carex monile Tuckm.

Stems 2°-3° high, slender, erect, rough on the acute angles

above the middle ; leaves longer than the culm, 1J*-2J-* wide,

rough at the top and on the margins, lax and somewhat spread-

ing; staminate spikes 2-4, cylindrical or clavate, l'-lf in length,

usually on a stalk 1' long; pistillate spikes 1-3, densely

flowered, cylindrical, 1/-2J-' long, 3"-!/' thick, scattered, the

upper ones sessile and erect or erect-spreading, the lowest on a

slender spreading stalk J'-l' in length, or sometimes sessile and

erect ; bracts leaf-like, with obsolete sheaths, far surpassing the

culm; perigynia globose- ovate, much inflated, thin and papery,

nerved, somewhat divergent, gradually tapering into a long

bidentate beak, about twice the length of the acute or pointed

scale.

Wet places, margins of streams, etc. Common. July.

It may be known by the slender stems and lax leaves, and by

the 2-3" distant or remote, mostly erect, narrow, densely flowered

spikes, and the globose thin shining perigynia. Forms some-

times occur with a single pistillate spike, and such forms having

the spike unusually thick might easily be mistaken for C. bullata.

The species is very common in the Adirondack region.

131. Carex utriculata Boott.

Stems 2°-4° high, stout, acutely angled above the leaves, smooth,

flaccid, conspicuously reticulated below the middle; leaves sur-

passing the culm, 3
//-5" broad, nodulose-roughened, dark green;

staminate spikes 3-4-, the terminal one short stalked, the others

sessile, \'~^>' in length, the lowest with a slender bract exceeding its

spike; pistillate spikes 2-5, densely flowered, sometimes one or

more staminate at the apex, cylindrical, 11-4' long, 4"-6" thick,

scattered, the upper sessile, the lower short-stalked, all erect or

nearly so ; bracts leafy, the lowest short-sheathing, far surpass-

ing the culm
;
perigynia small, turgid-ovate, of a thick texture,

few-nerved, divergent, abruptly contracted into a cylindrical,

26
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sharply-toothed beak, longer than the lanceolate acute or awned
scale.

Swamps, bogs and margins of streams. Common. June, July.

The spikes are longer than in the last species, the perigynia

are smaller and firmer. The species may be recognized by the

nodose-netted stems and leaves. It is common in the Adirondack

region where there are small forms, Yar. minor Boott, with

spikes scarcely more than long.

132. Carex Schweinitzii Dew.

Stoloniferous ; stems l
c-2° high, erect, rough on the acute

angles ; leaves longer than the culm, l-$-"-3" broad or more
rough, yellowish-green ; staminate spikes 1-2, clavate, 9 "-12,

long on peduncles \'-V in length
;
pistillate spikes 3-4, densely

flowered, often loosely at the base, and sometimes compound,

occasionally staminate at the apex, cylindrical, T-2' long or

more, 3"-4/' thick, approximate, mostly on short spreading stalks,

or sometimes the lowest remote on a filiform nodding peduncle

2
/

-2-J-
/ long; bracts leaf-like, short sheathing or not sheathing,

longer than the culm
;
perigynia small, turgid-ovoid, few-nerved,

thin, divergent, gradually tapering into a slender bidentate beak,

nearly twice the length of the rough-awned scale.

Swamps and borders of streams. Oneida and Herkimer coun-

ties. Apparently rare or wanting elsewhere. June.

133. Carex longirostris Torr.

Stems i.0
/-S0 /

high, slender, erect, smooth ; leaves shorter than

the culm, iy'-fc" wide, rough, light or glaucous green ; staminate

spikes 2-3, clavate, %'-V long, short-peduncled, yellowish-white
;

pistillate spikes 2-5, loosely flowered, cylindrical, V-2 ;

long,

distant, the uppermost short-stalked and mostly erect, sometimes

half staminate above, the others on filiform, drooping peduncles

iy-6 ;

in length ; bracts leafy or the uppermost setaceous, the

lowe*t barely sheathing, shorter than the culm
;
perigynia

turgid-globular or globose-ovoid, 2-ribbed, nerveless, divergent,

smooth, very abruptly contracted into a slender bifid beak longer

than the body ; scale lanceolate, whitish, often with a long awn-

like point, equal to or a little shorter than the perigynia.

Dry rocky places in woods or clearings. Not common. June.

A form with spikes less than one inch long is Yar. minor

Boott.
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IF.)

EDIBLE AND POISONOUS FUNGI OF NEW YORK.

The figures and descriptions of the ' Edible and Poisonous

Fungi of New York " here given have been prepared with a

view to meet a growing and popular demand for information

concerning a much-neglected department of economic botany
y

and to facilitate and encourage a more general acquisition of a

knowledge of the natural food products of our State. Many
who would gladly avail themselves of: the agreeable and highly

nutritious food afforded by our edible fungi are debarred from

doing so by a lack of the knowledge necessary for a proper dis-

crimination between the edible and the poisonous or worthless

species. With this knowledge, the fear of the bad would no

longer prevent the use of the good. With it many whose cir-

cumstances are such as to make it difficult or impossible to pro-

cure an adequate supply of animal food might often obtain a

very good substitute for it by the slight labor of gathering it in

the fields and woods.

European works on this subject are less satisfactory, because

the species in this country are not wholly the same as in that.

Some of them are not readily procurable because of their high

price, others and cheaper ones are less desirable because of

deficiency in the number or the character of their illustrations.

It has been the purpose of the writer in his attempt to elucidate

this subject to be satisfactorily profuse in illustrations. The plates

are of such dimensions as to admit of figures of natural size in

all except a single species. Whenever it was necessary a whole

plate has been devoted to a single species. In nearly all cases the

appearance of the young as well as of the mature plant has been

shown, and in several instances well-marked varieties have also been

illustrated. For the benefit of the botanical student the spores

of each species have been figured, magnified to a uniform scale

of four hundred diameters. A compound microscope and a

micrometer are necessary to ascertain the shape and size of the

spore.

Of each species a brief diagnosis or botanical description is-

first given for the use of botanists. This is followed by a more
full description in plain and simple language which may readily
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be comprehended by the general reader. This description has

been made as concise as was compatible with completeness and
with the avoidance of technical terms. It is supplemented by a
statement of the usual dimensions of the plant, its habitat or

usual place of growth, its time of appearance, its qualities as an
esculent and its relations or resemblances to other species.

Sixty-three edible species have been figured on thirty-nine

plates, three poisonous ones on three plates and one unwholesome

one on one plate. Of the sixty-three edible species, about forty

have been tested as to their edible qualities by the writer. Of
the remainder, all save four have been eaten without harm by
some of his acquaintances or correspondents. The four unproved

species have been recorded as edible by various writers and no
word of suspicion has ever been raised against them, so that ife

may be asserted most confidently that no species here represented

as edible is at all dangerous or deleterious if used with modera-

tion and after proper selection and preparation. All the species

are not equally sapid, tender or desirable, but any of them may
be eaten with perfect safety, if collected in good condition and

eaten in reasonable quantity. Nine of these species were first

published as edible in the State Museum reports, seven having

been proved by the writer, two by his friends.

Other species belonging to our flora have been classed as

edible by various writers, but they are not included in the present

work, because opportunity has not yet been found for a personal

trial of their edible qualities or for making accurate figures of

them. It is to be hoped that in due time it may be possible to

include them in a supplementary publication which shall com-

plete this work.

That there are dangerous species whose use as food should be

most carefully avoided is an acknowledged fact, but the number

of such species is far less than many suppose. According to the

authority of those who have especially investigated this subject,

the dangerously poisonous species found in this country all

belong to a single genus, Amanita. About a dozen species of

this genus have been found in our State, and of these, two are

known to be harmless and edible, three or four only are

commonly classed as poisonous, and probably a single one of

these is responsible for a vast majority of the fatal accidents
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resulting from "mushroom poisoning." There are, however,

some species in other genera that are capable of causing nausea,

vomiting and derangement of the digestive organs. They are

unwholesome because of their persistently bitter, acrid or other-

wise disagreeable flavor, or because of toughness of texture or

the possession of some quality repugnant to the stomach. They

may indeed cause sickness and vomiting, but the irritation they

induce is soon apparent and quickly causes the rejection from the

system of the offending substance and then the normal condition

of the system is soon restored. Sometimes recovery in such cases

may be hastened by the administration of some simple emetic

which will assist the stomach in its efforts to expel the unwhole-

some material.

The dangerous species do not appear to possess such irritating

qualities. The symptoms of sickness do not appear till several

hours after eating, generally eight to fifteen. Then the face

exhibits an ashy paleness, there is distress in the region of the

stomach, resulting in nausea, vomiting and relaxation of the

bowels, the extremities become cold, the pulse feeble, the sight

affected, and finally stupor and death follow if relief is not

obtained. To this kind of poisoning, atropine, the active

principle of Atropa belladonna, has been found to be an antidote.

It has been administered in doses of to of a grain accord-

ing to the severity of the case, and the dose may be repeated if

necessary. It should be administered in subcutaneous injections.

For two thousand years or more people have made use of mush-

rooms for food and from time to time death has resulted from

their use, either through ignorance or carelessness. Still men
persist in their use, and those who would use them if they dared

frequently ask how they may distinguish mushrooms from toad-

stools, the word " toadstools " indicating to them poisonous or

harmful species. Many attempts have been made to answer this

question and many rules have been formulated by the observance

of which, it has been claimed, all difficulty and danger would be

avoided. Some of these rules are entirely unreliable and to

others there are so many exceptions that they are misleading and

practically worthless. The rules vary according to the stand-

point of the one proposing them. One who considers the Com-
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mon mushroom the only edible species seeks to separate it from

all others, and says " avoid all which have white gills and a hol-

low stem." This rule precludes the use of many mushrooms
which are just as good as the one it sustains, and at the same

time it is not definite enough to limit the selection to the one

intended. Another, thinking of the Delicious lactarius which

has an orange-colored juice, says " reject all such as have a white

milky juice." This rule forbids the use of several species of lac-

tarius that are no more harmful and scarcely less sapid than the

Delicious lactarius. Again we are told by some one who has in

mind the poisonous amanitas, to "discard all mushrooms that

have a warty cap or a membranous sheath at the bottom of the

stem." This would be a very good rule if we might add

to it the sentence, unless you know the species to be edible

and safe. The Orange mushroom, which is deemed an edible

species of first quality, has a membranous sheath at the base

of the stem, and the fteddish amanita has a warty cap and

yet is not only harmless but very good, so that the rule which

would forbid the use of these species excludes more than is neces-

sary. The same may be said of those directions which require

the rejection of all mushrooms having a viscid cap or an acrid

taste or whose flesh on being broken quickly changes to a blue

color. And as to the old-fashioned silver spoon test, by which it

was thought that a silver spoon thrust among cooking mushrooms

would be quickly tarnished if they were poisonous and remain

bright if they were edible, that was long ago proved to be most

unreliable by a fatal experiment in which several persons lost

their lives because the cook put confidence it. We are, therefore,

forced to conclude that no abstract rule is at present known by

which the good can in every case be separated from the bad.

The only safe and reasonable way to do this is to learn to recog-

nize each species by its own peculiar specific characters. It is in

this way that we recognize the useful and esculent species among
flowering plants, and it must be in this way that we select our

edible mushrooms. A little more care may be necessary in one

case than in the other, because of a closer resemblance in some

cases between good and bad mushrooms than between good and

bad flowering plants. The principle that is to govern in this
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matter is the same in both cases. The greater the number

of edible species clearly recognizable by any one the greater the

Held from which he may draw his supplies. If he is acquainted

with but one species he should limit his use of mushro »ms to that

one species, unless he can avail himself of the more extensive

knowledge of some one else or unless he is willing to take the

risk of eating some poisonous or unwholesome species. In a few

instances it is possible to affirm of certain groups of species or of

certain genera, that no deleterious species are known in them.

Thus we have in this State six species of morels and no morel is

known to be poisonous. It is, therefore, possible for any one

who is able to separate a morel from all other fungi, to eat

morels with considerable confidence though he may not be able

to distinguish one species of morel from another. The same

may be said of puff balls. No harmful species is known among
them, and he who can discriminate between puff balls and all

other fungi does not incur very much risk in eating any puff ball

of good flavor, though he may not be able to distinguish the

species from each other. The probability is that he will suffer

no harm by so doing, but there is not absolute safety. It is

possible that some rare species exists having deleterious qualities

which have not yet been ascertained by experiment, hence the

lack of absolute certainty; for we know by experience among
the amanitas that excellent edible species may exist in the same

genus with and be closely related botanically to dangerously

poisonous species. Therefore, those rules which say all morels,

all puff balls, and all fairy clubs may safely be eaten are too

sweeping, and would be better if modified by the words, "so far

as known."

Many mushrooms have a farinaceous taste or odor, or both

taste and od >r are of this character. Some have thought that all

species having this meal like flavor are edible, and indeed many
of them are, and no dangerously poisonous species is known to

have it. But occasionally a species has this flavor combined with,

or followed by a bitter or otherwise disagreeable flavor which

would at least render the mushroom undesirable if not unwhole-

some. So that rules designed to aid in the selection of edible

species have their exceptions and their weak points as well as the

rules designed to protect us against the poisonous species. There
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is, therefore, no escape from the necessity of acquiring a knowl-

edge of each species we would utilize, sufficiently clear and exact

to enable us to distinguish it from all others. Whatever value

investigators and experimenters, who are willing to take some

risks for the good of others, may find in such rules or general

principles, it is evident that they are not sufficiently definite,

exact and reliable for general use. To any one willing to avail

himself of the experience of others and to apply himself suffi-

ciently to learn to recognize the^species they have found to be

edible, nature opens a field productive of much palatable and

nutritious food, which is too often left to decay where it grew.

But some care is necessary in the selection of specimens of

species known to be edible. The plants selected should be in

good condition. Well grown, sound, fresh specimens only should

be chosen. Old, partly-decayed, water-soaked, worm-eaten or

withered plants should be discarded. Even young and sound

ones should not be kept too long before they are cooked. They

are in some cases very perishable and deteriorate rapidly. If

more have been collected at one time than are needed for a single

meal it will generally be better to cook them all at once and keep

them in a refrigerator in the cooked rather than in the raw state.

As a rule it is better to cook them the same day they are col-

lected. In the case of the inky fungi this will be absolutely

necessary, for they will not keep in good condition from one day

till the next. Some of the species literally grow up in a night and

perish in a day. These also should be cooked with great prompt-

ness, for they are only desirable while young and before the gills

have begun to change to a black inky liquid. Puff balls should

only be used while the inner flesh is pure and white. When the

yellowish stains of maturity begin to appear they are no longer

fit for food. No one would think of eating them after the flesh

has changed to the cottony dusty mass of maturity.

Many insects are fond of mushrooms. Both they and their

larvae feed on them and the latter often live in them. A mush-

room may appear fair externally, but if it is cut or broken its

flesh may be seen to be full of holes or galleries excavated by

larvae, and perhaps a colony of the larvae themselves may be

found within. It is needless to say that such specimens are
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unfit for food. Strange as it may seem, a colony of larva?

in the lower part of the stem of a mushroom will some-

times affect disastrously the flavor of the cap or upper

part which they have not yet invaded. This fact may explain in

part the varying opinions of different writers concerning the

flavor and edible qualities of certain mushrooms. Slight differ-

ences in flavor may also be attributed to differences in the char-

acter of the soil in which they grow, the amount of moisture in

the atmosphere, degree of temperature, age and rapidity of

growth and to exposure to the sun and wind. Old and slowly-

developed individuals are likely to be less tender than young and

rapidly growing ones. Differences in individual tastes will also

account in part for differences of opinion on this point. There

are also peculiarities of constitution which have given origin to

the saying, " What is one man's meat is another man's poison.

"

One person can eat no egg, nor anything into which egg enters

as an ingredient, without suffering or sickness. Another is made
sick by eating strawberries, nevertheless egg and strawberries

are not classed as poisonous. Still it is possible that some fungi

as harmless as egg and strawberries may have been charged with

poisonous qualities from some such accidental circumstance or

individual peculiarity.

In collecting mushrooms for the table it is well, in all cases in

which the stems are too tough for food, to cut the caps from the

stems. In this way much dirt and useless material will be left

where it belongs, and it will be possible in many cases to ascer-

tain if the caps have been attacked by insects. Most often the

larvae mine their way up from the ground through the central

part of the stem to the cap, and by cutting the cap from the

stem their holes or galleries are exposed to view. In but few

species are the stems sufficiently tender to be used. Some have

recommended that the caps be placed in the collecting basket in

an inverted position, for if placed in their natural position with

gills downward they will drop their spores and their flavor will

be impaired. It is very doubtful if this partial loss of spores

affects the flavor in any appreciable degree. If more than one

species should be taken during the same excursion it would be

well to keep them separate from each other by wrapping each

27
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species in a piece of paper by itself. This precaution is not

necessary if the species are so distinct in color, shape or size that

they can readily be separated from each other at home, or if they

are so similar in flavor and texture that they may be treated

alike in cooking without any detriment to their esculent qualities.

Should a doubt arise at any time, concerning the identity of a

supposed edible species, do not use such a mushroom until all

doubt on this point has been banished. If it is thought desirable

to compare the plant with the published figures and descriptions

for the purpose of identifying the species, select for this purpose

sound specimens which represent both the young and the mature

forms, that all the specific characters may be shown. Take the

specimens up carefully from their place of growth, removing all

the loose dirt from the base of the stem. Wrap the specimens

carefully in soft paper or large green leaves that they may be

kept as fresh as possible till the time of examination. On reach-

ing home, lose no time in making the examination for in some

species there are evanescent characters which will not be available

after a few hours' delay. In one family of fungi the color of the

spores is an important character and a great aid in the identi-

fication of species. The color of the spores in many species is

the same as or similar to the color of the mature gills, but there

are so many exceptions that explicit directions for ascertaining

their color will be given in another place.

In the preparation of mushrooms for cooking, the utmost

cleanliness should be observed. Some have the upper surface of

the cap covered with a sticky, viscid or glutinous substance when

fresh. This often causes bits of dirt, leaves or sticks to adhere to

the cap tenaciously. In such cases it is generally best to remove

this rubbish by peeling the caps. In other cases the dirt may be

wiped away with a damp cloth or towel, or washed off and then

the surface dried with a towel. It is also well to peel those

having a thick tough skin. In boleti, the stratum of pores on

the lower surface of the cap is apt to form a mucilaginous or,

slimy disagreeable mass in cooking. It is, therefore, well to;

remove it before cooking. It is easily separable from the cap

and can readily be removed by pressing it outwardly from the

stem with a knife blade. In very large thick-fleshed specimens

it is best to cut in slices or chop in small pieces.
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The proper method of cooking will depend somewhat on

the kind of mushroom, the tastes of those that are to eat

them and the conveniences at hand. Many of them can

be cooked in the same manner as a beefsteak. It is

customary to cook them in a very simple manner, either

by frying in butter or broiling gently with a little butter

added and seasoning to taste. They may also be stewed or

baked. The skillful cook will devise many ways of cooking them

and various recipes will be found in cook books and in works on

edible fungi. Too much cooking may spoil a mushroom as well

as an oyster or a tender beefsteak. My efforts to make a tough

mushroom tender by steaming have not been successful, but the

experiments have not been numerous nor long continued.

Species too tough to be eaten with pleasure or digested with

comfort have sometimes been utilized by making of them a kind

of soup or broth which could be eaten with relish and comfort.

Sometimes mushrooms are used in small quantity to give flavor

to meats or other dishes. Those of inferior flavor are sometimes

made more agreeable by cooking with them a few specimens of

some more highly flavored species. The same species may vary

in flavor according to the method of cooking and the kind of

seasoning used as well as by reason of the circumstances previously

mentioned.

Mushrooms may be dried and kept for future use. The best

method of drying them is to place them in a current of warm air.

Dry them as quickly as possible without burning them, and keep

the drying process in operation till completed. A common fruit

evaporator would doubtless be a good instrument for drying

them. The drying of thick and moist ones would be facilitated

by cutting them in slices.

The general opinion is that mushrooms constitute a very nutri-

tious and sustaining diet. Chemical analysis and personal

experience indicate this. The former has shown that in

their dry matter they contain from twenty to fifty per cent,

of protein or nitrogenous material. They may, therefore,

well be called a kind of vegetable meat and be used as

a substitute for animal food. Like other vegetables, they are

largely composed of water, which is from eighty to ninety

per cent, of the whole. In consequence of this they shrink greatly
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in drying and lose much weight. The presence of so much nitro-

genous material induces rapid decay and loathsome decomposition

in them. It should also teach moderation in their use as food.

A hearty meal on mushrooms alone would be about as reasonable

as a dinner on nothing but beefsteak, and might be expected to

be followed by similar ill consequences. Gormandizing is not

commendable under any circumstances nor with any kind of

food. But especially should it be avoided in mushroom eating,

for the human system demands but small quantities of the nitro-

genous elements which enter into its composition. An excessive

amount is sure to be hurtful, but eaten in moderate quantity it is

easily digestible, acceptable and beneficial. The digestive organs

of the writer are not strong by nature and are easily affected by

unfavorable treatment or indigestible substances, yet he has never

experienced any discomfort from eating mushrooms. He has

eaten them frequently, partaken of many different species, and

experimented with a considerable number of species not classified

as edible. The explanation is simple. They have always been

eaten in moderate quantity. In my opinion, cases of sickness

and digestive derangement that have been attributed to poison-

ous properties of mushrooms are sometimes really due to the

excessive use of species that otherwise are perfectly harmless.

In some countries where edible fungi are commonly and exten-

sively employed as food, even species which we regard as

unwholesome are utilized. They are soaked in vinegar or in salt

water for the purpose of destroying or rendering inert their

noxious properties. They are then carefully washed and thrown

into hot water for a short time, after which they are treated in

the usual way. This practice is not recommended. Aside from

the danger arising from the inefficiency of the treatment in somet

cases, it is very improbable that any mushrooms so treated would

still retain a very agreeable flavor. There is, besides, no need of

running any risks with doubtful or suspected species, for the

number of those known to be good and safe is sufficiently great

to satisfy all reasonable demands. Possibly the time may yet

come when the noxious properties of poisonous mushrooms may
be utilized with advantage in medicine, but such species should

not be used as food. He who is too ignorant to recognize with;

confidence the species known to be good, would better abstain
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rom such food entirely unless he can avail himself of the knowl-

dge of some one who can recognize them.

A few edible fungi appear early in the season, but with us

uly, August and September are the months when the greatest

ariety is to be found. The morels occur in May and June. The
'airy-ring mushroom and the Glistening coprinus sometimes

,ppear in June, and successive crops follow from time to time

whenever the weather is favorable. During warm, showery

reather in July and August most of our edible boleti are to be

ound.

A few of the species continue in September. The latter part

f August and the first half of September will bring the Common
lushroom and the Horse mushroom, the weather conditions

•eing right. Excessively dry weather and prevailing cold

leather are unfavorable to mushroom growth. Heat and moist-

.re combined are favorable. It sometimes happens when the

ields and open country are too dry for mushroom growth, a

canty supply may be found in deep woods and shady swamps,

t would be useless to look in such places for the Common mush-

oom and the Fairy-ring mushroom, for they do not grow in

roods; but the Delicious lactarius, the Involute paxillus, the

lough-stemmed boletus and the Chantarelle may be found there,

'he Oyster pleurotus and the Sapid pleurotus may be found in

roods or clearings at any time between June and October, pro-

ided there is sufficient rain to induce growth, but the Honey-

olored armillaria, the Imbricated tri^holoma, the Masked tricho-

ma and the Elm pleurotus will rarely be found before the last

reek in August or the first of September. Let no one expect to

nd the Granulated boletus, the Yellowish-brown boletus or the

mall Yellowish boletus except in the immediate vicinity of pine

pees or in places where pine trees have grown. These hints

lay be something of a guide to the inexperienced mushroom
unter. The dates and habitat given under the description of

ach species will furnish more full and definite information on

bis subject.

Before proceeding to the description of species it may be well

o explain certain technical terms it may be convenient or

ecessary to use. For illustration of some of the following terms

3e Plate A and its explanation.
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The substance of a mushroom takes the narae/esA though it is

quite unlike animal flesh in texture and appearance. Most mush-

rooms have an expanded part called the cap botanically known as

the pileus. This is generally supported on a stem, but in the

absence of a stem the cap is sessile. It varies much in shape in

different species and even in the same species in different stages

of development. In some mushrooms thin vertical plates or

membranes radiate from the stem to the margin of the cap, or

in the absence of a stem, from the point of attachment of the cap

to its free margin. These are called lamellae or gills. Shorter

ones intervene toward the margin of the cap to fill the spaces

that would otherwise be left vacant. The gills are attached by

their upper edge to the lower surface of the cap and often by.

their inner extremity to the stem. They are adnate when

attached to the stem by the whole width of their inner extremity

adnexed, when attached by a part of their width only, decurrent
y

when they run down on the stem, gradually tapering to a point,

and/>^ when not attached to the stem. Sometimes their lower

edge is notched or excavated at or near the stem, which fact is

designated by the words emarginate or sinuate.

In some, the lower surface of the cap is full of small holes or

cells, called pores. These are so small in some species that they

are scarcely noticeable but generally they are easily visible

They stand like tubes in a vertical position, side by side, with the

openings or mouths downward. Theoretically they may be sup-

posed to be formed by numerous gills connected by frequent par-

titions or transverse membranes.

In still another group of mushrooms the lower surface of the

cap has neither gills nor pores, but instead there are numerous

spine-like or awl-shaped projecting points called teeth. It is very

much as if closely placed gills had been deeply, regularly and

finely notched or gashed, but the teeth are not arranged in reg-

ular radiating rows, as they would be if actually formed in this

way.

The upper surface of the cap is glabrous when it is smooth or

free from hairs, fibrils or scales ; even when it has no pits, ridges

or other inequalities
;
silky when adorned with soft, close-pressed

fibrils
;

fibrillose if these fibrils are harsher and looser
;

floocose
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when they are soft, short and collected in little floes or tufts
;

tomentose when crisped and interwoven so as to form a woolly

surface; squamose or scaly when coarse and collected in tufts,

also when the cuticle breaks or cracks into small flakes or spot-

like patches. These same terms are also applicable under the

same conditions to the surface of the stem. The cap is also said

to be umbonate when it has a small projection or boss on its

center ; umbiticate if it has a small central cavity or umbilicus,

and hygrophanous when it has a soaked or watery appearance,

the loss of which by drying is accompanied by some change in

color. The margin of the cap is striate when marked by nearly

parallel radiating lines. If these lines are very slight or are

visible only in the moist or hygrophanous state the fact is indi-

cated by the term st/iatulate.

The stem is equal or cylindrical when it is of uniform diameter

in all its length
;
bulbous, when more or less abruptly enlarged at

its base
; stuffed, when its interior or central part is of a softer or

looser texture than the exterior. In some mushrooms a thin

membrane, in others a mass of webby filaments, stretches from the

stem to the margin of the cap and conceals the gills in the young

plant, but as the cap expands, this membrane, called the veil,

usually separates from the margin of the cap and adheres to the

stem, forming around it a ring or collar, botanically known as an

annulus.

In a few species the young plant is wholly enveloped in a

membranous or somewhat tomentose volva or wrapper, but this

is soon ruptured by the growing plant and its remains are in

some cases entirely left at the base of the stem, in others they

partly adhere to the upper surface of the cap in the form of warts,

or more rarely and exceptionally in a few small irregular patches.

The dangerously poisonous species occur in a genus in which

the volva is a prominent character.

The spores are the seeds or reproductive bodies of mushrooms.

They are as fine as dust and are invisible to the naked eye except

when collected together in great numbers or in masses. The
hymenium is the surface or part of the plant immediately con-

cerned in the production of the spores, and the hymenophore or

hymtnophorum is the part that supports the hymenium. In the

Common mushroom and many others as well, the spores develop
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on certain specialized cells called basidia (basidium in the singular)

on each of which four spores usually develop. In the morels, these

specialized cells are elongated into cylindrical membranous sacks

called asoi (ascus in the singular), in each of which eight spores

usually develop. In germination the spores send out slender

threads or filaments called mycelium by botanists, but commonly
known as spaion. The mycelium permeates the soil or other

substance on which the mushroom grows and under favorable

circumstances develops a crop of mushrooms of its own species.

The method and place of spore development furnishes the basis

for the primary classification of fungi. The best way to acquire

a knowledge of our edible mushrooms is to study them in the

light of the primary characters employed in botanical classifica-

tion and, therefore, in their natural relations to each other. It is

my plan to arrange and describe them in their respective classes,

families and genera. It will be seen that the species here

described are all included in three great groups or classes, whose

names and distinguishing characters may be expressed in the

following general manner

:

Gasteromyceteae. Fungi whose spores are produced in the

interior of the plant. Example. Puff balls.

Discomyceteae. Fungi whose spores are produced on the

upper or exterior surface of the cap and are contained in delicate

membranous sacks. Example. Morels.

Hymenomycetese. Fungi whose spores are produced on the

lower surface of the cap. Example. Common mushroom.

In the last class there are a few species in which no cap is

developed. In these the spores are produced on the exterior of

upright simple stem-like plants, or of the branches of upright

bush-like plants, or on the upper surface of jelly-like irregularly

expanded plants. None of the gelatinous plants will be

described and only a few species of the other exceptional cases.

These species all belong to the single genus Clavaria.

The spore-bearing surface, or hymenium, is generally recog-

nizable, even to the naked eye, by its smooth, delicate, waxy

appearance, which is quite unlike that of the sterile surfaces.

In most of the cap bearing mushrooms the lower surface of

the cap is furnished with special organs on whose surfaces the

spores are produced. These are in the forms known as gills,
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pores and teeth, and these organs furnish the characters on

which the three principal families of the Ilynienomyceteae are

founded. These characters will be more fully discussed in their

proper place.

Gasteromyceteae.

Puff Balls.

Puff balls belong to the class of fungi to which botanists have

given the name Gasteromyceteae. This name may be translated

stomach fungi. It has reference to the fact that those plants

which belong to this class have their stomach, that is, their

whole interior, filled with spores when mature. The spores are

developed on basidia as in the Hymenomycetese.

These are among the most easily recognized of fungi and the

larger species in their early state are among the best of our

edible species. Almost every country lad is familiar with the

globular plants with papery rind stuffed full of a mass of brown

dust like material intermingled with cottony filaments. Time
and again these have been seen lying on the ground or adhering

to old stumps or the dead trunks of trees, and often have they

afforded amusement by being subjected to sudden pressure

between thumb and fingers that there might be seen the little

cloud of dust-like spores belched forth like a miniature puff of

smoke, and like smoke quickly vanishing in the air. But no one

would think these good to eat, nor indeed are they while in this

condition. But most puff balls are white within when young

and their substance is then of a soft fleshy texture very unlike

the dusty mass that fills them in mature age. And it is only

while they are ivhite within that they are fitforfood. When they

reach maturity the flesh at first assumes greenish-yellow or

brownish-yellow hues and is apt to become moist or watery.

They are then spoiled for edible purposes.

Lycoperdon Toum.

Most of our puff balls and both the edible species here noticed

belong to the genus Lycoperdon. There are about twenty species

of this genus found in our State, but most of them are quite small,

being less than two inches in diameter. They are naturally and

botanically divided into two groups characterized by the manner

28
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in which they open for the dispersion of the spores. In one

group the rind of the mature plant breaks into irregular frag-

ments in the upper part of the plant, and gradually falls away
exposing the mass of spores and permitting them to be

disseminated by the wind. In the other group the rind opens by

a small nearly circular but somewhat ragged apical aperture.

This group includes nearly all of the smaller species, and the rind

is generally thinner and more papery than in the others. Both

the edible species here described belong to the first group. Some
botanists have considered this group as worthy of generic dis-

tinction and have applied the name Calvatia to it, but for our

present purpose the original names of the species are deemed

preferable.

No deleterious species of puff ball is known, but so far as my
experiments have gone the small species are inferior in flavor to

the large ones, and these only are at present recommended for

food. Possibly some of the untried small species may be as

agreeably flavored as the large ones, and perhaps improved

methods of cooking may give a more agreeable dish from those

already tried. We have two species of Bovista, a kind of puff

ball differing slightly from lycoperdons in the more perfectly

globular shape and in the more tough and smooth rind of the

mature plant. These are the Lead-colored bovista, Bovista

plumbea, and the Ball shape bovista, Bovista pita, both of which

are pronounced edible by Professor W. Trelease, but as I have

not tried them they are dismissed from further consideration at

present.

The genus Scleroderma is allied to our common puff balls and

would naturally be classed with them in the popular mind. The
species differ from puff balls in their thicker rind and in having a

colored flesh even in the immature state. I suspect that their

disagreeable flavor has kept them out of the list of edible species,

but one correspondent affirms that he has eaten these fungi and

considers them good.

The two species of puff ball now to be described may be con-

trasted as follows :

Plant 8 to 15 inches in diameter, spore mass olivaceous, L. giganteum*

Plant 3 to 6 inches in diameter, spores mass purplish . . . L. cyathiforme.
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Lycoperdon giganteum Batsch.

Giant Puff Ball.

Plate 1

.

Peridium very large, globose or depressed-globose, sessile or

nearly so, glabrous or slightly flocculose, white, whitish or

slightly yellowish, becoming dingy with age; capillitium and

spores greenish-yellow, then dingy-olivaceous
;
spores globose,

about .00016 in. broad.

The Giant puff ball is our largest species. Its diameter is

commonly eight to fifteen inches, but sometimes it attains even

larger dimensions. Its horizontal diameter is often greater than

its altitude. Its rind is smooth and white or whitish, but as it

grows old it becomes yellowish and dusky. The flesh is at first

white but with maturity it assumes greenish-yellow hues and

when it becomes dusty it is brownish or brownish-olivaceous.

It grows in grassy places and appears in August and Septem-

ber. It is not common, but owing to its large size a single one is

sufficient for a meal for a large family. Indeed one writer

advises that, when one is found growing near the house, it should

not all be taken at once, but that a sufficient quantity of it

should be taken for a meal and another portion be cut from it

the next day for another meal, and so on until it is all utilized

or until it is too old for use. The largest specimens are apt to

be depressed so as to resemble in shape a round loaf of bread.

Lycoperdon cyathiforme Bosc.

Cup-Shaped Puff Ball.

Plate 2.

Peridium three to six inches in diameter, globose or depressed-

globose, smooth or minutely floccose or scaly, whitish cinereous

brown or pinkish-brown, often cracking into areas in the upper

part, commonly with a short thick stem-like base
;
capillitium and

spores purple-brown, these and the upper part of the peridium

falling away and disappearing when old, leaving a cup-shaped

base with a ragged margin
;
spores globose, rough, purple-brown,

.0002 to .00025 in. broad.

The Cup shaped puff ball is smaller than the Giant puff ball and

more common. Ordinarily it is from three to six inches in

diameter. It is at first white, whitish or brownish, but it is apt
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to become darker with age, assuming brown or pinkish-brown

hues. The upper part often cracks into angular areas or patches,

the chinks being paler than the surface. When fully mature the

upper part of the rind breaks up into fragments which fall away
revealing the dull purplish-brown mass of spores and filaments

within. After these have disappeared there still remains a cup-

shaped base which is suggestive of the name of this puff ball and

which sometimes persists all winter. From such an effete

specimen the species was first named and described.

This species grows in pastures, sometimes in cultivated ground.

It appears in August and September. In preparing it and the

preceding species for the table select immature specimens whose

flesh is yet pure white. Peel them and cut the flesh into slices

one-fourth to one-half an inch thick. These slices may be fried

in butter and seasoned according to taste or they may first be

dipped in beaten egg and then fried and seasoned. In this way
they make a kind of mushroom fritters or omelet that is liked by

almost every one. If preferred, the beaten egg may be thickened

with bread crumbs or crushed cracker. Some who are very fond

of the Common mushroom fry the plain slices in butter, adding a

mushroom or two to increase the true mushroom flavor, or they

stew them in milk or cream, adding mushrooms if convenient, as

before.

Discomyceteae.

Morels, Helvellas and Mitrula.

The Discomyceteae or dish fungi are evidently so named

because in many of the species the fertile or spore-bearing sur-

face is flat like a disk. It includes also many cup-shaped fungi

in which the fertile surface is concave like the inside of a saucer

or cup. But in the group which contains the edible species here

to be noticed the fertile surface is neither flat nor concave, but

decidedly convex, conical, oval or even cylindrical or club

shaped. In some species also it is very irregular or uneven. In

all the species, however unlike they may be in other respects,

there is this agreement, the upper or exterior surface is the

spore-bearing surface and the spores are developed in thin mem-

branous sacks, not on basidia within the plant as in the case of

puff balls. In the morels and allied species the plant consists

of a stem and cap as in an ordinary mushroom, but these are
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very unlike the stem and cap of a mushroom in general appear-

ance. Our edible species are placed in four genera, whose

prominent distinctive characters, so far as our species are con-

cerned, may be ascertained from the following table

:

Cap coarsely pitted over its whole surface Morchella

.

Cap convolutely lobed Gyromitra.

Cap irregular or reflexed Helvella.

Cap club shaped, often irregularly so Mitrula.

Morchella Dill.

In the genus Morchella, to which the morels belong, the cap

is supported on a hollow stem and its whole surface is very un-

even by reason of a net-work of anastomosing or reticulated

ridges and their intervening cavities. This gives the surface a

pitted or honeycombed appearance. The ridges are blunt on the

edge. The spore sacks are imbedded in the whole surface, both

of pits and ridges, each sack usually containing eight spores, a

fact which can only be ascertained for one's self by the aid of a

microscope. In the mass, the spores are yellowish.

Six species have been found in our State. All are similar in

color, and the specific distinctions are not very sharp. They are

found chiefly in the size and shape of the cap. All are deemed

edible and similar in texture and flavor, and therefore the sepa-

ration of the species from each other is not of much practical

importance if they are sought for food only. The prevailing

color of the cap in young and growing plants is buff-yellow or

ochraceous, but as the plants become old or begin to dry, darker

hues are assumed. The stems are rather stout, white or whitish,

or barely tinged with yellow, and scurfy or at least not perfectly

smooth and polished. They are hollow and in plants in which

the margin of the cap is attached to the stem the cap also is hol-

low, the cavity being continuous between cap and stem.

The species may be arranged in two groups, in one of which

the margin of the cap is wholly attached to the stem, in the

other it is free.

All the species occur early in the season. They may be sought

in wet weather, in May and June. I have never found any of

them later than June. Most of them seem to prefer to grow un-

der or near pine and ash trees, though they are sometimes found

under other trees.
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There are two or three species of stink horn fungi, species of

Phallus, which, when old, bear some resemblance to morels.

They have a pitted cap supported on a stem, but the cap has an

opening in the top and the stem is porous, and besides, these

plants have such an intolerable odor that no one would think of

eating them. It is not likely that any one would mistake them

for morels.

In the annexed table the distinctive features of the species are

indicated. All the species are so much alike that the usual

botanical diagnosis will be omitted.

Margin of the cap united to the stem 1

Margin of the cap free from the stem 3

1 Cap rounded or oval M. esculenta.

l^Cap oblong or cylindrical M. deliciosa.

1 Cap conical or oblong-conical 2

2 Cap distinctly broader than the stem M. conica.

2 Cap scarcely broader than the stem M. angusticeps.

3 Cap free from the stem to the middle M. semilibera.

3 Cap free from the stem to the top M. bispora.

Morchella esculenta Pers.

Common Morel.

Plate 3. Figs. 1 to 3.

In the Common morel the cap is generally a little longer than

broad. It is sometimes nearly globose and sometimes slightly

narrowed toward the top. The pits or depressions in its surface

are rather broader than in other species and more rounded, thereby

giving the surface an appearance more like that of a honeycomb.

The plant is commonly two to four inches high, with a stem

a half inch or more thick.

It has long been known as an edible species, as its specific

name implies.

Morchella conica Pers.

Conical M rel.

Plate 4. Figs. 1 to 4.

The Conical morel has the cap conical or oblong-conical, as its

name indicates. The longitudinal ridges on its surface run more

regularly from top to base than in the Common morel. They are

connected by short transverse ridges which are so distant from

each other or so incomplete that the resulting pits or depressions
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are generally longer than broad, and sometimes rather irregular.

The color in the young plant is a beautiful buff-yellow or very

pale ochraceous, but it becomes darker with age.

The plants are generally three to five inches high, with the cap

one and a half to two inches thick in its broadest part, and dis-

tinctly broader than the stem.

This is similar to the Common morel in its esculent qualities

and is generally admitted by writers to be an excellent food and

of delicate flavor. It has been regarded by some as a mere

variety of the preceding species. Both may be found growing on

either sandy, gravelly or clayey soils.

Morchella angusticeps Peck.

Narrow cap Morel.

Plate 4. Figs. 5 to 9.

The Narrow cap morel differs from the Conical morel in its

generally smaller size, more pointed cap and comparatively

thicker stem. Generally the cap is scarcely thicker than the

stem, even at its base, which is its broadest part. It is long and

narrow and sometimes curved. In some specimens the stem is

widest at the top and gradually tapers toward the base as shown
in figure 5.

The plants are commonly two to three inches high, with the

cap generally less than an inch broad in its widest part, but some-

times much larger specimens occur.

Morchella deliciosa Fr.

Delicious Morel.

Plate 3. Figs. 4 to 7.

The Delicious morel is easily known by the shape of its cap,

which is cylindrical or nearly so. (Sometimes it is slightly nar-

rowed toward the top and occasionally curved, as in the preced-

ing species, but its long narrow shape and blunt apex is quite

strongly contrasted with that species. It is usually two or three

times as long as it is broad, and generally it is longer than the

stem. Specimens also occur in which the cap is slightly more nar-

row in the middle than it is above and below, and rarely it is

slightly pointed at the apex. The pits on its surface are rather

narrow and mostly longer than broad. The stem is often rather

short.
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The plant varies from one and a half to three inches high. It

is a rare species in our State.

The name indicates that the illustrious Fries, who originally

described the species, considered it an especially agreeable morel,

and indeed he says it is more sapid than the Common morel.

Roques sustains him in this opinion and Quelet speaks of it as

very fine and fragrant.

In the four species already described the margin of the cap is

united to or continuous with the top of the stem. In the two
remaining species the margin of the cap is free from the stem,

and consequently an open space intervenes between it and the

stem.
Morchella semilibera D C.

Half free Morel.

Plate 3. Figs. 11 to 13.

The Half free morel has a conical cap, the lower half of which

is free from the stem. It rarely exceeds an inch or an inch and

a half in length, and is usually much shorter than its stem. The
pits on its surface are longer than broad. Deformed specimens

occur in which the cap is hemispherical and very blunt or obtuse

at the apex; in others it is abruptly narrowed above and pointed.

The plants are two to four inches high. The species is rare

with us.

Some writers claim that its flavor is less agreeable than that of

the Common morel. The plants are so scarce that I have had no

opportunity to test its edible qualities.

The species was described by Persoon under the name Morchella

hybrida, a name having reference doubtless to the character of

the cap, which, by being half free, partakes of the nature of the

cap of an ordinary mushroom, while in other respects it retains

the features of the true morels. This name is adopted in Sylloge

Fungorum, but most English writers have employed the other.

Morchella bispora Sor.

Two-spobed Morel.

Plate 3. Figs. 8 to 10.

The Two spored morel is very similar to the Half free morel

in external appearance. It is distinguishable by its cap which is

free from the stem almost or quite to the top. The stem of the

European plant has been described as stuffed, but in our plants it
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is hollow, though possibly in very young plants it maybe stuffed.

The remarkable and very distinctive character which gives name

to the species, can only be seen by the aid of a microscope. In

this species there are only two spores in each ascus or sack and

these are much larger than the spores of the other species. They

are two or three times longer and sometimes slightly curved.

The spores of the other species are eight in an ascus and are very

much alike in size and shape, and do not furnish decided specific

characters ; but in this species their importance can not be over-

looked. Their length is about .0024 inch, while in the others it is

.0008 to .001 inch.

This is probably our rarest species. I am not aware that it

has been found in but one locality in our State. A few years

ago Mr. H. A. Warne detected it growing among fallen leaves

in a ravine near Oneida. I have not tested its edible qualities,

but would have no hesitation in eating it if opportunity should

be afforded.

Some writers speak highly of the edible quality of the morels,

others are less enthusiastic over them. My own limited experi-

ence leads to the conclusion that, as a rule, they are not very

highly flavored, though much better than some species classed as

edible. One correspondent says, " I do not think much of morels.

If cooked like mushrooms they become tough." And here, per-

haps, is one cause of dissatisfaction with them. They may be

spoiled by bad cooking. Some mushrooms are made more tough

by too severe cooking. It is better to let such kinds simmer

slowly over a gentle fire. One receipt for cooking morels says,

cut clean morels in halves, place in a stew pan with butter and

set over a fire. When the butter is melted add a little lemon

juice, salt and pepper. Then cook slowly for an hour, adding

from time to time small quantities of beef gravy.

Cooke speaks of morels in general as about the safest and most

delicious of edible fungi, and Cordier represents the Common
morel as a delicate food and one that is in general demand in

France. There is one thing in favor of morels. They are gen-

erally free from insects, and on this account their natural flavor

is unimpaired, and there is no loss from infested specimens.

Their flesh is rather brittle or fragile and more dry than that of

some mushrooms, in consequence of which they are easily dried

for future use. 29
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Gyromitra Fr.

The genus Gyromitra differs from Morchella in the character

of its cap. The surface of this is not pitted as in the morels,

but it is nevertheless very uneven, some parts being prominent

as if inflated, others depressed. These convexities and depres-

sions are so irregular and lobed that they suggest a faint resem-

blance to the convolutions of the brain. In other respects, and

especially in the spore characters, the relationship to the morels

is clear. Three species, Gyromitra esculenta, G. curtipes and

G. sphwrospora belong to our State, but the first one only is

common and known to be edible.

Gyromitra esculenta Fr.

Edible Helvella. Esculeht Gyromitra..

Plate 5. Figs. 1 to 3.

Fileus rounded, lobed, irregular, gyrose convolute, glabrous,

bay red ; stem stout, stuffed or hollow, whitish, often irregular

;

spores elliptical, binucleate, yellowish, .000S to .0009 inch long.

The Edible helvella, formerly known as Helvetia esculenta, is

easily recognized by its chestnut red irregularly rounded and

lobed cap with its brain-like convolutions. The margin of the

cap is attached to the stem in two or three places. When cut

through it is found to be hollow, whitish within and uneven,

with a few prominent irregular ribs or ridges. The stem is

whitish, slightly scurfy, and, when mature, hollow. In large

specimens it sometimes appears as if formed by the union of two

or more smaller ones.

The plant is two to four inches high and the cap commonly

two to three inches broad. Specimens sometimes occur weighing

a pound each. It is fond of sandy soil and is found in May and

June. It grows chiefly in wet weather or in wet ravines or

springy places in the vicinity of pine groves or pine trees

.

Cordier says that this species has an agreeable taste and is

highly esteemed. Also that it is sold in the German markets as a

true morel. I have repeatedly eaten it without experiencing any

evil consequences, but its flavor to me is not that of a first-class

mushroom. But it was simply fried in butter and seasoned with

salt. Perhaps with more elaborate preparation or with the

addition of a little lemon juice or vinegar its flavor might be

improved.
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Care should be taken by those eating it to use it with moder-

ation and not to cook very old or long-kept specimens. Sickness

has been known to result from eating freely of specimens that

had been kept twenty-four hours before being cooked. When
old and beginning to dry, the cap is apt to assume a darker or

brown color. Often the lower or unexposed surface of the cap

is paler than that which is more exposed to wind and sun.

Helvella L.

In the genus Helvella the cap is neither pitted nor convolutely

lobed, but it is, nevertheless, quite irregular and variously

reflexed, revolute or contorted so that in no two individuals, even

of the same species, does it appear exactly alike. The stem in

some species is stout and conspicuously marked by longitudinal

grooves or furrows and their intervening ribs or ridges. In some

species these furrows are continuous, in others, some of them are

interrupted or short. In one or two species the stems are slender

and even. All the species are rather small and scarce. They
grow chiefly in woods and do not appear as early in the season

as the morels and the Edible helvella. Though all are deemed
edible I have not found them in sufficient quantity to verify their

edible qualities and will describe only one of them.

Helvella crispa Fr.

White Helvella.

Plate 5. Figs. 4 to 7.

Pileus deflexed, lobed or variously contorted, white or whitish;

stem equal or slightly swollen at the base, deeply and interruptedly

grooved, white or whitish; spores elliptical, .0007 to .0009 inch long.

The White helvella is distinguished from all other helvellas by

its white or whitish color and by its peculiar stem, which is

strongly ribbed and deeply grooved, the grooves or furrows being

interrupted and varying much in length. A transverse section

of the stem shows that it contains several longitudinal cavities or

hollows. The cap is scarcely alike in any two individuals.

Often it is lobed or contorted in such a way as to form two or

more projecting points.

The plant is two to four inches high and the stem from one-

fourth to one-half an inch thick. It grows in woods in August
and September, but is not often plentiful.
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Most French authors say that it is excellent when young, and

Cooke says that when fresh it has a pleasant nutty flavor and is

an excellent substitute for morels. Badham also affirms that all

helvellas are esculent and have a general resemblance, in flavor,

to morels. I do not know of any deleterious fungus that could

reasonably be mistaken for this or any other helvella.

Mitrula Fr.

The genus Mitrula has been made by Saccardo in Sylloge Fun-

gorum to include species having a club-shaped cap. In conse-

quence of this enlargement of the generic character we find Geo-

glossum vitellinum Bres. and a variety of it, or a closely allied

species, Geoglossum irregulare Peck, placed with the mitrulas.

This pretty little fungus might easily be referred to the genus

Clavaria, but for the fact that its spores are contained in asci or

sacks. Nor is it sharply separated from the genus Geoglossum

except by its spore characters. The New York plant differs from

the European in its more compressed and irregular cap, and in

consequence it has been kept distinct as a variety, in Sylloge, and

stands as

Mitrula vitellina Sacc. var. irregularis Peck.

Irregular Mitrula.

Plate 5. Figs. 8 to 14.

Pileus clavate, often irregular or compressed and somewhat

lobed, obtuse, glabrous, yellow, tapering below into the short*

rather distinct, yellowish or whitish stem ; spores narrowly ellip-

tical, .0003 to .0004 inch long.

When the Irregular mitrula is well grown and symmetrical it

closely resembles the typical European plant, but usually the

clubs or caps are curved, twisted, compressed or lobed in such a

way that it is difficult to find two plants just alike. The plants

are usually only one or two inches high, so that they would

scarcely be thought of any importance as an edible species. But

sometimes it grows in considerable profusion in wet mossy places

in woods, so that it would not be difficult to gather a pint of them

in a short time. Its beautiful bright yellow color makes it a very

attractive object. It is our largest species of Mitrula and occurs

in autumn.
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It was first reported as an edible species in the Forty-second

Keport. Its flesh is tender and its flavor delicate and agreeable.

This plant was first described in 1879 in the Thirty-second

Keport, under the name Geoglossum irregulare. In 1882 Bresa-

dola published his Geoglossum vitellinum, from which our plant

differs so slightly that it has been considered a mere variety ;
and

in consequence of the irregularity in the publication of the

Thirty-second Keport, no extra copies having been ordered, the

later name has been given precedence.

Hymenomyceteae.

Mushrooms, Boleti and Fairy Clubs.

The mushrooms hereafter to be described belong to the very

large class of fungi known to botanists by the name Hymeno-

myceteae, a word composed of two parts, signifying membrane

fungi, and in its present use indicating that in these fungi

the spores are produced on thin or membranous parts or sur-

faces. In the Common mushroom and in all others of similar

structure, these spore-bearing membranes or surfaces are found

on the lower or under side of the cap. They are commonly

called gills, and have already been described. The spores are

produced on both surfaces of the gills, and when mature they

drop through the interspaces between the gills and fall to the earth

below or are wafted away by currents of air. All fungi having

a cap with gills beneath belong to the family Agaricineae.

In the Edible boletus and other fungi of similar structure the

lower surface of the cap is full of small holes or pores, previously

described. The spores are developed on the inner surface of

these pores, and when mature they are dropped or ejected into

the open air below. All fungi having a cap with pores beneath

constitute a family called Polyporese.

In the Spreading hydnum or Hedgehog mushroom the lower

surface of the cap is furnished with closely-placed depending

spine like teeth. All fungi of similar structure are included in a

family named Hydneas, from the genus Hydnum, the principal

genus in it. In one species the cap is replaced by spreading

branches with teeth on their lower surface. Spreading or thinly-

expanded plants with no stems which belong to this and the pre-

ceding family are not noticed, since there are no edible species

among them.
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In the Cornucopia mushroom the cap has neither gills, pores

nor teeth on its lower surface, which is even or slightly and
obscurely wrinkled. It, therefore, belongs to a fourth family

which takes the name Thelephorese.

There is still another family with a few edible species in it. It

is named Clavarieae, from its principal genus Clavaria. In this

genus the edible species occur. It is composed of two kinds of

plants. In one kind there is a simple upright club-shaped stem-

like growth with no well-marked cap or expanded part. In the

other there is a branching bush-like growth. In both these the

spores are produced on the exterior surface of the plants or of

their branches. A synoptical view of the five families is given

in the annexed table.

Cap present 1

Cap wanting Clavarieae.

1 Cap with radiating gills beneath Agaricinese.

1 Cap with pores beneath .' Polyporeae.

1 Cap with spine-like or awl-shaped teeth beneath Hydneae.

1 Cap with neither gills, pores nor teeth beneath Thelephoreae.

Agaricineae.

Agaeics.

The family Agaricineaa probably includes more edible species

than any other. Its members are sometimes called " agarics."

More than 500 species of this family have been credited to our

State flora. For the sake of convenience in the identification

of such a great abundance of material, botanists have divided

the family into smaller groups or sections depending on the

color of the spores. We can do no better than to follow this

arrangement in the study of the species. It is not a difficult

matter to ascertain the color of the spores of an agaric. Gen-

erally they have nearly or quite the same color as the mature

gills, but to this there are so many exceptions that to be exact

we must see the spores themselves. Singly they are invisible to

the naked eye, but when collected in a mass their color is plainly

to be seen. If the cap of a mushroom is cut from its stem and

placed in its natural position, gills downward, on any flat surface,

say a piece of white paper as broad as itself, it will in a few
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hours drop enough spores on the paper to show their color, on

removing the cap. If the spores are white, and we may infer

that they are if the mature gills are white, white paper will not

be so good for disclosing their color, as paper of some dark color.

Black paper is sometimes used when it is suspected that the

spores are white. Or the cap may be placed on a piece of glass

and then the glass may be placed over a white or a colored

background, according to circumstances.

Fresh, sound, fully-developed specimens should be selected to

furnish the spores. If the cap is thin it is well to invert a goblet

or similar vessel over it to prevent it from drying and to exclude

currents of air.

Having ascertained the color of the spores the subjoined table

will show in which section the species belongs.

Spores brown, purplish-brown or black Melanosporoe.

Spores ochraceou^, brownish-ochraceous or rusty-ochra-

ceous , Ochrospone.

Spores rosy or pinkish Rhodosporae.

Spores white, whitish or pale yellow Leucospone.

Melanosporae.

By some botanists the brown and purplish-brown-spored spe-

cies are grouped in one section, and the black-spored species in

another ; but both are united in one section in Sylloge Fungorum
and this is sufficiently simple for our purpose. Our edible spe-

cies of this section are included in two genera, Agaricus and

Coprinus.
Agaricus L.

The genus Agaricus originally included nearly all the species

that now compose the family Agaricineae, but it has been divided

and subdivided until now it includes only such brown spored

species as have free gills and a stem with a collar.

There are several edible species in the genus, and, so far as I

know, it contains no dangerous species. The edible species are

closely related to each other, and in all here noticed the gills

have a pink color in young or middle age, but become dark-

brown or blackish-brown in mature age. There is no simpler

way of expressing the distinctive specific features than by an

analytical table. The species may be arranged in two groups,
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depending on their place of growth. This arrangement is not as

exact and satisfactory as is desirable, but it brings together those

species that are most closely related to each other.

Plants growing in pastures, grassy or open

places 1

Plants growing in woods or groves 4

1 Stem stuffed or solid 2

1 Stem hollow 3

2 Gills at first pink, about as broad as the

thickness of the cap A. campester.

2 Gills at first white, breadth less than the

thickness of the cap . . . ! A. Rodmani.

3 Collar radiately divided on its lower surface . . A. arversis.

3 Collar floccose on its lower surface A. subrufescens.

4 Flesh quickly changing to dull red where

wounded A. hemorrhoidarius.

4 Fiesh not changing to dull-red where

wound* d 5

5 Cap with numerous persistent brown scales ... A. placomyces.

5 Cap without scales or with few evanescent ones. A. silvaticus.

Agaricus campester Z*

Common - Mushroom. Edible Mushroom.

Plate 6.

Pileus silky or squamulose ; lamellas at first a delicate pink,

becoming brown or blackish-brown with age ; stem stuffed, glab-

rous, white or whitish
;
spores elliptical, .00025 to .0003 inch long.

The Common mushroom, sometimes called the Edible mush-

room, as if it was the only edible species known, and also

Meadow mushroom in common with A. arvensis, is perhaps more

generally used and better known than any other. It is the one

commonly cultivated and the one most often seen on the tables

of the rich and of fashionable restaurants and public houses. It

is so eagerly sought in some of our cities that it is difficult to find

the wild ones near these towns, for the}^ are gathered almost as

soon as they appear, and the cultivated ones usually bring prices

beyond the reach of the poor.

* This name is usually written Agaricus camjjestris, but in 8ylloge Fungorum the more
classical and grammatical term here adopted is used.
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In very young plants the cap is hemispherical or almost

globose and the gills are concealed. Such plants of this and

of the closely related Horse mushroom have received the

name "button mushrooms," and are preserved in brine or

other liquid and sold in the leading grocery stores. As the

cap expands the veil separates from the margin revealing

the delicate-tinted pinkish gills. When mature the cap is

very broadly convex or nearly flat. It is generally a little

silky with close-pressed fibrils, but these often vanish with age

and the cap appears quite smooth. Its margin, especially in the

younger plants, extends a little beyond the exterior extremity of

the gills. The color of the cap is commonly white, but with age

it may become a little tinged with dingy hues. The flesh is

white, but' sometimes exhibits a tendency to become slightly

tinged with red when cut and exposed to the air. Its taste is

mild and pleasant. The epidermis is separable from the cap.

The gills are closely placed, rounded at the inner extremity

and not attached to the stem. The beautiful pink hue of their

early state gradually becomes darker and finally changes to a

smoky brown, which, in dried specimens, becomes almost or quite

black. This peculiarity in the coloration of the gills is so unlike

anything known in the dangerous species that it seems surpris"

ing that any such should ever be mistaken for this mushroom. A
whole group of pink-spored species, some of which are suspected

of being hurtful, have pinkish-colored gills, but they never assume

dark-brown or blackish hues.

The stem is generally shorter than the horizontal diameter of

the cap and about equal in thickness from top to base. The cen-

tral portion is a little softer in texture than the external part.

A collar encircles it in the upper part. Sometimes this is so thin

and slight that scarcely any vestige of it remains in old plants.

The spores are sometimes described as purplish-brown but I

have never been able to see any decided purple tint in them.

They are not as dark as seal-brown but approach it.

This mushroom, like many other plants that have been long

and extensively cultivated, has developed into several forms

which exhibit quite well-marked distinctive features. One of

these, called the Garden mushroom, Variety hortensis, is repre-

sented by figures S and 9. It is often found in cultivation and

30
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sold in the markets, but is rarely found growing in the fields.

Its cap is of a brownish color and frequently adorned with

darker spots or scales.

Variety griseus has a grayish shining silky cap. I have not

yet found it in New York, but it grows in Virginia. It occurs

in France and is figured by Richon and Rose.

Variety alba has the cap and stem white. It is our most
common form.

Cap two to four inches broad, stem one and a half to three

inches long, one-third to two-thirds of an inch thick.

The Common mushroom grows in grassy places, in pastures,

manured ground and mushroom beds, never in thick woods. It

occurs mostly in August and September. In cultivation in a

suitable place it may be had in midwinter. Owing to trhe attacks

of insects it is better to raise mushrooms in winter than in sum-

mer, unless the insects can be effectually excluded from the beds

and the apartments and the temperature properly regulated.

The wild ones are thought by some to have a better flavor than

the cultivated ones, but the latter are good enough for any one

and sometimes command surprisingly high prices. Mushrooms

of all kinds are more eagerly sought and more extensively used

in Europe than in this country, but with the great influx of

Europeans into this country, bringing with them a taste for this

kind of food, and with the rapid increase in population making

an increased demand for all kinds of food, it is probable that

the demand for and the use of mushrooms will soon be as great

here as in Europe. The chief difficulty in the matter is the lack

of a sufficient general knowledge of the species or of the means

of acquiring the knowledge necessary to make it safe to use them.

In the wild state the Common mushroom usually grows in

groups or a single one in a place, but when cultivated they often

form large tufts. A kind of out-door cultivation is sometimes

employed in order to increase the abundance of mushrooms.

Neglected places in fence corners, pastures or roadsides are dug

up and manure incorporated in the soil if it is not already very

rich. Mushroom spawn, after having been soaked in warm
water or kept moist in a warm place for several hours to start it

into growth, is then planted in the prepared places and a coat of

fine manure spread over the surface.
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It is well to mulch the surface with some coarse material like

leaves, straw or hay, to keep the soil moist. If the planting

is done in spring and the season is favorable a crop of mushrooms

should appear in autumn.

Almost every cook claims to know how to prepare this mush-

room for the table, and recipes for cooking it will be found in

cook books. No extended directions therefore are necessary

here. One of the simplest methods and one which is applicable

to all tender species is to fry gently in butter, seasoning accord-

ing to taste. They may be stewed in milk or cream, broiled on

a gridiron or in a steak broiler, or baked in an oven. To some

they are very acceptable when eaten raw. Doctor Cooke says

that when abroad on a day's excursion, one or two of these raw
specimens are an excellent substitute for sandwiches, as they sat-

isfy hunger, are nutritive and digestible, and very pleasant and

grateful to the palate.

Agaricus Rodmani Peck.

Rodman's Mushroom.

Plate 9. Figs. 1 to 6.

Pileus rather thick, firm, glabrous, white or whitish, dingy-

yellow or reddish-yellow in the center, flesh white, unchangeable
;

lamellae crowded, narrow, at first whitish, then pink, finally

blackish-brown ; stem short, solid, whitish
;
spores broadly ellip-

tical, .0u02 to .00025 inch long.

Rodman's mushroom may easily be mistaken for the common
mushroom to which it is closely related. It has been separated

from it because of its comparatively thicker firmer flesh, its more
narrow gills, which are almost white when very young, and its

peculiar collar. This seems to be double, and in the mature

plant the two parts separate in such a way as to leave a deep

groove or channel between them. In very short-stemmed speci-

mens the collar is situated so near the base of the stem that it

appears much like the remains of the volva or wrapper in some
species of Amanita. The spores are a little shorter and broader

in proportion to their length than those of the Common mush-
room, so that at first sight they seem to be nearly globose.

The cap is two to four inches broad, the stem one to two
inches long and one-half an inch or less in thickness.
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This mushroom was first described and recorded as edible in

the Thirty-sixth Keport. Subsequently Eichon and Kose pub-

lished a species found in France to which they gave the name
Psalliota duriuscula, the Firm champignon. They speak of their

plant as a suspected species with nothing to recommend it, with
an unpleasant flavor and with a flesh so hard as to render it indi-

gestible. The figure and description of their species indicate

that it is not distinct from Kodman's mushroom. But Mr. Hod-
man ate of his plant and found it perfectly harmless. It is, there-

fore, classed as edible. I have had no opportunity to test its

edible qualities, but would have no hesitation in eating it if I

could find it in good condition.

It grows in grassy ground and even in crevices of unused

pavements and paved gutters in cities. It appears from May to

July. I have not found it in autumn. It is rare.

Agaricus subrufescens Peck.

Slightly reddish Mushroom.

Plate 7.

Pileus at first deeply hemispherical, becoming convex or broadly

expanded, silky fibrillose and minutely or obscurely squamulose,

whitish, grayish or dull reddish-brown, usually smooth and darker!

. on the disk, flesh white, unchangeable ; lamellse at first white:

or whitish, then pinkish, finally blackish-brown; stem ratherj

long, oiten somewhat thickened or bulbous at the base, at first!

stuffed, then hollow, white ; the annulus flocculose or floccose-

squamose on the lower surface
;
mycelium whitish, forming sleni

der branching root like strings
;
spores elliptical, .00024 to .0002£l

inch long.

The Slightly reddish mushroom differs especially from th<

Common mushroom in the peculiar deeply hemispherical shapd

of the cap of the young plant, in the white or whitish color o:

the very young gills, in the at length hollow stem, often some

what thickened or bulbous at the base, and in the collar'

which has the exterior or lower surface covered with littLI

downy flakes or scales. Beside these characters it has other

which may aid in supporting its claim to specific distinction. It

mycelium seems strongly disposed to form strings which adher

to the base of the stem like white branching thread-like root*

and the flesh has a flavor like that of almonds. This flavo
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appears to me to be more pronounced in the older plants than in

those that are very young. When raised in large quantities in

greenhouses it sometimes gives out a perceptible odor of bruised

almonds.

The reddish-brown color is due to the coating of fibrils that

cover the cap. These are often collected in minute tufts, which

give a slight floccose or scaly appearance to the cap. In the

center the epidermis does not separate into fibrils and scales, and

in consequence the disk or center of the cap is smoother and

more distinctly reddish-brown than the rest. The flesh is white

and unchangeable when cut or broken. In this respect it differs

decidedly from the Reddish variety of the Common mushroom,

Yariety rufescens, though it resembles it in having the very

young gills white.

The stem is generally rather long and more or less thickened

at the base. It is white and usually slightly flocculose below the

collar, very smooth above it. In the mature plant it is hollow,

but the cavity is very small. One of the distinguishing features

of the species is the flocculent or scaly lower surface of the veil

or collar. It is apparently a double membrane, as in the Field

mushroom, but instead of the lower membrane breaking in a

radiate manner as in that species, it breaks into small floccose

flakes or scales. By this character and by the color of the very

young gills it may be separated from the Garden variety of the

Common mushroom, Yariety hortensis, which it approaches in

the color of the cap.

The plant often grows in large clusters of many individuals,

one correspondent affirming that as many as forty individuals

sometimes occur in one cluster. In size it is similar to the Com-

mon mushroom, but under favorable circumstances it seems

sometimes to excel it, the cap attaining a diameter of six inches.

It has been found but once in a wild state within our limits.

Mr. fm. Falconer, of Glen Cove, Long Island, discovered it

growing on his compost heap composed chiefly of decaying

leaves. From some of these specimens kindly sent me by the

discoverer the original description was derived, but the specimens

were not in satisfactory condition to figure. The present illus-

trations have been made from specimens kindly furnished by
Colonel Wright Rives of Washington, in whose greenhouse an
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enormous volunteer crop developed in soil prepared for forcing

cucumbers. The species is apparently more easy of cultivation

than the Common mushroom, less subject to the attacks of insects

and not so intolerant of unfavorable conditions. It is very pro-

ductive, develops sooner after the planting of the spawn and

probably will keep longer in good condition. Specimens picked

in Washington on Monday night, reached Albany in a good state

of preservation on the Thursday following, and some of them

were eaten for supper on that day, making an interval of three

days and three nights between the picking and the eating, and

proving the possibility of supplying a distant market with this

mushroom. Its flesh does not seem to me quite as tender as

that of the Common mushroom, and its almond-like flavor may
not be as acceptable to some tastes, but it is nevertheless an ex-

cellent mushroom and one which may yet supersede the old kind,

especially in the hands of private individuals who are often dis-

appointed in their efforts to raise mushrooms

Agaricus arvensis Schoeff.

Field Mushroom. Horse Mushroom.

Plate 8.

Pileus smooth or at first slightly floccalent, white or yellowish

;

lamellae at first whitish or very faintly pinkish, soon dull pink,

then blackish-brown ; stem stout, hollow, somewhat thickened

or bulbous at the base, white, the collar double, the upper part

membranous, white, the lower part thicker, subtomentose, radi-

ately split, yellowish
;
spores elliptical, .0003 to .0004 inch long.

The Field mushroom or Horse mushroom, also called Meadow
mushroom, is so much like the Common mushroom that some

botanists have supposed it to be a mere variety of that species.

The most notable differences are its larger size, its hollow, some-

what bulbous stem, its peculiar veil or collar and the paler gills

of the very young plant. The cap in dried specimens is apt to

assume a yellow color, which does not pertain to the Common
mushroom. The collar appears to be composed of two parts

closely applied to each other and making a double membrane, the

lower part of which is of a thicker, softer texture and split in a

stellate manner into broad yellowish rays. This is perhaps the

most distinctive character of the species, and a more detailed
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description is scarcely necessary. No serious harm could come,

so far as utility is concerned, if it should be confused with the

Common mushroom.

It grows in cultivated fields, grassy pastures and waste places.

It is occasionally found under trees and even within the borders

of thin woods. It has been supposed by some that its spores

will not germinate unless they have passed through the alimen-

tary canal of some animal. Whether there is any truth or not

in such a supposition, it is common enough to find this mushroom
growing in places where no trace of the dung of animals can be

seen. It appears from July to September.

A similar mushroom occurs in open places in woods or along

the borders of thin woods. The color of its cap and stem is

white as in the Field mushroom. Its cap is perhaps a little thin-

ner and more fragile, and its stem is usually longer and has a

very abrupt or flattened bulb at its base. Its collar is usually the

same as that of the Field mushroom, but plants sometimes occur

in which it appears to be a single lacerated membrane. Such

plants have been referred to the Wood inhabiting mushroom,

Agaricus silvicola ; but its general affinities seem to me to con-

nect it more closely with Agaricus arvensis, to which I would

subjoin it as an abrupt variety, Variety dbruptus, the name hav-

ing reference to the character of the bulb. I have eaten of this

variety and consider it edible. Dried specimens assume a yel-

lowish hue.

Opinions differ concerning the esculent qualities of the Field

mushroom. According to Berkeley it is inferior to the Common
mushroom, and Badham says its flavor and odor are strong, and
it is generally shunned by English epicures. On the other hand,

Persoon says it is superior to the Common mushroom in smell,

taste and digestibility, and it is, therefore, generally preferred in

France. Yittadini also says it is very delicate and easy of diges-

tion, but has a stronger odor than the Common mushroom.
" Very sapid and very nutritious," u odor feeble, but flavor anise-

like and very agreeable," " delicious when young and fresh, but

tough when old," are opinions expressed by various writers. One
author says it is edible and of exquisite flavor, and both these ex-

pressions have been perpetuated in two of the synonyms of the

species, Agaricus edulis Kromh. and Agaricus exquisitus Viti.
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Agaricus placomyces Peck.

Flat cap Mushboom.
Plate 9. Figs. 7 to 12.

Pileus thin, at first convex, becoming flat with age, whitish,

brown in the center and elsewhere adorned with minute brown

scales ; lamellae close, white, then pinkish, finally blackish-brown
;

stem smooth, annulate, stuffed or hollow, bulbous, white or

whitish, the bulb often stained with yellow
;
spores elliptical,

.0002 to .00025 in. long.

The Fiat cap mushroom is a rare but a beautiful species. Its

cap is convex or somewhat bell-shaped when young, but when
mature it is nearly or quite flat. Its brown center and its nu-

merous minute brown scales on a whitish background give it a

very ornamental appearance. It becomes darker with age.

Its gills, which in the very young plant are white or nearly

so, pass through the usual shades of pink and brown with advanc-

ing age.

The stem is rather long and swollen into a bulb at the base.

It sometimes tapers slightly toward the top near which it bears

a thin flabby membranous collar. It may be either stuffed with

a pith or hollow. It is white or whitish, but the bulb is some-

times stained with yellow.

Cap two to four inches broad, stem three to five inches long,

one-fourth to nearly one-half an inch thick.

It grows in the borders of hemlock woods or under hemlock

trees from July to September. It has been eaten by Mr. C. L.

Shear, who pronounces it very good. I have not found it in suffi-

cient quantity to give it a trial. This mushroom is very closely!

related to the Wood mushroom or Silvan mushroom, Agaricus silA

vaticus, a species which is also recorded as edible, but which is

apparently more rare in our State than even the Flat cap mush-,

room. This differs from the Silvan mushroom in its paler color,

in having the cap more minutely, persistently and regularly scaly.,

and in its being destitute of a prominent center. In the Silvac

mushroom the scales, when present, are few, and they disappeai

with age.

Having had no opportunity to make the drawings of thd

Bleeding mushroom, Agaricus hemorrhoidarius, and of the Silvai
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mushroom, Agaricus silvaticus, and not having tested their edible

qualities, they are, for the present, dismissed from further

consideration.

Coprinus Pers.

The genus Coprinus is easily distinguished from all others by

the character of the gills of the mature plant. These assume a

black color and slowly dissolve into an inky fluid which, in the

larger plants at least, falls to the ground in drops. The thin caps

of some species also partly or wholly waste away in this manner.

Because of the production of this black fluid, which has some-

times been used as a poor substitute for ink, these plants have

received the name " inky fungi." In a few species the spores are

brown, but generally they are black. Some of the plants liter-

ally grow up in a night and perish in a day. Many of the species

inhabit dung or manure heaps, as the generic name implies. Most

of them are so small, thin and perishable that they are not valu-

able as food. Even the larger ones have thin caps, and those

deemed edible should be gathered when young and cooked

promptly if used as food. Three species are here noticed.

Cap whitish C. comatus.

Cap grayish or grayish-brown C. atramentarius.

Cap buff-yellow or tawny-yellow C. micaceus.

Coprinus comatus Fr.

Shaggy Coprinus.

Plate 10.

Pileus at first oblong or nearly cylindrical, becoming campanu-

late or expanded and splitting on the margin, adorned with scat-

tered yellowish scales, whitish ; lamellae crowded, white, then

tinged with red or pink, Anally black and dripping an inky fluid;

stem rather long, hollow, smooth or slightly fibrillose, white or

whitish, at first with a slight movable annulus
;
spores elliptical,

black, .0005 to .0007 in. long.

The Shaggy coprinus, or Maned agaric as it is sometimes called,

is one of the largest and finest species of the genus. When young
the cap is quite long and narrow, but with advancing age the

margin spreads outward, becomes split in several places and
curves upward. The surface is adorned with loose fibrils and
with scales or spots which appear to be due to the breaking up

31
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of an epidermis which remains entire in a small patch on the

very top of the cap. Except the top and the scales the cap is

white, but in mature plants it often becomes sordid or blackish

toward the thin margin as if it were stained or soaked by the

inky fluid formed from the gills.

The gills at first are closely crowded together and white, but

soon pinkish, reddish or purplish tints appear, which quickly

change to black. Sometimes all these hues may be seen at one

time in one plant.

The stem is white, smooth and hollow. In the young plant it

is furnished with a collar which is movable or but slightly ad-

herent. It is easily destroyed and has often disappeared at

maturity.

The cap is one and a half to three inches long before expan-

sion. The stem is three to five inches long and one-fourth to

one-third of an inch thick. It grows in rich loose earth by road-

sides, in pastures, waste places or dumping grounds. It appears

in autumn and may sometimes be found quite late in the season.

It is quite fragile and must be handled with care. It is very

tender and digestible and scarcely inferior to the Common mush-

room in flavor, though some think it is improved in flavor by

cooking a mushroom or two with it. It is fit for the table only

before the gills have assumed their black color, but even after

that it is sometimes used in making catsup.

" When young it is very sapid and delicate
;

" " cooked quickly

in butter with pepper and salt, it is excellent ;

" " edible, tender

and delicious ; " " in flavor it much resembles the Common mush-

room, to which it is quite equal, if not superior ; it is clearly more

digestible and less likely to disagree with persons of delicate con-

stitutions," are opinions recorded in its favor.

Coprinus atramentarius Fr.

Inky Coprinus.

Plate 11. Figs. 7 to 11.

Pileus at first ovate, besoming expanded, glabrous or with 8

few obscure, spot-like scales in the center, grayish-brown ; lamella

crowded, at first whitish and flocculose on the edge, then black

stem glabrous, hollow, white or whitish
;
spores elliptical, black

.0003 to .0004 in. long.
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The Inky coprinus is rauoh less attractive in its appearance than

the Shaggy coprinus. Its cap is quite smooth except on the disk,

which is sometimes spotted with a few obscure scales. The color

is grayish or grayish-brown, sometimes with a slight suggestion

of lead color. The margin is sometimes irregularly notched or

lobed.

The gills are at first crowded and whitish, but they soon be-

come black and moist and gradually dissolve away, forming an

inky dripping fluid which is suggestive of the name of the spe-

cies, and which may be used as ink.

The stem is rather slender, smooth and hollow. It sometimes

has a slight vestige of a collar near the base, but it soon

disappears.

The cap varies from one to three inches or more in diameter,

the stem is two to four inches long, one-sixth to one-third of an

inch thick.

It grows in clusters in rich soil, in gardens, waste places or in

woods, and appears in late summer or in autumn. The form

growing in woods is generally smaller and more beautiful than

that growing in open places. It may be called var. silvestris.

The cap sometimes appears as if suffused with a bloom. It

deliquesces rapidly and it is, therefore, more available for catsup

than for food. If intended for the table it must be cooked as

soon as brought to the house. In Europe both this and the "pre-

ceding species appear in spring as well as in summer and autumn,

but I have not seen them early in the season in our State.

i

Coprinus micaceus Fr.

Glistening Coprinus.

Plate 11. Fies. 1 to 6.

Pileus thin, at first ovate, then campanulate or expanded,

striate, sometimes glistening with shining particles when young,

buff-yellow or tawny-yellow ; lamellae crowded, whitish, then

tinged with pinkish or purplish-brown, finally black ; stem slender,

fragile, hollow, white
;
spores elliptical, brown, .00025 to .0003 in.

long.

The Glistening coprinus is a small but common and beautiful

species. Its cap is somewhat bell-shaped and marked with

impressed lines or striations from the margin to or beyond the
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middle The center is smooth and often a little more highly

colored than the rest. The glistening particles which are sug_

gestive of the name of this little mushroom are not often notice-

able, and when present on the young cap they often disappear

with age. The margin is frequently notched or lobed and" wavy
and it is apt to become split as the cap expands. The color varies

from a pale whitish- buff to tawny-yellow or reddish-ochraceous-

It becomes sordid or brownish in old age, especially if wet or

water-soaked.

The gills, as in the preceding species, are at first crowded and

,

whitish, but they soon change color, becoming pinkish tinted and

then brown and black.

The stem is slender, fragile, smooth, hollow and white. The

brown color of the spores is unusual in this genus.

Cap one to two inches broad, stem one to three inches long,

rarely thicker than a pipe stem.

The Glistening coprinus grows in clusters on the ground or on

decaying wood. It occurs from May to November. It appears

in wet weather and sometimes seems to anticipate rain, starting

to grow two or three days before a rain storm. Several success-

ive crops often come up about a single old stump in one season.

When a cluster appears to grow from the ground it is quite prob-

able that it really starts from some decaying root or other piece

of wood buried in the earth. It is not uncommon to find it grow-

ing from places in the margin of the sidewalks of our cities

where shade trees have been cut down, the decaying stump and

roots furnishing the necessary habitat. In such cases the boys of

the street delight in kicking the clusters to pieces and stamping

them out of existence, thinking probably that they are abund-

antly justified in destroying a vile toadstool which might other-

wise be the means of poisoning some one. These tufts are some-

times very large and composed of very many plants closely

crowded together. Sometimes the caps crack into small areas,

the white flesh showing itself in the chinks.

European writers do not record the Glistening coprinus among
the edible species, perhaps because of its small size. But it com-

pensates for its lack of size by its frequency and abundance, and
j

it has the advantage of being easily and frequently procurable.

In tenderness and delicacy it does not appear to me to be at all
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inferior to the Shaggy coprinus, and it certainly is harmless, for

it has been eaten repeatedly by various persons and always with-

out ill results. It was published as edible in the Twenty seventh

Report.

Ochrosporae.

Members of this section may be known by the ochraceous hues

of their spores. The color may vary somewhat, being ochraceous,

rusty-ochraceous or brownish-ochraceous in different species. The

recorded edible species occur in three genera, Pholiota, Cortina-

rius and Paxillus. No species of the first genus has been proved

by me.

Cortinarius Fr.

Of the genus Cortinarius, eight species have been classed as

edible by English writers. Four of these occur in our State, and

three of them have been tried. The genus contains many species,

and it is almost certain that several others will yet be found to

be esculent. The genus is distinguished especially by the rusty-

ochraceous color of the spores and by the webby character of the

veil. In the young plant fine webby filaments stretch from the

margin of the cap to the stem, and in many species these are so

numerous that they at first conceal the gills, but they mostly

disappear with advancing age and leave little or no trace of a

c -liar on the stem. In some instances a few filaments adhere to

the stem and afford a lodgment for the falling spores, in conse-

quence of which a rusty-brown stain or ill defined band of color

is seen on the upper part of the stem.

In young plants the color of the gills is generally quite unlike

that of mature ones. In these the gills become dusted by the

spores and assume their color, so that there is great uniformity

in the color of the gills of mature plants in all the species. It is,

therefore, of the utmost importance in identifying species of

Cortinarius to know the color of the gills of the young plant. In

all the species they are attached to the stem at their inner extrem-

ity, and generally they are emarginate Most of the species grow
in woods or groves or along their borders, and are especially

found in late summer and autumn in hilly or mountainous

regions.
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The three species here described may be tabulated as follows:

Stem not bulbous : 1

Stem with a bulbous base C. violaceus.

1 Cap viscid or glutinous when moist C. collinitus.

1 Cap not viscid, dry and fibrillose C. cinnamomeus.

Cortinarius vioiaceus Fr.

YluLET COKTINARICS.

Plate 12.

Pileus convex, becoming nearly pi me, dry, adorned with

numerous persistent hairy tufts or scales, dark violet ; lamellae

rather thick, distant, rounded or deeply notched at the inner

extremity, colored like the pileus in the young plant, brownish-

cinnamon in the mature plant ; stem solid, fibrillose, bulbous,

colored like the pileus
;
spores subelliptical, .0005 in. long.

The Violet cortinarius is a very beautiful mushroom and one

easy of recognition. At first the whole p^ant is uniformly

colored, but with age the gills assume a dingy ochraceous or

brownish-cinnamon hue. The cap is generally well formed and

regular and is beautifully adorned with little hairy scales or tufts.

These are rarely shown in figures of the European plant, but they

are quite noticeable in the American plant and should not be

overlooked. The flesh is more or less tinged with violet.

The gills when young are colored like the cap. They are

rather broad, notched at the inner extremity and narrowed

toward the margin of the cap. When mature they become

dusted with the spores whose color they take.

The stem also is colored like the cap. It is swollen into a bulb

at the base and sometimes a faint rusty-ochraceous band may be

seen near the top. This is due to the falling spores which lodge

on the webby filaments of the veil remaining attached to the

stem.

Cap two to four inches broad, stem three to five inches long,

about half an inch thick.

The Violet cortinarius grows among fallen leaves in the woods

of our hilly and mountainous districts, in July and August. I

have never found it in the open country. It is solitary or scat-

tered in its growth and not very plentiful. ^Nevertheless it is a

very good species to eat, and when botanizing in the extensive
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forests of the Adirondack region it afforded an excellent and

yery much relished addition to our bill of fare. It retains some-

thing of its color when cooked, and in consequence a dish of Vio-

let mushrooms is scarcely as attractive to the eyes as to the

palate.

Cortinarius collinitus Fr.

Smeared Cortinarius.

Plate 13. Figs. 1 to 6.

Pileus convex, obtuse, glabrous, glutinous when moist, shining

when dry ; lamellae rather broad, dingy-white or grayish when

young ; stem cylindrical, solid, viscid or glutinous when moist,

transversely cracking when dry, whitish or paler than the pileus

;

spores subelliptical, .0005 to .0006 in. long.

The Smeared cortinarius is much more common than the Vio-

let cortinarius and has a much wider range. Both the cap and

stem are covered with a viscid substance or gluten which makes

it unpleasant to handle. The cap varies in color from yellow to

golden or tawny-yellow and when the gluten on it has dried it is

very smooth and shining. The flesh is white or whitish. The
young gills have a peculiar bluish-white or dingy-white color

which might be called grayish or clay color, but when mature

they assume the color of the spores. They are sometimes min-

utely uneven on the edge.

The stem is straight, solid, cylindrical and usually paler than

the cap. When the gluten on it dries it cracks transversely, giv-

ing to the stem a peculiar scaly appearance.

The cap is one and a half to three inches broad, and the stem

two to four inches long and one-fourth to one-half inch thick.

The plant grows in thin woods, copses and partly-cleared

lands and may be found from August to September.

It is well to peel the caps before cooking, since the gluten

causes dirt and rubbish to adhere tenaciously to them.

Cortinarius cinnamomeus Fr.

Cinnamon Cortinarius.

Plate 13. Figs. 7 to 20.

Pileus thin, convex, obtuse or umbonate, dry, fibrillose at least

when young, flesh yellowish; lamellae thin, close, adnate; stem

slender, equal, stuffed or hollow
;
spores elliptical, .0003 in. long.
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The Cinnamon cortinarius is smaller than either of the forego-

ing species, but it is more abundant. It is quite variable in size,

shape and color. The cap is generally convex at first, but often

expands until it is nearly flat. Sometimes it has a central prom-

inence or umbo. It is more or less coated, at least when young,

with minute silky fibrils, but sometimes becomes smoothish with

age. Its color is commonly cinnamon-brown, brownish-och-

raceous or tawny-brown. The gills are some shade of yellow

when young, except in one variety, but when mature they.assume

the color of the spores. The stem is rather slender, often flex-

uous, fibrillose or silky, stuffed or hollow when old, and yellowish

or colored like the cap, or a little paler.

In the Half-red variety, Variety semisanguineus, figures 15 to

20, the young gills have a dark blood-red color. This perhaps

ought to be considered a distinct species.

The cap is usually one to two inches broad, the stem one to

three inches long and one-fourth of an inch thick or less. The
plant grows in woods or their borders, under trees or in mossy

swamps. Like many flowering plants wThich have a wTide range

and are not particular as to their habitat, this mushroom is per-

plexing because of its variability, but it is believed that the de-

scription and figures here given will make it recognizable. The
fresh plant often has a slight odor like that of radishes.

Paxillus !r.

The genus Paxillus is characterized by its gills which are

easily and smoothly separable from the cap just as the tubes of a

Boletus are, from the cap that supports them. They are reticu-

lately connected at the base in the single species here considered.

The spores are ochraceous.

Paxillus involutus Ft.

Involute Paxillus.

Plate 28. Figs. 18 to 23.

Pileus compact, convex at first, soon expanded and centrally

depressed, nearly glabrous, grayish-buff or ochraceous-brown or

yellowish ferruginous, the margin involute and when young cov-

ered with a grayish tomentum ; lamellae close, decurrent, branched

and reticulately connected behind, whitish, then yellowish or sub-

ferruginous, changing to reddish-brown where cut or bruised

:
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stem central or eccentric, solid, glabrous, colored like the pileus
;

spores elliptical, .0003 to .0004 in. long.

The Involute paxillus is somewhat variable in color and exhib-

its a strange admixture of gray, ochraceous, ferruginous and

brown hues, sometimes one being more prominent, sometimes

another. It is apt to be viscid when moist and shining when

dry. The margin is rolled inwards in the young plant, and is

adorned with a grayish tomentum or villosity. It sometimes ex-

hibits short markings as in figures 20 and 21. The flesh is not a

clear white, but tinged with gray.

The gills are at first whitish, but they become yellowish or

rust colored with advancing age and assume brownish or red-

dish brown stains where cut or bruised. They are decurrent and

a little wavy and reticulately connected where they run down on

the stem. The interspaces between them are marked with veins.

The stem is generally shorter than the diameter of the cap and

solid. It is colored nearly like the cap and is sometimes adorned

with a few darker spots.

Cap two to four inches broad, stem one to three inches long,

one-third to one-half an inch thick.

The Involute paxillus grows in woods either on the ground or

on decayed wood. It grows singly or in groups and seems to

like damp mossy soil well filled with vegetable matter. It is

common in cool hemlock or spruce woods, but occurs also in

mixed woods, and along the borders of marshes. When grow-

ing oh old decayed stumps or the prostrate moss-covered trunks

of trees the stem is sometimes eccentric, but in other cases it is

generally central. It appears from August to November.

. It is sometimes called the Brown chantarelie, but it is scarcely

a rival of the true chantarelie. Most authors record it as edible

but they do not praise it highly. Richon and Roze say it is

edible but scarcely to be recommended. Letellier on the other

hand says it can be employed as food with much advantage It

is also said to be held in high estimation in Russia. With us it

is scarcely available except to people living near damp woods or

swamps.
Rhodosporae.

The name of this section, wThich in some works bears the name
Hyporhodii, indicates that the spores are red, but their color is

32
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really a peculiar pinkish or rosy hue commonly described as

flesh color or salmon color. It is a combination of ochraceous

and pink. The mature gills usually have this color. Only a

few species of this section are known to be edible and some have

been thought to be unwholesome. There are several genera, but

the species here considered belong to one only.

Clitopilus Ft,

The species of this genus are separable from all others of the

section by their fleshy stem and decurrent gills. Mushrooms of

similar structure occur in the genus Clitocybe which belongs to

the section characterized by white spores. Their gills also are

generally white in the mature plant. The pink-gilled species

need not be confused with the Common mushroom and those of

its relatives that have the gills of a pink color while young, for

in them the pink color is soon replaced by brown or blackish-

brown, but in these the gills retain their pinkish hue and never

assume darker colors. Besides, in the Common mushroom and its

allies the gills are not attached to the stem by their inner

extremity, but in the species of this genus they are. Many
species, not of this genus only but also of other genera in this

section, have the gills white or whitish in the young plant, but

with advancing age they assume the more permanent pinkish hue.

Clitopilus prunulus Scop.

Plum Clitopilus.

PJate 14. Figs. 1 to 6.

Pileus fleshy, compact, broadly convex or nearly plane, some-

times centrally depressed, dry, suffused with a bloom, whitish or

grayish, the margin sometimes wavy; lamellae somewhat distant,

decurrent, at first whitish, becoming salmon colored ; stem glab-

rous, solid, white
;
spores oblong elliptical, pointed at each end,

.0004 to .00045 in. long.

The Plum clitopilus is not a common species with us, and when
it does occur it is not in abundance. Its cap is white or whitish

inclining to grayish with the center sometimes decidedly darker

than the margin. It is dry and firm and often seems to be

covered with a bloom. Its flesh is white and the plant has an

odor like that of meal.
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The gills are at first nearly white but they assume a pale-pink

or salmon color with age. They run down on the stem.

The stem is solid, smooth and white.

Cap two to three inches broad, stem one to two inches long, one-

fourth to one-half an inch thick. This plant is found in woods

in warm wet weather in July and August. It is solitary or there

are but few individuals in a place. English writers speak highly

of it as an esculent, and class it among the most delicious of edible

species. Gillet says that it is one of the best mushrooms that

can be found.

Clitopilus orcella Bull.

Sweetbread Mushroom.

Plate 14. Figs. 7 to 11.

Pileus fleshy, soft, broidly convex or nearly plane, generally

irregular and wavy on the margin, silky, white or yellowish-

white ; lamellae close, decurrent ; stem short, solid, flocculose,

sometimes eccentric; spores oblong-elliptical, pointed at each

end, .00035 to .0004 in. long.

The Sweetbread mushroom is so much like the Plum mushroom
that it is not surprising that they have been regarded as forms of

one species. The differences indicated in the descriptions would

make the Sweetbread mushroom generally a little smaller and

less regular, the flesh softer, the cap slightly viscid in wet

weather and a clearer white, and the gills a little closer together.

Intermediate forms seem to connect the two supposed species,

and however interesting the differences may be to botanists, the

mushroom eater will scarcely try to keep the two forms separate.

Both have the farinaceous odor and are not very different in taste.

Some have considered the Sweetbread mushroom, as slightly

superior in the delicacy of its flavor. Both are good enough.

The Sweetbread mushroom sometimes grows in pastures and open

places. Miss Banning sometimes finds it growing in rings after

the manner of the Fairy-ring mushroom. She finds some plants

with the usual strong new meal odor, others with but little odor

and all with a flavor suggestive of cucumbers.

Leucosporse.

The Leucosporse or white-spored agarics are distributed among
many genera. The species are more numerous than in any other
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section and many of them are edible. On the other hand, our

most dangerous species occur in this section. The spores are

generally white, as the name of the section indicates, but in a

few cases they have a dingy or sordid-white hue, and in several

species they are pale-yellow. In one or two species not found

within the limits of our State they have a green color, but these

are not yet recorded as edible species. In one mushroom the

spores assume a pale-lilac tint after a brief exposure to the air

and light. Pale-yellow spores occur especially in the genera

Cantharellus, Lactarius and Russula.

Our edible species are found in about a dozen genera. The
subjoined analytical table will serve to indicate the leading char-

acters of each genus and may be used as a guide or an aid in

tracing any species to its proper genus.

Plant with a membranous sheath at the base of the

stem or with superficial warts on the cap 1

Plant destitute of such sheath and warts 2

1 Stem furnished with a collar Amanita.

1 Stem destitute of a collar Amanitopsis.

2 Gills narrow, obtuse on the edge Cantharellus.

2 Gills acute on the edge 3

3 Gills somewhat waxy in texture Hygrophorus*

3 Gills not waxy in texture 4

4 Cap eccentrically or laterally attached to the stem

or stemless Pleurotus.

4 Cap centrally attached to the stem 5

5 Gills free from the stem Lepiota.

5 Gills attached to the stem 6

6 Stem furnished with a collar Armillaria.

6 Stem destitute of a collar 7

V Stem brittle 8

7 Stem not brittle 9

8 Gills exuding a white or colored juice where

wounded Lactarius.

8 Gills exuding no juice where wounded Russula.

9 Dry plant reviving on the application of moisture. . . Marasmius.

9 Plant putrescent, not reviving on the application of

moisture 10

10 Edge of the gills notched or excavated at the stem Tricholoma.

10 Edge of the gills even Clitocybe.
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Amanita Pers.

In the genus Amanita the very young plant is enveloped in a

membrane or a tomentose wrapper which is ruptured by the

growth of the plant. In some species the remains of the rup-

tured wrapper persist about the base of the stem, forming a kind

of cup or sheath ; in others, a part of the wrapper is carried up

on the surface of the cap and adheres to it in small irregular

patches or in the shape of numerous small warts or prominences

which are easily separable from it. It sometimes happens that

these superficial warts are washed off by heavy rains. The cap

in most of the species is regular and broadly convex or nearly

flat when mature, and in some instances it is slightly sticky or

viscid when moist. The gills are free from the stem and the

stem is furnished with a membranous collar. These plants are

generally large and attractive in appearance. Inasmuch as our

most dangerous species belong to this genus it is very important

that the specific characters of the edible ones should be thor-

oughly understood by those who would use them for food. Mis-

takes here are attended with too much risk to be lightly made.

Some would counsel the rejection of all species of Amanita

because of the presence in it of some poisonous ones ; but it would

be as reasonable to say we will eat no parsnips because the poison

hemlock belongs to the same family, or no potatoes, tomatoes or

egg plant because the deadly night shade is closely related. The

only thing necessary is the ability to separate the good from the

bad in one case just as we do in the other.

Amanita caesarea Scop.

Orange Amanita.

Plate 15.

Pileus glabrous, striate on the margin, red or orange, fading to

yellow on the margin ; lamellae yellow ; stem annulate; loosely

3heathed at the base by the ruptured membranous white volva,

yellow; spores elliptical, white, .0003 to .0001 in. long.

The Orange amanita is a large, attractive and beautiful species.

When very young the cap and stem are contained in a white

membranous envelope or wrapper not very much unlike a hen's

3gg in size, shape and color. As the parts within develop, the
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wrapper ruptures in its upper part, the stem elongates and carries

upward the cap, while the remains of the wrapper surround the

base of the stem like an open sack or loose sheath. The cap is

at first red or orange, but with advancing age it fades to yellow

on the margin. Sometimes the whole cap becomes yellow. In

dried specimens the red color often wholly disappears. The
margin, even in the young plant, is marked by distinct impressed

parallel radiating lines or striations. The flesh is white but

more or less stained with yellow under the separable epidermis

and next the line of attachment of the lamellae or gills. Its taste

is mild and pleasant. As in most of our other species of Amanita,

the cap, when fully expanded, is nearly flat above, and when moist

its surface is slightly sticky or viscid.

The gills are rounded at the extremity next the stem and are

free, that is, not attached or grown fast to the stem. They are

yellow, and in this respect are unlike the gills of nearly all the

other edible species of mushrooms here described. Generally the

color of the gills in the mature plant resembles the color of the

spores of that plant, but in this species we have an exception.

The stem and the flabby membranous collar that surrounds it

toward the top are yellow like the gills, though sometimes they

are stained in places by darker or saffron-colored hues. The

stem of the young plant contains in its center a soft cottony sub.

stance or pith, but with advancing age this disappears and the

stem is hollow. This character generally holds good in all the

species of Amanita here described. In the very young plant the

outer edge of the collar is attached to the margin of the cap and

thereby it covers and conceals the gills, but with the elongation

of the stem and the expansion of the cap, the collar separates

from the margin and remains attached to the stem only.

The expanded cap is usually three to six inches broad, the stem

four to six inches long and a half inch or more in thickness.

Sometimes these dimensions are exceeded.

The plant grows chiefly during rainy weather or just after

heavy rains, in July, August and September. It is found in thin

woods and seems to be especially fond of pine woods and a sandy

soil. It is not common. It sometimes grows in rings or in the

arc of a circle.
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This fundus has been held in high estimation as an article of

food from very ancient times. It was used by the Greeks and

Komans and having graced the table of a Roman emperor it

received the name " Caesar's mushroom," whence, the botanical

name. One ancient writer terms it " Cibus Deorum," the

food of the gods. Imperial mushroom, Orange mushroom,

true Orange, Yellow-egg and Kaiserling are other names

applied to it.

All authors who have written concerning its esculent qualities

agree in characterizing it as "delicious." Cordier says that it is

an exception to the general rule that young plants are better for

food than those fully grown. The inference is that the mature

individuals are just as tender and sapid as the young ones. I

have not tested this point. No charge or even suspicion of noxi-

ous quality seems to have been entertained against it in any case.

There is but one harmful species with which it is possible to

confuse the Orange amanita. It is the Fly amanita, Amanita
muscaria. These two resemble each other in size, shape and

color of the cap, but in other respects they are quite distinct.

The chief distinctive characters may be contrasted as follows

:

Orange amanita. Cap smooth, gills yellow, stem yellow, wrap-

per persistently membranous, white.

Fly amanita. Cap warty, gills white, stem white or slightly yel.

lowish, wrapper soon broken into fragments or scales, white or

yellowish.

In Europe there is said to be a variety of the Orange amanita

with the cap wholly white or whitish, but no such variety has

yet been recorded in this country.

Amanita rubescens Fr.

Reddish Amanita.

Plate 16.

Pileus warty, even or but slightly striate on the margin, more
or less tinged with dingy-red or brownish-red hues; lamellae

white or whitish ; stem annulate, bulbous at the base, whitish,

but generally with dull reddish stains, especially toward the base
;

spores elliptical, .0003 to .00035 in. long.

The Reddish amanita has a peculiarly sordid and uninviting

appearance, owing to the dingy character of its_[colors. The
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wrapper which covers the young plant soon breaks up into small

fragments, those on the cap being carried up with it in the

growth of the plant and generally remaining on it in the form of

small wart-like protuberances. The part remaining behind at

the base of the stem is so fragile and fleeting that nearly all

traces of it soon disappear, and wrere it not for the warts on the

cap and the free lamellse the plant would scarcely be suspected of

being an Amanita. The warts on the cap are easily removable

and are sometimes washed off by rain, leaving the cap entirely

smooth. The margin of the cap is generally even, but some-

times, especially in fully matured individuals, it is more or less

striated While the color is peculiarly dull and sordid it varies

considerably. The cap may be whitish tinged with pink or red,

brownish-red or dingy grayish red. Sometimes it is not uni

forrnty colored but has the margin paler than the center, or there

may be darker stains in some places. The flesh is white or

slightly tinged with red. Sometimes wounds of the flesh, gills or

stem slowly assume a dull reddish color, but this is not a constant

character.

The stem has a membranous collar near the top and a bulb at

its base. In some cases this bulb is quite abrupt, in others it is

pointed below and gradually narrowed into the stem above. The

surface of the stem may be smooth in some plants, but generally

it is more or less adorned below the collar with minute scales or

mealy or branny particles. It is commonly of a whitish or

dingy-white color, more or less stained with dull-red, especially

toward and at the base. The center of the stem is of a looser,

softer texture than the rest, and in mature plants it sometimes

becomes hollow.

Cap three to five inches broad, stem three to six inches long,

and generally about half an inch thick.

It grows either in woods or in open places, and may be found

from July to September.

The Keddish amanita, as found in New York, is generally of a

paler color than that indicated by most of the published figures

of the species. Frequently the cap is almost white, with but a

slight reddish or brownish-red tint. The strong distinguishing

character of the species is the almost entire absence of any

remains of the wrapper at the base of the stem. By this and by
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the presence of the dull-red hues and stains it may be distin-

guished from any of our poisonous species.

Some writers have referred to this species as of doubtful qual-

ity, suspected character or as poisonous, but later authors agree

in classing it with the edible species. According to Cordier it is

largely used in the eastern part of France, and is one of the most

delicate mushrooms. Gillet agrees with him in this opinion.

Cooke says it is pleasant both in taste and smell, and is a very

common, safe and useful species. Stevenson records it as delicious

and perfectly wholesome.

Amanitopsis Roze.

The principal feature wherein the genus Amanitopsis differs

from Amanita is in the absence of a collar from the stem. Its

species were formerly included in Amanita. We have one edible

species.

Amanitopsis vaginata Roze.

Sheathed Amanitopsis.

Plate 17.

Pileus rather thin, fragile, glabrous or adorned when young

with one or more adhering fragments of the volva, deeply and

distinctly striated on the margin ; lamellae free, white or whitish
;

stem destitute of an annulus, sheathed at the base by the torn

remains of the rather long, thin, flabby volva
;
spores globose,

white, .0003 to .0004 in. broad.

The Sheathed amanitopsis is distinguished from any species of

Amanita by the absence of a collar from the stem.

In this plant the cap is quite smooth except in rare instances in

which one or two fragments of the ruptured wrapper adhere to

it for a time. The striations on the margin are deep and distinct,

as in the Orange amanita. The cap is quite regular, but it is

fragile and easily broken. In some instances a slight blunt pro-

tuberance or umbo develops at its center. It varies considerably

in color, and several varieties depending on this variation have

been described.

The flesh is white, but in the darker-colored forms it is grayish

under the separable epidermis.

33
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The gills are white or whitish and are gradually more narrow

toward the stem. The stem is often smooth but generally it is

sprinkled with minute mealy or branny particles or floccose scales,

especially in young and vigorous specimens and in the dark-

colored forms. It is either hollow or stuffed with a cottony pith.

It is not bulbous, but it is sheathed at the base with a soft, flabby,

torn membrane, the remains of the wrapper. This adheres so

slightly to the stem that if the plant is carelessly pulled the sheath

is left in the ground.

The cap is two to four inches broad ; the stem, three to five

inches long and one fourth to one-half an inch thick.

The plant grows singly or scattered in woods or in open places.

It is common in the deep damp vegetable mold of dense evergreen

woods in mountainous regions, but is not limited to such localities.

It is found in almost all parts of the State and on a great variety

of soil. It sometimes grows on much decayed wood. It occurs

from June to October.

In the white variety, Variety alba, the whole plant is white.

This is A. nivalis (Grev.) and A.fungites (Batsch.).

In Variety fulva, A.fulva (Schaeff) figures 1 to 4, the tawny

variety, the cap is tawny-yellow or pale ochraceous.

In the livid variety, Variety livida, the cap has a livid or

leaden-brown color and the gills and stem are more or less tinged

with a smoky-brown hue. This is A. livida and A. spadicea

(Pers.). See figures 5 to 9.

Some of the older authors placed the sheathed mushroom among
the doubtful or suspected species, but more recent writers gener-

ally admit that it is edible. My own experience indicates that it is

scarcely first class, though some pronounce it "delicate," "delici-

ous," etc.

Lepiota Fr.

The species of Lepiota have the gills typically free from the

stem, as in Amanita and Amanitopsis, but they differ in having

no superficial or removable warts on the cap, and no sheathing or

scaly remains of a wrapper at the base of the stem. In some

species the epidermis of the cap breaks into scales which persist-

ently adhere to the cap, and this feature, indeed, suggests the

name of the genus, which is derived from the Latin word lepis,

a scale.
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Our State is favored with at least two very good edible species,

both of which are easily recognized, if the generic characters are

kept in mind.

Pileus thin, umbonate, adorned with brown spot-like scales

;

lamellae white or yellowish-white, free, remote from the stem

;

stem very long, annulate, hollow, bulbous
;
spores large, ellipti-

cal, .0005 to .0007 inch long.

The Parasol mushroom is a very neat, graceful and attractive

species. When young the cap is brownish or reddish-brown and

somewhat resembles an egg in shape. Its reddish-brown epider-

mis soon breaks up into numerous fragments, and as the cap

expands these become more and more separated from each other,

except on and near the central boss or umbo. As the cap is

paler beneath the epidermis it appears, when expanded, to be

variegated by brown spots or scales. The paler surface has a

somewhat silky or fibrillose appearance, minute fibrils radiating

from the center toward the circumference. The cap sometimes

becomes fully expanded, but usually it maintains a convex form

like an opened umbrella or parasol. This form, together with

the prominent umbo and the long slender stem, is very suggest-

ive of the common name of this fungus. The flesh is soft, dry,

slightly tough and white. It has no unpleasant odor or flavor.

The gills are whitish or slightly tinged with yellow. They are

closely placed side by side, narrower toward the stem than

toward the margin, and their inner extremity is so far from the

stem that a conspicuous clear space is left about it.

The stem is very long in proportion to its thickness and is,

therefore, suggestive of the specific name procera. It has a

rather thick, firm collar, which in the mature plant generally

becomes loosened and movable on it like a ring. At the base it

swells out and forms a bulb. Generally the part below the collar

is variegated by numerous small brownish dots or scales, but

these are by no means a constant character. The stem is hollow

or it sometimes contains a soft cottony or webby pith.

Cap scaly, umbonate

Cap smooth, Dot umbonate

L. procera.

L. uaucinoides.

Lepiota procera Scop.

Parasol Mushroom. Tall Lepiota.

Plate 18.
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Cap three to five inches broad, stem five to ten inches long^

one-fourth to one-half an inch thick.

This plant grows in thin woods, in fields and pastures and by
roadsides. It usually grows singly or scattered, but sometimes

in clusters. It may be found from July to September, but,

unfortunately, it is not very common with us.

The Parasol mushroom has been highly commended and is evi-

dently a first class edible species. u One of the most delicate

species, although the flesh is slightly tough," " almost the greatest,

if not the greatest, favorite with fungus eaters," " very delicate,

of easy digestion and in great demand," are some of the recorded

utterances in its favor.

There is no poisonous species with which it can be confused or

for which it can be mistaken. The very tall slender stem with

its bulbous base, the peculiarly spotted cap with its very prominent

darker colored umbo, and the broad space or basin about the

insertion of the stem and between it and the inner extremity of

the gills, easily distinguish this mushroom.

There is a form in which the umbo and spot-like scales are

paler than usual, and the whole plant, except these, is white. I

regard it as a mere variety of the species. A form without an

umbo and with a somewhat shaggy appearance to the cap has

been found ia t^ie western part of the State. It closely resembles

the Eagged lepiota, Lepiota rhacodes, a species which is also

edible. Oar plant, however, differs from the description of

L. rhacodes in having larger spores ; these being scarcely smaller

than those of the Parasol mushroom. It is the opinion of some

botanists that L. procera and L. rhacodes are forms of one species,

so closely are they related, and in Massee's Fungus Flora the

latter is considered a mere variety of the former.

Lepiota naucinoides Pk.

Smooth Lepiota.

Plate 19.

Pileus soft, smooth, white or smoky-white ; lamellae free, white,

slowly changing with age to a dirty pinkish-brown or smoky-

brown color ; stem annulate, slightly thickened at the base, colored

like the pileus
;
spores subelliptical, uninucleate, white, .0003 to

.0004 in. long.
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The Smooth lepiota is generally very regular and symmetrical

in shape and of a pure white color. Karely the central part of

the cap is slightly tinged with yellow or with a smoky-white hue,

which is occasionally dark enough to be called smoky-brown.

Its surface is nearly always very smooth and even. In rare

instances a slight mealiness or granular roughness develops on

the central part of the cap. A very unusual form sometimes

occurs in which the surface of the cap is broken into rather large

thick scales which give it a singular appearance. To this form

the name Variety squamosa has been applied.

The gills are a little narrower toward the stem than they are

in the middle. At the inner extremity they are rounded and not

attached to the stem. They are white or slightly tinged with

yellow until maturity or old age when they acquire a slight

pinkish-brown or even a smoky-brownish color. In dried

specimens this last color prevails.

The stem has about the same color as the cap. It has a white

collar of which the external edge is generally thicker than the

inner. It sometimes breaks loose from its attachment to the

stem and becomes a movable ring upon it as in the Parasol

mushroom. Occasionally in old specimens it becomes torn and

disappears entirely. Nearly always the stem gradually enlarges

toward the base and forms a more or less distinct bulb . It is

hollow, but as in most of the preceding species, the cavity often

contains webby or cottony filaments, especially in the immature

plants.

Cap two to four inches broad, stem two to three inches long,

one-fourth to one-half an inch thick.

Tne Smooth lepiota grows in grassy places in lawns and pas-

tures or by roadsides. Rarely it is found in cultivated fields,

and even in thin woods. It may be found from August to

November.

In my estimation this species is scarcely, if at all, inferior in its

edible qualities to the Common mushroom. Its flesh is thick and

white and usually tender and savory. It is very free from the

attacks of insects and growing, as it often does, in places where
the grass is short and dense, it has a neat, clean and attractive

appearance. Its gills retain their white color a long time, and
in this respect it has an advantage over the Common mushroom,
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in which they soon pass from the delicate pink of youth to the

repulsive blackish hue of age. One of my correspondents in

speaking of this species says " it grows abundantly here and is

one of our finest edible mushrooms. I have taught our people

to eat it and it is now highly prized in this region."

It being similar to the Common mushroom in size and color it

is sometimes confused with that species. But a glance at the

color of the gills is sufficient to separate the two. The color of

the spores and the character of the stem and collar are also dis-

tinguishing differences. It still more closely resembles the

Chalky mushroom, Agaricus cretaceus, but the darker color of

the gills and the brown color of the spores of that species will

also abundantly distinguish it. Our plant is apparently the

American representative of the European Lepiota naucina, to

which it was formerly referred, and from which it scarcely differs

except in the shape of its spores and in its smoother cap. The
spores are described by Fries as globose in the European plant.

All the species here mentioned are edible, so that discrimination

between them would not be necessary for safety in using any of

them for food. It is, however, more satisfactory always to recog-

nize without any doubt the species used for food. Our figures

and descriptions will enable any one to do so. The Smooth

lepiota was first recorded as edible in the Twenty-seventh Report,

where it stands under the name Agaricus naucinus.

Armillaria Fr.

The species of Armillaria differ from all the foregoing white

spored species in having the gills attached to the stem by their

inner extremity. Like them their spores are white and the stem

has a collar, but there is no wrapper at the base of the stem as in

Amanita and Amanitopsis. By the collar the genus differs from

the other genera which follow.

Armillaria mellea Vahl.

Hone y-colored Armillaria.

Plate 20.

Pileus adorned with minute tufts of brown or blackish hairs>

sometimes glabrous, even or when old slightly striate on the

margin ; lamellae adnate or slightly decurrent, white or whitish,
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becoming sordid with age and sometimes variegated with red-

dish-brown spots ; stem annulate, at length brownish toward the

base; spores elliptical, white, .0003 to .0004 in. long.

The Honey-colored armillaria is very plentiful and extremely

variable. The cap is generally adorned with numerous minute

tufts or scales of brown or blackish hairs, which are often more

dense on the disk or center than toward the margin. In young

plants they are often so crowded on the disk as to cover it and give

it a darker hue than the margin has, and they sometimes are so

fine and matted that they have a kind of woolly or tomentose

appearance. In some forms of the species they are entirely

wanting, or they disappear with age. The cap is sometimes

charged with moisture, and as this evaporates the color becomes

slightly paler. Its color varies from almost white to a dark red-

dish-brown, which is shown in figure 4. The most common hue

is a brownish-yellow shown in the lower figures of the plate.

The margin of the cap in mature plants is commonly striated,

but forms are not rare in which no striations appear. The center

of the cap is sometimes prominent, as in figure 3. The flesh is

white or whitish and its taste is somewhat unpleasant or acrid.

The gills are at first white or whitish, but with age they

become less clear in color and are often more or less stained or

spotted with reddish-brown. The inner extremity of those that

reach the stem is attached to it and usually runs down slightly

upon it. Sometimes there is a sl'ght notch on the lower edge of

the gills near the stem.

The stem is adorned with a collar which may be membranous
or of a thick cottony texture, or so thin and webby that it entirely

disappears in the older plants. Externally the stem is rather

firm and fibrous, but centrally it is soft and spongy or even hol-

low. It varies considerably in color, but usually it assumes a

reddish-brown or livid-brown hue, especially toward the base,

remaining paler above. Sometimes a yellowish-green tomentum is

noticeable at the base of the stem, and occasionally on the collar.

The stem may be of uniform thickness or slightly thickened at

the base or even narrowed almost to a point here. In one variety

it has a distinctly bulbous base, in another a tapering base like a

tap root which penetrates the earth deeply.
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Cap one to six inches broad, stem one to six inches long, one.

fourth to three-fourths of an inch thick.

The Honey-colored armillaria is very common and grows either

in woods or in cleared land, on the ground or on decaying wood.

A favorite habitat is about stumps and prostrate trunks in

recently cleared places or in bushy pastures. Its mode of growth

is either solitary, gregarious or in dense tufts or clusters. Tufts

a foot in diameter and composed of twenty or more plants

are not uncommon. The plants are especially abundant in hilly

and mountainous districts in autumn. They rarely appear

plentifully before the first of September, though occasional

specimens have been seen as early as June.

Monstrous forms sometimes occur, and there is an abortive

form which consists of a whitish irregular rounded mass of cellu-

lar matter without any distinction of stem cap or gills. This

usually grows in company with the ordinary form, and is an inch

or two in diameter. The mycelium of this fungus is thought to

be destructive to the wood in which it grows. Probably most

of the plants which appear to grow on the ground really take

their rise from mycelium which permeates some fragment of

wood or some root buried in the ground. It attacks both the

hard woods and soft woods.

Authors disagree concerning its edible qualities. Some of the

older authors considered it poisonous, but modern writers gen-

erally agree that it is harmless and edible, but of inferior quality.

Cordier says it is edible and loses its acridity in cooking, but the

stems are tough and not used.

Richon and Roze affirm that its taste is astringent and that its

acridity does not entirely disappear in cooking, but that it is

edible though of indifferent quality.

According to Vittadini, it is preserved in vinegar, salt and oil

for use in winter, and its acridity is lost in cooking. Gillet also

says that in reality it is harmless, though it has an acrid, disa-

greeable taste, which disappears in cooking. " Esculent but not

commendable," is the verdict of Berkeley ;
" edible but tough,"

says Stevenson, while Cooke tells us that it is very common and

much used on the Continent, but is not recommended.

My own experience in eating it at various times, both fried and

stewed, has always been without any harm. Cooking has
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appeared to me to dispel the unpleasant taste of the raw plant,

but sometimes when the dish was prepared by stewing in milk

and water, a slight, unpleasant burning sensation was felt in the

throat a short time after eating. I consider it a perfectly safe

and edible species, but not of first quality. Only the caps of

young and fresh specimens should be used.

It is not improbable that such a variable plant as this may
vary somewhat in flavor. We do not expect all varieties of

apples to have exactly the same flavor, though the species may
be one. The degree of toughness, too, may vary according to

the age and the rapidity of the growth of the plants. Individual

tastes may also differ, so that what would please one might be

distasteful to another. Such facts may account, in part, at least,

for the varying opinions concerning the edible qualities of this

very common mushroom. The essential thing to know is, that

the species is not dangerous. Then those who like it may eat it.

The following varieties of this species may be noted

:

Variety obscura has the cap covered with numerous small

blackish scales.

Variety flam has the cap yellow or reddish-yellow, but in

other respects it is like the type.

Variety glabra has the cap smooth ; otherwise like the type.

Variety radicata has a tapering, root-like prolongation of the

stem, which penetrates the earth deeply.

Variety bulbosa has a distinctly bulbous base to the stem.

Variety exannulata has the cap smooth and even on the margin,

and the stem tapering at the base. The annulus is very slight

and evanescent or wholly wanting. The cap is usually about an

inoh broad, or a little more, and the plants grow in clusters,

which sometimes contain forty or fifty individuals. It is more

common farther south than it is in our State, and is reported to

be the most common form in Maryland.

Notwithstanding the variability of the species, it is easily rec-

ognized when its characters are once known. I do not know of

any dangerous species which could easily be mistaken for it.

The abortive form which often grows with it, is not distin-

guishable from the abortive form of Clitopilus abortivus. It has

a farinaceous taste which is lost in cooking. It is not inferior to

the normal form in flavor, and may be eaten with safety.

34
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Tricholoma Fr.

The species of Tricholoma, and all the white-spored, gill-bear-

ing fungi to be hereafter described in these pages, differ from all

the preceding species in having no collar on the stem. In this

genus the gills are attached to the stem, and are excavated or

notched on the edge at or near the stem. It often happens that

this notch is so near the extremity of the gill that the part

attached to the stem is more nirrow than the gill just beyond

the excavation and causes the gill to appear as if rounded at the

inner extremity. This is an important character, though not a

very conspicuous one. The stem is fleshy and generally short

and stout. Three species have been tried and approved, and are

here described. Others reported as edible belong to our flora

and await further trial.

Cap viscid when moist T. transmutans.

Cap not viscid, reddish-brown T. imbricatum.

Cap not viscid, reddish-violaceous T. personatum.

' Tricholoma transmutans Peck.

Changing Tricholoma.

PJate 81. Figs. 1 to 5.

Pileus viscid when moist, tawny-red, becoming reddish-brown

with age ; lamellae whitish or pale-yellowish, becoming dingy or

reddish-spotted when old
; stem whitish, generally becoming red-

dish-brown toward the base, stuffed or hollow, spores white,

subglobose, .0002 in. broad.

The Changing tricholoma has the cap moist and sticky when
young and fresh, or during wet cloudy weather. Its color at

first is tawny or tawny-red, but with advancing age it generally 1

becomes darker, assuming a cinnamon-red or reddish-brown hue.j

but sometimes retaining a paler hue on the margin than in tiu

center. The flesh is white and emits a mealy or farinaceous

odor, especially when cut. The taste also is farinaceous.

The gills are placed closely side by side and are notched at th(

inner extremity where they are attached to the stem. At firsi

they are whitish or slightly tinged with yellow, but when oldl

they are much darker and more or less spotted with reddish

brown.
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The stem is about as long as the diameter of the cap. It is

generally paler than the cap, being whitish when young, but

assuming darker hues with age, especially toward the base. It

is often stuffed with a softer substance or pith when young, but

it soon becomes hollow.

Cap two to four inches broad, stem two to four inches long,

about half an inch thick.

It grows in thin woods or open places in wet weather. It may

be found from August to October. It is often found growing in

tufts or clusters, but it is usually gregarious. It seems to prefer

a sandy or light gravelly soil. It sometimes grows in company

with the next species in groves of young spruce, balsam-fir and

tamarack trees. Its edible qualities are very similar to those of

the next species, from which it is easily known when moist, by

reason of the viscidity of its cap. It was first recorded as edible

in the Forty-second Eeport.

Tricholoma imbricatum Fr.

Imbricated Tricboloma.

Plate 21. Figs, 6 to 11.

Pileus dry, innately squamulose, fibrillose toward the margin-

brown or reddish-brown; lamellae white, or yellowish white, becom,

ing reddish or spotted with reddish-brown; stem solid, white and

pulverulent at the top, colored like but generally paler than the

pileus toward the base; spores elliptical, white, .00025 in. long.

The Imbricated tricholoma does not differ very greatly from

the Changing tricholoma in size and color, but it can easily be

distinguished from that species by the dry, not viscid, upper surface

of its cap and by its solid stem. The cap is generally a little

darker colored and its surface often presents a somewhat scaly

appearance as if the epidermis had been torn into minute, irregular,

scale-like fragments. The color is a cinnamon-brown or dark

reddish-brown. The flesh is firm, white or whitish, and has^a

pleasant farinaceous odor and taste when fresh.

The gills have very nearly the same color and character as

those of the Changing tricholoma.

The stem also is similar to the stem of that species, but it has

no central cavity. Sometimes when old it becomes hollow by
the mining of insects.
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Cap two to four inches broad, stem two to three inches long,

one-third to two-thirds of an inch thick.

This species grows under or near coniferous trees
r
such as pine,

spruce, hemlock and balsam-fir. It appears in September and

October. Like the preceding species it sometimes grows in

clusters. It is often associated with Tricholoma vaccinum, a

species very similar to it in size and general appearance, but

which differs in three particulars. The margin in the young
plant is covered with a soft djwny or cottony coat, the stem is

hollow and the taste is bitter or unpleasant. Nevertheless some

writers class it among the edible species. Gillet says it is edible,

but not of a very delicate flavor. So much do the two species

resemble each other that so good a mycologist as Persoon seems

to have confused them under the common name Agaricus rufus-

A mistake of this kind by any one using the Imbricted tricholoma

for food would not be serious, since this closely related plant has

no dangerous properties.

Tricholoma personatum Fr.

Masked Tricholoma.

Plate 22.

Pileus moist, glabrous, variable in color; lamellae crowded,

rounded behind, free or nearly so, separable from the pileus, vio-

laceous becoming sordid-whitish or fuscous ; stem short, solid,

fibrillose, whitish,, commonly tinged with lilac or pale violet

;

spores elliptical, sordid-white, .0003 to .00035 inch long.

The Masked tricholoma is worthy of a place among the escu-

lent species of the first class. When young the cap is very con-

vex and firm, but when mature it is nearly flat and the flesh is

more soft. It is very smooth and usually quite regular in shape

when young, but in older plants the margin sometimes becomes

irregular or wavy. In young plants the margin is rolled inwards

and often whitened with downy or mealy particles or frosted

with a slight bloom, but in old ones it is naked, and in wet

weather it may even be curved upwards. The cap is apt to

become water-soaked in wet weather, in which condition it has

an uninviting appearance. It varies much in color, but generally

it has a pale lilac hue, which is apt to change with age to a

russety shade in the center. Occasionally the color of the cap is
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almost white or pale grayish. The flesh when dry is nearly

white and has a pleasant taste.

The gills are closely placed and rounded at the end next the

stem, to which they are but slightly attached, or from which

they may be entirely free in some cases. They are generally

more brightly colored in the young plant than in the mature one.

The stem is generally rather short and stout, its length being

less than the diameter of the cap. It is solid, and externally

adorned with fibrils and downy particles when young and fresh,

but it soon becomes smooth. In color it is like the cap or paler

than it. It is sometimes a little thicker at the base than at the

top, and in one variety, which I have called var. bulbosum, and

which is represented by figures 7 and 8, it is very distinctly

bulbous.

Cap two to five inches broad, stem one to three inches long,

one-half to one inch thick.

It grows in thin woods and in grassy open places. It does not

often appear before September, but it may be found till freezing

weather stops its growth. It generally grows singly or in

groups, but occasionally it is found in clusters of several indi-

viduals.

Nearly all writers speak well of its edible qualities. Dr.

Badham says that its taste is pleasant, and when not water-

soaked it is a fine, firm fungus with a flavor like veal. Letellier

states that it can be eaten with pleasure and without the least

risk. Others pronounce it edible, very good, highly esteemed,

very savory. My own experience leads me to place it among the

first-class mushrooms.

In England this species is sometimes called Blewits and in

France, Blue stem, although the color in our plant is more violet

or lilac than blue. In Europe it is said to have been sometimes

confused with Tricholoma nudum, a very closely related species,

and also with Cortinarius violaceus, the Yiolet cortinarius, but

such mistakes could result in no harm to the eater, for both these

are edible and perfectly safe. So far as known, we have no hurt-

ful species with which the Masked tricholoma would be likely to

be confused. Its gills are somewhat separable from the

hymenophore or flesh of the cap in the same manner as the gills

of a Paxillus are, and for this reason the species has sometimes
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been referred to that genus, but mycologists generally place it in

the genus Tricholoma. The spores, when dropped on white paper,

have not the clear white color shown by those of most species of

Tricholoma. The color is dingy-white or sordid-white.

Clitocybe Fr.

The genus Clitocybe differs from Tricholoma in the character

of the gills. They are attached to the stem by their inner

extremity as in that genus, but they are not notched or excavated

on the edge near the stem, and they are generally decurrent.

Several of our species have been recorded as edible, but trial has

been made by us of only a few of them. Those here described

are tabulated below.

Cap thick-fleshed, with no reddish hues 1

Cap thin-fleshed
3
more or less reddish 2

1 Cap grayish, gills close together C. nebularis.

1 Cap brown or blackish-brown, gills wide apart . C. media.

2 Cap funnel shaped when mature C. infundibuliformis.

2 Cap convex or nearly plane when mature ... C. laccata.

Clitocybe nebularis Batsch.

Clouded Clitocybe.

Plate 23. Figs. 8 to 13.

Pileus fleshy, firm, at first convex, becoming nearly flat;

lamellae crowded, adnate or slightly decurrent, white or slightly

tinged with yellow ; stem firm, fibrillose, generally thickened at

the base; spores elliptical, white, .0002 in. long.

The Clouded clitocybe is a rather large and firm mushroom

with the cap at first convex, but when mature it becomes nearly

flat or a little depressed. It is smooth and of a grayish or

clouded-gray color, often becoming paler with age and sometimes

evidently with a slight yellowish tint. The center of the cap is

sometimes darker than the margin. In the American plant the

color is generally paler than that of the European plant, as indi-

cated by the published figures. The color of the flesh is white.

The gills are quite closely placed, and in the young plant are

attached to the stem by the whole width of the inner extremity,

but as the cap expands they appear to run down upon the stem

and terminate in a narrow point. They are white or slightly

tinged with yellow.
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The stem is usually rather short and stout. It is thickest at

the base and gradually tapers upward. It is firm and more or

Less adorned with longitudinal fibrils. It is generally paler than

the cap. Its center is somewhat softer in texture than the

exterior parts.

Cap two to five inches broad, stem one and a half to three

inches long, one-half to one inch thick.

The usual habitat is among fallen leaves in woods where it

appears in September and October. I have never seen it in fields.

It is a rare species with us. It sometimes grows in clusters.

Some of the French mycologists do not admit this among the

edible species, but English writers speak highly of it. Cordier

says it is bad ; Eichon and Roze say that its flavor is scarcely

agreeable, and that it should be placed among the suspected

species. Quelet asserts that he has eaten it often and found it

good, but that sometimes it is indigestible and nauseous. Roques

classes it as edible. Bulliard says " it is very agreeable to the

taste." According to Badham it requires very little cooking and

the flesh is perhaps lighter of digestion than that of any other.

Stevenson quotes it as edible and very good, with a somewhat

pungent taste and an odor of curd cheese. Cooke regards it as

one of his favorite mushrooms, to which he gives special atten-

tion, and he thinks that no person, having a practical knowledge

of its qualities, would place it among the suspected species.

Clitocybe media Peck.

Intermediate Clitocybe.

Plate 23. Figs. 1 to 7.

Pileus at first convex, becoming flat or slightly depressed, dr}r
,

dark grayish-brown or smoky-brown, the margin often wavy or

irregular, the flesh white, taste mild ; lamella? broad, subdistant,

adnate or decurrent, whitish, the interspaces somewhat venose
;

stem not at all or but slightly thickened at the base, colored like

or a little paler than the pileus; spores elliptical, white, .0003 in.

long.

The Intermediate clitocybe is very similar to the Clouded clito-

cybe in size and shape. Indeed, it might easily be mistaken for

i dark colored variety of that species, but when examined closely

t will be seen that the gills are not so close together as in that
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species, the spaces between them being noticeably wider, and

often marked with little ridges or cross veins. The stem is also

more. cylindrical, scarcely tapering at all from the base upwards.

In this respect it differs also from the Club foot clitocybe, Clito-

cybe clavipes, a species scarcely differing from the Intermediate

clitocybe in color, although it has a more soft and spongy flesh

and its cap is more narrow and more gradually tapering down-

ward into the stem. It therefore appears somewhat like an

inverted cone, while the stem may be compared to a long and

narrow cone whose apex is united with the apex of the inverted

one formed by the cap.

The Intermediate clitocybe is very scarce and has been found

in cool deep woods only, growing among mosses that thickly

carpeted the ground. It occurs in September. Its flesh is well

flavored and it is a mushroom well worthy a place among the

most desirable species. It is a matter of regret that it is not

more abundant, it was first published as edible in the Forty-

second Keport of the State Museum, its edible qualities having

been tested by the writer.

Clitocybe infundibuliformis Schaeff.

Funnel-form: Clitocybe.

Plate 24. Figs. 1 to 6.

Pileus at first convex and umbonate, becoming infundibuliform,

dry, flaccid, reddish or pale tan color, fading with age ; lamellae

decurrent, white ; stem generally tapering upward from the base,

colored like or paler than the pileus
;
spores somewhat elliptical,

white, .0002 to .00025 in. long.

The Funnel-form clitocybe is a neat and rather pretty species,

easily recognized by the funnel-like shape of the mature cap and

its pale red color. When young the cap is slightly convex and

often adorned with a very small prominence or umbo in the center.

If observed closely it will be seen to be coated with a slight down

or silkiness, especially on the margin. But as the cap expands it

becomes depressed in the center, and in wet weather it resembles

somewhat a large wine-glass in shape. The color is apt to fade

and sometimes the margin of the cap becomes irregular or wavy.

Occasionally specimens occur in which the cap is almost white.

The flesh is thin and white.
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The gills also are thin and white or whitish and rather closely

placed. They run down on the stem in the mature plant, ending

in a narrow point.

The stem is quite smooth and generally tapers upward from

the base. It is sometimes white, but more often is colored like

the cap. Usually a soft white down or felt is noticeable at its

base. This is its mycelium which spreads in the soil or among

the fallen leaves in which it grows.

The cap is two to three inches across, the stem is two to three

inches long and one-fourth to nearly one-half an inch thick in the

largest specimens.

It is not uncommon in woods in summer and autumn. Like

many other species it is more abundant in wet weather. It

delights especially to grow among fallen leaves in mixed woods,

and though generally single or scattered in its mode of growth it

sometimes forms clusters, in which case the cap is apt to be more

or less irregular.

Although small in size and thin in flesh it affords a very deli-

cate and delicious food.

When once known it is easily recognized, and I do not know of

any hurtful mushroom in our flora with which it is likely to be

confused.

Clitocybe laccata Scop.

Laccate Clitocybe. Waxy Clitocybe.

Plate 26.

Pileus thin, convex or nearly plane, sometimes umbilicate,

hygrophanous, glabrous or minutely scurfy- squamulose ; lamellae

broad, distant, adnate or slightly decurrent, more or less tinged

with flesh color ; stem slender, equal, fibrous, stuffed, colored like

the pileus; spores globose, rough, .0003 to .0004 inch broad.

The Laccate clitocybe is a small but verycommon species which

has a very wide range and is sometimes very abundant. It is

also very variable, but easily recognizable when its peculiar

characters are understood. It is thin in flesh, not highly flavored

and apt to be tough, but because it has been classed among the

edible species of Europe and because of its abundance and avail-

ability it is here admitted.

The cap is convex or nearly plane, even or umbilicate, smooth
or with a slight scurfy roughness, When moist it has a watery

35
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appearance, and as this moisture dries the color changes more or

less. In the moist state the color is some shade of pale red, buff

red or flesh red, but when dry it fades to a grayish or pale

ochraceous hue.

The gills are broad, rather wide apart and attached to the

stem by their entire width. Sometimes they are slightly decur-

reut and occasionally emarginate, contrary to the generic charac-

ter. They have a peculiar pale fleshy red hue which is more
persistent than the color of the cap, and which is one of the best

characters for the recognition of the species. When mature, they

are apt to be dusted by the white spores.

The stem is rather long and slender, having a fibrous appear-

ance and being either straight or flexuous. It is stuffed or

almost hollow, rather tough and colored like the cap.

The cap varies from half an inch to two inches in horizontal

diameter, and the stem from one to three inches in length and

one to three lines in thickness.

There are several well marked varieties that have received

names. One of the prettiest is the Amethyst variety, Yariety

amethystina. Figs. 23 to 27, in which the moist cap is much darker

colored than in the ordinary form, and when dry it is of a

grayish hue, but the gills have a beautiful deep violaceous color

which is quite persistent. The spores are rather large and the

lamellae more decurrent than usual. It may be a good species.

In Yariety pallidifolia, the pale gilled variety, the gills are

much paler than usual, being but slightly tinged with the ordinary

flesh color.

In Yariety striatula, the striatulate variety, the plants are

small, the cap is smooth, and so thin that shadowy lines or

striations are seen on it radiating from near the center to the

margin. This variety usually grows in very damp or wet places.

Its spores are rather large, which may indicate a good species.

The Laccate mushroom may be found from the beginning to

the end of the season, if the weather is not too dry. It is not

particular as to its place of growth, but occurs in woods, groves,

swamps or open fields, growing on naked ground or among

grass, mosses or fallen leaves It is especially fond of pine woods

or groves where the soil is kept shaded and moist.

Because of its departure from the generic character in its peculiar

gills and spores it has been placed by some writers in a distinct
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genus under the name Laccaria laccata. It is closely related to

Clitocybe ochropurpurea B. & C, a much larger species with a

paler cap and brighter gills, and a short thick stem and often an

irregular deformed development. This also should be associated

with it generically under the name Laccaria ochropurpurea, if

that genus is sustained.

Pleurotus Fr.

The genus Pleurotus scarcely differs from Tricholoma and

Clitocybe except in the relative position of the stem and the cap.

In these genera the cap is supported by a stem which is attached

to it centrally. In Pleurotus the stem it attached to the cap at

some point to one side of the center. Sometimes this point is on

the very margin of the cap, and in a few species the stem is

scarcely developed at all. Some of the species have the gills

rounded or notched at the inner extremity as in the genus

Tricholoma, and some have them decurrent on the stem as in

Clitocybe. A distinctive character which is worthy of notice in

this genus is found in the habitat. All the species, with which

we have to do, grow on dead wood, while those of the two pre-

ceding genera, so far as here given, grow on the ground. Gen-

erally their flesh is more tough than in terrestrial species.

Sometimes they grow from dead spots or dead branches of living

trees, and are often out of reach, being far up from the ground.

Stem present, distinct 1

Stem wanting or indistinct P. ostreatus.

1 Spores white P. ulmarius.

1 Spores faintly lilac-tinted P. sapidus.

Pleurotus ulmarius Bull.

Elm Pleurotus.

Plate 26. Figs. 1 to 4.

Pileus convex or nearly flat, firm, glabrous, white or centrally

tinted with reddish-yellow or brownish-yellow, flesh white;

lamellae rather broad, rounded or notched at the inner extremity,

adnexed, white or^creamy white ; stem firm, eccentric, generally

curved, white or whitish
;
spores globose, white, .0002 to .00025

in. broad.

The Elm pleurotus, or elm tree mushroom, is a conspicuous

object, growing, as it generally does, from dead places in or on
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the stumps of cut branches of standing elms. By its large size

and white color it easily attracts attention. Its cap is broadly

convex or nearly flat, quite smooth and usually white or whitish.

Sometimes it is centrally tinged with a rusty or dull yellowish

hue, and occasionally adorned with roundish spots as shown in

figure 2. I have never seen the American plant as highly

colored as some of the figures of the European plant. Some-

times the epidermis will be found cracked in small areas giving

to the cap a scaly or tessellated appearance, and occasionally it

cracks longitudinally. The flesh is firm and white.

The gills are quite broad and not very closely placed side by

side. They are notched at the inner extremity as in species of

Tricholoma. They are white, or when old, tinged with yellow.

The stem is firm and solid and united to the cap a little to one

side of the center. It is generally more or less curved. This is

especially the case when it grows from the side of the trunk of

the tree. It is commonly smooth, but sometimes a little downy
or hairy at the base. In color it is white or whitish.

Cap three to five inches broad, stem two to four inches long,

one-half to three-fourths of an inch thick.

It appears from September to November. It is not uncommon
to see this mushroom late in autumn growing on the elms that

have been planted as shade trees along the streets of our cities

and in our public parks. It grows especially on those that have

been severely trimmed or had their tops cut away. Its time of

appearance is so late in the season that it is not often infested by

insects. It therefore persists a long time and will keep two or

three days without harm. Its flesh is not as tender as that of

many of the mushrooms that grow on the ground, but it has an

agreeable flavor and is quite harmless. Most tree-inhabiting

mushrooms grow more slowly and are, therefore, more tough

and more slow to decay than those growing on the ground.

They are also less easily collected since they often grow high up

on standing trees. In consequence of their persistent character

they are easily dried and preserved for winter use.

The Elm pleurotus sometimes grows on other than elm trees,

as the maple and poplar. Occasionally when growing from the

cut surface of an upright stump, or from the upper side of a

branch, its stem is straight and attached centrally to the cap.

Such'aformjias received the name Ysocietyjverticalis. A form
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is said to grow in Europe in which the whole stem is downy or

hairy, but I have not found it in our State. According to Vitta-

dini the Elm pleurotus is a fungus of first quality and very

desirable. Letellier commends it as an article of food because

of its large size, and Dr. Cooke mentions one specimen which

was so large that it made a good meal for three or four persons.

Quelet says that it is sapid, but should be eaten while young.

When dried specimens are soaked several hours in water they

resume their original size and are nearly as good as if fresh.

Pleurotus sapidus Kalchb.

Sapid Pleurotus.

Plate 27.

Pileus convex or depressed, glabrous, often irregular, variable

in color, flesh white; lamella subdistant, decurrent, whitish;

stems commonly tufted, growing from a common base, eccentric

or lateral, glabrous, white or whitish
;
spores oblong, pale lilac,

.00035 to .00045 in. long.

The Sapid pleurotus generally grows in tufts or crowded clus-

ters, whose stems are more or less united at the base, and whose

caps crowd and overlap each other. The caps are smooth and

firm and in wet weather are somewhat moist. They are convex

on the upper surface or centrally depressed, and owing to their

crowded mode of growth are often very irregular in shape.

They vary greatly in color, being white, yellowish, ashy gray,

dull lilac or even brownish. The flesh, however, is white.

The gills are rather broad and somewhat wide apart. They
run down on the stem and there often branch and connect with

each other. They are whitish or yellowish and sometimes pre-

sent a ragged or torn appearance.

The stems are generally short and two or more usually grow
from a common base. They are commonly white and smooth,

solid and firm, and attached to the cap laterally or a little to one

side of the center, though specimens occasionally occur in which

the stem is quite central.

The peculiar character which distinguishes this species, and
about the only one that is available for separating it in all cases

from the next, is the lilac tint of the spores. When these are

thrown down on black or brown paper they have a sordid, whitish

appearance, but if caught on white paper the color of the mass
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is a very pale dull lilac as represented by figure 9. It has

seemed to me that they are whitish, even on white paper, when
first thrown down, but after a short exposure or after a greater

accumulation the lilac tint appears. Notwithstanding this pecu-

liarity in the color of its spores the species is classed among the

white-spored mushrooms, and it is perhaps a question whether it

is, after all, anything more than a variety of the next species.

Cap two to five inches broad, stem one to two inches long, one-

fourth to two-thirds of an inch thick.

The Sapid pleurotus grows in woods and open places from June

to November. It is quite common and more abundant in wet

weather. It inhabits decaying wood and may be found about old

stumps, prostrate trunks of trees or even on dead or dying trees

while yet standing. Sometimes it appears to grow from the

ground, but a careful investigation would show that it starts from

some decaying root or some buried piece of wood. In Europe it

is said to grow on elm and oak, but in our State it inhabits other

trees also, such as beech, birch, maple and horse chestnut. I have

eaten it both fried and stewed and consider it about the same as

the Oyster mushroom in edible qualities. In Hungary, according

to Dr. Kalchbrenner, it is eagerly sought for food in the woods,

and is also cultivated on pieces of elm trunks in gardens.

Pleurotus ostreatus Fr.

Oyster Pleurotus. Oyster Mushroom.

Plate 26. Figs. 5 to 9.

Pileus convex, soft, imbricated, glabrous, moist, whitish, ciner-

eous or brownish, flesh white ; lamellae broad, decurrent, anasto-

mosing at the base, white or whitish ; stem short, firm, mostly

lateral and indistinct or absent
;

spores oblong, white, .0 03 to

.0004 in. long.

The Oyster mushroom or Oyster fungus, so named because of

its shape probably, rather than because of its flavor, is very simi-

lar to the Sapid mushroom. According to the descriptions of the

European plant it is quite variable in color, but with us the pre-

vailing colors are white or ashy-gray, changing to yellowish in the

old or dried state. The stem when present is generally shorter than

in the Sapid pleurotus and more often lateral. It is sometimes hairy

at the base and sometimes wanting entirely. But the caps are
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clustered and overlapped very much as in that species, and the

gills are the same in both. For table purposes there is little need

of keeping the two distinct. Both are much more liable to be

infested by insects than the Elm pleurotus. Both grow on decaying

wood and at the same season and under similar conditions. The

Oyster mushroom is apparently much less frequent in our State

than the Sapid mushroom. It has long been classed among the

esculent species, but in consequence of the toughness of its flesh it

does not rank as a mushroom of first quality. Miss Banning states

that she has eaten it both raw and cooked, but that she failed to

detect any resemblance between its flavor and that of the oyster.

Dr. Cooke says that it is a fleshy fungus, and when slowly and

carefully cooked it is a pleasant and digestible one, but that it

may be spoiled by bad treatment. French writers speak well of

it and agree that it is both safe and excellent, but some recom-

mend it only while young and tender. No charge of b Aug dele-

terious is brought against it.

The remaining white-spored genera here represented differ

from all the preceding either in the character of the gills or of

the flesh.

Hygrophorus Fr.

In the genus Hygrophorus the gills of the mature plant have

a soft waxy texture which distinguishes them from all others.

They are not easily separable into the two membranes which

form their two surfaces, as in the preceding genera. As in

Pleurotus, the gills of some of the species are rounded or

notched at the end next the stem, but of others they are decur-

rent on it. Those with decurrent gills bear considerable external

resemblance to the species of Clitocybe, but the gills are generally

thicker and much further apart than in that genus. No species

of Hygrophorus is known to be dangerous, though two or three

have been classed as suspected.

Hygrophorus pratensis Fr.

Meadow Hygrophorus. Pasture Hygrophorus.

Plate 28. Figs 11 to 17.

Pileus compact, convex turbinate or nearly flat, glabrous, the

margin thin
; lamellae thick, distant, decurrent, whitish or yellow-

ish, the interspaces veiny ; stem short, glabrous, white or whitish,
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sometimes yellowish
;
spores broadly elliptical, whitish, .00024

to .00028 in. long.

The Meadow hygrophorus, also called Pasture hygrophorus

and Buff-caps, is a rather small but stout-appearing mushroom,

which is quite variable in the color of its cap. This is commonly
buff or yellowish, more or less tinged with red or tawny hues.

Sometimes it is almost white. When young, the cap is nearly

hemispherical or strongly convex, but with advancing age the

thick fleshy center becomes more prominent. In full maturity

the thin margin is apt to be extended horizontally so that the

surface of the cap is nearly flat and its shape resembles an in-

verted cone whose sides are fluted by the widely separated gills.

The flesh is white or nearly so and has a mild taste.

The thick gills extend far down on the stem in the mature

plant, and in the bottom of the spaces between them cross veins

may be seen connecting them together.

The stem is mostly white, or if tinged at all with the color of

the cap, it is paler than it. Sometimes it tapers downward, be-

coming more narrow at the base than in the upper part. Its sur-

face is smooth.

Cap one to two inches broad, stem one to two inches long,

one-fourth to one-half an inch thick.

This species grows in old pastures and clearings or in thin

woods. It is often found in old abandoned fields partly over-

grown with brakes and bushes. It may be found from July to

September.

It has, for many years and by nearly all writers on this sub-

ject, been classed with the edible species, and Dr. Cooke pro-

nounces it to be thoroughly wholesome and of delicate flavor.

Hygrophorus miniatus Fr.

Vermilion Hygrophorus.

Plate 28 Figs. 1 to 10.

Pileus thin, fragile, at first convex, becoming nearly plane,

glabrous or minutely squamulose, often umbilicate, generally

red; lamellae distant, adnate, yellow, often tinged with red;

stem slender, glabrous, colored like the pileus
;
spores elliptical,

white, .0003 in. long.
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The Vermilion hygrophorus is a very highly colored, beauti-

ful species. It is small, but in some localities it is so abundant

that no difficulty need be encountered in procuring a quantity of

it sufficient for a meal for a large family. The cap is thin and

fragile, and it must be handled with care or it will be broken.

In the young plant it is convex, but it expands with age until it

is Hat or even centrally depressed. Its surface is sometimes

smooth and even shining, again it is roughened as if coated with

minute scurfy scales. Frequently there is a little central depres-

sion or umbilicus in it. When young and moist the margin often

shows slight striations, but in the dry or mature plant these are

not seen. The margin is often irregular or wavy, and in very

wet weather it may become curved upwards so that the cap be-

comes concave. The color is usually a bright red or vermilion,

but sometimes it fades to paler or orange shades, and there is a

variety in which the whole plant is yellow. This I have called

variety lutescens and have represented it by figures 9 and 10.

The bright color of this plant is apt to disappear in drying.

The gills are commonly yellow, but sometimes they are more

or less tinged with the red color of the cap. They are not so

wide apart as in the Meadow hygrophorus. They are generally

attached to the stem by the entire width of the inner extremity,

but specimens occur in which they are plainly notched at the

inner end, and others are found in which they are slightly

decurrent.

The stem is rather slender. In young plants it is solid, but in

older ones it becomes wholly or partly hollow. It is colored like

or sometimes paler than the cap.

Cap one-half to two inches broad, stem one to two inches long,

one to two lines thick.

The Vermilion hygrophorus grows in woods, swamps and old

fields in soil either wet or dry, among mosses or fallen leaves or

on naked earth. It is sometimes found in great profusion in

recent clearings over which fire has run. In such places it com-

monly attains a larger size than in dense woods, the cap attain-

ing a diameter of even three inches. It is evidently fond of

moisture and is more abundant in wet weather than in dry. It

will grow even in the wet Sphagnum of peat bogs, and yet it is

also found on the dry knolls and hillocks of the Adirondack

36
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region, growing freely under the shade of the brakes (Pteris

aquilina) that cover them. It thus shows a great adaptability

to varying conditions. It grows either singly, in groups or in

clusters, and may be found from June to September. It is

especially abundant in the Adirondack region.

Having experimented with this species twenty years ago I was

agreeably surprised to find it scarcely surpassed by any in ten-

derness of substance and agreeableness of flavor. It was first

recorded as an edible species in the Twenty-sixth Report of the

State Museum.

A common species that closely resembles it is the Chantarelle

hygrophorus, Hygropho7yus Cantharellus. This is a smaller and

more graceful plant, having a long slender stem and gills running

very distinctly down on it. The colors of the two plants are the

same, and they might easily be confused unless the character of

the gills is noticed.

Lactarius Fr.

In the genus Lactarius the gills exude a milky or colored juice

where cut or broken. This character alone is sufficient to dis-

tinguish this genus from all others, but there are other features

which are quite characteristic. The texture is such that while

the flesh seems firm and rigid it is nevertheless very brittle and

easily broken. The fracture is quite even and not ragged or

torn as in more fibrous or filamentous substances. The species

are mostly stout and fleshy in appearance and resemble in

outline those of the genus Clitocybe. In the mature plant

the cap is generally somewhat funnel-shape or like a broad

inverted cone. The gills are more or less decurrent and the

stem is mostly stout and short. Some of the species have the

cap adorned with circular zones or bands more highly colored

than the adjacent parts. This feature is rarely seen in any other

genus. The taste of the juice and flesh in many species is very

acrid or hot and burning, like that of cayenne pepper. Unless

this can be destroyed by cooking or drying such species must be

considered wholly unfit for food. There is much uniformity in

the spores of all the species. They are globose or nearly so and

roughened by minute points or protuberances. Their color may

be white or yellowish, according to the species.
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Lactarius deliciosus Fr.

Delicious Lactarius.

Plate 29.

Pileus at first convex and often slightly umbilicate, becoming

nearly plane or centrally depressed, sometimes almost funnel-

shaped, glabrous, yellowish-orange or grayish-orange varied with

brighter mottled zones; lamellae orange-colored; stem glabrous,

often marked with a few orange-colored spots, colored like or

paler than the pileus
;
juice orange-colored

;
spores globose, yel-

lowish, .0003 to .0004 in. broad.

The Delicious lactarius is well marked by its peculiar colors

and is easily distinguished from all our other species of Lactarius

by its orange-colored juice The cap is convex when young,

but in the mature plant it sometimes becomes centrally

depressed or even shaped like a funnel. It is smooth, and when
fresh and moist its surface is slightly viscid. Its color is some

shade of orange enlivened by mottled circles or zones of deeper

hue. These zones often appear as if composed of numerous con-

fluent spots. They are less distinct in old plants, in which also

the ground color fades and becomes tinged with greenish hues, as

shown in figure 4. Such plants have an unattractive appearance

and should not be used for food. The flesh is whitish, but tinged

with orange, especially along the line of attachment of the gills.

There is often a slightly acrid taste to it when fresh.

The gills are very similar to the cap in color. The orange-

colored milk exudes from these in drops if they are cut or broken.

This milk or juice pervades the whole plant and may exude from

wounds in any part. Wounds and bruises slowly assume a dull

greenish hue.

The stem is colored like or a little paler than the cap and is

often adorned with a few bright orange spots. It is generally

quite short when growing on nabid ground, but longer if growing

among mosses. In some cases it is narrowed at the base, in

others not. It is generally hollow in mature plants.

Cap two to five inches broad, stem one to four inches long, one-

third to two-thirds of an inch thick.

Common in woods, groves and damp, mossy places. It is

especially fond of pine woods and mossy swamps, though not by
any means limited to these. It may sometimes be found in
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swamps when dry weather prevents its growth elsewhere. It

appears from July to October.

The following are some of the many quotations that might be

made concerning the edible qualities of this mushroom. It is

one of the best mushrooms with which I am acquainted and
fully deserves its name and the high estimation in which it is

held. Its flesh is firm, juicy, sapid and nutritious. Badham. It

is the most delicate and the safest mushroom known. Vittadini.

It is a species highly esteemed and generally liked. It is very

good when properly cooked. It is also good preserved in

vinegar. Richon and Roze. It is certainly very good when
cooked with care. Quelet. It is most excellent. Berkeley. Fried

with butter and salt it has a taste like lamb. Seynes. It is edible

but it is not as good as its name seems to indicate. Gillet.

Served at the annual Woolhope dinners, it has always given

satisfaction. Cooke. It is the most delicious mushroom known.

Smith. My own experience with it leads me to consider it very

good but scarcely equal to the best. Doubtless differences of

opinion concerning it may be due in part to different methods of

cooking. It is said to require delicate cooking, for too long or

too rapid cooking will make it tough. One of the best methods

is to bake gently three-fourths of an hour in a close covered dish,

having seasoned it with butter, pepper and salt. I consider it

one of our most valuable mushrooms, because of its common
occurrence and goodly size, and because of the almost total im-

possibility of mistaking any deleterious species for it if regard

be had to the color of its juice. From this it is sometimes called

the Orange milk mushroom.

Lactarius volenms Fr.

Obange-brown Laotabius.

Plate 30.

Pileus convex or nearly plane, sometimes becoming centrally

depressed or almost funnel-form, glabrous, dry, golden-tawny

or brownish-orange, sometimes darker in the center; lamellae

crowded, adnate or subdecurrent, white or tinged with yellow;

stem colored like or a little paler than the pileus, glabrous; juice

white, abundant
;
spores globose, white, .00035 to .00045 in. broad.

The Orange-brown lactarius is a clean, firm and attractive

species. It varies but little in color and is, therefore, easily recog-
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nized. The cap is at first convex and, as in nearly all species of

Lactarius, with advancing age it expands and becomes nearly

flat or is somewhat depressed in the center and slightly funnel

form. It is very smooth and generally quite regular. Sometimes

it has a slight umbo or protuberance in the center as shown in

figure 2. In the mature plant the epidermis sometimes cracks

into small angular patches or areas. In the descriptions of the

European plant this is given as one of the distinguishing charac-

ters of the species, but it is by no means constant in the Ameri-

can plant. Indeed, it is more often absent than present. The

color of the cap is a peculiar mixture of red, brown and yellow,

somewhat difficult to describe. It has been called reddish-

tawny, golden-tawny, brownish-orange and orange-brown. It

varies somewhat in the depth of coloring, some being a shade

darker or a shade paler than others, but the essential color is

quite constant. In variety subrugosus, represented in figure 6,

the margin of the cap is roughened with wrinkles which form

irregular reticulations. In this variety the color is generally a

little darker than in the normal forms. The flesh is white, some-

times tinged with yellow.

The gills are closely placed side by side and are attached to

the stem by the whole width of their inner extremity, or in ma-

ture funnel-form caps they run down on the stem somewhat.

They are white or yellowish. Where cut or broken a white

juice or milk exudes in drops, and wounds or bruises quickly

assume a brownish hue.

The stem is colored like the cap, but generally it is a little

paler. It is quite firm and smooth and generally solid. It varies

in length but is not often longer than the diameter of the cap.

Cap two to five inches broad, stem one to four inches long,

one-third to three-fourths of an inch thick.

It grows in thin woods and open places. It is especially found

in woods and groves of chestnut and oak. It is a common species

and occurs from July to September. It is most abundant in

warm showery weather. Usually many individuals will be found

growing in company or in groups, so that it is not difficult to ob-

tain a generous supply for the table. It is remarkably free from
the attacks of insects, which is a point in its favor as an esculent.

Sometimes in drying it emits an unpleasant odor, which is per-
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haps an indication that the specimens should not be kept too

long before cooking. Many writers affirm that this fungus is

quite as good raw as it is cooked, but to me it often has a slightly

acrid or astringent flavor in the raw state. All acknowledge it

to be edible.

Cordier says it is excellent and among the most agreeable

edible mushrooms, and that in some countries it is eaten raw as

well as cooked. Paulet declares it to be fine and delicate and

that it is eaten with delight. Quelet asserts that it is better raw

than cooked and that its sweet milk affords an agreeable drink

for the botanist in the warm days of summer. Stevenson gives

it as edible and delicious. My own experience with it would

scarcely lead me to class it as more than an ordinarily good

mushroom. Perhaps it might be improved by better cooking

than I was able to give to it. I have not eaten it uncooked.

There are two or three species somewhat similar to the Orange-

brown mushroom in color, but none of them are hurtful. We
are sometimes cautioned against mistaking the Ked lactarius,

Lactarius rufus, for it. This is reported by Fries as very pois-

onous. I have found this on the high summits of the Catskills

and in the cold mossy swamps and woods of the Adirondack

region, but never in compan}7 with the Orange-brown lactarius.

It is easily distinguished by its more red color, its smaller size,

and especially by its exceedingly acrid burning taste. No one

who had tasted it in the raw state could be induced to swallow

the least particle of it.

Russula Fr.

The species of Russula are very similar to those of the genus

Lactarius in size, shape, structure and texture. The spores also

are of the same character. But this genus is at once separated

by the absence of any milky or colored juice. The coloration is

also peculiar in many of the species, bright or clear red and pur-

plish hues prevailing. This character doubtless suggested the

name of the genus. No species exhibits the colored circular

zones seen on the caps of so many species of Lactarius. The

taste of the flesh is very similar in both, in some species it being

peppery or acrid, in others mild.

The following is the only species which I have tried, though

several have been recorded as edible.
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Russula virescens Fr.

Greenish Russula.

Plat© 81.

Pileus at first nearly globose, then expanded and convex or

centrally depressed, firm, dry, adorned with small flocculent

patches or warts, greenish, sometimes tinged with yellow ; lamel-

lae moderately close, free or nearly so, white ; stem short, firm,

white
;
spores nearly globose, slightly roughened, white, .00024

to .0u03 in. broad.

The Greenish russula is quite distinct and easily recognized by

its green or grayish-green and warty cap. In the young plant

this is rounded or almost globular, but it soon becomes convex

and sometimes when mature it may even be centrally depressed.

Its surface is dry, not viscid as in some other greenish species,

and it is broken up into small scales or wart-like patches. The
margin in the typical form is even, but specimens often occur in

which it is marked with impressed lines or striations as in figures

3 and 4. The margin of the expanded cap often becomes split.

The flesh is white and has a mild taste.

The gills are white or whitish. They are narrow at the inner

extremity and barely reach the stem. Generally some of them
are forked and often a few shorter ones intervene between the

long ones.

The stem is commonly shorter than the diameter of the cap.

It is smooth, white and solid or somewhat softer and spongy in

the center.

Cap two to four inches broad, stem one to two inches long,

one-half to three-fourths of an inch thick.

In grassy grounds, groves or thin woods. July and August.

A green color in mushrooms is very rare, but in the genus

Russula there are several species that exhibit it or an approach

to it. But these all lack the wart-like adornments that charac-

terize the Greenish russula, and therefore need not be mistaken

for it. The color in our plant is not a bright green, but one

more or less mingled with gray or yellowish. Sometimes the

central part of the cap is more highly colored than the margin
and sometimes it is paler, exhibiting here the yellowish tints.

Yittadini places this among the most safe and delicate species

of Russula. Roques speaks highly of it, and says it can be eaten
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with entire confidence. According to Cordier it is a delicious

mushroom with a pleasant taste and an agreeable odor. Richon

and Roze say it has excellent qualities but it needs proper season-

ing. One of the most commendable of the edible russulas,

edible, but its flavor is improved by cooking, edible but in little

demand, are other opinions recorded concerning it. My own
experience indicates it as of second-rate quality, but entirely

harmless.

Cantharellus Adam.

The genus Cantharellus is separated from all the preceding

genera by the character of the lamellae. These have an obtuse

or blunt edge, and are mostly forked or branched. They are

generally narrow. In general appearance the species are not

much unlike species of Clitocybe, for the gills are usually decur-

rent, but their thick branching and anastomosing habit and blunt

edge give a very distinct character to the hymenium.

Cantharellus cibarius Fr.

Chantabelle.

Plate 32.

Pileus fleshy, firm, convex, becoming expanded or slightly

depressed, glabrous, yellow, the margin at first involute, then

spreading and often wavy or irregular ; lamellae narrow, thick,

distant, decurrent, branched or anastomosing, yellow ; stem firm,

glabrous, solid, yellow
;
spores elliptical, pale yellowish, .0003 to

.0004 inch long.

The Chantarelle is beautiful in color if not in shape, and is

most easily recognized. Its color is a uniform rich egg-yellow,

which is very constant. This extends to all parts of the plant

except the inner flesh, which is white. The suface of the cap is

smooth, but owing to the lobing and wavy character of the mar-

gin the shape is often irregular and uns}rmmetrical. The cap is

generally convex or nearly flat above, but sometimes it is cen-

trally depressed. It is gradually narrowed downwards to the

stem, often presenting the general outline of a broad inverted

cone.

The gills are narrow, with a rounded or blunt edge and with

irregular branches which often connect with adjacent gills. In

some individuals they are more branched than in others.
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The stem is variable in length. It is often curved or slightly

crooked, and sometimes tapers downward. It is smooth and

solid, and by some it is considered as good as the cap for food.

Cap one to three inches broad, stem one to two inches long

one-fourth to one-half an inch thick.

It grows in woods and open places. It is a common species, and

may be found from June to September. A favorite habitat is in

the deep shade of hemlock or spruce trees, but it also grows freely

in thin woods of deciduous trees in wet, showery weather. 1;

commonly grows in groups but sometimes in curved lines, as if

trying to form a "fairy-ring." The European plant is said to

exhale an odor like that of ripe apricots, but I have not been

able to detect any decided odor in the American plant. The taste

of the raw plant is often a little pungent or acrid.

The Chantarelle has long been celebrated for its edible quali-

ties. Fries says that it is justly enumerated among the most

sapid fungi; Badharrl, that no fungus is more popular; Cooke,

that it is alike esteemed in France, Germany, Austria and Italy,

where it is eaten regularly and exposed in the markets for sale

;

Gillet, that it is an excellent plant whether used as food or as a

condiment
;
Stevenson, that it is edible and delicious. Accord-

ing to Berkeley, it is occasionally served up at public dinners at

the principal hotels in London on state occasions, when every

effort is made to secure the rarest and most costly dainties.

Miss Banning affirms that she has eaten it both raw and cooked

and that by a confirmed fungus eater it would be pronounced

most charming. My own trials of it would lead me to place it

among the best and most important of our wild mushrooms.

The Orange chantarelle or False chantarelle, Cantharellus

aurantiacus, is the only species liable to be mistaken for the

edible chantarelle. It may at once be recognized by the orange

color of its gills, which are also thinner and more close and are

regularly and repeatedly forked. The color of its cap is a paler

aid more dingy yellow, varied with smoky-brown tints.

Marasmius Fr.

The genus Marasmius differs from all the preceding genera by
the tough texture of the small thin plants that compose it. The
plant quickly withers or shrivels in dry weather and revives

37
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again under the influence of moisture. The gills are thin and
have an acute edge. They are rather tough and flexible like the

cap. The spores are white.

Marasmius Oreades Fr.

Fairy-ring Mushroom.

Plate 14. Figs. 12 to 21.

Pileus fleshy, tough, glabrous, convex or nearly plane, often

somewhat umbonate, reddish or tawny red, becoming paler with

age or in drying ; lamellae broad, distant, rounded behind or free,

whitish or yellowish ; stem slender, tough, solid, coated with a

close dense villosity, whitish; spores nearly elliptical, white,

.0003 to .00035 in. long.

The Fairy-ring mushroom has received this name because of

its tendency to grow in rings or circles. In France it is called

False mousseron and in England, Scotch bonnets. It is also

called Fairy- ring champignon. When young and moist its cap

is reddish, tawny-red or pale yellowish-red, but it becomes paler

with age or as the moisture disappears. When dry it is gener-

ally pale-yellow or buff, as shown in figures 16 and 17. Some-

times it is slightly striated on the margin, especially when moist,

as shown in figure 12. Often it is prominent in the center as if

broadly umbonate. This -is seen in figures 13 and 14. The

flesh is rather thin, white and inclined to be tough.

The gills are rather broad and wide apart. They are rounded

at the inner extremity and scarcely or but slightly attached to

the stem. They are whitish or yellowish.

The stem is rather slender but solid and quite tough. It is

covered with a fine close villosity or tomentum which can be

scraped away, revealing the smooth surface of the stem boneath.

Its color is whitish or pale grayish.

Cap one to two inches broad, stem one to two and a half inches

long, scarcely one-fourth of an inch thick.

Common in pastures, lawns and grassy places by roadsides.

May to October
;
appearing in wet weather or after heavy rains.

It usually grows in groups, sometimes in arcs of circles or in

complete circles or even in lines. It sometimes forms clusters.

It has long been esteemed as edible, but owing to its small size

and somewhat tough substance it has not gained the general
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popularity it deserves. The following recorded opinions of it

will not be without interest: It is very good while young.

When young it may be eaten in an omelet. It has a very agree-

able taste and odor and gives a delicious flavor to sauces, but it

needs cooking a long time. There is little of it and it serves

only as a condiment. It is edible and recommended especially

as a condiment. It is delicious when broiled with butter. It

may be pickled or dried for future use. It is very agreeable but

in little demand because of its small size. It is a very delicious

mushroom and the abundance in which it everywhere grows

makes it a very valuable one. Its tendency to toughness is easily

overcome by proper cooking.

There are two or three mushrooms which are somewhat sim-

ilar to the Fairy-ring mushroom in size and color, and which

might by carelessness be mistaken for it. One of these, the

Semiorbicular naucoria, Nauooria semiorbicularis, sometimes

grows in company with it. It may be distinguished from it by

the color of the gills, which in the mature plant are rusty brown.

Its spores when caught on white paper have a dark rusty or

ferruginous color, and its stem is smooth.

The Oak-loving collybia, Gollybia dryophila, also resembles it

in the color of the cap and gills, but its gills are more narrow

and very closely placed side by side, and the stem is very smooth

and hollow. This usually grows in woods, but sometimes it

occurs in open places and then might be taken for the Fairy-ring

mushroom through carelessness.

An esteemed correspondent gives the following method of

cooking this mushroom

:

Throw the clean caps into sufficient boiling water to make a

nice gravy when done, and cook them half an hour. Then rub

together a small quantity of butter and flour and water, with

salt and pepper, and add to the mushrooms, stirring for a moment.
Pour on hot toast and serve in a hot dish.

Another method is to put the caps in water with butter and
seasoning and let them simmer slowly ten or fifteen minutes.

Then thicken with flour and serve alone, or if preferred pour
over cooked meat.

As a condiment, chop in small pieces and add to cooking hash,

stews, broths or meats just before time to serve.
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Polyporeae.

BOLETI, POLYPOEI AND LlVER FUNGUS.

In the famity Polyporeae the cap has no gills on" the lower sur-

face, but instead of them there are small tubes, holes or pores.

The spores of the fungus are produced on the inner surface of

these pores, and when mature, they are dropped or ejected from

them into the open air. They may be caught in the same man-

ner as the spores of agarics, but their color has not been em-

employed in classification to the same extent that it has in that

family. The edible species to be described belong to three gen-

era, Boletus, Polyporus and Fistulina. The distinctive charac-

ters of these genera are indicated in the subjoined table.

Pores compacted together and forming a continuous

stratum 1

Pores each in a distinct tube Fistulina.

1 Stratum of pores easily separable from the cap Boletus.

1 Stratum of pores not separable from the cap Polyporus.

Boletus Bdl

The genus Boletus contains most of the edible species of this

family. The substance of the cap is soft and fleshy and the cel-

lular or porous stratum on the lower surface may be easily and

smoothly removed by pressing it outwardly from the stem

toward the margin. This is the chief character by which to

separate a boletus from a polyporus. Nearly all boleti grow on

the ground and have the stem centrally attached to the cap.

Unfortunately for mushroom eaters, many of them grow only in

warm and wet or showery weather when insects are numerous,

and therefore they are very liable to be infested by larvae. Care

must be taken to reject such plants. The stems also must be

discarded, for they are too tough to be good. The tubes or pores

are apt to form a disagreeable mucilaginous mass if retained, and

it is well to remove them before cooking. Some species have a

viscid surface to the cap which causes dirt, sticks and leaves to

adhere tenaciously to it. The caps of such plants should be

peeled before cooking.

Cap viscid when moist 1

Cap not viscid 3

1 Stem furnished with a collar
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1 Stem destitute of a collar B. granulatus.

2 Stem dotted above the collar B. luteus.

2 Stem dotted both above and below the collar B. subluteus.

3 Stem rough with prominent colored dots 4

3 Stem with no dots 5

4 Margin of the cap adorned with adhering fragments

of a membranous veil B. versipellis.

4 Margin of the cap naked B. scaber.

5 Stem solid B. edulis.

5 Stem hollow or cavernous B. castaneus.

Boletus luteus L.

Yellow-brown Boletus.

Plate 33. Fijrs. 7 to 12.

Pileus viscid or glutinous, dingy or brownish-yellow, somewhat

variegated with darker lines, spots or streaks, flesh white, some-

times tinged with yellow ; tubes minute, yellow, becoming darker

or ochraceous-yellow with age ; stem short, stout, annulate, yel-

lowish and dotted above the membranous annulus
;
spores yellow-

ish brown, .00025 to .0003 in. long.

The Yellow-brown boletus is one of our rarest fungi. Its

broadly convex or nearly flat cap is of a peculiar dingy color

formed by a mixture of yellow and brown or reddish-brown,

which is very obscurely varied by slightly deeper colored streaks

or spots. When wet it is covered with a sticky gluten which is

so tenacious that it can be peeled away with the cuticle. The

flesh is white, but in mature plants it is sometimes tinged with

yellow. The tubes are nearly plane in the young plant, that is,

their mouths are in a plane surface. They are at first concealed

by the white membranous veil which soon breaks from its

attachment to the margin of the cap and shrinks to the stem, on

which it forms a kind of collar. The young tubes are yellow, but

they assume dingy ochraceous hues with age.

The stem is generally shorter than the horizontal diameter of

the cap. It is yellowish above the collar and marked there with

small brown dots. Below the collar it is generally more or less

covered by a continuation of the veil, so that in very short-

stemmed plants it appears as if sheathed by a wrapper as in the

genus Amanita.
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Cap two to five inches broad, stem one to two inches long, one-

half to three-fourths of an inch thick.

I have found this species under pine trees only. It occurs in

autumn.

European authors have written about its edible qualities as

follows : Edible and highly esteemed ; its flesh is very tender ; it

is excellent ; it is good and extensively consumed in Germany.

Boletus subluteus Peck.

Small-yellowish Boletus.

Plate 33. Figy. 1 to 6.

Pileus viscid or glutinous when moist, often obscurely streaked

or spotted, dingy-yellowish or ferruginous-brown, flesh whitish or

tinged with dull yellow ; tubes plane and yellow in the young

plant, becoming dingy-ochraceous with age, and sometimes con-

vex; stem slender, whitish or ding}'-yellowish, annulate, dotted

both above and below the annulus
;
spores oblong or subfusiform,

.0003 to .0004 in. long.

The Small-yellowish boletus scarcely differs from the Yel-

low-brown boletus except in its smaller size and its more

slender stem, which is dotted both above and below the

collar. Its collar is less membranous in the mature plant,

for it collapses or shrinks into a thick, often discolored,

band instead of persisting as a flexible membrane. It is quite

probable that it has often been confused with the larger species,

and so far as its edible character is concerned such confusion

would not be serious for there is but little difference in their

flavor. This species is much more frequent than the other. It

may be found from August to October. It occurs only in pine

regions or in places where pine trees once grew. It is especially

fond of a light sandy soil shaded by a thin or scattered growth

of pine trees.

I do not know of any dangerous species with which these two

boleti are liable to be confused.

Boletus granulatus L.

Gka^ulated Boletus.
Plate 34. Figs. 1 to 5.

Pileus viscid or glutinous when moist, variable in color, usually

grayish-yellow or tawny, the flesh white tinged with yellow;
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tubes at first very pale-yellow, becoming din^y-ochraceous with

age ; stem short, thick, solid, dotted above, w^hitish or yellowish

;

spores oblong, rusty-ochraceous, .0003 to .0001 in. long.

The Granulated boletus has the cap viscid or glutinous when

moist. It varies much in color. It may be pinkish-gray,

grayish-yellow, reddish or ferruginous-brown or tawny. It is

sometimes obscurely spotted from the drying gluten. The flesh

is rather thick and white except along the lower surface next the

tubes where it is generally tinged with yellow. The tubes are

at first pale-yellow or almost white, but they assume the dingy-

ochraceous hue which is common to many species in maturity.

When examined closely, the mouths of the tubes are seen to be

dotted with minute granules which give rise to the name of the

species. These are at first in the form of drops of a thick juice,

but with age they become dry and form brownish granules.

The stem is short, generally less than the horizontal diameter

of the cap. It has no collar, but is dotted with small brown

granules similar to those on the tube mouths. These granules

are more numerous and distinct near the top of the stem.

Sometimes they extend to the base, sometimes not.

Cap one and a half to four inches broad, stem one to two

inches long, one-third to one-half an inch thick.

The Granulated boletus grows in pine woods and groves or

under or near scattered pine trees. It may be found from July

to October. It is one of our most common species in pine

regions. It usually grows gregariously, many plants occurring

in a small area. It sometimes grows in circles.

The absence of a collar on the stem at once distinguishes it

from the preceding species.

The American boletus, Boletus Americanus, is often found

growing with it and may be separated from it by the pale-

yellow color, both of the cap and the flesh, and by its much more

slender stem.

Nearly all authors agree in placing the Granulated boletus in

the list of edible species. Dr. Cooke says that it has given him
the greatest satisfaction and that he prefers it to the Edible

boletus or, indeed, to any other which he has tried. This is a

pretty strong recommendation, and is the more gratifying because

this species is so abundant and so easily obtainable.
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Boletus versipellis Fr.

O-raege-cap Boletus.

; Plate 34. Figs. 6 to 10.

Pileus convex, dry, smooth or at first very minutely tomentose,

reddisrTor orange-red, the flesh white or grayish, the margin

adorned with the inflexed remains of a membranous concolorous

veil ; tubes small, depressed around the stem, whitish or grayish-

white, becoming darker or more dingy with age; stem rather

long, firm, solid, roughened with small reddish or blackish prom-

inent dots or scales, whitish
;

spores oblong-fusiform, brown,

.00055 to .0007 in. long.

The Orange-cap boletus takes its common appellation from the

color of the cap. This is quite constantly a dull yellowish-red,

less brilliant than orange. The peculiar distinguishing feature

of the species is found in the torn or somewhat scalloped remains

of the veil which adheres to the margin of the cap and is of the

same color as it. It is generally turned under the margin and

adheres slightly to the tubes also. It is not difficult to imagine

it to be an extension of the epidermis of the cap.

The tubes are rather long, and in the mature plant they often

form a convex mass, those near the margin and those near the

stem being shorter than the intervening ones. The color is at.

first whitish or grayish, but in the mature plant it is considerably

darker and not easily defined.

The stem is usually equal to or a little longer than the hori-

zontal diameter of the cap. It is frequently a little narrowed at

the top. Its color is similar to that of the young tubes, and it is

adorned with numerous reddish or blackish prominent points,

dots or scales. In some instances these are uniform in color, in

others the two kinds of points are intermingled on the same stem.

Cap two to six inches broad, stem three to five inches long, one-

third to three-fourths of an inch thick.

Woods and open places. I find this species especially in sandy

soil of pine districts. It is single or scattered in its mode of

growth and appears from August to October. It is by no means

as common as the next species, to which, in my trials of it, it

seemed inferior in esculent qualities. But differences in age or

conditions of growth or in methods of cooking might make the

difference in flavor. Dr. Cooke says it is equally as good as the

next species

.
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Boletus scaber Fr.-

Rough-stemmed Boletus.

Plate 35.

Pileus glabrous or nearly so, commonly convex, the flesh white

or whitish ; tubes small, long, soon convex in the mass, depressed

around the stem, at first whitish, becoming darker, dingy or

brownish
; stem firm, solid, often narrowed at the top, whitish or

grayish, roughened with numerous small prominent, reddish or

blackish dots or scales
;
spores oblong-fusiform, brown, .00055 to

.0007 in. long.

The Rough-stemmed or Scabrous-stemmed boletus may well be

called our most common and, in respect to color, our most variable

species. Its cap varies in color from white to almost black. It

also varies somewhat in shape. It is generally convex or cushion-

shaped, but sometimes it is hemispherical or even broadly conical.

Its surface is commonly smooth, but occasionally specimens are

found in which it is slightly downy or even scaly. The flesh is

white or whitish, and the margin in mature plants is often thick

and blunt by reason of the lengthening of the tubes.

The tubes are long and mostly convex in the mass in the

mature plants. They are much shortened around the stem, thus

leaving a depression or cavity there. When young and fresh they

are whitish, but they become darker and dingy or brownish with

age. Bruises or wounds of the whitish tubes and flesh sometimes

produce a slight change in color, it assuming pinkish or blackish

hues.

The stem scarcely differs in any respect from the stem of the

Orange-cap boletus, and its characters need not be repeated here.

Several varieties have been described, most of which depend

on the color of the cap.

Yar. niveus has the cap white. Fig. 3. This is thought by
some to be a distinct species.

Yar. aurantiacus has the cap orange-red. Fig. 4. This differs

from the Orange cap boletus only in the character of the margin

of the cap.

Y&r.fuligineus has the cap fuliginous or cinereous-fuliginous.

Fig. 5.

Ydir.fuscus has the cap brown or dark-brown. Figs. 2, 6 and 7.

38
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Other variations in color are sometimes seen. The epidermis

of the cap sometimes cracks into small angular areas or scales,

which give it a peculiar appearance. This form has been desig-

nated as Yar. areolatus, but neither this nor the ATarieties depend-

ing on color alone have a very substantial basis. They are

probably mere forms rather than true varieties.

Cap one to five inches broad, stem two to five inches long, one-

third to two-thirds of an inch thick.

The Eough-stemmed boletus occurs everywhere in woods,

swamps and open places, and in sandy, gravelly, loamy or clayey

soil. It may be found from June to November. It is easily

recognized by its peculiar stem, no other species, except the

Orange-cap boletus, having a stem like it. The dots are very

different in character from those on the stems of the Granulated

boletus and the Small-yellowish boletus. They are dry and
fibrous, and not formed by the drying and hardening of a thick

juice, as in those species.

Authors differ iu their estimate of the edible qualities of this

boletus. Some simply pronounce it edible ; others say it is less

agreeable than the Edible boletus, which is generally preferred to

it. Gillet says that it can be eaten without the least fear, but

that young plants should be selected for the table, old ones being

generally more difficult of digestion. My own experiments with

it were highly gratifying, and lead me to consider it a first-class

species for the table.

Boletus edulis Bull.

Edible Boletus.

(Plate 36. Figs. 8 to 12.)

Pileus glabrous, compact, becoming soft with age, grayish-red,

brownish-red or tawny-brown, often paler on the margin, the

flesh white or tinged with yellow, reddish under the epidermis

;

tubes soon convex, depressed around the stem, at first whitish,

becoming greenish-yellow
; stem stout, equal or thickened at the

base, reticulated in the upper part, sometimes wholly reticulated,

solid, pale or brownish
;
spores oblong-fusiform, .0005 to .OOOd

in. long.

The Edible boletus is one of our large species, though it is by

no means as common as desirable. When young the cap is firm

and the tubes white, with their mouths very indistinct. With
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advancing age the cap becomes softer and more yielding to pres-

sure and the tubes assume a greenish-yellow or greenish-ochra-

ceous hue and their mouths are then distinct. In color the cap

is quite variable, exhibiting a mixture of red, yellow and brown

hues. It is most often tawny-brown or reddish-brown on the

disk, with paler and yellowish hues on the margin. The flesh is

tinged with red under the cuticle.

The tubes form a convex mass, being depressed around the

stem.

The stem is stout, solid and firm. It is adorned with a fine

network of raised lines just below the tubes, and sometimes these

reticulations extend to the base. It is most often somewhat

swollen or thickened toward the base. Its color is generally

paler than that of the cap, it being brownish or yellowish-brown

or dingy white.

Cap four to six inches broad, stem two to six inches long, one-

half to one and a half inch thick.

The Edible boletus grows in groves, woods and their borders,

and sometimes in open waste places. It occurs in warm, showery

weather, during July and August. It holds a prominent place

among edible boleti, just as the common mushroom does among
edible agarics. It has long been known as an edible species, and

on this account its reputation has become widely spread. It has

an agreeable, nutty flavor, even when raw, and it has secured

favorable mention from nearly all writers on this subject. Bad-

ham recommends, especially, this and the Kough-stemmed

boletus. Gillet says it is an excellent species, with an agreeable

flavor, and that it is largely consumed in some parts of France.

It is also cut in slices and dried for future use, and in this way is

sold in the markets of Europe.

Boletus castaneus Bull.

Chestnut Boletus.

Plate 36. Figs. 1 to 7.

Pileus convex, becoming nearly plane or depressed, dry, firm,

at first minutely velvety, commonly reddish-tawny or cinnamon,

flesh white, unchangeable ; tubes short, small, at first white,

becoming yellowish ; stem firm, short, stuffed or hollow, colored
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like the pileus; spores oval or broadly elliptical, pale-yellow,

.0004 to .0005 in. long.

The Chestnut boletus is unlike any other species here described,

in having a hollow stem. Its cap is at first convex, but it becomes

expanded with age and sometimes the margin curves upward, as

shown in figure 4. There is a minute velvety down on its sur-

face, which is scarcely noticeable except to a close observer. The
color is generally reddish-tawny or cinnamon. It is not always

as dark as is indicated by the name.

The tubes are small and short. At first they are white, but

they become yellowish as the plant matures.

The stem is short and not always straight. It is clothed and

colored like the cap. Sometimes it tapers towards the top.

When young it is soft and spongy in the center, but it becomes

cavernous or hollow when old, as shown in figure 6. Its pale

yellow spores are also a peculiar feature.

Some species of this genus quickly assume bluish tints where

the substance is bruised or broken. The rule is sometimes given

to avoid all such as poisonous. And yet one correspondent, an

enthusiastic mycophagist, informs me that he eats such species,

and has done so repeatedly without harm. In one instance how-

ever, which was brought to my notice, sickness and vomiting

followed the eating of the sensitive boletus, Boletus sensibilis,

a species which assumes a blue color in a remarkable manner

where bruised, cut or broken. Even the pressure of the fingers

in handling it causes it to assume blue spots where touched. All

the family partaking of it were made sick, but all recovered.

Polyporus Mich.

In members of the genus Polyporus the stratum of pores is not

smoothly or easily separable from the cap. Most of the species

grow on dead or decaying wood and are too tough for food. A
few grow on the ground, but even these are inclined to be tough.

Yery few of the wood-inhabiting species have a central stem and

many have no stem at all. In some the texture is dry, hard,

corky or woody, such as no one would think of eating, and of

those classed as edible, it is generally better to select only the

very young plants for food. My personal experience with these

has not extended beyond the single species here described.
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Polyporus sulphureus Fr.

Sulphury Polyporus.

Plate 37. Figa. 1 to 4.

Pileus broad, somewhat irregular and wavy, growing in tufts

and closely overlapping each other, uneven, reddish or orange

color when young and fresh, fading with age, flesh white
; tubes

very small, short, sulphur yellow
;
spores elliptical, white, .0003

in. long.

The Sulphury polyporus is easily recognized by its clustered

mode of growth and its attractive colors. The caps are often

five or six inches broad and they closely overlap each other,

sometimes forming tufts or clusters of considerable size. Gen-

erally the flesh is not more than half an inch thick, white and

easily broken. When young it is soft and juicy, and in warm,

moist weather it sometimes exudes a yellowish milk or juice if

cut or broken. In maturity it is dry and almost friable. The

color of the young cap is yellowish red or pale-orange, but the

red or orange soon fades to yellow or becomes mingled with

yellow. Its color is generally lost in drying. The margin of the

growing cap is often beautifully yellow. It is more or less wavy
or irregular.

The tubes are minute and short. They are of a bright sulphur-

yellow color, which is more persistent than the red color of the

cap.

There is no stem, but sometimes the cap is prolonged on one

side into a stem-like base.

This species has a wide range and is found in all parts of our

State. It grows in woods and in the open country. Its showy

clusters are sometimes seen growing from dead spots in the

trunks of living standing trees. It is perfectly at home on the

dead wood of nearly all kinds of trees. Even fruit trees some-

times support it. It may appear at any time from June to Sep-

tember, but it delights in showery wet weather.

A variety sometimes occurs which might well be named variety

glomeratus. In it a multitude of small caps are so closely and

intimately united that their individuality is lost in the large mass

which they form. Irregular and unequal holes or cavities in the

general surface of the mass afford opportunity for a partial de-
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velopment of the pores of the imperfect caps. This variety is

said to be more common in some of the western States than it is

here.

In using the Sulphury polyporus for food, only the young and
freshly grown caps were taken. These thinly sliced and fried in

butter were much better than 1 had expected to find them.

Mature specimens would probably be tough, dry, disagreeable

and indigestible.

Fistulina Bull.

In the genus Fistulina the tubes stand close to each other, but

are separate or distinct from each other and do not form a con-

tinuous compact mass as in Boletus and Polyjiorus. They are at

first very short and resemble minute warts or papillae, but they

become cylindrical with age. We have only the single species

here described.

Fistulina hepatica Fr.

Liver Fistulina.

Plate 37. Figs. 5 to 9.

Pileus fleshy, juicy, soft, dark-red, flesh red, variegated with

brighter streaks ; tubes small at first, yellowish or slightly tinged

with pink, becoming dingy with age
;
spores elliptical, yellowish,"

.0002 to .00025 inch long.

The Liver fistulina has received various popular names in

countries where its edible qualities are generally known. Among
these are Oak tongue, Chestnut tongue, Beef tongue and Beef-

steak fungus. Its cap when young is roughened on the upper

surface with minute papillae, which, with its shape and red color,

are suggestive of the name Beef tongue. These papillae dis-

appear with age. In texture it is soft and juicy, but rather

tough and somewhat fibrous. Its juice is reddish and the flesh

is streaked with red. Its surface, when moist, is a little sticky

or clammy to the touch. Generally there is a short lateral stem,

but occasionally specimens are found without any stem.

The tubes are on the lower surface of the cap and quite small.

At first they are like small pimples or papillae, but they soon

lengthen and become cylindrical. They are yellowish, more or

less tinged with pink when young and fresh, but with age they

assume a dingy, ochraceous hue which is almost indefinable.
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The cap varies from two to six inches or more in breadth. It

grows from old stumps of oak or chestnut in wet weather in July

and August.

This Vegetable beefsteak or Beefsteak fungus has been highly

commended by European writers. It has a slightly acid flavor,

which is by no means disagreeable to some palates. Its tough-

ness may be an objection with some, but it is not more tough

than beefsteak. Some authors recommend only the young plant

for food, but another says it is best when fully matured, the

young fungus being somewhat bitter and astringent.

" It is good broiled with a steak and properly seasoned ; " " if

it is not beef itself, it is sauce for it
;

" " it is truly a vegetable

beefsteak, for the taste resembles meat in a remarkable man-

ner;" "no fungus yields a richer gravy, and, though rather

tough when broiled, it is scarcely to be distinguished from broiled

meat," are some of the expressions concerning the edible qualities

of this fungus.

Hydnese.

Hedgehog Mushrooms.

In the family Hydneae, the cap, when present, has neither gills

nor pores on its lower surface, but instead of these there are

numerous spine-like or awl-shaped teeth projecting downwards.

On the surface of these teeth the spores are developed. There

are several genera in the family, in which these teeth are vari-

ously modified in shape and size, but as there are no edible

species among them, they do not concern us now. Our edible

species belong to the single genus Hydnum.

Hydnurn X.

The distinct awl-shaped teeth or spines on the lower surface of

the cap, when the cap is present, characterize this genus. In one

edible species the cap is replaced by numerous branches, on whose
inferior surface the teeth are developed; There are many species

which are merely thin, effused membranous expansions, on whose
surface the teeth are formed, but these furnish no edible species.

Teeth on the lower surface of a cap H. repandum.

Teeth on the lower surface of flattened branches .... H. coralloides.
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Hydnum repandum L.

Spreading Hydnum.
Plate 38.

Pileus fleshy, fragile, convex or nearly plane, often irregular,

nearly smooth, variable in color
;
spines pointed, whitish ; stem

stout, whitish or paler than the pileus, solid, often eccentric

;

spores globose, yellowish, .0003 in. broad.

The Spreading hydnum, or "hedge hog mushroom,"' figures 1

to 6, is not rare with us. Its cap is somewhat variable in color.

It may be a pale-buff or rusty-yellow or pale-red or sienna-red.

It is not often well formed and regular. The margin is apt to

be wavy or lobed, and the stem attached to. the cap a little to

one side of the center. The substance is compact but easily

broken. It is rather dry and whitish, but sometimes changes

color slightly if cut or broken.

The spines or needles of the lower surface are about one-fourth

of an inch long. They are whitish, often slightly tinted with

yellow or pinkish.

The stem is mostly short, solid and stout, sometimes thickened

at the base, sometimes at the top. It is commonly whitish, or

at least paler than the cap.

Cap one to four inches broad, stem one to three inches long,

one-half to three-fourths of an inch thick.

The Spreading hydnum grows in woods and in open places,

either on naked soil or among grass or fallen leaves, either singly

or in clusters. It appears from July to October.

The Keddish variety, Variety rufescens {Hydnum rufescens

Pers.), figures 7 to 10, is smaller, thinner and more regular, with

the stem mostly central. Its color is more red than in the typi-

cal form, and by some it is considered a distinct species. It is

more common in woods. Its edible qualities are similar to those

of the typical form.

According to Badham, the Spreading hydnum is as good as oys-

ters, which it somewhat resembles in taste. Stevenson says it is

one of the most delicious fungi, but that it requires about four

hours slow cooking. Berkeley also pronounces it a most excellent

fungus, but one that requires a little caution in its preparation for

the table. One method of cooking it consists in first slicing the

caps and steeping twenty minutes in warm water ; then placing

in a stew pan with butter, salt, pepper and beef gravy and sim-
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mering slowly for an hour. Cooke suggests that, owing to its

slight pungency of flavor both raw and cooked, it may serve as

a good substitute for mustard, and be placed with the meat in

sandwiches. It may be dried and preserved for future use.

Hydnurn coralloides Scop.

Coral-like Hydnum.

Plate 2i. Figs. 11 to 13.

Plant much branched, pure white, sometimes becoming yellow-

ish with age ; branches numerous, spreading, dense, angular or

flattened, bearing the numerous crowded awl-shaped teeth along

the lower side
;
spores globose, uninucleate, .0002 in. in diameter.

The Coral-like hydnum departs very decidedly from the usual

form of the species of this genus, and is so unlike the others that

it might easily be thought to belong to another genus, and, indeed,

some French authors have included it in a separate genus Dryo-

don. It is so white, and its'branches and spines are so numerous

and dense, that it has been compared to a cauliflower in its

general appearance. Others have evidently thought it resembles

some species of coral. The plant is generally from two to four

inches high and nearly or quite as broad, but sometimes it

attains much larger dimensions The stem is very short, dividing

into branches almost at the base. The larger branches are more

or less angular or compressed. The terminal ones are often

curved upwards and terminate in a crowded, somewhat spread-

ing, mass of spines. Generally the spines are closely arranged

along the lower side of the spreading branches and point down-

ward toward the earth. They vary from one-sixth to one-third

of an inch in length. They are easily broken. The pure

white color of the whole plant, when young and fresh, and the

unusual appearance of the branches, densely and stiffly fringed

by the pendulous spines, make this fungus a very noticeable and

m attractive object. It is said that a desire to study fungi was

first awakened in the illustrious Fries upon his beholding for the

first time this beautiful species growing in the woods.

It occurs on prostrate trunks of trees of various kinds, but with

as it seems to prefer the beech. It is quite common in hilly and

nountainous woods in~rainy weather. It appears from August
:o October.

39
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In our botanical expeditions in the extensive wilderness of the

Adirondack region we were often obliged to camp in the woods
several nights in succession. On such occasions this beautiful

fungus sometimes contributed a luxurious dish to our ordinarily

very simple and, sometimes, very limited bill of fare. In such

cases it proved as good as it was beautiful.

It is scarely possible to mistake any deleterious fungus for this,

and it also has the advantage of generally being free from the

attacks of insects and from dirt.

Thelephoreae.

Cornucopia Mushrooms.

In the family Thelephoreae the hymenium or spore-bearing

surface is reduced to its utmost simplicity. It is a perfectly even

surface of the hymenophore, or one rendered slightly uneven by

obscure wrinkles or inconspicuous papilla? or granules. But few

species have a distinct stem and cap. Probably no edible species

will be found outside the genus Craterellus.

Craterellus Fr.

J[In the genus Craterellus the spore bearing surface is even or

slightly rugose or wrinkled. The caps are generally thin and

sometimes long and narrowly obconical or funnel-shaped. A
single>epresentative species is here described.

Craterellus cornucopioides Ptrs.

Cornucopia Craterellus.

Plate 24. Figs. 7 to 10.

Pileus^thin, flexible, tubiform, hollow to the base, blackish

brown, sometimes a little scaly
;
hymenium even or somewha

rugose wrinkled, cinereous; stem very short, almost wanting

spores_elliptical, whitish, .0005 to .0007 in. long.

The Cornucopia craterellus, or " Horn of plenty," is mor

common than attractive. It is easily recognized by its elongate<

tubular or narrowly trumpet-shaped cap and its dingy-gray o

sooty-brown hue. It takes its name from its peculiar shape

Its-flesh is quite thin, a little tough, flexible and dry. Th

surface of the cap is smooth or but slightly roughenec

with^aJW [obscure fibrous tufts or scales. The color varit

frum grayish to a dark smoky-brown or sooty hue Tfc
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nargin is sometimes erect, sometimes widely spreading and

lecurved like the margin of a trumpet's mouth. It is often

vavy, lobed, irregular, folded or overlapping, or split. The

cavity of the cap extends to the very base.

The spore-bearing surface is commonly a little paler than the

lpper surface and varies from ashy-gray to pinkish-brown or

lark smoky-brown. It is generally a little uneven or rugose-

crinkled. It extends nearly or quite to the ground, the stem

being very short or almost wanting.

The cap is from two to four inches long and one to two and a

half broad at the top. The plants grow gregariously or in tufts

in woods and shaded places. It is found especially in old roads

in woods on naked soil, or on shaded banks, but sometimes it

arrows among fallen leaves or mosses. It may be found from

July to September.

Cordier and some other French writers class this fungus among
the edible species, but say that it is not very popular because of

its thin flesh and dark color. Dr. Cooke admits that his first

trial of this fungus was so satisfactory that he never missed an

opportunity afterwards of gathering them for the table, and he

says that a friend who learned of the edible qualities of this

fungus from him now thinks nothing of walking six or eight

miles to procure a dish of this craterellus.

Clavarieae.

Fairy Clubs.

In this family no definite cap is developed, and no definite

nferior fertile surface. The plants are of upright growth, either

simple or branched, and the spores are developed on the upper

dt exterior surface of the plant or of its branches. The edible

>pecies are found in the single genus Clavaria.

Clavaria Vaill.

In this genus the fleshy plant is either simple or branched.

'When simple it is commonly slightly thickened upward, assum-
! ng a shape similar to a club, a character which has suggested
! .he generic name. In some of the branched species the branches
ire very numerous and crowded and the plants have an appear-

ince strongly suggestive of a bush in miniature. The flesh in

iome species is very tender and fragile.
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In collecting them for eating care must be exercised to select

only sound specimens, for insect larvae usually enter the plant at

or near the base, so that the branches may appear sound while

the larvae are at work below. Disappointment in the flavor will

result from the use of the sound branches of such plants, for

their flavor is spoiled by the presence of the larvae in the base of

the plant. No dangerous species are known in this genus, but

some have a disagreeable flavor.

Tips of the branches yellow , C. flava.

Tips of the branches red C. botrytes.

Tips of the branches colored like the branches C. cristata.

Clavaria flava Schceff.

Pale-yellow Clavaria.

Plate 39. Figs. 1 to 4.

Stem short, thick, white, much branched ; branches terete,

even,fastigiate, whitish or yellowish, the tips pale yellow
;
spores

oblong-elliptical, yellowish, .0003 to .00045 inch long.

The Pale-yellow clavaria has a very thick but short, fleshy, white

stem, which supports many smooth crowded branches. These

divide and subdivide until the upper part of the plant is a dense

mass of small branchlets, each one of which terminates in one to,

three blunt tooth-like points. The stem and branches are white;

or whitish, sometimes slightly tinged with yellowish hues, bu

the ultimate branchlets or points are a clear, pale yellow while

young and fresh. When old the yellow tips are apt to fade, and^

then the whole plant is nearly uniformly colored. The flesh is

white and its taste agreeable. The plants are from two to fivej

inches high, and the mass of branches is nearly as broad. It

grows in thin woods and open places, and may be found from

July to September.

Yittadini says that this clavaria is less esteemed in Italy thai

the Ked-tipped clavaria. Koques says it furnishes a healthfu

food and one easy of digestion, that it is commonly eaten ii

France and in great demand in Germany. My own experiment

in eating it lead me to give it high commendation. Its flesh i

tender and well flavored, and it seems to me nothing better coul< i

be desired by the mycophagist.
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Clavaria botrytes Pers.

Red-tipped Clavaria.

Plate 39. Figs. 5 to 7.

Stem short, thick, fleshy, whitish, much branched ; branches

often somewhat rugose-wrinkled, repeatedly branched, the tips

red
;
spores oblong- elliptical, .0005 to .0006 in. long.

The Red-tipped clavaria differs but little from the preceding

species in size and structure, but is easily distinguished by the

red tips of the branches. The color elsewhere may be whitish

or yellow or pinkish. When old the tips sometimes fade, and

then it is less easy to separate this species from the Pale-yellow

clavaria. The branches are sometimes longitudinally wrinkled.

It grows in thin woods and open places, and may be found in wet

weather in July, August and September. Nearly all mycologists

agree in classing this among the edible species. They ascribe to it

delicious qualities and an agreeable flavor. Unfortunately ,'it is

not very common in our State.

Clavaria cristata Pers.

Crested Clavaria.

Plate 39. Figs. 8 to 12. ]

Stem rather slender, even, tenacious, stuffed, branched;

branches dilated above, acutely incised or crested, the tips gener-

ally becoming brown with age
;

spores globose or broadly ellip-

tical, white, .00025 to .0003 in. long.

The Crested clavaria is smaller than either of the two species

ilready described, but it is much more abundant. It is not often

nore than two or two and a half inches high, but it often grows

n tufts as broad as they are high. It varies in color, but is com-

nonly white or whitish. Sometimes it has a dingy look as if it

lad been smoked. Again it is faintly tinged with dull pink or

;reamy-yellow. It is easily recognized by the peculiar tips of the

)ranches. These are rather slender and acute or pointed, and

iometimes so numerous as to give a crested appearance to the

ipically-flattened branch they terminate. ' When old they usu-

illy turn brown or blackish-brown at the tips. Unusual forms

>f the plant occur in which these acute terminal branchlets are

ranting. The branches then end abruptly in a blunt point.
J
erhaps these forms are referable to C. coralloides, but that is

escribed as having the tips of the branches acute.
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The Crested clavaria grows in woods and in open places. It is

especially common in the hilly and mountainous districts of the

State. It loves cool, shaded and moist places, and grows on
naked soil or among mosses and sphagnum. It usually grows in

groups, sometimes in lines, and it is so plentiful that it is not

difficult in some localities to gather enough for the table in a

short time.

Poisonous and Unwholesome Fungi.

As has already been stated, the most dangerous fungi appear

to belong to the single genus Amanita, and probably most of the

fatal accidents from mushroom poisoning are due to two or three

species. The characters of the genus need not be repeated here.

The prominent distinctive features of the species here described

are indicated in the brief tabular statement annexed.

Cap warty, striate on the margin A. muscaria.

Cap not warty, even on the margin 1

1 Remains of the membranous wrapper closely pressed

to the base of the stem A. verna,

1 Remains of the wrapper distant from the base of the

stem A. phalloides.

These plants are not ordinarily poisonous to handle, nor are

they repulsive in taste or odor. They are clean and attractive in

appearance, and the symptoms of poisoning that follow their use

as food are slow in appearing.

On the other hand, those that are classed as unwholesome

usually possess some character that may be taken as an indication

of their unwholesomeness, though tuis is not always a sure guide

to follow. Their toughness of texture, their nauseous and acrid

taste, or their intolerable odor, will in most cases sound a note

of warning.

A single species will here be illustrated and described as a

representative of this class of fungi. It is the Bitter boletus.

Boletusfelleus.

Amanita muscaria L.

Fly Amanita. False Orange.

Plate 42.

Pileus warty, slightly striate on the margin ; lamellae white

stem annulate, bulbous-thickened at the base where it is more
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less scaly from the fragments of the rupture 1 volva
;

spores

broadly elliptical, white, .0003 to .0004 inch long.

The Fly amanita is our most common poisonous species. It is

also very variable in size and in the color of its cap. It is gen-

erally a m st showy and attractive plant. The cap is adorned

with numerous white or yellowish warts, the remains of the

upper part of the wrapper. It is more or less striated on its

margin, but individuals sometimes occur in which the striations

are very inconspicuous or even wholly wanting. The color is

bright-red, scarlet or orange in the young plant, but this nearly

always fades to yellow on the margin in the mature plant.

In one variety the cap is wholly yellow, and in another it is

white. The fading process often goes on until the orange and

yellow hues are replaced by whitish ones. The warts of the cap

are sometimes washed off by heavy rains, so that it is possible to

find specimens of this species without warts. The flesh is white,

but except in white forms it is yellowish just under the epider-

mis. The gills are white, or in some cases slightly tinged with

yellow. The same remark applies to the stem. This is furnished

with a collar and terminates in a bulb at the base. This bulb

is not broad and abrupt above as in the Poison amanita, but is

gradually narrowed into the stem so that it has a somewhat

ovate form. It, as well as the base of the stem, is more or less

scaly from the adhering fragments of the wrapper, the remains

of which do not adhere in an entire membranous sheath as in the

Orange amanita and Sheathed amanita. As in other species, the

stem may be either stuffed or hollow.

Cap three to eight inches broad ; stem four to six inches long;

one-half an inch or more in thickness.

It grows both in woods and in open places and pastures. It

occurs from June till the freezing weather of October or

November.

Yery diverse statements concerning the properties of this

fungus have been recorded. While some have attributed to it

edible qualities, others have asserted that it is a most active

poison and has caused numerous accidents by being confused

with the Orange amanita. It is said to have caused death even
when eaten in small quantities, and again it is said to have been
eaten in abundance without any evil result. According to Quelet,
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it acts as a cathartic if eaten in small quantity, but causes death if

eaten freely. One of my own correspondents assures me that he

has eaten of the yellow variety, var. formosa, Fig. 6, without

evil results, and that he regards it as very good. But there

is no disputing the fact that the species possesses intoxicating

and poisonous properties. It has long had the reputation

of possessing properties fatal to flies that sip its juice.

This suggests the names muscaria, Fly amanita, Fly agaric and

Fly killer by which it is known. I have myself seen the cap of

a single specimen surrounded by a circle of lifeless flies that had

sipped the viscid juice from its moist surface and fallen victims

to its virulent properties before leaving the place of their fatal

repast.

Some have attempted an explanation of the contradictory

statements concerning this plant by supposing that its poisonous

properties are not always developed, that in some localities or

under some favorable circumstances it is harmless. This explana-

tion violates our sense of the constancy of Nature, and is not

at all satisfactory. In the case of my own correspondent, the

caps were peeled before cooking. May it not be that much of

the noxious quality resides in the epidermis and the viscid sub-

stance upon it, and that by discarding this the dish is rendered

less dangerous? In some instances may it not be true that it

was eaten in too limited quantity to produce evil consequences ?

In some cases it is said that those who eat it freely and without

harm boil it a long time in water and throw away the water.

In this way, doubtless, much of the poison is abstracted. Long

soaking in salt and water, also in vinegar, have been recom-

mended as a means of rendering suspected or noxious species

harmless, and may have been practiced in some of the cases in

which this fungus has been eaten with impunity.* Whatever

may be the explanation of the contradictory statements, the only

safe way is to consider this species as deleterious and avoid its

use under all circumstances. There is no need of taking any

risks with suspected species, since there are so many good ones

against which no charge of evil has ever been established.

* Since this was written another correspon lent writes that he has eaten as many as four caps

of tin* yellowish form of this species at one ireal and wilhout any evil consequences, and that

the caps were not peeled. This makes pertinent the question, is this variety, indeed, a distinct

and harmless spec es? It scarcely seems possible that the different experiences are explainable

by reason of individual idiosyncrasy, or by variation in the properties of the plant.
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It is said that some of the people of northern Asia make an

intoxicating liquor of this fungus by steeping it in water.

Forms of this species occasionally occur which are wholly

white or whitish. They are referable to Variety alba.

Amanita Frostiana, Frost's amanita, is found in more dense

woods. It might easily be taken for a very small form of the

Fly amanita. Its cap is only one or two inches broad, its gills

and stem are often yellow, its collar is slight and often evanescent

and the base of the stem is not scaly, the bulb being slightly

margined by the remains of the wrapper.

Amanita verna Bull.

Yernal Amanita.

Plate 41. Figs. 4 to 7.

Pileus glabrous, even on the margin, white, viscid when moist

;

lamellae white ; stem annulate, white, floccose, stuffed or hollow,

closely sheathed at the base by the remains of the membranous

volva, bulbous
;
spores globose, .0003 inch broad.

The Yernal amanita scarcely differs from white forms of the

Poison amanita except in the more persistent and more closely

sheathing remains of the wrapper at the base of the stem. It is

probably only a variety of that species, as most mycologists now
regard it, and it should be considered quitcas dangerous. I have

not found it earlier than in July, although in Europe it is said to

appear in spring, as its name implies.

Amanita phalloides Fr.

Poison Amanita.

Plates 40 and 41. Figs 1 to 3.

Pileus glabrous, even on the margin, white, greenish or brown

;

lamellae white ; stem annulate, abruptly bulbous at the base, the

bulb slightly and loosely margined above by the remains of the

volva
;
spores globose, white, .0003 in. broad.

The Poison amanita is very variable in the color of the cap,

and yet is so definite in its structural characters that only the

most careless observer would be likely to confuse it with any

other species. There is, however, a sort of deceptive character

about it. It is very neat and attractive in its appearance and

"looks as if it might be good enough to eat." This appearance

40
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is fortified by the absence of any decidedly unpleasant odor or

taste, but let him who would eat it beware, for probably there is

not a more
, poisonous or dangerous species in our mycological

flora. To eat it is to invite death.

The cap is wholly destitute of warts and of striations on its

margin. It varies in color, from white to a dark smoky-brown.

In the most common form it is white or a very pale greenish-

yellow, as if it was white slightly tinged with yellow or green-

ish-yellow. I have never seen in it the decidedly green or olive-

green colors which it appears often to have in Europe, and which

are often indicated in figures of this species. There are two
brown forms, one having the cap grayish-brown, as in figures 1

and 2, the other having it a dark smoky-brown, as shown in

figures 3 to 5. The forms having a grayish or grayish-brown
cap sometimes have the center of the cap darker colored or

almost black. In Europe there is a white form with a black cen-

ter to the cap.

The gills are persistently white. They are rather broad, rounded

at the end next the stem and free from it.

The stem is white in the white-cap forms, but in those having

a dark-brown cap it is usually tinged with brown, but is paler

than the cap. The same is true of the collar. These dark-col-

ored forms are more frequent in the cool woods of mountainous

regions than elsewhere. When young the stem may be stuffed

with a cottony pith, but it becomes hollow with age. The bulb

at the base of the stem is an important character and should

always be taken into consideration in the identification of ihe

species. It is very abrupt, broad and distinct. Its breadth is

often greater than its length. It is generally narrowly margined

on the upper side by the remains of the wrapper. Sometimes

this margin is reduced to a mere acute rim. It is distant from

the stem, not closely pressed as in the Yernal amanita, and is

frequently split or notched.

The cap is three to five inches broad, the stem three to six

inches long and one-third to one-half an inch thick. The bulb

is from one to one and a half inches broad.

The Poison amanita grows in woods, groves, open places and

bushy pastures, and may be found from July to October. It is

a common fungus.
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I suspect that fatal cases of mushroom poisoning are especially

attributable to the Vernal amanita and the white forms of the

Poison amanita. But such accidents could only occur through

ignorance or gross carelessness, for the distinction between these

and the common mushroom is plain and unmistakable. It may

be exhibited as follows

:

Poison amanita. Gills persistently white; stem equal to or

longer than the diameter of the cap, with a broad distinct bulb at

the base.

Common mushroom. Gills pink, becoming blackish-brown; stem

shorter than the diameter of the cap, with no bulb at the base.

From all forms of the edible Sheathed amanitopsis, the Poison

amanita differs in its distinctly bulbous stem, in having a collar

on the stem and in the absence of striations on the margin of the

cap.

From the edible Eeddish amanita, it is easily separated by the

entire absence of any reddish hues or stains and of warts from its

cap.

From the Smooth lepiota its distinct, abrupt and margined

bulb at once distinguishes it.

Boletus felleus Bull

Bitter Boletus.

Plate 43.

Pileus fleshy, convex above, glabrous or nearly so, grayish-

brown, buff-brown, reddish-brown or tawny, flesh white, taste

bitter; tubes long, convex in the mass in mature plants, at first

whitish, becoming pale flesh color; stem equal or tapering

upwards, usually reticulated at the top only, rarely wholly

reticulated, commonly a little paler than the pileus; spores

oblong-fusiform, pinkish, .0005 to .0007 inch long.

The Bitter boletus takes its name from the bitter flavor which

its flesh persistently maintains. It is a common species, and one

easily recognized by its reticulated stem and flesh-colored tubes

taken in connection with its bitter taste.

The cap is rather thick, dry and smooth, but quite variable in

color. This is generally some shade of brown tinged with red or

yellow. The flesh is white, but when cut or broken and exposed

to the air it sometimes assumes a pinkish tint.
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The mass of tubes is generally somewhat convex in the mature

plant, though it may be plane in the young plant. This also

sometimes assumes a pinkish stain where bruised.

The stem varies greatly in length and thickness, and is some-

times crooked and deformed. It is usually reticulated at the top

only.

Cap one and a half to four inches broad ; stem one to four

inches long, one-third to two-thirds of an inch thick.

The Bitter boletus occurs in woods and in open places. A
favorite place of growth is in a soil largely composed of decayed

wood and other vegetable matter. It is frequently found growing

about much-decayed stumps and prostrate trunks of hemlock

trees. It may be found from July to September.

The taste of the flesh in this Boletus, as well as in many species

of Lactarius and Russula, is an important aid in the specific iden-

tification . In tasting fungi for this purpose care should be taken

to select only fresh, sound specimens, and the part tasted should

not be swallowed.



LIST OF PLATES AND SPECIES.

Plate

A Diagrammatic

1

Figs. 1 to 3
Fig?. 4 to 7
Figs. 8 to 10
Figs. 11 to 13

representation of parts of mushrooms

Lycoperdon giganteum Batsch. Giant Puff-ball

L. cyathiforme Bosc.

4 \
Figs.

4
} Figs.

1 to 4
5to 9

Morchella esculenta Pers.
M. deliciosa Fr.
M. bispora Sor.
M. semilibera DC.

M. conica Pers.
M. angusticeps Peck.

Figs. 1 to 3 Gyromitra esculenta Fr.

Figs. 4 to 7 Helvella crispa Fr.
Figs. 8 to 14 Mitrula vitellina v. irregularis

Peck.

Agaricus campester L.

A. subrufescens Peck.

Cup-shaped Puff-ball

Common Morel
Delicious Morel
Two-spored Morel
Half-free Morel

Conical Morel.
Narrow-cap Morel

Esculent Gyromitra
Edible Helvella
White Helvella
Irregular Mitrula

Common Mushroom

Slightly reddish Mush-

10

Figs.

Figs.

Figs.

Figs.

13

fFi
iFi
1 TPi

Figs.

Figs.

Figs.

lto 6

7 to 12

1 to 6

7 to 11

1 to 6

7 to 14
15 to 20

(
Figs. 1 to 6

14-^ Figs. 7 to 11

(
Figs. 12 to 21

15

16

17

18

19

20

A. arvensis Schceff.

A. Rodmani Peck.
A. placomyces Peck.

Coprinus comatus Fr

C. micaceus Fr.
C. atramentarius Fr.

Cortinarius violaceus Fr.

C. collinitus Fr.
C. cinnamomeus Fr.
C. cinnamomeus v. semisan-

guineus Fr.

Clitopilus prunulus Scop.
C. orcella Bull.

Marasmius oreades Fr.

Amanita caesarea Scop.

A. rubescens Fr.

Amanitopsis vaginata Roze.

Lepiota procera Scop.

L. naucinoides Peck.

Armillaria mellea Vahl.

( Field Mushroom
( Horse Mushroom

Rodman's Mushroom
Flat-cap Mushroom

Shaggy Coprinus

Glistening Coprinus
Inky Coprinus

Violet Cortinarius

Smeared Cortinarius
Cinnamon Cortinarius
Half-red Cortinarius

Plum Clitopilus

Sweet-bread Mushroom
Fairy-ring Mushroom

Orange Amanita

Reddish Amanita

Sheathed Amanitopsis

j Parasol Mushroom
( Tall Lepiota

Smooth Lepiota

Honey-colored Armillaria
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Plate

21-
Figs. 1 to 5

6 to 11

22

23-
Figs.

[
Figs.

Ito 7

8 to 13

24-(

S

gS *

Figs.

(
Figs.

1 to 6

7 to 10

11 to 13

25

26

27

Figs.

Figs.

1 to

5 to

(
Figs. 1 to 10

28-^ Figs. 11 to 17

(
Figs. 18 to 23

29

30

31

32

33 |

Figs
Figs.

<u j
Figs.

dMFigs.

35

oa j Figs.
36

1 Figs.

Figs.

Figs.
37

38

39

40

41

42

43

Figs.

Figs.

Figs.

Figs.

Figs.

1 to 6

7 to 12

1 to 5

6 to 10

Ito 7

8 to 12

1 to 4

5 to 9

1 to 4
5 to 7

8 to 12

1 to
4 to

Tricholoma transmutans Peck.
T. imbricatum Fr.

T. personatum Fr.

Clitocybe media Peck.
C. nebularis Batsch.

C. infundibuliformis Schceff.

Craterellus cornucopioides Pers.
Hydnum coralloides Scop.

Clitocybe laccata Scop.

Pleurotus ulmarius Bull.

P. ostreatus Fr.

P. sapidus Kalchb.

Hygrophorus miniatus Fr.
H. pratensis Fr.
Paxillus involutus Fr.

Lactarius deliciosus Fr.

L. volemus Fr.

Russula virescens Fr.

Cantharellus cibarius Fi\

Boletus subluteus Peck.
B. luteus L.

B. granulatus L.

B. versipellis Fr.

B. scaber Fr.

B. castaneus Bull.

B. edulis Bull.

Polyporus sulphureus Fr.

Fistulina hepatica Fr.

Hydnum repandum L.

Clavaria flava Schceff.

O. botrytes Pers.

C. cristata Pers.

Amanita phalloides Fr.

A. phalloides Fr.

A. verna Bull.

A. muscaria L.

Boletus felleus Bull.

Changing Tricholoma
Imbricated Tricholoma

Masked Tricholoma

Intermediate Clitocybe
Clouded Clitocybe

Funnel-form Clitocybe
Cornucopia Craterellus
Coral-like Hydnum

Laccate Clitocybe

Elm Pleurotus
Oyster Pleurotus
Oyster Mushroom

Sapid Pleurotus

"Vermilion Hygrophorus
Meadow Hygrophorus
Involute Paxillus

Delicious Lactarius

Orange Lactarius
Orange-brown Lactarius

Greenish Russula

Chantarelle

Small yellowish Boletus
Yellow-brown Boletus

Granulated Boletus
Orange-cap Boletus

Rough-stemmed Boletus

Chestnut Boletus
Edible Boletus

Sulphury Polyporus
Liver Fistulina

Spreading Hydnum

Pale-yellow Clavaria
Red-tipped Clavaria
Crested Clavaria

Poison Amanita

Poison Amanita (Whitish)
Vernal Amanita

Fly Amanita

Bitter Boletus

EXPLANATION OF PLATE A.

Fig. 1 An Amanita; c the pileus or cap; m the striated margin of the cap;

g the lamellce or gills; a the annulus, ring or collar; s the stem;

v the volva or wrapper; mc the mycelium or spawn.

Fig. 2 A Boletus; c the cap; p the tubes or pores; a the collar; s the stem;

mc the mycelium.
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Fig. 3 A Hydnuni; c the cap; t the aculei or teeth; s the stem; mc the

mycelium.

Figs. 4 to 8 Vertical sections of caps and the upper part of their stems

showing the relations of gills to stems.

Fig. 4 Gills free from the stem; stem hollow.

Fig. 5 Gills adnexed; stem stuffed.

Fig. 6 Gills adnate; stem solid.

Fig. 7 Gills emarginate, also adnate and having a decurrent tooth.

Fig. 8 Gills decurrent.

Fig. 9 A plant with its cap umbonate, also squamose, and its stem bulbous.

Fig. 10 A plant with its cap umbilicate, its gills decurrent and its stem equal.

Fig. 11 A basidium with its four spores.

Fig. 12 An ascus containing eight spores.

PLATE 1.

Lycoperdon giganteum Batscli.
'

Giant Puff-ball.

Fig. 1 An immature plant; about one-half the natural size.

" 2 A mature plant with its rind above breaking into fragments, falling

away and exposing the dusty mass of spores; about half the

natural size.

'

' 3 Two fragments of filaments from the spore mass, magnified about

400 diameters.
'

' 4 Several spores, X 400.

Fig. 1 An immature plant.
'

' 2 A full-grown plant with even surface.

" 3 A full-grown plant with the surface cracked into areas or broad

spot-like scales.

'

' 4 A mature plant with the upper part of the rind breaking into frag-

ments, falling away and exposing the purplish spore mass.
'

" 5 The ragged cup-shaped base of an old plant after the upper part of

the rind and the spore mass have been dispersed.
'

' 6 Vertical section through an immature plant.
'

' 7 Two fragments of filaments from the spore mass, X 400.
'

' 8 Seven spores, X 400.

PLATE 2.

Lycoperdon cyathiforme Bosc.

Cup-shaped Puff-ball.

PLATE 3.

Morchella esculenta Pers.

Common Morel.
Fig. 1

" 2

" 3

A mature plant.

Vertical section through the center of a mature plant.

A spore sack containing eight spores, X 400.
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MORCHELLA DELICIOSA Fr.

Delicious Morel.

Figs. 4 and 5 Mature plants, two forms.
1

' 6 Vertical section through the center of a mature'plant.
'

' 7 A spore sack containing eight spores, X 400.

MORCHELLA BISPORA Sor.

Two-spored Morel.
Fig. 8 A mature plant.

'

' 9 Vertical section through the center of a mature plant.
' 1 10 A spore sack containing two spores, X 400.

MORCHELLA SEMILIBERA DC.

Half-free Morel.
Fig. 11 A mature plant.
11 12 Vertical section through the center of a mature plant.

" 13 A spore sack* containing eight spores, X 400.

PLATE 4.

MORCHELLA CONICA PerS.

Conical Morel.
Figs. 1 and 2 Mature plants.

* ' 3 Vertical section through the center of a mature plant.

1

1

4 A spore'sack containing eight spores, X 400.

MORCHELLA ANGUSTICEPS Peck.

\Narrow-cap Morel.

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 Mature plants of various]forms.
'

' 8 Vertical section through the center of a mature plant.
' ' 9 A spore sack containing eight spores, X 400.

PLATE 5.

Gyromitra esculenta Fr.

Esculent Gyromitra. Edible Helvella.

Fig. 1 A mature plant.

' 1 2 Vertical section through the center ofJa mature plant.

" 3 A spore sack containing eight spores, X 400.

Helvella crispa Fr.

Figs. 4, 5 and 6 Mature plants of various forms.
* 1 7 A spore sack containing eight spores, X 400.

Mitrula yitellina Sacc. var. irregula.ris^P^cA;.

Irregular Mitrula.

Figs. 8 to 13 Mature plants of various forms.

" 14 A spore sack containing eight spores, X 400.
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PLATE 6.

Agaricus campester L.

Common Mushroom.

1 A cluster of three young plants, in one of which the veil has just

separated from the margin of the cap, thereby revealing the gills.

2 and 3 Plants with their caps partly expanded and their gills yet

pink-colored

.

4 A mature plant with its cap fully expanded and its gills blackish-brown

.

5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of an immature

plant.

6 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant

.

7 Four spores, X 400.

Variety hortensis.

8 An immature plant.

9 A mature plant.

10 ^our spores, X 400.

PLATE 7.

Agaricus subrufescens Peck.

Slightly Reddish Mushroom.

1 A young plant whose veil has just separated from the margin of the

cap, revealing the whitish color of the gills.

2 A cluster of four plants, two young, and two older ones with the caps

partly expanded and the gills yet of a pinkish hue.

3 A single plant approaching maturity.

4 A mature plant whose gills have assumed the blackish-brown color.

5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a young

plant.

6 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a middle-aged

plant.

7 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.

8 Four spores, X 400.

9 Branching strings of mycelium.

PLATE 8.

Agaricus arvensis Schceff.

Field Mushroom. Horse Mushroom.

1 A young plant with the vol just separated from the margin of the

cap.

2 A plant with the cap partly expanded, showing the dingy pinkish

hue of the gills.

41
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Fig. 3 A mature plant with the cap fully expanded and the gills of a blackish-

brown color.
' 4 4 Vertical section of the cap and the upper part of the stem of a young

plant.
4

4

5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.
f

4

6 Four spores, X 400.

PLATE 9.

Agaricus Rodmani Peck.

Rodman's Mushroom.
Fig. 1 A young plant.

44 2 A plant with the cap partly expanded, showing the pinkish color of

the gills.

14 3 A mature plant with the cap fully expanded.
* 1 4 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of an immature

plant.

4
' 5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.
' 4 6 Four spores. X 400.

Agaricus placomyces Peck.

Flat-cap Mushroom .

Fig. 7 A young plant with the veil just separated from the margin of the

cap.
4 4 8 A plant with the cap partly expanded.
*

' 9 A mature plant with the cap fully expanded.
44 10 Vertical section of .[the cap and upper part of the stem of an immature

plant.
4 4 11 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.
4 4 12 Four spores, X 400.

PLATE 10.

COPRINUS COMATUS Fr.

Shaggy Coprinui
Fig. 1 A young plant.

4 4 2 and 3 Immature plants with the cap beginning to split on the margin

and the gills beginning to assume the pinkish and blackish hues.
4 4 4 A mature plant with the margin of the cap much split and recurved

and the gills blackened, deliquescing and dripping with an inky

fluid.

4 4 5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a young

plant.

4 4 6 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a plant

approaching maturity.
4 4 7 Four spores, X 400.
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PLATE 11.

COPRINUS MICACEUS Fr.

Glistening Coprinus.

Fig. 1 A cluster of seven immature plants,

f

1 2 A mature plant showiDg the blackened gills.

" 3 A mature plant with the margin of the cap split and somewhat

recurved.
'

' 4 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of an imma-

ture plant.

f ' 5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant, the blackened deliquescing gills dripping with an inky fluid.

4
' 6 Four spores, X 400.

Coprinus atramentarius Fr.

Inky Coprinus.

A cluster of four plants, one of them young.

A mature plant.

Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of an imma-
ture plant.

Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant, showing the blackened dripping gills.

Four spores, X 400.

PLATE 12.

CORTINARIUS VIOLACEUS Fr.

Violet Cortinarius.
Fig. 1 A young plant.

2 A plant with the cap partly expanded.

3 A plant with the cap partly expanded, showing the color of the gills.

4 A plant with the cap fully expanded.

5 Vertical section of a cap and the upper part of the stem of an imma-

ture plant.

6 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.

7 Four spores, X 400.

PLATE 13.

Cortinarius collinitus Fr.

Smeared Cortinarius.

A young plant showing the webby veil,

and 3 Immature plants showing the color of the young gills.

A mature plant with the cap fully expanded.

Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature
plant.

Four spores, X 400.
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CORTINARIUS CINNAMOMEUS Fr.

Cinnamon Cortinarius.

Fig. 7 A young plant showing the webby veil.

'

' 8, 9 and 10 Immature plants showing the color of the young gills.

'

' 11 and 12 Mature plants showing the color of the mature gills.

•

' 13 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature plant.

' • 14 Four spores, X 400.

Variety semisanguineus Fr.

Half-red Cortinarius.

Fig. 15 A young plant showing the webby veil.

'

' 16 and 17 Immature plants showing the color of the young gills.

" 18 A mature plant showing the color of the mature gills.

11 19 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a matured plant.

'

« 20 Four spores, X 400.

PLATE 14.

Clitopilus prunulus Scop.

Plum Clitopilus

Fig. 1 A young plant.

" 2 and 3 Mature plants, one having the margin of the cap wavy or

irregular.

'

' 4 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a young plant.

'

' 5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.
4

' 6 Four spores, X 400.

Clitopilus orcella Bull.

Sweet-bread Mushroom.

Fig. 7 A young plant.

1
' 8 and 9 Mature plants.

4
' 10 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.

" 11 Four spores, X 400.

Marasmius oreades Fr.

Fairy-ring Mushroom.

Fig. 12 A plant showing slight striations on the margin of the cap.
'

' 12, 13, 14 and 15 Plants showing the usual color when fivsh and moist.

1
' 16 and 17 Plants showing the usual color after the evaporation of the

moisture.
' ;

18, 19 and 20 Vertical sections of the caps and upper part of the stems of

three plants of different forms or stages of development.

" 21 Four spores, X 400.
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PLATE 15.

Amanita c^esarea Scop.

Orange Amanita.

Figs. 1 and 2 Two young plants just emerged from the wrapper.
'

' 3 and 4 Immature plants with the caps partly expanded.
44 5 A mature plant with the cap fully expanded and its margin faded to

a yellow color.

*
' 6 Vertical section of a cap and the upper part of its stem showing the

color of the flesh and gills and the cavity in the stem.
*

' 7 Four spores, X 400.

PLATE 16.

Amanita rubescens Fr.

Reddish Amanita.
Fig. 1 A young plant.

44 2 A plant with the cap partly expanded.

r 3 A plant with the cap fully expanded and with reddish stains on the

gills indicating places where they have been bruised or wounded.
4

' 4 Vertical section of a cap and the upper part of its stem.

" 5 A plant from whose cap the warts have disappeared.

I4 6 A plant from whose cap the warts have mostly disappeared and on

the margin of which are slight striations.

1 ' 7 Vertical section through the center of a plant.

4 k 8 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 17.

Amanitopsis vaginata Roze.

Sheath ed Amanitopsis.

Variety fulva (Shceff.)

Fig. 1 A young plant.

1

4

2 and 3 Plants with the cap partly expanded, one having an umbo on

the cap and the tawny tint to the wrapper.
4 4 4 A plant with the cap fully expanded and darker colored in the

center.
Variety livida (Pers.)

*
' 5 A young plant with two fragments of the wrapper adhering to the

cap.
4 4 6 A plant with the cap partly expanded.
44 7 A plant with an umbonate cap fully expanded.
4

' 8 Vertical section of a cap and the upper part of its stem.
4

• 9 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 18.

Lepiota procera Scoji.

Parasol Mushroom. Tall Lepiota.

Fig. 1 A young plant.

2 A mature plant.

3 A smaller mature plant with unspotted stem.

4 Vertical section of a cap and the upper part of its stem.

5 Four spores, x 400.
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PLATE 19.

Lepiota naucinoides Peck.

Smooth Lepiota.
Fig. 1 A young plant.

1

1

2 and 3 Plants with the cap partly expanded.
' 1 4 A plant with the central part of the cap tinged with yellow.

" 5 A plant with the cap fully expanded and centrally tinged with a

smoky-brown hue.
1

' 6 Vertical section of a cap and the upper part of its stem.
1

' 7 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 20.

Armillaria mellea Vahl.

Honey-colored Armillaria.

Fig. 1 A young plant growing on decaying wood.
" 2 A cluster of five plants, one of them quite young and having its gills

concealed by the veil.

' * 3 A mature plant with the cap striated on the margin and centrally

darker colored

.

" 4 A mature plant with the cap brown and striated on the margin.
' 1 5 Vertical section of a cap and the upper part of its stem.
'

' 6 Four spores, X 400.

Variety glabra Gill.

Fig. 7 A plant with the cap glabrous and yellowish.

'

' 6 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.

PLATE 21.

Tricholoma transmutans Peck.

Changing Tricholoma.
Fig. 1 A young plant.

" 2 A plant with the cap partly expanded.

" 3 A cluster of two young plants and one mature plant, the latter show-

ing the gills spotted with reddish-brown.
1

' 4 Vertical section of a cap and the upper part of its stem.
' 1 5 Four spores, X 400.

Tricholoma imbricatum Ft.

Imbricated Tricholoma.

Fig. 6 A young plant.

" 7 A plant with the cap partly expanded.
'

' 8 A mature plant showing spots on the gills.

' 1 9 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a young

plant.

' { 10 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.

" 11 Four spores, X 400.
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PLATE 22.

Tricholoma personatum Ft,

Masked Tricholoma.
Fig. 1 A young plant.

f
1 2 A plant with the cap partly expanded.
" 3 A plant with the cap fully expanded.
'

' 4 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a young
plant.

4
' 5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.

'

' 6 Four spores, X 400.

Variety bulbosum Peck.

Fig. 7 A plant with the cap partly expanded.
' • 8 A plant with the cap fully expanded.

PLATE 23.

Clitocybe media Peck.

Intermediate Clitocybe.

Fig. 1 A young plant.

" 2 A plant with the cap partly expanded.
'

' 3 and 4 Mature plants.

I ' 5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of an imma-
ture plant.

'
' 6 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.

1
* 7 Four spores, x 400.

Clitocybe nebularis Batsch.

Clouded Clitocybe.

A young plant.

An immature plant.

A mature plant.

Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of an imma-
ture plant.

Vertical section of the cap and stem of a mature plant.

Four spores, X 400.

PLATE 24.

Clitocybe infundibuliformis Schazff,

Funnel-form Clitocybe.
Fig. 1 A young plant.

' 4 2 and 3 Mature plants, one showing more fully the upper surface of

the cap.

** 4 A mature plant with a wavy margin to the cap.

" 5 Vertical section through the center of a mature plant.

' • 6 Four spores, x 400.
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Craterellus cornucopioides Pers.

Cornucopia Craterellus.

Fig. 7 A cluster of three plants of different degrees of development.
" 8 A single mature plant

.

'

' 9 Vertical section of a small plant.
'

' 10 Four spores, x 400.

Hydnum coralloides Scop.

Coral-like Hydnum.

Fig. 11 A plant growing from a piece of wood.
" 12 A branch with its branchlets and spines

.

'

' 13 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 25.

Clitocybe laccata Scop.

Laccate Clitocybe.

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 Plants showing the usual color when fresh and moist.
'

' 4 and 5 Plants showing the paler color of the caps when dry.
'

' 6 and 7 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stems of two

plants of different form

.

' 1 8 Four spores, x 400.
'

' 9 and 10 Two plants of a larger form, their caps yet fresh and moist.

" 11 A plant from whose cap the moisture has evaporated.
*

* 12 Vertical section of a cap and the upper part of its stem.
'

' 13 Four spores, x 400.

Variety striatula Peck.

Figs. 14, 15 and 16 Three plants whose caps are yet moist and show the

marginal striations.

'
' 17 A plant whose cap is dry and paler.

" 18 Four spores, x 400.

Variety pallidifolia Peck.

Figs. 19 and 20 Plants whose caps are yet moist.

" 21 A plant whose cap is dry and paler.

'
' 22 Vertical section of a cap and the upper part of its stem.

Variety amethystina Bolt.

Figs. 23, 24 and 25 Three plants with their caps yet fresh and moist.

4 ' 26 A plant whose cap is dry and paler.

4 ' 27 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 26.

Pleurotus ulmarius Bull.

Elm Pleurotus.

Fig. 1 An immature plant.

' * 2 A mature plant showing the central coloration and spotting some-

times seen on the cap.
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Fig. 3 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.
4

4

4 Four spores, x 400.

Pleurotus ostreatus Ft.

Oyster Pleurotus.

Fig. 5 A cluster of plants growing from decaying wood.
4 4 6 A plant showing the upper surface of the cap.

4 4 7 A plant showing the lower surface of the cap.
4 4 8 Vertical section of a plant.

4 4 9 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 27.

Pleurotus sapidus Kalclxb.

Sapid Pleurotus.

Fig. 1 A cluster of three plants growing from decaying wood.

2 A cluster of four plants branching from a common base.

3 A plant of reddish-brown color showing the upper surface of the cap.

4 A plant showing the lower surface of the cap.

5 A small pale plant with a lateral stem, the upper surface shown.

6 Vertical section of a plant.

7 Vertical section of a cluster of three plants.

8 Four spores, X 400.

9 Color of the spores as seen in a mass on white paper.

PLATE 28.

Hygrophorus miniatus Fr.

Vermilion Hygrophorus.
Fig. 1 A young plant.

4 4

2, 3 and 4 Various forms of mature plants.
li 5 A cluster of four plants
4

' 6 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a small

plant.
4 4

7 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a larger

plant with a hollow stem.
4 4 8 Four spores, x 400.

Variety lutescens Peck.
Fig. 9 A young plant.

4 4 10 A mature plant.

Hygrophorus pratensis Ft.

Meadow Hygrophorus.
Fig. 11 A young plant.

'

' 12, 13 and 14 Forms of mature plants.
' 4

15 and 16 Vertical sections of different forms of mature plants.
1

' 17 Four spores, x 400.

42
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Paxillus involutus Fr.

Involute Paxillus.

g. 18 A young plant.

' 19 An immature plant showing the involute margin of the cap.

' 20 A mature plant showing spots on the stem and gills where they have

been bruised.

' 21 A plant with an eccentric stem.
4 22 Vertical section through the center of a plant.
1 23 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 29.

Lactarius deliciosus Fr.

Delicious Lactarius.
g. 1 A young plant.

2 A plant with the cap partly expanded.
' 3 A plant with the cap fully expanded and somewhat funnel-shaped,

the gills wounded at 3a.

' 4 An old plant faded and tinged with green.

' 5 Part of a vertical section through the center of the cap and upper

part of the stem of a mature plant, showing the orange-colored

juice oozing from a wound in the gill at 5a.

' 6 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 30.

Lactarius volemus Fr.

Orange Lactarius.
g. 1 A young plant.

' 2 A plant having a small umbo in the center of the cap.

' 3 A plant with a broadly convex rap.

' 4 A plant with the cap somewhat funnel-shaped.

' 5 A large plant with the cap broadly funnel-shaped, and the gills

wounded, discolored and dripping the white milk at 5a.

' 6 A plant with the margin of the cap corrugated or wrinkled on its

surface.

' 7 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a small

plant, a drop of the white juice issuing from a wound in the gill

at 7a.

' 8 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 31.

Russula virescens Fr.

Greenish Russula.

g 1 A young plant.

' 2 A plant with the cap partly expanded.
' 3 and 4 Two plants with the caps slightly striate on the margin, one

mature and the cap fully expanded.
4 5 A mature plant with the cap fully expanded, split in two places on

the margin and yellowish-green in the center.

' 6 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a plant

whose cap is convex.

' 7 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a plant

whose cap is centrally depressed.
1 8 Four spores, x 400.
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PLATE 32.

Cantharellus cibarius Fr.

Chantarelle.

Figs. 1,2, 3, 4 and 5 Plants of various sizes and shapes.

" 6 A plant with the margin of the cap wavy.
" 7 A stout plant with th a cap somewhat funnel-shaped.
4

' 8 Vertical section through the center of a plant.
1 ' 9 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 33.

Boletus subluteus Peck.

Small yellowish Boletus.

Fig. 1 A young plant with the tubes or hymenium yet concealed by the veil.
' 1 2 An immature plant showing the yellow color of the tubes.
' 1 3 and 4 Mature plants showing the ochraceous color of* the tubes.
' 1 5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.
'

' 6 Four spores, x 400,

Boletus luteus L.

Yellowish-broivn Boletus.

Fig. 7 A young plant with the tubes yet concealed by the veil.

" 8 A plant whose veil has just separated from the margin of the cap.

f

1 9 and 10 Mature plants.

" 11 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature
plant.

'
' 12 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 34.

Boletus granulatus L.

Granulated Boletus.
Fig. 1 A young plant,

r 2 and 3 Mature plants differing in the shape and color of the caps.
'

' 4 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature
plant.

' * 5 Four spores, x 400.
%

Boletus versipellis Fr.

Orange-cap Boletus.
Fig. 6 A young plant.

f* 7 A plant with the dots on the stem of the same color as the cap.

" 8 A plant with the dots on the stem of different colors.
' 1 9 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.
«

' 10 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 35.

Boletus scaber Fr.

Rough-stemmed Boletus.

Figs. 1 and 2 Young plants with differently colored caps.

'
' 3 A plant with a white cap.

1 ' 4 A mature plant having a reddish cap.
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Fig. 5 An immature plant having an ash-colored cap.
4

* 6 A mature plant with a blackish-brown cap.
1

1

7 A plant with a brown cap.

' * 8 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a plant.
' 4 9 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 36.

Boletus castaneus Bull.

Chestnut Boletus.

Fig. 1 A young plant showing the whitish tubes.
4

' 2 and 3 Mature plants.

' 4 4 A mature plant with the margin of the cap slightly curved upwards

.

' 4 5 Vertical section through the center of a young plant.
' 4 6 Vertical section through the center of a mature plant.
'

' 7 Four spores, x 400.

Boletus edulis Bull.

Edible Boletus.

Fig. 8 A young plant showing the white tubes.

44 9 A mature plant of small size.

" 10 A mature plant of medium size.

4
' 11 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.

4
• 12 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 37.

POLYPORUS SULPHUREUS Fr

.

Sulphury Polyporus.

Fig. 1 A cluster of four plants growing from decaying wood.
4 4 2 A single plant showing the upper surface of the cap and the yellow

freshly grown margin.
4 4 3 Vertical section of a plant.

4 4 4 Four spores, x 400

.

FlSTULTNA HEPATICA Fr

.

Liver Fistulina.

Fig. 5 A plant showing the upper surface of the cap.
4 4 6 A plant showing the lower surface of the cap.
4

4

7 Lateral view of a plant growing from decayed wood.
4 4 8 Vertical section of a plant showing reddish streaks in the flesh.

4 4 9 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 38.

Hydnum repandum L.

Spreading Hydnum.

Figs. 1 and 3 Plants whose caps are of a palp color.

4 ' 2 and 4 Plants whose caps are of a reddish color.

44 5 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a plant.

4 ' 6 Four spores, x 400.
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Variety rufescens (Peru.)

A plant who.se cap is somewhat wavy on the margin.

A plant whose cap is more regular.

Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a plant.

Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 39.

Clavaria flava Schfjeff.

Pale-yellou- Clara rin.

Fig. 1 A young plant.

" 2 A full-grown plant.

" 3 One of the principal branches with its branchlets.

" 4 Four spores, x 400,

Clavaria botrytes Per*.

Red-tipped Clava ria

.

Fig. 5 A young plant.

" 6 A full-grown plant.

" 7 Four spores, x 400.

Clavaria cristata Peru.

Crested Clararia.

Figs 8 and 9 Plants with few branches.
" 10 A plant with manj- branches and a dingy whitish color.

" 11 A mature plant in which the tips of the branches have assumed a

brown color.

" 12 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 40.

Amanita phalloides Fr.

Poison Amanita.

Fig. 1 A young plant with the cap slightly expanded, and of a grayish-brown

color.

" 2 A mature plant with the grayish-brown cap fully expanded and black-

ish-brown in the center.

" 3 A very young plant just bursting from its wrapper, two fragments of

which still adhere to the cap.

" 4 A plant with its blackish-brown cap partly expanded.

!' 5 A mature plant with its blackish-brown cap fully expanded.
" 6 Vertical section through the center of an immature plant.

" 7 Vertical section of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.

" 8 Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 41.

Amanita phalloides Fr.

Poison Amanita.

Fig. 1 A plant with its whitish cap partly expanded.
" 2 A plant with its whitish cap fully expanded.
" 3 Vertical section through the center of a mature plant.
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Amanita verna Fr.

Vernal Amanita.

Fig. 4

" 5

" 6

" 7

A young plant just emerging from its wrapper.

An immature plant with the cap slightly expanded.

A mature plant with the cap fully expanded.

Four spores, x 400.

PLATE 42.

Amanita muscaria L.

Fly Amanita.

Fig. 1 A young plant just breaking from its wrapper.
" 2 A plant with its red cap partly expanded.
" 3 A mature plant with its cap fully expanded and faded to yellow on

the striated margin.
" 4 Vertical section of a part of the cap and upper part of the stem of

a mature plant.

" 5 Four spores, x 400.

Fig. 1 A young plant.

"2 A young plant showing the color of the young tubes.

" 3 and 4 Mature plants with stems of different shapes.

" 5 A mature plant with the stem reticulated to the base.
'

' 6 Vertical s< ction of the cap and upper part of the stem of a mature

plant.

" 7 Four spores, x 400.

Fig. 6

Variety Formosa Fr.

A plant with its yellow cap partly expanded.

PLATE 43.

Boletus felleus Bull.

Bitter Boletus.



CORRECTIONS OF PLATES.*

PLATE 1.

Fig. 2. The exposed inner substance shown in the upper part of the figure is

too black; it should be dingy-olivaceous.

PLATE 6.

Figs. 7, 10. The spores should be brown, not pink.

PLATE 8.

Fig. 5. The gills should be blackish-brown, as in figure 3.

Fig. 6. The spores should be brown, not pink.

PLATE 13.

Figs. 2, 3. The gills should have no pink tint.

Figs. 7 to 12. There should be no stripes on the caps.

PLATE 14.

Fig. 21. The spores should be white.

PLATE 17.

Fig. 9. The spores should be white.

PLATE 19.

Fig. 7 . The spores should be white.

PLATE 24.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4. The upper surface of the cap is too pale.

Under the name Clitocybe infundibuliformis insert Funnel-

form Clitocybe.

PLATE 28.

Figs. 8, 17. The spores should be white, not pink.

PLATE 29.

Fig. 4. The upper surface of the cap should have a dull greenish tint.

PLATE 30.

Fig. 8. The spores should be white

.

* The failure of the artist to follow the copy and corrected proof closely makes necessary several

corrections.
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PLATE 34.

Fig. 10. The spores should be brown, not pink.

PLATE 35.

Fig. 2. The stem should be dotted as in the other figures

.

Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9. The tubes and spores should have no pink hues.

For the name soaber read scaber.

PLATE 36.

Fig. 4. The lower surface of the cap should be yellowish.

Fig. 7. The spores should be yellowish, not pink.
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REPORT.

Office of the State Entomologist,
j

Albany, November 30, 1894. (

To the RegenU of the University of the State of New York:

Gentlemen.— The Entomologist, in accordance with the pro-

vision of chapter 355 of the Laws of 1883, presents herewith to

your honorable board the following report

:

Owing to an unusual pressure of official work — principally in

an increased correspondence and several special insect investiga-

tions which have not been completed — there has not been the

opportunity for preparing the usual report embracing the obser-

vations and studies made during the year. It is, therefore,

thought better to present the following partial report, and post-

pone a more extended one until the material in hand can be suit-

ably prepared for presentation hereafter.

In former reports reference has been made to the steadily

increasing correspondence of the office, but in no preceding year

had it attained to such magnitude as to engross almost the entire

time of the Entomologist. The simple statement of the number

of letters received and answered could give no adequate idea of

the time occupied in the correspondence. Inquiries for informa-

tion of the names of insects — whether they are injurious or not

— of their habits and means of control, when received from

remote parts of the United States to which they are peculiar, may

require an entire day, or more, in their study and in examination

of their scattered literature before they can be satisfactorily
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answered and record made of such portion of the study as may-

be desirable to record for publication. Although such inquiries

might more appropriately be made elsewhere — either to the

Agricultural Experiment Station of the State or to the Entomo-

logical Division of the United States Department of Agriculture

at Washington— than of the New York State Entomologist, still

it has been thought proper to give them all the attention they

merit, in consideration of the value of the study (when required)

to your Entomologist and to entomological science at large.

Many of these replies have been communicated to agricultural

journals, while those of general interest may hereafter be given

in following numbers of my annual reports.

During the year correspondence has been had with residents in

each one of the States and Territories except two. The number

of letters pertaining to the work of the office, sent out during the

year, so far as they have been listed, is 1,583. Of the more import-

ant ones, or those which might be useful for reference, copies have

been retained ; of the others their subjects have been noted. The

number of letters received and filed during the same time is

1,310.

Although the year has not been remarkable for widespread

insect attacks of unusual severity, still there have been many

which deserved and have received careful study, which will be

reported hereafter. Some of these are of special interest, as

being new to the State, and others, from extending their range

into, and occupying portions of, the State, which had been pre-

viously exempt from their presence.

The one event that has made the year a notable one in the

annals of entomological science is the appearance of the periodi-

cal Cicada or "the 17-year locust" in the Hudson Eiver

Yalley, and the opportunity afforded for studying in many locali-

ties the remarkable above-ground structures made by the pupae
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for a purpose unknown. Much interesting information relating

to the insect was secured during its brief stay, from personal

observation, correspondence, and the public press, and it is a mat-

ter of regret that the more pressing duties of the office have not

left the time for the preparation of the material for presentation

in this report.

The publications of the Entomologist during the year in agri-

cultural, scientific, and other journals, and society proceedings, are

38 in number. A list of them with brief summary of contents is

given in the Appendix, together with that for the preceding year

(62 in number), which was not included in the printed report for

that year, and also a list of some earlier entomological publica-

tions (1862-186tf).

Three reports of the Entomologist have been published during

the present year, viz., for the years 1891 and 1892 (long delayed

by the State printer), and 1893, and are contained in the forty-

fifth, forty-sixth, and forty-seventh reports on the New York

State Museum. Separate editions on heavy paper of 700 copies

each, of the first two of these, have been printed for the use of

the
]
Entomologist. These are entitled "Eighth Keport on the

Injurious and Other Insects of the State of New York for the

Year 1891 " (223 pages and 53 figures, issued in February, 1894),

and "Ninth Eeport on the Injurious and Other Insects of the

State of New York for the Year 1892," (211 pages and 34 figures,

issued in March, 1894). The " Report of the State Entomologist

to the Regents of the University of the State of New York for

the Year 1893" (of 24 pages, and issued in November, 1894), is

contained in the Forty-seventh State Museum Report, and a

small edition on ordinary paper, under the same title, has also

been printed separately .*

* A few pages of this report have been reprinted in the present one.
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The additions to the collection by the Entomologist have been

— of mounted and labeled specimens, about 1,800 examples (a

complete record was not kept), and of alcoholic and unmounted,

exceeding 700 specimens. Among the more important of the

additions are a number of slides prepared for the microscope,

exhibiting minute insects or insect stages; species of Lepidoptera,

Diptera, etc.— reared from the egg or larva, permitting notes of

their life-history to be made ; and Lepidopterous and other

larvae beautifully prepared by inflation by my assistant, Miss

Davis.

Contributions to the collection have been made by 54 persons,

aggregating about 500 examples. The list of donors, with their

contributions, may be found in the appendix.

The collection, in part, is arranged in small folding boxes, the

size of which, 11 by 14-J inches, has been found convenient for

arrangement of the contained material and for holding in the

hand while being studied. The remainder is in drawers, 15 by

18 inches inside, patterned after those used in many of the conti-

nental museums of Europe and in the entomological department

of the Museum of Comprative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass. They

were made under personal inspection of Dr. Hagen while director

of the museum, and are believed to be almost, if not entirely,

proof against the entrance of museum pests. Naphthaline, in the

convenient form of pin-pointed cones, is employed for insuring

additional protection from insect depredations. The entire col-

lection is given inspection from time to time, and is believed to

be at the present wholly free from insect attack.

Considerable progress has been made in the arrangement,

classification, and labeling of the collection. The alcoholic por-

tion has been put in better condition for its preservation through

the application of paraffine to the corks where rubber ones of

proper size were not available. It is proposed to replace these
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with rubber as soon as it can conveniently be done. In the

Hymenoptera, the Andrenidce, which have been gradually accu-

mulating for a number of preceding years, but left unstudied from

the difficulty attendant upon their close resemblances, have been

carefully studied and all — so far as it could be done — deter-

mined and labeled. The Apidce have been partly gone over in

the same manner. In the Diptera special study has been given

to the interesting family of Bombylidce, and most of them have

been named. In the Orthoptera all of the Acrididce have been

studied and their determinations made. Work of this character

is necessarily slow, but it will be carried on as rapidly as the

time that can be devoted to it will permit, with the view of put-

ting the entire collection in such shape that the duplicates that

are accumulating may be named and labeled, and ready for dis-

tribution to the educational institutions of the State whenever it

shall be feasible to enter upon so desirable a work. With the

increasing attention that is being given to the study of natural

history in our schools, a series of cases representing typical insects

in each of the seven older orders, and another series to illustrate

the more injurious species, with their transformations and their

injuries — all authoritatively labeled, could not but prove a valu-

able contribution toward the educational material of the schools.

It is specially desirable that such collections, and still more

extended, should be placed in each of the Xormal schools. Some

of them are already provided with them, and are giving valuable

instruction in entomology. The study of injurious insects, the

nature of their injuries, and methods for preventing their ravages

has, during recent years, become so indispensably connected with

successful agriculture that the demand will soon be imperative

for instruction in economic entomology in our principal schools.

Teachers, therefore, should be in training that may be prepared

to respond to such demand.
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As illustrating both the importance of entomological investiga-

tion to the agricultural interest, and the recognition that these

studies, in their utilitarian aspect particularly, have— after years

of indifferent regard — finally obtained and secured, the follow-

ing remarks are quoted. Their source lends them additional

weight. They are from an address made by Governor Flower,

in August last, at Jamestown, IS". Y., to a concourse of the farm-

ers and others of Chautauqua county, estimated at 8,000 persons.

The subject of the address, as announced, was " Scientific

Farming."

Premising that the State was doing much for the promotion of

scientific agriculture — the admirable work that was being done

in this direction at the agricultural experiment station at Geneva,

and at Cornell University and the experiment station connected

therewith — was detailed at considerable length, and the great

benefits that were accruing to the State from these institutions in

various directions were pointed out.

The Governor, in continuation of his remarks, said :

"Another important field of State effort in the application of

science to agriculture is that of entomology. Not only is this a

subject of study at the experiment stations, but there is a special

State officer to pursue investigations in entomology and furnish

information based on his researches to the farmers. Prof. Lint-

ner is a thoroughly trained entomologist, and his work has been

of great benefit to the agricultural interests of the State. Few

of us appreciate what an important bearing on agriculture insect

life has. You farmers, who have lost whole crops of grapes, or

wheat, or potatoes, or hops, by the wicked ravages of these little

animals, do appreciate their power and do appreciate the value of

some sure means of preventing their inroads. They are mysteri-

ous creations— these mischievous destroyers of crops. They

come suddenly at times, they work quietly and assiduously, they
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breed so rapidly that it seems impossible to exterminate them.

No State function is more useful or necessary than that which

employs the best ability of science to exterminate these pests.

Why, the entire grape culture of France was threatened with

destruction by the grapevine phylloxera — which you in this

country know something about, I dare say — and the French

government has not only spent nearly $200,000 for investigations,

but has also offered a reward of $60,000 for the discovery of an

effectual remedy. The successful ravages of this little animal

(which is not nearly as big as the head of a pin) in this State

would mean a loss of over $5,000,000 a year. Surely a State

would be remiss which was unwilling to appropriate a few thou-

sand dollars for experiments to prevent such a catastrophe.

When it is considered how many farm plants, grains and fruits

are endangered by injurious insects of one kind or another —
wheat, hops, potatoes, peaches, currants, cabbages, cherries,

plums — indeed nearly all varieties of plant life— it would seem

of the highest importance that the State relax no effort- to over-

come these public enemies. Prof. Lintner estimates that with

our present scientific knowledge and with the means now at our

command, we can, if we will, lessen insect depredations to the

extent of at least one-half of their present magnitude. That,

indeed, would be a remarkable triumph, but it is only an assur-

ance of greater results in the future. Scientists are learning to

depend not alone on poisons to destroy these insect enemies, but

they are enlisting in their efforts the aid of other insects — para-

sites which prey upon the injurious species and drive them from

the field. I read the other day in the Albany Argus that Post-

master-General Bissell had issued an order allowing the importa-

tion of lady-bugs through the mails from Australia, because they

were of such value in destroying insect enemies. Scientists give

46
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us reason to hope that perhaps in the near future, when we find

the hop-louse on our hops, or phylloxera on our grapevines, we

can turn loose some other insect which will help us exterminate

them. So let us encourage our entomologists in their good work

that our farmers may get the greatest possible benefit from their

valuable discoveries."

The additional office-room which the Regents have kindly pro-

vided for the use of the Entomologist, through the inclosure and

fitting up of a portion of the adjoining corridor, has proved of

the greatest possible convenience, relieving, as it does, the dis-

comforts of an overcrowded apartment and affording ail needed

room, for the present, for the arrangement of the collection and

the growing library.

Provision having been made for an assistant to the Entomolo-

gist, Miss R. L. Davis, who had had three years' experience in the

work of the Insectary connected with the Hatch Agricultural

Experiment Station, at Amherst, Mass., under direction of Prof.

C. H. Fernald, was selected for the position ; and having

been duly appointed, entered upon her duties in November, 1893.

Her services have been of material aid in extending the work of

the department.

The entomological collection continues to be an interesting

feature in visits made to the Capitol. Although a very limited

public display can be made of its material, owing to its liability

to injury from exposure to light, yet the drawers of the more

attractive insects and cases, illustrating the manner of mounting,

preparation, classification, and labeling, are always gladly shown

and explained to those who give evidence of appreciation of the

study and interest in its progress. The pupils connected with

our schools are especially welcomed at all times, and every pains

is taken to enlist their interest in the insect world and to encour-
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age them in its study, by pointing out to them the fascination

that it presents, the ease with which it may be pursued, its almost

ever-at-hand source of enjoyment, and its growing importance in

its practical applications.

In the preceding nine reports of the entomologist, aggregating

1,950 pages, hundreds of species of insects have been noticed at

greater or less extent. The same species has also, in several

instances, been treated of in different reports, in additions to

former histories, or in correction of the earlier statements. To

facilitate reference by those who have occasion to refer to or

study these reports, a general index, which will include the

present report, has been prepared and will be found at the end of

this volume. It has not been made as full as the separate ones

that have been presented, but it will contain the scientific names

of insects by their generic and specific designation, family and

ordinal names, the common or popular names, the insects infest-

ing the more important food- plants, the principal remedies and

preventives, and reference to figures used in illustration. So far

as possible from the literature at hand, the more important

synonymy has been brought down to the present time, omitting,

however, many of the changes that have been lately proposed

(especially in the Lepidoptera) but are still purely tentative, and

in which there is an almost entire absence of accord among our

recent* writers, both in nomenclature and classification.

With grateful acknowledgment of the interest taken by your

Board in the work of the department during the year, and the

aid extended to it, .

Kespectfully submitted,

J. A. LINTNER.





INJURIOUS INSECTS, ETC.

Ants on Fruit-Trees.

(Ord. Hymenoptera: Fam. Forhicid^e and Myrmictdjs.)

From a not uncommon belief that all insects are injurious, fruit-

growers are often unnecessarily alarmed by the appearance, in large

numbers, of ants in fruit-trees, especially when found in association

with apparent insect injury; and inquiries are made of the precise nature

of the damage caused by them and how they may best be destroyed.

The following is one of many similar letters received:

Do the small ants that nest in ant-hills in the ground, especially about
the drives and walks, injure fruit-trees ? I have noticed them running
about young apple, pear, and peach-trees, some of which have leaves

curled and otherwise showing the ill effects of something. There are

also some green lice on the leaves. What will destroy both ants and lice,

and how can ants be kept off the trees if they are detrimental ? Trees
have been sprayed with solution of London purple, but I do not see

that it stops the ants or kills the lice. E. M

.

An Ant Frequenting Apple-Trees.

The ants that are so often to be seen running up and down the trunks

and main branches of fruit-trees, are not known to be injurious to the

tree or its fruit. A large black ant with a deep chestnut-red thorax

is quite common on apple-trees. It was described by Dr. Fitch in his

First Report on the Insects of New York, as Formica Novceboracensis,

but has since been identified with an European species bearing the

name of Camponotus herculaneus (Linn.). It is also, according to

Cresson, the Formica Pennsylvanica of many writers. Its occurrence

on apple-trees is always associated with the presence of plant-lice or

aphides. It feeds on the " honey-dew " secreted by the aphides and

given out from the pair of honey-tubes projecting from their abdomen,

and in return the ant gives them protection from their insect enemies

in consideration of the grateful food they supply.

The Cherry-Tree Ant.

Another smaller ant is, according to Dr. Fitch, a constant attendant

of the cherry-tree plant-louse, Myzus cerasi. The worker is only 0.14
of an inch long, of a dark-brown color, with a shining, black, pointed
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abdomen. Its scientific name is Cremastogaster cerasi (Fitch). Some-

times a half-dozen or more of these ants may be seen upon a single

aphis-infested cherry leaf, touching or rubbing the aphides with their

antennae to induce them to yield their honey-dew. They are more

faithful nurses of the aphides than the preceding species, and despite

their smaller size they are abundantly able, by means of their sting, to

defend themselves against the powerful C. herculaneus, to conquer it,

and even to rob it of its flock of aphides. Dr. Fitch gives an interesting

detailed recital of the manner in which this is accomplished, through

the use of its sting when seized by the larger species, and then mark

ing each plant-louse with the pungent venom thrown out from its sting

which apparently makes them repulsive to their former guardians.

The Little Yellow Ant, Common in Walks.

If our correspondent is correct in his identification of the ants fre-

quenting his fruit-trees with those that make the little ant-hills in and

about the drives and walks, then the species must be the "little yellow

ant," Monomorium molestum (Say). The worker measures 0.06 of an

inch in length, " is of a honey-yellow color with the head and abdomen

tinged with brown, the abdomen being broadly oval and almost globu-

lar." I do not recall any record of this species ascending fruit-trees

for its food, but it is undoubtedly injurious at times to succulent vege-

tation, for Dr. Fitch has stated (First Report, p. 129) of it, that it

sometimes does much injury in corn-fields by gnawing the blades of

corn when they are but a few inches high, for the purpose of drinking

the sweet juice which flows from the wounds.*

Ants Injurious to Orange-Trees.

Two species of ants are injurious to orange-trees in the South, as

we learn from the studies of Mr. H. G. Hubbard, contained in his

volume, entitled Insects Affecting the Orange, 1885. Of these, Mono-

morium carbonarium Smith, eats holes into the leaves when they

are young and tender, but seldom causes any material damage.

The other, Solenopsis xyloni McCook,f "frequently and seriously in-

jures the orange by gnawing away the bark and causing an exudation

of the gum. The ants make their attack in force, and either girdle or

kill the shoots or cut so deeply in their bases that they bend over or

break off by their own weight. Sometimes, but rarely, the ants attack

the old bark of the trunk and larger branches and gnaw holes therein,

* See an interesting account in the Transactions of the New York Agricultural Society, xxv,

for the year 1865, p. 133, of attacks made by this species upon cut-worms,

t Subsequently referred to Soleuopsis geminata (Fabr.).
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eating away the cambium layer without waiting for the gum to exude"

(he. ext., pp. 129, 130).

Ants Usually Harmless to Fruit-Trees.

It will appear from the above that, as a rule, it is not necessary to

destroy the ants that frequent our fruit-trees, although it is thought

by some — Dr. Fitch among the number— that from the protection

that they give the aphides, these serious pests become more numerous

than they possibly could without such fostering care. The aphides

may be killed when they first make their appearance and before they are

sheltered in the cavities of the curled leaves, by spraying them with

tobacco water, soapsuds or kerosene emulsion. The London purple

spraying mentioned in the inquiry could have had no effect upon them,

as it is only serviceable upon biting insects, and not upon the suctorial

class, which draw their food through a needle-pointed proboscis, un-

affected by the external poisoning of the foliage.

Should careful observation show, in any instance, that the ants are

really detrimental, for any reason, when frequenting fruit-trees, they

may be driven away by a free application of tobacco in the form of

dust or factory waste spread around the base of the tree. Where

tobacco is grown, the following method, recommended by Rev. W. P.

Smith, of Fayetteville, Texas, might be employed :

" I was raising some tobacco, and operated with the green leaves in the

following manner: I removed the earth from around the tree as much
as I could without injuring the roots; then I put a handful of tobacco

leaves around the tree where the ants worked, covered them nicely

with the earth and pressed it well. In a few cases I had to repeat the

dose, but I have tried it often with uniform success in driving away

the ants and saving the tree." (Rept. Commis. Agricul. for 1868, p.

433-434.)

To Prevent Ants from Ascending Trees.

Different methods have been proposed for this. A band of fur with

the hairs pointing downward and tied closely to the trunk, is said to

form an almost impassable barrier. The skin of a rabbit has been

found effective, but probably that of almost any stiff, closely-set, long-

haired animal would do as well. A broad band of chalk eight or ten

inches wide, completely covering the bark and encircling the trunk, is

also efficient in the absence of rain or excessive dews, if occasionally

renewed. Insect-lime, when it can be obtained, applied in a broad

band, will serve for weeks for preventing the ascent of ants, as well as

a number of other insect pests of fruit-trees.
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Ants Regarded as Valuable in Orchards.

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman (vol. lvii, 1892, p. 689),

writing from London, presents the following plea for the introduction

and protection of ants in orchards:

The Horticultural Times (London) has recently published a state-

ment that many of the leading orchardists of southern Germany and
northern Italy hold the black ant [Formica nigra L.] in high esteem,
and take measures to promote their increase. They establish ant-hills

in their orchards, and leave the police service of their fruit-trees en-

tirely to their tiny colonists, which pass all their time in climbing up
the trunks of the trees, cleaning the boughs and leaves of malefactors,

matured as well as embryonic, and descend laden with spoils to the
ground, where they comfortably consume or prudently store away
their booty. They never meddle with sound fruit, but only invade
such apples, pears, and plums as have already been penetrated by the

insects, in pursuit of which they get to the very heart of the fruit.

Nowhere else in the orchards are the apple and pear trees so free from
insect ravages and blight as in the immediate neighborhood of a large

ant-hill five or six years old. In China, ever since the sixteenth cen-

tury, and probably earlier, ants have been used to protect the fruit-

trees from the ravages of insect pests. In the province of Canton the

orange-trees are injured by certain worms, and the orchardists rid

themselves of the pests by importing ants from the hill country.

Ants on Peonies.

A correspondent has written: "The peony bushes in my garden

are thickly populated with black ants, which I find on no other

plant. Few of the blossoms reach handsome perfection, but show

the effects of insect attack. Are the ants to blame for the

mischief, or are they really friends, visiting the peonies only to destroy

small aphides or other minute creatures which do the harm ? In either

case, is there a better remedy than hellebore ? How would pyrethram

answer ?
"

Ants are not known to be injurious to peonies. They are often

drawn to them in numbers, either to feed on the minute insects that

are attracted to the plant, or on the sweet and sticky secretion which

it gives out so abundantly. I am not sure that any of the aphides

occur on the peony, and I have not the means of ascertaining at the

present writing whether they do or not. I find, however, no species

recorded in our lists as infesting that plant; still, it may sustain one

peculiar to it, as many of our species are still undescribed. I am under

the impression that several years ago, when my attention was called to

the presence- of ants on peonies, and to injuries which it was supposed

they were inflicting on the flower as it was about opening, I found

that the injury was caused by some small plant-bugs (Hemiptera) that
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were puncturing and deforming the leaves of the calyx and the

corolla; and furthermore, that the ants were actively engaged in cap-

turing and carrying off for their food some of the smaller insects.

Derostenus sp. ?

(Ord. Hymenoptera: Fam. Chalcidid^e.)

Parings of apple-tree bark received from Mr. F. A. Fitch, of Ran-

dolph, Cattaraugus county, N. Y., in April, 1893, bearing numerous

crushed or broken cocoons of the apple-tree Bucculatrix, Bucculatrix

pomifoliella Clemens, contained within the cocoons and on the bark

around them, a large number of small, shining black pupa-cases, from

which the insects had escaped. Ten of them were counted packed

against, and partly underneath, one of the cocoons near to three round

holes made in the cocoon from which doubtless the parasites had

emerged.

The pupa-cases were identified by Dr. C. V. Riley as those of a

species of Derostenus, probably undescribed.

The genus belongs to the subfamily of Entedonince of the Chal-

cididce. No American species of this genus have been described.

One appears in Cresson's Hymenoptera of North America, 1887, under

the name of D. primus Howard MS., which had been bred by

Dr. Riley from a leaf-mining Coleopter, Odontota suturalis. Mr.

Howard remarks: "A number of the brilliant little species of this

genus have been bred in this country from the leaf-mines of both

lepidopterous and coleopterous larvae. None have ever been described;

they are very difficult of separation and approach very closely to the

European species. * * * The fact that a species of this genus has

been bred from the pupa of an Eulophus [a Chalcid] would seem to

indicate that Derostenus may consist of secondary parasites

"

(Entomologica Americana, i, 1885, p. 1 17—18).

This same Derostenus parasite has been reared (March 3, 1887)

from the larvre of Bucculatrix Canadensisella Chamb., occurring in

New York (Insect Life, v, 1892, p. 16).

Operations against the Gypsy-Moth in Massachusetts.

(Ord. Lepidoptera: Fam. Bombycid^:.)

In preceding reports I have written of the accidental introduction

into the State of Massachusetts, in the year 1869, of the destructive

47
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European Bombycid, "the gypsy-moth," Ocneria dispar— of the

probability of its entering New York and spreading over adjoining

States — and of the efforts being made, under the direction of the

Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture, for its extermination while

within the limited locality of the northeastern part of the State, where

it is at present confined.

This is the fourth year of active operations against this insect under

annual appropriations by the State Legislature, which have now
amounted in the aggregate to $275,000.*

In June last an invitation was extended to me by the committee of

the State Board of Agriculture to visit the infested district in com-

pany with the State Entomologists of adjoining States, for the purpose

of inspecting the work of the committee, and to offer such suggestions

or criticisms as it might be thought proper to make.

Every facility was afforded for thorough examination, such as wit-

nessing the field operations for spraying, kerosening and burning rocky

and waste places; banding and liming trees for preventing the ascent

of the caterpillars
;

personal inspection of the present condition in

most of the twenty towns in which the insect has occurred; the ex-

perimental work being conducted at the Insectary at Amherst, in test-

ing the susceptibility of the larvae to various insecticides, and the study

of the life-history of the insect and its habits; the method of record-

ing by the ofiice staff the field observations made by the force of nearly

two hundred employees; the various instruments and appliances used in

the field-work, with the manner of their use, etc., etc.

The inspection was very satisfactory and gratifying and at the same

time instructive, as showing what may be done in arresting insect

depredations, when the task would seem almost a hopeless one. I had

not expected to find that such progress had been made toward the

extermination of the myriads of the notorious gypsy-moth. It was a

surprise to me that in the brief space of three years, the fearful rav-

ages of the insect, as described to me and as pictured in photographs,

could have been reduced to such a degree of comparative harmlessness,

that to the ordinary observer no indication of its presence was visible;

and in a ride of an entire day through several of " the worst infested

towns," including a visit to localities which had been frightfully

scourged, not a single example of the larva could be found by me,

although diligent search for it was made.

How a work of such magnitude - extending over two hundred

square miles, with the insect so abundant that in one locality the entire

* Including the two following years, 1894 and 1895, the appropriations have reached $'j25,CO0.
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side of a house was so closely covered with the caterpillars that the

point of a pencil could not be thrust among them without touching

them— could have been accomplished, was an enigma to me, until

the means by which it was done had been shown and explained.

The only suggestions that occurred to me to offer to the committee

in response to their request, were these two: Now that the mechanical

details of field-work were rapidly diminishing with the steady reduc-

tion of the insect, there was both the greater need and the opportunity

of such scientific work as might serve to complete the labors of the

committee and present the result in form that would render it avail-

able for future use whenever the necessity might arise for a resort to

similar methods in other insect invasions hereafter. A volume or two,

which should treat exhaustively of the gypsy-moth and the methods

employed for its extermination, might be another contribution to

natural science, which would rank with those which Massachusetts had

already made.

It was also recommended that at this stage of the committee's work,

the cultivation of the parasites of the gypsy-moth (of which about a

score of native ones are already known) be entered upon and conducted

with all the knowledge and skill that could be brought to bear upon it.

A plan for the artificial rearing proposed was suggested, embracing

in brief these points : The entire collection of the pupae for this year,

which might amount to twenty thousand, should be preserved, placed

in suitable cases, and kept, through cold storage, from giving out their

parasites until caterpillars of suitable age and reared from eggs gath-

ered for the purpose, could be inclosed with them to receive the entire

parasitic oviposition. The parasitized caterpillars should be properly

guarded until their pupation, when the parasites that they would dis-

close within the cases should have a caterpillar supply in readiness for

them. This round could be repeated as long as there seemed to be the

necessity for it and the parasites could be obtained.

By the above method, or by some modification of it, it would seem

that an actual extermination of the insect can be effected, and possibly

in no other way.

In view of what has already been accomplished, there is abundant

reason for a continuance of the appropriations by the Legislatuie of

Massachusetts until the desired extermination is secured, or until the

insect shall have been reduced to entire harmlessness and in position

never again to develop in injurious numbers or to invade other States.

Knowing as we do, the frightful ravages of the gypsy-moth in the

past, and the certainty that, if left to itself, its natural multiplication
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would soon carry it over the entire State, it would unquestionably be a

wise economy if its extermination could be attained through the

expenditure of a million of dollars. It may be recalled in this connec-

tion that the wheat-midge inflicted upon the wheat crop of the State

of New York in one year — 1854— an estimated loss of fifteen mil-

lions of dollars. (Report of the ^Entomologist to the Regents of the

University JS. JV. Y. for the Year 1893.)

Gortyna immanis (Guenee).

The Hopvine Grub.

(Ord. Lepidoptera : Fam. Noctuid^j.)

A correspondent, Mr. A. B. Ryder, writing from Barnersville, in

Schoharie county — one of the principal hop-growing counties in the

State of New York — makes complaint of the ravages of " the grub,"

and asks for an effective remedy for it. He writes:

Operations of the Grub.

The hop grub is the greatest enemy that the hop-growers of this

county have to contend with. It makes its appearance in the spring

about the time that we are making our first tying. We notice that

the tops of the vines are stung by some insect, and on examination we
find a tiny worm in them, which in a few days falls to the ground.
Here it eats into the hop roots so that the hill winter-kills the follow-

ing winter. The grub gets to be about an inch long. I suppose that

it is a fly or some other insect that deposits an egg in the head of the

hopvine and develops into the grub. If so, where does the fly come
from, and how can we prevent having so many grubs ? Any informa-
tion that you can give me will be thankfully received, and a remedy
for the prevention or destruction of the grubs would be worth thou-
sands of dollars to our hop-growers.

A copy of the Second Report on the Insects of New York, contain-

ing the life-history of the insect as worked out by Prof. J. B. Smith,

was sent to Mr. Ryder, which would tell him what the insect was, of

its habits, nature of its injuries, its transformations, etc. For the reme-

dies and preventives to be used, he was referred to the excellent and

full study of the insect by Professor Smith, published in Bulletin 4 of

the Division of Entomology — U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, 1884. As this bulletin is now virtually out of print, the

following summary of its provisions is here given for the benefit of

hop-growers.
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Remedies for the Grub.

First. Cultivate skunks, which are invaluable as hunters and

destroyers of the grubs and their pupae. Where they are left alone and

protected and given convenient hiding and breeding places they will

visit and clear every infested hill in a hop-yard.

Second. Search for and destroy the pupae in early spring, which will

involve but little labor when grubbing and cleaning the roots. A lit-

tle experience will render them readily recognizable. They are formed

in a rude earthen cell lying close to the roots. The pupa is an inch or

more in length, stout, of a cylindro-conical shape, and of a deep-brown

or blackish color. [By examining it, as in others of the same group of

moths, the position of the future wings and legs will be found upon it,

held firmly together, while the several rings of the abdomen can be

made to move slightly upon one another.]

Third. Destroy the young grubs while tip-worms and in the " muffle-

heads" when the vines commence to climb and the growers are begin-

ning to tie. Do this by picking off the " muffle-heads " and by pinch-

ing between the fingers the contained larva. As the larva3 only

remain in the head for about a week, by going through the field every

second day and picking the muffle-heads as they appear, a yard of

considerable extent can be cleared with little trouble.

Fourth. If the above have failed, then expose the roots for a few

days in early June, after the larvae have come to the ground, by draw-

ing away enough earth to expose the junction of the growing vine with

the old root. This will force the grubs to enter the ground to feed on

the old roots where they will do little harm. After five or six days'

exposure apply a handful of a mixture of c >al and wood ashes or

ammoniated phosphate, and hill high. This will cause the vine to throw

out rootlets above the main root to sustain the vine while the grub

may be working below.

Nothing that seems to promise better than the above has been pro-

posed by later writers, if, indeed, anything in addition has been given.

Gortyna cataphracta Grote.

As a Raspberry-cane Borer.

(Ord. Lepidoptera: Fam. Noctuidje.)

A raspberry cane was brought by State Botanist Peck on June 19

from his garden at Menands which had been bored upward for five

inches, with the six inches of the tip beyond bending over. The larva
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found in the burrow was in all probability that of Gortyna cataphracta

Grote, described and figured in Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., iii, 1864. The"

following brief notes were made of it: It was six-tenths of an inch

long, the head and collar pale red, head and first segment with a black

stripe laterally; body with a dorsal and lateral stripe of white, which

are widened over segments 8 to 10; beneath black on segments 3 to 6,

elsewhere while. Caudal plate pale red, with a broad black lateral

line. Legs black, stout. Spiracles in the black stripe oval, black,

annulated with white. Prolegs on 8 and 9 white, with the two spots

above them brown; prolegs on 7 and the terminal pair also white. The

caterpillar, not maturing, was placed in alcohol in the State collection.

Not Frequent in the Raspberry.

This attack of G. cataphracta is either rare, or its operations, when
noticed, are referred to the work of some other of the well-known

and common raspberry-cane boreiv. It is not mentioned in Saunders'

Insects Injurious to Fruits, nor in Professor Webster's Insects Affect-

ing the Blackberry and Raspberry
',

published in December, 1892,

wherein 87 species are noted. (G. nitela, the " stalk-borer," is recorded

without particulars as boring in the stems of the raspberry.) No men-

tion of it is made by Dr. J. B. Smith in his several notices of insects

affecting the raspberry in New Jersey.

Bred from Various Plants.

The caterpillar, as might be suspected from the known habits of that

of Gortyna nittla, by no means confines itself to raspberry canes, and

its occurrence therein may be exceptional.

In the Sixteenth Annual Report of the Entomological Society of

Ontario (1886), Mr. Fletcher reports his having bred for the first time

(in 1885) Gortyna cataphracta, which had been very destructive

during the last three seasons by boring into the stems of various kinds

of plants, more especially lilies and raspberries.

Later, in 1893, Mr. Fletcher wrote me, in reply to inquiry made, that

he had several times bred G. cataphracta from raspberry stems; also

from the stems of lilies, burdock, Amarantus and, in fact, from almost

any kind of large, juicy-stemmed plant, even including grasses. He

has kindly sent me, with permission for its use, the following careful

and detailed description of the caterpillar,- found by him on July 14,

boring into the fruit of a gooseberry:

Description of the Caterpillar.

Larva slender, 35 mm. long, dark purplish-brown, with three white,

conspicuous, unbroken lines, one dorsal extending from segment 3 to
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posterior margin of 12; two lateral on same segments. On segments
2 and 3 at the base of the thoracic feet, which are black, is a short

line showing only on those two segments and very pale on 8, 9, and 10,

at the base of the prolegs. Head yellow at the top, with a black line

on each side running from the ocelli to the posterior margin of seg-

ment 2, where it passes along the lower edge of the large cervical

shield and joins the dark brown color of the body beneath the white
lateral line*. Cervical shield yellow, conspicuous, almost covering the

second segment, lined at the bottom by the black line that runs from
and surrounds the ocelli. Spiracles dark, with pale-edged orifice, con-

spicuous on segment 2, where they lie in the short white line at the

base of the thoracic feet. Anal shield yellow and conspicuous like the
cervical shield, with two dark lines in continuation of the lower edges
of the white lateral lines. Tubercles conspicuous, dark brown, shining,

piliferous. Dorsal tubercles in two series, the anterior touching the

edge of dorsal line and larger than those of the posterior series, which
just touch the lateral line. Below the lateral lines are five series of

tubercles, one suprastigmatal (No. 3 counting from the dorsum) just

beneath lateral line anterior to spiracles Another series (No. 4) on
stigmatal line, immediately beneath series No. 3, the tubercle half the
size. Another series (No. 5) posterior to spiracles and equidistant with
series No. 4 from spiracles, composed of large tubercles, twice the size

of those in No. 3. Immediately beneath spiracles and stigmatal folds

is series No. 6 of tubercles, not quite as large as those in No. 5.

Posterior to this there is a supraventral series (No. 7) of spots slightly

larger than those of Na 3.

On segment 3 are three tubercles in the subdorsal area, a large anterior

blotch, and a median row of two spots on each side of the dorsal line.

Beneath lateral line are, 1st, two small spots in continuation of the
median row, and beneath these two tubercles above ventral fold, the
posterior of which is much the larger. The tubercles of the supra-
ventral series is on the base of thoracic foot. On segment 4 the tuber-

cles are arranged in the same pattern, but the anterior dorsal spot is

very small. Segment 12 has but 6 tubercles in a transverse row, two
dorsal very large, and the two of series 6 and 7.

Pupated August 4. Moth emerged Sept. 4, Gortyna cataphracta,
male.

Of several specimens which I have bred from the stems of raspberries
and lilies, I found about half pupated (in the breeding jars) in the
stems, while others burrowed into the ground.

Some of the Literature of the Species.

A brief description of the full-grown larva has also been published by
Mr. Wm. Beutenmuller, in the Bulletin of the American Museum of
Natural History, vol. v, 1893, p. 94.

Mr. H. G. Dyar has also described in the Canadian Entomologist,

xxiii, 1891, p. 157, the mature larva and pupa of Gortyna cataphracta—
the larva " boring in the. leaf-stems of rhubarb, and pupating in its

burrow after biting a hole, across which it spins a few threads." The
larval description differs in several particulars from the others given,
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and it may be questioned if some error has not occurred in the identifi-

cation of the moth.

The above is all of the literature of the species, except list

references, known to me, while that of its congener, G. nitela, is

voluminous.

Distribution.

Mr. Grote gives as the habitat of this species, " Canada in Septem-

ber; Massachusetts; Northern New York in October; Colorado." I

have received the moth from Wisconsin : it has not been taken in my
New York collections.

Collections in the Adirondack Mountains in 1893.

The additions made to the State collection have been mainly, as in

preceding years, in the Adirondack region of the State. The collec-

tions made in Keene valley, Essex county, this season, during portions

of the months of July and August, were larger than usual. Lepidop-

tera attracted to light were unusually abundant. Over six hundred

examples, mostly belonging to the Noctuidce, were taken by this means.

Two species of Plusia, a genus containing perhaps the most beautiful

of our Noctuids— P. u-auroum and P. mortuorum which in former

years have been comparatively rare in the Adirondacks, although

belonging to high altitudes, were this year really common— more

common, indeed, than any other species. The first Plusia purpurigera

ever taken by me was captured on August 6th. As the Plusias have

place among the rarer of our Noctuidse, and are always regarded as

desirable additions to collections', the several species taken at Keene

valley this season, with the number of each, is herewith given:

Plusia (Deva) purpurigera Walker, 1

P. serea Hi'ibner, 1

P. eeroides Grote, 9

P. balluca Oeyer, 8

P. bimaculata Stephens, 4

Plusia precationis Guenee, 10

P. u-aureum Grote, 84

P. mortuorum Guenee, 58

P. simplex Guenee, 8

The total number of Plusias — all taken within doors— was 183,

not including many worn and rejected examples appearing in August.

Comparing the above with the collections reported by Mr. W. W.
Hill, in the western portion of the Adirondacks (Lewis county) during

the four years, 1875-1879,* we find that nearly twice as many

* In Seventh Report on the Survey of the Adirondack Region of New York, 1880, p. 387.
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examples of P. u-aureum and P. mortuorum were taken this year as in

the four years cited — or 142 as against 82. Of species contained in

the Hill List, and not seen at Keene valley this season, are the follow-

ing: Plusia Patnami Grote, P. thyatiroides Guenee, P. formosa

Grote, P. mappa Gr.-Rob., P. viridisignata Grote, P. epigcea Grote,

and P. ampla Walker. These, however, are among the rarer species,

and only thirteen examples are reported in the List.

The following of the JVoctuidce were among the most common that

came to light, and of each from ten to thirty examples were obtained:

Adelphagrotis prasina (Fabr.)

Noctua baja Fabr.

Noctua Normaniana (Grote)

Noctua bicarnea Guenee
Agrotis (Feltia) subgothica Steph.

Agrotis (Feltia) tricosa Lintn.

Agrotis redimicula Morr.

Mamestra purpurissata Grote

Mamestra meditata Grote

Matnestra olivacea Morrison

Xylophasia dubitans (Walker)

Tricholita signata Walker

In contrast with the abundance of JVoctuidce, there was almost an

entire absence of some other insects which in other seasons have been

observed in large numbers. Thus, of the attractive and conspicuous

family of the " hover-flies " or SyrpMdce, scarcely any were seen

except the small form of Sphmrophoria cylindrical, which seems

almost inseparably associated with the golden-rods of August. The

BombylidcB were much less abundant on the damp spots in roadways

than usual. Scarcely any of the " Dragon flies " or Odonata, were

seen; and indeed but few Neuroptera, except three species of Phry-

ganidw, which shared with the moths in attraction in the evening to

lighted rooms. Coleoptera were not common. In a locality — a dried

roadway ditch— wherein 1892 hundreds of Citindela repanda could

be taken by simply swinging the net from side to side as one walked

rapidly along, hardly any were met with. {Report of the Entomolo-

gist to the Regents of the University for the year 1893.)

Sitotroga cerealella (Oliv.).*

The Grain-Moth.

(Ord. Lepidopteka : Fam. Tineid^:.)

Additional Bibliography to that contained in the 2d Rept. Insects New York,

1885.

Packard: Guide Study Ins., 1869, p. 350, figs. 265, 266 (larval food); Entomol.
for Begin., 1888, p. 151 (figure of moth and larva).

Ladd: in Psyche, iv, 1885, p. 337 (life-habits at Geneva, N. Y.).

* Mr. Meyrick refers the species to Sitotroga; the other writers cited, with one or two excep-
tions, to Gelechia.

4S
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Lintner: 2d Rept. Ins. N. Y., 1885, pp. 102-110, figs. 18-21 (general account).

6th Rept. do., 1890, p. 190 (mite associated with it); in Count. Gent.,

lviii, 1893, pp. 188, 189 (general notice).

Webster: Ins. Affect. Corn (in Ind. Agr. Rept. for 1885), 1886, p. 24, pi. 5, f. 3,

pi. 6, fig. 2, (brief general notice); in Insect Life, i, 1889, p. 354

(injurious in Australia to stored grain).

Hunt: in Miss. Ess. Econom. Entomol., 1886, pp. 89, 90 (bibliography).

Riley-Howard: in Insect Life, iii, 1891, p. 339 (reply to inquiry from Va.);

id., iv, 1892, p. 207 (remedy for, in granary), p. 283 (in Florida), p. 293

(in Miss., reference), p. 296 (in India, reference).

Weed: Bull. 17 Miss. Agr. Exp. St., 1891, pp. 3-6, figs. 1-3 (general notice).

Smith: in Ann. Rept. N. Jer. Agr. Exp. St., 1891, pp. 347, 405-408, f. 22

(general account with [remedies); List Lepidop. Bor. Amer., 1891, p.

100, no. 5335.

Beckwith: Bull. 12 Del. Agr. Exp. St., 1891, p. 14 (brief notice^; Bull. 21 do.,

1893, pp. 10, 11, figs. 6, 7 (brief notice).

Doran: Bull. 16 Md. Agr. Exp. St., 1892, pp. 437-441 (general account).

Kellogg: in Insect Life, v, 1892, p. 116 (in two years' stored grain in Kansas);

Com. Inj. Ins. Kans., 1893, pp. 50-52, f. 24 (description and remedies).

Howard: in Insect Life, v, 1893, pp. 325-328 (history, preventives, remedies,

etc.).

Slingerland: in Rur. N. York., Hi, 1893, p. 493 (remedies); in do., liii, 1894, p.

425 (at World's Fair).

Bruner: in Ann. Rept. Nebr. Agr. Exp. St. for 1893, pp. 408-410, f. 53 (habits,

etc., from Riley).

Riley: in Insect Life, vi, 1894, pp. 216, 222 (at World's Fair).

Fletcher: in Prairie Farmer for July 7, 1894, Ixvi, p. 9 (not abundant or

destructive in Canada).

Chittenden: in Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agricul. for 1894, 1895, pp. 281-283, figs.

44, 45 (history, injury to grain, life-history, remedies).

Comstocks: Manual Stud. Ins., 1895, p. 258 (brief notice).

Meyrick: Handbook British Lepidop., 1895, p. 571 (description and

distribution).

The letter given below, received from one of the southern counties

of Pennsylvania, illustrates forcibly the great injury that may be

caused to wheat between its reaping and November threshing— at

least one-half of its flour product— by the larva of the Angoumois

moth, or the "fly- weevil" of the southern wheat belt, during the larval

growth of a single brood.

Eds. Country Gentleman.— I have just returned from Montgom-
ery county, Pa , where I learned of a new (at least to me) enemy to

wheat. It is a small worm that eats the grain after harvest, just as

the bean-weevil develops in the bean, and then feeds upon it. During
harvest and when seed wheat was threshed in September, the wheat
was apparently all right. But in November, while threshing, as the

eaves were handed out of the mow, thousands of small white millers

re seen coming out of the sheaves and flying confusedly about in
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the barn. Bushels of light wheat were blown out with the chaff, being
nothing but hulls of bran; the rest of the grain had been eaten by the

worms. After threshing some time the man feeding the thresher found
that the cylinder did not draw the sheaves into the machine as usual,

and some time later not at all. Upon examination the concave was
found clogged with dust and mashed worms, which adhered to the

concave teeth, until the spaces between them were closed, excepting

passage ways kept open by each cylinder tooth.

The wheat was put in sacks from the machine as threshed, and
would heat over night in the bags. I was told that a farmer took 100
measured bushels of wheat to a mill, and when weighed he had only
59 bushels, which was then kept separate and ground, and it made five

barrels of flour.

These worms first appeared in 1890, and have now spread about ten

miles from their starting point. I enclose a sample of wheat damaged
by these worms. Is it a new enemy to wheat, or is it an old one just

appearing in a new territory, and how can it be successfully destroyed?
Can it be carried and introduced by sowing infected wheat from where
it is now ?

The insect, so destructive to wheat in Montgomery county, Pa., is

an old grain pest, which has been known in Europe for over a century

and a half, although

it was first given a

scientific name by
Olivier in 1789. Reau-

mur wrote extensivelv

of its ravages in

France in 1736. In

1760 it had increased

to so alarming an

extent that the atten-

tion of the govern- <ne moth; d, the wings of a pa/er variety; e, the egg; /, kernel
of corn showing the work of the larva; g, labial paipus of the

ment was enlisted,and male moth; h, anal segment of the pup*—all enlarged except /.
' (From Riley.)

commissioners of the

Academy of Science of Paris were appointed to visit the province of

Angoumois and investigate and report on the insect. As stated in their

report : "The insect was found to swarm in all the wheat fields and grana-

ries in Angoumois and of the neighboring provinces, and the afflicted

inhabitants were thereby deprived not only of their principal staple

wherewith they were wont to pay their annual rents, taxes, and tithes,

but were threatened with famine and pestilence from the want of

wholesome bread." It is shown in its several stages in Fig. 1.

History in the United States.

As early as in 1730, it was operating in North Carolina. In 1768, a

communication upon it was sent to the American Philosophical Society
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of Philadelphia, entitled "Observations Concerning the Fly-Weevil

that Destroys Wheat." Before the middle of the present century, it

had become largely distributed over the " wheat belt " from the Atlan-

tic westward to the Mississippi river, but, fortunately, it seems to be

less destructive as it extends northward, not being able, apparently, to

endure the cold of severe waters.

Rare in New York State.

It has never been particularly injurious in New York— indeed, it

is rather a rare insect therein, having only come under my notice on

three or four occasions. Dr. Fitch, writing of the insect in 1861, states

that it had made its appearance in the museum of the State Agricultu-

ral Society ten years before, in wheat preserved in closely-corked bot-

tles, and had so multiplied in them that the contents were entirely

ruined. (Reports 6-9, p. 127.)

Operations at the New York Experiment Station.

In the autumn of 1884, corn infested with it was received by me
from the State Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva. It had

been working within the corn in the museum for the preceding two

years. At my suggestion, careful examination was made for its

operations in the field. Answer was returned that no indications of

its presence there were found, and it was believed that it was entirely

confined to the dried corn contained in the museum. The following

observations upon it in the museum, were made by Mr. E. F. Ladd, at

that time the horticulturist of the station:

Hundreds of moths emerged daily, and it became necessary to burn
much of the collection, while the remainder was packed in boxes and
treated to bisulphide of carbon An examination seems to show that

the larvae feed only upon the deposit of starchy matter in the kernel.

Larvae were not found in the varieties of sweet corn in which the

starch is distributed throughout the kernel, but they were found, fre-

quently, two and occasionally three, in a kernel of the flint corn, in which
the starch is deposited in a mass. In pairing, the moths remained
together twenty-five minutes. One moth laid thirty-six eggs, in two
patches of seventeen and nineteen, which hatched in seven dayT

s, from
2d to 9th of November. The eggs were at first milky white, showing
an orange tint at the end of twenty-four hours, and gradually becoming
deep orange at the end of thirty-six hours. They were laid on the

bottom of a dish, in threes, touching at the ends.

It is probable that in each of the above instances the insect was

brought into New York in infested grain or corn, and it is doubtful if

it ever attacks growing crops, or newly grown, within our State.
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A Parasitic Attack.

About the middle of February, 1893, ears of "eight-rowed Shaker"

corn, from South Dakota, of the crop of 1891, were brought to me
from a commission house in Albany, which contained the larva? of the

insect and numerous holes from which the moth had emerged. Some

small ears of the pointed kernels, known as " Egyptian Rice," and

used for popping, grown in this State in 1891, were quite badly

infested; nearly every kernel had been burrowed.

Three weeks thereafter, several examples of a chalcid parasite

emerged, which, being submitted to Dr. Riley at Washington, were

found to belong to the genus Catolaccus, and was probably an un-

described species.

It was subsequently learned from the firm that not long before the

infested corn had been sent to me, thousands of a minute and delicate-

winged insect had been noticed flying in the room where the corn was

stored, when aroused by a light brought into it. In the belief that

their presence was connected with the injury to the corn, sulphur was

burned to destroy them. It accomplished its work so effectually that

when I visited the room to see the condition of the attack, no living

examples could be found, but the identity of the reported myriads with

the Catolaccus parasite bred by me was established by dead specimens

that were lying upon the beams and in folds of paper in the room.

Number of Broods.

Under natural conditions, abroad, there are, except in the South,

two annual broods of the insect. According to Reaumur, the moths

emerge in June from the stored grain and deposit their eggs upon the

growing grain as it is beginning to head. The second brood of moths

appears in August, and from these the larva? are produced which oper-

ate within the grain throughout the winter. European writers record

two broods of the moth, which appear in May and June, and in Novem-

ber. It seems, however, that the number of broods depends on the

latitude, for while Dr. Harris records but two in Massachusetts, five are

claimed in Southern Virginia, between June and October; and Prof.

H. E. Weed, of the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, states

loc. cit., that "there are, at least, eight annual generations" in that

State, and that " in warm weather it takes but a month to pass from

the egg to the moth, and the various stages of the insect can be found

in infested grain at all times in the year."

Writers do not agree in their statements of when the eggs of the

first brood are laid. In Europe the moths are said, as above, to appear
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in May or June, and oviposit on " growing grain." According to

Mr. L. O. Howard, " it lays its eggs only on hard grain. After the

time of harvest, the moth flies out from the granaries to the wheat

fields and lays its eggs upon grains of wheat in the shocks."

The "thousands of small white millers seen coming out of the wheat-

sheaves in the barn " at the time of threshing during November, in

Montgomery county, Pa. (in the extreme southeastern portion of the

State, latitude about 40°), were probably of the third brood. Their

larvae were undoubtedly operating within the wheat at the September

threshing, but had not sufficiently advanced to have injured the kernels

perceptibly. A portion of this brood would, perhaps, hibernate in the

larval stage, to appear the following spring. That it could not have

been the pupae alone which clogged the teeth of the cylinder of the

thresher is evident from the statement made in regard to the subse-

quent heating of the grain.

The Heated Grain.

The statement in regard to the heat observed in the grain after it

had been threshed and put into sacks is an interesting one. The heat

was evidently the result of the friction attending the gnawing of the

interior of the hard-dried grain by the larvae contained within This

phenomenon, so far as I remember, has not been recorded before in

connection with the Angoumois moth, but has been several times men-

tioned in notices of our bean-weevils. It has been observed where the

common bean-weevil, Bruchus obtectus Say, was operating in dried

stored beans, and is not at all uncommon with a southern species of

bean- weevil, Bruchus Chinensis Linn, (formerly known as B. scuteHans

Fabr.j, which so often infests the "cow-pea" of the Southern States.

Mr. Howard has recorded an instance where the surrounding tempera-

ture of a paper bag containing about a quart of these beans being 71°

Fahr., a thermometer thrust within the beans rose 25° (to 96° Fahr.) in

a few minutes (Insect -Life, i, 1888, p. 59).

Results of the Attack.

Not only is the yield of the flour very greatly diminished b\ the

operations of this insect, but the flour produced from infested grain is

decidedly unwholesome. A distinguished French savant has written

of it: "The bread made from wheat attacked by it, and especially

when the flour has not been suitably bolted, contains the debris of the

bodies and excrement of the insects. It has a disagreeable and loath-

some taste, which is very lasting. It is even said that a very danger-
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ous throat disease results from the use of this unhealthy food— a disease

which has been epidemic for some years in regions infested by the

Alucita [Sitotroga]. It manifests itself by gangrenous ulcerations

which form in the back of the mouth; the sick succumb in a few hours

and cannot be aided." (Report Dept. Agricul. for 1889, p. 317.)

In reply to the inquiry regarding the introduction of the insect into

Montgomery county— the insect can easily be carried from one locality

to another in seed wheat, and introduced in places where it was before

unknown.

Distribution of the Insect.

In the United States the Angoumois moth is distributed more or less

over the Eastern, Middle, and Southern States where wheat is grown,

but it is especially a southern insect. It is occasionally seen in Canada,

but, according to Mr. Fletcher, it has not occurred there in destructive

numbers. It infests middle and southern Europe and also occurs in

England. Prof. Webster found it causing serious damage to stored

grain in Australia. Its origin is unknown. Mr. Meyrick does not

believe it to be a true native of Europe.

Remedies and Preventives.

Various methods have been used for the destruction of this insect, as

violent agitation, or frequent stirring of the grain to destroy the eggs

and possibly the contained larvse; application of heat at about 165°

Fahr. for an hour; spraying with kerosene; subjecting to the fumes of

sulphur, etc., etc. But beyond question the cheapest and the best is

the use of bisulphide of carbon— purchasable at drug stores at about

25 cent3 per pound. As soon as the corn or grain is found to be

infested, it should be put into a bin tightly closed at the sides, but not

necessarily so at the top, where a heavy close cloth covering would

suffice, and the bisulphide of carbon placed in open vessels on the top

of the grain. The heavy vapor given off from the volatile liquid

descends and permeates the grain and destroys all the animal life con-

tained therein. A day or two of exposure to the vapor is sufficient.

One pound, or a pound and a half, may be used for each ton of grain.

For use in a reasonably tight room, Mr. Howard has ""made the

following computation: One pound to be evaporated for
a
every one

thousand cubic feet of space, or in a space 10x10x10, one-third of a

pound in each of three shallow vessels. For a_ room 10x10x20, use

two pounds divided among six vessels; for a room 10x20x20, use four

pounds in twelve vessels and in like proportion for larger apartments.
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Some writers have recommended the simple sprinkling of the liquid

over the surface of the grain.

For use in large quantity it might be desirable to order the carbon

bisulphide of Edward R. Taylor, Cleveland, Ohio, manufacturer of

"fuma" carbon bisulphide, at the following advertised prices: In

10-pound cans, 12 cents per pound; in 30-pound cans, 11 cents per

pound; in 50-pound cans, 10 cents per pound. So long as any of the

vapor remains, no light or fire of any kind should be brought near it,

as the vapor is very explosive. It has been known to ignite even from

the heat of a hot-air register.

As the insect is often local in its occurrence,— in consideration of the

fact that it passes the winter in granaries in a continued succession of

broods, where the temperature is moderate, it would not be difficult to

destroy the insect and arrest the continuation of the broods, through

concert of action in any one locality. If all the grain holders would

unite in disinfecting their granaries and storehouses by the use of the

carbon bisulphide in the early summer, there would be no moths to

leave them for the deposit of eggs upon the ripe grain in the fields,

and consequently future attacks would be prevented until the insect

could again be introduced from some other locality.

It is stated that corn can be kept for years nearly exempt from

injury by this insect and the grain-weevils, by being housed in the

shuck or husk: it has been thus kept through the third year. Mr.

Ruffin has also stated: " If wheat be threshed and well-fanned early

in July [in the South] there will be no weevils worthy of notice. The

eggs previously laid do not exist on the grains, but on the chaff or

shuck, in which they are inclosed, and upon hatching, the maggots

must perish for want of food. As in the case of corn, the wheat is not

exposed to subsequent layings except on the grain at the surface of

the bulk."

But evidently the best reliance is to be placed upon the destruction

of the egg-bearing moths in the granaries in the early summer before

harvest.

The Angoumois Moth Destroyed by a Mite.

Several years ago (October 1, 1889) a sample of infested wheat was

sent to me by a correspondent at Charlottesville, Va. Statement of

the nature of the attack may be of interest in connection with its

unusual termination. The gentleman wrote:

Wheat harvest in our section was followed by continuous rains

which resulted in serious sprouting in the shuck. As soon as possible

I hauled up and threshed, storing the wheat in a large barn, spreading
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as thin as possible, say 12 to 15 inches deep, ventilating all we could,

and turning it over frequently with shovels. In from three to four

weeks after storing I noticed a small fly crawling and flying on and
over the wheat, followed in three or four weeks thereafter by what
seems to be an egg-deposit. These latter appeared mainly in depres-

sions on the surface [of the bed], such as foot-tracks, etc. I inclose a

sample of the wheat-fly and eggs (or are they embryo flies) ? * * *

* * My crop is probably from 1,500 to 1,600 bushels, and I fear seri-

ous loss if some remedy is not promptly applied. In an experience of

over twenty years at the business I have never seen such an insect

before. I should add that the wheat was fanned after coming from
the separator, which took out the sprouted grain. It is now almost

entirely dry and seemingly in good condition, barring the insect attack.

The insect was readily identified as the Angoumois moth. With the

wheat sent was a large quantity of the exuviae or the dried remains,

or both, of the mite, Heteropus ventrico-

sus Newport, first brought to notice

in this country by Prof. F. M. Webster,

in the Twelfth Report on the Insects

of Illinois, as having been found in the

autumn of 1882 in a sack of wheat

received from Southern Illinois. For two

or three months thereafter, the mites
b

were observed, as opportunity offered, JJf "^"SS? tS^SSSoiS
to be feeding voraciously on the larvae ^^^S^^hS^
Of the grain-moth. Reference to the Meg greatly enlarged. (After Newport.)

above has been made in my Second Report on the Insects of New
York, and the illustration of the mite therein given, after Newport,

and reduced from the figure in Murray's Economic Entomology—
Aptera, is reproduced in this.

The gentleman was informed of the nature of the attack— usually

serious and calling for active measures for its arrest. In this instance,

however, it was highly probable, that he need give himself no further

trouble in the matter, for from the large number of the remains of the

carnivorous mite that he had sent me with the wheat, and from what

was known of its habits, assurance was felt that the attack of the moth

was already arrested, or speedily would be.

On October 29th, the gentleman wrote as follows, after thanking me
for the information given :

I am pleased to be able to report to you that your predictions
have been verified, and that the insect attack upon the wheat has
resulted in no injury. I, therefore, conclude that your diagnosis of the
case was the correct one, and that the mites preyed upon and destroyed
the insect. I am yet holding the wheat, and with perfect confidence
that it is now entirely safe. As evidence that there was absolutely no

49
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injury to the germ, I have delayed reply to your letter until I seeded
from the pile, and have the pleasure of reporting that it is coming up
beautifully.

Professor Webster's notice of this mite is the only one that I can

recall in our economic literature. Dr. Packard has figured it on plate

10 of his " Guide." It was "discovered by Newport on the body of a

larva of a wild bee," Anthophora retusa, in England (see Newport,

"Trans. Linn. Soc, 1850"). Professors Osborn and Underwood, for

some reason, have not included it in their " Preliminary List of the

Species of Acarina of North America," given in the Canadian Ento-

mologist, xviii, 1886.

Diplosis pyrivora Riley.

7he Pear-Midge.

(Ord. Diptera: Fam. Cecidomyid^e
.

)

The eggs of this insect are known to be deposited within the un-

opened blossom buds of the pear as soon as a petal shows itself between

the segments of the calyx (see Ninth Report, p. 149). The larvae

produced therefrom have

usually been seen when
they have grown suffi-

ciently to deform and dis-

color the fruit, by which

time they nearly fill a

large irregular central

cavity therein, as repre-

sented in figure 3 (from

Fig. 3.— Section of a pear containing the larvse, and an un- the Eighth Report).
infested one for comparison of forms. TJpon opening pearg that

gave the first indication of an abnormal form, I have found the larvae

imbedded within the upper half of the fruit.

Early Observation of the Larvae.

In some young pears of the Beurre Bosc variety, less than one-

fourth of an inch in diameter, received on May 2 2d from Theo. A.

Cole, of Catskill, N. Y., the larvae were seen at an earlier stage of de-

velopment than in any record of their observation. The pears

were just out of blossom and had some of the petals still attached.

Numerous larvae were found quite near the calyx end imbedded in the

broken down structure of the fruit, and not yet imparting the slightest

discoloration to either the interior or exterior, or perceptible distortion.
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The Lawrence pears of Mr. Cole are, as usual, badly infested this

year, also, the Beurre Bosc, while the Bartlett is but slightly attacked.

Mr. S. B. Huested, of Blauvelt, Rockland county, N. Y., writing

under date of June 18th, states that the pear-midge has been discov-

ered in that vicinity this year for the first time.

Spread of the Insect.

At the time of notice of this insect in my Eighth Report, in 1891, it

was not known to have been extensively distributed in the Hudson

River valley, or, indeed, was there knowledge of its occurrence outside

of Greene and Columbia counties. It is undoubtedly steadily spread-

ing, for it has been heard from in several localities in Dutchess, Orange,

Ulster, and Rockland counties, and it is presumably present in all of the

river counties south of Saratoga and Washington counties. Its intro-

duction into New Jersey must have been direct from Connecticut and

not through New York, for Dr. Smith records its occurrence there in

1891, and is of the opinion that it had then been in the State for some

years: it has already reached to nearly the central portion of the State.

A correspondent writing from Mountainville, Orange count}7
, N. Y.,

reports that the attack was first seen by him on a single tree two years

ago, and this year every pear upon it has been destroyed by the larvae.

In the other localities where it has been lately heard from, it is said

to be a new insect pest. Its spread is evidently a slow one, from which

it may be inferred that much good may be expected from the prompt

destruction of the infested fruit — easily to be recognized when looked

for— when first observed. The figures given on page 145 of the

Report, above cited, of the deformed and infested fruit may be

referred to.

At Menands, three miles north of Albany, the most northern local-

ity known for the midge, the pear-trees which have been infested with

it for the preceding two years have, this year, from some unknown

reason, been entirely free from the attack.

For illustrations and the history of this insect in its several stages,

its literature, etc., see pp. 140-151 of the Report above-named.

Notes on Sciara.

(Ord. Diptera: Fam. Mycetophilid^e.)

Some Literature of Sciara.

Meigen: in Illiger's Magazin, ii, 1803, p. 263 (genus established).

Macquart: Hist. Nat. Ins.— Dipt., i, 1834, pp. 147-150 (characters of 15 species

occurring in France).

Fitch: 2d Report (of 1st and 2d), 1856, pp. 252-255 (Molobrus mali, vul-

garis, fuliginosa, inconstans).
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Curtis : Farm Insects, 1860, pp. 460-462 (habits and description of S. fucata,

quinquelineata, pulicaria?, punctata).

Loew: Mon. Dipt. N. Amer., Pt. I, 1862, p. 13 (differs greatly from the rest of

the family).

Osten Sacken: in Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil., i, 1863, pp. 153-157, pi. ii, figs. 3, 16,

18, 20 (larval characters), p. 158 (pupal characters), pp. 163-165 (larval

habits), p. 165 (descr. of S. toxoneura), pp. 169-171 (literature); Cat.

Dipt. N. A., 1878, pp. 12, 13 (list of 24 species); Char. Larv. Mycetoph.,

1885, as in Pr. Ent. Soc. Pn., with pp. 27, 28 of additional literature.

Winnertz: Beit. Monog. des Sciarinen, in Verh. Zool. Bot. Gesellsch., 1867.

Walsh : 1st Rept. Ins. 111., 1868, pp. 18, 19 (of S. mali); in Pract. EntomoL, ii,

1867, pp. 71, 72 (in potatoes ?causing scab).

Walsh-Riley : in Amer. Entomol., i, 1869, p. 186 (in rooms of dwelling).

Packard: Guide Study Insects, 1869, p. 386 (habits of larvae).

Glover : in Rept. Commis. Agricul. for 1872, pp. 115, 116, f. 5 (snake-worm

and other species); MS. Notes Journ.— Dipt., 1874 (habits, etc., of

several species).

Riley: in Cole. Rur. World, 1876, p. 220 (habits in congregating); in N. Y.

Tribune, Dec. 4, 1878, p. 237 (habits); in Amer. Nat., xv, 1881, p. 150

(food habits, yellow-fever fly).

Scudder: in Rept. Prog. Geolog. Surv. Can. (1876-1877) 1878, p. 457 (S. deper-

dita, fossil); the same in Rept. U. S. Geolog. Surv. Terr., xiii, 1890,

p. 586, and on p. 588, S. scopidi, fossil.

Hagen: in Psyche, iii, 1880, p. Ill (yellow-fever fly).

Comstock: in Rept. Commis. Agricul. for 1881, pp. 202-204, pi. xvii, (Sciara

ocellaris).

Say: Compl. Writ. Lec. Ed., i, 1883, pp. 249, 250, 308 (description of 5 species);

ii, pp. 70, 351. 352 (description of 3 species).

Saunders: Ins. Inj. Fruits, 1883, p. 136 (account of apple-midge).

Williston: in Kingsley's Stand. Nat. Hist.
,

ii, 1884, p. 408 (mention of S.

mali and the snake-worm Sciara).

Forbes: 13th Rept. Ins. 111., 1884, pp. 57-59, pi. 4, figs. 5-9 (larvae); 18th Rept.

do., 1894, pp. 19-21, pi. 3, figs. 3-7 (describes '
' black-headed corn-

maggot in corn and hot-houses, in all stages).

Lintner: 5th Rept. Ins. N. Y., 1889, pp. 264, 265 (Sciara in wheat, S. mali,

and the "army-worm" Sciara, European species, etc.); in Gardening

for June 15, 1893, p. 313 (infesting a greenhouse, and of other species).

Riley-Howard: in Insect Life, iii, 1890, p. 126 (larvae under pear-tree bark),

iv, 1891, p. 115 (snake-worm), vi, p. 273 (yellow-fever fly).

Theobald: British Flies, 1892, pp. 107-112 (description and habits of 10 British

species, synoptic table of 25 species).

Scudder: in Psyche, vi, 1892, p. 262 (larvae on snow in midwinter).

Smith: in Insect Life, vii, 1894, pp. 151, 152 (injurious to mushrooms).

Hopkins: in Insect Life, vii, 1894, p. 147 (Sciara sp. and Epidapus causing

potato scab); the same extended in Sp. Bull. 2 W. Va. Agr. Expt.

Station, 1895, pp. 100-114, and in Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc, iii, 1895, pp.

149-161 (detailed figures of Epidapus).
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Southwick: in Insect Life, vii, 1894, p. 136 (the injurious sap-fly, probably a

species of Sciara).

Coquillett: in Insect Life, vii, 1894, pp. 406-408, fig. 48 (habits, description

of S. tritici n. sp., all stages illustrated).

Comstocks: Man. Stud. Ins., 1895, p. 443 (S. mali and army-worm).

The genus Sciara is a member of the family of Mycetophilidai or

u fungus gnats," and is closely allied to the well-known Cecidomyid'K

in appearance and in habits. Indeed the two families can not be

separated by any clear lines of demarcation, and the true position to be

held by the genus Zygoneura is still in question among dipterologists.

Of the eight sub-families into which the Jlycetophilid": have been

divided by late writers, the Sciarina are numerous in species, both in

this country and in Europe,— 175 species having been described by

Winnertz in his "Monograph of the Sciarina."

The Limited Study Given to Sciara in America.

From the resemblance that they bear to one another — the species

having often been separated by little beyond their wing or antennal

coloration— so little critical study has been given them by our entomol-

ogists that published descriptions will hardly permit positive identifica-

tion of any of the number. For this reason, the little that has been

observed of the habits and life-histories of our North American forms

can not be positively referred to any one named species. It is doubtful

if, of the twenty-six species of Sciara listed in the Osten Sacken Cata-

logue ofthe Diptera of Xortli America a half dozen could be positively

identified— their descriptions being so brief and general,— their types

possibly all lost, and only two of the number (Loew's species— possible

types) having representation in the Museum of Comparative Zoology

at Cambridge. In marked contrast with this apparent lack of study of

Sciara stands the fact that of the closely allied genus of Mycetophila—
of the eighteen X. A. species listed, all but three (Say's species) have

place in the Cambridge Collection, where comparison for identification

can be made.

Larval habits of Sciara.

The habitat of Sciara is quite varied. Several of them are known to

live in their larval stage in decaying vegetable matter of various kinds

and in fungus growths. The}* have been reared in vegetable mold;

beneath the bark of trees; in decayed wood and in the roots of decay-

ing trees; in putrid potatoes, turnips and other vegetables; in excava-

tions in potatoes and in connection with " the scab " thereon ; in flower,

pots in rooms; in manure beds; as guest flies in apples and grapes in
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association with other insect attack; some species are met with in cow-

dung (Theobald).

A Notable Species of Sciara.

A species (perhaps more than one) is noted in Europe, for its gre-

garious and migratory habits. It is there known as the army-worm or

Heerwurm from its collecting at certain seasons in companies— some-

times consisting of millions— and traveling along in a body of often from

twelve to fifteen feet in length and two or three inches broad and perhaps

a half inch thick. " M. Guerin Meneville observed columns as many
as thirty yards in length." The species has not been positively deter-

mined, but it is accepted as either Sciara Thomoe (Linn.) or S. mili-

taris Now.— but probably the latter, according to the statement of

Baron Osten Sacken. Similar gatherings have been observed in this

country, one of which is narrated in Insect life, iv, 1891, page 214;

two others recorded by Glover in the Report of the Commissioner of

Agriculture for 1872, p. 115, as observed in Virginia (figures of the

larva and fly are given) ; and two others by Prof. F. M. Webster, in

Science for Feb. 23, 1894, p. 109. With us they bear the name of

" snake-worms," from the snake like appearance and movements of

some of the processions.

Those who have access to Figuier's Insect World may find therein

(pages 46, 47) some interesting details, taken from the writings of M.

Guerin-Meneville, respecting migrations of these larvae observed on

the borders of forests in Norway and Hanover, and their conduct upon

meeting obstacles, when their ranks are broken, and when the two ends

have been brought together; also, some strange superstitions respect-

ing them, entertained by the peasants of Norway and Siberia. No sat-

isfactory explanation has yet been given for the assemblage of such

myriads of these footless larvre and their marches in the brightest

sunlight.

The Yellow-Fever Fly.

Another species of Sciara has been named in its winged state, " the

yellow-fever fly," from its appearance in immense number (in

swarms) on different occasions in some of the Southern States, during

the prevalence of the epidemic from which it has drawn its name. As
appears from an article by Dr. Hagen, in Psyche, iii, 1880, p. Ill,

entitled "The Yellow-fever Fly," no literature relating to these

appearances could be found. They rested only on report. From a

specimen collected in New Orleans ia 1848, and marked as "the yel-

low-fever fly," which came to the Cambridge Museum, Dr. Hagen
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identified it as a Sciara, but could not refer it to any of the species

listed in the Osten Sacken Catalogue of Diptera, and, therefore,

accepted it as undescribed.

Prof. Riley, in a notice of the above paper in the American

Naturalist, xv, 1881, p. 150, quotes the occurrence of another unde-

scribed species of Sciara, where the flies came out in millions from the

joinings of the floor boards in an upper room of a new addition to a

semioary building in Bethlehem, Pa.

The Apple-Midge.

Still another species possessing particular interest from the

habitat of its larva differing so greatly from that of most of those of

its congeners, is Sciara mail, originally described by Dr. Fitch in his

Second Report on the Insects of New York, as Ifolobrus mali, found

by him in its pupal and winged stages in the center of an apple that had

been eaten and perforated by the " apple-worm " of the codling-moth.

Dr. Fitch was of the opinion that the eggs of this midge are deposited

on apples that have been attacked by the apple-worm, and that the

larva3 enter the fruit through the perforation in the side made by the

worm . ,

This species is apparently rare . I have never met with it, and I am
not aware of any important contribution to its habits or life history by

recent writers . It is not so much as referred to in Osten Sacken's

revision of Characters of the Larval of Mycetophilidm,v& 1886. It

will be of interest to know if the larva feeds on the pulp of .the fruit or

on the excremental or decomposed material associated with the presence

of Garpocapsa p)omonella and Trypeta pomonella— the latter the

probable burrower of the apple in which the insect was found by Dr.

Fitch.

Sciara coprophila n. sp.

The Manure-Fly .

(Ord. Diptera: Fam. Myc&tophilid^e )

Examples of the above fly were brought to me on March 20, 1889,*

from a gentleman in Albany who was growing mushrooms in his

cellar. He believed that the larvae injured the mushrooms by eating

into the stalk near the surface of the bed. Although I have no notes

stating the fact—if my memory serves me correctly, some of the larvae

received at this time were carried to their winged state by feeding

* Reference to this was made in the Fifth Report on the Insects of New York, 1889, p. 265.
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them on the injured mushrooms. If so, it is not improbable that the

mushrooms may have decayed before they were eaten by the larvae.

Unfortunately, none of the larvae were preserved at the time, so that

no study may be given them at the present.

Injury to Mushrooms by the Fungus Gnats.

I have not met with any direct statement of injury to mushrooms by
Sciara, nor is it established that serious injury to cultivated mush-

rooms is inflicted by any of the large family to which it belongs,

although the following named species are among those that are

recorded as " feeding on mushrooms" in Europe; Mycetobia pallipes

Meig., on Boleti ; Mycetophila signata Meig., on Boletus edulis ; M.
lunata M., on Agaricus vitrinus ; Bymosia fenestralis M., on Agari-

cus melleus • Exechia fungorum Dg., on Boletus ; Bocosia sciarina

M., on Boletus scabra and B. edulis ; Boletina, several species; Boli-

tophila cinerea M. ; B. fusca M. ; B. disponcta Loew; Plesiastina

annulata M.; Sciophila striata M., on "mushrooms." A recent

English writer on the Diptera,f states: " Some of the fungus gnats

[Mycetophilidce] are certainly inj irious, as the species that live upon

the 'mushroom,' whole frames of this edible fungus being destroyed

by these larvae; but the amount of damage done is small compared

to the amount of good which these maggots do in destroying

fungi." And again: "The larvae of these gnats act as 'scavengers
;

not only do they do away with rotting fungi, but they cause these

often injurious productions to putrefy and to become scarce by their

destruction."
What the Manure-Fly Is ?

Specimens of the fly were submitted to Mr. R. R. Meade, of

England, for comparison with European species. He could not

identify them with any species known to him, but they approached

somewhat nearly to S. nervosa.

Probably a Harmless Species.

Some of the flies were also sent to Mr. William Falconer, of Glen

Cove, N. Y., with the inquiry if he had ever found them troublesome

in his extensive greenhouse experience or in his mushroom growing.

He replied that he was familiar with their appearance from having

known them for many years— ever since he had been led to study

insects and their habits. They always appeared about hotbeds or

where there was pretty well-advanced fermenting horse manure, and

for this reason he had given them the name of " manure -flies."

t Theobald: An Account of British Flies, 1692.
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If the winter is comparatively mild, they may be seen for the first in

the latter part of February, but ordinarily they do not attract attention

until in March. They are in great abundance in the last weeks of

March and through April and become comparatively few in May, per-

haps by deserting the cellars for outdoor life. lie had never had rea-

son to regard them as harmful to mushrooms. At the time of writing

(March 25, 1889) there were thousands of the flies in the mushroom

cellars, while at the same time the crop of mushrooms was the finest

and cleanest that he had ever grown and showing no sign of attack by

larva? of any kind. They are certainly no hindrance to mushroom

growing during the winter, for they never appear in the earlier months

or until the manure is at least two months old; but they are disagree-

able guests, for before the end of April the walls appear as if they

had been washed with wet mud, so much dirt and moisture do they

gather and leave upon the walls, on which they are constantly leaping

from the beds and coursing over. Mr. Falconer did not think it possi-

ble that these flies can be identical with those that produce the u mag-

gots " that infest mushrooms in the month of April. In this opinion

he was correct, as will appear in subsequent pages.

Remedies Suggested.

If it should be found on closer observation that it is important that

the larva? of these flies should be destroyed, there should be no diffi-

culty in killing them by occasional applications of pure and fresh pyre-

thrum in water, using it of the strength of one ounce to from four to

eight gallons of water, as the larva? may be deeper beneath or nearer

to the surface of the beds. That they multiply with great rapidity is

shown by the fact that the fifth day after some surface-feeding larva?

were seen to enter the ground the winged flies therefrom made their

appearance.

A method for killing the flies, said by Mr. Falconer to be employed

in mushroom cellars in France, might also be used in connection with

pyrethrum solution. It is to place small lighted lamps in shallow pans

filled with water, with a little kerosene floated on the surface. Vast

numbers are attracted to the lights and killed by falling into the kero-

sene, but still it does not prove wholly effective, as there are always

many left.

The Manure-Fly TJndescribed.

Of the twenty-three United States Sciaras of the Osten Sacken Cata-

logue, the " manure-fly" (adopting Mr. Falconer's name for it) can not

50
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be referred to any of the Say or Fitch species (11); there is no probabil-

ity of its being identical with any one of the three Greenland species;

and in the absence of types, it would be a loss of time to search for it

among the five Walker species. From S. ochrolabis Loew--New
York— it would be ruled out by its want of ochreous spots. There
would then remain but three species for comparison, viz.: S. nigra

Wied.— Savannah; rotondipennis Macq.— Carolina; and sciophila

Loew— Dist. Colum. In the improbability of its being one of these,

it is herewith described as a new species. The excellent illustrations

of it, as also of the two following species, have been made by my assist-

ant, Mr. E. P. Felt.

Its Description.

Sciara COPROPHILA n. sp. Larva — Length when full grown 8 mm. Head
jet black, small, broadly ovate, and more or less retractile into the anterior

segment. Body whitish
;

subcylindrical
,
tapering slightly

toward each end; smooth and indistinctly divided into

twelve segments
; the dark contents of the convoluted ali-

mentary canal may be seen readily through the semitrans-

parent body-walls ; terminal segment usually bent abrupt-

ly downward (Fig. 4).

Details of head.— Clypeus subtriangular, emarginate ante-

riorly, and with a pair of very large punctures, probably

setigerous, at the anterior third, and three smaller ones in each
Fig. 4. -Larva of anterio-lateral corner; two pairs of the smaller punctures
Sciara coprophila. _f . .

r
, .

occur on the front close to the clypeus, one at its anterior,

the other at the posterior third ; a number of very small punctures on the clypeus

and close to it are represented by dots in figure 5e; several more lateral punctures

occur on the epicranium. Labrum ; basal portion chitinous, narrow and with

a large median tooth ; distal portion broad, semimembranous, emarginate

anteriorly, and bearing internally three groups of spines on each side of the

median line ; the anterio-lateral group consists of a slightly curved row of six,

the middle group of three closely set, and the posterior group of about three
;

the anterior and middle groups are represented in figure 5a. Antennae composed

of one segment, conical, chitinous ; located close to lateral angles of clypeus.

Mandibles stout ; three large teeth, one smaller internal tooth (Fig. 5b). Max-
illa composed of a small basal portion and a large distal part ; basal portion

composed of two pieces ; an external piece bearing two punctures along

its distal margin, and an inner piece with a prominent internal spine near the

basal third; distal portion strongJy concave internall}T
,
apparently divided

longitudinally; inner edge armed with six well-marked teeth and a smaller

basal tooth; two large punctures occur at the apical fifth, one on each piece;

on the apex of the external piece there is a larger oval puncture, in which lies

the rudimentary palpus (Osten Sacken); internal piece with a puncture near

middle (Fig. 5c, d). On ventral surface of head there is a large cordate mem-
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branous area, and the sclerites are slightly separated along the median line

(Fig. 5a).

Fio. 5.

—

Sciara coprophila : Details of head of larva: a, ventral aspect of head; b, mandible;
c, maxilla; d. apical depression in maxilla wi h contained rudimentary palpus; e, outline of
clypeus, showing location of punctures. All greatly en Urged.

Pupa.—Length, 2.5 mm. The form of the imago is readily seen; it is a little

stouter than in the perfect state. Head and thorax black; abdomen brownish;

coxae yellowish; legs brownish-black. The wings extend to the third abdominal

segment ; the tarsi to the fifth

.

In the earlier portion of the pupa state the eyes only are black and they

connect behind the antennae by a very narrow band; dark-brown patches

occur on the base of the antennae; the rest of the pupa is a variable yellowish-

white. As the pupa develops, the antennae, wing-pads and tarsi darken con-

siderably and the head and thorax darken a little
;
finally the abdomen begins

to darken.

Imago.— Plate I. Head and thorax black; antennae and abdomen dark-

brown ; setaceous. Wings hyaline and in certain aspects somewhat irrides-

cent. Coxa dusky-yellow; femur and tibia yellowish-brown; tarsi darker,

especially on the terminal segments. Apical portion of the halteres dusky,

basal portion yellowish.

Length, 2.5 mm. The general appearance of the female is given in figure L
Three ocelli occur, the median one being anterior, — figure 2. The eyes are

deeply emarginate and extend to the median line behind the antennae;

facets separated by an unusually thick frame of chitine,— figure 3.

Antennae longer than the head and thorax, composed of 16 segments

;

the two basal segments are about as broad as long and bear a few
stout setae; the remaining ones are often slightly gibbous with extremities

rounded; pediceled distally and invested with numerous fine setae; width

to length as 4 to 7, see figure 6. The ridges represented upon the epis-

toma in figure 2 are partly internal and the upper portion of the inner ones

wholly so, but as they can be easily seen in semitransparency in a mounted
preparation, they are, therefore, indicated. The palpi are composed of four

segments,— figure 8: basal segment short; second, elongated, capitate distally

and bearing a distinct sensory pit; third, similar in form and shorter; fourth,

e
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long and slender: setae on the basal portions of the three distal segments with

a more or less verticillate arrangement; on the apical portions the arrange-

ment is more irregular

.

Wings hyaline and invested with numerous short hairs. The first longi-

tudinal vein (the first branch of radius) joins costa before the fork of the fourth

longitudinal (media). The venation is carefully represented in figure 1. The
halteres are long; basal half slender and partially segmented; distal portion

spatulate.— figure 4h. The scutum of the mesothorax is produced into a

marked dorsal hump, which bears one or more stout setae,— figures 1, la. 4, s'.

The scutellum of the mesothorax has a more or less granulated surface. The
hind coxa of the male extends to the basal third of the abdomen; in thefemala

the hind coxa extends to about the basal fourth; the hind femur is twice the

length of coxa; tibia one-fourth longer than femur; tarsi about equal to femur;

middle legs shorter and fore legs still shorter than the hind legs; one apical

spine occurs on the fore tibia and two on the middle and hind tibiae.

The abdomen in both sexes is composed of nine segments: general form con-

ical. The apical portion in the female quite extensile; on the eighth segment, a

pair of ventral valves and between them a pair of slender processes; on the

ninth segment, a pair of lateral valves, the apical portion of which is nearly

circular,— figure 9. The abdomen of the male is shorter and apparently

stouter; due to shortness of the terminal segments; the terminal segment bears

within the larger jointed appendages a smaller pair of unsegmented, slightly

diverging appendages; the apical fourth of these inner appendages is thick-

ened, margin setose; beneath the dorsal plate a slender median organ may be

seen arising from a forked base,— figures 11, 11a.

Length of body, 2.5 mm.: of wing, nearly 3mm. Described from 30 females;

10 male3.

Explanation of Plate L

Fig. 1.— Manure gnat. Sciara coprophila.

Fig. la.— Scutellar hump of the same, more enlarged.

Fig. 2.— Head of the same: a, antenna; p, palpus.

Fig. 3.— Portion of the compound eye still more enlarged and showing the

relative proportion of chitine to the facets.

Fig. 4.— Lateral aspect of the thorax: c, c, c, insertion of the coxae of thepro-

meso- and meta-thorax ; h. halter; S, spiracle; s, scutellar hump
;

ic, base of wing.

Fig. 5.— 8th, 9th, and 10th segments of the antenna of the greenhouse gnat,

Sciara caldaria.

Fig. 6.— Ditto of S. coprophila.

Fig. 7.— Terminal segments of the palpus of S. caldaria.

Fig. 8.— Palpus of S. coprophila, showing the sensory pit on the second

segment.

Fig. 9.— Lateral valve of the female of S. coprophila.

Fig. 10.— Ditto of S. caldaria.

Fig. 11.— Dorsal aspect of the terminal segment of the male of S. coprophila:

d, dorsal plate; £, inner, o, outer appendages.
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Fig. 11a.— Dorsal view of the chitinous processes beneath the median dorsal

plate of the terminal segment in the male of S. coprophila.

Figs. 12, 12a.— Ditto of the male of S. caldaria.

Figure 1 is enlarged about twenty diameters; the others are much more

enlarged.

Sciara caldaria nov. sp.

The Greenhouse Sciara.

(Ord. Diptera : Fam. Mycetophilidjs.)

A communication from a lady of Boise, Idaho (April 20, 1893), gives

the following particulars of some " fungus gnats," believed by her to

have been injurious in her greenhouse:

The fly, or flies more properly, for there are thousands of them in

my greenhouse, congregate wherever there is the least leaf mold or

manure (cow), no matter how old or well-rotted it may be. They lay

their eggs in the soil or under the pots or boxes; they seem (some of

them) to shed their wings, and produce a white worm which is very
difficult to kill. I have fumigated the greenhouse twice a week, used
lime and lime-water and kerosene emulsion in the soil — not in a half-

way manner, but thoroughly, and still they are just as bad again the
next day. I tried dipping the pots in raw kerosene; the next morning
on lifting the pots, the little wrigglers ran in all directions. They
have done much damage, and" I hope, for the benefit of others as well

as myself, that you can give an idea of how to rid the house of them.
I send to-day a phial with the flies.

Not Known to be Injurious in Greenhouses.

It has not, so far as known to me, been satisfactorily determined if

the " fungus gnats " are the occasion of any positive injury in green-

houses. We would be glad to learn from our correspondent the

character of the damage which the insect of which she has written has

caused her, and also the amount, and any other particulars that may
add to our knowledge of its habits and life-history.

General Features of the Fly.

The mature insect is a small fly or midge, closely allied in classifica-

tion, structure, and general appearance, to the destructive midges that

infest our grain and clover crops. It is one-tenth of an inch in length,

with a black head, and dark-brown body, rather large and finely haired,

transparent wings showing brilliant gold and purple reflections, and

having but few veins. The abdomen of the female is narrowed and

quite prolonged posteriorly. It is active and restless in its movements,

and its long legs serve their purpose in running and leaping.
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Its Description.

For the reasons stated for recognizing the manure Sciara as pre-

viously undescribed, this also is accepted as new to science and its

description herewith given :

Sciara caldaria n. sp. Plate I.— The general features of the imago
are much the same as in the manure gnat. It may be distinguished

by the greater iridescence of the wings; by the light-brown coxae

;

and by the smooth polished scutum of the mesothorax. The propor-

tionate width of the intermediate segments of the antennae to their

length is as 2 to ' 5 ; form cylindrical,— figure 5. The two distal seg-

ments of the palpi are about one-half as long as broad, and bear

several long setae,— figure 7. The apical portion of the lateral valve of the

female is nearly oval,— figure 10. The inner unsegmented appendages of the

male widely divergent; the apical third thickened and setose,— figure 12. The
median organ beneath the dorsal plate arises from an undivided base,

—

figure 12a. The other characters, so far as observed, agree with those of the

manure gnat. The material at hand was not sufficient to permit of a proper

study of the characters afforded by the head.

Length of body, 2.5 mm.; of wing, 3 mm. Described from eight males;

two females.

Does Sciara Shed Its Wings ?

The statement made by the lady, that some of the flies in her

greenhouse shed their wings, would be of so much interest from an

entomological view that we would be glad to have it verified, if possi-

ble, beyond question. It apparently finds some support in the fact

that quite a number of the beautifully iridescent wings of the flies

were found in the small quantity of the soil that was sent with the

winged insects. I can not think of any end or purpose that could be

served by such an unusual proceeding. Where wings are not needed,

they are usually withheld. In some insects we have, in the fame sex,

both winged and wingless forms, and in others the female is wingless.

In the genus Epidapus, belonging to the MycetophilidcB, in which Sciara

is included, the "wings and halteres are wholly obsolete" (Theobald),

but Prof. Hopkins has recently described and figured a species in

which " there are two forms of the males— one with short wings

scarcely half the length of the body, and the other with wings as long

or longer than the body." Possibly some such wingless forms may
have been seen in the Boise greenhouse.

It is well known that among some of the ants, after the colony has

taken its " marriage flight " and a return to earth is made for founding

new colonies, the wings of the females are torn off, either by them-

selves or their companions. A sufficient reason for this would seem to

be, that as the remainder of their lives is to be entirely devoted to
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maternal cares and duties within their subterranean abodes, wings

would no longer be needed and could only prove an incumbrance to

them.

Phora agarici nov. sp.

The Mushroom Phora.

(Ord. Diptera: Fam. Phobidj:.)

The successful cultivation of mushrooms during the warmer portion

of the year— in May and thereafter through the summer months —
even under the approved methods now quite generally adopted, is

regarded as impracticable, owing to the attack and destruction of the

plants by the larva? of small Hies that tunnel the stalk and burrow in

ever}r direction through the pileus.* This difficulty has long been

experienced by mushroom-growers, but no means have been discovered

by which it may be surmounted. Many efforts have been made in

different directions, but from the peculiar character of the mushroom

and its extreme susceptibility to injury from all of the insecticidal

preparations that have been experimented with, nothing satisfactory

has been accomplished, and further efforts seem hopeless.

In a preceding page, several species of " fungus gnats " {Mycetophi-

lidce) are named, which feed on mushrooms, but it is not believed that

in this country, at least, any of those are chargeable with the annual

arrest of mushroom culture in the month of April in this latitude, nor

is it known that they are among those which infest, to a greater or less

extent, Agaricus campestris and many other wild forms during the

summer months.

A Serious Mushroom Pest.

My attention at different times during preceding years has been called

by Mr. William Falconer to the mushroom pest now being considered,

as something quite different from the "manure-fly," and which, in our

correspondence, he has designated as " the maggot." Mr. Falconer

informs me that it has been the common warm-weather pest of the

mushroom-grower ever since mushrooms were first cultivated, but in

all the literature of practical horticulture— our own and that of

Europe— he has never been able to find any indication of its identity.

* It is stated in works on gardening that in deep, dark cellars, mushrooma are not affected in

this manner, and that they can be grown throughout the summer with perfect immunity from

insect attack. But this is not so. I never saw or knew of an artificially constructed mushroom
cellar that was proof against " maggots." In caves away in the bowels of the earth and com-

pletely away from natural light, the immunity may possibly ba perfect, but of this I know
nothing through my own observation or experience. (Wm. Falconer.)
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Diseased and Infested Mushrooms.

Uuder date of May 3, 1889, Mr. Falconer sent for examination some
" diseased mushrooms," showing the " black-spot " as brown markings

on the surface of the caps which Dr. Farlow had pronounced the work

of AnguiUulidce. Adhering to the mushrooms by their wings were

numbers of the manure Sciara. Rather deep cavities had also been

eaten into them by slugs. " But the chief reason," he wrote, " why I

send you these, is to show you the crowning evil of mushroom culture,

namely the MAGGOTS. By cutting open the mushrooms you may
see numerous worm-holes in some of them, both in the caps and stems,

and no doubt can discover some of the maggots. They are tiny fel-

lows with a white body and black head, measuring about one-fifth or

one-sixth of an inch long, looking to me not much unlike the club-root

maggot in cabbage and cauliflower.

The fly was not reared from this sending: possibly no larv?e were

found in them, for no examples are contained in the State collection.

This is a matter of regret, for if a conspicuous feature of the larva was

its " black head " it would indicate a different species from that obtained

in a later year in the autumn.*

Two Insects Infesting an Agaricus.

On October 1, 1894, Mr. Falconer sent another package of infested

mushrooms which he had gathered icifieHs: they were " the new mush-

room" of Gardening, viz
,
Agaricus subrufescens Peck, described in

V/, 1893, and an highly esteemed edible species. They

^. . were swarming with larvae, by which, in a brief time
j

||^t|;. they were completely riddled. A number of the

.- !arv.re were preserved in alcohol for the State
f

% f Z v-V ^ collection.

Although not observed at the time, there were two

different larvoe feeding together in the mushrooms, for,

after pupation, two distinct forms were found— one

more than twice the size of the other, subelliptical in
Fl

a
6

mus^oom
U
f?ed

f

form, concave ventrally, dark brown in color, and
tag fly-

with lateral and terminal spinose processes. The

puparium is represented in a ventral view in figure 6.

Description of the Phora.

The small puparia disclosed a large number of the flies during the

month of October— the length of time after pupation was not noted.

They are not referable to any described species so far as known to me,

* Mr. Falconer has probably confounded the black-headed Sciara larvae with these.
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and are, therefore, assumed to be new, and the larva, puparium and

imago described as follows:

Phora agarici n. sp. Plate II. Larva.— Figure 5. Body nearly cylindrical,

composed of 11 segments; length, 3 mm. Whitish, with two minute brown points

on the ventral surface of the head. Under a high power the minute, 5-toothed,

light-brown mandibles may be demonstrated and also the 3-jointed tubercle-

like antennae on the lateral angles of the head. Dorsum convex; each seg-

ment divided into two nearly equal subsegments; hind margin of last segment

flattened and produced into ten processes; a median pair; the others equidis-

tant and opposite; posterior six larger. Ventral surface flattened, margined

laterally, and segments 2-9 on fore and hind border, segment 10 on fore border

only, by transverse ridges.

Puparium.— Figure 6. Light brown; suboval; ends obtusely pointed; length

2.5 mm. Dorsal surface slightly convex ; the last six nearly equal seg-

ments, and lateral margin, distinct; on the anterior segment, which is about

twice the size of the others, there are two slight subdorsal tubercles. Ventral

surface very convex; segments and margin not well marked.

Imago.— Figure 1. Body jet black; antennae fuscous; apical portion of

halteres yellowish-white; apical portion of coxae, front and middle legs yellow-

ish-brown; tarsi brownish; hind legs darker; palpi yellowish. Wings hyaline

and with slight iridescence.

Ocellar triangle defined by a suture which extends down the front. Three

transverse rows of bristles occur on the front; six in the posterior row, consist-

ing of a median pair and four lateral ; middle composed of four nearly equidis-

tant bristles; six equidistant in the anterior row; in front of the median pair of

the anterior row there is a small pair; the two pairs point downward, though

in some examples the larger pair point upward. Compound eyes bordered

behind and below by a single row of bristles; small setae occur at the angles of

the facets (figure 2). Antennae five-segmented; first short, irregular; second

very large, subspherical; third and fourth small, elongated; fifth, basal portion

slightly enlarged and equal to fourth; distal portion setaceous, much elongated,

plumose (figure 2a). Labium yellowish-brown, usually retracted (figure 3).

Terminal segment of palpi long, slightly capitate and bearing several apical

bristles; basal segment short, obscurely divided into several subsegments.

Dorsum of thorax thickly pubescent; several long bristles occur near base of

wings. Wings hyaline; costal vein less than half the length of the wing; first

heavy vein joining costa beyond middle between the humeral cross vein and
the apex of the first branch of the second heavy vein; second heavy vein

forked near apex; costal margin fringed with stout setae to tip of second heavy
vein; first light vein curved at basal fourth and slightly at apical fourth Llal-

teres spatulate, basal portion segmented (figure 7). Several apical bristles on
front and outer portion of coxae; fore tibia unarmed; middle tibia with very
long apical, posterior spine; hind tibia with one long anterior and several short

apical, internal spines; anterior edge of middle and posterior edge of hind tibia

fringed with a thick row of stout setae; internally and close to the hind margin
of the posterior tibia there is a row of about nine stouter spines on the apica

.

51
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three-fourths; tarsi of middle and hind legs bordered anteriorly and posteriorly

by rows of stout spines.

Abdomen broad at base, slightly depressed
;

apex obtusely pointed

,

invested with short, scattering setae. Terminal segment of female with

a median process, laterally dilated at base and a pair of suboval appen-

dages near the apex; width to length of median process as 1 to 4; lateral

dilation nearly equal to length of median process
;

subapical appendage

one-fourth the length of median process (figure 8). Terminal segment

of male with an irregular, dorso-lateral plate, the ventral portion of which is

prolonged. Two pairs of organs extend from the plate— an upper straight

pair, bearing numerous long setae on the entire surface, and a lower pair,

slightly curved ventrally and bearing several long, usually sharply curved

setae at their tips. Below this armature there is a darker chitinous ring,

within which are the essential organs.

Length of body, 1.5 to 2 mm.; of wing, 2 mm. Described from about 75

specimens of both sexes.

Close to the female of Phora setacea Aid. as described and figured in the

Canadian Entomologist, xxiv, 1892, p. 144, fig. 2. This species may be sep-

arated by the anterior row of frontal bristles being a nearly straight transverse

one, while in setacea they are represented as obliquing posteriorly from the

median line ; the anterior pair of proclivate bristles are also relatively smaller

and more nearly in front of the other pair. The coxae of the female, as well

as those of the male, have a number of large sub-apical bristles on the outer

side, and the " conical protuberance " on the hind side of the third coxa is

about equally developed in both sexes ; the fore and middle legs are darker

than in P. setacea .

None of the marked sexual features indicated by Mr. Aldrich, except those

of the genitalia, have been observed in agarici. It is probable that the insect

described as the male of setacea belongs to a distinct species from that of the

female

.

Peculiar Wing-Pores in Phora.

Mr. E. P. Felt, in his study of this insect in connection with its

illustration, etc., has made some interesting observations upon the

" wing-pores " which he has detected, and of which he has written as

follows:

An additional character which may prove to be of specific value is found in

the number and location of certain " pores " or pore-like structures. The

pores— four in number— occur in a slightly curved row along the middle line

on the under side of the second heavy vein, where it anastomoses with the

costal vein; a short stump extends beyond the anastomosis and inclines a little

away from the costa.

The pores are less than half their diameter apart, the last one being close to

the apex of the stump (figure 10). Each consists of a depression surrounded

by a raised circular ring of chitine (figure 11). These pores must not be con-

founded with the scars on the costal vein left when a bristle is removed; they

appear to have no connection with either bristle or setae. Some twenty-five speci-
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mens of Phora agarici were examined. In many cases the two wings were

compared; in every case where the tip of the second heavy vein was apparent,

these structures were found constant in number and position. It requires a

mounted preparation and a one-fourth objective to bring them out clearly.

Though occurring on the under side of the wing, in this species the veins are

sufficiently transparent so that the pores may be seen from the upper side.

Subsequent study has shown that similar pores occur in the genus Sciara.

They are found along the rudimentary sub-

costal vein and are much smaller than in

Phora. In S. coprophila there are 10 pores

along this vein — an outer group of three, of

which the antepenult is on the inner margin

of the vein; the inner seven are nearly

equidistant (figure 7a). In S. caldaria there Fia 7.— Diagram showing pores in

, . /. veins of Sciara : a, S. coprophila ;are but seven pores— an outer group of
6> s> caldaria ; s. outline of sub-

three, with the antepenult as in S. coprophila; c08ta
?
r

>
fore margin of radius,

the inner four equidistant (figure 7b).

Reference may be made, in connection with the above, to a paper

published in 1889 in the Transactions of the Royal Society of South

Jfrica, by the late Ezra P. Crawford, entitled " Notes on Certain

Pores in the Veins of Some Diptera," and illustrated by several fig-

ures. Mr. Crawford found them to " number from five to eight, when

present, and their number and position are constant in each species."

It is thought that they may be homologous with what Jurine, in

Nouv. Meth. Class. Hymenop. et Dipt., 1807, named "bullae," as

observed by him on the wings of certain Hymenoptera.

Infestation of Mushrooms by Phora.

Mr. Falconer has kindly sent, in response to request, the following

observations on the occurrence of the Phora larvae: "They make their

appearance in early April, but do not increase to such an extent as to

completely ruin the crop until the end of April or the first part of May.

In outdoor mushrooms they are to be found from May into October.

From August onward they are more numerous in wild mushrooms than

at any time in cultivated ones, and they are apparently larger [but

slightly so, judging from indication given of comparative sizes], but

this may possibly be accounted for by a better food supply. In some

Note.— The following information relating to ^taora infestation of mushrooms has been kindly

communicated to me by Mr. Howard, of the Division of Entomology, at Washington, in reply to

an inquiry made: " We have reared Phora minuta in considerable numbers from mushrooms
received from Geo. Balderston, Colora, Md.: and in Europe, Mr. Coquillett informs me, Scholtz

his reared Phora lutea Meig. and Phoraflava Fall . frrm an agaricus (Schiner, Fauna Austriaca

Diptera, II, 1864, p. 343). Leon Dufour reared P. nigra Meig. from Agaricus prunulus Fries

c, 345), and Letzner reared P. pumila Meig. from an agaricus 0- c., 345). Phora bovisto?.

Gimmerth. was bred from Lycoperdon bovista (1. c, 316).
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years and in some localities they are conspicuously more numerous than

in others. In gathering a quart of field mushrooms several specimens

may be entirely free from any sign of attack, and in others only a few

newly-hatched larvae are at work. Then, again, one may meet with

particularly large mushrooms a day or two past their prime which are

tunneled like a sponge and are living masses of maggots."

Remedies.

In consideration of the fruitless and long-continued efforts made by

mushroom-growers to find an antidote against this insect, and a seem-

ing general conviction that the culture must cease at the advent of

warm weather, it may not be worth while to make suggestions for

further experimentation. Still, much would be gained if the period of

culture could be extended by a month or two. If an insecticide is to

be sought, it might naturally be looked for among the vegetable ones

.

Of these, pyrethrum is certainly one of the most efficient, and the

Diptera are known to be particularly sensitive to its influence. The

pure, fresh, dry powder blown in the atmosphere with a powder-

bellows, or made up into slightly dampened cones for slow burning,

would unquestionably kill nearly all, if not all, of the ever-active,

leaping and running flies in the apartmeLt. If their eggs have not

been previously deposited, their further propagation would be pre-

vented. There seems no reason why a newly-made solution of the

powder (largely soluble in water), liberally sprinkled over the soil,

should fail to kill the young larvae at the moderate depth in the bed

at which they occur before entering into the base of the stalk, and at

the same time be harmless to the plants.

Some Literature of Phora

Latreille: Hist. Nat. des Crust. -Ins., xii, 1804 (genus founded).

Macquart: Hist. Nat. Ins.— Dipt., ii, 1835, pp. 625-631, pi. 24, figs. 1-4 (30

French species characterized).

Westwood: Introduc. Classif. Ins., ii, 1840, pp. 574, 575 (habits), f. 132, 12, 13

(larva and imago).

Loew: Mon. Dipt. N. Amer., Pt. I, 1862, p. 4 (antennal structure), p. 47

(family characters).

Packard: in Amer. Nat., ii, 1868, pp. 196, 197, pi. 4, figs. 1, 2, 3 (P. incrassata

parasitic in larva of honey-bee in England); the same, in Cotton

Insects, 1879, p. 209; Guide Stud. Ins., 1869, p. 127 (parasite of hive-

bee), p. 416 (figures of P. incrassata as cause of "foul brood"); the

same, in Entomol. Begin., 1888, p. 126, f. 146; in Amer. Nat., v, 1871,

p. 745, f. 123 (of cave Phora).

Scudd.-Burg.: in Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., xiii, 1870, p. 283, f. 17 of plate

(asymmetrical genitalia of P. microcephala).
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Glover: MS. Notes Journ.— Dipt., 1874, pi. 6, figs. 19, 20 (P. incrassata

imago), pi. 7, f. 37 (larva of P. dauci), pi. 9, f. 20 (Phora imago from

Mammoth cave), pp. 39, 40 (reference to seven species).

Osten Sacken: Cat. Dipt. N. A., 1878, p. 212 (eight N. A. species listed); in

Amer. Entomol., iii, 1880, p. 277 (is Phora parasitic?); the same, in

4th Rept. U. S. Entomolog. Commis., 1885, p. 117.

Comstock: Cotton Ins., 1879, pp. 208-211, fig. 49 (P. aletice in larva, pupa,

and imago described and figured); Man. Stud. Ins., 1895, p. 475

(characters of Phoridce).

Hubbard: in Amer. Entomol., iii, 1880, p. 39 (Phora in the Mammoth cave), pp.

82, 83 (larva of same described, figured, and compared), p. 228 (P. aletice

a scavenger, not a parasite) ; the same, in 4th Rept. U. S. Entomolog.

Commis., 1885, p. 116 (parasitized by a Chalcid) ; in id., Notes [112],

from Amer. Entomol., p. 223.

Riley: in Amer. Entomol., iii, 1880, p. 277 (P. aletice not parasitic), p. 293 (a

Chalcid parasite) ; in Amer. Nat., xvi, 1882. p. 747 (habits of P. aletice);

in 4th Rept. U. S. Entomolog. Commis., 1885, pp. 108, 116, 117 (not

parasitic)

.

Bugnion: in Psyche, iii, 1881, p. 212 (Phora parasitic on Lina tremulce).

Schwarz: in 4th Rept. U. S. Entomolog. Commis., 1885, pp. 117-119

(P. aletice not parasitic).

Scudder: in Bull. U. S. Geolog. Surv., No. 31, 1886, p. 86 (eleven amber
species recorded by Loew).

Bethune: in 16th Rept. Ent. Soc. Ont., 1886, p. 30 (foul brood due to Phora).

Williston: Synop. Fam.-Gen. N. A. Dipt., 1888, p. 64.

Brunetti: in Entomol. Month. Mag., xxv, 1889, p. 282 (P. mifipes a quite

general feeder)

.

Newstead: in Entomol. Month. Mag., xxvii, 1891, p. 41 (P. rufipes in nests of

Vespa Germanica).

Riley-Howard: in Insect Life, 1892, v, p. 5 (Phora sp., reference).

Aldrich: in Canad Entomol., xxiv, 1892, pp. 142-146, 5 figs, (new western

species of Phora) ; in Bull. 30 S. Dak. Agr. Coll. Expt. Stat., 1892, p. 7.

Coquillet: in Canad. Entomol., xxvii, 1895, pp. 103-107 (synopsis of the

genus).

Megnin: Les Parasites Articules, 1895, p. 471 {Phora aterrimain buried human
bodies

.

Explanation of Plate II.

Phora agarici.

Mashrojm Phora.

Fig. 1.— Female. The terminal segments are retracted within the body and
the base of the abdomen is shrunken (x 20)

Fig. 2.— Dorsal aspect of head; a, antenna.

Fig.. 3.— Labium and appendages from behind.

Fig. 4.— Palpus, dorsal aspect.

Fig. 5.— Ventral aspect of larva (x 8).

Fig. 6.— Djrsal aspect of pupa (x 8).

Fig. 7.— Halter.
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Fig. 8.— Dorsal aspect of the terminal segment of the female: s, subapical

appendage.

Fig. 9.— Lateral aspect of a portion of the terminal segment of the male:

d, dorso-lateral plate; u, upper, I, lower organ.

Fig. 10.— Portion of wing showing location of "pores" at the tip of the

second heavy vein ; its branch and a portion of costa also shown

.

Fig. 11.—A "pore."

All figures greatly enlarged, except where otherwise stated.

Agrilus ruficollis (Fabr.).

The Gouty- Gall Beetle.

(Ord. CoLEOPrERA: Fam. Buprestid^e.)

A severe attack of this insect — known by the name above given

from the peculiar swelling in the cane that its larva produces, and also

as the "red-necked Agrilus," from its

copper-colored thorax contrasting with

the brownish-black wing-covers — was

reported by Mr. E. Winne, of Delmar,

Albany county, N. Y., in the early part

of May. He was growing raspberries

extensively, and the injuries of this

insect threatened the destruction of the
Fig. 8 —The red-necked Agrilus, Agrilus _ ,
ruficolis: c, the beetle; 6. the larva; crop — SO larffe a proportion 01 the
a, terminal horns of the larva — all

r
. . *p . . .

enlarged. canes being infested with it. A number

of the canes were brought to me, in which the pupae were found at

the time. Several of the beetles subsequently emerged, but they were

dead when discovered some weeks thereafter.

A serious attack of the same insect was also brought to my notice in

April by Mr. M. Brooks, of Athens, N. Y.

Remedy.

These gentlemen were informed that the injury from this insect

could be, to a large extent, if not entirely, arrested, by cutting off all

the canes below the " gouty-gall " produced by the burrowing of the

larva in the wood, and burning them, in the early spring before the

beetle could mature and escape and deposit eggs for the continuance of

the attack.

Operations of the Insect.

According to Walsh-Riley, the beetle makes its appearance early in

the summer, but sometimes as late as the fore part of July, and deposits
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its eggs shortly thereafter. Prof. Webster states that in a serious

attack observed and studied by him of the insect on the dewberry

(Rubus Canadtnsis) in Southern Ohio, where the culture of this berry

had developed into an important industry, it was learned that the

beetles appeared about the middle of May and remained until the last

of June or about the time of the ripening of the first berries.*

Dr. J. B. Smith, who represents it as a chief pest of the blackberry

in New Jersey, gives for the time of the emergence of the beetle from

May 20 to July 10. He is of the opinion that the egg is not inserted

in the tissue of the cane as generally stated, but is simply laid at the

base of the leaf-stalk or in the bud. See the interesting account

by him of the peculiar burrowing operations of the larva as given in

Insect Life, iv, 1891, p. 28.

Notwithstanding occasional instances of such extensive infestation as

above noticed, the beetle seldom falls into the hands of collectors in

New York. The only examples (2) taken by me were captured in

Schoharie, N. Y., over thirty years ago, probably in my garden.

This insect has been previously noticed in my sixth report, pp. 123-

125, where its transformations are briefly given, the gall that it pro-

duces figured and some literature cited where fuller details maybe
found.

Its Distribution.

Dr. Horn, accompanying his detailed description of the beetle in

" The Species of Agrilus of Boreal America,"! has given the following

as its distribution: From Canada and the New England States south-

ward to Virginia and westward to Missouri.

Respecting Agrilus anxius.

The Agrilus torpidus Leo, mentioned in my fifth report as taken in

large number from cut poplars at Elk Lake, Essex county, N. Y., in

the latter part of August, 1883, had been described by Gory in ?1835

as Agrilus anxius : torpidus, therefore, becomes a synonym. Its range

is said to be from Massachusetts and New Hampshire westward to Col-

orado. Mr. G. C. Davis has found it producing galls in branches of

the willow (Salix discolor) in Michigan. The gall is an oval swelling,

from which an oval gallery is bored downward, sometimes in the pith,

but oftener through the wood, opening outwardly an inch and a half

below the gall (Insect Life, iv, 1891, p. 66).

* Bulletin 58 Ohio Agricultural Experim"td Station, December 1894, pp. 29, 30.

t Trxnsactioni of the American Entomological Sicitty, xviii, 1691, pp. 277- J36.
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Anomala lucicola (Fabr.).

The Light-loving Grapevine Beetle,

(Ord. Colkoptera: Fain. Scaeab^id^e.^

Fabricius: Supp. Ent. Syst., 179S, p. 132, no. 61-5, Melolontha mcerens; no.

6'3-7, M. lucicola; no. 66-7, M. atrata; Syst. Eleath., ii, 1801, p. 174,

no. 82, moerens; no. 85, lucicoli; no. 86, atrata.

Melsheimer: in Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., ii, 1846, p. 141 (describe! as A.

pinicola).

Fitch: in Count. Gent., xiv, 1859, p. 171 (descriptions of varieties); 3d Rept.

Ins. N. Y., 1859, p. 85 (mention); 4th Rept. do., 1859, p. 61 (as A. pin-

icola feeding on pine).

Harris: Ins. Inj. Veg., 1862, p. 34 (description, on grapevine).

Glover: in Rept. Commis. Pat. for 1861, 1862, p. 602, figs. 39, 40 (features of

larva and imago); in Rept. Commis. Agricul. for 1868, 1869, p. 88,

fig. 74 (mention).

Walsh: in Pract. Entomol., i, 1866, p. 101 (mention, on grape).

Kirkpatrick: in Ohio Farmer, Jan. 11, 1868 (injury to grape).

Le Baron: 1st Rept. Ins. 111., 1871, pp. 54-56 (injury to grape); 4th Rept. do,,

1874, p. 89 (mention).

Thomas: 6th Kept. Ins. 111., 1877, pp. 105, 106 (description and habits).

Saund 3RS : Ins. Inj. Fruits, 1883, p. 284
;
fig. 294 (features, habits, remedies).

Horn: in Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, xi, 1884, pp. 162-3 (description).

Lintner: in Count. Gent., liii, 1888, p. 565 (features, injuries, remedies); 5th

Rept. Ins. N. Y., 1889, p. 305 (abstract of prec).

Hamilton: in Insect Life, iv, 1891, p. 132 (pinicola=lucicola).

Smith: in Insect Life, v, 1892, p. 95 (larval development).

Wickham: in Canad. Entomol., xxvi, 1894, p. 260 (in Canada: diagnostic

characters).

Comstocks: Man. Study Ins., 1895, p. 562 (brief notice).

Chittenden: in Insect Life, vii, 1895, p. 3S6 (mention).

Several examples of this little Scarabaeid, Anomala lucicola, were

received from Highstown, N. J., on July 13th, taken from grapevines

on which they were feeding voraciously.

Exception has been taken to the specific name, meaning light-loving,

given it nearly a century ago, for although the beetle, like some of the

flower beetles, may love to spread its wings in the su alight, yet its

feeding is believed to be done mainly under cover of darkness.

General Features of the Beetle.

It resembles in form the well-kno»vn June-bug, Lachtosterna fusca,

to which it is nearly related, but is of a considerably smaller size,

measuring only from three-tenths to four-tenths of an inch in length.
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Dr. Fitch, in his Third Report on the Insects of New York, has

described it as "pale, dull yellow, with the thorax black, except on each

side and on the middle of its hind edge; the hind part

of the head, the scutel and under side of the body

being also black, with the abdomen brown or sometimes

dull yellowish."

The great range in variation in color of the individuals ^^inigrapevJne
of this species ascribed to it, is in all probability largely

Li-cicoL^After
sexual. Two males of the examples received were in tfiove-.)

entire accord with the description of Dr. Fitch above given.

The remaining seven were females, and had the thorax yellow

and concolorous with the elytra, except a small black spot on each

side in front (as has also the male in its yellow margin), and

another black spot centrally and more or less distinct, near its hind

margin. The wing-covers are narrowly margined wiih black or brown.

The abdomen beneath is yellow.

Description.

Ai a farther ail to identification when detected feeding upon the

foliage of the grape,, the following is copied from Dr. Horn's " Notes

on the Species of Anomala Inhabiting the United States," loc. cit., pp.

157-164.

Form oval, robust; color variable from entirely yellow to entirely

black; head moderately densely punctured; clypeus transverse; sides

very little divergent, angles rounded, margin in front narrowly reflexed,

thorax convex; sides regularly arcuate, gradually narrowed to the

point, basal marginal line obliterated, surface rather coarsely but not

densely punctured
;
elytra with moderately deep striie of rather coarse,

clo^ ly-placed punctures, the intervals nearly equally convex
;
pygid-

ium sparsely punctured
;
body beneath coarsely but sparsely punc-

tured; the pectus very slightly hairy. Length, .35-.40 inoh;

9-10 mm.
The front claw of the anterior and middle tarsi is deeply cleft at tip,

the two portions nearly equal.

Habits and Destructiveness of the Beetle.

The beetle is noted for its fondness for the foliage of the grape.

Dr. LeBaron, in his First Report on the Insects of Illinois, has

recorded their destructiveness and habits, particularly that of their

peculiar flights. They were noticed at about sunset on an evening

during the latter part of June, flying close to the ground in a zig-zag

52
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manner, as if they were hunting for something, and were in such num-
bers as to sound like a swarm of bees. Later in the evening they were

seen to have settled on some grapevines. If the vines were shaken

they would drop readily and "play possum " for a few minutes, and

then fly up and commence feeding again. The following morning

not a beetle was found on the leaves, but they had eaten one-half of

the foliage from two hundred and fifty vines. In searching for them,

large numbers were found on the ground under the vines.

Of several vineyards attacked at the same time, only a particular

variety, known as Norton's Virginia, was eaten. Their feeding seemed

to be confined to the night-time, notwithstanding their specific name
of lucicola.

Reported Feeding on Pine.

With a single exception all writers on this insect in giving its

observed feeding, have reported it on the grape. Dr. Melsheimer has

described as A. pin>cola, beetles "very abundant in Pennsylvania, in

July, on the Red or Pitch Pine." Dr. Fitch, loc. cit.> mentions the

same as "feeding on the leaves of pine in June and July," but prob-

ably from no knowledge of his own, as he only knew it in specimens

received from the south (? Pennsylvania). Dr. Horn and Dr. Hamil-

ton agree in their reference of Mel-heimer's A. pinicola to A. lucicola.

Remedy.

When the beetles are not very abundant on the grapevines, their

feeding may be largely prevented by dusting the foliage with air-slaked

lime, but probably the best method of protection would be jarring

them from the foliage on cloths stretched on a frame or spread on the

ground beneath, and quickly turning them into a vessel of water and

kerosene.

Distribution.

The insect is pretty generally distributed over the Northern, Middle,

and Eastern States, but does not frequently make its appearance in

destructive numbers. For this reason it has not been given special

study, and but little seems to be known of its life-history.

From the Fabrician references and synonymy as above given, it

would seem that in strict obedience to the rules of priority this insect

should be known as Anomala moerens, as in each of the works cited,

while the three names appear upon the same page, moerens precedes

the other two.
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Anomala marginata (Fabr.).

The Margined Anomala.

(Ord. Colboptera: Fam. Scarabjeid^e
)

Fabricius: Ent. Syst. em., i; pars ii, 1792, p. 164 no. 40 (as Melolontha).

Horn; in Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, xi, 1884, pp. 163-164 (description).

Burmeister: Handb. Entomol., iv, i, 1894, p. 266.

Munson: in Insect Life, i, 1889, p. 220 (operations in Louisiana).

Riley-Howard: in Insect Life, i, 1889, p. 220; in id., v, 1892, p. 45 (identifica-

tion and remedy).

Hoyt: in Insect Life, v, 1892, pp. 43-45; in Count. Gent., lviii, 1893, p. 523

(abundance and injuries in North Carolina).

Lintner: in Count. Gent., lviii, 1893, p. 523 (distribution, injuries, remedies).

A more destructive species of Anomala than the one noticed in the

preceding pages is A. marginata, if we may judge from the prolonged

wail of utter hopelessness from a North Carolina correspondent of the

Country Gentleman, following a fruitless contest with a horde of the

beetles, apparently as irresistible as the rose-bug in New Jersey vine-

yards. Listen to his cry

:

And now we have the Anomala marginata. This is the too modest
name of a bug, a species of May-beetle, which for " pure cussedness "

can give the rose-bug points and come out ahead. It resembles the

May-bug, is about half the size and in color is metallic bluish-green.

This creature appeared for the first time last summer in this section

just as the rose-bug was leaving, and promptly began devouring every-

thing that the other hadn't time to eat. While blessed with the

appetite of the rose-bug and the elephant combined, it is not so formal
as the former, but brings all its luggage along and remains with us

until fall. While the rose-bug has slighted us this summer, the A. M.
has come again in millions. It began eating its breakfast about six

days ago and hasn't knocked off yet to get ready for lunch. Some of

my vines are already quite defoliated. I have found them to some
extent on blackberry, raspberry, and rose bushes, but its preference is

the grapevine.

I tried hand-picking and shaking them into a vessel with water and
kerosene. I had three men working in a plat of thirteen hundred Cynthi-
ana vines for an entire day. In this way they destroyed gallons of them.
The next morning they were there in unbroken ranks, not a vacancy
visible. I then tried spraying with London purple, a pound to one hun-
dred and fifty gallons of water. If this treatment has caused them
any unpleasantness I have yet to discover the fact. One might as

well try to convince the Sabbatarians that there are other people in

the world who have rights.

If any of your readers having vineyards have been troubled by
these pests and have succeeded in getting rid of them I would like to

learn their methods. Kerosene emulsion might act as a deterrent, but
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I fear that it would spoil the grapes for wine-making. In the mean-
time, my emotions are too great for utterance. I think that Job makes
no mention of ever having contended with the Anomala marginata. I

would he were here. His opinions expressed in choice Chaldaic might
possibly fit the case and give me some relief. J. K. H.

A Southern Species.

Fortunately, Anomala marginata rarely occurs in such overwhelm-

ing numbers as recorded in the above communication, and then only in

the Southern States. It has an extensive distribution from Texas

eastward and northward into Tennessee. It has not, so as far as known

to me, been taken in the State of New York, although Dr. Hamilton

reports it as occasionally seen in southwestern Pennsylvania, and Dr.

J. B. Smith, the same in New Jersey, but occurring over most of the

State. It is markedly a southern species, as is, indeed, the genus, for

of the twelve contained species, only four pertain to the Middle States.

Little Recorded of its Habits.

Very little has been written of this insect,— its habits having re-

ceived but little attention. The only notices of its injuries found in

the many volumes consulted, are these: in Insect

Life, i, 1888, p. 220, a gentleman writing from Deni-

son, Texas, who had received specimens from Louisi-

ana, states that they come in June and July, and are

INsi^lv ravenous feeders on the leaves of the grape, com-
^ pletely skeletonizing them, and also eating out the

F
Ano°maia

he
anomala young buds and tips of the shoots. When disturbed,

site.

GI1

(Ortginai
a
)

Ural
they drop to the ground and remain motionless for

some time, unlike another species associated with them (A. minuta),

which at once runs to cover.

Another notice is in Insect Life, v, 1892, from the gentleman whose

communication to the Country Gentleman has been given herewith.

The additional facts mentioned in this later letter are these: It had

been noticed in former seasons, but only in isolated examples. In ad-

dition to the grape, it had also attacked the foliage of apple and plum

—

not the pear. The beetles drop to the ground the moment a leaf is

touched.

Description.

The beetle is described as follows, b}r Dr. Horn:

Oval, robust, pale rufescent, disc of thorax and head darker; surface

with a3neous lustre; head densely punctured; clypeus short, broader
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at base, margin narrowly rellexed; thorax narrower in front; sides

arcuate, base not margined, color brownish,
broadly margined at the sides with testaceous

;

surface coarsely but sparsely punctured; elytra

rather deeply striate, with coarse, closely-placed

punctures, the second stria composed of a double
row of punctures, intervals equally convex

;

pygidium densely rugulose and pubescent; body
beneath sparsely punctured, pectus slightly hairy.

Length, .44- 60 inch; 11-15 mm.
The front claws of the anterior and middle fig. n.- Middle tarsus and

tarsi are cleft at tip, the two portions nearly equal, claws of anom - la margin-
rrn, .

r
• i_ • £ 11 i ATA >

enlarged. (Original .

)

[Ihe middle tarsus is shown in ng. 11 .J

Remedies.

The strong instinct of the beetle, above mentioned, to remain mo-

tionless for some time, or to " counterfeit death," as generally phrased,

would indicate as the best method of reducing their excessive abun-

dance, that of shaking them on clothe, as recommended for A. lucicola.

For securing them as they drop, one of the different forms of " collect-

ors" described and figured by Dr. J. B. Smith in his Bulletin on the

Rose-Bug (No. 82 of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion), would prove convenient and effective, and decidedly preferable

to attempting to gather them into a vessel of water and kerosene.

Dr. Riley has recommended for the attack of this grapevine pest,

spraying the vines, upon their appearance, with Paris green and water,

at any time before the grapes begin to ripen. A strong kerosene emul-

sion should also kill the beetles, and if used in June or July, it is hardly

possible that it could remain to affect the grapes when converted into

wine.

Other Grapevine Anomalas.

In addition to the two species named, at least three others are known

to feed upon grape foliage, viz., A. unclulata Mels., A. minuta Burm.,

and A. binotata Gyll.

Diabrotica vittata (Fabr.).

The Striped Cucumber Beetle.

A correspondent has sent the following statement of a supposed

protection afforded by a black walnut tree from the attack of the

striped cucumber beetle, Diabrotica vittata (Fabr.^:

My apple orchard j .ins my garden on the north side and my yard on
the east side. Just inside the yard at the junction of these two fences
is a black walnut tree, shading that northeast corner of the garden. In
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this, as far as the walnut shade goes, I can raise all the cucumber and
canteloupe plants that I choose to plant, but as soon as I get out of

reach of this walnut tree — in one good hour of sunshine they are eaten

so suddenly that I almost feel like saying they are swallowed whole by
the bugs. All of these plants that I have raised of late have been
grown in this corner until old enough to withstand the bugs (just ready
to vine), when they are taken up on a large shovel and carried to the

places prepared for them. I might think that it was the shade on the

east side, but that this walnut tree is a volunteer that came up quite

near one of the largest apple trees that I ever saw, which shaded the

same ground. This is now old and dying out while the walnut tree

takes its place. As the walnut gets larger my plant-bed, to the same
extent, is extended in area.

See a brief note in the Fifth Report on the Insects ofNew York, 1889,

p. 159, entitled— Beans for repelling the Striped Cucumber Beetle.

There are many statements in agricultural journals of the supposed

effects of various plants in repelling insect attacks, but they all need

verification before they can be accepted.

Dibolia borealis Chev.

A Plantain-Leaf Miner.

(Ord. Cole -ptera: Fam. Chrysomelid^e.)

Dibolia borealis Chevrolat: Guer. Icon. Regne Anim., 1845, pi. 49 bis., f. 12.

Dibolia azrea Melsheimer: in Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., iii, 1847, p. 167.

Dibolia oerea Melsh. Henshaw: List Coleop. N. Arner,, 1885, p. 113, no. 7057.

Dibolia borealis Chev. Henshaw: 3d Supp. List Coleop. Amer., 1895, p. 29.

Plantain leaves (Plantago major) containing larvae mining them,

were received, through favor of Mr. C. L. Shear, of Alcove, N. Y., on

June 2 2d. They were placed in a box where they were overlooked

until in the autumn, when two small beetles, dead, were found in the

box. They were identified by Dr. John Hamilton as Dibolia mrea

Mels., now Dibolia borealis Chev.

Dr. Hamilton did not know of the mining habits of the larva, but

was familiar with the beetle in its abundant occurrence on plantain

leaves, at Allegheny, and elsewhere . He called my attention to the

following note by S. H. Scudder, in Pscyhe, ii, 1878, p. 154:

Prof. F. H. Storer, of the Bussey Institution, Jamaica Plain, Mass.,

writes me that in the latter part of May, 1876, it was next to impos-

sible to discover a single leaf of plantain (Plantago) that was not com-
pletely riddled by beetles (Dibolia mrea Melsh.). Several thousand
plants from all sorts of situations had passed through his hands, and
the only perfect ones that he could find were from particularly cold,

sunless places on the north side of buildings.
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Habits, Etc., of the Insect.

Prof. P. H. Rolfs has given the following account in Entomological

News, ii, 1891, p. 13, of the habits and pupation of this insect:

The habits of this little beetle appear to be familiar, but the follow-

ing notes on its period of development may be of interest: The larvfe

were found abundantly on plantain (JPlantago major) at La Claire,

Iowa, about August 1, 1890. They make an opening in the epidermis of

the leaf which they enter, gradually eating their way. Sometimes a larva

makes a tunnel, then goes back and starts a branch to it. If the leaf

becomes too dry some will leave and enter a fresh one, but in ordinary

cases they remain in their leaf until they are ready to pupate. When
full-grown they are about three-fourths mm. in length. The period of

pupation is fourteen days. Up to the twelfth day the pupa is yellow;

on that day a slight coloring of the eyes is noticed, the following day
the tarsi become black, and the fourteenth day the beetle appears,

becomes entirely black and begins to move about. Eight beetles lived

five days without food; after plantaia leaves were introduced they ate

freely.

A Miner in Turnip Leaves.

Prof. Comstock has noticed this insect in his Report as Entomologist

of the U. S. Department of Agriculture for the year 1879. Early in

March of that year, turnip leaves being mined by a larva were

received from Atlanta, Ga. a The larvae were found burrowing into

the leaf-stems as well as into the turnip itself, the eggs having evi-

dently been deposited near the base of the leaves. It was at first

thought that these might be the larvae of the turnip-flea beetle, as they

bore a resemblance to them, but rearing to the perfect state showed

t'lem to belong to a clo3ely allied species, Dibolia cerea." The larva

not having been previously described, Prof. Comstock accompanies the

above notice of its feeding habits with its description (page 248 of the

Report of the Department of Agriculture for 1879).

The Beetle Abroad.

Prof. Herbert Osborn has taken the beetle, in several examples,

in sweeping the grass of a lawn in Washington, D. C. (Insect Life,

vi, 1891, p. 198.)

Of the life-history of this insect little has been recorded. Mr. E. A.

Schwarz, of the Entomological Division at Washington, in writing

from Yicksburg, Miss., on January 28th, incidentally mentions his

having seen during the few preceding warm days Diabolia airea com-

monly flying about or sitting on fence posts, etc., but had not found it

in its winter quarters.
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Description of the Beetle.

A description of the beetle by Dr. Horn may be found in his

" Synopsis of the Halticini of Boreal America" in the Transactions of
the American Entomological Society, xvi, 1889, at page 307. It is

"oval, slightly oblong, convex, piceous, surface distinctly bronzed,

either asneous, slightly cupreous, or bluish. Head shining, indis-

tinctly punctate. Thorax * * * closely punctate with coarse and

fine punctures intermixed. Elytra * * * disc convex, with striae

of coarse punctures which are rather closely placed, some of the

striae rather irregular. Body beneath piceous. * * * Length,

.12 inch.; 3 mm."
Its Distribution.

Widely distributed over the entire eastern United States and

Canada. It has also been received from Nevada. It has also been

reported as occurring in Mexico, but it may have been confounded

with D. ovata Lec.— believed to be a distinct species, although

referred by Crotch as a variety of borealis.

Otiorhynchus ovatus (Linn.).

The Ovate Snout-Beetle.

(Order Coleoptera : Family Otiorhynchid^:.)

Linnaeus: Syst. Nat., i, Pars ii, 1767, p. 615, 69 (original description as Cur-

culio ovatus).

Olivier: Entomologie, v, 1807, p. 378, pi. 31, f. 473.

La.boulbene: in Ann. Soc. Ent. France, iii, 1853, i, Bull. 48 (larval notes).

Leconte-Horn: Rhyn. N. Am.; in Proc. Amer. Philosoph. Soc, xv, 1876, p.

61 (description as ligneus).

Weed: in Rept. Mich. St. Bd. Agr. for 1883, pp. 425-429 (life-history, as lig-

neus; in Cook's Notes on Injur. Ins.— Ent. Lab. Mich. Agr. Coll.

[1884], pp. 6-10, figs. 7-9 (general notice, as ligneus); in 14th Rept.

Hort. Soc. Mich, for 1884, 1885, pp. 84-88, figs. 7-9 (natural history,

description, food, enemies, remedies; as ligneus).

in Psyche, iv, 1884, p. 233 (injurious to strawberries, as ligneus).

Lintner: in Can. Ent., xvi, 1884, p. 182 (infesting a house, as ligneus); the

same in 15th Ann. Rept. Ent. Soc. Ont., 1885, p. 13; the same in

detail, 2nd Rept. Ins. N. Y., 1885, pp. 51-52; 3rd Rept. do., 1887, p.

141 (from beneath carpets); 4th do., 1888, p. 141 (in dwellings, as lig-

neus); 6th do., 1890, pp. 107, 118, 189 (in dwellings and on strawberries;

mention); in New Eng. Farmer, June 4, 1890, p. 1 (on strawberries);

7th Rept. Ins. N. Y., 1891, pp. 321, 360 (in dwellings and on straw-

berries; mention); 9th do., for 1892, 1893, pp. 297, 422, 463 (infesting

dwellings; mention).
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Henshaw: List Coleopt. N. Am., 1885, p. 134, no. 1882 (ovatus Linn., lig-

neus Lee, erroneous identification).

Hamilton: in Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, xvi, 1889, p. 153 (distribution); id., xxi,

1894, p. 402 (introduction and distribution).

Townsend: in Psyche, v, 1889, p. 234 (in Michigan).

Schwarz: in Insect Life, iii, 1892, p. 37 (in notice of Otiorhynchidse)

.

Harrington: in Can. Ent., xxiii, 1891, p. 22 (mention); in 25th Ann. Rept.

Ent. Soc. Ont., 1894, p. 49 (common at Sydney, N. S.).

Riley-Howard: in Insect Life, v, 1892, pp. 46-47 (infesting houses; habits).

Webster: in Can. Ent., xxiv, 1892, p. 207 (feeding upon leaves of muskmelon);

the same, in Insect Life, v, 1892, p. 99; in do.
,
vi, 1893, p. 186 [in grass).

This curculionid or snout-beetle has been noticed in the Second,

Sixth, and Ninth Reports of this series as infesting dwelling-houses.

In the first instance a house in Lycoming, Oswego county, N. Y., which

had been closed for four years, on being opened in the month of May

was found to be harboring an immense number of the beetle, although

containing nothing upon which they could feed. They continued into

June, the last disappearing about the middle of the month. In the

second instance reported they invaded many dwellings in Potsdam,

N. Y., in 1889. In the third, they proved a great annoyance to the

occupants of a house at Moriches, on Long Island, in the month of

August.

As their appearance at Potsdam was merely given incidental mention

in'the Sixth Report, some further particulars subsequently communi-

cated may be of interest.

Infesting a House in Potsdam, N. Y.

Examples of the beetle were received for identification the latter part

of July, 1887, from a lady, with the statement that they had appeared

in the house in quantities and seemed particu-

larly to infest woolen goods. The writer was

assured that they were harmless to woolens, as

both the larva and the beetle fed only on

vegetable matter. The following year, in

August, the lady wrote that the beetles had

appeared in great numbers outside the house,

usually coming from their hiding places at about

9 o'clock in the evening. Many were seen upon
the outer walls (a stone building). They ate

the leaves of the shrubbery, particularly of the Plo . 12._ The ovate snout-

rose bushes, of which little was left but the ^JKJn. !}:

stems. They were also found so abundantly in lar"ged
-

(Original.)

the gutters on the top of the house that they could be taken up by
53
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the handful. Many of the rooms of the house abounded with them to

the extent that their frequent gathering with a broom was necessary.

At the time of writing, August 24th, they were not quite so numerous

as they had been about the first of the month. In May of 1889 they

again reappeared and gave promise of being more numerous than

before. A number of other houses in the vicinity had also become

infested.

As a Strawberry Pest.

Very little has been recorded of the life-history of this insect,

particularly of that portion which is of the greater economic import-

ance, viz., the larval food-habits. Dr. C. M. Weed had observed the

larvae girdling the crowns of strawberry plants on the grounds of the

Michigan Agricultural College, in May and June. The name of the

strawberry crown-girdler " was proposed for it, as, instead of burrow-

ing into and excavating the crown as does the "strawberry crown-

borer," Tyloderma fragarice (Riley), "it seems to prefer the outer

portion, but in many cases it cuts horizontally through the center of

the crown." The mature insect, the beetle, seems to be somewhat of a

general feeder, as, according to Miss Clarkson's statement, it was

destructive to the foliage of roses and other shrubbery; but no other

record of the larval food is known to us than the one above cited.

The Insect Destructive to Cabbage.

During the year, the insect has come to our notice as a serious

cabbage pest. Examples of the beetle were received from R. J. Dimon,

M. D., of Hastings, Oswego county, N. Y., on August loth, through

Dr. Collier, of the New York Agricultural Experiment Station, for

name. Dr. Dimon kindly sent me, under date of October 11th, the

following information in regard to its operations.

I have been observing its habits and effects for some time. It

commences its attack on the cabbage soon after it is established in the

field. The first indications are the turning yellow, then brown, of some
of the bottom leaves. The beetles are found on the ground under
leaves as soon as the head begins to form. Rotten leaves appear, and
sometimes one side of the bead rots off entirely. When they do not

commence their attack so early, the head forms nicely and nearly

attains its growth, when the rot appears and the leaves separate from
the heart. The cabbages thus infested are a total loss, and nearly one-

half of my field of two thousand plants was ruined in this manner, this

year. The injury seems to be done by both the beetle and the grub.

I have taken fifty beetles from under a single leaf which had turned

brown from their drawing the sap from it; and later, the stalk is found
punctured and filled with little white larvae, about one third of an inch

ong, which destroy the center of the stalk and leave it a foul sme-
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ing jelly-like mass. The eggs are deposited j ust below the first leaves—
many in a plant.

Dr. Dimon has been requested to send, another season, examples of

the cabbage stalk infested by the larvae mentioned, that it may be

determined beyond question if they are those of 0. ovatus. The

species of Otiorhynchus in their larval stage are root-inhabiting.

0. sulcatus and 0. picipes frequently occur in England, as burrowers

in mangel-wurzel. Both of these species have been introduced into

this country.

While 0. ovatus is very abundent in New York, none of the other

species have been collected by me in the State. O. sulcatus is taken

rarely.

As the above notes relate only to the economic relations of the insect,

a number of references have been given, where further information of

it may be found.

Conotrachelus cratsegi Walsh.

The Quince Curculio.

(Ord. Coleoptera: Fam. Curculionid^e.)

Conotrachelus cratcegi Walsh: in Prairie Farmer, for July 18, 1863, p. 37

(original description).

From an orchard in Geneva, N. Y., two quinces were sent on

October 11th, from which eight larvae of this species were taken— six

of the number occurring in one quince. The insect had been very injurious

in this orchard in 1893. Spraying with an

arsenite, recommended for preventing attack

of the plum curculio, had apparently little

influence in lessening its injuries, for the trees

had been given three sprayings with London

purple during the season— one pound to two

hundred gallons of water; and yet, a large

proportion of the fruit was destroyed. The
attack in this and other orchards of the owners

had continued ,for many years, especially in

1887, when of one thousand bushels of quinces

grown, one third was more or less affected, as stated in my Fifth

Report, 1888.

Fortunately, this is rather a local insect. The injuries in Western
New York have not been as serious as in New Jersey, where Dr.

Trimble reported in 1870, that in a quince orchard of two hundred and

Fig. 13.—The Quince Curculio,
CONOTRACHELUS CRATiEGi;
side and back views. (After
Riley.)
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eighty trees, upon a most careful search, he was unable to find a single

specimen perfect or clear of one or more blemishes caused by the

punctures of this insect. Besides the quince, it had been quite destructive

to Lawrence, Seckel, and Duchesse pears.

The quince curculio has not been treated of, in detail, in any of the

New York reports. It was not noticed by Dr. Fitch, and was

probably unknown to him, at least, as occurring in the State of New
York, having been first described by Mr. Walsh in 1863, as found

abundantly ("swarming") on wild haws in the West. A brief notice

of its feeding habits, transformations, its injuries and remedies for it, is

to be found in the Second Re}iort on the Insects of New York, 1885.

Prof. Riley has given an extended account of it in his Third Report

on the Insects of Missouri. The literature relating to it is quite

limited.

The Seventeen-Year Locust in the State of New York in 1894.

(Ord. Hemipteea: Subord. Homopteka: Fam. Cicadid^e.)

The " Hudson river valley brood " of this interesting insect ( Cicada

septendecbii),^\\\oh was previously seen in the year 1877, made its return

at its expected time— during the latter part of May, continuing during

the month of June and gradually disappearing in the early part of

July. It is the largest in number and the most extended in its range

of any of the six New York broods. This alone would render its visit

of more than ordinary interest, but in addition thereto the interest

always attaching to it was largely increased by the discovery in a

number of places in the State of curiously formed clayey structures

built by the pupal insect upon the surface of the ground to a height of

two or three inches, in continuation of the underground burrows,

frequently in many thousands and occasionally in hundreds of

thousands. Why they were exceptional, and were in some places

found intermingled with the ordinary open burrows, and what cause

led the pupne to construct them— notwithstanding the study that has

been given them and the explanations that have been offered— these

and other questions connected with them still remain to be satisfac-

torily answered through future observations and study.

That the occasion might be improved in obtaining information of

the precise territory occupied by this brood, of its building operations,

and of other matters relating to it, the following was prepared as a

circular and largely distributed throughout the Hudson river coun-
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ties, and was also, by request, copied in many of the local papers of

the several counties:

University of the State of New York, )

Office of the State Entomologist. )

The Periodical Cicada, or the " Seventeen-Ye a.r Locust."

Perhaps no known insect has more interest connected with it than

the one above named. The life-period of none other approaches it in

length. Although its remarkably long life is doubted by many, yet no

scientific fact has been better established than that from the time its

eggs are deposited in the slits made in the twigs of trees, to that in

which the perfect insect is developed from the eggs and appears

abroad, soon to deposit its eggs, seventeen years (less about one month)

will have intervened.

In some localities in the United States the periodical Cicada (usually

but improperly known as the seventeen-year locust) appears at shorter

intervals than this— in four or six or other number of years; but these

are of other broods which extend over certain localities of greater or

less extent, but each one always true to its appointed time of seventeen

years. The only exception to this is, that in some of the Southern

States, a race occurs, indistinguishable in appearance from the others,

but the several broods of which appear every thirteen }^ears.

In the State of New York, six distinct broods of the seventeen- year

cicada are known. The one that is with us at the present time, and of

which the first insects made their appearance about the 25th of May, has

been designated as the Hudson river valley brood. Dr. Fitch, who

was the first to indicate its boundary, states, in his First Report on the

Insects of JVeio York: "Its northern limit is in the vicinity of Schuy-

lerville and Fort Miller [Saratoga and Washington counties], and thence

reaches south along both sides of the Hudson to its mouth, where it

extends east at least to New Haven in Connecticut, and west across

the north part of New Jersey and into Pennsylvania."

How far inward in each direction from the river this brood extends

is not known, nor whether in any instance it reaches the outer limits of

any of the twelve eastern river counties. Definite knowledge of its

range would be of interest and of use, and would aid in mapping the

infested region. Such a map, made from sufficient data, would serve

to show in subsequent returns, whether the successive broods are

lessening, both in the number of insects and in the territory occupied

by them, as is generally believed.

Most persons who can recall a " locust year," are familiar with the

appearance of the insect in its pupal and winged stages; but as aid to
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its recognition by those not acquainted with it, the following figures

are given:

At a the pupa is shown. This is the form that the larva assumes as

it approaches maturity in its sixteenth or seventeenth year, and is that

in which it comes out of the ground in May or June and climbs up

and fastens itself by its sharp claws to the trunk of a tree, shrub,

fence or some other convenient upright object. In a short time the

pupa-case (the outer horny covering of the pupa) splits on its back

and the mature insect (in a white color at first) comes out of it, leav-

ing it as seen at b. When the wings have expanded and dried and

the insect has changed to its natural colors of red eyes and red veins

of the wings, it is ready for flight, as represented at c. At d is

intended to be shown the slits bored into the twigs for its eggs (two
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eggs enlarged are figured underneath the pupa), but their peculiar

appearance, as made by repeated thrusts of the ovipositor, is more cor-

rectly given at e. A greatly magnified figure of the young cicada (the

larva) just as it hatches from the egg and drops from the tree to enter

the ground and feed on the sap of the rootlets is given at /. Figure g
is another representation of the winged insect, in which one of the

wings has its natural position when at rest.

The pupa comes from the ground through a smooth round hole

extending some distance downward, of the diameter of the tip of a

man's little finger.

A remarkable departure from this usual habit has come to our notice

this year at a locality in New Baltimore, N. Y., sixteen miles south of

Albany, where, at least as early as the last week in April, the pupte

had brought up from apparently a considerable depth, masses of a soft

clay-like material and moulded it

above ground into rudely conical or

cylindric structures, for their tem-

porary occupancy, it is supposed.

The ground was almost covered

with them. In places twenty-five

could be counted to the square foot.

They inclined at a considerable

angle from the perpendicular and

measured from two to three and a

half inches in height. The chamber

within was uniform in diameter

with the hole in the ground. Fig-

ures h and i, taken from photographs

on wood made for the Country

Gentleman, are of about two-thirds the natural size. The pupa, when
its full time has come, breaks a round opening through the upper part

of the chamber for its escape.

It is not known when they were built or how they were made. Why
they were constructed by all of the insects in this locality and not

elsewhere is a mystery full of interest and for which no satisfactory

conjecture can be offered. Only two other instances of their occur-

rence in former years have been given by writers, and only one speci-

men up to the present is known in any collection— in that of the

National Museum at Washington, deposited there about twenty-five

years ago.

The purpose of the present circular is to obtain all the information
of this interesting insect that can be secured during the remainder of

Fig. 15. Clay buildings of the seventeen-year
cicada.
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its brief stay with us. It will disappear gradually during the early

part of July without, it is believed, having been the occasion of any

special harm. Unlike the devastating locusts, its injuries are seldom

serious except to young fruit-trees and in nurseries.

Replies are requested from all whom this circular may reach to as

many of the questions proposed below as can be conveniently given.

Any other notes of interest would be acceptable. Even a few words

on a postal card giving locality or abundance or other item might prove

of special value.

1. At what place was the Cicada seen ? Locate it so that it can be

indicated on a map.

2. When was it first seen— in May, or not until early June ?

3. What was its comparative abundance— few, many, very abun-

dant, or " millions " ?

4. How abundant compared with the 1877 appearance?

5. Were holes seen in the ground from whence they came ? State-

ments sometimes represent the ground as "honey-combed" by them.

6. Were any of the clay or mud above ground houses seen ? Ground

burned over in the early spring might be examined for them.

7. When were their peculiar noises or " screeching " first heard ?

8. When were their first egg-deposits in the twigs seen ?

9. Do the slitted twigs show wilted leaves and break, and later fall

to the ground ?

10. Ha 5
* any particular injury been done to fruit-trees or grape-

vines ?

11. In what trees, shrubs, or plants have the egg-deposits been seen ?

12. Is any instauce of its "stinging" a person known? A painful

or harmful sting from it is not credited.

13. Does the English sparrow feed on it, and if so, to what extent?

14. What birds or mammals have been seen to eat it ?

15. What insect attack on it has been observed ?

16. Do many of the old males, when the body is broken open, show

a dry, powderjr, brownish fungus attack ?

17. Of the two distinct forms of the Cicada— variety Cassinii being

about two-thirds the size of the other and the rings of its body beneath

being without the orange border— are many of Cassinii seen ? Or, a

number of specimens taken as they come to hand, might be sent to me

for identification.

18. Has the noise or cry of the insect (made only by the male) been

heard later than July 1st?

19. How late in July were any of the insects seen?
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20. Has it failed to appear in any locality where it occurred in 1 877 ?

In answer to any of the above, the question may be indicated by the

number prefixed to it.

J. A. Lintner,

State Entomologist.

Albany, June 13, 1894.

Nearly a thousand copies of the above circular were distributed, but,

with .the usual result that attends such inquiries, comparatively few

replies were received— less than one hundred . It is strange that when

so simple a task is asked for as a few words upon a postal card, that so

few persons are disposed to comply with the request, but negligently

withhold what might be an important contribution to science

.

The answers returned to question 1, gave insufficient data for the

preparation of the map proposed, to show the portions of the Hudson

river counties occupied by the insect, but much interesting and valuable

information upon other points was obtained which will be put in form

for as early publication as is possible.

A number of photographs were secured of the pupal buildings thickly

dotting the ground at the New Baltimore locality, and of others, illus-

trating various forms and conditions from specimens placed in the State

Museum Collection, from other localities in the State where the build-

ings were also found.

Psylla pyricola (Foerster).

The Pear- Tree Psylla.

(Ord. Hemiptera: Subord. Homoptera: Fam. Psyllid^e.)

In wrriting of the distribution of Psylla pyriwla, in the preceding

report (Ninth, for 1892), it was stated that the insect had been studied

in Central New York by Mr. M. V. Slingerland, at Ithaca, Tompkins

county, but " in Western New York it must occur sparingly if at all,"

for reasons stated.

Its Occurrence in Western New York.

Since then, two notices of its presence in western counties have come
to my knowledge. Mr. Sherman Williams, of Bluff Point, Yates

county, has written that about one hundred of his pear-trees, twelve

years old, showed attack in 1891, of what he now recognizes as the

pear-tree Psylla. The blossoms dropped and the blackened leaves

54
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covered with the " honey-dew " drew numbers of wasps to feed upon

the sweet substance. None of the trees were killed but many pre-

sented an unhealthy appearance. The attack was not renewed in

1892.

Mr. John H. Brown, of Mt. Morris, Livingston county, sends the

information that he has had the Psylla with him during the past ten

years. The blackened leaves and the honey-dew indicated the attack.

It had been more severe during the two years past, in which time it

had killed a hundred of his trees.

In Eastern New York.

In Eastern New York the Psylla was reported as unusually abun-

dant and injurious in orchards of Mr. M. Brooks, in Athens, Greene

county, in 1893, preferring the Bartlett and Anjou to the other varie-

ties. It does not appear to have been numerous in most of the

localities where reported in former years.

Remarkable Abundance of Aphides or Plant-Lice in 1893.

(Ord. Hemipteea: Subord. Homoptera: Fam. Aphidid^:.)

The early spring did not bring to notice, either through personal

observation or that of my correspondents, the usual number of injuri-

ous insects. The earliest to claim attention were the aphides, or plant-

lice— more or less abundant every year, but in some seasons becoming

very numerous and correspondingly destructive.

The opening of the apple-tree buds in early May was attended with

such an unusual abundance of the apple-tree aphis, Aphis mail Fabr.>

as to excite apprehension of their erTect upon the coming fruit crop.

Many letters were sent to me in relation to them. The necessity of

preventing their increase by spraying was urged on my correspondents,

unless a heavy and continued rain should occur before they would be

sheltered by the leaves— say within ten days or a fortnight after their

hatching. Mr. C. C. Risley, Chairman of the Executive Committee of

the Hop Growers' Association, of New York, writing under date of

May 9th, stated that hop-growers were reporting large numbers of

plant-lice on the buds and blossoms of fruit-trees and on rose-bushes,

recalling the conditions existing in the spring of 1886, in which year

the hop crop of the State of New York was almost wholly destroyed
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by the hop-vine aphis. This year the fruit-trees seemed even more

infested than' they were at that time. He especially wished to know

what significance, if any, this might have with respect to hop injuries

the present year.

Answer was made that the past winter had apparently been very

favorable for the protection and preservation of aphis eggs, and unless

the young, recently hatched or now hatching, could be speedily

destroyed by a heavy rainfall, which, at this stage of their existence, is

so fatal to them, we would, in all probability, find the present year

characterized by an abundance of aphides equal to that of 1886. It

was, therefore, recommended that, if natural causes did not intervene to

prevent this multiplication, the hop-growers, on the first appearance of

the insect in their yards, should proceed to kill them by proper spray-

ing before they could produce new generations and extend over the

entire yards. Directions for spraying with kerosene emulsion— per-

haps the best insecticide for use against this insect— and how to make

the emulsion, accompanied the letter.

In response to a request from the editor of the American Farmer

for information for the benefit of its readers in regard to the multipli-

cation of plant-lice as reported from New York, the following commu-

nication was made and published in the issue of that journal for June

1, 1893:

" The remarkable abundance of these destructive little pests on the

» opening buds and tender leaves of fruit-trees in the State of New York
this spring is exciting a great deal of interest and considerable appre-

hension among fruit-growers. The apple-tree has been particularly

infested, the insect occurring on it, the Aphis mali, being one that

multiplies under favoring conditions in excessive numbers, entirely

covering twigs and standing one on another, and sucking out all the

sap until the parts attacked are blighted.

"From some portions of the State, reports have reached me of the

opening buds of apple-trees being literally covered with these plant-

lice, or aphides as they are scientifically known. As the reports have

come from eastern, central, and northern counties, it would appear as if

the condition was general throughout the State. Whether it also

extends into adjoining and other States is as yet unknown to me.
" To inquiries made of the probable effect of this attack on the com-

ing fruit crops, I have replied that it was unusually severe, and appar-

ently exceeded anything that we had experienced since the year 1886,

when the superabundance of plant-lice of different species inflicted

serious losses, and the hop-vine aphis almost destroyed the hop crop of
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the State of New York. It was, therefore, desirable that fruit-growers

should spray their trees at once with kerosene emulsion, strong soap

suds, or tobacco water, and not wait until the aphides have greatly

multiplied and found shelter within the curled leaves where the insecti-

cide could not reach them. A long, cold rain following in a week or

ten days the appearance of the insect, would probably be quite as bene-

ficial as the spraying recommended, if we could judge from observa-

tions in preceding years, but, of course, this providential aid could not

be counted upon.

" Since then we have had throughout the State heavy rains, continu-

ing with more or less intermission, amounting to from two to three

inches of fall. It was not a cold rain, however, and judging from a

few reports since received (I have not been able to make personal ob-

servations), it failed to prove very efficient in the desired direction, for

the apple aphis is said to be about as abundant as before.

"Our hop-growers also are feeling considerable anxiety, for the same

conditions that favor an unusual number of the apple aphis would nat-

urally tend to the multiplication of the hop-vine aphis, as was so mark-

edly illustrated in 1886.

" The hop-growers have, therefore, been advised to keep close watch

for the first appearance of the hop aphis on the upper leaves of the

outer rows of their hop yards. They will probably be seen there about

the last of May or the first of June as full-grown, winged females,

which have just flown from neighboring plum-trees, where the winter

had bee a passed in the egg and the early spring as wingless females.

If these, the mothers and progenitors of a number of successive broods

through the summer, are killed at this time by proper spraying with

suitable insecticides— in the proportion that they are destroyed, will

subsequent injury to the crop be prevented.

" It is said that in England the hop-growers do not attempt to grow

a hop crop without their regular ' hop washings,' which we call

spraying."

[Mr. C. C. Risley, under date of June 5th, reported that the aphis

was at that time to be found in several of the yards in the vicinity of

Waterville, not only on the outer rows, but also in the central part of

the fields— an unusual occurrence for so early in the season. Soon

after (June Vth), Mr. Risley sent, as illustrating the abundance of the

aphis, a small hop-vine leaf of not more than one-fourth of an inch in

area, having upon it twenty-five of the winged migrants from plum

trees. Still later, Mr. Turnboul, of Glen, estimated that, assuming an

average in former years of twenty-five of the winged migrants on a
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large leaf, the average number this year would be two hundred and

fifty.]

Reports of unusual abundance of aphides on fruit-trees came from

the following counties, indicating that they were not confined to any

particular part of the State: Westchester (on apple and cherry in

June), Dutchess, Schoharie (buds literally covered in June), Schenec-

tady, Chenango (on apples and pears in May), Oneida and Onondaga

in May, Madison, Oswego, and Chautauqua.

Of the hop vine aphis, Phorodon hamuli, the most severe injury

seems to have been caused in the southern part of Dutchess county,

where hop yards were entirely stripped, save here and there a black-

ened, perforated leaf of a new shoot. Nothing was done to stop the

ravages of the insect; so quickly did it do its work that it was almost

done before it was discovered. The crop is an entire failure (New York

State Weather Crop Bulletin, July 8, 1893). In Madison county the

destruction of the crop was threatened in early July, but a more favor-

able condition was reported later. Spraying was resorted to in several

of the counties — in Franklin and others— with gratifying results

(Report of the Entomologist to the Regents of the University of the

State of New Yorkfor the year 1893).

Are Aphides Eaten by Spiders?

Mr. Charles A. Green has sent, with inquiry of its correctness, the

following published statement of D. C. Keller: "Spiders protect fruit-

trees from aphides. I have fed spiders in captivity, and have found

aphides to be their natural food."

That spiders feed on aphides has never come under my observation,

nor do I remember any record of such habit.

The utility of spiders in the destruction of aphides could alone be

established by reliable observations made under natural conditions.

The fact of spiders in captivity, in the absence of other food, feeding

on plant-lice would be of no economic importance. We would expect

them to do so, as well as to prey upon any other small insects furnished

them.

It is not possible that plant-lice can be the natural food of spiders, or

the fact would have been observed and reported over and over again

during the close studies that have been made of these pests of our

gardens and orchards and grain fields. They find their natural enemies

in the lady-bugs and their larvae (Coccinellida3)> and in species of the

lace-winged fly (Chrysopa). If the plant-lice abounded on forest trees*
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then their natural enemies would be sure to find them out promptly,

and not leave them to be discovered and destroyed by spiders.

We ma}T safely conclude that spiders are of inappreciable service to

us in the war we are compelled to wage against the aphides. We
would gladly welcome them as allies in this contest, if there was any

evidence of their service. That some of them may feed at times on

some of the smaller Hemiptera would appear from the following:

In the Entomologist, London, for July, 1894, Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell,

of the New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, has recorded his

finding a little Attid spider in some numbers on a grapevine in Las

Cruces, N. M., to the foliage of which a small leaf-hopper of the genus

Typlilocyba was quite injurious. Although the spider was not observed

actually preying upon the leaf-hopper, Prof. Cockerell entertained no

doubt that it fed upon it.

The Attidce are known as " j umping spiders.'' They spin no web, but

capture their prey by leaping upon it, either from ambush or by

approaching under cover until sufficiently near for the leap.

The Typhlocibina belong to the Hemiptera, and some of the species

do not exceed the Aphididce in size.

Pentatoma juniperina (Linn.).

The Juniper Plant-bug.

(Ord. Hemiptera : Subord. Heteroptera : Fam. Pentatomid^e.)

LlNNJEUS: Systema Naturae, i, pars ii, 1767, p. 722, no. 48 (original description

as Cimex juniperinus).

Amyot-Serville : Hist. Nat. des Insectes— Hemipteres, 1843, p. 132 (brief

description).

Glover :
" Manuscript Notes from My Journal. Order Hemiptera," 1876, pi

7, f . 21, p. 57 (listed).

Provancher : Petite Fauna Entomologique du Canada— Hemipteres, iii, 1886,

pp. 41-2, pi. i, f . 4 (as Lioderma ligata).

Saunders: Hemiptera Heteroptera of the British Islands, 1892, pp. 28-29

(description).

Van Duzee : List of Hemiptera of Buffalo and Vicinity; in Bull. Buff. Soc.

Nat. Hist., v, 1894, p. 171 (fooi-plants).

A correspondent at Brockport, N. Y., has sent me (June 14) several

examples of a plant-bug which he states had nearly destroyed his crop

of peaches in 1892, by puncturing them and sucking their juices until

they became rough and pithy and entirely worthless:
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What the Insect Is.

The insect is one of the numerous species of " plant-bugs," as they

are commonly called (sometimes also known as "stink-bugs," from their

disgusting odor), which take their food by
suction, and are quite injurious to many crops.

This is a large green form, measuring one-

half inch long by three-tenths of an inch broad.

It is suboval in outline, being destitute of the

prominent prothoracic lateral angles character-

izing most of the family of JPentatomidce, to

which it belongs. Fig. 16 represents it in

Fio. 16 — Juniper piant-buer^Q^ twice its natural size. It is an EuropeanPkntatoma JUXIPERINA.
t

r
(Original.) species and was described by Linnreus in his

Systerna Naturce, as Cimex juniperinus. It is now known as Penta-

tomajuniperina*

Its Description.

The following description of it is from " The Hemiptera Heteroptera

of the British Islands," by Edward Saunders:

Convex, bright olive-green, margin of pronotum and of the base of

the elytra pale. Head punctured, antennae darker toward the apex;

pronotum very closely punctured, its lateral margins narrowly raised

and ochreous, slightly rounded, posterior angles simple; scutellum and
elytra closely punctured, the former slightly wrinkled transversely and
with the apex pale, the latter with the lateral margins at the base nar-

rowly rufescent; legs concolorous with the upper surface. Length
12-13 mm.
Three localities in England named: on Junipers. (Rare.)

Its Occurrence in Europe.

Amyot et Serville describe it briefly,! giving its European synonymy

with its distribution as follows: "It inhabits particularly the north

of Europe: it is extremely rare in the vicinity of Paris. M. Rambur
and Carreno have taken it on the juniper at Fontainebleau."

American Distribution.

Nothing seems to have been published of the habits of this insect

in this country, and even its name has been seldom recorded. Yet
it appears to have a wide distribution, Mr. Uhler having had it from

Colorado. Mr. E. P. Yan Duzee lists it as "occasional on various

trees and bushes, especially on willows and junipers, from May to

* Determined by Mr. P. R. Uhler— not given in his Check-list of the Hemiptera -Heteroptera,
of 1836

t Histoire Naturelle des Insectes.— Hemipteres, 1843, page 132.
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October : young in July and August." Provancher has figured

" Pentatoma juniperina Linn" in explanation of a plate, but in the text

refers to it as Lioderma ligata Say— "a very common species found

everywhere infields and gardens," further remarking of it: "Con-

founded by several authors with Pentatoma juniperina of Linne, but

differing from it in several of its characters." Mr. Glover, in his

"Manuscript Notes from my Journal— order Hemiptera," 1876, pi. 7.

fig. 21, has given a fairly good figure of it.

Habits of the Family.

The Pentatomidm are both phytophagous and carnivorous, sucking

the juices of the leaves and twigs of shrubs and trees, and of cater-

pillars and other insects which they puncture with their beak and

speedily kill by extracting their fluids.

Remedy, if Abundant.

P. juniperina is probably too rare a species to become a serious

fruit pest. Its numbers at Brockport must have been an exceptional

occurrence. In such instances, probably an effective method of dealing

with it would be to jar them from the branches while young and before

the fruit has attained a large size upon sheets spread underneath, from

which they may be shaken into vessels of water and kerosene.

Leptocoris trivittatus (Say).

The Box- elder Plant-bug.

(Ord. Hemiptera: Subord. Heteroptera: Fam. Coreid^e.)

Say: in Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., iv, 1825, p. 322 (original description, as

Lygceus trivittatus); Compl. Writ., Lec. Edit., ii, 1883, p. 246.

Stal: Enum. Hemipt., i, 1870, p. 226 (in Missouri, Mexico).

Uhler: List Hemipt. West Miss. Riv. (Separata), 1876, p. 35; the same, in Bull.

U. S. G.-G. Surv. Terr., i, no. 5, 1876, p. 301 (distribution); in id.,

iii, no. 2, 1877, p. 408 (in Arizona, Colorado, and Utah); Ch. List

Hemipt. N. A., 1886, p. 13, no. 606.

Glover: MS. Notes Journ.— Hemipt, 1876, p. 43, pi. 4, fig. 24 (cites Say).

Popenoe: in Am. Ent., iii, 1880, p. 162 (habits and appearance); in Industrial-

ist, v, no. 47, 1880 (habits and remedies): id., vi, no. 31, 1881

(habits); in 3rd Bien. Rept. Kans. St. Bd. Agr. for 1881-82, 1883,

pp. 612-613 (general account, as Lygceus trivittatus)-, in 1st Ann.
Rept. Kans. Expt. Sta. for 18S8, 1889, pp. 220-225 (extended

account with plate); the same, in Industrialist, xiv, 1889, p. 101.

Distant: in Biologia Centrali-Americana: Rhynchota, 1882, p. 172 (North

America, Mexico).
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Elley: iii Bull. 12 Div. Entoirol.— U. S. Dept. Agr., 1886, p. 41, pi. 1, fig. 5

(injuring apples in Utah; remedies).

Lintner: in Count. Gent., Hi, 1887, p. 69 (description, habits, remedies; brief);

4thRept. Ins. N. Y., 1888, pp. 156-158, fig. 64 (description, food

habits, distribution, etc.), p. 193 (abstract of notice); in Count.

Gent., lix, 1894,"p. 699 (in Iowa, and remarks on), p. 841 (in N.

Dakota); in id., lx, 1895, p. 786 (in Eastern Iowa).

Bruner: in Nebraska Farmer, Nov. 8, 1888 (brief notice; the same, in Bull.

5 Nebr. Agr. Expt. Sta., 1889, pp. 36-37, fig. 19); Bull. 14 do.,

1890, pp. 126-130, figs. 87, 88, (habits, description from Popenoe,

enemies)

.

Gillette: in Prairie Farmer, lxi, 1889, p. 833 (in So. Dakota; brief notice).

Riley -Howard: in Insect Life, i, 1889, p. 325 (in Utah and Nebr.); in do., iii,

1890, p. 72-73 (on box-elder in Kans.); in do., iv, 1892, p. 273 (inju-

rious to fruits in the Stale of Washington); in do., vi, 1894, p. 328

(in houses in Wash. State).

Kellogg: Com. Inj. Ins. Kans., 1892, pp. 99, 100 (life-history, description,

habits, Kansas notes).

Weed: Insects and Insecticides, 1891, pp. 145-147, fig. 78 (food-plants, habits,

remedies)

.

Osborn: in Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., i, 1892, p. 122 (in list of Iowa Hemiptera,

as Leptocorisa).

Fletcher: in Naturaliste Canadian, xxi, 1894, p. 192 (common in Manitoba

and the Northwest).

Gillette-Baker: Bull. 31 Col. Agr. Expt. Stat., 1895, p. 21 (localities, etc.).

Cockerell: Bull. 15 New Mex. Agr. Expt. Stat., Jan., 1895, p. 75 (in the

Middle Valley of New Mexico)

.

Lugger: 1st Rept. Entomol. Minn. Agr. Expt. St., 1896, pp. 108-111, pi. 13

(habits, etc. , as Leptocorisa trivittata).

Although this insect is not a member of the insect fauna of the State

of New York — if we may judge from the progress that it is making

in this direction, steadily, although not as rapidly as that of another

southern allied form, Murgantia histrionica — not many years will

elapse before its unwelcome presence will be announced in the Middle

and Eastern States.

Its Northward Spread.

At the time of the notice of this insect in my 4th Report above

cited, it had not been recorded north of Missouri. In 1891 it was

reported from the State of Washington, in Columbia and Garfield

counties, in the southeastern corner of the State, near Idaho, in latitude

46°, where it had appeared the preceding year, and was now destroy-

ing large quantities of plums, peaches, apples, and some grapes. The
same year Prof. Osborn catalogued it among the Hemiptera of Iowa,

as common in the western part of the State. Soon thereafter it had

55
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increased to such extent as to appear in myriads in some localities

and command popular attention, as appears from the following extract

from a communication to the Country Gentleman of September 27,

1894, written from Shenandoah, a city in the southwestern part of the

State:

While rambling along the city sidewalks I noticed an insect the like
of which I never saw before. It was in all stages of existence and of
all sizes. The immature bug was of a lively red color, while the
mature form was from one-half to three-fourths of an inch in length.
Its wing-cases were divided into two equal sections by lines; the forward
portion was heart-shaped, and the bug in shape reminded me of the
potato-bug (Cantharides). The fore-half was a dusty black color, the
after-half deep black. In the brief space of time that I had for investi-

gation I found that it fed on fruit, especially plums, which it tapped,
sucking the juice. It is also a cannibal, for I saw them eating one
another. The smaller ones will bite a person on provocation. They
are quick in their movements, hiding at once on the approach of man.
I was told that it was supposed to have been brought from the West in
fruit four years ago. It is a pest, having increased at an alarming rate.

I should like very much to know what it is, and whether it is likely to
become a dangerous nuisance. So far as yet known, its area is limited.

Although no examples were sent for identification, from the char-

acters given by the correspondent, there could

be no question of its being the box-elder plant-

bug. When mature and provided with wings,

it is one-half inch long by two-tenths inch broad,

flattened above, and of an elongate-oval form.

The terminal leathery portion of the wing-covers

are red-bordered on their outer and hind mar-

gins. Its thorax is red on its outer sides, with

Pia. 17—The bo r-eider plant- a narrower central longitudinal line of the same
bug, Leptocoris trivit- ~ £ , . , .

tatus. (Original.) color. Ine lower side or the body is red, in

places. Its original description by Siy, is given in the Fourth Rept

Ins. JV. Y.
y
cited.

Not Entirely a Plant-Bug.

The statement above made that this bug is cannibalistic is interest-

ing, as probably the first time that it has been observed. It is not at

all probable, however, that its feeding upon one another is practised to

any great extent, for if such was its established habit, its immense

assemblages without the visible presence of a food-supply (as in the in-

stance to be given below), would not be so frequently seen. That it

will, also, inflict a wound under provocation, is also of interest. That

it will bite even without provocation, has been stated of it, as in Insect

Life, vi, p. 328: "We have previously heard unsubstantiated rumori
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that the insect will enter beds and bite human beings," when in its

adult stage it had fought the warmth and shelter of dwellings (Riley-

Howard). One of these rumors is probably the following, from a gen-

tleman in Columbia county, Washington: " These bugs are a tolerable

make-shift for bed bugs when young, crawling into beds and biting

quite sharply " (Insect Life, iv, p. 273).

The proboscis of this insect, while certainly a formidable weapon,

is not correctly represented in the figure given in my 4th Report. It

is there shown in an extended position, which it is doubtful if it ever

assumes (at rest it is folded appressed to the body beneath), and of a

length equal to one-half of the insect, including the wing-covers, while

its true length scarcely exceeds the one third.

Its Abundance in North Dakota.

The present year (1894), the insect has been found in such immense

numbers in North Dakota as to excite unusual interest. A gentleman

writing October 29th, from Jamestown, N. D. (N. Lat. 47°), on the

Northern Pacific Railroad, gives several particulars which add to our

knowledge of its life-history and habits which are worthy of

transcription.

A strange insect has made its appearance in this locality in large

numbers, and has been the occasion of much speculation as to its char-

acter, habits, and name. It has been seen for many weeks past in

myriads in certain localities, and is now met with, as it has made its

presence felt for weeks past, in stores, offices, barber-shops, hotels, and
on the trees and walks. Where it came from and where and when it

will go, are yet unanswered questions. Prof. Waldron, of the State

Experiment Station at Fargo, says that it is closely allied to the chinch-

bug. * * * He is of the opinion that these bugs came from South
America, where most of their allies live.

The insects were first noticed in this portion of the State about the
middle of August, at Spiritwood Lake. The bugs were seen in all

stages of growth— from the red-coated young to the black-winged
adults — hanging in clusters from the limbs and in large numbers on
the trunks of the trees. The next instance known of their presence
was on September 20th, when thousands of the young were found in

the timber at the junction of the Pipestone and James rivers, in this

city. Nearly a dozen patches of the young, varying from four or five

feet to sixty feet in diameter, were discovered. The wingless larvae,

crimson in color, were several feet deep and formed a writhing mass.
A few fully developed bugs were noticed among the young. Thou-
sands were seen on the brush, logs, trees, and stones. The insects,

while in the larval state, remained in this locality for about two weeks,
and then suddenly disappeared.

The description given in continuation of the above established the

identity of " North Dakota's New Bug " with the Leptocoris trivit-

tatus.
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Its Problematic Food-supply.

No other account that we have had of it has represented it as occur-

ring in such remarkable numbers, massing in such innumerable multi-

tudes and entering buildings of various kinds. It is evidently gre-

garious, as we are told of its hanging in clusters like bees from the

limbs of trees; but the cause of its assembling in so large companies

and swarming in store? and other business places cannot be explained.

In both cases the food that the young would require for their develop-

ment would not be procurable, and speedy death would therefore seem

to be the natural result of placing them in such positions. As the

insect is one of the Hemiptera (belonging to a family next in classifi-

cation to that in which the notorious chinch-bug has place), it must find

its food by means of its piercing and sucking beak in the sap of shrubs,

trees, and fruit.

The insect has been given the name of the box-elder plant-bug,

from its having been usually found upon that tree, JVegundo aceroides,

one of the common names of which is the ash-leaved maple; but it

does not appear to be known if it actually breeds upon it or merely

resorts to it for food.

It Reaches the Mississippi River.

In October, 1895 (delayed publication permits this mention), exam

pies of the insect were received by me from McGregor, Iowa, with

the statement that they had become so numerous in that vicinity as

to be a nuisance to housekeepers, flying or craw.ing into every open

space. This occurrence is an interesting feature in the distribution of

the Zeptocoris, since from the location of McGregor, on the west shore

of the Mississippi river, it is highly probable that the insect, through

flight or commercial transportation, has already reached the opposite

shore and entered Wisconsin and Illinois.

Its Present Known Distribution.

While at first known only as a southern insect, it has now become

a western one, since it presumably occurs in each State and Territory

west of the Mississippi river, ranging from the river to the Pacific

ocean, through Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, Utah, Arizona and Califor-

nia. To the southward, it has been found in New Mexico, and outside

of the United States— in Mexico. Northward, it is known in Iowa,

Nebraska, North Dakota and Washington. Intermediate States would

cover the entire western region.
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According to Mr. Fletcher, as quoted by l'Abbe V. A. lluard (loc.

cit.), " It is very common in all Manitoba and the North-West, on the

Kegundo aceroides. I have found it in abundance at Regina and in

the environs of Winnipeg."

Probable Eastern Spread.

It is strange that with its adaptability to such varied degrees of

temperatures — from North Dakota and Washington to Mexico—
and other even more dissimilar conditions, that it has not extended its

range, so far as known, to the eastward of the Mississippi river. Its

favorite food-plant— the box-elder— and the only one on which it has

been said to breed, is widely distributed over most of the eastern half

of the United States.

Its more specific distribution, given by Sargent, is herewith quoted,

as of interest in connection with possible future spread of the insect :

Acer Negundo is one of the most widely distributed, and in some
parts of the country one of the commonest trees of the North Ameri-
can forest. It occurs on the banks of the Winooski river and of Lake
Champlain in Vermont, on the shores of Cayuga lake in New York,
in Eastern Pennsylvania, and ranges to Hernando county in Florida,

and northwestward to Dog's Head lake in Winnipeg and along the

southern branch of the Saskatchewan to the eastern base of the Rocky
Mountains; in the United States it is found as far west as the eastern

slopes of the Rocky Mountains in Montana, the Wahsatch Mountains
in Utah, Western Texas New Mexico, and Eastern Arizona, extending
south along the mountain ranges of Northeastern Mexico. It is com-
paratively rare in all the region east of the Appalachian Mountains and
is much more common in the basin of the Mississippi, being the most
abundant and reaching its greatest size in the valleys of the streams

which flow into the lower Ohio river. (Sargent's Sdva of North Amer-
ica, ii, 1891, p. 112.)

Accepting the popular belief that the insect breeds on the box-

elder* and that it is or was originally its preferred food-plant, then we
may expect that within a few years, perhaps five, it will have reached

in Illinois the region drained by the streams flowing into the lower

Ohio river, where the Negundo finds its best conditions for growth

and multiplication, soon thereafter to extend over the entire drainage

area of the river, computed at 214,000 square miles, and thence grad-

ually over a large portion of the eastern United States.

From the fondness that this insect has recently shown for ripe fruit,

and not always waiting for the ripening, it is hoped that eastern fruit-

growers may long be spared from the foreshadowed spread of this per-

nicious fruit pest and its injuries.

*Mr. A. L. Siler, of Rouch, Utah, in sending examples of the insect to Prof. Riley, in 1885,
Btated that the/ were bred on the box-elder stiadtj-tree3.
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Habits of the Insect.

Prof. Popenoe, of the State Agricultural College of Kansas, has been
a close observer of this insect, and was the first writer to call popular

attention to it. The account given by him in 1889, in the Industrialist,

of its habits is apparently so complete that it will be read with interest

whenever and wherever the insect displays its gregarious tendency.

The article is accompanied by figures illustrating its early stages, and

contains recommendations for its destruction, etc., but only the portion

relating to its habits is herewith quoted:

The species has been known in this locality for over ten years as a tree

pest, appearing at times in great numbers upon the box- elder, and occa-
sionally attacking the ash. During the winter the adults are hidden in

sheltered nooks and corners everywhere, but are especially abundant in

crevices of stone walls and the angles of stone buildings, on the south
sides of which they appear, singly and in clusters, every warm day dur-
ing the season. As soon as the increasing warmth of spring allows
they leave these shelters and seek the trees attacked by them.
From the time of their scattering in the spring until the appearance of

the first adults after midsummer they are much less conspicuous, and
are not likely to be noticed except upon search directly for them. It

is at this time, however, that their eggs are laid, and the numerous
young are hatching and beginning their work on the trees. After
midsummer their gregarious tendency is again manifested in the flock-

ing of the bugs of all sizes and in great numbers in lines up and down
the trunks and branches of the trees. Not infrequently they may be
seen crowded in a broad line extending from the ground to the second-

ary branches, the company including larvae of all sizes, pupae, and fully

matured individuals. This habit persists more or less completely until

October and November, or until the trees are bare. During the warm
days of Indian summer the bugs fly everywhere, flocking to the warm
sides of buildings and entering houses where, though otherwise harm-
less, they become troublesome through their abundance and through
their propensity to fall clumsily into pails of water, crocks of milk and
other articles of food left uncovered.

They are principally found, as stated, upon box-elder trees, but
observation shows them to be much more general in their selection of

food-plants. They feed also on the ash, and I have observed them in

abundance sucking the sap from the Ampelopsis clinging to the south

side of a stone building. Into the greenhouse many make their way
during the autumnal flight, and such are specially fortunate; for they
find there not only the desired warm shelter, but abundance of food as

well. They are not slow to test the qualities of the juices of the plants

growing in the house, and we have seen them with beaks inserted in

the stems of geraniums, cactuses, lilies, Coleus, Ageratum and other

plants.

Remedies.

Attack from Hemiptera (suctorial insects) are particularly to be

dreaded, as they cannot be reached by the arsenites, of which are
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several of our best insecticides. Kerosene emulsion would probably

be the best application that could be employed when the bugs occur on

trees. When assembled on the ground in patches or large areas, as

reported from North Dakota, kerosene mixed with water by brisk

stirring or, better still, unmixed, could be effectively used for their

speedy destruction Hot water, when convenient, would be a simple

remedy. Any one of these applications would be more effective upon

the insect in its early stages, before the development of wings has

given a degree of protection.

The Grasshopper Plague in Western New York.

(Ord. Orthoptera: Fam. Acridid^e.)

The injuries from grasshoppers (locusts) in the State of New York

noticed in the brief undistributed report for 1893, which were so severe

as to have been characterized as a " grasshopper plague," have been

followed by similar injuries in 1894. The following notice of it, given

to the Country Gentleman of October 12, 1893, and in part included

in the report above named, will apply, in the main, to the visitation of

the present year.

The Rocky Mountain Locust.

It is fortunate for the agricultural interests of the Eastern United

States that it is exempt from the ravages of the destructive grasshopper

of the West, Melanoplus spretns, or the " Rocky Mountain locust," as

it is familiarly called, which in years gone by brought fearful losses,

suffering, starvation, and death to many families and communities in

Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa. In these three States, with Missouri

added, the loss to crops in the year 1874 was estimated at one hundred

millions of dollars. It is probable that severe injuries by this particu-

lar species will never occur east of the Mississippi river. Its perma-

nent breeding grounds lie far to the westward; and, as in its most

extended migrations it has not crossed the Mississippi, there is no fear

that it will do so hereafter, now that, thanks to the labors of the

United States Entomological Commission, its eastward migrations and

its ravages have been virtually brought under control.

In the eastern portion of the United States— of the more than one

hundred spec ies of locust (commonly called grasshoppers) that are known
to science, there are, strictly speaking, no migratory ones. The reason

of this is obvious; there are no arid regions of elevated, treeless plains
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within this limit, of the character of the breeding grounds of the M.
spretus, the sparse vegetation of which compels the immense broods to

take flight as soon as winged, often for hundreds of miles into adjoin-

ing States in search of food.

Destructive Locusts of the Eastern United States.

Our two most common species are the Melanoplus femur-rubrum
(DeGeer) and Melanoplus atlanis (Riley)— each having a wide range,

extending from Florida into British America and occurring on the

Pacific coast. Of the two, the former, known to many under the com-

mon name of the " red-legged grasshopper"— is the more frequently

met with while feeding in our pastures and meadows; the latter, M.
atlanis, which has been designated by Dr. Riley as "the lesser migra-

tory locust," is, at times and in localities, the more destructive, for, as

indicated in its popular name, when so abundant as to have devoured

everything edible, it takes wing and flies for miles to new feeding-

grounds. It has been particularly abundant and destructive in the

New England States. Dr. Harris, in his Treatise on the Insects of

New England, records of what was undoubtedly this species: " At

times, particularly before their final disappearance, they collect in

clouds, rise high in the atmosphere, and take extensive flights. I was

authentically informed that some persons employed in raising the

steeple of the church at Williamstown were, while standing near the

vane, covered by them, and saw, at the same time, vast swarms of

them flying over their heads." In Williamson's History of Maine,

quoted by Dr. Harris, it is stated: "In 1743 and 1 756 they covered

the whole country, and threatened to devour everything green. Indeed,

so great was the alarm they occasioned among the people that days of

fasting and prayer were appointed."

In recent times they have committed great ravages in the Merrimac

valley in New Hampshire, during the years 1872-1885, and again in

1889, when sixty bushels of the grasshoppers were collected and

destroyed from one oat field of three and a half acres, under the stimu-

lus of a State bounty of $1 per bushel. In collecting them, the sheet-

iron coal-oil pan, known as the " hopperdozer," employed in the West-

ern States against the Rocky Mountain locust, was used.

So serious were the losses sustained that the farmers of the Merrimac

valley made application to the United States Department of Agricul-

ture at Washington for such aid as might bring them relief. Dr.

Riley was commissioned to make examination, and ascertain what

could be done in practically dealing with the pest. His report was
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published in the Annual Report of the Department for the year 1883

(pp. 170-180, pi. 2), and as it contains a full discussion of the history,

characters, range and life-history, natural enemies of, and remedies

(5 pp.) for, the species, it will amply repay perusal, especially by

those who may hereafter be called to contend with this voracious

insect.

Our Two Most Injurious Species.

Melanoplus femur-rubrum, the red-legged grasshopper, although not

known ever to become migratory, from its being the more abundant of

the two, is probably chargeable with a greater aggregate amount of

injury to gardens, fruit-trees, and crops than the M. atlanis. Both of

these species belong to the same genus with the Rocky Mountain

locust, and resemble it closely in life-history and habits. The three

are so much alike in appearance that a close inspection by an ordinary

observer would only show that M. spretus of the West is the better

fitted for long flight by its considerably longer wings. M. atlanis was

confounded with M. femur-rubrum until within less than twenty years

Fig. 19— The Red-Legged Locust, M. fkmur-rubrum.

ago; it is hardly separable except by comparison of the last segment

of the abdomen. Until lately, and up to the present by some writers,

the above three species and their associates have had place in the

genus Caloptenus.

Operations in New York.

The present year (1894) has been a favorable one for grasshopper

multiplication, from the dry weather that has prevailed over a large

extent of the country— in one locality in Illinois "not a drop of

rain having fallen in three months."

It is very unusual that occasion arises for complaints of grasshopper

injuries to crops in the State of New York, but this year, in its western

counties, they have, for the first time in several years, proved to be a

56
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veritable plague. About the middle of July, even while M. femur-

rubrum was yet in its wingless larval stage, their abundance, and

damage caused by them, began to arouse apprehension and alarm.

From that time up to the last of August their destructiveness con-

tinued to increase, until certain crops were entirely ruined, and of

others only a small portion escaped. Fortunately, after a heavy rain-

fall on the 28th and 29th of August, amounting to over five inches* in

some localities, a material diminution in their number was observed.

They appear to have been particularly injurious in the more western

counties. Mr. J. A. McCullom, of Niagara county, writing toward

the latter part of August, states that most of the crops have been

destroyed entirely by the ravenous insects or so damaged as to be

worthless. From Erie county it is reported: "Grasshoppers have

settled down on this section of Western New York and eaten every

green thing in sight. The loss will be very large. Acres on acres

which a short time ago were fresh and green with ripening crops are

now barren wastes of leafless stalks and branches. At first but little

attention was paid to the flying and hopping pests, but as they

increased in number hourly, the farmers became alarmed and steps

were taken to drive them away. A strong mixture of salt and water

was used, but had little effect."

In Chautauqua county fields of oats were stripped of their grain

early in August and " garden truck " wholly destroyed, while in

Cattaraugus and Allegany counties they were very numerous at the

same time. In Wyoming county, after consuming the corn, they

began to eat the leaves of the fruit-trees. In Genesee county they

were reported as " eating every grean thing." In Orleans county

" they had never been seen in such numbers before."

Along the southern range of counties they were quite destructive in

Steuben (many oat crops were cut prematurely for fodder in order to

save it), in Chemung and Tioga. In Central New York they inflicted

much damage in Madison county and northeasterly toward the lake

shore in Oswego county, where, among others, the cabbage crop

suffered severely. In the northern part of the State, as in Franklin

county, they were less destructive, but pastures and meadows were

reported as suffering from them. Even in the Adirondack Mountains

of Essex county they were observed by me in July and August in far

greater abundance than I had ever before known them to occur in that

region. In walking through the meadows hundreds were continually

* A.t the stations of the N. Y. State Weather Bureau at Sacketts Harbor and at Watertown

in Jefferjon county, the rainfall at this time was 5.25 inches and 5.51 inches.
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being driven up before me, but no complaint was made of injuries

sustained, although they must have been of considerable importance.

Species Chargeable with the Injuries.

As usual in the State of New York a large proportion of the injury

committed on the crops this season is chargeable to 31. femur-rubrum

and M. atlanis^ but in their destructive work they had nearly a score

of active assistants in other members of their family, which were also

unusually abundant, among which were Melanoplus femoratus, Circo-

tettix verruculosa, Camnula pellucida, Dissosteira Carolina and

Chimarocephala viridifasciata.

The Present Condition.

With the crops of the year for the most part harvested, compara-

tively little is being reported at the present of grasshopper injuries;

but as the creatures are still existing in force and will continue until

the coming of heavy frosts, much apprehension is being entertained

that in the absence of other as desirable food they will turn their

attention to the winter grain and entirely destroy it. There is reason

for this fear and in all probability it will be a consideration with

farmers, where the insects still abound, in their usual fall sowing of

rve and wheat.

Will the Insects Abound the Coming Year P

This question, of deep interest to many, cannot be definitely

answered. When the M. atlanis apparently became domiciled in the

Merrimac valley in 1872, it continued to ravage the region for several

successive years, as before stated, but this may not be accepted as the

rule. Annual recurrences of a grasshopper scourge— as with that of

the chinch-bug in Illinois and other of the Western States — is depend-

ent largely on seasonal conditions, particularly the occurrence of

drouths, on the number of its parasites and predaceous enemies, and

on fungus attacks. Each female of M. femur-rubrum and M. atlanis

that survives in a healthful condition until their lives are ended by the

frosts of October, will have deposited in the soil about one hundred

eggs - Quite a large proportion of these eggs will doubtless be de-

stroyed during the winter or before the time for their hatching in the

coming month of May. Those that hatch will be exposed to many
enemies and dangers — perhaps so many and potent that any unusual

abundance will be prevented. It can only be said, from present knowl-

edge, that in the event of severe drouths again prevailing during the
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coming summer, the ravages of this year will probably be repeated, and

more disastrously, unless measures shall be taken for their prevention.

To Prevent the Ravages.

The investigations of the Rocky Mountain locust, by the commis-

sioners appointed by Congress to study its life-history and methods for

its control, have given us several means by which the injuries of any of

onr locusts, when occurring abundantly, may be greatly reduced.

1. Destruction of the eggs.— The eggs are deposited in masses of

about one hundred, cemented in a " pod," in holes bored by the female,

at a depth of about an inch in the ground. Experiment has shown

that most of these will be destroyed by harrowing the ground to a

moderate depth in the autumn, or in mild winter weather. Rather

bare places along roadsides, and even in roadways, seem to be preferred

for oviposition.

2. Plowing under.— Plowing the infested land in the spring, as the

grasshoppers are about hatching, to a depth of from four to six inches,

and following this with rolling, has proved a very satisfactory method

of killing the young hoppers and those about ready to emerge.

3. The use of the hopperdozer.—Whenever the young insects appear

in sufficient numbers to warrant it, the "hopperdozer"— a long sheet-

iron pan containing tar or kerosene for catching and killing them, as it

is drawn over the field — may be effectually used. For its construc-

tion and manner of use in the Western States, and in the Merrimac

valley of New Hampshire, see the Annual Reports of the IT. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture.

4. The braa-mash poison.—When the above methods have not ac-

complished their purpose, or all active measures have been neglected

until the insects have become winged, the poisoned bait may be re-

sorted to, with every prospect, if we may judge from the testimony

borne, of its successful working. The bran-mash recommended by Mr.

Coquillett, after its use on the devastating locusts in San Joaquin val-

ley, California, may be made in the following manner: To a washtub

or half-barrel about three-fourths full of dry bran, add about five

pounds of arsenic and mix thoroughly with a spade or shovel. Dis-

solve five pounds of sugar in a pail of water, pour it on the bran and

arsenic, and stir thoroughly, adding more water until the mash is

entirely saturated

.

The mash may be distributed in spoonfuls throughout the field, in

such quantity as is eaten by the grasshoppers. Mr. Coquillett used a

teaspoonful for each tree, shrub, grapevine, or plant infested, at a cost

of less than 50 cents for each acre of orchard or vineyard, and as a
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result, hardly a living locust could be found a day or two thereafter,

while the ground was literally covered with their dead bodies.

To those who have been sufferers from the locusts in New York this

year— in the event of a prospect of a recurrence of the visitation

another season— it would be well if they write to the Department of

Agriculture at Washington, asking to be furnished, if possible, with

Bulletin 25 of the Division of Entomology, entitled, " Destructive

Locusts," by C. V. Riley, Ph. D. Its more complete title is: "A Pop-

ular Consideration of a Few of the More Injurious Locusts (or 1 Grass-

hoppers ') of the United States, together with the Best Means of

Destroying Them." Several of the facts embodied in the above com-

munication have been taken from this publication.

Julus caeruleocinctus Wood.

With Associated Potato-Scab.

p (Class Myriopoda: Ord. Cuiloonatha: Fam. Julid^.)

From being nearly allied to insects and at times similarly destructive

to important crops, the millepeds, or " thousand-legged worms," and

their operations are frequently brought to the notice of the ento-

mologist.

Boring into Potato Stems.

Mr. D. J. Garth, of Scarsdale, Westchester county, N. Y., has sent

a potato plant dug on June 3d, in which most of the stems had been

eaten by Julus ca-ruleocinctus from the surface of the ground down-

ward six inches to the seed tuber, burrowing into which were a num-

ber of this milleped.

Fig. 20. -Thousand-lepgred worm, Julus caeru-
leocinctus Wood.

A similar attack is published in the Rural N~ew Yorker for June 22,

1889 (page 416), where the stems were found fallen over and either

dead, wilted, or wilting. Investigation showed that a thousand legsred

worm was the cause. "In some instances the vine was girdled; in

others from one to four of these millepeds were found eating into the

stems; in others they had bored into and up the stem. The vines at
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length rot about the infested part or become so weakened that they

fall over and die. They are attacked always just beneath the soil or

from one inch to an inch and a half below. It is learned that potato

vines in certain parts of Monmouth county, N. J., are similarly

affected."

In all probability the above was also the work of Julus cmruleo-

cinctus, the most common species in the State of New York.

Infesting" Scabby Potatoes.

Mr. Garth has also sent at another time some " scabby" potatoes,

containing in cavities several of the same Julus. The potatoes had

been grown in an orchard about ten years old, which had been in grass

for several years and was broken up the preceding year. The soil was

good and in lieu of barnyard manure, ground bone and muriate of

potash was used for fertilizing. Mr. Garth desired to know the name

of the worms and if injurious to crops, how they could be destroyed;

and also the cause of the scab.

A Common Pest of Potatoes.

In reply the name was given with the statement that it was a well-

known potato pest, frequently found occupying and feeding in cavities

of potatoes, as in those received. My "third report" (Report to the

Regents of the University for the Year 1886) contains a four-page

notice of it, in which some serious attacks are recorded, as in one

instance where fully one-half of a potato crop in Cooperstown, N. Y.,

was destroyed. In other of my reports it is charged with eating

the interior of corn lying on the ground, roots of geraniums, of cab-

bage, stems of lilies, etc. As it often occurs in association with scabby

potatoes, it has commonly been thought to .be one of the causes of the

scab, others being other species of millepeds, wire-worms, earth-worms,

grubs and mites. The truth, however, is that the diseased potatoes

merely offer an attractive feeding-ground to the various forms above

named.

Potato Scab Caused by a Fungus.

Dr. Roland Thaxter, in his reports as mycologist to the Connecticut

Agricultural Station, has, it is thought, shown beyond all question that

the "scab" observed by him and prevalent in this portion of the

United States is caused by the attack of a fungus, which he has

described and named as Oospora scabies.*

* Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station for 1891-1892, p. 159.
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One Form of the Scab may be Caused by Bacteria.

It was believed a few years ago that Prof. Bolley, now of the North

Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, had demonstrated that at

least one form of potato scab was produced by bacteria, but later

studies favor the idea that the bacteria observed merely accompanied

the fungus disease, and that it rarely, if ever, becomes parasitic under

mature conditions.

A Potato Scab Caused by Fungus Gnats.

Quite recently the studies of Prof. A. D. Hopkins, Entomologist of the

West Virginia Experiment Station, on the connection of species of

Sciara (small flies) with scabby potatoes and the potato rot, have

resulted in his showing that one form of scab may be caused by species

of these flies, commonly known as " fungus gnats." He concludes a

paper* on the subject read before the Entomological Society of Wash-

ington in these words:

While I admit that one or more forms of the so-called potato scab

may be due to the action of fungi and that the true potato rot is a

fungous disease, I am confident that there are forms heretofore recog-

nized as scab and rot which are not due to fungous disease, but are the

direct result of the attack of insects belonging to the family Myceto-
philiclo' and to the genera Sciara and Epidapus.

The species that he found especially instrumental in producing the

potato scab blemish was a new and interesting, Epidapus which he has

described, named and figured as Epidapus scabies. The fly is so

minute, being only from 1 to 2 mm. in length, that it would escape

observation in ordinary examination of potatoes affected with the

scab:

How to Prevent Potato Scab.

Replying to the important inquiry of how to prevent the scab, Dr.

Thaxter, while not able from the results of his experiments to indicate

any remedy for it, has named the following as preventive measures:

1. The seed must be free from scab. 2. Land where scab has prevailed

must not be planted to potatoes. 3. Scabby potatoes should not be fed

to live stock unless they have been first thoroughly cooked. 4. Use

any other fertilizer in preference to barnyard manure. 5. If a crop is

found to be infested with scab, dig it as soon as possible in order to

stay its increase.

The following treatment, it is claimed, will almost insure a crop

against the scab, if planted in soil not already infested. It is known

* Notes on the Habits of Certain Mycetophilids, toith Descriptions of Epidapus scabies sp.
nov.
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as " the corrosive sublimate treatment " and was proposed by Prof.

Bolley, in 1891, in Bulletin No. 4 of the North Dakota Agricultural

Experiment Station, on " Potato Scab and Possibilities of Prevention."

The directions are: Dissolve two ounces of finely pulverized corrosive

sublimate in two gallons of hot water and let it stand over night or

until all dissolved. Pour it into a barrel containing thirteen gallons of

water and allow it to stand for four or five hours, stirring it several

times thoroughly. Selecting as fair seed potatoes as possible, wash all

the dirt from them and immerse as many as you can in the solution for

one hour and a half. Pour off the solution, which may be used several

times if needed. After the potatoes are dry, cut and plant as usual,

or they may be cut before the treatment if preferred. The corrosive

sublimate is a strong poison and should be used with care. The solu-

tion named is the same as uted in surgery and will not injure unless

taken into the stomach.

Remedies for Thousand-Legged "Worms.

The injuries of the Julidoz have long been known and borne without

the discovery of any simple remedy or preventive. Where they are

very abundant the ground might be treated in the autumn with a lib-

eral coating of gas-lime if obtainable. Salt freely applied broadcast

or dropped over each hill after planting should make the tuber or the

stalk distasteful to the worm, as it does the roots of young corn to the

white grub. Application of soot and water has been recommended

by English writers, but it would be difficult to procure it in

sufficient quantity for use in large fields. Dr. Smith, Entomologist

of New Jersey, has had excellent results in treating infested

crops with potash and with kainit. Of the latter he states: " Where

potato ground is infested with wire-worm (Jalus), a heavy dressing

with kainit will bring relief; " and of potash — " it is effective against

* * * the wire-worms (Julus) on potatoes."* Although the

quotations leave us in doubt whether wire-worms or Julidw were

experimented with, the applications should be equally successful with

either, as their habits are much alike. Kainit was found to be the

more valuable as an insecticide, especially against wire-worms.

In a communication on " The Thousand-legged Worm," by Dr. Fitch,

to the Country Gentleman of July 14, 1859, p. 27, it is stated that

thousands of a species of Julus (not determined) had been destroyed

by hot water after they had been drawn to shelter beneath boards laid

on the walks in the evening. The boards might prove more effective

* Annual Report New Jersey Agricultural Station for the Year 1690, 1691, page 436.
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if slices of potatoes or of other vegetables of which they are known to

be fond, were placed beneath them to serve as baits.

Curtis in his Farm Insects, page 207, among other remedies, recom-

mends strewing old cabbage leaves over a field, in the same way as

when slugs are troublesome, and employing children to turn them over

and collect the millepeds secreted beneath.

Miss Ormerod states that a species of Jalas, J. guttatus, has a

special fondness for mangolds, and where slices had been placed for bait,

she had seen them swarming, when removed, with the millepeds

crawling over them in all directions. Cotton-cake had also been found

to attract them from special crops. "A strong solution of common
salt or of nitrate of soda rapidly killed the spotted millepede."

Mites Attacking Mushrooms.

(Class Aba.ciinida: Ord. Acarina.: Fam. ?Trombididje.)

A mushroom-grower, writing from Newburgh, N. Y., who has three

thousand square feet of mushroom beds in cellars, asks for a remedy

for " the millions of small, reddish crawling lice which attack each ' pin

head ' as soon as it shows through the soil."

Prolificacy of Mites.

No examples were sent, but with hardly a doubt the little reddish

creatures were mites, belonging to the Order of Acarina, as no other

living forms (unless Anguillulidce) would occur "in millions" in

connection with mushrooms, except the minute and rapidly multiply-

ing acarids. Thus, in an instance recorded by Murray — in a barn on

the Imperial farm at Vincennes, where Australian potatoes had been

stored, such an immense number of mites had been developed in less

than eight days that the soil of the ground was completely covered

with a bed of the Tyroglyphus, looking like an animate 1 dust, of a

gray color, and composed of myriads of millions of these little

animals.

An European Mushroom Mite.

It would be of interest to know the particular species that has

attacked the pin-head mushrooms of the above inquiry, as it might aid

in prescribing the proper remedy. In Europe, Rhizoglyphus rostro-

serratus is very destructive to the cultivated mushrooms, particularly

to the common Agaricus campestris grown in the vicinity of Paris,

but this is described as of a feeble, gray, rusty color; it produces, or is

57
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associated with, a moist black rot, which in less than forty-eight hours

reduces the mushrooms to a state of black and deliquescent putrescence.

Probably Bryobia pratensis.

It is not improbable that the mites of the Newburg cellar may be

the Bryobia pratert sis, known sometimes as "the clover-mite" from

its being often found upon that plant, although frequently met with on

other vegetatioc It is a common species in the State of New York
and many of the other States, and reports are received, from time to

time, of its occurrence in dwelling-houses, in conservatories, in road-

ways and elsewhere. (See account and illustration in the sixth and

seventh reports of this series.)

Remedies for Mites.

The best remedy that we have for mites is sulphur. An application,

by means of a powder-bellows, of the flour of sulphur over the mush-

room bed when the " pin-heads " make their appearance, ought not to

interfere with their edibility. The experiment might also be made of

sublimating sulphur by placing it on the steam pipes, or by burning

brimstone. The last-named method has been made very convenient

for use under almost any conditions, in the sulphur candles of about a

pound weight each, which have lately been put in market for disinfect-

ant purposes, and may be purchased in most drug stores. It is pos-

sible, too, that the vapor of bisulphide of carbon might be employed

for killing the mites. A small quantity— an ounce or two of the

liquid—may be placed in an open vessel near the ceiling so that the vapor

in descending might diffuse itself over the ground area. The cellar

should be closed, and no lamp or light or fire of any kind brought in

which might ignite the inflammable vapor.

Caution in Use of Insecticides.

It would be well, before using either the sulphur or the bisulphide of

carbon as above suggested, to consult Mr. William Falconer, of Glen

Cove, L. I., who is intimately acquainted with mushroom culture in all

its phases and an authority on the subject, and his opinion asked as to

the possibility of injury to the mushrooms, either in their development

or for the table, from the use of the substances named. If it shall be

found that they may safely be used, we will have in them convenient

and effective methods of ridding mushroom beds not only of mites, but

of the larvae of a small fly and other insect forms that are frequently

so detrimental to mushroom culture as to arrest it completely at cer-

tain seasons.
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Mites Infesting Potatoes.

(Ord. Acarina: Fams. Acarid.k, Gamasid^e.)

Some " scabby " potatoes received from Westchester county, N. Y.,

had large cavities eaten into them, which were nearly filled with "thou-

sand-legged worms," Julus cceruleocinctus. Associated with them

were hundreds of mites occupying, and apparently feeding in, the cavi-

ties excavated by the millepeds. Examples of the mites were sent to

Prof. H. Osborn, of the Iowa Agricultural College, who is studying

these creatures, for his identification. He returned answer as follows:

Food-habits of Rhizoglyphus.

" The specimens I take to be a species of Rhizoglyphus, near or

identical with the R. (Tyroglyphus) phylloxera of Planchon and Riley,

the habits of which were recorded as very similar to this — feeding

upon the vegetable tissues of the roots infested with Phylloxerce.

" I have seen examples apparently identical with this, in large num-

bers, in various vegetables and roots that were injured by insects or in

a partial state of decay, and I surmise that they feed mainly, if not

entirely, on decaying vegetable matter, although Riley reported them

as, when full-grown, preying upon the Phylloxerce " (Sixth Report on

the Insects of Jlissouri, 1874, p. 53).

Associated with Potato Scab.

This mite is identical in appearance with a species of which a photo-

graph was sent me a few years ago by a correspondent in Eastern New
York, who claimed, and was very confident, that he had made the dis-

covery that it was the cause of the "potato scab." From this it may
be inferred that it is not infrequently an attendant on the scab disease.

Other Mites in Potatoes.

In Third Report on Insects of New York I have recorded the appear-

ance of two species of mites in cavities of potatoes associated with

Julus cceruleocinctus, one of which was Uropoda Americana Riley —
an occasional parasite of Jidus, and the other a vegetarian, apparently

undescribed, and for which, if it proved to be new, I proposed the

name of Gamasus obovatus*

* Third Report on the Insects of New York — " Report to the Regents for the Year 1886,
M

1887, pp. 133, 134.
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Tyroglyphus Lintneri Osborn.

A Mushroom-Infesting Mite.

(Ord. Acarina: Fam. Acarjd,e.)

In December, 1892, some mushrooms were sent to me from James-

port, Suffolk county, Long Island, suffering from an attack of mites.

The mites abounded in blackened cavities in both the pileus and stalk.

They were white, shining, and long-haired, and were apparently an

undescribed species of Rhizoglyphus. When submitted to Prof.

Herbert Osborn for examination, he found the mite to approach nearly

to Tyroglyphus phylloxerce Riley, but to differ from it in several

structural details, and has described it under the name of Tyroglyphus

Lintneri, in Science, xxii, 1893, p. 360, with figures. For convenience

of reference, the description and figures and accompanying remarks are

herewith given:

Some time ago I received from Prof. J. A. Lintner specimens of a
mite which had been found infesting mushrooms quite seriously, and
from its habits and the statements concerning its numbers, it is likely

to prove a very important pest of this crop. From the literature which
is available, it does not appear to be described, and is certainly differ-

ent from the species described as infesting mushrooms in Europe. It

approaches more nearly to the Tyroglyphus phylloxera of Riley, but
is quite different in many structural details. Since it is likely to prove
of importance, it seems desirable to describe it, even though it may
possibly prove identical with some of the described European forms.

Tyroglyphus Lintneri n. sp. a, dorsal view; 6, ventral view; c, tarsus more enlarged—length
shown in circle to right. (From nature, by H. Osborn.)

Description.

Tyroglyphus Lintneri n. sp. The mandibles are large, chelate,
strongly toothed, the palpi terminating with a strong hook. The tarsi
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hooked with no sucker visible, the last segment long, slender, spiny at

tip and on the two anterior pairs bearing a clavate appendage. The
hairs are very long, those on the posterior part of the body equal to or

greater than the length of the body, and their origin marked by chit-

inous rings, six located on the posterior portion of the anterior division

of the body and standing quite erect, ten on the posterior portion, two
at anterior angles, two behind the middle, and others near the margin
on the posterior third of the body; abdominal suckers, four, located

between the abdominal legs.

This species differs from T. phylloxeras Riley, particularly in the
greater length of the tarsal joints, greater curvature of tarsal claw, and
the much greater length of the hairs — those at the end of the
abdomen being as long or longer than the body, while those of

phylloxerce, Riley describes as about one-third the diameter of the body.
It is also larger than specimens I have determined as phylloxerce, and
the second pair of legs is further back on the body than shown in

Riley's figure.

Prof. Osborn found the above species different from the Tyroglyphus

which I had sent to him occurring in cavities in potatoes (see page 451),

Phytoptus pyri (Scheuten).

Pear-Leaf Blister-Mite.

(Class Arachnida: Ord. Acarina: Fam. Phytoptid.e.)

Scheuten: in Wiegman's Archiv., 1857, p. 104 (original description aa

Typhlodromus pyri)

.

Packard: Guide Study Ins., 1869, p. 666 (brief notice, as T. pyri).

Glover: in Rept. Comm. Agricul. for 1872, 1874, p. 113, fig. 2 (brief notice, as

T.pyri).

Murray: Econom. Entomol.— Aptera [1877J, p. 358 (brief account).

Burrill: in Gard. Monthly and Horticul., xxii, January, 1880 (general

account)

.

Riley: in Am. Ent., iii, 1880, p. 26 (review of Burrill's account), p. 74 (refer-

ence to Glover's account, as T. pyri).

Garman: in Rept. Ins. 111., xii, 1883, pp. 125, 134, 140, figs. 24, 25 (Burrill

quoted).

Osborn: Bull. no. 2 Iowa Agr. Coll., 1884, p. 56 (brief account).

Crawford: Rept. on Fusicladiums, etc., in Australia, 1886, p. 46 (general

account)

.

Osborn-Underwood: in Canad. Entomol., xviii, 1886, p. 12 (listed).

Gillette: in Rept. Mich. Hort. Soc. for 1886, 1887, p. 87 (mention).

Webster: in Insect Life, i, 18S9, p. 363 (mention); in id., v, 1892, p. 105
(abundant in Ohio); the same, in 23d Ann. Rept. Ent. Soc. Ont.,

1892, p. 40; also in Canad. Entomol., xxir, 1892, p. 207.
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Comstock-Slingerland: Bull. 23 Cornell Agr. Expt. Stat., 1890, pp. 103-107,

figs. 1-4 (detailed account)

.

Lintner: in Count. Gent., lv, Oct., 1890, p. 781 (general account); 7th Rept.

Ins. N. Y. for 1890, 1891, p. 365 (summary of preceding account);

in Insect Life, v, 1892, p. 105 (abundance in Eastern N. Y.); the

same, in 23d Ann. Rept. Ent. Soc. Ont., 1892, p. 40; also in

Canad. Entomol., xxiv, 1892, p. 207; in Count. Gent., lvii, 1892,

p. 504 (remedies); 9th Rept. Ins. N. Y. for 1892, 1893, p. 442

(reference to Count. Gent.); in Count. Gent., lix, 1894, p. 468

(general account)

.

French: Destr. Insects Victoria, 1891, Part 1, p. 119 (general account, col.

plate)

.

Riley-Howard: in Insect Life, iii, 1891, p. 308 (reference); in do., v, 1892, p. 1

(reference); in do., vii, 1894, p. 278 (on Pacific Coast).

"Weed: Insects and Insecticides, 1891, p. 68 (general account).

Fletcher: in Exper. Farms Repts. for 1891, 1892, pp. 198-200, figs. 5, 6 (gen-

eral account); in 24th Ann. Rept. Fruit-Growers Assoc. of Ont.

for 1892, 1893, p. 113; in Ann. Rept. for 1892, p. 146 (mention).

Cobb: in Agr. Gazette N. So. Wales, iii, 1892, pp. 287, 288, fig. 11 (general

notice)

.

Slingerland: in Insect Life, v, 1892, p. 104 (general account); same in brief

in 23d Ann. Rept. Ent. Soc. Ont., 1892, p. 40; also in Can. Ent.,

xxiv, 1892, p. 207; in Count. Gent., lvii, 1892, p. 629, c. 2

(remedy); in Bull. 61 Cornell Agricul. Expt. Stat., Dec, 1893, pp.

317-328, figs. 1-5; the same in 6th Ann. Rept. id. for 1893, 1894,

pp. 321-330, fig. 1-4 (life-history, remedy, bibliography, etc.); in

Canad. Entomol., xxvii, 1895, p. 330, in foot-note (Nalepa writes

Phytoptus pyri n . sp.).

Smith: in Insect Life, v, 1892, p. 105 (remedies); the same in 23d Ann. Rept.

Ent. Soc. Ont., 1892, p. 40; also in Canad. Entomol., xxiv, 1892,

p. 207).

McCarthy: Bull. 92 N. Car. Agr. Expt. Stat., 1893, p. 99 (brief notice).

Bethune: in 23d Ann. Rept. Ent. Soc. Ont. for 1892, 1893, p. 9 (spread in

Ontario and Maritime provinces)

.

Ormerod: 17th Rept. Inj. Ins. for 1893, 1894, pp. 84-88 (general account); 18th

Rept. id. for 1894, 1895, pp. 86-92 (general account).

Aldrich: in Insect Life, vii, 1894 p. 202 (in Idaho).

Washburn: in Bull. 33 Oregon Agr. Expt. Stat., 1894, pp. 9-12, 2 figures

(attack and remedies).

Comstocks: Man. Stud. Insects, 1895, pp. 44-45, figs. 52-54 (mite and galls

illustrated).

The injury caused to the leaves of pear-trees by this mite has long

been known to fruit-growers in this country, but its true cause was not

understood, until detected by Prof. Burrill, and, in 1882, recognized as

identical with the Phytoptus pyri of Europe. The nature of the attack

had been known for a number of years earlier, in Europe.
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The mite as occupant of the galls had been seen by Dr. Thomas

Taylor, microscopist of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, in 1872,

as appears from Glover's Report for that year, in which he states

:

" In May, many leaves of the pear-tree were observed to be covered

by dark-brown blotches somewhat like a fungoid growth, but upon

examination by Mr. Taylor, microscopist of the department, these

blotches were found to be inhabited by myriads of small mites almost

invisible to the naked eye. These mites appear to run all over the

leaves, but especially to burrow in the brown patches, which appear to

be entirely eaten out by them. Their bodies are long, cylindrical,

yellowish-white, with only two pairs of legs placed very far forward

toward the head, and they move with considerable agility. Tliey are

also marked with a multitude of rings, and have two long hairs or

bristles and two shorter ones on the end of the abdomen."

A figure of the mite accompanies the above, and comparison is made
with the Typhlodromus pyri Scheuten, figured by Dr. Packard on plate

10 of his Guide.

Nature of the Attack.

In the early spring, as the buds are unfolding, the leaves may be seen

to be studded with small red spots or blotches which, on close examina-

tion, show themselves on each side, but more conspicuously on the

upper, as slightly thickened areas of the leaf. They soon pre-

sent a fuzzy appearance when seen under a lens, resembling a

particular form of fungus, for which they had been for many
years mistaken, it not being then known that they were galls

produced by a mite. On the under side of the leaf, a small

opening may be seen in each gall through which the mites emerge at

their maturity. The galls, at first red, or red on one side and green on

the other, soon change to blackish or brown upon the destruction of

the cells and tissues of the affected spot. If a section is made of a gall,

the two surfaces are seen to be separated by a cavity of disorganized

tissue. When the attack is severe, and the galls numerous, they coalesce

into patches of various sizes until they cover large areas of the leaf,

when the normal action being arrested, the leaf dies and falls to the

ground.

The attack at its commencement is usually slight, but under ordinary

conditions it spreads rapidly and proves quite injurious if allowed to

continue through the season and for successive years. It seems to be

extending from orchard to orchard, and is becoming quite widely dis-

tributed, not only in New York but throughout the States generally.
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How the Attack may be Recognized.

The attack can be recognized by comparison with the features given

above and in other publications on it. Its identification must usually

depend upon the characters shown in the galls or blisters. The mite

producing them, even when traveling on the surface of the leaf, is

invisible to the naked eye, and can only be seen with the aid of a high

magnifying power. UsiDg an achromatic triplet, when some infested

leaves sent to me were carefully examined, three or four of the

four-legged, long, white mites could be distinctly seen moving rather

rapidly over the surface.

Is the Kieffer Pear Particularly Liable to Attack.

A gentleman writing to the Country Gentleman from Haddonfleld,

N. J., in 1894, makes the following statement:

Enclosed are leaves from Kieffer pear-trees planted in the spring of

1893, and two years old when planted. The trees are vigorous and
green, but some of the leaves are shriveled and marked in blotches of

a reddish brown, as the inclosed show. Other leaves on the same
branch are healthy. Will you inform me what the trouble is, and
how to remedy it ? I have two thousand trees of this age and, as far

as I can see, the Kieffers are the only ones affected.

Another gentleman, writing from Charlotte, X. C , sends leaves of

four-year-old LeConte pear-trees which show a severe attack of the

blister galls.

Another correspondent, from Carlton, N. Y., has written: u Find

inclosed Bartlett pear twigs and leaves. Can you inform me what the

disease is and what causes it, and if there is a remedy for it? There

is a dwarf Duchess planted by the side of the Bartlett that does not

seem to be affected with this mildew or rust, or whatever it is."

It will probably be found that the mite will attack all or most of the

varieties of pear without special preference, such as the pear-midge has

shown for the Lawrence pear.

Its infestation of a single tree in an orchard may be the result of its

having been accidentally carried to it by the wind or upon a bird or

insect, as the San Jose Scale insect is known to be conveyed. Should

the mites fall to the grcund with the leaves, they would not probably

survive the winter; and it is hardly possible that they would travel

from one tree to another unless by contact of interlocking branches.

Characters of the Phytoptidse.

The Phytoptidce, the family to which the pear-leaf blister-mite

belongs, are 'popularly known as gall-mites from the deformities that
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they occasion on the leaves of the plants that they infest. Not all,

however, produce galls, some of them living within the buds and

arresting their development, while others occasion a singular growth of

curled or twisted hairs on the under side of the leaves in which they

live. The galls that they produce are of various forms and sizes, but

they frequently appear as rounded swellings or pouches on the upper

surface of the leaf, with a slit-like opening below, through which the

mites may pass in and out. They are to be found upon several of our

trees and shrubs and plants, as the maple, ash, the elms, oaks, linden,

willows, pear, grapevine, arbor vitaa, verbena, etc.

The artificers and occupants of these galls are very peculiar creatures.

They are exceedingly minute — most of them disclosing hardly any

form to the naked eye. Some of them are " so small and transparent

(as the Phytoptus of the ash), that it cannot be seen in the gall at all,

and it is only by washing out the galls and searching for them in the

water in which they have been washed that it can be known that there

have been living creatures there." Under the microscope they show

extraordinary structure. Mites, as a rule, possess four pairs of leg?,

while these have but two pairs, and for this reason they were for a long

time regarded as the undeveloped larva? of oiher species of Acarina.

Their legs are five-jointed, and terminate in a single curved claw and

an associated feathered organ. They have a tubular rostrum and a

pair of feeble maxillae, enabling them to feed both by biting and suc-

tion; their cylindrical, long, transversely multi-ringed abdomen ends in

a sucker capable of being extended and withdrawn.

The Phytoptidce have recently been separated into subfamilies by
Dr. Alfred Nalepa, of the Royal and Imperial College, Vienna, as pub-

lished in the Reports of the Proceedings of the Imperial Academy of

Science, of Vienna. His writings have not been seen by me, but quot-

ing from Miss Ormerod's 17th Report, 189*, the main distinctions on

which divisions are based, are "on such points as the body being cylin-

drical, as is generally the case with the genus Phytoptus, or the abdo-

men being the largest immediately behind the thoracic shield, or other

variations of form; also on the abdomen being similarly ringed

throughout, or the rings broader on the back and narrower below, or

other variations."

The Pear Phytoptus — P. pyri.

Through the kind permission of Dr. Nalepa, one of the excellent fig-

ures with which he has illustrated the mite and its operations, is here-

with reproduced.

58
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The fruit-grower will need no further detail of the appearance of the

mite to serve for its recognition, than has already been given. The

Fig. 22.— Tne pear-tree blister-mite, Phytoptus pyri, largely magnified; and a leaf showing
the blister galls, natural size.

entomological student, in the absence of Dr. Nalepa's paper, may be

glad to have the following abridgment of Dr. Nalepa's description, as

given by Miss Ormerod, in her 17th Report:

Body cylindrical, 0.2 mm. long, about 5-6 times as long as broad.
Thoracic shield very small, semicircular. * * * The proboscis is

strong, slightly curved, directed forward, and 0.025 mm. long. The
legs are rather weak and short. The holding-claw (" haftklaue ") is

very small, exceedingly slender, and four-branched. (This is some-
times described as a "feather-bristle.") * * * The abdomen is

uniformly ringed (about eight rings), and rather finely punctured.

Remedies.

Most of the mites can be destroyed by applications of sulphur in

some form, as the simple flour of sulphur thrown upon the foliage

when wet with dew; sulphur, soap, and water mixed; combined with

an alkali in the proportion of one pound of sulphur and two pounds of

fresh lime boiled in four gallons of water; or, four ounces of sulphuret

of lime, purchased at the druggist's, and two ounces of soft soap,
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stirred into one gallon of water. The Bordeaux mixture and other

similar prepaiations which are now being extensively employed for

fungoid diseases should be efficient in killing various species of mites.

But as the Phytoptidce are usually concealed within their galls, they

are but slightly amenable to sulphur or other insecticides. Their

attacks are ordinarily, for a considerable time at least, quite local,

being confined to a single tree, or even to a limb.

If taken at the very commencement of the attack no better remedy

can be found than to pick off all of the infested leaves, or remove the

infested branches, from time to time, whenever the presence of the

blister galls is noticed, and burn them. When there are no conveni-

ences for spraying, trees more generally affected should be heavily

pruned in spring or winter for burning.

The best method, however, where proper spraying can be done, for

arresting an established attack of this most troublesome pest, has

recently been published by Mr. M. V. Slingerland of Cornell Univer-

sity, in an excellent paper on the u Pear-Leaf Blister," contained in-

Bulletin 61 of the Cornell Agricultural Experiment Station, December,

1893. Careful experiments carried over two seasons have shown

Mr. Slingerland that the insect " can be nearly exterminated in a badly

infested orchard by a single thorough spraying of the trees in winter

with kerosene emulsion diluted with from five to seven parts of

water."

This is a valuable discovery, for there need not, hereafter, be any

difficulty in arresting attacks which, hitherto, we have been entirely

unable to control.

A Peach-Tree Phytoptus— P. Ppersicae.

Dr. Thomas Taylor, of Washington, has given me verbally, the

following information: In the year 1872, soon after he had discovered

the pear-leaf blister-mite, now known as Phytoptus pyri, in association

with its galls, and had called Mr. Glover's attention to it (see page 455

of this report), he observed, also, immense numbers of a similar mite,

but of only one-half the size, whitening the leaves of a peach-tree, in

Washington, and running rapidly over the surface of the leaves. It

had but four legs, and in all other particulars gave evidence of being a

Phytoptus.

Dr. Taylor has not seen the mite from that time to the present. No
published record of its observation was made by him or by Mr. Glover

to whom it was shown, nor does it appear to have been noticed by any
one else in this country.
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It is probably identical with Phytoptus persicce, noticed briefly by
Murray, in his Economic Entomology—Aptera, p. 354, where it is repre-

sented as whitening the leaves of peach-trees, at times, in Montreuil,

near Paris, as noticed by M. Guerin-Meneville, in 1851, in Ann. Soc.

Ent. France. The white dust covering the trees gave to the attack the

name of "the miller" (le meunier).

A Plum-Tree Phytoptus.

Mr. Slingerland has recently had brought to his notice, a mite

inhabiting small, subspherical excrescences encircling the base of buds

and shoots of plum twigs received from Industry, Pa. Dr. Riley,

several years ago, had examples of probably the same mite sent to him

from plum-trees in New York and in Ohio. Mr. Slingerland, in the

Canadian Entomologist, for December, 1895, has referred the mite to

Phytoptus phloeocoptes Nalepa, and given a figure of the mite and

infested twigs.

Undoubtedly a large number of these gall-mites will be discovered in

the United States. Professor Garman has indicated fourteen species

of Phytoptus, of which ten (the other four undescribed) are given in

the Preliminary List of JV. A. Acarina, 1886, of Osborn and Under-

wood. A large number of Phytoptus galls have been observed. So

long ago as in 1885, Dr. Hagen, in a paper contained in the February

issue of the Canadian Entomologist, states, that there are fifty-one

American Phytoptus galls in the collection of the Museum of Compara-

tive Zoology, and that sixty-eight are known from North America,

belonging to forty-two species of plants, thirty-three genera and twenty-

three families.
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(A)

THE SCORPION-FLIES.

By E. P. Felt, D. Sc.

(Read in abstract before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Septem-

ber 3, 1895, at SpriDgfield, Mass.)

The scorpion-flies are to be found more commonly in damp, waste

places, where little of value grows and, consequently, their powers for

either good or evil are limited by the surroundings. In the larval

state they are most probably predaceous and may aid in keeping some

of the smaller injurious insects in check. In the imago state the evi-

dence of the predaceous habits of JPanorpa, the typical scorpion-fly,

is not so clear as one might desire, yet there is nothing to prove it

injurious.

The scorpion-flies, together with the closely-related genus Bittacus

and a few other allied forms, were long included in the old order Neu-

roptera. Within recent years some authors have assigned these insects

to a separate order, the Mecoptera, which is placed between the now
more limited order Neuroptera and the Lepidoptera. The Mecoptera

Fig. 23.— Venation" of Panorpa rufksckns. The homology of the veins was determined
by Prof. J. H. Comstock

are distinguished by possessing four numerously veined membraneous

wings (Fig. 23); the head is prolonged into a beak; metamorphosis

n
111, Ijkajp.,,

> 5
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complete. The enlarged forceps-like appendages of the male Panorpa

has led to the popular name of Scorpion-fly for members of this genus

(Pis. iii, iv, fig. 12), and it appears that some authors include the genus

Bittac AS under the term " scorpion- flies," though the male appendages

have no likeness to those of a scorpion. This is due, most probably,

to the lack of a more appropriate common name. Up till 1863 almost

nothing was known concerning the life-history of these insects, but,

thanks to the most excellent work of Brauer,* the student of the order

need no longer labor in the dark. I have failed to find any important

contribution to our knowledge of the habits of these insects since his

time, and nothing in this line appears to have been done upon the

American species.

The breeding and field observations upon which this paper is based

were carried on under the direction of the Entomological Department

of Cornell University.

Panorpa rufescens Ramb.

This was the most common species of Panorpa in the vicinity of

Ithaca, N. Y., during the summer of 1895. In 1894 P. maculosa Hagen

was extremely abundant in the ravines along the shores of Lake

Canandaigua, N. Y. These species resemble each other so closely

that in the working out of the life-history of one it is quite likely

that we have obtained a very good idea of that of the other. They

are found in moist woods during July and August, especially along

streams and where nettles abound. The markings upon the wings in

both species vary considerably not only in extent but also in depth of

color, and there is some variation in the smaller veins. The scorpion-

flies seem to be no favorites with collectors. This may be due to an

indefinable, uncanny appearance, which leads the entomologist to

look for more agreeable specimens; or it may be due to the unprepos-

sessing qualities of the mounted insect— it shrivels so badly that it

cannot be made to look nicely. Though quite common, these insects

are rarely listed.

Appearance and General Habits.

The perfect insect may be seen resting upon a leaf eyeing the

intruder critically or else flitting to a safer position. The elevated

fore part of the body, the gracefully curved, erect antenna and the

large eyes, together with the long beak (PI. iv, figs. 4, 5), give this

insect a wary look. Though apparently watchful, they are easily taken

in a net. When held in the hand, they show their indignation by

* In Verhandl. der k. k. zool. bot. Gesellschaft, xiii, 1863, p. 310, Taf. 13, 14.
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biting at the confiaing fingers and exuding from the mouth, grass-

hopper-like, a dark-colored fluid. The males bear the seventh and

following segments of the abdomen curved over the fifth and sixth, so

that the enlarged, forceps-like genitalia not infrequently touch the

dorsal spine of the sixth abdominal segment (PI iv, fig. 12).

The males use the genital armor as a weapon; they can pinch harder

with the large harpe (PI iii, fig. 12 h.) than with the mandibles. The

mobile, extensile abdomen enables them to use this weapon quite

effectively. European species (P. germanica or P. communis) are said

to " dart out a long, slender tube toward the disturbing object.

Through this tube a little drop of malodorous, whitish fluid is forced,

which is undoubtedly repugnant to its enemies."* At least fifty of these

insects were handled while alive, and yet nothing of the kind was

observed in our species.

A Peculiar Organ.

Several times two scorpion flies were seen standing side by side and

facing in nearly opposite directions— the tip of the long beak of one

nearly resting upon the abdomen of the other about midway of its

length. No importance was attached to this seemingly accidental

position at the time. Later studies of the male revealed a curious

organ at this point. Near the anterior margin of the fourth abdomi-

nal segment there is a median tuberculate process or globular elevation

bearing a large, conical, spine, which points in an anterio-dorsal direc-

tion (PI. iv, fig. 6). The large spine appears to be the opening of some

kind of a gland. The posterior margin of the preceding segment is

produced backward as a bilobed extension thickly set with stout eetce.

This process has the appearance of a separate sclerite and is probably

protective in function, as it not infrequently nearly conceals the organ

on the fourth segment. In P. maculosa this organ is more fully

developed. No trace of it has been found in the female. From the

above it would seem probable that this organ secreted a volatile oil

attractive to the female.

The male of Panorpa nematogaster McLachl. from Java " possesses

a curious appendage to the third joint " of the abdomen.f As the third

segment of McLachlan is what I have found to be really the fourth, it

is possible that this " curious appendage homologous with the

similarly located organ occurring in our native species. As a descrip-

tion of this interesting appendage of Panorpa nematogaster is not

* Packard: in Kingsley's Standard Natural History, ii, Crustacea and Insects, 1884, p. 161.
t Scudder: in Bull. 2, U. S. Geol. Geograph. Surv., iv, 1878, p. 54;.
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accessible at the time of writing, it is impossible to do more than sug-

gest a possible homology between the organs.

Is Panorpa Predaceous ?

If one cares to watch these insects, they usually may be seen sitting

upon the upper side of a leaf. From time to time the wings are

slowly elevated and the abdomen caused to vibrate rapidly a few times.

This is most probably a respiratory movement. Occasionally one or

two may be found feeding upon a dead fly or a dead larva. They

6eem to bite the tissues for the sole purpose of liberating the body

fluids, so that feeding is a combination of biting and sucking. They

appear to pay no attention to living, intact insects, although they do

not hesitate to suck the fluids from a wounded caterpillar. Some

small Ilalisidota and Datanal&rvse were placed in cages with Panorpa,

but in no instance were they injured. One of these larva3 crawled

against the leg of a female; she simply moved out of the way and

finally flew off. But when an injured larva was placed in the cage, it

was quickly pounced upon and the fluids sucked from the wound.

They do not hesitate to feed upon the dead of their own species, and

they will also feed greedily upon raw flesh. A number of individuals

were kept in cages and fed upon meat, which was renewed every morn-

ing. Within ten minutes after the change, most of them would be

feeding eagerly. There was no tearing and pulling; the tip of the

long beak would be thrust into the most juicy parts with evident

delight. Cooked meat was given them once, but it was not relished so

well, probably from being too dry. The next morning several appeared

sick. One female lived upon nothing but meat for eighteen da}T
s. She

was kept in a tumbler with a little sand in the bottom and muslin

stretched over the top. The sand frequently got pretty dry — she

might have lived longer had the conditions been more natural. From

the foregoing it would seem that Panorpa does not prey on living

animals, although Kirby and Spence record the following:* " Terrible

as is the dragon-fly in the insect world in general, putting to flight and

devouring whole hosts of butterflies, May-flies, and others of its tribes,

it instills no terror into the stout heart of the scorpion-fly {Panorpa

communis), though much its inferior in size and strength. Lyonnet

saw one attack a dragon-fly of ten times its own bigness, bring it to the

ground, pierce it repeatedly with its proboscis; and had he not by his

eagerness parted them, he doubts not it would have destroyed this

* Entomology, vol., ii, p. 253. 1838.
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tyrant of the insect creation." This statement has been referred to in

a number of more recent works on entomology, and may be considered

the accepted character of the insect. A French writer has observed

the same species " eating portions of tishes which had been placed on

a sunny bank."* Prof. Davis of the Michigan Agricultural College

has recorded a species of Panorpa as " very common in the fields and

noticed to attack the cotton-worm."f In response to a special inquiry,

Prof. Davis kindly writes: " As to the Panorpa sp. reported by me, can

only say that I do not now recall the instance under consideration.

What I saw may possibly and quite probably was eating on an injured

caterpillar and I felt warranted in classing it with the ones I did." It

is possible that Panorpa does attack and kill its own prey, but

there appears to be no undoubted proof of this at present, unless the

account of Kirby and Spence is credited— it does not seem possible

that it could be true of our species, at least. The wounded and dead

cotton-worms would readily explain the presence of Pa torpa there, as

referred to above. From an economic standpoint, it makes quite a

difference whether Pa?ior})a preys upon living, uninjured insects or not.

Our species were under close observation, indoors and outside, for six

weeks, yet they were not seen to touch a living, uninjured animal of

any kind and they were seen a number of times in nature feeding upon

partially decayed insects: neither the mandibles or the maxilhe of this

insect are well adapted to piercing. This is quite different from the

closely allied genus Bittacus, which will touch nothing but living prey,

so far as observed, and its mouth parts are well adapted for piercing.

The two genera agree in taking very little or no solid food in the

imago state.

Egg-laying Habits.

A number of Panorpas were kept in a roomy cage with several pot-

ted plants set in moist sand. The sides of the cage were of glass or

wire screen and permitted ready observation. At various times in the

afternoon females were seen walking slowly about and exploring every

crevice in the band with the long, mobile abdomen. Occasionally one

would back down into a crevice till nearly out of sight. Frequently

these explorations would continue some twenty minutes — the same

ground being gone over several times. Finally a female would remain

fixed with her abdomen thrust into a crevice. Later investigation

usually revealed an irregular mass of yellowish-white eggs one to two
centimeters below the surface; twenty-four to tweuty-nine being the

number counted in each of several clusters. The ovaries were found to

* Psyche, vol., iii, 1886, p. 212.
t In Bull. 15, Ark. Agr. Expt. Station, 1890, p. 10.
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consist of about twenty-five tubes, in each of which there were seven

to eight ova. In the enlarged end of each tube there was a well-devel-

oped ovum; the next was smaller and less developed; the size and

degree of development of the ova decreased toward the small end of

the tube (PI. iv, fig. 11). Observation showed that from twenty-five

to thirty eggs are laid at one time — presumably one from each tube;

dissection would indicate that more than one lot of eggs are deposited,

and this is supported by the extended imago existence, which lasts sev-

eral weeks. If the eeven or eight ova of each tube mature during this

time, a single female is capable of depositing between one hundred and

fifty and two hundred eggs. Examination of two other females resulted

in the finding of twenty-three well formed eggs in one and twenty-six

in the other. In these notes no allowance was made for those destroyed

before they could be counted, of which there were several in each

instance. They adhere together slightly on account of the small

amount of a viscid fluid covering them. There was nothing to show

that the female excavates a nidus; she appears to depend upon finding

a suitable hiding place. The appendages of her abdomen are so slender

that they could hardly be used for excavation. In at least two cases

the eggs were laid in irregular, diffuse masses on the surface of the

sand, there being no crevice. One lot was deposited partly under a

piece of meat, but in most no attention appeared to be paid to the

future wants of the !arv;e.

Eggs and Young Larva.

If the eggs were allowed to lie upon a dry surface they quickly dried

and shriveled up. Two from a lot which subsequently hatched were

placed upon a glass slip. Within thirty minutes they had shrunken to

a noticeable extent, and within three hours they had shriveled up com-

pletely. The shell is thin and must be quite porous.

The Egg.— (PI. iv, fig. 10.) Elliptical oval; long diameter .625 mm.;

short diameter .6 mm. The egg is pale yellow when first laid, turning

in a day or two to sooty-yellow. The shell is finely marked with sub-

hexagonal depressions; in the center of each depression there is a circu-

lar elevation.

Several clusters were dug up immediately after being laid, placed in

vials and covered with about half an inch of moist sand. Most of the

time the vials were kept tightly corked. If moisture gathered abund-

antly on the sides of the vial the cork was removed and some of the

moisture allowed to evaporate. The eggs hatched in from six to seven

days — they were laid in the afternoon and the larvae were found on

the morning of the sixth or seventh day.
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Young larva.— When first hatched the larva is whitish, with a light

brown head. The head soon darkens and the body becomes a gray

color. The general appearance of the larva is that of a caterpillar

(PI. iii, tig. 1), though there is a strange look about it — the antennae

and eyes are unusually prominent. Each antenna is composed of four

segments; the fourth is long and slender; the third is longer, much

stouter and bears a special sense organ (PI. iii, fig. 5 s). Each eye is

composed of a group of about twenty ocelli. A well-marked thoracic

shield occurs upon the first thoracic, and an irregular slightly chitinized

area upon the dorsum of each of the remaining body segments. The

most striking feature of the young larva is the row of annulated, pilose

spines each side of the median line on the abdominal segments, except

on the tenth, which bears a single median process. The spines on the

eighth, ninth, and tenth segments persist through all the larval stages;

those of the others become rudimentary after the first stage. Small

setae with rudimentary ones at their base occur on the body segments;

their relative position and number are shown in PI. iii, figs. 10, 11.

Spiracles occur, as in caterpillars, on the first thoracic and on the eight

anterior abdominal segments; they have a peculiar radiate structure

(PI. iii, fig. 7). The abdominal segments bearing spiracles have each a

pair of rudimentary prolegs, the anterior pair being the most reduced.

On the last segment there is the peculiar, retractile, four-branched anal-

fork of Brauer (PI. iii, fig. 19).

Rapid Growth of Larva.

The larva grows rapidly during its early stages. The first stage lasts

five days; at the end of this time the thoracic segments become thick-

ened considerably; the thoracic shield and the dorsal portion of the old

head-case split along the median line (one was preserved in just this

condition), and through this rent the larva leaves its old skin in much

the same way as many caterpillars. Dull, apparently dead larvae were

repeatedly seen; in many cases this condition was most likely incident

to molting. At the end of the first stage the reduction of the annulated

spines on abdominal segments one to seven to mere rudiments, renders

the recognition of this period easy (PI. iii, fig. la). Between the other

stages there are less marked differences. The segmentation of the body

is plainer and there is also an increase in width of the head. The ratio

between the width of the head in the first and second stages was calcu-

lated, and from this was estimated, by Dyar's rule,* the width of the

* Dyar: Psyche, v, p. 420. 1890.
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head in the succeeding stages. The ratio was found to be 1.178. From
time to time larvre were taken from the cage, measured, and the results

tabulated. A definite increase in the width of the head was attributed

to molting. Considering that the larvae measured came from several

lots of eggs laid at different times, the figures given below are remark-

ably constant. Occasionally a larva would be found with a width of

head intermediate, but most of the time they were easily referred to

one stage or the other. In the earlier stages there was greater constancy,

as one might expect.

Width of Head.

STAGE.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Measured.

0.5625
0.6625
0.7750
0.9375
1.0625
1.3255
1.5000

Calculated

.

0.7800
0.9194
1.0830
1.2760
1.4950

Differences

.0050

.0181

.021 5

.0495

.0050

Proportion-
ate error.*

.0066

,0193

,0183
,0373

,0033.

If this ratio be constant, seven stages were recognized within two

weeks after the first larva was found. It was probably several days

old when found, and there may have been older larvae in the cage.

There could have been none more than six days old at the time, because

it takes six days for the eggs to hatch, and the insects had been in the

cage but twelve days. It is hardly likely that oviposition occurred

during the first few days. The seventh stage was reached within

twenty, and possibly, within sixteen days after the larva emerged from

the egg. In another cage, one reached the sixth stage within twelve

days after it emerged from the egg. That is, it molted six times in

seven or eight days. This result was obtained with larvae of known
age, and the time of the first molt was also known. The

seventh stage was attained by one larva August 14. Up till

August 22 the cige, from which this was taken, was under the closest

supervision, a constant watch being kept for a possible eighth stage.

August 22 a portion of this cage was thoroughly examined and some

twenty larvae removed; but none were larger than those taken earlier.

A close watch was kept on a smaller lot of larvae until September 11>

but no later stage was discovered. It would, therefore, appear that the

seventh stage might be the limit of growth. As the larvae reached

* Obtained by dividing the difference by actual width.
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this stage, they became less active, and not rarely portions of the head

and thorax became incrusted with a thin layer of very fine particles of

sand. Several thus incrusted died, but not so many as to convince one

that this incrustation was the cause. Unfortunately all perished at

this time.

Habits of the Larvae.

Throughout their different stages, the larvae usually harmonize with

their surroundings so closely that it is difficult to detect them. Fre-

quently a slight motion of the earth is the first indication of their

presence. They burrow in the earth, and remain underground much

of the time. Many burrows ran less than one inch below the surface,

although a few extended to a depth of three or four inches. The larva?

may be fed readily upon raw meat placed upon the surface of the ground.

Some time after placing the meat in the cage, they may be found under

it, frequently in a more or less cell- like depression. When in such a

position they rarely try to escape, but trust to their protective resem-

blances, and remain motionless. Around the' edge of the piece of meat

and also under it, the mouths of burrows may be seen and in them the

heads of larva?; when in such positions they dodge back quickly at the

least disturbance. Unless the meat is moved very cautiously the bur-

rows will appear empty; but if quiet is maintained for a few moments,

the heads will soon be seen. The burrows opening under the meat fre-

quently come to the surface a little distance awa}r
, and it is quite easy

to drive a lar^a out of its back-door. Not infrequentl}7- they have been

observed to emerge from a burrow for their feeding. This usually oc-

curred in the afternoon. On one of these occasions a little fellow was

watched through a simple lens. It was interesting to see him bite off

a piece of meat and swallow it with every evidence of satisfaction.

The antenna? were moved back and forth in a most appreciative way.

As the larva? increase in size, more burrows open upon the surface and

they are seen lying at their mouths. One time two were seen out of

adjacent burrows. The larger seized the smaller in the back and tried

to drag it down into its burrow. The smaller was unable to escape,

and when it was pulled away with forceps, the body- wall was rup-

tured. At another time a smaller active larva was seen to attack a

larger inactive one, whi. h, unable to resist, was bitten so severely

that the segment swelled considerably, but was not ruptured.

In a day or two the larger died and was fed upon by its former

persecutor. In several cages there was a marked decrease in the num-

ber of larvae. The foregoing incidents throw light on the mystery.

The weaker probably fell a prey to the rapacity of the stronger. The
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larva? will feed readily upon recently killed caterpillars. Packard

(lo3. cit.
y p. 162) states that the food of the larva is dead animals.

On another occasion a larva was seen moving particles of earth

from the mouth of its burrow, seizing them with its mandibles and

placing them on one side. The larvie burrow slowly; they do not

excavate the earth but compress it by a series of muscular contrac-

tions. They cannot travel readily over moist sand, because particles

adhere to the legs and interfere with their movement. This is

especially true of the anal-fork, which frequently becomes filled with a

mass of sand. If the larvae have a firm surface as a piece of paper or

glass their rate of locomotion will compare favorably with that of

many caterpillars. The method of progression sometimes resembles

that of a geometer. The thoracic legs and the anal-fork are the

principal organs of locomotion, the latter being capable of supporting

the entire body, and upon a hard surface it is used in much the same

way as the anal prolegs of a caterpillar. The rudimentary prolegs

seem of little use. When seized the larva opens its tiny jaws in a

very suggestive way. If dropped into water it quickly sinks and

straightens out apparently dead, but soon revives when removed.

As the larvae were kept under nearly natural conditions, it is quite

likely that they live in much the same way in nature. They burrow

in the ground or wander over the surface and live upon what they can

find. The special sense organ on the antenna probably enables them

to locate the coveted food readily. One afternoon the haunts of

JPanorpa were visited. Several vials were sunk with their mouths just

at the surface of the ground, and bits of meat were placed in them.

Later in the day a JPanorpa larva was found in one of the vials. Not

only do they wander in search of food, but it is also quite likely that

they lie in wait at the mouths of their burrows and capture whatever

may fall within their power.

Length of Larval Existence.

For the remainder of the life-history of this species I can do no

better than quote McLachlan's translation of Brauer's observations

upon an European species:*

" They are full grown in thirty days, and then burrow deeper into

the ground, excavate an oval cell in a small lump of earth, and remain

as larvae for several months before assuming the pupa state. In this

condition they shrivel to one-half of their previous length, the under-

side increases in thickness, and the end of the body is somewhat curved

*ln Trans. Lond. Ent. Soc, 1868, p. 213.
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against the back. If taken out they move slowly and have no power

to walk. The bristles on the last three segments are then partly

broken off."

It is probable that P. rufescens completes its round of life in nearly

the same manner, though, as shown in the preceding, its growth is

more rapid.

Pupa of European Species.

The pupa of an European species of Panorpa, as figured and

described by Westwood,* is inactive. The limbs are laid along the

breast and the antennae along the sides. The head is less elongated

than in the imago. The pupa was found an inch below the surface in

moist earth at the foot of an alder stump.

Bittacus strigosus Hagen.

The general appearance of this insect is quite different from that of

Panorpa. Its body is more slender and the sides more flattened.

Were it not for the long beak, which is much more pointed and especially

adapted for piercing, the relationship between the two genera would

scarcely be suspected. Upon closer examination, however, the affinity

becomes clearer. For example, the venation of the wings in the two

Fig 24.— Venation of Bittacus STRtoosus. The homology of the veins was determined by
Prof. J. H. Comstock

genera is very similar (Fig. 24). The minute mouth-parts and other

organs also show the relationship existing between them.

*Introduct. Class. Insects, vol. ii, pp. 52, 53, figs. 65, 18. 1840.
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Habitat and Appearance.

The moist shady swamps are the delight of this insect. In such

places they may be seen flitting from branch to branch, during July

and early August, rarely retaining one position more than ten minutes.

Their manner of flight and general appearance resembles that of the

Tipula? which abound in the same places, but they never alight vpon

a leaf or branch of any kind
;
they suspend themselves by the long

slender fore limbs (PI. iv, fig. 1), not infrequently using the middle

pair of limbs also.* The limbs of Bittacus are totally unfitted for sup-

porting the owner in the position most insects assume when at rest.

On aflat surface it is nearly helpless; its long legs become entangled, or

if several are in a bottle, a snarled mass of legs with here and there a

body is the result — it cannot even stand on its legs. In their sus-

pended position the fore limbs are bent so as to elevate the head above

the fore femora, thus affording an uninterrupted view. The head is

extended forward, while the slender beak inclines a little from the

horizontal. The diverging antennas curve gracefully backwards. The

wings droop beside the bod y and cover the abdomen. One leg or the

two of the middle pair not used in supporting the insect, extend at an

oblique angle from the body. The hind femora are nearly vertical,

the tibia? incline forward, while the tarsi hang in a peculiar drooping

curve. The general appearance of the insect in this position is not

very unlike a bit of dried, dangling foliage.

Method of Capturing Prey.

The position appears restful and one might almost think the insect

asleep. It is very far from that, as many a small insect could testify,

were it still alive. The small fly that ventures within reach of the long,

dangling legs imperils its life. In a second those well-armed tarsi (PI. iv,.

fig. 2) seize the unfortunate, the fourth and fifth segments of the tarsus

shutting together like the jaws of a trap (shown at a) — the teeth upon

their apposing surfaces (shown at b andc) ; and also the large spines on the

second and third segments, especially of the hind leg (shown in outline

at d and e). The struggle is usually short; two, three, or four of those

long legs lay hold of the captive and soon bring it within reach of the

sharp beak. It is only a minute's work to pierce a soft part of the

body and suck the victim's blood, when the lifeless remains are dropped

to the ground and the insatiate insect is ready for the next. If a large

* Baron Osten-Sacken has contributed an interesting observation upon the habits of B.
opterus. The insect is not rare in open grassy places in parts of California and it " replaces
tne want of wings by a erea*: dexteHtv in climbing, swinging itself, monkey-like, from halm
to halm, often suspended only by the front tarsi.'" One was observed devouring a Tu-ula.—
C. V. Riley, in Am. Nat., July, 1882, pp. 596-!9;.
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fly is seized, Bittacus would sooner be torn from its support than relin-

quish its hold upon the prey. One was seen ia the field just after she

had seized a rather large fly; twice she was torn from the supporting

stem and fcrced to fly a short distance, still holding her prey. After

quite a struggle the rly was killed. Bittacus will touch nothing but

living insects, so far as known. One female killed four house-flies in

a day; on another she killed three. In nature they undoubtedly

destroy large numbers of insects; flies seemed to be preferred, though

some small Capsida?, Coleoptera, and Hymenoptera were killed by con-

fined individuals. As they are such voracious feeders and by no

means rare, since hundreds were seen flitting in the woods inhabited

by them, the genus may be ranked among the beneficial insects. It

appears to be rather local and, therefore, of little importance in an

economic way. In the woods where they abounded the conditions

seemed favorable for the multiplication of mosquitoes, yet they were

not abundant; possibly their numbers were reduced by the blood-

thirsty Bittacus.

Habits of European Species.

The following is Dr. Packard's {loc. cit., p. 162) rendering of

Brauer's account of an European species: "The imagines, or

adult flies, live in a sort of a chamber covered in by leaves,

grasses, nettles, etc., forming an airy abode or vivarium. Here

they feed upon such flies as enter their habitation. The flies

die after laying their eggs in the soil, and the earth at the

bottom of the chamber dries up, but in the following April,

when the soil is again wet by the spring rains, the larva? hatch out.

And now a remarkable fact has been noticed by Brauer. He has

observed that if the marshy or wet ground where the female Bittaci

customarily lay their eggs does not dry up, no females appear until the

second year following; so that the eggs lie over unhatched two years.

The first condition of their hatching is a complete drying of the earth

in which the eggs lie; the second condition is a succeeding thorough

wetting of the ground in spring. If the ground remains dry from

want of snow in the winter or of rain in the spring, and there follows

in the next summer a very thorough wetting of the soil, then the time

of appearance of the adult will be retarded three or four months."

In this country no vivarium or chamber has been found as yet.

The insects were observed for hours in their native haunts, where

they were seen to rise in numbers from low bushes and ferns upon

the approach of an intruder, yet they were rarely seen within three

inches of the ground. In this connection it would be interesting
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to learn how this airy chamber or vivarium was constructed. On the

ground, as before stated, the insects appear nearly helpless. When
suspended from the branches they could easily pull leaves, etc.,

together, but they appear to have no means of fastening them in

place. This interesting habit does not seem to be common to any

American species yet observed.

A Remarkable Organ.

Arising between the large appendages of the tenth abdominal

segment of the male there is a most remarkable median organ; it is a long,

slender filament of chitine coiled up like the proboscis of a butterfly

(PI. iii, fig. 14 f). It is also represented partly extended in figure

15 f. When stretched out it would quickly spring back to its original

position upon being released. This was observed upon males that had

been dead some forty hours and also upon alcoholic specimens. The
insect cau uncoil this filament. It appears like the rudiment of a once

important organ.

Egg-laying Habits.

The perfect state lasts a number of days and possibly a month or

more. Owing to their requiring living food, it was difficult to keep the

insects alive when in confinement. A female of B. pilicornis Westw
was kept five days; during that period she killed eight house-flies, and

there were times when she would have been glad of more. The first

day of confinement she laid one egg and several each day thereafter;

before dying, thirty were deposited. This species was less abundant

at Ithaca and appeared much less vigorous than B. strigosus. Several

examples of B. strigosus with well-distended abdomens were dissected;

they were found to contain fourteen, sixteen, and nineteen eggs,

respectively, yet the abdomens were apparently as large as that of

B. pilicornis, which laid thirty eggs. From the above it would seem

that the eggs develop and are produced a few at a time during the

greater part of the adult existence. These insects die very soon if

deprived of food, most of them living but a day after capture unless

well supplied with small insects. So far as observed, ovipo^ition con-

sists simply of extruding the egg and allowing it to drop at random.

It has a hard f-hell and a tough inner membrane, differing in this

respect from that of Panorpa.

The egg.— Subcuboidal; long diameter, .8125 mm.: short diameter,

.6875 mm. Color, dark brown. Shell hard, tuberculate. It appears
like the "frass" of a caterpillar (PI. iv., fig. 9).
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Larval and Pupal Stages of European Species.

In all probability our American species winter in the egg state. The

larva? have not been seen by me. The following is abridged from

Packard's (loc. cit., pp. 163, 164) rendering of Brauer's observations upon

European species. The larva1 of Bittacus do not burrow in the ground as

dotho-e of PanorpO) but remain on the surface and secrete themselves

under leaves, etc. ; like Panorpa, the larva? feed readily upon meat.

They differ from that of Panorpa in the possession of "two rows

of dorsal spiny tubercles which end in long stiff filaments, and which

extend from behind the head to the tail." They are reddish-gray in

color and their hairs resemble particles of earth or bits of vegetation

and thus aid in concealing the possessor. " At the least disturbance

they assume an erect position, throwing the body into the shape of an

S, or they roll up spirally like a saw-fly larva and fall into the cracks

in the ground." They pupate in a cell one or two inches below the

surface, in which the larvse remain ten days before pupation. The

pupa state lasts fourteen days.

Partial Bibliography of Panorpa and Bittacus.

Kirby-Spence: Entomology, 1828, i, p. 274; ii, p. 253 (habits, brief).

Westwood: Introduct. Mod. Class. Ins., ii, 1840, pp. 52-54, f. 65, 9-19 (natural

history in brief); in Trans. Ent. Soc. Lon., iv, p. 1 (monograph

of Panorpa)

.

Fitch: in Am. Quart. Journ. Agr. and Science, May, 1847, v, p. 274; the

same republished, in Lintners 2d Rept. Ins. N. Y., 1885, p. 236

(reference to Panorpa); 14th Rept. Noxious and Other Ins. X. Y..

1872, pp. 374-376 (characters of Panorpa and Bittacus).

Hagen: Syn. Neur. N. Am., 1861, pp. 241-248 (Panorpa and Bittacus,

description of species).

Harris: Insects Inj. to Veg., 1862, p. 600 (reference to Bittacus}.

Brauer: Verhandl. der k. k. zool. bot. Gesellschaft, xiii, 1863, p. 310, Taf. 13,

14 (descriptions of larvae and life-history of Panorpa communis
and Bittacus italicus Mill).).

McLachlan: in Trans. Ent. Soc. Lon., 1868, p. 208, pi. xi (after Brauer).

GUIER: Ins.World. 1868, pp. 428 430, figs. 410-413 (popular account of habits.)

Packard: Guide Study Insects, 1869, pp. 618-615, f . 605 (general account); in

3d Rept. U. S. Ent. Comm., 1883, p. 342, pis. lix, lx (structure);

in Am. Nat., Sept., 1883, pp. 936-937 (larval characters of Panorpa
and Bittacus); in Kingsley's Stand. Nat. Hist., ii, Crust, and Ins.,

1884, pp. 161-163, f. 235 (life-history after Brauer); Zool. for High
Schools.and Coll., 1886, p. 350; Ent. for Beginn., 1888, p. 89, f. 81

(brief account); in Psyche, v, 1889, pp. 159-164 (on occurrence of

taste organs in Mecoptera); p. 194 (mouth parts of Panorpa and

Boreus)

.
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Pettit: in Can. Ent., vi, 1874, p. 45 (lists P. rufescens).

Scientific Auier., The Scorpion-Fly, xxxii, 1875, p. 327 (popular

account of its habits).

Manx: Psyche, ii, 1877, p 94 (reference to preceding).

Scudder: in Bull'. U. S. Geol. Geog. Surv., iv. no. 2, 1878, pp. 540-542; in

Zittel's Handbuch der Palaeontologie, 1885, pp. 777-778; English

version of same in Bull. no. 31 U. S. Geol. Surv., 1886, p. 57; in

U.S. Geol. Surv. Terr., xiii, 1890, pp. 147, 172-176 (three fossil

species of Bittacus and two of Panorpa).

Psyche, iii, 1881, p. 212 {Panorpa eating portions of fish on a sunny

bank).

Osten-Sacken: in Wien. Ent. Zeitung, May, 1882, p. 123 (habits of Bittacus

upterus in Cal
.
)

.

Riley: in Am. Nat., July, 1882, pp. 596-597 (notices the preceding); Pt. F.

Bull. 39 U. S. Nat. Museum, 1892. p. 23 (characters and habits

of Panorpa, brief).

Ltntner: in Psyche, iv, 1833, p. 102; 2d Rept. Ins. N. Y., 1885, p. 213 (refer-

ence to genitalia of Panorpa).

Comstock: Introduct. Entomol., 1883, pp. 228-230, figs. 194, 195 (brief account

of habits).

Smith: Cat. Ins. N. J., in Final Rept. State Geol., ii, 1890, p. 463 (species of

Panorpa and Bittacus); in Insect Life, v, 1893, p. 162 (figures

maxilla of Bittacus)-, in Rept. N. J. Agr. Coll. Expt. Stat, for

1893, 1894, pp. 501, 502 (brief account).

Hyatt: Guides for Science Teaching, viii, Insecta, 1890, pp. 176-177, fig. 123

(general account).

Dayis: Bull. 15 Ark. Agr. Expt. Station, 1890, p. 10 {Panorpa sp. attacking

cotton-worm)

.

Riley-Howard : Insect Life, iii, 1891, p. 306 {Panorpa sp. preying upon
cotton-worm).

Banks: in Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, 1892, xix, p. 338 (key to genera of Mecop-

tera); pp. 361-362 (list of species); in id., xxii, 1895, pp. 315, 316

(table of species; description of new species).

Wheeler: in Psyche, vi, 1893, p. 539 (number of Malpighian vessels in

Panorpa).

Comstocks: Man. Stul. Ins., 1895, pp. 181, 185, figs. 223, 224 (as in Introduc.

Entomol.).

Kellogg: in Am. Nat., xxix, Aug., 1895, Affin. Lepid. Wing, pp. 714,

717-718, figs. 6 and 10 (characters of wings of Panorpa and
method of synchronizing their action)

.

Slosson: in Ent. News, vi, 1895, p. 321 {Panorpa Canadensis Bks. and
P. subfurcata West, taken on Mt. Washington, altitude 5500 feet).
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Explanation of Plate III.

Panorpa rufescens.
Larva

.

Fig. 1 .—Lateral aspect of first stage: la, rudimentary annulated spine of 7th

abdominal segment in 2d stage; 16, the annulated spine of 8th

abdominal segment in do; lc, abnormal bifiurcate spine of 10th

abdominal segment.

Fig. 2.— Ventral aspect of head: e, eye; p, maxillary palpus.

Fig. 3.—Dorsal aspect of head: a, antenna; e, eye.

Fig. 4.—One of the eyes, showing distribution of ocelli.

Fig. 5.—Antenna, showing special sense organ at s.

Fig. 6.—Mandible.

Fig. 7.—Thoracic spiracle in first stage.

Fig. 10.—Arrangement of setae on 3d thoracic segment; diagrammatic.

Fig. 11.—The same of the 1st abdominal segment.

Fig. 19.—Anal-fork extended, latero-caudal aspect.

Fig. 21.—Portion of the maxilla; p, palpus.

Imago.

Fig. 8.—Lateral aspect of 9th abdominal segment of male: v, valve.

Fig. 12.—Ventral aspect of 10th abdominal segment of male: h, harpe;

u, uncus; I, lower limb of uncus; i, inner harpe.

Fig. 9.—Internal aspect of ventral portion of 9th abdominal segment of

female.

Fig. 16.—Dorsal aspect of 9th and 10th segments of female abdomen: a, seg-

mented appendage.

Fig. 17.—Lateral aspect of 8th, 9th, and 10th segments of female abdomen:

a, segmented appendage.

Bittacus strigosus.

Imago.

Fig. 20.—Internal aspect of right valve.

Fig. 13.—Cephalo-lateral aspect of 9th abdominal segment: li, harpe; u, uncus.

Fig. 14.—The same of 10th abdominal segment: i, inner harpe; /, chitinous

filament.

Fig. 15.—Chitinous filament partially uncoiled: i, inner harpe; /, filament.

Fig. 18.—Dorsal aspect of 9th and 10th abdominal segments of female:

a, unsegmented appendage.

All the drawings, except figures 19 and 21, were made with the aid of the

camera lucida . All the figures are greatly enlarged

.
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Explanation of Plate IV.

Fig. 1.—Natural position of Bittacus strigosus . Drawn from a photograph

of the living insect (enlarged).

Fig. 2.—Fore tarsus of B. strigosus: a, 4th and 5th segments apposed;

b, teeth of 5th enlarged; c, do. of 4th; d, armature of 3d on mid-

dle legs; e, the same of 2d and 3d segments of hind legs.

Fig. 3.—Fore leg of Panorpa rufescens.

Fig. 4.—Lateral aspect of the head of P. rufescens.

Fig . 5 .—Front of same

.

Fig. 6.—Portions of the fourth and fifth abdominal segments of P. rufescens,

showing the dorsal abdominal organ of the male.

Fig. 7.—Terminal antennal segment of B. strigosus.

Fig. 8.—Three antennal segments, 8th, 9th and 10th, of P. rufescens.

Fig. 9.—Egg of B. strigosus.

Fig. 10.—Egg of P. rufescens.

Fig. 11.—A single ovarian tube of P. rufescens.

Fig. 12.—Lateral aspect of male abdomen of P. rufescens.

Figures 4, 5, 9, 10, 12 were drawn by aid of the camera lucida; the others,

to scale. Figures 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 greatly enlarged; figures 4, 5, 12

moderately enlarged

.
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(B.)

LIST OF DATES OF COLLECTIONS OF LEPIDOPTERA

(HETEROCERA).

The time of appearance of insects in their perfect stage is an

important and essential part of their life-history. It is of special

importance in the injurious species, in enabling us often to guard

against the deposit of their eggs, or to destroy the larvae at their

earliest appearance before serious injury has been committed by

them.

The following list is from unpublished memoranda made in

the year 1874 of species taken either in Albany or Schenectady,

New York. Similar lists for the years 1869, 1870, 1872 and 1875

may be found in Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 of my " Entomological Con-

tributions."
Spbingid^

Philampelus Pandorus (Hiibn.) August 18.

Philampelus Achemon (Drury) August 25

.

Ampelophaga Myron (Cram.) - June 24.

Ceratomia Amyntor (Hiibn.) July 10; Sept. 22.

Bombycid^e
Alypia octomaculata (Fabr.) June 9.

Eudryas grata (Fabr.) June 27.

Euphanessa mendica (Walk.) July 7, 8, 12, 13, 17, t21.

Arctia parthenice (Kirby) August 23.

Pyrrharctia isabella (Sm.-Abb.) June 28.

Spilosoma virginica (Fabr.) June 12.

Euchsetes egle (Drury) June 24.

Halisidota tessellaris (Sm . -Abb . ) July 21

.

Orgyia leucostigraa (Sm.-Abb.) July 9, 15.

Heterocampa marthesia (Cram.) July 14.

Attacus Cecropia (Linn.) June 26.

Actias luna (Linn.) June 18.

Telea Polyphemus (Cram.) June 26.

Hyperchiria Io (Fabr.) July 1. 3.

Eacles imperialis (Drury) July 8; August 24.

Clisiocampa Americana Harris June 30

.

Noctuid^e
Pseudothyatira expultrix Grote July 1, 5.

Acronycta morula Gr.-Rob June 30.

61
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Acronycta funeralis Gr.-Rob . August 8.

Acronycta hamamelis Guen. June 14.

Acronycta dissecta Gr.-Rob June 24.

Agrotis badicollis Grote August 24.

Agrotis prasina (Fabr .) August 22

.

Agrotis c-nigrum (Linn.) July 5, 8.

Agrotis plecta (Linn.) June 6, 30.

Agrotis haruspica Grote July 21

.

Agrotis clandestina (Harris) June 24.

Agrotis subgothica (Haw.) August 22, 31.

Agrotis tricosa Lintn August 11, 29, 31.

Agrotis herilis Grote July 3, 12.

Mamestra meditata Grote September 30.

Mamestra grandis (Boisd.) June 15.

Mamestra trifolii (Rott.) June 6.

Mamestra adjuncta (Boisd.) June 3; July 17.

Mamestra renigera (Steph.) August 20.

Hadena passer (Guen.) June 17; July 1.

Hadena finitima (Guen!) June 13.

Hadena lateritia (Hufn.) . . August 22, 25.

Hadena devastatrix (Brace) August 28.

Hadena arctica (Boisd.) June 13; July 1, 5,21.

Hadena fractilinea Grote August 22; Sept. 20.

Hyppa xylinoides (Guen.) June 7; August 22.

Euplexia lucipara (Linn.) July 17.

Nephelodes violans Guen August 29

.

Helotropha reniformis Grote August 10, 25.

Hydroecia sera Gr.-Rob July 6, 17.

Hydrcecia nictitans (Linn .) July 21

.

Leucania albilinea (Hubn.) August 10, 17, 21.

Leucania unipuncta (Haw.) July 5, 8.

Leucania pseudargyria Guea June 13, 21, 31.

Ufeus satyricus Grote April 25

.

Adipsophanes miscellus Grote August 9.

Crambodes talidiformis Guen June 22; July 20.

Caradrina miranda Grote August 16.

Caradrina multifera Walk , September 5.

Orthosia bicolorago (Guen.) October 14, 18.

Morrisonia confusor (Hiibn.) May 13.

Cucullia asteroides Guen August 23

.

Plusia eerea (Hilbn.) July 21; August 23.

Plusia aeroides Grote July 21.

Plusia precationis Guen July 26

.

Erastria synochitis Gr.-Rob July 9.

Erastria muscosula Guen July 10.

Erastria apicosa (Haw.) July 17.

Catocala nubilis (Hiibn.) July 14.

Parallelia bistriaris (Hubn.) June 26, 30.

Pityolita pedipalalis (Guen .) June 21

.

Renia discoloralis Guen Aug. 3.
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Geometrid^e

Prochoerodes transversata (Drury) Aug. 6, 7, 11.

Tetracis crocallata Guen June 13.

Tetracis lorata (Grote) June 13.

Angerona crocatoria (Fabr.) July 10.

Acidalia enucleata Guen July 20.

Stegania pustularia Guen July 7.

Hseinatopis grataria (Fabr.) June 22.

Hemerophila unitaria Her.-Sch July 3.

Heterophleps triguttata Her.-Sch June22; July21; Aug.22

Petrophora diversilineata Hi'ibn July 1.

Plemyria fluviata Hi'ibn July 21.

Pyralid^e

Desmia maculalis Westiv Aug. 1, 9.

Botis marculenta Gr.-Rob July 21.

Botis acutella Walker June 11.

Botis ferrugalis Hi'ibn Aug. 7.

Botis unifascialis Pack June 1, 3.

Botis theseusalis Walk June 27, 28.

Botis adipaloides Gr.-Rob July 12.

Evergestis straminalis Hi'ibn Aug. 20, 22, 23.

Cordylopeza nigrinodes Zeller July 21.

Pyralis farinalis Linn June 3, 4
;
July 5, 8.

Pyralis costalis Fabr July 7, 8.

TORTRICIDjE

Cacoecia purpurana (Clem.) July 10.

Gacoecia cerasivorana (Fitch) July 19.

Cacoecia argyrospila (Walk.) June 2, 22, 26.

Lozotsenia afflictana ( Walk . ) May 21

.

Ptycholoma persicana (Clem.) June 9.

Pandemis limitata (Rob.) July 10.

Tortrix fumiferana Clem .... July 7

.

Cenopis reticulatana (Clem.) July 22.

Cenopis Pettittana (Rob.) July 1.

Amphisa discopunctana (Clem.) June 30.

Exartema permundana Clem July 10.

Exartema exoleta Zeller July 14.

Penthina nimbatana (Clem .) June 23

.

Penthina chionosema Zeller June 18.

Sericoris instrutana Clem June 22.

Sericoris campestrana Zeller June 19.

Tmetocera ocellana (Schiff.) June 26.

Phoxopteris semiovana Zeller May 29

.

Carpocapsa pomonella (Linn) May 28.



(C)

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS OF THE ENTOMOLOGIST.

The following is a list of the principal publications of the

Entomologist during the years 1893 and 1894 (100), giving title,

place, and date, and a summary of contents of each. .

How to Prevent the Ravages of the Cabbage-Maggot. (Garden-

ing, for February 1, 1893, i, p. 155, figs. 1-3 — 92 cm.)

As the effectiveness of remedies are often influenced by soil and other con-

ditions, the following are noticed and commended: Tobacco; lime; burdock

decoction; tansy decoction; kerosene emulsion; night-soil; soot; hellebore;

liquid manure. More effective than any of these as a preventive — the

tarred-paper protectors designed by Prof. E. S. Goff are described and illus-

trated, with method of making, and mention of results obtained from their

use.

A Destructive Elm-Tree Bark-Borer. (Garden and Forest, for

February 15, 1893, vi, p. 76 — 29 cm.)

The white elm, Ulmus Americana, in New York and other Northern

States is being injured and killed by the burrowing in the inner bark and

sap-wood of the longicorn beetle, Saperda tridentata Oliv. A coating, con.

taining carbolic acid and Paris green to deter from oviposition and to kill the

larvae in entering the bark, is recommended. A better remedy would be to

remove the outer bark until the burrows are reached, and then apply kero-

sene emulsion to kill the grubs or pupae. The experiment of M. Robert, in

France, is related, of killing the Scolytus in elms by removing all of the outer

bark in two thousand elms, and in removing strips of the bark two inches

wide from the ground to the boughs. The four insects operating on our elms

and threatening their destruction are noticed. Fears expressed lest the elm

is a doomed tree.

Plant-Lice. (Country Gentleman, for March 9, 1S93, lviii, p. 186,

c. 3 — 12 cm.)

Inquiry is made, from Nassau, N. Y., of means for destroying lice on roots

of vegetables in gardens. But few species of plant-lice are known to operate

in the above manner. Only five are recalled (named with their food-plants).

Several of the flowering plants are subject to root attack. For remedies

tobacco water is thought the best; others that may be experimented with are

hot water, kerosene emulsion, common soapsuds, whale-oil soapsuds, pyre-

thrum water, hellebore tea, alum water, and lime water. Lime or wood ashes

washed into the soil may serve as preventives.
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The Angoumois-Moth, Sitotroga cerealella. (Country Gentleman,

for March 9, 1893, lviii, pp. 188-9, cols. 4, 1, 2 — 68 cm.)

Replying to inquiry of the insect infesting wheat in York county, Penn.,

is given : its operations in Europe; its history in the United States; is

a southern species, and rare in the State of New York; notice of the few

occasions in which it has been observed in this State, in museums at Albany

and Geneva, and in grain stores — probably not attacking grain in the field;

a Catolaccus parasite reared from infested corn; number of broods varying

with the latitude and temperature, from two to eight; broods in Pennsyl-

vania; the grain heated by the gnawing of the larvae; the flour produced

from infested wheat unwholesome and producing disease; bisulphide of car-

bon remdy for the insect when within the grain.

[Extended in pp. 377-386, of this Report (x).]

Keport of the Committee on Entomology. (Proceedings of the

Western New York Horticultural Society, for January, 1893,

pp. 28-43. Also, separate, with cover and title, March 21,

1893, 16 pp.) Head before the society at its annual meeting,

January 26, 1893.

Notices as follows: Remarkable exemption from insect injuries during the

year. Various pests of the year (twelve species remarked upon). The Gypsy-

moth. Ocneria dispar, in Massachusetts — work done for its extermination.

A destructive shade-tree pest, Zeuzera pyrina— its spread and injuries. An
elm-tree bark-borer, Saperda tridentata — its work and remedies for it.

Experiment Station publications — insects attacks discovered by them — ten

noted. Spraying and insecticides — results during the year and new
insecticides introduced. Bounties for insect pests— offered in Newton,

Mass., and what may be done in like manner elsewhere.

[Published in the Ninth Report on the Insects of New York, 1893, pp.

422-437.]

The Periodical Cicada. (Country Gentleman, for March 23, 1893,

lviii, p. 226, col. 3— 20 cm.)

Replying to inquiries from Plainfield, N. J.— This will not be a locust year

in New Jersey or in New York. Next year an extensive brood will appear

along the Hudson river valley, and in parts of Connecticut, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia. It probably will not be abundant in

the vicinity of Plainfield, N. J. Fruit-trees are often injured by it, nurseries

and young orchards especially. Its injuries through oviposition cannot

be prevented by applications to the trees. It may be more easily killed before

it becomes winged; and the mature insect may be driven from orchards by
taking advantage of high winds.
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Mites Attacking Mushrooms. (Country Gentleman, for March

23, 1693, lviii, pp. 228-9, cols. 4, 1— 27 cm.)

" Some small reddish crawling lice," reported from Newburgh, N. Y., as

infesting " by millions," a large mushroom bed in a steam-heated cellar, are

doubtless mites. Examples should have been sent for name. Mention of a

mushroom cellar on the imperial farm at Vincennes, France, infested with

immense numbers of mites of a gray color. Tyroglyphus rostroserratus

infests mushroom beds in the vicinity of Paris— also of a gray color. A
new species of Rhizoglyphus occurring in pits in mushrooms was lately

received from Suffolk county, L. I. The Newburgh species may be Bryobia

pratensis which often enters buildings. Sulphur commended for killing the

mites, and how used; bisulphide of carbon might also be tried, in manner
directed.

[^ee pages 449, 450 of this Report (x).]

Flower Crickets and Apple Twigs. (Country Gentleman, for

March 30, 1893, lviii, p. 246, col. 2 — 17 cm.)

Eggs in apple twig from Fremont county, Colorado, are those of one of the

flower crickets, but of which species cannot be determined Mr. Allis, of

Adrian, Mich., is of the opinion that CEcanthus niveus is confined to the apple

and other hard wood, while the opposition usually referred to this species as

found in canes and grapevines belongs to CEcanthus fascialus . The oviposi-

tion of these crickets needs further observation and study.

But little harm can result to apple-trees from these egg deposits . The

harm is more than counterbalanced by the good done in the large number

of plant-lice eaten by CEcanthus in its early stages.

The Onion- Fly— Phorbia ceparum. (Country Gentleman, for

March 30, 1893, lviii, p. 246, c. 2, 3 —20 cm.)

The onion-fly [replying to inquiry] is distinct from the cabbage-fly,

Anthomyia brassicai Bouche, although so similar that the same preventives

and remedies may be used for each

.

A strongly-recommended remedy is the burdock infusion, of which the

method of making is given. Other remedies are kerosene emulsion, tansy

decoction, whale-oil soap solution, soot and water, and liquid manures.

As a preventive, is given— the preparation of the soil by deep working,

manuring, and rolling. Also, directions for removing infested plants from
the ground and for their disposal

.

Miss Ormerod's Eeport. (Country Gentleman, for April 13,

1893, lviii, p. 289, c. 2— 35 cm.)

Miss Ormerod's work in economic entomology commended ; the value of her

reports enhanced by their prompt publication: their satisfactory appearance;

convenient arrangement of their material; contents of the 16th report; an in-

teresting notice of " club-root." Nearly half the infestations noticed occur

also in the United States . Credit due the author for her successful intro-

duction in England of spraying with Paris green and water for insect pests

.
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Myriapods and Mites in " Scabby " Potatoes. (Country Gentle-

man, for April 27, 18^3, lviii, p. 329, cols. 1, 2— 37 cm.)

Potatoes from Scarsdale, N. Y., show numerous deep cavities which con-

tain many "thousand-legged" worms, of the species known as Julus

cozruleociiictus Wood, which is at times quite injurious to potatoes. Neither

they nor wire-worms nor earth-worms or mites cause the "scab" with

which they are often associated, but are drawn to it as an attractive feeding

ground. The "scab" is caused by the fungus Oospora scabies Thaxter;

bacteria presence sometimes accompanies it. Five of the best preventives

of the scab are named. Thousand-legged worms are difficult to contend

with; perhaps gas-lime or kainit may arrest their injuries. Mites also

occupied the cavities with the Julidce, perhaps referable to Rhizoglyphus

phylloxera?. Another instance of its occurrence cited, as also of other

species of mites at another time

.

[Extended in pages 445-449 of this Report (x).]

Spraying for Codling-Moth. (Country Gentleman, for April 27,

1893, lviii, p. 329, c. 2, 3— 19 cm.)

In reply to questions — spray soon after the blossoms fall; a second spray-

ing may be made a week or two thereafter; is hardly necessary to spray for

the second brood of moths; the arsenites are preferable for the purpose to

other insecticides; ordinary soapsuds would not suffice— a strong soap

solution might answer; tobacco solution could not be depended upon, but

it might repel oviposition

.

[Insects on Lettuce and Cabbage.] (Gardening, for May J, 1893,

i, p. 264, c. 2— 14 cm.)

Replying to inquiries from Medical Lake, Washington : The caterpillar

injuring lettuce was probably Plasia simplex; the one burrowing into the

heads of summer cabbage and causing wilting and rot, was probably Plusia

brassicce. The Plusias may be killed by air-slaked lime, or by pyrethrum

powder, or by hot water.

The plant-lice on cabbage, Aphis brassicat, should be sprayed from the

under side of the leaves with soapsuds.

The Clover-Hay Worm — Fyralis Costalis (Fabr.). (Country

Gentleman, for May 4, 1893, lviii, p. 349, c. 1-3 — 70 cm.)

Appearance of the cocoons; diversity in its scientific designation; features

of the Pyralidce; description of the moth and of the caterpillar; injuries not

reported from the insect in Europe; injuries recorded in the United States

by Walsh; life-history as given by Riley; additional information by Prof.

Webster; extent of its injuries to hay; feeds on timothy and possibly straw
preventives and remedies; farther study needed.
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When to Spray. (Country Gentleman, for May 11, 1893, lviii,

p. 368, c. 2 — 15 cm.)

In answer to inquiries from Brockport, N. Y. : Spray for the canker-worm

with Paris green when the apple-tree buds are opening, again before blossom-

ing. For the codling-moth, after the blossoms have fallen, and again a week
or ten days later. For preventive of apple scab, spray with a solution of

copper sulphate before growth starts, or with ammoniacal solution of copper

carbonate. For pear-tree blight, spray with the last-named solution as the

leaves begin to open, and repeat two or three times at intervals of two

weeks. For quince-tree blight, same as preceding. A formula is given for

an insecticide and fungicide combined.

Clover-Leaf Weevil. (Country G-entleman, for May 18, 1893,

lviii, p. 386, c. 4 — 29 cm.)

Clover fields in Hillsboro, Va., injured by the clover-leaf weevil, Phytono-

mus punctatus. Imported from Europe; when first noticed; distribution;

ravages arrested by fungus attack; indication of attack; habits, life-history

and figures in the Country Gentleman, for May 29, 1889, in the Annual

Report of the Department of Agriculture for 1881, and in the First Report

on the Insects of New York. Two remedies: Plowing the field before the

larvae have matured; crushing the larvae by going over the field after dark

with a heavy roller.

Apple-Tree Borer. (Country Gentleman, for May 18, 1893, lviii,

p. 387, c. 1 — 17 cm.)

Two pupae sent from Fairlee, Md. , found in the trunk of an apple-tree are

those of the apple-tree borer, Saperda Candida Fabr . Chrysobothris femor-

ata (Fabr.) — also an apple-tree borer, is referred to. Probing the Saperda

burrow with a wire is the remedy usually employed. A newspaper

arranged according to directions given, around the base of the tree, is

claimed to be an effectual preventive

.

The Bud-Worm. (Country Gentleman, for May 18, 1893, lviii,

p. 387, c. 1 — 14 cm.)

The best remedyknown for the bud-moth [Tmetocera ocellana] is spraying

with Paris green just as the buds begin to open. Paris green may be used

in a stronger solution without injuring the opening buds, if combined with

Bordeaux mixture, than if used alone . Bordeaux mixture would also ward
off the very prevalent apple-scab.

A Danger to Apple Buds. (The New York Homestead, for May
25, 1893, xxvii, p. 23G, c. 4— 18 cm.)

The insect eating into the apple buds at Lancaster, N. Y., is the " bud-

worm " of Tmetocera ocellana. Its injuries, appearance, and habits are

given. Its rapid increase necessitates effort for its arrest. How and when
the Paris green spray should be applied

.
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The Pear-Midge. (Albany Evening Journal, for May SO, 1893,

p. 6, c. 5— 8 cm.)

The pear-midge has made its appearance in Columbia and Greene counties

in this State. When first observed; an introduced insect; nature of its

injuries; preference for the Lawrence pear.

The Invasion of Plant-Lice in New York. (American Farmer,

lxxiv, for June 1, 1893, p. 1, c. 4— fc28 cm.)

The apple-tree aphis, Aphis mali, is unusually abundant, apparently

throughout the State. Importance of reducing it by spraying. The early

rains do not seem to have materially diminished it. Anxiety of the hop-

growers lest the conditions favorable to aphis multiplication this year

should so increase the hop-vine aphis that its injuries of 1886 shall be

repeated; they are urged to watch for its first appearnce and at once spray

for it. The " hop-washings" in England.

[See pages 426-429 of this Report (x).]

The Apple-Tree Aphis. (Country Gentleman, for June 8, 1893,

lviii, p. 419, c. 2 — 15 cm.)

Replying to an inquiry from Seneca county, N. Y. : The aphis may occur

on the opening buds without blighting the blossoms. Young aphides are

destroyed by heavy rainfalls. Their multiplication may seriously impair

fruit crops. Young apple trees may be killed by aphis attack. Importance

of spraying to prevent injury just after the aphides have hatched.

Some Potato Pests. (Country Gentleman, for June 8, 1893,

lviii, p. 41^, c. 2, 3 — 18 cm.)

A "small black flea" perforating the leaves of potatoes in Scarsdale,

N. Y., is the cucumber flea-beetle, Crepidodera cucumeris. Its food-plants

and remedies.

Wire-worms and thousand-legged worm, Julus cceruleocinctus, referred to

as operating on field potatoes. J. cceruleocinctus not the cause of the

scab.—See Country Gentleman, for April 27, 1893, p. 329. Kainit given as

a remedy for the thousand-legged worm. Wire-worms would not be killed

by kainit unless applied in too expensive quantities

.

A Greenhouse Pest. (Gardening, for June 15, 1893, i, p. 313,

c. 1-3 — 61 cm.)

Reply made to a communication from Boise, Idaho, of flies injuring

plants in a greenhouse :— The fly seems to be an undescribed species. It is

one of the " midges " and belongs to the genus Sciara, and according to

Mr. R. H. Meade, near to the European S. nervosa. Some of the flies, re-

ceived in 1889 from a gentleman in Albany as injuring mushrooms, were
sent to Mr. William Falconer. He states that "he had never regarded them
as injurious to mushrooms, although there were thousands of them in the

62
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mushroom cellars." Remedy, pyrethrum powder. The Sciarse are numer-

ous in species, both in this country and in Europe. Little careful study has

been given them. Two species of Sciara— " the yellow-fever fly " and 1
' the

snake-worm"— are referred to.

[Extended in pages 397-399 of this Report (x).]

The Apple-Tree Aphis. (American Farmer, for June 15, 1893,

lxxiv, p. 8, c. 6— 41 cm.)

Whether the unusual abundance of aphides this year will prove destructive

to fruit crops will depend largely on meteorological and other conditions

that can not be foretold. Recent protracted rains have destroyed large

numbers. Nursery trees are frequently killed by them. The apple-tree

aphis is vulnerable to proper spraying during a few days of its life,

just after hatching. The eggs can not be killed by the winter spraying

formerly recommended. Kerosene emulsion, tobacco water, and soapsuds

are the best insecticides for the apple aphis. How to kill the bud-worm of

Tmetocera ocellana.

Immense Swarms of a Butterfly. (New York Homestead, for

June 22, 1893, xxvii, p. 273, c. 1, 2— 19 cm.)

Butterflies sent from Kansas, occurring in immense companies, are the

milk-weed butterfly, Danais Archippus (Fabr.). It is noted for its congre-

gating in millions for southern migration in September. Accounts by

Thaxtpr, Dr. Hamilton, and Scudder of such assemblies. Its observation at

Schoharie. Necessity for its migration southward. From its food-plants

it is a harmless species.

A New Peach Insect. (Country Gentleman, for June 29, 1893,

lviii, p. 508, c. 2 — S cm.)

A plant-bug sent from Brockport, N. Y., as having last year nearly

destroyed a crop of peaches by making them rough and pithy, is Penta-

toma juniperina (Linn.). It has not been previously reported as injurious

to peaches, nor has anything been recorded of its habits by our writers.

[Extended in pages 430-432 of this Report (x).]

Caterpillar on Rye. (Country Gentleman, for June 29, 1893,

lviii, p 508, c. 2— 10 cm.)

A caterpillar feeding on the heads of rye in several localities near Stone

Ridge, N. Y., is that of one of the Noctuid moths, Leucanid albilinea

Hiibner. In former years it has been destructive to wheat, rye and heads

of timothy in Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Kansas. It has been called the

" wheat-head army-worm," from its resemblance" to the army-worm, Leu-

cania unipuncta.

The Hellgrammite Fly. (Country Gentleman, for June 29, 1893,

lviii, p. 508, c. 3 — 8 cm.)

Identification is made of the pupa of the hellgrammite fly, CorydalU

comuta. (Linn.) from Cos Cob, Conn. Its transformations and some of its

habits are given, with its principal features.
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Ants on Fruit-Trees. (Country Gentleman, for July 6, 1893,

lviii, p. 523, c. 1 — 19 cm.)

Ants occurring on fruit-trees are believed not to be injurious to the tree or

fruit, but are attracted to feed on the "honey-dew*' secreted by the infesting

plant-lice or aphides. Two species often met with are Camponotus hercu-

laneus (Linn.) and Cremastogaster cerasi (Fitch). The aphides cause the

injury to the foliage; they may be killed by spraying the first that appear,

before they find shelter in the curled leaves, with tobacco water, soapsuds,

or kerosene emulsion.

[Extended in pages 365-369 of this Report (x).]

A New Grapevine Pest. (Country Gentleman, for July 6, 1893,

lviiii, p. 523, c. 1, 2— 11 cm.)

In reply to a correspondent from North Carolina who writes of the habits

and ravages of Anomola marginata, for the first time, on his grapevines,

answer is made, that although the beetle is widely distributed over the

southern part of the United States, it has not been recorded as injurious to

the grape, except in a single instance, in Louisiana. Shaking them from

the vines into a collector such as recommended by Prof. Smith for the col-

lection of the rose-bug, is, perhaps, the best that can be done to reduce their

number. Paris green might safely be used before the grapes begin to ripen.

[Extended on pages 411-413 of this Report (x).]

Ants on Peonies. (Country Gentleman, for July 6, 1893, lviii,

p. 524, c. 1, 2— 12 cm.)

Peonies in Albany thickly populated with black ants fail to give perfect

blossoms. The ants are probably merely drawn to them to feed on the sweet

secretion of the buds, or on the small insects that visit them— possibly an
aphis, but no species is recorded as occurring on the peony. Ants have been

seen to carry away small insect visitors of the peony which may have been

injuring the blossoms. In Florida they are serviceable in preying on some
of the smaller insect pests of the orange.

[See pages 368-369 of this Report (x).]

Three-lined Leaf- Beetle. (Country Gentleman, for July 6, 1893,

lviii, p. 524, c. 2— 9 cm.)

An insect destructive in gardens in Buffalo, N. Y., is identified as Lema
trilineata, conspicuously marked with three black lines on its wing-covers,

and belonging to the destructive family of Chrysomelidce. It is, at times,

abundant, and often injurious to the potato crop. Remedies are, beating

from the plant into water and kerosene, or spraying with Paris green.

A Useful Beetle. (Country Gentleman, for July 6, 1893, lviii,

p. 524, c. 3 — 10 cm.)

A beetle (described) found in Albany in a box of Sicily lemons when
opened, is the Calosoma sycophanta, of Europe, closely resembling our
beautiful Calosoma scrutator. These Carabidce are serviceable in their
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hunting for and feeding on injurious insects, coursing over the ground or

climbing trees for their capture, whence they are known as " caterpillar

hunters."

[The Angoumois Moth.] (Orange County Farmer, for July 6,

1893, xji, p. 4, c. 5— 10 cm.)

Corn received from Dr. Collier of the New York State Agricultural

Station— the seed from which it was grown said to have been received from

Port Jervis, N. Y., and thought to have been infested, shows the work of

the above-named insect, Sitotroga cerealella (Olivier). From the statement,

it can not be determined where the corn became infested.

The remedy for the insect is the vapor of bisulphide of carbon in a close

bin or vessel.

[The Wheat-Midge in Central New York.] (Albany Evening

Journal, for July 10, 1893, p. 8, c. 9 — 9 cm.)

The wheat-midge is reported from Onondaga county, but not in numbers
that threaten much harm, now that the wheat is already hardening.

Attacks by the insect in 1884 and in 1854 in New York State are referred to,

and also the injury it has been causing for several years in Nova Scotia.

The Wheat-Head Army-Worm. (Country Gentleman, for July

13, 1893, lviii, p. 539, c. 2— 20 cm.)

Caterpillars which were sent from Chelton Hills, Pa., as being destructive

to fields of timothy, are those of Leucania albilinea, noticed in the Country

Gentleman, for June 28, p. 508, as " A Caterpillar on Rye." Also occurs on

wheat. Abundant in the Western States. Not unusual in New York (Fourth

Report on the Insects of New York, p. 56). Habits little known. Infested

fields should be thoroughly plowed and raked over in the autumn.

The Zebra Caterpillar. (Country Gentleman, for July 13, 1893,

lviii, p. 539, c. 2, 3 — 18 cm .)

The caterpillar feeding on the leaves and pods of pease in Albany, N. Y.,

is Mamestra picta. It is a general feeder on garden plants, preferring those

of the Cruciferce and Leguminosce. The mature caterpillar is briefly de-

scribed. It would be unsafe to apply arsenical poisons if the caterpillars eat

into the pods. Picking them off by hand or shaking them from the vines

would be a safer method.

Wheat-Weevil. (Country Gentleman, for July 13, 1893, lviii, p.

540, c. 2— 6 cm.)

A wheat-bin infested with weevil the preceding year, might be fumi-

gated, if tight, with sulphur. When attacking the .wheat, the weevil may
be killed with the vapor of bisulphide of carbon.
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Ground-Beetle. (Country Gentleman, for July 13, 1S93, lviii, p.

540, c. 2 — 8 cm.)

The grubs supposed to be killing watermelon plants by feeding on their

roots, at Cheviot, N. Y., are one of the Carabidce, possibly a Pterostichus.

It is quite improbable that their presence among the roots could have caused

the death' of the vines, as they are carnivorous— living on other insects.

Amara obesa, also a carnivorous species, referred to.

Although 11 worms" were sent in the bottle, only one larva was contained

in it when received.

Insect on Wistaria. (Country Gentleman, for July 20, 1893,

lviii, p. 557, c. 2— 17 cm.)

An insect occurring in abundance on Wistaria, in Cheviot-on-Hudson, is

the two- spotted tree-hopper, Enchenopa binotata (Say). It is described and

the appearance of its egg-covering given. Spraying the young larvae in

May or early June with kerosene emulsion would arrest the attack. Refer-

ences to articles on it.

Maple-Tree Borer. (Country Gentleman, for July 20, 1893,

lviii, p. 557, c. 1, 2— 15 cm.)

Glycobius speciosus is identified, from Adams, N. Y. , and its principal

features and its serious injuries to maples given. A preventive is coating

the trunk of the tree with soft soap and carbolic acid to prevent deposit of

the eggs, and a remedy, cutting out the young larvae.

Elm-leaf Beetle. (Country Gentleman for July 20, 1893, lviii,

p. 558, c. 1 — S cm.)

The beetle is identified from New Britain, Conn., and references given to the

principal articles upon it in the Country Gentleman for the past few years.

Water-Beetle. (Country Gentleman, for July 20, 1893, lviii, p.

558, c. 2— 9 cm.)

Replying to inquiries from Geneva, N. Y., Dytiscus Harrisii (Kirby) is

identified, and its marked features given and its habits. The insect may be

harmful in feeding on the spawn of fishes and young fish. Its generic name
refers to its facility in diving.

A Silk-Worm Moth. (Country Gentleman, for July 20, 1893,

lviii, p. 558, c. 2, 3— 12 cm.)

A moth drawn to an electric light in Albany is Telea Polyphemus (Cramer).

From its large size it was named after the one-eyed giant, Cyclops, of my-
thology. Its cocoon is made of strong silk, but can not be reeled. Notice of

the unsuccessful experiment of M. Trouvelot in cultivating the caterpillar at

Medford, Mass., for utilizing the silk. In the notice of this experiment it

was named the " American silk-worm."
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Woolly Plant Louse. (Country Gentleman, for July 20, 1893,

lviii, p. 558, c 3— H cm.)

An aphis infesting maple leaves in Red Bank, N. J., is Pemphigus aceri-

folii Riley— a rather rare species usually. From the downy secretion

enveloping it, it is difficult to reach it with insecticides. A strong solution

of whale-oil soap should be effectual in destroying it.

The Walnut Span-Worm. (Gardening, for August 15, 1893, i,

p. 377, c. 2— 8 cm.)

A "brown worm" infesting and injuring black walnut trees in Kansas

City is probably Boarmia plumigeraria Hulst — one of the Geometrida3. It

has recently come into notice as a walnut-tree pest in some localities in the

Western States. As yet no better remedy is known than spraying with

Paris green or London purple in water.

How to Control the Squash-bug. (Gardening, for August 15,

1893, i, p. 377-8, c. 3, 1— 16 cm.)

To inquiry from Lowell, Mass., answer is made that this pest may best be

controlled by trapping and killing the hibernating individuals when they

come abroad for oviposition, for which directions are given. Additional

remedies are, destroying the eggs and newly-hatched bugs and protecting the

stalks with a mixture of ashes and salt. A preventive is said to be ashes or

dry earth with a few drops of spirits of turpentine, sprinkled over the plants.

Humming-Bird Moth. (Country Gentleman, for August 17,

1893, lviii, p. 634, c. 1 — 10 cm.)

Moths, the characteristic features of which are given, are identified as the

Sesia uniformis of former authors. How they resemble humming-birds in

their flight and manner of taking their food, is stated. [The species is now
listed as Hemaris Thyshe var. ruficaudus.\

Bag-Worm. (Country Gentleman, for August 17, 1893, lviii,

p. 634, c. 2 — 8 cm.)

A " cocoon" taken from a locust in Buckland, Va., is the case of the bag-

worm or basket-worm, Thyridopteryx ephemerceformis—a common insect in

the Southern States. Its case serves for larval protection, for pupation and

oviposition— the female never leaving it. When injurious from abundance

the caterpillars may be destroyed by hand-picking and burning or by spray-

ing with Paris green and water.

Grain-Weevil. (Country Gentleman, for August 31, 1893, lviii,

p. 674, c. 3 — 10 cm.)

For killing the weevil infesting bins of wheat of one thousand bushels each,

in Williamsport, Ind., bisulphide of carbon is recommended for evaporation

in open vessels on the top of the grain, using a pound and a half to each ton

of grain if the bins are tight at sides and bottom. The operation of the
u Tracy House," used for killing the bean-weevil, is described and suggested

for use when large amounts of grain are to be treated for the weevil or other

|^ stored grain pests.
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The Insects of the Past Year and Progress in Insect Studies.

[Read before the Albany Institute April 15, 1890.] (Trans-

actions of the Albany Institute, xii [August], 1893, pp.

227-240.)

Pages 227-229 treat of the injuries from the grain aphis (Siphonophora

avence) and of the hop aphis (Phorodon hamuli), the prevalence of the apple-

tree tent-caterpillar (Clisiocampa Americana) and the white-marked tussock-

moth (Orgyia leucostigma), the unusual abundance of the forest tent-

caterpillar {Clisiocampa sylvatica), Otiorhynchus ovutus, and Silvanus

surinamensis— which, together with several foot-notes, are in addition to

the paper as published in the 7th Report on the Insects of New York, 1891,

pp. 331-342.

The Cabbage Aphis. (Country Gentleman, for September 14,

1893, lviii, p. TIT, c, 1, 2—29 cm.)

Aphis brassicai Linn, is one of the most difficult of the aphids to control

by insecticides. Its mealy or powdery coating renders kerosene emulsion

only partially effective. It has, however, been highly recommended for it

by Prof. J. B. Smith and satisfactorily tested by him, as was also fish-oil soap

—

1 lb. to 8 gallons of water, and also ground tobacco dust. Howaliquid in-

secticide should be used against it. Soapsuds said to be efficient. Pyrethrum

powder, also hot water recommended. If the eggs survive the winter on

the leaves, destroying the stripped leaves ordinarily left in the fields would

be very serviceable.

A Beetle Destroying Strawberry Plants. (Albany Evening

Journal, for September 27, 1893, p. 1, c. 6— 11 cm.)

A beetle eating innumerable holes in the leaves of strawberry plants, in

Connecticut, is the Paria aterrima. The grub feeds on the roots and has

been known as the strawberry-root worm. Its injury is new to the Eastern

States. The remedy for it is the application of Paris green to the plants in

August and September.

Plugging Trees with Sulphur. (Country Gentleman, for Sep-

tember 28, 1893, lviii, p. T53, c. 3, 4— 35 cm.)

There is no virtue in sulphur placed in holes bored in trees and plugged, in

preventing insects feeding on the foliage. It has proved valueless in experi-

ments made for testing it. Where it has seemed to be successful, the appar-

ent success may be otherwise explained . Sulphur is not soluble in sap, and
even if it were it would be beyond the reach of the sap at the depth at which

it is usually placed. Experiments made by Dr. Fitch apparently showed
that sulphur, if it could be taken in the circulation, promoted the growth

and health of the apple-tree tent-caterpillar. An Iowa fruit-grower testifies

to the worthlessness of the 11 sulphur cure."
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Black Blister Beetle Attack on Asters. (Gardening, for October

1, 1893, ii, p. 28, c. 3— 16 cm.)

Insects sent from Illinois as destructive to asters, are Epicauta Pennsyl-

vanica DeGeer . The method employed by the correspondent for killing them
which proved so successful, viz., sprinkling the beetles with a fine spray and

then applying pyrethrum powder, is probably as good a one as can be used,

as this species is known to be readily affected by pyrethrum, and the wet-

ting would cause the powder to adhere. Pyrethrum is only a contact

insecticide. Some insects, as the rose-bug, are not killed by it.

The Clover-Seed Caterpillar. (Country Gentleman, for October

5, 1893, lviii, p. 773, c. 1, 2 — 20 cm.)

Clover-seed submitted from Miami county, Ind., much of which "has
been hulled out like beans eaten by bugs " and left so light as " to blow away
from the huller in cleaning," shows the work of the clover-seed caterpillar,

Grapholitha interstinctana Clemens. Characters of the caterpillar and moth
and life-history are given. Its limited literature and its known distribution.

Cutting the clover in June will check its injuries.

Grasshopper Plague in New York. (Country Gentleman, for

October 12, 1893, lviii, p. 793, c. 1-4— 107 cm.)

New York State is exempt from the Rocky Mountain locust, Melanoplus

spretus ; M. femur rubrum and M. atlanis are the two destructive species of

the Eastern States; injuries from them in New Hampshire, Maine, etc.;

comparison of appearance and habits of the two; their operations in western

counties of New York the present year; other associated species; present

condition of the plague; will the insects abound next year? how to prevent

their ravages, through destruction of eggs, plowing under, use of the hop-

perdozer and the bran-mash poison.

[See pages 439-445 of this Report (x) ]

A Potato-Beetle Killer. (Orange County Farmer, for October

19, 1893, xiii, p. 1, c. 7— 15 cm.)

A beetle sent as "the new potato-bug killer," of which sensational stories

have appeared in many papers this year, is identified as Lebia grandis, one

of the Carabidse, and long known as an efficient destroyer of the potato-

beetle. The instantaneous death resulting from its bite and its ferocity as

narrated are, of course, imaginative.

Insect Pests. (Gardening, for November 15, 1893, ii, p. 77—
14 cm.)

Of three species of insect larva? sent for name from Medical Lake, Wash-
ington, and received in poor condition, only one— said to occur in great

number on apple-trees — can be doubtfully identified, as Sphinx drupi-

ferarum. Of one of the larvae, feeding on rutabagas, the features are given.
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On Arsenical Spraying of Fruit- Trees While in Blossom.

(Insect Life, vi, 1893, pp. 181-185.)

It is still a question if the observed mortality of bees visiting sprayed

blossoms is the result of the arsenic or some other cause or causes. The

experiments of Professors Webster and Cook are cited. A satisfactory test

would be the examination of the stomachs of bees believed to have been

poisoned by the arsenic. Legislation in Ontario against spraying fruit-trees

while in blossom. May arsenic blight the blossoms? Until the harmlessness

of spraying at this time can be established it should be discontinued, but if

harmless it should not be intermitted during the blossoming season, when
several pests can be better controlled than at any other time. Seventeen

species are named which are operating destructively at this time.

Eighth Eeport on the Injurious and Other Insects of the State of

New York for the Year 1891. Albany, 1893. [Issued Febru-

ary 7, 1894.] Pages 218, figures 53. (Forty-fifth Annual

Eeport on the New York State Museum for the Year 1891.

Albany, 1892 [issued in February, 1894], pp. 103-320, figs. 53.)

The contents are: Introductory. Injurious Insects: Synchlora glau-

caria, the Raspberry Geometer. Bucculatrix Canadensisella, the Birch-

leaf Bucculatrix. Diplosis pyrivora, the Pear-midge. Clastoptera obtusa,

the Obtuse Clastoptera. Clastoptera pini, the Pine Clastoptera. Chauliodes

pectinicornis, the Comb-horned Fish-fly. Corydalis cornuta, the Horned
Corydalis. Notes on Various Insects. Thalessa lunator, the Lunated
Long-sting. ? Janus flaviventris, the Currant-stem Girdler. Nematus

Erichsonii, the Larch Saw-fly. Feniseca Tarquinius, the little Orange But-

terfly. Eudryas grata, the Beautiful Wood-nymph. Scoliopteryx libatrix,

the Scallop-wing. Exechia species? a Fungus Gnat. Telephorus? bilin-

eatus, occurring on snow. Lachnosterna fusca, the White-grub of the

May-beetle. Cyllene pictus, the Hickory Borer. Tenebrio molitor, the

Meal-worm. PuMnaria innumerabilis, the Maple-tree Scale Insect.

Gryllus luctuosus, the Common Black Cricket. Trombidium locus-

tarum, the Locust Mite. Insect Attacks — Their Remedies and Pre-

ventives. Remedies for the Peach-tree Borer. An Ichneumonized Cater-

pillar. Interesting case of Parasitism. A New Onion Pest, Agrotis

ypsilon. The Stalk-borer, Gortyna nitela, as an External Feeder. The
Cow-horn Fly in New York. Wire-worms and Remedies for them. The
Rose-bug and How to Kill it. The Maple-tree Borer, Glycobius speciosus.

The Squash-bug, Anasa tristis. The Hop -vine Aphis and Remedies. The
Melon Aphis, Aphis cucumeris. Melon and Strawberry Pests : Aphis

cucumeris and Corimelaana pulicaria. Scale Insects on Camellia and Olean-

der. A Grapevine Scale Insect, Lecanium sp.? Apple-tree Insects of Early

Spring. Some Injurious Insects of 1890. Appendix : (A) Entomological
Addresses. Some Injurious Insects of Massachusetts. Our Insect Enemies
and How to Meet them. (B) Publications of the Entomologist during

63
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1891. (C) Publications of the Entomologist for 1875 and 1876. (D)

Contributions to the Department. (E) Classified List of Insects Noticed
in Teis Report. General Index.

Ninth Keport on the Injurious and Other Insects of the State of

New York, for the year 1892. Albany, 1893. [Issued March

2, 189+.] Pages 211, figures 34. (Forty-sixth Report on the

New York State Museum, for the year 1892. Albany, 1892

[issued in March, 1894], pp. 289-495, figs. 34.)

The contents are : Transmittal. Injurious Insects : Anthrenus scrophu-

larias and Attagenus piceus, two Carpet Beetles. Tenebrio obscurus, the

American Meal-worm. Pollenia rudis, the Cluster-fly. Murgantia histri-

onica, the Harlequin Cabbage-bug. Psylla pyricola, the Pear-tree Psylla.

Chortophaga viridifasciata, the Green-striped Locust. Notes on Various

Insects, etc. Eriocampa cerasi, the Cherry-tree or Pear-tree slug. Papilio

Cresphontes, the Yellow-banded Swallow-tail. Podosesia syringse, the

Syringa Borer. Carpocapsa pomonella, the Codling-moth. DynastesTityus,

as a Fruit- eater. Crioceris asparagi, the Asparagus Beetle. Systena fron-

talis, injuring Gooseberry Foliage. Chauliognathus Pennsylvanicus, the

Pennsylvania Soldier-Beetle. Pissodes strobi, the White-pine Weevil.

Myzus cerasi, the Cherry-tree Aphis. Pemphigus tessellata, the Alder-blight

Aphis. Phylloxera vitifolise, the Grapevine Phylloxera. Crangonyx

mucronatus, a Blind Shrimp in Wells. Insectivorous Birds for Protection.

Insect Attacks : Resistance of Fleas to Insecticides. White Grubs Injur-

ing Nursery Stock. The White Grub Eaten by the Robin. A Maple-tree

Pruner, Elaphidion parallelum. The Striped Cucumber Beetle, Diabrotica

vittata. The Grape Curculio, Craponius inaequalis. The Peach-bark Scoly-

tus, Phloeotribus liminaris. An unrecognized Attack on Pease. The Plum-

tree Aphis3 and the Brown Rot. The Currant Aphis, Myzus ribis. Aphides

and Myriapods as Aster and Lily Pests. Some Apple-tree Insects. Beet

Insects. Diseased Austrian Pines. Appendix. (A) Catalogue of the
Known Homoptera of the State of New York in 1851. (B) Entomolo-

gical Addresses. (C) List of Publications of the Entomologist.

(D) Publications of the Entomologist During the Years 1870-1874.

(Ej Contributions to the Department. (F) Classified List of Insects

Noticed in This Report. General Index.

Grubs Destroying Mermet Roses. (The Florist's Exchange, for

February 10, 1894, vi, p. 176, c 1— 7 cm.)

Grubs working at the roots of Mermet roses belong to the " white grubs "

and probably to the genus of Lachnosterna, the larvas of which can not be

specifically determined. When attacking single plants the roots may be

partly uncovered and the grubs taken and destroyed. When this is not

practicable, kerosene emulsion may be poured over the roots and followed

by an application of water to carry it into the ground and reach the grubs.
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A Maple-Tree Scale Insect. (Gardening, for March 15, 1894, ii,

p. 20G — 18 cm.)

Silver maples in Maryland, brought three years ago from an eastern

nursery and now seriously affected with a scale insect (no examples sent), are

probably infested with the " maple-tree scale insect," Pulvinaria innumer-

abilis (Rathvon). The characters and habits of this species are given and

the means of destroying it with kerosene emulsion at its hatching time.

If it be some other species it could be destroyed by the same means, but

would require examination with a magnifier to discover the vulnerable egg-

hatching period. Mr. Wm. Falconer's experience with scale insects quoted.

The Rose Slug. (Gardening, for April 1, 1894, ii, p. 230— 27 cm.)

A remedy is asked for destruction of roses by the rose slug, for the past

two years in Tracy City, Tenn. The most simple remedy is dusting with hel-

lebore or spraying with one ounce of the powder in one gallon of water,

preferably after dark, when the slugs are feeding on the upper surface of the

leaves. Mr. Howard's " spraying with cold water remedy" is given. Brief

account of the common rose slug, Monostegia rosea, and of two other spe-

cies (sawflies) recently introduced from Europe, viz., the bristly rose worm,

Cladius pectinicornis Four. , and the curled rose worm, Emphytus ductus

(Linn
.

)

White Worms at the Eoots of House-plants. (Gardening, for

April 15, 1894, ii, p. 257, c. 2— 7 cm.)

Strong mustard water applied will bring the worms to the surface of the

ground where ^they may be readily killed . Tobacco water or pyrethrum

water will probably kill the worms. One [ounce of corrosive sublimate to

thirty gallons of water has been recommended, but it is too poisonous a sub-

stance for general use.

Apple Maggot— Trypeta Pomonella. (Country Gentleman, for

May 3, 1894, lix, p. 349, c. 1, 2 — 40 cm.)

The small larvae which destroy apples by tunneling them in every direction

as described in an inquiry of name and remedy, from New Salem, N. Y.,

are the "apple maggot" of Trypeta pomonella Walsh. Figures of the in-

sect in its different stages are given, as also its habits, etc. It is known to

infest seventy varieties of apples. It can not be reached by spraying with
insecticides. The best remedies are, destroying the infested fruit, and
searching for and destroying the pupae in bins and barrels. Where a val-

uable study and extended account of the insect may be found.

The Foe of Shade-Trees. (Albany Evening Journal, for May 7,

1894.)

Notice of the elm-tree bark-borer [Saperda tridentata] infesting shade-

trees in Albany. How the borer works, and the best remedies to be employed
for repelling egg-deposit or destroying the grubs.
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The Cottonwood Beetle. (Syracuse Union, for May 9, 1894, p.

2, c. 1 — 44 cm.)

A beetle sent for determination, etc., as destroying acre after acre of

basket-willows in the vicinity of Syracuse, is identified as Lina scripta

(Fabr.). Has been destructive to cotton-woods in Western States, but not in

the State of New York. Observed in Keene Valley feeding on willows.

Description of the larva and beetle given. Nature of its injuries. May be

controlled by spraying with Paris green. Force pumps that may be used.

[Extended in Ms. of Report (xi).]

The Insect that Kills the Pine-Tree Borers. (Gardening, for

May 15, 1894, ii, p. 292, c. 2— 8 cm.)

Clerus formiearius was brought over from Germany, by A. D. Hopkins,

Entomologist of West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, at Morgan-

town, W. Va., and introduced into the pine forests of that State, to prey

upon Dendroctonus frontalis and other Scolytid bark-borers that were
rapidly destroying the pines and rendering them unfit for timber.

Probably White Grubs. (Country Gentleman, for May 17, 1894,

lix, p. 386, c. 2— 22 cm.)

" White worms about as large as a man's little finger," reported as destroy-

ing a lawn, from Oceanic, N. Y. , are in all probability white grubs of the May
beetle. It is difficut to stop their ravages in lawns and grass lands. The

best method known to us is a liberal application of kerosene emulsion, to be

followed by heavy waterings to carry the kerosene into the ground to reach

and kill the grubs.

Grubs of the size above stated should mature and stop their injuries about

the middle of the following month, preparatory to their pupation and

change to beetles during the summer.—Benefit may be derived by placing

lanterns over tubs of water and kerosene on the lawn, to attract and drown

the beetles.

The Periodical Cicada, or the Seventeen-year Locust. Issued as

a Circular of 4 pages, Albany, June 19, 1894.

Remarks on the interest attaching to this insect; the two races of C. sep-

tendecim and C. tredecim; the six broods in the State of New York, and par-

ticularly the Hudson river valley brood; transformations of the insect; re-

markable above-ground chambers built by the pupse in a locality at New
Baltimore, N. Y., for purposes unknown. Figures of the chambers, and of

the transformations and egg-laying referred to, given. Request made for

replies to twenty questions proposed, relating to the present occurrence

of the Cicada.

[See pages 420-425 of this Report (x).]
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Pear-Leaf Blister Mite. (Country Gentleman, for June 21, 1894,

lix, p. 468, c. 4— 28 cm.)

Leaves of Kieffer pear-trees (other varieties not affected) sent from Had-

donfield, N. J., show the attack of the above-named insect, Phytoptus pyri

.

The development of the gall is given, and features of the microscopic mite

that causes it. The attack is rapidly spreading in New York and elsewhere.

Picking off and destroying affected leaves in May is serviceable. The proper

remedy is spraying with a strong kerosene emulsion (1 to 7) in winter. It

can be controlled by this means.

[See pages 453-459 of this Report (x) . ]

Chestnut Weevil. (Country Gentleman, for July 5, 1894, lix, p.

504, c. 1 — 4 cm.)

From Westchester, Pa., a remedy is asked for the "chestnut worm.'*

Balaninus caryatrypes is probably referred to. No remedy is known,

unless perhaps one has been discovered by Mr. Gerald McCarthy of the N.

C. Agricultural Experiment Station, who has been making special study of

the insect.

Rose-Bugs. (Country Gentleman, for July 5, 189), lix, p. 504,

c. 1, 2 — 12 cm.)

The formula for the ammoniacal solution of copper is given in response to

request, it having been represented as a remedy for the rose-bug. It will

not be effective for this purpose if we may judge from experiments made by
Dr. J. B. Smith. The mechanical devices recommended by Dr. Smith for

collecting and destroying this insect should be used when it occurs in

immense numbers, as in New Jersey.

Friendly Insects. (Country Gentleman, for July 5, 1894, lix,

p. 504, c. 2 — 7 cm.)

Specimens from Nassau, N. Y., are identified as pupae of the " twice-stab-

bed lady-bird," Chilocorus bivulnerus Muls. They are not injurious, but

beneficial from their feeding on plant-lice or scale insects, and should, there-

fore, be protected.

Hellgrammite Fly. (Country Gentleman, for July 12, 1894, lix,

p. 520, c. 2 — 3 cm.)

The insect, from Cornwall, N. Y. , is identified as Corydalis cornuta, and
its features given. Its larva is known to fishermen as "the dobson."

Plant-Lice at the Koots of Asters, etc. (Gardening, for July 15,

1894, ii, p. 358, c. 1 — 12 cm.)

Root-lice attacking asters, chrysanthemums and other plants at Dayton, Ohio

,

are probably Aphis Middletonii Thomas. For destroying them, drawing

away the earth and applying soapsuds, tobacco water, pyrethrum water or

hot water is recommended. The ants that attend them are harmless to the

plants.
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Ants in Strawberry Beds. (Country Gentleman, for August 2,

1894, lix, p. 568, c. 1 — 9 cm.)

The ants may be destroyed by the use of bisulphide of carbon as directed,

if their nests or hills can be found; or, if occurring abundantly upon the

plants, pyrethrum water or the dry powder may be used

.

Grapevine Caterpillar. (Country Gentleman, for August 2, 1894,

lix, p. 568, c. 1— 8 cm.)

The caterpillar is that of Thyreus Abbotii; its distinguishing features are

given, and its comparative abundance stated . The other caterpillar noticed

on the grape— " looking like a snake, with the head of a frog"— is probably

one of the long-bodied and sharp-headed " measuring worms" of the

Geometridse.

Enemies of the Potato Beetle. (Country Gentleman, for August

2, 1894, lix, p. 568, c. 2— 6 cm.)

Replying to the question— what are the enemies of the potato beetle—
the insect enemies alone are so many that a simple list of them would require

much space. Papers on them may be found in the publications of Dr. Riley

and Dr. Packard, and elsewhere.

Elm-Leaf Beetle. (Country Gentleman, for August 16, 1894, lix,

p. 600, c. 2— 6 cm.)

For the insect [elm-leaf beetle] killing the elm trees in Montclair, N. J.,

spraying the foliage with Paris green or London purple is recommended,

and reference made to previous articles on the insect in the Country Gentle-

man, to be found in the indexes of the volumes.

The Above-Ground Buildings of the Seventeen Year Cicada.

(New York Daily Tribune, for August 21, 1894, p. 12, c. 2—
4 cm.)

Brief abstract of a paper read before the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, at Brooklyn, N. Y., in which an account of the

structures is given, and the mystery connected with their exceptional occur-

rence in localities in New York and New Jersey and the purpose that they

served, noticed.

"Worms destroying Canna Leaves. (Florist's Exchange, for

September 8, 1894, vi, p. 788 — 12 cm.)

Caterpillars sent from Charleston, S. C, as destroying the foliage of can-

nas, are of two species. One has completed its transformations and given

out the Hesperid butterfly, Pamphila Ethlius after a pupation of eleven days.

The other, an Arctian, has spun up in cocoon and may be the common Spilo-

soma Isabella.
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Sumac Galls. (Country Gentleman, for September 20, 1894, lix,

p. 686, c. 1 — 13 cm.)

Galls (described) from Clinton, N. Y., result from the operations of an

aphis, Melaphis rhois (Fitch). Its life-history is briefly given. The galls

occur on Rhus glabra and R. typhina. Its former rarity in New York is

noticed, and its occurrence also in some Western States.

The Box-Elder Plant-Bug. (Country Gentleman, for September

27, 1894, lix, p. 699, c. 2, 3 — 17 cm.)

An insect observed in abundance on the city sidewalks of Shenandoah,

Iowa, judging from the description given of it, is the box-elder plant-

bug, Leptocoris trivittatus (Say). It is a western insect long known as

destructive to foliage and blossoms, which has lately developed a fondness

for fruit. Means for its destruction are mentioned, and the principal fea-

tures from which it can be recognized.

[See page 434 of this Report (x).]

A Beetle Feeding on Green Corn. (Country Gentleman, for Sep-

tember 27, 1894, lix, p. 701, c. 2— 18 cm.)

A beetle sent from Hartford, Conn., found feeding in the tips of standing

sweet corn during the month of August, is one of theScarabaeidae, Euphoria

Inda (Linn.). It has on different occasions been recorded as injurious to

sweet corn while in the milk. It is not known if it commences the attack,

or if it merely follows that of birds. Its injuries committed on ripe fruit,

are referred to

.

Muskmelon Borers at the South. (Country Gentleman, for Oc-

tober 4, 1894, lix, p. 721, c. 2-4— 55 cm.)

Correspondents from Pendleton, S. C, and Asheville, N. C, are an-

swered: there are two melon-boring caterpillars in the Southern States, de-

st»uctive to crops— the one, Eudioptis nitidalis (Cramer), the other,

Eudioptis hyalinata (Linn.). Their larval features are given, so far as

known, and their feeding habits. To what extent each species operates in

the Southern States, is not known . Remedies are suggested for their in-

juries, the efficiency of which must depend on a farther acquaintance with

their life-histories. Some of the literature upon them is cited.

Pear Bust. (Country Gentleman, for October 4, 1894, lix, p.

722, c. 1, 2— 16 cm.)

A pear received from Genesee county, N. Y., shows a "rust" upon its

surface which is not a fungus . It nearly comports with the described feat-

ures of the " orange rust " of Florida, caused by attack of the orange mite,

Typhlodromus oleivorus Ashmead; and it is not improbable that this pear

rust may be produced by a Phytoptus mite, which may prove to be, upon
further observations and the detection of the mite, Phytoptus pyri, over-

flowing from the foliage upon the fruit.
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44 Pear Rust"— Cause Unknown. (Country Gentleman, for Oc-

tober 25, 1S94, lix, p. 773, c. 3— 12 cm.)

Further examination of a rusted pear submitted to Prof. Galloway, chief

of the Division of Vegetable Pathology at Washington, renders it probable

that the peculiar appearance of the fruit is but an unusual development of

its natural rust— the cause of which is unknown.

The Indian Cetonia. (Gardening, for November 1, 1894, iii, pp.

55, 56, c. 3, 1 — 23 cm.)

Beetles which are thought to be killing a young pear-tree in White Plains,

N. Y., by piercing the bark and extracting the sap, are the Indian Cetonia,

Euryomia [Eiqihoria] Inda. The beetle is known to injure ripe fruits by

eating^ into them and to be fond of the sap of the sugar-maple. The above

report lends confirmation to a statement made many years ago, but ques-

tioned, that it gnawed the bark of young apple-trees for the sake of the sap.

The beetle also injures corn while in the milk by burrowing beneath the

husks and eating the kernels. Little can be done to prevent its injuries,

except "hand picking." It is apparently local, and has its years of

abundance.

Injurious Beetles. (Gardening, for November 1, 1894, iii, p. 56,

c. 1, 2— 22 cm.)

Of the two beetles sent from Detroit, Mich., for name, the one that occurs

" in clusters on the trunks of the Norway maple" is thought by the sender

to be destructive in the larval state by boring in the trunk of maple, beech,

and birch. It is Euryomia [Euphoria] Inda, of which the early history is

unknown. If it can be shown to be a borer of these trees, it would be an
interesting discovery.

The other beetle seen " coming out of holes in the common maple " is the

locust-borer, Cyllene robinioz (Forster). It has no connection with the maple,

and probably, from their resemblance, it has been confounded by the person

sending it with the maple-tree borer, Glycobius [Plagionotus] speciosus (Say).

A Maple-Tree Borer. (Gardening, for November 1, 1894, iii'

p. 56, c. 2— 12 cm.)

A pupal-case from Millville, N. J., projecting from a maple-tree, is that of

JEgeria acerni Clemens. In some localities in the Western States, it is very

destructive t) soft maples. Its egg-deposit may be prevented by white-

washing the trunk, or by an occasional wash of soft soap.

The Squash-Bug. (Gardening, for November 1, 1894, iii, p. 56>

c. 2, 3— 11 cm.)

Remedies for the squash-bug, Anasa, tristis (DeGeer), is asked for, from
Convent Station, N. J.

The best remedies are believed to be, placing " traps" of bark, chips, etc.,

on the ground near the hills, and collecting the bugs that take shelter

beneath them ; and searching for and crushing the egg-clusters to be found

on_the under-side of the leaves.
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Keport of the State Entomologist to the Regents of the Univer-

sity of the State of New York, for the Year 1893. Albany,

November, 1894 20 pp.

Contains— Transmittal: Increasing Interest in the Work of the Depart-

ment; Publications of the Entomologist: Additions to the State Collection:

Collections Made in the Adirondack Mountains: Operations Against the

Gypsy Moth in Massachusetts: The Destructive Wheat-midge in Western

New York: Remarkable Appearance of Aphids or Plant-Lice: A Grasshopper

Plague in Western New York: Insect Defoliators of Shade and Forest-Trees;

Appendix: Index to Report for 1886.

[Included in part in this Report (x).]

The San Jose Scale. (Albany Evening Journal, for November 7,

1894, p. 6, c. 5— 20 cm.)

The San Jose Scale, Aspidiotus perniciosus, is found in a pear orchard at

Kinderhook, N. Y., where it had been introduced in nursery stock pur-

chased in New Jersey two years ago. As soon as it was detected, the trees

were taken up and burned, and it was hoped that it had been exterminated,

but, unfortunately, other trees from the same source, received previously,

were also infested. It is now found in abundance on these: they will also

at once be taken up and burned.

This scale — seen in San Jose twenty years ago,— has also been introduced

into Maryland and Virginia, and exists at least in one other locality in New
York, viz., in nurseries on Long Island. Its successive broods, and fruit-

trees on which it occurs, are stated

.

" North Dakota's New Bug." (Country Gentleman, for Novem-

ber 22, 1894, lix, p. 811, c. 2, 3 — 32 cm.)

An insect, the appearance and habits of which are given in the Minne-

apolis Journal by a correspondent from Jamestown, North Dakota, is un-

doubtedly the box-elder plant-bug, Leptocoris trivittatus (Say) — the same
as noticed in the Country Gentleman of September 29th. It has never

before been recorded as appearing in such number. The object of these

gatherings can not be accounted for. Its distribution throughout the western

part of the United States is stated. That it has not extended eastward of

the Mississippi River is strange, since its favorite food-plant on which it

breeds, Neyundo aceroides, is widely distributed throughout the eastern

half of the United States. Reference is made to other notices of the insect.

[See page 435 of this Report (x).]

Experiment Station Work on Long Island. (American Agricul-

turist, for December 1, 1894, liv, p. 404, c. 1— 3 cm.)

Letter in relation to the value of the work being done on Long Island

through the Geneva Agricultural Experiment Station, as shown in the dis-

covery of the San Jose scale in nurseries on the Island: the great importance

of arresting its spread and accomplishing its extermination in its eastern

occurrence.

64
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Grubs in Manure. (Country Gentleman, for December 27, 1894,

lix, p. 931, c. 4— 18 cm.)

The "white grubs" found in manure, are not those of " the tumble-bug 99

as stated by a correspondent, nor of the May-beetle, but of another species

allied to the latter, viz., Ligyrus relietus. The food- habits of the two will

distinguish L. relietus when found in manure. There need be no fear of
using manure in which " white grubs " are found for field crops, as they
can not be injurious to vegetation.



ENTOMOLOGICAL PUBLICATIONS OF J. A. LINTNER, 1862-1869.

Metamorphoses of Ceratomia quadricornis Harris. (Proceedings

of the Entomological Society of Philadelphia, i, 1862, pp. 285-

293.) Also, separate, with cover and half-title page, Decem-

ber, 1862.

Oviposition; description of the egg; the larva in its first stage; the molting

operation described; the second, third and fourth stages; time of molting;

the fifth stage after the fourth molt; the mature larva; preparation for

pupation; the pupal cell and its construction described; the final molt to the

pupa; the pupa described; length of the seven stages; when the moth
emerges; larval liability to being parasitized; features of the imago.

Notes on Some of the Diurnal Lepidoptera of the State of New
York, with Descriptions of their Larvae and Chrysalides.

(Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Philadelphia,

iii, 1864, pp. 50-64.) Also, separate, with cover and title page,

May, 1864.

The following species are noticed: Papilio Turnus Linn., Papilio Asterias

Fabr., Papilio Troilus Linn., Pieris oleracea (Harris), its three broods, Colias

Philodice Godt., Grapta comma (Harris), Grapta Faunus Edw., Grapta

Progne (Fabr.), Grapta j-album (Godt.), Vanessa Antiopa (Linn.), Vanessa

Milbertii (Godt.), Limenitis Arthemis (Drury), Limenitis disippus (Godt.),

Pyrameis huntera (Sm.-Abb.). Also, notes of capture of some of the Diur-

nals, with notes of comparative abundance.

Description of the Larva of Dryocampa rubicunda {Fabr.).

(Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Philadelphia,

iii, 1864, pp. 426, 427.)

The mature larvae taken from sugar-maple is described.

Notes on some Sphingidae of New York, with Descriptions of

their Larvae and Pupae. (Proceedings of the Entomological

Society of Philadelphia, iii, 1864, pp. 645-672.) Also, separate,

with cover and title page, December, 1864.

Importance of the knowledge of the early stages of the Sphingidae; Sesia

Thysbe Fabr., its larva and pupa, with features of the several segments;

Sphinx quinquemaculata Stephens, three varieties of the larva, and the pupa;

Sphinx cingulata, the three} larval varieties, and the pupa; Sphinx ?
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[eremitus (Hiibn.)], larva and pupa; Sphinx cinerea Harris, larva, food-

plants, pupa, imagoes and " assemblying; " Sphinx Kalmia Sm.-Abb.; Sphinx
drupiferarum Sm.-Abb., larva, food-plants and pupa; Philampelus

satellitia [P. Pandorus (Hiibn)], larva and pupa; Philampelus Achemon
(Drury), larva, pupa, and imago; Deilephila Chamsenerii Harris, larva, pupa,

imago; Deilephila lineata (Fabr.), larva; Darapsa Myron (Cramer), larva,

pupa, imago; Ceratomia quadricornis Harris [C. Amyntor (Hiibn.)], pupa;

Smerinthus excaecatus (Sm.-Abb.), larva, pupa ; Smerinthus ?

[excaecatus], larva, care of Smerinthus pupae; Smerinthus juglandis (Sm.-

Abb.), larva, pupa; Ellema Harrisii Clemens, larva, pupa; Sphinx larvae on

poplar (Notodonta dictaea (Linn.) = Pheosia rimosa Pack.]; list of undescribed

larvae of N. Y. State Sphingidae.]

A Hundred-fold Return for a Trifling Expenditure. (Utica

Morning Herald, for May 11, 1866, 48 cm.)

The study of entomology in its utilitarian aspects commended; notices the

growing appreciation of entomological investigations, and commending to

the patronage of the public the Practical Entomologist, published at a

nominal price by the Entomological Society of Philadelphia, with special

reference to an article in it on a remedy for the Black-knot of plum and

cherry-trees

.

Description of a New Species of Grapta, and Notes on G. inter-

rogations. (Transactions of the American Entomological

Society, ii, 1869, pp. 313-319.) Also, separate, May, 1869.

Description of Grapta umbrosa, and difference from G. interrogations;

compared, also, with G. c-aureum Fabr., of Europe.

[Subsequently shown, by breeding, to be a seasonal variety of G. inter-

rogations Fabr.]



(E)

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DEPARTMENT IN 1893.

The following are the contributions that have been made to the

Department during the year 1893.

Hymenopteea.

Cluster of cocoons of Apanteles congregatus (Say) from a plum-tree.

From James Wynkoop, Catskill, N. Y.

Thalessa atrata (Fabr.). From W. McAllister, Albany, N. Y.

The same, taken from numbers ovipositing in a maple stump, June

29th; from G. R. Hitt, Albany, N. Y. The same, July 10th; from

P. F. Mattimoee, Menands, N. Y.

Lepidoptera.

Larva of Thyreus Abbotii Swainson, June 27th. From James A.

Van Hoen, Albany, N. Y. The same insect, from Mrs. E. B. Smith,

Coeymans, N. Y.

Larva of Ampelop)haga Myron (Cramer), ichneumonized, September

4th. From John T. Roberts, Syracuse, N. Y.

Ceratomia Amyntor (Hubner), imago, July 1st. From H. Guyer,

Albany, N. Y.

The bag-worm, Thyridopteryx qyhemerceformis (Haworth). From
F. Straub, Burton, Texas.

Actias Lima (Linn.). From P. F. Mattimore, Menands, N. Y.

Larva? of Iladena turbulenta (Hubn.) feeding on catbrier {Smikx).

From H. G. Dyar, New York city.

Larva of Gortyna cataphracta Grote, boring in raspberry cane, June

19th. From Prof. C. H. Peck, Menands, N. Y.

Larva of Gortyna nitela Guen., in dahlia stalk, July 17th. From
Price & Reed, Albany, N. Y.

Larva? of Leucania albilinea Hiibn., on heads of rye, June 18th.

From C. C. Hardenbkrgh, Stone Ridge, N. Y. The same, June

29th; from A. Pardee, Jr., Chelton Hills, Pa.
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Ephestia interpwictella Zeller. Moths emerging in a warm room,

April 12th. From J. F. Rose, South Byron, N. Y.

Larva? of Tmetocera ocellana Schiff., nearly mature; and Coleophora

sp. (probably Fletcherella— imago not yet obtained), from pear-trees,

June 3d. From David K. Ball, West Brighton, N. Y.

Clover seed injured bylarvse of Grapholitha interstinctana Clemens,
• September 7th. From John M. Jenkins, Miami Co., Ind.

The Angoumois moth, Sitotroga cerealella (Olivier), in wheat; from

J. E. Wittmer, Montgomery Co., Pa. The same, in corn stored in a

commission house; from H. R. Wright, Albany, N. Y.

Cocoons of Antispila nysscefoliella Clemens, within cuttings of

leaves of JVyssce multiflora— the sour gum, together with some of the

cut leaves. From H. G. Dtar, New York city.

Cocoons of Bucculatrix pomifoliella Clem., on apple twigs; from

E. Rumley, Clyde, N. Y. The same, with numerous puparia of

Derostenus sp. ?; from F. A. Fitch, Randolph, N. Y.

Cocoons of Micropteryx pomivorella Packard, from apple. From

James Fletcher, Ottawa, Canada.

DlPTERA.

Galls of Lasioptera vitis O. S., on grapevine, June 27th. From
George Uhrig, Hudson, N. Y.

Pears infested with the pear-midge, Diplosis pyrivora Riley, May
2 2d. From Theo. A. Cole, Catskill, N. Y.

Examples of Sciara caldaria n. sp. infesting a greenhouse. From
Mrs. G. Seaman, Boise, Idaho.

Larva of Scenopinus fenestrails (Linn.), from underneath a carpet,

January 24th. From Mrs. H. D. Graves, Ausable Forks, N. Y.

Parasitized larva3 of Eristalis tenax (Linn.), August 31st; from

J. F. Rose, South Byron, N. Y. The same, from J. B. Names,

Phoenix, N. Y.

The cluster-fly, Pollenia rudis (Fabr.), infesting a dwelling-house,

August 31st. From Wirt D. Walker, Pittsfield, Mass. Also, the

same, from Mrs. E. B. Smith, Coeymans, N. Y.

The chrysanthemum-fly, Phytomyza chrysanthemi Kowarz, mining

leaves of Cinerarias in greenhouses of St. Vincent's Male Orphan

Asylum, Albany, N. Y., February 13th. From James O. Fanning,

Albany, N. Y.

COLEOPTERA.

Dytiscus Harrisii Kirby, July 9th. From R. E. Tatlob, Geneva,

-N. Y.
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Examples of Meg ilia maculata (De Geer), April 19th, from a large

hibernating colony underneath a wood-sorrel. From Mrs. C. H.

Wheeler, Boston, Mass.

Epilachna borealis Thunb., July 17th. From O. W. Smith, Meriden,

CoDn.

The rose-beetle, Macrodactylics subspinosus (Fabr.), from apples,

July 1st. From Hon. James A. Place, Oswego, N. Y.

Euphoria melancholicu, (Gory), JYeoclytus erythrocephalus (Fabr),

and Donacia piscatrix Lac. From L.N. Gillis, Alexandria, Va.

Plagionotus speciosus (Say) — living imago, July 7th . From D

.

F. Harris, Delano, N. Y.

Monohammus confusor (Kirby), living imago, from 4th floor of the

Capitol. From M . Cassidy, Albany

.

Pupae of Saperda Candida Fabr
. ,
May 8th. From J. R. Mordecai,

Fairlee, Md.

The strawberry weevil, Paria aterrima (Oliv.) — 7 examples of

imago, feeding on strawberry leaves, September 13th. From S. B.
Hill, Waterbury, Conn.

The elm -leaf beetle, Galerucella xanthomelcena (Schrank) in egg,

larva, and imago, July 12th. From Theo. A. Stanley, New Britain,

Conn.

Larvae of the plantain flea-beetle, Dibolia borealis Chev., mining

plantain leaves, June 19th. From C. L. Shear, Alcove, N. Y.

Bruchus obtectus Say, from beans stored in the pod in 1891. From
Prof. F. L. Harvey, State College, Orono, Me.
The oil-beetle, Meloe angusticollis Say, August 30th. From Mrs.

H . D . Graves, Ausable Forks, N , Y . The same, from Mrs . E . B

.

Smith .

Macrobasis unicolor (Kirby), feeding on egg-plant and potatoes,

July 17th. From W. H. Bentley, Bull's Head, N. Y.

Oiiorhynchus ovatus (Linn.) — several examples from cabbage,

August 17th. From R. J. Dimon, Hastings, N. Y., per Dr. P.
Collier .

Larvae of the punctured clover-leaf weevil, Phytonomus punctatus

(Fabr.), from an infested clover field. From J. R. Neee, Hillsboro,

Va. Same, from Mrs. E. B. SmiTH, Coeymans, N. Y.
Larvae of the quince curculio, Conotrachelus cratmgi Walsh, and 3

of the imagos, October 8th. From T. C. Maxwell Bros., Geneva,

N. Y.

Lixus concavus Say. From Mrs. E. B. Smith, Coeymans, N. Y.
The rice -weevil, Calandra oryzce (Linn.)— the larva and imago in

corn, September 11th. From E. C. Brown & Co., Rochester, N. Y.
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Hemiptera.

Pentatoma juniperina (Linn.), injuring peaches, June 14th. From
George A. Rich, Brockport, N. Y.

The four-lined leaf-bug, Pcecilocapsus lineatus (Fabr.), June 27th.

From N. Pomroy, Lockport, N. Y.; from Mr. Hunting, Gallupville,

N. Y.

The giant water-bug, Belostoma Americanum Leidy, taken from

beneath ice in running water, January 18th. From Allen D. Wads-
worth, East Chatham, N. Y.

Enchenopa binotata (Say), from Wistaria, July 3d. From R. R.

Livingston, Cheviot-on-Hudson.

Siphonophora sp.? on Celastrus scandens. From Miss J. A. Lan-

sing, Albany, N. Y.

The apple-tree aphis, Aphis mail (Fabr.), abounding on apple-buds,

May 8th. From J. J. Bullen, Lincoln, N. Y.

Migrant from plum of hop-vine aphis, Phorodon humuli (Schrank),

June 8th. From A. Rickard, Middleburgh, N. Y.

Phorodon humuli (Schrank) — migrants and their first brood, from

Otsego county; also a small hop-vine leaf of about one- fourth inch

area, containing 25 migrants, from Munnsville, N. Y. From C. C.

Risley, Chairman Hop- Growers' Association, Waterville, N. Y.

Larvae, pupoe, and imago of pear-tree aphis: the same of quince-

tree aphis, May 8th. From Prof. C. H. Peck, Menands, N. Y.

Puloinaria innumerabilis Rathvon with its egg-masses, June 5th.

From Sylvester Gridley, Waterville, N. Y.

Lecanium hesperidum Linn., on fern; and Mytilaspis pomorum
Bouche on Cratcegus oxycantha. From C. S. Sheldon, State Normal

School, Oswego, N. Y.

Orthoptera.

The walking-stick, Diapheromera femorata (Say), October 8th.

From Ernest Kuehn, Albany, N. Y. The same, from Thomas
Gratles, Albany, N. Y.

Egg deposit in apple-twigs of probably (Ecanthus niveus (DeGeer).

From D. F. Woodruff, Fremont county, Colorado.

Amblycorypha oblongifolia (DeGeer). From Mrs. E. B. Smith,

Coeymans, N. Y.

Neuroptera.

Pupa of Corydalis cornuta (Linn.), June 16th. From J. C. Leon-

ard, Cos Cob, Conn. Living imago of the same, June 22, from Her-

bert Bothwell, Albany, N. Y.
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Thysanura.

Lepisma sp. ? from pipers in the Capitol. From Miss J. S. Hoag,

Albany, N. Y.

Arachnida.

Trichodectes sphcerocephalus Nitzsch, on wool of sheep. From J.

B. Nichols & Son, Liberty, N. Y.

Myriapoda.

Julus cceruleocinctus Wood, from flower-beds. From Wm. Letch-

worth, Portage, N. Y.

65





(F)

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DEPARTMENT IN 1894.

Hymenoptera.

The large digger-wasp, Rphecius speciosus (Drury). From J. A.

Paine, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Pelecinus polyCurator (Drury), Sept. 7th. From John G. Linsley,

Oswego, N. Y.; also from George R. Howell, Albany, N. Y.

Numerous larvre of Lophyrus Lecontii Fitch, feeding on white

pine, August 21st. From J. H. Ten Eyck Burr, Cazenovia, N. Y.

Examples of the wheat saw-fly, Cephus pygmanis (Linn.). From

Prof. J. H. Comstock, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Lepidoptera.

Larva (10) of Papilio Asterias Fabr., feeding on parsley. From
Wm. Falconer, Glen Cove, L. I , N. Y.

'Papilio Cresphontes Cramer— crippled examples and puparia, and

Sphinx kalmice Sm.-Abb. From Miss J. A. Lansing, Albany, N. Y.

Amphion JYessus (Cramer) — imago, July 23d. From J. Byrne,

Cambridge, N. Y.

Ampelophaga Myron (Cramer), August 5th, parasitized by

Apanteles congregatus (Say). From Julius S. Linsley, Oswego,

N. Y.

Cocoons of Orgyia leucostigma (Sm.-Abb.), abounding on apple-

trees— one hundred on some trees in an orchard. From J. F. Rose,

South Byron, N. Y.

Actias Luna (Linn.) attracted to light, June 21st. From C. E.

Rider, Albany, N. Y. The same, from M. Mandlebaum, Albany,

NT. Y.

Telea Polyphemus (Linn.), June 14th. From P. M. Van Epps,

Slenville, N. Y.

Many larva? of the Pyralid, Mecyna reversalis Guenee, September

20th, feeding on Genista in a conservatory. From Wm. Falconer,

Glen Cove, L. L, N. Y.

Larvae and cases of Phycis indiginella Zeller, frcm apple, March

24th. From W. C. Brass, Carlisle, Ark.
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Larva? of Oxyplilus periscelidactylus (Fitch) from tips of grapevine,

May 24th. From Walter F. Tabkr, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Larva? of a Tortrioid? (icnago not yet obtained) feeding on pease in

the pod, in Canada. From N. B. Keeny & Son, Leroy, N. Y.

Larva? of Caccecia rosana (Linn.) in tied-up leaves of the snow-

berry, Symphoricarpum racemosus. From Miss J. A. Lansing,

Albany, N. Y.

Larvae of Goleophora sp. and Tmetocera ocellana (Schiff.) on apple

twigs, May 29th. From W. A. Lefler, Albion, N. Y.

DlPTERA.

Eggs of the pear-midge, Diplosis pyrivora Riley, in pear blossoms,

May 10th. From Dr. John B. Smith, New Brunswick, N. J.

Many larva? of Phora agarici n. sp., infesting " the new mush-

room," Agaricas subrufesce?is Peck, October 5th. From Wm Fal-

coner, Glen Cove, L. L, N. Y.

The cluster-fly, Pollenia rudis (Fabr.), September 1st. From

Wirt D. Walker, Pittsfield, Mass.

Larva? and pupa? of Phorbia eilicrura Rondani, July 12th, in seed

potatoes. From James D. McCann, Elmira, N. Y.

COLEOPTERA.

Galosoma scrutator (Fabr.) and Calosoma calidum (Fabr.) and

Chelymorpha Argus Licht. From Mrs. Jokdan, Greenbush, N. Y.

Buprestis fasciata Fabr., July 31st. From Mrs. E. C. Anthony,

Gouverneur, N. Y.

The raspberry gouty gall-beetle, Agrilus ruficollis (Fabr.). From

M. Brooks, Athens, N. Y.

Copris anaglypticus Say, June 20th. From Prof. James Hall,

Albany, N. Y.

Examples of Dichelonycha elongata (Fabr.), June 14th, from moun-

tain ash, Pyrus Americana. From Richard H. Lawrence, South

Salem, N. Y.

Allorhina nitida (Linn.) — 14 examples. From Wm. Falconer,

Glen Cove, L. L, N. Y.

Euphoria Inda (Linn.), feeding on corn in the field, in August.

From Fr^d Sturgis, Hartford, Conn. The same, feeding on the sap

of trees: from E. Bayley, White Plains, N. Y.

Oak branches cut by Elaphidion parallelum (Newm.) From Mrs.

G. W. Rains, Newburgh, N. Y.
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Branches of apple-tree, f in. diameter, cut off by Elaphidion 8p.

From M. Brooks, Athens, N. Y.

Cyllene robinice (Foerst.), reported as emerging from the common

maple — probably sent instead of Plagionotus speciosus. From Mrs.

M. F. Mendell, Detroit, Mich.

Plagionotus speciosus (Say). From W. S. Eggleston, Mt. Riga,

N. Y.

Monohammus confusor Kirby, June 25th. From Francis Starr,

Albany, N. Y.

Monohammus scutellatus (Say). From Robert Lenox Banks,

Albany, N. Y.

Lema trilineata (Olivier). From W. H. Harrison.

Crioceris asparagl (Linn.) and Crioceris 12-picnctata (Linn.), May
2d, from asparagus beds at Brighton. From Silas J. Robbins,

Brighton, Monroe Co., N. Y.

Examples of the cottonwood leaf-beetle, Lina scripta (Fabr.), devas-

tating osier willows near Syracuse, N. Y., May 4th. From A. Land-

berg, Syracuse, N. Y.

Qalerucella xanthomelmna (Schrank), from the garret of a dwelling-

house on Long Island, May 7th. From Dr. J. W. Hall, New York

city.

Ghelymorpha Argus Licht., June 6th, from a mangel-wurzel field.

From John Pigeon, Saugerties, N. Y.

The oil-beetle, Meloe angusticollis Say, October 8th . From Jesse

Parker, Albany, N. Y.

Macrops indistinetus Dietz, September 13th,* reared from a larva in

root of celery. From F. A. Sirrine, Jamaica, L. I., N. Y.

A strawberry-weevil, Anthonomus sp., July 15th. From H. Stew-

art, Highlands, N. C.

Larvre of the chestnut-weevil, Balaninus fcaryatrypes Bohe., Sep-

tember 30th. From J. A Lochnhr & Co., Albany, N. Y.

The grain- weevil, Calandra granaria Linn. From Mrs. S. A.

Little, Malcom, N. Y.

Hemiptera.

Eggs, pupa, and imagos of Anasa tristis (DeGeer), August 14th.

From Dr. H. C. Coon, Alfred, N. Y.

Acholla midtispinosa DeGeer, occurring on peach-trees, May 8th.

From Malcom Little, Malcom, M. Y.
Belostoma Americanum Leidy and Cicada tibicen Linn., July 30th.

From N. Pomroy, Lockport, N . Y.
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Above-ground chambers of the 17-year Cicada, Cicada septendecim

Linn. From H. Van Slyke, New Baltimore, N. Y. The same (3)

from near Poughkeepsie; from Henry S. Curtis, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The same, from Bath-on-Hudson, near the rifle range; from W. H.

Coleman, Alban}-, N . Y. The same (37), from New Baltimore, N. Y.,

from W. W. Byington, Albany, N. Y. The same (9), from South

Mountain, near Nyack; from Benjamin Lander, Nyack, N. Y.

Above-ground chamber of Cicada septendecim L., collected by Prof.

J. S. Newberry from a cellar in Rahway, N. J., in 1877. From Prof.

Daniel S. Martin, Rutgers Female College, New York.

Above-ground chambers (2) of Cicada septendecim race tredecim,

Brood xviii, 1894, from the valley of the North Fakins, Knox Co.,

Missouri. From Jasper Bline, per W. H. Coleman

.

Many pupa cases of Cicada septendecim L., from the Rural Ceme-

tery at Menands, in May. From W. H. Coleman, Albany, N. Y.

Pupae and imagos of Cicada septendecim L. From M. Brooks,

Athens, N. Y.

Cicada tibicen Linn. From D. F. Harris, Adams, N. Y.

Eggs of pear-tree Psylla, Psylla pyricola on Bartlett pear twigs,

April 23d, and pupse in May. From M. Brooks, Athens, N. Y.

The pine-leaf scale-insect, Chionaspis pinifoliw Fitch. From B.

Kemper, Muscatine, Iowa.

The scurfy bark-louse, Chionaspis furfurus (Fitch), encrusting twigs

of Cydonia Japonica, in Arlington, N. J. From A. H. Stratton,

New York city.

Mytilaspis pomorum Bouche, on crab apple; from J. T. Rose,

South Byron, N. Y. The same, on an apple, September 13th; from

Romeyn B. Hough, Lowville, N. Y. The same, on lilac; from Miss

Mary L. Van Orden, Catskill, N. Y. The same, on apple, from

P. D. Cookingham, Pleasant Plains, N. Y.

The gloomy scale, Aspidiotus tenebrosus Comstock, occurring on

maple. From C. R. More, Bird's Nest, Va.

The pernicious scale, Aspidiotus perniciosus Comstock, from pear-

tree. From L. L. Morrell, Kinderhook, N. Y.

Lecanium juglandis Bouche, occurring on plum twigs in May. From

W. C. Barry, Rochester, N. Y.; from C. M. Hooker, Rochester,

N. Y., and from Prof. C. H. Peck, Menands, Albany county, N. Y.

Lecanium Fitchii Signoret, occurring in clusters on blackberry

canes, June 1st. From Prof. C. H. Peck, Menands, N. Y.

The magnolia scale, Lecanium tulipifera Cook. From J. W. Allis,

Rochester, N. Y.
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Lecanium sp ? on oak. From Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester

p. Y.

Asterolecanium quercicola Bouche, on oak. From Mrs. George W.
Rains, Newburg, N. Y.

Gossyparia ulmi Geoff., in abundance on elm twigs. From George

T. Powell, Ghent, N. Y.

Orihoptera.

Egg deposit of white flower cricket, (Ecaidhus niveus (DeGeer) in

raspberry cane. From Dr. H. C. Coons, Alfred, N. Y.

The walking stick, Diapheromera ftmorata (Say). From Jes«e

Parker, Albany, N. Y. The same, from C. R. Heller, Albany, N. Y.

Larva of the mole cricket, Gryllotalf>a borealis Burm., with a fungus

growing from its middle. From Mrs. M. W. Welch, Lake Comfort,

N. C.

Thysanura.

Examples of Schoturus nivicola (Fitch), from myriads occurring on

trunks of pear-trees, April 13th. From Edwin C. Powell, Ghent,

N. Y.

Therinobia furnorwm (Prow), (=Lepisma domestica Packard)

from flour barrels. From John Fonda, Albany, N. Y.

Myeiapoda.

Juiidae— species not determined, injurious to tobacco plants. From

J. R. Lowe, Big Flats, N. Y.

Crustacea.

Crangonyx mucronatus Forbes — an eyeless shrimp drawn from a

driven well. From Frank M. Simons, Ingleside, N. Y.

Miscellanea.

Vespa vulgaris Linn., Pelecinus polyturator Drury, Papilio Tamvs
Linn., Deilephila lineata (Fabr.), Agrotis herilis Grote, Agro is

subgothiea Haw., Leucania unipuneta (Haw.), Hcematopis graiaria

(Fabr.), Eristalis tenax (Linn.), Anasa tristis (DeGeer), Euschistus

Jissilis Uhler, Cicada tibicen Linn., Cicada septendecim Linn., Gas

troidea polygoni (Linn.), Lachnosttrna fusca (Frohl.), Amblycorypha

oblongifolia (DeGeer). From Mrs. Emily B. Smith, Coeymans,

N. Y.





(G)

CLASSIFIED LIST OF INSECTS NOTICED IN

REPORTS I-X.

Hymenopteka.

Cladius viminalis Fallen, the poplar saw-fly.

Nematus Erichsonii Hartig, the larch saw-fly.

Nematus salicis-pomum Walsh, the willow-apple gall saw-fly.

Monostegia ignota (Norton), the strawberry slug.

Eriocampa cerasi (Peck), the cherry-tree or pear-tree slug.

Cephus pygmaeus (Linn.), the wheat saw-fly.

Phylloecus flaviventris (Fitch), the currant stem girdler.

Urocerus Cressoni Norton, Cresson's horn-tail.

Treraex columba (Linn.), the pigeon Treraex.

Amphibolips prunus ( Walsh), the oak-plum gall Cynips.

Cryptus mundus Provancher.

Hemiteles thyridopterigis Riley.

Limneria fugitiva (Say).

Rhyssa persuasoria (Linn.), an European long sting.

Thalessa atrata (Fabr.), the black long-sting.

Thalessa lunator (Fabr.), the lunated long- sting.

Thalessa Nortoni Cresson, Cresson's Thalessa.

Pimpla conquisitor (Say).

Pimpla inquisitor (Say).

Lampronota frigida Cresson, a parasite on the vagabond Crambus.

Sigalphus curculionis Fitch, a curculio parasite.

Apanteles congregatus (Say).

Microgaster gelechias (Riley).

Alysia manducator Panzer.

Chalcis flavipes Fabr.

Catolaccus species, an Angoumois moth parasite.

Perilampus violaceus Dalm.

Isosoma captivum Riley MS.

Tsosoma grande Riley, the large joint-worm fly.
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l80soma hordei (Harris), the joint-worm fly.

Isosoma tritici Riley, the wheat Isosoma.

Isosoma vitis Saunders, the grape-seed midge.

Torymus species, parasitic on Cecidomyia betulse.

Encyrtus bucculatricis Howard.

Semiotellus chalcidiphagus Walsh.

Pteromalus gelechite Webster, parasitic on the Angoumois moth.

Pteromalus sp? from bag-worms.

Tridymus species, parasitic on Lasioptera vitis.

Cirrospilus flavicinctus Riley.

Entodon species, parasitic on Cecidomyia betulse.

Derostenus sp.? parasitic on the apple-leaf Bucculatrix.

Tetrastichus species, parasitic on Cecidomyia betulae.

Trichogramma pretiosa Riley, egg-parasite of currant saw-fly.

Camponotus herculaneus (Linn.), the large black ant

Formica nigra Linn., the black ant.

Monomorium carbonarium Smith.

Monomorium molestum (Say), the little yellow ant

Cremastogaster cerasi (Fitch), the cherry-tre^ ant.

Solenopsis geminata (Fabr.).

Pemphredon concolor Say, a wood wasp.

Eumenes fraternus Say, the fraternal potter wasp.

Lepidoptera.

Danais Archippus (Fabr ), the milkweed butterfly.

Heliconia Charitonia (Linn.).

Pyrameis Atalanta Linn., the red admiral.

Thecla strigosa Harris, the striped Thecla.

Feniseca Tarquinius (Fabr.), the little orange butterfly.

Pieris rapae Linn., the cabbage butterfly.

Papilio Cresphontes Cramzr, the yellow-banded swallow-tail.

Nisoniades Icelus Lintn.

Nisoniades Somnus Lintn.

Nisoniades Persius Scudd.

Nisoniades Petronius Lintn.

Nisoniades Propertius Scudd- Burg.

Nisoniades Naevius Lintn.

Eudamus Electra Lintn.

Eudamus Nevada Scudd.

Eudamus Proteus (Linn.).
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Thyreus Abbotii Swains.

Ampelophaga Myron (Cramer), the green grapevine Sphinx.

Protoparce celeus Hubn., the live-spotted Sphinx.

Sphinx Canadensis Boisd. the Canadian Sphinx.

Smerinthus geminatus Say, the twin-spotted Sphinx.

Melittia eeto Westw., the squash-vine borer.

Podosesia syringte (Harris), the Syringa borer.

Saunina exitiosa (Say), the peach-tree borer.

Alypia octomaculata (Fabr.), the eight-spotted forester.

Eudryas grata (Fabr.), the beautiful wood-nymph.

Pyrrharctia isabella (Sm.-Abb.), the black-and-red woolly-bear.

Halisidota caryas {Harris), the hickory tussock caterpillar.

Ocneria dispar (Linn.), the gypsy-moth.

Orgyia leucostigma (Sm.-Abb), the white marked tussock-moth.

Lagoa opercularis (Sm.-Abb.), the rabbit-moth.

Phobetron pithecium (Sm.-Abb.), the hag-moth.

Thyridopteryx ephemergeformis Haworth, the bag or basket-worm.

(Edemasia concinna (Sm.-Abb.), the red-humped apple caterpillar.

Actias Luna (Linn.) , the Luna moth

Eacles imperialis (Bricy), the pine emperor moth.

Anisota senatoria (Sm.-Abb.), the senatorial oak-moth.

Dryocampa rubicunda (Fabr.), the rosy Dryocampa.

Hemileuca Maia (Drury), the Maia moth.

Clisiocampa Americana Harris, the apple-tree tent-caterpillar.

Clisiocampa sylvatica Harris, the forest tent caterpillar.

Tolype laricis (Fitch), the larch lappet.

Heteropacha Rileyana Harvey.

Cossus centerensis Lintn., the poplar Cossus.

Cossus querciperda Fitch, the oak Cossus.

Zeuzera pyrina (Fabr.), the leopard-moth.

Agrotis clandestina (Harris), the W-marked cut-worm.

Agrotis saucia (Hilbner), the variegated cut-worm.

Agrotis ypsilon (Rott.), the black cut-worm.

Agrotis species, cut-worms.

Mamestra grandis (Boisd.), a poplar feeding cut-worm.

Mamestra picta Harris, the zebra cabbage caterpillar.

Hyppa xylinoides Guenee.

Nephelodes violans Guenee, the bronze-colored cut-worm.

Gortyna cataphracta Grote, the raspberry-cane borer.

Gortyna immanis (Guen.), the hop vine grub.
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Gortyna nebris Guenee.

Gortyna nitela Guene'e, the stalk-borer.

Leucania unipuncta (Haw.^, the army worm.

Scoliopteryx libatrix (Linn ), the scallop-wing.

Aletia agillacea Hubn., the cotton-worm.

Plusia cultus Lintn.

Plusia dyaus Grote.

Plusia brassicse Riley, the cabbage Plusia.

Heliothis armiger Hubn., the corn-worm.

Catocala nubilis (Hubn.).

Erebus odora (Linn.).

Homoptera lunata ( Drury).

Nematocampa limbaria
(
Walk.).

Synchlora glaucaria (Guenee), the raspberry Geometer.

Zerene catenaria Cramer.

Eubyia cognataria (Guenee).

Anisopteryx vernata (Peck), the spring canker-worm.

Anisopteryx pometaria Harris, the fall canker-worm.

Eudioptis hyalinata (Linn.), the melon-worm.

Eudioptis nitidalis (Cramer), the pickle- worm.

Crambus vulgivagellus Clemens, the vagabond Crambus.

Crambus exsiccatus Zeller, the dried Crambus.

Cacoecia rosaceana Harris, the oblique-banded leaf-roller.

Caccecia argyrospila
(
Walker), the V-shaped Tortrix.

Tortrix fumiferana Clem., the spruce-bud worm.

Penthina nimbatana ( Clemens), the rose-leaf tyer.

Tmetocera ocellana (Schiff.), the eye-spotted bud-moth.

Phoxopteris nubeculana
(
Clem.), the apple-leaf sewer.

Carpocapsa pomonella (Linn.), the codling-moth.

Carpocapsa saltitans Westw., the jumping-seed moth.

Mellisopus latiferreana Wlsm.

Tinea pellionella (Linn.), the clothes-moth.

Incurvaria acerifoliella (Fitch), the maple-leaf cutter.

Pronuba yuccasella Riley, the Yucca moth.

Sitotroga cerealella (Olivier), the Angoumois moth.

Anarsia lineatella Zeller, the peach-twig moth.

Coleophora Fletchereila Fern., the apple case-bearer.

Coleophora malivorella Riley, the apple-tree case-bearer.

Tischeria malifoliella Clem., the apple-leaf miner.

Bucculatrix Canadensisella Chamb., the Canadian Bucculatrix.

Bucculatrix pomifoliella Clemens, the apple-leaf Bucculatrix.
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DTPTERA.

Pulex irritans Linn., the common Ilea.

Cecidomyia balsamicola Lintn., the balsam Cecidomyia.

Cecidomyia destructor Say, the Hessian-fly.

Cecidomyia leguminicola Lintn.
y
the clover-seed midge.

Cecidom} ria sp.?, within a jumping gall.

Diplosis pyrivora Riley, the pear midge.

Diplosis tritici {Kirby), the wheat midge.

Lasioptera vitis S., the grapevine gall midge.

Sciara caldaria Lintn., the green-house Sciara.

Sciara coprophila Lintn., the manure-fly.

Sciara mali (Fitch), the apple midge.

Sciara militaris Now, the " snake-worm." ?

Sciara Thomae (Linn.), the "snake-worm."?

Sciara species, the fungus gnats.

Epidapus scabies Hopkins, the potato-scab gnat.

Exechia sp., a fungus gnat.

Simulium molestum Harris MS., the black-fly.

Bibio albipennis Say, the white-winged Bibio.

Anopheles quadrimaculatus Say, the winter mosquito.

Chironomus nivoriundus Fitch, the snow-born midge.

Trichocera brumalis Fitch, the mid-winter Trichocera.

Scenopinus fenestralis (Linn.).

Promachus Fitchii Ost-Sack.

Erax rufibarbis Macq.

Microdon globosus (Fabr.).

Helophilus latifrons (Loew).

Mallota posticata (Fabr.).

Spilomyia fusca Loew.

Hypoderma bovis (DeGeer), the ox warble-fly.

Cutereba emasculator Fitch, the emasculating bot-fly.

Haematobia serrata R. Desv., the cow-horn fly.

Pollenia rudis (Fabr.), the cluster- fly.

Lucilia macellaria Fabr., the " screw-worm."

Hylemyia deceptiva Fitch, the deceptive wheat-fly.

Phorbia ceparum (Meigen), the onion-fly.

Phorbia cilicrura (Rondani), the locu-a-egg Anthomyian.

Phorbia floccosa (Macq.).

Anthomyia brassier Bouchc, the cabbage-fly.

Anthomyia radicum Linn., the root-fly.

Anthomyia raphani Harris, the radish-fly.
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Anthomyia similis Fitch, the similar wheat-fly.

Anthomyia zese Riley, the seed-corn fly.

Pegomyia betarum \Lintn.), the beet-fly.

Pegomyia vicina Lintn., a beat-leaf miner.

Trypeta longipennis Wied.

Trypeta pomonella Walsh, the apple-maggot

Drosophila ampelophila Loew, the pickled-fruit fly.

Drosophila sp., a flour-paste fly.

Meromyza Americana Fitch, the wheat-stem maggot.

Chloropisca prolifica Osten- Sacken, the prolific Chlorops.

Phytomyza chrysanthemi Kowarz, the marguerite-fly.

Phytomyza nigricornis Macq.

Phora agarici Lintn., the mushroom Phora.

COLEOPTERA.

Calosoma calidum (Fabr.), the fiery caterpillar hunter.

Bern bidium quadrimaculatum (Linn.).

Harpalus caliginosus (Fabr.).

Aleochara anthornyise Sprague.

Phalacrus politus Mels., in wheat.

Megilla maculata DeGeer, the spotted lady-bird.

Hippodamia convergens Guer., the convergent lady-bird.

Adalia bipunctata (Linn.), the two-spotted lady-bird.

Harmonia picta Rand., the painted lady-bird.

Anatis ocellata (Linn.), the fifteen- spotted lady-bird.

Chilocorus bivulnerus Muls., the twice-stabbed lady-bird.

Epilachna borealis (Fabr.), the northern lady-bird.

Vedalia cardinalis Muls.

Lsemophlceus alternans Erich.

Dermestes lardarius Linn., the bacon-beetle.

Dermestes vulpinus Fabr., a leather-beetle.

Attagenus piceus (Oliv.), the black carpet-beetle.

Anthrenus scrophularige (Fabr.), the carpet-beetle.

Lathridius ruficollis 3farsh.

Elateridae species, wire-worms.

Alaus oculatus (Linn ), the owl-beetle.

Agriotes mancus Say, the wheat wire-worm.

Melanotus communis ( Gyll.).

Limonius confusus Le Conte.

Cebrio bicolor (Fabr.).
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Agrilus aDxius Gory, the willow Agrilus.

Agrilus ruficollis (Fabr.), the raspberry gouty-gall beetle.

Chauliogaathus Pennsylvanicus (DeGeer), Pennsylvania soldier-

beetle.

Chauliognathus marginatus (Fabr.), the margined soldier-beetle.

Telephorus bilineatus (Say), the two lined soldier-beetle.

Trichodes Nuttalli Kirby.

Thanasimus dubius (Fabr ).

Ptinus brunneus Duftsch.

Ptinus quadrimaculatus Mels.

Sitodrepa panicea (Linn.), a leather-beetle.

Sinoxylon basilare Say, the red-shouldered Sinoxylon.

Amphicerus bicaudatus (Say), the apple-twig borer.

Polycaon confertus Lec.

Lyctus opaculus Lec.

Aphodius fimetarius (Linn.), a dung-beetle.

Aphodius inquinatus (Herbst.), a dung-beetle.

Macrodactylus subspinosus (Fabr.), the rose-bug.

Lachnosterna fusca (Frohl.) and congeners, the white grubs.

Lachnosterha tristis (Fabr.).

Anomala lucicola (Fabr.), the light-loving grapevine beetle.

Anomala marginata (Fabr.), the margined Anomala.

Dynastes Hyllus Chtvr.

Dynastes Tityus (Linn.), the Rhinoceros beetle.

AUorhina nitida (Linn.), the fig eater.

Euphoria Inda {Linn.), the Indian Cetotiia.

Orthosoma brunneum Forst.

Hylotrupes bajulus (Li?i?i.)

Chion cinctus (Drury), the banded Chion.

Elaphidion parallelum JVewm., the oak-pruner.

Cyllene robiniae (Loerst.), the locust borer.

Cyllene pictus (Drury), the hickory borer

Plagionotus speciosus (Say), the maple-tree borer.

Xylotrechus colon us (Fabr.).

Psenocerus supernotatus (Say).

Monohammus confusor (Jfirby), the long-horned pine-borer.

Saperda Candida Fabr., the round-headed apple-tree borer.

Saperda tridentata Oliv., the common elm tree borer.

Oberea bimaculata (Oliv.), the raspberry-cane girdler.

Lema trilineata
(
Olivier), the three-lined leaf-beetle.

Crioceris asparagi (Linn.), the asparagus beetle.
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Crioceris 12-punctata Linn., the 12-spotted asparagus beetle.

Chrysochus auratus (Fabr.), the golden Chrysochus.

Typophorus canellus (Habr.).

Doryphora decemlineata (Say), the Colorado potato-beetle.

Diabrotica 12-punctata (Olio.), the 12-spotted Diabrotica.

Diabrotica vittata (Fabr.), the striped cucumber beetle.

Trirhabda Canadensis (Kirby).

Galerucella luteola (Mull.), the elm-leaf beetle.

Haltica bimarginata (Say), the alder flea-beetle.

Haltica chalybea Illig., the grapevine flea-beetle.

Crepidodera rufipes (Linn.), the red-footed flea-beetle.

Orthaltica copalina (Fabr.).

Phyllotreta vittata (Fabr.), the striped flea-beetle.

Systena frontalis (Fabr.).

Systena tseniata (Say), the broad-striped flea- beetle.

Dibolia borealis Chev., a plantain leaf miner.

Odontata dorsalis Thunb.

Coptocycla bicolor Fabr., the golden tortoise beetle.

Coptocycla clavata (Fabr.), the clubbed tortoise beetle.

Bruchus Chinensis Linn., a southern pea weevil.

Bruchus lentis Loheman, the lentil weevil.

Bruchus obtectus Say, the bean weevil.

Bruchus rufimanus (Boheman), the European bean weevil.

Tenebrio obscurus Fabr., the American meal-worm.

Tenebrio molitor (Linn.), the meal-worm.

Tribolium ferrugineum (Fabr.).

Hymenorus obscurus (Say).

Meloe angusticollis Say, the oil-beetle.

Macrobasis unicolor (Kirby), the ash-gray blister-beetle.

Epicauta vittata (Fabr.), the striped blister-beetle.

Epicauta cinerea (Forst.), the margined blister-beetle.

Epicauta Pennsylvanica (DeGeer), the black blister-beetle.

Pomphopoea Sayi Le Conte, Say's blister-beetle.

Otiorhynchus ovatus (Linn.), the ovate snout-beetle.

Oliorhynchus singularis Linn.

Otiorhynchus sulcatus (Fabr.).

Aramigus Fulleri (Horn), Fuller's rose-beetle.

Phytonomus punctatus (Fabr.), the punctured clover-leaf weevil.

Pissodes strobi (Peck), the white-pine weevil.

Pachylobius picivorus (Germ.).

Lixus concavus Say.
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Tachypterus quadrigibbus (Say), the apple curculio.

Coccotorus scutellaris Lee, the plum gouger.

Anthonomus signatus Say, the strawberry weevil.

CoDOtrachelus nenuphur (Herbst), the plum curculio.

Conotrachelus crataegi Walsh, the quince curculio.

Craponius inaequalis (Say), the grape curculio.

Trichobaris trinotata (Say), the potato-stalk weevil.

Sphenophorus caryosus ( Oliv.).

Sphenophorus robustus Horn.

Sphenophorus sculptilis Uhler, the sculptured corn curculio.

Calandra oryzae (Linn.), the rice weevil.

Calandra granaria (Linn.), the grain weevil.

Monarthrum mali (Fitch), the apple-tree bark-beetle.

Xyleborus dispar (Fabr.), the pear-blight beetle.

Tomicus sp? a balsam-fir bark beetle.

Tomicus typographus (Linn.).

Scolytus rugulosus (Ratz.), the wrinkled Scolytus.

Polygraphus rufipennis (ITirby), the spruce-bark beetle.

Phloeotribus liminaris (JTarr.), the peach-bark Scolytus.

Hylesinus opaculus Lee, the elm-bark beetle.

Dendroctonus rufipennis (Kirby).

Crypturgus pusillus Gyll.

Brachytarsus variegatus (Say).

Hemiptera.

Corimelsena pulicaria Germ., the flea-like negro-bug.

Podisus cynicus (Say).

Podisus modestus Dallas.

Podisus spinosus (Dallas), the spined soldier-beetle.

Cosmopepla carnifex (Fabr).

Lioderma ligata (Stall).

Pentatoma juniperina (Linn.), the juniper plant-bug.

Murgantia histronica (Hahn.), the Harlequin cabbage-bug.

Leptoglossus oppositus (Say).

Anasa tristis (DeGeer), the squash-bug.

Leptocoris trivittatus (Say), the box-elder plant-bug.

Blissus leucopterus (Say), the chinch-bug.

Pyrrhocoris calmariensis Fallen.

Largus succinctus (Linn.), the margined Largus.

Dysdercus suturellus JSer.-Sch., the cotton-stainer.

67
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Lygus invitus (Say), the contrary plant-bug.

Lygus pratensis (Linn.), the tarnished plant-bug.

Poecilocapsus lineatus (Fabr.), the four-lined leaf-bug.

Acanthia lectularia (Linn.), the bed-bug.

Corythuca arcuata (Say).

Corythuca ciliata (Say), the ciliated Tingis.

Phymata Wolfii Stal., "an ugly bee-slayer."

Prionidus cristatus (Linn.), the nine-pronged wheel-bug.

Sirthenia carinata (Fabr.).

Rasahus biguttatus (Say).

Melanolestes abdominalis (Her.-Sch.).

Melanolestes picipes (Her.-Sch.), the black corsair.

Conorhinus sanguisugus Le Conte, the " blood-sucking cone-nose."

Opsiccetus personatus (Li?in.), the bed-bug hunter.

Belostoma Americanum Leidy, the giant water-bug.

Cicada septendecim Linn., the seventeen-year Cicada.

Cicada tredeceim Riley, the thirteen-year Cicada.

Cicada tibicen (Li?m.), the harvest-fly.

Ceresa bubalns (Fabr.), the buffalo tree-hopper.

Ptyelus lineatus (Linn.), the lined spittle-hopper.

Clastoptera obtusa (Say), the alder spittle-insect.

Clastoptera pini Fitch, the pine Clastoptera.

Enchenopa binotata (Say), the two-marked tree-hopper.

Typhlocyba roste (Harris), the rose-leaf hopper.

Typhlocyba vitis {Harris), the grapevine leaf-hopper.

Psylla buxi Linn., the box Psylla.

Psylla pyricola Foerster, the pear-tree Psylla.

Chermes pinicorticis (Fitch), the pine-bark Chermes.

Pemphigus imbricator (Fitch), the beech-tree blight aphis.

Pemphigus tessellata (Fitch), the alder-blight aphis.

Colopha ulmicola (Fitch), the cockscomb elm-gall aphis.

Aphis brassiere Linn., the cabbage aphis.

Aphis cucumeris Forbes, the melon aphis.

Aphis mali Fabr., the apple-tree aphis.

Aphis Middletonii Thomas, the aster-root aphis.

Aphis prunifolire Filch, the plum-tree aphis.

Siphocoryne pastinacese (Limi.), the parsnip aphis.

Myzus cerasi (Fabr.), the cherry-tree aphis.

Myzus ribis (Linn.), the currant aphis.

Megoura solani Thomas, the potato aphis.

Phorodon humuli (Schrank), the hop-vine aphis.
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Siphonophora granaria (Kirby), the grain aphis.

Phylloxera vitifoliae (Fitch), the grapevine Phylloxera.

Icerya Purchasi Maskell, the cottony-cushion scale.

Dactylopius destructor Corns., the destructive mealy-bug.

Dactylopius longifilis Corns., the long-threaded mealy-bug.

Pulvinaria innumerabilis (Rathv.), the maple-tree scale-insect.

Lecanium sp., a grapevine scale-insect.

Aspidiotus nerii Bouche, the white scale.

Chionaspis furfurus (Fitch), the scurfy bark-louse.

Chionaspis pinifolise (Fitch), the pine leaf scale-insect.

Mytilaspis pomorum (Bouche), the apple-tree bark-louse.

Physopoda.

Heliothrips haemorrhoidalis Bouche.

Thrips species.

Orthoptera.

Gryllotalpa borealis Burm., the mole cricket.

Gryllus luctuosus Serv., the doleful cricket.

(Ecanthus niveus Harris, the white-flower cricket.

Microcentrum retinervis (Burm), the angular-winged katydid.

Melanoplus atlanis (Riley), the lesser migratory locust.

Melanoplus femur-rubrum (DeQeer), the red-legged grasshopper.

Melanoplus spretus
(
Uhler), the Rocky Mountain locust.

Chortophaga viridifasciata (De Geer), the green-striped grasshopper.

Mantis Carolina Linn., the Carolina Mantis.

Mantis religiosus Linn., the Brie-Lieu.

Diapheromera femorata (Say), the walking-stick.

Blattidse, cockroaches.

Ectobia Germanica (Fabr.), the Croton-bug.

Neuroptera.

Chauliodes pectinicornis (Linn.), the comb-horned fish-fly.

Chauliodes rasticornis Ramb., the tooth-horned fish-fly.

Chauliodes serricornis Say, the saw-horned fish-fly.

Corydalis cornuta (Linn.), the horned Corydalis.

Chrysopa species, lace-winged flies

Dendroleon obsoletum (Say), a climbing ant-lion.

Myrmeleon immaculatus (Be Geer), the spotless Myrmeleon.

Bittacus pilicornis Westw., the hairy-horned scorpion-fly.

Bittacus strigosus Hagen, the striped scorpion-fly.
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Panorpa communis Linn., the common scorpion-fly.

Panorpa maculosa Hagen, the spotted scorpion-fly.

Panorpa nematogaster McLachl, a Java scorpion-fly.

Panorpa rufescens Ramb., the rufescent scorpion-fly.

Boreus brumalis Fitch, the mid-winter Boreus.

Boreus nivoriundus Fitch, the snow-born Boreus.

PsEUDONEUROPTERA.

Capnia pygmsea (Burnt.), the small snow-fly.

Nemoura nivalis Fitch, the large snow-fly. The shad-fly.

Clothilia pulsatoria Linn., the death-watch.

Atropos divinatoria ( 0. Fabr.) s the divining Atropos.

Psocus sp? from Bucculatrix.

Psocus venosus Burm.

Hexagenia bilineata (Say).

Ephemera natata Walker.

Ephemera sp.?, a May-fly.

Caenis nigra Hagen MS.

Thysanura.

Campodea fragilis Meinert.

Smynthurus hortensis Fitch, the garden-flea.

Achorutes purpurescens (Lubbock).

Schoturus nivicola (Fitch), " the snow-flea."

Aphorura armata Tullberg.

Anurida maritima Guorin.

Arachnida.

Tetranychus telarius (Linn.), the red-spider.

Trombidium locustarum Riley, the locust mite.

Bryobia pratensis Garman, the clover mite.

Dermanyssus avium Buges, the chicken-louse.

Gamasus obovatus Lintner, associated with Julus in potatoes.

Uropoda Americana Riley, the Colorado potato beetle mite.

Ixodes bovis Riley, the cattle tick.

Tyroglyphus Lintneri Osborn, a tomato-infesting mite.

Tyroglyphus longior
(
Gervais), a mite in smoked meat.

Tyroglyphus phylloxerse (Flan.-Riley), the phylloxera mite.

Tyroglyphus siro (Linn.), the cheese mite.

Rhizoglyphus rostroserratus (Megnin), a mushroom mite.

Heteropus ventricosus Newport, the ventricose mite.
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Phytoptus ?persicse, a peach-tree Phytoptus.

Phytoptus phloeocoptes Nalepa, a plum-tree Phytoptus.

Phytoptus pyri (Scheaten), the pear-leaf blister mite.

Myriapoda.

Julus'cffiruleocinctus Wood, the blue-banded Julus.

Polydesmus complanatus {Linn.).

Thousand-legged worms.

Cermatia forceps (Baf.), a household centipede.

Crustacea.

Crangonyx mucronatus Forbes, an eyeless fresh-water shrimp.

Vermes.

Anguillulidae, eel-worms.

Gordius linearis, \

Gordius robustus, [ hair-worms or hair-snakes.

Gordius varius, )

Syngamus trachealis, the gape-worm.





(H)

ERRATA (ADDITIONAL) IN PRECEDING REPORTS.*

Additional Errata in First Report.

Page 40, line 14, for Sylvanus read Silvanus.

Page 42, line 23, for Tenthridinidae read Tenthredinidee.

Page 156, line 4 from bottom, for pinifolice read pinifoliella.

Page 227, lines 15 and 16 from bottom, for p. 682 et seq., read pp. 477-484.

Page 264, line 5, for 183 read 1834.

Page 268-269, for Pentatomoidce read Pentatomoidea.

Page 272, line 2, for ribes read ribis.

Page 297, line 5 from bottom, for togata read tergata.

Page 300, line 14, for Telamone read Telamona.

Page 302, line 4, for 264 read 254.

Page 314, last line, for Cyniphidce read Cynipidce.

Page 330, line 11, for fascata read fuscatus.

Page 330, line 2 from bottom, for ix read x.

Page 331, line 2, for aculifer read aculiferus.

Page 343, line 14 from bottom, for marcellaria read macellaria

.

Additional Errata in Second Report.

Page 23, line 13 from bottom, for Ampelophila read Drosophila.

Page 57, line 19, for 487 read 497.

Page 125, line 11, for Sciari read Sciara.

Page 146, line 23, for Euschistes read Euschistus.

Page 152, line 32, for Cimex lectularia read C. lectularius.

Page 166, line 14 from bottom, for Euchetes read Euchcetes.

Page 180, line 1, for Fitch read (Fitch).

Page 207, lines 19 (and under figures), for purpurascens read purpurescens.

Page 213, line 5 from bottom, for Corydalus read Corydalis.

Page 241, line 2 from bottom, for Anophales read Anopheles.

Errata in Third Report.

Page 116, line 5, for Anaitis read Anatis.

Page 138, line 16 from bottom, for Nuttali read Nuttalli.

Page 140, line 9, for chaleid Copodosoma truncatella read chalcid Copido-

soma truncatellum.

Page 140, line 17, for Irm read strigosa.

Page 141, line 7, for fusciventris read fasciventris .

Page 144, line 6, for picivorous read picivorus.

Page 153, line 23, for Euschistes read Euschistus.

Page 153, line 24, for Phylira read Phyllira.

* If desired, the errata may be inserted as slips in the respective Reports.
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Additional Errata in Fourth Report.

Page 50, lines 3, 8, 12, 13, 20, for definata read definita.

Page 67, line 23, for Daniels read DanielL

Page 71, lines 19 and 20, for auxiliary read first.

Page 72, lines 17 and 40, for "Wager read Waga.

Page 73, line 6, after p. 152 add (of Synop. Br. Ins.).

Page 104, bottom line, for oacK read bark.

Page 137, line 6, for hypophleas read hypophlceas.

Page 139, line 9, for Cramer read (Cramer).

Page 151, line 9, for 41, 44 read 41-44.

Page 180, line 18 from bottom, for Periplanata read Periplaneta.

Page 197, line 14 from bottom, for Tenthridinoz read Tenthredince.

Page 206, line 2, for crocotaria read crocataria.

Page 207, line 16 from bottom, for vestata read vestita.

Page 208, line 8 from bottom, for obtusa read obtrusa.

Page 483, line 5, for crocatoria to crocataria.

Additional Errata in Fifth Report.

Page 193, line 2, for Adolecephala read Adelocephala.

Page 199, line 7 from bottom, for Ceratocampadce read Ceratocampidce

.

Page 245, line 25, for quadrinota read quadrinotata

.

Page 266, line 15, for pinifolii read pinifolice.

Page 268, line 22, for fraterna read fratemus.

Page 271, line 4 from bottom, for Blaphar- read Blephar-.

Page 300, line 9 from bottom, for Chrysomelidce read Bruchidce.

Page 303, line 17, for Tachus read Tachys.

Page 303, line 18, for Homolota read Homalota.

Page 320, last line, for hyalinatalis read hyalinata.

Additional Errata in Sixth Report.

Page 120, line 2 from bottom, for Henshaw read Dimmock.
Page 146, line 22, precede with— it and.

Page 151, lines 11 and 15, longipennis and Columbia are the same.

Page 170, line 25, for Anthomenus read Anchomenus.

Page 188, line 19, for confusor read confusus.

Additional Errata in Seventh Report.

Page 229, line 24, for abbreviatella read abbreviata.

Page 325, line 10 from bottom, for Periplanata read Periplaneta.

Page 334, line 12, for pygmeus read pygmceus.

Page 360, line 12 from bottom, for Oliv. read (Oliv.).

Page 367, lines 28 and 29, for Cuterabra read Cuterebra.

Page 369, line 10, for Amblycomorpha read Amblycorypha.
Page 382, line 24, for Cuterabra read Cuterebra.

Page 384, line 18, for Amblycomorpha read Amblycorypha.
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Additional Errata in Eighth Report.

Page 106, line 29, for C. pyrivora read D. pyrivora.

Page 163, dele last line.

Page 167, line 12, for pygmeus read pygmceus.

Page 238, line 8 from bottom, for Masicora read Masicera.

Page 275, line 12, for Chalciddice read Chalcididce.

Page 289, line 3, for definata read definita.

Page 291, lines 3 and 8 from bottom, for Deshaiziana read Deshaisiana.

Page 298, line 6, for Helophilus read Hydrophilus.

Page 300, line 12 from bottom, for Chlosops read Chlorops.

Additional Errata in Ninth Report.

Page 296, line 7, for pelargium read pelargonium.

Page 296, line 14, for Garpocapsa read Carpocapsa.

Page 313, line 14, for Chlorops read Chloropisca.

Page 450, line 11, for Oonopteryx read Gonoptera.

Page 455, line 4 from bottom, for Lecontii read Lecontei.

Page 461, line 13, for Xylocapa read Xylocopa.
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Abbotii, Lophyrus, i, 42.

Otlocerus, ix, 386.

Thyreus, ii, 214; v, 175, 177, 306, 324; vi, 187;

vii, 381; ix, 451, 461; x, 502, 509.

abbreviata, Ceria, vii, 229.

abbreviatus, Cryptohypnus, viii, 200.

Qryllus, viii, 1*9.

abdominali8, Melanolestes, iv, 111; v, 316.

Abia caprifolium [Zaraea inflata], i, 42.

abieticolens, Adelges [Chermes], ii, 185.

Cbermes, ii, 185.

abietis, Adelges [Chermes], ii, 185.

Athysanus [male of Bythoscopus varia-

bilis], ix, 400.

Chermes, ii, 185.

Lachnus, ix, 407, 412.

Lophyrus, i, 42.

abietiselia, Gelechia, iv, 20, 22, 59, 60.

Abraxes [Eufltchia] ribearia, i, 299, 306
;

ix,

456.

abrupta, Hjstricia [Tachina vivida], viii, 297.

Acacia insects, viii, 215, 275.

Acanthia erosa [Phymata Wolff ii], ill, 110.

lectularia, i, 17, 62; ii, 17, 52, 154; ix, 458.

Acaridae, ii, 36, 241; ix, 464; x, 451-453.

Acarina, i, 45; iii, 129, 133; v, 287-295; vii, 323;

x, 449-460.

Acarus domesticus [Tyroglyphus siro]
,
v, 292.

farinae [= prec], v, 292, 294.

horridu8 [Tyroglyphus longior], v, 292.

lactis [Tyroglyphus siro], v, 292.

acerella, Lecanium [Pulvinaria innumerabilis],

vi, 147.

acericola, Lecanium [= prec.], vi, 143; vii,

370.

acericorticis, Lecanium [=prec.], i, 301, 309,

310; vi, 142; vii, 370.

acerifoliella, Incurvaria, i, 308
;

v, 215-19; ix,

458.

Ornix [= prec.], i, 308; v, 215, 216, 218; ix,

458.

acerifolii, Pemphigus, x, 494.

aceris, Aphis [Chaitophorus]
,
ix, 406, 411,412.

Chaltophorus, ix, 411, 412.

Coccus [Pulvinaria innumerabilis]
,
vi, 147.

Lecanium, of Europe, i, 310.

[venosus], Psocus, i, 316.

acerni, .Egeria, x, 504.

aceti, Drosophila, of Europe, i, 220.

achatina [obtusa], Clastoptera, ix, 393.

Achemon, Philampelus, v, 175; ix, 451; x, 481'

508.

Achlyodes Thraso, i, 336.

Acholla multi8pinosa, x, 517.

Achorutes [8choturus] boletivorus, ii, 206.

[Schoturus] marmoratus, ii, 206.

[Schoturus] nlvicola, ii, 203-206, 244.

[8choturus] pratorum, ii, 206.

purpurescens, ii, 207.

[Schoturus] Texensis, ii, 206.

Acidalia, scent-organs, i, 72; iv, 206.

enucleata, x, 483.

lacteola, vii, 375.

Acocephalus [Paramesua] vitellinus, ix, 397.

Acorn-cup gall insects, iv, 42, 44.

Acrididse, ii, 187; iv, 165; vi, 151; viii, 179; ix,

330, 332; x,360 ; 439-445.

Acridium [Melanoplus] femur-rubrum, i, 304;

vi, 151, 153.

hemipterum [Chortophaga viridlfasciata]

,

ii, 187.

marginatum [= prec.], ii, 187.

Virginianum [= prec], ii, 187.

viridifa8ciatum [= prec.], ii, 187.

Acronycta, abdominal scent-organs, i, 71.

Americana [funeralis], ii, 77; ix, 455.

clarescens, i, 328.

dissecta, x, 482.

funeralis, ix, 455; x, 482.

hamamelis, x, 482.

luteicoma, i, 328.

morula, i, 328; ix, 455; x, 481.

oblinita, ix, 456.

occidentalis, i, 328.

Radcliffei, i, 328.

Actias luna, ii, 39; iii, 140; v, 188; ix, 455, 456;

x, 481, 509, 515.

aculiferus, Leptostylus, i, 304, 331

.

acuminata, Mermis, iv, 127; vii, 374; viii, 290.

Acutalis dorsalis, ix, 410.

acutella, Botis, x, 483.

acutus, ?Jas8us [Platymetopius]
,
ix, 402.

Platymetopius, ix, 402, 410.

Adalia bipunctata, ii, 232; iii, 137, 148; iv, 12,

194, 195; vi, 117-119; vii, 375; ix, 306, 370.

Adelges [Chermes] abieticolens, ii, 185.

[Chermes] abietis, ii, 185.

[Chermes] coccineua, ii, 184.

[Chermes] strobilobius ii, 184.

Adelocephala [Anisota] senatoria, v, 193 .

Adelphagrotis prasina, x, 377.

adipaloides, Botis, x, 483.

AdipsDphanes miscellus, x, 488.

Adirondack black-fly, vii, 364.

gray gnat, vii, 364.

insects, iv, 23, 136-7; v, 260; vi, 178; vii, 219.

midge, vii, 364.

punky, vii, 364.
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Adirondack region, collections in, v, 281-286;

vii, 218; x, 376-377.

adjuncts, Hadena [Mamestra], ix, 456.

Mamestra, x, 482.

adumbrata, Ericcampa, v, 323.

adasta, Hadena, of Europe, iv, 127.

adveca. Silvanus, ix, £08.

JEgeria acerni, x, 504.

cucurbit as [Melittia Ceto], ii, 57.

[Thyridopteryx] epbemeraeformis, i, 81.

[Sannina] exitiosa, i, 47, 57, 64, 259; ii, 6, 60,

216; iv, 107; vi, 170; viii, 181-186.

pictipes, v, 280.

tipuliformis, i, 8; ii, 60, 216.

JEgeridae, i, S3; ii, 60, 216; iv, 154; v, 311, 313,

317; ix, 456.

a?uea, Pomphopoea, i, 331.

tequalis, Stenobothrus, ii, 196.

a?rea [borealis], Dibolia, x, 414, 415.

Plusia, x, 376, 482.

a?roides, Plusia, ix, 456; x, 376, 482.

.Eschna heros, i, 322.

jesculi [pyrina], Zeuzera, ix, 426.

aestiva, Dendroeca, ii, 8.

affinis, Bruchus, of Europe, vii, 284.

Erythroneura [Typhlocyba], ix, 403.

Phyrrata, vii, 242 & 245, 246.

[cbrysanthemi]
,
Phytomyza, iv, 75; vii,

242, 245, 246.

Saperda [Oberea bimaculata], v, 231.

Typhlocyba, ix, 403, 410.

afflictana, Lozotasnia, x, 4?3.

agarici, Phora, x, 399-406, 5:6.

Agarista [Alypia] octomaculata, v, 179.

Agelgeus Phceniceus. ii. 189.

Aglia tau, v, 1SS.

agrestis, Clytus [Xylotrechus coloous], iv, 93.

Agrilus anxius, x, 407.

ruficollis, vi, 123-125, 174; x, 406-407, 516.

torpidus [anxius], v, 283, 3:7; x, 407.

Agriotes lineatus, i, 46.

mancus, iv, 207; viii, 198, 200.

truncatus [mancus], viii, 198.

Agromyza tritlci, i, 226.

Agromyzida?. iv. 78.

Agrotis, i. 58, 104, 109, 312.

aDnexa, viii, 235.

badicollis, x. 4S2.

baja, i, 8, 340.

bicarnea, i, 340.

Irunneicollis, vii, 375.

clandestina, i, 328; v, 282, 317; vi, 175; viii,

199, 235; x, 482.

c-nigrum, i, 8; x, 482.

Cochranii, i, 58, 328; v, 210.

cupida, i, 58; vii, 375.

devastator [Xylophasia devastatrix]
, i,

303.

fennica, viii, 235, 236.

haruspica, x, 462.

herilis, viii. 300; x, 482, 519.

inermis [saucia], v, 200, 201.

EEPOKTS I-X

Agrotis maleflda, viii, 236.

messoria, i, 328, 340; viii, 188, 236.

nigricans v. maizii, vii, 375.

Ortonii [saucia], v, 201.

perpolita, vii, 3" 5.

plecta, i, 8; x, 482.

prasina, i, 8; x, 482.

redimicula, x, 377.

repentis, 1, 340.

saucia, i, 8, 328; v, 200-206; viii, 234, 235.

scandens, I, 58, 328.

segetum, viii, 235.

eubgothica, i, 303, 340; x, 377, 482, 519.

tessellata, vii, 382.

tricosa, ix, 456; x, 377, 482.

tritici, viii, 235.

ypsilon, i, 8, 58; viii, 111, 126, 188-191, 284,

296; x, 497.

Alaus myops, i, 330; v, 317.

oculatus, i, 330; ii, 230; iv, 141. 207; v, 317,

325; vi, 189; ix, 448.

albella, Isctoaia, vi, 190.

albifrons, Edema, ix, 456.

albilinea, Leucania, iv, 56; viii, 291; x, 482, 490,

492, 509.

albipennis, Bibio, ii, 110; iv, 174; vi, 167, 174,

188; vii, 369.

albolineata [glaucaria]
,
Synchlora, viii, 129.

Alcathce, A.nthomyia, i, 171.

Alder b'ight, ii. 181 ; ix, 346, 317, 408.

Alder-blight aphis, x, 491

Alder flea-beetle, iv, 96-101.

Alder-leaf Lachnus, ix, 407.

Alder spittle-insect, v, 24J-246.

Alder woolly plant-lice, v, 282.

Altochara amhomyiaa [nitida], I, 188.

brachyptrrus, i, 188.

nitida, i, 168.

Aletia argiilacea [xylina], i, 7, 35, 58, 117, 328;

ii, 220.

cotton-worm, i, 120.

xylina, iv, 206

aletiaa, Phora, x, 405.

Aleurodes [^leyrodes Latr.] sp , i, 331.

Aleyrodes, ii. 220; vii. 383.

Allorhina nitida, i, 237, 238, 239; ii, 114; v, 319;

vi, 183: ix, 353; x, 516.

Allynii, Eupelmus, iv, 33.

alni [bimarginata]
, Haltica, iv, 97, 103.

alnifolia?, Lachnus, ix, 407, 412.

Alope, Satyrus. iv, 137.

alpha, Liopus, i, £31.

alpinellus, Crambus, i, 150.

alternans, La?mophloeus, iii, 100.

Temnostoma, vii, 229.

alternatus, Idiocerus [Jassus verticis], ix,

399, 4.0.

Altica [Crepidodera] ruflpes, iv, 101.

Alucita, x, 383.

[Sitotroga] cerealella, ii, 102, 107.

granella [= prec.], ii, 107.

Alypia octomaculata, i, S3; v, 179-183; vi, 177;

viii, 296; ix, 455; x, 481.
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Alysia manducator, of Europe, i, 176, 187.

Amara food-plants, iii, 99.

obesa, x, 493

Amata, Calopteryx, vii, 220.

Amblycephalu8 [AthyBanus] Curtlsii, ix, 401.

410.

[Deltocephalus] inimicus, ix, 401-102, 410.

[Deltocephalus] melsheimerii, ix, 401, 410.

[Deltocephalus] sayii, ix, 401, 410.

Amblycorypha oblongifolia, vii, 369; ix, 464; x,

512, 519.

rotuudifolia, vii, 384.

ambrosispfoliella, Bucculatrix, i, 344; viii,

106, 138.

ambulana, Lipura, ii, 209.

American currar t-bore-, i, 321

.

lappet-moth, i, 328.

meal-worm, x, 498.

silk-worm, x, 41-3.

Americana [funeralis], Acronycta, ii, 77; ix,

455.

[hypophlap.as] ,Chrysophanus, iii, 108; v. 285.

Cimbex, i, 133; viii, 300.

Clisiocampa, see Clisiocampa Americana.
Empusa, ix, 314.

[var. of caja], Euprepia, ix, 452.

Gastropacha, i, 328; ix, 456.

Meromyza, 1,221-227, 344; iii, 96; vi, 178;

vii, 377.

Penthlmia, ix, 397.

Procris, ii, 231; vii, 379.

Schizoneura, v, 319.

Silpha, ix, 462.

Uropoda, see Uropoda Americana.
Americanum Belostoma, iii, 141; iv, 145, 208;

vi, 189; vii, 333; viii, 293; x, 512, 517.

Americanus, Argas, vi, 158.

Chauliognathus, iv, 86.

Coccygus, ii, 82.

Ixodes, vi, 158.

Julus [X ? Spirobolus marginatus], i, 307.

[forficatus] , Lithobius, iv, 208.

aramerlandia, Scutelligera [Microdon glo-

bosus], ii, 116.

amcena, Drosophila, i, 221, 330.

Ampelophaga Myron, v, 174; x, 481, 509, 515.

ampelophila, Drosophila, i, 65, 216-221, 330;

vi, 117, 173, 177; vii, 241.

ampelopsidis, Telamona, ix, 391.

Amphibclips prunus, iv, 42.

Amphicerus bicaudatus, i, 312, 330; ii, 125-132;

ix, 447.

Amphidasys [Eubyia] cognataria, ii, 97-101,

227; ix, 456.

Aniphion Ne3sus, x, 515.

Ainphipyra pyramidoides, i, 328; iv, 138; viii,

296.

Amphisa discopunctana, x, 483.

ampla, Plusia, x, 377.

amylovorus, Micrococcus, iv, 185.

Amyntor, Ceratomia, viii, 296; x, 481, 503, 509.

Anacampsis [Sitotroga] cerealella, i, 299 ;
ii,

102.

[Gelechia] robiniella 1, 309.

anaglypticus, Copris, x, 516.

Analcis fragariae, i, 155.

Anarsia lineatella, i, 151-156; vi, 173; vii, 369,

375.

pruinella [lineatella], i, 151.

Anasa tristis, attacking melons, iii, 110-112, 147.

attracting to shelters, i, 63.

creosote oil for, ix, 434.

gypsum and kerosene for, ii, 29.

pyrethrum harmless to, i, 39.

reference, ii, 165; viii, 288, 299; x, 497, 517,

519.

remedies, vi, 169; viii, 205-207; x, 504.

anatipennella, Coleophora, i, 163.

AnatH 15-punctata [ocellata], iii, 116; v, 305;

viii, «<J84, 293.

anchorago, Stiretrus, ii, 146.

Ancyloxypha Numitor, ix, 461.

Andrenidae, vii, 219; x. 360.

Andricua saltatus, a jumping gall insect, vii,

309.

Angelica, Apatelodes, ix, 455.

Angerona crocataria, iv, 206; x, 483.

Angoumois moth, i, 299, 316; ii, 102-110; iv, 17;

vi, 187; x, 377-386, 485, 492, 510.

Anguillulidae, vi, 165; viii, 221; x, 400, 449.

angulifera, Callosamia [A,ttacus], iv, 206.

Angusil, Datana, iv, 178.

angustata, Nysius, ii, 166.

angustatum, Mallodon, vii, 251

.

angustatus, Nysius, ii, 166; v, 321.

angusticollis, Meloe, vi, 130; ix, 453; x, 511, 517

angustifrots, Anthomyia [Phorbia cilicrura],

i, 181, 184; iv, 179.

Chortophila [= prec], i, 181.

anilis, Clerus, iv, 142.

Anisodactylus from strawberry roots, ix, 462.

Anisopteryx pometaria, i, 11, 57, 72, 329; iv, 15,

139, 140, 206.

vernata, coal-oil refuse for, ii, 27.

depredating on apple, i, 329; ii, 7-9;

iii, 84; v, 253-259; ix, 296.

jarring for, i, 57.

London purple for, Ii, 44.

Paris green for, i, 33.

reference, i, 72; iv, 139, 140; Ix, 422.

remedies, ii, 8-9, 224-225; iii, 93-96, 142;

v, 212, 259, 313-314, 318-319.

spread of, i, 11; iv, 185.

swine for, 1, 61.

Anisota [Sphingicampa] blcolor, v, 199.

[Sphingicampa] bieecta, v, 199; vii, 373.

[Sphingicampa] Heiligbrodti, v, 199.

pellucida [Virginiensis], v, 199.

[Dryocampa] rubicunda, v, 197, 198, 200.

senatorla, ii, 230; iii, 91; v, 192-200; ix, 450,

453.
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Anisota stigma, iii, 91; v, 197, 199.

Virginiensis, v, 199.

annexa, Agrotis, viii, 235.

annulata,Plesiastina, x, 392.

annulata [? var. Carpini.]
,
Psylla, ix. 404, 411.

Anobium obesum [Sitodrepa panicea] ,
iv, 88.

paniceum [= prec], iv, e8.

[Xestobiutn] tesselatum, fi, 202.

Anomala atrata [lucicola], i, 207.

binotata, x, 413.

lucicola, I, 307; v, 305, 325; x, 408-410.

maculicollis [var. of lucicola]
,

i, 307.

marginata, x, 411-413, 491.

mcerens [lucicola], i, 307; x, 410.

minuta, x, 412, 413.

pinicola [lucicola], x, 408, 410.

undulata, x, 413.

Anomalon oviposition in Datana, viii, 164.

Anomia? [? Typhlocyba] rosae, vii, 345, 862.

Anopheles hyemalis [quadrimaculatus] ,
i, 298.

quadriaiaculatus, i, 298; ii, 241.

Anoplitis scutellaris [Odontota dorsalis] ,
i, 309,

320.

Anotia Bonnetii, ix, 387.

antennalis, Chlorops [Sapromyza vulgaris]
,
i,

225.

antennata, Xylina, i, 137, 328.

Anthomyia, i, 47, 75, 171, 180, 181, 195, 200, 202;

viii, 285.

Alcathoe, i, 171.

angustifrons [Phorbia ctticrura]
,

i, 181 ; iv,

179.

[Hylemyia] antiqua, i, 171, 179.

[Pegomyia] betae, i, 204, 205, 207.

brassicse, i, 47, 171, 184-191, 192, 193, 296, 322;

ii, 28; v, 158, 265, 319; ix, 431; x, 486.

calceola MS., i, 195.

[Phorbia] ceparum, i, 8, 46, 171, 172, 180, 296,

322.

goniphora MS., i, 195.

ischiaca MS., i, 195.

lactucarum, i, 191.

latitarsus, i, 171.

lenis MS., i, 195.

lunatifrons MS., i, 195.

notatifrons MS., i, 195.

pluvialis, i, 171.

radicum, i, 171, 184, 185, 186, 191-194, 196,

198.

radicum var. calopteni [Phorbia cilicrura]

,

i, 181.

raphani, i, 48, 171, 193, 194-199, 296, 322; ii,

28.

ruficeps, 1, 171, 185.

similis, i, 171, 202.

sulcans [betae], i, 207.

timida, MS.,i, 195.

zeae, i, 199-201: iv, 179.

anthomyiaB [nitida]
, Aleochara, i, 188.

Anthomyiidae, i, 168-211; ii, 35, 46, 225; v, 314.

Anthonomus, x, 517.

[Pseudanthonomus] crataegi, i, 331.

Anthonomus musculus [i of signatus], i, 139;
ix, 431.

[Tachypterue] quadrigibbus, i, 60, 331; iv,

£01; vi, 174; ix, 419.

signatus, iii, 139: ix, 431.

sycophanta, v, 173.

Anthophiia. number of U. S. species, iv, 181.

Anthophora retusa, x, 386.

Anthrenus, i, 64, 74; ix, 381.

flavipe8 [var. of scrophulariae]
,
ix, 290,1301,

lepidus [var. of\ scrophulariae] ,
vi, 175 fix,

299, 303.

thoracicus Tvar. of scrophulariae] ix, 299,

varins [verbasci], i, 65, 299; ii,
F
.138; \v, 141;

v, 267, 268; vi, 120.

Anthrenus scrophulariae,

a museum pest, ii, 138; v, 268.

associated with Attagenus megatoma, ii,

46, 228; vii, 377.

bibliography of, ix, 299-S00.

contributions of, v, 325; vi, 188.

general account (abstract), vii, 372; viii,

292-293; (extended) ix, 299-306.

habits, etc., v, 267-268, 314; vi, 173; viii, 294.

in Akron, O., iii, 139.

introduced from Europe, iv, 175; vi, 335.

lady-birds mistaken for, iv, 195, 196; vi, 118.

linen and silk not eaten by it, ii, 47, 232; iv,

179.

longevity of larva, iii, 138.

mention, viii, 373, 374; x, 498.

occurrence on flowers, iv, 141.

ravages, extent of i, 9-!0; vi, 120.

remedies for, i, 59, 64; vii, 364; ix, 301-305.

reward for destruction of, vi, 120.

Anthribidae, ii, 140.

Anthribus [Brachytarsus] variegatus, ii, 139.

varius [variegatus], i, 259; ii, 53.

antiopa, Vanessa, ii, 230, 232; iv, 137; viii, 296;

x, 507.

antiqua, Anthomyia [Hylemyia], i, 171, 179.

Hylemyia, i, 1?0, 202.

Orgyia, i, 98; viii, 289.

Antispila nyssaefoliella, x 510.

Antithesia [Penthina] nimbatana, v, 213.

Ant-lion, i, 79; ii, 233; vii, 318-320; ix, 454.

Ants, associated with plant-lice, ix, 370, 371,

441; x, 501.

attacking cut-worm?, 1, 321.

attacking larvae of vagabond Crambus,

i, 145.

classification, i, 78.

in strawberry beds, x, 502.

injuries to orange-trees, x, r
366.

longevity of, iv, 181

.

on fruit-trees, x, 365-368, 491.

on peonies, x, 368-369, 491

.

preying upon young 17-year locusts, ii, 177.

reference, ii, 35; iv, 84, 114; ix, 454; x, 398.

remedies, x, 367.

sense-organs of, iv, 180.

soluble phenyle for, i, 10.
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Ants, species treated, x, 365-369

Staphylinidse parasitic upon, I, 187.

value of, In orchards, x, £03.

Anurida maritima, ii, 210.

anxius, Agrilus, x, 407.

Apamea, i, 71, 115.

Apanteles congregatua, ii, 229; iv, 201, f02; v,

177, 107, 321; vii, 364; viii, ill, 187; ix,

461; x, 509, 515.

[Wicrogaster] gelechiae, ii, 39.

militari8, viii, 238.

rufocoxalis [var. cf congregatus], ix, 461.

Apate [Amphicerus] bicaudatus, ii, 125.

Apate [Polygraphus] ruflpennis, ii, 54.

Apatelode* Angelica, ix, 455.

Apatura Codes, v, 317.

Herse [Clyton], i, 86.

Lycaon, [? referable to A. Clyton], i, 86.

Aphaniptera, i, 79.

Aphelinus mytilaspides, i, 61.

Aphides, abundance of, iii, 83, 116, 145; x,

426-429.

Aphis-lion destructive to, i, 302.

black ants associated with, ix, 370-371
;
x,

365, 366, 391

.

caterpillar feeding upon, ix, 346.

Chalcids parasitic upon, i, 160.

destroyed by rains, x, 489.

hibernation of, i, 317.

honey dew of, iii, 118; v, 304; x, 366.

injuries by, iii, 125.

lace-winged fly preying upon, x, 429.

lady-bugs preying upon, i, 302; iv 85, 194;

vii, 217, 429.

losses caused by, iii, 84.

potatoes attacked by, iii, 121, 122.

pyrethrum fatal to, i, 40.

rapid multiplication of, i, 302; iii, 144; viii,

267.

reference, x, 368, 488, 505.

remedies for, ii, 38; vii, 318; viii, 274; ix,

372, 431-432, 441; x, 367.

spiders eating?, x, 429-430.

8yrphid larvae preying upon, i, 212.

Aphididae, catalogue of, Fitch, ix, 411-413.

general account (abstract), iv, 194; vi, 171.

list of, Oestlund's, iv, 176.

reference, i, 4, 300; iii, 121, 124; viii, 254,

281; ix, 319, 381; x, 430.

species treated, ii, 180-187; Iii, 112-128; v,

24C-257; vi, 147-148; x, 426-430.

Aphidius destroying aphides, i, 302.

Aphidiinae. a tub family of Braconidee, v, 253.

Aphidius avenae, of Europe, v, 253.

Aphidivorous Ichneumonidee, v, 253.

Aphis, dilute parafflne for, i, 46.

injury to currant leaves, i, 272.

on hops, i, 819.

on peach-roots, ii, 19.

on potatoes, viii, 299.

Aphis, parasitized by Aphidius, i, 302.

poisonous secretion of, i, 314.

prol flcacy of, i, 14.

reference, x, 491, 494.

soluble phenyle for, 1, 49.

Aphis [Chaitophorus] aceris, ix, 406, 411, 412.

[Siphonophora] asclepiadis, ix, 405, 411.

avenae [Siphonophora granaria], i, 313,

316; iii, 112; v, 246,250; viii, 295.

[Rhopalosiphum] berberldls, ix, 40 j, 411,

412.

[Callipterus] betulsecolens, Ix, 403, 411, 412.

brassiere, i, 296; vi, 147; vii, 317, 372; ix, 405,

412, 440; x, 495.

carotae, of Europe, iii, 123.

[Myzus] cerasi, i, 13; v, 253, 254; ix, 405,

411, 412.

cerasicolens, ix, 406, 411, 412.

cerasifoltae, ix, 411.

cerealis [Siphonophora granaria], iii, 112,

v, 246, 251.

chrysanthemi, of Europe, ii, 20, 21.

cornifoliae, ix, 405, 412.

crataegifclJae, ix, 406, 412.

cucumeris, v, 306, 326; viii, 210, 283; x, 497.

dauci, of Europe, iii, 123, 151

.

[Siphonophora] granaria, i, 318; ii, 225; iii,

112, 150; v, 24P, 250.

hordei [Siphonophora granaria]
,

iii, 112; v,

246, 251.

[Phorodon] humuli, i, 8, 819, 320; iii, 115.

lanata, ix, 320.

[Schizoneura] lanigera, ix, 407, 411, 412.

mali, abundance, iii, 83, 145; viii, 123; x, 426,

427, 489.

depredating on apple-trees, i, 331

.

general account, i, 317; iii, 118-121, 143.

reference, I, 8, 30?; vi, 148; viii, 281, 285;

ix, 293, 373, 405. 4<2; x, 503, 512.

remedies, v, K0-161; viii, 217; ix, 431-

432.

malifollae, 1, 331; ix, 412.

Middletonii, ix, 371, 441; x, 501.

nerii Kalt., of Europe, iii, 122.

persicae-nigra, ii, 19-23.

pinicolens, ix, 406, 412.

[Chaitophorus] populifoliai, ix, 406, 411, 412.

pruni [t, is prunifol-'ae]
,

viii, 125, 299; ix,

369.

pruni-mahaltb, i, 320.

ribis, i, 272; ii, 145.

[Siphonophora] rudbeckiae, ix, 406, 412.

rumicis, ix, 440.

sambucifoliae, ix, 405, 412.

silybi Puss., of Europe, iii, 122.

solannina Pjss., of Europe, iii, 122.

Aphis-lion, i, ?02.

Aphodiini, iii, 10 J.

Aphodius flmetariua, iii, 103, vii, 312, 379, 383;

iv, 440.

69
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Aphodius fossor, iii, 103; vii, 379.

inquinatus, iii, 102-103; vii, 379.

prodromus, vii, 312.

Aphorura armata, see Lipura flnoetaria.

Aphritis [Microdon] globosus, li, 116.

Aphrodite, Argynnis, iv, 136; v, 285.

Aphrophora, iv, 120.

parallela, i, 285; iv, 121; v, 245; ix, 410.

[Lepyronia] quadrangularis, i, 285; iv, 121;

v, 245.

q uadrinotata, v, 245; ix, 392.

Saratogensis, i, 285; iv, 121; ix, 410.

Signoreti, v, 245.

apicosa, Erastria, x, 482.

Apidae, v, 284; vii, 219; x, 360.

apiformis, Microdon, in Europe, ii, 116.

apivora [Fitchii], Promachus, i, 318.

apivora, Trupanea [Promachus Fitchii], i,

318.

apivorus, Trichodes, iii, 138.

Aplodes [Synchlora] glaucaria, viii, 129.

rubivora, viii, lv.9: [= prec]

.

Apple aphis, viii, 123, 217, 281, 285.

Bucculatrix, iv, 200.

bark beetle, i, 331; vii, 370.

bark-louse, i, 316, 331.

bud-worm, i, 329.

curculio, i, CO, 331; iv, 201; vi, 174; ix, 419.

flies, (Drosophila), i, 219.

insects, list of, i, 327-332.

Apple: insects injurious to,

Acronycta sp., v. 321.

Agrotis saucia, v, 201

.

Alaus oculatus, iv, 142; ix, 418.

Amphicerus bicaudatus, i, 3:2; ii, 125; ix,

447.

Amphidasys [Eubyia] cognataria, ii, 101

.

Anarsia lineatella, i, 155.

Anisopteryx pometaria, iv, 15, 139.

vernata, i, 33; ii, 7, 44; iv, 139; v, 258.

Anomala marginata, x, 412.

Anthonomus [ Tachypterus] quadrigibbus,
vi, 174; ix, 419.

Aphis mali, i, 317: iii, 83, 118-121, 143, 145-

146; v, 161; viii, 123,217, 281, 2S5; ix, 293,

373, 405, 431-432; x, 426, 427, 489,

Bucculatrix pomifolieUa, i, 157; ii, 224; v,

260, 317; vi, 174; vii, 216, 354, 368, 382; viii,

123; ix, 445; x, 510.

Cacoecia argyrospila, vii, 356; ix, 3? 4.

Camponotus herculaneus, x, 365.

Carpocapsa pomonella, i, 35, 58; ii, 229; iv,

152; v, 3'6; viii, 174, 245, 290, 297; ix, 296,

338-342, 422.

Cerf sa bubalus, i, 315, 318; iv, 146; viii, 294.

Cbsetochilus [Ypsolophus] pometeKus, i,

300.

Chauliognathus marginatus, iv, 84.

Chionaspis furfurus, viii, 293, 299; ix, 440,

464.

Chrysobothris femorata, i, 303; ii, 25, 27; x,

488.

Cicada eeptendeclm, ii, 176.

KEPORTS I-X

Apple: insects injurious to — (Continued):
Clisiocampa Americana, iii, 85; v, 152; vi,

1C6; vii, 215; viii, 122; ix, 441.

Coleophora, viii, 297.

Fietcherella, ix, 374.

malivorella, i, 163; ii, 225; vi, 178.

Conotrachelus nenuphur; ii, 13; iv, 201.

Crepidodera rufipes, iv, 101-103, 1£6.

Datana ministra, i, 320; v, 307.

Dipiosis pyrivora, viii, 106, 124, 140-151, 283,

288, 297.

Dolerus sericeu?, iv, 197.

Drosophila, ii, 124.

Drosophila amcena, i, 221.

Elaphidion parellelum, ix, 358-359.

Euphoria Inda, i, 237.

Gryllus abbreviatus, viii, 179.

Halisidota caryre, vii. 355; viii, 296.

Hymenorus obscurus, ii, 226.

Hyphantria textor [cunea] , i, 306.

Ithycerus Noveboraceosis, i, 331.

Lagoa opercularis, iv, 51.

Leptocoris trivittatus, iv, 158; x, 433.

Leptostylus aculiferus, i, 304.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229; iv, 142,

198; ix, 4:0.

Megilla maculata, iv, 83.

Mermis acuminata, iv, 127.

Molobrus mali, ii, 125.

Monarthrum mali, vii, 316, 370; ix, 440.

Mytilaspis pomorum, ii, 232; iv, 114; viii,

286, 293; ix, 373, 411.

Ocneria dispar, vii, 304.

CEcanthus fasciatus, x, 486.

niveus, ix, 464; x, 486

CEdemasia concinna, v, 309; viii, 292.

Orgyia Ieucostigma, ii, 68; v, 321.

Phobetron pithecium, v, 187, 306.

Phoxopteris nubeculana, viii, 123, 297.

Polycaon confertus, ii, 132.

Prionus laticollis, iv, 22.

Psocus venosus, i, 161.

Psylla mali, ix, 323.

pyrisuga, i, 331

.

Saperda Candida, ii, 25, 27; iii, 105; v, 269,

320; vii, 313; ix, 440; x, 488.

Schizoneura lanigera, i, 331; ii, 181; vi, 160;

ix, 40, 407, 411, 4!2.

Sciara mali, ii, 125, 227; x, 391.

Scolytus rugulosus, iv, 101, 186.

Sphinx drupiferarum, x, 496.

Thyridopteryx ephemerseformis, i, 84.

Tiseheria malifoliella, vi, 187; vii, 354; ix,

445, 462.

Tmetocera ocellana, iv, 14; vii, 216, 306, 360,

£63, 882; viii, 124, 218, 297; ix, 296, 373,

462; x, 488.

Tremex columba, iv, 38.

Trypeta pomonella, ii, 118, 227, 234; viii,

245, 249; x, 499.

Xyleborus pyri [dispar], i, 310; v, 318; vi,

350, 361, 370.

Zeuzera pyrina, ix, 426.
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Apple-leaf Aphis, i, 331.

Bacculatrix, distribution, i, 158-159; v,

261-262; i Hi. 128.

general account, i, 157-162; v, 260-262.

parasite?, i. 169-161
;
x, 369.

Psocus bred from cocoons, i, 161-162.

reference, i, 330; II, 224; v, 317; vl, 174-

175; vil, 359; viii, 135, 136, 137, 218,

281, 283; ix, 415.

remedies, i, 162; v, 262.

stages of, i, 157-158.

folder, i. 329.

miner, i, 330; vii, 354; ix, 445.

sewer, viii, 123.

skeletonizer, i, 329.

Apple maggot (Trypeta pomonella),

distributi m, ii, 121-122; viii, 246-247.

fly described, ii, 119-120; viii, 245.

general account, ii, 117-125; viii, 245-249.

larva, habits, etc., ii, 118-119, 122-123; viii,

246, 247.

life history, if, 120-121, 124; viii, 245-246,

248 249.

reference, i, 330; ii, 227, 234; v, 300; viii,

116; x, 499.

remedial measures, ii, 123; viii, 247-248.

Apple Micropteryx, i, 330.

midge, i, 219, 330; ii, 125; x, 388, 391.

plant-louse, i, 302; iii, 118, 143.

root blight, ix, 408.

root plant-louse, i, 47, 331

.

Sphinx, i, 327.

thrips, 1, 332.

Apple-trea aphis, abundance of, x, 425, 490.

general habits, i, 317-318; iii, 118-121, 144;

x, 490.

life-hietory, iii, 119-120.

prolificacy, iii, 119.

reference, i, 331; iii, 81, 145; iv, 103, 204; v,

103, 300; vi, 143; vii, 345; viii, 217, 281, 285;

ix, 373, 405, 434; x, 512.

remedies, iii, 120-121, 144, 145-146; v, 160-

163: viii, 817.

unusual abundance, iii, 118; viii, 123.

Apple-tree bark-beetle, vii, 316; ix, 440.

bark-louse, iv, 114-120, 195; v, 319; vi, 165;

ix, 375.

blight, ix, 407.

borer, i, 61, 303, 812, 316; ii, 25, 26, 27; iii,

105; iv, 107; x, 488.

case bearer, i, 163-167, 329; ii, 225; vi, 178;

viii, 123, 217, 281, 297.

insects of early spring, x, 497.

plant-louse, i, 8.

pruner, i, 330.

tent -caterpillar,

attacking maples, vi, 166.

collecting the tents, i, 57.

destroying eggs of, i, 56; ix, 436-437.

Apple-tree tent-caterpillar, reference, i, 85, 328;

ii, 83; iii, 85; v, 241; vii, 831, 359; viii,

122; x, 495.

remedies, v, 304; vi, 165; ix, 437, 441.

unusual abundance, v, 152; vi, 108; vii,

215; ix, 436-437.

Apple-twig borer, i, 330; ii, 121-132; ix, 447.

Apple-worm (Carpocapsa pomonella),

attacking quinces, ii, 12.

Mermis parasitic upon, iv, 127; viii, 290.

reference, i, 219; ii, 118, 120, 122, 124; iv,

152; v, 300, 305, 321; vi, 104; ix, 296, 422;

x, 391.

remedies, i, 35-36, 58, 60, 63; ii, 123; viii,

282.

soldier-beetle larvae feeding upon, iv, 85,

66, 87; v, 316; ix, 844.

Aptera, i, 79.

apterua, Bittacus, x, 474, 478.

Aquatic worm, vii, 369.

aquatica, Podura, li, 210; vii, 374.

aquilonaris, Cerura, vii, 375.

Arachnida, vi, 156; viif, 202; ix, 466; x, 449-

460, 513.

Arachnoidea, v, 290.

Aramigus Fulleri, ii, 142-144; iv, 193; v, 154,

311, 325.

Araneldte, not known to inflict wounds, iv, 114.

araneoides, Cermatia, iv, 133.

arborum-linearis, Coccus [Mytilaspis po-

morum], ix, 409, 413.

Archasia galeata, ix, 410.

Archippivora, Masicera, viii, 238.

Archippus, Danais, iv, 135-6; v, 285; viii, 287; x,

490.

Arctia Arge, ix, 455.

[Pyrrharciia] isabella, vii, 225.

parthenice, x, 481.

Phyllira, iii, 153.

virgo, vii, 219.

Arctfae, Ophion, vii, 228.

arctica, Hadena, v, 212; x, 48'.

Mamestra [= prec], ix, 447.

arcuata, Corythuca, iv, 108.

Tingis [=prec], i, 311.

Argas Amerlcanu8, vi, 153.

Persicus, vi, 158.

Arge, Arctia, ix, 455.

argentina, Mantis, iv, 162.

argillacea, Aletia, i, 7, 35, 58, 117, 328; ii, 220.

Argus, Chelymorpha, iv, 14, 201, 207; vi, 188; x,

516, 517.

Argynnis, ii, 214.

Aphrodite, iv, 136; v, 285; vii, 219.

Atlantis, iv, 136; v, 285; vii, 219.

Bellona, iv, 137; v, 285.

Cybele, iv, 136; v, 285.

Myrina, iv, 137.

Argyramceba Simson, viii, 300.

Argyrolepia pomoriana [Ypsolophus pome-
tellus], i, 300, 301.

sylvaticana [Ypsolophus pometellus]
,

i,

300.
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Argyromiges [Lithocolletis] pseudacaciella, i,

TO).

argyrospila, Caccecia, i, 329; v, 324; ix, 374; x,

483.

Aricia fueciceps [? Phorbia cilicrura], i, 184.

Arma grandis [Podisus cynicus], i, 331.

Arma spinosa [Podisus spinosus], i, 331; vi,

137; ix, 457.

armata, Aphorura, see Lipura fimetaria.

armiger, Heliothis, see Htliothis armiger.

Armored fcale-bug, i, 33.

Army-worm,
abstracts of Fitch's papers on, i, 312,313,

314.

eggs cf, vi, 176.

general notice, ii, 42-44.

parasites,!, 46.

reference, i, 127, 128, 131, 133, 1S3, 135, 147,

226; iv, U9, 163; vi, 179- 80; vii, 373, 376;

x, 490.

remedies, i, 33, 53, 58; viii, 265; ix, 443.

"Army-worm " (Sciara sp.), v, 164; x, 388, 389,

390.

Arphia sulphurea, ix, 3i0.

arquata, Carynota [Vanduzea], ix, 383.

Vanduzea, ix, 4iP.

Artace punctistriga [rubr'palpis] ,
viii, 287.

Anhemis, Limenitis, iv, 137; vii, 219; x, 507.

arvensis, Delphax [Liburnia], ix, 383, 410.

Dolerus, iii, 83; iv, 197.

Liburnia, ix, £86, 410.

Asaphes decoloratus, viii, 2C0.

Ascaris lumbricoides, ix, 2S8.

asclepiadis, Aphis [Siphonophora], ix, 405, 411.

Siphonophora, ix, 411.

Asellus etygius, ix, 343.

A.sh: insects injurious to,

Dynastes Tityus, vii, 251; ix, 342.

Halisidota caryae, vii, 855.

Leptocoris tri« t ub, x, 438.

Papilio cresphontes, ix, 337.

Podosesia syrlnga), ix, 338.

Xyloryctes satyrus, vii, 251.

Ash-gray blister beetle, i, 33, 57, 331; v, 205.

Asilidse, i, 319.

Asparagus beetle (Crioceris asparagi):

allied species, i, *43-244; viii, 250.

general account, i, 239-246; vi, 179.

description, i, 241-213; viii, 250.

destructivenees, i, 9.

introduction i, e, 240, 315; vii, 335; viii, 251;

ix, 342-343.

natural history, i, 244-24"; viii, 251-253.

rererence, i, 316, 322; ii, 135; vi, 188; viii,

116, 221; x, 498, E17.

remedies, i, 59, 61, 245-346; iii, 146; viii.

252-253.

spread, i, 240-241; iv, 2C3; vi, 167, 179; vii*,

251; ix, 343.

Aspidictus aurantii, i, 60; iv, 183.

conchiformis [Mytilaspis pomorum], i,

33 ;
iv, 114; viii, 293.

Aspidiotis circularis [Diaspis ostreseformi*],

i, 331.

Harriaii [Chionaspis furfurus], i, 331; viii,

£93.

juglandls [llytilaspis pomorum], iv, 111.

nerii, ii, 3<?; v, 278, 317; viii, 214.

tenebrcsus, x, 518.

pernicicsus, i, 332, x, 505, 518.

[Chionaspis] plnifoliae, li, 180, 181.

[Mytilaspis] pomorum, iv, 114.

Aspidisca splendoriferella, i, 166, 3?0; viii, 283.

assimilis, Ceutorbynchus, i, 195.

Mamestra, i, £28.

Aster: insects injurious to,

Aphis Middletonii, ix, 37J, 441; x, 501.

cut worms, viii, 236.

Epicauta Pennsylvania, ix, 463; x, 496.

Gortyna nitela, i, 112.

Mamestra picta, v, 209.

Syrphidse. v, 229.

Asterias, Papilio, iii, 140; iv, 136; x, 507, 515.

asteroides, Cucullia, ix, 455; x, 482.

Asterolecanium quercicola, x, 519.

Atalanta, Pyrameis, ii, 39; iv, 137; v, £85; ix,

459.

Atalantae, Mtcroga ter [var of Apanteles con-

gregatus] ii, 39.

aterrima, Puna [Typophorus canellus], vi,

183, 188; vii, 360; ix, 463; x, 495, 511.

Phora, x, 405.

Athysanus abietis [male of Bythoscopus
variabilis], ix, 400.

Curtisii, ix, 410.

[Bythoscopus] fagi, ix, 401.

[Bythoscopun] fenestratus, ix, 400, 410.

[Bythoscopus] minor, ix, 400, 410.

[Bythoscopus] nigrioasi, ix, 401, 410.

[Bythoscopus] variabilis, ix, 400, 410.

atlanis, Caloptenus [Melanoplus]
,

i, 332; ii, 196.

atlanis, Me'anoplus, vi, 151; viii, 180; ix, 332;

x, 440,441, 443, 496.

Atlantis, Argynnis, iv, 137; v, 285;[vif,~219.

atomarius, Bruchus, vii, 268, 282, 284.

atomus, Crypturgus, iv, 20, 24.

atra, Clastoptera, ix, 894.

atramentaria, Pollenia, ix, 313.

atrata [lucicola], Anomala. i, 307.

Cantharis [Epicauta Pennsylvania], i, 305.

Lytta [Epicauta Pennsylvania], vi, .3 .

Melolontha, x,.408.

Rhyssa [Tbalessa], ii, 227, 230; iv, 40; ix,

454.

Tabanus, vii, 361.

Thalessa, ii, 227,230; iv, 87, 40, 41; v, 305;

ix, 454; x, 5c9.

alratu*, Chermes, of Europe, ii, 185.

atricapillus, Parus, ii, 8.

atrifasciata, Homchadena', [Oncocnemis] ,
v,

2:5.

Atropos divinatoria, i, 65, 161; ii, 19S-202; iii,

U9.
pulsatorius [Clothilla[pulsatoria], i, 2?8.
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Attacus Cecropia, x, 481.

Attacinte, 1, 340; vi, 184.

Attagenus dlchrous [piceus]. ix, 300.

megatoma [piceus], i, 64; ii, 46-43, 133, 226;

vi, liO; vii, 377; ix, 302, 303.

pellio, ii, 47, 138.

piceus, i, 64; ii, 46-43, 138, 228; vi, 120, 188;

vii, 377,382; ix, 299-306; x, 493.

ruflpennts [piceus], ir, 300.

spurcus [piceus], ix, 300.

Attidaj, x, 430.

Attid spider, x. 430.

Atymna castanefe, ix, 410.

querci, ix, 410.

Augochlorasp., ix, 461.

Aulacizes [Diedrocephala] mollipes, ix, 396,

410.

[Diedrocephala] Noveboracensis, ix, 396,

410.

Aulacomerus ebenus, iv, 46.

Iutescen8 [Cladius viminalis], iv, 44-46; v,

171; vii, 223, 224; ix, 439.

aurantiaca, Rcestelia, fungus, ii, 12; vi. 181.

aurantli, Aspidiotus, i, 60; iv, 188.

aurata, Cetonia, i, 237.

auratus, Chrysochus, iv, 142

aurichalcea, Cassida [Coptocycla bicolor], vi,

125; vii, 376, 377.

[bicolor], Coptocycla, see Coptocycla au-

richalcea.

auriculata, Smilia [Archasia galeata], ix, 389.

auripilis, Limonius, vii, 351.

Ausonius, Nieoniades, ix, 449.

" Auttralian bug " (leerya Purchasi), iv, 188.

lady-bug, vii, 360, 382.

scale irsects, vii, 340.

Autumn canker-worm, i, 329.

tent-caterpillar, i, 57.

avenae, Aphidius, v, 253.

Aphis [Siphonophora granaria], i, 313, 316;

iii, 112; v, 246, 250; viii, 295.

[granaria]
, Siphonophora, see grain aphis,

avenaphis, Praon, v, 253.

avlcularia, Ornithomyia, i, 299.

avium, Dermanyssus, i, 62; iii, 129; v, 290.

B.

Bacon-beetle, v, 302, 313; vi, 119-123; viii, 279.

badicollis, Agrotis, x, 432.

baiietriga, Homohadena, vii, 375.

Bag-worm, classification, i, 83-84.

distribution, i, 84.

food-plants, i, 84; iv, 21; vii, 306.

general account, i, 81-87; iv, 203-204; v,

321 ; x, 494.

habits, i, 8! -S3.

parasites, i, 84-56.

reference, i, 328; ii, 74; ix,440; x, 509.

remedies, i, 33, 57, 87.

baja, Agrotis, i, 8, 340.

Noctua, x, 377.

bajuius, Hylotrupes, iv, 20, 23.

balanus, Merodon [Mallota posticata], i, 211.

Balaninus caryatrypes, vii, 383; x, 501, 517.

Bald-faced hornet, v, 285.

balluca, Plusia, ix, 456; x, 376.

Balsam Cecidomyia, ix, 440.

bilsamicola, Cecidomyia, iv, 60-63; vii, 307; ix,

440.

balte .tus, Cerasphorus [Chlon cinctus], i, 330;

ir, 95

Binchus fugkivus [Limneria fugitira], i, 320.

Banded Chion, i. 330.

Coe'.idia, ix, 398.

Ips, i, 330.

Telamona, ix, 390.

barbata, Cetonia [Euphoria Inda], i, 233.

Barberry-aphis, i, 296.

barda [posticata], Mallota, i, 2:1; i», 141.

barda, Milesia [Mal'ota posticata], i, 211-216.

bardus, Merodon [Mallota posticata], 1, 211.

Baridius trinotatus [Trichobaris trinotata],

iii, 106.

Bark-beetle, i, 11; iv, 135; vi, 129.

Bark-borers, ii, 53-55; v, 300; ix, 365, £67.

Bark-lice, Anthribus varius feeding on, i, 259;

ii, 53.

life-history of species, iv, 11C-118.

parasites, i, 61, 160.

prolificacy, iv, 115.

reference, i, 11, 302; ii, 184; viii, 2T4, 293;

ix, 440, 447.

remedies, ii, 25, 232; iv, 118-120; viii, 279.

species treated, iv, 114-120

spread, iv, 185.

Barley: insects injurious to,

Agrotis segetum, viii, 235.

tritici, viii, 235.

Calandra granaria, i, 304.

Cephus pygmeeus, vi, 334.

Chelyuorpha Argua, iv, 14.

Eurytoma fulvipes, iv, 29.

hordei, i, 301.

Oicinis frit, i, 225.

glabra, i, 225.

pumilionis, i 225.

Pteromalus [Vleriaus] fulvipes, i, 307.

[Isosoma] hordei, i, 307.

[Isasoma] tritici, 1, 307.

Siphonophora avec a3 [granaria]
,

ii, 225; v,

247

Skotroga cerealella, ii, 106

basalis [blmaculata] , Oberea, v, 231, 232.

baailare, Sinoxylon, i, 330; ii, 127, 130.

Basket-worm, i, 33, 81-87; iv, 21; vi, 177; x, 494.

Bassiana, Botrytis, ii, 179.

basillaris, Erythroneura, ix. 403.

Bdellidce, v, 2:0.

Beach aphis, ii, *81

.

Bean-weevil, ii, 49, 228; vi, 172, 173, 185; vii, 217,

255-2 9, 367; ix, 421, 440; x, 382.

Beans: insects etc. injurious to,

Bruchus obsoletus [obtectus], ii, 49; vi, 172,

185; vii, 217, 257; viii, 298; ix, 410, 463.

rufimanus, vii, 280; viii, 2S9; ix, 440.
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Beans: insects, etc., injurious to—{Continued):
Diabrotica vittata, ix, 364.

Epicauta cinerea, viii. 294.

Heliothis armiger, i, 120.

Julus, i, 307.

Lytta [Cantharis] Nuttalli, viii, 294.

MacrodaetyJus subspinosus, i, 229; il, 14.

Systena blanda, ix, 344.

Tetranychus telarius, iv, 288.

Beautiful Cljtus, iii, 1C5.

underwings, i, 113.

wood-nymph, i, 33; v, 179; viii, 170; x, 497.

Bed-bug, i, 36, 62, 74, 79; ii, 16, 15.'; iv, 112, 133;

x, 435.

Bedeguar, vii, 364.

Bee parasites, i, 79.

Bee-slayer, iii, 107, 110; vii, 371.

Beech tree blight, iv, 201.

Bees, i, 40, 69, 74, 78, 168, 212; iv, 190; vii, 290,

371; x, 497.

Beets: insects injurious to,

Anthomyia [Pegonijia] betae, i, 206.

Anthomyians, i, 183, 203; ii, 46; iv, 314; viii,

285.

Chortophila [Pegomyia] betarum, i, 208;

iii, 85.

cut-worms, viii, 236.

Epicauta vittata, vi, 133.

leaf-miners, i, 183, 203-211; ii, 46, 225; iii, 85;

v, 314; viii, 285; ix, 375.

Lygu« pratensis, viii, 285; ix, 375.

Mamestra picta, iv, 209.

Otiorhynchus picepes, x, 419.

Otiorhynchus sulcatus, x, 419.

Pegooayia vicina, i, 209; iii, 85.

Phorbia floccosa. i, 207; ii, 225.

Phyllotreta vittata, ix, 375.

Systena blanda, ix, 344, 375.

Beetle-mites, v, 290.

Behrensii, Nadata, viii, 296.

Bellamira scalaris, v, 285.

Bellona, Argynnis, iv, 137; v, 285.

bellus, Phytocoris [Poecilocapsus lineatus], i,

271, 281.

Beloetoma Americanum, iii, 141; iv, 145, 208;

vi, 189; vii, 283; viii, 299; x, 512, 517.

Bembecia marginata, iii, 145.

Bembidium beetles, iii, 99.

quadrimaculatum, iii, 98-1C0, 140, 146.

Benacus griseus, vii, 383.

Beneficial insects, iv, 162.

berberidis, Aphis [Rhopalosiphum], ix, 405,

411, 412.

Rhopalosiphum, ix, 411. 412.

Berberry Aphis, ix, 405.

Berytidae, iv, 156.

betae, Anthomyia [Pegomyia], i, 204, 206, 207.

Chortophila [Pegomyia], i, 207, 208.

Pegomyia, I, 206.

betarum, Chortophila [Pegomyia], i, 208; iii,

85; v, 322.

Bethunei, Xylina, i, 328, 341.

betulse, Cecidomyia, iii, 86, 141; iv, 27, 205, £05.

betulaecolens, Aphis [Callipteru?], ix, 406, 411,

412.

Callipterus, ix. 411, 412.

Bibio albipennis, ii, 110; iv, 174; vi, 167, 174,

188; vii, 369.

hortulonu8, ii, 112.

femoratus, vi, 180.

Bibionidae, ii, 111.

Bibliography of

Achorutes [Schoturus] nivicola, ii, 103.

Adalia bipunctata, vi, 117.

Agrilus ruflcollis, vi, 123, 125.

Agrotis saucia, v, 200-201

.

Amphibolips prunus, iv, 42.

Amphicerus bicaudatus, ii, 125-126.

Amphidasys [Eubria] cognataria, i», 97.

Anarsia lineatella, i, 15 -152.

Anisota senatoria, v, 192-193.

Anomala lucicola, x, 408.

Anomala marginata, x, 4 1.

Anthomyia brassicae, i, 181.

Anthomyia radicum, i, 19:

.

Anthomyia raphani, i, 194.

Anthomyia similis, i, 202.

Anthomyia zese, i, 199.

Anthrenus scrophulariae, ix, 299-300.

Aphis brassicae, v, 147.

Aramigus Fulleri, ii, 142.

Atropos divinatoria, ii, 198.

Attagenus piceus, ix, 300-301

.

Aulacomerua lutescena [Cladius viminalis],

vii, 223.

Bibio albipennis, ii, 110-111.

Bittacus, x, 477-478.

Bliseus leucopterus, ii, 148-149.

Brachytarsus varieiratus, ii, 139-140.

Bruchus lentls, vii, 285.

Bruchus obsoletus [obtectus] , vii, 255-256.

Bruchus rufioaanus vii, 279-280.

Bruchus scutellaris [ChinensbJ ,
vi, 127.

Bryobia pratensis, vii, 3 21

.

Bucculatrix Canadensif ella, viii, 133.

Bucculatrix pomifol ella, i, 157.

Carpocapsa saltitans, iv, .51.

Cermatia forceps, 'v, 128; vii, 324.

Chauliodes pectinicornis, viii, 155.

Chauliogoathus marginatus, iv, 84.

Chermes pmicorticis, ii, 180.

Chimarocephala [Chortophaga] viridifas-

ciata, ii, 187-188; ix, 330.

Chloropisca proliftca, vii, 254.

Cicada septendecim, ii, 167-168; vii, 296-297.

Clastoptera obtusa, v, 242; viii, 152.

Coleophora malivorella, i, 163.

Conotrachelus crataegi, x, 419.

Conotrachelus nenuphur, vii, 288.

Coptocycla aurL halcea, vi, 125.

Coptocycla clavata, vi, 126.

Corydalis cornutus, viii, 159-1E0.

Corythuca ciliata, iv, 107.

Cosmopepla carnifex, ii, 144-145,

Crambus exsiccatus, i, 149.
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Bibliography of — (Continued):

Crambus vulgivagellus, i, 127.

Crepidodera rufipes, iv, 101.

Crioceris asparagi, i, 239.

Darapsa [Ampelophaga] Myron, v, 174.

Dermestes lardarius, vi, 119.

Dibolia borealis, x, 414.

Diplosis pyrivora, viii, 140-141.

Droaophila ampelophila, i, 216.

Dynastes Tityua, v, 227; vii, 216-247.

Encbenopa binotata, i, 281.

Ephemera natata [simulans Walk.], iv, 121.

Epicauta ciDerr-a, vi, 134.

Epicauta Pennsylvania, vi, 135.

Epicauta vittata, vi, 132.

Eumenes fraternus, vi, 109.

Euphoria Inda, i, 232-233.

Galeruca xanthome] aena [Galerucella lu-

teola], v,234.

Glyphina [Colopha] ulmicola, iii, 127-128.

Gortyna nitela, i, 1:0-111.

Gryllotalpa borealis, vi, 149.

Haematobia serrata, v, 220.

Heliothis ariniger, i, 116.

Helophilus latifrons, vif, 228.

Homoptera lunata, iv, 57.

Hylemyia deceptiva, i, 201.

Hymenorus obacurus, vi, 129.

Hypoderma bovie, vi, HI.
Incurvaria acerlfoliella, v, 215-216.

Isosoma hordei, iv, 27-28.

Ixodes bovis, vi, 136.

Julus caeruleocinctus, iii, 133.

Lagoa opercularia, iv, 51.

Largus succinctus, ii, 164-165.

Lasiop'era vitia, iv, 63.

Lema trillneata, ii, 132.

Leptocoris trivittatue, iv, 156; x, 432-433.

Lipura fimetaria [Aphorura armata], ii,

208.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 227.

Mallota posticata, i, 211.

Mamestra grandis, v, 210.

Mamestra picta, v, £03-207.

Mantis Carolina, iv, 15S-159.

Megilla maculata, iv, 80.

Melanoleste* picipes, iv, 109.

Melanop'us femu<--rubrum, vi. 151.

Melittia cucurbit ae [Ceto], ii, 57.

Meloa angusticollis, vi, 130.

Mercmyza Arxericana, i, 221.

Murgantia hiatrionica, i, 264.

Mytilaspis pomorum, iv, 114-115.

Myzus ceraai. v, 253.

Nematus Erichscnii, v, 164.

Nematus salicis-pomum, v, 173.

Nephelodes violans, i, 99.

Oberea bimacu'ata, v, 231-232.

Orgy ia leucostigma, ii, 68-69.

Otiorhynchus ovatus, x, 416-417.

Panorpa, x, 477-478.

Pentatoma juniperina, x, 4'0.

Bibliography of— (Continued):

Penthina nimbatana, v, 213.

Phobetron pithecium, v, 183-184.

Phora, x, 404-105.

Pnorbia ceparum, i, 172-173.

Phorbia cilicrura, i, 181.

Phorbia fl:ccoea, i. 207.

Phytomjz* chrysanthrmi, vii, 24?.

Phytouiyza lateralis, iv, 73.

Phytonomus punctatus, i, 247.

Phytoptua pyri, x, 453-454.

Pluaia brassicee, ii, 89-90.

Plusia dyaue, ii, 94.

Podisu* spinoaus, vi, 137.

Poecilccap9U8 lineatus, i, 271.

Pollenia rudis, ix, 309.

Polydesmus complanatus, iii, 133.

Pomphopoea Sayi, vi, 133.

Prionidus cristatua, vi, 138.

Paocldae, ii, 203.

Psylla pyricola, ix, 317-318.

Ptyelus lineatua, iv, 120.

Pulvinaria innumerable, vi, 141, 'A7.

Pyrrharctia iaabella, vii, 2v5.

Sciara, x, 387-389.

Scolytus rugulosus, iv, 03-l r 4.

Siphocophora avenge [granarlo], v, 246.

Sitodrepa panicea, iv, 88.

Sitotroga cerealell*, il, 0i; x, 377-378.

Sphenophorus sculptilis, i, 253-254.

Synchl >ra glaucaria, viii, 1 .'9.

Systena blanda, iv, 155.

Tenebrio obscurus, ix, 307.

Thalessa lunator, iv, 35-£6.

Tbyrfdopteryx ephemeraeformis, i, 81.

Tolype laricis, i, 87.

Tribolium ferrugineum, ii, 136.

Trypeta pomoneLa, ii, 117-1:8.

Xylotrechus cclonus, iv, 93.

blcarnea, Agrotis, i, 340.

Ncctua, x, 377.

bicaudatus, Amphicerus, i, 312, 330; ii, 125-132;

ix, 447.

Apate
;
[Amphicerus], ii, 125.

Bostrichus [ = prec], i, 312; ii, 125.

oicolor, Anisota [Sphingicampa], v, 199.

Cebrio, iii, 100-101; vii, 371.

Podura [Tomocerus plumbeus], ii, 205, 244.

Sphingicampa, v, 199.

Trombidium [Bryobia' pratensisj," ii, 224;

iii, 128-130; vii, 321.

bicolorago, Orthosia, x, 482.

bidens, Pentatoma [? Picromerus], iv, 133.

bifida, Ttttigonia, ix, 395.

bifidalis, Tortricodea,' vii,* 375.

Big bed-bug [Conorhinus], iv^lll.

biguttatus, Pirates* [Raeahus], iv, 112/.133.

Rasahus.'iv, 112.

bilineata^Hexagenia, iv,""124.

bilineatum, Ophion,;iv,'
t205.

bilineatus, 8tenobothrua,{ii, 196.

Telephorus, vii*, 109 ;^i 73-174,. 298 ;>,'497.
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Bill-bug, i, 260, 3!0.

bimaculata, Coccinella [Adalia bipunctata],

vil, 375.

Oberea, iv, 47, 189, 207; v, 231-233; vil, 369;

ix, 457.

Plusia, x, 876.

Saperda [Oberea], v, 231.

Thelia, i, 284; ix, 392.

bimarginata, Haltica, iv, 96-101; v, 170.

binotata, Anomala, x, 413.

Enchenopa, i. 231-283, 3 9; iv, 203; vi, 1«7,

ix, 387, 410; x, 493, 512.

Membracis [Enchenopa]
,

i, 281-288.

Thelia [ = prec], i,28i-288.

binotatum, EnchopLyllum [ = prec.], i, 281-

288; vi, 177; ix, 387.

Biological collections, formation of, i, 23-28.

bipunctata, Adalia, ii, 232; iii, 137, 148; iv, 12,

194, 195; vi, ll7-119; vii, 375; ix, 306, 370.

Coccinella [Adalia], vi, 117.

Birch: insects, injurious to,

Aphis betulaecolens, ix, <06.

Bucculatrix Canadensisella, viii, 106, 133-

140, 297.

Bythoscopus fenestratus, ix, 400, 4*0.

Bythoscopus minor, ix, 400, 410.

Bythoscopus [?Eutettix], seminudus, ix,

398.

Bythoscopus variabilis, ix, 400, 410.

Cecidomyia betulae, iv, 27, 206.

Elaphidion villosum, ix, 358-359.

Telephorus billneatus, viii, 109, 173-174.

Birch-leaf Bucculatrix, x, 497.

Bird- fly, i, 79.

Bird-lice, 1, 80; vii, 384.

biseeta, Anitota [Sphingicampa], v, 199; vii,

373.

Sphingicampa, v, 199.

Biston ursaria, iii, 136.

bistriaria, Parellelia, x, 482.

bitaeniata [tseniata], Systena, iv, 155, 198, 207.

Biting flies, v, 221; viii, 126, 193-156,297.

meaBuring-worms, v, 2C0.

Bittacue, x, 463, 464, 467, 474, 477, 478.

apterus, x, 474, 478.

italicus, x, 477.

pilicornis, x, 476.

strigosus, x, 473-480.

bivittata, Cassida, vi, 127.

[Candida], Saperda, i, 297, 306; ii, 27.

bivittatus [hneatus], Xyloterus, 11, 54.

bivulnerus, Chile corus, ii, 186; v, 267, 300; x,

501.

Black Anomala, i, 807.

ant, i, lfi5, 213, 821; ix, 370; x, 491.

aphis, v, 254.

blister-beetle, i, 305; ii, 227; vi, 135, 170;

ix, 443; x, 496.

carpet-beetle, ix, 302-304.

corsair, iv, 109-111.

cut worm, viii, 187-191.

long sting, iv, 87; v, 205.

Black peach aphis, ii, 19-23.

scale of California, i, 332.

Black and-red woolly-bear, vii, 225-228; ir, 439-

440.

Blackberry: insects injurious to,

Agrilus ruficollis, x, 407.

Anomala marginata, x, 411.

Aphrophora [Lspyronia] quadrat) gularis,

v, 245.

Chauliognathus Pennsylvanicus, iv, 86.

Macrodactylus subspincsus, iv, 199.

Black-fly, i, 74; ii, 112; ill, 148; v, 283, 314.

Black-headed corn-maggot, x, 388.

Black-horned turnip-leaf miner, iv, 79.

Black-lined cat-worm, viii, 235, 236.

Black-winged Grapta, ix, 416.

Black-worm, i, 312; ii, 43; iv, 163.

blanda [tseniata], Systena, iv, 155-157, 198, 207;

ix, 344, 375.

Blepbarlda rhois, v, 271.

Bleptina, iv, 206.

Blight aphis, ii, 35.

Blind Alaus, i, 830.

craw fish, ix, 348.

shrimp, ix, 347-349; x, 498.

Blissus leucopterus, description, ii, 150-151.

dimorphic form, ii, 155-156.

estimated loss caused by, i, 7; ii, 156-167.

general account, ii, 148-164.

history, ii, 151-152.

injuries, ii, 4, 156-157.

life-history, ii, 153-154.

operations in N. Y.. ii, 157-160; vii, 331-332.

reference, ii, 166, 232, 233; v, 817.

remedies, i, 58; ii, 160-163.

Blister-beetles, attacking beans, viii, 294.

attacking Clematis flimmula, Iv, 20!

.

attacking potatoes, v, 821; vii, 376-377; viii,

$90-291, 294.

reference, vi, 119.

remedies, i, 57; iii, 13>.

Blood-sucking cone-nose, iv, 111.

Blue meat-fly, i, 170.

Boarmia, i, 72.

Boarmia plumigeraria, x, 494.

Body -lice, i, 79.

Boletina sp., x, 892.

boletivorus, Achorutes [Schoturus], ii, 206.

Boletophila cinerea, x, 892.

disjuncta, x, 392.

fusca, x, 392.

Boll-worm, i, 8, 38, 40, 117, 120, 125, 126; vii, 216,

261.

BombardiDg beetle, vi, 170.

Bombus fervidus, iii, 140.

Pennsylvanicus, ix, 461.

sp., ix, 461.

Vlrginianus, iii, 140.

Bombycid moth, ix, 426, 448.

Bombycidee, breeding of, i, 340.

caterpillars of, carnivorous, i, 119.

dates of collection (abstract), ix, 453.
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Bombycidae, delayed pupation of, i, 13*.

depredating on apple-tree, list of, i, 328.

Limnerla parasitic on, iii, 91, 150.

molting of, i, 98; ii, 74.

notes on N. Y. species, ix, 455-455.

sexual features of. ii, 213, 214.

species listed, x, 481.

species treated, i, 81-99; ii, 68; iv, 43-54; v,

183-200; vii, 2:5, 302, 304, 306; x, 369-372.

study and illustration of, iv, 161; v, 317.

urticating hairs of larvae, iv, 52.

wide range of food-plants, i 1

, 76-77.

bombycis, Micrococcus, ii. 40.

Bombylidae, I, 182; ii, 45; iv, 175; x, 350, 377.

Bornbylius, ii, 223.

Bombyx, i, 85.

[Eudryas] grata, v, 180.

bonassi [lineata], Hypoderma, vi, 111.

bonnetii, Anotia, ix, 337.

Bjok-louse, i, 298, 3:6.

boreali-*, Cerura, i, 137; vii, 375; ix, 456.

Coccinella [Epilacbna], 1, 322.

Dibolia, x, 414-116, 5 .1.

Epilachna, see Epilachna br realis.

Gryllotalpa, ii, 233; vi, 149-151; x, 519.

Boreus, x, 477.

brumalis, i, 298; ii, 238.

hyemalis, ii, 235.

nivoriundus, i, 293; ii, 237-8.

Bostrichinae, ii, 132.

Bostrichus [Amphicerus] bicaudatus, i, 312;

ii, 125.

Bostrichus [Tooiicus] typographus, ii, 55.

Bot-flies, i, 299.

Bot-fly of the hare, vii, 367.

Botis acutella, x, 483.

adipaloides, x, 483.

ferrugalis, x, 483.

marculenta, x, 483.

theseusalis, x, 433.

unifascialis, x, 483.

Botrana, Eudemis, ii, 33.

Botrytis Bassiana, ii, 179.

Botys, i, 138.

Bound tree-bug (Lioderma ligata), iv. 25.

bsviaug, Tabanus, iv, 199; vi, 115.

bovis, Hypoderma, of Europe, vi, 111.

tbovis [lineata], Hypoderma, i, 299.

Ixodes, vi, 156-168; ix, 458.

Oestrus [Hyp5derma], vi, 111.

bovistae, Phora, x, 40 3.

Box-elder, insects injurious to,

Chrysobothris femorata, vi, 155.

Leptocoristrivittatus, iv,156, 193; x, 436, 505.

Pu vinaria innumerabilis, vi, 143.

Box-elder plant-bug, iv, 156; x, 432-439, 503, 505.

Box- turtle warble-fly, vi, 111.

Brachinus fumans, vi, 170.

brachypterus, Aleochara, i, 188.

Brachytarsus limbitus, ii, 141.

obsoletus [variegatus], ii, 140.

sticticus [=prec], ii, 140.
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Brachytarsus variegatus, ii, 139-141.

varius [.\nthrlbus variegatus], ii, 140.

Bracon, i, S08.

Braconid parasite of Bucculatrix, i, 161

.

Braconidae, v, 177, 253.

brassiere, Anthomyia, i, 47, 171, 184-191, 192,193,

296, 322; ii, 28; v, 158, 265, 319; ix, 431;

x, 436.

Aphis, i, 293; vi, 147; vii, 317, 372; ix, 405,

412, 440; x, 495.

Plusia, see Plusia brassicae.

brassicelia, ;>rostoma [Plutellacruciferarum] >

i, 322.

Brazilian Mantis, iv, 160.

Brephos Infans, vii, 375.

Breweri [obtectus], Bruchus, vii, 256.

Briocaderes (jumpers), iv, 151.

Bri»tle-tail, i, 79; ii, 207.

Bristly rose-worm, x, 499.

British wheat-midge, i, 9.

Brizo, Nisoniades, i, 336, 337; vii, 375.

Broad-necked Prionua, i, 330.

Broad-stnped flea-beetle, iv, 155.

Bronze-colored cut-worm, i, f 9-110, 136; iv, 54;

viii, 173, 235.

Bruc hidse, vii, 255-288.

Brucbophagus sp., vii, 232.

Bruchus afflnis, r£ Europe, vii, 284.

atomarius, vii, 268, 2 ;
2, 284.

Breweri [obtectus], vii, 256.

Chin»n8is, vii, 262; x, 382.

fabae [obtectus], ii, 228; vi, 178, 185; vii,

255, 256, 257, 261, 262, 263, 278.

fabi [obtectus], vii, 261.

flavimanus Bohem. [afflnis Frazlich], vii,

263, 282, 284.

granaria [obtectus], vii, 255.

granarlus Linn, [ruflmanus Bohem ] , vii.

263, 267, 279-284.

irresectus [obtectus], vii, 256, 279.

lentis, vii, 285-288; ix, 440.

mimus, vii, 285.

obsoletus [obtectus], ii, 49; vi, 185; vii, 217

2^5, 367, 383; viii, 298; ix, 440, 463.

obscurus (a probable error for obtectus),

vii, 263, 264.

obtectus, vii, 255, 278; x, 382, 511.

pallidipes [obtectus], vii, 256.

phaseoli, vii, 263.

pisi [pisorum], vi, 127, 123; vii, 263, 258,

280, 286; ix, 439.

pisorum, vii, 263, 280, 286.

ruflmanus Boheman, vi, 188; vii, 263, 267,

268, 279-285, 286, 383; viii, 299; ix, 441.

ruflmanus Schon. [$ for lentis], vii, 285.

scutellaris [Chinenais], vi, 127; vii, 282, 383;

viii, 295; x, 382.

seminarius, vii, 233, 284.

subarmatus [obtectus], vii, 256, 259.

subellipticus [obtectus], vii, 256.

varlcornis [obtectus], vii, 235, 273.
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brumalis, Boreu?, i, 298; ii, 233.

Trichocera, i, 293; ii, 243.

brunnea, CoJaspis, i, 321; vi, 183.

brunneicollis, Agrotis, vii, 375.

brunneum, Orthosoma, iv, 20, 22.

brunneus, Ptinus, iv, 90, 92; vi, 188.

Bryobia pallida [pratensis], vii, 321.

pratensis, vi, 153, 161, 160; vii, 321-324, 365;

ix, 440.

? pratensis, vi, 159, 160; x, 4^0, 486.

Brysccripta [? Byrsocriptal, ix, 403

[Hormaphis] hamamelldis, ix, 409, 412.

ulmicola [GUyphina ulmicola], iii, 127,

151; vii, 370.

bubalus, Ceresa, i, 284, 3'5, 3:8, 331; iv, 146-147,

?0?; vii, 360; viii, 234; ix, 390.

buccata, Cuterebra, ii, 46.

bucculatricis, Encyrtus, i, 160.

Bucculatrix ambrosieefoliella, i, 341; viii, 106,

133.

Canada sisella, iii, 136, 140; viii, 106, 133-

140, 297; x, 369, 497.

pomifoliel'a, distribution, i, 158-159; v, 261;

vii, 354; viii, 123.

general account, i, 157-158; v, 260-262.

life-history, i, 157-158; v, 260-261.

parasites, i, 159-161; viii, 123; x, 369.

Psocus bred from, i, 161-162.

reference, i. 166, 330, 344; ii, 224; vi,

174, 187; vii, 216, 359, 368, 382; viii,

135, 136, 137, 2.8, 281, 283; ix, 445; x,

510.

remedies, i, 162; v, 262, 317.

pomonella [pomifoliella]
,

i, 157.

thuiella, i, 162.

Bud-eating Chrysomelid, iv, 102.

Bud-mites, v, 290

Bud-moth, x, 438.

Bud-worm, v, £01; vii, 216; ix, 372, 373; x, 488,

490.

Buffalo-bug, ix, 302.

Buffalo Ceresa, ix, 390.

fly, v, 220, 226; vii, 333; ix, 444.

gnat, v, 314.

tree-hopper, i, 284, 315, 318, 331; iv, 146, 208.

Buffaloensis, Hemaris, ix, 451.

Sesia, [=prec ] ix, 451.

Bumble-bee, i, 319; vii, 299.

Bureau of Entomology at Washington, iv, 182.

BupreBtidse, i, c0', 303; iv, 182; vi, 123; x, 406-

407.

Buprestis [Chrysobothris femorata], i, 303.

fasciata, x, 516.

[a.grilus] roflcollis, vi, 123.

Burrowing-btetle, vii, 371.

Burying-beetles, v, 289.

Butalis [Sitotroga] cerealella, i, 316; ii, 102.

Butterflies, "assembling'' in,i, 70.

calendar of (abstract), ix, 453, 456.

classification, i, 78.

contributions of, vi, 186-187.

Edwards' work on, i, 22.

in the Adirondack^, v, 285.

Butterflies, list of N. Y. species (abstract), ix,

449.

number of, iv, 165, 181.

Phymata erosa capturing, vii, 371

.

reference, i. 227
;
x, 466.

species treated of, viii, 169-170; ix, S36-337.

studies of, iv, 173, 174.

swarming, x, 490.

Butterfly larvae, viii, 170.

Butternut: insects injurious to,

Carynota mera, ix, 388.

Corythuca juglandis, iv, 108.

Cyllene pictus, viii, 176.

Enchenopa binotata, i, 287, 319.

Halisidota caryae, vii, 355.

Orgyia ltucostigma, ii, 77.

Pomphoposa Sayi, vi, 135.

buxi, Psjlla, ii, 18.

Bythoscopus [Thamnotettix] clitellarius, ix,

398, 410.

fenestratus, ir, 4C0, 410.

minor, ix, 400, 410.

nigrinasi, ix, 401, 410.

LEutettix] seminudus, ix, 398, 410.

[Phlepsius] strobi, ix, 398, 410.

[ Jhlorotettix] tergatus, ix, 398, 410.

[Chlorotettix] unicolor, ix, £98, 410.

variabilis, ix, 403, 410.

Byturus unicolor, viii, 298.

c.

Cabbage -Aphis, general account, vi, 147-MS.

reference, i, 296, 322; vii, 372; ix, 405, 440.

remedies, ii, S2; vi, 148; vii, 316; ix, 432; x,

495.

unusual abundance of, vii, 317-318.

Cabbage-butterfly, increased injuries in th ;

8

country, i, 9.

introduced, i, 8, 240; viii, 251.

parasites of, i, 1S9; ir, 447.

poisonous? nature of, ix, 446.

reference, i, 194, 267, 269, 3i2; ii, SO, 92, 93;

iii, 109; v, 300; ix, 454.

remedies, i, 39. 43.

Cabbage caterpillars, i, 59; ir, 422.

Cabbage cut-worm, v, 3.3.

Cabbage-fly, attacking turnips, i, 185.

description of stages, i, 186-187.
t

general account, i, 181-191.

natural enemies, i, 187-190.

operations, i, 184-185; v, 265-266.

reference, i, 193, 203, 322; x, 486.

remedies, i, 47, 190; v, 158-.59; ix, 431.

resemblance to A. radicum, i, 186.

saltpetre not a remedy for, v, 157.

Cabbage-gall weevil, i, 65.

Cabbage: insects etc. injurious to,

Agrotis annexa, viii, 235.

Agrotis clandes'.ina, viii, 234, 235.

Agrotis saucia, iv, 205.

Agrotis tessellata, vii, 382.

Anthomjia brasstcae, iv, 157, 158; ix, 431,

432; x, 486.
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Cabbage: insectsete. inj urious to—(Continued):
Aphis brassl- a\ vi, 148; vii, 317, 372; ix,

405, 440; x, 495.

Diabrotioa 12-punctata, vii, 315.

Epicauta vlttata, vi, 135.

Hadena devastatrix, i, 58; viii, 235.

Hadena subjuncta, i, 58.

Julus cteruleocinctus, vi, 190; x, 446.

Mamestra picta, lv, 209.

Mamestra subjuncta, viii, 235.

Mamestra trifolii, viii, 235.

Melanotu3 sp. ?, vii, 360.

Murgantia histrionics, i, 264; ii. 146; vi, 177;

vii, 372; viii, 290, 292; ix, 315, 441, 463.

Otiorbynchus ovatus, x, 418.

Phorbia floccosa, i, 2C8.

Phyllotreta vittata, i, GO.

Pieris rapae. i, 9,89, 52, 59; vii, 335; viii, 251.

Plusia bra?sicae, ii, 91; vi, 184; ix, 295; x,

4S7.

8trachia ornata, i, 270.

Symnt^urus horteosis, ii, 207.

Thrips, ix, 445, 464.

Cabbage maggot, v, 157, 158: vi. 166; ix, 418,

431; x, 484.

moth caterpillars, i, 271

.

Plusia, ix, 296.

worm, i, 40, 52, 59; ii, 26, 27, 32; vii, 337; ix,

444, 446.

Cacoecia arg)rospila. i, 329; v, 324; ix, 374 ;
x,

483.

cerasivorana, x, 483.

purpurana, x, 483.

rosaceana, i, 329; v, 213; vi, 187; vii, 355;

ix, 418.

rosana, x, 516.

cacti, Chilocorus, v, 300.

cadaverina. Lucilia [Pyrellia]
,

i, 299.

Caddis-cases, vi, 183.

Caddis-fly, i, 79; iv, 165.

Caddis-worm, 1, 79; iv, 190.

Ceecidotea stygia, a crustacean, ix, 349.

Csesiiius, in willow galls, i, 161.

ceelatus, Xyleborus, ii, 54-55.

caementarius, Pelopoeus, iv, 205.

Csenis nigra Hagen MS., iv, 123.

caeruleocinctus, Jul us, see Julus ceeruleocinc-

tU3.

ceeruleus, Ichneumon, vii, 228.

Pelopoeus, iii, 135, 140.

Cee3ar, Lucilia, 1, 69, 299; iv, 180.

C8e3pitalis, Pyrgug, i, 336.

caja, Euprepia, ix, 452.

Calandra genus, i, 305.

granaria, i, 801, 316; v, 325; vi, 189; vii, 365;

viii, 278; ix, 308; x, 517.

oryzee, vii, 362, 583; ix, 308; x, 511.

remotepunctata, ix, 303.

calcarata, Saperda, i, 297.

calceola MS., Anthomyia, 1, 195.

calcitrans, Stomoxys, i, 299; v, 221, 222, 225,

308; vii, 833; viii, 193; ix, 444.

caldaria, Sciara, x, 396, 397-399, 510.

Calf tree-hopper [Ceresa taurina] , i, 331

.

calldum, Calosoma, i, 12S; viii, 237; x, 516.

Ca'ifornica, Heterochroa, viii, 296.

Californica [Isabella], Pyrrharctia, vii, 225.

caliginosu?, Harpalus, viii, 237.

caliptera, Cecidomyia [DiplosiB], i, 297.

Calista [Cermatia], forceps, iv, 128.

CaJlidiurn [Xylotrechus] cojonus, iv, 93.

sp. ? on hemlock, iv, 20, 23.

Callidryas Eubule, i, 72.

CaUimorphaconfuaa, vii, 219.

Lecontei, ix. 455.

Calliphora fulvibarbi3, i, 299.

vomitoria. i, 69, 170, 299.

Callipterina?, ix, 412.

CallipteruB betulrecolens, ix, 411, 412

[Atymna] castanese, ix, 463.

mucidus, i, 331.

Call^samia [Attacus] angulifera, iv, 205.

[AttacuH] Promethea, i, 72, 98, 328; v, 324;

ix, 455.

Callostoma faacipenDis of Europe, i, 182.

Calmariensis, Chrysomela [Galerucella lute-

ola], v, 234, 236.

Crioceris [= prec.], v, 234.

Galeruca [= prec] , v, 234.

Pyrrhocoris, ii, 166.

Calocampa nupera, ix, 459.

vetusta, ix, 459.

Caloptenus, i, 69; x, 441.

[Melanoplus] atlanis, i, 332; ii, 196.

[Melanoplue] differentiaUs, vi, 134.

[Melanopluc] femur-rubrum, i, 7, 322; ii,

190, 193; vi, 153; viii, 294.

[Melanoplus] spretus, i, 7, 195, £01,332; ii,

196; iv, 21, 25; vii, 338; ix, 382.

Calopterygina, vii, 220.

Calopteryx amata, vii, 2;0.

Calosoma calidum, i, 128; viii, 237; x, 516.

scrutator, x, 491, 516.

sycophanta, x, 491.

Camaronotus [Pilophorus] cint,aniopterus, of

Europe, M, 186.

fraternis, il, 166.

Camel-cricket, iv, 160.

Camnula pellucida, i, 332; x, 443.

campestrana, 8ericoris, x, 433.

campestris, Clytus [Xylotrechus colonu9],iv,

93.

Campodea fragilis, i, 101.

Camponotus, viii, 3C0.

herculaneu3, vii, 377; x, 365, 366, 491.

Campsomyia [Lucilia] macellaria, i, 343.

Camptogramma [Piemyrla] fluviata, ix, 456.

Campylenchia curvata, ix, 410.

cana, Orgyia, viii, 296.

Canadaria, Tephrosia, iv, 20, 21.

Canadensis, L^ptura, iv, 20,23.

Sphinx, iv, 137.

Panorpa, x, 478.

Trirhabda, iv, 142-143.
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Canadensisella, Bucculatrix, viii, 1C6, 133-140,

297; x, 369,497.

Candida, Cerura, vii, 375.

Saperda, see Saperda Candida,

canicularls, Cicada, ii, 179; ix, 335.

Homalomyia, i, 168, 171.

Canker worm, destruction by, iii, 84, 85; v, 258-

259; ix, 296.

Canker-worm, distribution, i, 11; ii, 7.

fraternal potter-wasp preying upon, vi, 110.

reference, i, 226; iii, 144;' iv, 185, 200; v, 318;

ix, 422.

remedies, i, 33, 57, 61; li, 27, 44; v, 242, 259;

x, 488.

studies of, iv, 163; viii, 227.

Cantharides, iv, 92; x, 434.

Cantharis atrata [Epicauta Pennsylvanica], i,

305.

marginata Fabr. [Chauliognathus margin-

atus], iv, 84.

[Lytta Fabr.] vesicatoria, v, 305; vi, 131,

133.

[Epicauta] vittata, i, 300, 322.

Canthon, reference to paper on, iv, 175.

leevis, iii, 102; vii, 382.

Capnia pygmsea, i, 198; ii, 239.

capra, Odynerus, ix, 461.

caprea, Cyllene [Neoclytus capraea], i, 297.

capreae, Siphocoryne, iii, 123.

caprifolium, Abia [Zaraea inflata], i, 42.

Capsldse, x, 475.

Capsus ? on wheat, i, 300.

4-vittatus [Poeciiocapsus lineatus], i, 271-

281.

oblineatus [Lygus lineolaris]
,

i, 331

.

quadrivittatus [Poeciiocapsus lineatus], i,

271.

[Largus] succinctus, ii, 164.

captivum, Isosoma, iv, 34, 85.

cara, Catocala, 1, 90.

Carabid beetle, i, 1*8, 144, 145.

Carabidae, i, 69; iii, 99, 146; iv, 81, 82; v, 303;

viii, 238; x, 491, 493, 496.

Caradrlna fidicularia, vii, 375.

miranda, x, 482.

multifera, x, 482.

carbonarium, Monomorium, x, 366.

cardinaiis, Vedalia, vi, 105; vii, 360, 382.

cardui, Cynthia [Pyrameis]
,

i, 320.

Pyrameis, iii, 91; vii, 228.

caricae, Lecanium [Pulvinaria innumerabiiis]

,

i, 801; vi, 142.

carinata, MIcrogaster [var. of Apanteles

gelechiae], ii, 39.

carneola, Erastrla, Ix, 456.

carnifex, Cimex [Cosmopepla]
,

ii,
1 44.

Cosmopepla, ii, 144-147; ir, 458.

Eysarcoris [Cosmopepla], ii, 144.

Pentatoma [ = prec], ii, 145.

carinata, Sirthenea, iv, 113.

Carnivorous butterfly, iv, 179.

Carolina, Disaosteira, x, 443.

MantiB, iv, 158-162, 193; vii, 357; viii, 300.

Sphinx [Protoparce], i, 322; viii, 212.

Carolinensi <, Tyrranus, ii, 8.

Carolinus, Telephorus, viii, 173.

carotse, Aphis, iii, 123.

Carpet-beetle,

detailed account of two species, ix, 299-306.

general account (abstract), vii, 272.

habits, ii, 46-47; v, 267-268; ix, 303-301.

increased destructiveness in America, i, 9.

introduction, vi, 175; vii, 335.

lady-bird mistaken for, iv, 195, 196; vi, 117,

118; ix, 306.

occurring on flowers, iv, 141.

reference, ii, 232; iv, 131, 133. 179; v, 325;

vi, 120; vii, 373, 374, 377; x, 498.

remedies, i, 64; ii, 47-48; vii, 354; ix, 304-306.

Carpet-bug, i, 59, 78, 2J7; viii, 292, 295; ix, 302,

303.

Carpet-fly, ii, 44.

Carpet-moth, i, 64; iv, 140.

carpinl, Psylla, ir, 404, 411.

Carpocapsa apple-worm, i, 219.

Carpocapsa Dehaisiana [saltitans], iv, 151, 152.

Deshaisiana [= prec.],iv, 151; v, 315; viii,

291.

[Mellisopus] latiferreana, iv, 153.

pomonella.

attacking quinces, ii, 11; vi, 181.

general account, ix, 338-342.

Mermis parasitic on, iv, 127; viii, 290.

reference, i, 8, 219, 329; ii, 120, 122, 123,

229; iii, 144; iv, 152, 206; vi, 154; vii,

310; viii, 245, 297; ix, 296, 422; x, 391,

483, 498.

remedies, i, 35, 58.

soldier-beetle feeding on, iv, 85; v,

316.

Telephorus larvae feeding on, viii,

174.

saltitans, iv, 151-154; v, 315; vi, 187; vii, 310;

viii, 292.

Carpophilus pallipennis, ix, 462.

Carrion-beetle, i, 69.

Carrot-fly, i, 46, 49.

caryae, Halisidota, i, 328; vi, 187; vii, 355; viii,

296; ix, 455.

Lachnus, v, c04.

Microcentrus, ix, 392, 410.

Schizoneura, iii, 125.

Uroxiphus [Microcentrus], ix, 392.

caryatrypes, Balaninus, vii, 3.S3; x, 501, 517.

Carynota, i, 800.

[Vanduzea] arquata, ix, 338, 410.

marmorata, ix, 410.

mera, ix, 388, 410.

caryosus, Sphenophorus, i, 261

.

Case-bearers, i, 164, 167; vii, 347; viii, 217.

Case-worm, ix, 374.

cassiee, Silvanus, ix, 303, 462.
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Cassida aurichalcea [Coptocycla bicolor], vi,

125; vii, 376,377.

bivittata, vJ, 127.

[Coptocycla] clavata, vi, 126.

nigripep, vi, 127; vH, 263, 383.

Cassidida\ i, 243, 306.

castanea\ Atymna, ix, 410.

Callipterus [Atymna], ix, 463.

8mllia [Atymna], ix, 389.

castaneum [ferrugineum], Tribollum, ii, 136.

cataphracta, Dcrthesia, i, 286.

Gortyna, i, 115; x, 373-376, 509.

catenaria, Zerene, iv, 139, 206; viii, 287, 299;

ix, 450.

Caterpillar-hunter, i, 128; x, 492.

Catocala, i, 71, 113, 841; vi, 184; viii, 292;

ix, 455, 459.

cara, i, SO.

concumbena, i, CO.

grynea, i, 328.

nubilis, x, 482.

parta, ix, 456.

piatrix, i, 90.

polygama, viii, 292.

pretiosa, vii, 375; viii, 292.

unijuga, v, 282.

Catodaulis, vii, 371.

Catolaccus sp., x, 381, 485.

Cattle-tick, vi, 156-158; ix, 458.

Cauliflower: insects injurious to,

Anthomyia brassicae, i, 185; v, 158, 265; ix,

451.

Phorbia floccosa, i, 207.

Pieris rap as, ix, 442.

Thrips sp., ix, 464.

c-aureum, Grapta, ix, 446; x, 508.

Cebrio bicolor, iii, 100-101
;

vii, 371

.

gigas, iii, 101.

CebrioDltaB, iii, 101.

Cecidomyia, i, 138, 297, 322; iii, 86, 97; vii, 308;

ix, 440.

balsamicola, iv, 60-63; vii, 307; ix, 440.

betu'ae, iii, 86, 141; iv, 27, 205, 206.

[Diplosk] caliptera, i. 297.

[Diploid] cerealis, i, 311.

crataegi, of Europe, vii, 303, 364.

cucumeris, v, 306; viii, 212.

destructor, i, 58, 321; iv, 27, 29; v, 263, 325;

vii, 368.

[Diplosis] graminis. i, 321.

[Diplosie] inimica, i, 321.

leguminicola, abundance, v, 262-763.

change of name, vii, 376, 377.

damages by, iv, 12; viii, 263.

parasites of, ii, 2.

reference, iv, 65; vi, 173, 178, 184; vii,

378.

remedies, i, 54.

Thrips destroying eggs of, ii, 31 ; viii,

255.

nigra [Diplosis pyrivora], viii,J106, 140.

pyricola [Diplosis pyrivora], viii, 140.

Cecidomyia, salicis [rigida, auth. O. 8.], i, 297.

salicis-batatus, ii, 231.

tergata, i, 297.

[Diplosis] thoracica, i, 297.

trifolia [leguminicola], vi, 184; vii, 376, 377.

[Diplosit] tritici, I, 297, 305, 306, 311, 321.

tubicola, iv, 175.

Cecidomyidaa, ii, 125; iv, 60, 62, 63; viii, 140; x,

366-387, 389.

Cecropia, Attacus, x, 481.

Cecropia caterpillar, viii, 287.

Cecropia Emperor moth, i, 328.

Cecropia, PJatysamia [Attacus], ix, 455.

Cecropia, Samia [Utacus], i, 72, 328; ii, 77.

Cedar: insects injurious to,

Hylesinusopaculus, iv, 144.

Thjridopteryx ephemeraeformis, Iv, 21.

celastri, Dorthesia (egg-cluster of Enchenopa),

i, 285.

Celery-fly, i, 49.

Celery-leaf m^ner, i, 52.

Celeus, Sphinx [Protoparce], ix, 461.

celtidis-mamma, Pachypsylla, iii, 141.

cellaris, Drosophila, i, 220.

Cenopis Pettittana, x, 483.

reticulatana, x, 483.

centaurese, Pyrgus, i, 336.

Centerensis, Cossus, ii, 216; iii, 140; vii, 373;

viii, 294.

Centipede, i, 322; iv,128; vi, 175; vii, 324.

ceparum, Anthomyia [Phorbia], i, 8, 46, 171,

172, 180, 296, 322.

Phorbia, i, 169, 172-181, 2G4; Ii, 28; iii, 85;

iv, 12; v, 319; x, 486.

Scatophaga [Phorbia], i, 173.

cepetorum, Phorbia, i, 180.

Cephalomyia [CEstrus] ,
ovis, i, 299.

Cephidee, viii, 167.

Cephus pygniams, iii, 88, 147; vii, 334; viii, 167;

x, 515.

Cerambycld beetle, from Central America,

v, 325.

Cerambycidee, general habit?, iv, 82, 94.

number of larva) described, iv, 182.

sense-organs of, I, 69.

species treated of, iii, 103-105; iv, 22-23,

94-96; v, 231-233; viii, 203-205.

synopsis of (reference to), iv, 175.

Ceramica exusta [Mamestra picta], v, 206, 207.

picta, [ =prec] ix, 455.

cerasi, Aphis [Myzut-], i, 13; v, 253, 254; ix, 405,

411, 412.

Cremastogaster, x, 365-3C6, 491

.

Eriocampa, vii, 352; ix, 335, 336, 440; x, 498.

Myzu», see Myzus cerasi.

Selandria [Eriosoma], i, 42, 60; ix, 335.

cerasicolens, At his, ix, 405, 411, 412.

cerasifoliae, Aphis, ix, 411.

cerasivorana, Cacoecia, x, 483.

Cerasphorus balteatus [Chion cinctus], i, 330;

iv, 95.

Ceratocampidos, v, 199.
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Ceratomia Amyntor, viii, 295; x, 481, 50S, 5C9.

quadricornis [= prec.]. x, 507, 508.

Ceratopogon, v, 280; vii, 384.

Cercopidee, i, 285, 300; iv, 120; v, 242; viii, 152,

153.

Cercopis lineata [Ptyelus lineatus], iv, 120.

obtusa [Ciastoptera] , v, 242.

cerealella, Alucita [Sitotroga], ii, 102, 107.

Anacampsis [Sitotroga], i, 299; ii, 102.

Butalis [Sitotroga], i. 316; ii, 102.

Gelechia [Sitotrogal, ii, 102.

Sitotroga, i, 316; ii, 102-110; iv, 17; vi, 187,

190; ix, 308; x, 377-386, 485, 492, 510.

cerealis, Aphis [Siphonophora granaria], iii,

*112; v, 246, 251.

Cecidomyia [Diplosis], i, 311.

cerealium, Thrips, i, 303.

Ceresa bubalus, 1, 284, 315, 318, 331; iv, 146-7,

208; vii, 360; viii, 294; ix, 390.

diceros, ix, 390.

taurina, i, 331.

Ceria abbreviaia, vii, 229.

cerintha, Chamyrie. ix, 456.

cerisyi, Smerinthus, ix, 451.

Cermatia araneoides, iv, 133.

coleoptrata [forceps] ,
iv, 128, 130.

Floridana [forceps], iv, 128, 130.

forceps, classification, iv, 128-129.

detailed account, iv, 128-134; vii, 324-

327.

distribution, iv, 130-131; vii, 325, 326.

food, iv, 132-133; v, 295-296; vii, 325-

326.

habits, iv, 131-133.

life-history, iv, 134.

poisonous, iv, 133-134; vii, 327.

reference, iii, 142; iv, 2C8; vi, 175, 190;

viii, 282; ix, 440.

Linceci, iv, 131.

Ceroplastes, viii, 281.

Cerostoma brassicella [Plutella crucifer-

arum], i, 322.

Cerura aquilonaris, vii, 375.

borealis, i, 137; vii, 375; ix, 456.

Candida, vii, 375.

occidentalis, i, 137; vii, 375.

cervicola, Stomxys, v, 222, 308.

Ceto, Melittia, ii, 57.

Cetonia aurata, i, 237.

barbata [Euphoria Inda], i, 232.

Inda [Euphoria], i, 232; viii, 295.

Marylandica [ = prec], i, 232.

Cetoniadae, i, 234.

Ceutorhj nchus assimilis, i, 195.

Chaeroc>>mpa pampinatrix [Ampelophaga

Myron], v, 174.

Cbaetochilus contubernalellus [Ypsolophus

pometellue], i, 300.

[Ypsolophus] poxue'tellus, i, 300.

Cnaitophcrus aceris, ix, 411, 412.

populi, ix, 411, 412.

popullfolia?, ix, 411, 412.

Chalcidae, beneficial habits of, viii, 275.

infesting barley joints, i, 307; iv, 27-35.

parasitic on asparagus beetle, i, 241.

parasitic on ADgoumois moth, ii. 110.

parasitic on white-marked tussock moth,

ii, 79.

reference, i, 156, 160; 11,219.

secondary parasitism of, i, 146.

species treated, x, 369.

studies in, iv, 10, 1C8, 172.

chalcidiphagus, Semiotellus, iv, 33.

Cbalcids, number from a single larva, I, 146.

parasitic on apple-leaf Bucculatrix, i. 159—

161.

parasitic on apple-tree case-bearer, i, 165-

166.

parasitic on bag-worm, i, 86.

parasitic on balsam Cecidomyia, vii, 307.

parasitic on birch Cecidomyia, i<% 27.

parasitic on eggs of squash-bug, iii, 110-

111.

parasitic on peach-twig moth, i, 156.

parasitic on Phora sp., x, 405.

parasitic on Scolytus rugulosus, iv, 105.

parasitic on Sitotroga cerealeiia, x, 331

.

parasitic on vagabond Crambus, i, 146.

secondary parasitism of, viii, 187; x, 369.

transportation to new localities, i, 61.

Chalcis ovata [fulvipes], i, 86.

chalybea, Graptodera [Haltica], i, 59, 214, 317;

iii, 85.

Haltica, i, 307, 317; iv, 96; vi, 183, 189; vii,

332, 353,361; viii, 187.

chalybirostris [vulgivagellus]
,
Crambus, i, 127.

chamaenerii, Deilephila, v, 175; x, £03.

Chamyris cerintha, ix, 456.

? Chariclea exprimens [Pyrrhia umbra]
,
ix,

456.

Charitonia, Heliconia, i, 70.

Chauliodes pectinicornis, viii, 107, 155-159, 300;

x, 497.

rastricornis, viii, 107, 156, 157, 158, 159.

serricornis, viii, 159.

Chauliognathus Americanus, iv, S6.

Hentzii [marginatum] , iv, 84.

marginatus. iii, 153; iv, 84-88; v, 316.

Pennsylvanicus, iv, 84, 66, 87; v, 316; ix,

344, 463; x, 493.

Cheese mite, iii, 129, 130, 151; iv, 200; v, 2G0.

Chelymorpha Argus, iv, 14, 201, 207; vi, 18S;

x, 516, 517.

Chermes abietis, of Europe, ii, 185.

abieticolens, ii, 185.

atratus, of Europe, ii, 185.

corticalis, of Europe, ii, 181.

laricifoliae, ii, 184; viii, 299.

laricis, of Eurppe, i, 46; ii, 183, 185, 187.

pini, of Europe, H, 184.

pinifoliffi [pinicorticis], ii, 184.

pinicorticis, ii, 180-187; iv, 147; ix, 454.

strobilobius, of Europe, ii, 1S5.

Chernes Sanborni, iii, 142; vi, 190.
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Cherry aphis, iii, 151; v, 253-257; viii, 125; x,

498.

Cherry: insects injurious to,

Amphicerus bicaudatus, ii, 126.

Aphis cerasicolens, ix, 405.

Aspidiotus nerii, v, 279; viii, 215.

Cacoocia argyrospila, vii, 356.

Carpocapsa pomonella, ix, 310.

Chrysobothris femorata, vi, 155.

Corimelaena pulioaria, viii, 213.

Cremastog »8ter cerasi, x, 365-366.

Dynastes Tityus, v, 230.

Eriocampa adunbrata, v, 323.

cerasi, vii. 352; ix, 335.

Halisidota caryae, vi, 187; vii, 355.

Hyphantria textor [cunea] , i, 306

.

Lachnosterna fusca, i, 317.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229, 230; ii,

225; iv, 14?; v, 154, 320; ix, 420.

Myzus cerasi, i, 13; iii, 151; v, 254; viii, 125;

Ix, 293, 345-346, 369, 405, 463.

Orgyia leucostigma, ii, 77.

Phobetron pithecium, ii, 227; v, 186, 187.

Scolytus rugulosus, iv, 105, 106, 186; v, 319;

vii, 383.

Thyridopteryx ephemerae formis
,

i, 84.

Tmetocera ocellana, vii, 306.

Cherry-tree ant, x, 365-366.

aphids, i, 13.

aphis, ix, 293, 845, 346, 369, 405, 440; x, 366.

slug, i, 60; vii, 352; ix, 335-336; x, 498.

chersis, Sphinx, vii, 381

.

Chestnut caterpillar, v, 308.

Chestnut: insects injurious to,

Balaninus caryatrypes, vii, 383; x, E01

.

Callipterus castaneae, x, 463.

Cicada septendecim, ii, 176.

Corythuca polygrapha, iv, 109.

Elaphidion villosum, ix, 358, 359.

Halisidota tessellaris, v, 308.

Phobetron pithecium, ii, 227; v, 187, 307.

Smilia castaneae, ix, 389.

Smllia inornata, Ix, 388.

Telamona recliva, ix, 391.

Chestnut weevil, x, 501, 517.

Chestnut-worm, x, 501.

Chicken louse, v, 290.

Chilocorus bivulnerus, ii, 186, v, 267, 300; x,

501.

cacti, v, 300.

Chilognatba, x, 445-449.

Chilopoda, iv, 128, 132; vii, 324.

Chimarocephala [Chortophaga] viridifasciata,

ii, 4, 187-198, 223; ix, 330, 439; x, 443.

Chinch-bug, description of, ii, 150-151.

detailed account, ii, 148-164.

dimorphic form, ii, 155-156.

discovery in N. Y , ii, 4.

distribution, ii, 164.

estimated loss by, I, 7; ii, 157.

history, ii, 151-152.

Chinch-bug, injuries, ii, 156-157; vii, 331-832.

life-history, ii. 153-154.

Megilia maculata preying upon, iv, 83.

operations in N. Y ,
ii, 157-160.

reference, i, 17, 195, 297, 302, 308, 316; ii,

1C6, 232, 233; iv, 7, 163; v, 317; viii, 265;

ix, 312; x, 436, 443.

remedies, i, 58; ii, 160-163.

Chinco, Chintz, Chink-bug, ii, 152.

Chinensis, Bruchua, vii, 2S2; x, 382.

Chion cinctus, i, 330; iv, 95.

garganicus [cinctus]
,
I, 330.

Chionaspis furfurus, i, 331; iv, 208; v, 3C0, 326;

viii, 293, 299; ix, 440-441, 464; x, 518.

pinifolite, ii, 180, 184; v, 266; vii, 366, 384;

ix, 377; x, 518.

salicis, ix, 411.

Chionea valgs, ii, 236.

chionosema, Penthina, x, 483.

Chironomus nivoriundus, i, 13, 298; ii, 242.

Chiropachys colon, iv, 105.

Chloe [Btetis] pygmaea, iv, 123.

chlorophaca, Mantis, iv, 162.

chloris, Parasa, i, 328; v, 186; ix, 443.

Chloropisca copiosa, iv, 70.

grata, iv, 71.

prolifica, breeding place, iv, 68-69; vii, 238-

240.

detailed account, iv, 67-72; vii, 234-241.

distribution, vii, 235; ix, 313.

general features of, vii, 240-241.

habits, vii, 236-238.

hibernation of sexes, vii, 240.

original description, iv, '0-71.

reference, iv, 207; vi, 118; vii, 859, 382;

viii, 297; ix, 440.

remarkable assemblage, iv, 67-68, 69-70,

72; vi, 118, vii; 216, 234-235, 241, 358.

trivialis, iv, 71.

Chlorops, assemblage of, iv, 67, 72; ix, 313

larvae in stems and roots of grass, iv, ( 9.

reference, i, 223, 224, 344; iv, 70; viii,

167, 300.

species in grain-fields, i, 225, 2S6.

antecnalis [-apromyzi vulgaris], i, 225.

laeta, of Europe, iv, 72.

lineata, of Europe, i, 226; iv, 72.

nasuta, of Europe, iv, 72.

proxima, i, 226.

[Oscinis] pumiliom's, i, 226.

[Sapromyza] vulgaris, i, 225.

Chlorotettix tergatus, ix, 410.

unicolor, ix, 410.

Cbcerocampa pampinatrix [Ampelophaga
Myron], v, 174.

Choisya lernata, ix, 461.

Chortophaga infu?cata [var. of viridifasciata],

ix, 332, 334.

viridifasciata, ix, 298, 330-334, 439, 464; x,

498.

Chortophila, i, 171, lfO, 181, 184.

argustifr.ns [Phorbia ciliciura], i, 181-184.
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Chortophila, [Pegomyia] beta?, !, 207, 203.

[Pegomyia] betarum, i, 208; iii, 85; v, 322.

[Phorbia] cilicrura i, 181.

conformis, i, 209.

[Phorbia] floccosa, i, 207, 208; ii, 225.

chrysanthemi, Aphis, ii, 20, 21

.

Phytomyza, vii, 242-256; ix, 421; x, 510.

Chrysanthemum-fly, vii, 242-246; x, 510.

Ccrysididae, iv, 172.

Chrysobothris femorata, food-plants, vi, 155.

occurrence in small Hmbs, vi, 154; vii, 379.

reference, i, 330; x, 488.

remedies, i, 58, 64, 303; ii, 2>, 27.

Chrysochus auratus, iv, 142.

Chrysomela [Crepidodera] rufipes, iv, !0l.

trimacula a [clivicollisj ,
vii, S69.

Chrysomelid fl a-beetle, ix, 297.

Chrysomelidae, characters of (abstract), iv, 196.

members of, treated,

alder flea beetle, iv, 96-101.

asparagus beetle, i, 239-245; vi, 179;

25C-253.

broad-striped flea-beetle, iv, 155-156.

elm-Jeaf beetle, iv, 143-145; v, 234-242.

plantain-leaf miner, x, 414-416.

red-footed flea-beetle, iv, 101-103.

striped cucumber-beetle, x, 413-414.

three lined Jeaf-beetle, ii, 132-136; x, 491.

tortoise-beetles, vi, 125-127.

Trirhabda Canadensis, iv, 142-143.

mention, iv, 181; v, 271.

Chrysopa, i, 177; ii, 186; x, 429.

Chrysopa larvae, v, 244.

Chrysopila thoracica, ix, 462.

Chrysopbanus Americanus [hypophlseas]

,

iii, 1C8; v, 285.

hypoph'eeas, iv, 137.

Chrysops niger, ix, 4"2.

Chrysotheme [Phil. dice], Colias, i, 301.

Cicada, i, 69, 287, 310; ii, 35; iv, 165; v, 276;

vi, 153; ix, 319, 385.

canicularis, ii, 179; ix, 385.

linsata [Ptyelus lineatus]
,
iv, 120.

pruinosa [tibicen] , ix, 365.

rimosa, ix, 385.

Cicada septecdecim, broods in N. Y., ii,

170-172; vii, 218, 297-301, 361-c62;x, 421.

broods in U.S., ii, 169-170; iv, 175.

chambers of, x, 423.

contributions of, x, 518, 519.

destroyed by fungus, ii, 17 8-179.

experiments with 13-year brood, v, 276-278.

general account, ii, 167-179; vii, 296-cOl;

x, 420-125.

injuries to vegetation, ii, 176-177.

life-history, ii, 173-175.

music of, ii, 175.

natural enemies, ii, 177-178.

preventives, ii, 178.

reference, i, 331; iv, (02; v, 222; ix, 385,

4<0; x, 500.

studies of, iv, 175.

Cicada septendecim, 13-year brood, ii, 169; v

276-278; x, 421.

trees attacked, ii, 176: iv, 20, 25.

Cicada septendecim var. Cassinii, x, 424.

septendecim var. tredecim, x, 424, 518.

[Philaenus] spumaria, i, 285; v, 245.

tibicen, i, 331; iv, 196, 202; vi, 189; vii, 333

ix, 410; ; x, 517, 518, 519.

tredecim, i, 331, ii, 169; iv, 175; x, 500.

Cicadidae, i, 300; ii, 213; ix, 335; x, 4?0-425.

cicadina, Massospora, ii, 171, 178-179.

Cicadula [Eutettix] exitiosa, v, 174.

Cicindela generosa, ix, 462.

6-guttata, ix, 462.

repanda, vii, 219; x, 377.

Cicindelidae, iv, 182.

Cidaria, i, 72.

Cidaria Packardata [? Pterophora populata
var.], vii, 3"5.

ciliata, Corythuca, iv, 107-109, 208.

Tingis [Dorythuca], iv, 107.

cilicrura, Chortophila [Phorbia], i, 181.

[floricola Aleig.], Homalomyia, i, 184.

Phorbia, i, 180, 181-184; iv, 183; x, 516

Cimbex Americana, i, 138; viii, 300.

cimbiciformis [post'cata], Mallota, i, 211.

Cimex [Cosmopeplaj carnifex, ii, 141.

[Prionidus] cristatus, vi, 138

junlperinus [Pentatoma juniperina], x, 431

lectulariua [ A.canthia lectularia]
,

ii, 17, 152;

ix, 458.

rubrocinctus [Largus succinctus], ii, 164.

[Largus] succinctus, ii, 164.

cinctaria [strigitaria], Phigalia, i, 329.

cincticollis, Clastoptera, ix, £94.

cinctus, Chion, i, 330; iv, 95.

Emphytus, x, 499.

Harpactor [Milyas], iii, :08.

Largus, ii, 165.

Milyas, i, 331.

Cinderella [var. of minuta], Teras, i, 329.

cinerea, Boletophlla, x, 392.

Epicauta, i, 33, 57; iv, 201, 208; vi, 134, 136,

182; vili, 294.

Meloe [Epicauta], vi, 134.

[chersis], Sphinx, x, 508.

[antennatal, Xylina, i, 137.

cingulata, Sphinx [Protoparce]
,
x, 507.

cingulatus, Leistotrophus [Listotrophus of

authors], i, 187.

Oncideres, i, 331 ;
ii, 87.

cinnamoneum [ferrugineum], Tribolium, ii,

136.

cinnamopterus, Camaronotus [Pilophorue], ii,

186.

Staphylinus, i, 188.

Cionus scrophulariae, i, 248.

Circotettix verruculosa, x, 443.

Circular bark louse, i, 331.

circularis, Aspidiotus [Diaspis ostreaeformis],

i, 331.

circumclnctus, Perillus, ii, 146.
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Cirrospilus flaviciuctus, i, 159, 160.

Cia fulvipes [is fuscipesl, ix, 462.

Cistela obscura [Hyrnenorus obseurus], vi,

129.

sericea, vi, 130

Cistelidae, ii, 226; vi, 129.

Citheronia regalis, v, 324.

Cixiua [Myndus] impunctatus. ix, 386.

pini, ix, 385.

[Oliarus] quinquelineatus, ix, 336.

stigmatus, ix, 385.

Clad ins isomera. vii, 224.

pectiuicornis, x, 499.

viminalis, vii, 223, 224.

clandestina, Agrotis, i, 328; v, 282, 317; vi, 175;

viii, 199, 235; x, 482.

clarescens, Acronycta, i, 328.

Clastoptera, iv, 120.

achatina [obtusa], ix, 393.

atra, ix, 394.

cincticollissub-sp., ix, 334.

flavicollis sub-sp., ix, 394.

maculicollis sub sp., ix, 391.

nigricollis sub sp., ix, 395.

obtusa, v, 242-246; viii. 152-153, 299; ix, 393;

x, 497.

pini, viii, 107, 153-155, 299; ix, 393-394, 410;

x, 497.

Proteus, i, 285; v, 245; ix, 3?4.

teetacea, i, 285; ix, 393.

clavata, Cassida [Coptocycli], 126.

Copiocycla, i, 35, 57; v, 322; vi, 126, 127;

vii, 382; ix, 454.

Deloyala [=prec], ix, 454.

Clear-winged wheat-fly, i, 297.

Cleora pulchraria [semiclusaria]
,

iv, 20, 21;

ix, 450.

Cleridte, iv, 142.

Clerus anilig, iv, 148.

formicarius, x, 500.

Climbing ant-lion, vii, 319; ix, 440.

cut-worm, i, 58, 328; v, 210.

Clisiocampa, i, 328.

Americana, depredating on apple-trees, i,

328; iii, 85; v, 152; vi, 106; vii, 215.

destroying eggs of, i, 56.

hermaphrodite of, vii, 220.

reference, i, 85; ii, 83; iii, 9?, 147; v,

324; vi, 165, 181; vii, 331, 359; viii, 122,

ix, 293, 456, 401; x, 481, 495

remedies, v, 304; ix, 441.

constricta, viii, 236.

sylvatica, abundance in Washington Co.,

N. Y , vi, 106, 166; vii, 331.

feeding on apple-trees, iii, 91-93, 147.

muacardine destroying, iv, 178.

reference, i, 328; ii, 83; x, 495.

remedies, iii, 93.

Semiotellus clisiocamp;e parasitic

on, vi, 186.

clisiocampae, Semiotellus, vi, 186.

elitellarius, Bythoscopus [Thamnotettix], ix

,

398, 410.

Thamnotettix, ix, 393, 410.

clivicollis, Doryphora, vii, 369.

Cloaked Chrysomela, i, 331.

Close-wings, i, 140.

Clothes-moth, i, 64; iv, 131, 133, 140, 147.

Cloihilla picea [Lepinotus piceus] ,
ii, 201.

pulsatoria, i, 162, 316; ii, 201, 202; v, 323.

Clover-hay worm, x, 487.

Clover: insects etc. injurious to,

Agrotis fennica, viii, 236.
(

Agrotis saucia, v, 205.

Blissus leucopterus, ii, 4, 159; vii, 331.

Bryobia pratensis, vi, 161; vii, 321-324.

Cecidomyialeguminicola, i, 54; ii, 2; iv, 12;

vi, 173, 178, 184; vii, 378; viii, 255, 256, 263.

Cecidomyia trifolii, vi, 184; vii, 374.

Grapholitha interstinctana, x, 496.

Heliothis armiger, i, 119.

Hylastes trifolii, i, 54; vii, 378.

Languria Mozardi, vi, 1«4.

Nepheloaes violans, i, 103.

Oscinis trifolii, vi, 184.

Phytonomus meles, var. trifolii, i, 248.

Phytonomus nigrirostris, i, 248.

Phytonomus punctatus, i, 247-251; ii, 14; v,

272, 312; vi, 182; x, 488.

Plusia brassicae, ii, 91.

Poecilocapsus lineatus, i, 277.

Pyralis costalis, x, 487.

Tbrips tritici, i, 303.

Clover-insects, reference to publication on,

v, 316.

Clover-leaf midge, vi, 184.

Clover-leaf weevil, i, 247-253; iv, 200; v, 272; vii,

315; x, 488.

Clover-mite, vii, 321-324; ix, 440; x, 450.

Clover-root borer, i, 8, 54, 247; vi, 178, 184; vii.

335.

Clover-seed caterpillar, x, 496.

Clover-seed fly, vii, 374, 376.

Clover-seed midge, abundance of, v, 262-263.

reference, ii, 125; iv, 65, 200; vi, 178, 184;

viii, k63.

remedies, i, 54; iv, 12.

Thrips destroying eggs of, ii, 31; viii

255.

Clubbed tortoise beetle, v, 322; vi, 126-127.

Club-root, x, 486.

Cluster-fly, ii, 117; ix, 309-314, 439; x, 498, 516.

Clytu* agrestis [Xylotrechus colonus], iv, 93.

campestris [= prec], iv, 93.

[Xylotrechus] colonus, iv, 93-06, 194.

[Cyllene] pictus i, 297

[Cylleue] robinise, i, 317.

[Plaglonotus] speciosus, i, 297.

c-nigrum, Agrotis, i, 8; x, 482.

coactus, Eristalis [Mallota posticata], i, 211.

Cocoidse, Encyrtinae parasitic upon, i, 160.

Fitch species of, ix, 409, 413.
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Coccidfr, parasites of, studies upon i, 18.

prolificacy, iv, 187.

reference, i, 294, 300; ii, 140, 230; iii, 144;

vii, 370; viii, 254; ix, 381, 411, 447.

species treated of, iv, 114-120; vi, 141-147.

studies of, i, 18; iv, 168.

cocciformis, Parmula [Microdon globosus], i',

116.

coccinea, Diedrocephala, ix, 410.

Empoa [Typhlocyba] , ix, 403, 410.

Typhlocyba, ix, 410.

Coccinella biruaculata [Adalia bipunctata],

vii, 375.

[Adalia] bipunctata, vi. 117.

[EpilachDa] borealis, i, 322.

5-notata [transversoguttata]
,

i, 318.

[Megilla] maculata, iv, 80.

9-notata, vii, 382.

sanguinea, vii, 382; viii, 300.

[Megilla] 10-maculata, iv, 80.

Coccinellidae, colonizing of, for plant-lice, i, 61.

herbivorous habits of some species ii, 233-

234; iv, 81-83; vii, 217, 310-311.

preying on pine-bark Chermes, ii, 186.

preying on plant-lice, v, 254; vi, 118; viii,

275; x, 429.

preying on scale-insects, vii, 341.

species treated of, iv. 80-84; vi, 117-119.

coccineus, Adelges [Chermes], ii, 184.

Coccotorus scutellaris, iv, 17.

Coccus, ii, 140, 183; ix, 447.

acen'8 [Pulvinaria innumerabilis], vi, 147.

arborum-linearis [My tilaspis pomorum]
,
ix,

409, 413.

% hesperidium [ = prec.],vii 370.

[Pulvinaria] innumerabilis, i, 301; vi, 142.

[Pulvinaria] maclurae, i, 301.

[Kermes] pinicorticis, ii, 180, 184; ix, 454.

pyrus-malus [Mytilaspis pomorum], iv, 114

[Lecanium] salicis Fitch, ix, 409, 4.11, 413.

[Lecanium] tiliae, ix, 409, 413.

Coccygus Americanus, ii, 82.

erythropthalmus, ii, 82.

Cochlidise, v, 181, 185, 188.

Cochliopodae, ix, 443.

Cochrani, Agrotis, i, 58, 328; v, 210.

Cochran's cut-worm, i, 328.

Cockchafer, i, 305.

Cockroach, i, 62, 65, 79, 343; iv, 126, 159.

Cockroach-killer, vii, 325.

Codes, Apatura, v, 317.

Cockscomb elm gall, iii, 126; iv, 198, 204, 208;

v, 303, 326; vii, 370.

Codling-moth, attacking quinces, ii, 11.

habits in detail, ix, 338-342.

Mermis parasitic on, iv, 127.

Paris green and Bordeaux mixture for, ix,

435.

reference, i, 8, 11, 329; ii, 14, 120, 123, 125,

229; iii, 144; iv, 103, ;52, 185; v, 300. 305.

321; vi, 154; vii, 307, 310, 343; viii, 274; ix,

296; x, 391, 498.

Codling-moth, remedies, i, 35, 60, 167.

spraying experiments, ix, 417, 433.

spraying for, x, 457, 428.

Telephorus bilineatus feeding on the larva

of, viii, 174.

coelatus, Xyleborus. ii, 54-55.

Coelidia olitoria [Jassus olitorius], ix, 398, 410.

subbifasciata [female of prec], ix, 398, 410.

Coelodasys [£chizura] unicornis, i, 137, 328; ix,

455.

Coelopa frlgida, iv, 174.

Coenia, Junonia, vii, 331.

coeruleus, Pelopaeus, iii, 135, 140; iv, 205.

Cc ffee-leaf miner, i, 161.

cognataria, Amphidasys [Eubyia], ii, 97-101,

227; ix, 456.

Cola»pis brunnea, i, 321; vi, 183.

Coleophora, i, 166; v, 324; vii, 347,361; viii, 264,

297; ix, 374; x, 510,516.

anatipennella, of Europe, i, 163.

Fletcherella, ix, 374; x, 510.

malivorella, i, 168-167, 329; ii, 225; vi, 178;

viii, 105, 123, 217, 281, 297.

multipulvella [malivorella], i, 163.

Coleoptera, antennal furrows of, i, 69.

chalcids parasitic on, i, 160.

classification of, i, 78, 79; iv, 167, 190.

contributions of,
;
iii, 141; iv, 207-208; v,

325; vi, 188-189; vii, 382-383; viii, 298-299;

ix, 462-463; x, 510-511, 516-517.

description;cf,larval forms, i, 22.

Glover's work in, i, IP.

Gordius parasitic on, iv, 126.

iDjurious to apple-treeK, lii-t of, i. 330-331.

injurious to hemlock, list of, iv, 20, 22-24.

larvae in U. S. Nat. Museum, ix, 354.

Le Baron's work in, i, 17.

Le Conte's work in, iv, 9-'.0.

number of described species, iv, 164, 181.

oviposition of, i, 74.

reference, x, 475.

scarcity of, in 1893, x, 377.

species treated of, i, 22 -263; ii, 46-55, 1-5-

144; iv, 88-107, 155-156: v, 227-242, 265-273;

vf, 117-136; vii, 246-2S6, 310-317; viii, 173-

177, 197-207, 302; ix, 299-309, 465-466; x,

406-420.

Coleopterous larvae, number of described spe-

cies, iv, 180-181.

Coleothrips trifasciata, i, 303.

coleoptrata [forceps], Cermatia, iv, 158, 130.

Colias Chrysotheme [Philodice], i, 301.

Edusa [summer form of Eurytheme], i,

301.

Fhicomone [Philodice], i, 301.

Philodice, i, 301; iv, 136; v, 285; vii. 316; x,

507.

nastes [= prec], i, 301.

santes [Philodice], i, 301.

collaris, Euchaetes, ix, 455.

Collembola, ii, 209.

colon, Chiropachys, iv, 105.
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colonus, CalHdium [Xylotrechus], iv, 93.

Clytus [Xylotrechue], iv, 93.

Xylotrechus, iv, 93-96, 194.

Colopha. iii, 151.

compress* [Glyphina ulmico'al, iii, 128.

ulmicola [= prec.], 127; v, 303; vii, 370.

Colorado potato-beetle, abundance cf, v, 153;

ix, 297.

reference, i, 43, 236, 244; ii, 112, 133, 136, 147;

iii, 135, 154; iv, 156; v, 300; vi, 132; viii,

221, 274; ix, 422.

remedies, i, 26, 32, 39, 44; ix, 297.

species preying on, i, 145; ii iv, 161-1C2;

v, 289-291; vi, 137, 190; ix, 457.

spread of, i, 239, 267; iv, 191.

Colorado pr>tato-beetle mite, vii, 312, 345, 373.

Columba, Tremex, see Tremex Columba.

Columbia, Qryllotalpa, vi, 151.

Samia [Altacup], i, 86.

Comb-horned fish-fly, viii, 155-159, 300; x, 497.

Comma but'erfly, viii, 167.

comma, Grapta, viii, 187; x, 507.

form Dryas, Grapta, iv, 137.

Common black cricket, viii, 179; x, 497.

brown wasp, i, 330; iii, 135.

house-fly, viii, 265, 275; ix, 310, 313, 375.

communis, Helochara, ix, 396, 410.

Melanotus, i, 63, 330; viii, 198, 199, 200.

Panorpa, x, 465, 466, 477

.

complanatus, Julus [pars, Polydesmus ser-

ratus], iii, 133.

Polydesmus, iii, 133, 142, 153.

complicatum, Stereum, fungus on peach, ii, 7;

vii, 374.

compressa, Colopha [Qlyphina ulmicola], iii,

128.

comptus, Phytonomus, i, 248.

Comrade palmer-worm, i, 329.

Comyntas, Lycaena, iv, 137.

concava, Entilia [Publilia], ix, 387.

Telamona, ix, 390.

concavum, Platyphyllum [Cyrtophyllus conca-

vus], iii, 135; v, 323.

concavus, Cyrtophyllus, vi, 189.

Lixus, i, 260; ix, 463; x, 511.

conchiformis, Aspidiotus [Mytilaspis pomo-
rum], i, 331; iv, 114; viii, 233.

concinna, CEdemasia, see CEdemasia concinna.

Notodonta [CEdemasia], viii, 292; ix, 454.

concolor, Pemphredon, viii, 163.

concumbeiis, Catocala, i, 90.

confertus, Polycaon, i, 330; ii, 131.

conformis, Chortophila, i, 209.

Musca [Chortophila], i, 209.

confusa, Callimorpha, vii, 219.

Morrisonia, x, 482.

confusor, Monohammus, ii, 49-5', 55; iv, 23,

207; v, 325; vi, 158; ix, 463; x, 511, 517.

confusus, Limonius, vi, 188; vii, 351, 361.

congregatus, Apanteles, ii, £29; iv, 201,202;

v, 177, 307, 324; vii, 364; viii, 187; ix, 461; x,

509, 515.

coniferarum, Ellema, ix, 449.

Conopid fly, v, 285.

Conorhinus sanguisugus, iv, 111; v, 316.

Conotrachelus cratsegi, ii, 11; iv, 15, 87, 208;

v, 3:6; vi, 181; x, 419-420, 511.

nenuphar, bred from black-knot, v, 280.

damages by, ii, 13-14; iii, 85; ix, 297.

detailed account, vii, 288-296.

ovipositif n of, vii, 295-296.

reference, i, 331; ii, 6, 11; iv, 201; ix,

422, 440.

remedies, i, 57; vi, 201; vii, 289-295.

conquisitor, Pimpla, i, 85, 85; v, 310.

constricta. Clisiocampa, viii, 296.

contaminellus, Crambus, i, 150, 151.

contrariana [nimbatana] , Penthina, v, 213.

contubernalellus, Cbaetochiius [Ypsolophus

pometellus] , i, 300.

[pometellus], Ypsolophus, i, 329.

convergens, Hippodamia, iii, 153; v, 245-250,

257; vii, 382.

convexipennis, Cucullia, ix, 450, 455.

convolutella, Dakruma, ii, 10.

copalina, Orthaltica, v, 271.

Copidosoma, i, 156.

truncatellum, iii, 140.

copbsa, Chloropisca, iv, 70.

Coprini, iii, 102.

Copris, vii, 254.

anaglypticus, x, 516.

coprophila, Sciara, x, 391-397.

Coptocycla aurichalcea [bicolor],

attacking sweet potato vines, ii, 223; vi,

125-126; vii, 363, 376.

reference, i, 306; vi, 127; vii, 377; viii, 298.

remedies, i, 33, 57.

Coptocycla clavata, i, 33, 57; v, 322; vi, 126,

127; vii, 382; ix, 454.

guttata [eignifera] ,
vi, 127; vii, 369.

punctata [b'color], i, 306.

Coquebertii, Otiocerus, i, 293; ix, 386.

Cordiceps Ravenelii, viii, 298.

Cordulegastrina, iv, 176.

Cordylopeza nigrinodes, x, 483.

Coreidae, x, 432-439.

Carimeleena pulicaria, v, 319; viii, 212-214,

283; x, 497.

Coruidae, ii, 31.

Corn-bug, i, 233, 260, 310.

curculio, vi, 178.

cut-worm, v, 312.

grubs, ix,353, 356.

insects, iv, 80, 82.

Corn: insects injurious to.

Agriotes mancus, iv, 207.

Agrotis clandestina, viii, 235.

Anthomyia zees, i, 199.

Blissus leucopterus, i, 7, 302; ii, 151, 154, 156.

Calandra oryzae, vii, 362, 383.

Caloptenus [ Melanoplus] spretus, i, 7.

Chelymorpha Argus, iv, 201

.

Crambus sp., iv, 14, 206.

Crambus zeellus, iv, 14.

Diabrotica 12-punctata, vii,1217.
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Corn: insects injurious to — (Continued).

Empretia stirnulea, vi, 187.

Epicauta Pennsylvania, vi, 136.

Epicauta vittata, vi, 133.

Euphoria Inda, i, 235; vi, 173; viii, 295;

x, 503.

Qortyna nitela, i, 112; ii, 226; v, 304, 324;

vi, 168, 176; viii, 112, 191-.9.J.

Gortyna sp., ix, 447.

Hadena devastatrix, viii, 235.

Heliothis armiger, ii, 2; vi, 165; vii, 216, ?62

Julus caeruleocinctus, x, 446.

Lathridius pulicarius, vi, 184.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229, 317; iv,

15, 193.

Mamestra Arctica, ix, 447.

Megilla maculata, ii, 233; iv, 80.

Mesographa polita, vii, 233.

Monomorium molestum, x, 366.

Murgantia histrionica, i, 265

.

Nephelodes violans, i, 104.

Sitotroga cerealella, ii, 105; x, 380.

Sphenopkorus sculptilis, i, 254, 260; ii, 16,

52, 231; vii, 376.

venatus [=prec], i, 305, 318.

zeae [= prec], vi, 178.

Systena blanda, iv, 155, 198; ix, 344.

Corn saw-fly, iii, 88; vii, 334.

Corn-worm, i, 8, 116-126; vi, 168, 185; vii, 216,

363.

cornicola [serrata], Haematobia, v, 220, 225,

310. 325.

cornicola MS., Stomoxys, v, 220, 222, SOS, 310.

cornifoliae, Aphis, ix, 405, 412.

cornuta, Corydalis, iv, 208; v, 326; vii, 254; viii.

107, 156, 158, 159-162, 300; x, 4f0, 497,

501, 512.

Hemerobius [Corydalis], viii, 159.

Raphidia [Corydalis] . viii, 159.

corrusca, Ellychnia, ix, 463.

corticalis, Chermes, of Europe, ii, 184.

Corycia vestaliata, i, 329.

Corydalis cornuta, iv, 208; v, 325; vii, 554; viii.

107, 156, 158, 159-162, 300; x, 490, 497, 501, 512

coryli, Telamona, ix, 391. 410.

Corythuca arcuata, iv, 108.

ciliata, iv, 107-109, 208.

juglandis, iv, 108.

polygrapha, iv, 109.

Cosmopepla carnifex, ii, 144-147; ix, 458.

Cossinae, ii, 216; v, 311.

C088U8 Centerensis, ii, 216; iii, 140; vii, 373;

viii, 294.

crepera [robiniae]
,
vii, 375.

ligniperda, i, 83.

plagiatus [robiniae], vii, 375.

querciperda, ii, 216; vii, 220, 375.

reticulatus, vii, 375.

robiniae, ii, 216; ix, 426.

undosus, vii, 375.

costalis, Pyralis, x, 483, 487.

Cotalpa lanigera, vi, 183.

REPORTS IX

Cotton insects, i, 18, 40, 85.

Cotton: insects injurious to,

Aletia argillacea, i, 7, 35.

Chauliognathus marginatus, iv, 84.

Dysdercus suturellus, ii. 166; vi, 183.

Euphoria Inda, i, 235

Heliothis armiger, i, 117.

Systena blanda, iv, 155, 198, 20".

Systera frontalis, ix, 344

Cotton-moth, i, 328.

stainer, ii, 166; vi, 183.

Cottonwood-leaf beetle, x, 517.

Cotton-worm, Carolina Mantis preying on,

iv, 158, 161.

estimated loss by, i, 7-8.

parasites of, i, 85. 86.

Pennsylvania soldier-beetle preying on,

ix, 345.

reference, i, 40, 58, 117, 226; x, 467.

reference to work of U S Ent. Comm.
on, iv, 177, 192.

remedies, i, 37, 38; Vi, 37.

sensitiveness to Paris green, i, 35

Cotton-worm moth, i, 58, 117; ii, 220; iv, 206

Cottony cushion scale, iv, 187; v, 326; vi, 104;

vii, 340.

Countercdorants for insect attack, i. 66-77.

Cow-horn fly, detailed account, v, 220-227; vii,

332-333 ; viii, 192-197.

distribution, v, 226, 307; ix, 2P6, 442.

identification of, v, 222-223, 3iu.

injury 'o cattle, v, 225-226; vii, 333; viii,

193-196; ix, 444.

introduction, v, 220, 223; viii, 193; ix, 296.

life history and habit-, v, 221-222, 214-225,

306, 308.

reference, v, 325; viii, 123, 2S6; x, 497.

remedies, v, 226-227; vi, 169; viii, 194, 1S6,

ix, 442.

Cow-pea Bruchus, vii, 270.

coxendix, Osciris, i, 225.

Crabonidae, v, 284.

Crachat de c>ucou (cuckoo-spittle), v, 245.

Crambidae, i, 150: vi, 181.

Crambodes talidiformis, x, 48 1.

Crambus, i, 99, 100, 127, 139, 146, 147, 148,

150; iv, 206.

alpinellus*, i, 150.

chalybirostris [vulgivagellusl ,
i, 127, 149.

contaminellus*, i, 150, 151

craterellus*, i, 150.

culmellus*, i, 141, 150, 151.

dumetellus*, i, 150.

ericellus*, i, 150.

exsiccatus, i, 136, 138, 149-151.

fascelinellus*, i, 151.

furcatellus*, i, 150.

fuscisquamellus*, i, 151,

geniculus*, i, 151.

hamellust, i, 150.

inquinatellus*, i, 150.

lafcistrius*, i, 150.

liihargyrellus*, i, 150.

European

.

t In Europe and America.
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Crambus margarltellust, i, 150.

myellus*, i, 150.

pascuellus*, i, 150.

perlellus*, i, 150.

silvellus*, i, 150.

uliginosellus*, 1, 150.

undatus, i, 151.

verellus*, i, 150.

vulglvagellus,

abundance of, i, 133-134, 136, 140.

alarm excited by attack, i, 133-134.

associated with Nephelodes, i, 93.

delayed pupation, i, 137-138.

description of stages, i, 134, 138, 141.

detailed account, I, 1*7-149.

life hittory, i, 136, 137, 138-139, 141.

natural enemies, i, 144-147.

ravages, i, 127-132, 135, 143; ii, 2.

reference, i, 100, 109, 151; ii, 114; vi,

182, 183.

remedies, i, 53, 148-149.

Warringtonelius [perlellus], i, 1E0, 151.

zeellus, iv, 14.

Crangonyx gracilis, ix, 348.

mucronatus, viii, 2?9, 300; ix, 347-349; x,

498, 519.

Craponiusinooqualis, ii, 33; viii, 286, 299; ix,

364-365; x, 498.

crassifemoris, Osciais, i, 225.

craterellus, Crambus, i, 150.

crataogella [pomifoliella], Lithocolletis, i, 330.

crataegi, Anthonomus [Pseudanthonomus] ,
i,

331.

Cecidomyia, vli, 308, 364.

Conotrachelus, ii, 11; iv, 15, 87, 203; v,

316; vi, 181; x, 419-420, 511.

Thelia, i, 284; ix, 392.

crataegifoliae, Aphis, ix, 405, 412.

Crataegus oxycanthus gall, vii, 308.

Cremastogaster cera>-i [var. of lineolata Say] ,

x, 365-366, 491.

crenulata, Lachnosterna, i, 330.

crepera [robiniae], Cotsus, vii, 375.

Crepidodera [Epitrix] cucumeris, ^29; iv, 156;

x, 489.

erythropus [rufipes], iv, 101.

Helxines, iv, lv2, 196.

ruflpes, iv, 101-103, 196.

Cresphontes, Papilio, ix, 336 337, 461; x, 498,

515.

Cressoni, Urocerus, v, 311

.

cretata, Saperda, i, 331.

Crickets, i, 40, 79; II, 1, 3G; iv, 126, 165, 190.

Crioceridee, i, 243, 244.

Crioceris asparagi, pee asparagus-beetle.

Calmariensis [Glalerucella Juteola], v, 234.

[Lema] trilineata, i, 322; ii, 132.

12-punctata, i, 244; viii, 250; x, 517.

crispata, Lagoa, iv, 52, 53. 54; v, 186, 188; ix,

452.

cristata, Cyanocitta, v, 198.

cristatus, Cimex [Prionidus], vi, 138.

Prion idus, vi. 138-141.

Prionotus [Prionodus], ii, 230; iv, 13; v, 316;

viii, 294.

crocallata, Tetracis, x, 483.

crocataria, Angerona, iv, 206; x, 483.

Cross-bearer, i, 242.

Croton-bug, i, 62, 65, 79, 343; iv, 121, 132, 139; v,

295; vii, 326.

killer, vii, 326.

cruciaris, Ixode?, vi, 158.

cruciferarum, Plutella, i, 322.

Crustaceans, iv, 202; ix, 347-349, 466; x, 519.

crypticus, Glyc tof cell's, i, 331.

Cryptohypnus abbreviatus, vii', 200.

Cryptolechia [Stenoma] Sch'aegeri, ix, 456.

Crypturgua afomus, iv, 20, 24.

[Monarthrum] mali, vii, 370.

Cryptus [Pimpla] inquisitor, i, 84.

mundus. i, 147.

Ctenucha Latreillana [Virginica], i, 317.

Virginica, i, 317; ix, 456.

Cuckoo-spittle, v, 215.

Cucujidae, Hi, 100.

cucullata, Tettix, ii, 197.

Cucullia asteroides, ix, 455; x, 482.

convexipennis, ix, 450, 455.

florea, ix, 456.

intermedia, vii, 375; ix, 450.

laetifica, vii, 375; viii, 292.

lucifuga, ix, 450.

serraticornis, ix, 456.

Speyeri, ix, 456.

Cucumber-beetle,

eating into pear buds, iv, 103.

reference, i, 296, 316, 322; vii, 337; viii,

250.

remedies, ii, 28, 29; vi, 169; vii, 367-368.

Cucumber flea-beetle, I, 33, 244; iv, 156; v,

271; x, 489.

Cucumber: insects etc. injurious to,

Aphis cucumeris, viii, all.

Corimelaena pulicaria, viii, 213.

Diabrotica vittata, ii, 28, 29; iv, 103; vii,

367; x, 413.

Epitrix cucumeris, i, 65; ii, 29.

Julus sp., i, 307.

Melittia cucurbitno, v, 320.

Phakellura hyalinata, v, 320.

Phakellura nitidalis, v, 320.

Poecilocapsus Uneatus, i, 277.

Symnthurus hortensis, ii, 207.

Cucumber moth, v, 320.

cucumeris, Aphis, v, 306, 326; viii, 210, 283;

x, 497.

Cecidomyia, v, 306; viii, 212.

Crepidodera [Epitrix], ii, 29; iv, 156; x,

489.

Epitrix, i, 33, 65, 195, 214; v, 271.

cucurbitae, iEgeria [Melittia Ceto] ,
ii, 57.

Melittia, see Melittia cucurbitaa.

* European. t In Europe and America.
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Culex, i, 191.

hyemalis [Anopheles quadrirnaculatus]

,

i, 298; ii, 241.

Culicidae, ii, 112; vii, 315.

culmellus, Crambus, i, 141, 150, 151.

culta, Plusia, ii, 97.

cunea. Hyphantria, i, 57, 306, 328; ii, 83; iii,

93; ix, 295, 422.

cuniculi, Cuterebra. vii. 367. 382.

cupida. Agrotis, i, 58; vii, 375.

Curculio, attacking apples, iv. 201.

habits, ii, 6-7.

reference, i, 259, 261, 316; ii, 124; iii,

85; iv, 106.

remedies, i, 45, 57, 63, 65; iv, 201.

Sigalphus parasitic on, i, 308.

Thrips destroying eggs of, ii, 31.

[Conotrachelus] nenuphar, vii, 288.

[[thycerus] Noveboracensis, i, 300.

[Otiorhynchus] ovatus. x, 4'. 6.

[Bruchus] pisorum Linn., vii, 256.

pimpinellae, i, 248.

LPhytonomus] punctatus, i, 247.

Curculionidae,

habits of, i, 45; ii, 15, 53; ix, 297, 345.

number of larva? described, iv, 182.

reference, iii, 106, 139; vi, 118.

sense-organs in, i, 69.

specie* treated of , i, 247-263; ix, 241-345; x,

419-420.

curculionis, Sigalphus, i, 3C8.

Curled rose-worm, x, 499.

Currant Amphidasys, ii, 97-101, 227.

Currant aphis, i, 272; ix, 370-371, 376; x, 498.

borer, i, 8, 57, 321.

bush girdler, iv, 47.

Currant: insects injurious to,

JUgeria tipuliformis, ii, 60

.

Aspidiotus nerii, v, 279, 317; viii, 215.

Cosmopepla carnifex, ii, 146.

Gortyna nitela, i, 112; viii, 191.

Janus flaviventris. viii, 166; ix, 461.

Mamestra picta, iv, 16; v, 209.

Myzus cerasi, v, 256; ix, 346.

My2us ribis, vi, 167; ix, 370.

Nematus ventricosus [ribesii], ii, 24, 220;

iii, 85; vii, 335, 361: viii, 125.

Poe2ilocap3us lineatus, i, 271; iv, 200.

Psenocerus supernotatus, i, 321

.

Pulvinaria innumerable, vi, 143.

Currant moth, i, 299.

saw-fly, ii, 2.7-221; iii, 44, 88; iv, 197.

stem-borer, ii, 60.

stem girdler, iv, 17, 47, 189; vi, 190; vii. 352;

viii. 166-168, 264; x, 497.

worm, embryology of (reference), iv, 167.

killed by heavy rains, viii, 125.

parasite of, iv, 197.

Podisus cynicus preying on, vii, 361.

ravages, iii, 85.

reference, i, 8, 43, 226; v, 300; vii, 335.

remedies, i, 41, 42, 46. 56, 59, 60; ii, 24;

v, 156-157.

REPORTS I-X

curtipennis. Stenobothrus, ii, 197.

Curtisii. Amblycephalus [Athysanusl, ix, 401,

410.

Athysanus, ix, 410.

curvata, Campylenchia, ix, 410.

curvidens, Tomicus, ii, 54.

curvilineatella, Lithocolletis [Bucculatrix

pomifoliella], i, 157.

Cuterebra buccata, ii, 46.

cuniculi, vii, 367, 382.

emasculator, ii, 45; iv, 174; vii, 367.

Cut-worms, ants attacking, i, 321

.

attacking cabbage, i, 312.

attacking corn, vii, 363; ix, 447.

attacking onions, iv, 13; viii, 126.

detailed account of, v, 308, 318 (abstracts);

viii, 231-242.

general notice (abstract), i, 303; vi, 175.

habits of violet Nephelodes, i, 10 1.

imported species, list of, i, 8.

in midwinter, iv, 56.

life-history of variegated cut-worm, v, 200-

206.

reference, i, 110, 254, 256, 316, 322; iv, 14,

178; vi, 171.

remedies for, i, 58, 63, 64; ii, 28, 35; v, 206,

319; viii, 235-242.

secrecy of their work, viii, 264.

species, number of, i, 22.

Cyanocitta cristata, v, 198.

Cybele, Argynnis, iv, 136; v, 285.

Cydnidae, i, 264-271; ii, 144.

cydonife, Tingis, i, 311.

Cylas formicariu8, iii, 141, 154.

cylindrica, Spbasrophoria, x, 377.

cylindricum [brunneum], Orthosoma, iv, 23.

Cyllene [Seoclytus] caprea, i, 297.

pictus, i, 297; ii, 223; viii, 110, 175, 176; x,

497.

robinse, i, 317; ii, 224; vii, 363; viii, 175, 176;

x, 504, 517.

cynicus, Podisus, i. 331; vii, 356, 361.

Cynipidee, i, 314; iv, 42, 43, 172; v, 308.

Cymps glandulcsa, iv, 44.

[Andricus] q. operator, iv, 205.

[Amphibolip3,] q. prunusiv, 43, 205.

Cynthia [Pyrameis] cardui, i, 320.

Cyrtorsa [Cyrtosia], i, 300; ix, 389.

Cyrtolobus genus, ix, 410.

fene&tratus, ix, 3S9, 410.

inornatu?, ix, 410.

vau, ix. 410.

Cyrtophyllus concavus, vii, 1S9.

Cyrtosia [Cyrtolobus], i, 3C0; ix. 389, 410.

fenestrata [Cyrtolobus fenestratus] ,
ix,

389, 410.

[Carynotal marmorata, ix, 389.

D.

Dactylopius destructor, iii, 138.

longifilis, ii, 56.

Dahlia: insects injurious to,

Diabroti?a 12-punctata, i, 315, 332.
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Dahlia: injects injurious to — (.Continued).

Gortyna nitela, i, 112; viii, 491.

PcecIlocap3U3 lineatus, 1, 277.

Dalmia [Catodaulis], i, 336; vii, 371.

Tethys, i, 336.

Dairy pest, viii, 2S6.

Dakruma convolutella, ii, 10.

dama, Lucanus, i, 330; iv, 180, 207.

DaDais, ii, 214.

Archippus, iv, 135-6; v, 285; viii, 287; x, 450.

Darapsa [Arnpei r,ph8ga] Myron,

detailed account, v, 174-179.

parasites, iv, 201, 202; v, 177-178, 307; viii,

186-187.

reference, v, 324; vii, 381; viii, 295; ix, 450;

i, 508.

remedies, v, 179.

Daremma [Ceratomia] undulosa, ix, 452.

Dark-sided cut-worm, i, 68, 328; viii, 183.

Datana, x, 466.

Angusii, iv, 178.

integerrima, i, 328.

major, viii, 296.

ministra, Anomalon parasitic on, viii, 108,

164.

attacking apple, i, 328; v, 307.

reference, i, 320; ii, 83; v, 169, 324; vii,

381.

remedies, i, 57.

perspicua, vii, 331.

Ip. on hickory,

dauci, Aphis, iii, 123, 151.

Phora, x, 405.

Day-flies, iv, 124; ix, 2S8.

Death-watch, i, 162, 316; ii, 202; v, 323.

decemlineata, Doryphora, i, 146, 244; ii, 3; v,

289; vi, 132; viii, 293; ix, 297, 422.

deceptiva, Hylemyia [Phorbia fusciceps Zett],

i, 17!, 201, 202, 526.

Deceptive wheat-fly. i, 201, 202.

decoloratus, Asapb.es, viii, £00.

definite, Orgyia, iv, 50; viii, 289, £96.

Degeerii, Oticcirue, ix, 386.

Dehaisiana [saltitansj, Carpocapsa, iv, 151,

152.

Deilephila chamnenerii, v, 175; x, 508.

linea'a, i, 119, 327; v, 175; ix, 451; x, £03,

519.

delicatulus, Hemerobius [Psectra]
,
iv, 176.

Deloyala, vi, 126.

[Coptocycla] clavata, ix, 454.

Delphax [Liburnia] arvensis, ix, 386, 410.

[Stenocranus] dorsalis, ix, 336.

Deltocephalus inimicu3, ix. 410.

Melsheimerii, ix, 410.

Sayii, ix. 410.

Deltoidae, i, 140; viii, 292.

Dendroctonus frontalis, x, 500.

rufipennis, ii, 54.'

Dendroeca ae3tiva, ii, 8.

Denirnleon obsoletum, vii, 319; ix, 440.

deatv h [viminali3], Licuaus, iii, 152.

deperdita, Sciara, x, 3S8.

depressa, Phylloxera, vi, 189.

Depressaria heracliana, ix, 454.

LeContella, vii, 375.

OntarielJa [heracliana] . ix, 454.

deridens. Dipthera [Charadra] , ix, 456.

Dermanyesus avium, i, 62; iii, 129; v, 290.

Dermaptera, i, 79.

Dermatoptera, iv, 167.

Dermestes, i, 74.

lardarius, abundance, vi. 122.

detailed account, vi, 119-123.

feeding on wax, v, 302-303; vi, 120,

122-123.

food, vi, 120-121.

introduction, vi, 120.

museum pest, a, ii, 138.

reference, vi, 188; vii, 369; viii, 179, 279.

remedies, v, 3!3; vi, 121.

megatoma [Attagenus piceus], ix, 3C0.

murinus, ix, 462.

paniceus [Sito'drepa panicea], iv, 88.

[Attagenus] piceus. ix, 300.

[Anthrenus] scrophularice, ix. 299.

vulpinus, iv, 83-S9, 197, 198; vi, 120.

Dermestidae, ii, 46, 133; vi, 175; ix, 299, 303.

Derostenus sp., x, 369, 510.

primus, x, 369.

Deshaisiana [saltitan?], Carpocapsa, iv, 151; v,

315; viii, 291.

Desmia maculalis, i, 86; x, 483.

Desmocerus palliatus, i, 297; v, 325; vi, 1S8; Ix,

462.

Destructive lccusts, x, 440.

wheat-midge, x, 505.

destructor, Cecidomyia, i, 58, 321; iv, 27, 29; v,

263, 325; vii, 368.

Dactylopius, iii, 138.

[augustatus]
,
Nysius, i, 195, 331; ii, 166.

Semiotellus, i, 321.

devastator, Agrotis [XyJophasia devastatrix]

,

i, 303.

devastatrix, Hadena [= prec.], i, 58; viii. 235;

x, 482.

Tylenchus, viii, 221.

Devil's horse [Prionc.tus]
, iv, 113; vi, 140.

Devil's riding-horse [Mantis], iv, 160.

diabolica, Yespa, i, 139; vii, £29; ix, 461.

Diabrotica longicDrnis. iv, 82.

12-punctata, vii, 217, 315, 382; ix, 410.

vittata,

attacking apple-trees, i, 331.

pear buds, iv, 303.

protection? from, by black walmt, x
413-414.

reference, i, 244; ii, 231-232; iv, 143; v,

235, 312; viii, 250, 298; x, 498.

remedies, i, 33; ii, 28, 29; vi, 169; vii,

367-368; ix, 361-364.

diadema, Sinea. i, 331.

,
Diapheromera femorata, i, 111; vi, 189; x, 512,

I 519.
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Diaspicae, vi, 143.

Diaspis ostreaeformis, i, 331.

rosae, vii, 384.

Dibolia terea [borealis], x, 414, 415.

borealis, x, 414-416, 511.

ovata, x, 416.

Dicerca, Iv, 20, 22.

divaricata, i, 330.

manca, v, ?86.

tuberculata, v, 286.

diceros, Ceresa, ix, 390.

DIchelonycha elongata, x, 516.

dichrous [piceu8], Attagenus, Ix, 3C0.

dlctaja, Notodonta, vii, i75; x, 508.

Pheosia, x, 508.

Diedrocephala coccioea, ix, 410.

mollipes, ix, 410.

noveboracensis, ix, 396. 410.

diffr-rentialis, Caloptenus [Melanoplus]
,
vi, 134.

diffinis. Hemaris, ix. 451.

Sesia [= prec ], ix, 450

Dimeraspis podagra [Micradon globosus], ii,

116.

dimidiata, Pheosia, viii, 2S6.

ditninuta, Phytomyza, vii, 243.

Diplax obtrusa, iv, 208.

rubieundu'a, vii, 220.

Diplosis, iv, 63.

nigra [pyrivora], viii, 141.

Diplosis pyrivora,

deformation of fruit, viii, 145-146.

description of stages, viii, 142, 147, 148.

detailed account, viii, 140-151; x, 386-387.

distribution, viii, 149-150.

early observation of larvae, x, 356.

egg-laying, viii, 148-143.

first notice in U. S., viii, 142-143.

how the larva leaves i he fruit, viii, 146

noticed at Catskill, N. Y., viii, 144- 45, $88.

pear seriously attacked, viii, 14', 2t 3.

pupation, viii, 147-148.

reference, vii, 335; viif, 1(6, 297; ix, 318,

441; x, 497, 5'0, 516.

remedies viii, If 0-151.

spread of, x, 387.

Diplosis septemmaculata, v, 280.

tritici, i, 6, 8, 138, 201; ii. 31; viii, 255.

Diptera, Chalcids parasitic on, i, 160.

classification, i, 78, 79; iv, 167, 190; viii, 301;

ix, 465.

contributions of, iv, 206-207; v, 3i5; vi, 188;

vii, 382; viii, 301; ix, 462; x, 510,516.

delayed pupation of, i, 138.

depredating on apple-tree, list of, i, 330.

descriptions < f new specie?, i, 208, 209, 298;

iv, 70-71; vii, 243; x, 394-393, 393, 401-402.

Gordius parasit e on, iv, 126.

number of species, estimate, iv, 181.

pollen eaten by, i, 211.

references, i, 297; ii, 45; x, 359, 360.

sense-organs of, i, 69; iv, 180.

species treated of ,
i, 168-227

;
ii, 44-46, 110-125;

iv, 12, CO -80; v, 220-227, 262-266; vi, 111-117;

vii, 228-246, 307-310; viii, KO-151, 172, 192-

197; ix, 309-314; x, 386-406.

studies in, iv, 10, 164.

Dipterous larvae, ii, 6; vi, 154, 181.

dipterus, Hemerobius [Pfectra diptera], iv,

176.

Dipthera [Charadra] deridens, ix, 456.

Dlsippus butterfly, i, 327.

disippus, Limenitis, i, 327; ii, 220; iv, 174, x,

507.

discoloralis, Renia, x, 482

discopunctana, Amphisa, x, 483.

disjuncta, Bolitophila, x, 39?.

Disonycha triangularis, vii, 383.

dispar, Ocneria. vii, 302-304, 336, 357; ix, 4 2-

426. 432-433, 434, 410; x, 369-372, 485.

Xyleborus, vii, 348-351, 370, 383; viii, 299;

ix, 366, 419.

disposita, Xylina, i, 341.

dissecta, A conycta, x, 482.

Dissosteira Carolina, x, 443.

Diurnal Lepidoptera, x, 597.

divaricata, Dicerca, i, 330.

divers ilineata, Petrophora, x, 483

divinatoria Atropos, i, 65, 161; ii, 198-202; iii,

139.

divinatoriom, Termes [=prec], ii, 198.

divinatorius, Troctes [Atropos divinatoria], ii,

198.

Dobson, hellgrammite larva, vii, 254; viii, 161;

x, f01.

Docosia sciarina, x, 392.

Dog-day Cicada, i, 331; vii, 3S3; ix, 385.

Dolerus iii, 1<0; iv, 135.

arvensis, iii, 88; iv, 197.

sericeus, iv, 197, 205.

domestica, Lepisma [Therinobia furnorum]
j

iv, 179; vi, 190; x, 519.

Musca, i, 146, 223, 299; iv, 167; vi, 168; viii,

265; ix, 310, 314.

minor, Musca [Homalomyia canicularis

Harris MS.], i, 171.

Pyrgita, ii. 80.

domesticus, Acarus [Tyroglyphus siro], v, 292.

Psocus, i, 65, 162.

Donacia piscatrix, x. 511.

dorsalis, Acutalis, ix, 410

Delphax [Stenocranus], ix, S86.

Stenccranus, ix, 386, 410

Tragopa [Acutalis], ix, 39?, 410.

Dorthesia, i, 235, 286.

cataphracta, i, 286.

celaslri (egg-cluster of Enchenopa), i, 285.

solani [=prec.l, i, 286.

viburni [= prec ] , i, 285, 286

Dorvphora clivicollis, vii, 369.

decemlineata i, 145, 244, 322; ii, 3; v, 259;

vi, 132; viii, 298; ix, 297, 422.

Dragon-fly, i, 79; ii, 178; iv., 93, 124, 165, 167, 190;

x, 377, 466.

Drasterius elegans, viii, 200.

Dried Crambus (C. exsfecatus), i, 149-151.

Drosophila species, i, 218-221; ii, 23, 124; vi, 117.
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Drosophila aceti*, i, 22J.

amoeoa, i, 221, 330.

ampelophila, i, 65, 216-221, 330; vi, 117, 173,

177; vii, 241.

cellaru*, i, 2?0.

flava*, i, 220.

funebris*. i, 218, *20.

gramiuum, i, 218.

transversa, i, 218

Drosoph lida?, i, 216-221.

drupiferarum. Sphinx, i, 327; x, 496, 508.

Dryccampi [Eac ee] imperialis, ix, 447.

rubTcuDda, iii, 91; v, 200; ix, 295, 422, 455; x,

507.

LAnisota] senatoria. v, 192.

dubitans, Xylophasia, x, 377.

dubius, Thanasimus, iv, 142.

dumeteilus, Crambus, i, 150.

Dung-beetle, iii, l0.'-:03; iv, 204: vii, 312, 379;

ix, 440.

Du-st-louse, i, 3!6.

Dwarf Trogosita, i, 330.

dyaus, Plusia, ii, 94-97. 228.

DyDastes Grantii, v, 227, 321: vii, 252.

Hercules, vii, 249.

Hyllus, vii, 249, 250.

Tityus, ii, 227; v, 227-231, 32; ;
vii, 246-255;

ix, 342, 440, 444, 461; x, 498.

Dysdercus suturellus, ii, 166; vi, 153.

Dytiscidae, iv, 182.

Dyt sous fasciventris, iii, 141; v, 325; viii, 298.

Harrisii, iii, 141; v, c25; x, 493, 510.

marginalis. viii, 29S; ix, 462.

E.

Eac'es imperialis, ii, 232; iv, 10, 21; v, 324; ix,

462; x, 481.

Earwigs, i, 79

Ear-worm, of corn, i, 121.

Earth-worms, ii, 6, 3C: iii, 149: vii, 378; viii, 222.

Eastern grasshopper, viii, 294

ebenus, Aulacomerus, iv, 46.

Eccopsis [Exar tenia] malana, i, 329.

[Exartemaj permundana, i, 329.

Eccoptcgaster [Scolytus] rugulosus, iv, 103.

Echinomj ia, v, x85.

Ecnomidea [Fhobetron] pithecium. v, 183.

Ecpantheria Sennettif, v, 317.

Ectcbia Germanica, i, 62; iv, 131: vii, 326; viii,

300.

Ecume \ rictatiere (cuckoo-spittle), v, 245.

Edema albifrons. ix, 456.

Edusa, Coiias (summer frrm of Eurv theme),

i, 301.

Erebus [Horroptera lunata], iv, 57.

Homoptera [=prec ], vii. 3T5.

Eel worms, remarkable abundance of, vi. 1C5

Egg-para^ile of currant-worm, ii, 217-221,229;

iv, 194.

egle, Euchaetes, ii, 166; iii, 91; ix, 452; x, 481.

S-lineata, Tettlgonia [Gypona], ix, 397.

8-maculata, Sesia [Alypii octom-aeulata], v,

179.

Zygcena [=prec], v, 179.

Eight-spotted Alypia, v, 179, 3C0.

Forester, i, 33.

Elaphidion, iii, 150; ix, 359; x, 517.

parallelum, i, 330; iii, 141-150; v, 153. 238,

325; vi, 170; ix, 357-361; x, 498, 516.

putator [villcsum], ix, 360

villosum, i, 3c0; iii, 150; iv, 179; ix, 358, £59.

Elateridae, i, 63, 314; ii, 226; iii, 101, 132: iv, 141,

182; viii, 199.

Elder: insects injurious to,

Aphis sambucifoliac, ix, 405.

Bucculatrix pomifoliella, i, 162.

Ceresa bubalus, i, 318.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 2<0.

E'ectra, Eudamus. i, 338; vi, 179.

Electric-light bug, iv, 146.

elegans, Drasterius, viii, 2(0.

Packardia, viii, 295.

Scythropus, iii, 141.

Elipsocus, i, :GL

Elis genus, i, 172.

Ellema comferarum, ix, 449.

Harrisii, ix, 449; x, 503."

pinastri, ix, 449.

pineum, ix, 449.

Ellychnia corrusca, ix, 463.

Elm-bark beetle, Ph!oeotribus liminaris, iv,

144, 204; vii, £52; ix, 367.

Elm: insects injurious to,

Anisopteryx vernata, ii, 44; v, 258.

Caccecia argyrospila, vii, 356.

Colopha ulmicola. iii, 126; iv, 198, 3;6; vii,

370.

Ennomos subsignaria, i, 329.

Galeruca xanthome' aena [Galerucella lute-

ola], iii, 145; iv, 143; v, 234-242, 300, 301

314, 319, 322; vi, 118; vii, 217.

Galerucella luteola, ix, 297, et prec.

Galerucella xanthome'rena [=prec], ii,

228; viii, 222; ix, 297.

gall mites, x, 457.

Gossyparia ulmi, vi, 189.

Halisidotacaryaa, vii, 355.

Hylesinus opaculus, iv, 144; vii, 352.

Icerya Purchasi, iv, 1S7.

Lachcus ulmi, ix, '07.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229.

Orgyia leucostigma, i, 33, 64, 98; ii, 77; iv,

15; v, 317; vii, 216; ix. 295, 429, 437.

Pemphredon concolor, viii, 163.

Phloeotribus liminaris, iv, 144.

Saperda tridentata, ix, 427-428, 429; x, 484,

500.

Fchizoneura Americana, v, 319.

Schizoneura ulmi, ii, 181

.

Sitcdrepa paticea, iv, 92.

Systeta marginalis, iv, 156.

* European.

72
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Elm: insects injurious to — (Continued).

Thyridopteryx ephemerceformis, i, 84.

Tineid sp., ix, 462.

Tremex columba, ii, 227; iv, 38; v, 305;

viii, 163.

Vanessa antiopa, ii, 230.

Zeuzera pyrina, ix, 426, 427, 428, 462.

Elm-leaf beetle, abundance in houses, Hi, 145.

brief notice, i, 228.

Carolina Mantis preying on, iv, 161.

depredations of, iv, 15, 143-144; v, 236-237;

ix, 429.

detailed account, v, 234-242.

European reputation, v, 236.

habits of its family, v, 235-236.

heavy rains destroying, viii, 222.

hibernation, iii, 145; v, 238.

introduction in the U. S., v. 236.

life-history, v, 237-239.

oviposition, v, 239.

pupation, v, 239.

reference, iv, 207; v, 303, 314, 319, 325; vi,

118; viii, 286; ix, 422; x, 493, 511.

remedies, iv, 200-201; v, 239-242, 301, 322; x,

502.

spread, iv, 15-16, 143, 197; vii, 217; ix, 297.

Elm-tree bark-borer, Saperda tridentata, ix,

427-429; x, 484, 485, 499.

elongata, Dichelonycha, x, 516.

Systena, ix, 344.

elymi, Isosoma, iv, 32.

Emasculating bot-fly, ii, 45; iv, 174.

emasculator, Cuterebra, ii, 45; iv, 174; vii, 367.

Embidina, iv, 176.

Emesa longipes, vi, 189.

Emphytus cinctus, x, 499.

[Harpiphorus] maculatus, i, 42.

Empoa [Typhlocyba], i, 300; x, 403, 410.

[Typhlocyba] coccinea, ix, 403, 410.

[Typblocyba] querci, ix, 403, 410.

[Typhlocyba] rosae, viii, 256.

Empoasca fabae, ix, 410.

Empretia stimulea, i, 328; v, 186, 188; vi, 187;

vii, 381; ix, 455.

Empusa Americana, ix, 314.

muscae, ix, 314.

Enchenopa binotata, i, 281-288, 319; iv, 203; vi,

177; ix, 387, 410; x, 493, 512.

Enchophyllura binotatum [= prec], i, 281; vi,

177; ix, 387.

latipes [Campylenchia curvata], ix, 387.

Encyrtinae, i, 160.

Encyrtus bucculatricis, i, 160.

Ennominae, viii, 287.

Ennomos magnaria, ix, 456.

subsignaria, i, 329; ii, 69, 70, 77.

Entedoninae, x, 369.

Entilia [Publilia] concava, ix, 387,

sinuata, ix, 387.

Entodon sp. parasitic on Cecidomyia, iv, 27, 205

Entomological collections, iv, 169.

libraries, iv, 170.

societies, iv, 169.

studies abroad, iv, 180.

study, importance i, 1.

Entomologists of Agricultural Experiment
Stations, vii, 337.

Entomology, Bureau of, at Washington, iv,

182; vii, 340

early studies in, iv, 163- 64.

importance of study, viii, 262-263.

in agricultural journals, iv, 179-180.

in schools, iv, 171.

literature of economic, iv, 165, 166, 176-179

viii, 272-274; ix, 429-432.

progress in economic, i, 16-20; vii, 337.

progress in general, iv, 9-11.

publications in 1S75 in.the several orders,

Coleoptera, iv, 175.

Diptera, iv, 174-175.

Hemiptera, iv, 175-176.

Hymenoptera, iv, 172-173.

Lepidoptera, iv, 173-174.

Neuroptera, iv, 176.

Orthoptera, iv, 176.

palaeontological, iv, 170.

Entomophaga, iv, 181.

Entomophthora [Empuea] muscae, ii, 179.

phytonomi [sphaerosperma]
,
vii, 315.

sphaerosperma, vii, 315.

Entozoa, iv, 125.

enucleata, Acidalia, x, 483.

Epeira, iii, 142.

insularis, ix, 464.

Ephemera natata [simulans Walk.], iv, 121.

vespertina, of Europe, iv, 124.

ephemerseformis, Thyridopteryx, see Thyri-

dopteryx ephemeraeformis.

Ephemeridae, iv, 121-124
;

vi, 178; ix, 298,

464.

Ephestia interpunctella, i, 8; i^, 206; x, 510.

Ephredrus plagiator, v, 253.

Epicaerus imbrioatus, i, 331.

Epicauta cinerea, i, 33, 57; iv, 201, 208; vi,

134, 126, 182; viii, 234.

marginata [cinerea], iv, 201.

Pennsylvanica, ii, 227; vi, 135, 136, 170; ix,

443, 463; x, 496.

vittata, i, 33, 40, 57; vi, 132-134, 136, 176;

vii, 376.

Epidapus, x, 388, 398, 447.

scabies, x, 447.

epigaea, Plusia, x, 377.

Epigena, Eudamus, vii, 375.

Epilachna borealis, bad reputation of, vii, 217,

310-311; viii, 126.

reference, vii, 382; viii, 105, 293; ix, 440; x,

511.

epimenis, Psycomorpha, ix, 455.

Epitrix cucumeris, i, 33, 65, 195, 244; v, 271.
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equi, CEstrus [Gastrophilus]
,

i, 299.

Psoroptes, vii, 362.

Erastrla apicosa, x, 482.

carneola, ix, 456.

muscosula, x. 482.

synochitis, x, 482.

Erax rufibarbis, i, 319.

Erebus edusa [Homoptera lunata]
,
iv, 57.

odora, iv, 138; vii, 306; ix, 440.

erectalis [scabra], Hypena, ix, 454.

eremicola, Osmoderma, i, 330.

eremitis, Sphinx, x, 508.

ericellus, Crambus, i, 150.

ericetorum, Pyrgus, i, 336.

Erichsonii, Nematus, see Nematus Erichsonii.

Eriocampa adumbrata, v, 323.

cerasi, vii, 352; ix, 335-336, 440; x, 498.

Eriosoma [Phyllaphisl fagi, ix. 408.

[Pemphigus] iuabricator, ix, 403, 412.

[Schizoneura] lanigera, ix, 407.

pyri [Schizoneura lanigera]
,
ix, 408, 413.

[Lachnus] strobi, ix, 409, 412.

[Pemphigus] tessellata, ix, 408, 413.

Eristalis, i, 212; ii, 212.

coactus [Mallota posticata], i, 211

.

flavipes, vii, 229.
'

Meigenii, ix, 462.

posticatus [Mallota posticata]
,

i, 211.

tenax, vi, 188; vii, 229, 233, 363, 382; ix, 462;

x, 510. 519

Ermine moths, i, 3C6.

erosa, Acanthia [Phymata Wolffii]
,
iii, 110.

Phymata [=prec], iii, 107-110; vii, 371;

viii, 300.

error, Platygaster, i, 321; ii, 2.

erythrocephalus, Neoclytus, vi, 183; x, 511.

Erythroneura [Typhlocyba] ,
i, 300; iv, 199; vii,

254.

[Typhlocyba] affinis, ix, 403.

basillaris, ix, 403.

[Empoasca] fabse, ix, 403.

[Typhlocyba] obliqua, ix, 403.

[Typhlocyba] tricincta, ix, 403.

[Typhlocyba] vitifex, viii, 287.

[Typhlocyba] vitis, ii, 30; v, 302; vii, 345;

viii, 287; ix, 403.

[Typhlocyba] vulnerata, ix, 402-403.

erythropthalmus, Coc^ygus, ii, 8, 82.

erythropus [rufipes], Crepidcdera, iv, 101.

Estigmene [Pyrrharctia] Isabella, vii, 225.

Ethlius, Pamphila, x, 502.

Eubule, Callidryas, i, 72.

Euchaetes collaris, ix, 455.

egle, ii, 166; iii, 91; ix, 452; x, 481.

Oregonerisis, ix, 455.

Euclea querceti, i, 328; v, 186.

Eudamus, i, 339; ii, 214.

Electra, i, 338; vi, 179.

Epigena, vii, 375.

Nevada, i, 337; vi, 180.

Proteus, i, 337 ;
vi, 180.

Eudamus Pylades, i, 337, 338.

Tityrus, i, 337.

Eudemis botrana, ii, 33.

Eudioptis hyalinata, x, 503.

nitidalis, x, 503.

Eudryas grata, i, 33; v, 179-183; vi, 177; viii,

109, 170; x, 481, 497.

um'o, v, 183; ix, 450, 455.

Eulophus, i, 159; vi, 186; x, 369.

Eumenes fraternus, ii, 231; v, 268; vi, 109-111.

Eumenidas, v, 268; vi, 111.

Eunemoria gracilaria [Synchlora glaucaria],

viii, 129.

Eupelmus Allynii, iv, 33.

Euphanessa mendica, x, 481.

Euphoria fulgida, viii, 286.

Inda, i, 232-239 , 330; vi, 173; viii, 295; ix,

442, 463; x, 503, 516.

melancholica, i, 236, 330; iii, 141; x, 511.

Eupithecia luteata, iv, 20, 21.

Euplexia lucipara, x, 432.

Euplexoptera, i, 79.

Euprepia Americana [var. of caja], ix, 452.

caja, ix, 452.

European bean-weevil, vii, 279-285; viii, 300-

ix, 440.

parsnip plant-louse, iii, 123.

pests, i, 20.

Eurycreon rantalis, i, 329; vi, 182.

Eurymene [Piagodis] Keutzingaria, i, 329.

Euryomia [Euphoria] Inda, i, 233; vi, 173; x,

504.

eurysternus, Haematopinus, i, 48.

Eurytoma, i, L
J
07, 316; iv, 105.

fulvipes [?Isosoma hordei Harr.], iv, 29.

funebris, ii, 2.

[Isosoma] hordei, i, 304, 307; iv, 27.

secalis [= prec], iv, 27, 29.

[Isosoma] tritici, i, 320; iv, 27, 29, 32.

EuschistU8 fissilis, x, 519.

variolarius, ii, 146.

Eutettix seminuda, ix, 410.

Eutrapela [Prochoerodes] transversata, viii,

287.

Evacanthus orbitalis, ix, 397.

evecta, Volucella, vii, 229.

Evergestis strain in alis, ix, 456; x, 483.

Everyx Myron [Ampelophaga Myron] v, 174.

Exartemaexoleta, x, 483.

permundana, x, 483.

excaecatus, Smerinthus, i, 327; x, 508.

Exechia fungorum, viii, 172; x, 392.

lateralis, viii, 172.

sp., viii, 109, 172, 297; x, 497.

eximia, CEdemasia, i, 328.

eximius, Phytononus, i, 248.

exitiosa, .Egeria [Sannina]
,

i, 47, 57, 64, 259;

ii, 6, 60, 216; iv, 107; vi, 170; viii, 181-

186.

Cicadula [Eutettix], vi, 174.

Sannina, viii, 182-186; ix, 367.
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exoleta, Exartema, x, 483.

Exorista militaris [Nemorrca leucaniee] , vii,

376.

exprimens, ?Chariclea [Pyrrhia umbra] ,
ix,

456.

expultrix [cymatophoroides] ,
Pseudothyatira,

x, 431.

exsiccatus, Crambus, i, 136, 138, 149-151.

exusta, Ceramica [Mamestra picta] , v, 206,

207.

Eyed Alaus, i, 330.

Eye-spotted bud-moth,

attacking plum, vii, 355.

life-history, vii, 306-307.

on apple-tree, i, 329; iv, 14, 206; vii, 363.

ravages, viii, 124, 2 '8-219; ix, 296.

reference, vii, 382; viii, 238; ix, 293, 440,

462.

remedies, vii, 307, 360.

Eysarcoris [Cosmopepla] caroifex, ii, 144.

F.

fabte [obtectus], Bruchus, ii, 229; vi, 178, 185;

vii, 255-257, 2G 1-263, 278.

Empoasca, ix, 403, 410.

Erythroneura [Empoasca], ix, 403, 410.

fabi [obtectu*] ,
Bruchus, vii, 231.

Fabricii [unicolor]
, Macrobasis, i, 331.

facetus, Liopus [Lepturgus]
, i, 331.

fagi, Athysanus [Bythoscopus sp.] , ix, 401,

410.

Eriosoma [Phyllaphis]
,
ix, 408.

Phyllaphis, ii, 181.

Telamona [Heliria scalaris], ix, 391, 410.

Fall army-worm, i, 328.

canker-worm, iv, 15; v. 282, 317.

tent-caterpillar, i, 316; ii, 83; iii, 93; ix, 295,

422.

False chinch-bug, i, 195, 331; ii, 166; v, 321.

familiaris, Musca [Pollenia rud'S 1

,
ix, 309, 310,

313.

farinae, Acarus [Tyroglyphus siro], v, S92, 294.

Tyroglyphus [=prec], iii, 129, 151; viii,

i93.

farinalis. Pyralis, viii, 300; x, 483.

faeciata, Buprestis, x, 516.

Telamona, ix, 3f0, 410

fasciatus, Gammarus, vii, 373.

[quadriguttatus]
, Ips, i, 330; vi, 188.

CEcanlbus, v, 310; vi, 189; x, 486.

fascilinellus, Crambus, i, 151.

fasciola, Lithacodes [Limacodes], i, 3?8; ix,

456.

fascipennis, Callostoma, i, 182.

fasciventris, Dytiecus, iii, 141; v, 325; viii, 298.

fatidicus, Troctes [Atropos divinatoria]
, ii, 198.

Faunus, Grapta, iv, 137; v, 282, 317 x, 507.

Feltia [Aerrotis], subgothica, x, 377.

[Agrotis] tricosa, x, 377.

femoralis, Livia, ix, 401, 411.

femorata, Chrysobothris, see Chrysobothris
femorata.

Diapheromera, i, 111; vi, 189; x, 512, 519.

femoratum, Spectrum [= prec], ix, 446.

femoratus, Bibio, vi, 180.

Melanoplus, x, 443.

Metapodius, iii, 153

femur-rubrum, Acridium [Melanoplus], i, 304;

vi, 15', 153.

Caloptenua [Melanoplus], i, 7, 332; ii, 190,

193; vi, 153; viii, 294.

Melanoplus, vi, 151; viii, 291; ix, 297, 332,

464; x, 4'0, 441, 44?, 443, 496.

Ftniseca Tarquini<is, carnivorous habits of

larva, iii, 125-126; iv, 179. viii, V,0.

distribution, ii, 231; v, 282.

in Adirondacks, iv, 137; vii, ?19; viii, 169

reference, v, 317; viii, 103; ix, 346; x, 497.

fenestralis, Rymosia, x, 392. Cyrtosia [Cyrto-

lobus fenestratus], ix, 389, 410

Scenopious, ii, 44; iv, 174; vii, 312, 3G7, 382;

x. 510.

fenestratus, Athysanus [Bythoscopusl, ix, 400,

4!0.

Bythoscopus, ix, 4f0, 410.

Cyrtolobus, ix, 3S9, 410.

fennica, Agrotis, viii, 235, 226.

ferrugalis, Botis, x, 483.

ferruginea, Stene [Tribolium ferrugineum]

,

ii, 138.

ferrugineum, Tribolium, ii, 136 139; viii, 299;

ix, 308 , 463.

ferruginoide?, Orthosia, viii, 291.

fervidup, Bombus, iii, 140.

fidicularia, Caradrina, vii, 375.

fiftoen-punctata [ocllata Linn.], Anatis, iii,

116; v, 305; viii, 2?4, 298.

Fifteen-spotted lady-bird, v, 30").

Fig-eater, v, 319.

Fig-tree bark-louse, i, 301.

Figites, i, 315.

rubus-caulis, i, 315.

Figures of

:

Achorutes purpurescens, ii, 207.

Adalla bipunctata, ix, 306.

yEgeria tipuliformis, ii, 60.

Agrilus ruficollis, vi, 124; x, 406.

Agriotes mancus, viii, 198.

Agrotis clandestina, viii, 199.

Agrotis saucia, v, 201, 204.

Agrotis ypsilon, viii, 189.

Alaus oculatus, iv, 141.

Aleochara anthomyise, i, !88.

A'etia argillacea, i, 7.

Alypia octomaculata, v, 181.

Amphibolips prunus, i", 43.

.
Amphicerus bicaudatus, ii, 126, 127.

Amphidasys cognataria, ii, 99, 100.

Anars ;a lineatella, i, 158.

Anasa tristis, ii, 165; viii, 203.

Angoumois moth, i<, 105.

Angoumois moth in corn, ii, 103.
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Figures of — (.Continued)

.

Anieopteryx vernata. iv, HO: v. 258.

Anisota senatoria, v, 195.

Anomala lucicoJa, x, 409.

Anomala marginata. x, 41?, 413.

Anthomyia radicum, i, 192.

Anthomyia zea?, i, 2C0.

Anthomylan eggs, i, 205.

Anthrenu8 flavipes. ix, 301.

Anthrenus scrophulariae, i, 10; v, 268; ix,

301.

Anthrenus thoracicus. ix, 301.

ant lions, vii, 318, 319.

Anurida maritima, ii, 210.

Aphis brassicip, vi, 148; vii, 317.

Aphis cucumeris, viii, 211.

Aphis mali, v. 161; viii, 217.

apple-fly, ii, 124.

apple-leaf Bucculatrix, i, 1C8; v, 260; viii,

131, 136.

apple-maggot, ii, 119, 120.

apple-root plant-louse, v. 160.

apple-tree aphis, v, 161; viii, 217.

apple-tree case-bearer, i, 163; viii, 217.

apple-twig borer, ii, 126.

aquaject, i, 30.

Aramigus Fulleri, ii, 143.

asparagus beetle, i, 24] : ix, 343.

cross-bearer variety, i, 242.

six- spotted form, i, 243.

Aspidiotus nerii, v, 278; viii, 214.

Aspistes sp., ii, HE.

Atropos divinatoria, ii. 2)1

.

Attagenus piceus, ix, 10 1.

bacon-beetle, vi, 120.

bag-worm, i, 32.

bean-weeviJ. vii, 260.

beet-leaf mining Anthomyian, i, 203. 204.

Belostoma Americanum, iv. 145.

Bibio albipennis, ii, 111.

big water-bug, iv, 145.

birch-leaf Bucculatrix, viii, 131, 135

Bittacus 8trigoeus, x, 473 and pis. Ill, IV.

black corsair, iv, 110.

black cut-worm, viii, 189.

Blissus leucopterus, ii, 150, 153, 155. 162.

blood-sucking cone-nose. iv. 112.

blue meat-fly, i. 170.

box-elder plant-bug, iv. 157; x, 431.

bronze-colored cut-worm, iv, 54.

Bruchus ob3oletus, vii, 260.

Bruchus pisorum, vii, 261.

Bruchus ruflmanug, vii, 280.

Bryobia pratensis, vii, opp. p. 321.

Bucculatrix Canadensisella. viii, 134.

Bucculatrix pomifcliella, i, 158; v, 260;

viii, 136.

buffalo tree hopper, iv. 146.

burrows of Scolytus rugulosus, iv, 104.

cabbage aphis, vi, 148; vii. 317.

cabbage[Plusia, ii, 90.

Caloptenus femur-rubrum, i, 7.

Figures of — (Continued).

Caloptfnus spretus, i, 7; ii, 192, 193, 194;

iv, 25.

Calosoma calidura, i, 128.

canker-worm, v, 258.

canker-worm trap, i, £4.

Carolina Mac tis, iv, 161.

carpet-beetle, i, 10; v, 268; vi, 118.

Carpocapsa saltitans, iv, 151

.

cattle-tick, v, 156, 157.

Cecidomyia balsamicola galls, iv, 61.

Ceresa bubal us, iv. 146.

Cerrnatia forceps, iv, 129; vii, 325.

Chauliognathus Pennsylvanicus, iv, 86; ix,

344.

Cfcauliodes pectir.icornis, viii, 158, plate 1.

Chaulioc'es rastricornis, viii, 156.

Chauliodes serricornis, viii, 158.

cheese mite, v, 292.

Chermes abieticolens, ii, 185.

Chermes pinicorticis, ii, 182.

cherry-tree slug, ix, 335.

chicken louse, v, 290.

ChLbcorus bivulnerus, ii, 186; v, 267.

chinch-bug, ii, 150, 153, 155, 162.

Chionaspis pinifolirc, v, 266.

Chloropisca prolifica, iv, 71 ;
vii, 234.

Chortophaga virioifasciata, ii, 188; ix, 3S1.

Chortophila betarum, i, *03.

Chry6anthemum-fly, vii, 224.

Chryscpa, ii, 166.

Cicada septendecim, ii, 163, 173. 174; vii,

297; x, 422, 423.

Cirrospilus flavicinctus, i, 159.

Clastoptera on pine, viii, 154.

Clastoptera obtusa, viii, 153.

Clothilla pulsatoria, ii, 202.

clover mite, vii, opp. p. 234, 322.

clover-leaf weevil, vii, 315.

cluster-fly, ix, £03.

Coleophora malivorella, i, 163; viii, 217.

ConorhinussaDguisugus, iv, 112.

Coaotrachelus nenuphar, vii, 239.

Conolrachelus cratsegi, x, 419.

convergent lady-bug, v, 257.

corn curculio, i, 255.

corn eaten by Anthomyia zeae, i, 200.

corn eaten by corn-worm, i, 123.

corn-worm, i, 118, !23.

Corimelaena pulicaria, viii, 213.

Corydalis cornuta, viii, plate II.

Corythuca arcuata, iv, 108.

Cosmopepla carnifex, ii, 145.

Cossus centerensH, pupa case, ii, 216.

cotton-worm, i, 7.

cottony cushion scale, iv, 187.

cow-horn fly, v, 224.

Crambus exsiccatus, i, 149.

Crambus vulgivagellus, i, 137, 138, 141, 142

Craponius imequalis, ix, 365.

Crioceris asparagi, i, 241, 242, 213; ix, 343.

curculio catcher, i, 57; vii,' 294.
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Fi gurfs of — (Continued).

currant Amphidasys, if, 99, 100.

currant-stem borer, ii, 60.

cuttings in fir tree by Monohammus con-

fusor, ii, 50.

Cyllene pictus, viii, 175.

Danais archippus, larva and pupa, iv, 136.

Darapsa Myron, v, 176, 179; viii, 187.

death-wateh, ii, 202.

Dendroleon obsoletum, vii, 319.

Dermanyssus avium, v, 2C0.

Dermestes lardarius, vi, 118.

Dermestes vulpinus, iv, 89.

Diabrotica 12-punctata, vii, 315.

Diabrotica vittata, ix, 362.

Diplosis pyrivora, viii, 142.

Dorthesiacataphracta, i, 286.

Drosophila ampelophila, i, 216.

Drosophila, ep.?, ii, 124.

dusting-box for Paris green, i, 27.

Dynastes Hyllus, vii, opp. p. 250.

Dynastes Tityus, v, 2S9; vii, 247, 248, 250.

eight-spotted forester, v, 181.

elm-leaf beetle, iv, 144; v, 235.

Enchenopa binotata, i, 282, 283, 287.

Encyrtus bucculatricis, i, 160.

Epilachna borealis, vii, 311.

Eriocampa cerasi, ix, 335.

Eudryas grata, v, 181, 182; viii, 170, 171.

Eumenes fraternus, vi, 109.

European bean-weevil, vii, 280.

European long-sting, viii, 165.

Euphoria Inda, i, 234

.

eye-spotted bud-moth, vii, 306.

Field force-pump, vii, 292.

Force-pump, vii, 293.

four-lined leaf-bug, i, 273: v, 274.

Fuller's rose-beetle, ii, 143.

Galerucella xanthomelaena, iv, 144; v, 235.

garden-flea, ii, 207.

girdled elm-tips, ii, 87.

Glycobius speciosus, viii, 203.

golden tortoise-beetle, vi, 126.

Gordius, iv, 125.

Gortyna nitela, i, 113; viii, 191.

Gould's pump, vii, 292.

grain aphis, v, 247.

grape-seed midge, iv, 33.

grapevine flea-beetle, iv, 96; vii, 353.

grapevine hog caterpillar, v, 176.

green grapevine moth, v, 179.

greenhouse Bciara, x, pi. I.

green-striped locust, ii, 188; ix, 331.

Gryllotalpa borealis, vi, 149.

gypsy-moth, vii, 302.

Haematobia serrata, v, 224.

hag-moth, v, 184, 183, 189.

hair-worms, iv, 125.

Haltica chalybea, iv, 96; vii, 353.

harlequin cabbage-bug, i, 265.

Harm onia picta, ii, 186.

Heliothis armiger, i, 118.

Figures of — (.Continued)

.

Helophilus latifrons, vii, 230, 232.

Helophilus similis, vii, 230.

Hemileuca Maia egg-cluster, ii, 75.

hemlock larvae, iv, 23.

Hessian fly, v, 286.

Heteropus ventricosus, ii, 110; x, 385.

Hexagenia bilineata, iv, 124.

hickory-tree borer, viii, 175.

Hippodamia convergens, v, 257.

hop-vine aphis, viii, 208.

horned Corydalis, viii, plate II.

hydronette, i, 29.

Hylemyia deceptiva, i, 201.

Hypoderma bovis, vi, 112.

Icerya Purchasi, iv, 187.

Incurvaria acerifoliella, v, 219.

infested cucumber root, ix, 362.

infested pears (pear-midge), viii, 144, 145;

x, 386.

insecticidal nozzle, i, 31.

isabella tiger moth, vii, 226.

Isosom<i grande, iv, Si.

Isosoma [Evoxycoma] hordei, iv, 28, 31.

Isosoma vitis, iv, 33.

Ixodes bovis, vi, 156.

joint-worm fly, iv, 28.

joint-worm parasite, iv, 33.

Julus caeruleocinctus, v, 296; viii, 199;

x, 445.

jumping-seeds, iv, 151.

lace-winged fly, ii, 186.

Lachnosterna fusca, viii, 175.

Lagoa opercularis, iv, 51, 52, 54.

Lampronota frigida, i, 145.

lantern for attracting moths, i, 148.

larch lappet moth, iv, 21

.

larch saw-fly, v, 165; viii, 168.

Largus succinctus, ii, 165.

Lasioptera vitis, iv, 64.

leather-beetle, iv, 89.

Lema trilineata, ii, 133, 134.

Leptocoris trivittatus, iv, 157; x, 434.

lined spittle-hopper, iv, 120.

Lioderma ligata, iv, 25.

Lipura timet aria, ii, 209.

locust-egg Anthomyian parasite, i, 182.

locust mite, viii, 180.

lunated long-sting, iv, 39; viii, plate III.

Lyctus opaculus, ii, 130.

Lygus pratensis, v, 275.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 228; viii

200.

Maia moth egg-belt, ii, 75.

Mallota posticata, i, 214, 215.

Mamestra grandis, v. 212.

Mamestra picta, v, 207.

maple-leaf cutter, v, 217.

Mantis Carolina, iv, 159, 161.

Mantis egg-packet, iv, 159.

Mantis religiosa, iv, 162.

manure fly (8ciara), x, pi. I.
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Figures of — {Continued')

.

maple-tree scale-insect, «i, 142; viii , 178.

margined blister-beetle, vi, 135.

marguerite-fly, iv, 77.

marguerite-fly mines, iv, 74.

meal-worm, viii, 176; ix, 30S.

Megilla maculata, iv, 83.

Melanolestes abdominalis. iv, 111.

Melanolestes picipes, iv, 110.

Melanoplus femur-rubrum, vi, 152; x 441

.

Melanoplus spretus, x, 441.

Melanotus communis, viii, 198, 199.

Melittia cucurbitae, ii, 59; v, 155.

melon aphis, viii, 211

.

Meromyza Americana, i, 223.

Microdon globosu*, ii, 116.

mines in columbine leaf, iv, 79.

mite parasite of Angoumois moth, ii, 110.

mole-cricket, vi, 149.

Murgantia histrionica, i, 265.

Mushroom-feeding fly, x, 400.

Myrmeleon immaculatus, vli, 318.

Necrophorus tomentosus, v, 289.

Nematus Erichsonii, v, 165; viii, 168.

Nemoraea leucaniae, i, 146.

Nephelodes violans, i, 106; iv, 54.

nine-pronged wheel-bug, iv, 113; vi, 138.

Northern lady-bird, vii. 311.

oak-plum gall, iv, 43.

Oberea bimaculata, v, 232.

,
Ocneria dispar, vii, 302.

oil-beetle, vi, 131

.

onion-fly, i, 169, 174, 175, 176.

Orgyia leucostigma, ii, 71, 72; iv, 48.

Orthosoma brunn^um, iv, 22.

Otiorhynchus ovatus, x, 417.

owl-beetle, iv, 141

.

ox cad-fly, vi, 116.

ox warble-fly, vi, 112, 113, 1!4.

painted lady-bird, ii, 186.

Pancrpa rufescens, x, 463 and pis. III. IV.

Papilio Crespfcontes, ix, 337.

pea-weevil, vii, 261, 280.

peach-tree borer, viii, 184.

peach-twig borer, i, 152.

pear midge, viii, 142, 147, 143.

pear-tree Psylla, ix, 327, 328.

Pegomyia vicina, i, 209.

Pemphredon concolor, viii, 163.

Pennsylvania soldier-beetle, iv, 86; ix. 341.

Pentatoma juniperina, x, 431.

Penthina nimbatana, v, 214, 215.

Phobetron pitheciuro, v, 184, 188, 189.

Phora agarici, x, pi. II.

Phorbia ceparum. i, 175.

Phorbia cilicrura [fusciceps Zett], i, 182.

Phorodon humuli, viii, 208.

Phylloxera vitifoliae, i, 4; ix, 347.

Phytomyza chrysanthemi, vii, 244.

Phytomyza lateralis, iv, 77.

Phytomyza lateralis mines, iv, 74.

Figures of — {Continued).

Pbytonomus fungus attack, v, 273; vii, 315.

Pbytonomus punctatus, i, 247, 248,250; v,

272.

Phytoptus pyri, x, 458.

pigeon Tremex, iv, 38.

pine-leaf Chermes, ii, 1 82.

pine-leaf scale-insect, v, 266.

pine weevil, iv, 24.

Pirates biguttatus, iv, 112.

Pissodes strobi, iv, 24; ix, 344.

Plagiodera, see Glycobius.

plum-curculio, vii, 289.

Plusia brassicae, ii. 90.

Podisus spino8U8,-vi, 137.

Poecilocapsus lineatus, i, 273; v, 274.

Pollenia rudis, ix, 309.

poplar faw-fly, iv, 45, 46.

potter wasp, vi, 109.

Prionatus cristatus, iv, 113; vi, 138.

Psylla pyricola, ix. 227.

Ptinus brunneus, iv, 90.

Ptyelus lineatu°, iv, 120.

Pulvinaria icnumerabilis, vi, 142; viii, 178.

puncturei clover-leaf weevil, v, '<72.

Pyrrharctia isabella, vii, 226.

raspberry cane-borer, v, 232.

raspberry geometer, vi : i, 130.

raspberry gouty-gall, vi, 124

red-legged grasshopper, i, 7; vi, 152; x.

>441.

red-shouldered Sinoxylon, ii, ISO.

red spider, v, 287.

Red uvius persenatus, iv, 112.

rhinoceros beetle, v, 229; vii, 247, 248, 250.

Rhyssa persuasoria, viii, 165.

Rocky-mountain lecust, i, 7; ii, \ 92, 193,

1S4; iv, 25; x, 441.

root-fly, i, 192.

rose-bug, i, 228; viii, 200.

rose-leaf tyer, v, 214.

round-headed apple-tree borer, v,.270; vii.

313.

Sannina exitiosa, viii, 184.

Saperda Candida, v, 270; vii, 313.

Schizoneura lanigera, v, 160,

Sciara caldaria, x, 403, pi. I.

Sciara coprophila, x, 394, 395, 403, pi. I.

Scolytus rugulosus burrows iv, 104.

seed-corn fly, i, 200.

Semiotellus chatcidiphagus, iv, 33.

seventeen-year Cicada, ii, 1C8, 173, 174;

vii, 297; x, 422, 423.

sexton beetle, v, 289.

Sinoxylon basilare, ii, 130.

Siphonophora aveDSB [granarla]
,
v, 247.

Sitodrepa panicea, iv, £0; vii, 311.

Sitotroga cerfalella, ii, 103, 105; x, 379.

Smynthurus hortensis, ii, 207.

Sphenophorus sculptilis, i, 255.

Spilosoma virginica, vii, 305.
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Figures of — (Continued)

.

8pined soldier-bug, vi, 137.

spotted lady-bird, iv, 83.

spring canker-worm, iv, 140; v, 258.

sprinkler for Paris green water, i, 23.

Fquasb-bug, ii, 165; viii, 203.

fquasb-vine borer, ii, 59, 60; v, 155.

stalk-borer, i, 113; viii, 191.

Stenobothrus maculipennis, ii, 196.

striped blister beetle, vi, 132.

striped cucumber-beetle, ix, 362.

sugar-maple borer, viii, £03.

Syncblora glaucaria, viii, 130.

Syrphus fly, ii, 186; *ii, 230, 231, 232.

Tabanus bovinus, vi, 116.

tarnished plant-bug, v, 275.

T^lephorus bi ineatus, viii, 173.

Tenebrio molitor, viii, 1?6.

Tenebro obscurus, ix, £08.

Tetranychus telarius, v, 287.

Tettix granulata, ii, 195.

Thalessa lunator, iv, 36, 39; viii, plate III.

thousand-legged worms, v, 296; viii, 199;

ix, 372.

Tmetocera ocellana, vii, 3C6.

Tolype laricis, i, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 96;

iv, 21.

three-liDed leaf-beetle, ii, 133, 134.

tree -protector, ii, 9,

Tremex columba, iv, 38; viii, 165.

Tribolium ferrugineum, ii, 137.

Trichogramma minuta, ii, 220.

Trombidium locustarum, viii, 180.

Trypeta pomonella, ii, 119, 120.

twelve-spotted Diabrotica, vii, 315.

twice-stabbad lady-bird, ii, 186; v, 267.

two-spotted corsair, iv, 112.

two-spotted lady-bird, vi, 117; ix, 306.

two-spotted tree-hopper, i, 282.

Tyroglyphus Lintneri, x, 452.

Tyroglyphus siro, v, 292.

vagabond Crambu«, i, 134.

violet Nephelodes, i, 100.

wheat-midge, i, 6.

wheat-stem fly, i, 223.

wheat-stem maggot, i, 222.

white marked tussock-moth, ii, 71, 72.

white-pine weevil, iv, 24; ix, 344.

white-scale insect, v, 278, 214.

white-winged Bibio, ii, 111

.

wire-worm, viii, 193.

Xylotrechus colonus, iv, 93, 91.

yellow woolly-bear, vii, 305.

Zerene catenaria, iv, 139.

filamentaria [limbaria Walk.], Nematocampa,
iii, 136; iv, 206; ix. 456.

fimetaria, Lipura [Aphorura armata], ii, 208-

210; vi, 178; vii, 374.

Podura [=prec], ii, 208.

fimetarius, Aphodius, iii, 103; vii, 312, 379,

383; ix, 410.

flnitima, Hadena, x, 482.

Fir saw-fly, i, 42.

Fire-flies, iv, 85; viii, 174.

fissilis, Euschistus, x, 519.

Melanotus, vit, 377.

Fi chella, Lithocolletis, i, 156.

Pitchii, Lecanium, x, 518.

R'ive-marked Coccinella, i, 318.

5-notata [transversogutta] , Coccinella, i, 318.

Five-spottei sphinx, vii, 379; viii, 242, 243.

Flacherie, ii, 40; iv, 177, 178.

Flat flies (Homalomyia species), i, 171.

Flat-headed apple-tree borer, i, 55, 330; ii, 25,

225; vi, 154; vii, 379.

Flattened cenMpede, i, 296.

flava, Drosophila, i, 2 JO.

Phora, x, 404.

Phytomyza, iv, 79.

flavago, Gortyna, i, 115.

flaviceps [var. of scrophulariee], Anthrenus,

ix. 290, 301

Lauxania, ix, 4,2.

Phytomyza, iv, 79.

flivicinctus, Cirrospilus, i, 159, 160.

flavicollis sub. sp., Ciastoptera, ix, 394.

flavilineata [? striata], Gypona, ix, 397, 410.

flavimanus [iffinis], Bruchus, vii, 268, 232, 284.

flavipes, Anthrenus, ix, 299, 301

.

Eristalis, vii, - 29

Termes, ix, 454.

flaviventris, Janus [Phylloecas], viii, 108,166-

168; ix, 461; x, 497.

flavo picta, Orchesella, ii. 207.

Flea-beetles, attacking alder, iv, 96-101.

attacking apple-trees, iv, 10 1-103, 196.

attacking beets, ix, 375.

reference, i, 316, £22.

remedies, i, 40, 45, 61, 65; iii, 135; iv, 101,

103.

sp°cies treated of, iv, 96-103, 155-156; vii,

353.

Flea-beetle, striped, v, 301.

Fiea. family, i, 79.

Fleas, i, 62, 74; ix, 352-353; x, 498.

resistance to insecticides, ix, 35;1-353.

Flesh-flies, i, 69.

Fletcherella, Coleophora, ix, 374; x, 510.

floccosa, Cho'tophila [Phorbia], i, 207, 20S; ii,

225.

Phorbia, i, 207, 208; ii, 225.

floralis, Musca [Phorbia floccosa] , i, 207, 208.

florea, Cucullia, ix, 456.

floricola, FTomalomyia, i, 164.

Floridana [forceps], Cermatla, iv, 123, 130.

Scutigera [Cermatia forceps]
,
iv, 128.

Flour-mite, iii, 100; viii, 23<.

Flour-paste fly, vi, 116, 177.

Flower beetles, i, 234, 235.

cricket, v, 302, 310; x, 486.

flies, i, 168, 211: v, 284; vii, 326.

Fluted scale, iv, 187, 188, 202.

fluviata, Camptogramma [Plemyria], ix, 456.

Plemyria, x, 483.
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Fly-weevil, ii, 1C5; x, 378,380.

Food-plants, change of, iv, 186.

forceps, Calfsta [Cermatia], iv, 128.

Cermatia, see Cermatia forceps.

Forest flies, v, 245; vii, 229.

Forest-tent caterpillar, depredating on apple-

trees, i, 328; iii, 91-93, 147.

depredations on maple-trees, vi, 106, 166.

muscardine destroying, iv, 178.

reference, ii, 83; iv, 204; x, 495

remedies, iii, 93.

Forest-moth, i, 300.

Forflcula, iv, 167.

Forficulidae, i, 79; vii, 233

Formica fu«ca, iv, 181.

[Lasius] nigra, x, 368

NovR'boracen<sis [Camponotus hercula

neu ], i, 330; vii, 377; x, 365.

Pennsylvania i, 62; x, 365.

rufa, ii, 117, 166.

formicarius, Clerus, x, 500.

Cylas, iii, 141, 154.

Formicldae, x, 365-369.

formosa, Plus'a, x, 377.

Fossil insects, iv, 170, 176.

foesor, Aphodius, iif, 103; vii, 379.

Four-lined leaf-bug, i, 271-281; iv, 200; v, 274;

x, 512.

Four-lined Psylla, ix,404.

4-maculatus, Limonius [Megapenthes], vii, 351.

Four-spotted Aphrophora, ix, 392.

Four-striped Proconia, ix, £95-396.

4-vittatus, Capsus [Pcecilocapsus lineatus]
,

I,

271-281.

foveatus, Hadrcbregmus, iv, 20, 22.

fractilinea, Hadena, x, 482.

fragarise, Aualcis, i, 155.

Tyloderma, i, 155; x, 418.

fragilis, Campodea, i, 101.

fraterna, Lachnosterna, i. 330.

[chloris] , Parasa, v, 190.

Tetrastichus, ii, 79.

Trichogramma [Tetrastichus], i, 303; ii, 79.

Fraternal potter-wasp, vi, 109-111.

fraternis, Camaronotus, ii, 186.

Eumenes, ii,231; v, 2e8; vi, 109-111.

Frenching corn, ii, 15.

Fresh- *-ater mites, v, 290.

Fresh-water shrimp, ix, 343.

frigida, Coelopa, iv, 174.

Lampronota, i, 145.

Lissonota [Lampronota], i, 145.

frit, Oscinis, i, S25.

Frog-hoppers, v, 245.

Frog spittle, iv, 120; v, 245.

Frog-spittle insect, i, 2S5.

frontalis, Dendroctonus, x, 500.

Systena, iv, 156; ix, 297, 343-344, 422, 463;

x, 498.

Frosted Cicada, ix, 385.

fructigeoa, Monilia, ix, 369.

73

frugiperda, Laphygma, i, 328.

fucata, Sclara, v, 265; x, 388.

Fruit crops, large areas devoted to, iv, 184-385.

Fruit insects, publications on, iv, 191 -192.

fugitiva, Limneria, i, 320; ii, 41 ;
iii, 90, 140, 150;

v, 198; vii, 38).

fugitivus, Banchus [= prec ] ,
i, 320.

fulgida, Euphoria, viii, 236.

Fu'goridag, i, 284, 300.

fuliginosa, Molobrus [Sciara] ,
x, 387.

Fulleri, Aramigus, ii, 142-144; iv, 195; v, 154,

311, 325.

Fuller's rose-beetle, see prec.

fulvibarbis, Calliphora, i, 299.

fulvicollis, Scepsis, ix, 456.

fulvidorsum, Jassus [Phlepsius], ix, 408, 410.

Phlepsius, ix, 410.

fulvipes [is fuscipes] , Cis, ix, 462.

Eurytoma [? Isosomahordei Harris], iv, 29.

Pteromalus [Merisus] , i, 307.

fumans, Brachinus, vi, 170.

Fumea, i, 84.

fumiferana, Tortrix, iv, 20, 22; x, 483.

funebris, Drosophila, i, 218, 220.

Eurytoma, ii, 2.

funeralis, Acronycta, ix, 455; x, 482.

Nisoniades, i, 333, 334, 336; vii, 375.

fungorum, Exechia, viii, 172; x, 392.

Fungus-feeding fly, ii, 13.

Fungus gnats, viii, 109, 172, 297; x, 389, 392,

397, 399, 447, 497.

Fungus killing flies, ix, 314.

Fungicides and insecticides combined, vii, 345.

Fungicides with arsenites, ix, 416.

Fur insect, vi, 120.

Fur rroth, iv, 140.

fur, Ptinus, ii, 138; iv, 93.

furcatellus, Crambus, i, 150.

furcilla, Platycerura, ix, 450, 455.

furcillata, Physocephala, v, 285.

furfurus, Chionaspis, i, 331; iv, 208; v, 300,

326; viii, 293, 299; ix, 440-441, 464; x, 518.

furnorum, Therinobia, x, 5 9.

furvaua, Tortrix [Caccecia argyrospila]
,

vii,

356.

fusca, Boletophila, x, 392.

Formica, iv, 181

.

Lachnosterna, see Lachnosterna fusca.

Spilomyia, v, 284; vii, 229.

fuscatus [pallipes], Poiistes, i, 330; iii, 135; vi,

109.

fusciceps, Aricia [Phorbia cilicrura]
,

i, 184.

fusci cquamellus, Crambus, i, 151.

Fusicladiums, x, 4">3.

G.
Qad-fly, i, 299.

galeata, Archasia, ix, 410.

Galeruca xanthomeJaena [=next], iii, 145; iv,

15, 143-4, 161, 197 , 200. 207; v, 224-242, 3C3,

319, 322, 325; vi, 118, 188; vii, 217, 335.
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Galerueella luteola [see_G. xanthomelaena;
" for detailed references" see elm-leaf ,beetle]

,

ix, 297.

Galerueella xanthomelaena [=prec], ii, 228;

viii, 222, 2S6;ix, 297, 422; x, 511, 517.

GaJerucidae, i, 243.

galla93olidaginis, Gelechia, ii, 39.

Gall insects, ii, 31; viii, 255. ^
Gall mites, t, 290; vii, 365; ix, 377, 442; x, 456-

457.

Galls, v, 173 , 308.

Gama8id83, v, 318; x, 451.

Gamasus, iii, 134, 153; v, 289; ix, 464.

juloides, iii, 134.

obovatus, iii, 134; x, 451.

gamma, Plusia, i, 119.

Gammaridae, ix, 348.

Gammarus fasciatus, vii, 373.

Garden flea, i, 322.

garganicus [cinctue], Chion, i, 330.

Gargara genus, ix, 388.

Gartered plume moth, viii, 284.

Gastroidea polygoni, viii, 298; x, 519.

Gastropacha Americana, i, 328; ix, 456.

[Tolype] laricis, i, 87.

velleda, var. minuta [= prec.].

Gelechia, x, 377.

abietisella, iv, 20, 22, 59, 60.

[•^itotroga] cerealella, ii, 102.

gallaesolidaginis, ii, 39.

pinifoliae [is G. pinifoliella], i, 156.

gelechiae, Apanteles [Microgaster]
,
ii, 39.

Pteromalus, ii, 110.

geminata, Mantis, iv, 162.

Solenopsis, x, 366.

geminatus, Paniscus, viii, 238.

Smerinthus, ix, 451.

generosa, Cicindela, ix, 462.

geniculue, Crambus, i, 151.

Qeometra niveosericearia [Ennomos subsig-

narlus], i, 329.

Geometrii moths, Packard's Monograph of, i,

18.

Geometridae, dates of collection of, x, 483.

depredating on the apple, list, i, 329.

publications on, iv, 173.

reference, i, 113; ii, 91, 95, 228; v, 202;

x, 494, 502.

sense organs in. i, 71.

species treated of, ii, 97-101
;
v, 258-260.

Geotrypes [Dynastes] Tityus, v, 227.

Geranium: insects, etc., injurious to,

Aphis, i, 49.

Aramigus Fulleri, ii, 143.

Julus caeruleocinctus, v, 307, 326; x, 446.

Leptocoris trivittatus, x, 438.

Plusia dyaus, ii, 94, 228.

Poecilccapsus lineatus, i, 276, 277.

Germanica, Ectobia, i, 62; iv, 131; vii, 326; viii,

300.

Panorpa, x, 465.

Ye=pa, x, 405.

Giant water-bug, x, 512.

gibbosa, Lachuosterna, ix 855.

Nadata, ix, 450, 456.

gibbus [tenebriodes] , Zabrus, of Europe, iii, 99.

gigantea, Smicra [Phasgonophora sulcata],

i, 86.

giganteus, Thelyphonus, vi, 190.

gigas, Cebrio, iii, 101.

Urocerus, iv, 95.

Giraudii, Sciara, v, 265.

glabra, Oscinis, i, 225.

glabula, Icterus, ii, 82.

glandulosus, Cynips, iv, 44.

glaucaria, Aplodes [Synchlora]
,
viii, 129.

Synchlora, viii, 105, 129-133, 285; x, 497.

Glaucopidae, ii, 214.

globosus, Aphritis [Microdon], ii, 116

Microdon, ii, 116, 117; iv, 174; ix, 313.

Mulio [ = prec], ii, 114.

Gloomy Anomala, i, 307.

scale, x, 518.

Glycobius [Plagionotus] speciosus, i, 297; ii,

227; iii, 103-105; vi, 169; viii, 2C2-205; ix, 442,

493, 497, 5C4.

Glyphina [Colopha], iii, 151.

[Colopha] ulmicola, iii, 126-128, 151; iv, 198,

208; v, 303, 326; vii, 370.

Glyptoscelis crypticus, i, 331.

Gnats, i, 40, 78, 168; iv, 190.

Golden-eyed flies, i, 177.

Golden tortoise beetle, i, 306; vi, 125-126; vii,

276.

Goldsmith beetle, vi, 183.

Gomphina, iv, 176.

Gomphocerus infuscatus [Chortophaga viridi-

fasciata], ii, 188.

radiatus [ = prec], ii, 188.

viridifasciata [= prec], ii, 188.

Gonia sp., v, 323.

Goniaphea ludoviciana, ii, 8.

goniphora, Anthomyia, i, 195.

Gonoptera libatrix, ix, 450.

Gooseberry fruit-worm, ii, 10; viii, 294.

saw-fly, iii, 88.

Gooseberry-worm remedy, v, 156.

Gordiacaea, Iv, 125, 126; viii, 290.

Gordius (hair-worm), ii, 230; viii, 290, ix, 298.

linearis, iv, 125.

longolobatus, iv, 125.

robustus, iv, 125.

varius, iv, 125.

Gordius, Sphinx, i, 327.

Gortyna, i, 115, 305; ix, 447.

cataphracta, i, 115; x, 373-376, 509.

flavago, i, 115.

Immanis, i, 115; ii, 35, 41; x, 372-373.

nebris [? var. of nitela], i, 115.

nictitans, i, 115, 340.

nitela, allied species, i, 115.

characteristics of its family, i, 113.

depredations, i, 112; ii, 226; iii, 135-136,

148, 149-150; v, 304; vi, 168, 176; vii,

I 377; viii, 191-192; x, 374.
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Gortyna nitela, description of stages, i, 113-114.

detailed account, i, 110-116; viii, 191-

194.

food plants, 1, 112; viii, 191.

natural fctetory, i, 114.

reference, i, 305; Hi, 140; v, 324; viii,

112; x, 376, 497, f03.

remedies, i, 115-116.

purpuripennis, i, 115.

rutila, i, 115.

sera [velata], i, 115, 340.

Rtramentosa, i, 115.

Gossyparia ulmi. vi, 189; x, 519.

"Gout " in wheat and barley, i, 125.

Gouty gall beetle, x, 406-407, 516.

gracilaria, Eunemoria [Syncblora glaucaria],

viii, 129.

gracilis, Crangv nyx, ix, 348.

Grain Aphis, abundance in 1861, v, 249.

brief notice, i, 313; ii, 225; iii, 154.

detailed account, v, 246-253.

different names of, v, 250-251.

focd plants, v, 252.

forms, v, 247-248.

injuries, v, 249-250; vii, 217-218, 362; viii, 222.

life history, ill, 112-.14; v, 251-252.

method of attack, v, 24S-249.

parasites, v, 253.

reference, i, 8, 314, 316; iii, 84; iv, 2C4; vi,

103, 167, 168, 169; vii, 331, 335, 360, 3S3;

viii, 122; x, 495.

remedies, iii, 114; v, 253.

Grain-beetle, vii, 280.

Grain-flies, i, 224.

Grain-moth, the Angoumois, i, 299; x, 377-336.

Grain Silvanus, i, 330.

Grain-weevil, the Calandra, i, 226. 304, 308, 316;

v, 325; vi, 1C7; vii, 217, 362; viii, 278; x, 384,

494, 517.

graminis, Cecidomyia [Diplosis], i, 321.

graminum, Drosophila, i, 218.

granaria, Aphis [Siphonophora], i, 313; ii. 225;

iii, 112, 150; v, 246, 250.

[obtectus] , Bruchus, vii, 255.

Calandra, i, 30i, 316; v,325; vi,189; vii, 365;

viii, 278; ix, 308;. x, 517.

Nectarophora [ Siphonophora] , v, 246.

Siphonophora, v, 246; vi, 167.

granarius [rufimanus], Bruchus, vii, 263, 267,

279-2:5.

Oscinis, i, 225.

grande, Isosoma, iv, 32.

grandis, Arma [Podisus cynicus], i, 331.

Hadena [Mamestra], v, 210.

Lebia, x„496.

Mamestra, x, 432.

Grantii, Dynastes, v, 227, 321; viii, 252.

granulata, Tettix, ii, 197.

Grape berry moth, ix, £64.

Grape curculio, viii, 286, 299; ix, 364,^ 365; x,
498.

Grape: insects in j arious to.

Acutalis dorsali*. ix. 392, 410.

Agrotis saucia, v, 2c5.

Alypia octomaculata, v, 179, 300.

Amphicerus bicaudatus. ii, 126.

Anomala at rata, i, 307.

Anomala binotata, x, 413.

Anomala lucicola, i, 307; v. 305: x, 409.

Anomala maculicollis, i, 30T.

Anomala marginata, x, 411-413, 491.

Anomala minuta, x, 413.

Anomala moerens [marginata], i, 307.

Anomala undulata, x, 413.

Aphis sp., v, 162; vii, *69.

Aphrophora quadrinotata, v, 245; ix, 392.

Aphrophora Signoreti, v, 245.

Chauliognathus Pennsyivanicus, ix, 344,

463.

Cicada septendecim, ii, 172.

Colapsis brunnea, i, 321; vi, 183.

Crapjnius inrequalis. viii, 286, 293; ix, 364.

Darap :a [Ampelophaga] Myron, iv, 201,

2G2; v, 174; vii, 38'
;

viii, 187, 295.

Drosophila ampelophila, i, 217.

Enchenopa binotata, i, 287.

Erythroneura [Iyphlocyba] vitis, ii, 30; v,

302; vii, 315; viii, 257; ix. 403.

Erythroneura [Typhlocyba] vulnerata, ix,

402.

Eudryas grata, v, 179.

Haltica chalybea. i, 307; iii, 85; iv, 101; vi.

188; vii, 333, 353; viii, 297.

Icerya Purchasi, iv, 187.

Isosoma [Evoxysoma] vitis, ii, 32; iv, 33;

vii, 374; viii, 292.

CEianthus fasciatus, v, 310.

CEeanthus latiprnnis. v, 311.

Otiocerus Coquebertii, ix, 386.

Oxyptilus periscelidactyius, viii, 297.

Lasioptera vitis, iv, 61; v, 303, 304; vii, 376,

382.

Lecanium sp., viii, 215.

Leptocoris trivittatus. x, 433.

Lioderma ligata, iv, 25.

Maorodactylus subipinosus, i, 229, 307; ii

66; iv, 199; v, 154; viii, 200.

Murgantia hLstrionica, i, 265.

Phylloxera vitifolias, i, 4, 47; ii, 21, 35, 36;

vii, 371; viii, 264; ix, 347.

Pelidnota punctata, i, 307.

Polycaon confertus, ii, 132.

Prionus latlcollis, iv. 22.

Procris Americana, ii, 231; vii, 379.

Pulvinaria innumerabilis, ii, 22; v, 326; vi,

141; vii. 376; viii, 110, 177, 178, 216.

Pulvinaria vitis, iii, 146.

8pilosoma Virginica. i, 317.

Systena frontalis, iv, 156.

Thyreus Abbotii, v, 306; x, 502.

Typhlocyba vitis, ix, 4 JO.

white grubs, ix, 354.
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Grape leaf palls, L 321.

leaf folder, i, 86.

Grape phylloxera, Riley's studies on, i, 17.

Grape-seed fly, iv, 33; vii, 373, 374; viii, 292.

Grapevine bark-louse, v, 326

.

beetle, iii, 85; v, 229.

Coccus, vii, 370.

flea-beetle, i, 59, 244, 307, 317; iv, 96; vii,

332, 353, 357, 361.

hop-caterpillar, vili, 294.

leaf-hopper, iv, 199; viii, 287; ix, 430.

Phylloxera, ix, 347; x, 362, 498.

scale insect, iii, 146; viii, 215, 216; x, 497.

Sphinx, vii, 281.

"T^ips," viii, 116, 253.

Tortrix, i, 56.

Grapholitha interstinctana, x, 496, 5'.0.

Packardi (rose-twig borer), i, 57.

prunivora, i, 329.

Grapta, ii, 214; v, 285; x, 508.

C-aureum [interrogationis], ix, 416; x, 508.

comma, viii, 187; x, 507.

comma, form Orya?, iv, 137.

Faunus, iv, 137; v, 282, 317; x, 507.

interrogationis, vi, 187; viii, 187, 300; ix,

446; x, 508.

J-album, iv, 137; v, 282, 317; x, 507.

Progne, iv, 137; x, 507.

Satyrus, v'i, 375.

umbrcsa [var. of interrogationis ], ix, 446;

x, 5C8.

Graptodera [Haltica] chalybea, i, 59, 241, 317;

iii, 85.

Grass-b arrowiag bsetle (Cebrio), iii, 100 101; iv,

204.

Grasshoppers, blister-beetle larva preying on

eggs of, vi, 134.

classification, i, 79; iv, 190.

depredations, i, 3C4; ix, 297; x, 439-443.

early Appearance, ix, 298, 439.

Mermis parasitic on, iv, 126.

midwinter appearance, ii, 3-4, 188, 223.

mite parasitic on, viii, 179-180.

plague of, in N. Y., x, 439-445, 496, 505.

reference, iv, 159; ix, 350.

remedies, i, 25, 50; ii, 84; x, 444-445.

species treated of, ii, 183-198; vi, 151-153;

ix, 330-334; x, 439-445.

studies of (reference), iv, 165, 17*.

Grass-infesting mite, iii, 128-130; iv, 204

Grass: insects, etc., injurious to,

Agrotis fennica, viii, 235.

Agrotis saucia, v, 202.

Allorhina nitida, v, 320.

Amblycephalas Curtisii, ix, 401, 410.

Amblycephalus inimicus, ix, 401, 410.

Amblycephalus Melsheimerii, ix, 401, 410.

Amblycephalus Sayii, ix, 401, 410.

Aphrophora quadrangularis, v, 245.

Aulacizes [Diedrocephala] mollipes, ix,

336, 410.

Aulacizes [Diedrocephala] Noveboracensis,

ix, 396, 410.

Grass: iDsects, etc., injurious to—(Continued).
Blissus leucopterus, ii, 149, 233; vii, 331.

Bryobia pratensis, vi, 161.

Camnula pellucida, x, 413.

Cebrio bicolor, vii, 371.

Chelymorpha Argus, iv, 14.

Chloropisca prolifica, vii, 216.

Chortophaga viridifasciata, ix, 331, 323,

439; x, 443.

Circotettix verruculosa, x, 443.

Crambus exsiccatus, vi, 181.

Crambus vulgivagellus, i, 99, 127; ii, 2; vi,

182.

Dissostelra Carolina, x, 443.

Gortyna cataphracta, x, 374.

Helochara communis, ix, 396.

Lachno8terna fusca, i, 54, 61; ii, 3, 224; v,

154; vi, 183; viii, 175.

Leucaniaalbilinea, x, 4S0.

Leucania unipuncta, i, 33; vi, 176.

Limothrips poaphqgus, v, 153.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229.

Melanoplus atlanis, x, 442, 496.

Melanoplus femoratus, x, 443, 496.

Melanoplus femur-rubrum, viii, 294; ix, 297;

x, 442.

Nephelodes violans, i, 99; iv, 57; vi, 180;

viii, 225.

Ptyelus lineatus, iv, 120; vii, 383.

Pyralis cost alia, x, 487.

Siphonophora avenae [granaria], v, 252.

Sphenophorus eculptilis, i,

Teltigonia bifida, ix, 395.

Thrips, v, 304.

grata, Bombyx [Eudryas], v, 180.

Chloropisca, iv, 71.

Eudryas, i, 3'; v, 179-183; vi, 177; viii, 109,

170; x, 481, 497.

grataria, Heematopis, x, 483, 519.

Gray gnat, vii, 334.

Greasy cut-worm, i, 58.

Green apple-leaf-tyer (Teras minuta), i, 329.

fly (Aphis), ii, 31.

grapevine Sphinx, v, 174-179; vii, 364.

hag-moth, i, 328.

Greenhouse gnat, x, 336.

Sciara, x, 397-399.

Green rose-chafer (Cetonia aurata), i, 237.

Green-striped locust, ii, 187-198, 223; ix, 298,

330-334, 439; x. 498.

maple-worm, ix, 422.

grieeus, Benacus, vii, 383.

grossularise, Pempelia [Zophodia], ii, 10; viii,

294.

Pristophora, ii, 5.

Zophodia, viii, 294.

Ground beetles, i, 40; viii, 237; x, 493.

Gryllotalpa, i, 69.

borealis, ii, 233; vi, 149-151; x, 519.

Columbia, vi, 151.

longipennis [Columbia], v. 326; vi, 151.

vulgaris, iv, 180; vi, 151.

Gryllus abbreviatus, viii, 179.
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Gryllus [Boreus] hyemalis, if, 236.

luctuosus, viii, 110, 179, 300; x, 497.

grynea, Catoca'a. 1, 3?8.

Guest beetle, v, 73.

guttata [s gnifera], Coptocycla, vi, 127; vii, 369.

Smilia, ix, 389.

guttatus, Julus, x, 419.

Gypona fl iviliaeata [? striata], ix, 397, 410.

s arlatina, ix, 397.

striata, ix, 410.

Gypsy moth, vii, 302-304, 335-337, 357; ix, 42?-

426; x, 369-372, 485, 505.

Commission, work of, ix, 422-426; x, 369-

372.

H.

Habrosyne scripta, i, 310.

Hadena, I, 8, 58, 106; viii, 231.

[Mamestra] adjuncta, ix, 456.

adusta, of Europe, iv, 127.

arctica, v, 212; ix, 447; x, 482.

devastatrix, i, 58; viii, 235; x, 482.

flnitima, x, 482.

fractilinea, x, 432.

[Mamestra] grandis, v, 210.

laterUa, x, 482.

lignicolor, ix, 456.

passer, x, 482.

[Mamestra] subjuncta, i, 58.

turbulenta, x, 509.

verbascoides, i, 810.

Hadrobregmus foveatus, iv, 20, 22.

HEematobia cornicola [serrata]
,
v, 220, 223, 310,

325.

serr&ta, detailed account, v, 220-227; vii,

332-334; viii, 192-196.

distribution, v, 226; ix, 296.

European bibliography, v, 223.

habit*, v, 220-222, 225; vii, 333.

identical with an European species, v.

222-223, 310.

Idjury to cattle, v, 22!-223; vii, 333;

viii, 193, 195-196.

introduction, v, 223.

life-history, v, 224-225.

preventives, v, 325; vi, 169.

references, v, 325; viii, 126, 194, 297;

ix, 444, 462.

remedies, v, 226-227; ix, 442.

Haematopinus eurysternus, i, 48.

piliferus, i, 48.

suis, I, 48.

vituli, i, 48.

Haematopis grataria, x, 483, 519.

haemorrhoidalis, Heliothrips, i, 332; ii, 56.

Hag-moth (Phobetron), i, 328.

Hag-moth caterpillar, ii, 227; v, 183-192, 306;

ix, 443.

Hairsnakes, iv, 125-127; ix, 298.

Hairworms, ii, 230; iv, 125.

Halisidota, x, 466.

caryse, i, 328; vi, 187; vii, 355; viii, 296; ix,

455.

Halisidota maculata, i, 328.

tesseliaris, v, 30S; x, 481.

Haiticaalni ['>Imarginata], iv, 97, 100.

bimarglnnta, iv, 96-101; v, 170.

chalybea, i, 307, 317; iv, £6; vi, 18?, 189; vii,

332, 353, 861; viii, 298.

s'riolata [Pbyllotrtta vittata], I, 310; vii,

372.

Halticiiii, iv, 102; x, 416.

Ham infesting mite, iii, 151.

hamamelis, Acronycta, x, 482.

hamamelidis, Brysocrjpta [Hormaphis], ix,

409, 412.

hamameliois, Hormaphis, ix, 411, 412.

hamelluf, Crambus, i, 150.

Hammondi, Pempelia, i, 3 9.

Harlequin c ibba e-tug, absence of parasites,

i, 263-269.

a southern insect, i, 264-265.

description, i, 265-266.

detailed account, i, 264-271; ix, 315-317.

difficult to destroy, i, ;68.

distribution, i, 166-".6
;

ii, 55-56; vi, 177; ix,

315.

injuries, i, 267-268.

means of des-truction, i, 269-270.

natural history, i, 266.

reference, i, 39, 195; ii, 95, 145, 146; vii,

372; x, 498.

remedies, i, 40, 63; ix, 316-317.

Harmonia picta, Ii, 166.

pini, iv, 19.

Harpactor [Milyas] cinctu9, iii, 108.

Harpalus caliginosrus, viii, 237.

larva from strawberry-roots, ix, 462.

Harpiphorus varianus, vi, 186.

harpyia [domestfca], Musca, ix, 3 0, 3!4.

Harrsii, Asp'diotus iChionaspis furfurus]
,

i,

33.; viii, 293.

Dyti>cus, iii, 141; v, 325; x, 493, 510.

Elletna, ix, 449; x, 508.

haruspica, Agrotis, x, 482.

Harvest-fly, ii, 179; iv, 202.

Harvest mites, v, 290; vi, 160.

Harveyi [albilinea] , Leucania, viii, 291.

Hawthorn Tingis, iv, 108.

" Heerwurm,' 1 x, 390.

Heiligbrodti, Inisota [Sphingicampa]
, v, 199.

Sphingicampa, v, 199.

Heleochara Fitvh , nov. gen., i, cOD.

communis, ix, cS6, 4 0.

Heliconia Charitmia, i, 70.

Helioth's armiarer, benefit of destroying first

brood, i, 126.

bibliography, i, 16, 841,

boll-worm of tne South, i, 117.

carniv. rous habit of caterpillar, i, 119-120.

description, I, 1:8.

detailed account, i, 116-126.

food-plants, i, li'0.

geographical distribution, i, 121.

method of attaekiag corn, i, 122- 23.
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Heliothis moth a day-feeder, i, 118-119.

occurrence in N. Y., i, 124.

operations as a "corn-worm," i, 121-122;

vi, 185; vii, 216, 363.

reference, i, 8; ii, 2, 93; vii, 382.

remedies, i, 125-126.

Heliothis umbrosus [armiger]
,

i, 116.

Heliothrips hsemorrhoidalis, i, 332; ii, 56.

Heliria scalaris, ix, 410.

Hellgrammite fly, iv, 208; v, 326; vii, 234; viii,

300; x, 490, 50l.

Helophilus, vestiture of, i, 212.

latifrons, vii, 228; viii, 287, 297; ix, 440, 462.

similis [latifrons], iv, 200; vii, 228, 230, 233.

[Eristalis] tenax, i, 212.

Helotropha reniformis, x, 482.

helva, Orthosia, i, 340.

Helxines, Crepidodera, iv, 102, 196.

Hemaris Buffalo ensis, ix, 451.

difflnis, ix, 451.

Thysbe var. ruflcaudin, x, 494.

Hemerobiidae, i, 302.

Hemerobius [Corydalis] cornuta, viii, 159.

[Psectra] delicatuius, iv, 176.

dipterus [Psectra diptera], iv, 176.

[Chauliodes] pectinicornis, viii, 155.

Hemerophila unitaria, x, 483.

Hemileuca Maia, i, 358; ii, 40, 75; iii, 91; iv, 52,

195; v, 186; ix, 448, 456.

Hemiptera, catalogue of Homopteraof N. Y.,

ix, 381-413.

classification, i, 78-79; iv, 167, 190; viii, 302;

ix, 466.

contributions of, iv, 203; v, 326; vi, 189;

vii, 383-384; viii, 299; ix, 463-464; x, 512,

517-519.

depredating on the apple-tree, list of, i,

331-332.

depredating on hemlock, iv, 20, 24-25.

hibernation of, viii, 270.

in U. S. Nat. Museum, i, 23; ix, 411-413.

manner cf feeding, viii, 274.

predaceous, iv, 85, 133.

reference, i, 17, 227; ix, 333; x, 368.

species treated of, i, 264-288, 311; ii, 144-187;

iii, 107-128; iv, 12-13, 107-121; v, 243-257,

273-281; vi, 137-148; vii, 317-318, 331-332;

viii, 152-155, 20i-220, 253-257; ix, 315-329;

x, 420-439.

spiders feeding on, x, 430.

studies in, iv, 10, 165.

Hemiptera, Heteropterous, i, 306; iv, 181; x,

432.

Hemiptera-Homoptera, number in U. 8., iv, 181.

hemipterum, Acridium [Chortophaga viridifas-

ciata], ii, 187.

Hemiteles, ii, 79; v, 99.

sessilis, i, 86.

8mithii, i, 86.

thyridopterigis, i, 85.

REPORTS I-X

Hemlock: insects injurious to,

Callidium sp., iv, 20, 23.

Caloptenus [Melanoplus] spretus, iv, JO, 25.

Cicada septendeclm, iv, 20, 25.

Cleora pulchraria, iv, 20, 21.

Crypturgus atomus, iv, 20, 24

.

Dicerca sp., iv, 20, 22.

Eaclea imperialis, iv, 20, 21

.

Eupithecia luteata, iv, 20. 21.

Eupithecia sp (.Hemlock inch-worm), iv,

20, 21

.

Gelechia abietisella, iv, 20, 22, 59.

Hadrobregmus foveatus, iv, 20, 22.

Hylotrupes bajulus, iv, 20, 23.

Leptura Canadensis, i», 20, 23.

Lioderma ligata, iv, 20, 25.

Nyctobates Pennsylvanicus, iv,
c>0.

'

Orthosoma brunneum, iv, 20, 22.

Parorgyia parallela, i, 328; ix, 455.

Pinipestis Zimmermani, iv, 19.

Pissodes strobi, iv, 20, 24; ix, 345.

Tephroeia Canadaria, iv, 20, 21

.

Thyridopteryx ephemerseformis, i, 84; iv,

20, 21.

Tineid, iv, 59.

Tolype laricis, i, 88; iv, 20, 21.

Tortrix fumiferana, iv, 20, 22.

Hemlock-leaf miner (? Gelechia abietisella),

iv, 59.

hemorrhoea, Penthimia, ix, 39 T.

Henrici, Thecla, iv, 137.

Hentzii, Chauaognathus, iv, 84.

Hepialus, ii, 217.

herecliana, Depressaria, ix, 454.

herculaneus, Camponotus, vii, 377; x, &5, 366,

491.

Hercu'es, Dynastes. vii, 249.

herilis, Agrotis, viii, 3C0; x, 482, 519.

heros, .Eachna, i, 322.

Herrickii, Platygaster, i, 321.

Herse [Clyton], Apatura, i, 86.

Hesperia lineola, iv, 127.

Hesperid butterfly, x, 502.

Hesperidse, i, 315, 337, 339; ii, 214; vii, 371.

thesperidum, Coccus [P ilvinaria innumerabi-

lis], vii, 370.

hesperidum, Lecanium, ii, 32; vii, 370; x, 512.

Hessian-fly, detailed accounts by Fitch (ab-

stracts), i, 298-299, 321.

injuries, v, 263; ix, 42G.

reference, i, 224 , 308 , 3 6; ii, 125, 151, 226;

iii, 97; v, 256, 325, vi, 176; vii, 368; viii,

122; ix, 447.

remedies, i, 58, 63; v, 264.

Heterocampa marina [unicolor]
, i, 137.

marthesia, x, 481.

Heterocera, i, 339-341; ix, 450, 4^3, 456, 461; x,

481-483.

Heteroehroa Calffornica, viii, 296.

Heteropacba Rileyana, ii, 40.
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Heterophleps triguttata, x, 483.

Heteroptera, classification , i, 79.

depredating cn apple tree, list of, i, 231.

number of species, iv, 165, 181

.

species treated of, i, 264-281; ii, 145-148; iv,

107-114, 156-158; ix, 315-317; x, 430-439.

studies of, iv, 10.

Heteropterous-Hemiptera, i, 294, 306; iv, 181.

Heteropus ventricosus, ii, 110; vi, 187, 190; x,

385-386.

Hexagenia bilineata, iv, 124.

Hibernating grasshopper-, ii, 1S6, 197.

Hickory-borer, ii, 223; viii, 175-176; x, 497.

Hickory tussock-moth, 1, ?23.

Hilli, Hypocala, vii, 375.

Hippiscus tuberculatus, ix, 330.

HippoboscidcB, i, 79.

Hippodamia, vi, 118.

convergens, iii, 153; v, 249-50, 257; vif, 382.

[Megilla] maculata, iv, 80, 81.

hirticula, Lachnosterna, i, 330; ix, 355.

histrionica, Murgantia, see Murganiia his-

trionica.

Strachia [=prec], i, £64; viii, 292.

Hive bee, x, 404.

Homalomyia, i, 168, 169, 171.

«anicularis, i, 168, 171.

cilicrura [floricola Meig.]
,

i, 184.

floricola, i, 184.

prostrata, i, 171.

scalaris, i, 168, 171.

tetracantha, i, 171.

Homaloptera, i, 79.

Homalota lividipennis, v, 303.

Homohadena [Oncocnemis] atrifasciata, v,

285.

badistriga, vii, 375.

Homoptera, catalogue of N. Y., i, 300 (ab-

stract), 323 (reference); ix, 381-413; x,

498 (ref.).

characters, i, 79.

depredating on the apple-tree, i, 331-332.

number of species, estimate, iv, 181.

species treated, i, 281-288; ii, 167-187; iii,

112-128; iv, 114-121; v, 24?-268, 276-281;

vi, 141-148; vii, $96-301; viii, 152-155, 207-

216; ix, 317-3 9; x, 420 430.

studies in, iv, 165.

Homoptera Edusa [lunata]
,
vii, 375.

lunata, iv, 57-59; v, 315; vii, 375.

8aundersii [lunata], iv, 57.

Honey-bee, i, 318; viii, 260; ix, 33; x, 404.

bee fly (Eristalis tenax), vii, 2*9.

bug (Leptocoris trivittatus), iv, 157.

Honeysuckle saw-fly, iii, 88.

Hop: insects injurious to,

Aphis [Phorodon] humuli, i, 319, 320; iii,

115.

Gortyna immanis, ii, 41; x, 312-373.

Phorodon humuli, iii, 115; iv, 12, 197, 199;

vi, 103, 167; vii, 33!, 3?5; viii, 122, 207-

210, 267; ix, 291, 369; x, 427-428, 429.

Hop: insects injurious to— (.Continued).

Rhizobiinae, iv, 196, 197.

Hopperdozer, vii, 338; x, 444.

Hop-vine aphis, destruction by, iii, 84, 112,

148; iv, 12; vi, 103, 167; x, 426-427 , 429.

general account, i, 319-320; iii, 115-118;

viii, 207-210.

lady-bug preying on, iii, 116, 148; iv, 12.

life-history, viii, 207-208.

preventives, viii, 210.

reference, i, 8, 233; iii, 149; iv, 197, 199,

204; v, 153; vii, 331, 335, 345, 357; viii,

122; ix, 294, 369; x, 362, 495, 497, 512.

remedies, i, 319; iii, 117; vi, 167; viii, 209.

when to attack, viii, 208; x, 428.

Hop-vine grub (Gortyna immanis), ii, 35, 40;

x, 372-373.

Horatius, Niscniades, i, 334.

hordei, Aph's [Siphoncphora granaria], iii, 112;

v, 246, 251

.

Eurytoma [Isosoma], i, 304, 307; iv, 27.

Isosoma, iv, 11, 2f-35, 205; v, 315; ix, 458.

Pteromalus [= prec .], i, 307.

Hormaphis hamamelidis, ix, 411, 412.

Horn-fly, v, 306, 307, 308; vii, 332-334.

Horn-tails, ii, 226; iv, 38, 95; v, 311; vi, 171.

Horned Corydalis, viii, 159-162; x, 497.

Hornets, i, 78, 168; iv, 190; ix, 33, 60.

horridus, Acarus [Tyroglyphus loogiqr]
,
v, 292.

hortensis [caeruleocinctus]
,
Julus, iii, 133.

8mynthurus, i, 32.; ii, 2 7.

hortulanus, Bibio, ii, 112.

Horse-chestnut: insects injurious to,

Amphidasys [Eubyia] cognataria. ii, 101

.

Orgyia leucostigma, i, 33, 64, 98; ii, 69; iv,

50; vi, 107; vii. 2:6; ix, 295, 437.

Zeuzera pyrina, ix, 426.

Horse flies, vi, 116.

House flies, i, 62.

fly fungus, ii, IT 9.

fly, f, 146, 169, 183, 223; iv, 167; vi, 168; vii,

316; x, 475.

fly parasite, vii, 384.

infesting beetle, ix, 422.

Household centipede, ix, 440.

Hover-flies, vii, 229; x, 377.

humeralis, Purpur icenus, i, 297.

humicola, Podura LAchorute3], ii, 205, 244.

Humming-bird moths, v, 309; x, 494.

humuli, Hypena, vii, 375.

humuli, Phorodon, see Pnorodon humuli.

Hundred-legged worm, iv, 132.

Hunter-weevil, i, 254, 256. 301, 305, 310, 313, 318.

huntera, Pyrameis, x, 507.

hyaiina, Tingia [Corythuca ciliata], iv, 107.

hyalinata, Eudioptis, x, 503.

hyalinata, Phakellura [=prec.],v, 320.

hyalipennis, Sciara, v, 265.

Hybernia tiliaria, i, 72, 329.

Hydrachnidaa, v, 290

Hydrcecia or Gortyna, i, 115.

nlctitans, x, 482.
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Hydroecia nitela, viil, 192.

sera, x, 482.

Hydrophiiidae, iv, 182.

Hydrophilus triangularis, vi, 188; viii, 298.

hyemalis [quadrimacu'atus], Anopheles, i,

298.

Culex [Anopheles quadrimaculatus], i, 298;

ii, 241.

Panorpa and Gryllus [Boreus hyemalis], ii,

236.

Trichocera, ii, 243.

Hylastes trifolii, i, 8, 54, 247; viii, 378.

Hylastinus obscurus [= prec], vii, 335.

Hylemyia species, i, 171, 180, 202.

antiqua, i, 180, 202.

deceptiva [Pnorbia fusciceps Zett .], i, 171,

201, 202, 226.

[Anthomyia] similis, i, 202.

tarsata, i, 171.

Hylesinus opaculus, iv, 144, 145; vii, 352; ix, 367-

[Hylastes] trifolii, vi, 178; vii, 335.

Hyllus, Dynastes, vii, 249, 250.

Hylotrupes bajulus, iv, 20, 23.

Hylurgops, ii, 55.

Hylurgus [ )endroctonus] rufipenois, ii, 54.

Hymenopsyche coniferarum [ Thyridopteryx

ephemeraeformis]
,

i, 81.

Hymenoptera, classification, i, 78; iv, 167, ISO;

viii, 300.

contributions of, iv, 205; v, 321; vi, 186;

viii, 296; ix, 461; x, 509, 515.

delayed pupation in, i, 138.

depredating on the apple-tree, list of, i, 330.

Gordius a parasite of, iv, 126.

number of species, iv, 165, 181.

oviposition of
,

i, 74.

parasitic, i, 110, 187.

pyrethrum affecting readily, i, 40.

reference, i, 161; iv, 48; x, 360, 403, 475.

sense organs of, iv, 180.

sexual characters in, i, 172.

species treated, ii, 217-221; iv, 27-46; v, 164-

173; vi, 109-11 1; vii, 223-224; viii, 163-169;

ix, 335-336, 431; x, 365-369.

studies in, i, 19; iv, 10.

Hymenorus obscurus, i, 331; ii, 226; vi, 129.

Hypena erectalis [scabra],ix, 454.

humuli, vi*, 375.

scabra, ix, 454.

Hypera, i, 248.

[Phytonomus, rumicis, i, 248.

hyperborea, Piatarctia, ix, 452.

Hyperchiria Io, i, 72, 328; iv, 2C6; v, 186; vi, 187;

ix, 450, 453; x, 481.

varia [Io], ix, 453.

Hyporplatys maculatus, i, £31; vi, 168.

Hj phantria cunea, i, 57, 306, 328; ii, 83; iii, S3;

ix, 295, 422.

punctata [=prfc] , i, 306.

textor [=prec], i, 5\ c05, 329; ii, 83; iii. 93.

Hypocala Hilli, vii, 375.

Hypoderma bonassi [iineataj, vi, 111.

bovis. of Europe, vi, 11' -'14.

tbovis [H. lineata], i, .99.

lineata, vi, 111.

hypophlaeas. Chrysophanus, iv, 137.

Hyppa xylinoides, iv, 138; x, 482.

Hystricia abrupta [Tachina vivida]
,
viii,

:

vivida, ix, 462.

I.

Icelus, Nisoniade3, i, 335, 336, 337; vi, 180; vii,

375, ix, 449.

Icerya Purchasi, iv, 187, 188; v, 326; vi, 101;

vii, 340; viii, 275

Icerya scale and parasite, vii, 360.

iceryas, Lestophonus, vi. 105.

Ichneumon flies, i, 78, 84, 10', 145, 176, 187, 303,

313; iv, 188, 201; viii, 275.

Ichneumon caeruleus, vii, 228.

[Isosoma] hordei, iv, 27.

[Thalessa] lunator, iv, 35, 37.

signatipes, vii, 228.

Ichneumonidae, attacked by Entomophthora
sphaerosperma, vii, 316.

beneficial habits of, iv, 85; viii, 275.

on fl .wers, v, 284.

parasiric on bag-worm, i, 65. •

parasitic on plant-lice, i, 302.

parasitic on red-humped apple-tree cater-

pillar, iii, 90.

parasitic on vagabond Crambus, i, 145.

species treated of, i, 85, 145; iv, 35-42; viii,

163--.66.

Ichneumonidae, Aphidivorous, v, 253.

Ichthyura inclusa, ix, 450.

vau, ix, 455.

icoriae, Scolytus, iv, 107.

Icterus galbuta, ii, 82.

Idiocerus genus, ix, 396.

alternatus [?Jassus verticis]
,
ix, 399, 410.

lachrymalis, ix, 398-399.

maculipennis, ix, 393.

pallidus, ix, 399.

suturalis, ix, 3£9.

ignota, Monostegia, ix, 431.

Imbricated snout-beetle, i, 331.

imbricator, Eriosoma [Pemphigus], ix, 408, 412.

Pemphigus, iii, 123-126, 142, 152, 1J3.

Schizoneura [=prec], ix, 411, 412.

imbricatus, Epicaerus, i, 331.

imbricornis, Prionus, i, 330.

i aamaculatus, Myrmeleou, vii, 318, 334: ix, 440.

immanis, Gortyna, i, 115; ii, 35, 41; x, 372-373.

immunis [? placidus], Sphenophorus, i, 254.

imperialis. Eacles. ii. 232; iv, 20, 21; v, S24; ix,

462; x, 481.

Dryocampa [Eacles] . ix, 447.

implicita, Lachcosterna, ix, 355.

impressus, Julus [Parajulus], iii, 132.

impunctatus, Cixm* [Vlyndui-], ix, 3 ;
6.

Myndus. ix. 4'0
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inaequalis, Craponius, ii, 33; vii. 2S6, 299; ix,

361-365: x, 498.

inctrtus [decumanus Erich ], Melanotic i, 330.

Inch-worms, ii, 98.

inclusa. Ichthyura, ix. 450.

Inconstans, Molobrus [Sciara]
, x, 387.

Incrassata, Phora, x, 405.

Incurvaria acerifoliella, 1, 308; v, 215-219; ix,

458.

iridella [= prec ], v, 216.

incurvus, Tachys, v, 303.

Inda, Cetonia [Euphoria], i, 232; viii, 295.

Euphoria, i, S32-239, 330; vi, 173; viii, 295;

ix, 412, 463; x, 503, 516.

Euryomia [—prec], i, 233; x, 504.

Indian Cetonia [—prec], i, 232-239, 330; viii,

295; ix, 443; x, 504.

indig*nella, Phycis [Vlineola], i, 329; x, 515.

indistinctus, Macrops, x, 517.

indivisalis [bifidalis]
, Tortricodes, vii, 875.

Indus, Scarabaeu8 [Euphoria Inda] , i, 232, 239.

inermis [saucia], Agrotis, v, 200, 201.

Smilia [Stictocephala]
, ix, 388.

Stictocepha'a, i, 281: ix, 410.

infans, Brephos, vii, 375.

inflrma, Orthodes, i, 340.

infuscata [var. of viridifascia'a] , Chorto-

phaga, ix, 332, 334.

Locusta [= prec], ii, 188.

infuscatus, Gomphocerus [= prec], ii, 188.

inimica, Cecidomyia [Ojplosis], i, 321.

inimicus, Amblycephalus [Deltocephalus]
, ix,

401-402, 4 0.

Deltocephalus, ix, 410.

innumerabilis, Coccus [Pulvinaria]
, i, 301.

Lecanium [Pulvinaria]
,

ii, 230; v, 313; vii,

376.

Pulvinaria, se^ Pulvinaria innumerabilis.

inornata, Smilia [Cyrtolobus inornatus], i, 284;

ix, 388.

Tiphia, viii, 233.

inornatus, Cyrt lobus, ix, 410.

Icquilines, i, 161

.

inquinata, Mantis, W, 162.

inquinatellus, Crambu<?, i, 150.

inquinatus, Aphodius, iii, 102-103; vii, 379.

inquisitor, Cryptus [Pimpla]
,

i, 81.

Pimpla, i, 84

Insect depredators on the apple-tree, list of,

i, 327-332.

depredations, preventives of, i, 63-65.

depredations, remedies for, i, 5 '-63.

depredations, sec ecy of, viii, 263-264.

diseases, cultivation of, vii, 341.

enemies, how to meet them, viii, 269.

fauna of United States, iv, 181.

orders, special studies in, iv, 164-165.

pests, bounties for, ix, 436-437.

pests introduced,

iE*eria tipuliformis, i, 8.

Agrot 8 baja, i, 8

Agrotis c nigrum, i, 8.

Agrotis plecta, i, 8.

I Insect pests introduced— (Continued').

Agrctis prasina, i, 8.

Agrotis saucia, i, 8.

Agrotis ypsilon, i, 8.

Anthomyia ceparum, i, -.

Anthrenus scrophulariae, i, 9; vl, 175;

vii, 335.

Aphis brassicae , vi, 148.

Aphis mali, i, 8.

Carpocapsa pomonella, i, 8.

Cecidomyia destructor, i, 58, 321.

Cephus pygmaeus, vii, 334; viii, 167.

Cladius pectinicornis, x, 499.

Crioueris aeparagi, i, 8; v, 335; viii,

25!.

Crioceris l?-punctata, viii, 250.

Dermestes lardarius, vi, 120.

Diplosis pyrivora, i, 8; vii, 335; viii,

142.

EmphytUB cinctus, x, 499.

Ephestia interpunctella, i, 8.

Galeruca xanthomelaena [Galerucella

luteola], v, 236; vii, 335.

Haematobia serrata, v, 222; vii, 333;

viii, 193.

Hadena Arctica, i, 8.

Heliothis armiger, i, 8.

Hylastes trifoJii, i, 8.

Hylastinus obscurus, vii, 335.

Icerya Purchasi, vii, 340; viii, 275.

Mamestra trifolii, i, 8.

Mytilaspispomicorticis [pomorum], i, 8.

Myzuscerasi, v, 254.

Nematus E'ichsonii, vii, 335; viii, 169.

Nematus ventricosus [ribesii] , i, 8;

ii, 217; vii, 335.

Ocneria dispar, vii, 335.

Otiorhynchu* picipep, x, 419.

Otiorhynchus sulcatus, x, 419.

Phlceotribus liminaris, v, 319.

Phorbia ceparum, i, 173.

Phorodon humuli, i, 8; vii, 335; viii,

207.

Phytonomus punctatus, i, 251-252; x,

«87.

Pier is rapas, i, 8; vii, 335; viii, 251.

Siphonophora avenae [grauaria] , i, 8;

v, 247; vii, 335.

Xyleborus dispar, ix, 419.

pests, number of, iv, 188.

ravages, how met, iv, 189-190.

ravages, increase of, iv, 186.

ravages, possibility of prevention, viii,

268.

Insecticides, general, iv, 190-19:; viii, 274.

Insecticides, specific,

Arsenites with Bordeaux mixture, ix, 435.

bisulphide of carbon, i, 47.

carbolic acid, i, 47-48; ii, 27,28.

borax, i, 3<3.

carbolic wash, ii, 24-26, 27-28.

carbolized plaster, vii, 341.

cayenne pepper, ii, 34.
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Insecticides, specific — {Continued).

coal ashes, ii, 24.

coal-oil refuse, ii, 27.

coal tar, i, 50-52.

gas-lime, i, 52-55.

gypsum and kerosene, ii, 29.

"Gold Dust,' 1
ix, 434.

hellebore, i, 40-43.

kerosene, i, 43-45.

kerosene emulsion, ii, 36-38; viii, 209.

lime and arsenites, ix, 416.

London purple, i, 34-36; ix, 414-415.

May-weed Oaruta cotula), ii, 34.

naphthaline, ii, 34-35.

ox-eye daisy (Leucanthemum vulgare), ii,

34.

paraffine, i, £43.

paraffine oil, i, 46-47.

Paris green, i, 25-34.

pyrethrum, i, 36-40; ii, 26.

road dust, ii, 27.

saltpetre, ii, 28.

soap powders, ix, 434.

soluble phenyle, i, 48-50.

sulphur, ii, Si.

tobacco, infusion of, ii, 31-32.

tobacco juice, vaporized, ii, 29-31.

Insectivorous birds, protection of, ix, 349-351.

Insects, anatomical studies of, iv, 166-167.

beneficial to be protected, viii, 275.

beneficial, introduced,

Clerus formicariu8, x, 500.

Lestophonus iceryae, vi, 105.

Vedalia cardinalis, vi, 105.

classification of, i, 78-80.

economic studies of, iv, 167-169; viii, 227.

embryological studies of, iv, 167.

estimated lcsses from depredations, i, 5-8.

extent of depredatiocs, i, 2-5.

food-habits of, iv, 186.

histological studies of, iv, 167.

immense nua ber of
, i, 12-14.

introduced, Increased destructivenees of,

i, 9-10.

introduction from abroad, iv, 1£6.

life duration of, i, 339-341.

life-histories of, iv, 166.

limited knowledge of early stages, iv, 181-

182.

number described, iv, 165; viii, 266-267.

of National Museum, iv, 182-183.

rapidity of propagation of, viii, 267.

small size of, viii, 264-266.

insolita, Sphinx, v, 317.

instabilis, Ortbosia [Tasniocampa alia] ,
i, 328.

instrutana, Sericoris, x, 483.

insularls, Epeira, ix, 464.

integerrima, Datana, i, 328.

intermedia, Cucuilia, vii, 375; ix, 450.

interpunctella, Ephestia, i, 8; iv, 206; x, 510.

interrogationis, Urapta, vi, 187; viii, 187, 300;

ix, 416; x, 508.

Intestinal worm, ix, 298.

interstinctana, Qrapholitha, x, 496, 510.

inversa, Lachnosterna, ix, 355.

invitus, Lygus, vii, 348; viii, 105, 125, 299.

Io Emperor moth, i, 328.

Io, Hyperchiria, i, 72, 328; iv, 206; v, 186; vi,

187; ix, 450, 453; x, 481.

Ipsfasciatus [quadriguttatus], i, 330; vi, 188.

iricolor, Serlca, i, 330.

iridella [acerifoliella]
,
Incurvaria, v, 216.

Tinea [— prec], i, 308; v, 216.

irresecta, Mylabris [ ruchu« obtectus], vii, 256.

irresectus [obtectus], Bruehus, vii, 256, 279.

irritans, Lyperosia [Haematobiaserrata], v, 223.

Pulex, i, 62; vi, 173.

irroratus, Jassus [Phlepsius], i, 331; ix, 402,

410.

Phlei sius, ix, 410.

Irus, Thecla, iii, 140; iv, 137; ix, 449.

isabella, Arctia [Pyrrharctia], vii, 225.

Pyrrharctia, vii, 225-228, 368; ix, 439; x, 481.

Spilosoma [= prec] , vii, 225; x, 502.

ischiacaMS., Anthomyia, i, 195.

isomera, Cladius, vii, 224.

Isosoma captivum, iv, 34, 35.

elymi, iv, 32.

grande, iv, 32.

hordei, iv, 11, 27-35, 205; v, 315; ix, 4 8.

nigrum [= prec] , iv, 28.

tritici, iv,28, 20, 32; v, 315.

[Evoxysoma] vitis, ii, 32; iv, 33; vii, 374;

viii, 292, 293.

Isotoma albella, vi, 190.

italicus, Bittecus, x, 477.

Itch mite, iii, 129; v, 290.

Ithycerus Noveboracensis, i, 300, 331.

lulus [Julus] cseruleccinctus, iv, 208.

Ixodes sp.?, ix, 464.

[Dermacentor] Amerlcanus, vi, 158.

[Boophilus] bovis, vi, 156-158; ix, <58.

cruciarius, vi, 158.

unipunctatus, vi, 158.

Ixodidse, v, 290.

J.

J-album, Grapta, iv, 137; v, 282, 317, x, 507.

Jamaicensis, Smerinthus, ix, 451.

Janus [Phyllcecus] flaviventris, viii, 108, 66-

168; ix, 461; x, 497.

Jassides, ix, 396, 402.

Jassus [Platymetopius] acutus, ix, 402.

[Phlepsius] fulvidcsum, ix, 402 , 410.

[Phlepsius] irroratus, i, 331; ix, 402, 410.

olitoriu«, ix, 398, 410.

verticis, ix, 410.

Joint-worm, i, 8 , 224 , 225
, 226, 300, 304, 307,

r03, 8C0; ix, 458.

Joint-worm fly, iv, 11, 27-35, 205.

juglandis Fitch, Aspidiotus [Mytilaspis pomo-

rum], iv, 114.

Corythuca, iv, 108.

Lecanium, x, 518.

Smerinthus, x, 508.
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Julianus, Strategus, vii, 249.

Julidee, ii, 229; iii, 122; iv, 132; x, 415-449, 487

519.

juloides, Gamasus, iii, 134.

Julus, i, 307; v, 311; x, 451.

Americanua [? 8pirobolus marginatue] , i

307.

caeruleocinctus, attacking geraniums, iv

307.

attacking potatoes, iii, 132, 153; ix

464; x, 445-449, 451, 487, 489.

beneath carpets, v, 296.

bibliography. Iii, 133.

habits, ii, 229.

infested with Uropoda Americana, vli,

384.

reference, iii, 142; v, 326; vi, 190; ix,

199; x, 513.

remedies, ii, 229.

complanatus [pars. ? Polydesmusserratus],
iii, 133.

guttatus, x, 449.

hortensis [caeruleocinctup]
, iii, 133.

[Parajulus] impressus, iii, 132.

[Spirobolus] marginatus, iii, 134.

multistriatus [caeruleocinctus], iii, 133.

Jumping cocoon, vi, 186.

galls, vii, 3C9, 310, 364.

seeds, iv, 151-154; v, 315; vii, 309, 3!0.

spiders, x, 430.

sumach beetle, v, 271.

June beetle, i, 330.

June-bug, vii, 381: x, 408.

Juniper plant-bug, x, 430-432.

juniperinus, Cimex [Pentatoma juniperina],
x, 431, 512.

juniperina, Pentatoma, x, 430-432, 490.

Junonia Caenia, vii, 381.

Juvenalis, Nisoniades, i, 333, 334, 335, 338; vi,

180; vii, 375.

K.

kalmias, Sphinx, v, 177; x, 508, 515.

Katydids, iii, 135; iv, 126.

Keutzingaria, Eurymene [Plagodis], i, 329.

Kirbyii, Otiocerus, ix, 386.

Kricogonia Lanice, v, 317.

L.

Lace-wing fly, i, 79, 302; ii, 176; x, 429.

LachniDee, ix, 412.

Lachnosterna, i, 305; iv, 207; vii, 254, 369; Ix,

353, 354, 355; x, 498.

crenulata, i, 330.

fraterna, i, 330.

fusca attacking nursery stork, ix, 353-356.

attacking wheat, iv, 203.

eaten by robin, ix, 356-357.

general account, viii, 174-175.

general account (abstract), i, 305, 81!

v, 312-313; viii, no.

Lachnosterna fusca, injuries by, ii, 3; v, 154;

vi, 176, 183; ix, 296.

life-history, ix, 355-356.

reference, i, 228, 330; ii, 41; iv, 204; v,

315; vi, 171; vii, 369; viii, 2:8 , 298;

ix, 422; x, 408, 411, 497, 506, 5l9.

remarkable abundance, i, 238.

remedies, i, 54, 57, 61; ii, 224; ix, 353-

354.

sense organs of, i, 71.

gibbosa, ix, 355.

hirticula, i, 330; ix, 355.

impllcita, ix, 355.

inversa, ix, 355.

micans, i, 330.

pilosicollis [tristis], i, 330.

quercina [fueca], i, 305.

rugosa, ix, 355.

sororia [micans]
,

i, 330.

tristis, i, 330; vi, 176; vii, 339; ix, 293, 463.

Lachnus abietis, ix, 407, 412.

caryag, v, 304.

dentatus [viminalis], iii, 152.

laricifex, iv, 195.

[Chaitophcrus] populi, ix, 407, 412.

quercifoliae, ix, 407, 412.

salicellus, ix, 407, 412.

Ptrobi, ix, 411, 412.

[Schizoneura] ulmi, ix, 407.

lachrymalis, Idiocerus, ix, 39S-399.

lacteola, Acidalia, vii, 375.

lactis, Acarus [Tyroglyphus eirol, v, 292.

lactucarum, Axthomyia, i, 191.

Lady-bird, attack on scale insects, v, 266.

classification, i, 78.

colonizing for plant-lice, i, 61.

confounded with carpet beetles, iv, 196; vi,

118; ix, 302, 306.

food habits, iv, 81. 85, 188.

importation of, x, 362.

odor of, vi, U9.

poisonous juice secreted by, i, 314.

preying on grain aphis, i, 313; v, 249, 257.

preying on hop-louse, Iii, 116, 148; iv, 194.

preying on plant-lice, i, 302, 313; v, 254;

viii, 275, 284; x, 429.

preying on scale insects, iv, 200; v, 266-

267, 300.

species of, a ccrn pest, iv, 80-81, 82-83.

species treated of, iv, 80-84; vi, 117-119.

twice-stabbed, v, 267.

Lady-bug: see Lady-bird.

15-spotted, v, 305.

Laemophlceus, habits of, Iii. 100

LaemophJceus alternans, iii, 100.

Jaeta, Chlorops, iv, 72.

laetiflca, Cucullia, vii, 375; viii, 292.

laavis, Canthon, iii, 102; vii, 382.

Lagoa crispata, iv, 52, 53, 54; v, 186, 188; ix, 452.

opercularis, i, 328; iv, 51, 52, 206.

lambda var. Thaxteri, Xylina, vii, 375.
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Lamellicorn beetles, i, 54, 65, 71, 228, 234; iii, 102.

Lamenia vulgaris, Ix, 410.

Latnpronota frigida, i, 145.

Lampyridae. iv, 47, 84, 85, 88; vii, 219, 316; viil,

174; ix, 344.

" lanata," Arhis, ix. '20.

lanceolata, Membracis, i, 283.

Languria Mozardi, vi, 184

LaEice, Kricogonia, v, 317.

lanigera, Aphis [-:chizoneura], ix, 407, 411, 412.

Cotalpa, vi, 183.

Eriosoma [Schizoneura], ix, 407.

Schizoneura, i, 43, 47, 331; ii, 35, l&l; iii, 125;

v, 160; ix, 407, 411, 412.

Lantern fly, i, 79

lapidaria, Leucania, i, 840.

Laphygma frugiperda, i, 328.

Lappet-caterpillars, i, 88.

Lappet-moth, i, 88.

Larch: insects injurious to,

Chermes laricifoliae, ii, 184; viii, 299.

Chermes laricis, of Europe, i, 46, 185, 187.

Lachnus laricifex, iv, 195.

Kematus Erichsonii, iv, 16; v, 164-172; vii,

335, 367; viii, 168.

Orgyia lnucostigma, ii, 77.

Thyridopteryx ephemerae formis, i, 84.

Tolype laricis, i, 87; iv. 21.

Larch lappet-moth, i, 87-99; iv, 21.

plant-louse, iv, 195.

saw-fly, iv, 16, 205; v, 164-173; vii, 335, 367;

viii, 168-169; x, 497.

lardarius, Dermesfrs, see Dermestes lardarius.

Larder-beetle, vi, 119; viii, 179.

Large areas devoted to special crops, i, 10-12.

Large black ant, i, 62.

digger-wasp, x, 515.

snow-fly, i, S98.

Largus cinctus, ii, 165.

suceinctus, ii, 161-167; vi, 183.

laricifex, Lachnus, iv, 195.

laricifoliae, Chermes, ii, 184; viii, 299.

laricis, Chermes, of Europe, i, 46; ii, 183, 185,

18'.

Gastropacha [Toljpe], i, 87.

Planosa [Tolype]
, i, 87.

Tolype, i, 87-&9; iv, 20, 21.

Tomicus, of Europe, ii, 54

larvarum, Physogaster [Heteropus ventri

ccsuf-], ii, 110.

Lasioptera rubi, of Europe, iv, 66.

vitis, iv, 63-C7, 203; v, 304, 325; vii, 376, £82?

x, 5:0.

lateralis, Exechia, viii, 172.

Napomyza, vii. 246.

[chrysanthemi], Phytomyza, iv, 73-80, 207;

vii, 242, 244; ix, 421.

lateritia, Had^na, x, 482.

Lathridius pulicarius [ruficDllis], vi, 183, 184.

laticollis, Prionus, i, 330; iv, 2.'.

latiferreana, Carpocapsa [Melliso^us], iv, 153.

Mellisopus, iv, 153.

latifrons, Helophilus, vii, 228; viii. 2S7, 297; ix,

440, 462.

latipennis, CEcanthus, v, 3!2.

Spilosoma, ix, 455.

latipes, Enchophyllum [Campylenchia cur-

vata] , ix, 337.

latiptrius, Crambus, i, 1'0.

latitarsus, Anthomyia, i, 171.

Latreillana [Virginica], Ct^nucha, i, 317.

Lauxania fliviceps, ix, 46 J.

Leaf-crumpler, i, 329.

cutter, vi, 186.

Leaf -hoppers, destructiveness, ii, 30.

general habits, viii, 254.

injurious to wheat, vi, 174.

remedies, i, 45; ii, 30, 33; iv, 199; v, 302; vii,

345; viii, 255, 2E6

spray of cold water for, vii, 345.

spiders preying on, x, 430.

Leaf-miners, attacking hemlock, iv, 20, 59-60.

attacking Marguerites, iv, 73-80.

in beet-leives, i, 203-211.

number on oak, i, 4.

reference, iv, 20, £07; v, 322; ix, 376.

Leaf miniDg Anthomyiidae, ii, 46, 225.

mining Colcopter, x, 4!4.

roller, i, 57; iv, 152; vii, 355; ix, 374.

tyers, i, 57.

Leather beetle, iv, 197, 198; ix, 440.

Leather-eating beetle, vii, 311.

Lebia grandis, x, 496.

Lecanium, i, 301; vii, 334; viii, 215, 216, 281; x,

497, 519.

acerelia [Pulvinaria innumerabilis], vi, 147.

acericola [=prec], vi, 143,147; vii, 370.

acericorticis [=prec], i, 301, 309. 310; vi,

1«2, 147; vii. 370.

aceris, of Europe, i, 310

caricae [Pulvinaria innumerabiiis], i, 301;

vi, 142, 147.

Fitchii, x, 518.

hesperidum, ii, 32; vii, 370; x, 512.

[Pulvinaria] innumerabhis, ii, 2:0; v, 3!3;

vi, 147; vii, 376.

juglandis, x, 518.

liriodendri, ix, 41 1

.

[Pulvinaria] maclurae, i, 301 ; vi, 142, 143,

147.

oleae, i, 332.

Persicae, vii, 379, 3S0.

pyri, viii, 299.

salicis, ix, 411, 4 3.

tiliae, ix, 411, 413.

tulipifera, x, 513.

Lecontei. Callimorpha, ix, 455.

Lophyrus, i, 42; x, 515.

LeContella, Depressaria, vii, 375.

leetularia, Acanthia, i, 17, 6.'; ii, 17, 152, 154; ix,

458.
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lectularius, Ciniex [=prec ], ii, 17, 152; ix, 458

leguminicola, Cecidomyia, see Cecidomyia

leguminicola.

Leistotrophus cingulatus [Listotrophus of

authors], i, 187.

Lema trilineata, i, 33, 244; ii^ 132-136; iv, 142,

207; vii, 382; ix, 457; x, 491, 517.

tripunctata [var. of prec], ii, 134.

trivirgata [trilineata], ii, 13 J.

lenisM^., Anthomyia, i, 195.

Lentil weevil, vii, 285, 188; ix, 440.

lentis, Bruchu", vii, 285-283; ix, 44">.

Leonardus, Paniphila, ix, 449.

lepida, Xylina, vii, 375.

Lepidoptera, classification, i, 78; iv, 167, If 0;

viii, 301; ix, 465.

collections of, vii, 219, 374; ix, 450, 459.

contributions of, iv, 205-207; v, 324; vi, 186-

187: vii, 38 -332; viii, £95-297; ix, 461-462;

x, 509-510, 515-516.

dates of collection of, x, 481-483.

delayed pupation in, i, 337-138.

depredating on hemlock, iv, 20- 2.

depredators on the apple-tree, list of, i,

327- 330.

larvae of, livirg in pitch, iv, 19.

number of species, iv, 165, '81.

reference, i, 17, 22, 65, 3£0; x, 359, 463, 507.

sense organs of, i, 69-71; iv, l£0.

species treated of, i, 81 167, 333-341; ii,

57-10; iti, 93-96; iv, 4S-60, 151-154; v, 174,

221, 258-262; vii, £25-228, ?02-307; viii,

129-140; ix, 336-342; x, f 69-386.

studies in, iv, 11, 164.

Lepidosaphes conchiformis [Wytilaspis pomo-
rum], iv, 114.

lepidus [var. of scrophulariae] , Anthrenus, vi,

175; ix, £99, :05.

Lepisma sp., x, 513.

domestica [Theronobia furnorum], lv,

179, vi, K0; x, 519.

Lepismatidae, i, 79; ii, 207.

Leptidae, iv, 174.

Leptocoris trivittatus, iv, 156-158, 193, £03; x,

432-439, 503, 505.

Leptocorisa trivittata [= prec], x, 433.

Leptoglo88us oppositus, iii, 141. 153.

phyllopus, i, 268; iii, 153.

Leptostylus aculiferup, i, 304, 331.

Leptura Canadensis, iv, 20, 23.

[Bellamira] scalaris, v. 285.

Lepturges facetus. i, 331.

Lepyrcnia, iv, 120; v, 245.

[Aphrophora] parallela, ix, 393, 410.

Quadrangularis, ix, 393.

[Aphrophora] Saratopensis, ix, 393, 410.

Lesser apple-leaf folder, i, 329.

house-fly, i, 111.

migratory locust, x, 440.

Lestophonus iceryae, vi, 105.

Lettuce-fly, i, 191.

Lettuce: insects injurious to,

Agrotis saucia, v, 205.

Plusia bra?sicae, ii, 91.

Plusia simplex, x, 487.

Poecilocapsus lineatus, i, 277.

Leucania, i, 71; ix, 457.

albilinea, iv, 56; viif, 291; x, 482, 490, 509.

Harvey i [ = prec . ] ,
viii, 291

.

lapidaria, i, 340.

pallens, i, 34); iv, 206.

phragmitidicola, i, 340.

pseudargyria, i, 340; x, 482.

unipuncta, eggs of, vi, 176.

parasite of, i, 146; vii, 376.

reference, i, 100, 131, 134; ii, 43; vii, 373;

viii, 293; x, 482, 490, 519.

remedies, i, 33, 53, 58.

leucaniae, Nemoraja, i, 146; vii, 376; viii, 238.

leucoptera, Loxia, ii, 83.

leucopterus, Blissus, see Bliseus leucopterus.

Lygaeus [ = prec], i, 302; ii, 148.

Micropus [ = prec], i, 17; ii, 148, 149.

Rhyparochromus [=prec ], ii, 148, 149.

leuco&tigma, Orgyia, see Orgyia leucostigma.

libatrix, Scoliopteryx, i, 340; viii, 1(9, 171-172;

ix, 456; x, 497.

Gonoptera [=prec], ix, 450.

Libellulidae, ii, 178, 213.

Liburnia arvensis, ix, 386, 410.

ligata, Lioderma, iv, 20, 25; x, 432. .

Pentatoma [=prec], iv, 25.

[taeniata], Systena, ix, 344.

Light-loving Anomala, i, 307.

grapevine beetle, v, 305; x, 408-410.

Lightning-bug, i, 78; iv, 85.

ligneus [ovatus], Otiorhynchus. ii, 51; iii, 141;

iv, 141 ; x, 416, 417.

lignicolor, Hadena, ix, 456.

ligniperda, Cossus, i, 83.

Ligyrus relictus, iv, 201; viii, £98; x, 506.

Limacodes, delayed pupation, i, 137.

[Phobetron] pithecium, Iv, 206; v, 183.

scapha, i, 328.

limbatus, Brachytarsus, ii, 141.

Lime-tree winter-moth, i, 329.

Limenitis Arthemis, iv, 137; vii, 219; x, 507.

disippue, i, 327; ii, 220; iv, 137; x, 507.

Ursula, i, 327

.

liminaris, Phlceotribus, see Phloeotribus limin-

aris.

limitata, Pandemis, x, 483.

Limneria fugitiva, i, 320; ii, 41; iii, 90, 140, 150;

v, 198; vii, 381.

Limnophilidae, vi, 189.

Limnophilus, vii, 316.

Limnophora sp., Chernes on, iii, 142.

Limonius auripilis, vii. 351.

confusus, vi, 188; vii, 351, 361.

4-maculatus, vii, 351.

Limothrips poaphagus, v, 153.

Lina ecripta, vii, 219; x, 500, 5-7.

tremulae, parasite of, x, 405.
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Linceci, Cermatia, iv, 132.

Linden: insects, etc., injurious to,

Chrysobothris femorata, vi, 197.

Clastoptera obtusa, vin, 152, 299.

Ennomcs subsignaria, i, 229; ii, 76.

gall-mites, x, 45/.

Lecanium tiliae, ix, 411, 413.

Orgyia leucostigma, ii, 77.

Pulvinaria innumerable, vi, 143.

Sciara tilicola, v, 265.

Thyridopteryx ephemereeformis, i, 84.

linearis, Gordius, iv, 125.

lineata, Cercojris LPtyelus lineatus], iv, 120.

Chlorops, i, 226; iv, 72.

Cicada [Ptyelus lineatus], iv, 120.

Deilephlla, i, 119, 327; v, 175; ix, 451; x,

508, 519,

Hypoderma, vi, 111.

lineatella, Anarsia, i, 151-156; vi, 163; vii, 363,

375.

lineatus, Agriotes, i, 46.

Lygaeus [Poecilocapsus], i, 271.

Lygus [Poecilocapsus], i, 271, 331; v, 275;

viii, 291.

Ptyelus, iv, 120; v, 245; vii, 383.

Pbytocoris [Poecilocapsus], i, 271.

Pce^ilocapaus, i, 271-281; iv, 20); v, 273;

x, 512.

Sitones, pea-weevil of E urope, i, 49.

lineola, Hesperia, iv, 127.

Tabanus, ix, 462.

lineolaris [pratensis], Lygus, i, 279, 230, 331; v,

275; viii, 291.

Lintneri, Tyroglyphus, x, 452-453.

Lintneria [= Systasia] ,
vii, 371.

Lioderma ligata, iv, 20, 25; x, 432.

Liopus alpha, i, 331.

[Lepturgusi facetus, i, 331.

Liposcelis museorum [Atropos divinatoria]
,

ii,

198.

Lipura ambulans, ii, 209.

fimetaria [A.phorura armata], ii, £08-210;

vi, 173; vii, 374.

liriodendri, Lecanium, ix, 411.

Lissonota [Lampronota] frigida, i, 145.

Lithacodes [Limacodes] fasciola, i, 328; ix, 456.

lithargyrellus, Crambus, i, 150.

Lithobius Americanus [forficatus]
,
iv, 208.

Lithocaris, iv, 175.

Lithocolletis crataegella [pomifoliella] , i, 330.

curvilineatella [Bucculatrix pomifoliella],

i, 157.

Fitchella, i, 156.

pomifoliella, i, 330.

Little Orange Butterfly, viii, 169-170; x, 497.

yellow ant (Monomoriummolestum), 1,821;

x, 366.

lividipennis, Homalota, v, 303.

Livia femoralis, ix, 404, 411.

vernalis, ix, 404, 411.

Liviinee, ix, 411.

Lixus concavus, i, 260; ix, 463; x, 511.

paraplecticus, of Europe, i, 260.

rubellus, i, 260.

Locust borer, ii, 223; viii, 175; x, 504.

Locust, coral-winged, viii, 300.

Locust-egg Anthomyian, i, 181-184.

Locust Hispa (Odontata dorsalis), i, £09, 320.

Locust: insects injurious to,

Cicada septendecim, ii, 176.

Co88us robinige, ix, 426

.

Ctenucha Yirginica, i, 317.

Cyllene robiniae, i, 317; vii, 363; viii, 175,

176.

Enchenopa binotata, i, 287.

Heteropacha Rileyana, ii, 40.

Icerya Purchasi, iv, 187.

Odontata dorsalis, as Anoplitis, i, 309, 320.

Orgyia leucostigma, ii, 77.

Pomphopcea Sayi, vi, 136.

Pulvinaria innumerabilis, vi, 143.

Thelia bimaculata, ix, 392.

Thyridopteryx ephamereeformis, i, 84;

x, 494.

Locust leaf-miners, i, 309.

mite, viii, 179-180; x, 497.

tree borer, i, 317; vii, 363.

locustarum, Trombidium, viii, 111, 179-180, 287;

x, 497.

Locusts, classification, i, 79.

destructiveness of, ii, 156; vi, 151-153; ix,

297; x, 439-443.

egg-parasite of, i, 182.

histological studies of, iv, 167.

Mantis preying on, iv, 158, 161.

name improperly applied to Cicadas, v,

318; vi, 153; ix, 333.

reference, i, 52.

remedies, i, 40, 50, 51; ii, 36; ix, 444-445.

special reports on (reference), iv, 176-177.

species treated of, vi, 151-153; ix, £30-334;

x, 439-445.

transformations, ix, 332.

winter appearance, ix, 330-331, 439.

Long-horned pine-borer, ii, 49.

Long-stings, iv, 40; v, 311; viii, 163-166.

Longicorn beetles, iv, 20, 23; ix, 358, 427, 431,

435.

longicornis, Diabrotica, iv, 82.

longifilis, Dactylopius, ii, 56.

longior, Tyroglyphus, hi, 130; v, 292; vi, 190.

longipennis, Gryllotalpa, v, 326; vi, 151.

Trypeta, iii, 137.

longipes, Emesa, vi, 189.

Sciara, v, 265.

longolobatus, Gordius, iv, 125.

Lophoderus triferana, i, 329.

Lophyrus Abbotii, i, 42.

abietis, i, 42.

Lecontei, i, 42; x, 515.

lorata, Tetracis, iii, 140; x, 483.

Lotis, L>caena, vii, 374.
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Loxia leucoptera, ii, 83.

Lozotasnia afflictana, x, 483.

lubricalis, Pseudaglossa, i, 340.

Lucanus dama, i, 330; iv, 180, 207.

Lucia [var. of pseudargiolus], Lycasna, vii, 375;

viii, 291.

lucicola, Anomala, i, 307; v, 305, 325; x,

408-410.

Melolontha [= prec], x, 40S.

lucif uga, Cucullia, Ix, 450.

Lueilia [PyreUia] cadaverina, i, 299.

Caesar, i, 69, 299; iv, 180

macellaria. the " screw-worm, ,1
i, 62, 343.

Lucilius, Nisoniades, i, 336; vii, 375; ix, 449.

Jucipara, Euplexia, x, 4S2.

luctuosus, Gryllus, viii, 110, 179, 300; x, 497.

ludoviciana, Goniaphea, ii, 8.

lugubris, Pemphredon, viii, 163.

lumbricoides, Ascari", ix, 298.

Lumbricus terrestris, vii, 378.

Luna, Actias, ii, 39; iii, 140; v, 183; ix, 455, 456;

x, 481, 509, 515.

lunata, Homoptera, iv, 57-59; v, 315; vii, 375.

Mycetophila, x, 392.

Lunated long-sting, iv, 35-41; v, 311; viii, 108,

163-166; x, 497.

lunatifrons MS., Anthomyia, i, 195.

lunator, Ichneumon [Thal^ssa], iv, 35, 37.

Pimpla [=prec], iv, 35, 37.

Rhyssa [=prec], ii, 227; iv, 35, 40, 205.

Thalessa, iv, 35-41, 205; v, 305, 311; vi, 1S6;

viii, 108, 163-166; x, 497.

lutea, Phora, x, 403.

luteata, Eupithecia, iv, 20.

luteicoma, Acronycta, i, 328.

luteola, Ga'erucella, ix, 297: see Galerucella

xanthome'ajna.

lutescens, Aulacomerus [Cladius viminalis],

iv, 44-46; v, 171; vii, 223, 224; ix, 439.

Lycaena Comyntas, iv, 137.

Lotis, vii, 374.

Lucia [var. of pseudargiolus], vii, 375;Iviii,

291.

neglecta [var. of pseudargiolus], vii, 374;

viii, 291.

pseudargiolus, v, 285; vii, 375; viii, 291.

Lycaon, Apatura [probably referable to A.

Clyton], i, 86.

Lycomorpha pholus, ix, 450.

Lyctinae, ii, 132.

Lyctus opaculus, ii, 130.

Lygaeidae, ii, 148.

Lygaeus [Blissus] leucopterus, i, 302; ii, 148.

[PcecUocap8U8] lineatus, i, 271

.

[Largus] succinctus, ii, 164.

[Leptccoris] trivittatus, iv, 156, 157; x, 432.

turcicus, ii, 166.

Lygranthcecia marginata, iii, 153.

rivulosa, iii, 141

.

Lygus invitus, vii, 348; viii, 105, 125, 299.

Lygus [Poecilocapsus] lineatus, i, 271.

llneolaris [pratensis], i, 279, 980, 331; v,

275; viii, 291.

pratensis, v, 275, 326; vi, 189; viii, 105, 125,

285, 291; ix, 375.

Lymexylon navale, iv, 195.

Lyperosfa irritans [Haematobia serrata]
,
v, 223.

[Haematobia] serrata, v, 220.

Lytta atrata [Epicauta Pennsylvanica], v, 135.

marginata [Epicauta cinerea] ,
vi, 135

murina [Vlacrobasis unicolor], viii, 290.

[Cantharis] Nuttalli, viii, 294.

[Pomphopoea] Sayi, vi, 136.

[Epicauta] vittata, vi, 132.

M.
Macaria, scent-organs in, i, 72.

macellaria, Lueilia, the "screw-worm,' 1
i, 62,

343.

maclurae, Coccus [Pulvinaria] . i, 301.

Lecanium [= prec], i, 301; vi, 142, 143.

Macrobasis Fabricii [unicolor], i, 331.

unicolor, i, 32, 57, 331; v, 305, 321; viii, 291;

x, 511.

Macrodactylus, derivation of name, i, 223.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, bibliography, i,

227-228.

characteristics, i, 231.

classificatorv and descriptive, i, 228-229.

detailed account, i, 2.J7-232.

fo-»d-plants, i, 229-230.

habits, ii, 48-49; vii, 346-347.

natural history, i, 231.

ravages, i, 230-231; ii, 225; iv, 14-15, 142,

198; v, 154; vi, 166.

reference, i, 307, 330; iv, 207; vi, 175; ix,

462; x, 511.

remedies, i, 57, 231-232; iv, 198; viii, 200-

202; ix, 418.

Macronoxia [Polyphylla] variolosa, i, 330.

Macrops indistinctus, x, 517.

Macropsis, ix, 400.

Macrosila quinquemaculata [Protoparce

Celeus], i, 56, 119; v, 179.

macrurum, Ophion,vii, 228.

maculalis, Desmia, i, 86; x, 483.

maculata, Coccinella [Megilla], iv, 80.

maculata, Halisidota, i, 328.

Hippcdamla [Megilla], iv, 80, 81.

Megilla, ii, 233, 234; iv, 60-34: x, 511.

Vespa, i, 330; v, 285; vii, 229; ix, 461.

maculatus, Emphytus [Harpiphorus]
,

i, 42.

Hyperplatys, i, 331; vi, 188.

Pyrgus [Scelothrix], Asiatic, i, 336.

Raphitelus, iv, 105.

maculicollis [var. of lucicola]
,
Anomala, i, 307.

Clastoptera, ix, 394.

maculipennis, Idiocerus. ix, 399.

8tenobothrus, ii, 196.
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macul Fa, Panorpa, x, 404, 465.

magnaria, Ennomos, ix, 456.

Magnolia scale, x, 518.

Maia, Hemileuca, i, 323; ii, 40, 75; iii, 91; iv, 52,

195; v, 186; ix, 448, 4!6.

Maia motb, i, 328.

major, Datana. viii, 296

malana, Eccopsis [Exartema], i, 329.

Nolophana, i, 328.

malefida, Agrotis, viii, 236.

mali, Aphis, see Aphis mail.

Crypturgus [Monarthrum]
, vii, 370.

Molobrus [Sciara], i, 219; ii, 12>; x, 387, 391.

Myzoxylus [Schizoneura lanigera], ix, 407.

Monarthrum, i, 331; vii, 316, 370; ix, 440.

Phlaeothripp, i, 332.

Psylla, ix, 323.

Sciara, i, 219. 330; ii, 125, 227, 234; v, 265; x,

388, 389, 391.

Tomicus [Monarthrum], vii, 317.

malifolfae, Aphis, i, 331; ix, 412.

malifoliella, Tischeria, i, 330; iii, 137, 140; vi,

187; vii, 354; ix, 445, 462.

malifoliellus, Ypsolophus, i, 329.

malivorana [minuta], Teras, i, 329.

malivorella, Coleophora, i, 163-167, 329; ii, 225;

vi, 178; viii, 105, 123, 217, 281, 297.

Mallodon angustatum, vii, 251.

Mallophaga, i, 80; ii, 31; viii, 384.

Mallota barda [posticata], i, 211; iv, 141.

cimbiciformis [posticata], i, 211.

posticata, i, 211-216; iv, 141; vi, 173.

Sackeni [- prec], i, 211.

Mamestra, i, 58, 71 ;
viii, 231

.

adjunct a, ix, 456; x, 482.

[Hadena] arct'ca, ix, 447.

assimilis, i, 328.

grandis, v, 210-213; x, 482.

meditata, x, 377, 48 i.

olivacea, x, 377.

picta, ii, 1; iv, 16, 206; v, 206-210; ix, 455;

x, 492.

purpurissata, x, 377.

renigera, x, 482

subjuncta, viii, 235.

trifolii. i, 8; v. 325; viii, 235; x, 482.

mamestrae, Microplitis, v, 208.

manca, Dicerca, v, 285

mancus, Aeriites, iii, 207; viii, 198, 200.

Mandibulata. iv, 90, 91

.

manducator, Alysia, of Europe, i, 173, 187.

Mantidae, iv, 158.

Mantis Argentina, iv, 162.

Carolina, iv, 158-162, 193; vii, 357; viii, 300.

chlorophaca, iv, 162.

geminata, iv, 162.

inquinata, iv, 162.

oratoria, iv, 162.

phryganoides, iv, 162.

religiosa, iv, 162.

Manure fly, x, 391-397, 399.

Manure gnat, x, 396.

Manure Sciara, x, 393, 400.

Maple-bark scale-insect, i, 310.

Maple: insects feeding on,

Acocephalus vitellinus, ix, 397.

iE»eria aceroi, x, 504.

Anisota [Dryocampa] rubicu^da, v. 197.

Aphis [Chaitophorus] aceris, ix, 406.

Aspidiotus nerii, v, 279, 317; viii, 215.

Cacoecia argyrospila, vii, 356.

Clisiocampa Americana, vi, 106.

Clisiocampa sylvatica, vi, 166.

Cyllene robiniae, x, 501, 517.

Dryocampa rubicunda, v, 200; ix, 295; x,

507.

Elaphidion parallelum, v, 153; ix, 357.

Elaphidion viliosum, ix, 359.

Euphoria Inda, x, 504.

Glycobius [Plagionotus] speciosus, ii, 227;

vi, 169; viii, 202 205; ix, 442; x, 493.

Gypona flavilineata, ix, 397.

Homoptera lunata, iv, 58.

Incurvarla acerifoliella, i, 303; v, 215; ix,

458.

Lachnosterna tristis, ix, 296.

Leptocoris trivitattus, iv, 157, 158, 193

Lepyronia quadrangularis, ix, 393.

Nematus Erichsonii, v, 168.

Orgyia leucostigma, iv, 50; vi, 107.

Pemphigus acerifolii, x, 494.

Penthimia Americana, ix, 397.

Plytoptus quadripes, v, 303.

Psocus aceris [venosus], i, 316.

Psylla annulata, ix, 404.

Psylla vernalis, ix, 404.

Pulvinaria innumerabilis, ii, 230; v. 813,

326; vi, 141; vii, 370, 371, 334; viii, 1'0,

177-178, 216; x, 497.

Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis, i, 84.

Tremex columba, ii, 226; iv, 38; v, 305; vi,

171.

white ants, iv, 179.

Xylotrechus colonus, iv, 94, 191.

Zuezera pyrina, ix, 426-427.

Maple leaf-cutter, i, 308; v, 215-219; ix, 458

leaf mite-gall, v, 303.

Psocus, i, 315.

scale insect, vii, 334.

tree aphis, ix, 406.

tree borer, vi, 169; viii, 202-205; ix, 442; x,

493, 497, 504.

tree pruner, iii, 150; ix, 357-361; x, 498.

tree scale- insect, ii, 230; v, 313; vi, 141-147;

vii, 360; viii, 177-178, 216; x, 497, 499.

mappa, Plusia, x, 377.

marculenta, Botis, x, 483.

margaritellus, Crambus, i, 150.

marginalis, Dytiscus, viii, 298; ix, 462.

Systena, iv, 156.

marginata, Anomala, x, 411-413, 491.

Bembecia, iii, 145.

Cantharis [Chauliognathus marginatus],

iv, 8i.
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marginata [cinerea], Epicauta, iv, 201.

Lygranthoecia, iii, 153.

Lytta [Epicauta cinerea], vl, 135.

Melolontha [Anomala], x, 411.

marginatum, Acridium [Chortophaga viridi-

fasciata], il, 187.

Trochilium [Bembecia], ix, 450.

marginatus, Chauliognathus, iii, 153; iv, 84-83;

v, 316.

Julus [Spirobolus], iii, 134.

Pemphredon, viii, 163.

Margined Anomala, x, 411-413.

blister-beetle, i, 33, 57; vl, 131.

Largus, ii, 164-167.

soldier-beetle, Iv, 84-88.

Marguerite fly, iv, 73-80, 207; vii, 242; ix, 421

.

marina [unicolor], Heterocampa, i, 137.

Marine insect (Coelopa frigida), iv, 174.

maritima, Anurida, ii, 210.

marmorata, Carynota, ix, 410.

Cyrtosia [Carynota], ix, 359.

marmoratus, Achorutes [Schoturus], ii, 206.

marthesia, Heterocampa, x, 481

.

martialis, Nisoniades, i, 334; vii, 375.

Marylandica, Cetonia [Euphoria Inda], i, 132.

Ma9icera archippivora, viii, 233.

Massospora cicadina, ii, 171, 178-9.

Mauritanica, Tenebrioides, iv, 207.

May-beetle, see Lachnosterna fusca.

May-bug, see May-beetle.

May-fly, i, 79; iv, 12:-124, 165, 190, 202; v, 319;

ix, 293; x, 466.

Meal infect, iii, 109; iv, 201.

Meal-worm, i, 226; iv, 200; viii, 176-177; ix, 307-

309, 442; x, 437.

in salt, iv, 200.

Mealy bug, i, 79; viii, 254; ix, 418.

Measuring worms, ii, 76, 91; iv, 21; v, 260; viii,

286; x, 502.

Mecoptera, x, 463, 477, 478.

Mecyna reversals, x, 515.

meditata, Mamestra, x, 377. 432.

Megachile, vi, 186.

megatoma [piceus], Attagenus, i, 64; ii, 46-48,

138, 226; vi, 120; vii. 377; ix, 300, 30?, 303.

Dermestes [= prec] , ix, 300.

Megiila maculata, ii, 233, 234; iv, 80-34; x, 511.

Megoura solani, iii, 121, 149.

Meig*nii, Eristalis, ix, 462.

melancholica, Euphoria, i, 236, 330; iii, 141; x,

511.

Melanolestes abdominalis, iv, 111; v, 316.

picipes, iv. 103-111; v, 316.

Melanoplua atlanis, i, 332; ii, 196; vi, 151; viii,

180; ix, 332; x, 440, 441, 443, 496.

femoratup. x, 443.

femur-rubrum, vi, 151; viii, 291; ix, 297,

332, 464; x, 440, 441, 412, 443, 496.

spretus, vi, 152; ix, 332; x, 429-440, 441, 496.

Melanotus, vii, 260.

communis, i, 63, 330; viii, 19?, 199, 200.

fissllis, vii, 377.

incertua [decumanus Erich.], i, 330.

75

Melanozanthus sp., vi, 189.

melanura, Nacerdes, viii, 298.

Melapbis [Pemphigus] rhois, iii, 142; x, 503.

meles var. trifolii, Pnytonomus, i, 248.

Meli'aea, ix, 45*.

[Phyciodes'] Nycteis, ix, 448.

Phai ; ton, vii, 219; ix, 448.

Melittia Ceto, ii, 57.

cucurbit ae [Ceto], additional information

needed, ii, 66-67.

bibliography, ii, 57.

description of larva, ii, 59-60.

description of moth, ii, 58-59.

detailed account, ii, 57-63.

experiments on, ii, 67-63.

injuries, ii, 62-63.

its family, ii, 60.

life-history and habits, ii, 61-62.

reference, iv, 138; v, 312, 320; vi, 176,

187; vii, 371; ix, 4?4.

remedies and preventives, i, 47; ii, 63-

65; v, 155-156.

use of counterodorants, ii, 65-66.

Mellisopus latiferreana, iv, 153.

Meloe angusticollis, vi, 130; ix, 453; x, 511, 517.

[Epicauta] cinerea, vi, 134.

[Epicauta] Pennfyh anica, vi, 135.

Meloidse, vi, UO, 132, 131, 135.

Melolontha [Anomala] atrata, x, 408.

[Anomala] luciola, x, 408.

[Anomala] marginata, x, 411.

[Anomala] mcerens, x, 408.

Melolonthidae, i, 228.

Melon aphis, x, 497.

boring caterpillars, x, 503.

plant-louse, v, 306, 326; x, 497.

Melophagus ovinus, i, 62, 529.

Melsheimerii, Amblycephalus [Deltcoephalus],

ix, 401, 410.

Deltocephalus, ix, 401, 410.

Perophora, vii, 381.

Membracidae, i, 281-238, 300; ix, 387.

Membracis [Enchenopa] binotata, i, 281.

[? Enchenopa] lanceolata, of S. America, i,

283.

[Carynota] mera, ix, 338, 410.

mendica, Euphanessa, x, 481.

mera, Carynota, ix, 3 58, 410.

Mermis, ii, 230; iv, 125.

acuminata, iv, 127; vii, 374; viii, 290.

Merodon balanus [Mai lota posticata], i, 811.

bardus [llallota posticata], i, 211.

Meromyza Americana, i, 221-227, 344; iii, 96;

vi, 178; vii, 377.

Merula migratoria, ii, 8, 82, 113; v, 198.

Mesographaf [Evergestit] stramentalip, iii, 140;

ix, 456,

Mesograpta polita, rH, 233.

messoria, Agrotis, i, 328, 240; viii, 188, 236.

Metacomet, Pampbila, iv, 137.

Metapodius femoratus, iii, 153.

Mexican jumping seeds, iv, 151; vii, 310.

micans, Lachno9terna, i, 330.
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Microcentrum retinervis, iv, 80; v, 323, 326.

Microcentrus caryae, ix, 392, 410.

microcephala, Phora, x, 404.

Micrococcus amylovorus, iv, 185.

bombycis, ii, 40.

Microdon apiformis, of Europe, ii, 116.

globosug, ii, 116, 117; iv, 175; ix, 313.

mutabilis, of Europe, ii, 116.

tristis, ii, 116.

Microgaster, i, 103, 110; ii, 41; v, 170; 177; vii,

358; viii, 295.

Microgaster Atalautae [var. of Apanteles con-

gregatus] ,
ii, 39.

carinata [var. of M. gelechiae], ii, 39.

geleclrae. II, 39.

pieridis [var. of Apanteles congregatus]

,

iii, 135.

Microplitis mamestrae, v, 203.

Micropteryx pomivorella, i, 330; x, 510.

Micropus [Blissus] leucopterus, i, 17; ii, 148,

149.

Spinolae, i, 302.

Middletonii. Aphis, ix, 371, 441; x, 501.

Midge, Adirondack, vii, 364.

Mid-winter Boreus, i, 298; ii, 238.

Mid-winter Trichocera, i, 298; ii, 243.

migratoria, Merula, ii, 8, 23, 113; v, 198.

Migratory locust, vii, 340.

Milbertii, Vanessa, iv, 137; v. 285; x, 507.

Milesia barda [Mallota posticata], i, 211.

militaris, Apanteles, viii, 233.

Exorista [Nemorapia leucaniae], vii, 376.

Sciara, x, 390.

Milkweed beetle, iv, 14, 201.

butterfly, x, 490.

Millepedes, viii, 222; x, 445-449.

Milyas cinctus, i, 331

.

mimus, Bruchus, vii, 235.

minians, Nephelodes, i, 107, 103.

ministra, Datana, see Datana ministra.

minor, Athysanus [Bythoscopus], ix, 4C0, 410.

Bythoscopus, ix, 400, 4 0.

minuta, Anoma'a, x, 412, 413.

Phora, x, 403.

Trichogramma, ii, 220.

miranda, Caradrina, x, 482.

misella, Pentilia, ii, 166.

miscellus, Adipsophanes, x, 482.

Mites, in clothing, vi, 180.

in flour, iii, 100; v, 291-295; vi, 170 (bran);

viii, 293.

in houses, vi, 158-161; vii, 368.

in smoked meat, iii, 1S0-131, 151 ; iv, 204; v,

291-294; vii, 357.

on Arbor vitas, iv, 201, 203.

on birds, i, 45, 62; ii, 227; iii, 129.

on clover, vii, 321-324.

on garden plantp, v, 287-289.

on grass, i, 224; iii, 128-129; iv, 204.

on insects, ii, 110; iv, 200; v, 289-291
; vi, 166,

190; vii, 365; viii, 11 9-180; x, 378, 381-386.

on maple, v, 3C3.

REPORTS I-X

Mites on mugbrooms, x, 449-450, 452-453, 486.

on orange, iii, 144; viii, 281.

on peach, x, 459-160.

on pear, ix, 442; x, 453-160.

on plum, x, 460.

on potatoes, iii, 133, 134, 14 J, 153; viii, 222;

x, 451, 487.

reference, ix, 377.

remedies, x, 450.

mitis [taeaiata], Systena, ix, 344.

midestus, Podisus, v, 170; vi, 189; vii, 385.

moerens [iucicola], Anomala, x, 408, 410.

Mole cricket, ii, 2S3; vi, 149-151; x, 519.

mole8ta, Myrmica [ Monomorium molestum],

i, 62, 321.

molestum, Monomorium, x, 356.

SimuJium, v, 233 317.

molitor, Tenebrio, ii, 138; iv, 200, 207; viii, 110,

176-177, 299, 300; ix, 308, 442; x, 497.

mollipes, Aulac:z9s [Diedrocephala] ix, 396,

40.

Diedrocephala, ix, 410.

Molobrus [Sciara], fuliginoea, x, S87.

[Sciara] inconstans, x, 387.

[Sciara] ma!i, i, 219; ii, 125; x, 387, 391.

[Sciara] vulgaris, x, 387.

Monarthrum mali, i, 331; vii, 316, 370; ix, 410.

Monilea fructigena, ix, 369.

Monohammu3 confusor, ii, 49-51, 55; iv, 23, 207;

v, 325; vi, 188; ix, 463; x, 511, 517.

scu'ellatu?, x, 517.

titillator [X of confusor], ii, 50.

Monomorium carbonarium, x, 366.

molestum, x, 366.

Pharaonis, i, 62

Monostegia ignota, ix, 431.

roeaa, vii, 344, 3e2; x, 499.

monticola, Telamona, ix, 391, 410.

morbosa, Plowrightia, v, 280, 320.

Sphaeria [=prec.], v, 280, 3:0.

M )rmon lice, ii, 152.

Morrisonia confusa, x, 482.

mortuorum, Plusia, v, 285; x, 376, 377.

morula, Acronycta, i, 328; ix, 455; x, 481.

Mosquitoes, abundance of, in Southern United

States and other regions, i, 14.

classification, i, 78; iv, 1C0.

general account (abstract), iv, 196.

reference, ii, 112; iv, 133; v, 319; x, 475.

remedies, i, 36, 38, 40, 74.

winter mosquito, description, ii, 241-242.

Mozardi, LaDguria, vi, 184.

mucidus, Callipterus, i, 331.

mucronatus, Crangonyx, viii, 279, 300; ix, 347-

349; x, 498, 519.

Mulberry silk-worm, iii, 153; iv, 177.

Mule-killer, vi, 190.

Mulio [Microdon] globosus, ii, 116.

multifera. Caradrina, x, 482.

multipulvella [malivorella] , Coleophora, i, 163.

multispinosa, Acholla, x, 517.
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multistriatus [caeruleocinctus], Julus, iii, 133.

munda, Murgantia, ix, 317.

mundus, Cryptus, i, 147.

Murgantia histrionic a, absence of parasites, i,

268, 269.

bibliography, i, 264.

descriptijn, i, 265-266.

detailed account, i, 264-271; ix, 315-317.

difficult to destroy, i, 263.

distribution, i, 264-265, 266-267; ii, 55-56; ix,

315.

general account (abstract), ix, 441.

injuries, i, 267-268.

natural history, i, 265.

reference, i, 39, 195; ii, 92, 145; vi, 177; vii,

372; viii, 290, 29i; ix, 463; x, 433, 498.

remedies, i, 63, 269-271; ix, 316-317.

Murgantia munda, ix, 317.

murina, Lytta [ Vlacrobasis unicolor] ,
viii, 290.

murinus, Dermeates, ix, 462.

Mu3ca. a Linnaean genus, i, 191.

[Chortophila] conformis, i, 209.

domestica, i, 146, 223, 299; iv, 167; vi, 168;

viii, 265; ix, 310, 314.

domestica, minor [Homalomyia canicu-

laris], i, 171.

familiaris, Harris MS. [Pollenia rudis],

ix, £09, 310, 313.

floralis [Phorbia floccosa], i, 207, 208.

harpy ia, Harris MS. [domestica], ix, 310,

314.

[ \nthomy a] radicum, i, 191, 198.

[Pollenia] rudis, ix,3J9, 310.

muscse, Empusa, ix, 314.

Entoaiopthora [fimpusa], ii, 179.

Muscardine, iv, 178.

muscarum, Trombidium, vii, 365, 384.

Muscidae, i, 169, 170, 211; ii, 117; v, 225; ix, 309,

310.

tomentosae, ix, 310.

muscosula, Erastria, x, 432.

mu8culus [t of signatus], Anthonomus, iii, 139;

Ix, 431.

Museum pest, i, 65; ii, 36; iv, 83, 93; v, 258; vi,

121; ix, 381.

Mushrooms: insects, etc. injurious to,

Boletina sp. , x, 392.

Boletophila cinerea, x, 392.

disjuncta x, 392.

fusca, x, 392.

Bryobia pratensis, x, 450, 486.

Docosia sciariaa, x, 392.

Drosophila funebrie, i, 220.

Exechia fungorum, x, 392.

Exechia sp., viii, 172.

Gamasus sp., ix, 454.

mites, x, 449.

Mycetobia pallipes, x, 392.

Mycetophila lunata, x, 392.

signata, x 392.

Phcraagarici, x, 403.

bjvistae, x, 403.

Mushroom*: insects, etc. injurious to- (Con.).

Phora flava, x, 403.

lutea, x, 403.

nigra, x, 403

pumila, x, 403.

Plesiastina annulata, x, 392.

Rhlzoglyphus rostroserratus, x, 44).

Rymosia fenestralis, x, 392.

Sciara sp., v, 265.

Sciophila striata, x, 392.

Tyroglyphus Lintneri, x, 452-453.

rostroserratus, x, 486.

Mushroom Phora, x, 399-406.

Muskmelon borers, x, 403.

Muskmelon: insects injurious to,

Aphis cucumtris, viii, 211.

Cecidomyia cucumeris, viii, 212.

Eudioptis hyalinata, x, 503.

Eudioptis nitidalis, x, 503.

Otiorhynchus ovatus, x, 417.

Muskmelon worm, iii, 152.

mutabilis, Microdon, ii, 116.

Myeetobia pallipes, x, £9?.

Mycetophila lunata, x, 392.

signata, x, 392.

species, x, 389.

Mycetophilidae, i, 219; ii, 125; v, 264; vii, 316;

viii, 172, 297; x, 387-399, 447.

myellus, Crambus, i, 150.

Mylabris irresecta [Bruchus obtectus], vii, 256.

rufiaiana [Bruchus ruflmanus] , vii, 280.

ruflaaanus [t of Bruchus lentis], vii, 285.

Mylitta, Phyciodes, viii, 296.

Myndus impunctatus, ix, 410.

myops, Alaus, i, 330; v, 3l7.

Myriapoda. attacking asters and lilies, ix, 371-

372, 441.

attack ng potatoes, iii, 131-133; x, 445-449

487.

bibliography of two species, iii, 133.

cjntributionsof, iii, 142; iv, 208; v, 323; vi,

190; vii, 384; ix, 466; x, 513, 519.

habits, ii, 6

parasites, iii, 133-134.

reference, v, 251; x, 498.

remedies, iii, 134-135.

species treated of, iii, 131-133; iv, 128-134;

v, 295-296; viii, 324-327.

Myrina, Argynnis, iv, 137.

Myrmeleon sp. ? ii, 233.

Immaculatus, vii, 318, 384; ix, 440.

nigrocinctus, vii, 319.

ocellatus [Dendroleon obsoletum], vii, 319.

pantherinus, vii, 320.

Myrmica molesta [Monomorium molesturo],

i, 62, 321.

Myrmicidas, x, 365-369.

Myron, Ampelophaga, v, 174; x, 481, 509, 515.

Darapsa [=prec], see Darapsa Myron.

Everyx [=prec], v, 174.
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Myron, Otus [=prec], v, 174.

Sphinx [=prec] v, 174.

mytilaspides, Aphelinus, i, 61.

Mytilaspis pomicorticis [pomorum], i, 8.

pomorum, bibliography, iv, 114.

common apple-tree pest, iv, 115; ix, 373.

contributions of, x, 518.

description of scale, iv, 116.

detailed account, iv, 114-121, 195.

life-history, iv, 116-118.

occurring on seventeen species of food-

plants, ix, 464.

on Crataegus oxycanthus, x, 512.

on willow, ii, 232; viii, 286.

rapidity of increase, iv, 115-116.

reference, i, 8, 11, 331; iv, 185; v, 319;

vi, 165; vii, 384; viii, 293; ix, 411, 413.

remedies, iii, 146; iv, 118-120.

transportation of its parasites, i, 61.

Myzoxylus mali [Scbizoneura lanigera]
, ix, 407.

Myzus cerasi, attacking roots of peach-trees,

ii, 19-22.

bibliography, v, 253.

description, v, 2b5—256.

general account, v, 253-257.

lady-bird preying on, v, 257; viii, 284.

life-history, v, 254-255.

on wild-goose plums, ix, 440.

ravages on cherry, ix, 345-346.

reference, ii, 122; ili, 151; viii, 125, 298; ix,

293, 369, 405, 411, 412, 463: x, 365, 498.

remedies, ii, 21-22; v, 256-257.

Myzus persicae? [Aphis persicas-niger] , ii,

19-23; v, 256, 315.

persicae, ix, 369.

ribis, ix, 370-371; x, 498.

N.

Nacerdes melanura, viii, 299.

Nadata Behrensii, viii, 296.

gibbosa, ix, 450, 456.

Naevius, Nisoniades. i, 333, 334, 336; vi, 180.

nana, Trogosita [Tenebrioides], i, 330.

Nanophyes tamarisci, iv, 154.

Napomyza lateralis, vii, 246.

nasalis, CEstrus [Gastrophilus], i, 299.

nastes [Philodfce] Colias, i, 301.

nasuta, Chlorops, iv, 72.

natata [sknulans Walk.], Ephemera, iv, 121.

Palingenia [=prec.], iv, 121.

navale. Lymexylon, iv, ]95.

navalis [ferrugineuro], T/ibolium, ii, 136.

Nebraska bee-killer, i, 318.

nebris [? var. of nitela], Qortyna, i, 115.

nebulosa, Nemoura, of Europe, ii, 241.

Necroph^rus tomentosus, v, £89.

Nectarophora [Siphonophora] granaria, v, 246.

neglecta [var. of pseuiargiolus], Lycaena, vii,

374; viii, 291.

Nematocampa filamentaria [limbaria Walk.].

iii, 136; iv, 206; ix, 456.

Nematode, viii, 221, 228.

I nematogaster, Panorpa, x, 465.

I Nematus Erich sonii, appearance in United
States, v, 166.

bibliography, v, 164.

detailed account, v, 164-173.

hibernated insect from Cherry Valley, N.
Y., v, 170-171.

in Europe, v, 166.

iDjuries, v, 171-172; vii, 367; viii, 168-169.

observations in Hamilton co., v, 168-170.

occurrence in N. Y., v, 166-168.

reference, iv, 205; v, 324; vii, 335; viii, 108;

x, 497.

remedies, v, 172-173.

spread of, iv, 16; v, 166.

Nematus ribesii, vii, 335; viii, 125.

salicis-pomum, v, 173.

ventricosus [ribesii], egg-parasite of, ii,

217-220, £29; iv, 205.

oviposition, ii, 220-221.

Podisu3 cynicus proving upon, vii, 356.

referenced, 8; iii, 85, 88, 144; vii, 335.

remedies, i, 41, 46, 56; v, 156-157.

Nemorasa leucaniae, i, 146; vii, 376; viii, 238.

Nemoura nebulosa, of Europe, ii, 241.

nivalis, i, 2S8; ii, 240.

nenuphar, Conotrachelus, see Conotrachelus-

nenuphar.

Curcullo [= prec], vii, 288.

Neoclytus capraea, i, 297.

erythrocephalus, vi, 18;; x, 511.

Nephele, Satyrus, v, 285.

Nephelodes minians, i, 107, 108.

rubeolans, i, 107.

violans, abundance of caterpillars in St.

Lawrence co., i, 100-101.

bibliography, i. 99.

description of larva, i, 102-103; iv, 55, 57.

description of motb, i, 106-103.

detailed account, i, 99-110.

difficulty in rearing, i, 101-102.

distribution, i, 108.

natural history, i, 108-109.

occurrence of larvae in winter, iv,

54-56; viii, 173.

occurrence' of larvae, notes on, i, 103-

104.

parasites of, i, 109-110.

preventives and remedies, i, 110.

published observations on, i, 104-105.

reference, i, 127, 136, 149; iv, 206; vi, 189,

182; viii, 235; x, 462.

Nephopteryx [Pinipestis] Zimmermani, vB,

873.

nerH, Aphis, iii, 122.

Aspidiotus, ii, 32; v, 278, 317; viii, 214.

nervosa, Sciara, v, 265; x, 392, 489.

Nessus, Amphion, x, 515.

Neuroptera, classification, i, 79; iv, 167, 190;

viii, 302; ix, 465.

contributions of , iv, 208; v, 3*6; vi, 189; viii,

SOD; ix, 461; x, 512.

larval habits of, i, 74.
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Neuroptera, new species described, i, 298.

number of species, iv, 165, 181.

reference, i, 16 J, 316; iv, 10; v, 286; x, 377.

species treated of, iv, 121-124; vii, 318-320;

viii, 155-162; x, 463-480.

Neuroterus saitatorius, vii, 309.

verrucarum, v, 3C8, 324.

Nevada, Eudamus, i, 337; vi, 180.

New York ant, i, 330.

weevil, i, 331.

ni [brassicw], Plusia, i, 189; ii, 89, 90, 92, 93; vi,

184.

nictitans, Gortyna, i, 115, 340.

Hydroecia, x, 482.

niger, Chrysops, ix, 462.

Nigger-killer, vi, 190.

nigra, Caenis, Hagen MS., iv, 123.

Cecidomyia [Diploeis pyrivora], viii, 106,

140.

Diplosis [= prec ], viii, 141.

Formica [Lasius], x, 368.

Phora, x, 403.

Sciara, x, 394.

nigricans var. maizi [tessellata], Agrotis, vii,

375.

nigricollis, Clsstoptera, ix, 395.

nigricornis, Phytomyza, iv, 79; vii, 242.

nigrinasi, Athysanus [Bythoscopus], ix, 401.

Bythcwcopus, ix, 401, 410.

nlgrinodes, Cordylopeza, x, 483.

nigripes, Cassida, vi, 127; vii, 363, 333.

nigrirostris, Phytonomu9, i, 248.

nigrocinctus, Myrmeleon, vii, 319.

nigrum [hordei]
, Isosoma, iv, 28.

nimbatana, Antithesia [Penthina], v, 213.

Pentbina, i, 57; ii, 228, 230; iv, 20o; v, 213-

215: vi, 133; x, 463.

9-notata, Coccinella, vii, 332.

Nine-pronged wheel-bug, iv, 113; vi, 138-141.

Nisoniades, i, 333, 335, 336; ii, 214; v, 285; vii,

371; ix, 449.

Ausoniu?, ix, 449.

Brizo, i, 336, 337; vii, 375.

funeralis, i, 333, 334, 336; vii, 375.

Horatius, i, 334.

Icelus, i, 3S5, 336, 337; vi, 180; vii, S75; ix,

449.

Juvenalis, i, 333, 331, 335, 338; vi, 180; vii,

375.

Lucilius, 1, 336; vii, 375; ix, 449.

Martialis, i, 334; vii, 375.

Naevius, i, 333, 334, 336; vi, 180.

Pacuvius, vii, 375.

Persius, i, 334, 335, 336; iv, 137; vii, 375; ix,

449.

Petronius, i, 831; vi, 180.

Propertius, i, 334, 335; vi, 180.

Somnus, i, 336; vi, 180.

Terentius, i, 334.

Tibullus, i, 335.

Virgilius [Horatius], i, 334.

nitela, Qortyna, see Gortyna nitela.

Hydrcecia, viii, 192.

nitida, Aleochara, i, 183.

Allorhina, i, 237, 238, 239; ii, 114; v, 319; vl,

183; ix, 353; x, 516.

Thalessa, iv, 41.

nitidalis, Eudioptis, x, 503.

Phakellura [= prec], ill, 1<0, 152; v, 320.

nivalis, Nemoura, i, 298; ii, 240.

Podura [Degeeria], of Europe, ii, 244.

niveosericearia, Geometra [Ennomos subsign-

arius] , i, 329.

niveus, CEcanthus, see CEcanthus niveus.

nivicola, Achorutes [Schoturu?] ,
ii, 2)3, 244.

Perla [Capnia pygmaea], i, 298; ii, 239.

Podura [Schoturus], i, 298; ii, 203, 244.

Schoturus, x, 519.

nivoriundus, Boreus, i, 298; ii, 237-8.

Chironomus, i, 13, 298; ii, 242.

Noctua baja, x, 377.

bicarnea, x, 377.

Normaniana, x. 377.

Noctuid moths, iheir life duration, i, 340.

Noctuidae, attracting to bait, i, 70.

collection of (abstract), ix, 453.

dates of collection of, x, 4S1-482.

delayed pupation in, i. 137.

depredating on the apple-tree, list, i, 328.

duration of life, i, S41; vi, 184.

larvae of, described (abstract), ix, 455.

notes on N. Y. species, ix, 456 (abstract);

x, 376-377.

oviposition in confinement, i, 340.

reference, i, 136, 140, 3:2; viii, 292; ix, 450;

x. 490.

scent organs in, i, 71.

sensitiveness to Paris green, i, 35.

species treated of, i. 99-126; ii, 89-97; iv,

54-57; v, 200-2:3; viii, 231-245; x, 372-376.

Nolophana malana, i, 328.

Normaniana, Noctua, x, 377.

Northern lady-bird, vii, 310, 311; viii, 126; ix,

440.

mole-cricket, vi, 149.

Nortoni, Thalessa, iv, 41.

notatifroDS MS ,
Anthomyia, i, 195.

Notcdonta [CEdemasia] concinna, viii, 292; ix,

454.

dictaea [Phecsia dimidiata], vii, 375; x, 508.

Notodontians, their delayed pupation, i, 137.

Notonecta undulata, viii, 153.

nova [antiqua], Orgyia, vii, 219, 381; viii, 289.

Noveboracensis, Aulacize3 [Diedrccephala],

ix, 396, 410.

Curculio [Ithycerus], i, 303.

Diedrocephala. ix, 396, 410.

Formica [Camponotus herculaneus]
,

i, 330;

vii, 377; x. 365.

Ithycerus, i, 300, 331.

novem-notata, Coccinella, vii, 332.

nubeculana, Phoxopteris. i, 329; viii, 123, 297.

nubilis, Catocala, x, 482.
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nubilis, Parthencs [=prec], iii, 136.

Numitor, Ancyloxypha. ix, 461.

nupera, Calocampa. ix, 459.

Nuttalli, Ljtta [Cantharis], viii, 294.

Trichode8, iii, 138.

Nycteis, Melita?a [Pbyciodes], ix, 448.

Nycteribidae, i, 79.

Nyctobates Pennsylvania, iv, 20, 23; vi, 189.

Nysius angustatus, if, 166; v, 321.

destructor [=prec], i, 195, 331; ii, 166.

nyseaefoliella, Antispila, x, 510.

O.
Oak galls, v, '08.

Oak: insects injurious to,

Ampbibolips prunus, iv, 42.

Anisota pellucida [Virginiensis]
,
v, 199.

Anisota senatoria, v, 195, li7; ix, 453.

Anisota stigma, v, 199.

Archasia galeata, ix, 889.

Atymna querci. ix, ?89.

Cacoecia argyrospila, vi, 3E6.

Carynota [Vanduzea] arquata, ix, 388.

Carynota roarmorata, ix, 389.

Chermes atratus, ii, 185.

Chryeobothris femorata, vi. 155.

Cixius [Myndus] impunctatus, ix, 386.

Clastoptera testacea, ix. 393.

Corythuca pclygrapha Uhler MS., iv, 109.

Cossus robinia?, ix, 426.

Cyrtosia [Carynota] marmorata, ix, 389.

Cyrtolobus inornatus, ix, 368, 410.

Cyrtolobus vau, ix, 388, 410.

Dryocampa rubicunda, v, 200.

Dynastes Tityus, v, 230.

Elaphidion parallelum, v, 153,568; vi, 170:

ix, 858-360.

Elapbidicn villosum, ix, 368, 360.

Fmpoa [Typhlocyba] querci, ix, 403.

Euphoria Inda, i, 236.

Gortyna nitela, i, 111

.

Gypona flavilineata [striata?], ix, 397.

Homcptera lunata, iv, 58.

Lachnus quercifol'ae. ix, 407.

Macrodactylus subspinosua, i 229.

Mellisopus latiferreena, iv, 153.

Myndus impurctatus, ix, 386.

Neuroterus verrucarum, v, 308.

Orgyia leucostigma, ii, 77.

Otiocerus Abbotii, ix, 386.

Otiocerus Ccquebertii, ix, 386.

Otiocerus Kirbyii, ix, 386.

Perophora Melfheimeri 1'. vii, 381

.

Phobetron pithecium, v, 187; ix, 461.

8inoxylon basilare, ii, 130.

Smilia auriculata [Archasia galeata], ix,

389, 410.

Smilia [Stictocephala] inermis, ix, 388. 410.

Smilia inornata [Cyrtolobus inornatus], ix,

388, 410.

Smilia [iiymna] querci, ix, 389, 410.

Smilia [Cyitolcbus) vau, ix, 388, 410.

Smilia vittata, ix, 389.

Oak: insects injurious to— (Continued).

Stictocephala inermis. ix. 338, 410.

Systena marginalis, iv, 156.

Telamona querci [monticola], ix, 391 410.

Telamona reclivata, ix. 391.

Thelia univittata, ix, 392.

Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis, i, 84.

Tremex columba, ii, 227; Iv, 38.

Typhlocyba querci, ix, 403, 410.

Vanduzea arquata, ix, 388, 410.

Xylotrechus colonus, iv, 93, 191.

Oak plum-gall Cynips, iv, 42, 205.

Oak-pruner, iii, 141, 150; iv, 179; v, 153, 268, 325;

vi, 170.

Oats: insects injurious to,

Blissus leucopterus, i, 7; ii, 151.

Cephus pygrrseus, vii, 334.

Silvanus Surinamensis, ix, 462.

Siphonophora avenaa [granaria], Ii, 225;

iii, 114; iv, 247, 249; vii, 218.

SUotroga cerealella, ii, 106.

wire-worms, viii, 197.

Oberea basilis [bimaculata]. v, 231, 232.

bimaculata, iv, 47, 189, £07; v, 231-233; vii,

369; ix, 457.

perspicillata [= prec], v, 231, 232.

Schaumii, v, 233.

tripunctata Fabr. [bimaculata], i, 57,297;

v, 231, 232; vii, 369: ix, 457.

obesa, Amara, x, 493.

Siphonella, i, 225.

obesum, Anobium [Sitodrepa panicea], iv, 88.

obesus, 8colytu8 [Xyleborus diepar], v, 300.

[dispar] . Xyleborus, iii, 141 ;
vii, 350.

oblineatus, Capsus [Lygus lineolaris], i, 331.

oblinita, Acronycta, ix, 456.

obliqua, Erythroneura [Typhlocyba], ix, 403.

Typhlocyba, ix, 410.

Oblique banded leaf-roller, i, 329; vii, £55.

oblcngifolia, Amblycorypha, vii, 369; ix, 464;

x, 512, 519.

Phyllcptera [= prec], vi, 189.

obovatus, Gamasus. iif, 131; x. 451.

obscura, Cistela [Hymenorus obecurus], vi,

129.

obscurella, Phytomyza, iv, 79.

obscurus, Bruchus (a probable error for ob-

tectus), vii, 263, 264 ]

Hylastinus [Hylastes trifolii], vii, 335.

Hymenorus, i, 331; ii, 226; vi, 129.

Tenebrio, viii, 177; ix, 307-309, 442, 463; x,

498.

obsidianator, Trogus, vii, £28.

obsoletum, Dendroleon, vii, 319; ix, 440.

obsoletus [variegatus]
,
Brachytarsus, ii, 140.

[obtectus], Bruchus, ii, 49; vi, 185; vii, 217,

255-279, 367, 383; viii, 298; ix, 440, 463.

obtectus, Bruchus, vii, 255, 278; x, 282, 511.

obtrusa, Diplax, iv, 208.

obtusa, Cercopis [Clastoptera], v, 242.

Clastoptera, v, 242; viii, 107, 152-153, 299;

x, 393; x, 497.
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occidental, Acronycta, i, 32S.

Cerura, i, 137; vii, 375.

Oceanus, Pyrgus, i, 335.

ocellans. Tmeiocera, see Tmetecera ocellana.

ocellaris. Sciara. x, 383.

ocellatus, Myrmeleon [Dendroleon obsoletum]

,

vii, 319.

Smerinthus, ix, 451.

ochracea [taeniata], 8ystena, ix, 34*.

[ferrugineum], Tribolium, ii, 1E6.

ochrolabis, Sciara, x. 394.

Ocneria dispar, vii, 302-304, £36, 357; ix, 422-

426, 432-413, 434, 440; x, 369-372, 485.

octomaculata, Agarista [Alypia], v, 179.

Alypia, i, 33; v, 179-183; vi, 177; viii, 296;

ix, 455: x. 481.

Sphinx [=prec], v, 179.

oculatus, Alau?,i,330, ii, 230; iv, 141, 207; v, 317,

325; vi, 189; ix, 448.

Odonata, iv, 180; x, 377.

Odontota rosea [nervosa], i, 331.

scutellaris [dorsalis], i, 320.

suturali8 % Harris [dorsalis], x, 369.

odora, Erebus, iv, 138; vii, 306; ix, 440.

Odynerus, vi, 111.

capra, ix, 461.

Philadelphia^, vii, 229.

CEcanthus, x, 486.

fasciatus. v, 310; vi, 189; x, 486.

latipennis, v, 312.

niveus, habits, v, 302.

ovipositing in peach twigs, iv, 147.

ovipositing in poplar, viii, 384.

reference, i, 315, 332; v, 310, 312, 326; vi,

189; viii, 293; ix, 464; x, 486. 512, 519.

CEcophora gratiella [Sitotroga cerealella], ii,

102.

(Edemagena tarandi, vi, 111.

(Edema8ia concinna, delayed pupation, i, 137.

Limneria fugitiva parasitic on, iii, 90-

91, 140, 150; vii, 381.

references, i, 328; v, 169, 324; viii, 292;

ix, 454.

remedies, i, 57; v, 309.

eximia, i, 328.

(Edipoda, i, 69.

phcenicoptera [Hippiscus phcenicopterus],

viii, 300.

Virghr'ana [Chortophaga vir;difasciata\

ii, 168.

CEnectra Pilleriara, i, 56.

CEstridae, i, 299; ii, 46; vi, 111; vii, 367.

CE3trus [Hypoderma] bovis, vi, 111.

[Qastrophilus] equi, i, 2£9.

[Gastrophilus] nasalis, i, 229

Oil-beetles, vi, 119, 131; ix, 458; x, 511.

oleav Lecanium, i, 332.

oleivorus, Tjphlodromus, iii, 144; iv, 177; viii,

281; x, 503.

oleracea, Pieris, i, 322; iv, 136; vii, 219; ix, 444,

449; x, 507.

Oliarus quinquelineatus, ix, 410.

olitoria, Coelidia [Jassus olitoriuel. ix, 398, 410.

olitorius, Jassus, ix, 398, 410.

olivacea, Mamestra, x, 377.

Oncideres cingulatus, i, 331; ii, 87.

Onioc-rty, American fly compared with the

European, i, 179-180.

bibliography, i, 172.

detailed account, i, 172-181.

generic position, i, 180-181.

indication and progress'of attack, i, 175-176.

insect enemies, i, 176-177.

loss caused by. iii, 85.

natural history, i, 173-175.

neuration of. i, 169.

preventives, i, 177-178.

references, i, 8, 191, 192, 196, 200, 204, 296,

322; ix, 375.

remedies, 1, 46, 52, 178-179; x, 486.

Onion: insects, etc. injurious'to,

Agrotis messoria, viii, 188, 236.

Agrotis ypsilon, viii, 126,;i88-191, 296.

cut-worms, iv, 13; viii, 236.

Phorbiaceparum, i, 172; ii, 28; iv, 13; x,486.

Phorbia cilicrura, i, 181.

wire-worms, iv, 13.

Onion maggot, ii, 28; iv, 13; v, 319.

onopordinis, Tephritis, i, 49, 52.

Ontariel'a [heracliana], Depressaria, ix, 451.

Oospora scabies, x, 446, 487.

opaculu?, Hylesinus, iv, 144, 145; vii, 352;' ix,

367.

Lyctus, ii, 130.

opercularis, Lagoa, i, 328; iv/51, 52, 206.

Ophion arctise Riley MS., vii, 228.

bilineatum, iv, 205.

macrurum, v'i, 228.

opimus [punctatusl, Pbytonomus, i, 247 -253.

oppositus. Leptoglossus, iii, 141, 153.

Opsiccetus personatus, iv, 112.

opthalmi^us, Smerinthus, ix, 451.

Optilete [Carynota], ix, 410.

Orange: insects, etc. injurious to,

Aramigus Fulleri, ii, 143.

Aspidiotus nerii, viii, 215.

Elaphidion parallelum, ix, 359.

Icerya Purchasi, iv, 187; vii, 310.

Lagoa opercularis, iv. 53.

Mantis Carolina, iv, 161.

Monomorium carbonariutn, x, 3C6.

Mytilaspis p~>morum, iv, 115.

Papilio Crespbontes, ix, 337.

Phobetron pithecium, v, 187.

Solenopsis gemiData, x, 366.

Typhlodromus oleivorus, viii, 281.

Orange mite, x, 503.

Orange-rust mite, iv, 177.

cratoria, Mantis, iv, 162

orb'talis, Evaoanthus, ix, 397.

Orchard tent-caterpillar, ix, 293.

Orchesella flavo-picta, ii, 207.

Orchestris [Phyllotreta] vittata, i, 195.

Oregonensis, Euch »tes, ix, 455.
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Orgyia antiqua, i, 98; viii, 289.

cana, viii, 296.

deflnita, iv, 50; viii, 289, 296.

leucostigma, additional molt in male, i, 98.

bibliography, ii, 68-69.

description of stages, ii, 70-73.

depredations, ii, 77-78; ix, 295, 429.

detailed account, ii, 68-89.

distribution, ii, 69.

English sparrow protects it, ii, 80-83.

food-plants, ii, 76-77.

natural history, ii, 73 -76.

new form of attack, ii, 86-89; iv, 15,

48-49; v, 317.

parasites, if, 78-79; v, 310.

preventives and remedies, ii, 83-86.

ravages, great increase of, ii, 79-80.

reference, i, 72, 328; iv, 7; v, 321; vi,

107; vii, 216,331; viii, 296; ix, 450, 455;

x, 481, 495, 515.

remedies, i, 33, 61, 64; ii, 83-86; vi, 181;

ix, 437.

second b-ood in N. Y., iv, 50-51.

nova [antiqua]
,
vii, 219, 381 ; viii, 289.

orgyiae, Tachina, ii, 78.

Tetrastichus, ii, 79.

Trichogramma [Tetrastichus], i, 303; ii, 79.

Oribatidae, v, 290.

orientalis, Periplaneta, vii, 325.

Stylopyga [=prec], i, 62.

Ormenis pruinosa, ix, 410.

ornata [festiva Linn.], Strachia, i, 270.

Tettix, ii, 197.

Ornithomyia avicularia, i, 299.

Ornix [Iacurvaria] acerifoliella, i, 308; v, 215,

216, 218; ix, 458.

prunivorella [geminatella]
,

i, 330.

Orthaltica copalina, v, 271.

Orthodes inflrma, i, 340.

Orthoptera, classification, i, 79; iv, 167, 190;

viii, £02; ix, 466.

contributions of, iv, 208; v, 326; vi, 189; viii,

3C0; ix, 464; x, 512, 519.

depredating on the apple-tree, list, i, 332.

depredating on hemlock, iv, 21, 25.

Qordius a parasite of, iv, 126.

number of species, iv, 165, 181.

opposition of, i, 74.

reference, i, 17; x, 360.

sense organs of, i, 69.

species treated of, ii, 187-198; iv, 158-162;

vi, 149-153; ix, 33C-334; x, 419-415.

studies in, iv, 10.

Orthosia bicolorago, x, 482.

ferruginoides, viii, 291.

helva, i, 340.

instabilis [Taeniocampa alia], i, 323.

ralla, viii, 291.

Orthosoma brunneum, iv, 20, 22. •

clindricum [=prec], iv, 23.

Pennsylvanica [=prec], iv, 23.

sulcatum [=prec.J, iv, 23.

unicolor [=prec], iv, 23.

Ortonii [saucia]
,
Agrotis, v, 201

.

oryzas, Calandra, vii, 362, 383; ix, 308; x, 511.

Osage orange Insect, i, 301.

Osceola, Pamphila, vii, 374.

Oscinidae, i, 221; iii, 96, 148; iv, 67, 68, 78; vii,

234, 377; ix, 313.

Oscinis coxendix, i, 225

.

crassifemoris, i, 225.

frit, i, 225.

glabra, i, 225.

granarius, i, 225

.

pumilionis, i, 225.

taeniopus, i, 225.

[Chloropisca] tibialis, i, 225.

trifolii, vi, 184.

vastator, of Europe, i, 224.

Osmoderma eremicola, i, 330.

scabra, i, 330.

ostreeeformis, Diaspis, i, 331.

Otiocerus Abbotii, ix, 386.

Coquebertii, i, 293; ix, 386.

Degeerii, ix, 386.

Kirbyii, ix, 386.

Wolfii, ix, 3S6.

Otiorhynchidae, ii, 142; x, 416-419.

Otiorhynchus ligneus [ovatus], ii, 51; iii, 141;

iv, 141; x, 416, 417.

ovatus, attacking cabbage, x, 418-419.

attacking strawberries, vii, 360; x, 418.

beneath ca^p^ts, iii, 141.

bibliography, x, 416-117.

in dwelling-houses, vi, 107, 118; ix, 297;

x, 416-418.

reference, vi, 189; vii, 331; ix, 422, 463,

466; x, 495, 511.

picipes [singularis L.], ii, 52; x, 418.

sulcatus, ii, 51; x, 418.

tenebricosus, ii, 52.

Otus Cnotus [Ampelophaga Myron], v, 174.

Myron [=prec] v, 174.

ou, Plusia, ii, 97.

ovata [fulvipes], Chalcis, i, 86.

Dibalia, x, 416.

Ovate snout-beetle, x, 416-419.

ovatus, Otiorhynchus, see Otiorhynchus

ovatus.

ovinu', Melophagus, i, 62, 2S9,

ovis, Cephalemyia [CEstrus], i, 299.

Owl beetle, iv, 141; v, 317; ix, 447, 458.

Owlet-moths, i, 113.

Ox gad-fly, iv, 199; vi, 115.

warble-fly, iv, 199; vi, 111-115.

Oxyptilus p^riscelidactylus, viii, 297; x, 516.

Oxytelus rugosus, i, 183; iii, 134, 142.

sculptura'us, i, 189.

Oyster-shell bark-louse, i, 8; iv, 116; ix, 373.

P.

Pachylobius picivorus, iii, 144.

Pachypsylla celtidis-mamma, iii, 141.

Pachyrhynchus Schonherri [itbycerus Nove-

boracensis] , i, 300.
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Packardata, Cidaria [Petroplora populata

var.], vii. 375.

Packardi, Grapholith*, i, 57.

Packardia elegans, vili, 236.

Pacuvius, Nisoniades, vii, 375.

Painted lady-bird, ii, 186.

Palingenia natata [Ephemera simulans
Walk.], iv, 121.

pallens, Leucania, i, 340; iv, 206.

palliatu?, Djsmocerus, i, 297; v, 325; vl, 183; ix,

462.

pallida [pratensis], Brycbia, vii, 321.

pallidipes [obtectus], Bruchus, vii, 256.

pallldus, Idiocerus, ix, 399.

pallipennis, Carpophilus, ix, 462.

pallipes, Mycetobia, x, 392.

[fenestralis], SceDopinus, ii, 44; iv, 174.

Palmer-worm, i, 300, 329.

Pamphila, ii, 214; v, 235.

Ethlius, x, Z02.

Leonardus, ix, 441.

Metacomet, iv, 137.

Peckius, iv, 137.

Osceola, vii, 374.

Pampinatrix, Choerocampa [A.mpelophaga
Myron], v, 174.

Sphinx [= prec ], v, 174.

Pandemis limitata, x, 4&3.

Pandorus, Philampelus, v, 175, 177; x, 481, 503.

panicea, Sitodrepa, iv, 88-93, 197, 198, 207; vii,

311; ix, 440.

paniceum, Anobium [= prec], iv, 88.

paniceus, Dermes'es [= pr^c], iv, 88.

Paniscus geminatus, viii, 238.

Pancrpa, ii, 213; x, 463, 464. '467, 472, 473, 476

477, 478.

Canadensis, x, 478.

communis, x, 465, 466, 477.

Germanica, x, <65.

[Boreus] hyemali*, ii, 236.

maculosa, x, 464, 465.

nematogaster, x, 465.

rufescens, x, 461-473, 478, 479, 430.

subfurcata, x, 478.

Panorpidae, ii, 236.

pantherinus. Myrmeleon, vii, 320.

Papilio Asterias, iii, 140; iv, 136; x, 507, 515.

Cresphontes, ix, 3c6-337, 461; x, 498, 515.

Philenor, vi, 187.

Rutulus, viii, 296.

Troilus, x, 507.

Turnus, i, 3:7; iv, 136; vii, 219; x, 507, 519.

parallel*, Aphrophora, i, 285; iv, 121; v,245; ix,

410.

Lepyronia [=prec], ix, S93.

Parorgyia, i, 3<;8; ix, 455.

Parallelia bi&triaris, x, 482.

parallelum, Elaphidion, i, 330; iii, 141-150; v,

153, 268, 325; vi, 170; ix, 357-36!
;
x, 493, 516.

Paramesus vitellinus, ix, 410.

paraplecticus, Lixus, i, 260.

76

Parasa chloris, i, 328; v, 186; ix, 443

fraterna [=prec ], v, 190.

Parasite of Amphibolip* prunus, iv, 42.

Anarsia lineatella, vi, 173.

Apanteles congregatus, viii, 187.

Bucculatrix Canadensisella, x, S69.

Bucculatrix pomiroliella, viii, 123; x, 369.

cabbage butteiily, ix, 447, 454.

Clisiocampa Americana, ix, 461.

Clisiocampa sylvatica, vi, 186.

Coccidae, ii, 140.

Conotrachelua nenuphar, i, 208.

currant saw-fly, ii, 217-220; ix, 194, 197.

cut-worms, viii, 238.

Ennomos sub3ignaria, ii, 80.

Euchsetes egle, ix, 452.

Hadena adusta, iv, 127.

Hesparia lineola, iv, 127.

Julus caeruleocinctus, x, 451.

Lagoa crispata, ix, 452.

Lasfoptera vitis, iv, 65.

Mamestra picta, v, 208.

Mamestra trifolii. v, 323

Myzus ribis, ix, 370.

Nemoura nivalis, ii, 241.

CEdemasia concinna, iv, 204.

Odontota suturalis [dorsalis]
,
x, 3C9.

Philampelus Pandorus, v, 177.

plum curculio, i, 308.

Pyrameis Atalanta, ii, 39.

Sphinx Celeus, ix, 461.

Sphinx kalmiae, v, 177.

Thyreus Abbotii, v, 177.

Tremex Columba, v, 311 ; vi, 171, viii, 165.

Parasites of Ampelophaga Myron, iv, 202; v,

177; viii, 187, 295.

Angoumois moth, ii, 110; x, 381, 484.

Anisota senatoria. v, 198.

Aph :dius fimetarius, vii, 312, 383.

army worm, vii, 376.

Bruchus Scutellaria, vii, -<82.

Carpocapsa pomonella, iv, 127; viii, 290.

Ceeidomyia b^tulae, iv, 27

Cecidomyia destructor, iv, 27.

Ceeidomyia leguminicola, ii, 2.

Colorado potato baetle, v, 298, 318; vi, 186.

grain aphis, v, 219, 253; vi, 169; vii, 218.

green grapevine Sphinx, vii, 364.

gypsy moth, vii, 304.

Hemileuca Maia, ii, 41; Ix, 448.

house-fly, vii, 365, 384.

Icerya Purchasi, vi, 105; vii, 341.

joint worm, iv, 33.

Julus eeeruleocinctu8, vii, 384.

larch saw-fly, v, 169.

CEiemasia concinna, vii, 381.

O'gyia leucostigma, ii, 78; v, 3'.0.

Phobetron pithecium, v, 192.

Pyrrharctia isabel'a, vii, 228.

Scolytus rugulosus. iv, 105.

Parasitic insects, introduction of, vii, 340-341.

mite, iv, 200; v, 290.
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Paria aterrima [Typophorus canellus], vi, 183,

188; vii, 360; ix, 463; x, 495,511.

Parlatoria sp.? viii, 279.

Parmula cocciformis [Microdon globosue], ii,

116.

Parorgyia parallela, i, 32?; ix, 455.

parta, Catocala, ix, 456.

parthenice, Arctia, x, 481.

Parthenos |CatocaIa] nubili?, iii, 136.

[hyperborea]
, Platarctia, ix, 452.

parvulus, Sphenophorus, i, 261

.

pascuellus, Crambus, i, 150.

passer, Hadena, x, 482.

pastinacae, Siphocoryne, iii, 123, 151.

Pea-weevil, description, vi, 127-128.

general account, vi, 127-129.

general account (abstract), v, 300.

life-history, vi, 128-129.

literature, vi, 128.

reference, vii. 263, 264, £66, 267, 269; viii, 295.

remedies, i, 49; vi, 129; ix, 439.

Peach and cherry borers, v, 319.

Peach-bark borer (Ph!oeotribus), vii, 351, 361.

Peach: insects injurious to,

Acholla multispinosa, x, 517.

JEgeria exitiosa, ii, 24, 60; v, 299; vi, 170.

Agrotis paucia, v, 205.

Anarsia lineatella, i, 151-156; v, 173; vii,

369.

Carpocapsa pomonella, ix, 340.

Chauliognatnus Pennsylvanicns, iv, 87.

Chrysobothris femorata, v, 155.

Cicada eeptendecim, ii, 176.

Clisiocampa A.mericana, vi, 165.

Conotrachelus nenuphar, vii, 374.

DIabrotica 12-punctata, vii, 315.

Drosophila ampelophila, i, 216.

Elaphidion villosum, ix, 358-359.

Euphoria Inda, i, 235.

Gortyna nitela, i, 112; viii, 112, 191, 192.

Icerya Purchasi, iv, 187.

Largus succinctu", ii, 165; vi, 183.

Lecanium persicae, vii, 379, 380.

Leptocoris trivittatus, x, 433.

Lygus invitus, viii, 125.

Ly£us pratensis, viii, 125.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229; iv, 199;

vi, 166.

Myzus cerasi, ii, 19; v, 256.

Myzus persicae [Aphis persicae-niger], v,

315; ix, 369.

CEcanthus niveus, iv, 147.

Otiorhynchus tenebricosus, ii, 52.

Pentatoma juniperina, x, 4S0, 490.

Ph'oeDtribus licninaris, iv, 144, 2C4; v, 319,

325; vii, 352; viii, 299; ix, 365.

Phytoptus persicae, x, 459-460.

Pristophora sp., ii, 5.

Sannina exitiosa, viii, 181-186; ix, 367.

Scolytus rugulosus, iv, 103, 186, 208; ix,

365-369.

Telephorus bilineatus, viii, 174.

Peach: insects injurious to — (Continued).
White grubs, ix, 354.

Xyleborus dispar, viii, 299.

Peach-root aphis (Iphis persicae niger), v, 315.

Peach-tree borer, general account (abstract),

vi, 17C-171.

oviposition, v, 299.

reference, i, 259, 308, 316; ii, 60; iv, 107; v,

300; ix, 367; x, 497.

remedies, i, 47, 58, 59, 61; ii, 5-6; vii, 374;

viii, 181-186, 284.

Peach-tree Phytoptus, x, 459-460.

Peach-twig moth, i, 151-156; vi, 173; vii, 369.

Pear-blight beetle, i, 310, 331; iv, 200, 203; v,

318; vii, 348-351, 361, 374; ix, 419.

Pear: insects injurious t<\

Agrotis scandens, i, 58.

Amphicerus bicaudatus, ii, 126.

Aspidiotus conchiformis [Mytilaspi i pomo-
rum], iv, 117; viii, 293.

Aspidiotus nerii, v, 299.

Aspidiotus perniciosus, x, 505.

Cacoecia argyrospila, v, 324; vii, 356.

Cacoecia rosaceana, vi, 187; vii, 355.

Cbionaspis furfurus, viii, 293, 299.

Chrysobothris femorat8, vi, 155.

Cicada septendecim, ii, 176.

Coleophora sp., v, 324; vii, 347, 361.

Conotrachelus crataegi, x, 420.

Conotrachelus nenuphar, v, 325.

Diabrotica vittata, iv, 103.

Diplosis pyrivora, vii, 335; viii, 124, 140, :51

288, 297; ix, 318; x, 386-387.

Drosophila ampt lophila, i, 217.

Dynastes Tityus, ix, 312, 444, 463.

Eriocampa adumbrata, v, 323.

Eriocampa cerasi, ix, 335, 440.

Euphoria Inda ix, 443, 463; x, 504.

Halisidota caryae, vii, 355.

Icerya Purchasi, iv, 18T.

Lecanium pyri, viii, 299.

Lygus iovitus, vii, 348; viii, 125, 299.

Lygus pratensis, i, 2S0; v, 275, 326; viii, 125.

Macrcdactylus subspinosus, i, 23); ix, 420.

Mytilaspis pomorum, viii, 293.

Necclytus erythrocphalus, vi, 188.

Orgyia leucostigma, ii, 77.

Phobetron pithecium, v, 187, 192.

Phytoptus pyri, ix, 442; x, 453-459.

Polycaon confertus, ii, 132.

Prionus Jaticollis, iv, 22.

Pristophora sp , ii, 5.

Psylla pyri, ix, 321, 322, 323.

Psylla pyricola, viii, 219, 285; ix, 293, 317-

329, 429, 430, 445; x, 38?-387, 489, 510.

Sciara pyri, v, 265.

Selandria cerasi, ix, 335.

Thyridopteryx ephemei aeformis, i, 84.

Tmetocera ocellana, vii. 306.

Tremex Colutnba, iv, 38.

Xyleborus dispar, vi, 188; vii, 348; ix, 366, 419.

Zeuzera pyrina, ix, 426.
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Pear-leaf blister, vli, 365; ix, 877, 442.

blister mite, x, 453-459, fOl.

Pear midge, vii, 335; viii, 124, 140-151,288; ix,

318, 324; x. 386-337, 456, 489, 497, 5

Pear-tree aphis, x, 512.

blister beetle, i, 331

.

Psylla, bibliography, ix, 317-818.

characteristics of its family, ix, 319.

description by Harris, ix, 321-322.

detailed account, ix, 317-329.

distribution, ix, 325, 429, 445; x, 425-426.

earliest notice of, ix, 319-321.

general account (abstract), viii, 285;

ix, 441.

injuries by, viii, 124; ix, 325-326.

life-history, ix, 326-328.

on apple- trees, i, 331.

ravages, viii, 219-220.

recent multiplication in Hudson River

Valley, ix, 322-324.

reference, viii, 299; ix, 293, 434, 466; x,

498, 518.

referred to P. pyricola, ix, 322.

remedies, ix, 329, 430.

slug, i, 60; ix, 335-336, 440; x, 498.

Pease: insects injurious to,

BruchuspisI [pisorum], vii, 263; ix, 439.

Bruchus pisorum, vii, 261, 280.

Bruchus ruflmanus, vii, 281.

Bruchus scutellaris, v, 147; vii, 282; viii,

295.

cut-worms, viii, 236.

Heliothis armiger, i, 120.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229, 231

.

Mamestra picta, ii, 2.

pea weevil, v, 300; vii, 26 J, 266, 267.

Phytomyza nigricornis, iv, 79.

Pebrine, iv, 177.

Peckius, Pamphila, iv, 137.

pectinicornis, Chauliodes, viii, 107, 155-159, 300;

x, 497.

Cladius, x, 499.

Hemerobius [Chauliodes], viii, 155.

Semblis [=prec], viii, 155.

pecuarum, Simulium, v, 314.

Pediculidae, i, 48; ii, 199.

Pediopsis trimaculatus, ix, 400.

viridis, ix, 399.

pedipalalis, Pityolita, x, 482.

Pegomyia, i, 181, 211.

betae, i, 205.

vicina, i, 198, 209-211; iii, 85.

Pelecinus polyturator, x, 515, 519.

Pelidnota punctata, i, 307; v, 229, 810, 312, 325.

pellio, Attagenus, ii, 47, 138.

pellionella, Tinea, i, 64; ii, 44; iv, 140, 174; vi,

187.

pellucida [Virginiensis] , Anisota, v, 199.

Camnula, i, 332; x, 443.

Pelopceus caementarius, iv, 205.

caeruleus, iii, 135, 140; iv, £05.

Pempelia [Zophodia] grossulariae, ii, 10; viii,

294.

Hammond I, i, 329.

Pemphiginae, ii, 181; iii, 125; iv, 179: ix, 413.

Pemphigus, sensitive organs in, i, 69.

acerifolii, x, 494.

imbricator, iii, 123-126, 142, 152, 153.

pyri [Schizoneura lanigera], I, 47, 331; ix,

411, 413,

tessellata, iii, 125; viii, 109, 170; ix, 346-347,

411, 413, 463; x, 498.

[Qlyphina] ulmicola, iii, 127.

[Phylloxera] vitifoliae, i, 4, 322.

Pemphredon concolor, viii, 163.

lugubris, of Europe, viii, 163.

marginatus, viii, 163.

unicolor, of Europe, viii, 163.

penicillatus, Phalacrus, vi, 170.

Pennsylvania soldier beetle, x, 498.

Pennsylvanica, Epicauta, ii, 227; vi, 135, 133,

170; ix, 443, 463; x, 496.

Formica, i, 62; x, 365.

Meloe [Epicauta], vi, 135.

Nyctobates, iv, 20, 23; vi, 189.

[brunneum], Orthosoma, iv, 23.

Photuris, viii, 298.

Pennsylvanicus, Bombus, ix, 461.

Chauliognathus, iv, 84, 86, 87; v, 316; ix,

344, 463; x, 498.

Pentagonia vittigera, v, 236.

Pentatoma [? Picromerus] bidens, iv, 133.

[Cosmopepla] carnifex, ii, 145.

juniperina, x, 430-432, 490, 512.

[Lioderma] ligata, iv, 25.

Pentatomidas, vi, 137; vii, 238; ix, 315; x, 430-

432.

Penthimia Americana, ix, 397.

hemorrhcea, ix, 397.

sanguinicollis, ix, 397.

Penthina chionosema, x, 483.

contrariana [nimbatana], v, 213.

nimba'ana, i, 57; ii, 228, 230; iv, 206; v, 218-

215; vi, 1S9; x, 483.

Pentilia misella, ii, 186.

Peridroma [Agrotis] saucia, v, 2C0.

Perilampus violaceous, i, 146.

Perillus circumcinctus, ii, 146.

Periodical Cicada, iv, 174, 175, 177, 179; vii,

218, 296-301; ix, 440; x, 358, 485, 500.

Periplaneta, iv, 180.

orientalis, vii, 325.

periscelidactylus, Oxyptilus, viii, 297; x, 516.

Perla nivicola [Capnia pygmsea], i, 298; ii, 239.

perlellus, Crambus, i, 150.

permundana, Eccopsis LExartema] ,
i, 329.

Exartema, x, 483.

perniciosus, Aspidiotus, i, 332; x, C05, 518.

Pernicious scale, i, 332; x, 518.

Perophora Melsheimerii, vii, 381.

perpolita, Agrotis, vii, 375.

persicae, Lecanlum, vii, 379, 380.
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persicae, Myzu [Aphis persicae-niger]
,

ii,

19-22; v, 2!6, 315; ix, 369.

Phytoptue, x, 159-460.

persicae-niger, Aphis, ii, 19-22.

persicana, Ptycholoma, x, 483.

Persicus, Argas, vi, 158.

Persius, Nisoniades, i, 334, 335, 336; iv, 137; vii,

375; ix, 419.

personatus, Opsiccetus, iv, 112.

Reduvius [Opsicoetus]
,
iv, 112, 133; v, 316.

perspicillata, Oberea [Oberea bimaculata]
,
v,

231, 232.

perspicua, Datana, vii, 381

.

persuasoria, Rhyssa, viii, 108, 165, 166.

pertinax, Sphenophorus, i, 261

.

petreius [caespitalis] , Pyrgus, i, 336.

Petronius, Nisoniades, i, 334; vi, 180.

Petrophora diversilineata, x, 483.

Pettitana, Cenopis, x, 483.

petulca, Xylina, i, 341.

Phaeton, Melitaea, vii, 219; ix, 448.

Phakellura [Eudioptis] hyalinata, v, 320.

[Eudioptis] nitidalis, iii, 140, 152; v, 320.

Phalacrus penicillatus, vi, 170.

politus, vi, 170.

Phalaenidae, i, 18, 340; ix, 453, 456.

Phanaeus, iv, 175.

Pharaonis, Monomorium, i, 62.

Phaseoli, Bruchus, vii, 263.

Phengodes, viii, 298.

Pheosia dictasa [dimidiata], x, 508.

dimidiata, viii, 296.

rimosa [= prec], x, £03.

Phicomone [Philodice]
, Colias, i, 301

.

Phigalia cinctaria [strigitaria]
,

i, 329.

Philadelphia, Odynerue, vii, 229.

Philaenus spumaria, i, 285; v, 245.

Philampelus Achemon, v, 175; ix, 451; x, 481,

508.

Pandorus, v, 175, 177; x, 481, 508.

satellitia [Pandorus], x, 508.

Philenor, Papilio, vi, 187.

Philetas, Pyrgus, i, 336.

Philodice, Colias, i, 301; iv, 136; v, 285; vii, 316;

x, 507.

Phlaeothrips mali, i, 332.

Phlepsius fulvidorsum, ix, 410.

irroratus, ix, 410.

strobi, ix, 410.

phloeocoptes, Phytoptus, x, 460.

Phloeotribus liminaris, general account, ix, 365-

368.

reference, iii, 141, 152; iv, 208; v, 319; viii,

299; x, 498.

work on peach trees, iv, 144-145, 204; vii,

352, 261.

Phlogophora, i, 71.

Phobetron pithecium, i, 328; ii, 227; v, 183-192,

306; vii, 381; ix, 443, 455-456, 461.

Phceniceus, Agelaeus, ii, 189.

phoenicoptera, (Edipoda [Hippiscus phceni-

copterus], viii, 300.

pholus, Lycomorpha, ix, 450.

Phora, x, 40 i, 405.

agarici, x, 3S 9-406, 516.

aletiae, x, 403.

aterrima*, x, 405.

bovistae*, x, 403.

dauci, x, 405.

flava*, x, 403.

incrassata*, x, 405.

lutea*, x, 403.

microcephala, x, 404.

minuta, x, 403.

nigra*, x, 403.

pumila*, x, 403.

rufipes, x, 405.

setacea, x, 402.

Phorbia, i, 180, 181, 184, 202.

ceparum, i, 169, 172-181, 204; ii, 28; iii, 85;

iv, 13; v, 319; x, 486.

cepetorum, i, 180.

cilicrura [fueciceps], i, 180, 181-184; iv, 179;

x, 516.

floccosa, i, 207, 208; ii, 225.

Phoridae, x, 399-406.

Phorodon humuli, general account, iii, 115-118;

viii, 207-210.

general account (abstract), i, 319, 320; iii,

148; iv, 199.

in Europe and America, viii, 207.

lady-bird preying on, iii, 116.

life-history, viii, 207-r
0S.

preventives, viii, 210.

rapidity of propagation, viii, 267.

ravages of, iii, 84; iv, 12.

reference, i, 8; iv, 197; vi, 103; vii, 331, 335;

viii, 122; ix, 294, 369; x, 495, 512.

remedies, iii, 117; viii, 209.

when to attack it, viii, 203.

Photuris Pennsylvania, viii, 298.

Phoxopteris nubeculana, i, 329; viii, 123, 297.

semiovana, x, 483.

phragmitidicola, Leucania, i, 340.

Phrygania, i, 83.

Phryganidae, i, 79; iv, 202; viii, 300; x, 3T7.

phryganoides, Mantis, iv, 162.

Phycidae, i, 140.

Phyciodes Mylitta, viii, 296.

Tharos, iv, 137.

Phycis [Mineola] indigenella, i, 329; x, 515.

Pnyllaphis fagi, ii, 181

.

Phyllira, Arctia, iii, 153.

Phyllcecus flaviventris, see Janus flaviventris.

[Cephus] trimaculatus, viii, 167.

Phyllophaga [Lachnosterna], i, 305.

pilisicollis [Lachnosterna tristis], vi, 176;

vii, 369.

Phylloptera [Amblycorypha] oblcngifolia, vi,

189; vii, 369.

phyllopus, Leptoglossus, i, 268; iii, 153.

Phyllotreta striolata [vittata], i, 244, 310; vii,

372.

vittata, i, 60; iii, 99; v, 301; vii, 372; ix, 375.

* European.
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Phylloxera, i, 50; ii, 35, 314; iv, 188; v, 241; vf,

185; x, 362.

depressa, vi, 189.

va9tatrix [vitifoliae], i, 5; vii,371.

vitifolia?, 1, 4; ii, 36; viii, 264; ix, 347, 464;

x, 498.

Phylloxera?, x, 451.

phylloxera?, Rhizoglyphus, x, 451, 487.

Tyroglyphus, x, 451, 452, 453.

Phymata affinis, vii. 24SJ, 245, 246.

erosa [Wolffii], iii, 107-110; vii, 371; viii,

300.

Wolffii, ix, 463.

Physocephala furcillata, v, 235.

Physogaster larvarum [Heteropus ventrico-

8U8], ii, 110.

Phytocoridae, i, 271.

Phytocoris bellus [Poecilocapsus lineatus], i,

271.

[Foecllocapsus] lineatus, i, 271.

quadrivattatus [= prec], i, 271.

Phytomyza affinis t [chrysanthemi], iv,75; vii,

242, 245, 246.

chrysanthemi, vii, 212-246; ix, 421; x, 510.

dimidiata, vii, 213.

flava, iv, 79.

flaviceps, iv, 79.

lateralis* [chrysanthemi], iv, 73-80, 207; vii,

242, 244; ix, 421.

nigricornis, iv, 19; vii, 242.

obscurella, iv, 79.

solita, vii, 243.

Phytomyzidoe, iv, 73, 78; vii, 242.

phytonomi [spbaerosperma], Entomophthora,
vii, 315.

Phytonomu8 comptus, i, 248.

eximius, i, 248.

mele8 var. trifolii, i, 248.

nigrirostris, i, 248.

opimus [punctata], i, 247.

punctatus, attacked by fungus, iv, 178; v,

272-273; vii, 315-316.

attacking beans, ii, 14-15.

bibliography, i, 247.

description of beetle, 1, 247.

description of cocoon, i, 243.

detailed account, i, 247-253.

distribution, i, 252-253.

first notice of, i, 249-250.

general account (abstract), v, 312; x,

488.

importation, time of, i, 251-252.

life-history, i, 250-251.

reference, vi, 182; viii, 300; ix, 440; x,

511.

remedies, i, 253; x, 468.

spread, ii, 3.

rumicis, i, 243.

Phytophaga, number of species in U. S., iv,

181.

Phytoptidae, v, 290; ix, 377, 442; x; 453-460.

Phytoptus, x, 459, 460, 503.

persicae, x, 459-450.

Phytoptus phloeocopte?, x, 460.

pyri, vii, 365; ix, 442; x, 453-459, 501, 503.

quadripes, v, 303, 326.

piatrix, Catocala, i, 95.

picea, ClothiHa [Lepinotus p!ceus], ii, 201.

piceus, Attagenus, i, 6i; ii, 46-48, 138, 226; vi,

120, 188; vii, 377, 3:2; Ix, 299-306; x, 498.

Dermestes [Attagenus], ix, 300.

picipes, Melanolestes, iv, 109-111; v, 316.

[singularis £.], Otiorhynchus, ii, 52; x,418.

Pirates [Melanolestes], iv, 109, 110.

picivorus, Pachylobius, iii, 144.

Pickle-worm, v, 320.

Pick ed-fruit fly, i, 65, 216-221,330; vi, 117,173.

picta, Ceramica [Mamestra], ix, 455.

Harmonia, ii, 186.

Mamestra, ii, 1; iv, 16, 206; v, 206-210; ix,

455; x, 492.

pictipes, ^Egeria, v, 280.

pictus, Clytus [Cyllene], i, 297.

Cyllene, i. 297; ii, 223; viii, 110, 175, 176; x,

497.

pieridis, Microgaster [var. of Apanteles con-

gregatus], iii, 135.

Pieris caterpillar attacked by fungus, vii, 316.

oleracea, i, 322; iv, 136; vii, 219; ix, 444, 449;

x, 507.

rapa?, captured first at Quebec, i, 210; vii,

335; viii, 231.

common wasp preying on, iii, 135.

disease of, ii, 40; iv, 173.

increased destructiveness in this

country, i, 9.

Phymata erosa preying on, iii, 109.

poisonous ? nature of, ix, 446.

Pteromalus brei from, ix, 447.

reference, i, 8, 86, 189, 194, 267; ii, 90, 92,

93; iv, 136; v, 285, 300; vii, 219; ix,

442, 454.

remedies, i, 39, 52, 59; ii, 26; ix, 442.

Pigeon Tremex, i, 304, 330.

pilicorni?, Bittacus, x, 476.

piliferus, Eaematopinus, i, 48.

Pilleriana, CEnectra, i, 56.

Pilophorus, see Camaronotus.
pilosicollis [tri-tis], Lachncsterna, i, 330.

Phyllophaga [= prec], vi, 176; vii, 169.

pimpinellae, Curculio, i, 248.

Pimpla?from Nematus, v, 170.

conquisitor, i, 85, 86; v, 310.

inquisitor, i, 84.

[Thalessa] lunator, iv, 35, 37.

pleuriv'nctus [conquisitor], i, 85.

Pimplariae, i, 145.

pinastri, Ellema, ix, 449.

Pine-bark Chermes, ii, 180-187; iv, 147; ix, 454.

Pine beetle burrowing in linen, viii, 285.

Clastoptera, x, 497.

Emperor Moth, ii, 232; iv, 21.

Pine: insects injurious to,

Amphidasys [Eubyia] cognataria, ii, 1©1.

Anomala lucicola, x, 410.

Aphis pinioolens, ix, 406.
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Pine: insects injur'ous to— (Continued).

Aphrophora parallels, v, 245; ix, 393.

Callidiuin sp., ii, 23.

Chermes corticalis, ii, 184.

Chermes pini, ii, 184.

Chermes pinicorticis, ii, 1S0-187; iv, 147; ix,

454.

Chionaspis pinifolia?, ii, 184; vii, 366, 384;

ix, 377.

Cixiuspini, ix, 385.

Clastoptera pini. viii, 153-155, 299; ix. 393-

394.

Clastcptera testacea, ix, 393.

Crypturgus atomus [pusillus]
,

ii, 24.

Dendroctonus frontalis, x, 500.

Eacles imperialis, ii, 21; ix, 419.

Empoa [Typhlocyba] coccinea, ix, 403.

Erio8oma [Lachnus] strobi, ix. 409.

Hylotrupes bajulus, iv, £0, 23.

Icerya Purcbasi, ii, 187.

Lepyronia [Apbropbora] Saratogensis, ix,

393.

Livia femoralis, ix, 404.

Lophyrus Abbotii, i, 42.

Melanoplus spretus, ii, 25.

Monohammus confusor, ii, 50.

Nematus Erichsonii, v, 168

Phlepsius strobi. ix, 398, 410.

Pinipestis Zimmermani. v, 373.

Pissodes strobi, ii, 24; ix, 345.

Tbanasimus dub'us, iv, 142.

Tolype laricis, i, 83, 90; ii, 21.

Pine-leaf scale-insect, x, 518.

Pine-tree borers, ii, 55; x, 590.

pineum, Ellema, ix, 449.

pini, Chcmes, ii, 184.

Cixius, ix, 385.

Clastoptera, viii, 107, 153-155, 299; ix, 393-

394, 410; x, 497.

Harmonia, iv, 19.

pinicola [ ucicola], Anomala, x, 40S, 410.

pinicolens, Apbis, ix, 406, 412.

pinicorticis, Chermes, ii, 180-187; iv, 147; ix,

454.

Coccus [Chermes], ii, 180-184; ix, 454.

pinifolise, Aspidictus [Chionaspis], ii, 180.

[pinicorticis] , Chermes. ii, 184.

Chionaspis, ii, 180, 184; v, 266; vii, 3:6, 384;

ix, 377; x, 518.

[is pinifolieila] , Qelechia, i, 156.

Pinipestis Zimmermani, iv, 19; vii, 373.

Pionea [Evergestis] rimosalis, ii, 93.

Pirates [Rasahus] biguttatus, iv, 112, 133.

[Melanolestes] picipes, iv, 109. 110.

piscatrix, Donacia, x, 511.

pisi [pisorucn], Bruchus, vi, 127, 128; vii, 263,

268, 280, 2S6; ix, 439.

pisorum, Bruchus, vii, 268, 280, 286.

Curculio [Bruchus], vii, 256.

Pissodes strobi, iii, 141; iv, 20, 23; ix, 344-345;

x, 498.

pithecium, Ecnomidea [Phobetron] ,"v, 183.

pithecium, Limacodes [=prec] , iv, 206; v, 183.

Phobetron, i, 328; ii, 227; v, 183-192, 803; vii,

381; ix, 443, 455-456, 461.

Pityolita pedipalalis, x, 482.

Pityophthorus puberulus, ii, 54.

placidus, Sphenophorus, i, 254, 255.

plagiator, Ephedras, v, 253.

plagiatus, Cossus [Prionoxystus robiniae]
,
vii,

375.

Plagionotus speciosus, x, 511, 517.

Plagodis, see Eurymene Keutzlngaria.
Pjanosa [Tolype] laricis, i, 87.

[Tolype] velleda, i, 98.

Plant diseases, increase in, iv, 185.

PlaDt-lice, abundance of, iii, 83, 150; viii, 266;

x. 426-429, 489.

classification, i, 4, 79.

cold water for, vii, 345.

contact insecticides for, iv, 190; viii, 274-

275; ix, 418, 432.

damage caused by. iii, 84.

kerosene emulsion for, v, 302; x, 495.

lady bugs feeding on, i, 61, 318; ii, 186; iii,

148; iv, 81, 83, 85, 194; vi, 118; vii, 217; x,

501.

larva of lace-winged fly destroying, ii, 186.

Mantis feeding on, i, 161.

on a'der, ix, 346-347.

on apple-trees, iii, 118-121; ix, 373.

on asters an j lilies ix, 371-372; x, 501.

on beech, iii, 12.3-126, 153.

on carrots and parsnips, iii, 123.

on cherry, ix, 345-316.

cn currant, ix, 370.

on elm, iii, 126-127; v, 319.

on fruit-trees, x, 363-366, 491

.

on muskmelon, v, 306.

on peach roots, v, 315.

on plum, ix, 368-369.

on potatoes, iii, 121-122, 149.

on vegetable roots, x, 484.

prolificacy of, i, 14.

pyrethrum for, i, 25, 40.

reference, i, 161; ii, 184; iii, 152; iv, 165; vi,

171; viii, 263; ix, 319; x, 865, 505.

remedies for root aphides, v, 315.

several species imported, i, 8.

soft-soap and carbolic acid for, i, 59.

Syrphid larvae destroying, i, 212; ii, 186.

ugly bee-slayer (Phymata) feeding on, vii,

371.

Plantain flea-beetle, x. 414-416, 511.

Plantain: insects injurious to,

Agrotis saucia, v. 203, 205.

Chelymorpha Argus, iv, 14.

Dibolia borealis, x, 414-416, 511.

Poecilocapsus lineatus, i, 277.

Plantain leaf miner, x, 414-416, 511.

Platarctia hyperborea, ix, 452.

Parihenos [hyperborea], ix, 452.

Platbemis trimaculata, ix, 464.
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PJatycerura furcilla, ix, 4'0, 4)5.

Platygaster error, i, 321 ;
ii, 2.

Herrickii, i, 321.

larva, ii, 231

.

PlatymetopiuB acutus, ix, 402, 410.

Platyphyllum concavum [Cyrtophyllus con-

cavus], ii), 135.

Platysamia [A.ttacus] Cecropia, ix, 455.

plecta, Agrotis, i, 8; x, 432.

Plemyria fluviata, x, 483.

plesiastina annulata, x, 392.

pleurivinctus [conquisitor] , Pimpla, i, 85.

Pieurosticti [Cetoniini], i, 234.

plota [Canadensis], Sphinx, iv, 137.

Plowrlghtii morbosa, v, 280, 320.

Plum curculio, arsenical spraying for, vii, *90.

attacking apple, i, 331; ir, 201.

attacking peach, vii, 374.

bibliography, vii, 288.

detailed account, vii, 268-296.

inhabiting " black-knot,"' v, 280.

injuries, viii, 125; ix, 297.

larva of soldier beetle preying on, iv, 86.

London purple or Paris green for, vii, 291.

oviposition of, vii, 295-296.

Paris green, how to mix it, vii, 292-293.

reference, v, 300, 325; vi, 104; vii, 343; ix,

422, 440.

remedies, i, 58; vii, 289-295; ix, 417, 432-434.

spraying, beneficial results of, vii, 293-295.

spraying experiments on, ix, 417, 433 434.

strength of mixture for, vii, 291-292.

when to spray for, vii, 290-291

.

Plum gouger, iv, 17; vii, 293.

Plum: insects injurious to,

^Egeria pictipes, v, 280.

Anarsia lineatella, i, 152

Anomala marginata, x, 412.

Aphis mali, ix, 431-432.

Aphis prunii [is prunifoliae], viii, 125, 299;

ix, 369.

Aepidiotus nerii, v, 279, 317; viii, 215.

Callosamia [Attacus] Promethea, v, 324.

Carpocapsa pomonella, ix, 340.

Chrysobothris femorata, vi, 155.

Conotrachelus nenuphar, vi, 104; vii, 289;

viii, 125; ix, 297, 440.

Eacles imperalis, ii, 232.

El8phidion parallelum, ix, 359.

Eriocampa adumbrata, v, 323.

Eriocampa cerasi, ix, 335.

Homoptera lunata, iv, 58.

Hyphantria textor [cunea]
,
i, 3C6.

Leptccoris trivittatus, x, 433.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229; v, 154.

Myzus cerasi, ii, 21; v, 256; ix, 343, 440.

Orgyia leucostigmia, ii, 77.

Otiorhynchus tenebricosus, of Europe,
ii, 52.

Phobetron pithecium, v, 307.

Phorodon humuli, iv. 13; vi, 167; viii, 210.

Phytoptus ph'ceocoptes, x, 460.

Plum: insects injurious to — (Continued).

Scolytus rugulosus, iv, 301, 105, 106.

Sphinx drupiferarum, I, 327.

Telephorus bilineatus, viii, 174.

Thecla strigosa, iv, 137.

Thyridopteryx ephemera' form is, i, 84.

Tmetocera ocellana, vii, £03, 355.

white grubs, ix, 354.

Xyleb-rus dispar, i, 310; vii, 350.

Plu-n-trf e aphis, ix, 368-369; x, 498.

Phytoptus, x, 460.

plumifera, Psyche, i, 83.

plumigeraria, Boarmia, x, 494.

Plusia asrea, x, 376. 482.

aeroides, ix, 456: x, 376, 482.

ampla, x, 377.

balluca, ix, 456; x, 376.

blmaculata, x, 376.

brassicae, bibliography, ii, 89-90.

cannibalistic habits, ii, 93.

description of stages, ii, 90-91.

detailed account, ii, 69-93.

distribution and injuries, ii, 92; ix, 296.

f :>od-plants, ii, 91-92.

general account (abstract), vi, 184.

number of broods, ii, 92.

number of parasites bred from a single

larva, i, 15d.

parasites of. i, 156; iii, 140.

reference, 1, 183; ii, 94; ix, 422, 462.

remedies, i, 65; ii, 93.

resemblance to Plusia ni, ii, 92.

culta, ii, 97.

dyaus, ii, 94-97, 228.

epigaei, x, 377.

formosa, x, 377.

gamma, i, 119.

mappa, x, 377.

mortuorum, v, 285; x, 376, 377.

moths, ii, 96.

ni, of Europe, i, 189; ii, 69, 90, 92; vi, 184.

ou, ii, 97.

precationis, ii, 97; x, S7r, 482.

purpurigera, x, 376.

Putnami, x, 377.

simplex, x, 376, 487.

thyatiroides, x, 377.

u-aureum, x, 376, 377.

viridisignata, x, 377.

Plusias in the Adirondacks, vi, 178; x, 376.

Plu'ella cruciferarum, i, 322.

pluviali*, Anthomyia, i, 171

.

poaphagus, Limothrips, v, i 53

.

podagra, D meraspis [M crodon globosus], ii,

116.

Podisus cynicus, i, 331; vii, 356, 361.

modestus, v, 170; vi, 189; vii, 353.

spinosus, i, 331; ii 146; vi, 137; viii, 238, 300;

ix, 457.

Podosesia syringae, ix, 338, 461; x, 498.

Podura [is Achorutes diversiceps]
,
viii, 266.

aq'iatica, ii, 210; vii, 874.
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Podura bicolor [Tomocerus plumbeus]
,

ii, 205,

244.

fimetaria [Aphorura armata], ii, 208.

[Achorutee] humicola, ii, 205, 244.

[Degeeria] nivalis, of Europe, ii, 244.

[Schoturus] nivicola, i, 298; ii, 203, 244.

Poduridfe, i, 79, 101; vi, 173; vii, 374.

Poecilocapsus lineatus, i, 271-281; iv, 200; v,

273; x, 512.

Poeciloptera [Ormenisj pruinosa, ix, 387.

[Latnenia] vulgaris, ix, 387.

Poisonous Centipede, vi, 175.

Polistes fuscatus [pallipee], i, 330, iii, 135; vi,

109.

polita, Mesograpta, vii, 233.

politus, Phalacrus, vi, 170.

Pollenia atramentaria, of Europe, ix, 313.

rudis, ii, 117; viii, 297; ix, 309-314, 439; x,

498, 5 .0, 516.

vespillo, ix, 310, 313.

Polycaon cocfertus, i, 330; ii, 131.

Polydesmus complanatus, iii, 133, 142, 153.

serratus [complanatus], iii, 133.

Virginiensis, iii, 131.

polygama, Catocala, viii, 292.

polygoni, Gastroidea, viii, 298; x, 519.

polygrapha, Corythuca, iv, 109.

Polygraphus rufipennis, ii. 54.

Polyphagous insects, ii, 76.

Polyphemus, Telea, ii, 77; iii, 140; ix, 456; x,

481, 493, 515.

Polypbylla variolosa, i, 54, 71, 330.

Polystictus versicolor, ix, 462.

Polystoechotes punctatus, v, 286.

polyturator, Pelecinus, x, 515, 519.

pometaria, Anisopteryx, i, 11, 57, 72, 329; iv, 15,

139, 140, 206.

pometella, Rhinoeia, i, 3C0.

pometellus, Cbaetocbilus [Ypsolophus], i, £0D.

Ypsolophus, i, 329.

pomicorticis [pomorum] . Mytilaspis, i, 8, 11, 61,

331; iii, 145; iv, 185, 195; v, 319.

pomifoliella, Bucculatrix, see Bucculatrix

pomifoliella.

Lithe colletis, i, 330.

pomivorella, Micropteryx, i, 330; x, 510.

Pomologist, Pests of, iv, 183-192.

Pomology, progress in, iv, 183.

pomonella [pomifoliella], Bucculatrix, i, 157.

Oarpocapsa, see Carpccapsa pomonella.

Trypeta, i, 330; ii, 117-125, 227, 234; iv, 174;

v, 300; viii, 245-249; x, 391, 493.

pomoriana, Argyrolepia [Ypsolophus pome-
tellus], i, 300, 801.

pomorum, Aspidlotus [Mytilaspis], iv, 114.

Mytilaspis, see Mytilaepis pomorum.
Pomphopoea aenea, i, 331.

Sayi, vi, 136.

Poplar-feeding cut-worm, v, 210.

Poplar saw-fly, iv, 44-46; v, 171; vii, 2*3; ix,

439.

populi, Chaitophorus, ix, 411, 412

Lachnus [Chaitophorus], ix, 407, 412.

populifoliae. Aphis [Chaitophorus], ix, 406, 411,

412.

posticata, Mallota, i
;
211-216; iv, 141; vi, 173.

posticatus, Eristalis [Mallota posticata]
,

i, 211.

Potato aphis, iii, 121, 148, 149.

Potato-beetle, i, 12, 305; v, 320; vi, 132, 137; x,

496, 502.

killer, x, 496.

parasite, v, 318; vi, 156.

Potato bugs (Chrysochus), iv, 142.

Potato: insects, etc. injurious to,

Aphides, species of, iii, 121.

Bibio albipennis, ii, 112.

Chrysochus auratus, iv, 142.

Coptocycla aurichalcea [bicolor], vii, 376.

Coptocycla clavata, v, 322; vi, 126, 175.

Coptocycla guttata [signifera] , vii, 369.

Cosmopepla carnifex, ii, 145; ix, 458.

Crepidodera [Epitrix] cucumeris, x, 469.

cut-worms, viii, 236.

Doryphora decemlineata, ii, 3; viii, 122;

ix, 297.

Epicauta cinerea, viii, 294.

Epicauta Pennsylvania, i, 305; vi, 135.

Epicauta vittata, i. 300; vi, 132. 176; vii, 376.

Epidapus scabies, x, 447.

Gortyna nitela, i, 112, 3C5; ii, 216; vii, 377;

viii, 191.

Julus caeruleocinctus, iii. 132; ix, 464; x,

445-446.

Lachnosterna fusca, ix. 296.

Lema trilineata, ii, 133; x, 491.

Ir'pura fimetaria, ii, 210.

Lygus pratensis, viii, 291

.

Lytta [Cantharis] Nuttalli, viii, 294.

Macrobas's unicolor, v, 321; viii, 291.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229.

Mamestra grandis, v, 210.

Melanoplus spretus, i, 7.

Polydesmus'complanatus, iii, 133.

Sciara fucata, v, 265.

Sciara hyalipennis, v, 265.

Sciara longipss, v, 265.

Sciara pulicaria, v, 265.

Sciara quinquelineata, v, 265.

Sciara vittata, v, 265.

Trichobaris trinotata, iii, 106,149.

white grubs, ix, 356.

Potato mites, x, 451

.

scab, prevention of, x, 447-448.

stalk weevil, iii, 105, 149; iv, 204.

Potter wasp, ii, 231.

Prae-iores, number of U. S. species, iv, 181.

Praon avenaphis, v, 253.

prasina, Adelphagrotis, x, 377.

Agrotis. i, 8; x, 377, 482.

pratensis, Bryobia, vi, 158, 161, 180; vii, 321-

324, 3£5; ix, 440; x, 450, 4S6.

Bryobia?, vi, 159, 160.

Lygus, v, 275, 326; vi, 189;>iii, 105, 125, 285,

291; ix, 375.

pratorum, Achorutes [Schoturue], 2, 206.
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Praying Mantis, iv, ieo, 193; vii, 357.

precationis, Plusia, il, 97; x, 376, 482.

pretiosa, Catocala, vii, 375; viii, 292.

Trichogranima. ii, 220, 229; iv, 194, 197, 205.

Preventives of insect depredations,

acid and lime wash, ix, 365, 366.

air-slaked lime, iv, 198.

alum water for repelling roaches, i, 65.

ammoniacal liquor, iv, 194.

animal secretions, i, 75.

ashes, i, 177; iv, 156, 198; v, 301; vi, 182; x,

4S4.

attracting to food-plants of minor value,

i, 64.

bagging, ii, 49, 229; vi, 121, 179, 185.

banding with tarred paper, ix, 424.

bands of chalk on trees, x, 367.

bands of fur on trees, x, 367.

bands of tar, tin, etc., ii, 8, 9, 27; iii, 95;

vii, 241; x, 367. •

bark-peeling, iv, 195.

barn-yard manure, iv, 194.

barricades against migration, i, 58.

beaDs for cucumber beetle, v, 159; x, 414.

bisulphide of carbon, ii, 65; v, 313.

black-walnut tre** for cucumber beetle, x,

413-414.

borax for repelling roaches, etc., i, 65.

bottle-trap for garden insects, ii, 33.

breaking up breeding grounds, viii, 201.

breaking up hibernating quarters, vii, 332.

brine, i, 190.

brine lime wash, vii, 332.

buckwheat crop, v, 317; viii, 197, 283.

burdock decoction, iv, 194; v, 158.

burning, v. 3J4, 322; viii, 210.

camphor, for insect collections, i, 74.

camphor, for protecting woolens, i, 61.

canker-worm trap, i, 64.

carbolic acid, i, 65; ii, 25, 26, 65, 66, 232.

carbolic acid and Paris green wash, viii, 184.

carbolic acid and soap-wash, iv, 107.

carbolic wa-h, ii, 25, 27; iv, 107; viii, 183.

carbolized paper, ii, 232.

carbolized plaster, vii, 346.

cayenne pepper, ii, 34.

cedar shavings for woolens, i, 64.

cessation from planting, vi, 172, 185.

chalk for red ants, i, 65.

coal-oil refuse, ii, 27.

coal tar, ii, 65, 66, 67, 68; v, 155, 30 '.

.

coal-tar distillates, i, 75.

copperas water, viii, 239.

cotton-batting around trees, i, 64.

counterodorants, ii, 228; v, 313, 319, 322.

cow-dung, iv, 194; v, 159.

creosote, iv, 195.

cultivating skunks, x, 373.

destroying caterpillar nests, v, 304.

destroying eggs, v, 304; \iii, 265; x, 444.

destroy ingfgrain moth in granaries, x, 384.

destroying the English sparrow, ii, 83.

Preventives of insect depredations — (.Cont'd).

driving from food-plants, vi, 132.

dusting foliage, vii, 289.

dusting with plaster of Paris, vi, 132.

earJy threshing for grain moth, x, 384.

fencing out insects, ix, 368.

fish manure, i, 75.

fish-oil, v, 226.

frames with nettlng-cover, ii, 64.

gas-lime, i, 177; ii, 162: iii, 114; iv, 194; v,

158, 160.

gas-tar, viii, 205.

gas-tar p*per beneath carpets, i, 64.

gauze-covered frames, Ix, 363.

grafting trees to resistant varieties, viii,

247.

grape bagging, ii, 32-33.

ground b:>ne dust, vii, 368.

ground pepper for woolens, i, 64.

growth of immune crops, viii, 200.

guano, v, 158, 313.

heavy rains, vii, 332.

hellebore solution, iv, 194; v, 159.

high culture, i, 63, 66.

hops, spent, for cabbage protection, 1, 65.

housing corn in shuck, x, 384.

insect-lime in bands on trees, x, 367.

killing before egg-laying time, iv, 200.

late planting, v, 300.

late sowing for certain insects, i, 63; vi,.17

lime, v, 301, 305.

lime-dust, vii, 369.

lime-wash, vii, 289, 332.

linen sheets, for woolens, i, 64.

manuring, i, 178.

mechanical coatings, ix, 363.

mounding around trees, i, 64; ii, 6; vii. 374
;

viii, 185.

muslin or netting covering, ix, 862.

mustard crop, v, 310, 317; v, 198.

naphthaline, ii, 35, 65, 66; vi, 169.

naphthaline cones for cabinets, i, 65.

netting, i, 232; ii, 58, 64; v, 313.

nieht-soil, iv, 194; v, 159.

offensive odors, ix, 363.

oil application, i, 190; vii, 333.

oil of tar, vi, 114.

paper bags for grapes, ii, 32, 33; viii, 286.

paper bags, for woolens, i, 64.

paper cylinders around cabbage plants,

etc., i, 64.

paper frames, viii, 241.

paper wrap3, viii, 241.

paving or flagging under trees, vii, 290.

pennyroyal for red ants, 1, 65.

pig-manure, v, 301

.

pig-sty drainage, i, 75; v, 301.

planting beans with cucumbers, ix, 363.

plaster, i, 231; v, 301, 305.

plaster of Paris, vii, 346.

plowing under, x, 444.

powdered charcoal, i, 177.

77
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Preventives of insect depredations— (ConVd)

.

preventing egg-depcsit, viii, 203.

prlnters'-ink bands, v, 259.

printers'1 ink on paper, for carpets, i, 64.

rearing parasites, x, 371

.

repellant washes, iv, 203.

resistant varieties, vi, 176.

road dust, ii, 27; iv, 156. 198, 199; v,305. 320;

vi, 166.

roofing-paper, gas-tarred, ii, 25, 48, 223, 232.

rotation of crops, i, 63; ii, 63; v, 315, 319.

Rusaia leather scraps, for woolens, i, 61.

salt, v, 317; viii, 239.

saltpetre, v, 157.

sand, iv, 156.

sassafras bark, to repel red ants, i, 65.

selection of seed, i, 63.

Shaker peach-tree borer wash, viii, 185.

shell-lime, iv, 194; v, 158.

snuff, v, 301

.

soaking in kerosene, viii, 200.

soap and earbolic acid wash, v, 301; vi, 169;

vii, 363; viii, 280; x, 493.

soft soap and water, viii, 186, 190.

soft-soap wash for trees, i, 64; v, 270.

soluble phenyle, ii, 65; v, 2S6; vi, 169.

soot, i, 60, 178; ii, 35; v, 159, 253, 301, 307;

x, 484.

soot and water, iv, 194.

spices, for woolens, i, 64.

spirits of turpentine, i, 65; iv, 19.

starvation, viii, 197, 242.

strong odors, vii, 2S9,

submergence, iv, 195.

sulphur, v, 301; vi, 114.

sulphur, plugging trees with, x, 495.

tallow, vi, 175.

tallow and carbolic acid, v, 226.

tansy-decoction, i, 65; ii, 225; iv, 194; v,

159; vi, 169.

tar-coating seed, \iii, 200.

tar-water, i, 65; ii, 65, 66; v, 301; vi, 169; vii,

290.

tarred bands around trees, etc., 1, 64; ii, 224;

iii, 95; v, 259, 313. 318.

tarred-paper, iv, 199; ix, 431; x, 484.

tobacco dust, i, 65, 190; iv, 194.

tobacco water, i, 190, 398, 309; iv. 103.

traps for hibernating insects, viii, 206.

tympan8, printers 1

,
ii, 226.

wash for preserving herbaria, i, 65.

whale-oil and carbolic acid, viii, 194

whale-oil soap, i, 65; vi, 114.

whitewash, viii, 182.

wire netting tree-protector, viii, 185.

wrapping tree trunks, vii, 313.

Prickly Leptostylus, i, 304, 331

.

Prie-Dieu (Mantis), iv, 160, 162.

primus, Derostenus, x, 369.

Prionidus cristatus, vi, 138-141

.

Prionotus [Prionodua] cristatus, ii, 230; iv,

113; v, 316; viii, 294.

Prionus imbricornis, i, 330.

laticollis, i, 330; iv, 22.

Priophora [Haematobial serrata, v, 220, 223.

Pristcphora ?grossulariae, ii, 5.

Privy-fly, i, 168, 171.

Prochoerodes transversata, x, 483.

Proconia quadrivittata [Diedrocephala coc-

cinea], ix, 395-396.

Procris Americana, ii, 231; vii, 379.

Proctotrupes, i, 308.

Proctotrupidae, i, 241.

prodigiosa, Traumatomyia, iv, 72.

prodromus, Aphodius, vii, 312.

Progne, Grapta, iv, 137; x, 507.

prolifica, Chloropisca, see Chloropisca proliflca.

Promachus apivora [Fitchii], i, 318.

Promethea, assembling of, i, 70, 71

.

Promethea, Callosamia [Attacus], i, 72, 98, 3<8;

v, 324; ix, 455.

Pronuba yuccas#lla, ii, 215.

Propertius, Nieoniades, i, 334, 335; vi, 180.

propinqualis, Rivula, iv, 206.

propinquus, Stenobothrus, ii, 196.

prostrata, Homalomyia, i, 171

.

Proteus, Clastoptera, i, 285; v, 215; ix, 394.

Eudamus, i, 337; vi, 180.

proxima, Chlo'-ops, i, 226.

pruinella [lineatella]
,
Anarsia, i, 151.

pruinosa [tibicen]. Cicada, ix, 385.

Ormenis, ix, 410.

Poeciloptera [=prec], ix, 387.

pruni X [is prunifoliae], Aphis, viii, 125, 299; ix,

369.

pruni-mahaleb, Aphis, i, 320.

prunivora, Graph olitha, i, 329.

prunivorella [geminatella] , Ornix, i, 330.

prunus, Amphibolips, iv, 42.

Cynips [=prec], iv, 43.

Psectra, see Hemerobius dipterus.

Psenocerus supernotatus, i, 321, 331; iii, 138.

pseudacaciella, Argyromiges [Lithocolletisl

,

i, 309.

Pseudaglossa lubricalis, i, 340.

Pseudanthonomus, see Anthonomus crataegi.

pseudargiolus, Lycaena, v, 285; vii, 375; viii,

291.

pseudargyria, Leucania, i, 340; x, 482.

Pseudoneuroptera, i, 161; iv, 167.

Pseudothyatira expultrix [cymatophoroides]

,

x, 481.

Psila rosag, i, 46, 49.

Psocidae, i, 65, 161, 316; ii, 198, 199, 201, 202; v,

323; vi, 161.

literature of, ii, 203.

Psocus aceris [venosus], i, 316.

domesticus, i, 65, 162.

quietus, i, 161.

semistriatus, i, 161.

tritici, i, 298.

venosus, i, 161, 316.

Psoini, a, 132.

Psoroptes equi, vii, 362.
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Psyche plumifera, i, 83.

Psycomorpha epimenis, ix, 455.

Psylla annulata I? var. carpini], ix, 404, 411.

buxi, ii, 18.

carpini, ix. 401, 411.

mali, ix, 323.

pyri [t of pyricola],viii, 280, 281, 285; ix, 321,

322. 323, 441.

pyricola, bibliography, ix, 317-318.

characteristics of its family, ix, 319.

description by Harris, ix, 321-322.

detailed account, ix, 317-329.

distribution, ix, 325, 429, 445; x, 425-426.

earliest notice of, ix, 319-321.

general account (abstract), viii, 285; ix,

441.

injuries by, viii, 124; ix, 325-326.

life-history, ix, 326-328.

on apple-trees, i, 331.

ravages, viii, 219-220.

recent multiplication in Hudson River

Valley, ix, 322-324.

reference, viii, 299; ix, 293, 434, 466; x,

493, 518.

referred to P. pyricola, ix, 322.

remedies, ix, 329, 430.

pyrisuga [pyricola], i, 331; ix, 317,322, 323.

quadrilineata, ix, 404, 411.

simulans, ix, 328.

[Trioza] tripunctata,ix, 404, 411.

Psyllidse, i, 300; ii, 18; vii, 367; ix, 317, 319, 381,

404, 411 ; x, 425-426.

Psylliodes punctulata, i, 296.

Pteromalinae, iv. 29, 66; vii, 307.

Pteromalus, i, 86, 225, 307; ii, 79.

[Merisus] fulvipes, i, 307.

gelechiae, ii, 110.

[Isosoma] hordei, i, 307.

puparum, i, 86; ix, 447, 454.

[Isosoma] tritici, i, 307.

Pterostichus, x, 493.

Ptilodontinse, i, 137.

Ptinidae, ii, 125, 132; iv, 22, 88; viii, 285.

Ptinus brunneus, iv. 90, 32; vi, 183.

fur, ii, 138; iv, 93.

quadrimaculatus, iii, 138; iv, 93; vi, 188.

Ptycholoma persicana, x, 483.

Ptyelus lineatus, iv, 120; v, 245; vii, 383.

puberulus, Pityophthorus, ii, 54

pulchraria [semiclusiaria] , Cleora, iv, 20; ix,450.

Pulex irritans, i, 62; vi, 173.

pulicaria, Corimelaena, v, 319; viii, 212-214, 283;

x, 487.

8ciara, v, 265; x, 388.

pulicarius [ruficollis] , Lathridius, vi, 183, 184.

Pulicidae, i, 79

pulsatoria, Clothilla, 1, 162, 316; ii, 201, 202; v,

323.

pulsatorius, Atropos [=prec], i, 298.

Pulvinaria, innumerabilis, bibliography, vi, 146-

147.

description, vi, 142.

Pulvinaria, detailed account, vi, 141-147.

food-plants, vi, 143; vii, 370.

general account (abstract), i, 301,309,310.

history, vi, 142-143.

infesting grape-vines, ii, 22; vi, 145-146.

infesting maples, I, 309, 310; ii, 230; v, 313;

viii, 177-178.

life-history, vi, 143.

reference, v, 326; vii, 376, 384; viii, 110,216;

x, 497, 499, 512.

remedies, v, 313; vi. 143-145.

Pulvinaria saHcis, ix, 411.

vitis, vi, 146.

vitist [innumerabilis], iii, 146; vii, 376.

pumila, Phora, x, 403.

pumiliotiis, Chlorops [Oscinis], i, 226.

Oscinis, i, 225.

punctata [bicolor] , Coptocycla, i, 306.

[cunea], Hyphantn'a, i, 306.

Pelidnota, i, 307; v, 229 , 310 , 312 , 325.

Sciara, x, 388.

punctatus, Curculio [Phytonomus] ,
i, 247.

Phytonomus, see Phytonomus punctatus.

Poly8tcechotes, v, 286.

punctistriga [rubripalpis] , Artace, viii, 287.

punctulata, Psylliodes, i, 296.

Punctured clover-leaf weevil, i, 247-253; il, 3 ;

v, 312; vi, 182; x, 511.

pungens, Reduvius [Melanolestes picipes], iv

109, 111.

Punky, vii, 364.

puparum, Pteromalus, i, 86; ix, 447, 454.

Purchasi, leerya, iv, 187, 188; v, 326; vi, 104;

vii, 340; viii, 275.

purpurana, Caccecia, x, 483.

purpurescens, Achorutes, ii, 207.

Purpuricenus humeralis, i, 297.

purpurtgera, Plusia, x, 376.

purpuripennis, Gortyna, i, 115.

purpurissata, Mamestra, x, 377.

pustularia, Stegania, x, 483.

putator [villosum], Elaphidion, ix, 360.

Stenocorus [=prec], ix, 358-359.

Putnami, Plusia, x, 377.

pygmaea, Capnia, i, 298; ii, 239.

Chloe [Baetis], iv, 123.

pygmaeus, Cephus, iii, 88, 147; vii, 334; viii,

167; x, 515.

Pylades, Eudamus, i, 337, 338.

Pyralid web-caterpillar, i, 329; vi, 189.

Pyralidae, i, 127, 329; iv, 14; x, 483, 487.

reference to new species, iv, 173.

Pyralis costalis, x, 483, 487.

farinali8, viii, 300; x, 483.

Pyrameis Atalanta, ii, 39; iv, 137; v, 285; ix,

454.

cardui, iii, 91; vii, 228.

huntera, x, 507.

pyramidoides, Amphipyra, i, 328; iv, 138; viii,

296.

Pyrgita domestica, ii, 80.

Pyrgus, structural characters, i, 336; ii, 214.
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Pyrgus, caespitalis, i, 336.

centaureae, i, 336.

ericetorum, i, 336.

[Scelothrtx] maculatus (\siatic), i, 336.

Oceanus, i, 336.

petreius [caespitalis], i, 336.

Philetas, i, 330.

Ricara [caespitalis] . i, 336.

scriptura, i, 336.

tessellata, i, 336.

Xanthus, i, 336.

pyri, Erio8oma [Schizoneura lanigera]
,
ix, 408,

413.

Lecanium, viii, 299.

Pemphigus [Schi/oneura laoigera], i, 47,

331; ix. 411, 413.

Phytoptus, vii, 365; ix, 443; x, 453-459, 501,

503.

Psylla, of Europe, ix, 321, 322.

[t of pyricola], Psylla, viii, 280, 281, 285;

ix, 323, 441.

Sciara, v, 265.

Scolytus [Xyleborus dispar], i, 310.

Tingis, of Europe, i, 311.

Typhlodromus x, 453, 455.

[dispar], Xyleborus, i, 310, 331; iv, 203; v,

300, 318, 325; vii, 348, 361, 370; ix, 419.

pyricola?, Cecidomyia [Diplosis pyrivora], viii,

140.

Psylla, see Psylla pyricola.

pyrina, Zeuzera, ix, 426-427, 46.'; x, 485.

pyrisuga [pyricola], Psylla, i, 331; ix, 317, 322,

323.

pyrivora, Diplosis, see Diplosis pyrivora.

Pyrrharctia Californica [isabeila], vii, 225.

isabella, vii, 225-228, 368; ix, 439; x, 481.

Pyrrhia umbra, ix, 456.

Pyrrhocoridae, ii, 164.

Pyrrhocoris, i, 69.

calmariensis, of Europe, ii, 166.

[Dyi-dercus] sutureilus, vi, 183.

pyrus-malus, Coccus [Mytilaspis pomorum],
iv, 114.

a.

q. glandulosus, Cynips, iv, 44.

q. operator, Cynips [Andricus], iv, 205.

q. prunus, Cynips [Amphibolips prunue], iv,

43, 205.

quadrangularis, Aphrophora [Lepyronia], i,

285; iv, 121; v, 245.

Lepyronia, ix, 393.

quadricornis [Amyntor], Ceratomia, x, 507,

508.

quadrigibbus, Anthonomus [Tachypterus1
i,

60, 331; iv, 201; vi, 174; ix, 419.

quadrilineata, Psylla, ix, 404, 411.

quadrimaculatum, Bembidium, iii, 98-100, 1
1

>.

146.

quadrimaculatus, Anopheles, i, 298; ii, 24!.

Ptinus, iii, 138; iv, 93; vi, 188.

quadrinotata, Aphrophora, v, 245; ix, 392.

quadripes, Phytoptus, v, 303, 326.

quadrivittata, Proconia [Diedrocephala coc-

cinea], ix, 395-396.

quadrivattatus, Capsus [Pcecilocapeus line-

atus] , i, 271

.

Phytocoris [=prec], i, 271.

Quebecensis, Thalessa, iv, 41

.

querceti, Euclea, i, 328; v, 186.

querci, Atymna, ix, 410.

Empoa [Typhlocyba], ix, 403, 410.

Schizoneura, ii, 181; iii, 125.

Smilia [Atymna], ix, 389.

[monticola], Telamona, ix, 391

.

Typhlocyba ix, 410.

quercicola, Asterolecanium, x, 519

Wollastonia, ii, 53.

quercifoliae, Lachnus, ix, 407, 412.

quercina [fusca], Lachnosterna, i, 305.

querciperda, Cossus, ii. 216; vii, 220, 375.

quietus, Psocus, i, 161.

Quince* curculio, ii, 11; iv, 15, 87; v, 316; vi, 181;

' x, 419-420, 511.

Quince: insects, etc., injurious to,

Carpocapsa pomonella, ii, 11; vi, 181.

Chauliognathus Pennsylvanicus, iv, 85, 87.

Conotrachelus crataegi, ii, 11; iv, 15, 208;

v, 316; vi, 181; x, 419-420.

Corimelaena pulicaria, viii, 213.

Corythuca arc.ata, iv, 109.

Diabetica vittata, iv, 103.

Eriocampa cerasi, ix, 335.

Icerya Purchasi, iv, 18?.

Limonius confusus, vi, 188; vii, 351, 361.

Saperda Candida, vii, 314.

saw-fly larvae, ii, 232.

Tetranychus telarius, v, 288.

Thyridopteryx eph^meraeformis, i, 84; vii

306.

Tingis cydoniae, i, 311.

Quince-tree aphis, x, 512.

borer, viii, 280.

quinquelineata, Sciara, v, 265; x, 388.

quinquelioeatus, :ixius [Oliarus], ix, 386.

Oliarus, ix, 410.

quinquemacuUta. Macrosila [Proloparce
Celeus], i, 56, 1:9; v, 179.

Sphinx [=prec.], i, 73, 322; iii, 141; iv, 205;

v, 309; vi, 187; vii, 379; viii, 242; x, 507.

R.

Rabbit moth, iv, 51-54.

Race-horse, Mantis Carolina, iv, 160.

Radcliffei, Acronycta, i, 328.

radiata, Locusta [Chortophaga viridifasciata],

ii, 1*8.

radiatus, Gomphocerus [= prec], ii, 188.

radicola, Tylenchus, viii, 22

i

radicum, Anthomyia. i, 171, 184, 185, 166, 191-

194, 1S6, 198.

var. calopteni, Anthomyia [Phorbia cili-

crura], ii, 181

.

Musca [Anthomyia], i, 191, 198.
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Radisb: Insects, etc., rjurious to,

Anthomyia raphani. i, 48, 194-199; ii, 28.

Anthomyian8, i, 183.

Caloptenus [Melanoplus] spretus, i, 195.

Ceutorhynchus assimilis, i, 195.

Epitrix cucumeris, i, 195.

Murgantia histrionica, I, 267, 270; ix, 316,

317.

Murgantia munda, ix, 317.

Nysiua augustatus, v, 321

.

Nysius destructor [= prec], i. 195.

Orchestris [Phyllotreta] vittata, i, 195.

Phorbia flocco9a, i, 208.

Phyllotreta vittata. i, 60; ix, 375.

Poecilocapsus liaeatus, i, 277.

thousand-legged worm (Julus), i, 307.

Radish-fly, i, 48, 193, 194-199, 296, 322.

Radish-seed weevil (Ceutorhynohus assimilis),

i, 195.

ralla, Orthosla, viii, 291.

rantalis, Euryoreon, i. 329; vi, 182. •

rapac. Pieris, see Pieris rapas.

raphmi, Anthomyia, i. 48, 171, 193, 194 -iy9, 296,

322; ii, 28.

Raphidia [Cor>dalis] cornuta, viii, 159.

Raphitelus ?ma<'ulatus, iv, 105.

Rasahus biguttatus, iv, 112.

Raspberry-cane girdler (Oberea bimaculata),

i, 5:; iv, 47, 189, 207; v, 231-233; vii, 369; ix,

457.

Raspt)erry geometer (Synchlora glaucaria),

viii, 129-133; x, 497.

gou y gall, vi, 124.

gouty gall beetle, vi, 123-125, 174.

root borer (Bembecia), iii, 145.

Raspberry: insects injurious to,

Agrilus ruflcollis, vi, 124; x, 406-407.

Anhota senatoria, v, 197.

Anomala marginata, x, 411.

Buiubecia marginata, iii, 145.

Byturus unicolor, viii, 298.

Ceresa bubalue, i, 315, 318.

Ccelidia olitoria, ix, 398.

Corimelaena pulicaria, viii, 213.

Erythroneura [Typhlocyba] vulnerator, ix,

402-403.

Figites rubus-cauiis, i, 315.

Gortyna cataphracta, x, 373-376.

Gortyna nitela, x, 374.

Hyppa xylinoides, iv, 138.

Limonius auripilis, vii, 351

.

Macrodactylus subspinous, ix, 420.

Oberea bimaculata, v, 231; viii, 369; ix, 457.

Oberea perspiciliata [=prec], v, 233.

Oberea tripunctata [= prec], ix, 457.

CEcanthus niveus, i, 315; vi, 189.

Oti.rhynchus tenebricosus, ii, 52.

Pcecilocapsus lineatus, i, 277.

Synchlora glaucaria, viii, 130.

astic .mis, Chauliodes, viii, 107, 156, 157, 158,

159.

iat-tail larvae, i, 213; vi, 173; vii, 363; viii, 287.

Ravenelii, Cordiceps, viii, 298.

Rear-horse, iv, 160.

reclivata, Telamona, ix, 391.

rectus [?v*»natus], Sphenophorus, 1, 251.

Red a»t, i, 62, 65; iv, 133; ix, 371, 441.

Red-bug, ii, 166.

Red-headed Systena (S. frontalis), iv, 156.

Red-humped apple-tree caterpillar, i, 57, 828;

iii, 90-9!, 150; iv, 204; v, 309.

Red-legged grasshopper, i, 7, 332; ii, 189; vi,

151; ix. 332, 392; x, 440, 441.

Red mites, vi, 159; vii, 323, 365.

Red-necked Agrilus, x, 406.

Red scale, i, 60; iv, 188.

Red -shouldered riinoxylon (S. basilare), i, 330.

Red spider, ii, 31; iii, 129; iv, 203; v, 287, 321;

vi, 159; vii, 324; viii, 255; ix, 432.

redinicula, Agrotis, x, 377.

Reduviidae, iv, 109; v, 316; vi, 138; viii, 294.

Rfduvius [Opsicoetus] personatus, iv, 112, 133;

v, 316.

pungens [Melanolestes picipe8]
,

iv, 109,

111.

Regal walnut-moth, v, 324.

regalis, Citheronia, v, 324.

Reindeer warble-fly, vi, 111.

relictus, Ligyrus, iv, 204; viii, 238; x, 506.

religiosa, Mantis, iv, 162.

Remedies for insect depredations:

acetate of copper, ix, 420.

alkaline solutions, vii, 314.

alkaline washes, vi, 146.

alum water, i, 59.

ammoniacal Tquid, i, 59; v, 158.

ashes and saltpetre, ii, 28.

ashes and sulphur, v, 315.

attracting to baits, vi, 183; x, 449.

attracting to limps and fires, i, 58, 148; iv,

190.

attracting to manure pits, vi, 151.

attracting to patunias for catching, viii,

243.

attracting to poisoned sweets, i, 58.

attracting to vinegar and molasses, vii, 363

autumn plowing, v, 313.

azotic gas, ii, 110.

Babbitt's Continental Washing-powder, ix,

434.

baiting, vi, 121, 183; ix, 364.

baits of potatoes, etc., fur wire-worms, i,

63.

balloon hopperdozer collecting, vii, 336

banding with burlap, ix, 425.

barium, sulpho-carbonate of, ii, 22.

barking trees, ii, 55.

beating from foliage, ii, 18, 178; iv, 190,

199; v, 231.

beating into kerosene, or kerosene and
water, i, 269; vi, 136, 170, 176, 198, £00;

viii, 201.

beating on straw for burning, ii, 225.

benzine, ii, 35.
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Remedies for insect depredations — iConVd)

.

benzine for Atropos divinatoria, ii, 199.

for carpet beetles, i, 59; ii, 47 , 226 , 232;

v, 314; vii, 364; ix, 304 , 305.

for leather beetle, iv, 89.

for mites, vi, 161.

birds, ii, 7, 8, 82, 189, 224.

birds, protection of, i, 61.

bisulphide of carbon for,

Angoumois moth, x, 383-384 , 485.

American meal worm, ix, 308, 442.

ants, x, 502.

bean or pea weevil, v, 300; vi, 172; vii,

276-277, 367; ix, 439.

cabbage fly, v, 266.

grain moth, x, 383-384, 485.

leather beetle, iv, 90.

mites, vi, 170;*x, 450.

peach root aphis, ii, 21-22; v, 315.

root insects, ii, 24-35.

£ quash borer, ii, 64.

striped "cucumber beetle, ix, 363.

weevils in grain, vii, 365; viii, 278; ix,

443, 491.

Zeuzera pyrina, ix, 427.

blue-vitriol water, i, 59.

bone dust, ix, 363.

Bordeaux mixture, ix, 420; x, 459.

bottle-trap, ii, 33.

boxing for elm-leaf beetle, v, 314.

boxing trees for collecting pupae, ii, 228.

bran"and arsenic mash, ii, 197.

brimstone burned, vi, 161.

brine, ii, 200; v, 156.

brushing bark with a stiff brush, ii, 187.

230, 232.

buckwheat crop, v, 310; viii, 197.

buckwheat flour, iv, 191

.

burdock infusion, v, 158; ix, 362, 484, 486.

burning for

apple-leaf Bucculatrix, v, 317.

bag-worm, iv, 204.

bark-borers, ii, 55; vii, 361.

currant-stem girdler, viii, 166.

flower cricket, v, 310.

Fuller's rose-beetle, iv, 193.

gall-insects, v, 308.

gypsy moth, ix, 423, 424.

larch saw-fly, vii, 367.

locust-tree borer, vii, 363.

maple-tree pruner, ix, 361.

oak-pruner, v, 154.

peach root aphis, ii, 21; iv, 118, 195.

pear-blight beetle, v, 318.

raspberry gouty-gall beetle, vi, 124.

scale insects, ii, 230; iv, 118; vi, 144.

tent-caterpillar, ix, 444.

Tischeria apple-leaf miner, ix, 445.

two-marked tree hopper, iv, 203.

infested plants, iv, 77, 107, 190.

REPORTS I-X

Remedies for insect depredations — (Cont'd),

burning garden refuse, i, 58 , 269, 270 , 278;

ii, 167; iii, 107; iv, 200; vii, 353, 365;

viii, 213; ix, 316, 441.

grass to destroy chinch-bug, ii, 161,

. 16J. 223.

srraes to destroy vagabond Crambus,
i, 148.

straw to destroy canker-worm, ii, 9,

225; v, 314.

straw to destroy joint-worm, iv, 33;

v, 315.

straw for 'striped blister-beetle, vi,

133.

stubble, i, 58, 253; vii, 339.

vines for stalk-borer, ii, 226.

camphor, ii, 35; v, 300; ix, 305.

capture in insect nets, ii, 93.

carbolic acid, iv, 191; ix, 418.

and Paris green wash, viii, 184; x, 484.

and soap, i, 59; iv, 119, 195.

for bark borers, ix, 428.

for carpet beetle, v, 314; vii, 357.

for maple-tree scale-Insect, vi, 146.

for mites in meat, iii, 131: v, 293.

for quince-tree borer, viii, 280,

for scale insects, vi, 146; viii, 216; ix,

441.

for cucumber beetle, ix, 363.

wash/.viii, 183, ?80.

wash, Bateham's, vi, 154.

with oils, ix, 442.

carbolated lime, ix, 420.

carbonate of copper solution, ix, 417.

carbonate of lime, ix, 420.

carbonic acid gas, ii, 110.

castile soap, ix, 444.

caustic potash, ix, 444.

chickens for flea beetles, i, 61; v, 301.

children collecting, viii, 243.

chloroform, vi, 129.

coal ashes, vii, 344.

coal-oil, viii, 241, 279.

coal soot, ix, 363.

coal-tar, iv, 191; viii, 256.

Cocculus indicus berries, ix, 352.

cold water, vii, 285.

cold water spraying, vii, 344, 360.

collecting and burning eggs, viii, 122 , 283.

.collecting the egg-belts, ix, 437, 441, 444.

concentrated lye, vi, 144.

copper compounds, ix, 463.

copper solution, ix, 359.

copperas, viii, 200.

copperas water, i, 59; ii, 67.

corn meal, ix, 444.

corrosive sublimate, ii, 17.

corrosive sublimate for bed-bugs, i, 62.

cotton bands on tree trunks, ii, 86.

creosote, ii, 35; v, 314; ix, 434.

cresylie acid, ii, 35.
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Remedies for insect depredations — (Cont'd) .

cresylic ointment for screw-worm, i, 62.

crushing, i, 57; v, 206, 209, 215, 219, 307,

309, 320; vii, 363, 364, 379.

crushing by rolling, x, 488.

crushing the eggs, viii, 216, 278; Ix, 316,

441.

crushing larvae, ii, 231; iii. 93.

curculic-catcher, vii, 294.

cutting off infested twigs, i, 57.

cutting out larvae, i, 58; ii, 5, 58, 62, 64;

iii, 105; vi, 151, 169, 171; vii, 363; viii,

182.

cyanide of potassium, ii, 34; v, 314; ix, 352.

deep plowing, i, 58.

destroying eggs, ii, 85; vi, 169, 181.

destroying fallen fruit, i, 58.

destroying infested fruit, ii, 12; x, 499.

destroying hibernating insects, ix, 441.

destroying larvae, x, 373.

destroying pupae, x, 373, 499.

destroying web nests, i, 57.

diggiDgout, v, 156 , 271, 312 , 313 , 319 , 320.

diggiog up cut worms, i, 58; viii, 240.

ditching for migration, i, 58.

driving on tarred paper, v, 302.

drowning, vi, 150.

ducks, ii, 34.

exposing roots of hops for hop grub, x

373.

extermination of English sparrow, i, 61

.

fallowing, viii, 2C0.

feeding by sheep, iv, 12.

feeding stock, v, 219.

fish-brine for scale insects, i, 60.

fish-oil, i, 301; vi, 167.

fish-oil soap, viii, 213; x, 495.

flour of sulphur, vi, 161

.

fowls for asparagus beetle, i, 61; vi, 179;

viii, 252.

fumigation with charcoal gas, ii, 109.

fumigation with sulphur, ii, 18, 227; v, 314.

fumigati&n with tobacco, viii, 255.

fungus, v, 273.

gas-lime, i, 149; ii, 21, 63, 162, 163, 229, 233;

iii, 134; v, 158, 253, 313, 319; viii, 197,239; x,

448.

gas-tar, v, 163, 299, 314.

gas-tarred paper, iv, 199.

gas-water, ii, 35.

gasoline, ii, 35, 200; ix, 352.

Gold Dust Soap-powder, ix, 432.

gypsum, ix, 363.

gypsum and kerosene, ii, 29.

hand-picking, ii, 16, 93, 101, 135, 144, 147, 178;

v, 179, 183, 209, 233, 300, 321; vi, 133, 177,

184; vii, 246, 311, 379; viii, 252; ix, 316.

hand-picking eggs and larvae, i, 56; ii, 93;

iii, 111; iv, 59, 65, 76, 190, 193, 194.

heat, ii, 109, 137, 144; iv, 90; vii, 275.

Remedies for insect depredations— (Cont'd).

heavy oil, v, 300.

hellebore, ii, 35; iv, 191, 194; v, 323; vi, 166;

vii, 352; viii, 274; ix, 816, 336, 372, 431. 440;

x, 484.

hop-wash, iii, 122; viii, 209.

hopperdozer collecting, vii, 338; x, 444.

hot water, i, 59, 179, 198, 269, 288, 307, 317;

ii, 6, 21, 93, 199, 233; v, 183, 231, 287, 315;

vi, 172, 177, 184, 185; vii, 241, 374; ix, 316,

371-372, 441; x, 439.

hunting larvae with lantern, i, 58.

hydrocyanic acid gas, vi, 104 ;
Ix, 352.

ice-water, iv, 191.

infested fruit destroyed, viii, 248.

infested shoots burned, ix, 345.

infusion of tobacco, viii, 257.

insectivorous birds, ix, 349-351, 356, 357.

jarring, i, 162; ii, 12, :85, 101, 228; vii, 289,

294; viii, 125; ix, 365.

jarring on sheets, iv, 201, vi, 166; x, 410,

413, 432.

kerosene, viii, 274.

action of, iv, 190, 191.

and gypsum, for squash bug, ii, 29.

and lard, vi, 158.

and sand, ii, 16, 232.

and soapsuds, i, 162.

and water, ii, 147; iv, 200; >, 321; vl,

133, 136; vii, 351; viii, 252.

burning as sprayed, ix, 425.

for bark-borers, vii, 352; ix, 366.

for bean-weevil, vii, 276.

for carpet-beetles, ii, 47.

for leather-eating beetles, iv, 92, 198;

ix, 304.

for mites, ii, 227; vi, 161.

for pea-weevil, v, 300.

for root insects, ii, 34-35.

for scale insects, ii, 32; vi, 144; viii,

215, 216.

for squash-vine borer, ii, 63

.

for "warbles," vi, 115.

soaking seed in, viii, 200.

wetted sheet, vii, 355.

kerosene emulsion for Anomala mar-

ginata, x, 413.

for aphides, ii, 21, 187; v, 161, 256; vi,

148, 167, 169; vii, 318; viii, 209, 212,

217; ix,369, 431-432; x, 428, 434.

for apple-leaf Bucculatrix, v, 262, 317.

for bugs, ii, 147; v, 321; ix, 316; x, 439.

for cabbage aphis, x, 495.

for cabbage maggot, x, 484.

for cattle tick, vi, 158.

for chinch-bug, ii, 233.

for cow-horn fly, ix, 442.

for currant Amphidasys, ii, 101

.

for cut-worms, viii, 190.

for leaf-miners, ix, 375.
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Remedies for insect depredations— (Cont'd),

kerosene emulsion for leaf-hoppers, v, 302;

vi, 166; viii, 287; ix, 430.

for pear leaf mite, x, 459.

for pear midge, viii, 151.

for pear Psylla, viii, 220; ix, 329.

for ".'red-spider," v, 288, 322.

for rose-bug, viii, 201; ix, 420.

for scale insects, ii, 22, 230, 232; iv, 118,

195; v, 279, 313, 319; vi, 144; viii, 215,

280; ix, 373, 441.

for striped cucumber beetle, ix, 362.

for striped flea beetle, v, 301.

for two-spotted tree-hopper, x, 493.

for white-grubs, ix, 353-354, 443; x, 500.

formulae, ii, 36-37, 38; iv, 191; v, 279; vi,

144-145; viii, 190, 209.

killing the larvae, viii, 205.

lady-bird colonization, i, 61

.

late fall-plowing, viii, 239.

light in pan containing kerosene and water,

x, 393.

lighted candle for fleas, i, 62.

lime, ii, 10; v, 157, 158, 160, 163, 227, 229;

vi, 148, 179; vii, 333, 352, 372; ix, 336, 416,

418, 420, 434, 435, 441.

lime, air-slaked, i, 59, 148; vi, 167; viii,

252, 253; x, 410, 484, 487.

lime-wash, v, 163; viii, 201.

lime-water, i, 59; v, 307; vii, 366.

linseed oil, i, 162; iv, U9, 195.

local extermination for grain moth, x, 384.

London purple, i, 34, 166; ii, 44, 65, 86, .23,

136,223,225,227; iv, 14, "91, 19J, 201; v,

162, 200, 219. 240, 301, 304, 312, 313, 322; vii,

239; viii, 140, 150,201, 274, 280, 286; ix,

297, 372,:414-415, 416, 417, 420, 435.

lures for concentrating attack, iv, 199.

lye solutions, ii, 35; v, 163, 299, 320.

manures, ix, 363.

McDougall sheep-dip, vi, 114.

mercurial ointment, iv, 199; vi, 115.

molasses and London purple for ants, i, 62.

molasses and red lead for roaches, i, 62.

molasses and vinegar, iv, 76.

muriate of potash, ix, 418.

mustard water, i, 60.

naphtha, ii, 35.

night collections, viii, 190.

night soil, x, 484.

nitrate of potash, v, 157.

nitrate of soda, vii, 366; ix, 372, 418, 441.

oil-of-tar, ii, 35.

oil of turpentine, vi, 150.

paraffine oil, i, 46, 179.

parasitized insects, distribution of, i, 61.

Paris green, i, 25-34, 166; ii, 3, 9, 15, 67, 85'

123, 131, 136, 146, 223, 225, 227, 228, 229; ii'

95; iv, 103, 191, 199, 201; v, 155, 162, 262,

301, 305, 317, 319, 320,321; vi, 132; viii, 140,

218, 241, 244, 248, 274, 280; ix, 297, 336, 34^

343, 345, 372, 374, 415-416, 417, 423, 428, 432-

4JJ, 434, 443; x, 413, 488.

Remedies for insect depredations— (ConVd).
Paris green and flour, vii, 351.

perchloride of mercury, ii, 187.

peroxide of silicates, ix, 363.

Persian infect powder, ix, 352.

petroleum, ii, 35.

phosphates, ix, 418.

picking leaves infested with Plytoptus, x,

459.

picking infested fruit, viii, 143, 150.

pig-rooting, vi, 176, 183.

pigs to eat infested fruit, vii, 290.

planting fruit trees over water, vii, 290.

plants for decoys, ii, 64.

plaster, i 148; vii. 333.

plowing, i, 149; ii, 63, 161, 163, 225, 233; iv,

34; v, 156, 206, 312; vi, 176, 183; vii, 339, x, 488.

poisoned baits, v, 206; viii, 21.

poison in blossoms visited, viii, 213.

poisonous coatings, ix, 363.

potash, v, 163, 299.

potash and kainit, x, 448.

potash salts, ix, 4 18.

potassium, sulpho-carbonate of, ii, 22.

poultry feeding, ii, 33, 34; iv, 203.

probing burrows for grubs, i, 53; v, 320; x,

488.

propagation of contagious disease, vii, 341.

pruning and burning infested canes, x, 406.

pupae destroyed, viii, 248.

pyrethrum, ii, £6, 35, 93, 201, 227; iv, 61, 101,

134. 16?, ,91; v, 209, ?01, 321; vi, 136, 148,

161, 70, 184; vii, 236, 290; viii, 212, 213,

274, 282; ix, 3'2, 314, 363, 371, 418, 420, 441,

442; x, 404, 496.

pyre' hrum water, iv, 201; v, 305; vi, 167;

vii, 315, 344, 360; x, 393, 404.

pyroligneous acid, ii, 35.

quassia infusion, i, 59, 322; ix, 420.

quassia water and soap, iv, 198, 199; v, 288,

30-.

raupenleim, insect lime, ix, 425.

rearing parasites, x, 371.

red-pepper, ii, 17.

removal of outer bark of trees, ix, 428-429;

x, 484.

rhigolene, ii, 35.

road dust, i, 60, 148; viii, 212; ix, 336.

rolling the ground, i, 148; ii, 161, 233; v, 206,

264, 312

salt, ii, 224; v, 258, 315; viii, 200, 282; x, 448.

saltpetre, ii, 28, 65; v, 157, 315; ix, 363.

scraping the bark, i, 162; ii, 230; iv, 119, 195;

v, 309.

shakirg from foliage, v, 172, 183, 262, 314,

317, 320, 321.

sheep-dips, i, 62; v, 226.

sheep in orchards, i, 60; ii, 123.

sheep-wash for ticks, i, 62.

shelter for nocturnal feeders, i, 63.

skunk, protection of, f'«r hop-grub, i, 61;

x, 373.
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Remedies for insect depredations— (ConVd).

sludge-oil soap, viii, 201; ix, 418, 410.

slug-shot, ix, 363.

snuff-water, ii, 35.

soap, i, 59, 304 319.

soap and sulphur, v, 288, 322.

soap-suds, i, 162, 179, 194, 301, 302; ii, 63, 199;

iv, 119, 198, 199; vi, 144, 148; v, 161, 256, 275,

287,302; vii, 372; viii, 216; ix, 345, 369, 370,

441; x, 428.

soap wasb, iv, 119; v, 160, 270, 279, 317, 320.

soft soap, v, 163; viii, 190, 217, 281, 285, 286.

soluble phenyle, ii, 21; v, 315.

spreading inferted manure, viii, 194.

starvation, v, 310, 316; viii, 197, 200.

sublimating sulphur, x, 450.

sulphate of copper, viii, 151 ; ix, 434

sulpho-carbonates of potassium, ii, 22.

sulpho-cyanide of potassium, ii, 35.

sulphur, ii, 18, 32, 227; vii, 365; ix, 352, 442;

x, 450, 458, 486.

sulphur fumes, iv, 201.

sulphur, lard and kerosene for poultry,

i, 62.

sulphur, plugging trees with, ineffective,

x, 495.

sulphur sifter for bird mites, i, 62.

salphur soap and water, x, 458.

sulphuret of lime and soft soap in water,

x. 458.

sulphuric-Hcid Water, i, 59.

sulphurous acid, ii, 35.

sweetened sponge for ants, i, 62.

sweetened water in bottles, vii, 289.

swine, for white grubs, etc., i, 61; ii, 224,

2?5.

tansy decoction, v, 159; x, 484.

tar, ix, 442, 444.

tar-water, ii, 35.

tarring the ground for migrants, i, 58.

toads in garden, domestication of, i, 61, v,

301.

tobacco, iv, 191,199; v, 160, 161; viii, 212, 213,

217, 251, 255, 274, 281, 285; ix, 345, 369, 370,

371, 372, 418, 419, 420, 441, 442; x, 484.

tobacco dust, x, 495.

tobacco juice, ii, 29, 31, 35.

tobacco smoke, i, 60, 319, 320.

tobacco water, i, 59, 302; iii, 120; v, 256, 301,

302, 303; vi, 148, 166, 167; vii, 341, 372; x,

428, 484.

trenching, v, 200.

trapping, vi, 169; vii, 366; viii, 206, 242, 278;

x, 448.

trapping beneath leaves, etc
,

iii, 111 ; ix,

316, 441.

trapping for **ggs, ii, 144.

trapping in soap-suds for flies, i, 62.

trer-beating and jarring, i, 57.

trees felled for decoy, ii, 55.

turpentine, ix, 352; x, 494.

turpentine and land plaster, ix, 363.

78

Remedies for insect depredations — (ConVd) .

vaporized tobacco juice, v, 302.

vinegar and molasses trap, ii, 33.

whale-oil soap, i, 59; ii, 32, 37, 167, 230;

iv, 103; v, :63, 313: vi, 114, 144, 166; vii,

290, 318; viii, 215, 279; ix, 370, 440; x, 494.

white areenic and lime, ix, 434-425.

wood ashes, i, 60; viii, i 82, 183; ix, 372.

working the ground, iv, 15; v, 259.

worming, viii, 243.

X. O. dust, ix, 418, 420.

remotepunctata, Calandra, ix, 308.

Renia disooloralis, x, 482.

reniformis, Helotropha, x, 482.

renigera, Mamestra, x, 482.

repanda, Cicindela, vii, 219; x, 3^7.

repentis, agrotis, i, 340.

Resplendent shield-bearer (Aspidisca splen-

doriferella;, i, 166, 330.

reticulatana, Cenopis, x, 483.

reticulatus, Cossus, vii, 375.

retinervis, Microcentrum, iv, 80; v, 323, 326.

retusa, Anthophora, x, 386.

reversal is, Mecyna, x, 515.

Rhinoceros beetle, v, 223, 321; vii, 246-255; ix,

342, 440.

Rhinosia pometella [Ypsolophus pomotellus],

i, 300.

Rhipiptera [Strepsiptera]
,

i, 79.

Rbizobiinae, iv, 196.

Rhizoglyphus, x, 451, 452, 466.

phylloxerae, x, 451, 487.

rostroserratus, x, 449.

Rhizophagus feeding on Tribolium, ii, 139.

rhois, B epharida, v, 271.

Melaphis [Pemphigus], iii, 142; x, 503.

Rhois tomatos, iii, 142.

Rhopalocera, dates of occurrence, ix, 456.

Rhopalosiphum berberidis, ix, 411, 412,

Rbyparochromus devastator [Bliesus leucop-

terus], ii, 148.

leucopterus [= prec], ii, 148.

Rhyssa [Thalessa] atrata, ii, 227, 230; iv, 40;

ix, 454.

[Thalessa] lunator, ii, 227; iv, 35, 40, 205.

persuasoria, viii, 108, 165, 166.

ribearia, Abraxas [Eufitchia], i, 299, 306; ix,

456.

ribesii, Nematus, vii, 335; viii, 125.

ribis, Aphis [Myzus], i, 272; iii, 145.

Myzus, ix, 370-371
; x, 498.

Ricara [caespitalis]
, Pyrgus, i, 336.

Rice weevil, x, 511.

Rileyana, Heteropacha, ii, 40.

Rileyi, Schizoneura, iii, 125.

rimosa, Cicada, ix, 385.

Tibicen [Cicada], ix, 410.

rimosalis, Pionea [Evergestis rimosalis], ii, 95.

Rivellia viridulans, ii, 122 v

Rivula propinqualia, iv, 206.

rivulosa, Lygranthcecia, iii, 141.

Roaches, i, 36; iv, 132; vii, 325.
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Robin feeding on white grub, ix, 356.

robiDia?, Clytus [Cyllene], i, 317.

Cossus, ii, 216; ix, 426.

Cyllene, i, 317; ii, 224; vii, 363; viii, 175*

176; x, 504, 517.

SpermophagU8, vii, 270.

Xyleutes [Cossus], ix, 450.

robiniella, Anacampeis [Gelechia], i, 309.

robustus, Gordius, iv, 125.

8phenophorus, i, 261, 262.

Rocky Mountain locust,

Anthomyian parasite of, i, 168, 181-184.

depredating on apple-trees, i, 332.

depredations, x, 439-440.

estimated loss caused by, i. 7.

flights of, i, 13-14.

Mantis preying on, iv. 161.

number of generations of, ii, 196; ix. 332.

operations against, vii, 338-340.

reference, i, 17, 18, 193, 195; ii, 192, 193; iv,

165, 177, 192; x, 496.

remedies, i, 50.

Roestelia aurantiaca fungus, ii, 12; vi, 181.

Root-aphis of the hop-vine, iv, 196.

Root-feeding aphides, ix, 371.

Root-fly, Anthomyia radicum, i, 191-194, 196.

Root web-worm, iv, 14.

rosaceana, Caccecia, i, 329; v, 213; vi, 187; vii.

355; ix, 418, 516.

ro?ae, Anomia [? Typhlocyba], vii, 345, 362.

Diaspis, vii, 384.

Empoa, viii, 256.

Monostegia, vii, 344, 362; x, 499.

Psila, of Europe, i, 46, 49.

Selandria [Monostegia], i. 42; vii, 362.

Tettigonia [Typhlocyba], ii, 31; vi, 166;

vii, 345, 362; viii, 256.

rosaua, Caccecia, x, 516.

Rose aphids, v, 162.

Rose-beetle, see rose-bug.

Rose-bug, bibliography, i, 227-228.

characterises of its appearance, i, 231.

classificatory and descriptive, i, 78, 228-229.

detailed account, i, 227-232.

food-plants, i, 229-230.

habits, vii, 346-347.

natural history, i, 231.

ravages, i, 230-231, 317; ii, 325; iv, 142, 198,

199; v, 154; vi, 166; viii, 125; ix, 419-420.

references, i, 78, 234, 303, 307, 316; vii, 337;

viii, 112; x, 411, 491, 497, 511.

remedies, i, 45, 57; viii, 200-202, 282; ix,

418; x, 501.

Rose: insects, etc., injurious to,

Aphides, v, 162.

Anomala marginata, x, 411.

Aramigus t ulleri, ii, 142; iv, 193.

?3ibio aibipenni3, ii, 115.

Caccecia argyrospila, vii, 356.

Caccecia rosaceana, vi, 187; ix, 418.

Chauliognathus Penasylvanicus, ix, 344,

463.

Rose: insects, etc. injurious to— (Continued) .

Cladius pectinicornis, x, 499.

Diaspis rosae, vii, 354.

Emphytus cinctus, x, 499.

Homoptera lunata, iv, 57-59, 315.

leerya Purchasi, iv, 187.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229; vi, 175;

viii, 201; ix, 419-420.

Monostegia rosae, vii, 344, 362; x, 499.

Orgyia leucostigma, ii, 69, 77.

Otiorhynchus ovatus, x, 417.

Parasa chloris, ix, 443

Penthina nlmbatana, ii, 228; v, 214; vi, 139.

Poeciiocapsus lineatus, i, 278.

Pulvinaria innumerabilis, vi, 143.

Tetranychus telarius, ix, 432.

Tettigonia [Typhlocyba] rotae, ii, 31; vi,

166; vii, 362; viii, 256.

white grubs, ix, 354.

Rose-leaf hopper (Typhlocyba rosae), ii, 31;

vii, 345, 362.

Rose-leaf "Thrips, 11
viii, 116, 256.

Rose-leaf tyer (Penthina nimbataDa), v, 213-

215; vi, 139.

Rose saw-fly, vii, 354.

Rose slug (Monostegia ro3ae). iii, 88; vii, 344,

362; x, 499.

Rose-twig borer, i, 57.

rosea [nervosa]
, Odontota, i, 331

.

rostroserratus, Rhizoglyphus, x, 449.

Tyroglyphus, x, 486.

Rosy Hispa, i, 331.

rotondipennis, Sciara, x, 394.

rotundifolia, Amblycorypha, vii, 384.

Round-headed apple-tree borer, i, 58, 331; ii,

21; v, 269, 320; vii, 313; ix, 440.

Rove-beetles (Staphylinidae), i, 187, 189.

rubellus, Lixus, i, 260.

rubens [ferrugineum]
, Tribolium, ii, 136.

rubeolans, Nephelodes, i, 107.

rubi, Lasioptera, iv, 66.

Selandria [ Honophadnus] ,
i, 42.

rubicunda, Anisota [Dryocampa], iii, 91; v,

197, 198, 200.

Dryocampa, iii, 91; v, 200; ix, 295, 422, 455;

x, 507.

rubicundula, Diplax, vii, 220.

rubivora, Aplodes [Synchlora glaucaria], viii,

129.

Synchlora [= prec], viii, 129.

rubivoraria, Synchlora [= prec], viii, 129, 285.

rubrocinctus, Cimex [Largus succinctus], ii,

164.

rubus-caulus, Figites, i, 315.

rudbeckiae, Aphis [Siphonophora]
,
ix, 406, 412.

Siphonophora, ix, 411, 412.

rudis, Musca [Pollenia], ix, 309, 310.

Pollenia, ii, 117; viii, 297; ix, 309-314, 439;

x, 498, 510, 516.

rufa, Formica, ii, 117, 186.

rufescens, Panorpa, x, 464-473, 478, 479, 480.

ruflbarbis, Erax, i, 819.
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ruflceps, Anthomyia, I, 171, 185. ^
ruficollis, Agrilus, vi, 123-125, 174; x, 406-407,

516.

Buprestis [Agrilus], vi, 123.

ruflmana, Mylabris [Bruchus ruflmanus], vii,

280.

ruflmanus, Bruchus, vi, 128; vii, 263, 267, 26S,

279-285,286, 383; viii, 299; ix, 440.

Mylabris [% of Bruchus lentis], vii, 285.

ruflpennis, Apate [Polygraphus], ii, 54.

[piceus] ,
Attagenus, ix, 300.

Dendroctonus, ii, 54.

Hylurgus [ Dendroctonus j, ii, 54.

Polygraphus, ii, 54.

rufipes, Altica [Crepidodera] , iv, 101.

Chrysomela [= prec], iv, 101.

Crepidodera, iv, 101-103, 196.

Phora, x, 405.

rufocoxalis [var. of congregatus], Apanteles,

ix, 461.

rugosa, Lachnosterna, ix, 355.

rugosus, Oxytelus, i, 189; iii, 134, 142.

rugulosus, Eccoptogaster [Scolytus], iv, 103.

Scolytus, iii, 152; iv, 103, 107, 186, 208; v,

300, 319; vii, 383.

rumicis, Aphis, ix, 440.

Hypera [Phytonomus], i, 248.

Phytonomus, i, 248.

Rust mite, iii, 141.

rutila, Gortyna, i, 115.

Rutulus, Papilio, viii, 296.

Rye: insects injurious to,

Calandra granaria, vii, 365.

Cephus pygmaeus, vii, 334.

Chlorops, viii, 167.

Isosoma hordei, iv, 29.

Janus tPhyllcecus] flaviventris, viii, 167.

Leucania albilinea, x, 490, 492.

Oscinis glabra, in Europe, i, 225.

Oscinis pumilionis, in Europe, i, 225.

Phyllcecus [Cephus] trimaculatus, viii, 167.

Siphonophora avenae [granarial, i, 313; ii,

225; iii, 113; v, 247, 252; vii, 360.

Rymosia fenestralis, x, 392.

S.

sacchari [siro]
,
Tyroglyphus, iii, 129, 151 ; v,

294; viii, 293.

Sackeni [posticata], Mallota, i, 211.

Saddle-back caterpillar, i, 328; vi, 187.

salicellis, Lachnus, ix, 407, 412.

salicis [rigida, auth., O. 8.], Cecidomyia, i,

297.

Chionaspis, ix, 411.

Fitch, Coccus [Lecanium], ix, 409, 411, 413.

Lecanium, ix, 411, 413.

Pulvinaria, ix, 411.

salicis-batatus, Cecidomyia, ii, 231.

salicis-pomum, Nematus, v, 173.

saltatorius, Neuroterus, vii, 309.

saltatus, Andricus, a jumping gall insect, vii,

309.

saltltans, Carpocapsa, iv, 151-154; v, 315; vi,

187; vii, 310; viii, 292.

sambucifoliae, Aphi«, ix, 406, 412.

Samia [Attacu*] Cecropia, i, 72, 328; il, 77.

[Attacus] Columbia, i, 86.

San Jos6 scale, x, 456, 505.

Sanborni, Chernes, iii, 142; vi, 190.

"Sand flie8
,, (Ephemeridae), iv, 122.

sangulnea, Coccinella, vii, 382; viii, 300.

sanguinicollis, Penthimia, ix, 397.

sanguieugus. Conorhinus, iv, 111; v, 316.

Sannina exitiosa, viii, 182-186; ix, 367.

santes [Philodicej, Colias, i, 301.

Sap fly, x, 389.

Saperda affinis [Oberea bimaculata], v, 231.

[Oberea] bimaculata, v, 231

.

bivittata [Candida], i. 297, 306; ii, 27.

calcarata, i, 297.

Candida, in hawthorn, v, 320.

oviposition of, iv, 200; v, 269-271.

reference, i, 331; iv, 107; v, 325; ix, 440;

x, 488, 511.

remedies, i, 53, 64; ii, 227; iii, 105; vii,

313-314; x, 488.

cretata, I, 331

.

tridentata, ix, 427-429; x, 484, 485, 499.

tripunctata [Oberea bimaculata], i, 297; v,

231.

vestita, iv, 207.

Sapromyza vulgaris, i, 225.

Saratogensis, Aphrophora, i, 285; iv, 121; ix,

410.

Lepyronia [=prec], ix, 393.

Sarcoptidae, v, 290.

satellitia, Philampelus [Pandorus], x, 508.

8atyricus, Ufeus, x, 482.

Satyrus Alope, iv, 137.

Satyrus, Grapta, vii, 375.

Satyrus Nephele, v, 285.

Satyrus, Xyloryctes, vii, 251.

saucia, Agrotis, i, 8, 328; v, 200-206; viii, 234,

235.

Peridroma [=prec], v, 200.

Saundersii [lunata], Homoptera, iv, 57.

Saw-flies, attacking fruit-trees, v, 323; Ix, 335-

336.

attacking pear-trees, ii, 5.

attacking quince, ii, 232.

attacking wheat, iii, 88; iv, 135.

classification, i, 78; iv, 190.

delayed pupation of certain ones, i, 138.

parasite of currant saw-fly, iv, 197.

reference, iv, 205.

remedies, i, 33, 42.

Saw-fly borer, vii, 334.

Sayi, Lytta [Pomphopoea]
,
vi, 136.

Pomphopcea, vi, 136.

Sayii, Amblycephalus TDeltocephalus] , ix. 401

410.

Deltocephalus, ix, 401, 410.

scabies, Epidapus, x, 447.

Oospora, x, 446, 487.
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scabra. Hypena. ix. 454.

Osmoderma, i, 330.

scalaris. Bellamira, v, 285.

Heliria. ix. 410.

Homalomyia, i, 168, 171

Leptura [Bellamira], v, 285.

Scale insects, classification, i. 79.

contact insecticides for, iv, 190.

fish brine for, i, 60.

kerosene for. i, 43; ii. 32.

kerosene emulsion for, ii, 38; viii, 215.

lady bugs destroying, v. 266; vi, 105; vii,

341; x, 501.

losse3 caused by. vi, 104: vii, 310.

on apple and pear, viii, 293; ix. 440.

on camellia and oleander, viii 214-215, 279;

x, 497.

on ivy, v, 278-279. 317.

on maple, i, 310; v, 313.

remedies for, v. 300; vi, 144.

reference, i, 286. 309; ii, 187; iv, 180, 200;

viii, 254; ix, 377.

soluble phetiyle for, i, 49.

spread of, iv, 187-183; vi, 104.

studies of, i, 18; iv, 165.

Scallop-wing, viii, 109, 171, 172; x, 497.

scandens, Agrotis, i, 58, 3*8.

scapha Limacodes, i. 328.

Scarabaeidee, i, 227, 232; iv, 182; v, 227; vii, 246;

x, 408-413. 503.

Scarabaeus Indus [Euphoria Inda], i, 232.

[Dynastes] Tityus, v, 227; vii, 246.

scarlatina. Gypona, ix, 397.

Scatophaga [Phorbia] ceparum, i, 173.

Scavenger beetles, vi, i70.

Scelothrix [Pyrgus], i, 336.

Scenopinidae, ii, 45.

Scenopinus fenestralis, ii, 44; iv, 174; vii, 312,

367, 382; x, 510.

pallipes [fenestralis], ii, 44; iv, 174.

Scepsis fulvicollis, ix, 456.

Schaumii, Oberea, v. 233.

Schizoneura, venation of, iii, 124.

Americana, v, 319.

caryae, iii, 125.

[Pemphigus] imbricator, ix, 411, 412.

lanigera, i, 43, 47, 331; ii, 35, 181; iii, 125; v,

160; ix, 407, 411, 412.

querci, ii, 181; iii, 125.

Rileyi, iii, 125.

[Lachnus] strobi, iii, 125.

[Pemphigus] tessellata, ii, 181 ;
iv, 208.

ulmi, ii, 181; ix, 411, 412.

Schizoneurinae, ix, 412.

Schlse*eri, Cryptolechia [Stenoma], ix, 456.

Schonherri, Pachyrhynchus [Ithycerus Nove-
boracensis] . i, 300

.

Schoturus nivicola, x, 519.

Sciara, i, 189, 219, 330; iv, 200; v, 264; vi, 188; x,

387-391, 447, 439, 490.

caldaria, x, 396, 397-399, 403, E10.

coprophila, x, 391-397, 403.

Sciara deperdita (fossii). x, 338.

fucata*, v, 265; x, 388.

Giraudii*, v, 2C5.

hyalip*-nnis*, v, 265.

longipes*, v, 265.

mali, i, 219, 330; ii, 125, 227, 234; v, 265; x,

388, 389, 391

.

militaris*, x, 390.

nervosa*, v, 265; x, 392, 489.

nigra, x, 394.

ocellaris, x, 388.

ochrolabis, x, 394.

pulicaria*, v, 265; x, 388.

punctata*, x, 388.

pyri*, v, 265.

quinquelineata*, v, 265; x, 388.

rotondipennis, x, 394.

sciophila, x, 394.

scopuli rfossil), x, 388.

Thomae*, v, 264; x, 390.

tilicola*, v, 265.

toxoneura, x. 388.

tritici, x, 389.

vittata*, v, 265.

Sciarae, x, 490.

sciarina, DccDSia, x, 392.

Sciarinae, x, 389.

Sciarinen, x, 388.

eciophila, Sciara, x, 394.

Sciophila striata, x, 392.

Scoliopteryx libatrix, i, 340; viii, 109, 171-172;

ix, 456: x, 497.

Scolopendridae, iv, 132, 133; vi, 190.

Scolytid bark-borers, vii, 352; x, 500.

Scolytidae, ii, 54; iv, 103-107, 154, 204; vii, 238;

ix, 365, 367.

Scolytus beetle on elms in Europe, ix, 428.

Scolyt'Js icorise, iv, 107.

obesus [Xyleborus diepar] ,
v, 300.

pyri [Xyleborus dispar] ,
i, 3 10.

rugulosus, iii, 152; iv, 103-107, 186 , 208; v,

300, 319; vii, 383.

Scopelcsoma larvae fed on apple leaves, i, 327.

scopuli, Sciara, x, 383.

Scopolia sequax, viii, 238.

Scorias spongiosum, ix, 347, 463.

Scorpion, x, 464.

Scorpion-flies, x, 463-480.

Screw-worm, i, 40, 62, 843.

scripta, Habrosyne [Thyatira] ,
i, 340.

Lina, vii, 219; x, 500, 517.

scriptura, Pyrgus, i, 336.

scrophulariae, Anthrenus, see Anthrenus scro-

phulariae.

Byrrbus [Anthrenus] , ix, 299.

Cionus, i, 248.

Dermestes [Anthrenus] , ix, 299.

scrutator, Calosoma, x, 491, 516.

sculptilis, Spbenophorus, see 8phenophorus
x sculptilis.

sculpturatus, Oxytelus, i, 189.

Sculptured cora-curculio, i, 253-263.

* European.
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Scurfy bark-louse, i, 331 ;
iv, 2C8; v, 326; ix, 440;

x, 518.

Scutellaria, Anoplitis [Odontota dorsalis], i,

309, 320.

[Chineneis], Bruchus, vi, 127; vii, 282, 383;

viii, 295; x, 382.

Coccotorus, iv, 17.

[dorsalis], Odontota, i, 320.

scutellatus, Monohammus, x. 517.

Scutelligeraammerlandia [Microdon globosus],

ii, 116.

Scutigera Floridana [Cermatia forceps], iv,

128.

Scutigeridae, iv, 128, 132; vii, 324.

Scymnus specie?, v, 300.

terminatus, ii, 186.

Scythropus el«»gans, iii, 141.

secalis, Eurytoma [Is .soma hordei], iv, 27, 29.

Seed-corn fly, i, 199-201.

segetum, Agrotis, viii, 235.

Selandria [Eriosoma] cerasi, i, 42, 60; ix, 335.

[Monostrgia] rosse, i, 42; viii, 362.

[Monophadnue] rubi, i, 42.

Semblis [Chauliodes] pectinicornis, viii, 155.

seminarius, Bruchus, vii, 283, 284.

seminuda, Eutettix, ix, 410.

seminudus, Bythoscopus [Eutettix], ix, 393.

Semiotellus chalcidiphagus, iv, 33.

clisiocampae, vi, 186.

destructor, i, 321.

semiovana, Phoxopteris, x, 483.

semistriatus, Psocus, i, 161.

senatoria, Adelocepbala [Anisota], v, 193.

Anisota, ii, 230; iii, 91; v, 192-200; ix, 450,

453.

Dryocampa [= prec], v, 192.

Sennettii, Ecpantberia, v, 317.

septemmaculata, Diplosis, v, 280.

septendeciao, Cicada, see Cicada sep -endecim.

var. Cassinii, Cicada, x, 424.

var. tredecim, Cicada, x, 518.

sequax, Scopolia, viii, 238.

sera [velata], Gortyna, i, 115. 340.

Hydroecia, x, 482.

Serica iricolor, i, 330.

tristis, viii, 284, 298.

eericea, Cistela, vi, 130.

8ericeus, Dolerus, iv, 197, 205.

Sericoris campestrana, x, 483.

instrutana, x. 483.

serrata, Haematobia, see Haematobia serrata.

Lyperosia [Haematobia], v, 220.

Priophora [=prec ], v, 220, 223.

serraticnrnis, Cucullia, ix, 456.

serratus [complanatus]
,
Po.ydesmus, iii, 133.

s^rricornis, Chauliodes, viii, 159.

Sesia [Hemaris] Buffaloensis, ix, 451.

[Hemaris] diffinis, ix, 450.

f-maculata [Alypia octomaculata], v, 179.

[Hemaris] Thysbe, x, 507.

Sesia uniformis [Hemaris Thysbe var. ruficau"

die], x, 494.

Sesiadae, ix, 338.

sessilis, Hemiteles, i, 86.

setacea, Phora, x, 402.

Seventeen-year Cicada, appearance, time of,

ii, 173.

at Galway, N. Y., vii, 299.

at Tivoli, N. Y.. vii, 297-299, 3C0, 361.

bibliography, ii, 167-168; vii, 296-*97.

broods in NT . Y., ii, 170-172; v, 27C; x, 421.

broods, DuraVer of in U. S., ii, 170; v, 276.

chambers of, x. 423, 502.

classification, i, 79.

detailed account, ii, 167-179; vii, 296-301; x,

420-425.

fungus destroying, ii, 178-179.

general account (abstract), ii. 225.

in Western N. Y., ii, 168.

injuries to vegetation, ii, 176-177.

life-history, ii, 173-175.

musical apparatus, ii, 175.

natural enemies and checks, ii, 177-178.

precursors of regular brood, vii, 299-300.

preventives, ii, 178.

reference, i, 309. 331; v, 318; vi, 153; ix, 33 i,

385; x, 356, 500.

remnant ? of an unrecorded brood, vii, 3C0-

301.

seen almost annually, ii, 169.

thirteen-year brood, ii, 169; v, 276.

thirteen-year brood in N. Y. ?, vii, 301.

transformations, time required for. ii, 168—

169; v, 276.

trees attacked, ii, 176.

Seventeen-year locust, see preceeding.

sex-guttata. Cicindela. ix, 462.

Sexion-beetles, v, 269.

Sexual character in pupae of some Lepidoptera.

ii, 213-217.

Shad-fly, i, 298; ii, 210.

Sheep gad-fly, i, 299.

Sheep maggots, i, 299.

She^p scab, vii, 362.

Sheep-tick, i, 78, 79, 299.

cheep warble-fly, vi, 111.

Sialidae. viii, 159.

Sigalphus curculionis, i, 308.

signata, Vlycetophila, x, 392.

Tricholita, x, 377.

signatipes, Ichneumon, vii, 228.

signatus, Anthonomus, iii, 139; ix, 431.

Signoreti, Aphrophora, v, 245.

Silk-weed insect, ix, 405.

Silk-worm disease, ii, 40; iv, 178.

fungus, ii, 179.

moth, x, 493.

Silk-worms, i. 76; vii, 359; ix, 423.

Silpha Americano, ix, 462.

thoracica, of Eurupe, iv, 180.

Silphidae, number of larvae described, iv, 182.
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8ilphides, eense organs in, i, 69.

Silvanus advena, ix, 308.

casaiae, ix, 308, 462.

Surinamensis, i, 40, 330; vi, 107, 188; vii,

331; Ix, £03, 462; x, 495.

silvellus, Crambug, in Europe, i, 150.

silybi, Aphis, focd-plant in Europe, iii, 122.

similis, Anthomyia, i, 171, 202.

Helophilus, vii, 233.

[X latifrons], Helophilus, iv, 200; vii. 230.

Hylemyia [Anthomyia], i, 202.

simplex, Plusia, x, 376, 487.

Simson, Argyramoeba, viii, 300.

simulans, Psylla, ix, 328.

Simulidge, ii, 112.

Simulium molestum, v, 283, 317.

pecuarum. v, 314.

Sinea diadema, i, 331.

Sinoxylon basilare, i, 330; ii, 127, 130.

sinuata, Entilia, ix, 387.

Siphocoryne capreae, iii, 123.

pastinacae [pastinaceae] ,
iii, 123, 151

.

Siphonella obesa, i, 225.

Siphocophora [Aphis] asclepiadis, ix, 411.

avenee [granaria], see grain aphis.

granaria, v, 246; vi, 167.

rudbeckiae, ix, 411, 412.

solani, iii, 122.

solanifolii, iii, 122.

sp., x, 512.

siro, Tyroglyphus, iii, 1C0, 129-130, 151; v, 291-

295; vi, 170; vii, 357; viii, 293.

Sirthenea carinata, iv, 113.

Sitones lineatus, pea-weevil of Europe, i, 49.

Sitophilus [Calandra], i, 305.

Sitotroga cerealella, i, 316; ii, 102-110; iv, 17; vi,

187, 190; ix, 308; x, 377-366, 485, 492, 510.

Sitodrepa panicea, iv, 88-93, 197, 198, 2C7; vii,

311; ix, 440.

6-guttata, Cicindela, ix, 462.

Skeleton-bug, i, 111.

81ender locust leaf-miner, i, 309.

Slugs, i, 39, 42; vii, 366.

Small snow fly, i, 298.

Smerinthus cerisyi. ix, 451.

excaecatus, i, 327; x, 508.

geminatus, ix, 451.

Jamaicensis, ix, 451

.

juglandis, x, 508.

ocellatus, ix, 451

.

opthalmicus, ix, 451

.

8micra gigantea [Phasgonophora sulcata], i,

86.

Smilia auriculata [Archasia galeata] , ix, 389.

[Mymna] castaneae, ix, 389.

guttata, ix, 389.

inermis [Stictocephala], ix, 388.

inornata [Cyrtolobus inornatus] , i, 284: ix,

388.

[Atymna] querci, ix, 389.

vau [Cyrtolobus], ix, 388.

vittata, ix, 389.

8mithii, Hemiteles, i, 86.

Smynthurus hortensis, i, 322; ii, 207.

8nails, vii, 366.

Snake-worm, i, 189; v, 264; x, 388, 390, 490.

Snapping-beetles, i, 63, 78, 314; iii, 101; iv, 141;

vii, 351, 377; viii, 199, 231.

Snout-beetle, i, 155, 254; ii, 33, 140; iii, 106, 139;

vii, 360; x, 417.

Sncuted mites, v, 290.

Snow-born Boreus, i, 298; ii, 238-239.

midge, i, 298; ii, 242.

Snow-flea, i. 298; ii, 203-207, 244; viii, 266.

Snow-fly, large, ii, 240.

small, ii, 239.

Snow-white linden-moth, i, 329; ii, 76.

Snowy cricket, i, 315.

solani, Dorthesia, i, 286.

Megoura, iii, 121, 149.

Siphonophora, iii, 122.

solanifolii, Siphonophora, iii, 122.

solannina, Aphis, iii, 122.

Soldier-bug, ix, 457.

Solenopsis gemlnata, x, 366.

xyloni [= prec], x, 366.

Solidago gall-moth, ii, 39.

solita, Phytomjza, vii, 243.

Somnus, Nisoniades, i, 336; vi, 180.

Sooth-sayers (Mantis), iv, 160.

sordida, Tettix, ii, 197.

sororia [micans]
,
Lachnosterna, i, 330.

South American butterflies from E. Corning,

Jr., vii, 220.

Southern tobacco-worm, i, 322.

Spanish-fly, v, 305; vi, 131, 133.

speciosus, Clytus [Plagionotus] . i, 297.

Glycobius [Plagionotus]
, i, 297; ii, 227; iii,

103-105; vi, 169; viii, 202-205; ix, 442,497,

501, 517.

Plagionotus, x, 511.

Sphecius, x, 515.

Spectre-insect, i, 111; ix, 446.

Spectrum [Diapheromera] femoratum, ix, 446.

Spermophagus robiniae, vii, 270.

Speyeri, Cucullia, ix, 456.

Sphaeria [Plowrightia] morbosa, v, 280, 320.

spbaeroeephalus, Trichodectes, vi, 190; x, 513.

Sphasrophoria cylindrica, x, 377.

sphaerosperma, Entomophthora, vii, 315.

Sphecidae, vii, 238.

Sphecius speciosus, x. 515.

Sphenophorus, its tignification, i, 256.

caryosus. i, 261.

immunis [?placidus], i, 254.

parvulus, i, 261.

pertinax, i, 261.

placidus, 1, 254, 255.

rectus [placidus] ,
i, 254.

robustus, i, 261, 262.

sculptilis, bibliography, i, 253-254.

depredations, i, 257-258.

description of beetle, i, 255.

detailed account, i, 253-263.
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Bphenophorus, sculptilis, different names of

i, 254-255.

distribution, i, 258.

earliest notice of injuries, i, 2S5-257.

food plants of allied species, i, 260.

habits, f, 262.

habits of allied species, i, 260.

injuries possibly underestimated, i, 262-

263.

injuring corn, i, 301-302, 305, 318; ii, 16

52, 231.

larvae of, to be looked for in corn, i, 262.

living In decaying wood?, i, 258-259.

original food-plant probably wild grass,

i, 259-260; ii, 53.

reference, i, 310; vi, 178; vil, 376.

remedies, 1, 263.

venata [sculptilis] , i, 254.

venatus [sculptilis], i, 253, 255, 256, 301, 305,

310, 318.

zeae [sculptilis] ,
i, 253; ii, 52; vi, 178; vii,

376.

Sphingicampa bicolor, v, 199.

bisecta, v, 199.

Helligbrodti, v, 199.

8phingidae, duration of life in, i, 340; vi, 184.

flight of, i, 119.

list of N. Y. species (abstract), ix, 449.

notes on, x, 507.

parasites of, viii, 187.

reference, i, 83; v, 317; ix, 450, 459.

scent organs of, i, 71.

sexual characters in larvae, ii, 214.

species treated of, v, 174-179; viii, 242-244.

studies in, iv, 164, 173.

undescribed larvae, list (reference), x, 508.

Sphinx Canadensis, iv, 137.

[Protoparce] Carolina, i, 322; viii, 242.

[Protoparce] Celeus, ix, 461.

chersis, vii, 381.

cinerea [= prec], x, 508.

[Protcparce] cingulata, x, 507.

drupiferarum, i, 327; x, 496, 518.

eremitis, x, 503.

Gordius, i, 327.

insolita, v, 317.

kalmiae, v, 177; x, 508, 515.

[A.mpelophapa] Myron, v, 174.

pampinatrix [Ampelophaga Myron]
,
v, 174

plota [Canadensis], iv, 137.

quinquemaculata [Protoparce Celeus], i,

73, 322; iii. 141; iv, 205; v, 309; vi, 187;

vii, 379; viii, 243; x, 507.

Spider-fly, i, 79.

Spiders, iv, 114, 133; viii, 289; x, 428-429.

8pilomyia fusca, v, 284; vii, 229.

Spilosoma [Pyrrharctia] isabella, vii, 225; x,

502.

latipennis, ix, 455.

Vir^inica, i, 317, 328; ii, 83; iv, 206; vi, 169;

vii, 228, 304, 305; ix, 440, 445; x, 481.

Spindle-worms, ix, 447.

Spined soldier-bug, vi, 137; viii, 238.

Spinning mites, v, 290; vi, 160.

Spinolae, Micropus, i, 302.

spinosa, Arma [Podisus spinosus], i, 331; vi,

137; ix, 457.

spinosus, Podisus, i, 331; ii, 146; vi, 137; viii,

238
, 300; ix, 457.

Spittle Insects, i, 285; iv, 120; v, 243-306; vii,

365, 383; viii, 300.

splendoriferella, Aspidisca, i, 166, 330; viii, 283.

spongiosum, Scorias, ix, 347, 463.

Spotted horn-bug, ii, 227; v, 227-231; vii, 246,

255; ix, 342, 444.

lady-bird, iv, 80-84.

millepede, x, 449.

Pelidnota, i, 307.

Spraying, and insecticides, ix, 432-436.

apparatus for, iv, 202; v, 161.

arsenical, of fruit-trees while in blosscm, x
>

497.

directions for, v, 162, 239-240.

for aphides, v, 161, 256, 302; viii, 209, 210,

213; x, 428.

for apple scab, x, 488.

for codling moth, ix, 417, 433; x, 4S7.

for curculio, vii, 358; ix, 333, 417.

for elm-leaf beetle, v, 239-240, 301

.

for fruit-tree insects, vii, 359.

for larch saw-fly, v, 172.

for pear-tree blight, x, 488.

for pear-tree blister-mite, x, 459.

for pear-tree Psylla, viii, 220; ix, 329.

for quince-tree blight, x, 488.

for scale insects, vi, 144.

grapes harmless, viii, 288, 329.

nozzles for, v, 161.

operations, vii, 343-345.

references to literature on, ix, 436.

with cold water, vii, 344.

with insecticides, ix, 414-418; x, 488.

spretus, Caloptenus [Melanoplus] , i, 7, 195, 304.

332; ii, 196; iv, 21, 25; vii, 338; ix, 332.

Melanoplus, vi, 152; ix, 332; x, 439-440, 496.

Spring beetles (Elateridae), iv, 141.

canker-worm, see Anisopteryx vernata.

Spring-tail, i, 79; ii, 207; vi, 173.

Spruce-borer, iv, 96.

bud worm, iv, 22.

spumaria, Cicada [Philaenus], i, 285; v, 245.

Pnilaenus, i, 285; v, 245.

spurcus [piceus], Attagenus, ix, 300.

Squash-bug (see Anasa tristis), i, 39, 47, 63, 306,

316, 322; ii, 29, 165; iii, 110-112, 147; iv, 110,

204; vi, 169; viii, 205-207, 278, 288; ix, 434; x,

494, 497, 504.

Squash Coccinella, i, 322.

Squash: insects injurious to,

Anasa tristis, ii, 29; vi, 169; viii, 205; ix,

434; x, 494, 504.

Aphis cucumeris, viii, 211.

cut-worms, viii, 236.
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Squash: Insects injurious to — (Continued).

Diabrotica vittata, viif, 298; ix, 361.

Epilachna borealis, viii, 126.

Heliothis armiger, i, 120.

Ips fasciatus, vi, 18S.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229.

Melittia cucurbitae [Ceto], ii, 57-68; iv, 13?;

v, 155, 312, 313; vi, 176; vii, 371 ; ix, 434.

Poecilocapsus lineatus, i, 277.

Squash-viue borer Csee Melittia cucurbitae), ii,

28, 57-68; v, 155, 312, 313, 320; vi, 176; vii, 371;

ix, 434.

Stag beetle, i, 330; v, 228.

Stalk-borer (see Gortyna nitela), i, 110-116; ii,

226; hi, 149; v, 304; vi, 176, 178; vii, 377; viii,

112, 191-192; x, 374, 497.

Staphylinidae, i, 69, 187; v, 303.

Staphylinus cinnamopterus, i, 188.

Stegania pustularia, x, 483.

Stene ferruginea [Tribolium ferrugineum], ii,

138.

Stenobothrus, sense organs in, i, 69.

aequalis, ii, 196.

bilineatus, ii, 196.

curtipennis, ii, 197.

macu!ipenni«, ii, 196.

propinquus, ii, 196.

Stfnocorus putator [Elaphiiion villosum] , ix,

358.

Sten^cramn dorsalis, ix, 366, 410.

Stereum complicatum, fungus on peach, ii, 7;

vii, 374

.

sticticus [variegatus], Brachytarsus, ii, 140.

Stictocephala ioermis, i, 284; ix, 440.

stigma, Anisota, iii, 9 ; v, 197, 199.

stigmatus, Cixius, ix, 385.

stimulea, Empretia, i, 328; v, 186, 188; vi, 187;

vii, 381; ix, 455.

Stinging bug, ii, 166; iii, 108; v, 316.

Stinging caterpillars, v, 185, 197.

Stink-bugs, x, 431.

Stiretrus anchorago, ii, 146.

Stomoxys calcitrans, i, 299; v, 221, 2^2, 225,

308; vii, 333; viii, 193; ix, 444

cervicola MS., v, 222, 308.

cornicola MS., v, 220, 222, 308, 310

Strachia [Murgantia] histrionica, i, 261-271;

viii, 292.

ornata [fet-tiva Linn.] . i, 270.

stramentosa, rtyna, 1, 115.

straminalis, Evergestis, ix, 4'6; x, 483

Meaographa [=prec], iii, 140; ix, 456.

Strategus Julian us vii, 249.

Stratiomyidae, iv, 174

Straw be *ry crown-borer, Tyloderma, i, 155; x,

418.

Strawberry crown-girdler, x, 418.

Strawberry: insects, etc. injurious to,

Agrotis saucia, v, 205.

Agrotis yosilon, viii, 190.

Allorhina nitida, i, 237; vi, 183.

Anarsia lineatella, i, 155; vii, 367, 375.

Strawberry: insects, etc. injurious to — (Con.)

? Anisodactylus, ix, 431.

Anthonomus signatus, ix, 431

.

Aphis (Siphonophora fragariae), vi, 183.

Bembidium quadrimaculatum, iii, 98.

Bibio albipennis, ii, 113.

Crttonia aurat», of Europe, i, 237.

Colaspis [brunnea], vi, 183.

Coriaaelaena pulicaria, v, 319: viii, 213.

Cotalpa lanigera, vi, 188.

Euiphytus [Harpiph r rus] maculatus, i, 42.

Euphoria Inda, i, 237.

Harpalus sp. ?, ix, 462.

leery a Purchasi, iv, 187.

Lachnosterna fusca, vi, 183; ix, 296.

Lygus pratensis, v, 275.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, ix, 420.

Mamestra picta, v, 209.

Monostegia ignota, ix. 43 1

.

Nysius ant ustatus, v, 321.

Otiorhynchus ovatus, vi, 189; vii, 360; x,

416, 418.

Otiorhynchus sulcatus, ii, 51.

Otiorhynchus tenebricosus, ii, 52.

Paria aterrima, vi, 183, 188; vii, 360; ix,

• 463; x, 495.

Systeua blanda, iv, 156.

Syslena frontalis, iv, 156.

thousand-legged worms, i, 307.

Tyloderma fragariae, vi, 183; x, 4'8.

Strawberry-leaf folder, iv, 16.

Strawberry- root beetles, ii, 35.

Strawberry root borer (Anarsia), i, 155.

Strawberry Thrlps, iv, 198.

Strawberry weevil, x, 511

.

Strawberry-worm (Emphytus), i, 42.

Strawsonizer, an insecticide machine, ix, 417-

418.

Streaked Thecla, i, 327.

Strepsiptera, i, 79.

striata, Gypona, ix, 410.

Sciophila, x, £91.

strigosa, Thecla, i, 32?; iv, 137; vii, 219.

strigosus, Bittacu«, x, 473-480.

striolata, Haltica [Phyllotreta vittata], i, 310;

viii, 372.

[vittata], Phyllotreta, i, 244, 310; vii, 372.

Striped blister-beetle, Epicauta vittata, i, 33,

40, 57, 300, 322; vi, 132-134, 176; vi ;

, 376.

cucumber-be itle, i, 33, 241, 331; ii, 28; iv,

108; v, 235; vii, 367; ix, 361-364, 419; x,

413-414,498. •

flea-beetle, i, 60, 310; iii, 99; v, 301; ix, 375.

squash beetle, Diabrotica vittata, ii, 231.

strobi, Bythoscopus [Phlepsius], ix, *98.

Eriosoma [Lachnus], ix, 409, 412.

Lachnus, ix, 411, 412.

Phlepsius, ix, 410.

Pissodee, iii, 141; iv, 20, 23; ix, 344-345; x,

498.

Schizoneura [Lachnus], iii, 125.

strobilobius, Adelges [Chexmes], ii, 184.
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frtrobiloblus, Chermes, H, 185.

stygia, Ceecidotea, a crustacean, ix, 849.

stygkiP, Asellu-a, ix, 348.

Stylovidae, parasitic on wasps and bees, 1, 79.

8tyl >pyga [Peripianeta] orientalis, i, 62.

*subarmatus [obtectu*], Bruchun, vii, 256, 259

aube lipticus [..btec'ut-]. Bruchus, vii, 256.

Bubfasciata, Coelidia [female of Jas- us oli-

torius], ix, 398.

Butfurcata, Panorpa, x, 478-

subg.thiea, AgroMs. i, 303. 3 0; x, 377, 482, 519.

Feltia [ \grotis]. x, 377.

subjancta, Had->na [Mimestra], i, 58.

fames' ra, viii, 235.

subsignaria, KLnomos, *, 3:9; ii, 69, 76, 77

Bubspinosus, Macrodactylus, see Macrodactylus

Bubsploosus.

Meloiontha [Macrodactylus], i, 227.

succinctu*, Cipsus LLargus], ii, 164.

Cimex [Lirgu*]. ii, 1l4

Largus, ii, 161-167 : vi, 183.

Lygaeus [Largus], ii, 164.

Suctoria, iv, ,90, 191.

Sugar-maple borer, iii, 103-'05; iv, 204.

Sugar-mite, ii*, ISO; v, 294; viii, 293.

suis, Haematopinus, i, 48.

sulcans [betas], Anthomyia, i, 207.

sulcatum [brunneum], Orthosoma, iv, 23.

sulcatus, Otiorhyncbus, ii, 51; x, 4.8.

tulcifrons, TabaDus. ix, 62.

Sulphur for eltn-leaf beetle, v, 3C0.

Sulphur, plugging trees with, x, 495.

sulphurea, Arphia, ix, 3C0

Sumac gal s, x, 503.

supers tatus, Psenocerus, i, 321, 331; iii, 138.

SurinamensH, Silvacu*, i, 40, 330; vi, 107, 188;

vii, 331; ix, 308, 462; x, 495.

mturalis, Idiccerus, ix, £99.

[iorsaln] Odontota, x, 369.

Tomicus, ii, 54.

suturellus, Dysdercus, ii, 1C6; vi, 183.

Pyrrhocoris [=prec], vi, 183.

Sweet-potato weevil, iii, 154.

Bycophanta, Anthonomus, v, 173.

Calosoma. x, 491.

sylvatica, Cli iocampa, see Clisiocampa

sylvatica.

sylvaticana, Argyrolepia [Ypsolophus pomo-
tellusi,

,
i, 300.

Synchlora albolineata [glaucaria], viii, 129.

glaucaria, viii, 105, 129-133, 285; x, 497.

rubivora [= prec], viii, 129.

rubivoraria [= prec], viii, 1£9, 285.

Syngamus trachealis, iii, 142.

synochitis, Erastria, x, 482.

SyriDga borer, ix, 338; x, 493.

syringae, Podosesia, ix, 833, 461; x, 498.

Syrphidae, rat-tail larvae of, vi, 173; viii, 287.

reference, I, 168; v, 284; vii, 219; x, 377.

species treated of, i, 211-216; ii, 116-117;

vii, 228-234.

studies in, iv, 174; vii, 229.

79

Syrphus flies, i, 302, 313; ii, 166; iii, 116; vii, 363;

ix, <40.

Systasia genus, vii, 371

.

Systena biteeniata [taeniata], iv, 155, 198, 207.

blanda [taeniata], iv, 155-157, 198, 207; ix,

344. 375.

elongata, ix, 341.

frontalis, iv, 156; ix, 297, 343-314, 422, 463;

x, 493.

ligata [ aeniata], ix, 344.

marglnalis, iv, 156.

mitis [taeniata], ix, 314.

ochracea [taeniata], ix, 314.

taeniata, ix, 314.

T.

Tabanidae, iv, 174; vi, 116; vii, 2 9.

Tabanus, a Linnae »n genus, i, 191

.

atrata, vii, 361.

bivinus, iv, 199; vi, 115.

lineola, ix, 468.

sulcifrons, ix, 462.

Tachina c rgj iae, ii, 78.

species, parasitic on bag-worm, i, 87.

parasite on cut-worms, viii, 238.

parasitic on hag-moth caterpillar, v,

192.

parasitic on vagabond Crambus, i, 145-

146.

parasitic on violet Nephelodes, i, 103,

110.

vivida, viii, 297.

Tachinidae, beneficial, viii, 275.

parasitic on cut worms, v, 323.

? parasitic on 17 year locust, ii, 178.

reference, i, 145; v, 285.

Tachypterup, see Anthonomus quadrigibbus.

Tacbys incurvus, v, 303.

taeniata, Systena, ix, 314.

taeniopus, Oscinis, i, 225.

talidiformis, Crambodes, x, 482.

Tallow to preserve insect collections, vi, 175.

tamarisci, Nanophyes, iv, 154.

tarandi GEdemagena, vi, 111.

Tarnithed plant-bug, v, 275; ix, 375.

Tarquinius, Feniseca.fcee Feniseca Tarquinius.

taraata, Hylemyia, i, 171.

Tassei-worm, ear-worm, corn-worm, i, 121.

tau, Agli*, v, 188.

tautina, Ceresa, i, 331.

Telamona, genus defined, ix, 390.

ampelopsidis, ix, 391

.

concava, ix, 390.

coryli, ix, 391,410.

fagi [Heliria scalaris], ix, 391, 410.

fasciata, ix, 390, 410.

monticola, ix, 391, 410.

querci [monticola], ix, 391, 410.

reclivata, ix, 391

.

tribtis [coryli]
,
ix, 891

.

unicolor [fasciata], ix, 390, "410,
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telarius, Tetranychus, ii, 31; iii, 129; iv, 203; v,

287, 821; vi. 159; viii, 255; ix, 432.

Telea Polyphemus, ii, 77; iii, 140; ir, 456; x,

481, 493, 515.

Telenomus, parasite of Orgyia and Anasa
eggs, ii, 79; iii, 111.

Telephoridse, iv, 85; viii, 174.

Telephorus larvae from a well, viii, 174.

?bilineatus, viii, 109, 173-174, 298; x, 497.

Carolinus, viii, 173.

Temnostoma alternans, vii, 229.

ten-lineata, Doryphora, i, 244, 322; viii, 298.

Ten-lined pine inch-worm, iv, 20.

tenax, Eristalis, vi, 188; vii, 229, 233, 333, 382;

ix, 462; x, 510, 519.

Helophilus [=prec], 1, 212.

tenebricosus, Otiorhynchus, ii, 52.

Tenebrio molitor, if, 138; iv, 200, 207; viii, 110,

176-177, 293, 300; ix, 308, 442; x, 497.

obscurus, viii, 110, 177; ix, 307-309, 442, 463;

x, 493.

Tenebriolde3 Mauritanica, iv, 207.

Tenebrionides, i, 69; ii, 136, 139; iv, 23.

tenebrosus, Appidiotus, x, 518.

10-maculata, Coccinella [Megilla], iv, 80.

Tent-caterpillar, i, 11, 57; ii, £2; iv. 185; vi, 165;

ix, 432, 436, 437, 444.

Tenthreditidee, i, 42, 249; iii, 87-90; iv, 44; v,

164, 173, 197; vii, 223, 238, 354.

Tephritis onopordini9, i, 49, 52.

Tephrosia, scent organs, i, 72.

Canadaria, iv, 20, 21.

Teras Cinderella [var. of minuta], i, 329.

malivorana [minuta], 1, 329.

Terentius, Nisoniades, i, 334.

tergita, Cec :d^myia [Dlplosis], i, 297.

tergatus, Byhosccpus [Chlorotettix] , ix, 398.

Chlorotettix, ix, 410.

Termes divinatorium [Atropos divinatoria], ii,

198.

flavipes, ix, 454.

Terminal bud worm, i, 121.

terminatus, Scymnus, ii, 186.

Termitidae, iv, 176.

ternata, Choisya, ix. 4fil.

terristrls, Lumbricu", vii, 378.

tessellarls, Halieidota, v, 3C8; x, 481.

tessellata, Agrotis, vii, 382.

Eriosoma [Pemphigus] ix, 408, 413.

Pemphigus, iii, 125; viii, 1C9, 170; ix, 346-

347, 411, 4! 3, 463; x, 498.

Pyrgus, i, 336.

Schizoneura [Pemphigus], ii, 181; iv, 208.

tessellatum, Anobium [Xestobium], ii, 202.

tesUcea, Clastoptera, i, 285; ix, 393.

testaceum [ferrugineum] , Tribolium, ii, 136.

Tethye, Daimia [Daimio], of Europe, i, 336.

tetracantha, Homalomyia, i, 171.

Tetracis crooallata, x, 483.

lorata, iii, 140; x, 483.

Tetranychus telarius, ii, 31; iii, 129; iv, 203; v,

287, fSl; vi, 159; viii, 255; ix, 432.

Tetra9tichus, parasitic on Cecidomyia, Iv, 27,

205.

fraterna. ii, 79.

orgyfae, ii. 79.

Tettigonia bifida, ix, 395.

[ Jypona] eight-lineata, ix, 397.

LTyph'ocyba] roeae, ii, 31; vi, 166; vii, 345

362; viii, 256.

tripunctata, ix, 895.

[Typhlocyba] vitis, ii, 30; iv, 199; viii, 254.

Tettigonides, ix, 396, 402.

Tettigoniitfae, Fitch species, i, £00.

Tettix species, ix, 330.

cucullata, ii, 197.

granulata, ii, 197.

ornata, ii, 197.

sordida, ii, 197.

triangularis, ii, 197.

Tex as cattle-tick, vi, 156.

fly, v, 220, 226, 807, 308; vii, 333.

Texensif, Achorutes [Schoturus], ii, 206.

textor [cunea], Byphantria, i, 57, 306, 328; ii,

63; iii, 93.

Thalessa, vi, 171.

atrata. ii, 227, 230; iv, 37, 40, 41; v, 305; ix,

454; x, 509.

lunator, iv, 35-41, 205; v, 305, 311; vi, 186;

viii, 108, 163-166; x, 4.7.

nitida, iv, 41.

Nortoni, iv, 41.

Quebecensis, iv, 41.

Thamnotettix clitellarius, ix, 348, 410.

Thanasimus dubius, iv, 142.

Tharos, Pbyciodes, iv, 137.

Thecla Henrici, iv, 137.

Irus, iii, 143; iv, 137; ix, 449.

strigosa, i, 327; iv, 137; vii, 219.

Titus, vii, 219.

Theclinae, sexual character in, ii, 214.

Thelaxes, iii, 151.

[Glyphina] ulmiccla, iii, 127; vii, 370.

Thelia b'matulata, i, 284; ix, 392.

[Enchenopa] binotata, i, 281.

crataegi, i, *84; ix, 392.

univittata, i, 281; ix, 392.

Thelyphonus glganteus, vi, 190.

Thtrmobia furnorum, x, 519.

Thermobia, see Lepisma domestica.

theseusalis. Botis, x, 483.

Thick-legged Buprestis, i, 303.

Thirteen-year Cicada, ii, 169, 225; iv, 175, 2O0;

v, 322; vii, 301.

locust [=prec], i, 331; v, 276, 318.

Thomag, Sciara, v. 264; x, 390.

thcracica, Cecidomyia [Diplosis], i, 297.

Chiysopila, ix, 462.

Silpha, iv, 160.

thoracicus [var. of scrophulariae] , Anthrenus,

ix, 299, 301.

Thorn-apple leaf-miner, i, 330.

Thorn-bush tree-hopper, i, 284.

Thorn curculio (Anthonomustcrataegi), i, 331.
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Thorn-leaf Aphis, ix, 406.

Thousand -legged worm, attacking garden

vegetables, i, 307.

attacking geraniums, v, 307.

attacking lilies, ix, 372, 441.

beneath carpets, v, *96.

in nursery, ii, 229.

in potatoes, HI, 131-133; x, 445-449, 437, 489.

reference, iv, 128; viii, 199, 231.

n m -dies for. iii, 134-135.

Thraso, Achlyodes, i, 336.

Three-banded Erythroneura, ix, 403.

thrips, i, 303.

Three-dotted Psylla ix, 404.

Tettigonia, ix, 895.

Three-lined leaf beetle, i, 32, 244, 296; ii, 132.

136; ix, 457; x, 491.

Three-toothed Saperda, ix, 429.

Tbripidae, classification, i, 79; ii, 31; viii, 254.

general habits, ii, 31.

reference, i, i03.

studies in, ii, 56.

Thrips cerealium, i, 303.

sp., attacking cabbage, ix, 445.

depredating on the apple-tree, i, 332.

fungus attacking, vii, 3!6.

injuring grass, iii, 97-98; v, 304.

in Lasioptera galls, iv, 66.

in strawberry blossoms, iv, 198.

on wheat, i, 303.

reference, vii, 366, 384; ix, 377.

tritici, i, 303.

" Ihrips 1
' (leaf hoppers), attacking grapes, v,

302; viii, 253-256; ix, 430.

in green houses, ii, 29-30; v, SO J.

on roee leaves, viii, 236-257.

remedies, ii, 29-30, 38.

thuiella, Buccuiatrix, 1, 162.

thyatiroides, Plusia, x, 377.

Thymelicus genus, vii, 371.

Thyre is Abbotii, ii, 214; v, 175, 177, 306, 324;

vi, 187; vii, 381; ix, 451, 461; x, 502, 509.

thyridopterigi8, Hemiteles, i, 85.

Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis, bag or larval

case, i, 81-83.

bibliog raphy, i, 81.

classification of, difficulties in, i, 83-84.

detailed account, i, 81-87.

distribution, i, 84.

food-plants, i, 84, 328; iv, 20, 21.

general account (abstract), iv, 203-204; v,

321; vi, 177; x, 494.

natural enemies, i, 84-87.

on quince, vii, 306.

oviposition of, ii, 74-75.

reference, vi, 187; vii, 381; ix, 440; x, 509.

remedies, i, 33, 57, 87.

sense organs of, i, 72-73; ii, 74-75.

Thysanoptera, i, 79; ii, 31; viii, 254; ix, 445.

Thysanura, i, 79: ii, 287; iv, 167; x, 513, 519.

Thysbe var. ruflcaudis, Hemaris, x, 494.

Sesia [Hemaris], x, 507.

tibialis, Oscinia [Chloropisca] , i, 225.

tibicen, Cicada, 1, 331; iv, 196, 202; vi, 189; vii,

383; ix, 410; x, 517, 518, 519.

Tibicen [Cicada] rimosa, ix, 410.

[Cicada] septendecim, ix, 410.

Tibullus, Nlsoniades, i, 335.

Ticks, i, 49, 62; v, 290.

tiliarla, Hybernia, i, 72, 323.

tilicola, 8ciara, v, 265.

tilliae, Coccus [Lecanium], ix, 4)9, 413.

Lecanium, ix, 411, 413.

Timber beetles, iv, 25.

borers, iv, 195.

timida M3., Anthomyia, i, 195.

Timothy eater, Leuc»nia, ix, 457.

Tinea granella [Sitotroga cerealella], i, 293.

iridella [Incurvaria acerifoliella] , i, 308; v,

216.

pellionella, i, 64; ii, 44; iv, 140, 174; v, 187.

Tineid mining in hemlock, iv, 22, 59-60.

on elms, ix, 462.

Tineid a?, number of species on oak, i, 4.

species depredating on the apple-tree, list,

i, 329-330.

species, estimated number of, iv, 165, 181

.

species treated of, i, 151-167; ii, 102-110; v,

215-219, 260-261; viii, 133-140; x, 377-386.

Tingis [Corythuca] arcuata, i, 311.

[Corythuca] ciliata, iv, 107.

cydoniae, i, 311.

hyalina [Corythuca ciliata]
,

iv, 107.

pyri, of Europe, i, 311

.

Tingitidae, iv, 107-109.

Tip-worms, x, 373.

Tiphia inornata, viii, 238.

Tipula, a Linnaean genus, i, 191.

Tipu ae, x, 474.

Tipulid larvae, v, 325.

Tipulidae, i, 297; vii, 219, 316; ix, 462.

tipulifi.rmis, ^Egeria, i, 8; ii, 60, 216.

Tischeria malifoliella, i, 230; iii, 137, 140; vi,

187; vii, 354; ix.445, 462.

titillator [i of confusor], Monohammus, ii, 50.

Titus, Thecla, v,i, 219.

Tityrus, Eudamus, i, 337.

Tityus, Dynastes, ii, 227; v, 227-231, 321; vii,

215-255; ix, 342, 440, 444, 463; x, 498.

Geotrypes [ prec.],v, 227.

Scarabaeus [Dynastes], v, 227; vii, 246.

Tmetocera ocellana, food-plants, i, 329; vii, 355.

ravages, iv, 14; vii, 216, 306-807, 363; viii,

124; ix, 296, 373.

reference, iv, 206; vii, 382; viii, 281, 283, 298,

297; ix, 293, 440, 462; x, 483, 490, 510, 516.

remedies, vii, 307; viii, 218,219; x, 488.

Toads-spittle, iv, 120.

Tobacco-worm, i, 56; vii, 379.

Tolype laricis, 1. 87-99; iv, 20, 21.

velleda, i, 328; ix, 455.

Tomato: insects injurious to,

Agrotis ypsilon, i, 58.

Coptocycla clavata, v, 322; vi, 126.
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Tomato: insects injurious to — (Continued).

cut-worms, i, 58; viii, 286.

Epicauta cinerea, vi, 134.

Epicauta vittata, vi, 132, 182.

Gortyna nitela, i, 112; viii, 191.

Heliothis armiger, i, 120; vil, 382.

Piusia brassieae, if, 91.

Sphinx quirquemaculata, i, 73; vii, 379.

Tomato sphinx, i, 119.

Tomato-worm, i, 120, 322; v, 186; vii, 379.

tomatos, Rhois, iii, 142.

tomentosae, Muscidae, ix, 310.

tomentosus, Necrophorus, v, 289.

Tomicussp.? [?Pityogenes Howardi Hopkins

MS.], ii, 54.

curvidens, of Europe, ii, 54.

laricis, of Europe, ii, 54.

[Monarthrum] mali, vii, 317.

suturalis, ii, 54.

torpidus [anxius], Agrilus, v, 283, 317; x, 407.

Tortoise-beetles, i, 33, 57; iv, 196.

Toitricidae, i, 57, 329; iv, 151, 152; v,2l3; x, 463

Tortricodes bifidalis, vii, 375.

indivisalis [=prec], vii, 375.

Tortrix fumiferana, iv, 20, 22; x, 483.

furvana [Caccecia argyrospila], vii, 356.

Tcrymus sp. ?, iv, 2", 205.

Toxares triticaphis, v, 253.

toxoneura, Sciara, x, 388.

trachealis, Syngamus, iii, 142.

TragocepnaH [Chortophaga]
,

viridifasciata,

ii, 188, 223; ix, 330.

Tragopa [Acutalis] dorsalis, ix, 392, 410.

transversa, Drosophila, i, 218.

transversata, Eutrapela [Prochoerodes], viii,

287.

Prochoerodes, x, 483.

Traumatomyia prodigiosa iv, 72.

tredecim, Cicada, i, 331; ii, 169; Iv, 175; x, 500.

Tree-hopper, i, 79; iv, 190; v, 245; vii, 360; viii,

291.

Tremex Columba, attacking apple-trees, i, 330.

attacking maple trees, ii, 226-227.

general account (abstract}, i, 304.

reference, viii, 108, 163.

Rhyssa [Thalessa] atrata parasitic on, ii,

230; v,305.

Thalessa lunator parasitic on, iv, 38, 40, 41;

v, 305, 311; vi, 171.

trenulae, Lina, x, 405.

triangularis, Disonychn, vii, 383.

Hydrophilus, vi, 188; viii, 298.

Tettix, ii, 197.

Tribolium castaneum [ferrugineum]
,

ii, 136.

cinnamoneum [=zpreo], ii, 136.

ferruginea [=prec], ii, 136.

ferrugineum, li, 126-139; viii, 299; ix, 308,

463.

navalis [=prec], ii, 136.

ochracea [=prec.], ii, 136.

rubens [=prec], ii, 136.

Tribolium testae urn [=prec], ii, 186.

Trichinae, iv, 127.

Trichiocampus viminalis, vil, 224.

Trichius [Euphoria] Inda, i, 232.

Trichobaris trlno ata, iii, 106, 149.

Trichocera brumal is, i, 298; ii, 243.

hyemalif, ii, 243

Trichodectes spbaerocephalus, vi, ISO; x, 513.

Trichodes apivorus, iii, 138.

Nuttalli, iii, 138.

rrichogramma, viii, 296.

[Tetrastichus] fraterna, i, 303; ii, 79.

minuta, ii, 220.

[Tetra&tichus] orgyiae, i, 303; ii, 79.

pretiosa, ii, 220, 229; iv, 194, 197, 205.

Tricholita signata, x, 377.

Trichoptera (Phryganeidae or caddice-flies), i,

79, 83.

triciiicta, Erythroneura [Typhlocyba] , ix, 403.

Typhlocyba, ix, 410.

tricosa, Agrotis, ix, 456; x, 377, 482.

Feltia [Agrotis], r, 377.

tridentata, Saperda, is, 427-429; x, 484, 485, 499.

Tridymus parasitic on Lasioptera vitis, iv, 66.

trifasciata, Coleothrips, i, 303.

triferana, Lophoderu?, i, 3i9.

trifolii [leguminicola], Cecidomyia, vi, 184; vii,

374.

Hylastes, i, 8, 54, 217; vii, 378.

Hylesiaus [Hylastes], vi, 178; vii, 335.

Mamestra, i, 8; v, 323; viii, 235; x, 482.

Oscinif, vi, 184.

triguttata, Heterophleps, x, 483.

tri>ineata, Oioceris [Lema], i, 322; ii, 132.

Lema, i, 33, 244; ii, 132-136; iv, 142, 207; vii,

382; ix, 457; x, 491, 517.

Trim flower-chafer, v, 320.

trimacilata [clivicollis], Chrysomela, vii, 369.

Plathemis, ix, 464.

trimaculatus, Pediopsi*, ix, 400.

Phyllcecus [Cephus] ,
viii, 167.

trinotata, Trichobaris, iii, 106, 149.

trinotatus, Baridius [Trichobaris trinotata], iii,

105.

Trioza tripunctata, ix, 411.

Triozinas, ix, 4il.

tripunctata, Lema, ii, 184.

[bimaculata]
,
Oberea, i,[57, 297; v, 231, 232;

vii, 369; ix, 457.

Psylla [Trioza], ix, 404, 411.

Saperda [Obert a bimaculata] , i, 297; v, 231,

Tettigonia, ix, 395.

Trioza, ix, 411.

Trirhabda Canadensis, iv, 142-143.

tristis, Anasa, see Anasa tristis.

Lachnosterna, i, 330; vi, 176; vii, 369; te,

296, 463.

Microdon, ii, 116.

Serica, viii, 284, 298.

[coryli] , Telamona, ix, 391.

trlticaphis, Toxares, v, 253.
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triticl, Agromyza, i, 226.

Agrotis, viil, 235.

Cecidomyia [Dlplosis] . i, 297, £05, 306, 311,

321.

Diplosis, 1, 6, 8, 133, 50!; It, 31; viil, 25V

Eurytoma [Isos^ma], i, 3?0; iv, 27, 29, 32.

Isosoma, iv, 28, 80, 32; v, 315.

Psocus, i, 298.

Pteromalus [Isosoma], I, 307.

Sciara, x, 383.

Thripg, i, 303.

trivialis, Chloropis-a, iv, 71.

trivirgata"[trilineata], Lema. ii, 132

trivittata, Leptocorisa [ = n*»xt], x, 433.

trivittatus, Leptocoris, iv, 156-158, 193, 20S; x,

432-433, 503, 505.

Lygaeus [Leptocoris], Iv, '56, 157; x, 432.

Trochilium marginatum [Bembecia], ix, 450

Troctes [ Uropos] divinatorla, ii, 198.

fatidicus [Atropos divinatorla], ii, 198.

Trogosita [ Penebrioides] nana, i, 330.

Trogus obsidianator, vii, 228.

Troilus, Papilio, x, 507.

Trombididae, v, 287. 290; vi, 158; vii, 321; 'x,

449 451.

Tromb'dium bicolor [Bryobia pratensis], ii,

224; iii, 123-130; vii, 321.

Jocustarum, viii, HI, 179-130, 287; x, 497.

muscarum, vii, 36% 384.

Trox unistriatus, ix, 463.

truncatellum, Copidosoma, iii, 140.

truncatus [mancus], Agriotes, viii, 198.

Tmpanea apivora [Promaobus Fitchii], i, 318.

Trypeta longipennis, iii, 137.

pomonella, i, 330; ii, 117-125, 227 , 234; iv,

174; v, 300; viii, 245-249; x, 391, 499.

Trypetidae, ii, 117; v, 282, 317; ix, 462.

tuberculata, Dicerca, v, 286.

Hippiscus, ix, 330.

tubicola, Cecidomyia, iv, 175.

tulipifera, Lecanium, x, 518.

Tumble-dung, vii, 379, 382.

turbulenta, Hadena, x, 509.

turcicus, Lygaeus, ii, 166.

Turnip flea-beetle, i, 244; vii, 372; ix, 375; x,

415.

Turnip-fly, i, 52.

Turnip: insects injurious to,

Agriotes lineatus, i, 46.

Aleocbara sp., i, 189.

Anthomyia brassicae, i, 185.

Anthomyia radicum, i, 192.

Anthomyian flies, i, 65.

Aphis brassicae, vi, 147.

cut-worms, viii, 236.

Drosophila fl *va, i, 220.

Mamestra picta, v, 209.

Murgantia hlstrionica, i, 261.

Nysius angustatus, v, 321

.

Oxytelus rugosus, i, 189.

Oxytelus bculpturatus, i, 189.

Oxytelus species, i, 169.

T irnip: insects injurious 1 1— (Continued^*

.

Phyllotreta vittata, i. 60; vii, 372; ix, 375.

Pbytomyza nigricornis, iv, 79.

Plusia brassicae, ii, 91; vi, 184.

Sciara pp., x, 389.

Sciara fucata, v, 265.

Smynthurus hortensis, ii. 207.

Turnus, Papilio, i, 327; iv, 136; vii, 219; x, 507,

519

Turnus swallow-tail, i, 327.

Turtle warble-fly, vi, 111.

Tussock caterpillar, vii, 216.

12-punctata, Criocerie, i, 244; viii, 250; x, 517.

Diabrotica, vii, 217, 315, 382; ix, 440.

Twice-stabbed Hdy-bird, ii, 186; v, 267; x, 501.

Twig-girdler, i, 331; ii, 87.

Two-horned Cereea, ix, 390.

Two-mark- d tree-hopper (Enchenopa biuo-

tata), i, 281-288; iv, 203.

Two-spotted corsair (Pirates), iv, 112.

Enchophyllum, ix, 387.

lady-bug, iv, 12, 195; vi, 117-119; vii S75;

ix, 306, 370

Thelia, ix, 392.

tree hopper, J, 284, 319; vi, 177; x, 493.

Tylenchus devastatrix, viii, 221.

radicola, viii, 222.

Tyloderma fragariae, i, 155; x, 418.

Typhlocibina, x, 430.

Typhlocyba, vii, 316; x, 430.

sffinis, ix, 403, 4:0.

coccinea, ix, 403, 4 0.

obliqua, ix, 4c 3, 410.

querci, ix, 403, 410.

tricincta, ix, 408, 410.

vitis, viii, 116, 254; ix, 403, 410.

vulnerata, ix, 403, 410.

Typhlodromus oleivoru3, iii, 144; iv, 177; viii,

231; x, 5C3.

pyri, x, 453, 455.

typographus, Bottrichus [Tomicus]
,

ii, 55.

Tyroglyphidae (itch-mites), v, 290.

Tyroglyphus, x, 449, 453.

farinae [siro], iii, 129, 151; viii, 293.

Lintneri, x, 45 .'-453.

longior, iii, 1*0; v, 292; vi, 190.

phjlioxerae, x, 451, 452, 453.

rostroserratus, x. 486

sacchari [siro], iii, 129, 151; v, 294; viii,

293.

siro, iii, 100, 123-130, 151; v, 291-295; vi,

170; vii, 357; viii, 293.

Tyrranus Carolinensis, ii, 8.

U.

u-aureum, Plusia, x, 3'6, 377.

Dfeus satyricus, x, 482.

Ugly bee-slayer, iv, 204.

uliginosehus, Crambus, i, 150.

ulmi, Gossyparia, vi, 189; x, 519.

Lachnus [Schiz meura] , ix, 407, 412.

Schizoneura, ii, 181; ix, 411, 412.
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ulmicola, Bryoscripta [Qlyphina] ,
iii, U7, 151;

vli, 370.

Colopha [Qlyphina], iii, 127; v, 303; vii, 370.

Qlyphina, iii, 126-128, 151; iv, 198, 208; v,

303, 326; vii, 376.

Pemphigus [Qlyphina], iii. 127; vii, 370.

Thelaxes [Qlyphina], iii, 127; vii, 370.

umbra, Pyrrhia, ix, 456.

umbrosa, Grapta [dim. form of interroga-

tions], ix, 446; x, 508.

umbrosus [armiger], Heliothis, i, 116.

undatus, Crambus, i, 151

.

undosus, Cossus, vii, 375.

undulata, Anomala, x, 413.

Notonecta, viii, 158.

undulatus, Xylotrechus, iv, 96.

undulosa, Daremma [Ceratomia], ix, 452.

unicolor, Bythoscopus [Cblorotettix], ix, 398,

410.

Byturus, viii, 298.

Chlorotettlx, ix, 410.

Macrobasis, i, 33, 57, 331; v, 305,321; viii,

291; x, 511.

[brunneum], Orthosoma, iv, 23.

Pemphredon, viii, 163.

[fasciata], Telamona, ix, 390, 410.

Unicorn prominent, i, 328.

unicornis, Coelodasys [Schizura]
,

i, 137, 328; ix,

455.

unifascialis, Botis, x, 483.

uniformis, Sesia LHemaris Tbysbe var. rufi-

caudis], x, 494.

unijuga, Catocala, v, 282.

unimoda, Xylina, vii, 375.

unio, Eudyras, v, 183; ix, 450, 455.

unipuncta, Leucania, see Leucania unipuncta.

unipunctatus, Ixodes, vi, 158.

unistriatus, Trox, ix, 463.

unitaria, Hemerophila, x, 483.

univittata, Thelia, i, 284; ix, 392.

Unknown currant pest, iv, 189.

grass insect, iii, 147.

Uroceridae, iv, 38; viii, 167.

Urocerus Cressoni, v, 311.

gigas, iv, 95.

Uropoda Americana, parasitic on Colorado

potato beetle, v, 289-291, 318; vi, 166-167,

190; viii, 298.

parasitic on dung-beetle, vii, 312, 383.

parasitic on Julus, iii, 134, 142; vii, 384; x,

451.

vegetans, v, 290.

Uroxiphus [Microcentrus] caryae, ix, 392.

ursaria, Biston, iii, 136.

Ursula butterfly, i, 327.

Ursula, Limenitis, i, 327.

Urticating caterpillars, v, 186.

V.
Vagabond Crambus, i, 53, 110, 127-149, 151; ii,

2, 114; vi, 182.

valga, Chionea, ii, 236.

Vanduzea arquata, ix, 410.

Vanessa Antiopa, ii, 230, 232; iv, 137; viii, 296;

x, 507.

Milbertii, iv, 137; v, 285; x, 507.

varia [Io], Hyperchiria, ix, 453.

variabilis, Athysanus [Bythoscopus] ,
ix, 400,

410.

Bythoscopus, ix, 400, 410.

varlanus, Harpiphorus, vi, 186.

varicornis [obtectus] , Bruchus, vii, 255 , 278.

Varipgated cut-worm, v, 200-206.

variegatus, Brachytarsus, Ii, 139-141.

Anthribus [Brachytarsus], ii, 139.

varlolarius, Eu^chistus, ii, 146.

variolosa, Macronoxia [Poly phy11a], i, 330.

Polyphylla, 1, 54, 71.

varius [verbasci] , Anthrenus, i, 65, 299; ii,

138; iv, 141; v, 267, 268; vi, 120.

Anthribus, of Europe, i, 259; ii, 53, 140.

Gordius, iv, 125.

vastator, Oscinis, of Europe, i, 224.

vastatrix [vitifoliae] ,
Phylloxera, i, 5; vii, 371.

vau, Cyrtolobus, ix, 410.

Ichthyura, ix, 455.

Smilia [=prec], ix, 388.

Vedalia cardinalis, vi, 105; vii, 360, 382.

vegetans, Uropoda, v, 290.

velleda, var. minuta, Gastropacha [Tolype

laricis] , i, 87.

Planosa [Tolype], i, 93.

Tolype, i, 328; ix, 455.

venata [sculptilis] ,
Sphenophorus, i, 254.

venatus [sculptilis], 8phenophorus, i, 253,

263, 301, 305, 310, 318.

venosus, Psocus, i, 161, 316.

ventrico8us, Heteropus, ii, 110; vi, 187, 190;

x, 385-386.

[rlbesii], Nematm, see Nematus ventri-

cosus.

verbascoides, Hadena, i, 340.

verellus, Crambus, i, 150.

vernalis, Livia, ix, 401, 411.

vernata, Anisopteryx, see Anisopteryx ver-

nata.

verrucarum, Neuroterus, v, 308, 324.

verruculosa, Circotettix, x, 443.

versicolor, Polystictus, Ix, 462.

vertlcis, Jassus, ix, 410.

vesicatoria, Cantharis [Lytta Fabr.] , v, 315;

vi, 131, 133.

Vespadiabolica, i, 139; vii, 229; ix, 461.

Germanica, x, 405.

maculata, i, 330; v, 285; vii, 229; ix, 461.

vulgaris, i, 330; iii, 140; x, 519.

vespertina, Ephemera, of Europe, iv, 124.

Vespidae, i, 172; vi, iii.

vespillo, Pollenia, ix, 310, 313.

Vestal Corycia, i, 3S9.

vestaliata, Corycia, i, 329.

vestata, Saperda, iv, 207.

vetusta, Calocampa, ix, 459.

viburni, Dorthesia [egg-cluster of Enchenopa]

,

i, 285, 286.
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viclni, Pegomyia, i, 198, 209-211; HI, 85.

villosum, Elapteidion, i, 330; Hi, 150; iv, 179; Ix,

358, 359.

viminalie, Cladius, vli, 223, 224.

Trichiocampu?, vli, 224.

Vinegar-fly (Droeophila), i, 220.

violaceous, Perilampus, i, 46.

violans, Nephelodes, see Nephelodes violans.

Virgilius [Horatius]
,
Nisoniades, i, 334

Virginia ermine-moth, i, 3 8.

Virginiana, CEJipoda [Chortophaga viridi-

fasciatal, ii, 188

Virginianum, Acr ditm [= prec ], ii, 187.

Virginianus, Ben bus, iii, 140

Gryllus [Chortophaga viridifasciata], ii, 87.

Virginica, Ctenucba, i, 317; ix, 456.

8pilosoma, i, 317, 328; ii, 83; iv, 206; vi,

169; vii. 228, 304, 305; ix, 440, 455; x, 481.

Xy!ocopi, ix, 461

Virginiensis, Ani»ota, v, 159.

Polydesmus iii, 134.

virgo, Arctia, vii, 219.

viridifaeciata, Chimaroce; hala [Chortophaga]

,

ii, 4, 187-198, 223; ix, 330, 4^9; x, 443.

Chortophaga, ix, 293, 3:0-334, 439, 464; x,

498.

Gomphoceras [= prec], ii, if 8.

Locusta [= prec ], i<, 1 8S; ix, 330.

Tragocephala [=prec ], ii, 188. 22'; ix. 330.

viridifapciatum, Acridium [= prec], ii, 187.

viridis, Pediopsis, ix, 399

viridh-igtata, i'lusia, x, 377.

viridulans, Rivellia, ii, 1^2

vitellinus, Acocephalus [Paramensus], ix, 397.

Paramensus, ix, 410.

vitifex, Erythroneura [Typhlocj ba] , viii, 287.

vitifolise, Pemphigus [Ptiyiloxera] , i, 4, 322.

Phylloxtra, i, 4; ii, 36; viii, 2:4; ix,3»7,464;

x, 498.

vitis, Erythronpura [Typhlocyba], ii, 30; v,

302; vii, 345; viii, 287; ix, 4j3.

Isosoma [Evoxysoma], ii, 32; iv, 33; vii,.

374; viii, 292, 293.

Lasioptera, iv, 63-67, 206; v, 304, 325; vii,

S76, 382; x, 510.

Pulvinaria, vi, 145.

Ttttigonia [ryphlocyba], ii, 30; iv, 199;

viii, 254.

Typhu cyba, viii, 116, 254; ix. 4:0,

vittata, Cantharis [Epicauta], i, 300, 3.'2.

Diabrotica, see Diabrotica vittata

Epicauta, i, 33, 40, 57; vi, li2- 34, 136, 176;

vii, 376.

Lytta [Epicauta]
,
vi, 132.

Orchestris [
L hyllotreta]

, i, 195.

Phyllotreta, i, 60; iii, 4.9; v, 301, vii, 372;

ix, 375.

S iara, v, 26 s.

Smilia, ix, 389.

vittigera, Pentagonia, v, 286.

vituli, Haecnatopinus, i, 48.

ivida, Hystricia, ix, 462.

vivida, Tachioa, viii, 297.

V marked, Smilia, ix, 388.

Volucella genus, i, 212

evecta, vii, 229.

vomitoria, Calliphora, », 6?, 170. 290.

V-signatana, Turtrix [Cacoecia argyrospUa],
vii, 356.

vulgaris, Chi. rops ['apromyza], i, 225.

Qryllotalpa, iv, i8(
;

vi, 151.

Lamenia, ix, 410.

Molobrus [Sci*ra], x, 387.

Fceci optera [Lamenia], ix, 387.

Sapromyza, i, 225.

Vespi, i. 330; iii, 140; x, 519.

vulgivagellus, Crambus, see Crambus vulgiva-
gellus.

vuinerata, Erythroneura [Typhlocyba], ix, 402-

403.

Tjphlocyba, ix, 410.

vulpinus, De^mestes, iv, 88, 89, 197, 198; vi, 120.

W.

Walking-stick, i, 79, 1:1; vi, 189; ix, 446; x, 512,

519.

Walnut: insects injurious to,

Poarmia plumi^eraria, x, 494.

Citheronia regais, v, 324.

Cyl ene pictu*, viii, 176.

Gypona flavilineata, ix, 397.

Halisidota caryae, vii, 403

Hyphantria t«-xtor [cunea], i, 3(6,

Icerya Purohasi, iv, lfc7.

Idiocerus lachrymalis, ix, 398-399.

Otiocerus Wol/ii, ix, 386.

Telamona fasciaia, ix, 390.

Uroxiphus caryae, ix, 392.

Zeuzera pyrina, ix, 426.

Walnut span-worm, x, 494.

Warbles, iv, 199; vi, 111.

Warringtonellus [perlellus]
, Crambus, i, HO,

151.

Wasps, i. 40, 19, 74, 78, 139, 168, 17?, 187, 212; ii,

60; iv, HO; x, 426.

Water-bug (Belost ma), iv, 145.

Web-worm, vii, 345.

Weevils, i, 78, 155, 2 6, 301; vii, 331, 365; ix, 443;

x, 378, 384, o92, 494, 501, 511, 517.

Wheat-bulb-wcrm, i, 344.

Wheat flour insect (Tribolium), ii, 136.

Wh^at fly, i. 29*, 298.

Wheat-head army-worm, x, 490, 492.

V* heat: insects injurious to,

Agrotis segetum, viii, 235.

Agrotis tritici, viii, 235.

Amblycephalua inimicus, ix, 401.

Anthomyia similis, i, 202.

Aphis [Siphonophora] granaria, i, 313.

Bii8sus leucopterus, i, 302; ii, 1E0.

Brachytarsus variegotus, ii, 140.

Caloptenus [Melanoplus] epretus, vii,^338.

Cecidomyia cerealis, 1,1311

.
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Wheat: Insects injurious to— {Continued).

Cecidomyia destructor, i, 321; v, 263-264;

vi, 176.

Cecidomyia graminis, i, 321

.

Cecidomyia inimica, i, 321.

Cephus pygmeeus, vii, 334.

Chimarocephala [Chortophaga] viridifas-

ciata, ii, 189.

Chloropisca prolifica, iv, 72.

Cicadula exitiosa, vi, 174.

Delphax arvensis, ix, 386.

Diplosis tritici, i, 6, 311, 321.

Dolerus sp., iv, 135.

Eurytoma tritici, i, 320.

Gortyna nitela, i, 112; *i, 176, 178; viii, 191.

Hylemyia deceptiva, i, 201

.

Isosoma hordei, iv, 11, 28-35.

Lachnosterna tristis, vi, 176.

Leucania albilinea, viii, 291; x, 490, 492.

Leucania sp ,
ix, 457.

Macrodactylus subspinosus, i, 229.

Meromyza Americana, i, 221; vi, 178; vii

377.

Sciara sp., v, 265.

Siphonophora avense [granaria], ii, 225; iii,

112; v, 217-253; vi, 107, 174, 189: vii, 367;

viii, 282.

Sitotroga cerea'ella, ii, 106; vi, 187; x, 378-

380.

Sitrodrepa panicea, iv, 88-93.

Tenebrio molitor, viii, 299; ix, 442.

Tenebrio obscurus, ix, 442, 463.

Thrips tritici, 303.

Tribolium ferrugineum, ix, 463.

white grubs, ix, 356.

Wheat-midg*, estimated losses caused by, i, 6;

ii, 159; x, 372.

introduced from Europe, i, 8, 9.

parasites of, viii, 275.

reference, i, 201, 224, 295, 305, 306, 208, 311,

313, 314, 316, 317, 321; ii, 125; x, 492, 505.

Thrips destroying eggs of, ii, 31; viii, 255.

Wheat saw-fly, vii, 334, 335; x, 515.

Wheat-stem fly, Chlorops pumilionis, I, 226.

maggot, Meromyza, i, 221-227; iif, 96; vi,

178; vii, 377.

Wheat thrips, i, 303.

weevil, x, 492.

Wheel-bug, ii, 230; vi, 138.

White-ant, i, 79, 301; iv, 179.

White-faced hornet, i, 330; vii, 227.

White flower-cricket, i, 332; iv, 147; v, £02, 310;

x, 519.

White grub, attacking nursery stock, ix, 353.

attacking potatoes, ix, 296.

attacking strawberries, ix, 296.

attacking wheat, iv, 203.

crow feeding on, ix, 350.

damage to grass, v, 154; vi, 176; x, 500.

eaten by robin, ix, 356-357; x, 498.

gas-lime for, i, 54.

general account, viii, 174-175; ix, 353-357.

White grub, general accounts (abstracts), v
308, 312-313, 315, 316; vi, 171.

la manure, x, 506.

reference, i, 229: ii, 35, 41, 114; iv, 84; vii,

337; viii, 231; ix, 422; x, 448, 497, 493.

remedies, i, 61; ii, 224; iii, 135; v, 317.

White-lined sphinx, i, 119, 327.

White-marked tussock-moth (see Oreryia leu-

costigma), i, 83, 61, 64, 328; ii, 68-89; iv, 15,

48-51; v, 310; vi, 107; vii, 331; ix, 295, 429,

437; x, 495.

White-scale, v, 278.

White-winged Biblo, ii, 110-115; vi, 167.

Wild bee, mite parasitic on, x, 386.

Wild-cherry leaf miner, i, 330.

Willow-apple gall saw fly, v, 173.

Willow gall gnats, i, 138.

Willow: insects injurious to,

Agrilus anxius, x, 4)7.

Agrotis saucia, v, 2(6.

Ano'ia bonnetii, ix, 387.

Bythoscopus tergatus, ix, 393.

Csecilius sp., i, 161.

Cercopidae species, v, 245.

Ceresa bubalus, i, 315.

Cicada septendecim, ii, 177.

Cladius vlminalts, vii, 224.

Cossus robinse. ix, 426.

Crepidodera Helxines, iv, 102.

Dynastes Tityus, v, 230; vii, 253.

Hemileuca Maia, ii, 40.

Homoptera lunata, iv, 58.

Hypantria textor [cune*] ,
i, 306.

Icerya Purchasi, iv, 187.

Idiocerus alternatus, ix, 399.

Idiocerus pallidus, ix, 399.

Lachnus salicellis, ix, 407.

Lina scripta, vii, 219; x, 500.

Mytilaspis pom rum, ii, 232.

Nematus salicis pomum, v, 173.

Pentatoma juaiperina, x, 431.

Pulvinaria innumerabilis, vi, 14 J.

Scoliopteryx libatrix, viii, 171.

Wingless joint-worm fly, iv, 32.

Wing-pores in Diptera, etc., x, 402.

Winter caterpillars, iv, 54-55.

insects, i, 93; ii, 203, 205, 235-244.

musketoe, i, 298; ii, 241.

Wire-worms, baits for, i, 63.

infesting cabbages, vii, 360

infesting corn, viii, 2:2-283

infesting potato vines, ii, 226; x, 489.

injuries caused by, iv, 13

not causing scabby potatoes, x, 437.

parafflne oil for, i, 46.

reference, i, 293, 322; ii, 85; iii, 101, 132

vii, 337; viii, 222; x, 497.

remedies, v, 310; viii, 197-200; x, 418.

Witch-hazel Brysocripta, ix, 409.

W-marked cut-worm, i, 328; viii, 199.

Wolfli, Otiocerus, ix, 386.

Phymata, ix, 463.
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Wollaatonia quercicola, ii, 53.

Wood ant, ii, S3.

Wood wasp, vlii, 163.

Woodbine Telamona, ix, 331

.

Woolly aphides, iii, 124, 125.

Woolly-aphis, iv, 179; v, 160.

on apple-tree, i, 43; ii, 181.

on elm, ii, 181.

on oak, ii, 181.

Woolly bears, vii, 225, 228 , 363.

galls, iv, 205.

plant-lice, v, 282; x, 494.

Wrinkled Scolytus, iv, 103.

X.

xanthomelfena, Galeruca [Qalerucella luteola] >

for detailed reference see elm-leaf beetle, iii,

145; iv, 15, 743-144, 161, 197, 200, 207; v, 231-242,

303 , 319 , 322, 325; vi, 118, 188; vii, 217, 335.

xanthome'aena [luteola], Galerucella, ii, 223.

viii, 222 , 286; ix, 297, 422; x, 511, 517.

Xanthus, Pyrgus, i, 336.

Xyleborus infested pear twigs, vi, 188.

caelatus, ii, 54-55.

dispar, vii, 348-351, 370 , 383; viii, 299; ix,

366, 419.

obesus [=prec], iii, 141; vii, 350.

pyri [dispar], 1, 310, 331; iv, 203; v, 303,

318, 325, vii, 343, 351, 370; ix, 419.

Xyleutes [Cossus] robiniae, ix, 450.

Xylina, I, 3ll; vi, 184.

xylina, Aletia, iv, 206.

Xylina antennata, i, 137, 323.

Bethunei, i, 328, 341.

cinerea [antennata] , i, 137.

disposita, i, 341.

lambda var. Thaxten, vii, 375.

lepida, vii, 375.

petulca, i, 341.

unimoda, vii, 375.

xylinoides, Hyppa, iv, 138; x, 482.

Xylocopa Virginica, ix, 461.

xyloni [geminata]. Solenopsis, x, 366.

Xylophagidae c)a:-eifled, iv, 174.

Xylophasia dubitans, x, 377.

Xyloryctes Satyrus, vii, 251

.

Xyloterus bivittatus [lineatus], ii, 54.

Xylotrechus colonus, iv, 93-96, 194.

undu'atus, iv, 96.

Y.

Yellow-backed Jassus, ix, 402.

Yellow-banded swallow-tail, ix, 336; x, 498.

Yellow-fever fly, x, 388, 390-391, 489.

Yellow-jacket, i, 333; vii, 299.

Yellow-necked apple-tree caterpillar, 1, 57, 3:0,

328; ii, 83.

Yellow-striped oak caterpillar, v, 192.

Yellow woolly-bear, ii, 83; vii, 304, 305; ix, 440.

ypsilon, Agrotis, i, 8, 58; viii, 111, 126, 188-191,

284, 290; x, 497.

Ypsolophus contubernalellus, i, 329.

granellus [Sitotroga cerealella], ii, 102.

malifoliellus, i, 329.

pometellus, i, 328.

yuccasella, Pronuba, ii, 215.

Z.

Zibrusgibbus [tenebrioides] , of Europe, iii, 99.

Ziraei, see Abia.

zeae, Anthomyia [Phorbia fusciceps Zett.], i,

199-201; iv, 179.

[aculptilip], Sphenophorus, i, 253; ii, 52;

vi, 178; vii, 376.

Z^bra cabbage caterpillar, ii, 216; iv, 16; v, 206;

x, 492.

zeellus, Crambus, iv, 14.

Zerenecatenaria, iv, 139, 206; viii, 237, 297; ix,

450.

Zeuzera pupae, ii, 216.

aesculi [pyrina], ix, 426. V

pyrina, ir, 426-427, 462; x, 485.

Zimmermani, Nephopteryx [Pinipestis], vii,

373.

Pinipestis, iv, 19; vii, 373.

Zophodia grossulariae, viii, 294.

Zygaena 8-maculata [A.lypia octomaculata] , v

179.

Zygaenidae, v, 179; ix, 456.

Zygoneura, x, 389.

80





ERRATA FOR REPORT X.

Page 349, line 27, for gasoline read gas-lime.

Page 436, line 2 from bottom, after Dakota, insert South Dakota, Idaho.

Page 480, line 10, for fourth and fifth read third and fourth.

Page 483, line 5, for crocatoria read crocataria.

Page 494, line 18 from bottom, for ruficaudus read ruficaudis.

Page 515, line 8, for Lecontii read Lecontei.

Page 524, line 6, for cultus read culta.

Page 529, line 8 from bottom, for histronica read hlstrionica.

Page 537, line 16, dele the line.

Page 542, line 3, c. 2, for maizii read maizi [tessellata]

.

Page 544, line 25 from bottom, c. 2, for [variegatus] read , of Europe.

Page 545, line 16 from bottom, c. 2, for persicae-nigra read persicae-niger.

Page 546, c. 2, dele lines 10, 11, 27, and in line 34, fasciatus, x, 486.

Page 558, line 33, c. 2, for viii, 187 read viii, 298.

Page 562, line 25 from bottom, c. 1, for [Kermes] read [Chermes]

.

Page 564, line 9, c. 2, for Systera read Systena.

Page 567, line 4, c. 1, for Daimia read Daimio.

Page 567, line 31, c. 1, dele Ip. on hickory.

Page 568, line 27 from bottom, c. 2, for Therinobia read Thermobia.

Page 569, line 8, c. 2, for 141-150, read 141, 150.

Page 570, bottom line, for Entodon read Entedon.

Page 574, line 24, c. 2, dele [Evoxycoma]

.

Page 577, line 18 from bottom, c. 2, for Therinobia read Thermobia.

Page 578, line 24, c. 2, before 493 insert x,.

Page 602, line 14, for pastinacae read pastinaceae.

Page 604, line 8 from bottom, c. 2, for pilisicollis read pilosicollis.

Page 607, line 6 from bottom, for leucostigmia read leucostigma.

Page 622, line 26 from bottom, c. 2, before 497 insert x,

.

Page 632, line 30, for Sitrodrepa read Sitodrepa.

Page 632, bottom line, before Phymata insert Wolffii,

.

Additional Errata in Preceding Reports.

Report 1, page 57, line 20 from bottom, for tiers read tyers.

Report 1, page 336, line 5, for Daimia read Daimio.

Report 1, page 351, line 31, for Cockchaffer read Cockchafer.

Report 1, page 362, line 31, c. 2, for marcellaria read macellaria.

Report 2, page 255, line 7 from bottom, c. 2, for 180 read 184.

Report 3, page 138, line 7 from bottom, for Dactolypius read Dactylopius

Report 3, page 194 (of index) line 27, c. 1, dele rubicunda.

Report 3, page 196 (of index) lines 22 and 23 from bottom, read rubicunda, Dryocampa.
Report 4, page 154, line 8 from bottom, for tamariscis read tamarisci.

Report 4, page 226, line 18, c. 2, for ovinus read bovinus.

Report 4, page 232, line 14 from bottom, for basilis read basalis.

Report 6, page 176, line 22, and in index, for pilisicollis read pilosicollis.

Report 7, page 371, line 9, and in index, for Daimia read Daimio.
Report 9, page 426, line 2 from bottom, and in index, for fulvipes read fuaciceps.
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Report of the Assistant Zoologist.

Dr. F. J. H. Merrill, Director Neio Ywk State Museum :

Dear Sir.— I respectfully submit the following report, of the

work of the Zoological Department of the New York fetate

Museum, for the period beginning October 1, 1893, and ending

June 30, 1894.

In December the mammals which had been exhibited at the

World's Fair were returned to the Museum and placed in their

proper places on the upper floor of the building. They were

apparently in as good condition as when they were sent to

Chicago.

The collection of New York land and fresh-water shells exhib-

ited at Chicago were returned at the same time. The collection

has since been arranged in the table-case at the west end of the

floor devoted to z ology, and as it now stands it is an exact

reproduction of the Chicago exhibit, in everything except the

cases.

In order to accommodate the collection it was necessary to

place the specimens formerly exhibited in the table-case in the

drawers underneath.

The rearrangement of the conchological collections, which was

begun in 1891, has been continued. During the period covered

by this report I have reidentified, labeled and placed on exhibi-

tion several thousand specimens of the Gould, Smithsonian and

other collections.

In June I made a careful examination of the alcoholic collec-

tion, and in needful cases renewed the strength of the alcohol.

The specimens are now secure against decay and will need no

further attention for several years.

During the } ear I have completed a bulletin on the geograph-

ical distribution of the species of Unionidae inhabiting New York,

and the manuscript has been placed in your hands for publication.

If funds are not available to publish it as a bulletin I recommend
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that it be published as part of the annual report of the State

Museum.

I send herewith a list of the mollusca known to inhabit the

vicinity of Albany and Troy. It is in the nature of a revision

of Truman H. Aldrich's List of Shells Inhabiting the Yicinity of

Troy, published in the Twenty-second Annual Report on the

State Cabinet.
Respectfully submitted,

WILLIAM B. MARSHALL.
December 24, 1894.



List of Shells Inhabiting the Vicinity of Albany

and Troy, N. Y.

By WILLIAM B. MARSHALL,

Assistant Zoologist.

In the Twenty-second Annual Keport on the State Cabinet of

Natural History, 1868, Appendix C, p. 17, Mr. Truman H. Al-

drich published " A Partial List of Shells found near Troy, N. Y."

The list was the result of collections made during the summers

of two years, I806 and 1867, and- confined to a radius of six miles

with Troy as the center. Mr. Aldrich remarks in a note at the

beginning of his list that it is by no means complete.

In 1887, Mr. C. E. Beecher, then assistant in paleontology in

the Museum, presented a large collection of shells to the New
York State Museum. This collection, numbering perhaps 20,000

specimens and as many more which were called duplicates, is

composed almost entirely of United States land and fresh-water

shells. The specimens from several localities, particularly those

from the vicinity of Ann Arbor, Mich., Warren, Pa., and Albany,

N. Y., were collected by Mr. Beecher himself. The vicinity of

Albany and Troy was frequently and carefully searched and it is

reasonable to suppose that the collection contains specimens of

all or nearly all the species inhabiting this neighborhood. With

such fine material at hand I have undertaken to revise Mr. Al-

drich's list with a view to making it more complete, and for the

purpose of adding several notes to those already embodied in his

list.

The list as revised is not restricted to the same area as Al.

drich's list, although the limits have been extended very little.
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The following species of shells are represented in the collection

of the State Museum by specimens from the neighborhood of

Albany and Troy :

Unio pressus, Lea. (See note 2.)

Unio Tappanianus, Lea. (See note

3.)

Unio radiatus, Lamarck. (See note

5.)

Unio nasutus, Say. (See note 6.)

Unio complanatus, Solander. (See

note 7.)

Unio ochraceus, Say . •

Unio cariosus, Say.

Margaritana marginata, Say.

Margaritana rugosa, Barnes

Margaritana undulata, Say . (See

note 8.)

Anodonta undulata, Say. (See

note 9.)

Anodonta Ferussaciana, Lea. (See

note 10.)

Anodonta Lewisii, Lea.

Anodonta implicata, Say.

Anodonta fluviatilis, DiUwy*.

Sphairium simile, Say.

Sphaerium. striatinum, Lam.

fcphaarium rhomboideum, Say.

Sphcerium transversum, Say.

Sphterium securis, Prime.

Pisidium Virginicum, Bourg.

Pisidium compressum, Prime.

Goniobasis Virginica, Gmelin.

Goniobasis livescens, Menke.

Bythinia tentaculata, Linn. (See

note 11.)

Bythinella obtusa, Lea.

Gillia altilis, Lea.

Somatogyrus subglobosus, Say.

Amnicola porata, Say.

Amnicola pallida, Anthony.

Pomatiopsis lapidaria, Say.

Lyogyrus lustricus, Say.

Valvata tricarinata, Say.

Vivipara contectoides, W. G. B.

(See note 12.)

Melantho decisa, Say.

Melantho integra, Say.

Melantho rufa, Haldeman.

Lioplax subcarinata, Say. (See

note 13.)

Carychium exiguum, Mull.

Limnaea desidiosa, Say.

Limntea catascopium, Say.

Limncea umbilicata. Adam*.
= caperata, Say, var.

Limn sea humilis, Say.

Physa ancillaria, Say.

Phvsa heterostropha, Say.

Bulinus hypnorum, Linn.

Planorbis trivolvis, Say.

Planorbis bicarinatus, Say.

Planorbis exactus, Say.

Planorbis deflectus, Say.

Planorbis hirsutus, Gould.

Planorbis parvus, Say.

Segmentina armigera, Say.

Ancylus fuscus, Adams.

Ancylus parallelus, Haldeman.

Ancylus tardus, Say.

Limax maximus, Linnwus. (See

note 15.)

Limax flavus, Linnaeus. (See

note 15.)

Limax campestris, Binney.

Limax agrestis, Linnaeus. (See

note 15.)

Zonites fuliginosus, Griffith.

Zonites intertextus, Binney.

Zonites arboreus, Say.

Zonites viridulue, Menke.

Zonites internus, Say.
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Zonites multidentatus, Binney.

Patula alternata, Say.

Patula perspectiva, Say.

Patula striatella, Anthony.

Strobila labyrinthica, Say.

Stenotrema monodon, Racket.

Vallonia pulchella, Midler.

Triodopsis palliata, Say.

Triodopsis appressa, Say.

Triodopsis inflecta, Say.

Triodopsis tridentata, Say.

Mesodon albolabris, Say.

Mesodon thyroides, Say.

Mesodon Sayii, Binney.

Pupa muscorum, Li/mwus.

Pupa pentodon, Say.

Pupa fallax, Say.

Pupa curvidens, Gould.

Pupa corticaria, Say.

Pupa armifera, Say.

Vertigo Gouldii, Binney.

Vertigo simplex, Gould.

Vertigo Bollesiana, Morse.

Vertigo ovata, Say.

Ferussacia subcylindrica, Linn.

Succinea avara, Say.

Succinea ovalis, Say.

Succinea obliqua, Say.

Mr. Chas. T. Simpson has reported Unio luteolus and Mr. Aldrich

has recorded the other sixteen species of the following list as occurring

in the vicinity of Troy. I have never seen specimens of any of these

species from this neighborhood and can not confirm the records.

Unio alatus, Say. (See note 1.)

Unio luteolus, Lamarck. (See

note 4.)

Anodonta Benedictii, Lea.

Anodonta edentula, Say. (See

note 9.)

Melania elevata, Say.

Pleurocera subulare, Lea.

Amnicola limosa, Say.

Limnaea reflexa, Say.

Limnaea ampla, Mighels.

Limnaea elodes, Say.

Planorbis campanulatus, Say.

(See note 14.)

Macrocyclis concava, Say.

Helix chersioa, Say.

= Zonites fulvus, Drapamand.

Vitrina limpida, Gould.

Helicodiscus lineatus, Say.

Mesodon exoletus, Binney.

Succinea Totteniana, Lea.
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FAMILY.

Unionidse . . .

Corbiculidae .

Strepomatidse

Rissoidse ....

Valvatidse

.

Viviparidae

Auriculidae

Limnaeidae.

Selenitidae

Limacidse

Helicidae .

Pupidae

Shenogyridae
Succinidae . .

.

Genus.

Unio
Margaritana
Anodonta
Sphaerium
Pisidium
Goniobasis
Pleurocera

Bythinia
Bythinella

Gillia

Somatogyrus
Amnicola
Pomatiopsis
Lyogyrus
Valvata
Vivipora ,

Melantho
,

Lioplax
,

Carychium
,

Limnsea
Physa
Bulinus
Planorbis

Segmentina
Aticylus

Macrocyclis
Limax
Zonites

Vitrina

Patula
Helicodiscus

Strobila

Stenotrema
Vallonia

Triodopsis

Mesodon
Pupa
Vertigo
Ferussacia

Succinea

No. in
this list.

No. from
other

sources.

1

1

1

4

3

6

4

1

3

93

1

17

No. in No. in
each each
genus. family.
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Note 1.

Unio alatus, Say.— De Kay says that " Dr. Newcomb has obtained

very fine specimens from the Northern canal, near Waterford." Dr.

De Kay was correct in his identification of N. alatus. He may have

quoted the wrong locality. The word " fine " in his note about

Newcomb's specimens would indicate that they were living specimens

taken in their natural station and not dead specimens which had been

transported from a distance.

Of this occurrence of this species in this vicinity of Waterford

Aldrich says: " In the spring of 1867, the canal was searched for it, both

above and below Waterford, for several miles, without success. Mr.

H. Rousseau of this city found a single valve in the canal at the weigh

lock."

The Museum collection contains several specimens of the species

from Lake Champlain and several from Onondaga county.

Note 2.

Unio pressus^ Lea.— Described under the name of Unio compressus

The type specimens were obtained from Norman's Kill, about two

miles south of Albany.

Note 3.

Unio Tappanianus, Lea.— In most systematic lists Unio Tap-

panianus and Unio pressus are widely separated. I have placed them

next to each other because of their resemblance in general appearance

aud in beak sculpture; and because Tappanianus is more or less

symphynote like pressus.

Note 4.

Unio luteulus, Lamarck.— This species is rare everywhere east of

Mohawk, if, indeed, it occurs at all east of that point. There are no

specimens in the Museum collection from the vicinity of Troy or

Albany and only one specimen from Mohawk. In Onondaga county

the species becomes quite abundant and is plentiful throughout the

western part of the State. The only evidence known to me of the

occurrence of the f-pecies in this vicinity is that of Mr. Chas. T. Simp-

son. In the Nautilus for January, 1892, he records the species from
" Cohoes Falls, Hudson R."

The following is extracted from a letter received from Mr. Simpson

in February, 1892. "Specimen No. 85437 (of the U. S. Rat. Museum)
is labeled Unio luteolui, Lam., Cohoes Falls, Hudson R. The name is in

Dr. Lea's writing, but I think the locality is marked by some one else.
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I have just examined the shell, which is an undoubted female luteolus.

No. 85435 is a shell sent by Dr. James Lewis, from Mohawk, N. Y.,

and in a note Mr. Lewis says: * The only living specimen I ever found

here.' "

Note 5.

Unio radiatus, Lamarck.— It is sometimes very difficult to distin

guish specimens of this species from Unio luteolus, but all the speci-

mens from this vicinity that I have seen have been typical U. radiatus

Note 6.

Unio nasutus, Say.— Aldrich remarks that many specimens of this

species are deformed. In a paper on "Some abnormal and pathologic

forms of fresh-water shells from the vicinity of Albany, N. Y.,"* Mr,

C. E. Beecher has described and figured an abnormal female specimen

of Unio nasutus taken from the canal at West Troy. The peculiarity

of this specimen is that the valves show plications produced by growth

over the gills while distended with fry. De Kay says: " Dr. Newcomb
has, I understand, detected in the Champlain canal a variety of this

species with a single tooth in the left valve.

Note 1.

Unio complanatas, Solander.— This is our most common species.

The color of the exterior varies from nearly black through various

shades of brown to bright green. Many specimens have brilliant rays

of yellow and green. Nacre purple or white.

Deformed or abnormal specimens are common. In the paper referred

to under the preceding species, there are figures of four specimens of

Unio complanatus which show some marked peculiarity.

Note 8.

Say's types of this species were obtained from Norman's Kill.

Note 9.

Anodonta undulata, Say.— This species is not included in Aldrich's

list. He probably collected specimens of this species and named them

A edentula, a perfectly natural mistake, as the two species are scarcely

distinguishable. So far as known to me A. edentula does not occur in

this vicinity.

* 36th Ann. Rept. State Mus. p. 51, pi. 2.
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Note 10.

Anodonta Ferussaciana, Lea.— It is probable that Anodonta sub-

cylindracea Lea, is a synonym. Ferussaciana is usually applied to

western specimens and sidwylindracea to eastern specimens.

Note 11

.

Bithinia tentaculata, Linn.— This is an introduced European spe-

cies. Its occurrence in this country was first recorded by Rev. W. M
#

Beauchamp, he having found specimens of it at Oswego, in 1879. The

State Museum has several hundred specimens collected by Dr. Charles

E. Beecher in the Champlain canal in 1879. Dr. Beecher informs me

that he found three or four specimens in the same place in 1878.

Note 12.

Vivipara contectoides, W. G. B.— This species was colonized in

the Erie canal at Mohawk by Dr. James Lewis in 1868. It has spread

through the canal and is now one of the most abundant shells in the

vicinity of Albany.

Note 13.

Lioplax subcarinata, Say.— Aldrich's list contains no mention of

this species and it is probable that the species did not inhabit this

neighborhood when Aldrich prepared his list. Dr. Charles E. Beecher

informs me that he collected some specimens at the mouth of the Nor-

man's Kill in 1878. Dr. Lewis, to whom the specimens were shown, said

that in all probability the species had migrated into the Hudson from

the Delaware, through the Delaware and Hudson canal. At the

present time the species is abundant in this vicinity.

Note 14.

Planorbis catnpanulatus, Say.— So far as known to me this species

does not occur in the living state in this vicinity. It is quite abundant

in the fossil state, in a marl bed in Greene county, about fifteen miles

south of Albany.

Note 15.

Lima.c maximus, Linn , Limax flaous, Linn., Limax agrestis,

Linn.— These three species of slugs have been introduced into this

country from Europe.
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Accessions, list of, 133
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Acknowledgments of assistance on
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.

Albany, shells of, 640 2
,
641-47; list of

shells in museum, 642-44.

Albany institute, collection of fossils

presented by, 426
.

Alcoholic collection, 6398
.

Aldrich, T. H., a partial list of shells

found near Troy, N. Y., 641 6
.

Anodonta Benedicti, distribution, 578-

584 .

Anodonta edentula, distribution, 637-

649
.

Anodonta Ferussaciana, distribution,

67 1

;
probably identical with Ano-

donta subcylindracea, 647 1
.

Anodonta fluviatilis, distribution, 68 1
.

Anodonta footiana, distribution, 688-

692
.

Anodonta fragilis, distribution, 693
.

Anodonta imbecillis, distribution, 73 1
.

Anodonta implicata, distribution, 74 1
.

Anodonta lacustris, distribution. 754
.

Anodonta Lewisii, distribution, 758-

76 1
.

Anodonta subcylindracea, see Ano-
donta Ferussaciana.

Anodonta undulata, distribution, 944
,

6469
.

Awards, to state museum by World's

Columbian exposition, 14 1
; to firms

exhibiting in connection with state

museum, 146-15.

Beecher, C. E., gift to museum, 641 6
.

Bithinia tentaculata, distribution, 647 2
.

Broeder, John, gift, 134 .

Bryozoa, memoir on, 441
.

Building stone, collection, 122
; cata-

logue of specimens in museum, 21-

27; catalogue of exhibits at World's

Columbian exposition, 28-31.

Clarke, J. M., catalogue of collection

of fossils, 425
;
catalogue of annelida

and cephalopoda, 427
.

Clay industries of New York, bulletin,

125
.

Conchologic collections, rearrange-

ment, 6397
. See also Shells.

Director's report, 11-13 1
.

Drainage systems, of United States,

523
; in New York, 52 8~53*.

Economic and geologic map of New
York, 129

.

Fishes of New York, check list, 13 1
.

Forestville' free academy, collection

of specimens sent to, 432
.

Fossils, collection presented by Albany

institute, 425
;

duplicate collections

of schools, 429-435
.

Geographic distribution of New
York unionidae, report, 45-99.

Geologic map, prepared for world's

fair, 129
; in preparation, 435

.

Geologist, State, report, 41-44.

Geology of Moriah and Westport

townships, bulletin, 125
.
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Gifts, lists of, 13*.

Granites, catalogue of specimens in

museum, 23-24.

Hall, James, report, 41-44.

Hough, R. B., collection of woods, ll 9-

12'.

Iris and Novi-Eboraci, distribution, 75 1
.

Jefferis. W: W., gift, 137
, 139

.

Kemp, J. F. , work on museum bulle-

tin, 12 7
; catalogue of specimens

collected by, 32-39.

Limax agrestis, introduced from
Europe, 647 9

.

Limax flavus, introduced from
Europe, 647 9

.

Limax maximus, introduced from
Europe, 647 9

.

Limestones and marbles, catalogue of

specimens in museum, 25-27.

Lioplax subcarinata, distribution, 647 6
.

Livonia salt shaft, report, 448
.

Lloyd, C. S. L., gift, 13s
.

Mammals, world's fair exhibit, 6394
.

Manlius union school, collection of

specimens sent to, 432
.

Map, economic and geologic, prepared

for world's fair, 129
,
geologic, in

preparation, 435
.

Margaritana complanata, distribution,

608-6P.

Margaritana deltoidea, distribtution,

63s
.

Margaritana Hildrethiana, distribu-

tion, 72 5
.

Margaritana margaritifera, distribu-

tion, 792-805
.

Margaritana marginata, distribution,

806-81 5
.

Margaritana rugosa,[distribution, 91

Margaritana undulata, distribution,

95 1
, 6468

.

Marshall, W: B., work of, 11 s
;
report;

639-47
; report on New York union-

idae, 45-99, 639M0 1
.

Mercer, G: C, gift, 136
.

Merrill, F: J. H., report as director,

11-13 1
.

Mineral exhibit of New York, bulletin,

12 8
;

catalogue, 123
;
building stone,

28-31.

Mineral resources of New York, bul-

letin, 125
.

Mollusks, see Shells.

Moriah and Westport townships, bul-

letin on geology, 126
;
catalogue of

geologic specimens, 32-39.

New York mineral exhibit, bulletin,

128
;

catalogue, 123
;

catalogue of

building stones, 28-31.

New York mineral resources, bulletin

on, 12B
.

New York mining exhibits, awards on,

W.
New York woods, catalogue of speci-

mens, 16-20; Hough, collection,

11M21
.

Northern NewYork marble co. gift,13 6
.

Novi-Eboraci, distribution, 746-754
.

Oriskany sandstone, paper on fauna,

446
.

Owego free academy, collection of

specimens sent to, 432
.

Paleontology, v. 8; report on, 44 1

.

Planorbis campanulatus, found in

fossil state, 647 7
.

Port Jervis union school, collection of

specimens sent to, 432
.

Regents, list, 7.

Report of director of the New York
state museum, 11-13 1

; of state geolo-

gist, 41-44.

Retsof salt mining co. ,
gift, 138

.

Ries, Heinrich, work on museum bul-

letin, 126
.

Sandstones, catalogue of specimens

in museum, 21-23.

Shells, American collection presented

by C. E. Beecher, 641 6
;

of Albany and Troy, 6402
, 641-

47; list of specimens in museum,
642-44;

of New York, rearrangement of

specimens, 639 7
; world's fair exhibit,

639 B
.
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Specimens, of New York woods, cata-

logue, 16-20; geologic, from Moriah

and Westport townships, catalogue,

32-39
;

duplicate collections for

schools, 429-435
.

State normal college, collection of

specimens sent to, 432
.

Troy, shells of, 6402
,
641-47; list by T.

H. Aldrich, 641 5
; list of shells of in

museum, 642-44.

XJnio alatus, distribution, 552-569
, 645 1

.

Unio anodontoides, distribution, 57 1
.

Unio Boydianus, distribution, 585
.

Unio cariosus, distribution, 58 6 -594 .

Unio clavus, distribution, 59 5
.

Unio coccineus, distribution, 60 1
.

Unio complanatus, distribution, 61 5-

624
;
peculiarities, 6466

.

Unio crassidens, distribution, 625-632
.

Unio elegans, distribution, 65 1
.

Unio ellipsis, distribution, 658-66 5
.

Unio fabalis, distribution, 665
.

Unio gibbosus, distribution, 69 8-709
.

Unio gracilis, distribution, 71 1
.

Unio heteradon, distribution, 72 1
.

Unio iris, distribution, 746
.

Unio ligamentinus, distribution, 762
.

Unio luteolus, distribution, 77 J-792
,

6457-462
.

Unio multiradiatus, distribution, 81 6-

823
.

Unio nasutus, distribution, 82 3
; mal-

formations, 646s
.

Unio Novi-Eboraci, see Unio iris.

Unio occidens, distribution, 83 1
.

Unio ochraceus, distribution, 838-843
.

Unio ovatus, distribution, 844
.

Unio parvus, distribution, 848-855
.

Unio patulus, see Unio clavus.

Unio perplexus, distribution, 856
.

Unio phaseolus, distribution, 859-86 5
.

Unio pressus, distribution, 866-87 6
,

6455
.

Unio radiatus, distribution, 87 7-886
;

difficulty in distinguishing, 6462
.

Unio rectus, distribution, 88 1-89 1
.

Unio rubiginosus, distribution, 898-90 9
.

Unio spatulatus, distribution, 92 1
.

Unio tappanianus, distribution, 925
;

relation to unio pressus, 6456
.

Unio triangularis, distribution, 92 9-93\

Unio trigonus, distribution, 936-944
.

Unio undulatus, distribution, 95 8-966
.

Unio ventricosus, distribution, 96 7-97 4
.

Unio verrucosus, distribution, 974
.

Unionidae, lists showing general dis-

tribution, 522-98.
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Note by the Director.

The study of the Quaternary deposits of the Hudson River valley was under-

taken by me several years ago, and a paper on the subject was published in

the American Journal of Science.* In continuation of this it seemed import-

ant to investigate the economic side of the question and report on the brick

industry, which is so highly developed in this region. The confining duties

of administrative work in the museum rendered it necessary for me to delegate

the work of the economic investigation, and it was placed in the hands of Mr.

Heinrich Ries, Ph. B., who, during the summer of 1891, made a careful study of

the methods of brick manufacture in the Hudson River valley, and extended

the investigation of the Quaternary geology of this region, f During the season

of 1892, the necessity for making a representative collection of clays through-

out the State of New York, for the World's Columbian Exposition, afforded an

opportunity for obtaining information concerning the clay industries of the

interior of New York and of Long Island. As the result of his work conducted

during these two seasons, Mr Ries has prepared the following report. Nearly

every locality of importance in the State has been visited, and as it is the only

exhaustive report on the subject which has been prepared in this country, it

commends itself to all who seek information concerning the industrial uses of

clay in New York.
F. J. H. MERRILL,

Director.

PREFACE.

The following report is intended to deal chiefly with the

economic aspect of the subject. In the time at my command it

has not been possible to visit all the deposits which are being

worked, and, therefore, much information has necessarily been

gathered by correspondence. The analyses given in the report

have all, unless otherwise stated, been made by Dr. H. T.

Yulte, of Columbia College, New York city. All the methods

described for obtaining the raw material and working it up to a

finished product are those employed in the State of New York.

The writer wishes to express his thanks to Dr. F. J. H.

Merrill for suggestions offered during the course of the work.

Credit for assistance rendered is due to Messrs E. J. Riederer,

of New York city, C. L. Sanford of Southold, L. L, E. J. Burke

•Vol. XLI, June, 1891.

tThe results of this work were published in the Annual Report of the State Geologist for 1890.

13
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of .Rochester. Mr J. J. Clearwater of Highland, N. Y., and

Messrs P. H. and J. Conlon of Newark, N. J., have kindly

furnished the records of a number of wells bored by them. In

the preparation of this report the following books and

periodicals have been consulted : The Clay Worker, the Brick-

maker, Brick, Tiles and Terra cotta by C. T. Davis, Engineering

News, Engineering Record, and the Encyclopedia Britannica.

The increasing value of clay for the manufacture of brick,

tile, terra cotta, pottery, etc., and the ever growing demand for

these products have given rise to an industry which is rapidly

assuming vast proportions, and will in the near future become

one of the most extensive and important in the country. Scat-

tered over New York are extensive deposits of clay, many of

them capable of being used for the manufacture of terra cotta,

roofing tile and the coarser grades of pottery. To add to their

value the most extensive beds of clay are situated in close

proximity to the water ways and railroads which lead to the

principal cities of the state. The commoner kinds of clay pro-

ducts, such as building brick, are marketed within the state, but

the higher grades, such as terra cotta and roofing tile, have

found good markets outside of New York.

The following table gives the receipts derived from the

various branches of the clay industry during the year of 1892:

Building, front and paving brick $8 , 500 , 000

Terra cotta 100,000

Sewer pipe 260,000

Fire brick* 50,000

Stoneware clay 10 , 000

$8,870,000

As will be seen from the above statement bricks are the chief

source of income. That the other branches of the clay industry

are not further advanced is probably due in a large measure to

the fact that the clay deposits of the state have been so little

exploited or otherwise examined. Though many of the deposits

have been opened up and are still being worked, there are numer-

ous others scattered over the state which are still untouched.

! *This does not include those manufactured In the state from clays obtained in other

states.
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Few of the clays are found to be of sufficiently refractory char-

acter to be used for making fire brick, gas retorts, or other pro-

ducts which in use are subjected to a high degree of heat ; but

for the manufacture of coarse pottery, terra cotta, paving brick,

etc., many of the clays are eminently suited.

Within the last four or five years the manufacturers in New
York have turned their attention toward the extensive beds of

argillaceous shale which the state contains, and which on trial

have given very satisfactory results. Several large firms are

using them for the manufacture of sewer pipe, terra cotta and

roofing tile. The shale formations at present used are the Salina,

Hamilton and Chemung. The Hudson Kiver shales are no doubt

sufficiently argillaceous over many areas to be used for the manu-

facture of clay products, and the same may be said of the Niagara

shale, which weathers to a red clay. A sample of this latter

shale from Niagara Falls was first ground and then molded in a

stiff mud machine and found to burn to a white brick, which was
unaffected by a temperature of 2,500 degrees.

That the clays and shales of New York are comparatively

undeveloped is, no doubt, largely due to the lack of knowledge

of their extent and character. There seems, however, to be no

reasonable doubt that they will in future become a valuable

source of ,revenue.

HEINEICH EIES.
New/:York city, April, 1893



GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY OF THE CLAY DEPOSITS.

Deposits of clay occur in nearly every county of New York.

They belong to three geological periods, viz.:

Quaternary, Tertiary and Cretaceous.

The first class is by far the most common. The second class is

somewhat indefinite in extent, but a large number of the Long

Island deposits probably belong to it.* Of the third class there

are undoubted representatives on Long Island and Staten Island,

as well as some additional ones on Long Island, which are

questionable.

The clays of the mainland are all Quaternary so far as known.

The problems of the Quaternary formations in New York are by

no means solved, and it is not always possible to decide on the

causes leading to the deposition of any particular body of clay

by a single visit to the locality.

A great majority of the deposits are local and basin-shaped,

lying in the bottoms of valleys which are often broad and fertile.

They vary in depth from four to 20 or even 50 feet; as a rule

they are underlain by modified drift or by bed rock. The clay

is generally of a blue color, the upper few feet being weathered

mostly to red. Stratification is rarely present, but streaks of

marl are common. In some of the beds small pebbles, usually of

limestone, are found, and these have to be separated by special

machinery in the process of manufacture. In many instances

the clay is covered by a foot or more of peat.

The basin-shaped deposits are no doubt the sites of former

ponds or lakes, formed in many instances by the damming up of

the valleys, and which have been filled later with the sediment

of the streams from the retreating ice sheet. The valleys in

which these deposits lie are usually broad and shallow. The

broad flat valley in which the Genesee Kiver flows from Mt.

Morris to Rochester is a good example. The waters of the river

* F. J. H. Merrill, Geol. of L. L, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Nor., 1884.
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were backed up by the ice for a time, during which the valley

was converted into a shallow lake in which a large amount of

Old lake bottom, Spencer, N. Y.

aluminous mud was deposited. This material has been employed

for common brick.

An idea of the depth of clay and alluvium in the Genesee

valley may be had from the following table

:

The figures have been taken from the records of salt wells.

Yorkf York Salt co. Clay 52 ft.

Piffardf Genesee Salt co. Clay and gravel 64 ft.

11

f Livingston Salt co. "Soil"* 158 ft.

Cuylervillef "Soil" 184 ft.

Mt Morris} Koyal Salt co. "Soil" 191ft.

For other localities the following depths are given :

Aurora-f Blue clay 15 ft.

Wyomingf Pioneer Well Soil and clay 40 ft.

Warsawf Standard Salt co. Surface, soil and

clay 26 ft.

" f Guinlock and Humphrey Clay 17 ft.

There are a number of these deposits which are of sufficient

interest, geologically as well as commercially, to be mentioned in

some detail.

* The term soil is probably meant to indicate sand and clay.

tL P. Bishop, 5th a.nn. Rep^, N. Y. State Geologist, 1885.

% A.nn. Rep't, Sup't Onondaga Salt Springs for 1888, p. 19.
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There is a bed of clay at Dunkirk having a depth of over 20

feet. The upper six feet are yellow and of a sandy nature, while

the lower two thirds is blue and of much better quality. It is

mentioned by Prof. Hall* in his report, and is an instructive

example of the manner in which the clay changes in color, down-

ward as far as the water can percolate and oxydize the iron.

Around Buffalo is an extensive series of flats underlain by a

red clay. A thin layer of sand suitable for tempering overlies

the clay in spots, and limestone pebbles are scattered through it.

Similar deposits oocur at several localities to the north of the

ridge road and around Niagara Falls, also at Tonawanda and

La Salle, to the north of Buffalo, as well as south of it along the

shore of Lake Erie. No doubt much of this clay was deposited

during the former extension of the Great Lakes.

Prof. Hall mentions deposits of clay at the following localities

:

at Linden one mile south of Yates Center
; f along the shore of

Lake Ontario east of Lewiston ; on Cashaqua Creek $ deposits of

tenacious clay due to the crumbling of the argillaceous green

shales; in Niagara County § beds of clay are said to occur in

every town, but they often contain a considerable amount of

lime.

A bed of blue and red clay is being worked at Brighton near

Rochester. This deposit lies near the head of Irondequoit bay

and was deposited by some stream flowing into it. To the south-

east of Rochester is a large esker which extends in a northeast

direction to near Brighton. Mr. Upham, who has described this

esker, considers that it was formed by a river which flowed

between walls of ice and deposited the bed of clay above men-

tioned.!

Clays are also found at several points in the valley of the

Oswego River from Syracuse to Oswego, an important one being

at Three Rivers.

An extensive bed of red and gray clay, 20 acres in extent and

horizontally stratified, occurs at Watertown. The deposit is 20

feet thick and rests on Trenton limestone.

* Geology of New York, 4th District, 1843, p. 362.

$ Ibid. p. 227.

tlbid. p. 437.

$ Ibid, p. 444.

| Proc. Anner. Asso. Adv. Sci., vol. XLI.
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Another deposit of considerable size is being worked at Ogdens-

burg. The clay is blue and has a depth of 60 feet.

At Madrid, in St. Lawrence county, is a small deposit, probably

the remnant of a formerly extensive one. The section is

:

Yellow stratified sand 3 feet

Blue clay with shells 1 "

Blue clay 20 "

Total thickness 24 "

The shells are probably Macoma fusca.

Turning our attention to the southern portion of the state we
find clays in abundance, in all the valleys, and lowlands. The
extensive marshes near Randolph and Conewango are said to be

underlain by clay throughout their entire extent.*

At Levant, four miles east of Jamestown, Chautauqua county,

is an interesting bed of blue clay underlying an area of several

acres. It is probably of post-glacial age, and the section as

determined by an artesian well-boring is :

Yellow sand 4 feet

Quicksand 4 inches

Yellow clay 5 feet

Blue clay 70 "

Hardpan "

Total thickness 83 "

The owner of the clay bed informed me that leaves were often

found between the layers of the clay at a depth of 15 or 20 feet.

At Breesport near Elmira is a bank of blue clay rising from

the valley to a height of 50 feet. It was evidently formed when
the valley was dammed up, and has subsequently been much
eroded so that all that now remains is a narrow terrace along the

side of the valley. A similar deposit is found at Newfield south

of Ithaca. A moraine crosses t'ue valley a mile or two south of

it. Deposits of clay suitable for brick and tile occur extensively

in the lowlands bordering the Mohawk River from Rome to

Schenectady. The beds vary in thickness from six to 15 feet and

are mostly of a red, blue, or gray color.

* Geol. New York, 4th district, 1.
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Among the most extensive and important clay formations

occurring in New York are those of the Hudson valley.* Here
are deposits of two types. (1) Estuary deposits of fine stratified

sand, yellow and blue clay, and (2) cross bedded delta deposits,

the materials of which are much coarser. The estuary deposits

indicate a period of depression, and deposition in quiet water.

The clay is chiefly blue, but where the overlying sand is wanting

or is of slight thickness, it is weathered to yellow, this weather-

ing often extending to a depth of 15 feet below the surface, and

to a still greater depth along the line of fissures through which

the water can percolate. The depth of oxidation is of course influ-

enced by the nature of the clay ; the upper portion weathering

easily on account of its more sandy nature and hence looser text-

ure. Horizontal stratification is usually present and the layers

of clay are separated by extremely thin laminae of sand At
some localities the layers of the clay are very thin and alter-

nate with equally thin layers of sandy clay. This condition

is found at Haverstraw, Croton, Dutchess Junction, Stony Point,

Fishkill, Cornwall, New Windsor, Catskill and Port Ewen.

At all of the above-mentioned localities except the last two,

the clay is overlain by the delta deposits of rivers tributary

to the Hudson, and the alternation of layers may be due to

variations in the flow of the rivers emptying at those points,

the sandy layers being deposited during period of floods.

The delta of Catskill creek has been found at Leeds, some

two miles west of the Hudson Kiver.f The delta of Kondout

creek which flows into the Hudson at Port Ewen will no doubt be

found by following the creek back to the ancient shore line of the

Hudson estuary. Isolated ice-scratched bowlders are not uncom-

monly found in the clay.

There is often a sharp line of division between the yellow

weathered portion and the blue or unweathered part of the clay.

The line of separation between the clay and overlying sand is also

quite distinct in most cases. Of the blue and the yellow clay the

former is the more plastic, but both effervesce readily with acid due

to the presence of three to six per cent of carbonate of lime, and

*H. Ries, Rep't of N. Y. State Geologist, 1890.

tW. M. Davis, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. His. Nov. '92.
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are therefore, properly speaking, marly clays. The clay is under-

lain by a bed of gravel, sand, hard pan, bowlder, till or bed rock.

From Albany to Catskill the underlying material is a dark gray

or black sand with pebbles of shale and quartz. The sand grains

are chiefly ground up shale, the rest being siliceous and calca-

reous with a few grains of feldspar and garnet. This sand can

often be used for tempering but at Catskill contains too much
lime for this purpose.

I have not observed this underlying sand and gravel to reach a

greater height than 90 to 100 feet.

From Catskill northward the clay is in most cases covered by

but a foot or two of loam. South of Catskill the character of the

overlying material varies. At Catskill a terrace extends back two

miles and probably more; it is deeply incised by Catskill and

Kaaterskill Creeks and smaller streams
;
rocky islands project

above its surface at various points. Along the West Shore track,

about 150 feet south of the station, the side of the cutting consists

of thin alternating layers of clay and sand 27 feet thick. Above
this in places is nine feet of fine stratified yellowish sand. The
clay extends along the track for about one fourth mile uutil it meets

an outcrop of Hudson Kiver sandstone. On the south side of the

Catskill Mt. K. R. 100 feet from the bridge is an exposure of sand

and gravel, the pebbles being very coarse. It is presumably drift

material, but the exposure is an isolated one and does not show
its relation to other deposits of the vicinity. At Smith's Dock,

on the land of T. Brousseau near the river, the upper portion of

the terrace escarpment consists of fine stratified sand, which has

been excavated to a depth of 12 feet without finding clay, while

farther back from the river the clay extends to within two feet of

the terrace level.

The Hudson Eiver shale rises steeply along the water's edge

from here down to Maiden, and crops out at numerous points in

the terrace escarpment. The clay along here is probably not of

great depth. Clay is found in the railroad cutting to the north

of Maiden station, about seven feet above the track level, and

clay is exposed in numerous cuttings of the West Shore Railroad,

from Maiden to Mt. Marion.

From Glasco to Rondout the terrace, which is perhaps one

eighth mile broad at Glasco, narrows as it nears Rondout, and
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has an average height of 150 feet. The clays, so far as could be

ascertained, lie on the upturned edges of the Utica shale.

At the rear of A. S. Staples' yard hardpan underlies the clay.

The overlying material at this locality consists of sand and gravel

in many instances stratified and sometimes cross-bedded. The

sand in some spots is 10 to 15 feet thick and fine enough to

be blown by the wind.

At Port Ewen the clay is mostly blue, resting on a mass of

hardpan, and in a few places on the glaciated rock surface.

According to Mr. Kline, of Port Ewen, the clay around the village

is nowhere over 18 feet in actual thickness and is underlaid

by hardpan. A point worthy of notice is the difference in level

of 50 feet between the terrace at Port Ewen and at Glasco.

It has been suggested by Dr. F. J. H. Merrill that this may be

due to the fact that when sediment is deposited in the basin its

edge would be higher than the center. The Quaternary forma-

tion broadens on toward the west, and Port Ewen would be a

point on the basin's edge while Glasco is near the center.

In this connection the following well records are of interest

:

A boring made on the property of Isaac Tamney, at Eddyville,

showed

Sandy loam

Quicksand .

Blue clay . .

Gravel ....

90

10 feet

TO "

10 "

In boring another well at the same locality the following strata

were passed through

:

Yellow clay 10 feet

Blue clay 137 "

Gravel 5 *

152 "
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Still another at Rosendale, on the land of K. Lefever

:

Loam and yellow clay 20 feet

Sand 50 "

Blue clay 30 "

Gravel "

100 "

At Lefever Falls

:

Coarse sand 40 feet

Quicksand 60 "

Blue clay 42 "

Kock "

Total thickness 142 "

At Kosendale Plains

:

Sandy soil 10 feet

Blue day 10 "

Quicksand 10 "

Blue clay and quicksand alternating 150 "

Total thickness 180 "

We now come to a narrow portion of the river from Staatsburg

to New Hamburg, where the terrace if present is of small extent

and presumably underlain by drift material.

Where the river broadens out again at Roseton at the head of

Newburg bay, there is a thick bed of clay. It is nearly all blue

and underlies the remnant of a terrace 120 feet high, which has

escaped entire destruction owing to its position in a reentrant

angle of the upper Cambrian limestone ridge along the river at

this point. The overlying stratified sand and gravel is 10 to 15

feet thick. At Jova's upper yard the clay rests on the glaciated

limestone, over whose surface are scattered several bowlders of

the same rock. The clay at Rose's yard is 180 feet thick, while

that at Jova's has a total thickness of 240 feet. A boring of 135

feet made at Rose's yard at river level is of interest in connec-

tion with the depth of the preglacial channel of the Hudson.
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About 800 feet south of Roseton station the material under the

terrace is a yellowish loamy clay, thinly stratified. This may be

a portion of the secondary cone of the delta of Wappinger's creek

at New Hamburg. North of this a cutting has been made in the

terrace escarpment, the section exposed showing alternating

layers of yellow and black sand.

From Newburg to New Windsor the clay is overlain by the

extensive delta deposits of Quassaic Creek and Moodna River. To

Clay at New Windsor showing glaciated bowlder in it.

the east of Mrs T. Christie's yard the clay, which is mostly blue

and thin layered, is overlain by fine gravel and sand obscurely

cross stratified in places. Over this is three to four feet sandy

soil. The upper layers of the clay are wrinkled in places, proba-

bly owing to the oblique downward pressure of the overlying

delta deposits. It seems likely that at this spot only a small

portion of them remain, much having probably been eroded. At

Lang's yard, south of Christie's, there is four to six feet of sand

and gravel over the clay, of the same nature as that previously

mentioned. Scattered all through the clay are cobbles of lime-

stone. The upper strata are loamy and contorted, while under-

neath in the yellow clay, which is very tough, the stratification

is almost entirely obliterated. At the next bank, also belonging

to Lang, there is six feet of overlying sand and gravel. Scattered

through the clay are several bowlders of Calciferous sandrock,
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sandstone, black crystalline limestone and gneiss. The overlying

material is mostly unstratified and many of the pebbles are eight

inches in diameter. At the bank of J. T. Moore the clay is very

tough, and the stratification is obliterated in spots. Several

ice-scratched bowlders of light blue limestone, sandstone and

Calciferous sandrock were found in the clay. In Moore & Lahey's

bank the clay is tough and compressed, similar to the other yards.

It likewise contains scratched bowlders, specially of a light blue

crystalline limestone. Over the clay is two to four feet of coarse

sand and gravel.

On the west side of the New York, Ontario & Western

E. K., where it branches off from the West Shore K. K.,

a cutting in the hillside shows a cross-bedded, yellowish sand

and loamy clay with patches of gravel and cobblestones in it.

Following along the track a few hundred feet we come to the

clay bank of C. A. and A. P. Hedges. This shows an interest-

ing section of blue clay overlaid by 50 to 60 feet of cross-bedded

delta deposits of sand and gravel. The clay layers are oblit-

erated in spots and in others much contorted. To the north

of Hedges yard in the K. R. cutting the clay is overlaid by

five to six feet of sand and coarse stones, unstratified. Follow-

ing up the track on the left side just beyond the crossing of the

road from Canterbury to New Windsor the embankment of sand

and coarse gravel is cross-stratified, being a portion of the delta

of Moodna River. The character of this embankment changes

after about 400 feet to unstratified drift, containing bowlders.

This underlies the delta material. The upper terrace at Corn-

wall is underlain by bowlder drift.

Its structure is well shown along the track at Cornwall. Clay

was observed in a meadow opposite the Roman Catholic church
;

it was exposed in digging drainage trenches. Near this locality,

but a little nearer the river, were found several mastodon bones.

At Jones' Point there was formerly a small deposit of clay,

but it has been entirely worked out.

Haverstraw has three terraces, viz.: At 20, 60 and 100 feet.

The clay so far as known is only found underlying the two lower

ones ; the upper one being underlain by drift and delta deposits.

There is a deposit of clay at Stony Point forming a portion of

the 20-foot terrace. The upper layers of clay are in places
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loamy and undulating. Over the clay is a mass of unstratified

material from two to eight feet thick and the upper surface of

the clay is uneven. The overlying unstratified material is a

coarse sand full of cobblestones, of gneiss, schist and granite, all

of them rounded but not scratched. On the hillside to the west

of this deposit is a large, isolated bowlder of granite. The
upper terrace at Stony Point is about 75 feet higher than the

station level ; a portion of this terrace remains about one eighth

mile north of Stony Point station on the west side of the track.

On the west side of the track where it crosses Cedar Pond brook

the delta structure is observable in the embankment, the upper

portion of which consists of coarse sand, pebbles and cobble-

stones which are mostly of gneiss. The lower layers exposed

at this point are quite argillaceous. A short distance below the

West Haverstraw station and some 500 feet west of the track,

an excavation had been made for tempering material. It exposes

a fine yellowish cross-stratified sand overlain by several feet of

coarse sand and cobblestones.

In T. Malley's clay bank along the shore on the north side of

Grassy Point, the clay is not found above tide level and is over-

laid by three to four feet of fine gravel. To the northeast of

P. Brophy's yard is the remnant of a terrace. It is composed of

obscurely cross-stratified sand and gravel, overlaid by a few feet

of loamy clay, very thinly stratified and the layers wavy. There

is a bowlder of norite in this bank ; there are also cobblestones

of diorite, gneiss and red sandstone. About 600 feet to the west

of the yard of D. Fowler Jr. and Washburn the clay is being exca-

vated in the terrace escarpment which is here 45 to 50 feet high.

It is mostly blue, thinly stratified and orerlain by obscurely

stratified gravel and sand. In this excavation was a small ice-

scratched bowlder which had been found in the clay. At J.

Brennan's yard the clay is overlain by two to three feet of fine

sand, and on this is a layer of indistinctly stratified fine gravel

six to seven feet thick, with a covering of one foot of soil. The

terrace at this point is about 50 feet high. Cobbles one to two

feet in diameter of granite, gneiss and pegmatite were found in

this bank. Further south at Peck's yard, several bowlders of

granite, limestone and sandstone were found in the clay. Those

seen were in the lower portion of the bed but I was told that

several had been found in the upper portion.
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Along the river behind the yards of the Excelsior and Diamond

Brick Co. most of the overlying material has been removed by

stripping, but judging from what is left it must have been 10 to

15 feet thick. South of Haverstraw the contact of the clay with

the underlying drift can be observed, the clay thinning out as it

approaches the hill. Some two miles south from Haverstraw,

and half way between the stations of Ivy Leaf and Thiells on

the New York & New Jersey R. R. in the valley of Ivory

Creek, is a basin-shaped deposit of clay belonging to E. W.
Christie. It is not over 15 feet thick as determined by boring,

and has a slightly elliptical outline. The valley in which it lies

is full of glacial material, and contains numerous kames, whose

axes lie parallel to the direction of the valley. The clay is under-

lain by drift material containing bowlders of quartzite, calcifer-

ous sandrock, granite, sandstone, gneiss and schist. Over the clay

is one to two feet of sand containing large ice-scratched stones of

quartzite, gneiss and schist. This clay deposit was probably

formed in a small lake. If it were a portion of the Hudson
Eiver estuary deposits, it would indicate a much greater sub-

mergence than that of 100 feet, supposed for this region,

for this locality is 250 feet above the level of the Hudson River.

On either side of the track at Thiells are probably remnants of a

terrace.

The clay bank of the Anchor Brick Co. at Croton Land-

ing, is elliptical in outline and lies on a bed of granite, gneiss,

schist, and white crystalline limestone pebbles, cemented together

by clay, covered with limonite. Large pebbles are scattered

through the clay, the layers of which are undulating, conform-

ing to the shape of the underlying surface. Over the clay is

four or five feet of gravel and sand. South of this yard an exca-

vation has been made under the terrace for obtaining gravel,

exposing a section of Croton delta. Projecting up into it is a

mass of bowlder- till.

About the middle of Croton Point are the clay-pits of the

Underhill Brick Co. Their clay is overlain by the sandy
beds of Croton delta. The material composing it was evidently

derived from the crystalline rocks of the surrounding country.

It is often micaceous and of a yellow color. Scattered through
this sand are great numbers of botryoidal sand concretions, some
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of them forming masses six feet long and three to four feet

wide. They show the layers of deposition of the sand.

The clay at Cruger's, Montrose and Yerplank lies in hollows

in the rock, being as much as 50 feet thick in some places.

At Cruger's it is overlain by a few feet of loam; at Montrose by

stratified sand, varying in depth from five to 20 feet, according to

borings made. Along the Hudson Kiver R. E. track below

Montrose, at Morton's yard, the clay is overlain by from eight to

10 feet of fine gravel, and cross- stratified sand of a dark gray

or black color. The materials composing it are, to a great

extent, ground up crystalline rocks. The same material covers

the clay at McConnell and O'Brien's bank. At the clay beds of

of the Hudson River Brick Co. at Yerplank, the clay is

covered by yellowish sand and fine dark-colored gravel
;
usually

they are unstratified, but ia a few spots show cro^s-bedding.

A short distance below Peekskill, at Bonner & Cole's yard, is

a remnant of a 20-foot terrace. There is here a deposit of clay

not extending more than four feet above tide, and overlain by

an unstratified layer five feet thick, of coarse sand and cobble-

stones, mostly gneiss.

From Storm King station to Dutchess Junction there is a

stretch of terrace, which extends back to the foot of Breakneck

and Fishkill Mts. The maximum height of it is 210 feet.

Yarious firms are digging clay in the terrace escarpment the

greater part of its length. A well of 65 feet sunk at Aldridge's

yard from tide level still showed clay, and adding to this 65 feet

of clay above the river level, gives us a thickness of

130 feet at this point. The character and thickness

of the overlying material varies somewhat. To the rear

of Timoney's yard some 700 feet, the terrace has been excavated

to a depth of 30 feet, exposing a mass of coarse sand, gravel and

cobblestones, mostly granites, gneisses and schists. One portion

of it is stratified, and at the base of the excavation at one point

yellow clay has been found. At Timoney's yard there is one

or two feet of loam overlying the clay and a growth of brush

covers the terrace. At Yan Buren's yard the upper layers of

clay alternate with layers of sand ; the upper six feet of the

terrace at this point is gravel, the pebbles of it being mostly

granite and gneisses. At Aldridge's yard the clay is covered by

six to eight feet of unstratified gravel and sand, while at another
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spot on top of his bank are 12 to 15 feet of fine yellow sand;

which shows no stratification. The upper layers of Barnacue

and Dow's clay are like those at Yan Buren's, but covered by

four feet of sand and over this in places six to eight feet of

coarse gravel. Nothing is known of the underlying material of

these yards.

The whole of Denning's Point is covered with a fine stratified

yellowish sand. The clay, which lies at the base of the point,

has a thin covering of loam, and the upper layers are somewhat

wrinkled.

There is another stretsh of terrace, similar to that below

Dutchess Junction and of the same height, extending from one

half mile above Fishkill to Low Point. At most places the clay

is covered by a few feet of loamy soil. Several bowlders have

been found in the clay at Brockway's yard. Several feet of loam

overlie the clay at Lahey's, Brockway's and Dinan and Butler's

yards. At J. Y. Meade's yard a short distance below Low Point,

the clay is covered by about three feet of sand, faintly stratified,

and above this six to eight feet of unstratified material ; coarse

sand, pebbles and cobblestones, some of them 18 inches in

diameter. Most of them are Archean rocks, but there are also

fragments of shale, limestone, sandstone and a few of them con-

tained Palaeozoic fossils.

About 1,000 feet south of Meade's yard is a gravel bank eight

to 15 feet thick of material similar to that overlying the clay in

Meade's bank. At the base of this embankment in a few spots

yellowish clay overlaid by stratified sand has been struck.

The following sections are those of wells bored at Ehinebeck.

On the land of Kobert Duckley:

Soil and yellow clay 10 feet

Blue clay 82 "

Kock

Total thickness 92 "

On T. Heed's property:

Soil and yellow clay 20 feet

Quicksand 100 "

Hardpan

Total thickness 120 "

15
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On J. O'Brien's property:

Clay

Quicksand

Hardpan

Gravel

20 feet

25 "

2 «

Total thickness 47 "

The clay deposits of Hudson, Stockport and Stuyvesant are

like those at Coeymans Landing, being overlaid in most places

by a few feet of loam and underlain by dark sand and gravel.

At Stockport two ice-scratched bowlders were found in the clay

;

one of them three feet in diameter, the other three times as

large. To the north of Brousseau's yard at Stuyvesant the

surface material is stratified sand, 15 feet of it being exposed

thus far.

The delta deposits of the streams tributary to the Hudson River

are extremely interesting. They give us an idea of the size of

the rivers flowing into the Hudson Yalley when it formed an

estuary, and also indicate the amount of depression which took

place at those localities. All three portions of a delta may be

observed in the ancient deltas on the Hudson; they are the thin

layers of loamy clay which form the secondary alluvial cone of

the delta, the cross-stratified sand and gravel and the overlying

unassorted material. This latter was observed at Haverstraw,

New Windsor, Low Point and Dutchess Junction.

The following streams between New York and Poughkeepsie

have formed delta deposits
;
(as noted by Dr. Merrill.*) Wap-

pinger Creek, New Hamburg ; Fishkill Creek ; Indian Creek, Cold

Spring ; Peekskill ; Croton River ; Pocantico River, Tarrytown

;

Sawmill River, Yonkers ; Tibbitt's Brook, Yan Cortland ; Minis-

ceongo Creek, Haverstraw ; Cedar Pond Brook, Haverstraw

;

Moodna River, Cornwall ; and Quassaic Creek, Newburg. At the

present day but traces of these deposits remain, and the streams

which formed them have cut down through them below tide-

level. Dr. Merrill thinks it highly probable that these deltas

once filled a large portion of the valley in the Highlands. At

Roseton, as already mentioned, there is a deposit which may have

come from the delta of Wappinger Creek. Also at Jones' Point

opposite Peekskill there is a terrace composed of transported

•Amer. Jour. Sci. iii, XLI, June 1891.
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material, which Dr. Merrill for a while regarded as a portion of

Peek's Kill delta ; the size of the pebbles composing it however

caused him to give up this view. There is however in the upper

portion of the terrace, a layer of unassorted material which is

slightly separated from the rest ; also at the south end of the

terrace, a portion of thinly and obscurely stratified loamy clay,

which may have formed a portion of the secondary cone of this

delta. At Croton, Haverstraw and Cornwall, also at New Wind-

sor, the clay is overlain by delta material, and where this occurs,

specially at Croton, the upper limit of the clay is comparatively

low, it having probably been eroded to a certain extent by the

river entering the estuary at that point, and again it is not likely

that very much clay would be deposited around the mouth of the

river on account of the current. This may have been the case

below Peekskill.

In general the upper limit of the clay increases northward as

does the terrace level. To illustrate this point we have the fol-

lowing altitudes

:

East side.

Croton 100

Peekskill 120

Fishkill 205

West side.

Haverstraw 100

West Point 185

Cornwall 200

Newburg 205

Port Ewen 207

Schenectady 360

These measurements apply, of course, to the upper terrace,

which can be traced along many portions of the river.*

An examination of the above figures and the distances between

the points mentioned indicate an interesting fact. Between New
York and Peekskill, a distance of 45 miles, the terrace rises 40

feet, or eight ninths of a foot per mile. From Peekskill to West
Point the rise is eight feet per mile. From West Point to New-
burg the terraces ascend two and one half feet, and from New-
burg to Albany about five twelfths of a foot per mile. From the

above it would seem that the uplift from New York to Albany

* For detailed statement of terrace altitudes, see H. Ries, Trans. N. Y. Acad. Scl., Nov., 1891.
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did not increase uniformly, but was slightly greater along the axis

of the Highlands. To determine this point definitely requires a

large number of accurate terrace measurements. The following

are the number of terraces noticed at the different localities

:

Athens 2

Port Ewen 2

Cornwall 2

Haverstraw 2

Stony Point 3

Peekskill 1 and 2

Fishkill 2

Storm King 2

Schodack 2

The shore-line of the upper terrace is generally some distance

back from the river. In fact, as we go up the river, especially

above Port Ewen, the shore-line recedes. At Port Ewen the

terrace is 207 feet, but it is fully 225 feet at the base of Hussey

Mt, which was an island in the estuary. The terrace extends up

the Walkill valley several miles.* It seems not improbable

that a shore line of this Quaternary deposit will be found along

the base of the Catskill Mts, or not far from there. At Coey-

mans Landing the terrace is 140 feet, and it rises to 177 feet at the

W. S. R. R. station, about a mile from the river, then a hill hides

the further continuation of it from view.

From Catskill up to Albany the terrace at most points is very

wide. At Coxsackie it extends behind the hill to the south of

the town, and comes down along Murder Creek to Athens. From
Albany an alluvial plain, belonging to this formation, spreads

westward, reaching a height of 360 feet near Schenectady. The

surface of these terraces is usually a loamy soil of much agricul-

tural value.

Following up Croton River as far as Croton Lake, remnants of

terraces are seen at various points, their height above the river bed

decreasing as we recede from the Hudson. The majority of these

detached pieces seem to belong to a terrace formed at the same

time as the 100-foot one at Croton Landing. There are at a few

places traces of a second and lower terrace, and besides this a

third one, being formed by the river during its floods at the

present day.

* Alather, Geol. 1st Dist. N. Y
, p. 131.
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From the facts as observed, quoted above, the following may be

deduced. That during the retreat of the ice sheet from the

Hudson valley the glacial streams deposited as kames a great

amount of ground up material, principally shale ; the material

found underlying the clays along the upper portions of the

valley.

That subsequent to the retreat of the glacier there was a

depression of the land, which, according to Dr. Merrill,*

amounted to 80 feet at Xew York city and near Schenectady to

about 360 feet.

During this period a great amount of plastic clay was depos-

ited produced by glacial attrition of the shales and limestones,

the latter no doubt giving to it the marly character and influenc-

ing its color.

The upper portion of the clay is more siliceous and overlying

it is an extensive deposit of sand, indicating a change in the

nature of the material washed into the estuary. During the

period of submergence much of the siliceous matter washed into

the estuary was deposited at the mouths of the tributary streams

to form deltas.

Terrace and sand pit, Dutchess Junction.

It has been suggested by Dr. Merrill f that the change in the

estuary deposits from clay to sand might be due to the exposure

*Amer. Jour. Sci.. June, 1391.

t Amer. Jour. Sci., June, 1891.
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by elevation of an area of land around the basin, which would

afford more siliceous matter.

An elevation would be accompanied by an acceleration of the

streams, and much of the siliceous matter transported by them
would be carried farther out into the estuary and spread over its

bottom, while the tiner clayey sediment would be carried out to

sea. A readvance of the ice, it would seem, would likewise

cause an acceleration of the streams, and with the results stated

above.

To account for the isolated bowlders in the clay it seems

highly probable that icebergs or icefloes having stones and dirt

imprisoned within their mass detached themselves from the

retreating glacier, and, floating down the estuary to the sea,

dropped their burdens.

The unstratified material found with it and in some cases over-

lying the stratified delta deposits is a matter of interest as con-

cerns its origin. Three things may be noticed regarding it.

1. The material is sand, pebbles and cobblestones lying mixed

together without any separation of the coarse from the fine.*

2 The pebbles and stone are rounded and do not show any

scratches.

3 The materials are mostly of the same character as the rocks

of the vicinity.

Now as the land rose from its submergence the velocity and

with it the transporting power of the streams would increase,

washing down quantities of large stones and gravel. Dr. Merrill

considers that a rapid flow of water took place down through

the Hudson Yalley in the late Quaternary. This water

must have come down through the valleys of the tributary

streams, having a much greater velocity in their valleys than it

would have after it turned into the Hudson Valley, and the

checking of its velocity as it reached the Hudson would cause

the deposition of the greater part of its load. A large stream

rushing down the valley of the Fishkill would drop its burden

specially below it, where we find them heaviest as the flow of the

water was toward the south. Again, Peek's Kill would behave

in a similar manner.

A curious and interesting phenomenon is the crumpling of the

clay at many localities. This disturbance often extends through

* The only locality where stratification was observable was at Timoney's yard near Dutchess
Junction
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out the section, and has been caused by slips or pressure from

above, as when the clay is covered by a thick delta deposit.

Prof. R. P. Whitfield has told the writer of instances where the

clay layers had been disturbed to a depth of several feet from

the surface by the weight of bowlders and large trees.

In many instances there occurs a crumpled strip of clay

between layers which are entirely undisturbed ;
this has been

actually observed by the writer to have been caused by slipping

of the clay.

Clay concretions.— These are of common occurrence, especially

in the yellow clay. They are of varying form and size. Many

of them have a cylindrical hole in the center, which is lined with

carbonaceous material. The flat concretions are found parallel

to the layers of the clay, and in many instances at a depth from

the surface to which the roots penetrate.

Those found at a greater depth did not have the central

cylindrical cavity. They are very abundant in the yellow cla}

at Haverstraw. Eoots penetrating the clay at this locality were

surrounded by lumps of clay in the form of concentric rings.

These might seem to indicate the method of formation d( scribed

by Prof. J. D. Dana (Manual of Geol., p. 628). Again in the

yellow clay near the surface at Coxsackie were found some forms

which were similar in appearance to what Dr J. I. Northrup has

described as rhizomorphs.* They may bo due to the roots which

penetrate the clay, absorbing water from it and rejecting the

contained lime, which deposits itself around the root forming the

hard rhizomorph. Their interior structure was crystalline.

Another form of concretion is found in the delta sands at

Croton Point. It consists of botryoidal masses of sand, cemented

by oxide of iron. Some of them show the layers of deposition of

the sand. The concretions are usually small, but one mass was
noticed fully six feet long and four feet wide.

Concerning the origin of these ooncretions various opinions are

expressed by different geologists.

Organic remains are extremely rare in these clays. The writer

has discovered sponge spicules, probably referable to Hyalonema
or an allied genus, and which are figured. The following

* Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Oct. 13, :890.
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diatoms were also found : Navicula Gruendleri, A. S. ; Navicula

permagna, Edw. (fragments) ; Melosira granulata (Ehr.) Ralfs
;

Nitzshia granulata, Grun. All fresh water species. At Croton

Landing a number of impressions were found in the blue clay

and these on being submitted to Prof. Hall were pronounced to

be worm tracks. Mather in his report* mentions the finding of

leaves in the clay beds back of the medical college at Albany,

and states that they resemble those of an aquatic plant.

The Clays of the Champlain Valleyf

The clays of the Champlain valley are estuary formations and

of the same age as the Hudson Iliver clays. They underlie ter-

races along the lake which have been elevated to a height of 393

feet above sea level. These terraces may be traced almost

continuously from Whitehall, at the head of Lake Champlain, to

the northern end of the lake and beyond it, but on account of the

extensive erosion which has taken place they are usually narrow,

and it is only at sheltered points like Port Kent and Beauport

that they become specially prominent. The section involved is

yellowish brown sand, yellowish brown clay and stiff blue clay,

the latter being rather calcareous. The upper clay is somewhat
siliceous, and its coloring is due to the weathering of the lower

layer. This formation has a thickness of about 15 feet, but

sometimes, as at Burlington, it reaches a thickness of 100 feet.

Isolated bowlders are occasionally found in the clays, and are

considered by Emmons to have been dropped there by icebergs.

The clays are usually horizontally stratified, and contortions of

the layers are extremely rare. Numerous fossils have been found

in the overlying sands, among them being Saxicava rugosa and

Tellina groenlandica, which are very common ; Tritonium

anglicum, Tritonium fornicatum, Mytilus edulis, Pecten island-

cus, Mya truncata, M. arenaria, Nucula jportlandica • the skeleton

of a whale has also been found in these deposits.**

Openings have been made in them for the purpose of obtaining

brick clays at Plattsburg and a few other localities, but owing to

the lateness of the season when I visited them information was

hard to obtain.

* Geol 1st, Dist. N. Y., p. 123.

tCompiled largely from Emmons Report, Qeol. N. Y. 2nd Dist.

** The writer has found one spacies of diatom belonging to the genus Dixtoma in the clay from
Plattsburg.
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Long Island Clays

Long Island is made up of a series of sands, gravels and

mays, which form two parallel ranges of hills in the northern

half of the island, while the southern half is a flat plain. The

most southern of the ranges represents the limit of the drift.*

The clay beds are exposed along the north shore of the island

and at several points along the main line of the Long Island

railroad. In describing them I have gone east along the north

shore and come back through the center of the island.

In a paper on the geology of Long Island, (previously cited)

Dr. F. J. H. Merrill describes in detail the formations exposed on

the island, and mentions the insufficiency of data necessary to

afford definite conclusions concerning the sequence of geological

events. Examinations of the various clay outcrops on the

island made since show that eight years has made considerable

changes; permitting the collection of additional data and

obliterating many localities described by him. With the excep-

tion of four similar deposits on the north shore, all the clay beds

as exposed at the brick yards are rather unique in appearance.

The most western clay outcrop on Long Island, of which the

writer has any knowledge, is on Elm Point near Great Neck4
There is here a bed of stoneware clay over 30 feet thick and

overlain by 15 to 20 feet of yellow gravel and drift. The clay is

dark gray and contains streaks of lignite in a good state of

preservation. In appearance the clay resembles the Cretaceous

ones of New Jersey and will doubtless prove to be of the same

age. The overlying yellow gravel contains sandstone concretions

and also sandstone fragments containing Cretaceous leaves.**

There is an outcrop of clay at Glen Cove on the east shore of

Hempstead Harbor and at the mouth of Mosquito Inlet. This

has long been considered of Cretaceous age from the plant

remains foundf in sandstone fragments embedded in the clay. The

layers of the latter are blue, red, black and yellow, and dip northeast

10°-15°. Near this locality and on the south shore of Mosquito

Inlet is an outcrop of pink clay, belonging to Carpenter Bros,

and used for fire-brick and stoneware. Dipping under it to the

* For a detailed account of the topography of Long Islaad see Mather, Geology of New York
(1st Dist.) 1843 ; W. Upham, A. J. 8. Ill, 18 ; F. J. H. Merrill, Geology of Long Island, Ann.
N Y Acad. Sci , 1834.

X H. Ri-s. Notes on the clays of New York State.—Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., XII.
** C L Pollard, Note on Cretaceous leaves from Elm Pt , L. I.—Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., XIII.

t A. Hollick, Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., XII.
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north at an angle of 30° is a bed of alternating layers of quartz

pebbles and clay. The pebbles crush easily to a white powder.

Associated with this clay is a bed of kaolin, but the exact rela-

tions of the two deposits are not known. Kaolin also crops out

from under the gravels on the west shore of Hempstead Harbor.

Carpenter's clay resembles that of Cretaceous age found on Staten

Island, but its age has yet to be proven. The sandstone frag-

ments found in the clay across the inlet are found along the shore

of it to Carpenters clay, but none are found in it. Dr. Merrill

has found plant remains in this clay, but they were not suffi-

ciently well preserved for identification. ( See paper previously

cited.) A microscopic examination of the clay revealed the pres-

ence of the following diatoms; all freshwater forms.

Melosira granulata ( Ehr. ), Kalfs.

StepAanodiscus JTiagarce (Ehr.),

Diatoma hyemale (?) K. B.

On Center Island in Oyster Bay we find the most western of

a series of clay beds which bear a great similarity to each other.

The others are on West iSeck, at Fresh Pond and on Fishers

Island. The clay on Center Island consists of two kinds, a lower

bluish clay and an upper brown sandy clay. Overlying this latter

is a stratified sand. The layers of clay undulate in several direc-

tions. Dr. Merrill mentions the occurrence, one mile north of

this clay pit, of a bed of white fire clay at a depth of 25 feet

under the drift and sand. The only organism thus far met in

this clay is one species of diatom, viz.: StepAanodiscus Niagara?',

and a curious spiny hair.

At Jones' brick yard on the east shore of Cold Spring Harbor

is a thick deposit of clay. The lower portion is tough and con-

tains little sand. The upper portion is much more sandy and of

a brown color. The clay bank is over 100 feet in height and the

layers have crumpled on a large scale by the pressure of the

advancing ice sheet. A layer of diatomaceous clay occurs in th

upper portion of the clay bank, and its position is shown in the

following section given by Merrill : (1. c.)

"Till" and stratified drift 10 feet.

Quartz gravel 45 "

Eed and blue " loam " or sandy clay 20 "

Diatomaceous earth 3 "
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Yellow and red stratified sand 20 feet.

Ked plastic cloy 20 "

Brown plastic clay 25 "

Total .U3

" The bed of diatomaceous earth is of undetermined extent,

and appears to be replaced a little to the east by a blue clay,

which, however, contains some diatoms. It is undoubtedly equiv-

alent to the bed of ochre which overlies the sand throughout the

remainder of the section."

The following diatoms, all fresh-water species, occur in it :

Melosira granulata (Ehr.) Ralfs.

Stephanodiscus Niagara (Ehr.)

Epithemia turgida (Ehr.) Kutz.

Encyonema ventricosum, Kutz.

Cymbella delicatula, Kutz.

Cymbella cuspidata, Kutz.

Navicula viridis, Kutz.

" coconeifomds, Greg.

major, Kutz.

" varians, Greg.
M lata, Breb.

Eunotia monodon, Ehr.

Gomphonema capitatum, Ehr.

Stauroneis Phoenecenteron, Ehr.

Fragilaria construans, Grun.

Synedra affinis, K. B.

Campyloneis Grevillei var. Regalis.

Triceratium trifoliatium.

The Melosira and Stephanodiscus are present in countless num-

bers. Only two specimens were found of the Triceratium, and

Dr. D. B. Ward, of Poughkeepsie, who has also given me much
aid in the identification of my material, informs me that this

species is very common in the diatomaceous earth from Welling-

ton, New Zealand, but he has never heard of its occurrence

before in America.* Sponge spicules are not uncommon in

Lloyd's Neck diatomaceous earth, and several forms are figured.

Samples of the red and Drown clay from the section given

above were examined, but no organic remains were found in them.

* Since this report was sent to press the writer has been informed of the discovery by Mr.

Lewis Woolman of this same species in certain New Jersey deposits.



(Magnified 500 diameters, except Fig. 1, which is enlarged 250

diameters.)

Figs. 1-13. Sponge spicules. Croton Point.

Fig. 14. Melosira granulata (Ehr.) Ralfs. Croton Point.

Fig. 15. JSfamcula Grue?ideleri> A. S. Croton Point.

Fig. 16. Diatoma sp ? Plattsburg.

Fig. 17. Diatom fragment from Croton Point.

Fig. 18. ISTavicula permagna, Edw. Croton Point.

Figs. 19, 20. Sponge spicules. Kreischerville, S. I.

Figs. 21, 22, 23, 24. From clay at Verplank.

Fig. 25. Kitszchia granulata, Grun. Croton Point.

Fig. 26. From clay at Croton Point.





(Magnified 500 diameters.)

Figs. 1, 2. Jointed hair. Wyandance, L. I.

Fig. 3. Ridged tube from stoneware clay. Glen Cove, L. I.

Figs. 4, 5. Spicules from cretaceous clay at Glen Cove, L. I.

Figs. 6, 7, 8. Spicules from Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 9. Spicule fragment? Farmingdale, L. I.

Fig. 10. Diatoma hyemale. Glen Cove, L. I.

Fig. 11. Navicula viridis, Kutz. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 12. Cymbella cuspidata, Kutz. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 13. Campyloneis Grevillei, var. Regalis. Lloyd's Neck, L. I

Fig. 14. Cocconema parvum, W. Smith. Northport, L. I.

Fig. 15. Triceratium trifoliatum. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 16. Eunotia monodon, Ehr. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 17. JVavicula lata, Breb. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 18. Etieyonema ventricosum, Kutz. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 19. Synedra affinis, K. B. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 20. Fragilaria construans, Grun. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 21. Gomphonema capitatum, Ehr. Lloyd's Neck, L. L.

Fig. 22. Epithema turgida (Ehr.) Kutz. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.
™

Fig. 23. JVavicula cocconeiformis, Greg. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 24. Stauroneis Phcenecenteron, Ehr. Lloyd's Neck, L. I.

Fig. 25. From clay at Northport, L. I.

Figs. 26, 27. Melosira granulata (Ehr.) Ralfs. Lloyd's Neck and Glen

Cove, L. I.

Fig. 28. Stephanodiscus Niagara, Ehr. Lloyd's Neck and Glen

Cove, L. I.

Fig. 29. From clay at Oyster Bay.
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Concretions are abundant in the clay on Center Island and

West Neck. Those found at the latter locality are disc-shaped,

while those found on Center Island are more or less botryoidal.

Silicified yellow gravel fossils have been found by the writer

in the sands on West Neck,* and more were subsequently found

in other localities by Mr. Hollick.f

On Little Neck, in Northport Bay, is an extensive deposit of

stoneware clay and fire sand, which has been worked for a

number of years. The clay is stratified, the layers being

separated by laminse of sand. In color the material varies from

black to brown and yellow, and it becomes sandy in its upper

portion. There is a dip of 15° S. E. due to a slipping of the clay

bank. Overlying the clay is cross-bedded fine sand and gravel,

the latter containing much coarse material near the surface.

Yery little till covers the whole. Much fine, white fire sand

occurs in portions of the bank. A careful examination of the

section showed a brownish-black seam of the clay, two feet

thick, containing numerous fragments of plant remains, of which

a number were sufficiently well preserved to determine the

Cretaceous age of the clay beyond doubt. The species were

identified for me by Mr. Hollick as follows

:

Protaeoides daphnogenoides, Heer.

Palinrus integrifolia, Hollick.

Laurus angusta, Heer.

Myrsine sp.

Williamsonia sp.

Celastrophyllum sp.

Paliurus sp.

The latter resembles Paliurus Columbi (Heer) ; a Tertiary

species (Fl. Foss, Arct. I, 122, pi. XY11, Fig. 2d,) but is much
smaller and very probably a new species. The above species are

the same as those found in the middle cretaceous clays of Staten

Island, N. Y., and Perth Amboy, N. J.

Three species of diatoms, all fresh water forms, were also

discovered in this clay.

Melosira granulata, (Ehr.) Ralfs.

Diatoma hyemale, K. B.

Cocconemaparvum, W. Smith.

Trans N. Y. Acad. Scl., XII.

t Trans. N. Y. Acad Sci. Vol. XIII.
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The occurrence of these diatoms is a matter of great interest.

While diatoms are abundant in the Tertiary, their only known

occurrence in the Cretaceous, is the chalk* which is upper

Cretaceous. This being the case, their occurrence at Northport

extends the known geological range of diatoms.

At Fresh Pond the clay crops out along the shore for distance

of half a mile. It is brownish and red in color, the red being more

sandy. Sand and gravel overlies it, and at Sammis' yard the sand,

which is stained by limonite, shows a fine anticlinal fold.

One of the most interesting clay banks is that on Fisher's

Island. The clay is of a reddish color similar to that on West
Neck and Center Island, and in its original condition was hori-

zontally stratified and overlain by 20 to 20 feet of laminated sand.

But the whole deposit has been disturbed by the ice sheet passing

over it, and the layers have been much crumpled to a depth of

about 30 feet, while below this they are undisturbed. The till

overlying it is in places 30 feet thick and contains large bowlders.

Dr. Merrill mentions the presence on Gardiner's Island,f of

extensive beds of brick clay together with their associated sand

beds, (they are not being worked,) and notes the occurrence of a

fossiliferous stratum.

Clay is also said to outcrop near Sag Harbor and around the

shore of Hog Neck in Peconic Bay.

Between Southold and Greenpori are several deposits of a red

glacial day which is being used for brick. The clay contains

angular stone fragments and runs from 50 to 60 feet in thickness.

About one and a half miles east of Southold is a bed of mottled

blue pottery clay which has been used for a number of years in

making flower pots. The depth of this deposit is not known.

At West Deer Park is a clay bank of unique appearance. In

July 1892 the section showed

Yellow gravel 6 feet

6 M

1
"

4 "

4 "

3 "

Containing ) Flesh colored clay

concretions ) Red clay

Black clay with pyrite

Black sandy clay. ....

Red sandy clay

Total thickness, 20 "

t Previously cited.
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Lenticular masses of gray sand are sometimes found in the

black clay. The black clay also contains furstules of Melosira

granulata, (Ehr.) Kalfs, and numbers of a jointed yellowish brown
hair, resembling those of a crustacean. The black clay burns to

a white brick. About four miles west of this locality near Farm-
ingdale the section in Myers' clay pit is

Sand and gravel . 6 feet

Red sandy clay 6 "

Yellow and red sand, wavy lamination . . . . 2 "

Reddish yellow clay 6 "

Reddish blue clay 20 "

Micaceous sand, cross-bedded it

Total thickness 40 "

About one-quarter mile south of Myers' brick yard is that of

Stewart. The section at this locality (now obliterated) as given

by Dr. Merrill is
*

Surface stratum yellow micaceous clay 35 feet

Reddish and sandy clay 5 "

Blue black sandy clay with nodules of white pyrites .... 25 "

White sand "

Total thickness 65 "

A local deposit of grayish blue sandy clay occurs at E. Willis-

ton. It varies in depth from six to 20 feet and is underlain by

sand. On my last visit to this locality I found a number of stems

and leaf fragments in the clay but none of them sufficiently well

preserved for identification.

There is still some doubt as to the exact conditions under

which the beds of clay and gravel which form the greater por-

tion of Long Island were deposited, bat it is probable that the

clays represent shallow water marine deposits of Cretaceous and

Tertiary age. The overlying sands and gravels have in most

instances a cross-bedded structure, with a south dip, and were

probably deposited by swift currents as stated by Dr. Merrill.

The age of the clays is still largely a matter of speculation,

and will probably remain so in many cases unless palasontologic

evidence is forthcoming. Those on Gardiner's Island are quite

Geology of L. I , Ann. N. Y. Acad, of Sci., Nov. 1884.
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recent, as shown by the contained fossils, and the clay on Little

Neck near Northport is Cretaceous as previously noted. The

proof of the age of the Glen Cove clay is not absolute.

Cretaceous leaves in fragments of ferruginous sandstone have

been found along* the north shore of Long Island from Great

Neck to Montauk Point,- but they are usually much worn and

scratched and have evidently been transported from some dis-

tant source. The clays at Center Island, West Neck, Fresh

Pond and Fisher Island are very similar in appearance and com-

position, are very probably of the same age, possibly Tertiary,f

but we lack palaeontology or stratigraphic evidence. At West

Keck the clay underlies the yellow gravel and the latter is

covered by the drift, so that is pre-pleistocene.

The theory has been put forth that the Cretaceous formation

on Long Island would be found north of a line joining the southern

border of the Cretaceous formation of New Jersey and Martha's

Vineyard,;}; and that outcrops south of this might be Tertiary;

in view, however, of determining the clay at Little Neck near

North port to be Cretaceous, we must abandon this theory.

Folded clays, West Neck, L. I.

An interesting phenomenon is the tilting and crumpling of the

strata on the north shore of Long Island. This disturbance is

especially well shown on West Neck and was considered by
Dr. Merrill to be due to the pressure of the advancing ice

sheet,§ which excavated the deep narrow bays and pushed the

* A. Hollick, Notes on Geology of North Shore of Long Island, Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., XIII.

t This idea is also expressed by Dr. Merrill.

t A Hollick, No.es on Gleology of North Shore of Long Island, Trans. N. Y. Acad Sci. XIII.

§ Geology of Long Island, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci. 1884.
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excavated material into high hills at their head. Dr. Merrill's

views have been recently corroborated in a paper on " The
deformation of portions of the Atlantic coast plain," by A.

Hollick,* who, in disputing the possible orogenic origin of these

Sand and Gravel West Shore of Hempstead Harbor.

Stratified Sands and Gravels at Port Washington.

folds, calls attention to the fact that they are found only along

the line of the moraine, and that the beds are disturbed only to

a certain depth. The disturbance is well shown at Glen Cove,

* Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., XIV.
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West Neck, Fresh Pond and on Fisher's and Gardiner's islands.

It is important, however, not to confound tilting of the layers,

due to slipping, as is the case on Little Neck near Northport,

with that produced by the ice-thrust.

Both Dana and Merrill consider Long Island Sound to be

of preglacial origin ; the former calls attention to a channel in

the southern part of the sound, which probably was that of a

river draining Connecticut in preglacial times, and which emptied

into Feconic bay. The latter points to the absence of till along

the north shore of Long Island where the sound is wide, as evi-

dence of the fact that most of the drift was dropped into the

sound by the ice in its passage across it.

On the other hand Hollick* considers that Long Island Sound

was dry land until the glacial period, and that the continental

glacier upon its arrival on the Connecticut shore plowed up the

material from the space now occupied by the sound and pushed it

ahead to form the range of hills along the northern part of Long

Island. It seems to the writer however that the facts do not

support this theory. If we suppose the northern range of hills to

be composed of material pushed up out of the area now occupied

by the sound, it should everywhere show signs of disturbance.

This it does not do. The high hills of sand and gravel at Port

"Washington for example show no signs of disturbance.

Mention should be made of a yellow gravel formation. This

is found almost everywhere on Long Island, and sections in the

railway cuttings frequently show a thickness of 30 or 40 feet.

Staten Island clays

The clays of Staten Island are chiefly Cretaceous, as proven by
the fossils found in them. (A. Hollick, Trans. K Y. Acad. Soi.,

vol. XL) The chief outcrops are at Kreischerville, Green Ridge

and Arrochar. Besides the clay there are several "kaolin"

deposits.

In many instances the clays and overlying yellow gravels have
been much disturbed by the passage of the ice over them, and in

some cases the sections show overthrown anticlines, as on the

fingerboard road at Clifton.

* Notes on Geology of North Shore of Long Island, Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., XIII.
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Mr W. Kreischer informed me that the clay at Kreischerville

occurs in isolated masses or pockets in the yellow gravel and
sands. If such is the case, and if these beds, as is usually sup-

posed, are a continuation of the New Jersey ones, they must be

explained as follows: Either the original beds have been torn

Overthrown anticline of Yellow Gravel, Fingerboard Road, Clifton, S. I.

apart by the ice which bore down on them, or else they have been

deeply eroded by the currents which deposited the overlying

sands and gravels.

The writer favors this latter view.

A boring made on the site of Kreischer's fire brick factory

showed

Sand and soil 30 feet.

Blue clay 90 "

White sand 2 "

Sand and clay alternating 78 "

Total thickness 200 "

Next to the church at Kreischerville is a bank of stratified sand

standing some 40 feet back from the road. It appears to have

been dug away considerably, but Mr Kreischer informed me that

there was once a large mass of clay at this spot which was sur-

rounded by the sand. To the north of this near the shore is a

bank of blue stoneware clay overlain by yellow laminated sand,

and southeast of the church is a similar bank, but the clay is of

a more sandy nature. A third opening is opposite Kilmeyer's
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hotel at Kreischerville, and from this a yellow mottled fire clay is

obtained. This latter bed is overlain by about 20 feet of sand

and yellow gravel and underlain by a white sand.

A fourth opening on the shore is in a blue clay. It has always

been an interesting question as to what extent Staten Island was

underlain by the Cretaceous formation, and the following record

Clay Pit, Kreischervjlle, N. Y.

(Yellow gravel over Cretaceous clay.)

of a well bored for Bachman's brewery at Annandale, S. L, seems

to throw some light on the subject

:

At a depth of 200 feet a bed of yellow gravel containing shells

was struck. The gravel was 36 feet in thickness and beneath it

was a bed of clay 10 feet thick. This latter was of a white and

blue color and was said to resemble a fine pottery clay.

The above may very possibly be some of the Cretaceous clay

overlain by the yellow gravel. Borings made at various points

along the shore of Arthur's Kill, between Kreischer's factory and

Wood & Keenan's brickyard, penetrated a blue clay at a depth

of three or four feet. This latter is no doubt of very recent

origin.

At the Anderson Brick Company's pit near Green Ridge, the

lower clay, which is of a black color, shows signs of disturbance,

and slicken sided surfaces are common. The upper portions of
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the bank are of blue and gray colors, and at one spot there is a

thick seam of lignite. The clay is not sufficiently refractory for

fire brick. Fragmentary plant remains were found by the writer

in this pit, but they are not nearly so perfect as those found in

the fire clay pit at Kreischerville, and which have been figured

and described in minute detail by Mr. Arthur Hollick of Columbia

College, New York City.

Spicules have been observed in the fire clay at Kreischerville,

Staten Island. In the kaolin found near Kreischerville were dis-

covered a number of diatoms, which Dr. Ward informs me are

either Cocconeis placentula, Ehr., or Cocconeis pediculus, Ehr.

Their occurrence i* also of great interest, as these kaolins are

known to be middle Cretaceous be37ond doubt.

Stony glacial clays occur also underlying the flats at Green

Ridge, Staten Island.

One mile and a quarter northeast of Kreischer's fire brick

factory an excavation has been made for obtaining a micaceous

kaolin. About 15 feet of it are exposed. A quarter mile north

of this locality is the pit of the Staten Island Kaolin Co. The

kaolin is evidently a continuation of that exposed in Kreischer's

pit, but is apparently not as thick. The deposit has suffered dis-

turbance by the ice sheet and the layers are intermixed with the

till. At the northeast side of the excavation a bluish sandy clay

containing fragments of lignite is found to underlie the kaolin

.

As the Cretaceous clays, kaolins and yellow gravels are a con-

tinuation of the belt extending across New Jersey, the history of

their deposition is the same*
The following analysis of kaolin from Campbell's pit on Staten

Island, is given in the New Jersey clay report cited above:

Silicic acid and sand 9 3 . 70

Al
2 3

and F
2 3

5 .70

H
2 O 70

K
2
O -35

(J '.45

Report on clays, N. J. Geol Surv <B
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General remarks on clay

Clay is a hydrated silicate of alumina, having the formula

Al
2 3 ,

2Si0
2 -f 2li

2 0, or silica 40.3 per cent., alumina 39.8 per

cent., water 13.9 per cent. This is the mineral kaolinite, and it

generally results from the decomposition of granite or other

feldspathic rocks. The three essential component minerals of

granite are quartz, feldspar and mica, and of the feldspars,

orthoclase or the potash feldspar is most commonly present.

The surface waters in percolating through the rocks attack the

feldspar and leach out the potash as carbonate, or possibly as a

silicate if the amount of carbonic acid is small. This breaking

up of the feldspar destroys the bond for the quartz and mica and

the rock begins to crumble. As a further result of the leaching

some silica is set free and left in a hydrated condition. The

alumina of the feldspar, the hydrated silica, and some water unite

forming kaolinite, the basis of all clays. A deposit of this kind

formed in place is a residual clay and its purity is largely

influenced b}' the composition of the parent rock and mechanical

conditions, both of which vary. Usually many accessory

minerals are present, and destroy the purity of the clay or kaolin.

In the general erosion of the land the kaolin together with other

minerals composing the rocks are washed into the lakes or ocean,

the coarser material transported by the streams being dropped at

their mouths to form deltas, while the fine aluminous mud settles

in the quieter waters forming a bed of clay. Such deposits of

clay are called '* sedimentary " to distinguish them from the

I residual " ones.

Beds of clay of vast extent are thus deposited in the ocean.

With further deposition they become buried far beneath the

ocean floor, where subjected to the action of dynamic agencies

such as heat and pressure these beds of clay become converted to

shale. With subsequent elevation of the sea bottom, and erosion

of the new land surface the shale becomes exposed as we now
find it over a large portion of the state. The disintegrated out-

crops of shale have often been used for brickmaking, having

been mistaken for deposits of sedimentary clay. Much aluminous

rock flour was produced from the erosion of the shales by the

North American ice sheet. This was held in suspension by the

18
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glacial streams and finally deposited as beds of clay in the

numerous lakes which occupied the valleys during the early

Pleistocene period The erosion of the sandstones has added to

the grittiness of the clays. The extensive deposits of plastic clay

found on Long Island were elevated above sea level within

probably a comparatively short time after their deposition.

Pure clay is of a white color and is very rare. The purest

clays known are the China clays, which have about the theoreti-

cal composition of kaolinite.

Clays suitable for the manufacture of common brick are by no

means uncommon. The impurities in them often run quite high,

still in many cases they make a most excellent common brick.

The use of a clay for one thing or another is largely determined

by the impurities. The clay should be plastic, work easily and

bum to a good red color, giving a hard ringing product.

Plasticity is the property which, clay has of forming a pasty

mass when mixed with water, and changing to a hard mass when
subjected to a high heat. Burned clay if ground and mixed with

water is not plastic ; in fact clay loses its plasticity when the

water of combination is driven off. This property of clay is

largely due to the kaolinite base which occurs in the form of

minute hexagonal tablets.

Dry kaolin is not plastic, and water seems therefore to like-

wise influence plasticity. Prof. G. H. Cook found that it was

also influenced by the degree of fineness of the kaolin. In clays

which are very slightly plastic the plates of kaolinite were found

to be collected in bunches, and a subsequent thorough grinding

in order to break up these aggregates increased the plasticity.

A tough plastic clay is termed by the brickmakers "fat;" on

the other hand a clay of loose texture and possessing little plas-

ticity is said to be "lean" or "poor."

Sand consisting of quartz, feldspar or mica destroys the plas-

ticity of clay and is one of the commonest impurities. The others

are lithium, titanium, iron, lime, magnesia and the alkalies potash

and soda. Sulphur is sometimes present, it having been found in

some of the Hudson Kiver clays.

Page- states that "the admixture of a proportion of siliceous

sand, which results in a combination containing as much as 90

* Economic Geology, p. 186.
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per cent, silica is not incompatible with the formation of a good

brick. Uncombined silica, if not in excess, is beneficial, as it

preserves the form at high temperatures ; in excess it destroys

cohesion and makes the brick brittle and weak. Fire clays

should not contain over three to four per cent, of fusible

impurities.

The fusibility of a clay usually increases with the amount of

impurities present. Kichter* found that potash rendered a clay

more fusible than any of the other impurities ; iron is said to

come next, then lime and lastly magnesia. Phosphates also

increase the fusibility of clay slightly.

Iron is usually present in clay in the form of a lower oxide,

and in burning is converted to a higher one, coloring the brick

red. According to Segerf the shade of color produced by iron

is influenced by the amount of iron oxide present, the chemical

composition of the clay, and the mechanical division of the color-

ing substance, the degree of burning, and whether the fires of

the kiln are reducing or oxidizing. The intensity of the colora-

tion increases with the amount of peroxide of iron from four to

eight per cent. From this up to 21 per cent, no change in the

color was noticed.

Carbonate of lime counteracts the color produced by iron due

to the formation of a light colored double silicate of iron and

lime. This fact is often made use of in the manufacture of cream-

colored brick, a certain proportion of lime being added to the

clay. Clays rich in carbonate of lime burn yellow in a reducing

atmosphere. If there is an excess of lime the bricks get flesh

colored in the oxidizing flame.

If iron is present in the form of sulphate it usually decomposes

at the point of fusion, giving a lower oxide which fluxes and pro-

duces a distortion of the brick. A reducing flame is detrimental

to the formation of sulphate.

It has been stated that a clay containing over three per cent,

of lime is not fit for making brick, but this limit is too low, as

clays with five and six per cent, of lime will often make a very

good product and the celebrated Milwaukee brick have 23 per

cent.

* Brickmaker, Oct. 1892.

t Brickmaker, Oct. 1692.
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• Magnesia also tends to prevent the development of a red color

in bricks.

A white or light-colored brick is sometimes produced if the

clay contains a large amount of organic matter which will

reduce the iron. Efflorescence is due to the dissolving of the sul-

phates of magnesia and the alkalies by permeating water, and

their deposition on the face of the brick when the water

evaporates.

A similar whitish coloring noticed on brick freshly burnt may
be due to the reduction of the iron by smoke from the arch fires.

Titanium and lithium are never present in quantity. The
latter occurs as titanic acid. Lithium occurs in the clay in a simi-

lar form and its presence was first detected in the Cretaceous

clays of New Jersey.

Clays weigh 110 to 125 pounds per cubic foot. They have a

specific gravity of from 1.75 to 2.00.

Clays may be divided into three kinds :

1 Clay. Mostly alumina and silica in varying proportions,

with a small percentage of salts of iron, lime, magnesia, pot-

ash, etc.

2 Loams or sandy clays.

3 Marls. Clays containing a large amount of lime.

The refractoriness of a clay is not alone dependent on its com-

position but is also influenced by its density and fineness of grain.*

When two clays are of the same density and fineness, their

refractoriness is inversely proportional to the detrimental impuri-

ties present, when the latter are equated as to their proper flux-

ing values. This Professor Wheeler calls the " Fusibility factor "

and deduces the formula :

N being the sum of the non-detrimentals or total silica, alumina,

titanic acid, water, moisture and carbonic acid gas.

D=sum of detrimental impurities as iron, lime, magnesia,

alkalies, sulphuric acid and sulphur.

D'=sum of the alkalies. This latter is added because the

alkalies have about twice the fluxing power of the other detri-

mentals. The effect of FeO is not considered as it is quickly

* H. A. Wheeler, " Calculation of the Fusibility of Clays.
1
' Eng. and Mix Jour., March 10, 1894.
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changed to Fe2 3 when the clay is heated. This formula gives

a good comparative value of the refractoriness of two similar

clays whose specific gravity does not differ by more than .2.

When the clays to be compared differ in fineness, the formula

(A.) is modified by the constant C.

:

F. F. - (B.)

C .= 1 when the clay is coarse grained and sp. gr. over 2.25.

C= 2 when the clay is coarse grained and sp. gr. 2.00-2.25.

C= 3 when the clay is coarse grained and sp. gr. 1.T5-2.00.

C= 2 when the clay is fine grained and sp. gr. is over 2.25.

C= 3 when the clay is fine grained and sp. gr. 2.00-2.25.

C= 4 when the clay is fine grained and sp. gr. 1.75-2.25.

The value of C is to be considered only approximate.

The temperature of fusion of a clay is usually determined by

means of a pyrometer. Two kinds have been more or less used

for this purpose, viz., the Lunette pyrometer and Le Chatelier's

thermo-electric pyrometer, which is far more accurate. These

pyrometers have also been used to determine the temperature of

kilns.

Method of analyzing clays

By Dr. H. T. Vulte.

One grain of the dried and finely pulverized clay is fused in a

platinum crucible with five to 10 times its weight of a

mixture of 11 parts of dry sodium carbonate and 14 parts of

dry potassium carbonate, the amount of fusion mixture necessary

depending on the more or less refractory character of the clay.

The fusiou is transferred to a porcelain casserole, dissolved in

water, and the solution acidified with hydrochloric acid ; the

solution is then evaporated to dryness, and the casserole with its

contents placed in a drying oven at 105° to 110° C, and allowed

to remain until all the hydrochloric acid is expelled. The silica

present is thus rendered insoluble. Hydrochloric acid and water

are now added ; the casserole is warmed for a few minutes on the

water bath and the solution filtered, the silica being washed with

hot water until the washings are free from chlorine. The silica

is then ignited and weighed, and as it is likely to retain small

quantities of alumina, it is treated with hydrofluoric and

sulphuric acids and heated, the silica being thus volatilized as
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silicon tetra fluoride. The residue from this treatment is weighed,

and its weight added to that of the alumina subsequently found.

If the original fusion of the clay showed little or no green

color, the filtrate from the silica is treated with a slight excess of

ammonia, and the solution boiled for a short time to expel the

excess. The solution is then filtered, the precipitate dissolved in

dilute hydrochloric acid, and reprecipitated in the same way ; fil-

tered out, washed and then ignited and weighed, giving the amount
of alumina and iron (as Fe

2 3 )
present. The combined filtrates

from the iron and alumina, which should be concentrated to

about 200cc, are heated to boiling and about 25cc. of sat. sol.

of ammonium oxalate added, and the boiling continued for two
or three minutes longer, when the heat is removed and sufficient

ammonia added to render the solution strongly alkaline. The
precipitate is allowed to settle, and the supernatant liquid

decanted off as closely as possible through a filter
;
hydrochloric

acid is then added to the precipitate to dissolve it, and then

sufficient ammonia to reprecipitate it. It is then washed on to the

filter; washed; ignited with sulphuric acid, and weighed as

calcium sulphate. The filtrate receives a further addition of

ammonia and of hydrodisodic phosphate, is well stirred, allowed to

stand for some hours in the cold, when the magnesium precipi-

tate is filtered out, washed with ammonia, ignited and weighed.

In case manganese is present, the filtrate from the silica is

neutralized as closely as possible, sodium acetate solution added,

the solution diluted largely, and boiled for about a minute and

filtered as rapidly as possible, the precipitate washed with boil-

ing water, redissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid and reprecipi-

tated in the same way, washed, ignited and weighed as Fe 2 3

and Ai2 3 . The combined filtrates from the iron and alumina

are evaporated to about 300cc., bromine water added and the

solution boiled when the manganese is precipitated as Mn 2 .

This is filtered out, dissolved in a little dilute hydrochloric acid,

a solution of microcosmic salt added, the solution heated to boil-

ing and then ammonia added to exact neutrality, any excess of

ammonia being rem )ved by heating on the water bath. The

precipitate of manganese ammonium phosphate is filtered out,

ignited and weighed as Mn2P2 7. The filtrate from the

manganese presipitation is acidified with hydrochloric ac d, bailed
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for a short time, and then treated in the same way as when

manganese was absent, for the determination of lime and mag-

nesia.

For the determination of alkalies one grain of clay is mixed by

grinding in an agate mortar with one grain of granular

ammonium chloride and eight grains of pure calcium carbonate,

the mixture transferred to a platinum crucible with a well-fitting

lid and slowly heated to decompose the ammonium chloride,

then heated to redness and the bottom of the crucible kept

at a bright red for about an hour. The contents of the crucible

are transferred to a porcelain casserole with about 80cc. of water

and heated to boiling ; this is then filtered and to the filtrate

after evaporation to small bulk about one and one half grams

pure ammonium carbonate added and the solution heated nearly

to boiling and filtered into a platinum dish, evaporated nearly

to dryness, a little more ammonium carbonate added and the

evaporation finished on the water bath. If the last addition of

ammonium carbonate produced a precipitate the residue in the

dish is dissolved in a little water and filtered into another

platinum dish where it is evaporated into dryness and ammonia

salts driven out by heat. The residue is dissolved in water

filtered into a weighed platinum dish, evaporated, dried and

weighed as Xa CI + K CI. If the last addition of ammonium
carbonate failed to produce a precipitate the transfer to another

dish may be dispensed with and the ammonia salts driven off at

once.

Prospecting and exploiting

In prospecting for clay the topography is often of much help.

In the northern and western portions of the state the clay is gen-

erally found in the bottoms of broad valleys. An example of this

is the Genesee Valley. Again at other localities the clay is

found underlying terraces along the sides of the valleys as in the

Hudson valley and along Lake Champlain. Deposits of a similar

character will be found along the Delaware and Susquehanna

Kivers. A terrace however does not necessarily indicate the

presence of clay, for some of the II u Ison valley terraces are

underlain by till.
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On Long Island for example the clay is found almost entire]

along the north shore ; it no doubt underlies most of the island

but on the southern side there is in most instances such a cover-

ing of sand as to make it useless. The presence of clay can often

be detected in railroad cuttings, in the sides of gullies or ravines.

In many instances however the occurrence of clay is only sus-

pected, and then borings must be made with an auger to

determine its presence. As a deposit of clay is seldom of uni-

form thickness throughout its extent, a sufficient number of

borings should be made in order to fully determine this point

;

a bed of clay may be 40 feet deep at one point and thin out to

five or six feet within a distance of 1 5. The writer has seen

several instances in which expensive plants have been erected

and come to a speedy end simply because the clay gave out,

whereas the disaster might have been avoided by previous

exploitation. Another important point to determine is the

presence of sand for molding and tempering. Many of the clays in

this state can not be made into brick without the addition of sand.

Along the Hudson River and on Long Island tempering sand is a

much needed article, but fortunately it is near at hand. With

molding sand it is different, for wherever soft mud machines are

used it is necessary. Yery often it can be obtained from some

neighboring hill, but sometimes it has to be brought long

distances.

The presence of a large deposit of clay is not the only fact

necessary to be determined. The question next arises, is the

material available for the purpose for which it is to be used, and

what sort of machinery will be the best suited to work it. By
far the best way is to take several barrels of clay and have it made
into the desired product by different methods. There are brick-

yards where this can be done, or even the manufacturers of dif-

ferent machines offer to do this at their works. Crushing a lump

of clay between the fingers or tasting it will give some idea of

grittiness, but it is impossible to tell by this method the quality

of the clay or its availability for one purpose or another.

Having determined by boring or otherwise the extent and

thickness of the clay at the locality where the brickyard is to
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be established, the next step is to strip a portion of the surface to

a sufficient depth to expose the clay.

The amount of stripping to be done varies. On Long Island

it is sometimes as much as 20 or 30 feet. Along the Hudson

valley it varies from a foot or two of loam, or three or four feet

of sand up to 15 or 20 feet. In both these regions the sand can

be used for tempering, though the quantity stripped is far in

excess of the demand. At some points in the Hudson valley the

surface is covered with scrubby trees which are troublesome to

remove. In the northern and western portions of the state,

there is at most places only a foot or two of soil covering the clay.

When a yard is first started, the stripping, whatever its charac-

ter, can be used for filling.

Natural drainage is always an extremely desirable thing, for

having to keep the clay pit clear of water only adds to the cost

of production. Neighboring streams and springs are often a

constant source of annoyance, especially if the clay deposit is

situated in a valley. They are chiefly troublesome when the

sand bed, which often underlies the clay, is struck and allows

the water to run in and flood the workings.

Working clay

Having uncovered the clay several methods are employed to

work it.

1. The clay is dug at any convenient spot in the bank, usually

at the base, working inward ; thus in the case of a high bank

eventually leaving quite a steep face. The bank is apt to slide

sooner or later and the men begin again at the base of the slip

and work inward. There is one disadvantage in this method

and that is that the several qualities of clay, if it be in strata,

become mixed, which is not desirable in all cases. It has, how-

ever, the advantage in the case of a bank of clay of making the

haulage all on one level. Of course, in this method, haulage by

cart is the most convenient. Costs 25-30c. per 1000 brick for

about 500 feet of lead.

2. A second method, but one rarely used, is to loosen the clay

by means of plows and bring it to the yard by scraper, provided of

course the clay bank adjoins the yard. Yery few yards employ this

method. It costs about 20c. per 1000 brick to plow the clay and

19
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bring it down witb/scrapers. To this must be added the price of get-

ting the clay from thejieaps to the molding machines, a distance

of about 50 feet. In plowing clay the bank is usually worked at

an angle of about 30 degrees. This method has no especial

advantage. The clay is broken up more and exposed to the

Loading clay on cars.

weather for several days, but as far as I am aware this does not

add materially to the quality of the brick when the molding is

done in soft mud machines, which are used at all the yards

digging their clay by plows.

3. Working in benches.— This method is the one most com-

monly used where the bank is over 25 feet high. The benches

are six to eight feet wide and seven to nine feet high. Roads

lead up to the separate benches, and each bench is worked in

advance of the lower one.

Where the clay has streaks of quicksand the roads have to be

planked. If the bank is below tide level there is the additional

expense of pumping. This method is of importance along the

Hudson River where many of the clay banks are of considerable

height, and the use of benches often prevents a slide of the clay.

4. Steam shovel.— Although this method of mining has been

successfully practised at many western localities the only place

in this state where it has been tried is Croton Landing in the

Hudson valley. These clays do not as a rule stand well with a
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vertical face, and as a result the bank slid, burying the shovel.

Where the clay bank contains several different layers of clay,

which are mixed together for making brick, the steam shovel is

a good thing, as it digs from bottom to top of the bank each

time.

5. Dredging.— This method like the preceding is only prac-

tised at one locality, viz., Croton Point. The dredged clay is

dropped into hoppers, which, when full, are run up inclined

planes on shore and dumped. Costs 12- 1 5c. per 1000 delivered

on shore; then 12c. for haulage to ring pits.

6. Undermining.— Many brick manufacturers use this method

of mining their clay, especially when the latter is tough.

Wedges are driven in on the upper surface a foot or two from

the edge ; at the same time the face is undermined by picking to

a distance of two or three feet. It is not advisable to work a

Shale bank covered by a shed.

bank over 20 feet high by this means, and in almost any case it

is a rather dangerous method to employ.

7. Blasting is very often resorted to in banks of tough clay

and always in the case of a shale bank. A small charge of

dynamite usually suffices to bring down a large quantity of the

material.
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Haulage.— The brick manufacturer generally locates his plant

near the supply of clay, so that the haulage distance is from 100

to 300 feet. Within these limits it is economical to use one-

horse carts, but above 300 or 400 feet there are other means of

haulage which will generally be found cheaper. There are

exceptions where carts are used for hauling long distances ; for

instance, at Port Ewen on the Hudson the clay is carted 900

feet in some cases, and at Haverstraw some of the firms bring

their clay a distance of a quarter of a mile in one-horse carts.

Cars.— As a rule where the haulage distance exceeds 500 feet

cars are used. They are run on tracks and drawn by horses; if

possible the track is laid down grade from the bank to the yard.

Sometimes the loaded cars are run down to the yard by gravity,

the horses being only required to draw them back when empty.

Cost 10c. per cubic yard for about 500 feet lead.

Locomotive haulage.— This is a cheap method where the scale

of operations warrants it; that is to say, for a yard having an

annual capacity of 15,000,000 or upwards. The cost by this

method is about 5c. or 7c. per 1000 brick (about one and one

quarter to one and one half cubic yards of clay being reckoned

to a thousand brick; for a distance of 600 or 800 feet. It is

necessary, of course, to have cars filled with clay ready for the

engine as soon as the empty ones are drawn back; otherwise

the expense would become great if the engine had to spend

much time waiting. The cost given above does not include wear

and tear on plant.

Wire rope haulage.— A few yards use this method where the

haulage distance is small ; the winding drum is placed under the

machine shed near the pug mill or crushers ; side or bottom

dumping cars are used.

Gravityplanes may also be mentioned, but they are less used than

they might be.

General remarks on bricks

Three kinds of brick are manufactured in New York, viz.

:

Common, front and paving brick.

Common brick. These constitute nine tenths of the clay

products manufactured in the state. The following are the

characteristics of a good building brick.

1. It should have plane surfaces, parallel sides, and sharp

edges and angles. The regularity of form depends largely on
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the clay from which the brick is made and the method of drying

and burning.

2. It should be of fine compact and uniform texture, quite hard

and give a clear ringing sound. The compactness and uniformity

of texture, which greatly influence the durability, depends

mainly on the method of moulding. Hand machines produce

brick of homogeneous character. Tempered clay bricks are

denser interiorly. Dry clay machines produce a thoroughly

homogeneous and dense brick it is claimed.

3. It should not absorb over 10 or 15 per cent, of water. A
simple method of testing this is to place the brick for 24 hours

in a bucket of water, weighing it before and after immersion.

The increase of weight is the amount of water absorbed. This

applies only to hard burned bricks. A salmon or green brick

will absorb much more.

4. It should have a specific gravity of 20 or more.

5. It should have a crushing strength of not less than 3000

pounds per square inch.

The manner of making crushing tests is described under the

head of paving brick.

Building brick may be divided into three kinds, arch, red and

salmon.

Common bricks run quite uniform in size. There is a difference

of perhaps three sixteenths inch between a brick made in a new
mold, and one made in a mold which has been used one or two
seasons. The dimensions of an average sized common brick are

about two and one quarter by three and three quarters by eight

and one quarter inches. We give below a table of the sizes of

common brick manufactured in this state together with the

amount of water they absorbed when soaked for 24 hours.
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Permeability.—On account of the peculiar construction of the

Croton aqueduct there are several points at which a considerable

pressure is exerted on the bricks and a consequent permeation of

the water through them. A number of tests have been made by

A. W. Hale, engineer on the aqueduct, and a full description of the

apparatus and method used is given in pp. 17 and 28, Eng. Record,

1890. The bricks tested were the Anchor brand of Croton Landing,

N.Y. It was found that with 80 pounds pressure per square inch, the

average percolation through a brick two and three eighths inches

thick, was equal to 12 and 3-12 cubic inches per square inch of

surface, per hour. The maximum percolation was 40.44, and mini-

mum was 4.02 cubic inches. From these experiments Mr. Hale

drew the following conclusions.

That the percolation through a brick under constant pressure,

diminishes as the pressure is prolonged.

That the diminution of percolation under constant pressure is

less and less rapid as the flow is continued and finally becomes

constant.

Paving brick

The paving brick industry, although in its infancy, gives indica-

tion of rapid growth in the near future. In the western states

many cities are paving their streets with brick. In this state

brick pavements have been introduced in the following cities,

Binghamton, Lockport, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Troy,

Watertown, Ithaca, Corning, Elmira, Dunkirk, Jamestown, Tona

wanda and Niagara Falls. There are only four factories in New
York state which furnish paving brick, and up to the present

time many of the pavers used in the state have been obtained

from West Virginia and Ohio. It was formerly thought that only

fire clays should be used in the manufacture of this product, but

this idea is being abandoned, for there are many clays which are

refractory enough for a fire brick which makes most excellent

pavers.

In order to make a good paving brick the clay should be one

which will hold its shape at a heat sufficiently high to cause thor-

ough "vitrification", (as brickmakers call it.) It should shrink

evenly in burning. It should be tough but not brittle, and with-

stand abrasion. It should also withstand considerable pressure

;
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10,000 to 12,000 pounds per square inch are probably sufficient. It

should be homogeneous throughout. It should be dense and not

absorb over two or at the most three per cent, of water.

Inthe manufacture of paving brick, the clay must be thoroughly

prepared before being molded. Some clays can be ground,

screened and pugged as soon as taken from the bank, while others

have to"*be weathered or soaked before crushing. The machine

used for molding depends on the clay. Some clays make a first-

class paving brick by the dry press process, while others give the

best quality with a soft mud machine. In any case the green

brick should be as dense as possible. After molding, the bricks

are dried in tunnels. The drying should not be hurried. Burning

is usually done in down draft kilns. The ki]n should not be too high

in order to avoid the bricks in the lower part of it being crushed

out of shape by the weight of those above, at the time the fires

are hottest. In burning, the fires are raised till temperature of

vitrification is reached, and they are held at this temperature for

from 24 to 48 hours. Cooling is done very slowly, thus annealing

the brick. The term "vitrification " is a misnomer. To vitrify a

brick would be to convert it into a glass in which state it would

be brittle and useless. What takes place is that the bricks are

raised to a temperature sufficient to flux the potash, lime and

iron with the silica and give a dense brick, and it is in order to

thoroughly accomplish this, that the brick is kept for 24 or more

hours at the point of fluxing or "vitrification."

Testing paving brick

1. Absorption. To determine the amount of water which a

paver will absorb, it is soaked in water for 20 hours and weighed

before and after. The increase in weight is the amount of water

absorbed.

2. Abrasion. The bricks are weighed and then put in a rattler

together with foundry shot and the rattler revolved for several

hours at 52 revolutions per minute. The bricks are again

weighed, the loss being due to abrasion.

Another method of making this test is to grind the brick on a
horizontal stone, 14 feet in diameter and making 28 revolutions

a minute. This is kept up for eight hours, the brick of course

being weighed before and after.
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3. Crushing tests. The brick to be tested is put on edge

between the two plates of a crushing machine. The amount of

pressure is noted at which the brick cracks, and also that at

which it crushes. Before testing, the two sides of the brick on

which the pressure is exerted should be ground perfectly smooth

and be made exactly parallel. To further insure an even sur-

face some material, such as paper or cardboard or plaster of paris,

is put between the surface of the brick and plate of the

machine. The following experiments made by Prof. I. O. Baker *

show that for the same brick the results obtained vary with

the method of preparing the surface. The bricks tested by him

were prepared in the following manner

:

1. Grinding as nearly flat as possible on convex side of emery

stone and crushing between self-adjusting, parallel cast iron

plates.

2. Removing the irregularities of surface and crushing between

blotting paper.

3. Removing the irregularities of surface and crushing between

straw boards.

4. Removing irregularities, coating with plaster of paris and

placing under slight pressure until set (12-24 hrs.), and then

crushing.

5. Coating with plaster of paris which was afterward ground

down on a sand paper disk, to the surface of the brick so as to

leave a minimum thickness with a perfectly flat surface and then

crushing.

After a number of experiments no great difference was found

between the first three, but difficulties connected with the last

two rendered them worthless. With a uniform grade of brick

the first three methods gave 7000 to 9000 pounds as crushing

strength of cubes. Some samples of the same lot of brick were

prepared on rubbing bed at marble works, and the strength of

these carefully prepared cubes ranged from 16,0u0 to 21,000

pounds per square inch, showing that a very small difference in

flatness of surface makes a great difference in the apparent

strength.

* Clayworker, June, 1892.

20
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Trautwine states that cracking and splitting usually com-

mences under about one half the crushing load.

Front brick

Up to a few years ago in order to obtain a smooth, sharp-edged

brick such as could be used for the outside of walls, the roofing

of archways and other conspicuous places, the brick was first

molded in an ordinary soft mud machine, or what was considered

better, molded by hand. This green brick was then allowed to

dry for a few hours and then put in a repressing machine. At
the present day a smooth and sharp-edged " front " brick can be

molded and made of sufficiently good appearance in one opera-

tion. The modern dry clay brick machine will do this. Repress-

ing machines, however, are still extensively used. They are

operated by hand power and one brick is treated at a time.

Repressing machines run by steam power have recently been

introduced and will undoubtedly be found to be more economical

for those who have much use for this class of machines and work

quicker than the hand power ones. As far as the writer is

aware only one firm in this state, the Corning Brick Co., is at

present using steam power repressing machines. Hand represses

are in use at several localities. At the yard of T. B. Campbell

at Newfield, near Ithaca, the bricks are first made on a wire cut

machine and then repressed. W. W. Parry of Rome, Y., uses

a similar method. The Hornellsville Brick Co. repress their pav-

ing brick. Some firms make a front brick on a soft mud machine

and do not repress them. These latter machines do not, how-

ever, always exert sufficient pressure to produce a dense brick

such as is required for fronts of buildings.

As stated above, a repressed brick should have smooth faces,

sharp edges and square corners. For this class of product a clay

is needed which will burn to a hard brick, having a good color

and one which will also retain its shape and size fairly well in

burning. The clay should be thoroughly pugged before molding,

and very often better results are obtained by mixing two or more

clays. Pressed brick usually take a longer time to burn and on

account of their greater density have to be dried very slowly and

carefully.
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Method of manufacture

Bricks are usually made by one of the following three pro-

cesses :

Soft mud
Stiff mud or wire cut

Dry clay

The processes are not wholly distinct from each other, for

there are machines that may be used as well in connection with

one as the other. For instance, in preparing the clay for mold-

ing in a stiff mud machine, we may use either a pug mill or a pan

crusher, though the latter belongs preferably to the dry clay pro-

cess. Whatever be the method, the manufacture of clay into

brick involves the following steps, preparation, molding, drying,

burning, and below is a classified arrangement of the stages in

the process of brickmaking and machines used.

Methods

'
1. Digging by pick or shovel at any portion

of bank

j

2. Bench working

Mining the clay \ 3. Undermining

j

4. Steam shovel

|

5. Plows and scrapers

[_ 6. Dredging

Haulage -

Preparing or tem-
pering

Machines used

Carts

Cars on tracks, drawn by horses

Steam

Wire rope planes
j fU^S
( Steam powpower

Barrel sieves

Koll crushers

Soak pits

King "

Pug mills

Pan crushers
| ^et Pans

( Dry pans
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Molding

Soft mud machines

( Hand power
< Horse "

( Steam "

j
Auger

( Plunger

Drying.

i

Stiff "

h
Dry clay

Open yards, sundried

Covered yards, air dried

Pallets
r

Steam pipes circulating

within

|
Tunnels heated by -j iE ^

kl&st

I
J

j

Hot air from coal fire

|

through flues under-

L neath

Burning kilns

{

1 VUC UI J_U.<JXC

Rectangular chimne .

Circular

b Up draft j Scovekilns

1 Clamps

One or more
chimneys ac
cording to make

Soft mud process

Preparation of the clay.—This step in the manufacture of

clay products is of great importance, and on it success or failure

often depend. JSo fixed rule can be laid down for the prepara-

tion of all clays. Two clays may have a similar chemical com-

position and yet their physical condition may be such as to

necessitate entirely different modes of treatment. A particular

clay may give the finest quality brick by the soft mud process,

while if molded in a dry clay machine it will produce a brick that

is absolutely worthless. There are clays on the other hand

which make a good brick by several methods. In any case,

however, whatever the method or the clay, it should be pre-

pared, and the more thoroughly this is done the better. Many
advocate weathering the clay. This will break up the clay and

thereby lessen somewhat the expense of mixing but does not add

to the quality of the finished product.

In the soft mud process the clay is usually prepared either in

soak pits, ring pits or pug mills.
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Hematite is often added to the brick to give it a nice red color.

It is either added to the clay while it is being tempered in the

pug mill or else the powdered hematite is mixed with the mold-

ing sand. The former way is undoubtedly the best, for in the

handling and rubbing which a brick gets before it is finally

placed in a wall, much of the molding sand is rubbed off and

with it the hematite.

Soak pits.—These are the most primitive machines at present

used for the preparation of clays. It consists of a rectangular

pit about five feet deep and six feet square. The Long Island

ones are usually rectangular in shape. Into this the clay and

sand are dumped, water poured on and the mass allowed to soak

over night, so as to thoroughly soften it. The following morning

the softened material is shoveled into the machine. Two men—
pit shovelers— do this, and it is highly important that they be

men of intelligence and attend to their work, seeing that the

right proportions of clay and sand are shoveled into the machine.

From one third to one quarter is the amount of sand added.

The operation of mixing the clay and sand is called tempering

;

the addition of sand is in most cases not necessary, as the

majority of clays have sufficient of it admixed naturally. The
object of the addition of sand is to counteract the effect of the

alumina, by preventing a too great and uneven shrinkage of the

brick. Coal dust is also added by some manufacturers and the

advantage derived by its use will be mentioned under the head

of burning.

When soak pits are used, two men dig the clay in the after-

noon at the bank, while a third man levels off the material as it is

dumped into the pit and also adds the requisite amount of water.

He is called the temperer. In the morning the two diggers of

the previous afternoon shovel the clay from the soak pit into

the machine.

In many large brickyards separate gangs of men do the pit

shoveling and digging of the clay.

Ringpits.—These temper the clay more thoroughly than soak

pits, but are not so extensively used, possibly because it costs a

trifle more to operate them. A ringpit, as its name implies, is

circular, 25 to 30 feet in diameter, three feet deep and lined with

boards or brick. In this there revolves an iron wheel, six feet in
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diameter and so geared that it travels from the center to the cir-

cumference of the pit and then toward the center again. In

this manner the clay is thoroughly broken up aad mixed with the

sand and coal dust, if this latter be added. The pitfull is

Ring pit for tempering clay

tempered in about six hours, and a pit holds sufficient for about

30,000 brick. The tempering is usually done in the afternoon so

as to have it ready for the next morning. When the tempering

is finished, a board is attached by ropes to the wheel and dragged

round the pit a few times to smooth the surface of the clay ; a

thin crust forms on the surface and prevents the moisture in the

underlying material from evaporating.

With ring pits there is a similar arrangement as with soak pits,

the only difference being that the temperer previously mentioned

is generally employed in the morning to wheel the clay from the

ring pit to the molding machine.

As a rule there are two ring pits to a machine, so that while

the clay is being shoveled from one pit to the machine, the other

pit is tempering clay for the next day, or two pits and two

machines are used, but each pit in this case holds enough material

for the daily use of two machines.

Pug mill.—This machine, like the ring pit just described, is

used for thoroughly mixing the clay, or clay and sand as the case

may be, before introducing it into the machine. It consists
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essentially of a semi-cylindrical trough, six to 10 feet long, in

which there revolves a shaft, bearing knives set spirally around

it, or a worm screw six or more inches wide. The material is put

in at one end, and the knives or thread mix it up. At the same

time it is worked along to the other end of the trough from

which it is discharged into the machine. The pug mill may be

closed or open ; the former is better as there is a more uniform

pressure on the clay while it is being tempered, and a more

thorough mixing results. Water is also added from a faucet at

the upper end of the trough until the clay is in the right condi-

tion. The angle of the knives with relation to the shaft can be

changed so that the clay can be moved along slower or faster as

it is desired. The trough of the pug mill is of iron or wood,

usually the former. A pug mill, according to its size, will in 10

hours temper clay enough for from '25,000 to 60,000 brick. Pug
mills take up less room than ring pits and do not require as much
power to operate them. They will also, if desired, discharge the

clay directly into the molding machine. They are used chiefly

with stiff mud machines.

Molding.—Having prepared the clay by one means or another,

according to its character, and somewhat according to the

machine to be used, the next step is to mold it into bricks. The
old-fashioned method of molding bricks by hand is rapidly dying

out, yet every now and then we come across a yard where it is

still in vogue. In New York the soft mud process is the most used.

There are a number of different types of machines but the funda-

mental principal of them all is the same. A soft mud machine

consists essentially of an upright box of wood or iron and gener-

ally of a rectangular shape. In this is a vertical shaft bearing

several knives horizontally. Attached to the bottom of the shaft

is a device such as a curved arm, which forces the clay into

the press box. The molds are put in at the rear of the machine

and fed forward underneath the press box automatically. The
empty mold sliding into place shoves out the filled one. A boy
sands the molds before placing them in the machine in order to

prevent the clay from sticking. The clay is fed to the machine

at the upper end of the box. Often there is a pug mill attached

to the machine. In all these machines the material gets an addi-

tional amount of mixing by the knives on the vertical shaft. In
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fact many brick manufacturers consider that the soft mud
machine tempers the clay sufficiently to enable them to dispense

with a pug mill or ring pit and use the old-fashioned soak pit.

That they can make a very fair common brick thus is not dis-

puted, but it is certain that with a thorough tempering of the

clay, a better brick would be obtained in most cases. There is

one type of machine, the Adams, used by several manufacturers

on the Hudson River, which does not temper the clay, but simply

forces it into the press box. Some form of tempering machine

must, therefore, be used in connection with it. These soft mud
machines have a capacity of about 5000 brick per hour, six being

molded at a time.

Steam power is generally used to run the machines, but some

of the smaller yards use horse power
;

this, of course, is much
slower and not economical except for a yard of a small capacity.

Some soft mud machines are more powerful than others, and

indeed this is necessary. For instance a brick dried on pallets

needs a much greater pressure applied to it, and has to be molded

from stiffer material than one dried in the sun in the yard.

Four men are required to tend the machine. A "molder " who
scrapes off the top of the mold as it is delivered from the machine

and watches the consistency of the tempered clay, to see that it

keeps uniform; a "mold lander" who takes the mold from the

delivery table and places it on the truck ; a " sander " who sands

the molds before putting them in the machine, and a boy to watch

the machine and stop it when necessary. Besides this there are

four " truckmen " who wheel the bricks from the machine to the

yard where they are dumped on the drying floor by two " mold

setters." In the afternoon these men are emp oyed in hacking

the bricks and wheeling the dry ones to the kiln.

Drying— In New York State bricks made by the soft mud
process are usually spread out on floors or set on pallets to dry.

A few yards use tunnel dryers, but as these are more extensively

used in connection with the stiff mud process they will be

described there.

Drying should not be hurried. Bricks dried too quickly are

apt to crack. They should also be well dried before setting in

the kiln, and if this is not done the product is very apt to be

poor.
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Bricks made by the soft mud process are usually dried in one

of three ways viz.:

1. Open yards

2. Pallet yards

3. Covered yards

The first method is the most used, the second next and the third

least. In the first method the bricks are spread out on a hard

Covered yard.

floor, in the open air. This floor, which is about 200 feet long, is

of brick, with a thin covering of sand, and is the " yard " proper.

At one end of it are the molding machines, at the other end the

21
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kiln sheds. The yard usually drains toward one end, or from

the center toward both. After a day's production has been

spread out the boy who tended the machine in the morning goes

along the rows and stamps them with a piece of board set on the

end of a long handle. This is termed " spatting." After this the

bricks are turned on edge by another boy who goes along the

L. - -*." V "
.
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General view of brickyard, kiln sheds and drying rack.

rows with a special tool, turning six bricks at a time. The next

morning, if the weather has been pleasant, the bricks are

" hacked," that is to say they are piled on each other in a double

row 11 to 15 courses high along the sides of the yard and left till

sufficiently dry to put in the kiln and burn. In case of rain the

hacks are covered with planking.

The disadvantage of open yards is that the bricks are exposed

to the rain, and if a shower comes while they are spread out on

the yard, they become "washed," getting a rough, uneven

surface. Washed brick are quite as strong as unwashed ones,

but they bring 50 to 75 cents less a thousand. The washed

brick amount to about 15 per cent, of the total production. *

Covered yards.—These differ from the former simply in the

addition of a roof. This roof is in hinged sections, which on

pleasant days can be opened upwards, allowing the sunlight to

enter, and closed to prevent washing of the brick in case of rain.

Washed bricks are of course avoided by this method of drying,

* Quite recently washed brick have been employed for the fronts of buildings. They give a

unique effect.
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but the bricks do not dry so fast, and, therefore, more drying

room is needed for a yard of the same capacity. There is also

the expense of erecting the sectional covering.

Pallet driers.— By this method the bricks are dumped
directly on " pallets " as they come from the machine. These

fiL <
~

Pallet racks.

Latter are pieces of board long enough to hold six bricks. The
pallets are then set on racks or cribs until the bricks are suffi-

ciently dry to be set up in the kiln. There are both advantages

and disadvantages to this method. As the bricks can not be

spattered to keep them in proper shape, they must be firm

enough to retain this themselves, consequently ihe clay must be

molded stiffer, and to do this we must have strong machinery.

Furthermore, a molding sand must be used which will allow the

brick to slip readily from the mold, as it has been forced in

lighter than a brick which is to be dried on an open yard.

There is, of course, the expense of setting up the racks, but on

:he other hand the capacity of t»he yard is increased, the brick,

;hough drying slower, are not subjected to a sudden drying, such

is the sun of a hot summer's day is apt to give, and, therefore,

perhaps warp or crack the brick. The brick are only subjected

;o one handling between machine and kiln. Some manu-
'acturers claim that it is cheaper to make bricks on a pallet yard,

i machine called a " pallet squarer" has been invented by Mr.

Swain of the Croton Brick Co. which is said to fulfil the
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functions of a spatter {See detailed account of yards). All clays

are not sufficiently strong to permit drying on pallets.

Burning.—This is one of the most important steps in the

whole process of manufacture. Nine tenths of the manu-

facturers who make common bricks by the soft mud process,

burn them in temporary, up-draft kilns, or scove kilns, as they

are properly called. The other one tenth use an up-draft kiln

which differs from the preceding in having permanent walls.

The following description of burning applies directly to scove

kilns, but the principle, whether it be a temporary or stationary

up-draft kiln, is practically the same. When the bricks are

thoroughly dry, they are set up and burnt in " arches," several

of which go to make up a kiln. The number of bricks in an

arch varies from 35,000 to 40,000. An arch is about 40 courses

high, and about 15 arches make up a kiln. The open portion

of the arch is about 14 courses high, and the bricks above the

arch are set three one way and then three on top at right

angles. They are kept slightly separated by putting small

pieces of clay in between them. The first row of brick on top

of the arch is called the tie course, and the first 14 courses,

including the tie course, above the arch are called the " lower

bench," and the rest of the courses above are called the "upper

bench." When the arch and lower and upper benches have

been set, brick are laid flat over the top of the kiln ; this is the

" raw platting," and then on top of this is laid burnt bricks at

right angles to those of the raw platting; this is the "burnt

platting " Hanging from the roof of the kiln shed at the same

level are a number of bricks which serve as a guide for height

in building the kiln. A wall of two thicknesses of "double-

coal" brick is put around the outside of the kiln, scoving the

kiln it is called, and this is "daubed" over with mud. The

daub is to prevent any air entering except through the

doors. These latter consist of an iron frame about 14 inches

high, with an iron plate to close the opening; the frames

are set in the courses of double-coal brick, at the bot-

tom of the arch on both sides of the kiln. Double-coal

brick have six or seven times as much coal dust in them

as others, and are used for placing around the outside of
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the kilns. The combustion of the coal in them, the manufacturer

claims, supplies the necessary amount of heat to the outer portion

of the kilns which are not sufficiently heated by the arch fires.

Double-coal bricks sell for about $2.50 per 1000, and usually bear

some distinguishing stamp, but they are not as strong as the

other brick. It takes two setters and four wheelers about one

day to set an arch of 35,000 brick ; two men will daub the out-

side of a 15 arch kiln in one day.

Having "walled-up" the kiln with double-coal brick and

daubed it over, the next step is to start the fires and burn the

bricks. The principle of the process is essentially the same,

whether wood, coal or oil are used as fuel.

First, every alternate brick of the " burnt platting " is stood on

end to allow the " water smoke " or steam to escape as quickly as

possible. A fire is then started in the mouth of each arch.

When coal is used the fire is started on the windward side of the

kiln so as to allow the smoke to blow through the arches.

The fire is also started from the other end of the arch, and the

two fires are then built up slowly till they meet in the middle.

The time of crossing the fires varies ; with machine-made bricks

the fires should not be crossed as quickly as with hand-made ones.

Along the Hudson the time of crossing is from 40 to 60 hours.

The steam should escape evenly all around the top, and the upper

limit of the fire should follow directly on it, the steam acting as

a blanket, and its lower limit should be even. It is the duty of

the foreman to watch the burning carefully, and increase or ease

up the steam in any one arch, according as it is coming off too

slowly or too rapidly. The fires are increased until the " water

smoke " changes to a bluish black smoke, and at this point the

fire can be seen at night time coming from the top of the kiln.

The kiln is now " hot " and the bricks commence to shrink or

" settle " and all the platting is turned down. Up to this point

care must be used to gradually increase the heat. The bricks

now get their heaviest heat, and the oxides of iron are changed

to the anhydrous peroxide, giving the bricks their red color. If

the heat in the arches is too great, the bricks run, stick together

or become distorted and cracked. After the firing has been done

the doors are all closed and plastered over to prevent any air

from entering.
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If the bricks are put into the kiln before they are sufficiently

dried, or if they are heated too quickly, they are liable to crack.

In the case of coal, grates have to be put in a few inches above

the level of the floor, and for oil, burners are needed.

After a kiln of bricks has been burned the ends of the arch

bricks are often black, caused by the particles of dust and carbon

which have been carried upward sticking to the brick when they

were in a soft condition, due to the high degree of heat.

As to the action of the coal dust in the brick. At first

while the brick contains water, there is no access for the air to

the particles of coal. However, as the firing proceeds, the water

is driven off leaving the brick porous, allowing the air to enter for

the combustion of the coal. Particles of lime and lumps of clay

cause a splitting of the brick. Insufficiently burnt bricks are

called "pale" and sell for $3.75 per luOO.

The kilns take several days to cool, and, when cool, the bricks

are put on wheelbarrows, and taken to the freight cars, or barges,

and then shipped to the market. If the kiln shed is not situated

along the dock, the barrows are put on a car, which is run down
a track to the scow. The time of burning is from five to seven

days with wood and four to five days with oil. The cost of burn-

ing with wood is 60 to 75 cents per 1 000 brick, and with coal the

cost of burning is 40 to 50 cents per 10« >0. Burning with wood is

the cheapest method as far as implements are concerned. With

coal there is the cost of grates and with oil there is a royalty of

$160 to be paid on every burner. The latter is, however, the

cheapest method as regards the price ol fuel. The great majority

of the yards along the Hudson use wood, a few use coal and two

or three use oil. With coal and oil the heat can be better regu-

lated than with wood. Another important point is the amount

of pale brick produced. Most of the yards in New York burn

their bricks in scove kilns. In these there is sometimes a loss of

as much as 50,000 to 75,000 in a clamp of 500,000 bricks, while

in a permanent kiln such as the Wingard or similar, the amount

of pale brick is said to be not over *5,000 usually. Again in

the case of permanent kilns, it takes no more, if not less, time to

set the bricks and there is less daubing to be done. Regarding

the amount of labor required in burning, one man is supposed to

tend three arches.
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Stiff mud process

This is so called from the fact that the clay is molded'quite stiff,

being forced from the machine in the form of a hard bar which

is cut up into brick.

The clay is sometimes prepared in pug mills which have been

previously described, but pan crushers are mostly used for this

purpose in New York.

Pan crusher.

Pan crushers.— Of these there are two classes, viz : Dry"pan
crushers and wet pan crushers. The former pulverizes the mate-

rial as it comes from the bank, the latter tempers it with water.

In either case the crushers consist of a circular pan in which

there are two iron wheels revolving on a horizontal axis. They
are made to revolve by friction against the pan which is rotated

by steam power. In a dry pan the bottom is perforated and the

wheels weigh 2000 to 5000 pounds each. The wet pan has a

solid bottom, in which there is a door through which the material

can escape when sufficiently tempered.

A good dry pan will grind 100 tons in 10 hours through one-

eighth inch screens.*

Two scrapers are placed in front of the rollers to throw the

material in their path. In a wet pan water is added to the clay

*E. Orton, Jr., Clay Working Induttries of Ohio, 1893, p. 142.
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and when a charge is sufficiently tempered it is removed either

through a door in the bottom of the pan, or else by means of a

shovel attached to along pole and pivoted on an upright support.

Wet pans are more expensive than pug mills and require more
power to operate, and they do not temper the material as evenly.

They are, however, better adapted for tough and shaly clays.

Stiff mud, wirecut machine.

Stiff mud or wirecut machines.— Their name indicates the

nature of the process. The clay is tempered quite stiff, and

charged into the machine from which it is forced in the form of

a rectangular bar whose cross section has the same area as the

greatest plane surface or end of the brick. The bar of clay

as it issues from the machine is received on the cutting table, and

is cut up into brick either by means of a series of parallel wires

set in a frame which slides across the cutting table, in which case

the machine stops when the bar has issued a certain length, or

else the bar of clay issues continuously, and is cut up by means of

wires on a revolving frame. The former method is usually

employed in connection with the plunger type of machine and the

latter with the auger type.

The plunger machine consists of a large iron cylinder into which

the clay is charged, and from this it is forced out through the die.
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The auger machine consists of a cylinder with a conical end. In

this is a horizontal shaft bearing a screw or knife blades so set that

their action will force the clay forward. At the forward end of the

shaft is an iron screw which forces the clay out through the die.

The clay is fed at the large end of the cylinder. It will thus be

seen that the clay undergoes a large amount of compression and

Auger machine.

that considerable power is required to force it through the die.

Auger machines are either end cut or side cut according as the

area of the cross section of the bar is the same as the end or side

of a brick. The great objection to this form of brick machine is

the spirally laminated character which the brick has, owing to

the manner in which the clay is forced through the die. Never-

theless this machine is extensively used at the present day,

especially in the manufacture of paving brick. It has a large

capacity, 60,000 brick being not an unusual output for 10 hours.

The capacity of the auger machine is often increased by causing

two streams of clay to issue from it and certain machines are

said to have produced 150,000 brick per day. Plunger machines

have a capacity of 25,000 to 30,000 per day.

The green bricks are usually piled on cars and these are run

into heated tunnels to dry. If soft mud bricks are dried in

tunnels then the cars must have racks on which to set the

pallets bearing the bricks. Stiff mud bricks can, however,

22
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be set on each other setting the bricks of two successive'courses

at right angles to each other. Each car carries about 360 brick.

Tracks are laid from the machines through the tunnels to the

kilns. The tracks are laid in two directions only, at right angles

to each other, and turn tables are placed at the points where

tracks intersect. The tunnels are built of brick or wood. They
are about five feet high and four feet wide. Several methods

Tunnel dryers.

are used to heat the tunnels. There may be a fireplace]at one

end and a system of parallel flues under the tunnel to conduct

the heat. A second method is to use steam heat, the pipes being

laid along underneath the floor of each tunnel or along the sides.

Exhaust steam is used in the day time and live steam during the

night. Another method is to heat the tunnel by a hot blast. In

a good dryer the natural draft should be sufficient to draw the

air through the tunnels. Six or more of these drying tunnels are

usually set side by side. Artificial drying takes from 24 to 36

hours. The green brick are put in at the end nearest the

machine and the cars with the dry ones drawn out at the

opposite end. It is of importance that the capacity of the dryers

should not exceed that of the kilns. Artificial dryers have the

advantage of permitting a plant to be run all winter. The cost

of. flue dryers is set at 25 cents a thousand brick with coal at

$2.50 per ton.
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Scove kilns, clamps or down-draft kilns are used for~ burning

the product. The principle of burning is much the same in all

three, although many manufacturers claim that the burning can

be better regulated in clamps and down-draft kilns, while others

claim the opposite. In the latter the bricks in the upper portion

of the kiln receive the greatest amount of heat, whereas in a

Down-draft kiln.

scove kiln or clamp the arch bricks, which have to bear the

weight of the overlying bricks, are heated the most and often

become crushed out of shape. Regarding the rectangular and

circular down-draft kilns, the latter are bound easier than the

rectangular ones, this being of course necessary in order to pre-

vent a bulging of the walls during burning.

Boll crushers.— This type of machine is extensively used in the

preparation of tough or stony clays. They consist of two or

four steel rolls, which revolve at different velocities. They are

usually enclosed and the clay is charged into a hopper above

them. The crushed material passing out below is received on a

traveling belt and carried to the pug mill. Crushers are objected

to by many on the ground that they make the clay flaky, in

which condition it does not make a good brick. Subsequent

pugging, however, usually does away with this. By many manu-

facturers rolls are used as a means of breaking up the stones and

thus avoid drying the clay and screening it. There is no
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special objection to this unless the pebbles are limestone and then

they should not be allowed to enter the brick. Several forms of

machines have been invented which, it is claimed, break up the

clay and separate the pebbles at the same time.

Barrel sieves are sometimes used to get rid of pebbles in

the clay. In this case the clay has to be first dried and

broken up.

Dry clay process

The introduction of this method in the United States dates

back 15 or 20 years only, it having been first introduced at

Louisville, Ky. In New York it has not been in use over five

Dry clay plant.

years, and there are only five machines in use in the state.

The clay after being dug is usually stored in sheds to dry. When
ready for use it is taken out and charged into the disintegrator

or dry pan, preferably the latter. Dry pans have been described

in connection with the stiff mud process ; as to disintegrators the
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New York brickmakers use a Steadman. It consists of a

cylindrical flat box about three feet in diameter, within which

two concentric wheels with iron arms revolve at a high rate of

speed ; the clay being thrown around between these is quickly

broken up. If the clay is charged in too moist a condition it

will not be thoroughly pulverized, at the same time it must not

be charged too dry and thereby prevent the particles in the

green brick adhering together. After passing from the disin-

tegrator the powdered clay is carried by an elevator to the upper

story where it is discharged onto a long screen inclined at an

angle of about 45 degrees. The material which has been ground

fine enough passes through the sieve and down into the hopper

over the molding machine. The tailings fall into a hopper at

the lower end of the sieve and are carried back to the dis-

integrator.

Now comes the molding, the manner in which it is done char-

acterizing the process. The molding machine consists of a massive

frame of forged steel about eight feet high. Three feet up from the

ground is the delivery table, sunk into which is the press box.

Connected with the hopper above the machine by means of two

canvas tubes is the charger. This latter slides back and forth on the

table. It is filled on the backward stroke and on its forward stroke

lets the clay fall into the mold box. The charger then recedes

to be refilled and at the same time a plunger comes down press-

ing the clay into the mold. As the upper plunger descends a

lower plunger which forms the bottom of the mold moves upward,

so that the clay receives pressure from above and below. The
upper plunger then rises, and the lower plunger ascends until

the lower surface of the brick is even with the table. Again the

charger comes forward, shoving the green brick forward on the

table, the lower plunger drops and the mold box is once more
filled with clay. The faces of the mold are of hard steel heated

by steam to prevent adherence of the clay. Air holes are also

made in the dies, but are apt to become clogged up. The pressure

from above is applied by a toggle-joint arrangement, and it is

claimed by the manufacturers of the Boyd dry clay presses that

the pressure exerted on each brick is 150 tons. One to six bricks

can be molded at a time, according to capacity of machine. On
a four-brick machine about 20,000 are molded in a day. As the
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molded brick are shoved forward on the table by the charger

they are placed on cars and either taken to drying chambers or

set directly in the kiln The green brick require great care in

handling as they are very tender. Drying must be done very

slowly to prevent cracking. Burning is usually done in down-

draft kilns. The manner of burning does not differ essentially

from that followed for other makes of brick. By setting directly

in the kiln without previous drying it takes longer to water

smoke. This in any case should be done very slowly and the

burning should not be pushed until water smoking is entirely

finished. It is claimed by some that one sixth to one quarter

more fuel is required to burn dry clay bricks than those made by

other processes.

The type of kiln used varies.

Cost of production

This item varies considerably depending on a variety of circum-

stances, such as the method of manufacture employed, cost of

labor, locality, etc.

Brick manufacturers are generally unwilling to give informa-

tion on this subject, and the figures given, therefore, can only be

considered approximate.

The use of improved machinery and methods will often lower

the cost of production considerably, but this generally requires a

much greater outlay of capital than seems to be in most instances

available.

By the hand power method the cost of manufacture is $3.75 to

§4.00 per 1000 delivered at the yard. On Long Island where the

soft mud process is almost exclusively used the cost is said to be

$3.00 per 1000 delivered at the yard. Hudson river manufac-

turers quote the cost at $5.00 per 1000 delivered in New York

city ;
this figure includes $1.25 for transportation and 25 cents

per 1000 for commission.

The brick yard is usually owned by the manufacturer but the

clay bank is worked on one of the following bases :

1 The manufacturer owns the bank. This is by far the best

and most profitable arrangement.

2 The brickmaker pays a certain rental, usually nine or 10 per

cent.
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3 The owner of the clay bank gets so much per 1000 brick.

At Haverstraw this varies, for instance, from 25 cents to $1.25

per 1000. With this arrangement the manufacturer is bound to

a certain amount of production.

Of the three methods for manufacturing brick, the soft mud
process is the cheapest as far as first cost of plant is concerned,

but it is probably not the cheapest to operate, as more labor is

required. The other two methods used, the stiff mud and dry

clay, require considerable outlay o F capital. Less labor is

required for operating either of the last-mentioned plants. The

actual cost of production by either of these methods I have not

been able to obtain. It is doubtful if the dry clay process is the

cheapest, as the manufacturers of this class of machinery claim,

for the economy gained, due to the shortness of the method, is

probably counterbalanced by the increased time of burning and

consequently greater amount of fuel used. With the soft mud
process one man per 1000 brick is what the manufacturer figures,

that is, if the yard has a capacity of 50,000 per day, a force of

50 hands is required to operate the yard.

As regards fuel, for instance, a saving of 30 cents can easily be

made by using coal instead of wood, and gas is considered about

25 cents cheaper per 1 000 than coal. Further economy may be

made by the use of the proper class of machinery for haulage.

Carts can usually be used economically up to 400 feet, beyond

this it will usually pay to lay tracks and use cars hauled by horses.

Above 600 feet steam haulage has been found economical. Self-

acting planes and cable haulage have been used to advantage in

a few instances.

Detailed account of brick yards

As the brick yards are scattered all over the state, a division of

them into groups for convenience is more or less arbitrary.

However, the following classification has been made.

Brick yards of eastern New York
" " u central New York from Schenectady to Buffalo

" " " Oswego, Jefferson and St. Lawrence counties

" " " southern New York
" " " Long Island

" " " Staten Island
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Most of the bricks manufactured are sold in local markets.

The greatest proportion of the Hudson river ones, as well as

some of those made on Long Island and Staten Island are sold

in New York city. Other large markets are Buffalo, Kochester,

Syracuse and Albany.

Croton Landing, Westchester Co. There are three yards, all

situated on Croton Point and having a yearly capacity of

61,000,000 brick. The yards of the Anchor Brick Co. are situated

at the base of the point, a short distance south of the station

and along the railroad track. One yard is situated a few feet

above river level, the other 90 feet above it on a delta terrace.

The clay deposit adjoins this yard. It is basin-shaped, and

varies in depth from 40 to 70 feet. The clay is mostly blue, and

is underlain by hard pan, the pebbles of which are cemented by

clay stained with limonite. The present excavation is about 40

feet deep ; the bottom of it is 40 feet above mean tide. Borings

show an additional depth of 35 feet in the center, and the

engineer who made them calculates that at their present rate of

manufacture there is sufficient material in sight for 15 more

years. The stripping amounts to about 10 feet of loamy clay

and sand. Streaks of gravel are not uncommon in the clay.

The deposit is worked in benches having a long working face

and these benches converge to one point at the eastern end of

the pit, from which a single track is laid up to the tempering

machine. Tracks are also laid along the benches, and as the work-

ing face recedes the tracks are shifted with crowbars. The cars

are brought down to the working face by gravity, or a small

engine which is chiefly used to draw them to the tempering pits.

A temporary track is laid over the ring pits, upon which the

cars can be run to facilitate dumping. Those cars containing

clay for the lower yard are run on to a self-acting inclined plane,

and on this the empty cars, and tempering sand for the upper

yard are also brought up. The tempering sand is dug by a steam

shovel, at the base of the terrace escarpment. The bricks are

dried on covered yards and burnt in a special type of kiln. It

consists of two walls of best quality brick, about 15 feet high

and 14 inches thick. The lower portion containing the doors

are two feet thick, and the two walls are about 20 feet

apart. The two ends have to be walled up with double coal
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bricks after the kiln is filled. Coal is the fuel used. The bricks

when burnt are loaded on cars and run down to the dock,

those from the upper yard going on the gravity plane. The

tempering sand is discharged by the shovel into small cars which

are drawn up an incline to the top of a framework and dumped,

the sand falling through a series of screens into cars below.

The Croton Brick Co. has two yards ; an open and a pallet yard.

They obtain all their clay from the river with a scoop dredge.

It is dumped into cars on a scow, which when full, are run up an

inclined plane on the shore and clumped. The clay is thus

exposed to the weather for several months before it is used. It

costs about 15 cents per cubic yard to deliver the clay on shore

and 10 cents per cubic yard to haul it to the pits. Tempering

sand is obtained from the escarpment of the delta terrace :ust

south of the yard. At the pallet yard they use a hand machine

to square the green bricks on the racks. It consists of two plates

of steel, attached to which at right angles and on the same side

of the plates, are 12 smaller ones, the height of a brick.

Attached to the large plates are two handles. The two large

plates slide back and forth on each other and so that the small

plates can be brought together. This machine is set on six

bricks at a time and by moving the handles the plates press

against the brick, squaring the corners. It is said a boy can

square a pitful of brick (35,000) in a day. The molding machines

have an endless chain with buckets attached to them for feeding

the sand. This leaves only the clay to be shoveled into the

machine, and the feeding of the two uniformly and continuously

gives a more evenly tempered mixture. It will be seen in this

case that no soak pit or ring pit is used and the molding machine

does all the mixing. The molding sand is dried by spreading it

out on the kiln floor, it being claimed that it dries quicker this way
than if it were banked up against the kiln as is commonly done.

The W. A. Underhill brick yards are situated midway between

the base and end of Croton Pt. They have two yards, both

covered ones. The brick made at this yard are sold mostly for

fronts, selling for §11 a 1000. The clay bank lies between the

two yards ; it has a height of 40 feet above mean tide and

extends 15 feet below it. At this last-mentioned depth the blue

clay stops and is followed by two feet of yellow clay, several

inches^of quicksand and through which spring water enters and
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finally hardpan. There is a stripping of fine sand, which varies

from 10 to 20 feet in thickness. Some portions of this sand are

found to make a better brick when mixed with the clay than

others. The clay is mined in benches, and narrow tracks are

laid along the working face. Side dump cars are used to haul

the clay, being run in trains of three, drawn by four mules.

The tracks are laid around the ring pits, so that the clay may be

easily discharged into them.

Below are given two partial analyses of clay from this bank

:

Crugers, Montrose and Verplank, Westchester Co:— These three

localities lie so connected and their clay banks are so similar that

they are best described together. The clay is extremely vari-

able in depth, due to the great irregularity of the face of the

underlying rocks ; it is both blue and yellow. ~No special method

is used in mining the clay, it being dug at any convenient spot

till the underlying rock is reached and then the bank is attacked

at another point. At Montrose and Crugers the clay is over-

lain in places by a moderately fine sand and gravel, crossbedded

in places. The clay varies from six to 50 feet in thickness.

It extends in places to an altitude of 90 feet, as at McConnell and

O'Brien's bank, while at others as McGuire's bank it only reaches

a height of six feet above mean tide. At this latter locality the

clay is overlain by 10 feet of sand and coarse gravel and has been

excavated to 10 feet below mean tide.

A partial analysis of the buff clay from McConnell and

O'Brien clay bank at Yerplank is given below

:

Silica 50.92

Alumina 26.87*

Peroxide of iron 4 . 90

Lime 2.52

Magnesia 1.56

Upper Blue clay. Lower Blue clay.

Silica

Alumina

Peroxide of iron

Lime

Magnesia

62.30

14.663

9.2

3.98

1.05

57.74

26.31*

4.6

2.93

1.4

* Alumina is probably too high.—H. Ries.
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King and Lynek's yard is situated on George Point near

Montrose. The bank is about 700 feet distant, and the clay is

hauled in cars drawn by horses. At most of the yards the haul-

age is down grade. Fisher's clay bank at Crugers is overlain by

two feet of loam. This is used to supply part of the tempering

material and the rest is obtained from Jones' Point. At the yards

on Verplank Point horse power is chiefly used to operate the

machinery. Most of the yards at this locality obtain their clay

from the pits of the Hudson River Brick Co. This clay bank

is worked in benches. The haulage distance is about one half

mile. It is done either in carts or else in cars run on tracks

and drawn by horses.

Along the New York Central Railroad tracks a short distance

south of Montrose station are the yards of C. Hyatt and J.

Morton. Mr. Morton also has a covered yard on Yerplank Point

where front brick are made. Their banks are practically a con-

tinuation of each other. The clay is both blue and yellow and

is overlain by several feet of coarse sand. Hyatt uses steam

power and Morton horse power to run his machinery. The

bricks are loaded on cars and shipped to various points along the

Central Railroad.

Peehskill, Westchester Co. Bonner & Cole's brick yard lies

between the river and the railroad about three quarters of a

mile south of Peekskill. The clay lies below tide level. It is

claimed that borings have shown a thickness of 50 feet. There

is oa the average a stripping of five feet of gravel and cobble

stones.

South of this yard are two others, viz., Oldfield Brothers and

the Bonner Brick Co. Their clay is similar to Bonner & Cole's,

but rises to a greater height above tide level.

JIaverstraw, Rockland Co., is one of the great brick man-
ufacturing centers of New York state, there being forty-two

brick yards, with a yearly capacity of 238,000,000 bricks. The
yards are situated in a line along the river stretching from the

lower end of Haverstraw Yillage northward around Grassy Point,

to Stony Point. A few of them are situated along Minisceongo

Creek. Most of the yards along the river are digging their clay

below tide level. At the south end of the village a dam was built
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at an expense of $30,000, reclaiming thereby 12 acres of clay-

land from the river. This last mentioned bed of clay is underlain

by till and modified drift, from which tempering sand is obtained.

The clay within this enclosure has been excavated to a depth of 20

feet below mean tide. In the pits of the Excelsior Brick Co. they

have reached a depth of 35 feet below river level ; in Donnelly &
Son's pit, 45 feet, and west of Washburn's yard, 40 feet. A pipe

well was sunk from mean tide level 100 feet through blue clay, in

the Excelsior Co.'s clay, and at this depth struck bed rock or a

large bowlder.

The clay in these pits is rather sandy on top, but is said to im-

prove with the depth. It is mostly blue. Streaks of quicksand

are always liable to be encountered. In those pits situated along

the river and to the rear of the yards, there is no expense of strip-

ping unless the excavation is widened, but there are two impor-

tant items of expense, viz. : pumps to keep the water out of the pits,

and the maintenance of corduroy roads lead ingd own into the pits.

The clay is dug at any convenient point within the excavation

and hauled in carts to the yard. About one quarter mile west of

the river, where the terrace is 40 to 50 feet high, clay is being

dug from the escarpment to supply the yards of J. D. Shankey,

Buckley & Carroll, Phil. Goldrick, R. Malley, and J. Brennan.

Some of the yards situated on Minisceongo Creek have to haul

their clay 400 to 500 yards. Where the clay is obtained from the

terrace escarpment there is in most cases a stripping of from six

to 10 feet of sand and gravel. This is screened and used for tem-

pering. The Excelsior Co. has tried to use clay dredged from

the river, but gave it up after one season's trial for reasons un-

known. Most of the brickmakers at Haverstraw temper their clay

in soak pits and burn their bricks with wood. They all use open

yards for drying except the Diamond Brick Co. which has re-

cently put in a tunnel drier. The Excelsior Co. have a covered

yard and Bennett, Rowan & Scott used pallet dryers. At most

of the yards the barges can be brought to within a few feet of the

kilns, and those yards not situated directly on the water, put the

barrows loaded with brick on flat cars and run them down to the

dock.
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Stony Point, Rockland Co. This is practically a part of Haver-

straw. There are four yards here. They obtain their clay from

one large shallow excavation on the west side of the West Shore

Eailroad track and 500 feet north of Stony Point railroad station.

The clay has to be carted from 100 to 300 yards, and

when the excavation is widened there is a stripping of three to

six feet of sand and cobblestones. Corduroy roads have also to

be used. The four yards are situated along the water front.

One of them, Riley & Clark, uses stationary kilns. Riley & Rose

have a covered yard, the other three firms dry their bricks on

open yards. The clay bank is owned by T. Tompkins & Son.

The following are some tests of Haverstraw brick made by

M. Abbott at the time the East River bridge was being com-

pleted. No packing was put between the brick and plate of

testing machine.
Crushing strength
per square inch.

P unds.

( Maximum 3060

Whole brick tested on end < Minimum 1600

( Average 2065

( Maximum 4153

Half brick tested on flat side < Minimum 2669

( Average 3371

/ Maximum 6400

Half brick tested on edge < Minimum 2900

( Average 4612

Had the surfaces been ground parallel and cardboard or blot-

ting paper been put between the face of the brick and plate of

machine, higher results would have no doubt been obtained.

Thiells, Rockland Oo. About two miles south from Haver-

straw and half way between the stations of Ivy Leaf and Thiells,

on the New York and New Jersey Railroad, is the brick yard of

Felter & Mather. The clay deposit is basin-shaped, about 15

feet thick, as determined by boring, and has a slightly elliptical

outline The clay is chiefly of a blue color, the upper portion

being weathered to yellow. It is overlain by a few feet of drift

containing small bowlders and underlain by similar material.

The tempering sand is obtained from a bank on the opposite side
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of the railroad track about 1000 feet'from the yard. Tempering

is done in ring pits; the bricks are molded in soft mud machines

and dried on an open yard. Burning is done in scove kilns.

The product is shipped to various towns along the line of the

railroad in Xew Jersey.

Cold Spring, Putnam Co. A brick yard was in operation north

of this town for a number of years, but has been shut down on

account of the clay giving out.

Storm King, Dutchess Co. About 1000 feet north of the

station is a clay deposit, chiefly yellow clay. It is worked by

Mosher Bros. The bank has slid considerably ; it has a vertical

height of 50 to 60 feet.

Cornwall on Hudson, Orange Co. C. A. & A. P. Hedges are

the only brick manufacturers here. Their yard is situated on the

West Shore Eailroad about a mile north of Cornwall station.

They have 27 acres of clay land. Blue and yellow clay are

found in the bank, the main portion^of which is covered by delta

deposits of Moodna River. The clay layers are much compressed

in places, making it difficult to excavate and necessitating the

use of picks. The bank is worked in, benches and the clay has to

be hauled about 300 feet to the machines. The stripped sand

can be used for tempering. Many bricks are shipped to points

on the Xew York, Ontario and.Western Railroad.

New Windsor, Orange Co. There are six yards here. They

obtain their clay from the escarpment of a terrace 1 10 feet high.

Their clay is both blue and yellow. Streaks of quicksand occur

in the blue. The yellow is dry and tough, and has to be

worked by undermining. In thickness the clay varies from 20 to

60 feet; the layers are in many places contorted, and in some

cases the stratification has been obliterated. Overlying the clay

is gravel and sand ; the latter is used for tempering. Most of

the Xew Windsor clay permits the addition of very little water

in tempering. Ring pits and Adam machines are used at these

yards. The yards are all situated along the river and ship their

product on barges or by the West Shore Railroad.

Dutchess Junction, Dutchess Co. There are several brick manu-

facturing firms having yards along the river south of Dutchess

Junction (see table Xo. 1). They obtain their clay from the escarp-
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ment of an 80-foot terrace which extends from a short distance

north of Storm King to Dutchess Junction. The clay has a fairly

uniform thickness ; the upper four to eight feet are yellow, the

rest blue. The greatest thickness of clay known for this locality

is at Aldridge Bros.' yard, where a well was sunk 65 feet through

the clay, which added to the height of the bank (65 feet), gives

us a total thickness of 130 feet at this point. The clay is usually

covered by gravel, and by sand in some cases sufficiently fine to

be used for tempering or even molding. It is worked in

benches, and the haulage distance is 200 to 300 feet. At
Timoney's clay bank there is some extra labor in stripping the

scrub oaks and other bushes which cover the surface of the ter-

race.

Fislikill, Dutchess Co. Harris & Ginley's yard is situated

about one quarter mile below the town The clay bank is leased

from the New England Kailroad Company. It was formerly

quite thick, but clay having been dug for 50 years but a small

portion of the bank remains. The clay has a maximum thickness

of 45 feet. Streaks of quicksand occur throughout the clay ; it

is underlain by hardpan and shale.

The other yards at this locality are situated along the river

from a point about one half mile above Fishkill up to Low Point

station. One of the yards is just north of Low Point. The most

southern one is that of Aldridge & Sherman, with 600 feet

water front. The clay land of these two firms belongs to the

W. E. Verplank estate. Next on the north are the works of the

Brockway Brick Co., with 1200 feet of water front. This firm

owns its clay bank. The bricks are dried on pallets. The next

two yards belonging to Lahey Bros., (650 feet water front) and

Dinan & Butler (475 feet water front), respectively, lease their

clay bank from the W. E. Yerplank estate. Dinan & Butler have

a pallet yard. The five above-named irms obtain their clay just

east of the yards from the escarpment of a 90-foot terrace ; it is

both blue and yellow and overlain by four to six feet of loam,

sand and gravel. A short distance north of Dinan & Butler's

yard is that of J. Y. Meade. About 20 feet of clay are exposed

in the bank, which adjoins tbe yard. The clay is overlain by
four to six feet of sand and cobblestones. The sand is screened

and used for tempering.
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C. G. Griggs & Co.'s brick yard is located along the river about

one half mile north of Low Point station. An opening has been

made for clay about 800 feet east of the yard ; the clay as

exposed at present is 20 feet thick and overlain by two feet of

loam. One hundred feet farther east, and at a slightly higher

level, sand for tempering has been dug to a depth of eight

feet without finding clay. The clay is hauled in carts to the

yard.

Roseton, Orange Co. There is a remnant of a terrace at

this locality 120 feet high. From this J. J. Jova and Rose & Co.

obtain their clay. The former has 80 acres, the latter 40. The

clay is mostly blue and rises to a height of 100 feet above the

river. At Jova's upper yard it is underlain by limestone and

overlain by sand. On top of the clay at his lower yard are 10 to

15 feet of sand and gravel.

A well was sunk from river level at Jova's and passed through

the following :

Blue clay 80 feet.

Quicksand 25 "

Loose sand and gravel ' 75 "

1 80 feet.

Adding to the above section 100 feet of clay above river level

gives us a total thickness of 180 feet of clay. At Rose & Co.'s

yard, which adjoins Jova's on the south, a well was sunk 135

feet through blue clay, it is claimed. Adding to this 108 feet of

clay above mean tide gives us a bed of clay 213 feet thick. The

terrace which the clay underlies at Roseton extends back from

the river several hundred feet into a reentrant angle of the hill.

The clay contains little sand and is worked in benches. Carts

are used to haul the clay. South of Roseton station is a bank of

sand of alternating yellow and grayish black layers, which has

been used for tempering, but is said not to give as good results as

that on Jover's premises.

Port Ewen, Ulster Co. S. D. CoykendalFs yard lies near

the junction of Rondout Creek and Hudson River. The bank is
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just west of the }
Tard. There is a considerable stripping of fine

sand and the clay slides quite easily. It is dug at any convenient

point of the bank. The overlying sand can be used for temper-

ing and molding. Oil is used for burning the bricks. A short

distance farther south along the river is J. Kline's yard. He
obtains his clay from various points in the terrace escarpment

aDd in some cases hauls it nearly a quarter mile. Mr Kline has

made borings at various points along the river and the terrace

and in the escarpment in the vicinity of his yard and claims that

at none of them has he found over 1 8 feet of clay. Beneath it

was hardpan. This would seem to indicate that the central mass

of the embankment is rock, overlain by hardpan, and that on this

the clay is laid down. In many places the clay is covered by 10

to 20 feet of fine stratified sand.

The following is an analysis of the blue clay near Kondout

whbh is used for the manufacture of cement

:

Silica 57.8

Peroxide of iron and alumina 22 .

6

Lime 4.85

Magnesia 2 . 07

Water and alkalies 12.68

100.00

East Kingston, Ulster Co. There are eight brick manufacturing

firms at this locality, viz. : Streeter & Hendrix, D. S. Manchester,

Brigham Bros., C. A. Schultz, A. S. Staples, R. Maine 6z Co.,

Terry Bros, and W. Hutton. They all obtain their clay from the

terrace escarpment which extends from Glasco to Rondout.

(For thickness of clay see table.) At Street & Hendrix's yard

the clay lies some 300 yards from the river. They obtain their

tempering sand from Wilbur. Manchester's bank is similar. At
Brigham Bros.' yard the clay is yellow, being weathered clear

through to its base. It has a thickness of 10 feet and rests on an

uneven ridge of shale. On account of its toughness it is worked

by undermining, as is the case with other yards along here where

clay is being dug. C. A. Schultz has an exposure of clay 80 feet

thick, overlaid in spots by sand that can be used for tempering.

Next on the south is A. S. Staples' yard. The bank has been

21
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excavated to a lower level than the preceding one. The clay is
,

underlain by hardpan. R. Maine & Co. have five acres of clay

land. The terrace here is quite narrow. At Terry Bros', yard

the clay, which is mostly blue, has been excavated sufficiently to

expose the limestone against which the terrace lies. At Button's

yard the blue clay is exposed from eight feet above mean tide, to

110 feet above it; overlying this is 10 feet of yellow clay and then

15 feet of sand. It will be seen from the limits quoted above

and in the table, that the thickness of the clay between Glasco

and Rondout varies considerably, amounting to 3 20 feet in

places, while in others it is not over 15 or 20 feet. This is due

to the great irregularity of the underlying rock surface.

Smith's Dock, Ulster Co. The only yard here is that of Theo.

Brousseau. He has about 90 acres of clay land. The clay, which

is mined with plow and scrapers, is obtaine i from the terrace

east of the yard. It is mostly blue and covered by a few feet of

loam. The yard lies some TOO feet from the river and the

bricks are carted down to the clock. Brousseau's property

extends west to the West Shore Railroad and the farms

north and south of him are underlain by clay.

Maiden. Ulster Co. The clay at Cooney & Farrell's yard to

the north of the village is mostly yellow, and lies 10 to 20 feet

thick on the upturned edges of the Hudson River shales. This

yard was started in 1891.

Glasco, Ulster Co. Washburn Bros. This firm is one of the

largest producers along the river having a yearly capacity of

50,000,000. They have about 150 acres of land, a large part of

it being situated along the river. Their clay is mostly blue and

rises in a bank to the height of 1 30 feet. It has been excavated

to eight feet above mean tide. The upper 10 feet is yellow sand;

a thin strip of yellow clay separates it from the red. The lower

third of the bank is somewhat sandy, and the best results are

obtained by a mixture of the upper and lower portions of the

clay. Both pallets and open yards are used for drying;

the former at the yard situated on the terrace. A short distance

below Washburn Bros, is F. M. Van Dusen's yard. The clay is

blue TO feet thick and is underlain by shale whose surface is gla-

ciated. Several feet of loam overlie the clay. Tempering sand is

brought from Wilbur on Rondout creek. J. Porter's yard
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adjoins Yan Dusen on the south. The clay lies on a ridge of

shale which rises steeply from the shore to a height of 60 feet.

The brick yard is at the foot of the cliff and was started in 1891.

Plows and scrapers are used to mine the clay which is of a

yellow color, and overlaid by three feet of loam. Carts are used

for hauling the clay. About a mile below this are the yards of

C. H. Littlefield, A. Eose & Co. and D. C. Overbaugh. The

three are close together. A ridge of shale rises steeply from the

river and behind this the clay lies. The terrace here is 150 feet

high, and borings which have been made show a depth of as

much as 60 feet (see table). The clay is quite dry, and mostly

yellow. It is worked by picks and undermining. Carts haul it

to the edge of the cliff, where it is sent down shutes to the tem-

pering pits. The drying is done on pallets at Rose's yard.

Arlington, Dutchess Co. Flagler 6c Allen. The clay deposit which

is yellow is situated a half mile eistof Poughkeepsie and has an

extent of about 40 acres of clay, it averages from six to eight feet in

depth. This is easily worked, there being only a stripping of

six inches of sod. Underneath the yellow is considerable blue

clay, of which the yellow is of course the weathered portion.

The clay is tempered in soak pits and about 20,000 brick are

made daily. Ths machinery is run by horse power. Repressed

brick are also made. The clay burns a cherry red.

H. R. Rose's brickyard is also situated at this town and about

three miles east of the Hudson river. The clay deposit, which

has an extent of 60 acres, is yellow in color and eight feet thick.

A blue clay is said to underlie the yellow. The bricks are

molded in soft mud machines operated by horse power.

Barrytown, Dutchess Co. There are deposits of clay along

the river at this locality but they are not being worked. The
following is an analysis of them:

Silica 59 . 81

Peroxide of iron and alumina 22 . 00

Lime 4.35

Magnesia 2.2^

Moisture .37

Combined water and organic matter 7 . 89

Alkalies, not determined

96.71
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Catskill, Greene Co. Alexander McLean's yard is situated on
"Water St. east of the wagon bridge. He has 12 acres of clay-

land. The clay is mostly blue with yellow and red on top, and

is about 90 feet thick.

A partial analysis of the blue clay is as follows

:

Silica 50 . 60

Alumina 21.00

Peroxide of iron 7.35

Lime 3.75

Magnesia .96

The upper portion of the clay bank is a tough material and has

to be worked with a pick. A gray black sand of the same struc-

ture and appearance as that at Coeymans underlies the clay.

At this locality it contains too much lime, however, to use it for

tempering. Mr. McLean has to bring his tempering sand from

Jones' Point at the cost of 40 cents a cubic yard. The manufac-

ture of drain tile, hollow brick and sewer pipe has been attempted

with this clay, but was given up it is said for financial reasons.

Ferier & Golden's yard is situated on the opposite side of the

street from McLean's, and their clay bank is practically a con-

tinuation of his. Their tempering sand is carted from near the

West Shore Eailroad station, a distance of about three quarters of

a mile. The bricks are burnt with wood, though petroleum was

used for a while successfully, it is claimed. The bricks are run

down to the dock on cars. Lying along the creek north of the

bridge is the Derbyshire Brick Co.'s yard. Most of the drying is

done under sheds. The clay is both blue and yellow and is dug

in a rather steep face causing it to slide often. The blue has

been excavated to 38 feet from tide level, and its upper limit is

82 feet above tide ; over this is 12 feet of yellow clay and three

feet of loam. The tempering sand is obtained about half a mile

from the works As at the preceding yard the bricks are loaded

on cars at the kiln and run down to the dock.

Hudson, Columbia Co. There are three yards at this town.

J. Fitzgerald's Sons' yard is situated in a reentrant curve of the

shore, and about 300 yards east of it is the yard of Arkison Bros.

The former is no longer in operation. Both these firms obtain

their clay from dilferent faces of the same hill. The clay, which
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is fairly dry, is mined with plows and scrapers. It is blue and

yellow, from 70 to 80 feet thick, overlaid by two feet of loam,

and underlain by grayish black sand.

W. E. Bartlett's brick yard is also situated along the shore,

about one quarter mile north of Hudson. The clay is similar to

that farther down at Fitzgerald's. Scrubby pines cover the sur-

face at this locality. The bank is worked in benches. Eing pits

are used for tempering.

Stuijvesant, Columbia Co. Walsh Bros, have two yards

situated along the river midway between Stuyvesant and Cox-

sackie. All the clay thus far mined is yellow in color, very tough

and unstratifled. It is worked by picks and carted down to the

yards. The bank which is 30 feet in height is located on the

hills de some 500 feet east of the yard. It is probably underlain

by the sand and gravel which crops out in the terrace escarp-

ment behind the yard, and which is used for tempering.

CoxsacMe, Greene Co. There is only one yard here, that of F.

W. Noble. It is situated at an elevation of 100 feet above the river,

and about a quarter mile north of the village. The clay bank

adjoins the yard and is 35 feet high. Both blue and yellow

clay are used. Shale underlies it. The clay is quite dry and is

broken up by undermining. Soak pits are used for tempering.

There is an exposure of blue clay in the terrace escarpment

south of Coxsackie.

Athens, Greene Co. Of the three yards at this locality, situated

about half a mile north of the village and adjoining each other,

only two are running. The most southern one is that of William

Ryder, situated 80 feet above tide level and about 500 feet from

the river. Mr. Ryder owns 12 acres of clay land. The clay

which has not been excavated below the level of the yard runs

up to 125 feet above mean tide, and is both blue and yellow with

about six feet of loam covering. A well was sunk 18 feet below

the level of the yard, without reaching bottom. The clay is

mined by plows and scrapers. The upper six feet of loam are

mixed with the clay. The bricks when taken from the kilns are

sent on cars down to the shore, where they are loaded on barges

for shipment to New York City. Adjoining this yard on the

north is that of Mr. Porter, not being worked. A few hundred

feet north of this, on the south side of Murder Creek, is the yard
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of L R. Porter. Although the yard is situated near the shore

the water is not deep enough for the brick barges, and the bricks

have to be carted some 200 yards to the dock. The clay bank
adjoins the yard and is miued by plows and scrapers. Horse-

power machines are used.

Coeymans Landing, Albany Co. There are two brick yards at

this town
;
they lie north of the town along the river shore and

adjoin each other. The one nearest town belongs to Sutton &
Suderly, and is worked by them and four other parties. Their

clay is obtained from the bank west of the yard. It is both blue

and yellow, chiefly the former, with streaks of fine sand.

The following partial analysis has been made of Sutton &
Suderly 's clay

:

Silica 51.10

Alumina 17.65

Peroxide of iron 6.47

Lime 7.45

Magnesia 87

Being of a soft nature the clay is dug with shovels at any con-

venient point at the base of the bank, which is 120 feet in height.

A charge of dynamite is usually exploded in the bank in the

spring, thus bringing down a large mass of clay to a level with

the yard. The clay does not have to be hauled more than 150

feet to the machines. A drive-pipe well sunk near the owners'

barn on top of the terrace (140 feet above mean tide) some 300

feet back from the river, showed 70 feet of clay and 60 feet of

sand. The sand underlying the clay is of a grayish black color,

consisting chiefly of grains of quartz and shale, the latter pre-

dominating.* Grains of garnet and feldspar, and large pebbles

of quartz are scattered through it. The sand after being screened

is used for tempering. The upper limit of the underlying sand

varies, at the north end of the property rising to within a few

feet of the terrace level, while some 300 feet south of this the

clay has been excavated to 15 feet above mean tide without

striking sand.

Adjoining Sutton & Suderly on the north is the brick works of

Corwin & Cnllough, sublet by them to T. Finnegan and Delaney

* This underlying material is much faulted owing to the pressure of the clay above it.
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A Lavender. The clay, which is obtained just west of the yard

has been excavated to seven feet above mean tide and bottom not

yet reached. It contains several veins of fine sand. Both yellow

and blue clay are present. At the south end of the yard the

escarpment of the terrace is drift containing small bowlders. The

tempering sand is obtained from this bank.

There are outcrops of clay on the land of Mr. Bronk, to the

north of Corwin & Cullough's yard ; also on the Lawson property

to east of the white iron bridge crossing Coeymans Creek. This

latter locality lies some 800 feet from the river, and would be

somewhat more expensive to work. Again, on Main st., just

south of the residence of Miss Wolf, there is an exposure of clay

on the hillside some 400 feet from the river.

Albany, Albany Co. There are several yards situated on

the outskirts of the city. The clay banks, which are all of the

same nature, belong to the Hudson Biver estuary formation,

being stratified and blue or gray in color with the upper portions

weathered yellow or red. M. H. Bender's yard is on Delaware

avenue near Dove St. He manufactures common pressed brick

and drain tile. The upper loamy clay can only be used for common
brick ; the lower blue and some of the yellow are used for the

other products. Auger machines are used for better grade

brick and the tile, and the latter are made in several sizes.

Scove kilns are used for burning the brick and down-draft kilns

for the tile. These latter kilns hold 60,000 small size tiles or

35,000 assorted size. It takes three wheelers and two setters

two and a half days to fill the kiln and burning occupies four

days. The tiles after molding are first dried on shelves under a

closed shed.

Adjoining Bender's yard are those of J. Babcock, E. Smith,

J. C. Moore and D. H. Stanwix. They make common brick

chiefly, and their clay banks are the same as Bender's. They
are all open yards.

T. McCarthy's yard is situated on First Avenue. The clay

bank is about 15 feet thick and covers an area of about 10 acres.

It is chiefly blue. The stripping is a light soil and sand under-

lies the clay. The bricks are manufactured by the soft mud
process.
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Alfred Hunter's yard is situated on Van Woert street near

Pearl. The clay is blue with yellow on top. About 40 feet of

clay is at present exposed. There are only a few inches of soil

to be stripped. The bottom has not yet been reached. Ring

pits and soft mud machines are used and the bricks are dried in

the sun. Burning is done in scove kilns. Albany and vicinity

consume most of the product.

The brick yard of M. Roberts is on Swan street between Ten-

Broeck and Colonic The clay is blue in color and about 25

feet thick. It is overlain by a loose soil ; the bottom has not yet

been reached. Soft mud machines operated by steam power are

used ; the bricks are dried on open yards and burned in scove

kilns. Albany consumes the product.

Greenbush, Rensselaer Co. Mrs. T. Rigney's yard is at East

Greenbush on the east side of the Boston and Albany rail-

road. The clay, which is blue and yellow, has a thickness of

about 90 feet. Loam overlies the clay ; the bottom has not yet

been reached. The machinery is run by horse power. Green-

bush and New York city are the chief markets for the product.

Troy, Rensselaer Co. Alex. Ferguson's brick yard is situated

on Hoosick above First street. The clay bank is about 40

feet high and runs in an east and west direction ; it is deeply

incised at either end by two streams. The clay, as is common
to these Hudson estuary deposits, is stratified, yellow in the

upper portion and blue clay in the lower. The blue contains

some quicksand. A stronger and better colored brick is made

from the tough upper clay, but it shrinks considerably in burn-

ing. On the other hand the blue clay makes a smoother but not

as strong brick, but one of more even shape. Underlying the

clay is slate rock which has been used for building purposes.

J. B. Roberts' bank is about 20 feet in thickness. The clay,

which is mostly yellow, is covered with a foot of loam and

underlain by gravel. Capacity, two million.

Cohoes, Albany Co. J. E. Murray. Yard situated between

Crescent and Cohoes, on west side of Erie caaal. The clay is

chiefly blue, the upper few feet being yellow. It rises in a bank

to 50 feet height. It is underlain by rock and there is a slight

covering of loam. The bricks are molded by steam-power
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machines, and dried in the sun. The product is sold in Cohoes

and vicinity. J. E. Murray also operates the brick yard formerly

belonging to N. Gardonas.

J. Baeby. The clay bank is about 40 feet high, 400 feet long

and about 250 feet from the yard. Mr. Baeby has about 40

acres of clay land. The clay is yellow on top and blue beneath.

It is covered by about four inches soil and underlain by gravel.

One yard is operated by horse, the other by steam power.

Zansingburgh, Rensselaer Co. T. F. Morissey has a horse-

power yard situated along the Old Turnpike near the railroad.

The clay bank is 75 feet high, there being about six acres of

clay land. The upper third of the bank is red, the lower two

thirds blue. About 30 feet of sand underlie the clay.

Crescent, Saratoga Co. Newton Bros, have a bank of clay 30

feet thick, the upper six feet being gray, the rest blue. There is

a stripping of two to four feet of sand, which can be used for

tempering. The blue and yellow clay, together with a certain

portion of sand, are tempered in the pug mill. The bricks are

molded on a Martin soft mud machine and dried on pallets for

about five days. Burning is done in scove kilns and the product

is loaded onto the Erie canal boats at the yard.

Mechanicsville Brick Co., Saratoga Co. The brick yard is

situated on the Champlain Canal in the town of Half Moon,

about a mile south of Mechanicsville. The clay bank is 50 feet

high. The upper 10 feet are yellow and under this is blue clay
;

the latter is underlain by sand. The bank adjoins the yard and

is worked in benches ; the clay is hauled in carts to the ring pits.

Soft mud machines are used, the brick are dried on pallets and

burned in clamps.

Saratoga, C. L. Williams. The yard is situated about one mile

from the town, 600 feet from the Delaware and Hudson Railroad.

Mr Williams has about 50 acres of clay land, the clay running

six feet thick. It is blue, with the upper portion of it weathered

to yellow. There is a stripping of about one foot of loam. The
clay is put through a crusher first ; it is then pugged and molded.

The bricks are dried on pallets, the racks having a capacity of

260,000. Wood is used for burning, being obtained from a lot of

200 acres near the yard. The product is chiefly used locally.

25
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The other brick yard at Saratoga is owned by Mr. D. Davidson.

It is situated at the outskirts of the town, just west of Judge
Hilton's yard. The clay bank, which is about 28 feet thick, is

about 150 feet from the yard ; it is stratified, the layers being

from one to eight inches thick and separated by thin laminae of

sand. The clay is of a light brown color, being underlain by
calciferous limestone and overlain by a foot of soil. Mr. David-

son has 22 acres of clay land. Tempering is done in ring pits

and the clay is molded in a soft mud machine. Drying is done

in an open yard, and burning in scove kilns. The fuel used is

hard wood.

Hoosick Falls, Kensselaer Co. John Dolin's clay bank is about

40 feet high and has an extent of six acres. It is used for making

building brick. The product is consumed in the vicinity.

Middle Granville, Washington Co. J. H. Pepper is the only

manufacturer at this locality. His clay bank is 45 feet high, and

2000 feet long. The clay is blue, and scattered through it are

some streaks of sand. A bed of gray sand 20 feet in thickness

underlies the clay and is in turn underlain by slate.

Plattsburg, Clinton Co. There are several yards here. That

of J. Ouimet lies at the north end of the town. It is an open

yard and the bricks are made by hand power. The clay which is

hard and tough is of a yellowish brown and red color and is

mined with plows.

Charles Vaughn's yard is similar to the preceding, and is at the

south end of the town. The clay is 20 feet thick.

Gilliland and Day's yard is situated on Indian Bay, six miles

south of Plattsburg. The bricks are also molded by hand power.

All these yards sell most of their brick at Plattsburg.

The following is an analysis of the clay at J. Ouimet's brick

yard

:

Silica 65.14

Alumina 13.38

Peroxide of iron 7 . 65

Lime 2.18

Magnesia , 2.36

Alkalies 8.51

99.22
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Gouverneur, St Lawrence Co. The brick yard of G. K. Thomp-

son is situated east of village and on the eastern bank of the

Osgewatchie river. The clay bank rises to a height of 10 feet

above the river and the section exposed is

:

A Martin soft mud brick machine is used and the bricks are

dried under sheds. The product finds a ready sale on the local

market.

A pallet yard has recently been started at this locality.

Carthage, Jefferson Co. Wrape & Peck. The brick yard and

clay pit are situated in the Black River Valley near the town of

Carthage. The clay deposit which is several hundred acres in

extent and about five feet thick is of a gray color with streaks of

brown. The bricks are molded in wet mud machines and put in

steam dryers. Local market consumes most of the product.

Potsdam. D. W. Finnimore's brick yard is situated a few

rods outside of the village limits. The clay is of a blue color and

six to eight feet deep. It is overlain by one to two feet of dark

sandy soil and underlain by gravel. The yard is equipped with

a Quaker soft mud machine, and a Kells & Son's dry press

machine. The product is used locally.

Watertown, Jefferson Co. At the north end of the town on

Main street are the works of the Watertown Pressed Brick Co.

They have about 20 acres of clay, red in color, horizontally

stratified and averaging about 20 feet in thickness. It is under-

lain by Trenton limestone. The tempering sand has to be carted

nearly three miles. Analysis of the clay shows :

Silica 64.39

Alumina ) 4 . 40

Peroxide of iron 5. CO

Lime 3 . 60

Magnesia 1.31

Alkalies 4.66

Water and organio matter 6 . 64

Sand

Gray clay

4 feet

8 "

Blue " 6 "

18 "

100.00
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The clay is rather tough. It is loaded on cars which are

drawn by cable some 75 feet, up into the machine shed where it

is dumped into a disintegrator. It next goes to the pug mill for

tempering, and is molded in a Martin machine. Drying is done

on pallets and burning in scove kilns, the latter occupying about

seven days. The consumption is chiefly local.

Ogdensburg, St Lawrence Co. Paige Bros.' yard is on Cedar

cor. Canton st. at southwest end of town. The clay is of a deep

blue color, the upper 10 feet being somewhat sandy. It has

been bored to a depth of 60 feet in places, but this depth

is not constant, and in spots the underlying limestone rises to

within a few feet of the surface. The sand for tempering has to

be brought two miles. The following is an analysis of the clay

:

Silica 49.20

Alumina 17.47

Peroxide of iron 6. 23

Lime 7.86

Magnesia 4.87

Alkalies 9.82

95.45

Only common brick are made. Soft mud machines are used.

Drying is done in the sun and burning in scove kilns. The bricks

have been largely used in the consumption of the asylum build-

ings at Ogdensburg.

Madrid, St Lawrence co. Three miles north of the depot is

the brick yard of Kobert Watson. The clay is of a blue color

and about 20 feet thick. The section is

Yellow sand 3 feet

Blue clay 20 "

The bottom has not yet been struck. Horse power is used for

operating the machinery. The clay has to be tempered with

sand. Drying is done on pallets or in the sun. Burning takes

about one week. The consumption is local.

Raymondville, St Lawrence Co. Coats Bros.' works are at

Kaymondville, about seven miles north of Norwood. The clay
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bank lies on the east side of the Eacket Eiver. It is about 25

feet in thickness and there is a covering of 12 feet of fine sand.

The clay is rather tough and requires an admixture about one-

third sand for making brick. An abundance of unworked clay-

is still in sight.

St Johnsville, Montgomery Co. J. S. Smith is the only brick

manufacturer in this town. The clay bank is 60 feet high, and

the following is the section involved

:

Loam 3 foot

Fine sand 7 feet

Dark building sand 3 "

Gray clay 1 foot

Quicksand 4 feet

Hardpan 1 foot

Blue clay 75 feet

Total thickness 92 feet

Only common brick are manufactured.

Fonda, Montgomery Co. W. Davenport's brick yard is about

one mile west of the village on the north side of the N. Y. C.

E. E. The clay bank lies to the north of the yard, is 12 feet

high, and yellow in color. The brick are molded in soft mud
machines operated by horse power, dried on open yards and

burnt in scove kilns. The product is sold in Montgomery county.

Drain tile are also manufactured.

Dolgeville, Herkimer Co. A. C. Kyser has a bed of clay about

50 acres in extent, and 30 feet thick. He manufactures ordinary

building brick, which are consumed by the local market.

The clay is tempered in a pug mill with the addition of a cer-

tain amount of sand, and passes thence to a Quaker soft mud
machine. Drying is done on an open yard, and the bricks are

burned in a scove kiln. This latter operation takes live to eight

days.

South Trenton, Oneida Co. H. L. Garrett has manufactured

brick at this locality for 45 years. His clay bed is several acres

in extent and about four feet thick. The clay is blue below and

yellow and red in the upper portion of the bed, due to weather-

ing. It is slightly stratified. Underlying the clay is slate.
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Amsterdam, Montgomery Co. H. C. Grimes' brick yard is

located on Florida Ave. The clay deposit underlies a tract of

about 20 acres, and the section is as follows :

Soil 1-3 feet

Yellow clay 6 "

Blue clay

Common bricks are manufactured.

The clay is first passed through a Cotts disintegrator and is

then molded on a soft mud machine. Drying is done on pallets.

This yard has been in operation for 16 years.

Gloversville, Fulton Co. H. McDuffie's brick yard is situated

on the outskirts of the town. The clay, which is of a dark brown
color, is in a bed two and a half feet thick. It is underlain by

hardpan and overlain by a thin soil. The bricks are made by

the soft mud process, being molded in horse-power machines.

W. A. Stoutner. His clay bank is about three feet thick,

underlain by hardpan and overlain by a few inches of soil. The
clay is reddish brown and burns to a red color. The brick are

made on a Peekskill hand-power machine. The brickmaking

season at G-loversville runs from about the middle of May to the

end of September.

Ilion, Herkimer Co. S. E. Coe. Brick yard situated along the

Erie Canal, with the West Shore Railroad crossing the property.

Mr. Coe has about 10 acres of clay land, the clay running in

depth from eight to 15 feet. It is of three different colors, black,

gray and blue. The latter makes the stronger brick. Ko strip-

ping to be done except a few feet of black soil.

Rome, N. Y., Oneida Co. W. Armstrong's yard is located on

the edge of the town and along the Borne and Clinton branch of

the Xew York, Ontario and Western Railroad. The clay deposit

is about 25 acres in extent and the clay is of a dark gray color

and seven to 10 feet deep. The bricks are molded in soft

mud machines.

W. W. Parry. Yard located near the town; the clay is ob-

tained from the flats bordering the Mohawk river, and the bed of

it is from six to nine feet deep. It is underlain by gravel, which

rises to near the surface in many places. A light loam covers the

clay. For making brick the clay is mixed from top to bottom.
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Both soft and stiff mud machines are used and burning is done in

scove kilns.

Deerfield, Oneida Co. G. F. Weaver's Sons' yard is located on

the Mohawk river about one quarter mile from the New York

Central Railroad depot. Their clay deposit is about 40 acres in

extent, and has been worked to a depth of 10 feet.

South Bay. C. Stephens has a brick and tile works at this

town. The clay deposit is from 20 to 25 feet deep and underlies

a tract of 800 acres bordering on Oneida Lake. Underlying the

clay is a fine and closely cemented blue gravel. The Elmira,

Cortland and Northern Railroad passes through the property.

Chiefly drain tile are manufactured. These works were estab-

lished in the spring of 1891.

Canastota, Madison Co. M. Ballou has a brick yard at this

locality.

Syracuse, Onondaga Co. At the northeast end of the town is

an extensive deposit of clay, underlying the low lands at the end

of Onondaga Lake. It is worked by several brick manufacturers.

The yards are mostly on Seventh North St. The first is that of

T. Nolan, a horse-power yard
;
adjoining him is the yard of

Preston Bros., also a horse-power yard. Next comes F. H. Ken-

nedy, at whose yard the bricks are molded by hand. C. H.

Merrick have a steam-power yard on S. Salina, and farther out on

the Cicero plankroad are the brick works of J. Brophy.

The clay is stratified, red above and blue below. In the center

of the flat land it runs seven to 10 feet deep, while at the edges it

thins out to two feet. It is underlain by sand and gravel.

New York Paving Brick Co. This company has its works at

Geddes near Syracuse and obtains its clay from a point called

Three Rivers on the Syracuse and Oswego Railroad. The clay de-

posit is said to be 35 feet thick, and horizontally stratified. It is

blue with the upper portions weathered to red. The brick factory

is situated along tbe Erie Canal and the clay is brought by boat

and stored in heaps, which in winter are covered to prevent

freezing. Two Penfield soft mud machines with pug mills at-

tached are used for molding. Drying is done in tunnels heated

by coal fires. The green brick are nine inches long, but

when burnt shrink to seven and one half inches. Both

rectangular and cylindrical down-draft kilns are used. In addi-
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tion to paving, a square tile, for linings, seven by seven inches and

two inches thick is being manufactured. These, it is claimed,

were placed for seven weeks in the acid vats at the Solvay works

and were unaffected. The following tests were made on these

bricks at the Watertown, Mass., arsenal

:

Crscked at Crushed at

No. 1

Pounds.

91,000
93,400

119,000
167,000

Pounds per
sg. in.

29,060
28,530
20,060
23,500

No. 2. . .

No. 3

No. 4

The bricks are said to absorb on 1.49 per cent, moisture, which

is very little.

Warners, Onondaga Co. The Onondaga Vitrified Pressed

Brick Co This yard uses both shale and clay. The works are

situated about half a mile east of Warners along the West Shore

track.

Analyses of the shale have been made and are given below

:

A green
Calcareous brick. Be-

COMPOSITION. layer in
shale bank

ing a mix-
ture of the Red Shale. Blue Shale. Clay

different
shales.

25 40 54 25 52 30 57 79 45. 35

9 46 16 89 18 85 16 15 12. 19

2 24 5 81 6 55 5 20 4. 41

22 81 4 34 3 36 2 73 10. 99

10 39 5 21 4 49 4 67 6. 38

20 96 4 .30 3 04 3 42 7. 24

Potash 95 2 .95 4 65 4 11 3. 26

Soda .83 1 .35 1 22 1. 14

Water and organ mat-
7 .60 5 .01 5 .30 4 50 8. 90

Oxide of manganese.

.

Traee. Traoe

Total 99 .81 99 .59 99 .88 99 79 99. 86

Analyst, Dr H. Froehling, Richmond, Va.

The samples were all dried at 212° F.
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It may be of interest in this connection to give the composi-

tion of some other clays found at Warners, and which are used

in the manufacture of cement. The following are only partial

analyse

45 12 43 19 46 00 41 78 41 70 44 00
Oxide of iron and

13 79 14 62 25 02 16 09 18 24 17 33

12 91 12 36 7 13 12 40 12 71 11 74

7 21 7 05 3 67 5 83 6 02 6 83

These last analyses would indicate a rather fusible clay. The
clay used by the Onondaga Co. is dug in the field adjoining the

works. It is a pinkish color, stratified and runs about 15 feet in

depth. The shale used belongs to the Salina formation and is

obtained from the hillside about 1000 feet from the yard. It is

of various shades of red, green and some gray, and disintegrates

very rapidly. The whole mass is traversed by numerous seams

so that a small blast brings down a large portion of the bank in

small fragments. Tracks are laid from the brick yard up to the

working face, the base of which is 35 feet higher than the

yard. The loaded cars are run down to the dry pans by gravity

and hauled back when emptied by a horse. Carts are used to haul

the clay. Dry pans grind the shale and about one quarter clay

and three quarters shale are mixed in a wet pan. A man
shovels the mixture onto an endless belt which carries it to the

molding machine. The yard is fitted with both a plunger and

auger stiff mud machine, the former being side cut, the latter

end cut. The green bricks are placed on cars and run into the

drying tunnels. These are of brick, heated by coal fires, the heat

passing through flues under the tunnel. Round kilns are used

for the burning which takes about five days. The kilns have a

capacity of about 60,000. boft coal is used for burning.

The company manufactures paving brick, hollow brick and

terra cotta lumber for fire proofing.

Baldwinsville, Onondaga Co. Seneca River Brick Co. The

works are four miles west of Baldwinsville on the south bank of

the Seneca River. Their clay bed is six acres in extent. It is

26
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blue clay weathered to red in the upper portion and the blue is

stratified. Gravel underlies the clay. The red clay is chiefly

used as it burns a better colored brick than the blue. The dry

press process is used and the bricks are burnt in kilns of the

Flood type. These are both up and down draft. They are 18

by 54 feet and have 20-inch walls, which are lined with fire

brick from the doors up. There are four fireplaces on each of

the long sides and between these is a series of smaller ones con-

nected with a set of flues opening into the lower part of the kiln

to give an up draft. Wood fires are started in these smaller fire-

places for water smoking. The larger openings connecting with

individual pockets on the inner wall of the kiln lead the fire into

the upper portions first whence it passes downward through the

kiln and off through a large flue at the bottom. Water smoking

takes 10 days and burning eight days. The whole time for burn-

ing, water smoking and cooling taking about three weeks. The

molded bricks are set directly in the kiln on coming from the

machine.

Oswego Falls. W. D. Eclgarton. The brick yard is situated on

the Syracuse and Oswego railroad, 11 miles from Oswego. The

clay varies from three to five feet in thickness and is yellow. It

is underlain by gravel. A few inches soil has to be stripped.

The lower portions of the clay make the better brick. Soft

mud machines are used and both common and repressed brick

are made.

Weedsport, Cayuga Co. There is a brick yard at this locality

belonging to Mrs. C. S. Gilette', but it is not in operation.

Auburn, Cayuga Co. John Harvey's brick yard is situated on

the outskirts of the town.

Owasco, Cayuga Co. A. Lester has a brick and tile yard near

the village. It is described under the head of drain tile.

Seneca Falls, Seneca Co. There is only one brick yard at this

locality, that of F. Siegfried. His clay bed is about 12 feet

thick, the upper seven feet being used for brick and the lower

five feet for tile. Gravel underlies the clay and there is a cover-

ing of a few inches of soil. The machinery is run by horse power

and the product is sold locally.
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Geneva, Cayuga Co. Five firms manufacture brick in this

locality. They are W. G. Dove, C. Bennett, Goodwin & Dela-

mater, Mrs. Baldwin, The Torrey Park Land Co. The last-

mentioned company began operations in the spring of 1892;

their brick yard is some distance from the town.

Lyons, Wayne Co. The clay bed of F. Borck is about eight feet

deep. The upper portion of the deposit is yellow, the rest is

blue. Quicksand underlies the latter. Soft mud machines are

used to mold the brick.

Canandaigua, Ontario Co. Burke & Mead's * works are about

three quarters of a mile southwest of the station ; their property

adjoins the N. Y. C. E. R. track. The clay deposit, which covers

several acres, is basin-shaped and has a known depth of at least

20 feet. It is of a blue color, weathered to red above, and on

top of it is about a foot of peat. The clay after being dug in the

fall is stored under shed until spring when it is molded by dry

press machine. The brick are set directly in the kiln. Water

smoking is done with wood and subsequent firing with oil. The

blue clay burns buff and the other clay a red, so that by mixing

the two a speckled brick is obtained. This firm has not been in

operation very long.

The clay is quite siliceous, as the following analysis shows, and

is similar in composition to the red terra cotta clay at Glens

Falls. The composition is as follows :

Silica 62 . 23

Alumina 16.01

Peroxide of iron 6 96

Lime 1.24

Magnesia 2.21

Alkalies 5.08

93.73

Rochester, Monroe Co. The Rochester Brick and Tile Manu-

facturing Co. is located on Monroe St. at the eastern end of the

city. Adjoining this is the German Brick and Tile Co. The

* Since this report was written the firm name has been changed to " Empire Pressed Brick Co."
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clay is reddish in color, four to five feet thick and underlain by

hardpan. Lime pebbles occur in the lower portions. Molding

sand is obtained from a neighboring esker.

The following is an analysis of this clay

:

Silica 50.55

Alumina. 15 .46

Peroxide of iron , 4.38

Lime 10.95

Magnesia 3.35

Alkalies 6.30

90.99

Maple-wood, Monroe Co. Robert Gay's yard lies along the N.

Y. C. E. R. His clay is very similar to the preceding, but some-

what lighter colored. It is underlain by quicksand. This clay

is used at Rochester to mix with Jersey fire clay in the manufac-

ture of sewer pipe.

Clarlcson, Monroe Co. M. Parker's brick plant is on northern

side of the ridge road, at Clarkson, one mile north of Brockport.

The clay is a shallow loamy deposit, and is owned by J. Sigler.

The yard is an open one and both brick and drain tile are made.

The molding sand is obtained from near the depot at Brockport.

Product consumed locally.

Albion, Orleans Co. There is a small yard about a mile north

of the town but nothing is known concerning it.

Lockjport. The Lockport Brick Co.'s yard is at the northeast

end of the town. The upper portion of the clay is being used.

It is red in color, due to weathering. The clay is molded as

taken from bank, the bricks are dried on pallets and burnt in

scove kilns. Product used locally.

La Salle, Niagara Co. Tompkins & Smith run a small yard

at this locality. Clay is very similar to that at Tonawanda. It

is underlain by hardpan. Rolls are used to crush the lime

pebbles in the clay before molding it. The product is marketed

in the vicinity.

Tonawanda, Niagara Co. To the southeast of the town is the

brick plant of Martin Riesterer. The clay is of a red color pass-
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ing downward into blue and has a thickness of about five feet.

Only common brick are manufactured, and the consumption is

chiefly local. The burning is done with coal.

Lancaster, Erie Co. There are two yards here, the Buffalo

Star Brick Co., near the Erie depot, and the Lancaster Brick Co.

about two miles farther out. In the former's bank the clay

is of a blue color below and weathered to red on top. Limestone

pebbles are common in the clay, and for the purpose of separat-

ing them, the clay is stored in sheds to dry during the winter and

passed through a barrel sieve before being used the following

spring and summer. Plows are used to mine the clay, and coke

and coal are used to burn the brick in stationary kilns with one

fire per arch.

The bank of the Lancaster Brick Co. is similar to the one just

mentioned showing:
8 feet red clay

1-2 feet blue clay

4 feet gray "

Eock

Limestone pebbles are also present and the clay after drying is

screened. The bricks are burned in stationary kilns, coke being

used for the water smoking and coal for the subsequent firing.

Buffalo, Erie Co. At East Buffalo is an extensive series of

flats underlain by red clay which varies in depth from six to 20

feet. The following firms situated chiefly on Clinton St. use the

clay for making brick: Chas. Berrick & Sons, Brush Bros., H.

Dietschler & Son, F. Haake, L. Kirkover, Schusler & Co., G. W.
Schmidt. Their combined production in 1892 was 65,000,000

brick. The clay is said to rest on the underlying rock.

The following is an analysis of it

:

Silica 57.36

Alumina 16.20

Peroxide of iron 4.55

Lime 5.34

Magnesia 3.90

Alkalies ^ 6.98

94.33
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Pebbles of limestone are scattered through it in places,

and at a few spots several feet of yellow sand, suit-

able for molding or tempering, covers the clay. Below

the limit of weathering the cky is blue and does not give

as nice a colored brick as the red. The addition of tempering

sand is not considered necessary. Soak pits and soft mud
machines are used. All the yards dry their brick on pallets

and burn them in stationary kilns, using coal fuel. One fire is

made to burn one, two or three arches, according to the con-

struction of the kiln. The burning takes nine days. Buffalo

and its vicinity consume a large portion of the product.

Situated at the north end of Buffalo are the works of the

Adams Brick & Terra Cotta Co. They have but recently

commenced operations, and their chief product is brick and

drain tile. The clay deposit is of the same general character

as that of East Buffalo, having two to six feet of red clay on

top, and below this blue, to a depth of 25 to 40 feet. Much
of the blue can be used for coarser grades of pottery. A soft

mud machine is used for common bricks, and a plunger stiff mud
machine for tile and front brick.

They also have a dry press machine for making front brick.

A. Steadman disintegrator is used in connection with this latter.

The common brick are dried on pallets, the front brick in

chambers. Burning is done in down-draft kilns and scove kilns.

The latter are 40 by 15 feet, a smaller size than is customary.

Five to six days is required for burning. This is a comparatively

short period, and is partly due to size of kiln and partly to

earthing. Parting sand from the iron foundry is used for

molding.

Jewettville, Erie Co. Brush & Smith have recently started a

brick yard at this locality. It is situated along the B. K. & P.

R. R. track, about a quarter mile northwest of the station.

The material used is Hamilton shale. It is of a grayish color

and is easily worked. An opening has been made next to the

yard and at the same level. A black, gritty shale crops out

farther up on the hill, but this has not yet been used. The shale

is loaded on cars and run into the machine shed, where it is
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crushed in a dry pan and then molded in a dry clay machine

;

drying is done in tunnels and burning in stationary up-draft.

Spring Brook, Erie Co. There are extensive deposits of clay

and shale at Spring Brook, on the land of E. B. Northrup, but

they are not being worked.

Evans, Erie Co. fm. Bolton has a horse-power yard here.

The clay is a local deposit, chiefly blue in color, and the lower

portions are stratified. It is underlain by sand and hardpan.

The yard is run in accordance with the local demand

for brick.

DnnJcirJc, Chautauqua Co. Wm. Hilton's yard is situated in

the valley, about one mile west of the town. The clay deposit

is about 20 feet thick, and is underlain by rock. The upper six

feet are yellow and below this is blue. Stones are found scat-

tered through the clay and have to be separated. The yellow

clay gives a better colored brick, while the blue clay shrinks

more, but is said to give a harder product. The blue clay

obtained from the main clay bank has to be tempered with sand
;

it has not been much used up to the present, however. Rolls

are used to crush the stones and the clay is tempered in a pug
mill. Mr. Hilton uses a soft mud machine of his own manu-

facture. The brick are dried on pallets, and the burning, which

takes eight to 11 days, is done in scove kilns. Coke is used for

watersmoking and coal for subsequent firing. Most of the

brick are used in the vicinity.

Jamestown, Chautauqua Co. Two yards are in operation

four miles east of this locality. Those of C. A. Morley and M.
J. Mecusker & Son. They are about four miles east of James-

town. The two yards adjoin each other, and the deposit of clay

worked by them is of considerable size. In addition to brick,

Mecusker & Son make drain tile and hollow brick. The clay

deposit is basin-shaped. A boring near the water works showed

:

Yellow sand 4 feet

Quicksand 6 inches

Yellow clay 5 feet

Blue clay 70 "

Hard pan ?
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Randolph,, Cattaraugus Co. J. Turner owns a brick clay

deposit at this town, but has ceased working it.

Hornellsville, Steuben Co. The Hornellsville Brick & Tile Co.

has its works at the north end of the town and have only

been running one season. They use a Devonian shale for

making brick, and have turned their attention thus far to paving

brick. The shale is mined about a mile from the works. It

contains several thin layers of sandstone which can not be used.

The process as followed here consists of grinding the shale in a

dry pan, molding in stiff mud side cut machine and then re-

pressing. Drying takes about 24 hours, and is done in chambers

heated by a hot blast. Burning is done in down-draft cupola

kilns and takes seven to 10 days. The paving brick are in

extensive use in Elmira.

An analysis of this clay made by C. Richardson in the office of

the engineering commissioners, at Washington, showed :

Silica 64.45

Alumina 17.77

Peroxide of iron 7 . 04

Lime 58

Magnesia 1.85

Potash 2.52

Soda 1.95

Insol. in acid 88.74

W. H. Signor owns the other yard at Hornellsville. His clay

bank is owned by M. Adsit. It is a shallow deposit, not over

seven feet thick and underlain by quicksand, this latter allowing

the inflow of water from the neighboring stream. The bricks

are molded by an auger machine, dried in the sun and burnt in

scove kilns, the burning occupying about seven days.

Alfred, Steuben Co. Rock Cut Clay Co. This is another yard

using a shale, which is in the same geological horizon as that

at Hornellsville. The works are on the Erie R. R. a few hundred

yards south of the station. They have but recently commenced

operations. A dry clay brick is being made. A peculiarity in the

dry clay process as practised here, is that the clay is molded a

trifle damp, it being thought that this will preserve the corners.
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of the brick better. To dampen the ground clay it is discharged

from the hopper into a long box of square cross section in

which a worm screw revolves. The axis of the screw is hollow

and has nipples which project into the tube three fourths inch so

that if any of the steam which is injected to dampen the clay

condenses it will not escape into the clay. The shale used is

mined near the yard and hauled in carts to the dry pan.

Big Flats, Chemung Co. Near the village is an extensive

bed of clay owned by J. R. Lowe. It underlies an area of about

50 acres. Excavations have been carried to a depth of 15 feet

without reaching the bottom of the deposit. The clay is of a

bluish gray color. Mr. Lowe manufactures drain tile only and

most of these are for private use.

ITorseheads, Chemung Co. R. G. Eisenhardt has a clay deposit

100 acres in extent, and having an average thickness of

about 20 feet. There is a covering of about 10 inches of soil.

Underlying the clay is sand and gravel. Both the yard and

clay bed are situated on a high terrace.

Breesport, Chemung Co. About one and a half miles south

of the town are the yards of the Empire State Brick Co., Locy

Bros, and P. M. C. Townsend. The bank from which they obtain

their clay lies along the eastern side of the valley. It is about

one half mile long and has a height of 50 feet. It is chiefly of

a bluish color and is stratified in places.

We give herewith the analysis of the clay:

Silica 52.48

Alumina 16.78

Peroxide of iron , ... . 6.79

Lime 6.63

Magnesia 3 . 59

Alkalies 7.16

93.43

At Locy's yard where borings show the clay to be 30 feet thick,

a red clay also occurs. Yellow sand overlies the clay at several

points and can be used for molding. The yards of Locy Bros,

and Townsend are open ones. At the Empire State Co.'s yard
tunnel driers are used, the clay being mixed in a wet pan and

27
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then discharged through an opening in the floor of the latter on

to an endless belt which carries it up to the molding machine.

The brick are burnt in scove kilns.

Spencer, Tioga Co. W. H. BostAvick's yard is about one mile

south of the village. The clay which is dug in a field adjoining

the works, is a tough reddish material four to six feet thick. It

is underlain by sand and gravel. The bricks are dried on pallets

and burned in stationary up-draft kilns.

Newfield, Tompkins Co. F. C. Campbell's brick yard is about

one mile north of the station along the Lehigh Valley Kailroad.

Adjoining the yard is the clay bank which rises to a height of

about 50 feet. The clay is of a bluish color, the upper portions

containing more sand.

An analysis of this clay showed

Silica 51.30

Alumina 12.21

Peroxide of iron 3.32

Lime 11.63

Magnesia 4.73

Alkalies 4.33

Organic matter 1.50

89.02

Notwithstanding the high percentage of lime which gives the

brick its cream color, a very strong product is produced. Cover-

ing the clay is several feet of yellowish stratified sand. Lime

pebbles occur in the clay and a special apparatus is used to

extract them. It consists of a large shallow circular pan in which

a number of small wheels revolve on a shaft. The bottom of the

pan is perforated. The clay is thus ground and passes through

the bottom of the pan, while the stones are not crushed. The

bricks are molded on stiff mud machines and repressed on a hand-

power machine. Chamber dryers are used and burning done in

down-draft kilns or scove kilns. The clay burns to a whitish brick

;

further burning at a higher heat gives a hard yellow brick, which

is smaller, but sold for paving purposes. The following is a

report of tests made on these brick in the laboratory at Cornell

University: "All the bricks were teste! on edge, as used for pur-
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pose of paving. The sides were dressed to parallel planes on an

emery wheel, so as to get uniform bearing over every part.

Single layers of thick paper were placed between the brick and

the machine.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Wt. of brk. in lbs 5.14 5.1 5.00
Dimensions 7fx3#x2X 8x3lx2-A 8x4x2A

61.35 cu. in. 70.7 74. 67.20
16.95 sq. in. 18.5 18.5 17.92

n 4. 3f

Total stress

208000 84000 56000 48000
250000 .... • . • 133000 108000
254000 172000 180000 141200

Stress per square inch
12230 4580 3508 2600
14800 8U32 6000
14990 9300 10909 7880

Color of brick Lt. cream Lt. cream Lt. cream Lt. cream
Homogen. Black vit- Homogen- Homogen-
columnar. rified. eous. eous.

Fracture
Position of 1st fracture One corner Central .

.

Central .

.

At one end.

Direction of fracture .

.

Vertical . . Diagonal

.

Vertical .

.

Vertical.

Repressed Common

.

Common . Com nonT.
of soil.

Sp.gr 2.18 2.01 1.91 2.07
136.9 125.6 118.8 129.0

The repressed brick shows great strength ; more than sandstone

and four fifths that of granite. The best results of pressed brick

usually show 6000 to 10,000 pounds per square inch.

Homer, Cortland Co. The brick yard at this locality belongs

to Horace Hall of Cortland t. His clay bed underlies the flat

lands near the village of Homer, and is from three to five feet

thick. Quicksand underlies the clay and overlying it is a dark

soil two to six inches thick. The clay is of a bluish color.

Binghamton, Broome Co. There are two yards at this town,

viz. : Wells & Brigham arid the Ogden Brick Co. Their clay beds

are similar, both being shallow deposits six to eight feet thick,
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underlain by sand and gravel. The former of the two is a pallet

yard, the other uses a tunnel dryer. Their product is consumed

locally.

Brookfield, Madison Co. The Brookfield Brick Co. is the only

firm manufacturing brick at this locality

Oneonta, Otsego Co. Two firms are manufacturing brick at

this locality, J. Denton & Son, and Crandall & Marble. The
works of this latter firm is situated on the Albany and Susque-

hanna Railroad near the village of Oneonta. Two kinds of clay

are used ; one of them from a bank five to 20 feet in thickness,

the other from a surface deposit three to five feet in depth. This

latter bed is underlain by sand. The product is consumed by the

local market.

Goshen, Orange Co. P. Hayne has a clay deposit 55 feet deep,

underlain by black gravel. There is a slight stripping of sod.

Both drain tile and brick are made from the clay.

Florida, Orange Co. W. H. Yernon's brick yard and clay

deposit are situated in the valley near the town. The clay bed is

10 feet thick, blue in color and tough. The upper three feet are

weathered to a red clay and make a better brick. The blue is

of sufficient purity for making pottery. Underneath the clay is

sand and hardpan.

Oakland Valley, Sullivan Co. Mr. O. B. Wheeler of Middle-

town, N. Y., has an extensive clay deposit here. There are

about 125 acres of clay land lying between the Eavesink Eiver

and the "West Shore Railroad. The clay is found not only in the

valley but is also exposed in numerous cuttings on the hillside.

At the former spot a depth of 46 feet has been proven by boring

and at the latter 17 feet. In many places the clay crops out ; at

others it is covered by one to three feet of loam. An analysis of

the clay made by Prof. Draper of the New York City

University shows

:

Silica

Peroxide of iron and alumina,

Magnesia and lime

Moisture

37.50

54.00

3.50

5.00

100.00
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It will be seen from the above that the clay runs high in iron,

vhich would apparently make it fusible ; however it is found to

itand a high heat, according to a report made on it by Dr. N. L.

Britton, of Columbia college. About one eighth sand had to be

idded to the clay for brick or tile ware. The sand, which is of a

aright yellow color, is in banks along the Navesink River near

the clay beds. This clay is also said to be available for paint.

3akland Valley is about 12 miles from Port Jervis.

New Paltz, Ulster Co. New Paltz Brick Co. Their brick yard

is located on the outskirts of the town and near the Wallkill

Valley Kail road, with which it is connected by a switch. The

slay deposit is 3
rellow, red and blue in color, and varies in depth

from 15 to 50 feet. It underlies a tract of six acres. The

separation of the clay in four to eight inch layers facilitates

the digging of it. There is a thin stratum of overlying sand

which has to be first stripped. Soft mud machines operated by

horse power are used for molding.

Warwick, Orange Co. Although there are no brick yards in

this vicinity, still extensive deposits of clay are undoubtedly

present. A sample of clay from the Drowned Lands, lying along

the Wallkill River in Orange Co., was analyzed in the laboratory

of the N. J. Geol. Surv. with the following results :

Silicic acid in combination 2S.9

Quartz 22.9

Silicic acid free 1.2

Titanic acid 0.5

Oxide of alumina 23.1

Peroxide of iron 7.2

Lime 0.7

Magnesia 2.6

Potash 4.1

Water 9.7

100.9

The clay is said to exist in large quantity, forming a thick

layer at this point in the alluvial district of the Drowned Lands,

and underlying much of the black muck surface of this district.
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The specimen sent was thoroughly air dried and was slate gray

in color, and showed a little fine gritty sand. It contains too

much oxide of iron and potash for any refractory or fine

materials. Washing out the fine sand might enable it to be used

in some styles of paper facing. It is most interesting as the

basis of a valuable, enduring and fertile soil, and if properly

drained it would be unsurpassed for tillage or pasturage ; and as

such it furnishes another argument for the drainage of this tract

of drowned lands.

Brick yards

East Williston, Queens Co. W. & J. Post have two yards at

this locality. Their clay pit is in a field some 5< feet west of

the yard on the land of H. M. Willis. The clay has been exca-

vated to a depth of about 15 feet. It is chiefly a bluish clay and
can be easily dug. The clay is extremely siliceous as the follow-

ing analysis shows, but the percentage of lime, magnesia and iron

is low :

Silica 69.73

Alumina 16.42

Peroxide of iron 2.58

Lime 1 .
f>6

Magnesia . 69

Alkalies 6.27

97.35

Carts are used to haul it to the yard. Pumps have to be used

to keep out the water which comes up through the underlying

sand. The clay is tempered without the addition of sand in ring

pits run by horse power. The bricks are dried either on

the open yard or on pallets and burnt in scove kilns with

wood. They are shipped on the L. I. K. P., which passes by

the yard.

Oyster Bay, Queens Co. An extensive deposit of clay s being

worked on Center Island, in Oyster Bay, by Dunn, Dolan <fc Uo.

They manufacture common brick. The bank adjoins the yard,

and the clay, which is in thin layers, separated by fine laminae of

sand, is of a bluish color in the lower portions of the deposit and
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brownish above. The brown clay is more sandy, and there are

six or eight feet of it. Over the brown is a less gritty and

tougher clay, which runs nearly to the surface. The total height

of the bank is about 25 feet, but the front is broken up into

several wide benches. Springs issue from several sandy spots in

the blue clay. In making the brick the different grades of clay

are mixed together, and a certain proportion of sand, and also

some coal dust added. King pits are used for tempering. The

brick are dried on an open yard and burned in scove kilns. They

settle eight to ten inches in burning.

West Neck, Suffolk Co. The clay at this locality rises in a bank

to a height of over 100 feet. There are three yards but only two

of them are active. Both are along the east shore of Cold Spring

Harbor. The most southern one belongs to Dr. Jones. The

clay in this bank is of a red and brown color, there being

about 25 feet of the latter at the bottom and above it is the red

which is of a more sandy nature. There is an upper covering of

15 ur 20 feet of yellow gravel and sand, which after screening is

used for tempering. This latter is done in ring pits. All the

machinery is run by horse power. The bricks are dried on an

open yard and burnt in scove kilns. The product is loaded on

schooners and sent to New England and New York City. The

lower brown clay has been used for coarser grades of pottery,

and its composition is given below:

Silica 61.01

Alumina 19.23

Peroxide of iron 5.43

Lime 0.96

Magnesia 1.S8

Alkalies 4.60

93.11

Adjoining Jones' yard is that of Crossman Brothers. It is

leased by ¥m. Hammond. The clay in his bank is similar to that

of Jones'. The yard is also an open one, steam power being used

for running the machines and the tempering is done in rectangu-

lar pits.
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Fresh Pond, Suffolk Co. This locality is about four miles east

of Northport on the north shore of the island. There are two
yards, about a mileapirt. The most eastern one belongs to G.

Longbottom. It is situated some 500 feet from the shore and

about 50 feet above Long Island Sound. The clay bank is about

200 feetVest of the yard and at the same level. A section in

the summer of 1892 showed

Sand and gravel 4 feet

Eed sandy clay 8 "

Eed clay H "

The overlying sand and gravel is stratified and dips east.

It is screened for tempering. Carts are used for hauling the

clay to the machines. Molding sand is obtained from Ha^ken-

sack. The clay and sand are shoveled directly into a vertical

pug mill, from which they pass to the molding machine. Coal

dust is also added in tempering. The product is loaded on cars,

run down to schooners at the dock and shipped to Connecticut;.

Adjoining Longbottom's yard is the inactive plant of Provost.

About a mile west of Longbottom's and situated along the

shore is the yard of R. Sammis. His land extends 2000 feet

along the shore and the whole of that distance the clay crops

out from underneath the sands and gravels. The lower portion

of the clay is a bluish red, the upper, red in color and somewhat

more gritty. The clay is rather tough but not so dry as

Longbottom's. The carting is done along the shore, and the

overlying sands which are highly stained with iron are used for

temper.ng. A cutting has been made in the cliff just east of

the yard for tempering sand. The bricks are burnt with wood.

Greenport, Suffolk Co. The works of the Long Island Brick

Co. are some two miles west of Greenport on the shore

of Pike's cove, opposite Shelter Island. Their clay is a

glacial deposit of red color, rather tough and contains numerous

stones. Mr. Sage, the owner, claims a depth of 64 feet for the

deposit in places. Several openings have been made in it,

one of them 24 feet deep. It is said to thin out to the east of

the yard, where it is found to be underlain by hardpan. It is

undermined, the working face being about eight feet high and
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the clay is hauled to the machines in carts. It is tempered in

soak pits, with the addition of one third its volume of sand.

Hematite is also added in order to produce a good color in

burning. The bricks are dried on pallets or on open yards.

They are burnt in score kilns, loaded on schooners and shipped

largely to Connecticut. Many also go to points on Long Island.

Southold, Suffolk Co. Two miles east of the village is

C. L. Sanford's yard. The clay is similar to Sage's. Mr. San-

ford has about 29 acres of clay. It is worked chiefly by under-

mining, the working- face being about 10 feet in height. In

places gravel is scattered through it, but in others it is very free

from stones. Borings have shown a depth of 05 feet of clay. The

clay and coal dust are put into rectangular soak pits and from

these are shoveled into the machine, the tempering sand not

being added until then. The dr}Ting is done on pallets, whose

total capacity is 154,000. Most of the product goes to Connecti-

cut by schooner.

Below is given an analysis of the clay

:

Silica 59.05

Alumina 22.11

Peroxide of iron 6.5

1

Lime 2.19

Magnesia 2.H4

Alkalies 6.22

98.75

Fisher Island, Suffolk Co. The extensive deposit of clay

at this locality is worked by the Fisher Island Brick Manufac-

turing Co., whose plant has a capacity of about 15,000,000.

The yards are situated on the north shore of the island between

Clay Point and Hawk's Xeck Point. About 150 » feet from the

shore is the bank of clay, which is of a reddish color and thinly

stratified, the layers of clay being separated by very thin ones

of sand. In most places, however, the mass has been dis-

turbed by glacial movements. There is a stripping of 20 or 30

feet of a whitish sand, the finer portions of which can be used

for tempering. Their present working face is 30 feet above tide

at its base, and the clay, it is claimed, has a depth of 40 feet at

28
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least below this, as shown by borings. A sample from the

upper half of the bank showed the following composition:

Silica 53.77

Alumina 20.49

Peroxide of iron 9.23

Magnesia 4.22

Lime 2.04

Alkalies 9 60

99.35

The clay, which is said to improve with the depth, is worked

by undermining. It is then loaded on carts and hauled about

200 feet to a platform, underneath which cars are run to receive

the clay and sand. These cars in trains of three or four are

drawn to the yard by four horses, the grade being slightly

descending. Tempering is done in large rectangular soak pits,

and open yards are used for drying the brick, or it is done on

pallets. A small quantity of hematite is added to molding

sand. The bricks are burnt in scove kilns with wood. Most of

the product goes to Connecticut and Rhode Island.

West Deer Park, Suffolk co. About a quarter of a mile

north of the station are the works of the Wyandance Brick and

Terra Cotta Co. In appearance their cla}r bank is unique,

for there is hardly another in this State which exhibits such a

variety of colors. Two openings have been made for getting the

clay. The main one shows a face about 12 feet high chiefly of

black clay, the lower portion of this latter having thin layers of

a grayish sand. Over the black is several feet of red and

yellow clay. The other opening lies to the south of the

first one, the clay being mottled, and shows various shades

of red and yellow. Scattered through it are lenticular streaks

of red and yellow sand. This second pit has a face about

20 feet high. In some places the stripping is 20 feet of

sand and gravel, while in others it is not over three feet.

A track is laid from clay shed to face of bank, the clay is

loaded on cars and drawn by horses to the foot of an incline, up

which it is drawn by cable into the clay shed and dumped.
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A loam obtained near the yard is added to the clay to temper

it and also to help in producing a brick of good red color. Hema-

tite is also added to the clay while it is being pugged. The clay

and loam are fed between a pair of rolls to crush any stones

that may be present, and from these it passes to an inclined pug

mill, where the water and hematite are added. The 'wet mix-

ture goes through a second pair of rolls of smaller opening than

the first, and is then carried by endless belt to the molding

machine. A soft mud machine is used for molding the common
brick, and for the front brick and hollow brick an auger machine

is used. The molding sand is dried on brick floors 60 ^eet long,

under which there is a series of flues, the heat being obtained

from a coal fire at one end. Steam heated tunnels are used to

dry the bricks. This takes about 36 hours. Exhaust fans are

used to draw off the air. The burning, which takes seven to

eight days, is done in Wingard and similar types of kilns, hard

and soft coal being the fuel used Hollow brick are placed round

the sides of the kiln, and front brick in a rectangular mass in the

center. The black clay alone burns to a white brick. The pro-

duct is shipped to points on the Long Island Kailroad.

The light color of the brick made from the black clay is due

to the absence of iron, and the black color of the clay is caused

by the organic matter. The following is an analysis of it

:

Silica 59 . 83

Alumina 24.45

Oxide of iron trace.

Lime 0.23

Magnesia 0.59

Alkalies 8.75

Organic matter 4 . 2S

98.13

Farmingdale, Suffolk Co.— There is only one yard in opera-

tion at this town, that of M. Meyers. The inactive one belongs to

Stewart. Meyers' yard lies about one mile north of the village,

along the southern edge of the moraine, on a branch track of the

railroad. The clay pit is some 300 feet from the yard, and sev-

eral feet lower in level. The clay is chiefly a reddish yellow
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and very plastic, but tough in places. The lower portions are

quite-free from sand. Mr. Meyers claims a thickness of at least

25 feet of clay in addition to the 10 feet exposed. At the

entrance to the pit the clay is seen to be underlain by a bluish

white micaceous sand, which is cross bedded and dips under the

clay at a very steep angle. Hauling the clay is done in carts,

and tempering in ring pits with the addition of sand and coal

dust. Soft mud machines are used, and the drying is done on

palettes. The pallet racks have sectional roofs which are hinged

and can be lifted by a lever for the purpose of admitting more
sunlight. The bricks are burnt with wood in clamps, and the

product is shipped to various points on Long Island.

Below is given an analysis of the lower clay :

Silica • 62.39

Alumina 23.60

Oxide of iron 3.39

Lime . 7

Magnesia 0.10

Alkalies 5.89

9rt.07

The low percentage of lime and magnesia would make this

clay available for a higher grade of clay product, such as terra-

cotta or pottery, but the high percentage of alkalies is somewhat

objectionable.

Staten Island has two yards where common brick are manufac-

tured. One of them belongs to McCabe Bros, at Green Ridge.

Their deposit is a stony glacial clay of a red color, and lies to

the northwest of the yard. Small boulders are scattered spar-

ingly through it, and the upper portion is somewhat loamy.

Borings have penetrated the clay to a depth of 25 feet and strati-

fication appears with the depth. No sand or coal are added to

the clay in tempering. It is first passed through rolls two feet

in diameter, the one making 60 the other 600 revolutions a

minute, and having an opening of half an inch. This partially

breaks up the stones. The crushed material falls on a belt and

is carried up to a pug mill where the water is added before it

passes to the machine. Drying the bricks is done either in the

sun or in tunnels. In the latter the bricks shrink more. The
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tunnels are heated by coal fires. Wood is used for burning, and

the kiln settles about four inches. The products go to New
York city and the vicinity.

Wood & Keenan's yard is situated on the shore of Arthur's

Kill, opposite Carteret. It is an open yard of greater capacity

than its output. The clay is of the same character as McCabe's.

It is tough and has to be worked with picks, and the pit is about

10 feet deep. King pits are used for tempering and the bricks

are burnt with wood. New York city and Newark are the chief

markets.

. The New York Anderson Pressed Brick Co. has its works at

Kreischerville adjoining Kreischer's fire brick factory. Various

styles of ornamental and pressed brick are made. The company
declined to give any information concerning its works. Their

clay is obtained from a pit near Green Ridge. It is of a black

and gray color. The pit is worked in benches, the clay being

hoisted in buckets and loaded on cars which are run down to the

works.

Drain-tile

A clay, that is capable of making good building brick will

usually make a good drain-tile. That is to say, a plastic clay

and one that will burn to a tough product. Contrary to bricks

tile may be somewhat porous in their character. It is of

importance that the clay should be thoroughly tempered before

molding. This latter is in most instances done with some form

of stiff mud machine, the clay being forced out through a die of

desired pattern, and the cylinder of clay as it issues from the

machine is cut up into desired lengths. Drying is sometimes

done on pallets such as are used for common brick, or it may be

performed under enclosed sheds. The drain-tile should be

thoroughly dry before being set in the kiln. Burning is done in

ordinary scove kilns, clamps or down draft kilns. The smaller

tile are set in the lower portions of the kiln and around the sides,

while the larger ones are set in the center. Yery often when
several sizes are burned at the same time they are nested, the

smaller ones being set within the larger.

The styles of drain-tile made are as follows :

Horseshoe-tile, having cross section shape of a horseshoe.

Sole-tile, cylindrical with a flat base.
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Pipe tile, plain cylinder.

Flange tile, like preceding but with flange at one end.

It is considered by many that the best form of tile is the

sole-tile with an egg shaped section having the smallest

diameter across the bottom thereby keeping the water collected

in the smallest possible space and securing a good current to

carry off the sediment. The horseshoe-tile is objected to as it is

liable to break from the lateral pressure of the soil. In West-

chester county glazed sewer pipe are generally used for draining

the soil, but it is doubtful if there is any special advantage in

their use to warrant the use of this more expensive material.

In sizes the tiles range from two to 12 inches in diameter and

one to two feet in length. They are laid at varying distances

below the surface according to depth the ground is to be

drained. A drain is said to draw water from the soil on either

side for a distance of from 30 to 100 feet, according to depth of

drain and character of soil.

The following firms in this State are making drain tile

:

Albany, Albany Co. The New York State Drain-tile Works
are large producers. The drain-tile are made in numerous sizes.

Hudson river clay is used. Front brick are manufactured.

Chittenango, Madison Co. Central Y. Drain Tile and Brick

Co. Only tile manufactured at present. The plant is located

about one mile from the Y. C. R. R. and three-quarters of a

mile from the W. S. R. R., and a few rods south of the Erie

canal. The clay bed lies at the foot of the hill. There is no

stripping, and sand underlies the clay. The tiles are made with

horse power machinery, dried under sheds and burned in down
draft kilns.

Allen's Hill, Ontario Co. B. G. Abbey's are the only works

here. Few brick have been manufactured for several years, as

drain-tile are the chief production. After stripping a few inches

of soil the clay is mixed from top to bottom of the bank for use.

The bank is 20 to 25 feet in height, and the clay is blue in color,

becoming reddish gray near the surface. A small amount of

coal dust is added to the clay. The tiles are made in various

sizes.

East Bethany, Genesee Co. B. F. Peck manufactures brick and

drain-tile. The clay deposit worked is a portion of a strip one to
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two miies in width and extending east and west across Genesee

Co., a few miles north of its southern boundary. The clay is

usually covered with a thin layer of clayey loam. Mr. Peck has

about 50 acres of clay of sufficient quality for making bricks and

tile. It averages about four feet in thickness. The upper

portion when dry is nearly white, but becomes blue with the

depth, and below four feet is very much so. It is also tough,

coming up in hard flakes of a stony nature. Below this it passes

into the shale, hard enough to resi-t the pick but crumbling on

exposure This last mentioned rock is said to contain calcareous

layers, varying in thickness from one to six inches. About

250,000 feet of drain-tile are annually made for local use. The
clay burns to a nice red in the drain-tile, deepening to brown

when burned harder. The machine^ is run by steam power.

Oivasco, Cayuga Co. A. Lester's clay bank and brick yard

are located in the north end of Owasco village on the bank of

Owasco Creek. The clay deposit has an area of about nine acres

and is from 10 to 15 feet in thickness. Gravel overlies the

clay in places. Soak pits are used for tempering, and a Penfield

plunger machine for molding. The tiles are dried in an open

shed and burnt in scove kilns. Drain-tile is the chief production

but a few bricks are made. The color of the product is white.

Other manufacturers of drain-tile and whose works have been

already mentioned in the detailed account of brick yards, are:

M. H. Bender, Albany

William Davenport, Fonda

C. Stephens, South Bay
Rochester Brick and Tile Manufacturing Co., Rochester

A. Mosell, Lock port

Adams Brick and Terra Cotta Co , Buffalo

James Sigler, Clarkson

J. E. Mecusker & Son, Jamestown
B. G. Abbey, Allen's Hill

J. B. Lowe, Big Flats

P. Hayne, Goshen
Fire Brick.

A fireclay to be refractory should not contain over four per

nt. of impurities Fireclays may or may not be plastic. The
tter are represented by the flint clays, but these do not occur
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in New York. Fireclays vary in color, being black, gray, red,

green, blue or white. Many are soft and can be dug with pick

and shovel while others are shale like in their nature and have to

be blasted. Fireware must be able to withstand great and

sudden changes of temperature. .
It should resist intense heat

without shrinkage or fusion, and it should also resist corrosion of

substances in a state of fusion. Coarsegrained ware resists

temperature while finegrained ware can best withstand corrosion.

If the lireclay is to be used for saggers it must make a product

which will not crack when subjected to repeated alternations of

heat and cold. The porosity of a fire brick is often caused by

Molding-room of Gas-retort Works.

coarse sand and may be remedied by the addition while prepar-

ing of ground burnt clay, or " cement clay" as it is called.

Ground quartz may be added if the material contains an excess

of alumina. Weathering the clay is of the utmost importance

and is often carried on for several months. It breaks up the

clay and tends to lessen shrinkage in burning. The clay is next

tempered as a further step toward the production of a homo-

geneous brick. It is first passed between rollers to break it up

and is further cut up in a ring pit together with sand. The

material is next soaked in a pit with water. Several grades of clay

are usually mixed in certain proportions in this pit, the amounts
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added being the secret of the manufacturer. After soaking for

a few hours the material is transferred to a pug mill for further

tempering. The clay is now ready for molding. This is done

by hand in wooden molds.

The chief object is to bring the mass of tem pered clay into a

convenient and approximately rectangular form before repressing

it. Very little pressure is exerted in this handmolding. The

bricks thus molded are spread out on a drying floor of brick,

heated by flues passing underneath it. These brick are next

repressed and further dried in tunnels before setting them in the

kiln. The kilns are circular, having a height of 15 feet, and a

diameter of 20 to 30 feet. Burning takes five to six days. The

kiln has two openings, and while the burned brick are being

taken out of one door the green brick are being carried in

through the other one and set up for burning. The gas retorts

are made by hand in sectional molds and burnt in the same kiln

with the brick.

Although there are several fire brick factories in the state all

of them with one exception obtain their clay from New Jersey.

The Xew Jersey fire clays which are of Cretaceous age extend

in a belt across New Jersey and over onto Staten Island, and it

is at this latter locality that the refractory clays of New York

state occur. The fire brick factory of William Kreischer's Sons

is located on the southwestern shore of Staten Island at Kreisch-

erville. They manufacture fire brick, cupola brick and gas

retorts. Most of the clay used is obtained from Staten Island,

and the rest from New Jersey. Four openings have been made
in the vicinity of Kreischerville. The deepest one is opposite

Kilmeyers Hotel. The clay in this pit is used for fire brick. It

is tough, of a whitish color and mottled with yellow. Its thick-

ness is not very great and there is 15 or 20 feet of stripping.

Southwest of this opening is another pit, but in this the clay is

of a more sandy nature and is overlain by about four feet of sand.

The clay is bluish in color and is chiefly used for mortar. A third

opening has been made near the shore and is known as the " Wier

Bank." The material obtained from it is a stoneware clay. In

this pit the clay as at present exposed is about 10 feet thick, and

is overlain by horizontally stratified fine sand.

29
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Sewer Fipes

Sewer pipes are made from a clay that will vitrify. There are

several works in this state which import their clay from New
Jersey. The two works described below use native cla}T

.

Angola. John Lyth & Sons. The works are situated along

the Lake Shore K. It. some few hundred feet southwest of the

station. The material used is a Hamilton shale, of a gray color

and containing streaks of bituminous matter. It is mined about

200 feet east of the factory, and a small blast serves to loosen a
large quantity of it. Cars drawn by horses convey the shale to

Press for sewer pipe, tile and hollow brick

the dry pans where it is ground to a fine powder and is then

further ground] with the addition of water in a wet pan. The

tempered material is then carried in a bucket ladder to the upper

floor of the building where it is fed into the sewer pipe press.

This consists of two vertical cylinders separated by iron frames.

The upper cylinder contains the steam piston and is about 30

inches in diameter. The lower one is the clay cylinder. The

area of the steam cylinder is usually several times greater than

the area of the clay cylinder. The clay piston is a continuation

of the steam one, and within the clay cylinder at its lower end

is the bell which regulates the internal size of the pipe. Sockets
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are made by means of a core attached to the end of the die, the

bending of the pipe being caused by the core forcing the clay out

through the die faster on one side than the other. Underneath

the end of the cylinder is a counterpoised table which receives

the pipe as it issues. When a sufficient length of pipe has issued

the press is stopped and the pipe cut off at the mouth of the die.

It is then removed from the table, which, relieved from the

weight, ascends to receive another length of pipe. Y joints are

made by hand, a hole being cut in the side of one piece of pipe

and the end of another trimmed to fit over it, the joint being

closed by means of wet clay.

After the pipes are molded they are set on the drying floors

until thoroughly dry. Burning is done in circular down draft

kilos, such as those described in the manufacture of brick. It

takes five to eight days. The glaze to sewer pipe is made by

adding salt to the fires toward the end of the burning and when
the fires are hottest. The salt is thrown into the fireplace and

by the heat is broken up into hydrochloric acid and oxide of

sodium, and this latter fluxes with the silica in the pipe forming

a vitreous coating known as the " salt-glaze." When sewer

pipes are made of pipe clay, they are often coated with " Albany

Slip," a calcareous clay obtained in the Hudson River Yalley.

The material composing this fuses at a lower temperature than

the fire clay and gives the desired glaze. The composition of this

material published in Yol. YII of Ohio Geol. Surv. 1 893 is

:

Silica 60 . 59

Alumina 12.46

Oxide of iron 5. 79

Lime 6.84

Magnesia 3 . 28

Alkalies 4.39

Water 5 . 82

99.17

Another analysis given in the Clay-worker of December, 1 894

:

Silica 58.47

Alumina 16. 9^

Lime 6.19

Magnesia Ti\
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Oxide of iron 3.72

Alkalies 8.85

Water 7.49

101.62

We give here an analysis of the shale at lath's yards

:

Silica 65.15

Alumina 15 .29

Oxide of iron 6.16

Lime 3.50

Magnesia 1.57

Alkalies 5.71

97.38

J. Lyth & Son also manufacture hollow brick and terra cotta

lumber.

Rochester. Otis & Gorsline use a mixture of New Jersey

fire clay and a quarternary clay obtained from Chili near Eoches-

Circular down-draft kiln for tiles, etc.

ter. The method of manufacture followed by them is very simi-

lar to that at Angola. Rectangular kilns are however used for

burning, which takes about one week.

Sewer pipe are also manufactured at Albanv and Trov but from

New^Jersey clays.
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Flower Pots

There is a deposit of mottled blue clay on Long Island between

Southold and Greenport, which is used for manufacturing flower

pots at the latter place. The clay at Oakland Valley on the land

of O. B. Wheeler has also been used for this purpose. {See

detailed account of brick yards.)

Hollow Brick and Terra Cotta Lumber

A clay that will make a good building brick or drain-tile can

generally be used for the manufacture of hollow brick. The

same sort of machine is used in their manufacture as is used for

drain-tile, a different shape of die being of course needed. The

brick are made in various sizes and of rectangular cross section.

They are manufactured by the following firms

:

Wyandance Brick and Terra Cotta Co., Wyandance, Long

Island,

J. E. Mecusker & Son, Jamestown,

Adams Brick and Terra'Cotta Co., Buffalo,

Onondaga Vitrified Brick Co., Warners,

John Lyth & Sons, Angola.

Terra cotta lumber differs from the above in having about fifty

per cent, sawdust added to the clay. This is burned out in the

kiln giving a porous product. It is used for partitions and nails

can be driven into it. Only two firms in New York are making

it, viz. The Onondaga Vitrified Co. and John Lyth & Sons.

Stoneware— Clay

Deposits of clay suitable for the manufacture of stoneware are

found on Staten Island and Long Island. Those of S. L are

located at Kreischerville. The L. I. ones are found at Elm Point

on Great Neck, Glen Cove and Little Neck near Northport.

They are shipped to Poughkeepsie, Rochester, Utica and Ellen-

ville in N. Y.; also at New Haven, Stamford, Norwalk and Hart-

ford, Conn
;
Newark, N. J.; and Pittston, Pa.

The Long Island clay is usually mixed with the Jersey clay in

proportion of one to three. These latter clays, if used alone for

the manufacture of stoneware, are apt to crack in burning, due

to the unequal shrinkage and warping, while the Long Island
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clays, being of a more sandy nature, prevent this. The clays of

Long Island when used alone for the manufacture of stoneware

give a creamy colored product, if burnt medium hard, but if

burnt hard they produce a ware of a light blue or drab color.

The sandy nature of the Long Island clays makes it difficult to

turn them on the potter's wheel.

Elm Point. About one and a half miles northwest of Great

Xeck on Elm Point is a deposit of dark gray clay, worked by G.

W, ITahan. The clay is overlain by about 20 feet of yellow

gravel and drift. Lignite occurs abundantly in the clay, and

nodules of pyrite are occasionally found. Several pits have been

sunk in the clay, one of them 30 feet deep and 10 feet in

diameter. Much of the clay is used by the New York Archi-

tectural Terra Cotta Co., at Ravenswood, Long Island, and some

is also shipped to Boston where it is used for the manufacture of

clay pipes.

Glen Cove. Carpenter Bros, have a bed of stoneware clay,

fire sand and kaolin on the east side of Hempstead Harbor. The
chnT is of a white and pink color, the layers being four inches to

one foot thick and interstratified with layers of quartz pebbles.

Xearer the shore this dips under a bed of the clay free from

pebbles. Associated with the clay is a deposit of kaolin and

fire sand The clay burns a cream color. The quartz pebbles

which contain small cracks crumble easily and seem to have

been subjected to the action of some alkaline solution.- When
ground they can be used for the finest grades of pottery and

stoneware. The fire sand and kaolin are screened and sold

according to grade.

This clay is used chiefly for the manufacture of stoneware, it

being shipped to various cities in Connecticut and New York
states. It is also used by Perkins and Pit of Stamford, Conn.,

for the manufacture of stove linings. In this latter case about

15 per cent, of it is mixed with Xew Jersey clay. Under

ordinary fire this clay burns to a light color, but with a

hard fire it is said to blacken. The fire sand found associated

with this clay bears a most excellent reputation as regards its

refractory qualities.

* F J. H. Merrill. Geology of Long Idand, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1884.
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NorthporL The Xorthport Clay and Fire-sand Co. has an

extensive series of pits on Little Neck near Xorthport. Both fire

sand and clay are obtained. The clay bank has a height of about

40 feet and the clay is of a bluish black and yellowish white

color. The darker clay is the lower, and contains much
carbonaceous matter. The deposit is stratified, the layers of clay

beiDg separated by thin sheets of a rather coarse sand. It is

shipped chiefly to New England.

The following are analyses of New York stoneware clays and

Kaolin

:

Silica

Alumina ....

Oxide of iron

Lime
Magnesia . . .

Alkalies

E'm
Poiut.

Glen
Cove.

Turtle
Neck.

Kreiseher-
vil!e.

Kaolin
Kreiscber-

vilie.

62.06 70.45 62.66 64.26 82.51

18.09 21.74 18.09 24.76 11.57

5.40 1.72 0.97 0.83 0.63

1 .05 0.24 0.79 0.73 0.29
Trace. 0.30 Trace. 0.78

6.11 5 . 00 2.23 2.35 2.66

92.71 99.45 84.74 92.93 98.44

The following are analyses of Long Island stoneware clays

made by C. II. Joiiet (School of Mines Quart. Jan. 1S95).

tf~hite clay
from

Northport

Black clay
from

Nonhport

White clay
fr in

Sea Cl.ff.

68.34
19.89

.90

.35

tr.

58.84
23.40
1.18

62.35
23.14
1.12

Lime
Magnesia
Carbonic acid

Sulphuric acid 1.03

5.04
.34

9.20

1.09
3.17
1 .76

6.77

Potash 3.55
.84

6.03Combined water

99.90 99.03 99.40
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Stoneware

The following description of the manufacture of stoneware

and earthenware is quoted from vol. V of the Geological survey

of Ohio.

" Stoneware is the product of an unmixed, natural clay, burnt

at high enough heat to oblige the impurities to combine with the

dry silica and thus cause an incipient vitrification or fretting

without loss of shape. It should be impermeable to water with-

out any glazing on it, but it frequently fails in thi3 point. The

color is bluish gray due to combined iron."

" Earthenware is a product of very similar clays burnt a little

to vitrify the body or combine the iron. It is of a yellow or red

color from the free iron and is porous unless glazed."

The successive steps in the manufacture of stoneware are

1. Wetting the clay.

2. Grinding.

3. Wedging.

4. Turning.

5. Drying.

6. Slipping.

7. Burning.

8. Sorting the pro luct.

The wetting or soaking of the clay is usually done at small

works where the grinding machines are operated by horse

£ower. Several kinds of grinders are used for the clay, the

simplest one being the pug mill. A machine often used at many
potteries consists " of a square frame pivoted on an upright beam

which runs through the point of crossing of the diagonals.

On the projecting ends of this frame are fastened cart wheels

which work in a circular trough beneath. The whole frame

revolves by the motion of a large cog wheel above, which receives

its power from the horse or engine. The machine is slowed up by

weighting the corners of the frame. The wheels in their revolu-

tions manage to cut the clay to pieces quite effectually." This

machine has a capacity for grinding from 1,200 to 1,500 pounds
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at a charge, taking two hours for the operation. Such a charge

makes from 180 to 190 gallons of ware. The ground clay is

rolled into masses and "wet blanketed" to keep until used. At

some factories steam tracer mills are used for doing the grind-

ing. They can grind about 1,200 pounds in 60 to 100 minutes,

but eliminate blebs or substances in the clay and particles of

foreign matter. The balls of clay are successively divided by a

wire into two parts, these halves being each time struck together

in such a manner that the two pieces unite different faces. The

clay is next turned to the required shape. Crocks and fruit

jars are the simplest kinds of product made and after that come

jugs, milk-pans and churns. At small works the ware is often

laid on flat boards in the sun to dry. At the larger works drying

is usually done in closets or rooms heated by a series of steam

pipes.

The dry ware now has to be slipped, that is to say, it is covered

with a wash consisting of a very fine ground clay suspended in

water. By this means the ware becomes covered with a film of

clay. These slip clays vitrify easily to a black glaze which covers

the wTare. The slip commonly used is obtained from the Hudson

river clays at Albany and a partial analysis of it is as follows

:

Sesquioxide of ir*on 1.43

Potash 3.17

Soda 74

5.34

There are also present large percentages of carbonates of lime

and magnesia, which add to the fusibility of the clay. For other

analyses see sewerpipe.

A difficulty experienced in the use of slip glazes is the tendency

to blister. By many potters this is considered to be due to

hasty burning, and it is thought by them that it may be overcome

by heating the ware at a low red heat for several hours before

raising the temperature. After this a rapid raising of the heat is

harmless. The kilns in which the ware is burned vary consider-

30
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ably in shape and size. At small works they are often small

square structures. " The fireholes are left above ground and

communicate through the various arches and masonry which

separate the floor of the chamber above. This floor is full of

holes, through which the fire passes and the gases escape through

vents in the roof which is arched." Such a chamber is usually

about eight feet in diameter and seven feet high. Firing is com-

menced at night and proceeds slowly at first. By morning the

ware is fairly dry and the heat is then continued from 20 to 30

hours, according to conditions. The slip is usually applied only

on the inside of stonewares, the outside being glazed with

salt.

" The salt is thrown in the fire when heat is highest, the vapors

are seized by the clay and the soda silicate forms over the surface

of the ware. The heat required to do .this is the culminating

of the point of burning." Either coal or wood fuel is used.

Many of the larger works use down-draft rectangular kilns for

burning their wares. At Akron, Ohio, these are 32 by 16 feet

and 12 feet high. The fireplaces are at each end and are six in

number. The ware is set through lateral doors. Burning

requires about TO hours. It is considered that the cooling of a

kiln should occupy as much time as the burning.

A common trouble, in addition to blistering of the slip, is the

pitting of the ware in spots, due to iron. "It is a peculiarity of

stoneware clay that while it needs iron to give it color by far the

largest part of the iron present is collected in grains and has no

favorable effect on the color. These grains, if the heat is high

enough to vitrify them, pimple on the surface or break out in

rough spots, which are black and ill-looking from the silicate of

iron formed. If the heat is too low to vitrify the clay, the slow

change in its volume by heat causes a scale to separate from the

ware, causing a light colored cavity with the piece of the oxide

of iron at the bottom."

" Failure of the ware to glaze is also considered due to irregu-

lar burning, but another cause is thought to act at times."

In many of the clays there is sulphate of lime present in th

form of fine crystals of a whitish color. When exposed to th
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vapors of salt at a high heat these change to a chloride of lime,

leaving the soda as a sulphate, which will either not displace the

silica through combination or will not do it at a temperature

which the ware will stand without losing shape, and therefore

no glaze is produced.

" Stoneware should exhibit on fracture a blue uniform tint of

a somewhat vitrified appearance. This varies very often, how-

ever, with the clay."

Terra Cotta

There are four companies in New York who are engaged in

the manufacture of this product, viz.: the Celadon Terra Cotta

Co., the Corning Brick Co., the New York Anderson Brick Co.,

the Glens Falls Terra Cotta Co., and the New York Architectural

Terra Cotta Co. The first-mentioned company is gradually

giving up the manufacture of terra cotta and turning its entire

attention to roofing-tile.

The Corning Brick Co. makes its terra cotta from a Hamilton

shale. The New York Anderson Brick Co. makes its ware from

the Cretaceous stoneware clays of Staten Island
;
among the

largest Terra Cotta works in the state are those of the Glens

Falls Terra Cotta Co.; the clay used by them is a portion of the

Hudson estuary deposit, it being of a bluish gray color with the

upper portions weathered to red. We give herewith a partial

analysis of their two clays.

Blui?h-gray. Red.

48.35 Silica 57.46

11.33 Alumina 21.15

4.02 Oxide of Iron 5.52

15.38 Lime 3.<-5

3.17 Magnesia 1.50

1.18 Organic Matter

6.05 Alkalies 4.72

89.48 94.00

The high percentage of lime in the bluish-gray clay enables

them, by the use of it alone, to produce a light-colored ware,
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while a mixture of the two clays gives a speckled product, and

the red clay alone, a red product.

New York Architectural Terra Cotta Company. The works of

this company are situated at Kavenswood, Long Island city.

They use clays from both Long Island and New Jersey for the

manufacture of terra cotta. The Long Island clay is obtained

from Great Neck, L. I. It produces a ware . of light yellow

color. Coal was formerly used for burning the ware, but oil is

now used instead. It is found that 100 gallons of oil is equal to

one ton of coal. The advantage of oil is a saving of labor and

time, and it is also more convenient and cleaner to use.

The Manufacture of Terra Cotta

In order to produce a good quality of terra cotta, a clay should

not whitewash; it should not shrink over one inch per ft. in

burning, and should do so evenly; the shrinkage can be regu-

lated by the addition of "grog," (pulverized brick, or sand).

Clays which are too sandy can be washed ; this is done by

dumping them into a circular trough filled with water, in which

there revolve paddles fastened to a vertical axis in the center of

the trough ; from the trough, launders run to settling vats.

The motion of the paddles drives the water with the

suspended particles of clay into the launder, down which it flows

to the vats, while the coarse sand remains behind in the trough;

after the clay has settled in the vats, the water is drawn off

;

this is the method followed at Glens Falls. Before molding the

clay, it should be thoroughly pugged, or, in other words, mixed,

and after this the mass should be piled up and allowed to

" cure," that is to say, it settles by its own weight, becoming

denser while the excess of water evaporates.

The clay is next molded either by machine or by hand ; the

former method is used for plain forms, while the latter is used

for ornamental styles of terra cotta.

Hand molding is of course slower, more difficult, and requires

more care
;
plaster molds are used, and the clay is forced into all

the corners with the hand or fingers.

The form is then allowed to remain in the mold until it has dried

and shrunk sufficiently to drop out of it, or to permit the mold
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being lifted off entire or in sections. The surface of the molded

piece is then trimmed and smoothed, and it is put in the drying

room until sufficiently dry to burn. Burning is done in down-

draft kilns, and takes seven to nine days. The kiln has to be

fired very cautiously at first to prevent the ware from cracking
;

and the heat within it is regulated by means of dampers on the

roof and sides.

Large lumps of clay are placed just inside the doors of the

kiln to serve as testers. When the burning is nearly done, one

of these is withdrawn from time to time and allowed to cool, and

from its appearance is determined whether the contents of the

kiln are burnt enough ; the kiln must be cooled very slowly in

order to prevent the ware from cracking ; when cool, the terra

cotta is taken out and is ready for market.

The following are analyses of New York clays used for making

terra cotta

:

Silica ,

Alumina ,

Iron peroxide . . ,

Lime ,

Magnesia
,

Alkalies

Sulphuric acid .

Titanic acid ....

Water (comb) .

.

Manganese oxide

Total

A fred
Center.

Glens Falls
blue.

Glens Falls
red.

Elm Point.

53.20 48 35 57 46 62.06
23.25 11 38 21 15 18.09
10.90 4 (2 5 52 5.40
1.01 15 38 3 65 1.05
.62 3 17 1 50 Trace.

2.69 6 .05 4 72 6.11
.41

.91

6.39
.52

99.90 88 .30 94 .00 92.71

Roofing-tile

Alfred Centre is the only locality in New York at which roof-

ing-tile are being manufactured. The Celadon Terra-Cotta Co.

has been in operation for several years, and another factory has

recently commenced operations. The material used is a mixture

of local bluish gray clay and a Devonian shale. These two are

thoroughly ground in dry pans, from which they are carried to
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hoppers on the floor above. They are then fed to a pug mill

which mixes the clay and shale, and the pugged material is fed

directly to a stiff-mud machine. As the bar of plastic mixture

issaes from the machine it is cut up into slabs which go to the

molding room. The Celadon Terra-Cotta Co. has six hand-

power machines with a daily capacity of 1,500 each. As the slab

of clay comes up from the stiff-mud machine it is taken by the

workman who with a wooden tool pound a broad shallow groove

in one surface, and then passes it to a second workman who puts

it in the machine where it is pressed into shape between two steel

dies, which are heated by steam. The repressed tile is taken

from the machine by a lifter having two flat steel prongs and laid

on a plaster frame held in readiness by a third workman. The
latter hands it to another who trims the edges of the green tile

with a knife. The tile and plaster frame are set on the racks in

the drying room until placed in seggars for burning. Burning

requires seven days, and is done in cupola kilns. The company
also has a steam power tile pressing machine which has a daily

capacity of 15,000. Tests of these tile were made at Columbia

college and they showed a crushing resistance of 40,000 lbs. per

square inch. The tiles are made of many patterns, and each

style required a plaster frame to fit its shape, while drying.

Appendix

Since the foregoing report was written in the latter part of

1892, there have been a few changes in the clay industry of New
York that deserve mention.

In the manufacture of common brick, which constitutes the

chief branch of the industry in this State, there has been little

change; some of the manufacturers are substituting coal for wood

as a fuel for kilns, and a few have given up open air drying and

are using artificial means, in addition to those already doing so.

There were published in the Engineering News for Dec. 13,

1894, an exhaustive series tests of building and paving brick,

many of the samples tested being from New York State.

The use of shale is steadily increasing. A paving brick plant

with a daily capacity of 180,000 has recently been erected at

Catskill, N. Y. The shale used is brought from Cairo, ten miles

distant.
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Experiments have also been made with the Niagara shale from

Medina, N. Y. Sample lots were made into brick and then tested

in the crushing machine, and gave very good results.

In the manufacture of fire brick the method of hand-molding

and repressing are no longer used, but the bricks are molded in

a soft mud machine. The time of manufacture is considerably

lessened thereby as is also the selling price.

These are the principal changes which have occurred. There

has been a favorable advance in all branches of the industry in

this State.
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DIRECTORY OF BRICK
O.Y. = Open Yard; P. Y. = Pallet Yard;

T. D.=Tunnel Drya S . K. = Scove Kiln

;

D. K. = Down Draft kiln; S. M. = Soft mud machine;

W. C. = Wire-cut machine; H. P. = Hor£e power;

F. ~ Front brick;
SUFFOLK

Post-office MANUFACTURER Product

Fisher's Island Fisher's Island Brick Co C
Greesport L. i. Brick C^> '

1

Sonthold ! C. L. Sanford "
Fresh Pond ' G. Longb Itom '*

R. Sammifl "
Wyandanee Wvandance Brick and Tern:

CoitaCo " & rep bi j

Farmingdale M. Myers I C

Market

N. Eng
Conn. & S. I

L. I.

Co'-d Spring Harbor. I Dr. Olivr Jones .

.

Oys'er Bay Dunn, Do'an & Co.
Cold Brwic'g W. Harum >nd
EastWiMston | W. & J. Post

N. Y. C

QUEERS
& S. I

L. I. & N
T

. Y. 0,

Croton Larding

,

Crugers .

,

MoLtrose

.

Verplank

Peek-skill

Anchor Brick Co v . .

.

Croton Brick Co
W. A Underbill Brick Co...
W. H. Ffeher
C. Carman
Lync>! & King
O. & C. Frost
Montrose Brick Co
C. Hyatt
J. Morton
KiDg & Lynch
A. Fisher
T. N. Avery
B. J. McGuire
J. Morten
S. Trvwers
McConrell & O'Brien
I ole & B >nuer
OldfieM Bros
Bonner Brick Co

"WESTCHESTER
N. Y. C

Haverstr&w H. Crist ie •

J. Pelter
P. Lvrcb
Fhoukey, Kelly & Ronn
De ton^ FowUr & ..on

Excelsior Brick Co
F. Frederick
A. Donnelly & Son .....

F. McGuire & Sons
Murrar & M rrissey
G. I. Sherwood
G. Archer
Srjedrker Bros
C. D. A G. Archer
B. J. AUteon&Oo
Alli3f>n. "Wood, Keen'.n & Co.
Wood &. Keensn
Bennett, Rowen & Scott
^owJer & Washburn
Diamond Brick Co
Kelly & Byrrea
T. C McSuire
M. F. & L. F. Washburn ....

Carr & Sn ith

& C.

ROCKLAND
N. Y C, few to N. J.
N. Y. C

C ,N. J.&N.Eng.N.Y
N. Y. C
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MANUFACTURERS.
D. T. = Drain tile;

C. Y. = Covered yard;

CI. = Clamp;

D. M. = Dry Clay machine?

C. = Common brick;

S. P. =Sewtr pipe;

T.=Terra-cotta;

R.T.= Hoofing tile.

Machine used
Sjstem

of drying Kind of kilns Fuel Remarks

0. Y

S. M. & W.C
COUNTY
8. M. &W.0. 0. Y

O. & 1\ Y

S. K. Wrod.

C. Y
P. & O. Y ,

C. Y
O. Y

C. Y.
P. Y.
O. Y.

C. Y.
O. Y.

CI....
S. K.
CI....
3. K

Coal
,

Wood
Cool & wood.
vVcod

S. K.

C. Y
1

1

«

i

1

1

1 I i i

1

1

t i

» 4

i i I I

1

1

1

1

1

1

I I

n v k t

i I

I I

i t

ti 1

1

41 M It

Wood.
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ROCKLAND

Post-office

Haverstraw-

Stony Point . .

.

Thiells

Cornwall
New Windsor..

Goshen ,

Florida ,

Roseton ,

Storm King
Dutchess J unct

Efehkffl.

Stockport ....

Stuyvesant . .

.

Greenbush ...

Troy ,

Lansingburpr

.

Hoosick Falls

Port Ewen

East Kingston.

MANUFACTURER

Low Point

Arlington
Amenia...

Hudson ..

Morrissey & Co
P. Brophy
Dolan, Dunn & Butler
T. & 0. Peck
T. Malley
P. Qoldrick
T. &G. Peck & Co
Buckley & Carroll
T. Ciark
J. Brennan
P. Ohler
D. Fowler Jr. & Washburn .

J. Shankey & Son ,

C. A. Marts....
Riley & Clark
Riley & Rose
Allisorj, Wood & Allison ....

Felter& Mather

C. A. & A P. Hedges
J. A. Whitbeck
E. Lang
J. T. Moore
Q. Davidson's Sons
Moore & Lahey
D. Carson
P. Hayne
W. H. Vernon
Rose & Co
J. J. Jova

Mosher Bros
T. Tirnoney
L. Van Buren
Covert Bros
Aldridgo Bros. & Co
Barnacue & Dow
Carman & Denton ...........
W. D. Buid
Denning Pt. Brick Co
Harris & GMey
W. H. Aldridge
J. P. Sherman
O'Brien, McConne1

! & Vahey
Brockway Brick Co
Lahey Bros
Dinan & Butler
J. V. Meade
C. E. Griggs & Co
Flagler & Allen >

.

Amenia Brick Co

J Fitzgerald's 8ons
Avkison Bros
W. E. Bartlett

Walsh Bros
E. Brousfeau
Mrs. T. Rigney
A. Ferguson
T. Morissey
J. Dolin

S. D. Coykendall
J Kline
W. Hutton
Terry Bros

Product Market

N. Y. C

N. Y. C
N. Y. C

N. Y. C

N. Y. C.
Patterson & Pas

ORANGE
N.Y.C.&N.Y.,0.&W
Newhurgh
N. Y.C.

Vicinity

N.Y. C

DUTCHESS
N.Y. C.

Y.C &Ct.
Y. C

Local
Harlem R. R.

COLUMBIA
N. Y. C

RENSSELAER
N. Y.C

A'bany & N. Y. C.
Vicinity „

ULSTER
N. Y. C

n. y. c! &'iocai!!!!!'.'& iocai!!!!!!
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COUXTY— (Continued)

Machine used
System

of drying

O. Y.

P. Y.
O. Y.

C. Y.
O. Y.

Kind of kilns Fuel Remarks

& K.

CI

S. K.

Word

O. Y., S. K, Wood.

C. Y.
O. Y.
C. Y.
O. Y.

O. Y. S K Wood

P. Y.
O. Y.
P. Y.
O. Y.

1500 ft.

40 A. land
4i0 ft. front
250 44 "
soo 44 44

700 44 4 *

26 A. land
18 A.
300 tt. trort

roo 44 44

120 4 4 44

C50 44 44

475 " 44

100 A.
Horsepower
4

O. Y. .8. K I Wood. 12 A.

O. Y. S. K. Wood
%l£ A.
It. P. 1H A*
6 A.

O. Y. S. K. Oil
,

Ooel ,

Wood
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ULSTER

Post-office

East Kingston.

Glasco

Maiden
Smith's Dock

,

Catskill ,

Athens

Coxsackie

Cjeyman's Landing

MANUFACTURER

R. Maine & Co
A. S. Stap es
C. A.Schultz
Brigham Bros
D S. Manchester
Streeter & Hendrix
D. C. O/erbaugh
A. Rose & Co
C H. Lttlefie'd
U. F. & J. T. Washbu-n
T. Porter
F. N. Van Dusen
Wash'mrn Bros
Cooney & Farrell
T. Brcusseau

A. McClean
Verier & Go!den
Derbyshire Brick Co.
W. Ryder .

J. R. Porter
F. W. Noble

Albany

Cohoes

Corwln & Cu'lough
M. J. Sutton & Co..
J. A. Brower
H. Slin see rl arid
S. K. Brower
Sutton & Ruderly .

.

T. McCarthy
M. H Bender
J. Babc^ck
E Smith
D. H. Stinwix
J. C. Moore
J. Baeby

Crescent...
Niskayuna

Newt r n Bros.
J. E. Winne.

.

Mechanicsville
Saratoga

Mechanicsville Brick Co. .,

C. L. Whliams

Product

F., D. T

C. & F.
C

Glens Falls
|

Mid. Granvillo
|

Plattsburg ,

Glens F. Br. & Terra Cotta Co.
|

J. H. Peppar
|

Market

N. Y. C

N. Y. & J. C.
N. Y. <j

GREENE
N. Y. C

ALBANY
N. Y. C

Alba-

SCHENECTADY

Schenectady

SARATOGA
,,.| Neighboring towns...

WARREN
C, F.,T

I
N. Y. State

WASHINGTON

J. Ooimet
C. Vaughn
Gilliiand & Day

C | Local,

CLINTON

FULTON
Gloversville

St Johnsville

,

Fonda,
Amsterdam .

,

Wm. Stoutner | C (Local

J. Smith, J. McDuffie

MONTGOMERY
C ••* I Local

,

Herkimer
Uion

HERKIMER
J. J. Mabbett.
a. E. Coe ., Local,
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COUNTY — (Continued)

Machine used

8. M.

COUNTY
S. M

COUNTY
S. M

8. M ,

S. H. & W. C.
S. M

COUNTY
S. M

System
of drying

O. Y.

P.Y.

o. y!

O. Y. & P. Y...
O. Y

Typs of kiln

3. K.

O. Y.

O. Y. & C. Y ...

O. Y

O. Y S. K.

S K , D. K
8. K

O.Y I S. K.

Fuel

Wood.

Teal .

Wnod.

Coal ,

Wood

Wood.

Word.

Coal
.'

Wood
Wood & coal .

.

Wood

Wood.

COUNTY
S. M I P. Y I S. K I Wood.

COUNTY
S. M.,D. P | T. D „..| CI., C. K | Coal

COUNTY

Remarks

5 A. land

A few go to N. J.

12 A. land
Staat< d in '91

CO \ . laud
Btaafced in 'M

150 A. land
Staated in '91

12fc A. land

4 A. land
2 A. land
IHi A. land
2 A. land
1K> A. lend
4 A. land

COUNTY
8. M

COUNTY
S. M

COUNTY

O. Y. S. K.

,| O. Y | S. K.

Wood.

.| Wood.

COU NTY
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ONEIDA

Post-offlce MANUFACTURER Product Market

MADISON
Chittenaugo I Central N. Y. Drain Tile Co. .

J
D. T

South Bay
| C. Stephens | C

Syracuse ....»«*«.,

Baldwinsviile.
Camillus

Onon. Vit. Brick Co....
N. Y. Paving Brick Co.
F. H. Kennedy
Preston Bros
T. Nolan
C. L. Merrick
J. Brophy ,

Seneca River Brick Co..

P

ONONDAGA
N. Y

Syracuse

Auburn.
Owasco.

J. Harvey
A. Lester.

CAYUGA

Rochester

Maplewood

.

Clarkson ...

Roch. Brick & Tile Mfr. Co. .

.

German Brick & Tile Mfr. Co
Kochester Sewer Pipe Works,
Robe, t Gay
J. Siegier . C, D. T

MONROE
Local.

Lockport I A. Mosell I C
NiagaraFalls R. P. Slater "
La Salle

|
Tompkins & Smith. |

'*

NIAGARA
Local.

ERIE
Tonawanda.
Buffalo

Black Rock.
Laccaster...

Angola .....

Evans ,

Jewettville

,

M. Riesta-er .

f has. Berrick & Sons
Brush Bros
H. Dietschler & Son
F. Haake
L. Kirkover
Hchuslt-r & Co
C. VV\ Schmidt
Adams Brk. & Ter. Cot, Co.

.

Black Rock Sewer Pipe Co. .

.

Lancaster Brick Co
Buffalo Star Brick Co
John Lyi h & Sons.
Wm. Bolton
Brush & Smith

C, F.,D. T
Sewer pipe
C

S. P., H.B., D. T..

C
F. & C

Vicinity

,

Buffalo& vicinity

N. Y. State.
Local

Dunkirk | Wm. Hilton
Jamestown | J. E. McCusker &Son.

C. A. Morley

CHAUTAUQUA
F. & C ..I Local.
F,C, D. T,H. B. "

.

C M
.

Randolph »•»•• | J. Turner .,

East Bethany........ | B. F. Peck

CATTARAUGUS
,| C I

Local

GENESEE

>I D. T.. ............ | Local.
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COUNTY

Machine used
Fystora
Of dryiug Type of kiln Fuel Remarks

S.M., W.C

COUNTY

COUNTY

1

T.D

1

1

1

o
;
y!!!!!!I1!".

i t

4 4

tt 4 4

4t 4 4

I

COUNTY

COUNTY

1 1

I

II

l« 14 44

COUNTY
n v q -tr

4 I

I 1 - ::::::::::::

COUNTY

1

1

S. K
1

1

4 4

1

1

1 4

4 4

4 4 4 4

4 1

S. M.','b.*M.i W.'c.'i 1 P. Y
4 4

0. K. &S. K . .

.

Cupola Kilns . .

.

S. K4 4

Drying rooms .

.

S. K , D. K

COUNTY

S. M.,W. C
S. M

P. Y 8. K , D. K

COUNTY

I I I I

COUNTY
W-C

| 1 | !

82
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ALLEGANY

Post-office MANUFACTURER Product Market

Alfred Rock Cut Clay Co F . .

.

STEl'BKN

W. H Signer c Local

ONTARIO

CHEMUNG

»•

tomfkins
Newfield | T. B. CanopbeW ........ .| F | Local.

TIOGA
Spencer ....... | W. H. Bostwick | C .| Local

CORTLAND
Homer.....,.......,] Horace Hall | C .......««..*..».|

BROOME
Binghamton...

|
Ogden Brick Co ..

J
"Wells & Brigham

Local.

OTSEGO
Oneonta I Crandall & ¥arble.

J. Denton & Son ..

C I Lc-cal,

OSWEGO
Oswego Falls | W. D. Edgarton | C. & F. .......... .J Local.

JEFFERSON
Carthage I Wrape & Peck

|

Watertown Watertown Brick Co C .1 Local.

Ogdenaburg .

.

Madrid
RaymondviLe

Paige Bros
Robert Watson.
Coats Bro3

ST. LAWRENCE
Local
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COUNTY

Machine usod
r>y 8*0111

of drying
Kind of kiln Fuel Remarks

T) T{ D. K Coal

COUNTY
w. c Corl

COUNTY
S. K. & D. K...

S. K
COUNTY

Wood

it 4 4

COUNTY
C3. &S. K

1

COUNTY
1 CI

1

COUNTY

I I I I

COUNTY
S. M

|

T. T>
|

B.K
|

Wood
|

COUNTY

COUNTY
S. M I

O. Y | S. K | Wood 1

COUNTY

S. M I
P. Y | 8. K | Wood |

COUNTY



INDEX
The superior figure tells the exact place on the page In ninths; e. g. 222*

means eight ninths of the way down page 222.

Abbey, B. G., drain tile works, 2228
.

Abrasion, loss by, 1528
.

Absorbing capacity of brick, 140 3
, 150,

1527
, 2004

.

Acknowledgments, 979-981
.

Adams brick and terra cotta co., 2064
,

229*.

Adsit, M., clay bank, 2087
.

Albany, brick yards, 1914-924
;

clay

deposits, 1914 -924
; drain tile works,

2225
; sewer pipe manufacture, 2289

;

terrace, 116s
.

Albany county, brick manufacturers,

246M7.
"Albany slip," 2275

.

Albion, brick yards, 2046
.

Aldridge & Sherman, brick yard, 1836
.

Aldridge bros., brick yard, 1832
.

Alfred, brick yards at, 2088-95
.

Alfred Center, roofing-tile manufac-
ture, 237 8-3S 6

; terra cotta clays,

analysis, 2374
.

Allegany county, brick manufacturers,

250 1-51

.

Allen's Hill, drain tile works, 222s
.

Altitudes, table, 115 5
.

Amsterdam, brick yards, 198 1

;
clay

deposits, 198 1
.

Analyses, made by Dr H. T. Vulte; 978
;

Angola shale, 2C06
,
2282

;
slip clays,

227 6-28 1
, 23S6

; stoneware clays, 2314
;

terra cotta clays, 2357
,
2374

;

clay deposits
;

Barrytown, 1878
;

Breesport, 209 1
;
Buffalo, 2058

; Can-

andaigua, 203 6
;
Catskill, 1882

;
Co*ey-

mans' Landing, 1904
; Croton Point,

1783
; East Williston, 2145

;
Farming-

dale, 2204
; Fisher's Island, 2182

;

Hornellsville, 2084
;
Newfield, 2104

;

Oakland Valley, 2128
;
Plattsburg,

1948
;

Rochester, 2042
;

Rondout,

1854
;

Southold, 217"; Verplank,

Analyses (continued)

clay deposits (continued)

1788
;
Warners, 20

1

2
; Warwick, 213";

Watertown, 1958
,
1964 ; West Deer

Park, 219 6
; West Neck, 2157

.

Analysis, method, 141M37
.

Anchor brick co., 17C3-77 2
; test of per-

meability of brick, 151 3
.

Angola, sewer pipe works, 2262-2S4 ;

terra cotta lumber, 229 5
.

Annandale, well record, 1356
.

Arch, arrangement, 1644 ; number of

bricks in, 1644 ; number of courses

in, 1644
; labor required to tend, 1669

.

Archaean rocks, 1136
.

Argillaceous shale, 993
.

Arkison bros., brick yard, lSS9^ 1
.

Arlington, brick yards, 1874
;
clay de-

posits, 1874
.

Armstrong, W., brick yard, 198T
.

Arthur's Kill, clay deposits, 1358
.

Athens, brick yards, 188 6-90 2
;
clay de-

posits, 189 7-902
;
terrace, 116'.

Auburn, brick yards, 2027
.

Auger machine, 109 1
.

Aurora, depth of clay, 101*.

Babcock, J., brick yard, 191s.

Baeby, J., brick yards, 1932
.

Baker, J. O., brick tests, 1538
.

Baldwin, Mrs, brick yard, 203 1
.

Baldwinsville, brick yards, 201 9-25
;

clay deposits, 201»-2 1
.

Ballou, M., brick yard, 1994.

Barrel sieves, 1722
.

Barrytown, clay deposits, 1878
.

Bartlett, W. E., brick yard, 189*.

Basin-shaped deposits, 1005
, 1118

.

Beauport, terraces, 1205
.

Benches, working in, 146*.

Bender, M. H., brick yard, 191*.

Bennett, C, brick yard, 2031
.
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Bennett, Rowan & Scott, brick yards,

ISO 9
.

Berrick, Charles, & sons, brick yard,

205T
.

Big Flats, brick yards, 2098
.

Binghamton, brick yards, 211M2 1
.

Blasting, 147 9
.

Blister, 2338
, 23 i

6
.

Blue clay, characteristics, 1049—

5

1
.

Bolton, William, brick yard, 207*.

Bonner & Cole, brick yard, 17 (j 6
.

Bonner brick co., 179 7
.

Borck, P., brick yard, 2032
.

Bostwick, W. H , brick yard, 210*.

Bowlders, 10S9-9\ 1183
,
1206

,
120s

; ice-

scratched, 1048
, lid3

.

Boyd dry clay presses, 173*.

Breesport, brick yards, SO^-IO 1

;
clay

deposits, 1037
, 209M01

.

Brennan, J., brick yard, 1£0 6
.

Brick, general remarks, 14S 3— 49; ab-

sorbing capacity, 1495
,
1G0, 152 7

,
2004

;

characteristics, 1489-49 5
; cost of pro-

duction, 1744-767
; cracks in, cause,

1661

;
crushing strength, 1495

,
181 4

,

2002
;
double-coal, lG49-652

; effect of

lime in, 139 9
, effect of magnesia in,

140 1

; effect of silica in clay, 1389-39 2
;

front, 15i 2
;
hollow, 2292

; methods of

manufacture, 155-744
;
paving, manu-

facture, 151 5-541

, 238
9

;
paving, table

of testing, 21G 9-11 T
;
qualities neces-

sary in clay, 1384 ; reason for differ-

ences of color, 1394-403
;
receipts for

1892, 986
;
regularity of form, 148*-

49 1

;
size, 149 6 -50; specific gravity,

1494 ; time of burning, 16G5
; time of

cooling, 1GG4
; time of drying, 170 8

;

three kinds, 149 6
. See also Fire brick.

Brick manufactures, directory, 242-51.

Brick yards, detailed account, 1758-

239; three kinds, 161MS41
.

Brigham bros., brick yards, 1S57.

Brighton clay deposits, 102s
.

Brockway brick co., 1837
.

Brookfield brick co., 212 1
.

Broome county, brick manufacturers,

2506-51.

Brophy, J., brick yard, 199 6
.

Brosseau, Theodore, brick yard, 1864
,

Brush & Smith, brick yard, 20G8-71
.

Brush bros., brick yard, 2057
. .

Buckley & Carroll, brick yard, 180«.

Buffalo, brick yards, 2056-68
,
2206

;
clay

deposits, 10is
, 2056-G 5

.

Buffalo star brick co., 205*.

Building brick, characteristics, 1489-49 5
.

Burke, E. J., assistance acknowledged,

97 9-981
.

Burke & Mead, brick yard, 203*.

Burlington, clay deposits, 12G 6
.

Burning, process, lGl'-GG; cost, 16C5
;

of drain tile, 221 8
;

time of, 16G5
; fire brick, 225 3

; roof-

ing-tile, 23S5
; sewer pipe, 227 4

;

stoneware, 2343
; terra cotta, 237 a

.

Cable haulage, 1486
, 175'.

Cairo, shale deposits, 238*.

Calciferous saudrock, 1114
.

Cambrian limestone, 101 8
.

Campbell, T. B., brick yard, 1546
, 21C»-

ll 8
.

Canandaigua, brick yards, 2033
;
clay

deposits, 2G33
.

Canastota, brick yards, 1994
.

Carpenter bros., stoneware clays, 230s
.

Cars, use of, 1483
.

Carthage, brick yards, 1954
;
clay de-.

posits, 1954.

Carts, haulage with, 1481
, 1756

.

Cashaqua creek clay deposits, 1025
.

Catskill, brick yards, 188 1
, 2c

8

9
;
clay

deposits, 1051
, 188 1

;
stratification,

104s
, 1055

;
quality of sand, 1052

; ter-

race, 1054 , 1166
.

Catskill creek delta, 104T
.

Catskill mountains, terrace, 1166
.

Cattaraugus county, brick manufac-

turers, 2489-49.

Cayuga county, brick manufacturers,

248 5-49.

Cedar Pond brook, 1103
; delta deposits,

1148
.

Celadon terra cotta CO., 2358
, 237 8-38«.

Cement, 1854
, 201 1

.

Center Island brick yard, 2149
;
clay

deposits, 1226
,
128 1

, 131 3
.

Central New York drain tile and brick

co., 2226
.

Champlain valley, clays, 120s
; stratifi-

cation, 1207
;
terraces, 12G 4

.

Chautauqua county, brick manufac-

turers, 2488-49.
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Chemung county, brick manufac-

turers, 2504-51.

Chemung shale, 994 .

Chili, clay deposits, 22S5
.

China clays, 1383
.

Chittenango, drain tile works, 2228
.

Cities using brick pavements, 151 6
.

Clamps, 171 1
.

Clarkson, brick yards, 2045
.

Clay, general remarks, 137-415
; color

of, 13S3
;
composition, 137 1

;
deposi-

tion, 1372-382
; "fat" and "lean," 1887

;

fusibility, 1393
;

impurities, 1388
;

plasticity, 13S4
;
qualities essential to

good brick, 1384
;
refractoriness, 14G 6-

41 1

; three kinds, 140 s
;
weight, 14G4

.

Clay deposits, character, 1005
;
geologic

distribution, 1003
;
table, 240-41.

Clay industry, statistics, 9S6
;
growth,

982-99 5
; conduct of business, 17<i9-752

.

Clearwater, J. J., assistance acknowl-

edged, 98 1
.

Clinton county, brick manufacturers,

246M7.
Coal dust, effect in brick, 1649-G5 1

, 1683
.

Coats bros., brick yard, 196?-97*.

Gobbles, 1088
,
11G 1

,
11£5

, 1185
.

Coe, S. E., brick yard, 1986
.

Coeymans' Landing, brick yards, 1902-

914
;
clay deposits, 114 2

, 19G 3
;
terrace,

11G6
.

Cohoes, brick yards, 1929-932
.

Cold Spring, brick yards, 1822
; delta

deposits, 1147
;
stratification, 122 9-2o2

.

Cold Spring Harbor, clay deposits,

1227
, 2154.

Color, of brick, 157 1
; reasons for differ-

ences, 1394-4G3
;

of clay
;

change through oxida-

tion, 1022
,
1043

;
table, 240-41; of

pure clay, 1383
.

Columbia county, brick manufacturers,

2447-45.

Concretions, 111M21

,
1193

,
128 1

,
129*.

Conewango, clay deposits, 1034
.

Conlon, J., assistance acknowledged,

98 1
.

Conlon, P. H., assistance acknowl-

edged, 2&1
.

Cooney & Farrell, brick yard, 186*.

Corning brick co., 1545
, 2354

.

Cornwall-on-Hudson, brick yard, 1824
;

clay deposits. 1824;deltadeposits,1148
,

115 s
;
stratification, 1C45

; terrace, 109 7
.

Cortland county, brick manufacturers,
250°-51.

Corwin & Cullough, brick yards, 19G»-
91 2

.

Cost, of brick; dry clay process, 175 3
;

soft mud process, 175*; stiff mud
process, 175 3

;

of burning brick, 1665
; of dredging

clay, 177 3
; of drying brick, 17G 9

; of

fuel, 175 6
; of production of brick,

1744-757
; of working clay, 1458-46 J

.

Covered yards, lG28-632
;
view, 161 6

.

Coxsackie, brick yard, 1895
; clay

deposits, 1£9 5
;
terrace, 1167

.

Coykendall, S. D., brickyard, 1849-852
.

Cracks in brick, cause, 166 1
.

Crandall & Marble, brick yards, 212*.

Crescent, brick yard, 19C4 .

Cretaceous clay deposits, 1003
, 1217

, 1222
,

1285
,
13C 8

,
13i4

,
133 s

,
13i2

, 13C4 , 225*.

Crossman bros., brick yard, 2159
.

Croton, clay stratification, 1045
;
delta,

111 8
, 115 2

.

Croton brick co., 177 8
.

Croton Landing; brick, test of permea-

bility, 151 3
; brick yards, 1762-784

;

clay deposits, 111 6
;

terraces, 1169
;

use of steam shovel, 1469
.

Croton Point, brick yards, 17'"* 8
;
clay

deposits, 111 8
,
177 9-784

; concretions,

1108
;
dredging at, 147 2

.

Croton river, delta deposits, 1147
; ter-

races, 11G8
,

Crugers, clay deposits, 112 1
, 17S5-79*.

Crumpled layers, 1228
,
1294, 131 8

.

Crushing strength, of brick, 1495
,
1814,

20G2
; of roofing-tile, 2385

.

Crushing tests, 153-51 1
.

Cupola brick, manufacture, 225*.

Cuylerville, depth of clay, 1017
.

Daub, use of, 1648
.

Davenport, W., brick yard, 1976
.

Davidson, D., brick yard, 1941
.

Deerfield, brick yards, 199 1
.

Delaney & Lavender, brick yard,

19G9-912
.

Delta deposits, 104s
, 1083

,
109s

,
1103

,

1144-154 , 117 6
.
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Dennings Point, clay deposits, 1132
.

Denton, J., & son, brick yard, 2129
.

Deposition of clay, 137'2-3S2
.

Deposits, character, 1005
;
geologic dis-

tribution, 10G 3
;
table, 2-10-41.

Derbyshire brick co., 18S7
.

Diamond brick co., 18G8
.

Diatoms, 119 9-2G 2
,
12G9

,
1224-29, 13G3

.

See also Fossils.

Dietechler, H., & son, brick yard, 20l\

Dinan & Butler, brick yard, 183'.

Dioriie, HO 7
.

Directory of brick manufacturers,

242-51.

Disintegrators, 1729-734
.

Dolgeville, brick yards, 1076
.

Dolin, John, brick yard, 1943
.

Donnelly & son, c ay pit, ISO9
.

Double-coal bricks, 1G48-G;2
.

Dove, W. G., brick yard, 203*.

Down-draft kilns, 1524
, 171

1

.

Drain tile, I01 5
,
197 6

,
1993

,
2046

,
2064

,

207 8
,

20L 3
,

2124 ; characteristics of

clay for, 2216
; four kinds, 22i 9 -22 5

;

manufacture, 22l5-238
;
size, 2C24

.

Drainage, of clay bank, 1454 ; of brick

yard, 1621
.

Dredging, 1472
; cost, 1773

.

Drowned Lands,clay deposits, 21C5-142
.

Dry clay process, 1723-744
;
cost, 17C 3

.

Dry pan crushers, 167 6
.

Drying; of brick, 1G0MU 1

,
lG9 9-70; cost,

17 9
;
methods, 15G3

, 23S8
; time of, 17G 8

;

of drain tile, 221 7
; of stoneware, 2o34

.

Dunkirk, brick yards, 207 3
; clay

deposits, 1G2 1
, 20

1

3
.

Dunn, Dolan & co. , brick yard, 2149-153
.

Durability of brick, 1492
.

Dutchess county, brick manufacturers,

2445-4o

.

Dutchess Junction, brick yards, 1829-

834
;
clay deposits, 1831

; delta de-

posits, 1146
;
stratification, 10

i

5
; ter-

race, 1125
.

Earthenware, definition, 2324 .

East Bethany, clay deposits, 2229-234
;

drain tile works, 2229-234
.

East Kingston, brick yards, 185 6-863
;

clay deposits, 1856-863
.

East Williston, brick yards, 2143
;
clay

deposits, 130«, 2143
.

Eddyville, stratification, 106*.

Edgarton, W. D., brick yard, 202».

Efflorescence, 140 2
.

Eisenhardt, R. G., brick yard, 2034
.

Elm Point, clay deposits, 121 5
; stone-

ware clays, 23G2
;
analysis, 2314

; terra

cotta clays, analysis, 2374 ,

Elmira clay deposits, 1037
.

Empire pressed brick co., 203 9
.

Empire state brick co., 209 5-lG 1
.

Erie county, brick manufacturers,

24SM9
Eskers, 102 7

. See also Karnes.

Estuary deposits, 10

1

1
. 117M82

.

Evans, brick yards, 207 2
.

Excelsior brick co., 180 2
.

Exploiting, 14o7-455
.

Farming-dale, brick yards, 219 S-2G6
;

clay deposits, 219 9 -20 6
: stratification,

ISO 2
.

"Fat" and "lean" clay, 13ST
.

Feldspar, 1052
, 19C 8

.

Felter & Mather, brick yard, 181 8-82*.

Ferguson, Alexander, brick yard, 192 5
.

Ferier & Golden, brick yard, 1885
.

Ferruginous sandstone, 131 2
.

Finnegan, T., brick yard, 1909-9i 2
.

Finnimore, D. W., brick yard, 1955
.

Fire brick, manufacture, 221 4
,
2239-25,

2302
; receipts for 1898, 987

.

Fire clays, characteristics, 223*-246
;

per ceiit of fusible impurities, 139 2
;

preparation, 2246-254.

Fires, time of crossing, 1G55
.

Fire sand, 2305
, 231 1

.

Fisher's Island, brick yards, 2171-18 5
;

clay deposits, 1225
,
129 3

,
131 3

, 217 8-

185
;
crumpled strata, 13b 1

.

Fibber's Island brick manufacturing

co., 217MS 5
.

Fishkill, brick yards, 1834-842
;

clay

deposits, 18B4
;

stratification, 1045
;

terrace, 1134.

Fishkill creek, delta deposits, 114'.

Fitzgerald, J.
,
sons, brick yard, 18S9-891

.

Flagler & Allen, brick yard, 1874.

Flange tile, 222 1
.

Florida, brick yards, 2125
;

clay de-

posits, 2125
.

Flower pots, manufacture, 229*.
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Flue driers, 1706
.

Fonda, brick yards, 197 5
.

Formula, comparative refractoriness,

140 7-41 1

;
comparative fineness, 141 2

.

Fossils, 103 2
, US6

,
120 8-29 5

, 130 1

,
131 1

,

13G 2
;
plates, 124-27. See also Diatoms.

Fresh Pond, brick yards, 216 1

;
clay

deposits, 1225
,

1292
,

131 3
,

2162
;

crumpled strata, 133 1
.

Front brick, manufacture, 1542
.

Fuel, 23S8
;
cost, 1G65

,
1756

; for burn-

ing stoneware, 2344
.

Fulton county, brick manufacturers,

2468-47.

•''Fusibility factor," 1407
.

Fusibility of clay, 139 3
.

Fusion, temperature of, 1414 .

Gardiner's Island, clay deposits, 1295
,

1309-31 2
;
crumpled strata, 133 1

.

Gardonas, N., brick yard, 1931
.

Garnets, 105 2
, 1908

.

Garrett, H. L., brick yard, 197 9
.

Gas retorts, manufacture, 225 7
.

Gay, Robert, brick yard, 2044
.

Geddes, brick yards, 199 7
.

Genesee county, brick manufacturers,

24SM9.
Genesee valley, character of deposits,

100 9-1.

Geneva, brick yards, 203 1
.

German brick and tile co., 2039
.

Gilette, Mrs C. S., brick yard, 2027
.

Gilliland & Day, brick yard, 1947
.

Glacial action, on Staten Island, 1389-

345
.

Glacial deposits, 1027
,
103 8

,
1114

,
1296

,

1364 .

Glacial origin of Long Island hills,

131 9-337
.

Glacial scratches, 1048
,
1063

,
1092

,
1108

,

1143
.

Glasco, brick yards, 1866-874
;
clay de-

posits, 1867-374
;
terrace, 1059

.

Glaze, 22V, 2335-352
.

Glen Cove, clay deposits, 1218
,
131 1

;

crumpled strata, 132 9
; stoneware

clays, 230 5
;
analysis, 2814

.

Glens Falls, terracotta clays, analysis,

2374
.

Glens Fails terra cotta co., 2354-36 1
.

Gloversville, brick yards, 1984 .

Gneiss, 109 1

, 1102
,
1114, 112B

.

Goldrick, Phil., brick yard, 1806
.

Goodwin& Delamater, brick yard, 203 1

.

Goshen, brick yards, 2124 .

Gouverneur, brick yards, 1951
; strati-

fication, 1952
.

Granite, 1102
,
1114

,
1128

;
composition.

1372
.

Granville, brick yard, 1944
;
clay de-

posits, 1944 .

Grassy Point, clay deposit, 1105
.

Gravity planes, 148 7
.

Great Neck, clay deposits, 1215
; sand-

stone, 131 2
; stoneware clays, 229 8

.

Green Ridge, clay deposits, 135f-362
,

1864
.

Greenbush, brick yards, 1924
;
clay de-

posits, 1924
.

Greene county, brick manufacturers,

2464-47.

Greenport, brick yards, 2168-172
;
clay

deposits, 129 6
,
216M7 1

; flower pot

manufacture, 229 1
.

Griggs, C. G., & co., brick yard, 184 1
.

Grimes, H. C., brick yard, 1981
.

"Grog," 2365
.

Haake, F. , brick yard, 2057
.

Hacking, 162 6
.

Half Moon, brick yard, 1936
.

Hall, Horace, brick yard, 21

1

8
.

Hamilton shale, 994
.

Hammond, William, brick yard, 2159
.

Harris & Ginley, brick yard, 1834 .

Harvey, John, brick yard, 2027
.

Haulage, methods, 155 7
;

cars, 1483
;

carts, 148 1
, 175 6

;
gravity planes, 148 7

;

locomotive, 1484 ; wire rope, 1488
.

Haverstraw, brick yards, 1798-80; clay

deposits, 111 2
,

1798-80; delta de-

posits, 1146
,
1152

;
stratification, 104s

;

terraces, 1099
.

Hayne, P., brick yard, 2124
.

Hedges, C. A. , & A. P. , brick yard, 1824.

Hematite, use in brick, 157 1
.

Hempstead Harbor, clay deposits, 121 8
.

Herkimer county, brick manufactur-

ers, 24G9^L7.

Hilton, William, brick yard, 207*.

Hog Neck, clay deposits, 1296
.
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Hollow brick, manufacture, 220*.

Homer, brick yards, 21

1

8
.

Hoosick Falls, brick yard, 194 3
.

Hornellsville, brick yards, 208 1

;
clay

deposits, 208 2
.

Hornellsville brick co., 154 6
, 20S 1

.

Horseheads, brick yards, 2*/J 4
.

Horseshoe tile, 22P-225
.

Hudson, brick yards, 18S&-893
;

clay

deposits, 114s
, 188 9-S9 2

.

Hudson river brick co., 1793
.

Hudson river shale, 994, 105 8
.

Hudson valley, former submergence,

111 5
;
probable geologic history, 117 1-

20 2
;
terraces, 1054-169

.

Hudson valley clays, lOi^G 2
; char-

acter of deposits, 1C4 1

;
stratification,

101*.

Hunter, Alfred, brick yard, 1921
.

Hussey mountain, ten ace, 116 5
.

Hutton, W., brick yard, 1857-86«.

Hyatt, C, brick yard. 1794
.

Ilion, brick yards, 195s
.

Impurities of clay, 1388
.

Indian Bay, brick yards, 1Q-47
.

Indian creek, delta deposits, 1147
.

Iron, effect on clay, 139 3
.

Ithaca, clay deposits, 10S8
.

Ivory creek, clay deposits, 111*.

Ivy leaf, clay deposits, 111*.

Jamestown, brick yards, 2077
,
229 5

;

clay deposits, 1035
;
stratification, 207 9

.

Jefferson county, brick manufacturers,

25GM31.

Jewettville, brick yards, 206 8-7 1
.

Jones, Dr Oliver, bride yard, 2154
.

Jones' Point, clay deposits, 1098
;

terrace, 1149-152
.

Jouet, C. H., analysis of stoneware

clays, 231 6
.

Jova, J. J., brick yards, 184s
.

Karnes, 1114
. See also Eskers.

Kaolin, 1222
,
1339

,
1363

,
2305

; analysis,

1368
,
2314

;
plasticity, 138*.

iKaolinite, 13T 2
.

Kennedy, F. H., brick yard, 199'.

Kilns, 15G 5
,
1G4 2

, 16G4
,
171 1

; building

of, 1643-654
; for fire brick, 2253

; for

33

stoneware, 283,-348
; number of

arches in, 164 4
;
temperature, 141 6

,

King & Lynch, brick yard, 179 1
.

Kirkover, L., brick yard, 2057
.

Kline, J., brick yard, 1852
.

Kreischer, William, sons, fire brick

factory, 22

1

4
, 225*.

Kreischerville, brick yards, 2214
;
clay

deposits, 134 1

,
2214

,
225'; fire brick

factory, 225°; kaolin, 2314
; stoneware

clays, 229 7
, 231 4

;
stratification, 1347

.

Kyser, A. C, brick yard, 197 6
.

Lahey bros., brick yard, 183 7
.

Lancaster brick yard3, 2052
; clay

deposits, 205 2
;
stratification, 2056

.

Lancaster brick co., 2052
.

Lansingburg, biick yards, 1933
;
clay

deposits, 1933
.

La Salle, brick yards, 2048
;
clay de-

posits, 1024 .

Leaves in clay beds, 103', 1202
,
130* fjn

sandstone, 12

1

8
, 131 2

.

Le Chatelier's pyrometer, 141 5
.

Lefever Falls, stratification, 107*.

Lester, A., brick yard, 2028
,
223*.

Levant, clay deposits, 1035
.

L?wiston, clay deposits, 1025
.

Lignite, 121", 13G 1
.

Lime, effect on clay, 1393
, 2349-35*.

Lmostone, 100 7
, 1078

, 1088
, 109 1

,
1117

,

1136
,
205 2

, 20G 1
.

Limonite, 111 7
,
129*.

Linden, clay deposits, 1026
.

Lithium, 1404
.

Little Neck, c'ay deposits, 12S2
; stone-

ware clays. 229 8
, 23 i

4
.

Littlefield, C. H., brick yard, 187 2
.

Lloyd's Neck, sponge spicules, 12G9.

Loams, 140 5
.

Lockport, brick yards, 2041
.

Lockport brick co., 204 7
.

Locomotive haulage, 1484 .

Locy bros., brick yard, 2095
.

Long Island, flower pot manufacture,

229 1

; stoneware clays, 229* -31;

clay deposits, 1004
,
121-33; prob-

able geological history, 1308-33 7
;

stratification, 1289
, 1293

.

Long Island brick co., 2168-17 9
.

Long Island sound, origin, 133*.
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Longbottom, G., brick yard, 216*.

Low Point, brick yard, 1836
; delta de-

posits, 114*; terrace, 1134.

Lowe, J. R., clay bed, 2093
.

Lunette pyrometer, 14l &
.

Lyons, brick yards, 2038
.

Lyth^John, & sons, sewer pipe works,

2262-284
, 2295

.

McCabe bros., brick yard, 2202-211
.

McCarthy, T.
5
brick yard, 191 9

.

McDuffie, H., brick yard, 198*.

Machines, 1556-565
.

McLean, Alexander, brick yard, 1881
.

Madison county, brick manufacturers,

2482-49.

Madrid, brick yards, 196'
;
clay de-

posits, 108 1
, 1967

.

Magnesia, effect on clay, 1393
, 140 1

.

Mahan, G. W., stoneware clay works,

230s
.

Maine, R., & co., brick yard, 185 7-

86 1
.

Maiden, brickyard, 1866
;
clay deposits,

1058
, 1866

.

Malley, R., brick yard, 1806
.

Manchester, D. S., brick yard, 1858
.

Map, in pocket.

Maplewood, brick yards, 204*.

Markets for bricks, 1761
.

Marls, 1405
.

Mastodon bones, 1098
.

Meade, J. V., brick yard, 183*.

Mechanicville, brick yard, 1936
.

Mechanicville brick co., 1936
.

Mccusker, J. E., & aon, brick yard,

207 7
, 2295

.

Medina, shale deposits, 239'.

Merrick, C. H., brick yard, 1998
.

Merrill, F: J. H., introductory note, 97.

Meyers, M., brick yard, 2198-204.

Middle Granville, brick yards, 1944
;

clay deposits, 1944 .

Mining clay, cost, 1458-461

;
methods,

145 G-466
, 155 5

.

Minisceongo creek, delta deposits, 1148
;

clay deposits, 1799
; brick yards, 180 6

.

Mohawk valley, clay deposits, 1039
.

Molding, 1595-608
, 1734-744

; machines

used, 156 1
; of fire brick, 225 1

, 239*.

Molding sand, 163'.

Monroe county, brick manufacturers,
2485-49.

Montauk Point, leaves in sandstone,
131 2

.

Montgomery county, brick manufac-
turers, 246M.7.

Montrose, clay deposits, 112\ 1765-794.

Moodna river delta, 1083
, 1148

.

Moove, J. C, brick yard, 19

1

8
.

Morissey, T. F., brickyard, 193s .

Moiley, C. A., brick yard, 2077
.

Morton, J., brick yard, 1794 .

Mosker bros., brick yard, 1823 .

Mosquito inlet, clay deposits, 1218.

Mt Marion, clay deposits, 1059
.

Mt Morris, depth of clay, 1017
.

Murder creek, terrace, 1167
.

Murray, J. E., brick yards, 1929-93\

New Hamburg, delta deposits, 1147
;

terrace, 1077
.

New Jersey, fire clays, 2256
.

New Jersey clays, continued on Staten

Island, 1341
, 1368

.

New Paltz. brick yards, 2133
, clay de-

posits, 213 3
.

New Paltz brick co. , 2133
.

New Winsor, stratification, 104s
;
clay

deposits, 1083
,

1826
; delta deposits,

1146
,
1152

; brick yards, 1826
.

NewYork Anderson brick co.
,
2213

, 2354.

New York architectural terra cotta

co., 2304
,
2354 , 2862

.

New York city, depression of land, 117*.

New York paving brick co., 19S7-2C04.

New York state drain tile works, 222s
.

Newburg, clay deposits, 10&8; delta

deposits, 10&3
, 1148

.

Newfield, clay deposits, 1038
, 210s:

brick yards, 2103-11 8
.

Newton bros. , brick yard, 1934.

Niagara county clay deposits, 1026
;

brick manufacturers, 2486-49.

Niagara Falls, clay deposits, 102s.

Niagara shale, 9G4
, 2391

.

Noble, F. W., brick yard, 189*.

Nolan, T., brick yard, 1995
.

Norite, 1106
.

Northport, stoneware ctey, 231 1
.

Northport Bay, clay deposits, 128*.

Northport clay and fU'e-sand co., 2311
,

Northrup, E. B., clay pffe S079
.
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Oakland Valley, brick yards, 212*-132
;

clay deposits, 2126-13».

Ochre, 1232
.

Ogden brick co., 211M2 1
.

Ogdensburg, clay deposits, 1031
, 19G2

;

i.rick yards, 1962
.

OldQekl bros., brick yard, 179 7
.

Oneida county brick manufacturers,

248M9.
Oneonta, brick yards, 212s

.

Onondaga county, brick manufac-

turers, 24S3-49.

Onondaga vitrified pressed brick co.,

£005-l9
, 2296

.

Ontario county, brick manufacturers,

2503-51.

Open yards, 161MJ28
.

Orange county, brick manufacturers,

2444-45.

Oswego county, brick manufacturers,

2508-51.

Oswego Falls, brick yards, 2025
.

Oswego valley, clay deposits, 1028
.

Otis&Gorsline, sewer pipe works, 22S5
.

Otsego county, brick manufacturers,

2507-51.

Ouimet, J., brick yard. 1946
.

Overbaugh, D. C, brick yard, 187».

Overlying material, table, 240-41.

Owasco, brick yards, 2028
,
2234 ; drain

tile works, 2234
.

Ownership of brick yards and clay

banks, 1749-752
.

Oyster Bay, clay deposits, 122s
, 21

1

9-

15 2
; brick yards, 2149-153

.

Paige bros., brick yard, ICG2
.

Paint, 213*.

Paloeozoic fossils, 113s
.

" Pale " brick, 16G4
.

Pallet driers, 168*-84>.

Pallet squarer, 1639-G41
.

Pan crushers, 167°-GS 6
.

Parker, M. , brick yard, 204s .

Parry, W. W. , brick yard, 154°, 198 9-99 1
.

Paving brick, manufacture, 151 5-52 c
,

23&9
;

qualities of clay required,

151 9-52«; use of, 151 6
;

testing, 152 7-54 1

;
table, 2109-11 7

.

P.bbles, 100', 105 2
, 111?, 118s

,
1221

, 1908
,

205s
,
2061

, 230«.

Peck, B. F., drain tile 'worts, 222«-234 .

Peconic Bay, clay deposits, 1296
.

Peekskill, clay deposits, 1124
; delta

deposits, 114 7
; brick yards, 179 6

.

Pegmatite, 11 9
.

Pepper, J. H., brick yard, 1944 .

Perkins & Pit, stove linings, manu-
facture, 2308

.

Permeability of brick, 151 1
.

Phosphates, effect on clay, 139s
.

Pi Hard, depth of clay, 101 6
.

Pipe tiie, 222 1
.

Plasticity, 1384 .

Plates, dossils, 124-27.

Platting, 1646
.

Plattsburg, clay deposits, 1209
; brick

yards, 1946
.

Plows, use. of, 1459-466
.

Plunger machine, 1689
.

Pocantico river, delta deposits, 114*.

Port Ewen, stratification, 1045
;

clay

deposits, 106s
,
1849-856

;
terrace, 1164

;

brick yards, 1849-856
.

Port Kent, terraces, 1205
.

Port Washington, hills at, 133«.

Porter, I. K., brick yard, 18; 9-90».

Porter, J., brickyard, 18G9-S72
.

Post, W. & J., brick yards, 214*.

Potash, effect on clay, 139 3
.

Potsdam, brick yards, 1955
;
clay de-

posits, 1955
.

Preglacial origin of Long Island

Sound, 1332
.

Preparation, of clay, machines used,

1558
;
methods, 15G G-59 5

;

of fire clays, 2246-254
; of stoneware

clays, 2327-334
.

Pressed brick, strength, 2111
.

Preston bros., brick yard, 199 5
.

Production of brick, cost, 1744-75';

value in 1892, 9gc
.

Prospecting for clay, 1437-4o\

Pug mill, 1589-595
.

Pyrites, 1299
, 1306

.

Pyrometers, 141 5
.

Quartz, 1032
,
1221

,
1908

, 230«. Seecdso

Silica.

Quartzite, 111*.

Quassaic creek, delta, 1083
, 1148.

Quaternary clay deposits, 100s
.
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Queens county, brick manufacturers,

2424-43.

Handolph, clay deposits, 1034
; brick

yard, 208 1
.

Ravenswood, terra cotta works, 2362
.

Raymondville, brick yards, 1969-972
;

clay deposits, 1969-972
.

Refractoriness of clay, MOMl 1
.

Rensselaer county, brick manufac-

turers, 2448-45.

Repressed brick, strength, 211*.

Repressing machines, 1544
.

Rhinebeck, stratification, 1137-14*.

Rhizomorphs, 1197
.

Riederer, E. J., assistance acknowl-

edged, 97 9
.

Riesterer, Martin, brick yard, 2049-5".

Rigney, Mrs T., brick yard, 1924.

Riley & Clark, brick yard, 181 3
.

Riley & Rose, brick yard, 181s
.

Ring pits, 157 9-589
.

Roberts, J. B., clay bank, 1923
.

Roberts, M., brick yard, 1923
.

Rocliester, brick yards, 203M4
;
clay

deposits, 1026
; sewer pipe works, 2285

.

Rochester brick and tile manufactur-

ing co., 2039
.

Rock cut clay co., 20SM)2
.

Roc 'dand county, brick manufacturers,

2427-45.

Roll crushers, 171 7-722
.

Rome, clay deposits, 1039
,
1987

; brick

yards, 1987-99 1
.

Rondout terrace, 105MJ 1

;
clay analysis,

WA
Rondout creek delta, 1047

.

Roofing-tile, manufacture, 2354 , 2378-

386
.

Rose & co., brick yard, 1843
.

Rose, A., & co., brick yard, 187*.

Rose, H. R., brick yard, 187 6
.

Rosendale, stratification, 107 1
.

Rosendale Plains, stratification, 1075
.

Roseton, clay deposits, 1077
, 1843

; delta

deposits, 1149
; brick yards, 1843

.

Ryder, William, brick yard, 189'.

Sag Harbor, clay deposits, 129*.

Saggers. 2384.

St Johnsville, brick yards, 197*; strati-

fication, 197 3
.

St Lawrence county, brick manufac-

turers, 2509-51.

Salina shale, 994 .

Salt wells, records, 1015
.

" Salt-glaze," 2275
, 2344-35l

.

Sammis, R., brick yard, 2165
.

Sand, in estuaries, 1179-18*; importance

to clay industry, 1445
.

Sandstone, 109", 110', 1114
,

113«, 121»,

1222
, 131 2

.

Sanford, C. L., assistance acknowl-

edged, 979
; brick yard, 217s

.

Saratoga, brick yards, 1938-943
.

Saratoga county, brick manufacturers,

2467-47.

Sawmill river, delta deposits, 1148
.

Schenectady, clay deposits, 1039 ; ter-

race, 1168
;
depression of land, 117 3

.

Schenectady county, brick manufac-

turers, 246M7.
Schist, 1114

, 1128
.

Schmidt, G. W., brick yard, 205*.

Schulz, C. A., brick yard, 185'.

Schusler & co., brick yard, 205'.

Scove kilns, 1642
, 171".

Seneca Falls, brick yards, 2028
.

Seneca river brick co. , 201 9-25
.

Sewer pipe, receipts for 1892, IS7
;

manufacture, 226 1-28.

Shale, 1136
,
2006,2282

,
239"; formations

used, 993
;
increasing use, 2389

.

Shankey, J. D., & son, brick yard, ISO6
.

Shells in clay, 1032
.

Siegfried, F., brick yard, 202*.

Sigler, J., clay pit, 2045
.

Signor, W. H., brick yard, 208*.

Silica, in clay. 1389-39s
. See also

Quartz.

Slip clays, 227 6
, 2334-352

.

Smith, E., brick yard, 19 1«.

Smith, J. S., brick yard, 197*.

Smith's Dock, terrace, 105*; brick

yard, 1864 ;
clay deposits, 1864.

Soak pits, 157 3
.

Soft mud process, 156«-66; cost, 17-" 5
.

Sole-tile, 221 9-32».

South Bay, brick yards, 199s
.

South Trenton, brick yards, 197*; clay

deposits, 197*.
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Southold, clay deposits, 129«, 217 2
;

brick yards, 211*.

Spatting, 1C2 2
.

Specific gravity, of clay, 1404
; of brick,

1494
.

Spencer brick yards, 2102
.

Spicules of sponges, 110 9
,
1239

, 13GS
.

Spring Brook, clay deposits, 207 1
.

Staatsburg, terrace, 10". 7
.

Stanwix, D. H., brick yard, 191 8
.

Staples, A. S., brick yard, 186T-8<P.

Staten Island, clay deposits, IOC4
, 13S8-

36, 220 7-2i 5
; brick yards, 220 7-21 5

;

stoneware clays, 229 7
.

Statistics, clay industry, OS6
.

Steadman disintegrator, 1731
.

Steam drying, 1706
.

Steam power, use of, ICO4
.

Steam shovel, 1469-47 2
.

Stephens, C, brick yard, 199*.

Steuben county, brick manufacturers,

25CS-51.

Stiff mud process, 167-723
;
cost, 1753 .

Stockport, clay deposit, 114 2
.

Stoneware, definition, 232s
; manufac-

ture, 232 1-352
;

clay, 2297-31; analysis, 23

1

4
;
receipts

for 1S92, 98 7
.

Stony Point, clay deposit, 10GM03
;

stratification, 1045
; brick yards, 181 1

.

Storm King, terrace, 112s
;

clay de-

posits, 1823
.

Stoutner, W. A., brick yard, 19S5
.

Stove-linings, manufacture, 2308
.

Stratification, 1044
, 120', 1282

, 129s
.

See also Table.

Streeter & Hendrix, brick yard, 1856
.

Stripping, 1452
.

Stuyvesant, clay deposits, 114*, 1893
;

brick yards, 1893
.

Suffolk county, brick manufacturers,

242s-43.

Sutton & Suderly. brick yard, 1903
.

Syracuse, clay deposits, 1028 ,
1994

;

brick yards, 1984-2004 .

Table, altitudes, 115s
,

analysis of

kaolin, 13C8
; brick testing, 21 1»;

clay analysis, 17e3
,
1854

, 1878
,
1882

,

1903
,
1948

, 1958
, 1964

,
201 s

,
2036

,
2042

,

2058
,
2084

,
209 7

,
2104

,
2128

,
213«, 214*,

Table (continued)

215 7
,

217 5
,

218*, 2196
,
2204 ,

227«-

2& 1

,
231 4

,
238 6

,
235 7

,
2374

;
crushing

strength of brick, 1814
,
2002

; dei th

of clay in Genesee valley, 101 6
;

number of terraces, 11C 2
; sections

of clay deposits, 240-41; shale

analysis, 2006
,

228s
; statistics of

clay industry, 986
;

stratification; at Cold Spring, 122*-

232
;
Eddyville, 106 6

;
Farmingdale,

1302
; Fresh Pond, 21G 3

; Gouver-

neur, 195 2
;
Jamestown, 20

*

9
; Jova's

brick yard, 1846
;

Kreischerville,

1347
;
Lancaster, 205 5

; Lefever Falls,

107 s
;
Levant, 1036

;
Madrid, 1032

;

Rosendale, 107 1
; St Johnsville,

197 3
; West Deer Point. 1298

.

Tarrytown, delta deposits, 114'.

Temperature of fusion of clay, 14

1

4
.

Tempering, methods, 15C G-59 5
; ma-

chines used, 155 8
;

definition, 1575
;

of fire clays, 224 8-25 1
; of stoneware

clays, methods, 232'-3o4.

Terra cotta, receipts for 1892, 987
;
clays,

2353-363
;

manufacture, 20C4
,

218«,

2284 , 23C 3-3'< 8
.

Terra cctta lumber, manufacture, 229*.

Terrace altitudes, table, 116*.

Terraces, Hudson river, 1054-169
; cause

of difference in level, 10G4 ; distance

from river, 11C4
;
forming at present,

116 9
;
number, 11C2

,
111 9

;
quality of

soil, 11C8
; rate of rise, IW-W\

Champlain valley, 12C3
.

Terry bros., brick yard, 185 7-86 2
.

Tertiary clay deposits, ICO3
, 13C8

,
131*.

Testing, of clay, 1447
; of brick, 15^ 7-541

,

23S8
; of roofing-tile, 238*.

Thickness of beds, varying, 1443
.

Thiells, clay deposits, 111 2
,
181 8

; brick

yard, 181 8-822
.

Thompson, G. R., brick yard, 195 1
.

Three Rivers, clay deposits, 1997
.

Tibbitt's brook, delta deposits, 1148
.

Tile, see Drain tile; Flange tile; Horse-

shoe tile; Pipe tile; Roofing tile;

Sole tile.

Timoney's clay bank, 183\

Tioga county, biick manufacturers,

250MP.
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Tompkins & Smith, brick yard, 2048
.

Tompkins, T. & son, clay bank, 181 3
.

Tompkins county, brick manufac-

turers, 2506-51.

Tonawanda, clay deposits, 1023
; brick

yards, 2049-5 1
.

Topography, indications of clay de-

posits from, 14S 7-443
.

Torrey Park land co., 2C3 1
.

Townsend, P. M. C, brick yard, 209s
.

Trautwine, — quoted, 1541
.

Troy, brick yards, 1926
;
clay deposits,

1925
; sewer pipe manufacture, 22Se.

Tunnel driers, 169 9-707
.

Turner, J., brick yard, 208 1
.

Ulster county, brick manufacturers,

244M7.
Underhill, W. A., brick yards, 1778-

784
.

Underlying material, table, 240-41.

Undermining, 147 s
.

Unstratified material, US4
.

Up-draft kilns, 1643
.

Utica shale, 1061
.

Van Cortland, delta deposits, 1148 .

Van Dusen, F. M., brick yard, 1S69
.

Vaughn, Charles, brick yard, 1947
.

Vernon, W. H., brick yard, 212 5
.

Verplank, clay deposits, 112 1
, 1785-79 5

.

Verplank Point, brick yards, 17&4 .

Vitrification, 1525
.

Vulte, Dr H. T., analyses, 978
; on

method of analyzing clays, 1416-4S7
.

Walkill valley, terrace, 116*.

Walling up kilns, 1647
.

Walsh bros., brick yards, 1893
.

Wappinger creek, delta deposits, 10S 1
,

114?.

Warners, brick yards, 200*-l9
,

2295
;

clay deposits, 200 5-l 5
.

Warren county, brick manufacturers,

2467-47.

Warsaw, depth of clcy, 101 8
.

Warwick, clay deposits, 2135-143
.

Washburn, M. F., & L, F., brick

yards, 180s.

Washburn, U. F., & J. T., brick yard,

1S6«.

Washed brick, 162'.

Washing clay, 2365
.

Washington county, brick manufac-
turers, 246M7.

Water smoke, 1654
, 1748

.

Watertown, clay deposits, 1029
,

^MW; brick yards, 195«-969
.

Watertown pressed brick company,
19L7-962

.

Watson, Robert, brick yard, 1961
.

Weathering clay, 1568
, 2248

.

Weaver, G. F., sons, brick yard, 199 1
.

Weedsport, brick yards, 2021
.

Weight of clay, 1404
.

Wells and Brigham. brick yard,

211M2 1
.

West Deer Park, stratification, 129 8
;

brick yards, 21S8-19 S
;
clay deposits,

2186-198
.

West Neck, clay deposits, 1225
, 128 1

,

131 3
,

215 3
;

fossils, 1282
;
crumpled

strata, lSl*-^1
; brick yards, 2153

.

Westchester county brick manufac-

turers, 242M3.
Wet pan crushers, 167*.

Whale, skeleton, 1208
.

Wheeler, H. A., formulas, 1407-414
.

Wheeler, O. B., clay beds, 212M32
.

Whitehall, terraces, 1204
.

Williams, C. L., brick yard, 193s
.

|

Willis, H. M.,clay pit, 2144 .

Wire rope haulage, 1486
. .

Wirecut machines, 16S6-7i 7
.

:

Wood & Keenan, brick yard, 221*.

i Working, methods employed, 1456—it 7
.

Worm tracks, 120*.

Wrape & Peck, brick yard, 195*.

Wyandance brick and terra cotta co.

21S6-.9 5
, 2294 .

Wyoming, depth of clay, 101s
.

Yards, see Brick yards.

Yates Center, clay deposits, 1026
.

Yellow clay, characteristics, 1049-5 !
.

Yellow gravel, 137 7
; on Long Island,

133 7
; on Staten Island, 1341

.

Yonkers, delta deposits, 114s .

York, depth of clay, 101s .
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WHAT SCALE INSECTS AEE
There is a large class of small insects— some, indeed most, of which

require a magnifying glass for their observation, which are particu-

larly detrimental to fruit-culture, yet from their inconspicuous

appearance usually escape notice until discovered when search is

made for the cause of the languishing condition or death of the tree

or shrub infested by them. Even then it is rather difficult to

believe that the true cause has been found in what often seems to

be merely an unnatural roughening of the bark or a moderate

incrustation formed upon the surface.

The species more commonly met with (the Diaspinse) have

received the name of larlcrlice, from the appearance of the young

as they travel over the bark for a few days after they are hatched
;

and of scale-insects, from the scale-like covering secreted by the

insect and beneath which it is hidden after it has fastened itself to

the bark. Scientifically, they, together with the " mealy-bugs," are

known as Coceida3. In classification they have place in that division

of the Hemiptera (a large order of suctorial insects) known as

Homoptera, the wings being of a uniform thickness throughout, and

thereby distinguishing them from the other division (Heteroptera)

in which the front wings are thickened in their basal half to a degree,

often, approaching the elytra or wing-covers of beetles. It is to

this last-named Division that the popular name of "bugs" lias

become attached. All of the Hemiptera are suctorial, and take

their food through a beak or proboscis instead of by biting jaws.

They differ greatly in their structure, and in modes of development

;

the latter, in some of the families, as in that of the Aphididse or

plant-lice, is of intense interest.

The development of the Coccids3 is quite peculiar. The females

do not become perfected into winged creatures, but with age assume

the form of scales or galls, or of grubs covered with wax or powder

;

or become degraded beneath their sheltering scale into barely more

than egg-sacs, retaining only such simple organs as are essential to

their life during the reproduction of their young. The male, how-

ever, undergoes a complete transformation and becomes winged, but

with only a single pair of wings of very simple structure (see in

Figures 3, 2 and 3 in Plates I, II and VII). It lives but a day
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or two, dying speedily after the fulfilment of the purpose of its

being. It takes no food, for in this stage it possesses no mouth or

digestive organs.

A few species of the Coccidae are of service to us, such as the

Coccus cacti from which the valuable dye, cochineal, is obtained

;

the Carteria lacca which excretes the material known to us as shell-

lac ; from another species we have the commercial article known as

china wax ; and still another species occurring in Arabia produces

a solidified honey-dew called " manna," which " is thought by some

to have been the heaven-sent manna that nourished the Hebrews in

their wanderings."

About 125 species of North American Coccidae have been

described, and others are being brought to notice each year, either

from having been previously overlooked, or recently introduced

from abroad. All of them are destructive in proportion to their

rapidity of multiplication and the greater or less economic import-

ance of the plants that they infest.
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SOME DESTRUCTIVE SCALE-INSECTS OF THE STATE
OF NEW YORK

Before proceeding to the consideration of the San Jose scale,

—

the subject of this bulletin, it may be of service to refer briefly to a

few other species which, although common in the State of New
York, and quite harmful to the trees that they infest, are still

almost wholly unknown to the fruit-grower and to others who are

suffering from their presence. From the figures given of thein,

they may at once be distinguished from the San Jose scale.

The Apple-tree Bark-louse

The most common of these is the apple-tree bark-louse, shown in

Fig. 1 of Plate I, in its natural size as it occurs on the bark of

trunks and limbs, often more abundantly than is represented in the

cut, completely covering the bark and overlaying one another, and

lending an increased diameter to the infested twig. The color of

the scale is brown or ash-gray, nearly approaching that of the bark.

The female scale measures about one-twelfth of an inch in length,

of a long, usually more or less curved form, pointed at one end on

which a magnifier may show the yellowish cast-off skin of the insect,

and rounded at the other end. From its peculiar shape it has been

frequently written of under the name of the oyster-shell bark-louse.

It bears the scientific name of Mytilaspispomorum Bouche. The

male scale is of a considerably smaller size, the sides nearly straight,

less rounded at the larger end, and of a brighter color. It will sel-

dom be found associated with the females on the bark, as its natural

place is on the leaves on either side, especially along the midrib

(Riley). If a recent uninjured female scale be carefully lifted after

oviposition— at any time during the winter— from fifty to a hun-

dred small, oval, white eggs may be found underneath it, which

would ordinarily give out the young insect about the first of June

in the latitude of New York.

This destructive scale is far from being confined to the apple, but

may also be found on the plum, pear, raspberry, wild gooseberry,,

wild cherry, red currant, sugar and swamp maples, white and black

ash, birch, poplar, willows, linden, horse chestnut, elm, &c. It will

be seen from the above, that it has a large number of host-plants.
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The Scurfy Bark-louse

This scale-insect, known to science, as CJiionaspis furfurus

(Fitch), is quite common in the State of New York, where, it is

believed to be more numerous and more injurious than in any other

of the United States. I have recently seen an orchard of the

Kieffer pear, in Columbia- Co., N. Y., in which the trunks, of from

three to four inches in diameter, were so thickly coated with the

scales that at a little distance they appeared as if . they had been

whitewashed.

The scale, as it appears when scattered over the bark, and the

male and female scales magnified, are shown in Fig. 2 of Plate L
The young larva, the mature female, the male pupa, and the male,

are represented in Figure 3 of the same Plate, which has been pre-

pared under the supervision of Mr. L. O. Howard, of the Entomo-

logical Division at "Washington, to illustrate the insect in his article

on the " Scale Insects of the Orchard " shortly to appear, and kindly

furnished for use in this Bulletin by consent of the Department of

Agriculture in advance of its own publication.

Dr. Fitch has described so faithfully the appearance of a badly

infested tree and of the scale, that his account is transcribed here-

with :
" The bark of the limb [pear tree] was covered with an

exceedingly thin film, appearing as if it had been coated over with

varnish, which had dried and cracked and was peeling off in small

irregular flakes, forming a kind of scurf or dandruff on the bark.

In places this pellicle was more thick and firm, and elevated into

little blister-like spots of a white and waxy appearance, of a cir-

cular or broad oval form, less than the tenth of an inch in diameter,

abruptly drawn out into a little point at one end, which point was

stained of a pale yellowish color and commonly turned more or less

to one side." This refers to the female scale, shown in enlarge-

ment at c of Figure 2, Plate I. The male scales, which usually

congregate by themselves (enlarged at d in same figure), are only

from one-fourth to one-third as large, narrow, usually straight, three-

ribbed, and of a snowy-white color. The eggs found beneath the

scales are of a purplish-red color. They hatch about the first of

June.

This scale attacks the apple, pear, black cherry, choke cherry, and

mountain ash. I have recently found it abundantly on the Japan
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quince, Pyrus japonica, in "Washington Park, Albany,— large plots

of which were being killed by it. -

The Pine-leaf Scale-insect

This is another white scale which is quite conspicuous on the

leaves of the pine and the spruce on which it occurs. It attacks

mainly transplanted trees, and had not been seen by Dr. Fitch,

when described by him, on those growing spontaneously in the

Forests. The foliage of a large number of Austrian pines (Pinus

Austriaca) growing in "Washington Park, in Albany, a few years

ago, was so thickly covered with the scales that it was literally

whitened with their myriads. Hundreds could be counted on a

single leaf. Nearly all of the infested trees were taken up and

burned. Large numbers of the scales were eaten into and destroyed

by a little lady-bug,— " the twice-stabbed lady-bird,"— and to the

abundant presence of this scale-eating insect, may be owing the fact

that in late years the scale has been far less destructive (see Fifth

Report Insects of New York, 1889, page 266).

The scale is represented in Fig. 1 of Plate II, in natural size

upon the leaves, and much enlarged, beneath. They are of an

elongate oval form, of a pure white color with a waxy lustre, and

with the conspicuous yellow cast skins resting on the smaller end.

Dr. Fitch, in his Second Report, 1856, has devoted a half-dozen

pages to the insect and its lady-bug destroyer.

The White Scale

A troublesome scale frequently infests conservatories and house

plants, which may be recognized from the representation of infested

leaves and the magnified scales shown in Fig. 2 of Plate II.

The scales are white and are sometimes so abundant as to give a

whitewashed appearance to the trunks of the trees that they infest.

It is known, in science, as Asjpidiotus nerii Bouche. Its specific

name of nerii is drawn from the botanical name of the oleander,

Nerium, which is one of its favorite food-plants. Ivy, when grown

within doors, is quite subject to its attack, and is liable to be killed

by it unless care is taken to prevent the multiplication of the scale.

Professor Comstock reports having studied the species on the

following named plants: Acacia, magnolia, oleander, maple,
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Yucca, plum, cherry, currant, English ivy, and lemons from the

Mediterranean.

The scale of the female is nearly circular, flat, whitish or light

gray, with the dull orange exuvise (cast skins) central or nearly so.

The ventral scale (as distinguished from the exuviae) is a mere film

applied to the bark. Diameter when full-grown, one-twelfth of an

inch. The male scale is snowy-white, slightly elongated with the

light yellow larval skin nearly central— diameter one-half that of

the male. It is distributed over all the United States, and over

much of Europe.

The Maple-tree Scale-insect

This is one of our largest scale-insects, and, at the time of hatch-

ing of the eggs in late June and early July, is more conspicuous than

any other found in this part of the United States. It is observed

more frequently upon the soft maple, Acer dasycarpwn, than else-

where, but it is often found infesting grapevines where it is known

as the grapevine bark-louse. It was described forty years ago as

Coccus innumerabilis— (nowinoluded in the genus Pulvinaria)—
the specific name applicable both to the myriads in which it appears

in some localities and to the immense number of eggs produced by

the female : often a thousand or more can be counted from under-

neath a single scale. Fig. 1 of Plate III illustrates the scale as it

appears when attention is usually drawn to it. It is then seen as a

white, cottony mass of from three- to nearly four-tenths of an inch long,

about one-half so broad, of a sub-oval form, bearing upon the nar-

rower end a brown scale darker at the margin, somewhat flattened

down or bent upward near its middle to nearly a right angle, oval,

broader behind, where it is notched and apparently cleft for a short

distance on its middle : on the front is a medial ridge for about one-

fQurth or one-third its length : it usually shows five transverse

wrinkles or folds and about the same number of raised lines run-

ning outwardly on each side to the hinder margin. A common

appearance of the adult scale is shown at b of Fig. 3 of Plate III,

and at b and c, immature forms in Fig. 4.

The white cotton-like mass, which is a characteristic of the genus

Pulvinaria, is a secretion thrown out by the insect for the protec-

tion of its eggs, and also of the young insects for a short time after

their hatching.
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In Fig. 2 of Plate III (after Wakh and Biley) the scales and egg-

masses are shown on osage-orange as Lecanium Madura, and on

maple as L. acericola, but both now referred to P, innumerabilis.

This scale had become very abundant upon the maples in the

streets of Brooklyn in 1890, and was reported as having killed a

large number of the infested trees.* In 1884, it was excessively

abundant and quite destructive over the larger part of the State of

Illinois. Further particulars of it, and available remedies, may be

found in the Sixth Rejjort on the Insects of New York, 1890, pp.

141-147.

The Plum-tree Scale-Insect

In Plate IV, the plum scale is shown,— an apparently new and

destructive plum pest, which has during the past year made its

appearance in different localities in the State of New York, par-

ticularly in its western portion. Examples of it were received by

me on May 14th and loth from Dr. Collier of the Geneva Agricul-

tural Experiment Station, and from C. M. Hooker and W. C.

Barry, of Kochester. No record could be found of its previous

occurrence as infesting the plum. Upon submitting it to Prof. T.

D. A. Cockerel], of Las Cruces, New Mexico, who has made special

study of scale insects, it was determined by him, with a possible

doubt, as Lecanium juglandis Bouche. This determination has

not been accepted by some entomologists, while as an explanation of

difference of opinion in regard to it, it has been suggested that two

closely resembling species are associated on the infested trees.

The species of Lecanium are large, conspicuous scales, as may be

seen covering the branch in the figure, approaching a half globe in

form, and in the season of reproduction, containing within their

capacious bodies a very large number of eggs— a thousand, or it

may be two thousand or more. From their rapidity of multiplica-

tion they may prove very injurious to the trees that they infest, but

fortunately their size, and their tenderness during a portion of their

existence, exposes them to parasitic attack, and to destruction from

certain weather conditions. They are amenable to treatment with

kerosene emulsion, and to the methods which will be recommended

for the destruction of the San Jose scale.

Eighth Report on the Insects of Sen* York, 1893, page 177,

35
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Prof. M. Y. Slingerland, of the Cornell University Experiment

Station has made a study of this insect in the plum orchards of

Western New York, the results of which are published in Bulletin

83 of the Station— describing it, narrating its destructiveness, nam-

ing the few plants upon which it is believed to have passed from

the plum, its life-history, its natural enemies, and approved methods

for combatting it.

This scale has been found abundantly in some localities in Eastern

New York : in Orange Co., it has been mistaken by some fruit-

growers for the San Jose scale, but from their great dissimilarity in

appearance, there is hardly an excuse for confounding them.

The figure representing an infested plum branch is from a photo-

graph taken by the Geneva Experiment Station, and employed in

illustrating a brief notice of the insect by Prof. S. A. Beach, in

Garden and Forest for July 18, 1894, from which paper it has been

obtained.

In the preceding brief notices of some of our more common

scale insects, particular mention of the insecticides available for

their destruction and methods of application, have been omitted, as

those which will be indicated for use against the San Jose scale, will

be found equally serviceable against each one of them.
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THE SAN JOSfi SCALE

The San Jose Scale— from the many different fruit trees that it

infests, the rapidity of its multiplication through its successive

broods during the year, and the short time in which it kills the

trees that it attacks— is justly regarded as one of our most per-

nicious scale-insects. Its character is indicated in the specific name of

jperniciosus given to it by Professor Comstock when first described

by him in 18S0, in the Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture

fur that year. He has written of it :
" It is said to infest all the

deciduous fruits grown in California, excepting peach, apricot, and

the black Tartarean cherry.* It attacks the bark of the trunk and

limbs as well as the leaves and fruit. I have seen many plum and

apple trees upon which all the fruit was so badly infested that it

was unmarketable. In other instances I have seen the bark of all

of the small limbs completely covered by the scales. I think that

it is the most pernicious scale-insect known in this country."

The Los Angeles (Cal.) Horticultural Commission, in their report

for 1893, say of it: "This pest, if not speedily destroyed, will

utterly ruin the deciduous fruit interests of this coast. It not only

checks the growth of the tree, but it covers the tree literally

entirely, and the fruit nearly as much so, and, if left unchecked, the

tree is killed in three years' time."

Introduction and Spread

As with the larger number of our more injurious pests, the San

Jose scale is not native to North America. Where it originally

occurred is not known. It is frequently found upon plants

imported from Japan (Coquillett), and also occurs in Chile and in

Australia. It is believed to have been brought into California in or

about the year 1870. It first attracted the attention of fruit-grow-

ers at San Jose, in Southern California, in 1873. In 1882 it had

extended into all the fruit-growing districts of California, and had

entered Oregon and Washington. It is also found in Nevada, but

when first observed there is not known. It is reported in one

locality in Idaho in 1894 (Aldrich), and as well established at Las

Cruces, New Mexico (Cockerell).

* It has since been found on the peach, and apricot.
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Occurrence m Eastern United States

It was quite a surprise when not long ago the discovery was

made that this destructive insect had crossed the continent and had

made its appearance in the Atlantic States. Its first recognition was

by Mr. L. O. Howard, of the Division of Entomology at Washing-

ton, in August, 1893. A supposed fungus disease on pear sent

from Charlottesville, Ya., to the Department of Agriculture and

shown to Mr. Howard, was " at the first glance recognized as that

scourge of western orchards, the San Jose scale (Aspidiotus per-

nieiosus Comst.)."

Investigations, etc., by the U. S. Department of Agriculture

During the autumn, two of the assistants of the Entomological

Division, Messrs. Schwarz and Coquillett, were sent to Charlottes-

ville, to examine and report upon the infestation. It appeared

from their examinations that it was limited in extent, being

almost wholly confined to a pear orchard of about a square acre in

area, but that it affected pear, peach, plum, apple, currant, rose,

quince, gooseberry, and raspberry, and that it had already been

present there for several years. It was subsequently learned that,

in all probability, it had been introduced on nursery stock pur-

chased from a New Jersey firm. Mr. Hedges, the owner of the

orchard, was of the opinion that it had been brought on currant

plants purchased in New Jersey eight years previously. Mr. Schwarz

reported on the situation of the infested orchard, the plants attacked,

other infested places adjoining, habits of the scale, and its

observed enemies. Mr. Coquillett reported upon the infested local-

ity, and the conjectural sources of the scale. {Insect Life, vi,

1894, pp. 247-254.)

Early in the spring of 1894, through the cooperation of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture and the Yirginia State Board of

Agriculture, Mr. Coquillett, who had conducted very successfully

most of the experiments in California for the destruction of scale

insects by inclosing the infested trees with tents and fumigating

them with hydrocyanic acid gas, was entrusted with the operations

for destroying the scale in Charlottesville by the same method—
always effective when properly conducted. It appears in his report

submitted (loc. cit., pp. 324r-326), that 326 trees and shrubs were
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subjected to the gas treatment Examination made a few months

thereafter disclosed no living scales.

In Maryland.— In March, 1894, the scale was sent to the Divis-

ion of Entomology on peach twigs from a large peach orchard in

Riverside, Charles Co., Md. It was learned that the scale had been

introduced in 1887 and 1888, on peach trees purchased of a New
Jersey nursery. Many of them had died, and nearly all of those

that remained were found to be thoroughly encrusted with the

scale, so that at the time of examination they were being taken up

and destroyed. (Other trees to which the scale had spread, had

been treated by their owner during the preceding winter, apparently

with good results, with the three principal winter washes, viz.,

6trong kerosene emulsion
;
lime, salt, and sulphur ; and resin wash.)

A trunk-washing in April with strong kerosene emulsion was suc-

cessful to the extent of killing 90 per cent of the scales. Several

sprayings were made during the summer with different mixtures,

—

some of them under direction of Mr. Coquillett,— by which most of

the scales were killed. At the time of Mr. Howard's report (from

which most of these items relating to the eastern presence of the

scale have been drawn) in August, it was thought safe to say that

the insects would be completely stamped out in this locality by the

close of the year.

In Florida.—At the same time of the discovery of the Maryland

locality, the scale was also received from De Funiak Springs,

Florida. At the request of the fruit-growers of that section of the

State, the Department of Agriculture sent Mr. H. G. Hubbard to

make examination and report. The.insect was practically confined

to the peach and plum, but occurred also, in small numbers on

Kieffer pears, and on pecan and persimmon. Many thousands of

trees were infested, and nearly every orchard within a radius of five

or six miles was more or less attacked. Arrangement was made for

the Experiment Station of Florida to undertake the work of destroy-

ing the scale, by going over all the infested trees in the district with

five or six applications of the resin wash. If the weather should

prove favorable for the use of the wash, there was reason to believe

" that the nuisance will have been abated by the close of the season

in Florida, although extermination [from the peculiar conditions of

the infested locality] may not be found possible,"
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Discovered in other States.— In consideration of the discovery

that some at least of the above-noticed infestations of this pernicious

California scale, were traceable to New Jersey nurseries which were,

in all probability, still serving as distributing centers for the distri-

bution of the pest over nearly all the country, a Circular was pre-

pared by Mr. Howard, Chief of the Division of Entomology, U. S.

Dept. Agricul., describing and figuring the scale and warning fruit-

growers of its exceeding dangerous character, which was distributed

in the first week of April (1894) to all Eastern agricultural news-

papers and to nearly 12,000 Eastern fruit-growers whose addresses

were obtained from the pomologist of the department. This circu-

lar,— with its excellent illustrations*, description of its appearance,

explanation of its manner of spreading, and the best remedies for

it— as might naturally be expected, excited much interest and

alarm. Scale insects of many kinds as well as insects belonging to

other groups, were sent to the Department, with the inquiry if they

were the San Jose scale.

As the result of the distribution of this Circular, the following

additional localities were ascertained

:

Neavitt and Chestertown in Maryland
;
Bartle, Indiana

;
many

points in New Jersey
;
Atglen and Lewisburg, in S. Eastern and

Central Pennsylvania. It was also received from Middletown,

Idaho ; and from British Columbia.

Referring to the above attacks, Mr. Howard gives encouraging

reports : The orchard of 7,000 trees in Atglen, Pa., under direc-

tion of Dr. J. B. Smith, Entomologist at Rutgers College, New
Jersey, had been treated three times at intervals of ten days, with

kerosene emulsion, with absolute success.

At the Lewisburg locality, the few infested pear trees that had

been bought from the New Jersey nurseries in 1890, had all been

killed but one. Other trees to which the scale had spread were

being treated by the owner with every prospect of extermination.

At Bartle, Indiana, two young apple trees from New Jersey

were infested. Those were taken up and burned, and no more of

the insects were discoverable by careful search. (A second infesta-

tion has since been discovered at North Madison— See Rural New
Yorker, liv, p. 87.)

* I am indebted to the Department for the privilege of introducing them in

this paper: see Plates VI and VII.
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At Neavitt, Md., a 10-acre orchard of peach trees was badly

infested— nearly every tree was languishing from the attack.

Many had been taken up and destroyed. Full directions were given

for spraying, and the success of the operations will be watched.

The source of this infestation could not be definitely ascertained,

but it was thought by the owner that the first affected trees had

come from a Missouri nurseryman— not from New Jersey.

Chestertown, Md., showed but few infested trees. They had

been treated by the owner with thick whale-oil soap of the consist-

ency of molasses, with every prospect of extermination of the scale.

The infested trees had been received from New Jersey in 1890.

As a summary of the above, Mr. Howard states that the scale had

been exterminated (in 1894) in Indiana and Virginia, and the

probabilities were strong of a like result before the close of the year,

at the other localities named, except in Florida and New Jersey.

It has since come to the knowledge of the Division of Entomol-

ogy, that the scale has been found abundantly in three new locali-

ties in Maryland. It has also been discovered in a locality in

Southern Georgia ; in an orchard in Southern Ohio ; in Newcastle

Co., Md. ; in Jefferson Co., Indiana; at City Point, Va. ; and at

Bristol, Pa. In some of these localities the infestation was quite

limited, and it is believed to have been exterminated. (L. O.

Howard : Further Notes on the San Jose Scale, in Insect Life, vii,

1895, pp. 285, 286.)

The San Jose Scale in New York

During the meeting of the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, at Brooklyn, N. Y., in August last— in a paper

read by Dr. Smith before the Association of Economic Entomolo-

gists on " The San Jose Scale in New Jersey," it was incidentally

stated that an orchard in Columbia County, New York, was known

to be badly infested with the scale. The particular orchard was

not named, but later, at my request, the information was obtained

from Dr. Smith, that Mr. L. L. Morrell of Kinderhook, had not

long ago purchased a number of young apple trees (Ben Davis

variety) from one of the New Jersey nurseries. Two years later

(in 1894), on examination of these trees by one of the owners of

the nursery (a relative of Mr. Morrell), they were found to be badly
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infested, and advice was given that they should be at once taken tip

and destroyed. A week or two later it was learned from Mr. Mor-

rell that this had been done, and it was thought that with the

destruction of the entire purchase, the scale had been exterminated.

Thinking it important to know whether the measure had been

entirely successful, I visited Mr. Morrell early in November, and

was met with the unpleasant intelligence that he was fearful that

he still had the insect with him, for he had found upon a single

pear what he believed to be the scale. It proved to be such,— per-

haps a half-dozen of individuals being scattered over its surface.

On examining his orchards, the s'cale was found abundantly in

one of them—- a young pear orchard in which a few trees had

borne fruit, for the first, the present year. Some of the trees were

moderately infested— perhaps a half-dozen scales or less being

found upon them ; on others the scale was so numerous as to fairly

encrust the branches and most of the trunk. It was apparent that

the latter were those upon which the insect had been introduced,

and from which they had been scattered throughout the orchard by

the agency of birds or otherwise to individual trees in various por-

tions of it.

Most, if not all, of the stock of this orchard, had been purchased

of the New Jersey nursery two years preceding the planting of

that which had been taken up and destroyed— the condition of this

having been overlooked at the time. A large portion of the

orchard was critically gone over by me, and the trees marked which

called for special care in the application of the winter wash recom-

mended, and those which should be at once taken up and burned.

The examination of the remainder of the orchard was subsequently

made, and a number of infested trees discovered. So determined

was Mr. Morrell to rid himself of this pest, that rather than wait

for a winter treatment, all of the infested trees, as he has informed

me, were taken up and burned : he believed that he did not have a

scale remaining in his orchard. If it should prove that in this he

has been over-confident, there is every reason to believe that within

another year, the scale will be exterminated in this locality.

As the scale occurs also on the leaves— usually in rows along the

midrib on the upper side, it was recommended to Mr. Morrell that

the leaves from the worst infested trees which at the time of my
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yisit were lying on the ground beneath or near them, should be

raked together and burned, in order to prevent the chance of the

6cales being carried by the winds over the entire orchard.*

The infested trees were entirely of the d'Anjou variety. In two

other orchards of Mr. Morrell of the Kieffer pear, not a scale was

found, nor on the apple, cherry, and plum trees that were examined.

The infestation was apparently confined to the two purchases made

at the New Jersey nursery and had not extended beyond them*

The Scale on Long Island

In September of last year the scale was discovered in abundance

in some of the nurseries on Long Island by Messrs. Sirrine & Lowe,

who had been commissioned by the State Agricultural Experiment

Station at Geneva for conducting some entomological investigations

especially desired on Western Long Island, under an appropriation

of $8,000 made by the Legislature of 1894 to the Station named,
u for the purpose of agricultural experiment, investigations, instruc-

tion and information, in the Second Judicial department" of the

State.

Among the earlier results of their investigations was the discovery

of the San Jose scale in great abundance in some of the nurseries

on the Island. The following notice of its first observation was

communicated to Garden and Forest, of November 7, 1894:

The San Jose scale was observed first in the market at Jamaica
on some Bartlett pears said to have been grown on the Island. The
scale was also conspicuous on some fancy varieties of pears exhibited

at the Queens County Fair ; and by tracing the fruit to its source
some of the infested nurseries were located. We have found the
scale on Pear, Apple, Peach, and Quince stock in several nurseries.

The nurserymen were unable to give any definite information

regarding the length of time that they had had the scale, but it was

thought by some of them that it had been with them for the past

twenty years. This, under the circumstances, is impossible : They
had doubtless mistaken some other scale for it. Nor can anything

definite be learned of the source of the infestation. If known to

*Dr. Smith does not believe that the fixed scale can be carried on fallen leaves.

He states (Bulletin 106 New Jersey Agricul. Coll. Exp. Station, 1895, page 15);

" Only such as are affixed to the tree itself have any chance of reproducing their

kind. Those that fix to the leaves fall with them, and as these dry or decay the

insect dies for want of food before attaining maturity.'*

36
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them they have been unwilling to communicate the fact. It is

stated that the stock that was infested was not grown by them, but

was received from other nurseries. It would be of material service

in the efforts that are being made for the extermination of the scale

in the East if the localities of these "other nurseries" could be

learned, but for some unknown reason it is being withheld. This

unfortunate reticence is reflecting on all the other nurseries of the

State of New York, for it seems to be implied that from some one

or more of them the Long Island infested stock was originally

received. It is conceded that its source was not the New Jersey

nurseries.* The Geneva nurseries have been inspected by Mr. Lowe,

with the result, it is inferred, that the scale was not found therein.

The Rochester nurseries have been strongly suspected. Mr. "W. C.

Barry, when consulted, believed them to be entirely free from its

presence, and this belief was subsequently carried to approximate

certainty by examinations made by Mr. Sirrine, from which it

resulted that the reported San Jose scale at Rochester, when exam-

ined at Washington, was found to be Aspidiotus ancylus— a closely

resembling, but comparatively harmless species.

Condition of the Long Island Nueseeies

It would be of interest if the exact condition of the Long Island

infestation could be given in this Bulletin. I can state, however,

from information received from Mr. Sirrine, under date of March

22d, that he had visited the following nurseries on Long Island :
—

-

of Fred Boulon, Sea Cliff ; Keene & Foulk, Flushing ; Parsons &
Sons, Flushing ; Isaac Hicks & Sons, Westbury Station ; R. P.

Jeffery & Sons, Smithville South ; P. H. Foster, Babylon ; W. C.

"Wilson, Astoria; Gabriel Marc & Co., Woodside; and the Long

Island Nursery Company, Brentwood.

The last six of the nine above-named nurseries were found to be

free from the scale. In the worse infested of the three,— as soon

as the attention of the proprietors was called to the destructive

enemy that they were harboring, a large number of trees were

taken up and burned. The remainder were sprayed, according to

It has since been learned that one of the Long Island nurseries has been

receiving stock nearly every year since 18S8 from one or the other of the New
Jersey nurseries.
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directions given by Mr. Sirrine, and would be followed by other

sprayings in the event of the first not proving to be entirelj

effectual.

In the other two nurseries, the few trees that had been found to

be infested had been destroyed, and it was thought that such further

work would be done before the time for shipment, that no infested

6tock would be sent out from them.

It was probably one of these two, that had been reported as

intractable last summer. As represented at the time, the owners

were indifferent to the evil pointed out to them that would result

from the multiplication of the pest, and indisposed to take any

measures against it. When again seen by Mr. Sirrine in March, they

would give no assurance of adopting the measures deemed necessary

for preventing the distribution of their infested stock. The only

promise that could be obtained from them was, that " they would

treat with gas the stock they sold, providing that they had the time."

A promise so broadly qualified could carry no weight with it.

Unless a satisfactory understanding can be had with the firm, its

name, if furnished to me, will be given in a foot-note, as a protec-

tion to purchasers of Long Island stock.*

There is scarcely a doubt but that infested stock has been sent

from these nurseries to many places in the State of New York. If

the attempt that is being made for the extermination of the scale in

the State during the present year is to prove successful, it is of the

utmost importance that each locality where possibly infested trees

have been delivered within the ])ast five years (dating back to the

*The name of this nursery has since been given me as the Parsons & Sons Com-

pany, at Flushing, Long Island. In a letter addressed them on April 8th, the

following questions were asked, and the reasons stated why replies were needed

:

L Have you taken steps to learn by application to Mr. Sirrine or by other

proper means, of the extent of the infestation in your nurseries? 2. Have you

taken up and burned the stock that was found to be the worst infested ? 3. To

what extent and with what results have you sprayed with proper insecticides

such other infested stock as it was not thought necessary to wholly destroy ?

4. Have you arranged for treating the nursery stock sent out this season with

hydrocyanic acid gas, according to the approved directions published and acces-

sible to you? 5. Have you sent out any nursery stock this year which may have

been infested without having been subjected to the gas treatment?

In the answer returned by the Parsons & Sons Company to the above-mentioned

letter, the only reply to the questions proposed is that found in the following—
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probable establishment of the scale on Long Island) should be

ascertained, and carefully inspected as soon as possible. Request

was accordingly made of the proprietors of these infested nurseries,

that they would furnish the State Entomologist with a list of their

Kew York sales from and including the year 1890 to the present.

One of the firms promptly complied with the request, so far as it

could be done without involving excessive labor, and sent to this

office extended lists, at the same time offering to open their books

for further examination and transcription by any one who might be

commissioned for the purpose.

It is due to this firm— Keene & Foulk, Bloodgood Nursery,

Flushing, L. I., that they be specially mentioned, and commended

for the earnest manner in which they are working for the extermi-

nation of the scale in their nursery. They have asked for sugges-

tions and directions and have promptly and faithfully carried them

out— not only in burning and spraying, but also in arranging,

under the best approved method, for the fumigation by the hydro-

cyanic acid gas treatment of all the stock that they send out this

season ; the latter should ensure the destruction of any scattered

individual scales that may have been overlooked. They will also,

upon request, replace at half-price, all such infested stock that has

been received from then- nursery in former years before its condi-

tion was known.

In consideration of what they have done and are doing for the

protection of their customers (and at the same time, of their own

interests), it is believed that orders may be more safely sent to them

prefaced by, " We only knew last fall of the San Jose scale "He [Mr. Sirrine]

has informed us now of the plants infected, and we shall take them up and burn

them as soon as possible. It is our intention to destroy rather than to spray. In

the plants now sending out we have not noticed any infected : it would be impos-

sible in any event to subject to the gas treatment while in the rush of sending

off trees."

Is it possible— as may be inferred from the above, that up to the middle of

April, absolutely nothing has been done by this company toward freeing their

nurseries from this dangerous insect ?

In the absence of present legislation authorizing entrance upon private grounds

for the destruction of the San Jose scale, it only remains for purchasers of trees,

shrubs, etc., subject to its attack, to protect themselves so far as they may, by

withholding orders from localities known to be infested and where no efficient

measures have been and are being taken for its extermination,
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than to other nurseries where the scale may be reasonably looked

for— where no thorough inspection has been made— where it may

exist without having been detected, and where no gas fumigation,

as a safeguard against such a contingency, is practised.

From the two other known infested nurseries on Long Island, no

notice has been taken of the request for lists of New York sales of

possibly infested stock, sent them under date of Feb. 15, 1894.*

The San Jose Scale in New Jersey

Nearly all of the infestation in the Atlantic and adjoining States

having been clearly traceable to the sale — without knowledge or

suspicion of their dangerous condition— of infested trees by two

*Tlie following letter was addressed to each of three nursery firms above

referred to:

Gentlemen:— Will you be kind enough to favor me with a list of the addresses

of all the persons in the State of New York to whom you have made sales during

the last five years (1890-1894) of nursery stock which might possibly have been

infested with the San Jose scale which you have in your nurseries.

We are expecting to get a bill through our present Legislature by means of

which we shall be able to have each locality into which infested stock may have

been introduced, examined by an expert, and such measures taken as give prom-

ise of exterminating the scale in our State during the present year.

If you will furnish me with the list requested, it will aid much in this

undertaking.

You will also see that in consideration of the serious character of this pest and

the danger of its introduction into new localities, that not until we are able to

report as free from infestation, all the nurseries of the State, especially those on

Long Island which have been widely published (without names), will there be a

willingness on the part of fruit-growers to order stock from nurseries actually

having or suspected of having, the dreaded San Jose scale.

One of the largest nurseries in New Jersey which had made wide distribution

of the scale, has sent me a list such as I ask of you, and is doing everything in

its power to prevent distribution of an}- infested stock.

I had asked Mr. Sirrine to procure such a list for me, but I have thought it

better to make a personal request.

We must, if possible, in the interests of both fruit-grower and nurseries, as

soon as it can be done, exterminate the scale from our State.

I am very desirous of being able to say in the Bulletin which is nearly ready

for publication, that I have reliable assurance that no further distribution of the

scale will be made from New York nurseries. The name of youT nursery will not

appear in it.

Very truly yours*
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nurserymen in New Jersey, there will naturally be a deep anxiety

to learn what has been done in New Jersey toward the prevention

of further distribution of the dangerous pest, through purchases that

may have been made in 1894 or to be made hereafter.

From a Bulletin entitled "The San Jose Scale in New Jersey 99

(Bulletin 106 of the New Jersey Agricultural College Experiment

Station), prepared by Dr. J. B. Smith, Entomologist of the Station,

and issued in January, 1895, we learn that the introduction of the

scale in New Jersey occurred either in 1886 or 1887, upon a " Kel-

sey " plum ordered by the two nurseries under the representation of

its being curculio proof, from the San Jose district, California. It

is also known that some Idaho pear stock brought from nurseries on

the Pacific Coast were also infested.

As soon as Dr. Smith became aware (in April 1894) of the exist-

ence of the scale in the State, he at once, with his accustomed energy,

entered upon the task of finding the nurseries from which the

infested stock had been sent, and so far as possible, the other infested

localities within the limits of the State. Two large and well-known

nurseries, widely separated, were soon located, and these, so far as

could be ascertained, were the only distributing centers. The owners,

upon being informed of the dangerous character of the pest that

they were harboring, and the effect that it might have upon their

business in the future, immediately took active steps for stamping

out the insect upon their bearing trees, upon which it mainly

occurred, and promised to prevent, through fumigation or otherwise,

further shipment of infested stock. In one of the nurseries several

blocks of young stock were at once torn up and burned.

The scale had been distributed from these nurseries to a number

of orchards throughout the State (nearly one hundred were known

to Dr. Smith), but nowhere in sufficient numbers to have spread

from the orchard in which it was at first introduced. In all of

these, it is believed that measures will be taken by their owners for

the prevention of further spread, and toward extermination.

The work will be carefully watched, and, with our knowledge of

the zeal, persistence, and ability shown by Dr. Smith in all of his

operations against the noxious insects that are so unfortunate as to

intrude within his jurisdiction, we have every assurance that, if

extermination is possible, it will be speedily effected.
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The Two Infested New Jersey Nurseries

The interest felt among the fruit-growers of New York in the

New Jersey nurseries, from which large purchases have been made

each year, has been already mentioned, and will warrant a more

particular reference to their present condition. Quite a satisfactory

account of one, and an encouraging account of the other, can be

given, based on letters from Dr. Smith, from correspondence with

the proprietors of the nurseries at the suggestion of Dr. Smith, and

from statements made in a recent number of the Rural New Yorker

(of March 9th). The article in the R. N. Y., written by a gentle-

man connected with that journal, after a visit to Little Silver, N. J.,

to examine into charges that had been "publicly made that the

Lovett Company have done practically nothing to exterminate the

scale," publishes the names of M the two nurserie
#
s as those of Wm.

Parry and The Lovett Company." There can, therefore, be no

impropriety in the mention of their names in this Bulletin.

The Wm. Parry Nurseries.— The nurseries of Wm. Parry, are

gladly mentioned, for the same reason given for making public the

name of the nursery of Keene & Foulk, of Long Island. Unquali-

fied praise is due Mr. Parry for his strenuous efforts for the exter-

mination of the scale in the widely-known and far-famed " Pomona

Nurseries," at Parry, and the aid so freely extended, in the endeavors

being made, for its extermination wherever his extended sales may

have borne it.* Promptly upon receiving a request for a list of

New York sales which may have distributed the scale throughout

the State, the desired list, embracing several hundreds of names,

scattered through nearly every county, was sent to me, without any

suggestion of compensation for the labor which it necessitated.

The expression of the confidence with which it is believed, orders

could be sent at the present time to the Bloodgood Nursery, would

apply in, at least, equal force to the Pomona Nurseries, where opera-

tions against the scale have been conducted largely under the direc-

tion and supervision of the New Jersey State Entomologist, Dr.

J. B. Smith.

The Lovett Company Nurseries.— Of the condition at the

Lovett Company Nurseries, the following is reported in the Rural

*We are indebted to Mr. Parry for the detection of the scale at Kinderhook,

N. Y., in the summer of 1894, as noticed on page 279.
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New Yorker, he. cit. Some bearing trees upon which the scale

had been located last autumn by Prof. Smith, had meantime been

cut down and destroyed. Satisfactory apparatus for treating the

infested nursery stock was found. Upon the scale being pointed

out by Prof. Smith on a considerable number of young pear and

apple trees that were heeled in, and in patches here and there in

rows, they were cut down as fast as found, and, finally, Mr. Lovett

agreed to chop out and burn the entire block. The larger part of

the nursery stock had been heeled in, after having been treated with

gas. The scales upon them, according to Prof. Smith, had been

" practically killed," and, if treated again before being sent out, he

would consider them safe. Mr. Lovett would " guarantee to destroy

every tree where Prof. Smith had found the scale, and, also, to give

all these trees a second treatment with gas." The Rural New
Yorker concludes its account thus :

" If this is done, there will be lit-

tle danger of importing the scale from this nursery. This state-

ment refers simply to the trees now in the nursery. What has

already been sent out we do not know."

Much may be inferred, and seems to be implied, in the short sen-

tence last quoted. It is here that the Lovett Company has chosen

to place itself in a position exposing it to just and severe criticism.

It virtually declines to do anything toward undoing the evil which

it has perpetrated— for the most part unwittingly, we believe— in

the distribution of infested stock in the State of New York.

Request was made of them from this office in November, 1894-,

for a list of sales such as Mr. Parry had sent me— stating fully its

character. After several months' delay, reply was made (Feb. 4:th),

declining the request upon the ground of the immense labor that it

would involve, but offering to place their order books at the disposal

of any persons who might be sent for their examination. As this

plan did not seem feasible to Dr. Smith— after further correspond-

ence with him, he was asked to procure, if possible, the desired

list from the Company for me, for which the expenses incurred

would be paid. Dr. Smith wrote them, urging compliance with

my request. The letter received from the Company in answer con-

tained the following proposition :
" If he [Prof. Lintner] will send

us, or you either, a remittance of $250, we will attempt to make the

examination desired. * * * But we want a clear understand-
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ing before we begin as to the settlement of cost of sending the list

he requires." Iso comment on this modest proposal is needed

!

The course taken by this firm has been so unaccountably

strange in other respects as to expose them to suspicions which pos-

sibly may do them injustice. On the authority of Dr. Smith, the

statement is made, that during last autumn [in September] in a visit

of observation made them, he found that practically all of the trees

in their nursery blocks were infested by the San Jose scale. He
notified them of this fact at the time, and showed to both the Presi-

dent and Secretary of the company who were with him, the infested

trees and the scales.

Under date of December 28th following, the Lovett Company,

writing to the Director of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station

in relation to some infested apple trees that had been sent by them

to Clermont county, Ohio in 1890— disavow all knowledge of the

scale. They say :— " We would like very much indeed to hav«

some branches from the trees referred to for examination ourselves.

~Wc have made a critical examination of our trees here in the nur-

sery and also fruiting trees, and can find no trace whatever upon

any of them of the San Jose scale or other scale. Having read

reports upon the San Jose scale, we are confident that we could

detect this insect if it existed upon our trees." (Bulletin 56, Dec
1894, Ohio Agr. Exjper. St., p. 83.)

It is fortunate that since this letter was written, such pressure

has been brought to bear upon the firm that it has taken the effec-

tive measures for its destruction reported in the Eural New Yorker

cited, and in letters received from Dr. Smith.

As no aid is to be obtained from the company toward the exami-

nation of stock that it may have sent into the State of New York,

request is herewith made of each person who within the last five

years has received from the nurseries of the Lovett Company, Little

Silver, N. J., fruit trees and ornamental shrubs, or other plants on

which the scale is known to feed, that he will send his name to the

State Entomologist, at Albany, with mention of the fact. If the

arrangement proposed can be carried into effect, examinations will

be made by competent persons of all such stock for the detection

of the scale if present.

37
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The San Jose Scale in Ohio

It is learned from Prof. F. M. Webster, that an infested locality

in Clermont County, Ohio had come to his notice in December of

1894. The scale had probably been introduced in 1891 on apple

trees purchased of the Lovett Company, of Little Silver, N. J.

Prof. "Webster reports :
" The orchard comprised about 600 trees,

probably one-third of which were more or less infested— twenty-

five at least so badly as to preclude all possibility of saving them,

and at least double that number that could only be utilized by cut-

ting off the trunks at a short distance above the ground and graft-

ing them, first disinfecting the stumps. The pest had been noticed

the previous year. * * * A smaller orchard set at the same

time and with trees from the same nursery, was found infested to a

much less extent, though the scales were badly scattered through

the orchard. * * * The owners of these two orchards will take

this scale in hand and stamp out the pest before it gets a stronger

foothold or becomes more widely spread," {Bulk 56 Ohio Agr.

Mcper. £t., December, 1894.)

Description of the Scale

The female scale, greatly enlarged is shown at Fig. 4 of Plate Y
and at b in Fig. 2 of Plate YI. It is flat, almost circular in out-

line, dark mottled with gray in color, with a small elevated spot at

or near its center which is black or yellowish ; it measures about

one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter, but under some favoring con-

ditions may attain a size of one-eighth of an inch ; in its original

description it is given as 0.08 of an inch.

Professor Comstock described the male scale as "black, some-

what elongated when fully formed. The larval skin is covered with

secretion ; its position is marked by a single nipple-like prominence

which is between the center and the anterior margin of the scale.

The scale of the male is more abundant than that of the female."

It is often oval in shape, and of a smaller size than the female. It

is represented at 5 in Plate Y.

When occurring upon the bark of the twigs or leaves and in large

numbers, the scales lie close to each other, frequently overlapping,

and are at such times difficult to distinguish without a magnifying

glass : see Fig. 1 of Plate YL The general appearance that they
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present is of a grayish, very slightly roughened scurfy deposit.

The natural rich reddish color of the limbs of the peach and apple

is quite obscured when these trees are thickly infested, and they

then have every appearance of being coated with lime or ashes.

When the scales are crushed by scraping, a yellowish oily liquid

will appear, resulting from the crushing of the soft, yellow insects

beneath, and this will at once indicate to one who is not familiar

with their appearance, the existence of healthy living scales on the

trees. (Circular No. 3, 2d series, U. S. Dept. Agriculture, "Wash-

ington, 1893.)

As before stated, the scale is also found upon the fruit. When
present, in large numbers to the extent of covering the entire sur-

face, it interferes seriously with the proper development of the

fruit, causes it to crack, often to fall from the tree, or when it

remains thereon, renders it unmarketable. It is a conspicuous

object from the little depression which it causes (at least late in the

season) and usually a well-defined purplish ring with which each

scale is surrounded of a diameter considerably larger than that of

the scale (see Figure 3 on Plate Y and Figure 2 on Plate YI).

The Insect

The male.— As previously stated, the male only, becomes winged.

It is shown greatly enlarged in Fig. 3 of Plate YII— its natural

size being indicated by the crossed lines within the circle beside it.

Examined under a high magnifying power its wings are seen to be

transparent, each with two delicate veins only. It has a well-defined

thorax and a rather large head with two large eyes. Its body is of

a light amber color with dark brownish markings, and terminates

in a slender " stylet " nearly as long as the body, which is the exter-

nal organ of reproduction. The antennae are long and conspicuous,

ten-jointed, eight of which are hairy.

The above description of the male will be of no particular inter-

est to others than the entomological student, as but few fruit-

growers will ever see it in nature, as it is difficult to obtain and

needs a good microscope for its inspection.

Thefemale.— Soon after the leafing of the tree in the spring,

when the young have crawled out from beneath the scales, close

examination of an infested twig will show them as yellowish objects,
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scarcely more than points to the unaided eye moving over the bark

(Matthew Cooke has given their size as one-seventyfifth of an inch).

They are of an oval form, with the normal number of legs pertain-

ing to insects— three pairs— and a pair of antennae. In Fig. 1 of

Plate VII, giving an enlarged view of the insect from the under

side, its curious long hair-like beak or proboscis which serves it for

feeding and for fastening itself to the bark or leaf or fruit, is shown

as curled up between the legs.

The mature female can only be seen by taking her from beneath

the scale at the proper time. She then appears in a very different

form from that when moving over the bark. In a subsequent molt-

ing she had lost her legs and antennae, retaining only for her need her

long and delicate proboscis consisting of four hair-like bristles within

a two-jointed sheath. Fig. 2 of same Plate represents this stage of

the insect, enlarged from the hair-line at the right-hand side. It is

6hown from the underside as seen with its transparency in nature,

with a number of its young within,— this species, unlike most of

the scale-insects, which produce eggs— bringing forth its young

alive. Of the several segments into which the body is divided, as

indicated in the figure, the last one bears groups of spinnerets, anal

and vaginal openings, and upon its border, lobes, incisions, and

spines (some of which are shown in enlargement at d) : from the

location, number, and form of these, important and reliable charac-

ters are drawn for the separation of the species, which may not be

found in the study of the external scale alone, where they closely

resemble one another.

Its Life-History

Most of the Coceidee are oviparous— that is, they deposit eggs

underneath the scale, from which the young are soon thereafter

hatched. A few are known to be viviparous, i. e., bringing forth

living young, as Aspidiotus tenebricosus occurring on maple, and

a few species of the genus Lecanium* It would seem that the

San Jose scale, Aspidiotus perniciosus is both oviparous and

viviparous, for while generally regarded as giving out its young

alive (the young shown within the body of the parent in Fig. 2 of

* Afl Lecanium Tiesperidum, L. platycerii, L. tulipiferos, and two unnamed

species on the red bay and on Acacia.— Riley, in Proc. JSnt. Soc. Wash., Ill,

1894, pp. 67, 69.
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Plate VII), it is also recorded as producing eggs. Dr. Riley has

stated of it (Joe. cit.)— "specimens examined in December, 1879,

showed that the mature females were hibernating, and that with

some of them were found a few eggs and recently hatched larva3

:

n

on the authority of Professor Comstock (liept. Commis. Agricvl.

for 1880, p. 305), "the eggs are white:" Matthew Cooke has writ-

ten (Inj. Lis. Orchard, Vineyard etc., 18S3, p. 62)— "each

female produces from thirty-five to fifty eggs : " W. G. Klee, State

Inspector of Fruit Pests in California, states (Bien. Bejpt. St. Bd.

Horticid. Cat. for 1S85 and 1S8G, page 373)— " eggs, thirty to fifty

produced by each female ; color yellow ; form ovate : " Mr. C. II. T.

Townsend, formerly of the iSTew Mexico Agricultural Experiment

Station, states of the eggs— "According to Comstock, the eggs are

white; but according to my own observation, they turn to an

orange-yellow color in the spring. They hatch here about the first

or second week in May" {Bulletin No. 7 New Mexico Agr. Exper.

St., June, 1892, p. 7). Other writers have also mentioned the eggs.

As opposed to this, however,— in colonies of the scale carried over on

potted pear trees in the Insectary of the Entomological Division at

Washington during the winter of 1893-4, although watched with

care and subjected to daily observation,— in no instance were eggs

seen (Insect Life, vii, p. 287).

Early in June, ordinarily, in Xew York and New Jersey, the

young escape from underneath the scale, and for a short time may

be seen traveling actively over the branches, when they fasten them-

selves to the bark and commence to secrete a scale. They are not

all given out at the same time, even the members of the same family.

How long the hibernating female continues to reproduce, is not

known. It is thought by Dr. Smith that it may extend over the

greater part of the summer, and until " their grand-daughters are

already full-grown with nearly full-grown progeny : there may be,

therefore, upon a plant at one time, young born of as many as three

or even four distinct generations." Certain it is that examination

of an infested orchard will show the presence of the young trav-

eling insects at any one time from early June until nearly the

last of autumn. On some pieces of twigs cut in Mr. Morrell's

orchard on November 1st, the little yellow young were seen in

motion two days thereafter in my office. It is probable that the
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young will not survive on a twig cut from the tree, for more than

four or five days.

Observations made on isolated individuals at Washington showed

that " the newly-hatched larvas after crawling about for a few

hours, settle down and commence at once to form a scale, which is

white and fibrous. In two days the insect becomes invisible, being

covered with a pale, grayish-yellow shield with a projecting white

nipple at the center. ***** Twelve days after hatching,

the first skin is cast. ***** In twenty to twenty-one

days after hatching, the females cast their second skin. At 24

days the males begin to issue. ***** At 30 days the

females are about full grown, and embryonic young can be seen

within their bodies ; and at from 33 to 40 days the larvse begin

to make their appearance." For additional observations on the

development of other broods, see Howard, Insect Life, vii, pp.

288, 289.

From the first brood hatching early in June, a second is undoubt-

edly disclosed in July. How many follow, has not been ascer-

tained. Matthew Cooke has placed the number during the season,

at three,— the first in June, the second in July, and the third in

October ; but it would seem that the high temperature of sum-

mer could hardly fail of developing at least one additional brood

intermediate to those of July and October. Four broods were

developed at Washington from over-wintered females, and it was

thought that there were ordinarily five. They soon became so inex-

tricably mixed that the only importance that could attach to a deter-

mination of their number, would be as indicating the rapidity of

increase of the insect in different localities and under different sea-

sonal conditions.

The females continue to feed until prevented by the dormancy of

the tree in the late autumn. It is thought that most of them pass

the winter in about a half-grown stage, and resume their feeding in

early spring, as soon as practicable for their entrance upon active

life, in June as above stated.

Its Food-plants

In addition to the food-plants of the San Jose scale that have

been mentioned in the preceding pages, several others have
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recently been reported to me by Air. Sirrine, as observed by him

on Long Island.

The following is the list as it now stands. It will doubtless be

largely extended by future observations

:

Tiliacm

Linden (Tilia).

Celastracem

Euonyrans.

LeguminosoB
Acacia.

Bosaeem
Almond,

Peach.

Apricot,

Plum.

Cherry.

Spiraea.

Kaspberry.

Kose.

Hawthorn (Oratmgus\

Cotoneaster.

Pear.

Apple.

Quince.

Flowering Quince.

SaxifragaccB

Gooseberry.

Currant.

Flowering Currant.

Ehenacem

Persimmon (Diospyros).

(Jrticacm

Elm.

Osage Orange

Juglandace®

English Walnut.

Pecan Nut.

Betulacem

Alder? (Alnus).

Salicacem

"Weeping Willow.

Laurel-leaved Willow

Asia).

(from

It will be seen from the above that the scale is recorded as occur-

ring on plants in ten of the Orders, although one-half of the food-

plants named belong to the Order of Rosacea.

Spread of the Insect

The natural spread of this scale is not a, rapid one. As the female

is unprovided with wings, and is unable to change its position after

having become fixed and throughout its entire period of reproduc-

tion, the insect can only pass from one tree to another during the

few hours that it continues in its active larval stage. Although a

rather rapid traveler its range of locomotion would hardly ever carry

it to neighboring trees in an orchard, unless the branches should
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interlock, in which case every facility is afforded it for spreading

the infestation,— almost equal to that existing in nurseries where the

young trees are grown so closely together as to form compact masses.

Carried by birds, etc.— It has been found that the young insect

may be distributed through the agency of other insects and of birds.

"When abounding on a tree to the extent that much of the bark is

already occupied by the scales, they apparently show a disposition

to leave the tree and fasten upon any visiting insect or to the legs of

birds. If this is instinctive or in accordance with a purpose, they

will leave their hosts as soon as transported to a favorable place for

the establishment of a new colony. It is stated that several of the

young have been seen upon the wing-covers of a single lady-bird,

—

that they are often found on ants, and that they show a preference

for insects of dark color.

Distribution in Nursery Stock.— The ease with which many

of our most serious insect pests may be widely distributed through

sales of nursery stock, has been brought to notice so frequently in

recent years by studies made of the means by which injurious insects

have suddenly made their appearance in new localities, that our

economic entomologists have deemed it their duty from time to

time to warn fruit-growers of the danger to which they are exposed,

and to press upon them the great importance of a thorough inspec-

tion of all the nursery stock purchased by them. Each of the recent

occurrences of the San Jose scale in the Eastern States, has been

traced directly, or with a strong probability, to nursery infestation

as its source. Of course, the danger of such introduction is the

greater when the insect is so inconspicuous as is this scale, or when

it is entirely hidden within its burrows in the branches or trunk, as

in the case of the flat-headed pear tree borer, Agrilus sinuatus

Oliv., lately discovered in New Jersey orchards by Dr. Smith,

and by him traced to a New Jersey nursery which it was supposed

had imported it from Europe about ten years ago,

Protection from Infested Stock

In view of this danger, the following suggestion made by Dr.

Smith {Entomological News, v, p. 311) is both timely and impor-

tant :
" No farmer should set out a tree until he has examined it

closely and made certain that no scale-insects infest any portion of
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it. He should also wash at least the trunk and larger branches with

a kerosene emulsion, diluted by no more than live parts of water;

and he should, finally, trim back to the smallest possible amount of

wood, burning or otherwise destroying all the cuttings," thereby

facilitating the growth of the tree, and disposing of the eggs of

the Aphides or plant-lice and of mites occurring on the smaller twigs.

Dr. Smith -also offers the following :— " Purchasers of nursery stock

could insist on a written guarantee with each lot of stock purchased,

that they are clean and free from insect pests, and had not been, in

the nursery, affected by any plant disease, nor grown in the vicinity

of diseased trees

It is not probable that the New Jersey or Long Island nursery-

men would give such a guarantee, nor does it seem that they could

eafely do so. "Were they, one and all, skilled entomologists they

might, even then, with reason, decline to commit themselves so

broadly,— covering insects of all kinds, both exposed to view and

hidden from the eye. But for the present, at least, while the scale

infestation of these localities is so generally known, some assurance

of protection will be demanded by all to whom the knowledge has

come, before further orders are sent to the nurseries involved.

The following form of certificate is offered to the consideration of

purchasers and nurserymen, in the belief that it would prove equally

beneficial to each party. Without it, or something to the same

effect, there is reason to believe, from action about to be taken in

another State, that some of the unfortunate nurseries may suffer for

a time from a " boycott ". Let it be understood— there is no dis-

position on the part of any entomologist to magnify the danger to

important interests from this newly introduced pest, but simply to

accept it at its full magnitude :
—

I do hereby certify that the stock sent out herewith has been
examined by a competent entomologist, and has been pronounced
by him, to the best of his knowledge and belief, to be free from
living San Jose scales (Aspidiotus perniciosus) ; and in the event
of its being shown that the stock now sent has carried with it the
living insects, I do hereby agree to replace it free of cost with
uninfested stock.

Proposed Legislation

No legislation has been had in the State of New York against insect

pests. Laws of this character, more or less broad and stringent, have

83
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been passed in ten of the States, viz., California, Colorado, Idaho,

Kansas, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Oregon, and

"Washington. A compilation of these Laws, which will be found

convenient for examination and as aids to future legislation, has

recently been made in a pamphlet of 46 pages by Mr. L. O. Howard,

and issued as Bulletin J¥o. 33 of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture— Division ofEntomology. California, it appears, has taken

the lead in resorting to legislation, moved thereto by the urgency

of preventing the introduction of species known to be destructive to

fruit culture in other parts of the country and from the Old TVorld.

Although the State of New York is subjected each year to losses

from insect injuries which would aggregate in amount to several

millions of dollars— a large proportion of which is preventable,—
no effort has hitherto been made toward the removal of so onerous

a burden through a resort to legislative aid. An investigation of

the insect pests of the State which was commenced forty years ago

and continued, with a short interval, up to the present, has given to

the people of the State details of the life-histories and habits of all

of our more noxious insects, accompanied with methods for their

control. These studies are accessible in State reports to all who
may desire to consult them. Their recommendations are conceded

to be of great value, and if the information they contain be utilized

to the extent that it should be, the occasion will seldom arise when

aid from legislation is needed.

There may be, however, insect infestation in some other State or

country of such a pronounced dangerous character, that its intro-

duction should be guarded against by quarantine laws. Or, an

insect may have multiplied to such an extent that its control is

entirely beyond individual effort, as in the case of the gypsy

moth in Massachusetts. Again, a newly introduced insect pest,

known only in a single locality but threatening an almost

unlimited range, may call for its extermination while the task

is simple and inexpensive.* Still another instance, is that of the

presence of the San Jose scale in the State of New York. There

is reason to fear that it has been sent in every county of the State,

In how many orchards it has found place can not be known, with-

*Such an opportunity was lost when the pear-midge was confined to a few

orchards in the town of Meriden, Conn, " *
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out special examination of suspected localities by a person competent

to identify it. Its dangerous character demands its extermination

if it can be accomplished. Although it has had a foothold in the

State for, probably, five years or more, it is believed that its

extermination is practicable if the proper effort can be made at once,

under the provisions of a bill which has been drawn up and intro-

duced in the present Legislature— reading as follows

:

An Act to provide for the Extermination of the San Jose Scale

in the State of New York.

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate

and Assembly, do enact asfollows

:

Section 1. Whenever the state entomologist may have knowl-
edge of the existence of the San Jose scale, or has reason to believe

in the probability of its existence in any locality within the State of

New York on any trees, plants, vines, or fruit, he shall notify the

commissioner of agriculture, who shall thereupon appoint one or

more experts who shall be sufficiently familiar with the scale to be
able to recognize it, for the prompt inspection of the infested or

suspected locality.

§ 2. Such agent shall make thorough inspection of the locality

named, and if the existence of the scale is found therein, he shall

notify the owner or owners of the orchard, nursery, or grounds in

which the insect is found, of its existence therein, and serve a notice

containing a statement of all the facts found to exist, upon the

owner or owners, with an order that within ten days they shall take

such measures as have been proven to be effectual in the destruction

of the scale and for prevention of its further distribution, and to

continue them until its extermination has been effected.

§ 3. If the owner or owners shall refuse to comply with the order
of the agent, as above stated, the agent shall be charged with its

execution, and for this purpose, shall employ all necessary assist-

ance ; and such agent or his employes may enter upon any or all

premises within the town or city for the purpose of the speedy
extermination of the scale. Such agent shall be entitled to com-
pensation for his services under this act at the rate of five dollars

for each full day spent by him in the discharge of his duties, and
the necessary disbursements paid or incurred by him therein.

§ 4. The sum of five thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may
be necessary, is hereby appropriated out of the state treasury to

carry out the provisions of this act.

§ 5. This act shall take effect immediately.

Kemedies

There is no difficulty in killing this insect at any time and in any

form of its existence, if the proper remedies are used and properly
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applied : but if entire success is demanded— that is, if all of the

insects infesting an orchard are to be destroyed, which means exter-

mination,— so far as our present knowledge extends, it can only be

accomplished in the winter season. During the many years of its

existence in California the experiments there conducted, showed

that. several of the insecticidal applications tested, were entirely

effective— particularly some of the " winter washes " of which the

formulas have been frequently published. When it became neces-

sary to contend with the insect in its eastern invasion, it was natu-

rally supposed that the Californian remedies would be equally effect-

ive here, but experiments with them proved that they only sufficed

to destroy a certain percentage of the hibernating form ; and even

when used in double strength, a large proportion of the scales waa

not destroyed. These unexpected results may probably be accounted

for by a more perfect dormancy of the insects in the East than in

California.

Winter washes.— The experiments that have been conducted

tinder the direction of L. O. Howard, Chief of the Entomological

Bureau at Washington, during the past year (1894), have been so

varied and apparently so thorough that it would seem that the

results attained might be accepted, without further experimentation,

for future guidance in our operations against this scale. During

the latter part of the year, twenty-nine different washes were tested

by experienced entomologists from the Bureau, upon badly infested

trees in Charles county, Maryland. In summing up these results,

Mr. Howard has stated :
" The only perfect results which have been

reached have come from the application of two pounds or more of

commercial whale-oil soap to a gallon of water, and from the appli-

cation of a resin wash of six times the normal summer strength.

The effects following the application of these washes leave noth-

ing to be desired. In all cases the most careful search over the

sprayed trees has failed to show a single living scale."

Unfortunately, both of the above-named washes are somewhat

expensive, as the lowest price at which the whale-oil soap can be

purchased is four cents the pound by the barrel, making the wash

to cost eight cents per gallon. The resin wash is still more expen-

sive. When large orchards are to be treated, the cost is quite an

item, but the intelligent fruit-grower will not hesitate when con-
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rinced that the choice lies between the expense of the wash and the

loss of the trees.

The above are known as " winter washes," since they may only

be used without serious injury to the tree during its winter dor-

mancy. Later, it would not be safe to apply them unless in a con-

siderably diluted form, when they would'only suffice to destroy a

portion of the scales.

Home-made whale-oil soap.— For those who would prefer mak-

ing the soap for themselves, at a less cost than if purchased by the

small quantity in market, Mr. Howard has given the following

formula :— Potash lye, one pound ; fish oil, three pints ; soft water,

two gallons ; dissolve the lye in water and add the oil on bringing

the mixture to a boil ; boil for about two hours and then add suffi-

cient water to make up for the evaporation. This will make about

twenty pounds of soft soap— equivalent to about five pounds of the

hard.

The winter resin wash.— The composition and proportions given

for this, are as follows:— Resin, 120 pounds; caustic soda, 30

pounds ; fish oil, 15 pints ; water sufficient to make 100 gallons.

The resin and soda are broken up and, together with the fish oil are

placed in a large kettle, sufficient water being added to cover them.

The whole is then boiled for several hours, or " until the compound

will mix properly in water without breaking up into yellowish

flakes." (Insect Life, vii, p. 293).

Potash wash.— Dr. Smith, in his experiments with the scale in

New Jersey, has tested to his entire satisfaction the efficacy of a

saturated solution of crude or commercial potash, i. e., potash in a

sufficient quantity of water to dissolve it, to be used upon trees dur-

ing their dormancy in the winter season, only. It may be applied

either by means of a cloth or stiff brush, or by thorough spray-

ing. The potash eats into or corrodes the scales and kills a large

proportion of the insects beneath them. A month later, by which

time the scales will have become riddled or loosened, it should be

followed with kerosene emulsion made after the usual formula and

diluted to a strength of one part to five parts of water. If these

applications are thoroughly made,— according to Dr. Smith, " not a

single insect need escape."

Before using any of the above washes, it is recommended to cut
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back as freely as may be properly done, the infested trees, and

burn the cuttings, as a large part of the scales are to be found on

the terminal twigs.

Summer washes.— Experiments thus far made with applications

that may be safely used during the summer, have failed to give a

wash that will destroy all the scales— a small percentage will escape.

The two that have given the best results are the summer resin wash

and an ordinary diluted kerosene emulsion. "With either of these,

u by three applications at intervals through the summer, the insects

may be kept from increasing to any serious extent." The unat-

tached insects and those in which the scale is in its incipiency will

readily be killed, and if it were possible to reach all of them the

entire destruction of the insect would be effected. But this is

impracticable. The young are hatching continually during nearly

five months of the year, and are to be found at any time during

this period in their active stage upon the tree. The number of

sprayings that would be required to reach the young before they

are protected by their scale, would render this method altogether

too laborious and costly to depend upon it for extermination.

Gas treatment.— The treatment of infested trees with hydro-

cyanic acid gas, generated within a canvas tent made air-tight

through the application of boiled linseed oil, and fastened closely

down over the tree to be treated, has been extensively used in Cali-

fornia and with entire success against some of the scale-insects of the

"Western Coast. The cost of the tents and the labor involved in

their management, render it altogether too expensive for general

use ; and further,— although it has been hitherto claimed that the

gas applied in this manner was absolutely fatal to all animal life, yet,

late experiments appear to show that it may not be entirely depended

upon for the complete destruction of the San Jose scale when infest-

ing orchards. According to Mi; Howard, an orchard in Charlottes-

ville, Ya., which had been treated with the gas in March last, under

the skilled supervision of Mr. Coquillett,— although " the operation

was as thorough as it could be made, a few of the insects survived

the treatment, as was shown by the receipt of living specimens late

in the fall from Dr. Hedges." {Insect Life, vii, p. 286.)*

* Mr. Howard has since made personal examination of this orchard, and has

found the gas treatment inefficacious. The trees are again badly infested, while

one result of the fumigating has been to seriously injure the trees by causing the

blackening and cracking of the bark.
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Treatment of Nursery Stoch.— It is believed that the hydro-

cyanic acid gas treatment is reliable for disinfesting nursery stock

of infested nurseries previous to its distribution. Of course, all

bucIi stock found to have the scale in abundance, should be promptly

taken up and burned, but where the scale is sparsely present or even

where there is barely a suspicion of its presence, it should, before

shipment be subjected to the gas fumigation. This is now being

done in New Jersey and Long Island nurseries— in some of them

at least, and should be made a condition upon which any further

orders may be given or stock received from either of the infested

districts or others that may hereafter be discovered.

The manner of treatment is the following : An air-tight box is

made of suitable size for the reception of as much stock as may be

conveniently treated at one time. The stock is placed therein and

subjected for an hour to the gas generated in it by the combination

of three ounces of water, a little more than one fluid ounce of com-

mercial sulphuric acid, and one ounce of 60 per cent cyanide of

potassium, to be placed in a glazed earthenware vessel of the capac-

ity of at least a gallon, in the order above named : these amounts

are for 150 cubic feet of space. It should be remembered that this

gas should not be breathed as it is exceedingly poisonous.

Bibliography

The following references to publications upon Asjpidiotus per-

niciosus are given as an aid to those who may wish to learn more

minutely of the life-history and habits of the insect, or for informa-

tion upon topics which have been omitted from this Bulletin in

order not to extend it to an undue length, as for example : the

parasites of the insect (see Insect Life, vii, pp. 2S9-292) ; the

possibility of the limitation of its multiplication in its northeastern

range to certain portions of the State of New York and the Eastern

States {id., p. 292) ; its possible introduction through infested

Californian fruit (see Bull. 10G New Jersey Agr. Coll. L'xper. St.,

p. 17, and Insect Life, vii, p. 167) ; the varieties of plums and

pears more liable to its attack [Bull. 106— ante, p. 16); and its

natural enemies {id., p. 16).

Comstook: in Bept. Comniis. Agr. for 1880, pp. 304^-5, pi. 12,

£. 7 (original description).
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Cooke: Treat. Ins. Inj. Fruit and Fruit-trees, 1881, pp. 33-4

(description, etc.) ; in Kept. Commis. Agr. for 1882, pp. 65, 208

(coal-oil and lye remedies) ; Ins. Inj. Orch.-Yine., 1883, pp. 60-63,

figs. 15-21.

Chapin : in Eept. Commis. Agr. for 1882, p. 207-8 (concentrated

lye remedy) ; in Kept. St. Commis. Fruit Pests, in Eept. Cal. St. Bd.

Horticul. for 1884, pp. 34, 35, 42.

Klee : in Eept. Cal. St. Bd. Horticul. for 1885-'86, 1887, pp.

373-375, pi. 1 (habits and remedies).

Eilet—Howard : in Insect Life, iii, 1891, p. 63 (in Walla Walla,

Washington), p. 487 (Ajphelinus parasite) ; in id., iv, 1892, p. 83

(resin wash) ; in id., v, 1893, p. 53 (killed by Chilocorus), p. 128

(killed by Scymnus), p. 214 (recorded in Australia), p. 280 (Cali-

fornia remedy) ; in id., vi, 1894, p. 286 (in the East), pp. 360-369,

figs. 26-29 (general account).

Gregorson: in Insect Life, iii, 1891, p. 169 (in California).

Coquillett: in Bull. 23 U. S. Dept. Agr.—Div. Ent., 1891, pp.

26, 27, 28 (gas and resin wash treatment) ; in Bull. 26 ditto, 1892, pp.

21-25 (food-plants, parasites, remedies) ; in Insect Life, v, p. 251

(imported parasites) ; in id., vi, 1894, pp. 324-326 (operations in

Virginia).

" Craw: in Eept. Cal. St. Bd. Horticul. for 1891, 1892, p. 285

(remedies and parasites). Le Long: in id., pp. 196, 198, 199

(remedies).

Olliff: in New So. Wales Agr. Gaz. for Sept. 1892, pp. 698,

699 (on pear in N. S. T,".).

Townsend : in Bull. 7 New Mex. Agr. Exp. St., June, 1892, pp.

6, 7 (in Las Cruces).

Eilet : in Eept. Sect. Agr. for 1891, 1892, p. 244 (washes used

in California) ; in id. for 1893, 1894, pp. 215-221, pi. 1, f. 1 (general

account) ; in Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., xlii, 1893, p. 229 (dis-

covered in Yirginia).

Howard: Circular No. 3, 2d Ser. TJ. S. Dept. Agr.— Div. Ent.,

April, 1893, 10 pp, 5 figs, (its Eastern appearance and remedies)

;

in Insect Life, vii, 1894, pp. 153-163 (Eastern occurrence); in

Canad. Entomol., xxvi, 1894, p. 355 (its distribution) ; in Insect

Life, vii, 1895, pp. 283-295 (life-history, spread, parasites, remedies).

Cockerell : in Canad. Entomol., xxvi, Feb. 1894, p. 32 (No. 73

in list of Nearctic Coccidae).
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Smith: in Entomolog. News, v, 1894, pp. 182-184 (Eastern

occurrence), p. 312 (discovered on Long Island) ; in Insect Life, vii,

1894, pp. 16S-1G7 (in New Jersey) ; in Gard.-Forest, vii, 1894, p.

314 (danger from infested California fruit) ; Bull. No. 106 N. J.

Agr. Coll. Exp. St., Nov. 22, 1894, 1895. 24 pp. 5 figs, (in New
Jersey, and general account); in Entomolog. News, vi, 1895, pp.

153-157 (operations against, in New Jersey nurseries).

Koebele: in Insect Life, vi, 1894, p. 27 (Orcus parasites).

Schwarz : in Insect Life, vi, 1894, pp. 247-252 (in Charlottes-

ville, Ya.).

Lintner: in Eur. New Yorker, liii, 1894, p. 791 (neglected on

Long Island) ; in Albany Eve. Journ., Nov. 7, 1894 (observed at

Kinderhook, N. Y.).

Sireine: in Gard.-Forest, vii, 1894, p. 449 (on Long Island).

Fletcher: in Evidence bef. Commit. Agr., 1894, p. 19 (in

British Columbia) ; in 24th Ann. Eept. Ent. Soc. Ont., 1895, pp. 73-

76, f. 48 (in Br. Columbia, habits, remedies).

Slingerland: in Eur. New Yorker, liv, 1895, p. 5 (Eastern local-

ities and prospects).

Webster: Bull. 56 Ohio Agr. Exp. St. for December, 1894,

1895, 18 pp. 5 figs, (in Ohio, and N. J. Bull. 106 quoted).

H. W. C[ollingwood] : in Eur. New Yorker, liv, 1895, p. 167

(observations at Lovett Company nurseriesj), p. 317 (the Parson*

Company nursery on Long Island),

39



Explanation op Plate L

Fig. 1.— The apple-tree bark-louse, Mytilaspis pomorum (Bouche), on apple

bark. (After Comstock.)

Fig. 2.— The scurfy bark-louse, Chionaspisfurfurus (Fitch): a, the female scales,

and b, the male scales, in natural size on twigs; c, the female scale,

enlarged; d, the male scale, enlarged. (From the Division of Ento-

mology, U. S. Dept. Agr. at Washington.)

Fig. 3.— The scurfy bark-louse: [a], the male; c, the young larva; /, the male

pupa; g, the female, from beneath— all enlarged; b, d, e, A, structural

details of legs and antenna, in greater enlargement. (From the Divis-

ion of Entomology, Washington, D. (X)



Plate i



»

Explanation op Plate IL

Fig. 1.— The pine-leaf scale-insect, Chionaspis pinifolii (Fitch): £, the scales on

the leaves in natural size: «, leaves not stunted by the presence of

the scales; b, scale of female of usual form, enlarged; c, wide form

of the same, enlarged; d, a male scale enlarged. (After Comstock.)

Fig. 2.— The white scale, Aspidiotus nerii Bouche, on an Acacia twig, in natural

size: a, the male insect, enlarged; b and c, the male and female scales,

enlarged, (After Comstock.)



Plate II.

Fo 2



Explanation op Plate LTI.

Fig. 1.— The maple-tree scale-insect, Pulvinaria innumerdbilis (Rathvon), with

extruded egg-masses, on grape, natural size. (After Comstock.)

Fig. 2.— The same, on osage orange and on maple. (After Walsh and Riley.)

Fig. 3.— The same: a, a twig with mature female scales and egg-masses, natural

size; b, mature female scale from above, enlarged; c, female scale

from below, more enlarged; d, the thread-like setae of the proboscis.

(From the Seventh Report on the Insects of Illinois.)

Fig. 4.— The same: a, a twig with half-grown female scales, in natural size; b,

autumnal female scale from above, enlarged; c, the same from beneath;

d, the male insect enlarged. (From the Seventh and Thirteenth

Illinois Reports.)



Plate III.

Fio. Fin. 4.



Explanation of Plate IV.

The plum-tree scale-insect, Lecanium fjuglandis Bouche in natural size, on

plum. (From Garden and Forest.)



Plate IV.



Explanation of Plate "V.

Fig. 1, the San Jose scale, Aspidiotus perniciosus Comstock, infesting a pear

twig; 2, the scales on a leaf; 3, scattered scales on a pear; Jh a female

scale, enlarged; 5, a mole scale, enlarged. (From the Cornell Uni-

versity Agr. Exper. Station, and by permission of the California

State Board of Horticulture.)



1 »LATE V



Explanation op Plate YL

Fig. 1.— The San Jose" scales, in natural size on an apple branch; scales some-

what enlarged on apple bark at above at the left.

Fig. 2.— San Jose scales on a pear showing the surrounding ring; b, a female

scale, enlarged.



Plate VI.

CL
Fio. 2



Explanation op Plate VlL

Fig. 1.— Enlarged view of the young larva of the San Jose scale-insect, seen

from beneath, with a greater enlargement of an antenna at b.

Fig. 2.— An enlarged view of an adult female of the San Jose scale-insect, con-

taining young; at d, a still greater enlargement of a portion of its

anal fringe.

Fig. 3.—A greatly enlarged view of the adult male of the San Jose scale-insect;

its natural size shown in the inclosed crossed-lines at right-hand side.

(The figures of this Plate and the preceding one are from the U. S.

Dept. Agriculture— Division of Entomology.)



Plate VI I.
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INTRODUCTION
The geology of the eastern Adirondacks presents many prob-

lems of interest. The townships along Lake Champlain contain

within their borders the contacts of the labradorite rocks— (gabbros,

norites and anorthosites) with the quartzose gneisses and crystalline

limestones ; and the later-formed nnconformabilities of all these with

the Potsdam sandstone of the Upper Cambrian. The crystalline

rocks of the Archaean invite study of both igneous and metamor-

phosed forms, while along the old shore line are the Cambro-Silu-

rian sediments, unchanged, not much disturbed and often rich in

fossils. Remarkably little, detailed, field work upon the crystalline

rocks has been done in the region since the early survey of Emmons
and Hall, 1835-1 840. What has been written is incomplete and the

stratigraphical conclusions are drawn from too little recorded data.

A general review of these papers has been given by the writer, in

the Transactions of the New York Academy of Science, v. 12, p.

19, Nov. 1892. Emmons in his Final Report, 1842, devoted almost

no attention to the relative stratigraphy of the crystalline rocks

and not until 1876, is the question alluded to and then by James Hall

only as regards the age of the serpentinous limestones (Amer. Jour.

Sci. Oct. 1876) which are spoken of as being later than the Lauren-

tian and earlier than the Potsdam. Dr A. R. Leeds' paper entitled

"Notes on the Lithology of the Adirondacks" (Chemical News,

Mar. 1877, 36th Annual Report, N. Y. State Cabinet 1877, p. 79)

relates to the chemistry and petrography of the anorthosites and

trap dikes only.

In 1879 C. E. Hall published a short condensation of what was

apparently expected to be a longer contribution. It is entitled Lau-

rentian Magnetite Iron Ore Deposits in Northern New York."

(32nd Annual Report of the N. Y. State Cabinet— 1879, p. 133-140.)

A brief outline is given of the township geology in the Eastern

Adirondacks, and a colored map on a small scale (3 miles to the

inch) accompanies the report. Mr Hall divides the Archean into the

1, Lower Laurentian Magnetic Ore Series. 2, Laurentian Sulphur

Ore Series. 3, Crystalline Limestones. 4, Labrador Series or

Upper Laurentian with Titaniferous Ores. The relations of 2 and

3 are said to be uncertain, but later, in a note, the limestone of 3 is
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Stated to be later than L It is to be regretted that Mr Hall did

Hot complete his j>aper, for too much attention could not have been

given to proofs of these stratigraphical relations, and in the follow-

ing pages, it will be shown that the conclusions reached in this paper

favor his first arrangement. T. S. Hunt in the short description of

the geology of Port Henry, (Canadian Naturalist, 2nd series, v. 10,

p. 420,) regards the limestones near the town as a great, metamor-

phosed vein of calcite. C. R. Yan Hise, in company with C. D.

Walcott and R. Pumpelly, made an excursion in 1890 from "White-

hall north along the Delaware and Hudson P. R. to Westport and

thence into the mountains near Mt Marcy. They saw much that

suggested the deposition of the limestones along an encroaching shore-

line of gneiss, and remark also the extensive gabbro area of West-

port. In December, 1893, J. F. Kemp read before the Geological

Society of America, a paper on the Gabbros on the Western shore of

Lake (Jhamplain, (Bulletin V. 213-221) in which the petrography

of these rocks is discussed. In December, 1894, the same writer

read a subsequent paper on the Crystalline Limestones, Ophicalcites

and Associated Schists of the Eastern Adirondacks, (Bulletin YI.

241-262) which treats both of petrography and stratigraphy.

All the other papers that have been written on the region, have

small reference to these questions, but as bearing on petrographic

points, some are important. Recently an account of the geology of

Gouverneur township, on the western side, has appeared from the

pen of Prof. C. H. Smyth, jr,* and many facts are adduced. The

field work was undertaken in close association with the writer's work

on the eastern side and with the general plan of keeping our inves-

tigations in harmony. Although no anorthosites are known there,

basal gneiss was found practically like that near Lake Champlain

and with it is associated igneous granite. Next in succession is*

crystalline limestone, with some black schists at its base, but serpen-

tinous limestone is practically absent. Above all these is Potsdam

sandstone. There is further, a great area of serpentine with red]

hematite, whose stratigraphic relations remain to be worked out.

*A Geological Recormoissance in the Vicinity of Gouverneur, N. Y. Trans. N.

Y. Acd. Sci. XII. 97, Feb. 23, 1893. A still more important paper by Dr Smyth

on the Gabbro contacts in certain townships in St. Lawrence Co. appears in the

Bulletin of the Geological Society of America VI. 263.
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We hope year by year to add the geology of new townships to those

already mapped, until the whole region has been carefully covered.

The problems are not easy ones and the many questions require very

thorough exploration.

The present contribution is only concerned with Moriah and

West port townships. The field work was done in the summer of

1S!>2, but the writer has been making excursions into the mountains

for rive years past, and a general introduction is given, based on the

data thus gathered.

In the field work efficient assistance was rendered by Mr W. D,

Matthew, late Fellow in Geology, Columbia college, and acknowl-

edgments for indispensable aid are here gladly given.

GENERAL TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY

The country along the western shores of Lake Champlain, is

diversified in its contours. While the larger share of the water-

front is formed of the later sedimentary strata, and while these do

not reach in the townships here described, a height of much over

400 feet above the lake (this is not far from 500 feet above tide)

they are either soon succeeded in the region south of Plattsburg, by

the gneisses, serpentinous limestones, gabbros and anorthosites* as

one goes inland, or else are cut by spurs of the latter which jut out

in high ridges to the water itself. The heart of the Adirondacks is

formed of the anorthosites and the highest peaks are dome-shaped

masses of this rock. But the flanks on all sides consist largely of

qnartzose gneisses, and more or less of serpentinous limestones, which

latter have interbedded with them black hornblendic and pyroxenic

schists, and are heavily charged with bunches of silicates. The

gneisses attain to less altitudes than the anorthosites, although in

*The term anorthosite has been long in use among Canadian geologists, as a

special name for the rocks of the Xorian series, that consist almost entirely of

plagioclase. It is derived from the old French word "anorthose," which is a

collective term for the triclinic feldspars. While with New York geologists,

norite is generally used for the labradorite rocks, yet increasing observation shows

that true norites (i. e. containing plagioclase and orthorhombic pyroxene) are not

so general as at first supposed, and as gabbro is a much wider term, embracing

under it collectively, the g:\bbros proper, (plagioclase and monoclinic pyroxene),

the norites and the anorthosites, it is here employed.
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the region about the outlet of Lake George, these are by no means

inconsiderable. The anorthosites occur in general throughout a

broad belt, which extends from Port Kent and Saranac Lake, south-

westerly 60 or 70 miles. The anorthosites do not form a solid belt,

as is the general impression, but are found in ridges of northeast-

erly trend, with gneiss and crystalline limestone almost always appear-

ing in the valleys. Still around Mt Marcy there is a great group

of peaks and no gneiss or limestone has been found in between them.

The relief of the country is not entirely due to erosion, although

this has been extensive both by water and ice. One can not resist

the conviction when viewing the dome-shaped peaks or knobs, that

they are in a large part due to block faulting, and the steep cliffs of

Adirondack Pass, of Avalanche Pass and many others, confirm the

impression. The remarkable shear-zone at Avalanche Lake* is also

an additional proof. In the iron mines it has been a frequent

experience to find the ore body cut off by a fault where it has been

followed under a gulch. What is true for the small depressions is

doubtless applicable on a large scale. The mountains repeatedly

have a much steeper eastern face than western, as if presenting to

the east, old, eroded, fault-scarps. Erosion both by water and ice

has contributed its share in modifying contours, so that now the

angles are largely rounded off.

Over the whole country is spread the drift, either sorted or

unsorted, and no more striking exhibition of it is to be found in the

United States, than in the Adirondacks. As a general thing, aside

from the mountains, the country is extremely sandy, and often in

the valleys shows unmistakable evidence of having once been lake-

bottoms^ on whose shores the deltas still remain.

GENERAL STRATIGRAPHY

The stratigraphical relations of the Archean crystalline rocks are

obscure as decisive evidence is not easy to procure. In the writer's

opinion we have the same succession as in Canada, where the Ottawa

Gneiss is the lowest member ; the Grenville Series of more schistose

rocks and limestones lies over it ; and through both these are

*J. F. Kemp. The great Shear-zone at Avalanche Lake. Amer. Jour. Sci.

Aug. 1892, p. 109.

fH. Ries. A Pleistocene Lake-bed at Elizabethtown, X. Y. Trans. N. Y
Acad. Sci. Nov. 1893.
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intruded the gabbros and anorthosites of the Xorian. Purely litho-

logical names are here chosen to indicate these and they are subse-

quently described in what is believed to be their stratigraphical

succession. It would not be advisable to discuss at length this prob-

lem from the restricted area covered by this report. The difficulties

in accurate determination and classification rise from the intrusive

nature and vast extent of the Xorian. Near the contacts of the

undoubted gabbros and anorthosites with the gneisses there are all

manner of intermediate types of rock, and even far out from the

central masses, we find what are regarded as intrusive sheets of

gabbroitic gneiss, which possess the characters of both the gneisses

and the gabbros. It is hoped that by the close of the summer of

1804, that the whole of Essex co. will have been gone over once and

that then these questions can be more intelligently discussed.

General character of the gneisses. The gneisses give little

decisive evidence of their origin, whether they have been derived

from sediments or from granitic rocks. Dr Smyth has shown the

latter to be true in the township of Gouverneur on the west side,

and the remarkable instances later described, by which the massive

gabbros have become gneissic, lends much support to this view for

many other regions. So far as they have been examined in the

townships specially noted here, they are aggregates of quartz, nor-

mal orthoclase, microcline, pyroxene, biotite, hornblende and great

quantities of microperthitic orthoclase. The last named is rather

the most abundant component. It consists of orthoclase crystals so

thickly set with blades of albite that at times they almost seem like

crystals of banded plagioclase. Such structures are well known in

both igneous granites and metamorphic gneisses. At times, specially

near the Bessemer iron ores the gneiss becomes a nearly pure mix-

ture of quartz and feldspar.

General characters of the crystalline limestones. The lime-

stones are variable in structure and composition. They are in

instances extremely pure carbonate of lime. The quarry opened

for the Port Henry furnaces, a quarter of a mile north of Port

Henry and east of the Treadway ophicalcite quarry was of this char-

acter. But here as elsewhere great bunches of silicates came in and

necessitated much waste. It is rare that a bed of any size is met,

which is not limited on either side by a black, hornblendic schist or

gneiss. The exposed cross-sections show this alteration over and

42
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over. Frequently the limestone becomes more magnesian and is

full of the altered pyroxene crystals, which give it the well-known

green, serpentinous mottlings. This ophicalcite or ophiolite is

widely familiar under the name " Moriah marble," by which trade

designation it has been placed on the market as an ornamental stone.

G. P. Merrill has shown that the serpentine has resulted from the

alteration of a white pyroxene.* The limestones have undoubtedly

been penetrated by igneous dikes before their metamorphism, for these

show in broken fragments with the limestone in between. Whether

all the interbedded, black schist was of this character is doubtful.

The limestone series rests on the gneiss and is later in age.

General characters of the rocks of the gabbro family. The

gabbros are unquestionably true, igneous rocks of invariable plu-

tonic habit when not rendered more or less gneissic by mountain-

making disturbances. Passages of the one into the other can be

traced. But even in the purely plutonic or granitoid structures the

microscope shows widespread crushings and strainings, the results of

dynamic disturbances. The typical anorthosites exhibit nearly pure

feldspathic aggregates, specially in the interiors of the Norian

mountain ridges. The darker, basic gabbros appear on the skirts of

the latter or as more remote outliers. They consist of plagioclase,

green monoclinic pyroxene, hypersthene, brown hornblende, titani-

ferous magnetite, almost invariable garnet and alteration products

from all these. Olivine has been discovered but does not appear to

be as abundant as in the analogous Canadian exposures described by

F. D. Adams.

General characters of the Cambro-Silurian sediments. The

earliest of the sediments is the Potsdam sandstone. It rests on all

the members of the Laurentian in one place and another and sets

up into them as embayments. It reaches a maximum altitude of

500 feet above tide at the first Y of the Mineville railway, out from

Port Henry. None other of the sediments rises as high at this.

Along the lake shore, the Potsdam is succeeded by the Calciferous

Limestone, which appears just north of Port Henry and in Westport.

In the latter town we find also the still higher Chazy and Trenton.

Less attention was given to these than to the crystalline rocks,

although later on some further details and lists of fossils are appended.

* Proc. U. S. Natl Mus. XII, 595. 1890.
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Brief description of the map. The accompanying map has

been roughly reproduced from advance sheets of the U. S. Geologi-

cal Survey and from the County Atlas of Essex Co. Only the 100

foot contours are given, to avoid confusion of lines. While not

claiming to be more than a general picture of the topography, it

does show the elevations with all the accuracy needed for a first

draft and as such has been employed. In the subdivision it has been

the endeavor to show the areas occupied by the gneiss, the crystal-

line limestones, the outlying gabbros, the main anorthosite masses,

the Potsdam sandstone and the Lower Silurian limestones. Where

all rocks are concealed by drift, this has its appropriate sign. Prac-

tically all the roads were traversed in Moriah and Westport and a

corner of Elizabethtown. The only omitted area is a small one in

the extreme northwest of Moriah.* But it is recognized that some

outlying gabbro areas may have been overlooked, although all acces-

sible hills were climbed. On many the forest growth and smaller

vegetation conceal all exposures. Some gneissoid forms of anortho-

sites may be included in the areas drawn as gneiss, for as already

remarked the intermediate varieties are extremely hard to classify,

even when the prominent types are readily recognized. The geolog-

ical sections will serve to indicate the stratigraphical relations in sev-

eral places.

OUTLINE OF THE GEOLOGY OF MORIAH
An examination of the accompanying map will show that the

gneisses with iron ores make up the greater part of Moriah. There

is also a belt of crystalline limestone and black schist in Port Henry

and another east of Ensign Pond. Along the Lake Champlain front

the Potsdam sandstone is well developed, and the Calciferous shows

in one small spot just north of Port Henry. The later sediments

although present in the townships on the north and south are absent

in Moriah. The anorthosites appear in the southwest and form one

especially high hill, Harris Hill, and several others, hardly inferior.

Outlying masses of gabbros are frequent and often strongly gneis-

soid. A great sheet of gabbro has been cut by drill cores near Mt Bob,

Mineville, and an enormous mass of it underlies the Cheever Mine, out-

cropping all along the lake. Another great sheet, at least 250 ft thick

forms the middle (horizontal) third of Bald Peak. Several diabase

(dikes have also been met. Geological sections accompany the map.

* Since filled from observations made in 1894.
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OUTLINE OF THE GEOLOGY OF TTESTPORT

The southern part of Westport is mainly gneiss, but the northern is

is all anorthosite and gabbro. The anorthosites have an extended

development in Split Rock Mountain, and also appear in the south-

east. The gabbro is especially important in the central portion. The

sedimentary rocks mark the southeastern lake shore. The Potsdam,

Calciferous, Chazy and Trenton are all well shown.

PETROGRAPHY
Petrography of the gneisses. There are several varieties of

gneiss as shown by the thin sections. These occur, forming the

larger portion of what is regarded as the basal series. Gneisses are

also found as immediate associates with the undoubted anorthosites,

and such are doubtful forms for stratigraphic classification. The

endeavor has been made to differentiate the certain and well marked

varieties in each series from the intermediate or doubtful ones.

The most characteristic gneiss in the undoubted exposures of the

basal series, is formed by an aggregate of quartz and microperthitic

orthoclase in largest amount, with which are orthoclase, plagioclase

and brown biotite in less degree. The rock shows no features at all

remarkable among gneisses. The accompanying figure (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1.— Common biotite-gneiss, Bulwagga Mountain, Moriah. O is orthoclase; M, micro

perthite; Q, quartz; B, biotite; P, plagioclase.
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gives a fair illustration. Occasionally a little garnet is seen, but it

is a very light colored or quite colorless one, in contrast with the

deeper pink variety of the anorthosite derivatives. It shows also no

tendency to characterize the contacts. between the dark silicate and

the feldspar, as is the case with the anorthosites. It contains quartz

inclusions and is thus doubtless a result of metamorphism and of

late formation in the history of the rock. A few minute zircons are

also seen, and a few grains of magnetite. The gneisses do not show

wide spread evidence of dynamic disturbances. AVhile one or two

exposures, exhibit the operations of crushing forces, the others from

the main ridges are quite without such effects. These latter are

far more widely shown by the anorthosites in which they seldom

fail. Prof. Smyth after examination of the writer's slides of gneisses

states that dynamic effects are much more widely shown by the

gneisses on the western side of the mountain.

Along the lake front just above the Cheever dock, and near the

great gabbro mass, are several exposures of brecciated gneiss. This

seems to have been a micaceous variety originally, but the dark

silicate is now altered beyond recognition. Even in the outcrop

the rock is visibly crushed into small angular fragments, now

recemented, and in the slides this comes out in a still more marked

way. Strained fragments of quartz, microperthite and chlorite fill

the field. The crush was apparently caused by the intrusion of the

neighboring gabbro. A less common variety of gneiss contains,

instead of biotite, dirty green hornblende, but all the other features

are essentially like the micaceous ones.

In the walls of the non-bessemer ore bodies the gneisses appear to

become somewhat richer in dark silicates as the ore is approached.

Near the ore the slides show chiefly plagioclase, with abundant

green hornblende, green augite, scattered magnetite and titanite.

The lean ore is chiefly mixed with pyroxene, black in the hand

specimens, but of a beautiful, emerald green in the sections.

Much black hornblende is also met. Diamond drill cores near

Mt Bob, Mineville, have shown as the wall rock of the Bessemer

lores a very feldspathic gneiss, with scarcely a trace of a dark silicate.

The lean ore is mixed with quartz and feldspar. There is some

reason for thinking that this contrast of wall rock may often show

itself. Gneisses are also met, practically like those cited as most
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typical and characteristic
;
except that they contain green mono-

clinic pyroxene instead of either hornblende or biotite, or else this

in association with hornblende. Their acid character, possessing as

they often do, much quartz, causes them to depart from the gabbro

types. Especially towards the great masses of gabbro and anortho-

site, gneissoid rocks appear that are difficult to classify in their

stratigraphical relations. They contain abundant plagioclase, augite,

hornblende and deep pink garnets and are probably gneissoid forms

of gabbro. Still the relations are much confused. Towards the

contacts, pegmatite masses are also met at times of great size, but

they are better shown in adjoining towns.

Petrography of the limestones and associated black schists.

In thin sections the pure white limestones show little of interest.

They contain flakes of graphite, small scales of phlogopite, an occa-

sional apatite crystal and little else. Such occur at the furnace

quarry on the ridge just north of Port Henry ; below this along the

lake shore ; and south of the Pilfershire Mine.

The limestone afforded is a very pure calcium carbonate at the

first mentioned locality. It has yielded some unique crystals of cal-

cite. Often closely associated with this latter is the mottled serpen-

tinous limestone or ophicalcite. Its best exposures are in the belt

along the ridge from a point north of the Cheever Mine and thence

southward to the Lee Mine. Quarries have been opened at several

points. It outcrops again west of Moriah Center, on the present

road to North Hudson, and also on the old and now abandoned

highway, nearly due north of Ensign Pond. The rock is a dolomi-

tic marble with copious green mottlings of serpentine. At times

these are evenly distributed and a quarter inch across as a maximum,

and then the stone is very beautiful, when polished, but such

pieces can seldom be obtained of large size or of even texture.

The masses of serpentine too often form great blotches, up to sev-

eral inches across, and mar the appearance of the stone. Small

bunches of silicates also appear and afford white pyroxene, brown

tourmaline, rose quartz, beautiful crystals of brown hornblende,

titanite, etc., as later set forth. Similar serpentinous marbles have

in "Warren county afforded specimens thought to be Eozoon, as

described by A. M. Edwards (Proc. Lyceum Nat. Hist. K Y., 1870,

p. 96). G. P. Merrill lias also written of them and is able to show
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in many cases that the serpentine is secondary after pyroxene, but

some forms of serpentine seemed to him not to be referable to this

original. In my slides, the core of pyroxene is usually present and

the process of alteration is graphically shown. The total effect

resembles an altered olivine crystal most closely. In one instance

the core proved isotropic and showed no trace of an optic axis. It

would appear to be an isometric mineral of quite high index.

The limestone series is accompanied by masses of silicates of all

sizes from small bunches up to large lenses. There are also beds of

dark schistose rocks that are an inseparable associate, and no

extended section was met devoid of them. The small bunches are

especially numerous near the contacts with gabbros, and in the

Delaware and Hudson railway cuts, two miles and less above Port

Henry, along the lake they are very numerous. They assume very

fantastic shapes, from the small foldings and stretching of the lime-

stone, and specially resemble snakes. These are here regarded as

due in part to the metamorphism of siliceous portions of the original

limestone, but still more often to bunches of minerals formed by

contact action along the intruded gabbro. They have been after-

wards stretched in the general dynamic disturbances which have

given rise to such extended foliation. The limestone everywhere

gives evidence of being very plastic under these conditions and has

wound itself around the inclusions and followed them in many

intricate curves.

The inclusions exhibit in thin section, plagioclase and hornblende

in greatest amount, and with these phlogopite, scapolite, pyroxene,

quartz and probably orthoclase. In larger ones fine crystals of

brown tourmaline and light brown hornblende, titanite and rather

rudely bounded pyrrhotite appear. All these show characteristic

forms. Yery similar mixtures are met at Yan Artsdalen's quarry

near Philadelphia, Penn. as has been cited by the writer (Trans. N.

Y. Acad. Sci. Yol. XII. p. 74, Jan. 23, 1893) where they are referred

to the contact action of gabbro. They are practically duplicated in

the bunches of silicates contained in the marbles on the contact with

the hornblende granite of Mount Adam and Eve, Orange co. X. Y.

A very complicated and interesting mass of silicates occurs in the

cut on the railway from Port Henry to Mineville, just at the grade

crossing of the northeastern highway in 08, of the map. Garnet,
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quartz, tourmaline, plilogopite, and magnetite can be readily recog-

nized, while in the slides, scapolite is abundant and small masses of

titanite are everywhere through the somewhat altered plilogopite.

Pyrite and apatite also appear. It is an unusually complex bunch

of silicates in the limestone series. The dark schistose rocks that

penetrate the limestones in instances apparently parallel to the

foliation are shown by the thin sections to consist of brown horn-

blende, rather scarce brown biotite, plagioclase, some pyroxene and

magnetite. Either hornblende or augite may fail. The rocks are

at times quite gneissic or even massive, as in the great sheet just

over the limestone of the abandoned Pease Quarry in the outskirts

of Port Henry. In thin sections these more massive sheets bear

the strongest resemblance to the metamorposed dikes from the Hud-

son Piver shore above TVest Point, described by the writer in the

American Naturalist for August 1SSS. There is much that leads

one to regard them as intruded dikes and sheets, doubtless contem-

porary with the gabbro, and offshoots from its magma, that have

afterwards become foliated by metamorphism. Such a dike from

the limestone quarry near the Pilfershire Mine is shown in the

accompanying reproduction of a photograph. It is clearly a broken

dike, between whose separated fragments the limestone has been

forced. The mineralogy and structure of this is precisely like the

gneissic ones above referred to, but less certainty is felt that the

more schistose ones may not be metamorphosed sediments. Very

similar beds occur in the limestones of Gouverneur, St Lawrence

co. where they are regarded by C. H. Smyth, jr as altered sedi-

ments, (Trans. K Y. Acad. Sci. XII p. 102 Feb. 23, 1893) and

where they are far west of any exposure of gabbro. Their notice-

able parallel arrangement in the limestone makes it seem extra-

ordinary that dikes should have been so regular unless the apparent

bedding of schists and limestones is due to mountain making pro-

cesses. One or two beds of light grey gneiss with graphite and silli-

manite were met with in the limestone series. One occurs along

the highway south of the Pilfershire mine, on the general map.

It may represent a silicious bed, deposited in with the limestones.

Petrography of the gabbros and anorthosites. In the high

knobs of Mount Harris, in the western portion of Moriah, near

Ensign Pond, and also in the northern part of Westport, the
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anorthosites make up the country. The most massive variety consists

of large, bluish labradorite crystals, up to an inch and a half in length,

with almost no traces of dark silicates. The rock is nearly pure

feldspar, but it has been subjected to powerful dynamic disturbances

and now exhibits a mass of larger nucleal fragments, often of con-

siderable size, surrounded by line breccias of the same. The specific

gravity of the large pieces, free from garnets, lies between 2.65 and

2.71, proving them to be labradorite. The thin sections bring out

the crushed condition still more strongly. Even small brecciated

cracks penetrate the larger pieces. The comminuted feldspar is

more or less altered, and often presents a fibrous or scaly mass of

sericite. Other darker varieties from this western border of Moriah,

contain bisilicates and tend to assume gneissoid forms, from the

alignment of these, in continuous bands. The plagioclase is much

smaller than in the first mentioned variety. The dark silicates are

green monoclinic pyroxene, deep brown, almost opaque hornblende,

and less common hypersthene, in about this order of abundance.

There is also more or less titaniferous magnetite. The two

pyroxenes are evidently original minerals and much of the brown

hornblende is also, but there are cases, later described where it

forms one of the zones in the reactionary rims, which give the impres-

sion, that some of it may be secondary. Deep pink garnets are

universal and often associated in a most intimate way with the

pyroxene. The same cracks pierce both minerals, and though the

line of demarcation is sharp, it makes the observer suspect that the

garnet has resulted from the pyroxene. The reactionary rims of

garnet give some added ground for this suspicion. But garnet

often appears alone with no bisilicate near it, and in such cases it is

probably an original mineral, as garnet often occurs in this relation

in plutonic rocks. A microscopic drawing of a typical anorthosite

is given by the author in a paper in the Amer. Jour. Sci. for

Aug. 1892, p. Ill, Fig. 2.

Generally outlying from the main exposures of anorthosites and

separated from them by intervening gneiss are the areas of rocks,

marked gabbro on the map. The gabbros exhibit massive, coarsely

banded and very thinly laminated forms, and in several places the

unbroken transition can be followed from one into the other.

In general, the massive gabbro makes the impression of a dark

43
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rock upon the observer and this is due to the abundance of magnetite

grains and dark silicates. The minerals present are plagioclase,

green monoclinic augite, brown hornblende, hypersthene, garnet,

titaniferous magnetite and titanite. The more important ones of

these are shown in the accompanying figure (Fig. 2) which is a little

Fig. 2.— Gabbro without reaction rims— near Ensign Pond, Moriah. F is labradorite; P,

augite; Hy, hypersthene; H, hornblende; Q, quartz; G, garnet; M, magnetite.

richer in hornblende than the average. The rock is blotched with

light green from the altered feldspar, and has faint, pink streaks

running through it, due to the garnets. These latter give it a pecu-

liar reddish cast that is very characteristic. The feldspars are now

largely altered to saussuritic matter, but when not too far gone they

have a broad, lath-shaped outline, more or less idiomorphic, and are

rather coarsely twinned. At times they are filled with minute dots

or crystals of brightly polarizing character which are so small as not

to be easily recognized, but they are probably pyroxene. Less

commonly, polygonal scales of a brown color and in geometrical

arrangement are to be seen. These latter are generally regarded

when seen in other exposures as a micaceous variety of ilmenite.

The successive zones of grains of garnet and brown hornblende

between the dark silicates and the feldspar, or surrounding the
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magnetite are extremely interesting. They have been described

and figured by the writer in the Bulletin of the Geol. Soc. of

tAmer.— V. 218, and are regarded as due to the reaction of the

bisilicate or other basic mineral and the feldspar on each other.

Olivine is found in the gabbros on the lake shore north of Port

j

Henry, and in the walls of the Split Rock Mine— on Split Rock

Mountain, Westport.

In the gneissoid varieties of gabbro, hornblende appears in notable

preponderance, and in the extreme cases, of very thin lamination it

is the only dark silicate present. It is quite certainly of secondary

origin.

Petrography of the palaeozoic sediments. The microscope

yields little in addition to the macroscopic examination. The Pots-

dam sandstone shows considerable calcite, in small rhombs mingled

with the quartz grains. The Calciferous cherty limestone consists

pf fine grained calcite crystals and the chert is devoid of fossil organ-

isms of any sort. The others were not ground in sections.

Dikes. These two townships are not as prolific in dikes as others

bo the north. Several have been noted recently by Kemp and

Marsters* and determined with the microscope. They are all dia-

base or closely related types. There is a bunch of dikes on Mill

j)rook, just west of the lake in Port Henry. One or two cut the

!>re beds at Mineville. A fine one is in a hill a short distance north-

east of Moriah Corners, (No. 56 in 05 of map) where it has been

Inined out for an ore body. Several others are exposed along the

!
ake shore a mile or two north of Westport,— and others appear in

he old iron mines on the west side of the Split Rock ridge. Por-

phyries, tho' known in the next township north, have not been met.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The two older series of rocks, the gneisses and the crystalline

:
I imestones were formed before the intrusion of the anorthosites and

il'abbros. These latter came up as great plutonic masses and as

jffsetting sheets penetrating the older rocks, and contributing to

j

heir metamorphism. Much faulting and folding ensued, by which

[ he latest intrusions became involved in the earlier rocks in very

*The trap dikes of the Lake Champlain Valley. Bulletin 107, U. S. Geol.

•urvey.
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puzzling ways, and by which they received brecciated and gneiss-

oid structures. This metamorphosing process then ceased in

pre-Cambrian time and on the flanks of the old crystallines were

laid down the Potsdam sandstone and the Silurian shales and lime-

stones, all of which show comparatively unaltered forms and not

greatly disturbed positions. Their dips are low, mostly to the north,

and beyond comparatively slight faulting they have not been par-

ticipants in heavy movements. What disturbance appears is

probably to be attributed to the upheaval of the Green Mountains.

There is evidence in neighboring townships which indicates that

the Cambro-Silurian sediments formerly reached well up into the

valleys, at least in the case of the Potsdam, but that they have

been since extensively eroded.

IRON ORES
The ores are all magnetite, but as already outlined are of two

varieties. The one that is useful and merchantable to-day is prac-

tically free from titanium. Variable amounts of phosphorus and

sulphur, occasionally reaching high percentages are present. These

ores seem to be uniformly associated with the older gneisses. The

second variety contains titanium, often in very considerable amount.

The limestones are devoid of ore in these townships. In Moriah

there are the following mines, all of which have been practically

worked except the last named. They are all non-titaniferous. The

Mineville Group ; the Barton Hill Group ; the Cheever Group ; the

Pilfershire and Pease Pits ; the Lee Mine ; and the Coot Hill Mine.

In "Westport there are the following which are all titaniferous,

except perhaps the first named. The Nichols Pond Mines ; the

Split Rock Mines ; and the Ledge Hill Mines. None of these latter

have been worked in years.

The general merchantable ore in Moriah is non-bessemer, for only

the mines on Barton Hill furnish bessemer ores. The following

table illustrates their composition. The Lee mine is quite sulphurous.

The Pilfershire and Pease pits have been long abandoned. The

Coot Hill mines have no serious showing of ore and were an

ill-advised enterprise ; and the mine put down on the county atlas

as occurring north of Crowfoot pond is purely imaginary. The

outcrop of gabbro or gabbro-gneiss near Mr J. Lewis's house, Moriah,
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and near some prospects that he has opened make it seem probable

that the ore will prove titaniferous, but no analyses are available.

The Barton Hill mines and their prolongation, the Fisher Hill and

Burt Lot openings are bessemer, and some lots have been found

surprisingly low in phosphorus. They occur at a higher horizon in

the gneisses than the Mineville group as will be later shown by

sections.

TABLE OF ANALYSES

Bessemer Ores— Non-Bessemer Ores—

Authority .

.

Fe

TiO^

Barton Hill.

Birkinbine..
65 12
0.0289

Fisher Hill ..

Tenth Census.
46.96
0.03

present.

Welch Shaft
do

57.71
1.266

present.

Miller.

do
60.54
0.830

present

Old Bed.
do

62.64
0.908

present

"21"
do

62 10
1.198

present

Cook Shaft
do

62.80
0.870

present.

TlTANIFEROCS ORE.

Mine

Authority
Fe f.

P
Ti0

2

I

Cheever

,

|

Tenth Census.
63.86

680
present.

Lee....

do.
45 01

047
Absent

Split Rock

"44*77'"

"13.15**"

do do

'32*59 '46*42

14.70 '16*37

I Cook Shaft —
/ Humbug Vein-
F. S. Witherbee.

Circa 20.

In the octahedral ore of the Lovers Hole Mine, T. R. Wood-

bridge found with iron 6S.58 and phosphorus .004, titanic oxide

.147. Thus where found in these ores it is in very minute amount.

The beds are often disturbed by small faults and very frequently

these are occasioned by the intrusion of a trap dike. In fact hardly

a mine has failed to reveal these. Profounder faults may also

intervene and cut off the ore entirely as at the Cheever mine.

The ores in the richest forms are granular. They have for a

gangue, pyroxene as a general thing, and in the thin sections of

lean ores this is seen to be of a brilliant emerald green hue, though

black in the thicker masses. Grains of apatite are at times very

abundant, and are present in most of the mines. Pyrite is notable

in a few. Bessemer ores are afforded by several very large openings.

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE TITANIFEROUS ORES.

The titaniferous ores are in true igneous gabbro, which has been

more or less metamorphosed and to which a foliation or banding

has been imparted by pressure. The ore-bodies are thus flattened
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parallel to the banding, but their general shape, if indeed they have

any uniformity, is far less clearly understood than that of the ores

in gneiss as they have not yet been much mined.

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE NON-TITANIFEROUS MAGNETITE
ORE-BODIES

The common form assumed by non-titaniferous ore bodies, and

the one usually associated with gneisses for wall-rock, is that of

a bed or flattened lense, or pod, which lies parallel to the general

foliation. They show no traces of having filled a cavity, but unless

regarded as segregated veins, i. e. as having gathered along the bed-

ding by the concentration of iron oxide from the walls, after the

manner of a concretion on a grand scale, they must be considered

true beds. For the smaller ore bodies in the two towns here

described, these general relations and shapes hold good but for the

great ore-bodies at Mineville, it is difficult to see how any folding

and contortion of simple beds can explain the peculiar and irregular

shapes which are later illustrated. They are decidedly abnormal.

In the writer's estimation no segregative agency strictly so called

could have occasioned them and some other method of origin must

be invoked. The true lenses pinch, swell and feather out at the

boundaries. They often fork when wedge-shaped masses of the

walls come in. They are often distributed along a general horizon

in the gneiss, although at times several beds, one over the other are

afforded. The long axis of the ore-body does not run straight

down on the dip, but diagonally, and this inclination is called the pitch

in distinction to the true dip. The rule already formulated in New
Jersey also holds good in the Adirondacks, that with a westerly dip

the pitch is to the southwest, and with an easterly dip the pitch is

northeast.

DETAILED GEOLOGY OF THE IRON ORES

The Mineville and Barton Hill Groups. The topography of

this district may be seen from the accompanying map. As already

stated the Barton Hill group occurs at a higher horizon in the gneisses

than the Mineville group, but just what it is in feet is hard to say, for-

there is a fold or crumpling between. As shown by the table the

ores are contrasted in composition, the lower series being much

higher in phosphorus. Almost no sulphur occurs in either, and

titanium is insignificant.
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The relations of the Mineville ore bodies have always proved

confusing, but it is hoped that the accompanying sections may help

to throw some light on them. Referring to the plan of the work-

ings as shown on the map, it will be seen that the axial direction of

all the ore bodies is southwest and that they lie in two or three

parallel ranges. There are irregularities entering in that upset the

uniformity of this somewhat, but in general it holds. There are live

distinct mines. One is based on the bed, tapped by the Brinsmade

and Welch shafts, and is generally called the Welch shaft bed. This

dips westward at a varying angle that is nearly vertical at the north

end and about 45° at the Welch shaft. In its southern part it runs

in under the Old Bed (called in earlier days the Sanford) but a drift

has been run through the intervening rock. The widest breast is

about 50' from wall to wall but at the northern end it pinches to an

unworkable thinness. This bed appears in Section DD.
Lying over the last but also extending further south is the Old

Bed. Old Bed has an axis that runs about S. 30 W. The pitch is

quite flat being but 20°. The dip in the eastern workings is much

more southerly than the Welch Shaft bed and on the western side

it becomes more westerly. The Old Bed is quite complex in form

and structure. It starts from the surface with a low dip, as already

mentioned, but soon rolls over more and more steeply until it con-

nects with a lower lying ore-body, which sets back under its upper

portion, and is called the Potts Shaft bed, because opened by a shaft

of that name. This same shaft tapped a still lower lying and par-

allel bed with which Old Bed also connects down the pitch. They

are shown in Sections AA, BB, and CC. The structure can be best

summed up, perhaps, as a triple forking of an original bed. The

Old Bed, as do also the Miller and " 21," thickens very much from a

comparatively thin outcrop to a much greater section lower down.

The mining has shown breasts varying from 20 to 125 feet. Mr
Putnam of the Tenth Census referred this to the buckling of a sig-

moid fold. He makes however no mention of the lower Potts shaft

Bed and when this is included, the forking original seems more

probable. The ore next the footwall in both Old Bed and 21 is

specially charged with apatite. Indeed the workings in 1852 on the

former were begun in order to procure phosphates for fertilizers. (W.

P. Blake, Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Eng. Balto. Meeting 1892.) Con-
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siderable quantities have 10$ or more of this mineral. This variety

is called "red ore" and is of course avoided. This especial richness

in apatite is interesting when compared with the investigations of

D. IT. Browne, on the distribution of phosphorus in the Ludington

mine, Menominee District, Mich. (Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Eng.

XYII 016). Between the Old Bed and the Miller, there is a long

pod of this red ore, which is separated from the Miller by a trap dike

for its greatest part, but which runs into the Miller at its north-

ern end.

The Miller bed has an axis that runs about SL 30 W, but it pitches

at a higher angle than the Old Bed and in the northerly portion

has a quite steep westerly dip, corresponding closely with the

Welch Shaft bed. The inclination of the skipway is about 40°. To

the southwest along the line of the axis it lies quite flat from east

to west, but it has one notably steep drop on the pitch. This is

indicated by the different altitudes of the several sections of this

bed. Thus from DD to EE, it has pitched 200 feet, and a large

part of this is in the one roll just mentioned. The breasts varied

from 10 to 100 feet.

Mine 21 is the largest of all and has a magnificent ore body, 200-

300 feet perpendicularly between walls. It has the general north-

west course for its axis, while the pitch is not to be easily, if at all,

determined. The dip varies from being nearly south and very flat

in the Tefft shaft extension to an increasing steepness around to the

eastward and to an increasingly eastward dip. The skipways, which

are nearly parallel to the footwall, run down at about 60°. The ore

body seems to lie on the southeast side of a doming anticline.

The 'fifth bed or mine is the Bonanza-Joker, lying south of the

others, and not outcropping. It is an extension of " 21," for the

workings are now approaching each other and a hole has been

bored through. (Section AA.) The axis of the Bonanza runs south-

west as do the others. The bed is a double one, as it splits between

the Bonanza and Joker shafts into two, over and under. A great

horse of rock comes in, but each portion forms a noble ore body,

the upper being 100' thick and the lower 65' as mined.

Still another thin ore body has been lately shown by the diamond

drill south of the Joker, and a hole in the footwall of the Joker has

revealed a vast additional thickness lying lower. The map with
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the outlines of the workings which are reduced from the surveys

of Mr McKee, the engineer of the two companies, gives a

clearer idea of the relations in plan than any description could

and also of the surface topography. The sections will further

afford a picture of the relation in elevation. They have been

compiled from the most recent mine surveys (1S93), but aid has

been obtained from the drawings of Mr. Putnam (10th 'Census,

v. 10, plate 27, p. 10S) and. from personal notes on the surface and

underground. The important structural features are these : The

westerly dip of the north ends of Welch shaft and Miller beds ; the

flat and more southerly dip of the Old Bed, of its several divisions

and of the Miller; the southerly and easterly dip of " 21." These

facts indicate an anticline with a doming development in the east-

erly extension of " 21." The forking of the bed makes it possible to

have several of them one over the other. The Bonanza-Joker bed

lies not far from the axis of this anticline on its southerly pitching

crest, as does also Old Bed. The general southwest and somewhat

parallel arrangement of all the beds or lenses is strongly shown in the

map. Before the folding took place they doubtless all formed hori-

zontal and parallel-tending, pod-shaped masses, and were afterwards

heaved into their present position with some attendant faulting. The

wall rock of " 21," and some distance from the pit, is a light colored

gneiss, consisting of microperthitic orthoclase, green augite, a little

quartz and magnetite. The same rock also forms the summit of Bar-

ton Hill. It may be mentioned that the usual gneiss of the oldest

formation contains biotite and some quartz but near the ores it

becomes augitic. Microperthite is present in both. The strike of

the gneiss is very irregular. Between the Miller Pit and Barton

Hill readings were obtained varying from X. 10 E. to X. 85 E. with

in one case X GO W. The general average is about northeast.

Section CC is drawn nearly across this strike. As indicated in the

section the dip toward the Miller Pit is westerly but it changes to

easterly and again toward the Barton Hill to the normal westerly.

In variety of minerals the mines are not prolific. Many years

ago James Hall obtained from the Old Bed (called also the Sanford

Bed) an unusually fine crystal of allanite which has been figured

and described by E. S. Dana, ( Amer. Jour. Sci. June 1SS4. 479).

In the office of Witherbee, Sherman & Co., at Mineville, there
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are slabs with calcite, and one superb octahedron of magnetite, that is

nearly symmetrical and perfect. A few quartz crystals also occur.

The Barton Hill mines as later noted yield a greater variety.

The Barton Hill Group. The highest outcrop of ore at Barton

Hill is as much as 400' above the highest of the Mineville Group.

Measured across the strike (Section CC) it is about 300' between

corresponding points, and there is at least 500' of rock section in

the interval. The dips show a fold to intervene, and allowing for

this the distance 500' is given. It is also possible that there is

faulting and this is suggested by the steep slope of Barton Hill,

resembling as it does a fault-scarp. The outcrop of the beds at Barton

Hill is long, being over J of a mile. It is shaded in on the

map. The general southeasterly pitch for the axes of the lenses is

also well shown by the map and is notably parallel to those of the

Mineville group.

This belt has been exploited over nearly the whole of the out-

crop but all the output is not equally good. The deepest workings

are at the 2s"ew Bed where the slope has followed the chute down

over 2000 ft. The beds are not as thick as in the Mineville Group a

They range about 8', with 20' as a maximum, and are quite irregu-

lar. In places three beds have been met, as at the Kew Bed. The

Lovers Hole exposed but two but one was very thin, (See Figure in

paper by Mr John Birkinbine, Crystalline Magnetite in Port Henry

Mines, Trans. Araer. Inst. Min. Eng. Feb. 190. Yol. XVIII), and

the other thickened to a large body of extraordinarily pure and rich

ore. 40,000 tons of the run of the mine gave 68.6 Fe. As the

map shows, the workings are quite irregular all along the belt and

much exploration is necessary to keep them well in hand. The con-

tinuation to the north appears to be broken beyond the Little

Orchard Slope, and a barren piece comes in. The ore, doubtless

from the same belt, reappears in the Fisher Hill Mines and their

northerly extension, the Burt Lot. In the last named there are two

beds separated by about 50 ft. vertical thickness of rock, although

much more across the surface from slope to slope, as the dips are

flat. The dip at Fisher Hill is about 25° southwest as measured on

the skipway. This flattens out in the northerly openings to 22°
£

In the Burt Lot Mines the dip is about 25°. These latter are in

Elizabethtown. The break between Barton Hill and Fisher Hill

may be due to a fault or eroded fold, but the lack of outcrops pre-
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vents observation. The belt continues beyond the Ke-w Bed to the

south, as recent drilling has tapped it.

In this section, the wall rock near the ore at the Lovers Hole, ia

seen to contain plagioclase and orthoclase, brown biotite, green horn-

blende, titanite, zircon and magnetite and is an ordinary quartzless

gneiss. A specimen from the top of Barton Hill was shown by the

same form of examination to contain quartz, microperthitic orthoclase

in great amount, diallage and hornblende, being very like the rock

mentioned above as occurring near " 21." These rocks are all gneisses

that often but not always become more basic toward the ore body.

Sections from the wall rock at Fisher Hill and the Burt Lot mines

are practically the same.

Along with the ore or near it in the wall rock, are at times masses

of very hornblendic rock. When cracked open these occasionally

show small zircons, apatites and very fair titanite crystals.

At the South Pit some excellent red garnets up to 1" in diameter

have been brought to light, in talcose or chloritic material. They

were very brittle and crumbled with slight rubbing.

The Lovers Hole pit has also yielded considerable fluorite, which,

of white, red and green colors, gave rather fine specimens. It had

more or less magnetite disseminated through it. It was probably

from a small vein-tilling or in part a replacement of the gneiss.

Fine cleavage pieces of plagioclase are also to be had on the dumps.

The beautifully striated surfaces contain at times several square inches.

The Pilfershire and Pease Pits. These are now abandoned.

They lie along the westerly foot of the range of gneissic hills that

separate Mineville and Moriah Center from the lake. Both mines

are now full of water. They strike a little west of north and

dip 50° to 60° west. The gneiss just to the south of them contains

quartz, microcline, orthoclase, very little plagioclase, emerald green

pyroxene, and a little magnetite. The lean ore in thin section

exhibits magnetite, light green pyroxene and apatite. As elsewhere

the gneiss is more basic near the ore.
'

The Lee Mine. This is just back of Port Henry and in gneiss

immediately west of the ophicalcite exposures. The outcrop of ore

is in a small steep hill on the west side of the fault figured on the

map. The strike at the main opening is west of north and the dip

at the skipway is 19° W. Mr Putnam (10th Census Vol. X. p. 115)
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states that the ore is cut off on the north by a trap dike. The ore is

pyritous and is no longer mined. The breast was 8-10 ft. The

hanging wall is gneiss and contains microperthitic orthoclase, quarrz,

green biotite, magnetite and pyrite.

The Cheever Mine. A general section of the Cheever ore body

is here given. The mine is situated about two miles north of Port

Henry, but the ore belt is prolonged about a mile further in a north-

erly direction, the Goff mine being in this portion. The Cheever is

one of the most interesting of all in its geology, and for tins reason the

geological section has been prepared based on the outline of the ore

body given by Mr Putnam (10th Census Yol. X. p. 113). The upper

topography is reproduced from the 20 ft. contour map of the U. S.

Geol. Survey and from sketches made on the ground. The section

shows that the ore has over it gray feldspathic gneiss 25' containing

green pyroxene, plagioclase, quartz and orthoclase. The lean ore

consists of magnetite with some green pyroxene and some plagioclase.

The next 15' is hornblendic gneiss, containing quartz, microper-

thite, plagioclase, orthoclase, brown hornblende, green pyroxene,

garnet and apatite. Fifty yards from the ore is gray gneiss again,

with quartz, microperthitic orthoclase, brown biotite, very little

plagioclase, and magnetite. Over this lies black hornblendic schist

and white crystalline limestone. Under the ore is gneiss again but

50 feet east of the ore body, foliated gabbro appears consisting of

bastite, brown hornblende, and plagioclase represented by a saus-

suritic alteration product. The bastite is a light yellow, feebly

rjleochroic, brightly polarizing mineral, very fibrous and with extinc-

tions parallel to the fibres. In the longitudinal sections it shows the

trace of a biaxial figure, but in one transverse section a rectangular

cleavage still remained with diagonal extinctions. This would sug-

gest diallage as the original of it. A few garnets are also present.

A little further the gabbro becomes massive," and contains hyper-

sthene, brown hornblende, magnetite, much garnet and shattered and

saussuritic plagioclase. The gabbro extends to the lake. To the

west the ore is cut off by a fault, the underlying gabbro being

heaved up along the west side. The ore is also cut by several trap

dikes all of the diabase type, which upset it short distances. The

ore body is not one single continuous bed, but splits at times into

two from incoming horses.
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It is much narrower than long, and lias the usual lenticular cross-

section forming a great pod or elongated lense, with its axis running

about S. 60 W, thus showing the invariable southwest pitch with a

westerly dip. Two cross sections are given by Putnam, who made

them underground. At my visit the mine was full of water. Bor-

ings across the gulch to the south have shown a thin bed at 300'

depth. The geology of this ore body presents points of interest not

shown by others. At first sight it might appear like a great contact

deposit near the junction of gabbro and limestone, but so much

gneiss intervenes that difficulties are in the way of this view, and

the shape, structure, associates and character of the ore all connect

it with the usual lenses in the gneiss. It lies however in the gneiss

near the overlying limestone, and also near the intruded gabbro. It

differs from the ores in the gabbro by having but slight traces of

titanic oxide. The general composition is very much like that of

the Mineville ores.

Other Mines in Moriah

The county atlas mentions an opening near the house of James

Lewis, and inquiry of Mr Lewis elicited the fact that he believes

that he has opened a large ore body. I did not visit the openings,

but specimens gathered from the hill in the rear of his house are

gneissoid gabbro, and if in these rocks the ore would prove titanifer-

ous. There is also an old series of prospect holes two miles or so

south of Lewis's. These show traces of ore but nothing serious.

The wall is gneiss and consists of orthoclase, green pyroxene, much
titanite and a little hornblende. A small prospect has been ill-

advisedly run in on a fine diabase dike, on the east side of a hill a

mile west of Moriah Center. A considerable plant lias been set up

at the Coat Hill Mines, on Bullwagga Mtn. Both walls and ore

consist of crushed quartzes, chloritic matter, rotten feldspar and

scattered magnetite grains. There are no surface indications of any

ore body of serious moment.

General Remarks. The present state of the iron business and

the small prices at which Lake Superior ores are now sold in the

east, offer slight encouragement to new ventures. The productive

ones do however occur along common lines of strike, and any pros-

pecting would best be done with these as ranges. Disturbances of

strike and dip should however be looked for with care, as in such a
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broken region, they are common and might throw one off the track.

As already mentioned cross gulches are often caused by faults.

Iron Mines of Westport. There are at present no producing

mines in Westport, and such as have been opened have been idle for

many years. Except perhaps the second bed at Nichols Pond all

that we visited were clearly in the gabbro series and gave thus every

reason to infer that they are titan iferous and such analyses as have

been available, have carried out this impression.

The Nichols Pond Mines. These are situated high up on a

mountainous ridge, above Lake Champlain, and just north of Nichols

Pond. There are two beds ; the southerly one is in gneissic gabbro,

and is about 9' thick. It strikes nearly East and West, and dips

south about 80°. The ore is magnetite mixed with hornblende and

is lean. The second bed lies more to the north, and shows the follow-

ing section, with a strike and dip like the last. 1, Hanging wall

gneiss. 2, Ore 12-15', shot ore consisting of magnetite and quartz.

3, Lean Ore not worth separating 20', but of same general character

as 2. 4, Compact feldspathic rock, 15'. 5, Lean shot ore and quartz

same character as 2, not worked. 6 Foot wall coarse gneiss. There

was a large separator in operation some 25 years ago at Nichols

Pond, and a tramway ballasted with tailings runs down to the high-

way to the eastward. As stated by Professor Smock, (Bull. N. Yl

State Mus. No. 7. p. 36) these mines are in lots 166 and 168 of the

Iron Ore Tract and on Campbell Hill.

The Ledge Hill Mines. This name may not be the most com-

mon or correct one, but it is the one given us in Westport. The

mines are near the summit of a hill, two miles west of Westport

and are several hundred feet above Lake Champlain. They are in

gabbro of a gneissic habit, but at times quite massive at points not

far from the ore. There are two ore bodies. The ore is richest in

the middle and becomes lean towards the walls, with abundant horn-

blende and garnets. In the lowest opening there are 4-6' of rich-

est ore. Fifty feet higher up there is another opening on the same

ore. The strike is east of north and the dip is bigh co the west. A
little to the east is a second ore body, opened by a cut about 6' feet

wide at the bottom. The walls are gabbro. The mines are in lot

163 of the Iron Ore Tract.

The Split Rock Mines. These are opened in Split Kock
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Mtn., about 100 feet above Lake Champlain, and show very

considerable excavations, which are practically dry, as the situation

for mining is very convenient. The ore is 10' thick, strikes

K. 70-S0° E. and dips 50° south. Gabbro forms the walls right

up to the ore on both sides. It is the metamorphosed variety

with the copious reaction runs of garnets. The writer was told

that there is another opening to the south. There is a separator

on a level with the lake, and above the mines, in a terrace in a

break in the hills, are the old boarding houses. From this terrace

there is a most superb view of the lake and the Green Mountains.

The mine is just across from Fort Cassin. The analysis of the ores

given in the opening table shows that they contain from 13-16 TiO^

with 32.5 to 44.7 Fe.

GENERAL REMARKS

There seems little if any prospect of profitable mines in TTest-

port in the future. Those ores that are reasonably near the lake

are certainly titaniferous and cannot be used under the present cal-

culation of blast furnace slags and mixtures. The non-titaniferous

ores which may be in the western limits of the town, are extremely

inaccessible if indeed in any quantity.

In their scientific relations the titaniferous ores are of great inter-

est. They invariably occur in dark, basic gabbros and in such rela-

tions as to make the inference unavoidable, that they are excessively

ferruginous or basic, portions of the original igneous magma. There

is no sharp line of demarcation between ore and wall but a gradual

passage of one into the other, although in a short space. We are

coming to recognize titaniferous magnetites in these relations in

many parts of the world, and "Wadsworth* in this country,

Derbyf in Brazil, and Yogt^: in Sweden have already called atten-

tion to such.

*M. E. Wadsworth. The Iron Ore or Peridotite of Mine Hill, Cumberland, R.

I. Bull. Min. Comp. Zool. 1880. VII.

fO. A. Derby. Magnetite Ore Districts of Jacupiranga and Ipanema. Sao

Paulo, Brazil. Amer. Jour. Sci., April, 1891. 311.

X J. H. L. Vogt. Bildung von Erzlagerstatten durch Differentiations-processe in

basischen Eruptivmagmnta; Zeitschrift fur praktische Geologie, I. pp 4, 125, 257.

This paper appears in its completest and latest form in the reference given,

although the conclusions had been previously published elsewhere.
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PREFACE.

This bulletin is in part the outgrowth of the work done in

preparation for the Scientific Exhibit of New York at the World's

Columbian Exposition. In collecting a representative series of

specimens of the economic products of the State much informa-

tion was obtained concerning the various mineral deposits. As
sufficient space was not available in the text of the report of the

Superintendent of the Scientific Exhibit to discuss fully the data

at hand, and as it was necessary that the economic and geologic

map should be accompanied by a description of the various eco-

nomic minerals and their relations, it seemed advisable to prepare

.a bulletin containing a synopsis of the facts. This bulletin is

designed to answer many questions concerning the mineral

resources of New York which have hitherto been answered by

correspondence, and though it is not offered as an entirely com

plete record, it is hoped that it may in a measure supply a want

which has long been manifest and that in a future revised edition

it may be made more perfect. In the brief time available for

the preparation of the bulletin it has not been possible to write

original articles on all the economic minerals of the State.

Extracts have, therefore, been made from various reliable articles

already in print wherever it seemed advisable to use them, and

references are given to other literature.

FREDERICK J. H. MERRILL.
Albany, March, 1895.
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Economic and Geologic Map.

The map which accompanies this bulletin was prepared to

illustrate the report of the Superintendent of the Scientific

Exhibit of the State of New York at the World's Columbian

Exposition and is intended to show the distribution of the prin-

cipal mineral deposits which are of economic value.

As a geologic base was necessary to the proper differentiation

of the formations which are of economic importance, and as no

geologic map of New York had been published since 1844, the

jwant could only be supplied by the compilation of a new one.

iSince but little time was available for this purpose, in conse-

quence of the fact that the report on the Exhibits of New York
at the World's Fair was already in press when the Superintendent

was asked to contribute the map, it is not to be expected that

errors have been entirely avoided, and the incomplete state of

geologic knowledge has left many gaps which in the present

Imap have been filled by inference, but the belief that this map
will be of practical use to teachers, students and business men
throughout the State leads the author to publish it without pro-

Longed apology for unavoidable inaccuracies. Those who wish

for more minute information concerning the distribution of the

geologic formations of New Fork are referred to the new geo-

logic map of the State now in preparation by the State Geologist

Prof. James Hall. This will be on a very much larger scale and

will show more clearly and accurately the geologic detail.

The work of preparing the geologic base for the economic map
has brought to light serious deficiencies in our knowledge of the

geologic formations of New York State.

Although New York is the mother state in geologic nomen-

clature and contains a more complete and extensive series of the

formations below the carboniferous than any other state, and

although the rocks have been studied for more than sixty years

by professional geologists and students, our recorded knowledge
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of geologic detail is far from complete. This is especially true

of the Pre-cambrian formations which consist of metamorphic
and igneous rocks. This is not, however, very remarkable when
we consider that accurate methods of rock study and classifica-

tion have had their greatest development sirce 1873, when
through the labors of Zirkel and Rosenbusch the microscope was
successfully applied to the study of rocks. In mapping the Pre-

cambrian formations of New York the author is, therefore, un-

able to give any great amount of detail. In Westchester,

Putnam and southern Dutchess counties his personal studies dur-

ing a number of years, with the assistance of Messrs. E. M. Blake

and H. Ries, have enabled him to differentiate the areas of meta-

morphosed palasozoic limestones and schists from the subjacent

gneisses which can be traced northward through Westchester

county and are apparently continuous with the banded gneisses

which rest upon the granite of Putnam county. The
small scale of the map makes it impossible to show the full

detail of these narrow belts of rock which owe their existence

to the folding and erosion which has taken place within

that region. Within the Pre-cambrian area of Putnam county,

which is generally known as the " Highlands," in addition to the

banded gneisses which contain the beds of magnetite, there are

large masses of granite which appear along the axes of the moun-
tain folds, being flanked by the gneisses. The author

regards these as igneous granites made plastic in the process

of mountain making which created the folds in which they occur.

No attempt has been made to differentiate these granites in the

mapping, nor has any field work been undertaken with this end

in view. The southwestern extension of this Pre-cambrian area

through Rockland and Orange counties into Xew Jersey has pre-

cisely the same component rocks and structure. Besides the

" Highlands " Pre-cambrian area just mentioned, there is the

greater area of the Adirondack wilderness. This is known to

include two principal formations of Pre-cambrian age. First, an

area of metamorphic rocks, extending from Lake Champlain

to the Black river and from southern Fulton county nearly

to the Canadian boundary. Secondly, in the eastern part of the

wilderness and touching at two points the shore of Lake Cham-

plain is a mass of basic plutonic rock chiefly composed of hyper-
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sthene and labradorite which may be called norite. In the work
of the original Natural History Survey of New York, which cul-

minated in the publication of the reports on the four geological

districts of the State in 1842 and 1843, this region was investi-

gated by Prof. Ebenezer Emmons. This geologist recognized

clearly the striking lithological difference between the

massive norite and the stratified gneisses which envi-

roned it, but gave no accurate description of their boundaries,

doubtless for want of an accurate map of the wilderness. In

1883 a map of Essex county by C. E. Hall was published in the

annual report of the State Geologist, which gives approximately,

the boundaries between the norite and the gneisses. In 1892

Prof. J. F. Kemp, of Columbia College, undertook the study of

Essex county under the auspices of the State Museum, and the

results of his work are embodied in the economic map.* While
Prof. Kemp's observations have not been carried around the

whole periphery of the plu tonic mass, they go sufficiently far to

show that it occupies but a small part of the Adirondack wilder-

ness and can be included in a circle of about fifty miles diameter,

with its center in the vicinity of Keene Yalley. Within this

plutonic area are the principal peaks of the Adirondack mountain

group. The extension of this area into Franklin county as shown
on the map is based on the observations of Ebenezer Emmons.
The northwestern part of the metamorphic area is believed by
Prof. James Hall to contain rocks of Huronian age. The study of

this region is now in the hands of Prof. C. H. Smyth, Jr., of

Hamilton College, and to him we look for the elucidation of this

question. He classifies under the name of Oswegatchie series a

group of crystalline limestones and gneisses. The geology of

the Adirondack region as given in the map is based upon the

original work of Ebenezer Emmons and Lardner Yanuxem with

additions by C. E Hall, J. F. Kemp and T. G.W hite in Essex county,

and by F. J. H. Merrill in Warren and Hamilton counties. In St.

Lawrence, Jefferson and Lewis counties Prof. Smyth has given in-

formation cencerning the distribution of the gneisses and other Pre-

cambrian rocks. On the north side of the wilderness Prof. H.

P. Cushing, of Adelbert College, Cleveland, Ohio, has been con-

ducting some field work and has revised the lower boundary of

•See also Bull. No. 13. N. T. State Museum.
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the Potsdam in Clinton county. An examination of the shores of

Lake George was made for the Museum in lb91 by Mr. E. M.
Blake.

From the base of the palaeozoic upward the geologic forma-

tions of Xew York were quite accurately studied in the original

survey, but the work of mapping the boundaries was not very

carefully done,' and though at the present time there is much new
information in the possession of those who have made special

studies of these formations, but little new material has been pub-

lished, and it has not been possible within the time at the author's

disposal to consult those in possession of unpublished material.

The author's personal observations on the palaeozoic groups

have been chiefly confined to the upper and lower Helderberg

imestones and the strata immediately adjacent to them, in Greene,

Albany and Schoharie counties and at various pDints to the west-

ward along the principal lines of railway. The principal guide

used in the preparation of the geologic base was the Agricultural

and Geological map of Xew York, published by authority of

the Legislature in 1S±L In revising the boundaries given on this

map the four geologic district reports of New York have been

carefully studied, and from them many corrections have been

introduced, although the old map was based on the material con-

tained in those reports. This was particularly noticeable in map-

ping the outcrop of the upper Helderberg limestones, which on the

old map is shown far to the northward of Otsego and Schuyler lakes,

although Yanuxem reported the occurrence of the corniferouslime-

stone at Kichfield Springs, in the town of Springfield at the head

of Otsego lake and at Cherry Yalley ; a similar error occurs in the

mapping of these limestones in Seneca county, where they are

shown in a straight belt between Seneca and Cayuga lakes, far

to the south of Seneca outlet, although Prof. James Hall reported

the occurrence of the upper Helderberg limestone on fceneca

outlet west of Waterloo. In the new map the two Helderberg

limestones have not been differentiated for three reasons: First,

because the scale of the map was too small to permit it
;
second,

because the author had not sufficiently accurate information to

enable him to separate them, and, third, because the map, being

chiefly economic, it seemed best to represent the two limestones
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in one belt. The boundary between the Hamilton and Portage

^roup accords very nearly with the views of Prof. C. S. Prosser.

In addition to the text of the reports, the following published

maps have been consulted :

Geologic maps of Jefferson and Clinton counties, by E. Em-
mons, Natural History of New York, Report on the Geology of

the Third District, 1842 ; a geologic map of Ontario county, by

J. M. Clarke, Report of the State Geologist for 18S5 ; a geologic-

map of Yates county, by B. H. Wright, Thirty-fifth Annual

Report of the New York State Museum, 1881 ; a geologic map
of Onondaga county, by Geo. Geddes, Report of the New York
State Agricultural Society, 1859 ; a sketch map of the Mohawk
Yalley, by James Hall, Report of the State Geologist for 1885

;

a geologic map of Washington, Rensselaer and Columbia coun-

ties, by C. D. Walcott, American Journal of Science, vol. 35, p.

399; geological maps of parts of Dutchess and Columbia coun-

ties, by J. D. Dana and W. B. Dwight, American Journal of

Science, a geologic map of parts of Orange and Ulster

counties, by John C. Smock, part of geologic map of New
Jersey, 1868; a map of Richmond county, by N. L. Britton,

Annals of New York Academy of Sciences, vol. 2, revised by

C. A. Hollick. The work of T. Nelson Dale, in Rensselaer

county, Thirteenth Annual Report Director United States Geo-

logical Survey, has also been used. McFarlane's Geological

Railway Guide has been freely consulted. To Prof. James Hall,

State Geologist, the thanks of the author are due for information

concerning the geology of many localities.

To the second edition of the map Prof. Dwight has contrib-

uted an original map of Dutchess county, and Profs. H. L.

Fairchild and P. H. Hargitt have respectively contributed to the

geology of Rochester and Syracuse.

Mr. N. H. Darton's work in Ulster county, published in the

Report of the State Geologist for 1893 has also been used.

The localities of iron mines are chiefly taken from the map of

Prof. J. C. Smock.* The stone quarries are chiefly from Prof.

Smock's map,f with additions by Wm. G. Eberhard, E. M., and

* Bulletin of the New York State Museum, No. 7.

t Bulletin of the New York State Museum, No. 10.
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Wm. C. Clarke, E. M. The clay localities were mapped by M
Heinrich Ries,* the oil pools by Messrs. C. A. Ashburner and I

Van Ingen, the salt wells by R. D. "White, Jr., C. E., and tb

gypsum quarries by Wm. C. Clarke, E. M. The other minen
localities were mapped by the author.

In preparing the base, various practical difficulties had to b

met. Among these were the lack of accurate information coi

cerning the boundaries of the Chemung and Catskill formatioi

in New York, the impossibility of undertaking any new fiel

work, and the lack of sufficient funds to permit of more than fi

teen printings in the press work of the map. It has, therefor

been necessary to emphasize the economic character of the ma
rather than the geologic character, to associate in color, rocks c

similar economic or lithologic features, and for lack of inform;

tion and funds for printing, to indicate without differentiate

the great mass of sandstones, shales and conglomerates include

between the base of the Portage and the top of the Catskill.

When the large geologic map of New York, now in preparj

tion by the State Geologist, is published and distributed, ther

will be a definite expression of opinion on the boundaries ej

these formations, but at present there is no official presentatio

of the subject.

The map will be found in the pocket of the cover of the bull<

tin and the legend will explain the various tints and symbols usee

Geologic Map of Westchester and New York Counties.

Since the scale of the State economic map is not sufficient!

large to give in detail the areas of building stone, in New Yor

and Westchester counties, a map of that region is publishe

on a scale of four miles to one inch. This map is based on th

studies of the author and shows the present state of geologi

knowledge in that region.

Economic Minerals of New York.

Under this head are described the minerals of New Yor

which are commercially important. So far as possible a director

of the producers has been prepared for each mineral product

* Bulletin of the New York State Museum, No. 12.
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References are given to the literature of the various materials

which have been fully described in other publications, and in

some cases abstracts have been made from reliable authorities.

Wherever new information is at the disposal of the author a

brief synopsis of it is given.

i It was originally hoped that statistics of the production of the

various minerals could be given, but this project was abandoned

because it involved more labor and expense than was possible up

I to the time of publication.



Building Stone

This important class of material has been discussed at lengt

by Prof. John C. Smock in Bulletins Nos. 3 and 10 of the Ne
York State Museum, and these two publications contain nearl

all that is known at present.

Since Bulletin No. 10 is out of print a large portion of it h

been incorporated in the following pages.

The directory of producers gives the latest information.

GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION O
BUILDING STONE IN NEW YORK.

By John C. Smock. Kevised by F. J. H. Meerill.

GKAXITIC KOCKS

Granites, Gneisses, Syenites, Trap-Rock and Norites.

Granites. Typical granite is a crystalline, granular mixi

ture of feldspar, quartz and hornblende. In addition to these

essential constituents, one or more accessory minerals may
be present. The more common are the micas, muscoYite and

biotite, garnet, tourmaline, magnetite and pyrite. The character

of the rock is often determined by the presence of these acces-

sory constituents in quantity, as in some cases the hornblende is

entirely replaced by mica.

The chemical composition also varies from that of the average

or typical kind. The mineralogical differences mark the varieties,

thus there are : hornblende granite, biotite granite, tourmaline

granite, etc.

The texture of granites is determined by the aggregated

minerals entering into their composition. They vary from

coarse-crystalline, in which the individual crystals may be an

inch or more in length, to fine-crystalline and aphanitic, wherein

the minerals are hardly visible to the eye. In consequence of

the wide variation due to the mode of arrangement of the
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nineral constituents, there is an equally great variety noticeable

n the texture.

The color also is dependent upon the minerals. As feldspar is

ihe predominant constituent it gives character to the mass, and

:he red varieties owe their color to the red or pink feldspars in

:hern, as in the case of the granite of Grindstone Island in the

3t. Lawrence. The shades of gray are due to the varying

imount of the dark-colored mica mixed with the feldspar and

quartz ; and the darker-colored varieties owe their color, in most

3ases, to hornblende or tourmaline which may be present.

The beauty, ease of working, durability and value of the

granites for use in construction is related closely to their

mineralogical composition. Their arrangement in the mass

and their relative proportion determine the color and give

beauty. The presence or absence of certain species influence

the hardness and homogeneous nature and the consequent

ease with which the stone can be dressed and polished. For

example the mica, if disposed in parallel surfaces, gives a foliated

structure and tends to produce what is known as rift, and the

granite is more readily split in the planes of the mica than across

them. Again the mica flakes may be so large and irregularly

massed that the surface is not susceptible of a uniform degree of

polish. Hornblende, on account of its superior toughness, is less

brittle than pyroxene under the polishing, and the hornblende

granites are said to be preferred to those rocks which contain

pyroxene in quantity.

The more nearly alike in hardness and the more intimately

interwoven the texture of the minerals, the more capable it is of

receiving a good polish. Hence it follows that the very coarse

crystalline granites are not so well suited for ornamental work.

The enduring properties of granites vary with the nature of

the minerals in their composition. Although popularly they are

regarded as our most durable building stone, there are some

notable exceptions, which are evident in the natural outcrops,

where this rock is found decayed to the depth of 100 to 200

feet, and in the active disintegration which is in progress in

structures of the present century. Foliated varieties placed on

edge in buildings, tend necessarily to scale under the great

changes of temperature in our northern cities and towns.
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The more rapid decomposition of the micas makes those varieties

in which they occur in large flakes or aggregations more liable

to decay. The condition of the feldspar also is often such as to

influence the durability. When kaolinized in part, it is an

element of weakness rather than of strength. The presence of

the easily decomposable varieties of pyrite is not only prejudicial

to strength and durability but also to the beauty of the stone as

soon as it begins to decay.

The term " granite" as used among builders and architects

is not restricted to rock species of this name in geologic

nomenclature, but includes what are known as gneisses (foli-

ated and bedded granites), diorites, gabbro and other crystal-

line rocks whose uses are the same. In fact, the similar adapta-

bility and use have brought the latter species into the class of

granites. For example, the Au Sable granite of Essex county is

a norite. The term is applied in some cases to the diabases or

trap-rocks, as the " granite quarries " of Staten Island.

Another massive crystalline rock which is used in building is

norite, consisting of labradorite and hypersthene, with some

brown mica. It is a common rock in the Adirondack region, and

is known commercially as a granite.

The massive crystalline rocks are of common occurrence in

New York, but not in outcrops over extensive areas, excepting in

the Adirondack region and in the Highlands of the Hudson.

The schistose crystalline rocks are developed extensively in the

Highlands of the Hudson and on the borders of the Adiron-

dack region. On New York island and within the city limits

the gneissic rocks have been quarried at many points. In

Westchester county there are belts of gneiss and mica schist,

in which quarries have been opened near Hastings; near

Hartsdale, east of Yonkers; at Kensico; at Tarrytown and

at Ganung's, west of Croton Falls. In Putnam county there

are quarries of granite near Peekskill and near Cold Spring.

West of the river there are quarries on Iona island ; at West
Point; near Suffera's; at Ramapo; on Mount Eve, near Florida,

and on Storm King mountain, near Cornwall. The outcrops of

the gneissoid and granitoid rocks are so numerous in the belt of

the Hudson Highlands that quarries can be opened at many
points. The supply of stone is inexhaustible. On the Hudson
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river, between Peekskill and Fishkill, there is a fine section of

these rocks exposed.

On the borders of the Adirondack region quarries have been

opened in the towns of Wilton, Hadley and Greenfield, in

Saratoga county; at Whitehall, in Washington county ; at Little

Falls, in Herkimer county ; and near Canton, in St. Lawrence

county. The inaccessibility of much of this region and the

distance from the large city markets have prevented the opening

of more quarries in the gneissic rocks on the borders of the

Adirondacks!

Description of Granite Quarries.

New York, Manhattan Island.— The outcropping ledges of

gneiss rocks, from Twenty-ninth street (on the west side) to the

Spuyten Duyvil creek, and from about Sixteenth street north-

wards, on the eastern side of the island, have been cut through

and graded down in so many places that a large amount of stone

has been furnished, ready for laying up foundations and for

common wall work. These gneisses are generally bluish-gray in

color, medium fine-c^stalline, nighty micaceous and schistose in

structure. The beds are thin and tilted at a high angle and ia

places are in a vertical position. The more micaceous rock is apt

to flake and disintegrate on long exposure, especially when the

blocks are set on edge. The more feldspathic stone of the

granitic veins and dikes and the more hornblendic strata afford a

better building material.

The Croton reservoir, Fifth avenue and Forty second street

and St. Matthew's Lutheran church, Broome street, are con-

structions of the best of the island gneiss.

The gneissic rocks have been quarried extensively in the

Twenty-third and Twenty fourth wards, New York city, and in

the adjacent southern towns of Westchester county.

The gray variety of gneiss has been most largely employed

for the better class of building.

New York City, Fordham.—A micaceous gneiss is quarried on

the property of St. John's College, on the corner of the Boule-

vard and Pelham avenue. It is of a bluish-gray shade of color,

and is known locally as " bluestone." The new buildings of the

college are constructed of this stone.
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Hartsdale, Westchester County.— Gneissic rock is quarried

near Hartsdale [station, on the Harlem railroad, for the local

market. The county buildings at White Plains are built of this

stone.

Southeast of White Plains gneiss is quarried, and an example
in construction is seen in the M. E. church on the main street.

Scarsdale, Westchester County.— The Seely quarries are a

half mile west-northwest of the Scarsdale station, and near the

road to Greenville. The stone obtained from this locality con-

sists of feldspar, quartz, hornblende and a little black mica, and

these minerals in parallel lines give it a foliated aspect. The
exposed ledges near the quarry are firm and solid and show very

little alteration due to weathering. This stone has been used in

bridge work for the Bronx river aqueduct, and also in the

Williams Bridge reservoir gatehouse.

Hastings, Westchester County.— There are three quarries in

the vicinity of Hastings. One is owned and worked by the

N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. Co., one mile south of the railroad

station. The Munson quarry* is three-quarters of a mile east-

southeast of the village, and adjoining it on the same ridge is

the Ferguson quarry.

The stone of these quarries consists of orthoclase, quartz, horn-

blende and biotite, arranged generally in parallel lines or thin

layers, which give the rock a gray and striped appearance. The

product is shipped to New York city for foundation walls, and

is used for common wall work in the adjacent country.

Yonkers, Westchester County.— The Valentine quarry

opened on the top of the hill, two miles southeast of Yonkers,

and on the Mount Yernon road, is worked at long intervals.

The stone is fine grained, a mixture of reddish feldspar, quartz,

and a little hornblende.

Tarrytown, Westchester County.— The old Beekman quarry,

one and a quarter miles north of the station, and at the side of

the railroad track, was worked largely in former years.

Kensico, Westchester County.— A gneissic rock has been

quarried extensively on the east side of the Bronx river reser-

voir, and used in the construction of the reservoir dam.

* Operated by Wm. G. Lefurgy.
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Union Valley, Putnam County.— The quarries of — Jacksonf

and E. C. Ganung are located four miles from Croton Falls, and in

the town of Carmel. The stone has a striped appearance, due to

black mica and white feldspar alternating in thin layers. Its

main use is for posts and foundations ; some of it has been used

for monuments and buildings.

Ramapo, Rockland County.— The quarry of Henry L. Pierson*

is in the hillside near the 1ST. Y., L. E. and W. K. R., south of the

village. The stone is a quartz-syenite, consisting of orthoclase,

quartz and hornblende. It is especially suited for heavy masonry

on account of its strength and the large size of blocks which can

be obtained. Some of this stone has been used for monumental

work, and some for the Erie railway bridges.

Sufferns, Rockland County.— Granite for cemetery posts and

monumental bases has been quarried in a small way from ledges

on the roadside west of Sufferns station. It is greenish-gray

in color, hard to cut and dress, but is durable.

Peekskill, Westchester County.— There is a granite quarry

on the bank of the river two miles northwest of Peekskill.

Iona Island, Rockland County.— There is a large quarry on

Round Island near Iona Island, owned by Daniel E. Donovan,

whence stone is obtained for heavy masonry and for macadam
material. A large amount is sold annually for road-making.

Some of the stone used in the New York and Brooklyn bridge

came from this quarry.

West Point, Orange County.—West of the military academy

buildings a gneissoid granite has been quarried at several points

for the construction of government buildings. The stone occurs

in thick beds and the solid, outcropping ledges indicate the dura-

bility of the stone where exposed to the weather. The library

building, the old riding academy, three of the professors

residences and the long lines of retaining wall are constructed

of the stone taken from these quarries.

Garrisons.— King's Quarry. A large quarry of fine gray

granite is operated by the King Granite Company.

* Not now in operation. tFull name not obtained.
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Storm-king Mountain.— The granite quarry at the south-

eastern face of Storm-king mountain, near the West Shore rail-

road track, and a half mile south of Cornwall station, has not

been in operation for several years.

Break-neck Mountain Quarry. — Granite has been quarried

at several points on the southwest side of this mountain and

north of Cold Spring. The quarry sites extend nearly a mile

back from the river ; and the work has been to detach blocks of

large size by blasting and then to break them up into building

stones or paving blocks as called for. The Hudson River Broken

Stone and Supply Company is now working on the lands of

Lewis J. Bailey, producing stone for railroad track ballast.

Mount Adam, Warwick, Orange County.— Granite was

quarried at a locality, opened in 1889, on the north end of Mount
Adam.

Little Falls, Herkimer County. — A hornblendic-gneiss rock,

known as "blue rock," is quarried at Little Falls for the local

market. It was used in the construction of the Erie canal, the

N. Y. C. & H. K. P. P., in the P. C. and the Pres. churches, besides

several mill and store buildings in the town. The stone'has a

greenish-gray color, moderately fine-crystalline texture, and is

made up of orthoclase, quartz and hornblende. Some of it has a

reddish tinge, due to iron stains.

Granite has been quarried in the town of Wilton, two miles

north of Saratoga, in the town of Greenfield, and at Wolf Creek,

in the town of Hadley. None of these quarries are worked

regularly or uninterruptedly.

Adirondack Granite Company, Westport, Essex County.

—

The granite quarry on Splitrock mountain near the lake, and

three miles from Whallonsburg, has been abandoned. Yery

little stone has been quarried here and little is known of it.

Ausable Granite, Essex County. — The Ausable granite is

obtained from quarries on the north and west slopes of Prospect

Hill, one and a half miles south of Keeseville. The principal

openings are the property of the Ausable Granite Co., whose

establishment for dressing the stone is located in Keeseville.

This stone is moderately fine-crystalline in texture and is composed
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of labradorite feldspar, hypersthene and biotite. Small grains of

pyrite and hematite are occasionally seen in the mass. The stone

is hard and expensive to dress but it is susceptible of a high

polish and is especially adapted for decorative work and for

monuments. The dark, polished surface, with its chatoyant play

of colors, contrasts well with the gray dressed surfaces. The glaci-

ated ledges near the quarries show little alteration due to

weathering, and are evidence of the durability of the stone. In

some of the weathered surfaces the feldspars appeared changed

to kaolin, and the hypersthene is badly decomposed.*

Grindstone Island, Jefferson County.—A red granite is quarried

extensively on this island in the St. Lawrence river, northwest of

Clayton. There are many outcrops, especially on the western

side of the island, and small quarries have been opened at more

than twenty different points.

There are three large quarries which are worked extensively

and with little interruption. The granite of these quarries is

rather coarse crystalline, red to bright red in color and consists

of flesh colored feldspar, quartz and mica, with very little

magnetite as an accessory constituent. Its resemblance to the

Scotch granite has given it the name of 11 International Scotch

granite." Examined under the microscope the feldspars show

kaolinization. The durability of the stone is witnessed in the

unaltered or scarcely altered rock which crops out on the two

sides of the quarry. Blocks of large size can be obtained up to

the limit in handling and shipping. An examination of a repre-

sentative specimen of this granite shows that it has a specific

gravity of 2.713, equivalent to a weight of 169 pounds per cubic

foot. The absorption test indicated 1.55 per cent, of water

absorbed. The loss in a dilute solution of sulphuric acid

was 0.13 per cent. Freezing and thawing produced no

* Tests of the strength of this stone made by Dr. Thos. Egleston, of Columbia College School

of Mines, show that it stands 27,000 pounds and breaks at 29,000 pounds to the square inch.

Dr Egleston's series of tests made for the company show further, that when heated to a bright

red heat by a blast of a Bunsen burner the stone was not cracked badly; and at a temperature

of 800°-1350° F. and then quenched in cold water the specimens changed in color but otherwise

were hardly altered, except at the highest heat. "The outside of the piece was rendered

rather crumbly and granular * * * but the piece as a whole was still hard and resists

moderate blows of the hammer." [From report made to the Ausable Granite Works.]
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apparent change. Exposure to a temperature of 1200 to

1400 degrees F. caused vitrifaction, destruction of color

and impaired the strength so that the specimen crumbled

with a blow. The greater part of the product of these quarries

is in the form of paving blocks and is shipped to western cities,

principally Cincinnati and Chicago. The International Granite

Company of Montreal uses a large amount for monumental work
and building. Examples of this granite can be seen in the large

columns of the Senate Chamber of the New Capitol, Albany, and

in the Nordheimer building in Montreal.

Trap-Rocks.

Trap-rock or trap is the common name given to a class of

eruptive rocks because of a structural peculiarity, and has no

distinctive significance in mineralogical composition. The rocks

of the Palisade mountain range and of the Torn mountain, which

extends from the New Jersey line, on the west shore of the

Hudson river to Haverstraw, are known as trap-rocks. There is

an outcrop on Staten Island, near the north shore, where a large

amount of stone has been quarried at the so-called "granite

quarries."

The trap-rock of the Palisades range is a crystalline, granular

mass of a plagioclase feldspar (labradorite usually) augite and

magnetite. It is generally finer-crystalline than the granite.

The colors vary from dark gray through dark green to almost

black.

This trap-rock is hard and tough, but some of it is split readily

into blocks for paving. It has been used extensively in New
York and adjacent cities for street paving, but since the intro-

duction of granite blocks this use has nearly ceased. On account

of its toughness it makes an admirable material for macadamizing

roadways. It is so hard that only rock-face blocks are used in

constructive work. Several prominent buildings in Jersey City

and Hoboken are built of it. There is a large quarry on the

river at Rockland lake, the output of which is for street work

and road material almost exclusively. There are also quarries

at Piermont and at Graniteville, Staten Island.
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SANDSTONES
Sandstones consist of grains of sand which are bound together

by a cementing material.

The grains may be of varying sizes, from almost impalpable

dust to small pebbles, and may be angular or more or less rounded

in form. The cementing matter also may vary greatly in its

nature. From this variation, both in the grains and in the cement,

there is an almost endless gradation in the kinds of sandstone.

Quartz is the essential constituent, but with it there may be

feldspar,, mica, calcite, pyrite, glauconite, clay or other minerals,

and rock fragments common to stone of sedimentary origin.

These accessory materials often give character to the mass, and

make a basis for a division into feldspathic, micaceous, calcareous

sandstones, etc., as one or another of them predominates.

The texture of the mass also is subject to a wide range of varia-

tion, from fine-grained, almost aphanitic, to pebbly sandstone, or

conglomerate, or a brecciated stone in which the component parts

are more or less angular.

Some of the brown sandstones of the Triassic age, quarried

near Haverstraw, are such conglomeratic and brecciated sand-

stones. Accordingly as the grains are small or large the stone is

said to be fine-grained or coarse-grained.

The variety of the cementing material also affords a basis for

classification. Silicious sandstones have the grains bound to-

gether by silica. They consist almost exclusively of quartz, and

grade into quartzite. The ferruginous varieties have for their

cement an oxide of iron, often coating the grains and making a con-

siderable percentage of the whole. The iron is usually present as

ferric oxide. Calcareous sandstones are marked by the presence

of carbonate of lime. When it exceeds the quartz in amount, the

sandstone becomes a silicious limestone. In the argillaceous

varieties, the binding material is a clay, or an impure kaolin.

The cementing material determines in most cases the color.

The various shades of red and yellow depend upon the iron

oxides ; some of the rich purple tints are said to be due to oxide

of manganese.

The gray and blue tints are produced by iron in the form of

ferrous silicate or carbonate. By an irregular association of
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masses of different colors a variegated surface is produced, or by

an alternation of white and variously-colored laminae a striped

appearance is given to the mass.

Sandstones occur stratified and in beds of greater or less thick-

ness, and they are said to be thick-bedded or thin-bedded. In

some cases the beds are so thick, and the stone of such a uniform

texture, that the stone can be worked equally well in all direc-

tions, and is known as freestone. When finegrained it is

often designated as liver-rock. A laminated structure is

common, and especially in the thin strata, or when the stone is

micaceous. When the beds can be split into thin slabs along

planes parallel to the bedding, it is called a flagstone. A less

common structural character is what is termed lenticular or

wedge-shaped, in which the upper and under surfaces lack paral-

lelism, and the beds wedge out. It makes the quarrying more

difficult, and produces more waste material.

These variations in the nature of the component grains, and

binding material, in their arrangement, and in the forms of bed-

ding, produce a great variety of stone, and the gradations from

one to another are slight. The hardness, strength, beauty and

durability are determined by these varying elements of constitu-

tion. The hardness depends upon the quartz, and the strength

of the cement holding the grains or fragments together. With-

out the cement, or in the loosely aggregated stone, the grains

are readily torn apart, and the mass falls with a blow,— a heap

of sand. Generally the more silicious the stone and the cement,

the greater the degree of hardness and strength. The size,

color and arrangement of the component grains are the

elements which affect the appearance and give beauty to

the sandstone. The durability is connected intimately with the

physical constitution and the chemical composition. As a rule

calcareous and clayey cementing materials are not as enduring

as the silicious and ferruginous. The stone best resisting the

action of the atmospheric agencies is that in which the quartz

grains are cemented by a silicious paste, or in which the close-

grained mass approaches in texture a quartzite.

The presence of minerals liable to decomposition, as feldspar,

highly kaolinized, of mica, marcasite, and pyrite, of calcite in

quantity, and clays, affects the durability and tends to its

destruction.
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Sandstones are classified according to their geologic age also.

They are found occurring in all the series, from the oldest to the

most recent formations. Those of a given age are generally

marked by characteristic properties, which serve for their identi-

fication, aside from the fossil organic remains by which their

exact position in the geologic series is fixed. This persistence

in characters is exemplified in the Medina sandstones of the

State, in the Devonian bluestone of the Hudson River valley, and

in those of Triassic age.

Sandstones occur in workable quantity in nearly all the

greater divisions of the State.

Quarries have not, however, been opened everywhere in the

sandstone formations, because of the abundant supply of superior

stone from favorably situated localities. There are, in conse-

quence, large sandstone areas and districts in which there is an

absence of local development, or abandoned enterprises mark a

change in conditions, which has affected injuriously the quarry

industry in them.

Following the geologic order of arrangement and beginning

with the Potsdam sandstone, the several sandstone formations

are here briefly reviewed.

Potsdam Sandstone.

This formation is the oldest in which, in this State, sandstone

is quarried for building purposes.*

The bottom beds are a fine, silicious conglomerate ; above are

sandstones in thin beds generally. It is gray-white, yellow,

brown and red in color. In texture it varies from a strong,

compact quartzitic rock to a loosely coherent, coarse-granular

mass, which crumbles at the touch.

Outcrops of limited area occur in Orange and Dutchess

counties, and in the Mohawk valley. In the Champlain valley

the formation is well developed at Fort Ann, Whitehall, Port

Henry and Keeseville, and quarries are opened at these localities.

The stone is a hard, quartzose rock, and in thin beds. North of

the Adirondacks the formation stretches westward from Lake

* Some of the sandstones east of the Hudson and in the Taghkanic range may belong to the

Lower Cambrian. See Amer. Jour, of Science, iii series, vol. 35, pp. 399-401. But there &re no

quarries opened in these localities.
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Champlain to the St. Lawrence ; and there are quarries in the

towns of Malone, Bangor and Moira in Franklin county ; in

Potsdam and Hammond in St. Lawrence county ; and in Clay-

ton, Jefferson county. In parts of Clinton county the stone is

too friable for building.

The most extensive openings are near Potsdam, and the stone

is hard, compact and even-grained, and pink to red in color.

Some of it has a laminated structure and striped appearance. It

is an excellent building stone and is widely known and esteemed

for its beauty and durability.

The Hammond quarries produce a gray to red stone. Nearly

all of the output is cut into paving blocks and. street material.

Hudson River Group.

The rocks of this group outcrop in Orange county, northwest

of the Highlands and in the valley of the Hudson river north-

ward to the Champlain valley in Washington county. From the

Hudson westward the Mohawk valley is partly occupied by

them. The belt increases in breadth, thence in a northwest

course across Oneida, Oswego and Lewis counties, and continues

to Lake Ontario.

The rocks consist of shales and slates, sandstones and silicious

conglomerates. The slates are noticed under the heading slates,

and in the notes on quarry districts.

The sandstones are generally fine-grained and of light-gray or

greenish gray color. They are often argillaceous and not adapted

for building purposes. But the even bedded and well-marked

jointed structure makes the quarrying comparatively easy, and

the nearness to lines of transportation, and to the cities of the

Hudson and Mohawk valleys have stimulated the opening of

quarries at many points

For common rubble work* and for local uses the quarries in

this formation have furnished a large amount of stone. The

more important quarrying centers are now at Rhinecliff-on the-

Hudson, New Baltimore and Troy, in the Hudson valley ; at

Aqueduct, Schenectady and Duanesburg, Schenectady county

;

and Frankfort Hill, Oneida county.

* Prof. Amos Eaton gave the name of " rubble stone" to the sandstone in the upper part of

the formation.
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These quarries have a local market and do not supply much,

if any, stone to distant points. Nearly all of the stone is used in

foundation and common wall work.

Oneida Conglomerate.

This formation is developed to its greatest thickness in the

Shawangunk mountain in Orange and Ulster counties.

It is recognized in the Bellevale and Skunnemunk mountains,

also, in Orange county. In the central part of the State it is

traced westward in a narrow belt from Herkimer county into

Oneida county. The prevailing rocks are gray and reddish-gray,

silicious conglomerates and sandstones, which are noted for their

hardness and durability. The cementing material is silicious.

The jagged edges and angular blocks and the polished and

grooved surfaces of the glaciated ledges, so common on the

Shawangunk range, afford the best proof of the durable nature

of these rocks. The bottom beds, near the slate, contain some

pyrite. No attempt has been made to open quarries for stone,

excepting at a few localities for occasional use in common wall

work. The grit rock is quarried near Esopus Creek for mill-

stones.

The accessibility of the outcrops to the New York, Lake Erie

and Western railroad, the New York, Ontario and Western rail-

road, the West Shore railroad and the Delaware and Hudson

Canal lines is an advantage, as well as the comparative nearness

to New York. And no other formation in the State exhibits in

its outcrops better evidence of ability to resist weathering agents

Medina Sandstone.

The Medina sandstone is next above the Oneida conglomerate.

It is recognized in the red and gray sandstones and the red and

mottled (red and green) shales of the Shawangunk and Skunne-

munk mountains in Orange county. A large amount of the red

sandstone has been quarried on the north end of the Skunnemunk

range, in the town of Cornwall, for bridge work on the railroads

which cross the range near the quarry.

The red sandstone is seen exposed in the cuts of
#
the Erie rail-

way northeast of Port Jervis. This formation reappears in
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Oswego county, and thence west to the Niagara river in a belt

bordering Lake Ontario.

Prof. Hall describes it as follows :
" The mass is usually a red

or slightly variegated sandstone, solid and coherent in the

eastern extremity of the district, becoming friable and marly in

the western extension, and admitting an intercalated mass of

gray quartzose sandstone, which contains marine shells ;
while

in the red portions are rarely found other than marine vege-

tables or fucoids."*

Quartz is the principal mineral constituent associated with

some kaolinized feldspar. The cementing material is mainly

oxide of iron, with less carbonate of lime. The stone is even-

bedded and the strata dip gently southward The prevailing

systems of vertical joints, generally at right angles to one

another, divide the beds into blocks, facilitating the labor of

quarrying.

Quarries have been opened at Fulton, Granby and Oswego, in

Oswego county ; at several points in Wayne county ; at Koches-

ter, on the Irondequoit Creek, and at Brockport, Monroe county
;

at Holley, Hulburton, Hindsburg, Albion, Medina and Shelby

Basin, in Orleans county ; and at Lockport and Lewiston, in

Niagara county. The Medina sandstone district proper is re-

stricted to the group of quarries from Brockport west to

Lockport.

The leading varieties of stone are known as the Medina red

stone, the white or gray Medina and the variegated (red and

white) or spotted. The quarries in this district are worked on

an extensive scale, and their equipment is adequate to a large

annual production. The aggregate output is larger and more

valuable in dimension stone for dressing than that of any other

quarry district in the State. Including the stone for street work,

the total value is greater than that obtained from the stone of

any other geological formation in the State. The stone has

gained a well-deserved reputation for its value as a beautiful

and durable building material ; and its more general employ-

ment, both in construction and in paving, is much to be desired.

The extent of the outcrops offers additional sites for quarrying

operations, and the greater use of this stone, and the increase of

the producing capacity of the district are here suggested.

* Survey of the Fourth Geological District, James Hall, Albany, 1843, p. 34.
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Clinton Group.

The rocks of this group are shales, thin beds of limestone and

shaly sandstones. They crop out in a narrow belt from Herki-

mer county west to the Niagara river and bordering the Medina
sandstone on the south. Sandstone for building has been quar-

ried in the southern part of Herkimer county ; at Clinton , near

Vernon and at Higginsville in Oneida county, from this forma-

tion. The nearness of the Medina sandstone, with its more ac-

cessible quarries and superior stone, has prevented the more ex-

tensive development of the quarrying industry in the sandstone

of the Clinton group.

Oriskany Sandstone.

The Oriskany sandstone formation is best developed in Oneida

and Otsego counties. The rock is hard, silicious and cherty in

places, and generally too friable to make a good building stone.

No quarry of more than a local importance is known in it.

Cauda Galli Grit and Schoharie Grit.

These rocks are limited to Schoharie and Albany counties and

to a very narrow belt which stretches south and thence south-

west to Ulster county. The Cauda Galli sandstones are argilla-

ceous and calcareous and are not durable. They are used in

Albany county for roadmetal. The Schoharie Grit is generally

a fine-grained, calcareous sand-rock which also is unsuited for

building. Quarries in these rocks have local use only.

Marcellus Shale.

As its name implies, this formation is characterized by shaly

rocks, which are not adapted to building. The abundance of good

building stone in the next geologic member below it— the

Corniferous limestone— whose outcrop borders it on the north

throughout the central and wrestern parts of the State, also pre

vents any use which might be made of its stone. A single quarry

was at one time opened in it at Chapinville, Ontario county

Hamilton Group.

The rocks of the Hamilton group outcrop in a narrow belt

which runs from the Delaware river, in a northeast course, across
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Sullivan and Ulster counties to the Hudson valley near Kingston
;

thence north, in the foot-hills, bordering the Catskills, to

Albany county
;
then, bending to the northwest and west across

the Helderberg mountains into Schoharie county
;
thence, increas-

ing in width, through Otsego, Madison and Onondaga counties,

forming the upper part of the Susquehanna and Chenango water-

sheds ; thence west, across Cayuga, Seneca, Ontario, Livingston,

Genesee and Erie counties to Lake Erie. In this distance there

is some variation in composition and texture. In the western

and central parts of the State there is an immense development

of shales and the few quarries in the sandstones referable to this

group are unimportant.* In the Helderbergs, in the Hudson val-

ley and thence, southwest, to the Delaware river, the sand-

stones predominate, and all of the beds are more sandy

than at the west. There is a great development of the

bluish-gray, hard, compact and even-bedded sandstone, which

is known as " Hudson river bluestone," and is used so extensively

as flagging. Some of the thicker beds yield stone for build-

ing also. The sandstone occurs interbedded irregularly with

shales at most localities. The bluestone or flagstone beds

are generally in the upper part of the Hamilton and they

continue upward into the horizon of the Oneonta sandstone-

The number of quarries in this blue stone district, in Sullivan.

Ulster, Greene, Albany and Schoharie counties, is large and can

be increased indefinitely, as nearly the whole area of the forma-

tion appears to be capable of producing stone for flagging or for

building. The difficulty of indicating the division line between

the Hamilton and the Oneonta and the Hamilton and the Portage

group of rocks makes it impossible to refer to localities more par-

ticularly. The quarries near Cooperstown, in the lake region,

particularly at Atwater, Trumansburg, Watkins' Glen and

Penn Yan belong to the Hamilton group.

Portage Group.

In this is included the Oneonta sandstone, the limits of which

at the east can not be indicated and the flagstone beds of the

Hudson valley and of the eastern part of the State continue up

* Geology of New York. Survey of the Fourth Geological District, by James Hall, Albany

1843, pp. 184-5.
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into the Oneonta sandstone horizon. Many of the quarries are

in the latter formation. The more western and northwestern and

higher quarries are in it ; and some of the Chenango county

quarries also.

The Portage rocks in the western part of the State consist of

shales at the base ; then shales and flagstones ; and the Portage

sandstone at the top. In the last division thick beds with little

shale are marks of this horizon. The stone is generally fine-

grained. The quarries near Portage and near Warsaw are in it

;

also the quarries at Laona and Westfield in Chautauqua county.

Although not of as great extent in its outcrop as the Hamilton

group the Portage rocks are developed to a thickness of several

hundred feet along the Genesee river at Mount Morris and at

Portage; and form a belt having a breadth of several miles

through Tompkins, Schuyler, Yates, Ontario and Livingston

counties, and thence west to Lake Erie." The formation is

capable of supplying an immense amount of good building stone

and flagstone throughout its undeveloped territory.

Chemung Group.

The rocks of the Chemung group crop out in the southern tier

of counties, from Lake Erie eastward to the Susquehanna. The
shales are in excess of the sandstones in many outcrops, and there

is less good building stone than in the Portage horizon. The
variation in color and texture is necessarily great in the extensive

area occupied by the Chemung rocks, but the sandstones can be

described as thin-bedded, generally intercalated with shaly strata,

and of a light-gray color, often with a tinge of green or olive-

colored. The outcropping ledges weather to a brownish color.

f

Owing to the shaly nature of muoh of the sandstone of the

Chemung group, the selection of stone demands care, and the

location of quarries where good stone may be found is attended

with the outlay of time and money, and with great chances of

possible failure. Quarries have been opened near the towns and

where there is a market for ordinary grades of common wall

stone, and also for cut stone, but the larger part of their product

* Report of Prof. Hall above cited, pp 238-9.

tProf . Hall's Report on Fourth District (cited above), pp. 251, 252.
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is put into retaining walls. At Elmira and Corning good stone

has been obtained, which is expensive to dress, and does not com
pete for fine work with sandstones from districts outside of the

State. The quarries at Waverly, Owego, Elmira and Corning,

and nearly all of the quarries in Allegany, Cattaraugus and

Chautauqua counties are in the Chemung sandstone.

Catskill Group.

As implied in the name, this formation is developed in

the Catskill mountain plateau in the eastern part of tha

State. Sandstones and silicious conglomerates predominate

over the shales. The thicker beds of sandstones are generally

marked by oblique lamination and cross-bedding, which make it

difficult and expensive to work into dimension blocks. Except

for flagging and for local use but little is quarried. There are no

large towns in the district, and consequently the demand is light.

There are, however, some good quarries, which are worked for

flagging, chiefly along the New York, Ontario and Western rail

road and the Ulster and Delaware railroad lines in Ulster and

Delaware counties ; and in the Catskills, in Greene county, there

are quarries in Lexington, Jewett, Windham, Hunter and

Prattsville.

Tkiassic Foemation.

This formation, which is known as New Red Sandstone, or

locally, as the red sandstone, is limited to a triangular area in

Eockland county, between Stony Point on the Hudson and the

New Jersey line, and to a small outcrop on the north shore of

Staten Island.

The sandstones are both shaly and silicious, and the varieties

grade into one another. Conglomerates of variegated shades of

color also occur, interbedded with the shales and sandstones.

Formerly these conglomerates were in favor for the construction

of furnace hearths. They are not now quarried. The prevail-

ing color of the sandstone is dark-red to brown, whence the name
" brownstone." In texture there is a wide variation, from fine

conglomerates, in which the rounded grains are somewhat loosely

aggregated, to the fine, shaly rock and the " liver rock " of the

quarrymen. Oxide of iron and some carbonate of lime are the

cementing materials in these sandstones.
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The well-known Massachusetts Longmeadow sandstone and the

Connecticut brownstone are obtained from quarries in the Con-

necticut valley region, and of the same geological horizon. The
Little Falls, Belleville and Newark freestones are from the same

formation in its southwest extension into New Jersey.

Quarries were opened in this sandstone more than a century

ago, and many of the old houses of Rockland county are built of

this stone. Prof. Mather reported thirty-one quarries on the

bank of the Hudson near Nyack. The principal market was

New York city, and the stone was sold for flagging, house trim-

mings and common walls. The Nyack quarries have been aban-

doned, with one or two exceptions, as the ground has become

valuable for villa sites and town lots. There are small quarries

at Suffern, near Congers Station, near New City, and west of

Haverstravv, at the foot of the Torn mountain. They are worked

irregularly and for local supplies of stone. The stone is some-

times known as " Nyack stone," also as " Haverstraw stone."

DESCRIPTION OF SANDSTONE QUARRIES
Potsdam Group.

Fort Ann, Washington County.—A gray sandstone is quar

ried two miles north of the village, and at the side of the canal.

It is used in Whitehall.

Whitehall, Washington County.— The cliffs of Potsdam

sandstone, east of the town, yield stone for local use. The stone

is hard and strong, and is valuable for foundations, retaining

walls, and where it can be used without much cutting or

dressing.

Port Henry, Essex County.— The outcrops of the Potsdam

sandstone in the town and west of it afford quarrying sites. The

quarry of L. W. Bond is worked for the local market, and the

towns on the line of Delaware and Hudson Canal Company's

railroad in the Champlain valley. The stone is hard, of a

gray shade, excepting the surface beds, which are weathered

to a rusty-red color. It is nearly all silica, and is capable of

resisting the ordinary atmospheric agents for years, when the

blocks are laid on their bedding planes A serious drawback to

its more extensive use is the cost of cutting and dressing.
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Examples of this stone in construction are seen in the Presby-

terian church, and in the Sherman Library building, and the

railroad depot in the town.*

Keeseville.— The Ausable river, the boundary line of Essex

and Clinton counties, has at this place, and at the famous chasm

below the village, worn its bed down deeply into the sandstone,

and along its bank quarries have been opened in both counties

for local supply.

The thin beds make a fairly good flagging-stone. The heavier

beds yield good stone for ordinary wall work ; and a great

amount of it has been put into buildings in Keeseville. In color it

is gray-white. It is rather more granular and not as hard as the

Port Henry sandstone.

Malone, Franklin County.— The sandstone of the Potsdam

horizon is opened by small quarries at this point, and at localities

to the west, but they are unimportant, and the next group to be

noted is at

Potsdam, St. Lawrence County.— The formation is so well

developed in the valley of the Kaquette river, southeast of the

village of Potsdam, that it has been named the Potsdam sandstone.

Thomas S. Clarkson's estate f and Mrs. Charles Cox, the latter

operating under the name of the Potsdam Ked Sandstone Com-

pany, have quarries along the river, at an average distance of

three miles, east-southeast of the village. The beds range in

thickness from a few inches to six feet, and afford blocks of

varying sizes. In most of the beds there is a more or less

laminated structure, especially in the darker-red colored stone.

The color is light-pink, light-red or salmon colored, and red to

reddish brown, varying in the several openings.

A representative specimen, taken from the company's quarry,

has a specific gravity of 2.604, equivalent to a weight of 162

pounds to the cubic foot. Its percentage of silica is relatively

large, and the cementing material appears to be silicious also.

The oxide of iron, as • determined by analysis, is 0.36 (ferrous

oxide) in amount.

* This quarry yielded the trails of trilobites upon ripple-marked beds, fine specimens of which

are in the State Museum, and the American Museum, New York. (See Forty -second Annual

Report, New York State Museum, pp. 25-29.)

t A. Clarkson, Secy.
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In the absorption test 2.08 per cent, of water was absorbed by

the dry stone. There was no loss of weight in repeated treat-

ment with water containing carbonic acid gas and with

sulphurous acid gas. A solution of 1 per cent, of sulphuric acid

occasioned a slight loss in weight, equivalent to 0.02 per cent.

The test of freezing and thawing left the stone apparently

unchanged. When heated to 1,200 ° -1,400 ° F. and suddenly

cooled, the color was unaltered, there were no checks, and the

strength of the specimen was but little impaired.

Potsdam sandstone has been tested severely in its home. The
wide range of temperature between the maxima of summer and

the minima of winter, and the large annual precipitation, of

which a considerable part is in the form of snow, present the

conditions which demand material with resisting capacity. The

houses of General Merritt and Senator Erwin, and other buildings,

erected about sixty years ago, are solid structures to-day. The
arris and corners are as sharp as when first cut, and the faces

show no sign of scaling or flaking. The pavements also show

how well the stone wears under use, not becoming smooth and

slippery when wet. The Normal school buildings, the town hall,

the Cox block, and the Presbyterian, Universalist and Episcopal

churches are the more prominent structures of this stone in Pots-

dam. In the last-named church there is much carved work,

making it very expensive on account of the hardness of the stone.

The Potsdam stone finds a wide market, and the demand for

it is growing, as its beauty, strength and durability are better

known and appreciated.

On account of its hardness,- and the cost of fine tool dressing,

the stone is best adapted to rock-face, ashlar .work. It may be

seen in the " Florence," South Salina street, Syracuse ; All Saints'

Cathedral, Albany ; Columbia College and Kutger's Protestant

Episcopal Church, Seventy-second street, New York city; Reid

building, Seventh avenue and Sterling street, Brooklyn ; the

State Asylum, at Matteawan; the New York State Asylum and

City Opera House, Ogdensburg; and in the Dominion Parliament

buildings at Ottawa, Canada.

Hammond, St. Lawrence County.— Sandstone is quarried at

three localities in the town of Hammond, and on the line of the

Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg railroad. The stone lies in beds
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which dip about 5° eastward and, owing to the well-defined

joints and the evenness of the bedding, blocks are worked out

readily which are suitable for cutting into curbing and flagging

stone, or for making paving blocks. Its color is gray-white —
in places striped, red and white. It is hard, and is nearly all

silica. Unlike the quarries at Potsdam there is little earth cover-

ing, and the beds worked are not deep.

The output of the Hammond quarries is nearly all consumed

in street work, and goes to Utica, Syracuse, Rome, Binghamton,

Ogdensburg and to western cities.

Clayton, Jefferson County.— The Potsdam sandstone forma-

tion crops out at Clayton, and affords a hard and durable stone

for local demands.

Hudson River Group.

Highland, Ulster County.— Quarries on the river bank, two

miles north of Highland station, were formerly worked exten-

sively.

Rhinebeck, Dutchess County.— The New York Central and

Hudson Kiver Railroad Company continues work at its quarry, a

half mile south of the station.

New Baltimore, Greene County.— The sandstone is here on

edge, and is generally in thick beds, interstratified with a black,

shaly rock. The quarries are not worked to the same extent as

in former years. The stone is dark gray to slate colored. Much
stone has been obtained here for the Hudson river dyking and

for dock-filling.

Troy, Rensselaer County.— Sandstone is quarried on Pawl-

ing avenue, near the Memorial Church, and on Fourth street,

near and south of the Poestenkill. It is used for foundations

and common wall work in the city, exclusively. The quarries

are in operation at such times as the demand for stone requires.

Aqueduct, Schenectady County.— Three quarries have been

opened at this point. The stone is gray to blue in color and fine-

grained. It is known in the market as " Schenectady bluestone,"

and is used in common wall work in Albany, Cohoes and Troy.

Stone with natural-face (joint) surfaces and even-bedded is

broken into rectangular blocks and is used in ashlar work. Some
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of the older stone buildings in Albany have their walls of these

natural-face blocks.

Schenectady.—Albert Shear & Co. have a quarry on the canal,

one mile east of the railroad depot, which is the source of supply

to a large extent, for stone used in the city, although shipments

are made to Albany, Waterford, Cohoes, Troy, Mechanicville

and Saratoga.

This stone can be seen in the Memorial Hall of Union

University and in the East Avenue Presbyterian Church ; in

the new armory, Albany; in the church at Menands Station,

and in St. Patrick's Roman Catholic Church in West Troy. The

stone has a bluish shade of color and is fine-grained.

Duanesburg, Schenectady County.— A quarry in a bluish-

colored sandstone, probably of the same geological horizon as

that of the Schenectady quarry, is here worked by Albert Shear

& Co. The stone is rather coarse-grained but is stronger than

the Schenectady bluestone.

The shaly nature of much of the Hudson river group of rocks

in the Mohawk valley, west of Schenectady, and the accessibility

of good limestone for building purposes, has prevented the open-

ing of quarries in it. Further west, and near Home, there are

small quarries which are referred to this horizon, but they are

unimportant. The stone is generally gray in color, fine-grained

and hard, and in moderately thick beds. None of these quarries

do much more than a small local business ; and they are not in

operation all of the working season of the year.

Good building stone of the Hudson river horizon is said to

have been obtained at quarries southeast of Rome ; also at

Woodruff's, Oneida County*.

Clinton Group.

This formation furnishes a building stone in Herkimer and

Oneida counties, and quarries are opened in the towns of Frank-

fort, New Hartford, Kirkland and Verona. The city of Utica

uses the greater part of the stone from the quarries at Clinton

Survey of the Third Geological District, Lardner Vanuxem Albany, 1842, p. 281.
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and those on Frankfort Hill. The stone of the latter place is

dark-gray and red-brown in color, medium fine-grained and hard,

so that dressing is costly. It is- used for foundations and com-

mon wall work, mainly. Grace Protestant Episcopal Church, on

Genesee street, and the Lutheran Church, on Columbia street, are

built of this stone.

Sandstone has been extensively quarried at Higginsville,

Oneida County, by a Utica company. It is dark-gray and olive

green in color
;

hard, and dressed with difficulty. Some of this

stone has been used in Eome. Fine examples of it are the Baker

and Gilbert houses, on Genesee street, Utica.

Medina Group.

Oswego, Oswego County.— Quarries for the supply of stone

for foundation and retaining walls in the city are opened on the

lake shore, east of the Fort Ontario grounds.

Oswego Falls, Oswego County.— The river cuts through the

sandstone here and offers facilities for small quarry operations in

the bluffs on the left bank. A dark-red sandstone is obtained

under earth and shaly rock. The First Presbyterian Church in

Syracuse is an example of badly selected stone and set on edge

in many cases. A great deal of it has been used in Fulton,

Oswego and Syracuse.

A specimen from the quarry of Hughes Brothers of Syracuse

was found to have a specific gravity of 2.62, and an equivalent

weight of 16 5. 5 pounds to the cubic foot. It contained 0.59 per

cent of ferrous oxide, and 1.71 per cent, of ferric oxide. The

absorption test gave as a result 3.53 per cent. It lost weight in

the treatment with acid solutions. In the freezing and thawing

it checked badly, and at a high heat its color became brick-red,

and its strength was impaired.

Granby, Oswego County.— The Granby Brownstone Com-

pany, O. J. Jennings, manager, works the quarry on the line of

the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western railroad, two miles south

of Fulton. The stone is fine-grained, purplish-red in color, and

admits of fine-tool dressing. It has been used in the following

structures in neighboring towns and cities : Second National
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Bank building, Oswego ; Protestant Episcopal church, and a block

of stores in Cortland
; and new Jewish synagogue, Buffalo.

Small quarries are opened westward in this formation at

Camden, Oneida County

Sterling, Cayuga County
Wolcott, Wayne County
Penfield, Monroe County

At Rochester the gorge of the Genesee river exposes to view
a fine section of the formation. Formerly some stone was obtained

from quarries in the river bluffs. In Monroe county generally

this sandstone is too argillaceous to be durable*

What is more particularly known as the Medina sandstone

district, is that portion of the outcrop which extends from Brock-

port in Monroe county west to Lockport. The belt is narrow,

and the quarries are opened in it near the Erie canal. They
are grouped here as follows :

Brockport, Monroe County

Holley, Orleans County

Hulberton, Orleans County

Hindsburg, Orleans County
Albion, Orleans County

Medina, Orleans County

Shelby Basin, Orleans County

Lockport, Niagara County

Brockport.— Two quarries are opened at this place.

Holley, Orleans County.— There are five quarries at Holley.

Those of Downs & Bowman, Michael Slack, and O'Brien & Co.,

Fletcher & Sons,f and the Big Six Stone Company are near the

canal and the New York Central railroad. The beds lie nearly

horizontal, and under a light stripping of earth and boulders.

The stone is of a light-red color and fine-grained.

The output is largely in the form of blocks for street paving,

curbing, crosswalks and gutter stone.

Rochester, Buffalo, Syracuse, and western cities, as far as

Kansas City, are markets.

* ProC. Hall's Report on the Survey of the Fourth District, Albany, 1843, pp. 432-3.

t Not at present in operation.
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Hulburton, Orleans County.— This group of quarries is west

of the village, on the north side of the canal, stretching along a

distance of two and a half miles.* They are all worked to a

depth below the canal water-level, and pumping is necessary to

drain them. The stripping of drift-earth does not exceed ten

feet. Some of the beds are thick, and blocks of. large size are

obtained. The stone is mostly fine-grained, and light to dark-

red in color. The best quality is shipped for building stone.

The greater part of the product is split into paving blocks and

crosswalks and curbstone, which are shipped to Eochester,

Buffalo and western cities.

Much of the Hulburton stone is sold under the name of Medina

block. Examples in construction are the Delaware Avenue
Methodist Episcopal Church, Buffalo, and Sibley College, Cornell

University, Ithaca.

Albion, Orleans County.— The largest quarries of Medina

sandstone are at Albion. They are east of the town, between

the canal and the New York Central railroad. The parties here

at work are : Goodrich and Clark Stone Company, Albion Stone

Company, and Gilbert Brady, of Eochester. The stripping on

the sandstone is from three to fifteen feet thick. The beds dip a

few degrees to the south, and are of varying thickness, from a

few inches up to six feet. Eegular systems of joints facilitate

greatly quarrying operations. There is considerable variation in

the nature of the stone in the several beds, and even in the same

bed, as followed in the same quarry. Generally it is of a light-

red color, and fine-grained.

A specimen representing the best building stone, as quarried

by Mr. Brady, has a specific gravity of 2.598, and a weight (cal-

culated) per cubic foot of 162 pounds. The percentage of oxide

of iron is comparatively low, being 0.51 and C.09 for ferrous

oxide and ferric oxide, respectively. The absorption test gave

2.37 per cent. The losses in weight, in the tests with carbonic

acid gas and sulphurous acid gas, were 0.09 and 0.29 per cent.

The treatment with sulphuric acid, 1 per cent, solution, occa-

sioned a loss of 0.08. The alternate freezing and thawing pro-

* Sturaker & Sullivan, Thomas Lardner, R. O'Reilly, A. J. Squire, L. Cornwell, C. Von York,

C. F. Gwynne, M. Soanlon, Hebner Brothers, George Hebner, E. Fairhen and A. H. Ford

hive'.quarries here.
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duced no visible effect. After a subjection to a high temperature

and sudden cooling, the strength was but little impaired and the

color was slightly changed.

These quarries employ from one hundred and fifty to two
hundred men each, and the aggregate product, annually,

amounts to many thousands of tons. The bulk of the stone

quarried by the Albion Stone Company, and the Goodrich

and Clark Stone Company, is used for street purposes, as

paving, curbing, gutters and crosswalks. Platforms of large

size, and smooth and true surfaces, are cut from some of the

thick beds.

The paving blocks are sold principally to western cities— Erie,

Akron, Cleveland, Toledo, Columbus, Detroit, Chicago and Mil-

waukee. The Brady quarry produces stone for building,

principally.

These quarries are conveniently located for working, at the

side of canal and railroad, and are well equipped for a large

business.

Some examples of the Albion stone are the Presbyterian

church, Albion ; the Iroquois Hotel, Young Men's Association

building and Trinity Protestant Episcopal Church in Buffalo

;

Guernsey building, No. 160 Broadway, New York city; steps of

the new staircase, Capitol in Albany.

Medina, Orleans County.— Medina has given name to this

sandstone formation because of its development and the charac-

teristic fossils which are abundant in some of the gray beds at

this locality. Within a mile and a half of the railroad station

there are, north and northeast of the town, the quarries of

Kearney & Barrett, A. M. Holloway, Sara J. Horan, Buffalo

Paving Company, Noble & Lyle and C. A. Gorman. The work-

ing season is naturally from the first of April to the middle of

November. The rest of the year is given to stripping off the

overlying earth and waste rock. As compared with the stone of

the quarries in the Medina sandstone formation, eastward, the

color is lighter gray, and there is the variegated, or spotted red

and white, and a light red. Generally it is harder. Oblique

lamina.tion in the beds is more common than at Albion or Hul-

berton. Pyrite-coated seams and joint faces are seen, chiefly in
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the older quarries now idle. Formerly the light-colored gray-

stone was in demand, and was quarried for building; now
nearly all of the gray variety is split into paving

blocks, and the fashion for building calls for the red and

the variegated stones. At the extreme northeast the Noble &
Lyle quarry produces a reddish-brown stone which is more like

the Hulberton stone, and is rather softer than that of the quarries

to the west arid southwest. It is used for building almost exclu

sively. In this quarry, and in some of the others, a red, shaly

rock, known here as " red horse," is found under the quarry beds

which is waste. The dip is south at a small angle ; a regular

system of vertical joints runs an east west course, with a north-

south system, less well defined. The total thickness of quarry

beds is in places as much as thirty feet, and the range is from two
i aches to six feet. The larger part of the aggregate production

of these quarries is put into street material. The chief markets

are Syracuse, Eochester, Buffalo, Erie, Cleveland, Columbus, To-

ledo, Detroit, Milwaukee and as far west as Omaha and Kansas

City.

Lockport.— Quarries in the Medina sandstone formation were

opened near the town, to the north, as early as 1824, and much
of the stone was used in buildings, which are good examples of

its durability. The quarries are on the right bank of the Eigh-

teen Mile creek, and are connected with the New York Central

railroad by a branch road one mile in length. Stone for flagg-

ing, paving blocks, and for building is obtained. Gray, red and

mottled varieties occur in these openings. Formerly these quar-

ries furnished stone to outside buyers ; at present, they are

worked almost exclusively for local market

Lewiston, Niagara County.— The same formation has af-

forded some building stone and some flagstone at this location.

Hamilton and Portage Groups.

Hudson Hiver Bluestone.

The term " Hudson River Bluestone " is used to designate the

blue, fine-grained, compact and even-blended sandstone, which is

so largely employed for flagging and house trimmings in New
York city, and to some extent in all of our middle Atlantic coast
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cities and towns. "The belt of country in which it is quarried

is nearly one hundred miles long in New York, stretching from
the southwestern towns of Albany county, across Greene and

Ulster and the western part of Orange and eastern part of Sulli-

van counties to the Delaware river. In Albany and Greene
counties it is narrow, as also in Saugerties in Ulster county, mak-
ing the foot hills, as it were, on the east and east southeast of

the Catskill mountains, and bounded on the east by the older

limestone formations. It widens in the towns of Kingston,

Woodstock, Hurley, Olive and Marbletown, and in them the

quarries are distributed over the 500-foot plateau which borders

the mountains on the southeast. To the northwest, and in the

valley of the Esopus creek, many localities near the line of the

Ulster and Delaware railroad have been opened and worked.

They are a part of thebluestone district geographically, although

the geological formations are not the equivalent of the main belt

at the southeast. There are scattering localities in the towns of

Kochester and Wawarsing and thence southwest, in Sullivan

county, which furnish bluestone for local markets, and for expor

tation where they are situated near enough to lines of shipping."

The belt, as above described, has in it outcrops of shales and

sandstones, belonging to the several geological formations, from

the Hamilton period to and including the Catskill, in short, rocks

of the Upper Devonian age. There are quarries along the Hud-

son river at New Baltimore, and thence southward, at Coxsackie

and Catskill and near Kondout, but they are not in the typical

bluestone, but in sandstone of the Hudson Eiver group. The

quarries of Palenville and vicinity, of West Saugerties, High

Woods, Boiceville, Phoenicia, Woodland Hollow, Shandaken,

and Pine Hill are above the horizon of the Hamilton forma-

tion and probably all in the Catskill group of rocks. The

Oneonta sandstone, which is the equivalent of the Portage group,

may form a part of the belt near the foot of the mountains, but

it is impossible to define its limits and to designate the quarries

in it. The (marries at Koxbury and Margaretville and their

vicinity are in the Catskill formation. The openings along the

Port Jervis, Monticello and New York railroad, in .Sullivan

county, are probably in the same horizon. The main bluestone
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belt, where it has been so extensively opened, as in the towns of

Saugerties, Kingston and Hurley, is of the Hamilton period.

"Beginning at the northeast, there are small quarries at

Reidsville and Dormansville, seven miles west of the Hudson
river, and in Albany connty. They have furnished a great deal

of stone for flagging .in the city of Albany. The stone of these

quarries is gray in color and rather coarser-grained than the

typical bluestone of the Hudson river quarries.

" In Greene county there are several small quarries near Leeds,

which are worked mainly for the Catskill market. In the vicinity

of Cairo stone is quarried at several places, and shipped by rail.

On the line of the Stony Clove and Catskill Mountain railroad,

and along the Kaaterskill railroad, quarries have been opened,

from the mountain houses southwest to Phoenicia."

Ulster county is the largest produce]' of bluestone, and its

quarry districts are the following : Quarryville, West Saugerties

and High Woods, in the town of Saugerties; Dutch Settlement,

Hallihan Hill, Jockey Hill, Dutch Hill and Stony Hollow, in the

town of Kingston; Bristol Hill, Morgan Hill, Steeny kill and

West Hurley, in the town of Hurley
;
Marbletown, Woodstock,

Brodhead's Bridge, Shokan, Boiceville, Olive, Phoenicia, Wood-
land Hollow, Fox Hollow, Shandaken, Pine Hill and Rochester

and Wawarsing quarries, in the valley of Rondout creek and its

tributaries.

There is much variation in the several quarries of these localities

both in the nature and thickness of the overlying earth or

stripping, and in the number and thickness of the workable quarry

beds. A large number of quarries have been opened, and at

many places the valuable stone has been removed and the quar-

ries abandoned. At other localities the thickness of the overly-

ing earth and the long distance from transportation lines have

prevented their further development. The tendency of later

years has been to open quarries nearer the lines of railroad, and

to leave localities more distant, so that the number of quarries in

the territory adjacent to the Ulster and Delaware road has been

greatly increased. The aggregate output of this part of the ter-

ritory has not materially increased within the last few years, in

consequence of the abandonment of many quarries and the re-
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strictions placed upon the quarry industry by the business rela-

tions to which it is subject.

The quarry beds range from an inch to three feet and, in some
instances, up to six feet in thickness. The top beds are generally

thin. In most cases these thick strata can be split along planes

parallel to the bedding and the cap-layer is raised by means of

wedges. The size of blocks obtained is determined by the natu-

ral joints which divide the stone vertically. Stones sixty feet by

twenty feet have thus been lifted from a bed. The facilities for

handling and lifting really limit the size. The thicker stone are

cut into curbing, crosswalk and sidewalk stones and large plat-

forms, yielding what is known as flagstone. The thinner beds

furnish flagging for towns and villages. A part of the thinner

stone is cut into dimension work for water-tables, sills, lintels,

posts and window-caps or house trimmings in general.

" The stone obtained in these several districts varies in color,

hardness and texture and consequently in value, from quarry to

quarry, and even in the same quarry. In nearly all of the locali-

ties the beds vary a little from top downward
;
rarely is there

much variation horizontally, or in the same bed. Hence, any given

bed may be said to have a certain character; that is, produces a

given grade of stone. The color is predominantly dark-gray or

bluish-gray, and hence (more by contrast with the red sandstones)

a "bluestone" Reddish-brown and some greenish gray stones

occur in the quarries higher in the mountain sides, as in the val-

ley of the Esopus creek above Shokan and in the Palenville quar-

ries. There is a decided preference for the typical " bluestone "

over the reddish or brownish-colored grades. In texture the

range is from the fine shaly or argillaceous to the highly silicious

and even conglomeratic rock. The best bluestone is rather fine-

grained and not very plainly laminated, and its mass is nearly all

silica or quartz, which is cemented together by a silicious paste

and contains very little argillaceous matter. Hence, the stone is

hard and durable and has great strength or capacity of resistance

to crushing or compression. Coarse-grained sandstones and even

fine conglomerates occur and are quarried in some localities.

These sandstones are not often found loosely cemented together

and friable ;^and they are rarely open and porous."
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A representative specimen of the best Hudson river bluestone,

and obtained from the Bigelow Bluestone Company* of Maiden,

was subjected to a series of tests, with the following result : spe-

cific gravity, 2.751; weight per cubic foot, 171 pounds; ferrous

oxide, 4.64 per cent. ; ferric oxide, 0.79 per cent.; water absorbed,

.82; loss in dilute sulphuric acid solution, .20 per cent.; alternate

freezing and thawing, unchanged ; at temperature of 1200°-1400°

Fahr. color changed to dull red, slightly checked and strength

somewhat impaired.
u The bluestone territory southwest of Ulster county is confined

to a narrow belt crossing the .towns of Mamakating, Thompson,

Forestburg and Lumberland in Sullivan county and Deerpark in

Orange county. There are quarries near Westbrookville, near

Wurtsboro, along the Port Jervis, Monticello and New York rail-

road and on the Delaware river at Pond-Eddy and Barryville."

Flagstone is obtained along the lines of the New York, Ontario

and Western railroad, and of the Ulster and Delaware railroad

at Westfield Fiats, Trout Brook, East Branch, Margaretville,

Koxbury and Grand Gorge. All of these quarries are in the Cats,

kill group of rocks, and the stone from them is more generally a

reddish or brown-tinted sandstone.

It is more open-grained and not so dense and strong as the best

Ulster county stone. It reaches the market with the product of

the Ulster county quarry and is included in the bluestone produc-

tion. The principal shipping points whence bluestone comes to

the market are Maiden, Saugerties, Kingston (including Wilbur

and Kondout). A great deal of stone is cut for house trimmings,

in mills in Maiden, Brodhead's Bridge, West Hurley, Wilbur,

Kingston and Kondout, but the larger number of feet is sent into

market simply quarry-dressed, for flagging and curbing. Its

superiority as a flagging-stone is recognized generally by residents

of New York city and adjacent towns where it has been so

extensively used.

" It is so compact as not to absorb moisture to any extent, and

hence soon dries after rain or ice ; it has the hardness to resist

abrasion and wears well ; it is even-bedded, and thus presents a

good and smooth natural surface ; and it has a grain which pre-

* Now the Ulster Bluestone Co.
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vents it becoming smooth and slippery as some of our granites,

our slates and our limestones, when so used in walks. It is strong,

and is not apt to get broken. But owing to the many thin beds

and the use of too thin stones, sidewalks often become un-

sightly and bad because of breaks, a fault common to all flag-

stone when laid in such thin beds or blocks.

"For use in houses and business buildings Hudson river blue-

stone is having an increasing market. It is admirably adapted

for lintels, window-caps, sills, doorsteps, water-tables, etc.,

with brick, both because of its strength and its durability.

None of our sandstones from other districts, and not

even our best granites are as strong to resist transverse

pressure or strain. Tests (comparative) show that it is fully three

times as strong, in this way of resistance, as granite, marble,

Ohio sandstone and Connecticut and New Jersey brownstones.

To resist compression it is not much superior to these sand-

stones, and not equal to the best granites. Its strength against

transverse strains fits it for lintels, sills, caps and water-tables

especially."

Oxford, Chenango County.—The F. G. Clarke Bluestone Com-

pany, successor of F. G. Clarke & Son, has the large quarry on

the northwest of the village, and in the hillside west of the Che-

nango river.

The strata are horizontal and thin at the top ; below the thick-

bedded " liver rock " is found, from which blocks of large size are

cut. The stone is blue, fine-grained and homogeneous in texture.

Its specific gravity is 2.71 I, and its weight per cubic foot is 168.9

pounds. The absorbed water was found to be 1.11 per cent. It

was not materially affected by the freezing and thawing tests.

At a high temperature, 1,200°-1,400° F., the color was changed

to dull red, and the stone was checked badly.

A partial analysis showed the presence of 3.46 per cent, and

0.16 per cent, of ferrous acid and ferric acid respectively. A
crushing test of the strength of this stone, made in 1884, showed

a resistance of 13,472 pounds to the square inch.

Architects and builders object to this stone in common with

other bluestone, for work in which there is much carving and

fine tooling, on account of its hardness and the greater expense
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involved in working it, as compared with softer sandstones and

limestones.

The plant includes a planer, rubbing-bed and three gangs

of saws, driven by steam power, besides quarrying machinery

proper.

The principal use is for house trimmings and large platforms

and steps. During the quarrying season one hundred and fifty

men are employed, and in 1889 one thousand four hundred car-

loads of stone were shipped. The market is in the cities of the

eastern States.

The lower
.
portion of Aldrich court, 41-43 Broadway, the

steps, residence of Cyrus Clark, Riverside avenue and Ninetieth

street, New York
;
steps in the terrace approaching the Capitol,

Washington, District of Columbia
;
steps, platforms and column

bases of Capitol, Trenton, New Jersey ; St. Lawrence Hall, New
Haven, Connecticut

;
part of State Prison for Insane Criminals,

Matteawan, New York, are some of the examples of construction

in which the Oxford blue sandstone has been employed.

Small quarries producing flagging stone mainly are opened at

South Oxford, Chenango County

Coventry, Chenango County

Smithville Flats, Chenango County

Guilford, Chenango County

Oneonta, Otsego County

Cooperstown, Otsego County

They are worked at irregular times as demand calls for stone.

Trumansburg, Tompkins County.— In the vicinity of Tru-

mansburg there are twenty or more quarries which produce

four hundred thousand square feet of flagging annually. Two
of them only do a little business in uilding stone, the quarries of

D. S. Biggs & Sons and of the Flagstone and Building Stone Com-

pany. That of the latter is one mile east of the village and less

than a mile from Cayuga lake. The grayish bluestone of the

lower course of the quarry is fine-grained, and is cut into lintels,

sills and curbing at the company's works at Cayuga, or shipped

to their yards at Mott Haven, New York.

The Biggs quarry is on the Taughannock creek about two

miles west of the lake and near the Geneva, Ithaca and Sayre
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railroad line. The stone here is known as the blue sand-

stone, and resembles in appearance the Hudson river bluestone,

but is harder to work and apparently a little more dense. Stone

from this quarry is seen in the large vault in Grove cemetery,

Trumansburg. A part of the product.is monumental bases.

The stone from these quarries is carried by boats to Cayuga,

whence it goes to New York and to cities in the central and

western part of the State.

Ithaca, Tompkins County.— Nearly all of the stone for

foundations and retaining walls, and much of the flagging-stone

used in Ithaca, comes from local quarries. There are two quar-

ries on the hill south of the town whence flagging-stone is taken.

Some of the stone for the university buildings was quarried on

the University grounds. The sandstone of these quarries is of a

greenish-gray shade of color, fine-grained, and 'is durable, when
selected with care. The natural-face blocks are often rusty-

looking, ironstained, or dirty yellow. Cascadilla Hall is an

example of the best of it.

Penn Yan, Yates County.— Sandstone for foundation work

is quarried near Head street, and on the east side of the lake,

three miles north of the village.

Portage, Livingston County.— The Portage Bluestone Com-

pany's quarry is on the west side of the Genesee river, two miles

south of Portageville and three miles from Portage Station,

on the New York, Lake Erie and Western railroad. The Western

New York and Pennsylvania railroad line is a few rods east of

the quarry. The quarry beds have a total thickness of twenty-

five feet. The best stone is olive-green in color, fine-grained,

homogeneous in texture, and soft enough to dress well and to be

easily cut. It is said to harden on exposure to the weather. A
representative specimen from this quarry was found to have a

specific gravity of 2.695 and equivalent to a weight of 168 pounds

per cubic foot. The absorption test indicated 2.97 per cent, of

water absorbed ; treated with dilute solution of sulphuric acid

the loss amounted to 0.42 per cent.; freezing and thawing tests

produced slight scaling. In the test, at a temperature of 1200°-

1400° F., the color changed to dull red. There were no checks,

and the strength of the specimen was but little impaired.
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The greater part of the stone quarried here is shipped to New
York cit}^ where it is worked up into house trimmings. Some
of it is sent to Rochester, where it is cut into dimension stone at

the Pitkin yard. The Aldrich Court building, Nos. 41 and 43

Broadway, New York, has Portage stone in the trimmings, in

the first and second stories. Some of this stone was used in the

United States Government building, at Binghamton.

Warsaw, Wyoming County. — There are two sandstone

quarries near this place. The Jameson & Warsaw Manufacturing

Company's quarry is two miles west of Bock Glen, on the New
York, Lake Erie and Western railroad. It was opened many
years ago, but was idle in 1888-9. Some of the stone in the City

Hall, Bochester, was taken from this quarry. The Warsaw Blue-

Stone Company's quarry is located one-half mile from Bock Glen

station, and south of Warsaw ; a side track runs from the quarry

to the main line of the New York, Lake Erie and Western rail-

road. The Warsaw bluestone is very fine-grained, harder than

the Ohio sandstone, and retains its color on exposure. It has

been used for more than thirty years, in Warsaw and vicinity, for

monumental bases and buildings.

A specimen from the company's quarry showed a specific

gravity of 2.681, equivalent to a weight of 167 pounds per cubic

foot. It contains 3.22 per cent, of ferric oxide and .23 per cent,

of ferrous oxide. The absorption test gave as a result 2.b9 per

cent.; the freezing and thawing tests produced slight checking.

At the high temperature (1200°-1400°F.) there was a slight vit-

rification, somewhat of checking, and the color was changed to

dull-red. The quarrying plant has been largely increased, and

the machinery for sawing and dressing the stone has been set up.

The output during the year 1889 was largely in excess of that of

any previous year. The principal use of this stone is for house

trimmings. The markets are New York c^'ty, Syracuse, Elmira,

Corning, Binghamton, Philadelphia and Washington. The

Alpine, corner of Sixth avenue and Thirty-third street, New
York city, the United States Government building, Binghamton

and the Colgate Library building, Hamilton College, are more

prominent examples of the Warsaw bluestone.
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Chemung Group.

Waverly, Tioga County.— Two quarries are opened and

worked at intervals in the vicinity of this place. The stone

is blue to gray and rather fine-grained. It has been used in

bridge building on the line 01 the Delaware, Lackawanna and

Western railroad, and in several business blocks in Waverly and

vicinity.

Elmira, Chemung County.— Four quarries have been opened

in the sandstone in the western face of the hill which here

bounds the valley. The stone is fine grained, and has a gray

and greenish-gray color. It is all sold in the rough and used in

Elmira for common wall work, and some of it for curbing. The
average cost is about $1 a perch in the city.

Corning, Steuben County.— There are four quarries in the

sandstone at Corning, in the southern outskirts of the town.

The stone of these quarries is generally fine-grained, and of a

grayish color. It is hard, durable, and does not absorb much
moisture, but in consequence of flint-like seams in it, it can not

be dressed or fine-tooled economically. The natural-face blocks

are often weathered dirty yellow or brown, and hence the need

of careful selection of stone. For ordinary wall work and

foundations it answers well. The Corning stone has been used

in Elmira, in the Congregational church and in the State Kefor-

matory buildings. In Corning, the old arsenal, built about thirty

years ago, the Roman Catholic, Protestant Episcopal and First

Presbyterian Church buildings are all of this stone. The best

example can be seen in the basement-wall of the high school,

and in the basement of the residence, near the public school, in

which work great care was taken to select large stones and of

uniform shade of color.

Dansville, Livingston County.— Sandstone for building pur-

poses and for street work is obtained from the quarry, one mile

northeast of the village. The stone is bluish-gray in color, fine-

grained and hard, but accompanied by much waste rock.

The Chemung sandstone is opened in Steuben county at Co-

hocton, Bath, Hornellsville, and in the town of Greenwood.

At the Cohocton quarry the output is all cut into flagging,

which is used in the adjacent towns.
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In the town of Bath two quarries are worked. The stone is of

a light-gray color, finegrained and rather hard. Curbstone,

flagging and common wall stone are obtained from these quar-

ries. The county buildings and the Protestant Episcopal and

Baptist churches are built of this stone.

Two quarries are opened and worked in the vicinity of Hor-

nellsville. The stone has a bluish color, is hard and fine grained.

The product of these quarries is mostly common building stone,

and is cut at Hornellsville. The Park schoolhouse, the electric

light building and several stores and residences are built of it.

In Allegany county sandstone quarries are opened at Belmont,

at Belvidere, near Belfast, and in the towns of New Hudson and

Cuba. The Belmont quarry affords a light-blue stone, which,

when cut, has a light gray shade, and is rather soft and easily

dressed. The principal markets are Belmont, Wellsville and

Angelica. Vanderhoef s block, in Belmont, besides other build-

ings, are of this stone.

The Belvidere quarry is worked in a small way, mainly for the

local market. Some of the stone is used at Friendship, Angelica,

and a little of it in Wellsville and Hornellsville.

Two miles south of Belfast sandstone is quarried to a limited

extent for a supply of the town. The Baptist church is con-

structed of this stone.

Flagstone is quarried in the town of New Hudson, near the

west line of Belfast. The quarry is worked to a small extent,

and its output is considered the best in this part of the State.

Olean, Cattaraugus County.— The Olean Bluestone Com-

pany quarries a sandstone two and a half miles south of Olean,

and about 700 feet above the Allegany river. Stone for build-

ing and flagging is obtained and is put on the market as " Olean

bluestone." It goes to Buffalo and Rochester. The stone is fine-

grained and has a greenish-gray shade of color.

Jamestown, Chautauqua County. — There are six small

quarries in the eastern part of the town, near the lake outlet.

Bedded with the quarry stone there is much shale, and consequently

a great deal of waste material has to be removed in quarrying.

The bottom beds, from twelve to twenty inches thick, furnish

stone for cut work. The stone of the upper strata is used for
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rubble work. The Jamestown stone is olive-green in color, fine-

grained, soft and breaks with a conchoidal fracture. It has had an

extensive use at Chautauqua and in Jamestown, both for founda-

tions and retaining walls and for house trimmings.

Other localities in Chautauqua county are in Panama ; in the

town of Clymer ; in Westfield, near Lake Erie ; and at Laona,

in Pomfret. The quarries at these places are too small and com-

paratively unimportant for general description.

Bluestone Quarries of New York by Wm. G. Eberhardt, E. M.

The area in which bluestone is quarried in New York State ex-

tends from the west shore of the Hudson river, in Albany, Ulster

and Greene counties, in a southwesterly direction through Ulster,

Delaware and Sullivan counties to the Delaware river; and there

is a small isolated region in Chenango county, in the towns of

Oxford and Norwich.

The region has been opened in the towns of Kingston and Sau-

gerties, Ulster county, and Catskill, Athens and Coxsackie,

Greene county, at numerous points from which the stone is carted

by the quarrymen to the Hudson, where it is bought by various

dealers along the lines of the Ulster and Delaware railroad, the

Port Jervis and Monticello railroad, the New York, Ontario and

Western railroad, the Erie railroad, and the Delaware and Hud-

son canal. The last-named district extends through the towns

ofMamakating, Sullivan county, and Wawarsing and Marbletown,

Ulster county. Ver}^ little quarrying is done in the district at

present.

Of the quarries whose output is shipped via the Hudson river

the most important are in the town of Saugerties, Ulster county

The quarries in this township are located at Quarryville, West
Saugerties, Highwood, Bethel and Unionville. This district has

been extensively opened and much stone is produced, although

here, as also in the Ulster and Delaware district, the business of

quarrying has greatly diminished in recent years. The largest

quarries in the town of Saugerties are at Quarryville, about four

miles west of the Hudson. The quarries here are on ledges of stone,

running parallel to the Hudson up into Greene county. Besides

I a number of small quarries there are two large openings. One

of these is abandoned, owing to inadequate pumping facilities.
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Hand and horse-power pumps were used, and found to be of too

small capacity to handle the water. The owners intend putting

in steam pumps.

About one-half mile north of the village, on the same ledge, is

the other opening, in which four parties are engaged in quarry-

ing—Patrick Kelly, Cornelius Harvey, John S. Mower & Co., and

A. Carnwright. The total length of the quarry face is about

300 feet. Each quarry employs eight to twelve men, and pro-

duces $4,000 to $6,000 in stone per year. Is o steam machinery is

used. Pumps are worked by hand or horse power. The quar-

ries are below the level of the surrounding country, and there is

no natural drainage. The water is pumped behind a common
dam, extending the length of the workings. The average thick-

ness of the workable bed in these quarries and in the district

is about thirteen feet. On this lies a stratum of worthless rock,

about three feet thick, which is overlaid by two to twenty feet

of earth. The stone is of three grades as to color and hard-

ness. The top layers of the bed are gray and very hard, while

those of the bottom are blue and softer. Between these an in-

termediate grade can be distinguished.

This change in color and hardness occurs in almost all quarries.

A bed of bluestone is rarely uniform throughout its entire thick-

ness. Usually the color becomes darker as the distance below

the surface and also the distance from the face of the ledge in-

creases. Sometimes, however, the stone is darker in the upper

layers. The thickness of the several layers also increases with depth

and distance from the face of the ledge. Usually the stone m
the second block is about twice as heavy as that in the first.

The " lifts " or layers of stone in this district vary from three

inches to four feet in thickness. The stone taken from the lower

lifts does not stand weathering well. It contains seams and
" reeds," invisible seams, which open when the stone is exposed

to frost. That from the upper lifts is more compact and durable.

The stone is carted to Maiden, distant five or six miles by road.

The rough stone is worth forty-eight to sixty cents per cubic foot,

or four to five cents per inch.

A general description can be given of the method of quarrying

throughout the bluestone district, which will apply to all quarries,

with the exception of a very few where steam machinery is used.
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The equipment consists of sledge hammers, wedges, plugs and

feathers, crowbars, shovels, wheelbarrows, and a hand derrick in

most of the large quarries. Pumps are rarely necessary. The
bed is first stripped of the overburden. The "stripping" of

" top," as the overburden is called, is usually earth and worthless

stone. In the most favorable case it is simply a layer of earth.

The worthless rock may be solid, in which case its removal is an

expensive item in quarrying, or it may be very much broken up

or shaly (called u pencil stuff "), when it is easily removed. The
top rock is removed with the aid of blasting powder and

dynamite, and large blasts are sometimes fired when it is heavy.

Thirty kegs of powder have been fired in one of these blasts.

The stripping is done mostly during the winter, and actual

quarrying about nine months in the year.

The beds of stone are divided naturally into blocks by seams

and joints at right angles to each other. In the direction of the

strike of the ledge are the " side seams," which are very marked,

and, where large areas are stripped, may sometimes be seen

running straight and truty parallel for several hundred feet

without interruption. At right angles to the side seams, and

less regular than these, are joints which form two opposite sides

of a block. The area of blocks varies greatly. That of large

ones may be 1,000 square feet or more. The bed being stripped,

the layers or "lifts" of good stone are successively raised by

means of wedges driven into the natural bedding planes. Large

lifts are broken to desired sizes by plugs and feathers. The

plugs are driven home at the same time as the wedges and aid in

dislodging the stone from its bed. The thickness of lifts varies

from one inch to six feet.

In the Highwoods district the quarries are all small, and worked

by two or three men. Two men get out about $1,000 to $1,200

in stone per year. These small quarries are worked until the

good stone gives out, or more frequently until the top becomes

too heavy to be economically handled on so small a scale. The

beds of stone in this district are very uncertain. Layers of shaly

rock are interstratified with the good bluestone, and pockets of

the same material are irregularly distributed through the beds.

The district is said by quarrymen to be nearly exhausted. The

stone found here is of a good blue color, hard and heavy. All

tkicknesses are found up to three or four feet. It is sold to dealers
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at Saugerties and Glasco, seven or eight miles distant. The cost

of cartage is about $1.75 per 100 square feet two inches thick.

The quarries at West Saugerties, Bethel and Unionville are all

small like those in the Highwoods district. The stone is sold to

dealers in Maiden, Saugerties and Glasco. The stone is also

carted to Maiden and Saugerties from Palenville, Catskill town-

ship, Greene county. This stone is of greenish tint. From
Woodstock, also, stone is carted to Maiden. Eurhans & Brainard

have yards and a mill at Saugerties, and the Ulster Bluestone

Company at Maiden. Other dealers having yards but no mill

are, Sweeney Bros, and James Maxwell, at Saugerties, and W.
Porter, at Glasco.

In the town of Kingston there are a few small quarries at

Dutch Settlement, Hallihan Hill and Jockey Hill, but very little

stone is quarried at these places. It is sold to dealers at Wilbur.

The Ulster and Delaware railroad has opened up the bluestone

country in the towns of Kingston, Hurley, Olive and Shandaken,

Ulster county, but the active quarries in this region are much less

numerous than in former years. The largest are near Stony

Hollow, in Kingston township, and West Hurley, in Hurley

township. Some of the stone from these places is carted to

Rondout and Wilbur, and some shipped by rail to Rondout.

Farther up the road quarries are small and not numerous. Stone

is obtained from all stations along the road as far as Allaben, in

Shandaken township. Some of the largest quarries are Grant's,

Hewitt Boice's and James O'Neill's, at West Hurley. James

O'Neill's quarry is situated about one-half mile south of the

village of West Hurley, on a ledge running north and south and

dipping slightly west. The bed averages about twelve feet, but

it is not uniform ; about three feet of it is poor stone unevenly

distributed through the bed. The stripping varies from five to

fifteen feet. The quarry has been opened for about 300 feet, but

it worked only on a small scale. The thickness of lifts varies

from four to twenty inches. The bottom lifts are of better color

than those nearer the top, whose faces are brown, probably from

the presence of iron. The stone is shipped by rail to Rondout.

Beside the true bluestone there is a brownish variety quarried

at some localities above West Hurley. This is not a handsome

stone and not suitable for ornamental purposes.
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In the towns of Middletown and Roxbury, Delaware county,

a reddish sandstone is found of about the same density and

strength as the bluestone of Ulster county. Very little of it is

quarried. It is sent to Rondout via the Ulster and Delaware

railroad. Experiments on bluestone from West Hurley have

given the following results: Density, 2.721; crushing st ength,

22.45 pounds per square inch. At Rondout Hewitt Boice has

extensive stone yards and a mill. Sweeney Bros, and Julius

Osterhoudt have yards and mills at Wilbur.

The bluestone territory has been extensively opened in Sullivan

county and to a smaller extent in Delaware county and in the town

of Deerpark, Orange county. There are quarries along the lines

of the Port Jervis and Monticello, Erie and New York, Ontario

and Western railroads in these counties. Along the Port Jervis

and Monticello railroad there are quarries at Rose Point, Para-

dise and Oakland, town of Deerpark, and at Hartwood and Gil-

mans, town of Forestburg, Sullivan county. They are all small

and their output is sold to dealers in Port Jervis who ship it east

via the Erie. Terbell & Ridgeway, who have a stone yard at

Port Jervis, handle most of this stone.

In the valley of the Delaware river, along the line of the Erie

railroad, there are quarries in New York State from Deerpark,

Orange county, to the town of Sanford, Broome county. In the

t wn of Deerpark there are small quarries at Mill Rift, which

sell their output to Louis E. Bliss, New York. At Stairway,

Lumberland township, Sullivan county, there are large quarries

owned by F. A. Kilgour, which are at present idle, but will be

reopened. At Pond Eddy, in the same township, A. H. Wood-

ward operates several quarries and buys the output of others.

The quarries on the New York side of the Delaware are not as

large or as numerous as those on the Pennsylvania side. The

best stone here is more uncertain and of a more pockety

nature than that of Ulster county, and the stone is harder. All

the stone in the Delaware valley from Deerpark to Callicoon,

Delaware township, is quite bard. Beyond this point it becomes

gradually softer and is more easily worked. Most of the stone

on the New York side at Pond Eddy is shipped to Woodward's

mills at Newark, N. J., via the Delaware and Hudson canal and

the Hudson river, although the freight rates .by this route are
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one dollar and sixty-five cents per ton as against one dollar and

fifteen cents per ton via Erie railroad.
*

Other places in the town of Lumberland at which bluestone is

quarried are in the district opposite Parker's Glen, Penn., and

Barryville. At the first named of these places the total output

is probably less than $100 per month. The stone quarried is

suitable only for flagstone. Prices paid for the stone by dealers

are from forty-two to forty- five cents per cubic foot or three and

one-half to three and three-fourths cents per inch. Yery little

stone is quarried at Barryville. That district is nearly exhausted.

In the town of Tusten quarrying is carried on extensively

opposite Mast Hope, Penn., and at Tusten. Many small quarries

are worked at these places, besides a number of larger ones

employing ten to fifteen men operated by J. Q. A. Conner & Son

of Mast Hope, and C. W. Martin, of Middletown, K Y. The
stone is quite hard, but not uniformly so, and of several shades of

blue; but hardness and color are quite uniform in the same

quarry. The thickness of lifts varies from one to eighteen or

twenty inches. At Mast Elope a reddish stone is quarried, but

only true bluestone is found on the JSTew York side of the river

at this point. At Narrowsburg, in the same township, there are

a number of quarries. Jeremiah Partridge works three quarries

at this point. Two of them are within one-fourth of a mile and

the third within three-fourths of a mile of the stone docks at

Xarrowsburg. The stone in all of them is of good blue color and

readily worked. The lifts in the farther quarry are heavier and

the stone somewhat harder. The owner intends putting steam

drills in this quarry. In Cochecton township there are some

small quarries at Cochecton village, but only a few of them are

being worked.

In Delaware township there are quarries at Callicoon and at

Rock Kun. The quarry of Persbacker Bros. & Co., at Callicoon,

is about one-half mile northwest of the village. During fifteen

months that it has been worked about fifty carloads of fifteen to

eighteen tons each have been shipped from it. All this stone has

been taken from a single block twenty-five by fort}r-three feet in

area. Five men are at work in this quarry. Most of the

material taken out is flagstone, but some ten and twelve-inch lifts

have been raised. The stone is of good color, bluer in the top
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layers than in the bottom, and very hard. The bed has been

worked downward twelve feet, below which the depth is un-

known. The top is mostly loose earth and varies from two to

ten feet in depth.

There are several large quarries at flankins in the town of

Fremont. The largest is operated by Manny & Ross. It is one

and one-fourth miles northeast of the village, and employs about

twenty men in the active season. A quarry face of 300 to 400

feet in length has been opened, but only a small part of it is

worked. The workable bed is twenty to twenty-five feet in

thickness. Lifts of all thicknesses up to twenty inches are taken

out. The quarry has been worked for eight years and a large

quantity of stone is still in sight, but most of it is covered by a

very heavy top of rock. The hardness of stone in this locality

varies considerably. Louis E. Bliss buys stone at this place.

At Long Eddy and Basket, in the same township, there are

extensive workings. Kenney Brothers have a large quarry at

Long Eddy, about one fourth of a mile from the railroad. This

quarry has been worked three or four years and has yielded 400

to 500 carloads of stone. . The bed is eighteen feet deep, and the

ledge on which the quarry is situated runs nearly north and

south. The top is quite heavy, being mostly rock, twelve to twenty

feet deep, but much broken up and easily removed with the aid

of powder. Lifts are from one to twelve inches in thickness.

The stone is all blue, soft and easily worked. C. W. Martin, F.

A. Kilgour and L. E. Bliss get stone from these quarries.

In the town of Hancock, Delaware county, quarrying is carried

on very extensively. There are quarries in the Delaware valley

at Lordville, Stockport and Hancock, and also on the line of the

New York, Ontario and Western railroad. Of the quarries in

the Delaware valley, the largest are at Lordville and Stockport.

The stone from these places is very well suited for ornamental

purposes. It is durable and easily worked. That from Lordville

is handled by F. A. Kilgour, Randall & Underwood and Kirk-

patrick Bros. The Stockport stone is claimed to be especially

free from " reeds," making it well adapted to stand frost and

weathering. It is handled by Kirkpatrick Bros., of Hancock.

Farther up the valley there are quarries at Hale's Eddy and

Deposit, Tompkins township, Delaware county, and also a few
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in the town of Sanford, Broome county, along the Erie K. R. At
Hale's Eddy all the stone is quarried or bought by O. M. Kings-

bury & Co. Randall & Underwood are the most extensive

operators at Deposit. The stone from these places is very soft,

and of different shades of color, from gray to dark-blue. Some of

the gray stone is very coarse-grained.

Along the line of the New York, Ontario and Western rail-

road there are quarries in Sullivan county in the towns of Liberty

and Rockland; in Delaware county, in the towns of Colchester,

Hancock, Tompkins and Walton ; and in Chenango county, in

the towns of Oxford and Norwich. Yery little quarrying is

done in Liberty township. In Rockland township there are sev-

eral quarries at Roscoe, the largest of which are worked by Wm.
Youman. Farther up the road there are quarries at Cook's

Falls, town of Colchester, and in Hancock township at Trout

Brook, East Branch, Fish's Eddy and Hancock Junction. The
stone from all these places is of very much the same character as

to color and hardness. Geo. S. Harris quarries and buys all the

stone at East Branch. The quarries at this place are all small.

At Fish's Eddy the quarries are larger. Storie & Hollywood

work four quarries at this place.

In the town of Tompkins, Delaware county, there are quarries

at Apex and Rock Rift. At the latter place E. C. Inderlied has

several quarries and a mill. At Walton, Walton township, sev-

eral quarries are worked. Jas. Nevins & Sons have a quarry

and mill on the Delhi division of the Ontario and Western rail-

road, about four miles from Walton Junction. The mill has

been removed from Weehawken to Walton, as it is cheaper to

ship the stone dressed than in the rough state. The workable

bed in the quarry is thirty feet in thickness and is covered by a

light top. The F. G. Clarke Bluestone Company quarries exten-

sively in the town of Oxford, Chenango county. The quarries

of this company are located at Oxford and at Coventry, four

miles to the southwest of Oxford, on the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna and Western railroad. The stone from both places is

dressed at the mill of the company at Oxford. The thickness

of the bed in the Oxford quarry is sixteen feet. The top is very

heavy, consisting of about forty feet of loose earth and twenty-

five feet of solid rock. In order to make a profit under such un-
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favorable conditions, the quarry is worked on a large scale, and

steam machinery is employed in quarrying and handling the

stone. A channeling machine is part of the equipment. The
stone is handled in the quarry by derricks worked by steam, and

is taken out by carts and a wire tramway. The stone is of very

fine quality. Its color is a good blue and very uniform through-

out the bed. It is softer than Ulster county stone and easily

worked, which makes it desirable for ornamental purposes. The
lifts are too heavy for small flagstones, but many large ones,

measuring from fifteen to twenty feet or more on a side, are

taken out. Stone up to six feet thick can be obtained at this

quarry. Powder is used instead of plugs and feathers in get-

ting out large blocks. Deep holes are drilled with steam drills

and reamed out, making a hole about two inches in diameter. A
small charge is placed in each hole, which is tamped so that the

force of the explosion is exerted against an elastic cushion of air,

and the block is thus loosened from its bed without unnecessary

splitting. The charges are fired simultaneously by electricity.

This method is found more satisfactory than channeling.

Stone is quarried at Norwich for local and foreign consump-

tion. A very dark stone is quarried here which is valuable for

ornamental purposes.

Triassic or New Red Sandstone.

Nyack, Rockland County.— Two quarries, located on the

shore of the river, are worked more or less steadily ; one by

Daniel T. Smith, the other by Nelson Puff. The stone of these

quarries is worked into lintels, sills and platforms. The product

is mainly for the local market.

Haverstraw, Rockland County. — The sandstone quarries at

Haverstraw are worked only at long intervals, and then for com-

mon building stone which is used in the place.

Formerly these Nyack and Haverstraw quarries were worked

on a large scale, and stone for building was shipped thence to

New York and cities along the Hudsm valley.

The house still standing near the Smith quarry, which was

built in 1768, shows the durable nature of the stone. The Cor-

nelius house in Nyack is another example.
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GLACIAL DRIFT
This formation, consisting of unsorted clays, sands, gravels,

cobbles and boulders, is found in all parts of the State. The
nature of the imbedded stone varies greatly both as to variety

and amount. In places the deposits are full of large blocks of

stone and of more or less rounded and scratched boulders ; in

other localities the hard, quartzose cobbles and small boulders

predominate. In the sandstone districts of the southern and

western parts of the State the surface deposits of glacial drift

contain much sandstone, as in the Medina sandstone belt, the

Hudson River bluestone territory and the red sandstones at Hav-

erstraw and Nyack. In the Highlands and in the Adirondacks

the rounded, crystalline, granitoid and gneissic rocks predomi-

nate. On Long Island the terminal moraine includes a great

amount of stone, and of many kinds.

The cobblestones were formerly used for paving roadways, but

this kind of pavement is no longer laid. From the fact of the

stone being picked off the fields in the clearing of land for tillage,

the stone of the drift has been known as " field-stone ;

"

and they were used in the earlier constructions for walls, foun

dations and buildings, in localities where no quarries had been

opened, and even before resort was had to quarry stone.

Some of the oldest houses on the western end of Long Island,

and in the Hudson River counties are built of such field stone.

At Yonkers the excavations for foundations and in street grad-

ing afford an abundant supply of stone for common wall work.

In parts of Brooklyn the drift furnishes a great deal of stone in

the shape of huge boulders.

The stone of the drift is generally hard and durable, having

resisted the wear of rough transportation. The economic use

of the surface stones of the drift in constructive work, where they

can be laid up in walls, is a desirable utilization of what is still

in many parts of the State worse than waste— a nuisance in the

tilling of the soil. This formation can not, however, be con-

sidered as one of the important sources of stone in the quarry

industry, although capable of yielding a great deal of rough

stone. It will no doubt do so in the future clearing and im-

provement of the country.
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SLATE
Argillite or clay-slate, which is marked by the presence of

cleavage planes, and can be split into thin plates of uniform

t •lickness — rooting slate — is a characteristic rock in the Hudson
River group and the Lower Cambrian or Georgia group.

Slate suitable for roofing has been found in many localities,

aid quarries have been opened in Orange, Dutchess, Columbia,

Eensselaer and Washington counties. The openings in Orange
county have not resulted in productive quarries. In Columbia
county quarries were worked many years ago, east of New
Lebanon.* The Hoosick quarries, in Eensselaer county, were
more extensively worked, and produced a good, black slate.

Outcrops of red slate are noted east of the Hudson, from Fishkill

and Matteawan northward, but no attempts have been made to

open quarries in them.

The productive slate quarries of the State are in a narrow belt,

which runs a north-northeast course through the towns of Salem,

Hebron, Granville, Hampton and Whitehall, in Washington

county.

This slate belt is divided by the quarrymen into four parallel

ranges or " veins," which are : East Whitehall red slates ; the

Mettowee, or North Bend red slate; the purple, green and varie-

gated slates of Middle Granville ; and the Granville red slates.

The latter is close to the Yermont line. Further to the east,

but over the State line, in Vermont, is the range of the sea-green

slates.

The quarry localities are at Shushan, Salem, Black Creek

valley, in the town of Salem, Slateville, in Hebron, Granville, the

Penrhyn Slate Company's quarries, Middle Granville, Mettowee

or North Bend quarries, and the Hatch Hill quarries in East

Whitehall.

The quarries of Washington county have not yet been worked

down to as great depth as some of those in Northampton and

Lehigh counties, in Pennsylvania, and the deepest has not reached

a vertical depth of 100 feet.

The quarries at the southwest, in Shushan and Salem, produce

purple, variegated and green-colored slates. At Salem some

* Wm. W. Mather, Geology of the First Geological District, Albany, 1843, pages 419-421.
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stone for flagging and foundation work is obtained. At the

quarries west and northwest of the village of Salem, and at

Slatesville, in Hebron, the slate is red.

The principal range of red slate is that which runs from Gran-,

ville north— passing east of Middle Granville. It is narrow,

being in places less than thirty rods wide. There are numerous

openings in it, and it has yielded a large amount of red, and some

unfading green, roofing slate.

In Middle Granville the purple, green and variegated varieties

are found. North of the village, a quarter to three-quarters of

a mile, are the large openings of the Penrhyn Slate Company,

which produce purple, unfading green and variegated (green and

purple) slates. A large part of the output of these quarries is

worked up in their mills into plain, marbleized, decorative and

enameled material, as mantels, steps, house trimmings, table tops,

laundry tubs, wainscoting and floor tiles.

The Mettowee or North Bend quarries, three and a half miles

north of Middle Granville, are worked by two companies. Their

product is a red roofing slate.

The Hatch Hill group of quarries is six miles southeast of

Whitehall. There are four openings.

The slate is of a bright-red color. A part of it is split at the

quarry into roofing material. Perhaps an equally large amount

is cut into floor-tiling, billiard table tops and house trimming

materials. These quarries are much deeper than those of the

Granville red slate range, and the slate has a brighter red color,

and is more easily worked than that of the latter range.

Their product, mostly finished stock, has to be carted by teams

six miles to Whitehall or to Middle Granville, shipping points.

The green slate of these Washington county quarries is almost

all of the unfading variety, which is more durable and more valu-

able than the sea green slate. The variegated (purple and green)

also is durable, but is softer and less valuable than the red, which

is esteemed for roofing and tiling purposes.

The purple and green slates are more abundant, and are used

more for marbleizing.

A specimen of the red roofing slate of Washington county was

tested and found to have a specific gravity of 2.84, equivalent to

a weight of 177 pounds per cubic foot. It contained 1.87 per
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cent, of ferrous oxide and 7.36 per cent, of ferric oxide. Its

absorptive percentage was 0.15. It lost 0.07 per cent, in weight

in the sulphuric acid solution test. It remained unchanged in

tests of alternate freezing and thawing.

The estimated production of red roofing slate in 1889 was

5,000 squares. The ruling prices per square were as follows :*

Red $8 00 to $10 00

Purple 3 50 to 4 00

Unfading-green 3 50 to 4 00

Sea-green , 2 75 to 3 00

Variegated 2 50 to 2 75

Note.— A recent bulletin of the United States Census gives a list of firms producing slate,

and the statistics of production, labor, wages, etc. According to this report there are sixteen

quarries in this State, which produced in 1889 17,167 squares of roofing slate, and slate for

other purposes valued at $44,877, maKing a total value of $130,603.

LIMESTONE AND MARBLE
Limestones consist essentially of calcium carbonate. They are,

however, often quite impure ; and the more common accessory

constituents are silica, clay, oxides of iron, magnesia, and bitumi-

nous matter. And these foreign materials may enter into their

composition to such an extent as to give character to the mass,

and hence they are said to be silicious, argillaceous, ferruginous,

magnesian, dolomitic, and bituminous.

The chemical composition is subject to great variation, and

there is an almost endless series of gradation between these

various kinds of varieties. Thus, the magnesium carbonate may
be present, from traces, to the full percentage of a typical dolo-

mite. Or, the silica may range from the fractional percentage to

the extreme limit where the stone becomes a calcareous sand-

stone. Crystallized minerals, as mica, quartz, talc, serpentine

and others, also occur, particularly in the more crystalline

limestone.

In color there is a wide variation—from the white of the more

nearly pure carbonate of lime through gray, blue, yellow, red,

brown, and to black. The color is dependent upon the impurities.

The texture also varies greatly. All limestones exhibit a

crystalline structure under the microscope, but to the unaided

eye there are crystalline and massive varieties. And there are

* Letter of Hugh Williams of Middle Granville, January 22, 1890.
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coarse crystalline, fine crystalline, and sub-crystalline, according

as the crystals are larger, smaller, or recognized by the aid of a

magnifying glass only. The terms coarse-grained and fine-grained

may apply when there is a resemblance to sandstone in the granu-

lar state of aggregation. Other terms, as saccharoidal (like sugar),

oolitic, when the mass resembles the roe of a fish
;
crinoidal, made

up of the stems of fossil crinoids, also are in use, and arc

descriptive of texture. The state of aggregation of the con-

stituent particles varies greatly, and the stone is hard and com-

pact, almost like chert, or is loosely held together and crumbles

on slight pressure, or again it is dull and earthy as in chalk.

The crystalline, granular limestones, which are susceptible

of a fine polish, and which are adapted to decorative work, are

classed as marbles. Inasmuch as the distinction is in part based

upon the use, it is not sharply defined and scientific. Generally

the term is restricted to those limestones in which the sediments

have been altered and so metamorphosed as to have a more or

less crystalline texture. There is however some confusion in the

use of the terms, and the same stone is known as marble and

limestone, e. g., the Lockport limestone or marble ; the limestone

and coral shell marble of Becraft's mountain, near Hudson ; the

Lepanto marble or limestone near Plattsburg, and others.

The fossiliferous limestones are made up of the remains of

organisms which have grown in situ, as for example, the coralline

beds in the Helderberg and Niagara limestones, or have been

deposited as marine sediments. In the case of the latter the fossils

are more or less comminuted and held in a calcareous matrix.

Generally the fossil portions of the mass are crystalline. The

Onondaga gray limestone from near Syracuse, and the Lockport

encrinital limestone are good examples.

The fossil remains are less prominent and scarcely visible in

some of the common blue limestones, as in the lower beds of

Calciferous and in some of the Helderberg series. These rocks

are compact, homogeneous and apparently uncrystaliine

and unfossiliferous. They are usually more silicious or

argillaceous, that is, they contain quartz or clay, the latter

often in seams rudely parallel with the bedding planes. On
weathering, the difference in composition is often markedly

apparent at a glance. Similar differences in composition are seen
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in the more crystalline marbles, and are evident either by varia-

tion in color, or in the presence of foreign minerals, as mica,

quartz, hornblende, pyrite, etc.

The variation in the strength and durability is as great as in

the composition and texture. Some are stronger than many
granites in their resistance to crushing force, and equally endur-

ing ; others consist of loosely cohering grains, and are friable

and rapidly dissolved by atmospheric agencies. The more sili-

cious and compact limestones are generally the more durable

and stronger; in the marbles the well-crystallized and more

homogeneous texture consists with endurance and strength.

Both the magnesian and dolomitic varieties are good stone as is

proven by the Calciferous and the Niagara limestones, and in the

marbles of Tuckahoe and Pleasantville, in Westchester county.

Crystalline limestones occur in New York city and Westches-

ter county, and in the Highlands of the Hudson. In the Adi-

rondack region there are numerous localities. The rock in many
of them is too impure and has too many foreign minerals

to admit of its use as marble. Quarries have been opened in

Westchester, Putnam and Dutchess counties, which have yielded

a large amount of fine white marble. In the northern part of

the State, the Port Henry and the Gouverneur quarries have been

productive. The geological horizon of some of these marbles is

in doubt. The belt in the eastern part of Dutchess and Putnam

counties belongs to the Vermont marble range, and is probably

metamorphosed Trenton limestone. The Westchester marbles

may be of the same age.

The limestones which furnish building stone in this State are

the Calciferous, Chazy, Birdseye, Black Kiver, Trenton, Niagara,

Lower Helderberg, Upper Helderberg, or Corniferous, and Tully.

The geographical distribution is given in the following notes, and

in the order of geological succession, from the lowest to the

highest.

Calciferous Sandrock.

The rocks of the Calciferous formation in the Mohawk valley

and in the Champlain valley are more silicious than at the south-

west, in Orange county and in the Hudson valley, and hence the

designation as a sandrock. Much of it at the north is a limestone

rather than a sandstone, and may be termed a magnesian or silicio-
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magnesian limestone. Nearly all of the limestones, which are

quarried for building stone, in Orange and Dutchess counties are

from this formation. The stone occurs generally in thick and

regular beds. It is hard, strong and durable and is adapted for

heavy masonry as well as for fine cut work. The quarries near

Warwick, Mapes' Corners and near Newburgh in Orange county

and those on the Hudson River, near New Hamburg, are in the

Calciferous. The Sandy Hill quarry and those at Canajoharie

and Little Falls are also in it.

Trenton Limestone.

Under this head the Chazy, Birdseye, Black River and Trenton

limestones are included.

The Chazy limestone crops out in Essex and Clinton counties

and in the Champlain valley — its typical localities. The beds

are thick and generally uneven. Regular systems of joints help

the quarrymen in getting out large blocks. Quarries at Wills-

boro Point and near Plattsburg are in the horizon of the

Chazy. The stone is suitable for bridge work and for heavy

masonry.

The members of the Trenton above the Chazy limestone are

recognized in many outcrops in the southeastern part of the

State; in the Hudson-Champlain valley; in the Mohawk val-

ley ; in the valley of the Black River and northwest, border-

ing Lake Ontario ; and in a border zone on the north of

the Adirondacks, in the St. Lawrence valley. In a formation

so widely-extended there is, as might be expected, some

variation in bedding, texture and color. Much of the

Trenton limestone formation proper is thin-bedded and shaly

and unfit for building stone. In the Birdseye also the

stone of many localities is disfigured on weathering, by its pe-

culiar fossils. Generally the stone is sub-crystalline, hard

and compact and of a high specific gravity and dark blue

to gray in color. But the variation is wide, as for example,

between the black marble of Glens Falls and the gray, crystalline

rock of the Prospect quarries near Trenton Falls. The variation

is often great within the range of a comparatively few feet ver-

tically ; and the same quarry may yield two or more varieties of

building stone. In several quarries the Birdseye and Trenton
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are both represented. Many quarries have been opened in the

formation and there are many more localities where stone has

been taken from outcropping ledges, which are not developed

into quarries proper. The more important localities which are

worked steadily are : Glens Falls, Amsterdam, Tribes Hill, Cana-

joharie, Palatine Bridge and Prospect in the valley of the

Mohawk ; and Lowville, Watertown, Three Mile Bay, Chaumont
and Ogdensburg in the Black River and St. Lawrence valleys

The railroad and canal lines, which traverse the territory occu-

pied by these formations, afford transportation facilities and

offer inducements to those who are seeking new quarry sites

where these limestones may be found in workable extent.

Niagara Limestone.

The Niagara limestone formation is well developed west from

Rochester to the Niagara river ; and there are large quarries in

it at Rochester, at Lockport and at Niagara Falls. The gray,

sub-crystalline stone in thick beds is quarried for building pur-

poses. It is filled with encrinital and coralline fossils and the un-

equal weathering of the matrix and the fossiliferous portions are

sometimes such as to give the dressed surface a pitted appearance

with cavities which roughen and disfigure it. For founda-

tions and heavy masonry it is well adapted. It has been exten-

sively employed in the western part of the State.

Lower Helderberg Ltmestones.

The Water lime, Tentaculite and Pentamerus limestones are

included in this group. The outcrops are in the Rondout valley,

southwest from Kingston to the Delaware river ; in the foot

hills east of the Catskills— in Ulster and Greene counties ; on

Becraft's mountain, near Hudson ; and in a belt stretching west

from the Hudson valley, along the Helderbergs and across

Schoharie into Herkimer county.

The Tentaculite limestone is dark-colored, compact and in

thick beds and can be quarried in large blocks. Some (>f it can

be polished and makes a beautiful black marble, as for example,

that of Schoharie.

The Pentamerus limestones, both the lower and the upper, are

in thick beds and are gray, sub-crystalline in texture, and look
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well when dressed. They are adapted to heavy masonry as well

as for cut work.

Quarries are opened in this group of limestones in the Scho-

harie valley, at Howe's Cave, Cobleskill, Cherry Yalley and in

Springfield. The quarries west of Catskill and in Becraft's

mountain, near Hudson, are also in it.

Upper Helderberg Limestones.

The Upper Helderberg formation appears in the Hudson valley

at Kingston ; thence it runs in a belt west of the river, to the

Helderberg mountains, bending to the west-northwest, and then

west it continues across the State to the Niagara River and Lake

Erie. The subdivisions are known as the Onondaga, the Cor-

niferous and the Seneca limestones. The first is more generally

recognized as the " Onondaga gray limestone " and the last as

the Seneca blue limestone.

There is much diversity in the limestones of this group in

its long range of outcrop. The Onondaga gray stone is gray

in color, coarse crystalline; and makes beautiful ashlar work,

either as rock face or as fine tooled, decorative pieces.

The Corniferous limestone is hard and durable, but it is so full

of chert that it can only be used for common wall work.

The Seneca blue limestone is easily dressed and is a fairly

good building stone.

Limestone of the Upper Helderberg epoch is quarried exten-

sively at Kingston, Ulster county, and is a valuable building stone.

In Onondaga county there are the well-known Splitrock and

Reservation groups of quarries, which have produced an immense

quantity of excellent and beautiful stone and which has found

a market in all of the central part of the State. They are in the

lower member of the group. Going west, there are the large

quarries in the Seneca limestone at Union Springs, Waterloo,

Seneca Falls and Auburn. The LeRoy, Williamsville, Buffalo

and Black Rock quarries are in the Corniferous limestone.

The aggregate output of the quarries in the Upper Helderberg

limestones exceeds in value that of any other limestone formation

in the State. The many quarries of the Trenton probably pro-

duce more stone.
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Tully Limestone.

The Tully limestone lying above the Hamilton shales, is a thin

formation which is seen in Onondaga county and to the west—
on the shores of Cayuga lake— in Seneca county and disappear-

ing in Ontario county. It does not furnish any stone other than

for rough work and in the immediate neighborhood of its

outcrops.

Calcareous Tufa

As a supplement to the limestones the quarry in calcareous

tufa at Mohawk, in the Mohawk valley, should here be men-

tioned, although the quarry is of no importance and there is no

outcrop large enough for much work in it.

DESCRIPTION OF MARBLE AND LIMESTONE
QUARRIES

Marbles

New York City.—A white, crystalline limestone was formerly

quarried at Kingsbridge and used in the c- nstruction <i buildings

in the city. The same limestone is now exposed in the deep cut

made for the Harlem ship canal. Crystalline limestone has

been quarried at Morrisania and Mutt Haven also, but they

can scarcely be called marbles in a pr. per sense, although used

f«»r ordinary construction.

Tremont, New York City.— Four quarries have been opened

in the white marble in Tremont, and worked for house trimmings

and ordinary construction. The Tremont marble can be seen in

the new buildings of St. John's College, Fordham, where it has

been used effectively with the dark-blue gneiss. The output of

these quarries is small and unimportant.

Tuckahoe, Westchester County.— The Tuckahoe Marble

Company and the New York Marble Company quarry marble at

Tuckahoe. The first-named company works what was form-

erly known as Young's quarry. The latter company has a

large quarry adjoining it on the north. The stone of these

quarries is coarsely-crystalline in texture and pure white.

In composition it is a true dolomite. A sample from the New
York Quarry Company (J. M. Masterton) was found to contain
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30.63 per cent of lime, and 2 '.77 per cent, of magnesia, and 0.91

per cent, of insoluble matter. The specific gravity was 2.868,

equivalent to 178 pounds per cubic foot. The absorption test

indicated 0.14 per cent, of water absorbed. The loss in weight

when acted upon by sulphuric acid gas amounted to 0.25 per

cent. Freezing and thawing produced no apparent change. At
a high temperature the specimen was calcined and crumbled at

the touch. The Tuckahoe quarries have been worked since

1820, and have produced a large aggregate of marble, which has

been put in large and expensive buildings in cities along the

Atlantic coast from Boston to Sew Orleans. It is comparatively

durable and resists the action of the weather better than much
of the Vermont and the foreign marbles, which have been used

in New York city. A noticeable change from long exposure is

a slight yellowish shade of color, which can be seen in the United

States Assay Office building, Wall street, in the building of the

National Sh^e and Leather Bank, and in the houses of the cardi-

nal and of the archbishop on Madison avenue. Some of the more

prominent structures in which Tuckahoe marble has been used

are the following : The United States Post-Office, United States

Naval Observatory and the Soldiers' Home, Washington, D. C;

the City Hall, Brooklyn ; the A. T. Stewart buildings on Broad-

way and Fifth avenue, New York, and the Sears building,

Yendome Hotel and Revere Bank in Boston.

Pleasantville, Westchester County.— The Snowflake Marble

Company's quarry is one mile southeast of the village of Pleas-

antville. This marble is white and very coarse-crystalline It

is much harder than the Vermont marbles and does not compete

with them for monumental work. The chemical analysis shows

it to be a dolomitic limestone or marble. Examples of its use

are : St. Patrick's Roman Catholic Cathedral, Fifth avenue, and

the Union Dime Savings building, Sixth avenue and Thirty-

second street, New York city ; also the Methodist Episcopal

church in Sing Sing.

Hastings, Westchester County.— The marble quarries near

Hastings produce a white, fine-crystalline, dolomitic stone. They

have been idle for many years.
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Sing Sing, Westchester County.— The crystalline limestone

east of the State prison and on the State property was formerly

worked for marble ; and the prison buildings and the State Hall

at Albany are built of stone which came from these quarries.

White limestone in the Dover Plains — Patterson valley has

been opened at several points between Patterson on the south and

Dover Plains on the north, and a white marble has been obtained

and worked up largely for monumental bases and gravestones.

The stone of these quarries is bluish white arid fine crystalline in

texture and is readily dressed. They have been idle for several

years past.

Towner's Four Corners, Putnam County.— The old quarry

at this locality was opened two years ago for stone to be used in

the construction of the Sodom dam. The stone is gray and

white, rather coarse-crystalline and contains many crystals of

white pyroxene scattered through the mass. The friable and

decomposed condition of the ledges near the quarry leads to the

belief that the stone is not very durable.

Gouverneur, St. Lawrence County.— At Gouverneur there

are three companies working marble quarries. The wrorks and

quarries are located about one mile southwest of the village and

near the R., W. & O. railroad line. There are two leading varie-

ties of stone obtained in these quarries ; a light gray at the top

and a dark-blue at the bottom. The latter resembles, when
dressed, some of the gray granites. Both varieties are coarse-

crystalline in structure. A specimen from the St. Lawrence

ALarble Company's quarry wras found to have a specific gravity of

'i.756, equivalent to a weight of 171 pounds per cubic foot ; 51.57

per cent, of lime, 3.29 percent, of magnesia and 1.29 percent,

insoluble matter. The absorbed water amounted to 1.16 per cent.

The loss, when acted upon by sulphurous acid gas, was 0.15 per

cent.; freezing and thawing produced no apparent change. At a

high temperature, (1200
o-1400°) the specimen was fully calcined.

" The Gouverneur marble was employed at least fifty years

ago for gravestones, and in the Riverside cemetery, at Gouver-

neur, these old gravestones, bearing dates from 1818 onward, can

now be seen. As compared with the white marble headstones

from Yermont it is more durable ; and there is not so luxuriant

a growth of moss and lichen as on the latter stone, but in the
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case of the older Gouverneur stone some signs of decay and dis-

integration, particularly on the tops, are noticeable, and small

pieces can be chipped off with the knife blade. The durability

of the stone for building purposes has been tested in some of the

older structures in Gouverneur."

The leading use of the Gouverneur marble is for monuments.

A large amount is sold for rock-ashlar, for buildings, principally

to western markets. It may be seen in several business blocks

in Gouverneur ; Hubbard House, Malone ; in the Presbyterian

church Canton ; in the Flower Memorial Chapel, Watertown
;

and the State Asylum for the Insane at Ogdensburg, and Merrick

block, Syracuse.

Canton, St. Lawrence County.— A grayish-white marble is

opened in this town, four miles easterly from Canton. It has

not been worked lately.

Verd-Antique Marble.

Thurman, Warren County.— The verd-antique marble locality

is open ia this town, eight miles northwest of Thurman, and,

five miles from Glendale station. The quarry was worked for

three years and then abandoned. The stone is of a yellowish-

green color and not the deep rich green, characteristic of precious

serpentine.

Bolton, Warren County. — Localities of serpentine marble are

known in this town, but they have not been developed into

quarries.

Port Henry, Essex County.— The Burlington Manufacturing

Company has a quarry of verd-antique marble about one-quarter

of a mile north of the Cheever ore bed. The stone is coarse-

granular, green and white, speckled, in color and is capable of

taking a good polish. The place has been idle since 18S6.

Limestones.

Warwick, Orange County.— The blue, magnesian limestone

formation here affords a good building stone for the local supply,

and the quarries are worked at intervals, according to the

demand.
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Mapes Corner, Orange County.— The quarries on Mount
Lookout near Orange Farm station of the Pine Island Branch
railroad furnish s:one to Goshen, Chester and the adjacent

country. The stone occurs in thick beds and is adapted for

massive wall work. The Presbyterian, Methodist Episcopal and
Roman Catholic churches in Goshen and the Roman Catholic

church in Chester are examples in construction.

Newburg.— Blue limestone is quarried southwest of the city,

near the old Cochecton turnpike, and on the north slope of Snake
Hill. It has been used largely for retaining walls and founda-

tions in the city. St. George's Protestant Episcopal Church is

built of stone from this range. North of the city there is a small

quarry on the river road.

New Hamburg, Dutchess County.— The quarry, two miles

north of iSew Hamburg, is worked for bridge stone for the

N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. Co. and for ballast.

Kingston, Ulster County. — The outcrops of the Onondaga
limestone formation in the city have afforded stone for build-

ing from the earliest settlement of the place, and the old stone-

houses are in part built of this stone. Quarries have been opened

from the Kingston and Rondout railroad on Main street, and

near Union avenue southwest to the cemetery, and near Washing-

ton and Pearl streets in the western part of the city. The beds

are from two to eight feet thick. Two well-marked systems of

vertical joints divide the rock into blocks of a size convenient for

quarrying. Freshly-fractured surfaces of this limestone are of a

dark-blue shade ; weathered surfaces are gray, in some cases

brown-yellow. Thin seams of argillaceous or more clayey rock,

from one sixteenth to one-fourth of an inch, alternating irregu-

larly with the calcareous portions, cause unequal wear in exposed

faces and develop lines of dirty yellow in the gray background of

the stone, which are unsightly. They do not, however, impair

seriously its strength or durability, except when the stone is set

on edge. Some chert and scattering crystals of pyrite occur in

some of the surface beds, but the lower and thicker beds appear to

be free from these minerals. The stone is best adapted for founda-

tions and for heavy masonry as it is hard, dense, very strong and

to be had in large blocks. These quarries have furnished the

great bulk of stone used in Kingston. The piers of the Pough
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keepsie bridge
;
part of the anchorage and piers of the New

York and Brooklyn bridge ; locks at Cohoes and Waterford, and St.

Patrick's Roman Catholic Church in Newburgh are examples of

the Kingston limestones. These quarries are not worked con-

tinuously.

Greenport, Columbia County.— The quarries near Hudson in

the town of Greenport are opened on the north end, and in the

western escarpment of Becraft's mountain. Geologically they

are in the Upper Pentamerus and Encrinal limestone divisions of

the Lower Helderberg horizon and the stone is a nearly pure car-

bonate of lime. It is gray to reddish gray in color, sub-crystal-

line to crystalline and highly fossiliferous. The beds are from

four inches to six feet thick, and afford blocks of large size. The

stone is susceptible of a high polish, and is adapted to decorative

purposes, preferable for interior work. It has been known as

" coral-shell marble " and u scutella marble." Nearly all of the

foundations and retaining walls in the city of Hudson are of this

store. The Presbyterian church is a good architectural example

of its use. The quarries of F. W. Jones are worked continuously

and the railroad connects them with the .New York Central and

Hudson River railroad and the river.

Champlain Valley.

Saratoga Springs, Saratoga County.— Blue limestone for

common masonry has been quarried at several places in the

town.

The largest quarries are those of Charles G. Slade and Isaac F.

Wager, about three miles west of the village. The geological

horizon is Calciferous and Trenton.

The stone is of a dark-blue shade. That of the thick beds is

rather easily dressed and is worked up into dimension blocks for

curbing, and house-trimming and heavy bridge work on the

Delaware and Hudson Canal Co.'s railroad lines. It has to be

carted to Saratoga, where a large part of the total output is used

in house-work.

Sandy Hill, Warren County.— The Sandy Hill Quarry Com-

pany has extensive quarries two miles from the Sandy Hill rail-

road station, and a half mile northeast of the canal.
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The formation is that of the calciferous sand rock. A large

area has been worked over to a slight depth. There is a thin

covering of earth from one to two feet thick ; then quarry beds

one to seven feet thick, down at least to forty feet. The dip is

less than five degrees to the south.

Open and vertical, dirt-filled joints are a peculiar feature and

facilitate the removal of huge blocks. The long working face

and natural drainage are also advantages. And with a com-

plete equipment of steam drills, derricks and movable railways,

the capacity of production is large. The annual output in cubic

yards is greater than that of any other single building-stone

quarry in the State, and is increasing from year to year.

The stone is of a light blue color, and fine-grained. Its specific

gravity is 2.764 and its weight per cubic foot 172 pounds. A
partial chemical analysis gave 27.35 per cent of matter insoluble

in dilute hydrochloric acid. The lime and magnesia are present

in proportions approximating to a dolomite. The absorption

capacity was found to be 0.14 per cent. When treated with a

1 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid the loss in weight was

2.51 per cent. Freezing and thawing did not produce any

apparent effect. Exposed to a heat of 3 200° to 1400° F. the

stone was partially calcined and crumbled with a blow. On
account of its hardness, it can not be dressed economically, and

very little of it is used for housework. It is specially adapted

to heavy masonry. It was used in the Arthur Kill bridge on

Staten Island sound, in the rear wall on Governor's Island, in the

walls of the sunken track of the Harlem railroad, in the Croton

aqueduct gatehouse, New York city, the Poughkeepsie bridge

piers, and in the battle monument at Bennington, Vermont.

Glens Falls.— There are two large quarries in the Trenton

limestone, one on each side of the Hudson river at Glens Falls.

That of the Morgan Lumber and Lime Company on the Saratoga

county side is no longer worked for building stone. The quarry

on the left bank, in Warren county, belongs to the Glens Falls

Company, and is worked for black limestone or " marble."

There is a long working-face in which a gray, crystalline lime-

stone is seen in thin beds at the top, then the black marble,

which has, in two beds, a total thickness of twelve feet.
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The gray limestone is sold in the rough for common wall work,

or cut into house-trimming material.

The black marble is fine-grained and compact, hard and brittle,

but can be dressed in any style. It takes a brilliant polish and is

jet black. Its specific gravity is 2.718 and its weight per cubic

foot l'>9.4 pounds. According to analysis it is a magnesian lime-

stone, carrying a high percentage (30.18) of matters insoluble in

hydrochloric acid. The percentage of water absorbed is relatively

low, 0.08. The specimens remained unchanged in the tests by

alternate freezing and thawing. At a high heat (1200°- 1 400°)

the stone was calcined and crumbled to the touch.

For tiling it is particularly well adapted, as it does not wear

slippery. It is worked up in a mill at the quarry, and tiles,

shelves, mantels, lintels, coping-stone, wainscoting, billiard table

tops and material for all inside, decorative work, are cut. Among
the examples of inside work, the building of the Equitable

Insurance Company, Broadway, New York, is perhaps the best.

The market for it is all over the country.

The quarry is at the side of the Cham plain canal (feeder) and

one half mile from the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company's

railroad.

Whitehall, Washington County.— The quarry of the Arana
Marble Company at the side of the railroad, about half way
between Whitehall and Fair Haven, has not been worked except

for stone for flux in iron furnaces.

Crown Point, Essex County.— The quarries in this town have

not been worked recently.

Willsboro Neck, Essex County.— The Chazy limestone on

this Neck, has been opened in two large quarries. A large

business was done in 1854 and thereafter for about twenty years,

and much of the stone was used in the foundations of the

Capitol at Albany, and in those of the New York and Brooklyn

bridge.

The stone can be seen in the Reformed Church, Swan street,

Albany, and in the State Street M. E. Church in Troy. It has

been known in the market as " Lake Champlain bluestone."

The stone is light-blue in color, weathering to a light-gray.

The light stripping necessary to open the quarries, the uniform

thickness of the beds, the regular, vertical joints, and the loca-
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tion on the lake accessible by boats, are notable advantages.

One quarry only is now worked and that in a small way.

Plattsburg, Clinton County.— In the vicinity of Plattsburg

there are several small quarries in the Chazy limestone which

furnish stone for construction in the town. The St. John's

Roman Catholic Church and the First Presbyterian Church are

,
built of this stone.

South of Plattsburg three and a half miles, the Burlington

Manufacturing Company has a quarry where a limestone is

obtained, which is known in the market as " Lepanto marble "

It is fine-crystalline in texture, gray to red in color, and takes a

high polish. The specific gravity is 2.709, and its weight per

cubic foot is 168.8 pounds. It contains 1.54 per cent, only of

matter insoluble in dilute hydrochloric acid and 94.87 per cent,

of calcium carbonate. The absorption test showed 0.145 per

cent, of water absorbed. In freezing and thawing there was no

change, but at a high heat the stone was fully calcined and

crumbled to the touch.

The stone has to be hauled by teams to the lake, one mile east

of the quarry. It is dressed at the company's works in Burling-

ton, Vermont.

The principal markets for it are Burlington and Plattsburg.

Mohawk Valley.

In Schenectady county there are two small quarries on the

south side of the Mohawk river, and near Pattersonville station,

which are worked at infrequent intervals for the local market.

They are in the horizon of the Trenton limestone.

Amsterdam, Montgomery County.— The Birdseye limestone

and the Trenton limestone outcrops in the valley of the Chuc-

tanunda creek afford sites for quarrying building stone, and four

quarries have been opened north of the town of Amsterdam,

and at a height of 180 to 250 feet above the Mohawk valley.

The stone is in beds from six inches to three feet thick which are

almost horizontal. The rough stone is sold for making lime,

the best is cut into platforms, sills, lintels, and house-trimming

materials. The principal markets are Amsterdam, Albany,

Cohoes and Troy. Shanahan's quarry furnished a large amount
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of stone for the foundation of the Capitol at Albany. The other

quarries are Hewitt's and Yanderveer's.

Tribes Hill, Montgomery County.— There are two large

quarries near the station of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. at Tribes

Hill : that of Henry Hurst & Son, a few rods west of the depot,

and one east of it, belonging to James Shanahan. The former

is worked steadily and mainly for constructions in the neighbor-

ing towns ; the latter has been idle for several years.

The upper strata in both quarries are of blue limestone suitable

for common rubble work or for lime making. The graystone of

the thicker and lower beds is fine-crystalline to sub-crystalline in

texture, and having a specific gravity of 2.718. The computed

weight per cubic foot is 169 pounds. It contains, according to

analysis, matters insoluble in dilute hydrochloric acid 2.48 per

cent ,and of lime 53.57 percent, or equivalent to 95.68 per cent., of

calcium carbonate. The absorption percentage was found to be

0.14. Freezing and thawing produced no change. At a red

heat it was reduced to lime.

The markets for Tribes Hill limestone are Albany, Troy,

Cohoes, Stillwater, Mechanicville, Hoosick Falls, Johnstown and

Gloversville.

The Edison House, Schenectady, is an example in construction.

Fine-tooled surfaces are of a light-gray shade of color
;
polished,

it looks almost like a black marble.*

Quarries have been opened at many points in the valley of the

Mohawk between Amsterdam and Little Falls, and in the Trenton

and Birdseye limestone formations. Some of them have been

idle for many years ; others have furnished small quantities of

stone for home use, and hence are only of local importance.

Canajoharie, Montgomery County.— There are three building-

stone quarries opened in and near Canajoharie, and in the Calcif-

erous formation, two of which are worked continuously. The

openings are large, and there is much variation in the beds. The

leading varieties area bluestone and a gray, sub-crystalline stone,

the latter of which is cut for monumental bases, sewer blocks,

house trimmings and canal lock construction. A specimen

of the gray variety from the quarry of A. E. Shaper was

* There is a fine cubical block from Mr. Shanahan's quarry in the State Museum collection

whose polished face is almost jet black.
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examined and gave an analysis 46.92 per cent, of lime, equivalent

to 83.92 per cent, of calcium carbonate and 10.06 per cent, of

insoluble matters. The specific gravity was 2.726 and the weight

169.9 pounds per cubic foot. Its absorptive capacity was found

to be 0.07 per cent. The alternate freezing and thawing produced

no change, but the high temperature calcined the specimen so

that it fell to pieces in handling. The stone of these quarries can

be seen in the churches of Canajoharie and Fort Plain, and in

some of the large mill buildings of Utica.

Palatine Bridge, Montgomery County.— On the north or left

bank of the Mohawk there are two large quarries which furnish

blue and gray limestones for common wall work and for cut work.

These quarries are in the same formation as those across the

river in Canajoharie, and the stone resembles closely that of the

latter quarries. In all of them the beds dip southerly 5° to 10°,

and the stripping is comparatively light.

At Fort Plain and St. Johnsville, Montgomery County, the

Birdseye limestone is opened in small quarries for local use.

Little Falls, Herkimer County. — There are three quarries in

the Calciferous sandrock, in the bluff north of the town, which

produce stone for common wall work for local use. The stone is

fine-grained and of a bluish-gray shade of color, weathering to gray.

Northwest of the town one and a half miles, there is a quarry on

the Wilcox property and in the Trenton and Birdseye limestone.

The stone is sold for curbing and flagging mainly.

Newport, Herkimer County.— In this town there are three

quarries in the limestone, which furnish stone for local use, and

for canal lock construction.

Holland Patent, Oneida County. — The quarries in the Tren-

ton limestone at this place are of local importance only.

Prospect, Oneida County.— The canon of the West Canada

creek has exposed the Trenton limestone between this place and

Trenton Falls, and made the upper beds easily accessible, and

workable to advantage.

On the west side of the creek (Oneida County) Evan T. Thomas

and H. & L. 1ST. Jones have quarries; on the east side, in Herkimer

county, there are two quarries, worked by Edward Callahan and
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George & Griffith of Utica. The covering of soil and earth is

light, and is thrown into the gorge with waste rock. The beds

lie nearly horizontal and are thin so as to be cut to advantage for

platforms, flagging-stone, lintels, sills and water-tables. The
stone is carted to Prospect station, one and a half miles, and

there shipped.

A representative specimen of the best stone from the quarry of

Evan T. Thomas was found to have a specific gravity of 2.725

and a weight per cubic foot of 169.8 pounds. The percentage of

lime 53.10 found, indicates 94.82 per cent, of calcium carbonate.

The absorption percentage is 0.14. The freezing and thawing

tests produced no apparent change
;
heating to l k2OO°-140O° F.,

and cooling suddenly made it a crumbling mass of lime.

The stone of these quarries is known as " Trenton gray lime-

stone." It has been employed extensively in Utica, Rome,

Norwich and other places. Examples of it are in the United

States Government building, in St. John's Roman Catholic and

in St. Paul's Lutheran churches in Utica ; in the Roman Catholic

churches at Little Falls and at Sandy Hill ; and in the Methodist

Episcopal church in Herkimer. Some of the stone is cut at

Utica into monumental bases. The best cut stone is gray in color

and sub-crystalline in texture.

It fades after long exposure to the atmosphere and loses its

freshness of surface.

Leyden, Lewis County.— Blue limestone has been quarried

near Talcottville, on Sugar river at Leyden station, and near

Port Leyden. Much stone for canal lock construction has been

obtained at some of the Leyden quarries.

Lowville, Lewis County.— L. H. Carter and Hiram Gowdy
have quarries southeast of the village, and east of the R., W. &
O. R. R. line. The geological horizon is that of the Trenton and

Birds-eye limestones. The beds are nearly horizontal, and some of

them are two to three feet thick. The heavy beds furnish stone

for bridge abutments.

The Lowville stone is generally much darker in shade than the

Prospect stone and 1 >oks well when fine-tooled. The principal

market is Lowville and adjoining towns. Much of the stone has

been used on the U. & B. R. branch in bridge abutments.
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Watertown, Jefferson County.— The gray of the Trenton and

the heavy beds of the Black river limestones are finely exposed

to view in the gorge of the Black river at Watertown. They are

not worked.

Three Mile Bay, Jefferson County.— At this place the lime-

stone is so thinly covered as to be readily opened, and stone for

local use is obtained in several small quarries. Barron's quarry

is close to the lake shore, and half a mile from the railroad

station.

The lower beds are worked into cut stone for house trimming

and cemetery work. Watertown and the lake ports are the

chief markets

At Brownsville some limestone is quarried at the side of the

Cape Vincent branch railroad for local use.

Chaumont, Jefferson County.—There are several large quarries

at Chaumont, two of which, Adams Bros, and Duford & Sons, are

run steadily. The former has a quarry face a mile in length.

They are in the horizon of the Black river and Trenton limestones.

The beds dip westward at a small angle and are divided into

large blocks by vertical joints.

There is a blue limestone at the top which is made into lime,

or used for common wall work. Under it is the gray sub-crystal-

line variety, in what are known as the 32-inch and the 16-inch

beds, besides thinner beds lower down. The surface courses

furnish stone for lime manufacture. The stone of the thicker

beds is cut for lock facing and bridge work ; the thin beds are

worked into house trimmings. These quarries are on the shore of

the bay, convenient to navigation and are near the railroad also.

The product is increasing from year to year. Much of the

Chaumont stone has been put into Erie canal locks.

The Protestant Episcopal Church, the County Clerk's office and

City Opera House in Watertown are examples in construction.

Oswego, Fulton and Utica are other markets.

Ogdensburg, St. Lawrence County.— The number of stone

buildings in Ogdensburg is comparatively large, and the material

is almost all out of local quarries in the Chazy limestone formation.
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The Town Hall and the St. John's Protestant Episcopal Church

are beautiful examples of the stone which is found here. The
quarry which is now worked for the local supply is on the

Oswegatchie River, two miles south of the town.

Norwood, St. Lawrence County.— A blue limestone is quar-

ried one and a half miles from Norwood on the O. & L. C. R. R. line.

It can be seen in the Presbyterian churches at Malone, Wadding-

ton and Canton; the Roman Catholic church at Hogansburg,

and in the county buildings at Canton.

Schoharie, Schoharie County.— Limestones of the Lower

Helderberg and Water-lime groups crop out in the valley east of

the village of Schoharie, and afford excellent building stone.

The black, tentaculite limestone is very compact and takes a high

polish. The use thus far is for the town only.

The Reformed Dutch Church and Revolutionary Stone Fort in

the lower Schoharie valley, built in 1766, shows how well the

limestone resists the weather.

Howe's Cave, Schoharie County.— Formerly a large amount

of building stone was quarried here in the bluff above the

hydraulic limestone beds. The latter only are now worked.

Cobleskill, Schoharie County.— William Reilly has two

quarries near this place, one a half mile northwest of the village

and the other about two miles to the northeast. Both are in the

Upper Helderberg limestone.

Two principal kinds of stone are taken out— a hard bluestone

and a gray, sub-crystalline variety, which is cut and dressed for

dimension work. A specimen of the latter was examined and

found to contain 53.86 per cent, of lime, or 96.18 per cent, of

carbonate of lime, and 2.26 per cent, of matter insoluble in dilute

hydrochloric acid. Its specific gravity was 2.713, equivalent to a

weight of 169 pounds to the cubic foot. The absorption percent-

age was . 109. Unaffected apparently by alternate freezing and

thawing, it was calcined at a high heat (1200°-1400° F.).

The stone of this quarry has a home market ; it is shipped to

Binghamton, Oneonta, Cooperstown, Albany and other places on
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the Albany and Susquehanna railroad. It was used in the Ger-

man Methodist Episcopal church, Clinton and Alexander streets
;

in the Roman Catholic church, Central avenue, and in the Hawk
street viaduct, Albany.

Sharon Springs, Schoharie County.— The Lower Helderberg

limestones at Sharon Springs and its vicinity are opened at sev-

eral points, and stone is obtained for local use in flagging, cross-

walks and housework. The limestones of the Upper Helderberg

epoch in their westward extension into Otsego county crop out

in many ledges in the towns of Cherry Valley and Springfield,

and afford good building stone for local use. The Presbyterian

church and Belcher House, in the village of Cherry Yalley ; the

Otsego County Jail, Fenimore House, and the house of Edward
Clark in Cooperstown, are examples in construction of the stone

from these quarries. In the town of Stark, in Herkimer county?

a small quarry has been worked in the same gray limestone.

The Corniferous limestone was opened many years ago in small

quarries at Cassville, Waterville and Oriskany Falls, in the

southern part of Oneida county.

Perryville, Madison County.— Three quarries are worked at

irregular times at this place. The stone is the Onondaga gray

limestone and is used as there is a demand for it; mainly for

bridge work.

In Onondaga county the Onondaga gray limestone is well

developed and is quarried extensively. There are quarries at

Manlius, Jamesville, on the Onondaga Indian Reservation, and

at Split Rock.

Onondaga Indian Reservation Quarries.— This group of quar-

ries is six and a half miles south of Syracuse and in the northeast

corner of the reservation. There are five parties at work within

a range of three-eighths of a mile from north to south. The dip

of the beds is generally to the west-southwest, and at low angles.

The upper beds are blue limestone which is waste, excepting a

small part which is used for rubble. The gray limestone has a

crystalline texture, and a specific gravity of 2.708, equivalent to

a weight of 168 pounds per cubic foot. It is dressed readily and
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fine- tooled surfaces are light gray, resembling the gray granites

of Maine, and contrasting well with the rock-face stone which is

so much darker colored. It is a strong and durable stone, as is

proven in the old buildings in Syracuse and elsewhere. Specimens

of fine cut gray limestone, which have been exposed to the

weather forty-eight years in the old City Hall, exhibit no indication

of decay, and no alteration other than a fading in color. One
defect in the stone is the very thin, black, shaly seams which

sometimes give it the appearance of checking ; but there are no

clay seams as in some of our limestones.

In quarrying it is not possible to get as thick beds as in the

granites and some of the sandstones, two feet being the average

thickness.

A representative specimen from Hughes Bros., of Syracuse,

was found to contain 53.76 per cent of lime and 0.60 per cent of

magnesia, or 96 per cent of carbonate of lime and 1.26 per cent

of carbonate of magnesia. Matters insoluble in dilute acid were

1.52 per cent. The water absorbed was 0.14 per cent. The freez-

ing and thawing tests did not produce any apparent change.

Subjected to a temperature of 1200°-1400° F., the stone was

fully calcined.

Split Rock Quarries. — This group is in the town of Onondaga,

five to seven miles west of Syracuse, and in the north-facing

escarpment of the Upper Helderberg rocks. The beds are thinly

covered by earth, and one or two beds, at most, are worked. In

this way a large area has been quarried over. A great deal of

stone for the Erie canal construction was obtained from these

quarries.*

The Onondaga gray limestone has been the principal building

stone in Syracuse. Among the many fine structures in which it

has been used for walls and trimmings, may be noted the follow-

ing: United States Government building; new City Hall; Hall

of Languages
;
Syracuse University

;
Onondaga County Savings

Bank ; St. Paul's Protestant Episcopal Church ; St. Mary's

Roman Catholic Church, and the May Memorial Church.

Oswego, Binghamton, Elmira and other cities and towns in the

central part of the State are markets for the stone.

* One of the first railroads in Central New York was constructed from the Split Rock quarries

to the canal, one mile west of Syracuse. — H. W. Clarke.
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Union Springs, Cayuga County.—The Onondaga limestone is

opened in a group of quarries at Hamburg, one mile south of

Union Springs, and on Daniel Mosher's farm, east of the village.

A remarkable feature is the persistence of the quarry beds and

their uniformity in the several quarries. The glacial drift on the

limestone is from one to ten feet thick; the upper beds (or tiers,

as here known) are blue limestone, and from two to twenty-four

inches thick ; the lower beds are generally thick and of a gray,

sub crystalline stone. The thin beds answer for flagging
; the

heavier beds are worked into dimension blocks for building, canal

lock and bridge-pier construction. The markets are reached by

boats on line of Erie canal.

The Hamburg quarries were opened more than sixty years

ago, and the old grist-mill, the Chase House and the Howland
House, show how well the stone has stood for that length of

time.

Auburn, Cayuga County.— The Upper Helderberg limestone

ledges at Auburn have afforded a good building stone ; and a

comparatively large percentage of stone buildings in that city

are evidence of its enduring property. The Garrett Stone and

Coal Company,* L. S. Goodrich & Son, and John Bennett & Son

have quarries here. The first named was opened in 1810. The

blue limestone of the upper beds is used for rubble-work only.

The gray limestone occurring in "tiers" of from six inches to

two feet thick, is cut for house trimmings, platforms, curbing and

gutter-stones. It is dressed readily, and is of a light-gray color

when fine cut ; the rock face is dark colored.

It has been used in six beautiful churches ; in the City

Hall ; in the Auburn Theological Seminary buildings ; in the

State arsenal and State prison, besides many stores and other

structures in the city.

The principal outside markets have been Sayre, Pa., Owego,

Elmira, Oswego, Geneva, Canandaigua, Newark Valley and

Palmyra.

The Corniferous or Upper Helderberg group of limestone,

including as the upper part the Corniferous or Seneca limestone,

* Quarry not now in operation.
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is well represented in a belt crossing the towns of Seneca Falls

and Waterloo, and quarries are opened in both towns, for local

use mainly.

The Waterloo quarries are large, and kept in operation almost

all of the year. That of Loren Thomas, a half mile south of the

town, has been worked for more than sixty years. Kemarkably

regular systems of vertical joints, at uniform distances apart,

divide the stone into large, rectangular blocks, and facilitate the

quarrying.

The beds are from seven to twenty-six inches thick, and four-

teen to sixteen in number. The stone of these quarries resembles

that of the formation to the east, in Cayuga and Onondaga

counties.

The same geological formation appears in Ontario county, and

there are small quarries in the towns of Canandaigua and Victor,

which do a local business.

Going west the outcrops of the rocks of this geological epoch

have been opened in small quarries in Mendon, Monroe County
;

near Caledonia, in Livingston County; and in LeRoy, Genesee

County. There are two quarries at the latter place. They pro-

duce stone for common wall work. Some of the limestone found

north of the town is said to dress well, and to be capable of

receiving a good polish.

Williamsville, Erie County.— Several quarries have been

opened at Williamsville, ten miles northeast of Buffalo. J. S. &
F. H. Young and D. R. & H. Fogelsonger work quarries for build-

ing stone, mainly, for the Buffalo market. They are small, and

not deep, as the rock is near the surface. The stone is light-

gray, fine-crystalline, and dresses well.

It has a specific gravity of 2.708 and weighs 168 pounds per

cubic foot. It contains 93.44 per cent, of calcium carbonate, and

3.82 per cent, of insoluble matter in dilute hydrochloric acid. Its

absorption percentage is 0.16. It resisted freezing and thawing

tests without apparent change, but was calcined at a temperature

of 1200°-1400° F. It is used in Buffalo for cut stone trimmings.

The quarries are six miles from the New York Central railroad

line, but nearly all the stone is carted by teams to Buffalo.
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Buffalo.— The Corniferous limestone and the Onondaga lime-

stone are quarried extensively in this city for all common wall

work.

The Buffalo Cement Company's quarry is the northernmost.

South of it is the Yamarthal group of quarries. The drift-earth

is thin, covering the quarry beds to a depth of one to four feet,

as opened thus far. The limestone is in courses, lying horizontal,

and from nine inches to two and a half feet thick. The stone is

dark-colored, hard, compact and strong, and is well liked for

walls and foundations. It is delivered in wagon loads, in the

city, at six dollars per cord.

Black Rock, Erie County.—The Corniferous limestone at this

place was formerly quarried for canal construction.

Niagara Limestone.

Rochester.—Nearly all of the common building stone used in

Eochester is obtained from quarries in the northeastern and in

the western quarters of the city. A very small part of the best

gray stone is used for rock-face ashlar work. The business is

entirely limited to the city.

Lockport, Niagara County.— The Whitmore and Carpenter

quarries are on the Erie canal, in the southwestern part of the

town. The upper layers of stone are thin, but are succeeded by

thick beds, to a depth of twelve to twenty-four feet. The dip is

southward at a low angle. The stone is known as the Lockport

gray limestone. It is light-gray, in places variegated with red

;

dense, solid and made up of comminuted crinoidal stems and cor-

alline masses. The fine-cut surface does not differ greatly in

shade of color from that of the rock-faced stone. These quarries

were opened when the Erie canal was dug, in 1825, and the Car-

penters began work here in 1829. The production has diminished

greatly, owing to the general use of sandstones.

It has been used in Lockport for common wall work ; for house

trimmino-s and monumental uses it has had a wide market. Theo
various buildings in the town show how well it has withstood the

action of the weather for years.

The Lenox Library building, Fifth avenue and Seventieth to

Seventy-first streets, New York, is an example of its use, but one
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in which the stone shows crevices and holes, due to unequal

weathering of coralline masses and of the more fossiliferous

portion. The improper position of the stone in the walls (more

than 40 per cent, being set on edge) may explain the serious

defects seen in this example.

West of Lockport the Niagara limestone is quarried at Niagara

Falls, for building in the town. Across the river, on the Cana-

dian side, the same formation near Queenstown, furnishes some

stone to Buffalo which is in much favor with some architects and

builders.

Road Metal.

By Heinrich Hies ; Revised by F. J. H. Merrill.

The rocks used for road metal in New York State are diabase

(trap.), granite, gneiss, limestone, sandstone, shale and gravel.

Many of the local stone quarries, which are scattered over the

State, sell for road metal the rock obtained in stripping off the

upper layers from their quarries.

There are a few large quarries which are operated for obtain-

ing road metal alone and which deserve special mention.

Many tons of material are quarried annually from the Pali-

sades range near Piermont. The material, which is exceedingly

tough, is either dressed for paving blocks or crushed for road

metal.

Farther up the Hudson river the limestone quarries of Tomkins

Cove have been in operation for a number of years and supply

large quantities of rock for macadam. It is one of the best

materials used. This magnesian limestone is hard and packs

easily and makes a good surface, but the cost of maintenance is

considerable.

The following is an analysis of the Tomkins Cove Rock

:

Lime 60.20

Alumina 11.22

Silica , 6 . 13

Magnesia 10.45

Carbonic acid 8

.

Water 4.

100.
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At Iona Island a granite is quarried and crushed to five or six

different sizes for road metal and concrete. The fine residue or

dust is sold for polishing.

The Hudson Kiver Stone Supply Company has an extensive

plant for quarrying and crushing granite, at Breakneck Mt.,

north of Cold Spring. The same company operates a second

plant for supplying crushed limestone at Stoneco, north of New
Hamburg.

One of the largest quarries in the State is that of P. Callanan

at South Bethlehem, Albany county. The Lower Helderberg

limestone is the rock used and it makes a good road.

The Cauda Galli Grit of Albany county is used in small quanti-

ties locally and makes an excellent road, though it is not very

durable.

At Duanesburg, near Schenectady, sandstone of the Hudson

River group is crushed for road metal.

At Port Chester, Westchester county, a coarse-grained granite

is quarried and is considerably used locally, but the best macadam
roads of that district are of limestone from Tomkins Cove.

The gray gneiss has been considerably used as a road material

in Westchester county.

On Staten Island the yellow gravel is much used for road mak-

ing; also the diabase or trap from the Graniteville quarries,

which is being extensively used on a system of county roads with

the most satisfactory results.

The materials used for making roads in the State vary with the

locality. If the traffic on the road is moderate it is generally

safe to use the local material, whatever its nature, unless it be

shale, but if there is a heavy traffic it will pay in most instances

to get a stone of superior quality from elsewhere.

The requisite qualities of a road metal are hardness and tough-

ness. Where both these qualities are not obtainable in the same

stone the latter is perhaps preferable.

Igneous and silicious rocks, though often hard, do not consoli-

date as well nor so quickly as limestone, owing to the sandy detri-

tus formed by the first two having no cohesion. The detritus of

magnesian limestone acts like a mortar.
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The most efficient and economical road metals are diabase or

trap and syenite.

Granite and gneiss, especially if very micaceous, are apt to dis-

integrate rapidly and produce dust and mud.

Shale is to be avoided, as it breaks up rapidly, forming a sticky

mud.

Gravel, while making a serviceable road, will not pack well,

and is not durable. If it has to be used, some of the difficulty

may be overcome by cracking half of the pebbles.
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Clay.

The clay industries of New York have been exhaustively

described in Bulletin No. 12 of the New York State Museum
published this year and the reader is referred to that publication

for a complete discussion of the subject.

The following brief extract from the above-mentioned bulletin

will convey an idea of the condition of these industries.

The increasing value of clay for the manufacture of brick,

tile, terra cotta, pottery, etc., and the ever growing demand for

these products have given rise to an industry which is rapidly

assuming vast proportions, and will in the near future become

one of the most extensive and important in the country. Scat-

tered over New York are extensive deposits of clay, many of

them capable of being used for the manufacture of terra cotta,

roofing tile and the coarser grades of pottery. To add to their

value the most extensive beds of clay are situated in close

proximity to the waterways and railroads which lead to the

principal cities of the State. The commoner kinds of clay prod-

ucts, such as building brick, are marketed within the State, but

the higher grades, such as terra cotta and roofing tile, have

found good markets outside of New York.

The following table gives the receipts derived from the

various branches of the clay industry during the year of 1892

:

Building, front and paving brick $8,500,000

Terra cotta 100,000

Sewer pipe 260,000

Firebrick* 50,000

Stoneware clay 10,000

$8,920,000

This does not include those manufactured in the State from clays obtained in other

States.
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As will be seen from the above statement bricks are the chief

source of income. That the other branches of the clay industry

are not further advanced is probably due in a large measure to

the fact that the clay deposits of the State have been so little

exploited or otherwise examined. Though many of the deposits

have been opened up and are still being worked, there are numer-
ous others scattered over the State which are still untouched.

Few of the clavs are found to be of sufficiently refractory char-

acter to be used for making fire brick, gas retorts, or other prod-

ucts which in use are subjected to a higher degree of heat ; but

for the manufacture of coarse pottery, terra cotta, paving brick,

etc., many of the clays are eminently suited.

. Within the last seven or eight years the manufacturers in New
York have turned their attention toward the extensive beds of argil-

laceous shale which the State contains, and which on trial nave

given very satisfactory results. Several large firms are using them

for the manufacture of sewer pipe, terra cotta paving brick and

roofing tile. The shale formations at present used are the Salina,

Hamilton and Chemung. The Hudson River shales are no doubt

sufficiently argillaceous over many areas to be used for the manu-

facture of clay products, and the same may be said of the N iagara

shale, which weathers to a red clay. A sample of this latter

shale from Niagara Falls was first ground and then molded in a

stiff mud machine and found to burn to a white brick, which was

unaffected by a temperature of 2,500 degrees.

That the clays and shales of New York are comparatively

undeveloped is, no doubt, largely due to the lack of knowledge

of their extent and character. There seems, however, to be no

reasonable doubt that they will in future become a valuable

source of revenue.

GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY OF THE CLAY
DEPOSITS.

Deposits of clay occur in nearly every county of New York.

They belong to three geological periods, namely :

Quaternary, Tertiary and Cretaceous.

The clays of the first age are by far the most common. Those

of the second are somewhat indefinite in extent, but they probably

include a large number of the Long Island deposits. Of the
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third class there are undoubted representatives on Long Island

and Staten Island, as well as some additional ones on Long
Island, which are questionable.

The clays of the mainland are all Quaternary so far as known.

The problems of the Quaternary formations in New York are by

no means solved, and it is not always possible to decide on the

causes leading to the deposition of any particular body of clay

by a single visit to the locality.

A great majority of the deposits are local and basin-shaped,

lying in the bottoms of valleys which are often broad and fertile.

They vary in depth from four to 20 or even 50 feet ; as a rule

they are underlain by modified drift or by bed rock. The clay

is generally of a blue color, the upper few feet being weathered,

mostly to red or yellow. Stratification is rarely present, but

streaks of marl are common. In some of the beds small pebbles,

usually of limestone, are found, and these have to be separated

by special machinery in the process of manufacture. In many
instances the clay is covered by a foot or more of peat.

The basin-shaped deposits are no doubt the sites of former

ponds or lakes, formed in many instances by the damming up of

valleys, which have been filled later with the sediment of the

streams from the retreatiog ice sheet. The valleys in which

these deposits lie are usually broad and shallow. The broad flat

valley in which the Genesee river flows from Mt. Morris to

Rochester is a good example. The waters of the river were

backed up by the ice for a time, during which the valley was

converted into a shallow lake in which a large amount of

aluminous mud was deposited. This material has been employed

for common brick.

There are a number of these deposits which are of sufficient

interest, geologically as well as commercially, to be mentioned in

some detail.

At Dunkirk is a bed of clay having a depth of over 20

feet. The upper six feet are yellow and of a sandy nature, while

the lower two-thirds is blue and of much better quality. It is

mentioned by Prof. Hall* in his report, and is an instructive

example of the manner in which the clay changes in color, down-

ward.

* Geology of New York, 4th District, 1843, p. 362.
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Around Buffalo is an extensive series of flats underlain by a

red clay. A thin layer of sand suitable for tempering overlies

the clay in spots, and limestone pebbles are scattered through it.

Similar deposits occur at sevfral localities to the north of the

Ridge road and around Niagara Falls, also at Tonawanda and

La Salle, to the north of Buffalo, as well as south of it alon<r the

shore of Lake Erie. No doubt much of this clay was deposited

during the former extension of the Great Lakes.

Prof. Hall mentions deposits of clay at the following localities:

at Linden one mile south of Yates Center;- along the shore of

Lake Ontario east of Lewiston; on Cashaqua creek f deposits

of tenacious clay due to the crumbling of the argillaceous green

shales; in Niagara county + beds of clay are said to occur in

every town, but they often contain a considerable amount of

lime.

A bed of blue and red clay is being worked at Brighton near

Rochester. This deposit lies near the head of Irondequoit bay

and was deposited by some stream flowing into it. To the south-

east of Rochester is a large esker which extends in a northeast

direction nearly to Brighton. Mr. Upham, who has described

this esker, considers that it was formed by a river which flowed

between walls of ice and deposited the bed of clay above

mentioned.

-

Clays are also found at several points in the valley of the

Oswego river from Syracuse to Oswego, an important one bein<:

at Three Rivers.

An extensive bed of red and gray clay, 20 acres in extent and

horizontally stratified, occurs at Watertown. The deposit is

20 feet thick and rests on Trenton limestone.

Another deposit of considerable size is being worked at

Ogdensburg. The clay is blue and has a depth of 60 feet.

In the southern portion of the State we find clays in abundance,

in all the valleys, and lowlands. The exrensive marshes near

Randolph and Conewango are said to be underlain by clay

throughout their entire extent.

*Gpo1o?v of New York, 4th D.striet, 1813, p 437

t Ibid., p. 227.

tlbid , p. 444.
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At Levant, four miles east of Jamestown, Chautauqua county,

is an interesting bed of blue clay underlying an area of several

acres. It is probably of post-glacial age, and the section as

determined by an artesian well-boring is

:

Yellow sand 4 feet

Quicksand 4 inches

Yellow clay 5 feet

Blue clay 70 "

Ilardpan "

Total thickness 79 4

The owner of the clay bed states that leaves are often found

between the layers of the clay at a depth of 15 or 20 feet.

At Breesport near Elmira is a bank of blue clay rising from

the valley to a height of 50 feet. It was evidently formed when

the valley was dammed up, and has subsequently been much

eroded so that all that now remains is a narrow terrace along the

side of the valley. A similar deposit is found at Newfield south

of Ithaca. A moraine crosses the valley a mile or two south of

it. Deposits of clay suitable for brick and tile occur extensively

in the lowlands bordering the Mohawk river from Rome to

Schenectady. The beds vary in thickness from six to 15 feet

and are mostly of a red, blue, or gray color.

Among the most extensive and important clay formations

occurring in New York are those of the Hudson valley. Here

are deposits of two types. (1) Estuary deposits of fine stratified

sand, yellow and blue clay, and (2) cross-bedded delta deposits,

the materials of which are much coarser. The estuary deposits

indicate a period of depression, and deposition in quiet water.

The clay is chiefly blue, but where the overlying sand is wanting

or is of slight thickness, it is weathered to yellow, this weather-

ing often extending to a depth of 15 feet below the surface,

and to a still greater depth along the line of fissures. The

depth of oxidation is of course influenced by the nature of

the clay ; the upper portion weathering easily on account

of its more sandy nature and hence looser texture.
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Horizontal stratification is usually present, and the layers of

clay are separated by extremely thin Laminae of sand. At
some localities the layers of the clay are very thin and alternate

with equally thin layers of sandy clay. This condition is

found at Haverstraw, Croton, Dutchess Junction, Stony Point,

Fishkill, Cornwall, New Windsor, Catskill and Port Ewen. At
all of the above-mentioned localities except the last two, the clay

is overlain by the delta deposits of rivers tributary to the Hud-

son, and the alternation of layers may be due to variations in

the flow of the rivers emptying at those points, the sandy layers

being deposited during period of floods. Isolated ice-scratched

bowlders are not uncommonly found in the clay.

There is often a sharp line of division between the yellow

weathered portion and the blue or unweathered part of the clay.

The line of separation between the clay and overlying sand is

also quite distinct in most cases. Of the blue and the yellow clay

the former is the more plastic, but both effervesce readily with

acid, due to the presence of three to six per cent, of carbonate of

lime, and are therefore, properly speaking, marly clays. The

clay is underlain by a bed of gravel, sand, hardpan, bowlder, till

or bed rock. From Albany to Catskill the underlying material

is a dark gray or black sand with pebbles of shale and quartz.

The sand grains are chiefly of pulverized shale, the rest being

silicious and calcareous with a few grains of feldspar and garnet.

This sand can often be used for tempering, but at Catskill con-

tains too much lime for this purpose,

From Catskill northward the clay is in most cases covered by

but a foot or two of loam. South of Catskill the character of

the overlying material varies.

The Clays of the Champlain Valley.

The clays of the Champlain valley are estuary formations and

of the same age as the Hudson river clays. They underlie ter-

races along the lake which have been elevated to a height of 400

feet above the lake surface. These terraces may be traced almost

continuously from Whitehall, at the head of Lake Champlain, to

the northern end of the lake and beyond it, but on account of the
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extensive erosion which has taken place, they are usually narrow,

and it is only at sheltered points, like Port Kent and Beauport,

that they are specially prominent. The section involved is yel-

lowish brown sand, yellowish brown clay and stiff blue clay, the

latter being rather calcareous. The upper clay is somewhat

silicious, and its coloring is due to the weathering of the lower

layer. This formation has a thickness of about 15 feet, but

sometimes, as at Burlington, it reaches a thickness of 100 feet.

Isolated bowlders are occasionally found in the clays. The clays

are usually horizontally stratified, and contortions of the layers

are extremely rare. Numerous marine Quaternary fossils have

been found in the overlying sands ; the skeleton of a whale has

also been found in them.

Openings have been made in these deposits for the purpose of

.

obtaining brick clays at Plattsburg and a few other localities.

Long Island Clays.

Clay beds are exposed along the north shore of the island and

at several points along the main line of the Long Island railroad.

There is still some doubt as to the exact conditions under

which the beds of clay and gravel which form the greater por-

tion of Long Island were deposited, but it is probable that the

clays represent shallow water marine deposits of Cretaceous and

Tertiary age. The overlying sands and gravels have in most

instances a cross-bedded structure, with a south dip, and were

probably deposited by swift currents as stated by Dr. Merrill.

The age of the clays is still largely a matter of speculation,

and will probably remain so in many cases unless palseontologic

evidence is forthcoming. Those on Gardiner's Island are quite

recent, as shown by the contained fossils, and the clay on Little

Neck, near Northport, is Cretaceous. The age of the G-len Cove

clay is probably Cretaceous.

Cretaceous leaves in fragments of ferruginous sandstone have

been found along the north shore of Long Island from Great

Neck to Montauk Point,* but they are usually much worn and

scratched and have evidently been transported from some dis-

tant source. The clays at Center Island, West Neck, Fresh

* A. Hollick, Notes on Geology of North Shore of Long Island, Trans. N. Y. Acad. Soi , XIII.
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Pond and Fisher Island are very similar in appearance and com-

position, are very probably of the same age, possibly Tertiary,

but we lack palaeontologic or stratigraphic evidence. At West

Neck the clay underlies the yellow gravel, and the latter is

covered by the drift, so that is Pre-pleistocene.

The clays of Staten Island are chiefly Cretaceous, as proven

by the fossils found in them. The chief outcrops are at

Kreischerville, Green Ridge and Arrochar. Besides the clay

there are several " kaolin " deposits.
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Lime and Cement.

Lime is produced throughout the State on the outcrops of the

Calciferous, Trenton, Xiagara and Helderberg limestones. Some
of the chief localities are Glens Falls, Howe's Cave, Kochester,

Buffalo, Sing Sing, Pleasantville and Tuckahoe. Hydraulic

cement or water lime is chiefly produced from beds of hydraulic

limestone in the Water lime group at the base of the lower Helder-

berg. Rondout and Rosendale, Howe's Cave and the vicinity of

Syracuse are important commercially in this product. At Akron

and Buffalo much water lime is made, but from a lower formation,

probably the Salina Group.

Portland cement is made from marl and clay at Warner's near

Syracuse, and at Waylaad, Steuben county; from lime and clay

near Glens Falls and at other points.

Limestone for Flux.

In the present depressed condition of the manufacture of iron

in New York, the production of limestone for flux is but a small

industry.
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Millstones.

Millstones for grinding paint, feed, cement and other purposes

are quarried from the Oneida conglomerate in Ulster county in

the townships of Eochester and Wawarsing. The demand^is

said to be increasing yearly and during 1894 is said to have

amounted to about 8100,000.

The following is a list of the parties now quarrying millstones

in this region

:

DIRECTORY OF PRODUCERS OF MILLSTONES.
* Parties producing in 1894.

Location or Quarry.

Post-office. NAME.

Town. County.

tt

Kerhonkson ....
tt

Kyserike . .

U P
t-

tt

tt

Rose, W. H.*

Davis, J. P.*

Harnden, T. C*

'Rochester .

.

tt

tt

Wawarsing.
tt

Rochester .

.

tt

tt

((

Ulster.
tt

tt

tt

«(

M

tt

tt

((



Marl.

This material is found in many places throughout the State.

Dutchess, Columbia, Orange, Ulster, Greene and Albany counties

have many small deposits ; in central and western New York
there are large deposits in Onondaga and Madison counties,

particularly in the Cowaselon swamp ; it is also found in Cayuga,

Wayne, Seneca, Ontario, Monroe, Genesee and Niagara counties.

It is a deposit formed in standing water and consists chiefly of

carbonate of lime. It is largely used as a fertilizer, but is also

employed in the manufacture of Portland cement as at Warners,

Onondaga county, by the Empire Portland Cement Co., at

Montezuma and at Wayland, Steuben county, by Millen & Co.

Iron Ores.

The iron ores of New York have been carefully studied and

described by Prof. J. C. Smock, who has published his results in

Bulletin No. 7 of the New York State Museum and by Mr.

Bayard F. Putnam who contributed an article on this subject to

the volume on Mining Industries (No. XV) in the report of the

Tenth Census. These two important papers taken together give

a most complete review of the sources of iron in New York.

Our knowledge of the Adirondack ores is supplemented by the

work of Prof. J. F. Kemp, which is contained in Bulletin No. 13

of the New York State Museum, entitled the Geology of Moriah

and Westport townships. The localities of all the principal mines

are shown on the economic map. The following is a brief extract

from Prof. Smock's bulletin.
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IRON ORES OF NEW YORK.

By John C. Smock, revised by F. J. H. Merrill.

The ores of iron, which occur in beds and deposits of workable

size in the State of New York, may be classified, according to

their chemical composition, into oxides and carbonates of iron,

and these classes may be subdivided, following the mineralogical

characters, into the several species and varieties. The following

tabular arrangement shows the natural grouping of species in

these two great divisions

:

Chemical Groups. Mineralogical Species and Common Names.
fRed Hematite.

|

Specular Ore.
'Anhydrous Ferric Oxide. Hematite

-J

Sesquioxide of iron.
J

Clinton Ore.— Fossil ore.

I Red Ochre.

Ferric and Ferrous Oxides. f Magnetic Iron Ore.
Oxides \ Magnetite i

Proto-sesquioxide of iron. LTitaniferous Iron Ore.

f Brown Hematite,
Hydrated Ferric Oxide. Limonite < Brown Ochre.

L Sesquioxide of iron. ^ Bog Iron Ore.

Sideritef
Carbonate 0re -

f Ferrous Carbonate. Qnot > • -| Clay Iron Stone.
Carbonates^

Iron ore 1

L Carbonate of Iron.
iron ore

[ " White Horse."

A general law of occurrence of iron ores is that certain ore

species occur in, or are characteristic of, definite geological hori-

zons. For example, the magnetic iron ores are found in the

crystalline rock areas of the Precambrian ; the red hematite

appears to mark the Huronian ; the fossil ore, the limonite or

brown hematite are found in the Palaeozoic rocks; and the

carbonate and the bog iron ore in the more recent formations of

Tertiary and Post Tertiary ages. There are, as might be expected,

many exceptions ; but in the greater number of these appa-

rently exceptional cases, the surface alteration, due to weather-

ing or other atmospheric agencies, explains the occurrence.

This relation between the geological formation and the

mineralogical species or kinds of iron ore indicates the areas in

which they may occur, and determines roughly their limits.

Hence, a geological map of the State shows approximately correct
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boundaries of the several iron-ore districts, and is, as it were, an

iron mines map. The geology of a county or district gives the

clue in searching for ore; and its importance can not be too

strongly stated, both as a guide, suggesting exploration, and

warning against unnecessary and fruitless surveys and wasteful

outlays of time and money. Thus, for example, the magnetites

belong in the crystalline rock districts, and the search for them

in the later, sedimentary rocks of the adjacent territory would be a

hopeless task; or, again, the exploration of the Highlands or

Adirondacks, for carbonate ores, would be equally unscientific and

destitute of good results.

The geological formations, which are characterized as definite

ore horizons, become the basis of a natural arrangement of the

ore districts of the State. They are well marked geographically

also.

Following this geologico-geographical arrangement, the groups

and iron-ore districts are :

I. The Highlands of the Hudson.— Magnetic Iron Ores.

II. The Adirondack Eegion, Including the Lake Champlain

Mine.— Magnetic Iron Ores.

III. The Hematites of Jefferson and St. Lawrence Counties.

IY. The Clinton or Fossil Ores.

Y. The Limonites of Dutchess and Columbia Counties.

YI. The Limonites of Staten Island.

YIL The Carbonate Ores of the Hudson River.

A few isolated mines can not be thus classified, as the hematite

near Canterbury, Orange county, Ackerman's mine near Union-

ville, Westchester county, the N apanock and Wawarsing mines,

in Ulster county, the hematite of Mt Defiance in Ticon-

deroga, and the bog iron ores, which are scattered in all of the

great divisions of the State. The iron sands of the shores of

Long Island are left out, as not properly a natural source of

iron.

I. The Highlands of the Hudson. — Magnetic Iron Ores.

Magnetite is one of the common minerals in the crystalline

rock region of the Highlands. It occurs as an accessory con-

stituent in the granitic and gneissic strata ; and by itself, forms
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beds of considerable extent and thickness. Accordingly as it is

more or less free from foreign minerals it is rich or lean, varying

from the pure magnetic iron ore to rock with traces only of iron

in its mineralogical composition. The beds of ore show lamina-

tion and are faulted, folded and contorted as the inclosing strata

of rock, and have the same general strike and dip in common
with the latter. They are generally of irregular form, in places

widening into thick deposits or lenticular shaped masses, in

others contracted in thin sheets, which are not mined profitably.

The ore is found in some cases to separate into thin layers, and

masses of rock (" horses ") are met with entirely surrounded by

the ore. The phases of variation are as many almost as there are

mines, where they can be studied. In the larger and older mines

the ore has been followed for thousands of feet in the line of

strike or on the course of the ore, and for hundreds of feet in

depth (on the line of dip) without reaching its limits. Owing to

the unprofitable nature of working so thin ore beds, they are

often not followed to the end, and the real extent of few of these

ore deposits is known. In general, it may be stated that in this

region the ore beds stand nearly on edge and have a northeast

and southwest strike and a descent or dip at a steep angle to the

southeast. In consequence of their highly inclined position and

their irregular sbape these ore bodies are called " veins,'' less fre-

quently " chimneys" and "shoots" of ore.

The magnetic iron ore has not been found distributed uni-

formly throughout the Highlands. There appear to be certain

ore ranges or belts in which the larger and more productive mines

are opened. There are mine groups also, as the Sterling Iron and

Railway Company's mines, the Greenwood mines, in Orange

county ; the Todd-Croft and Sunk mines, and the Croton-

Brewster ranges in Putnam county. The boundaries of these

ore-bearing belts and the intermediate barren territory have not

been determined, since the exploration has been largely made by

individual effort and without any general plan covering the

whole area. It is probable that a geological survey of the High-

lands would enable us to trace the limits of an iron-bearing

group, as has been indicated by the surveys of the New Jersey

Highlands.*

* See 4i Ann. Report of the State Geologist for the year 1886." Trenton, 1887, pp. 82-86.
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Mines have been opened in Orange, Rockland, Westchester

and Putnam counties in this iron ore district and from the New
Jersey line at the southwest to the Connecticut boundary on the

east. Their locations are shown on the map which accompanies

this report. Some of the largest and most productive mines in

Orange county have been worked more than a century.* This

county was famous for its iron manufacture during the Revolu-

tionary war.f The greatest development of the iron mines in

Putnam county has been since the opening of the Tilly Foster

and Mahopac mines or during the last twenty-five years. The
distance from public lines of transportation, the increased cost of

working the smaller " veins " at greater depths, the low prices

for iron ore and the competition with the richer ores of other

parts of our country have necessitated the suspension of work in

some of the mines and led to the permanent abandonment of

those most unfavorably situated. Of the 40 separate mines

which have been ore producers. 10 only were in operation dur-

ing a part or the whole of the year 1888. Their aggregate out-

put for that year amounted to 114,000 gross tons. The ores of

the Highlands district are the hard, crystalline magnetites. They
are generally rich, free from titanium, but contain a slight excess

of phosphorus above the limit for the manufacture of Bessemer

iron, excepting the Mahopac and Tilly Foster mines, which have

yielded a large amount of Bessemer ore, and a few small mines

but which are no longer worked.

II. The Adirondack Region, Including the Lake Champlain

Mines.— Magnetic Iron Ores.

The Adirondack region, the great mountain plateau of north-

ern New York, is bounded by the valleys of Lake Champlain on

the east, of the St. Lawrence river on the north and northwest,

of Black river on the west, and the Mohawk on the south. It

occupies nearly all of Warren, Hamilton and Essex counties,

the western and southern parts of Clinton, the southern parts of

Franklin and St. Lawrence, the eastern part of Jefferson and

Lewis, the northern towns of Oneida, Herkimer, Hamilton and

* Ore was discovered on the Sterling tract as early as 1T50; the Forest of Dean mine was

opened about the same time.

t See "History of the Manufacture of Iron in all ages,"" by James M. Swank, Philadelphia,

1884, pp. 102-106.
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Saratoga, and the northwest corner of Washington counties. Its

area has been estimated to be at least 10,000 square miles. Dr.

Emmons, in his survey of the Second Geological District, decribed

the rock formation of this territory as gneisses and hypersthene

rock principally ; and the former he regarded as the prevailing

rock, excepting in a large triangular area in Essex county, where

the outcropping rocks are hypersthene.*

The so-called " hypersthene rocks " of Dr. Emmons consist of

labradorite and pyroxene or labradorite with hypersthene and

some pyroxene, and hence are often designated as a Labrador

series. In an article on the " Laurentian Magnetic Iron Ore

Deposits in Northern New York," Charles E. Hall has grouped

the magnetites in three series, or horizons ; the lowest, the Lau-

rentian magnetites
;
second, the Laurentian sulphurous ores ; and

highest, the Labrador group with its titaniferous ores.f

Magnetite is one of the common minerals in the Adirondacks,

and is widely distributed, both as a constituent or accessory

mineral in rocks, and in beds of workable extent. Mines have

been opened in all parts of the region, but the greatest develop-

ment has been in the valley of Lake Champlain, and hence the

ores are known in the market as Lake Champlain ores. In it are

the famous Port Henry mines and others. The Chateaugay range

can not be said to lie in the Champlain valley. Therefore the

grouping by geological rather than by geographical lines alone,

is more definite, and the larger district of the Adirondacks is

better than any subdivisions according to our present knowledge.

It is a notable fact that nearly all of the mines are on the borders,

and that comparatively few ore localities have been found in the

interior of it. A reference to the map of the State, with this report,

shows the location of the mines and mine groups. The explana-

tion of their distribution is the greater accessibility of the outer

part of the region to lines of transportation and its more thorough

exploration. Prospecting for iron ore in the forested and more
distant interior is difficult, and besides, is not stimulated by any

hope of adequate return, excepting in case of large deposits which,

from their extent and character of ore, might warrant the con-,

struction of branch railway lines, as at Chateaugay, Clifton, Jay-

*Emmoks: Survey of the Second Geological District, Albany, 1842, pp. 27-33 and 75-78.

t Thirty-second Annnal Report, N. Y. State Museum, pp. 133-140.
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ville and Little Eiver. Future explorations will, doubtless,

discover many iron-ore beds, and result in the devolopment of other

mining centers in what now appears as barren ore territory. The
construction of additional railways, affording facilities for reach-

ing the markets, will do much to open and develop new mines.

The titaniferous nature of the magnetites, which have been

found in the Labrador series, as for example, at Splitrock, in

Westport, and at Adirondack, in the town of JNewcomb, Essex

county, has retarded mining in the localities where they occur.

The difficulty and expense of reducing the ores containing con-

siderable titanium, and the failures in the way of practically

separating the titanic minerals from the magnetite, have shut

them out of the iron-ore market, and the mines having such ores

only have been idle for years. That all the magnetic iron ore

occurring in this geological horizon is alike titaniferous does not

appear to be proven by the comparatively few ores analyzed from

limited areas ; and there is hope that ores sufficiently low in

titanium for successful working may be found.*

The strike or course of the iron- ore beds in so large a district is

affected by all the local variations in the positions of the inclosing

strata. In general, the direction is northeast and southwest.

The dip is also at all angles, varying from a horizontal to a vertical

Much further study of the geological structure is needed to

explain the features which the mines have exposed to view. The
immense deposits at Port Henry mines, the many separate beds

of the Crown Point mines, the dikes and faults at Palmer Hill, the

parellel shoots of the Arnold Hill mine, the bends and faults at

Chateaugay are interesting features for study.

The magnetite, as it occurs in the Adirondack region, varies

much in the degree of crystallization, in texture and color. In

the Port Henry mines it is, as a rule, rather coarsely crystalline

and lustrous black. At Palmer Hill and at Arnold Hill martite

a hematite crystallizing as magnetite, appears to replace the latter

mineral. The titaniferous ores are noted for their hardness, dull

black fracture surfaces and general fineness of grain. In the

.nature of the associated minerals also, there is much variation.

The more commonly occurring rock constituents are found

everywhere. Apatite, also, is a common associate, as in some

* 34r. James McNaughton of Albany, one of the owners of the Mclntyre tract, reports (Sept.

1895) that he has succeeded in smelting the titaniferous ores hitherto regarded as useless.
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of the ore at the Port Henry mines. In general, the iron ores of

this region average high in the percentage of metallic iron,

especially the non-Bessemer ores ; and on account of their rich-

ness, the Port Henry magnetites are widely known and esteemed.

Bessemer ores are obtained in quantity at Crown Point, in the

western range at Mineville (Port Henry), at Chateaugay, and at

other localities, given in the notes of mines, further on in this

report.

The beginnings of iron-ore mining in the Lake Champlain

valley were early in the present century. Some of the forges

were in operation in 180 L and 1802, and they were run upon the

ores in their vicinity.- But the output was small, in the aggre-

gate a few thousands of tons. The rapid increase was after 1840.

In 1868 the town of Moriah, Essex county, produced 230,000 tons.

The tenth census reported 742,865 tons from all of the mines in the

Adirondack region. In 1>S 88 the output was 182,000 gross tons,

of which 418,< >0C tons came from the Port Henry mines. In the

course of the last 10 years a notable change has been in the sus-

pension of work at the mines which supplied the ores for the

forges, or bloomaries. All of the bloomaries are idle, excepting

those belonging to the J. & J. Rogers Iron Company and the

Chateaugay Ore and Iron Company. The mines away from

railway or lake navigation lines have all been closed. The
capacity of production in the few mines which are in operation

has been increased greatly by their better equipment and

improved facilities for sending their ores to market. Another

characteristic of the region is the great size of some of the ore

beds. The great sheet, as it were, opened in the Chateaugay

slopes, the thick beds or shoots of ore at Mineville (Port Henry),

the great outcrops at Adirondack and the ridge of lean ore at

Little River, are almost inexhaustible, and, with the advent of

practicable, concentrating processes, all of them can produce cheap

ores and compete with other iron-ore districts of the country.

The following chapter by Prof. J. F. Kemp gives the latest

information on the titaniferous magnetites near Lake Sandford

and Lake Henderson :

These great ore-bodies have claims to general interest, not alone

from their size and geological relations, but also because they

* Swank : " History of the Manufacture of Iron in All Ages," Philadelphia, 1888, p. 106.
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were the basis of an iron industry that was begun about 1840

and continued until 1858. They are situated near and on both

sides of Lakes Sandford and Henderson, at the headwaters of the

Hudson river, in Newcomb township, Essex county. They lie

well within the great Xorian area of the Adirondack^, Mt. Marcy
being nearly due east eight or ten miles, Mt. Mclntyre six miles

northeast and the Indian Pass due north. Santanoni lies west

and other minor peaks are near. Crystalline limestone outcrops

about live miles southwest on Lake Newcomb. The country

rock at most of the ore-bodies is the coarsely crystalline, dark

blue labradorite rock or " anorthosite," characteristic of the

Adirondacks. At the Millpond opening, where the walls are

well exposed, it is perfectly massive and shows none of the crush-

ing that is so marked a feature of the usual outcrops. Elsewhere

garnets are sometimes met and a very little hypersthene. At
the Cheney opening the walls, called " sienite " by Emmons, are

a gneissoid gabbro . The greatest ore-body of all is the Sand-

ford. This is exposed in a hillside a mile west of Lake Sandford,

where an open cut shows a breast of about 20 feet of dense,

black magnetite, with no walls apparent. A strong belt of

attraction has been traced from this point to and across Lake

Sandford. Emmons describes in his Report on the Second Dis-

trict, 1812 (p. 249), several sections across this bed that were

exposed by costeaning ditches. They showed a maximum of

over 600 feet of ore and wet in streaks. The trenches have been

filled up since then and at present only the open cut referred to

above is exposed. The ore contains crystals of labradorite with

reaction rims of brown hornblende and biotite between them and

the ore itself. The analyses afford from 51 .44 per cent, to 63 .45

per cent, iron and 18.70 to 10.91 Si02 . It does not appear that

Emmons, in his early explorations, knew that the ore contained

titanium, nor that the operators of the furnaces in those early

days of iron smelting were aware of its presence

.

Two miles west of Lake Henderson is the Cheney ore-body,

said to show 40 feet clear ore without walls appearing. It is

somewhat sulphurous, a very exceptional property in the case of

titaniferous ores. On both sides of the Adirondack river that

connects Lake Sandford and Lake Henderson, and in the bed of

the river itself, there are several ore-bodies. The one called the
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Millpond is the largest, with about 12 feet .of solid ore, that was

mined to a considerable extent in. the early days. It really

appears to be one streak in a large belt. Analyses have yielded

over 60 per cent. iron.

There are several important belts of attraction in addition to

this and other outcrops that have not been much, if at all, opened

up. One has been also found on the west shore of Lake Hender-

son, and float has been noted off to the northwest near the

Preston ponds. In addition to these, a number of belts have

been shown b}r the dipping needle back in the hills and also

further south near the lower works, now called Tahawus.

Several experimental runs have been made with these ores to

test whether the generally prevalent prejudice against titan ifer-

ous magnetite was well based or not. The results of the first

series ha^e been set forth by Mr. August Rossi in the Trans.

Amer. Institute Mining Engineers, vol. xxi (pp. 832-867), 1893.

The past spring a more extended run in a small blast furnace of

about 20 feet in height was made at Buffalo on 15'
> tons of ore.

By calculating the slag on the composition of titanite or sphene,

or, rather, some of its allied minerals, and allowing Ti02 to

replace Si02 up to 42 per cent., no difficulty was experienced and

an iron of very superior properties for car wheels and chilled

castings was produced Mr. Rossi, who conducted the run, is

intending to describe it at length at an early date.

III. Hematite Ores of St. Lawrence and Jefferson Counties.

The hematites, or red hematites, as distinguished from the

brown hematites (limonites) are mined in a narrow belt, scarcely

30 miles long, stretching from Philadelphia, in Jefferson

county, northeast into Hermon, in St. Lawrence county. The

ore deposits are found associated with a so-called serpentine rock,

and lying between the Potsdam sandstone and the crystalline

rocks of the Archaean age. The geological horizon appears to be

below the Potsdam, and it is probably Huronian, although it has

not been so recognized by Dr. T. S. Hunt in his references to*

the hematites of Canada and northern New York. The deposits

are found to be very irregular in shape, due apparently to the

*" On the Mineralogy of the Laurentian Limestones of North America,' 1

in the 21st Ann.

Report of the Regents of the University of New York, Albany, 1871, pp. 88-89.
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way in which the f
c serpentine " rock is mixed with the hematite,

but their general structure is- that of stratified bodies. The cap

rock is a sandstone ; the bottom rock, slaty beds, underlain by a

white, graphitic, cryst dime limestone. From the variations in

the ore, as tested by borings with the diamond drill at the

Caledonia mines, it seems reasonable to assume the existence of

two classes of deposits— one, the originally stratified sheets, and

the other, secondary deposits in smaller and irregular shaped

pockets.

The hematite of these mines is generally firm and massive, of a

deep red color, soiling whatever it touches. In some of the mines

there is a specular ore, which has a crystalline structure, metallic

lustre and is of a steel-gray to black color. Calcite, carbonate of

iron, ferruginous quartz, pyrite and millerite occur in the ore.

These ores average from 48 to 53 per cent, of metallic iron. They

contain an excess of phosphorus above the limit demanded by

furnace managers for makiag Bessemer iron. For mixing with

more refractory ores they are sought after, being almost self-flux-

ing. In the market they are often known as " Antwerp red

hematites " and " Rossie hematites."

Charcoal furnaces were built early in this century at Rossie,

St. Lawrence county, and at Sterlingville and Antwerp, in Jeffer-

son county, for smelting these ores. Of the older mines the

Shirtliff and Tate and Polly have been abandoned. Two new
mines have become producers, the Clark and Pike. The total

production of the district was 110,000 gross tons in 1888.

IV. The Clinton or Fossil Ores.

The red hematite of the Clinton group bears several names

;

thus : From its aggregated grains it is termed " oolitic ore " or

"lenticular iron ore;" from its fossiliferous character, it is

widely known as "fossil ore," and from its place in the

geological series, it is often called " Clinton ore." It is remarkable

for the thin, yet persistent beds over wide areas, which lie

between green shales and calcareous strata. Following the out-

crop of the Clinton group, the ore has been found in Herkimer,

Oneida, Madison, Cayuga, Wayne, and Monroe counties. West
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of the Genesee river Prof. Hall reports that it was not seen *

There are two beds, generally about 20 feet apart, according

to Vanuxem's report on the Clinton group, thin, averaging little

more than a foot, and distinguished by more abundant oolitic

particles in the lower bed and by the larger grains and concretions

in the upper bed.f Very little mining has been done, excepting

in the towns of Clinton, Oneida county, and Ontario, in Wayne
county. The average thickness of the beds in these mines is 30

inches, and one bed only is worked. They lie almost horizontal,

dipping slightly to the south ; and in the extraction of the ore a

part of the overlying shales has to be removed and the roof

supported by timbering.

The ore consists of lenticular-shaped grains, closely aggregated

in a firm solid mass, which has to be broken up by blasting and

heavy sledging. It is more friable and soft on the outcrop. It

is brownish red in color and soils like a paint. The percentage of

metallic iron varies less than in the magnetic iron ores and in the

brown hematites. The average is 41 to 48 per cent. The

phosphorus is above the Bessemer limit. It is well adapted for

making foundry iron and is used for that class of iron mainly.

Local furnaces take nearly all the output of the mines. The first

lease for digging Clinton ore was given in 17974 The last United

States census reported the total production to be 85,442 gross

tons of ore. In 1888 it amounted to 75,000 tons.

V. The Limonites of Dutchess and Columbia Counties.

The ore deposits and mines, as here grouped, are in two

principal ranges and limestone valleys. First, Fishkill-Clove belt,

stretching northeast, from the Highlands of the Hudson, across

the towns of Fishkill, East Fishkill, Beekman and Unionvale

;

second, the north-south valley, traversed by the New York and

Harlem railway, from the Highlands across Dutchess county, and

to Hillsdale in Columbia county. The limonite, or brown hematite

ore, is found in small pockets of irregular shape, and also in large

deposits, which are associated with ochreous clays, and in some

* See Prof. Hall's report on "Survey of the Fourth Geological District," Albany, 1843, p 61.

t Vanuxem's report on " Survey of the Third Geological District," Albany, 18*2, p. 83.

X Birkinbenk; "The iron lores east of the Mississippi River," in Mineral Resources of the

United States for the calendar year 1886, p. 50.
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cases, with a gray carbonate of iron, in beds underlying it. These

ore bodies are wholly in the limestone or between the limestone and

the adjacent slate or schist formations, or they are in the latter,

and as a rule of occurrence they are found on or near the dividing

line between these formations. Near Fishkill and at Shenandoah

the deposits are at the border of the Potsdam sandstone and at

the foot of the Archaean ridges. The existence of the carbonate

ore in the deeper parts of some of the mines and interstratified

with the limestones is suggestive of the origin of the oxide

(limonite) by the decomposition of the ferriferous beds through

oxidation and the agency of carbonated waters, and of the great

masses of colored clays, also, through the disintegration and decay

of the slaty rocks and more argillaceous limestone.* The lime-

stone of these valleys and these overlying slaty rocks have been

studied by Prof. Dana, and are referred by him to the Trenton

limestone and the Hudson river slate formations.f

The ore occurs (1) in large masses, somewhat cellular, having

the interstices filled with clays or sandy earths, (2) in cavernous and

hollow u bombs," often with beautiful mammillary or stalactitic

incrustations on the interior, and (3) in irregularly shaped, frag-

mentary masses, distributed unevenly through the ochreous clays

("ochres ") and sandy earths. The more solid ore has to be broken

downby blasting ; in the more earthy parts of the deposit it can be

picked down and nearly all of the ore be sorted by hand. In

mining, pits are sunk and worked open, or drifts are cut from the

pit, horizontally into the ore, and much of it is won by under-

ground work. In this district nearly all of the ore is mined from

open pits ; and some of them have reached vertical depths of over

100 feet. The ore is commercially known as "rock ore" or

" lump ore," that which is sorted by hand, and " wash ore," which

is the residue after the earths and sands have been removed by

washing. The brown hematite ores of Dutchess and Columbia

counties vary considerably in their chemical composition, all con-

taining more or less silica, little or no sulphur, but are rarely low

enough in phosphorus to answer for Bessemer pig-iron manu-

facture. Although there have been many ore localities dis-

* For a clear and concise statement of the origin of these ores see " Note od the making of

Limonite ore beds/ 1 by Prof. James D. Dana, in Am. Jour, of Science (3), vol. XXVIII, pp. 398-

400.

t Ajii. Jour. Science (3), vol. XVII, pp. 375-338 and vol. XXIX, pp. 205 et seq.
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covered in these counties, 24 only have been developed into

working mines, deserving of enumeration in this report.

The earliest iron manufacture in the State was in Columbia

county, on Ancram creek, and was probably on these ores. The
Salisbury mines in Connecticut, properly a part of this iron-ore

district, were opened more than 150 years ago. The causes which

have operated in the Highlands have been effective here also in

closing many of the mines, so that, in 1888, there were but nine

at work, and four of them were closed during the year. The
aggregate output has declined from 144,878 gross tons for the

census year, 1879-80, to 43,000 tons in 1888.

VI. The Limonites of Staten Island.

The group of iron mines on Staten Island are in a superficial

deposit probably derived from the underlying rock in the process

of decomposition which has produced the serpentine of that

region.

VII. The Carbonate Ores of the Hudson River.

The mines of spathic iron ore, or carbonate ore, are in the

valley of the Hudson river, in Columbia county, south of the city

of Hudson, and in Ulster county near Napanock. The mines

south of Hudson are known as the Burden iron mines
;
and, on

account of their extent and productiveness, and the comparative

insignificance of the Ulster county mines, they may be considered

as practically the whole of this group. The range in which the

Burden mines are opened is between one and two and a-half miles

east of the river, opposite Catskill, and is four miles in length,

from north to south. It lies partly in the town of Greenport and

partly in Livingston. The ore crops out in the western face and

near the crest of Plass Hill at the north, and in Cedar Hill and

Mount Thomas at the south. It is stratified, and its bed dips at

angles of 20° to 40° to the east. South of Mount Thomas and in

mine No. 2, at Burden, a synclinal fold has been mined out. The

thickness of the ore varies considerably, and for the greater part

of the distance the average is from 10 to 20 feet. In the Burden

mines as much as 30 feet of ore has been found ; in mine No. 2

and in Mount Thomas upwards of 45 feet. The underlying beds

are shaly and are probably of the Hudson river slate formation.

Above the ore there is a 'silicious conglomerate, which is sue-
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ceeded by a shale, and that by a gray sandstone, and that, in

turn, by a calcareous conglomerate.

The ore varies in composition from a silicious and lean ore at

the north, which contains generally too much phosphorus for

making Bessemer pig iron, to a rich, Bessemer ore at the south.

Quartz in tine grains, calcite in small, crystalline nests and pyrite

are common in it. All of it has to be roasted before smelting.

The Burden mines are reached by a railway three and a-half

miles long, from the Hudson river, near Catskill station.

The first mining of considerable extent done on this range was

in 1874. Next year the Hudson Kiver Spathic Iron Ore Com-
pany was organized, and the mines were worked by that company
for about two years. In 1882 the property came into the

possession of the Hudson Kiver Ore and Iron Company, and a

large establishment was at once set up. There are 10 roasting

kilns on the river at the Burden docks ; and the ore is shipped to

Troy, Scranton, Pa., and Franklin Furnace, New Jersey.

LOCALITIES OF IRON ORE IN NEW YORK.
Magnetite.— There are two principal districts of this ore

:

(1) Highlands or southeastern, (*) Adirondack or northern. In

the first there are mines at Sterling, near Greenwood, and Forest

of Dean, besides many smaller mines in Orange county. There

are numerous openings in northern Westchester and southwest-

ern and central Putnam counties, east of the Hudson river

(Croft's, Mahopac, Theall, Tilly Foster, etc.). In northern New
York ore occurs at many localities in Washington, Saratoga,

Warren, Essex, Clinton, Franklin, St. Lawrence, Lewis. Herki-

mer and Fulton counties. Mines are worked at Mount Hope in

Washington county, near Crown Point ; Paradox lake, in vicinity

of Port Henry in Essex county, and very large deposits

unworked occur at Adirondack and in Westport ; Palmer Hill,

Arnold ore bed, and Chateaugay in Clinton county ; Clifton

(idle), in St. Lawrence county ; occurrences are also noted in

Jefferson county.

Magnetic iron sand is found to some extent on the southerno
shore of Long Island, on tne western shore of Lake Champlain

and on the Hudson river and smaller streams in the northern

part of the State.
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An aluminous magnetic ore occurs near Peekskill, Westchester

county; it is self-fluxing, but not now worked except for emery,

though it occurs in large deposits.

Hematite specular iron ore, red hematite.— Gouverneur, Fuller-

ville, St. Lawrence county
;
Philadelphia and Antwerp, Jefferson

county, productive mines. It occurs in Hermon, Edwards,

Fowler and Canton, in St. Lawrence county.

Hematitefossil ore, lenticular clay iron ore.— This ore has been

worked chiefly at Yerona, Westmoreland, New Hartford and

Clinton, Oneida county
;
Ontario, Wayne county. It also occurs

in Madison county in thin beds.

Zimonite, brown hematite.— This ore occurs at East Fishkill,

Sylvan lake, Beekman, Pawling, Dover, Unionvale, Amenia,

Sharon, Millerton and Mount Riga, in Dutchess county; Copake,

Ancram and Boston Corners, in Columbia county ; the mines at

these localities produce largely. Besides these are the Townsend

mine, Cornwall, Orange county ; Castleton Four Corners, New
Dorp and Todt Hill, Staten Island.

Zimonite, bog iron ore.— There are numerous localities and

many small deposits of this ore in the northern and eastern parts

of the State. It was formerly worked to a small extent, but is

now abandoned.

Siderite, spathic iron ore, carbonate of iron.—-Near Catskill

Station and Linlithgo, Columbia county, an immense deposit has

been developed ; at Napanock, Ulster county, a deposit was

formerly worked ; in Dutchess county it occurs in small quantity;

at Antwerp, Jefferson county, in crystals only.



Mineral Paint.

The mineral paint of New York State is from comparatively

few localities, and is manufactured from rocks of three

different formations

:

1. From Clinton iron ore.

2. From Cambrian red and green slate.

3. From Chemung shale.

No statistics of production are furnished by the manufacturers.

This material is produced as a by-product in several other

industries. For instance near Whitehall red and green mineral

paint are produced by grinding up the refuse of the slate mills.

In Oneida county, paint is manufactured from the Clinton iron

ore. At Randolph in Cattaraugus county, paint is made from

red shales of the Chemung group. At Roxbury, Delaware

county, paint is made from red Catskill shales and at Oneonta a

similar pigment has been made.

Directory of Mineral Paint Manufacturers.

(Metallic paint.)

Clinton Metallic Paint Co Clinton.

Rossie Iron Ore Paint Co
t

Ogdensburg.

Oneonta Mineral Paint Co Oneonta.

Ontario Metallic Paint Co Rochester.

Delaware Mining, Milling and Manufacturing Co., Roxbury.

Wm. Connors (also slate) Troy.

Ochre.

Bruno, Grosche & Co New York.

Shale.

Elko Mineral Paint Co , Randolph.

Slate.

William Connors (also met. pt.) Troy.

Francis Thomas Troy.

Robert A. Hall Whitehall.



Salt.

The salt industry of New York is of great importance.

Originally Syncuse was the center of this industry, but since the

discovery of rock salt in and near the Genesee valley from which

richer brines can be obtained than at Syracuse, the center of the

industry has been transferred to this new district and the manu-

facture of salt at Syracuse will gradually diminish.

The salt mines of the Ketsof, Lehigh, Livonia and Greigsville

companies produce immense quantities of salt for the beef and

pork packing industries, and in i his respect are not directly com-

petitors of the companies manufacturing salt from brine. About

15 miles south of Syracuse the Solvay Process Company having

found rock salt in great quantity, by boring a large number of

wells and availing itself of an abundant water supply is, by the

aid of gravity, enabled to bring to its works at Syracuse through

a pipe line, brine in a highly saturated condition. This is the

basis of a very large industry in soda ash. The salt of New
York occurs wholly in the Salina group.

A detailed description of the salt and gypsum deposits of New
York is given in Bulletin No. 11 of the New York State Museum
by Frederick J. II. Merrill. From this publication the following

sketch of the geology of salt in New York is abstracted :

Geology of Salt in New York.

The salt of New York occurs almost exclusively in the Salina

group or, as it is also called, the Onondaga salt group of the

Upper Silurian period which was described by Yanuxem as

follows :

*

" This important group contains all the gypsum masses of

western New York, and furnishes all the salt water of the salines

of the counties of Onondaga and Cayuga. From the point where

the Niagara group terminates at the east, it rests upon the Clin-

ton group ; and as the latter group also comes to its end near the

first district, it reposes there upon the Frankfort slate, upon which

it continues to near the Hudson river.

* Report on the Geology of the.Third District of New York.
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" It forms a part of the high range on the south side of the

Mohawk
;
appearing at the north end of Otsego county, and in

Herkimer and Oneida, being its northern outcrop. It makes its

first appearance by the side of the Erie canal at the east end of

Madison county, and thence west the canal was excavated in the

group.

" The Onondaga salt group may be divided into four deposits.

There are no well-defined lines of division between the deposits
;

but for practical purposes the divisions are sufficiently obvious.

" The first or lowest deposit is the red shale, showing green

spots at the upper part of the mass. *2d. The lower gypseous

shales, the lower part alternating with the red shale, which ceases

with this mass. 3d. The gypseous deposit, which embraces the

great masses quarried for plaster, consisting of two ranges,

between which are the hopper-shaped cavities, the vermicular

limerock of Eaton, and other porous rocks. 4th and lastly.

Those rocks which show groups of needle-form cavities placed

side by side, caused by the crystallization of sulphate of magnesia*

and which may from that circumstance be called the magnesian

deposit.

'•The whole of these deposits are found between Oneida creek

and Cayuga lake. To the east of the creek, they do not all

occur, as will subsequently be made known. They thin out to

the eastward and probably terminate entirely a few miles east

of the Hudson river ; from which point their thickness gradually

increases toward the west, and reaches its maximum in the

counties of Onondaga and Cayuga, where it is not less than

700 feet. The gypsum has not been seen east of the western

part of Oneida county. The red shale comes to its end at the

east end of Herkimer count\^ ; and the whole group is reduced,

in the Helderberg in Albany county to a few feet of light-gray

or lavender-colored compact calcareous rock with pyrites,

separating the Frankfort portion of the Hudson River group

from the water lime series."

The outcrop of the Salina shales is shown on the accompanying

map.

The red shale is fine grained, earthy in fracture and without

regular lines of division. It breaks or crumbles into irregular

fragments. This deposit is not found east of Herkimer county

* 8ulphate of lime most probably.
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and varies in thickness from 100 to nearly 500 feet. The second

member of the series consists of shale and calcareous rock of a

light-green color intermingled with a red shale at its lower part.

But little gypsum occurs in this member. The rock is extremely

porous, easily penetrated by water and falls to pieces at once

on exposure to the air. The third or gypseous deposit, which is

important commercially on account of its plaster beds, is also the

horizon from which the brine springs of Onondaga, Cayuga

and Madison counties were supposed by Vanuxem to have

been derived. The mass of the deposit consists of rather

soft yellowish or brownish shale and slate, both argillaceous

and calcareous. It may be called a gypseous marl. It falls

to pieces when exposed to the weather, breaking in a series

of joints nearly at right angles to each other which give the

rock a rhombic cleavage. In the third district the gypsum of

this horizon does not often occur in layers or veins, it usually

occurs in isolated masses of irregular form. At many points

there appear to be two ranges or levels of these plaster beds, as

they are called, separated by shale containing hopper-shaped

cavities. These cavities, which are from one to ten inches in

diameter, are of much interest for they represent the external

casts of salt crystals, which were probably formed during the

evaporation of the water from the basin in which the Salina

deposits were laid down. But few fossils are found in the Salina

group, for at the time when the shale and gypsum were deposited

the water contained too high a percentage of soluble salts to

support animal life.

The fourth deposit was called the magnesian deposit on account

of the assumption that the needle-like cavities were due to the

cr \ stallization of sulphate of magnesia. As needle like crystals

of sulphate of lime are well known, and as gypsum is abundant

in this horizon, it seems more probable that these needle like

c^stals were crystals of gypsum.

Prof. James Hall* describes the Salina group as follows: Suc-

ceeding the Niagara group is an immense development of shales

and marls with shaly limestones including veins and beds of

gypsum. The general color is ashy approaching drab with some
portions of dark bluish green. The lower part is of deep red

with spots of green. Succeeding this, where protected from

* Geology of the Fourth District.
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atmospheric influences, the rock is blue, like ordinary blue clays,

with bands of red or brown. This portion and that succeeding

it are often green and spotted, and contains seams of fibrous

gypsum and small masses of reddish selenite and compact

gypsum. From this it becomes gradually more gray with a thin

stratum of clayey limestone, which is sometimes dark, though

generally of the same color as the surrounding mass. The forma-

tion terminates upward with a gray or drab limestone called by

Vanuxem the " magnesian deposit." The red shale forming the

lower division of the group is well developed, but in the third

district has not been found west of the Genesee river. It appears

in the eastern part of Wayne county as indicated by the deep

red color of the soil which overlies it.

At Lockville a greenish-blue and marl with bands of red has

been quarried from the bed of the Erie canal. West of the

Genesee this is the last of the visible mass. The red shale has

either thinned out or lost itself, gradually becoming a bluish-

green, while otherwise the lithological character remains the

same. On first exposure it is compact and brittle, presenting an

earthy fracture. But few days are necessary to commence

the work of destruction, which goes on until the whole becomes

a clayey mass. The prevailing features of the second division

of the group are the green and ashy marl with seams of fibrous

gypsum and red or transparent selenite often embracing nodules

of compact gypsum. The third division comprises'all the gypsum

beds of the fourth district which are of economic importance. In

this third division hopper-shapped cavities occur in Wayne and

Monroe counties, but rarely in Genesee or Erie.

There is scarcely any well-defined division between the shales

and shaly limestones of the third division and the so called

magnesian deposit which overlies it. This limestone in the

western part of the State is used extensively for hydraulic

cement and is now worked by the Cummings Cement Company

of Akron and the Buffalo Cement Company.

In their studies of the Salina group, Professors Hall and

Vanuxem found no rock-salt because this soluble mineral can not

remain at the surface. However from various wells and shafts,

sunk during the past 11 years, we have sections of the Salina

group which show the position and relation of the salt beds.
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Producers of Salt in New York State.

Onondaga District.

C. & A. Stillwell " Collamer, N. Y.

Geddes Coarse Salt Co Geddes (via Syracuse), N. Y.

Highland Solar Salt Co.* Liverpool, N. Y.

P. Corckings Syracuse, N. Y.

T. K. Gale " *

M. Prell "

American Dairy Salt Co.* u

Highland Coarse Salt Co "

Salina Coarse and Fine Salt Co. . . .

"

N. E. Loomis, executor "

Turk's Island Coarse Salt Co "

James M. Gere "

William J. Kilian

John White & Co "

P. Rogers & Co "

M. R. Hayes "

H. H. Freeman "

Richard Farrell * "

P. Prendergast , . . .

"

Salt Springs Solar Coarse Salt Co.

.

W. B. Boyd
Syracuse Solar Salt Co.*

Foster, Ely

Cape Cod Coarse Salt Co
Empire Coarse Salt Co
Salina Coarse and Fine Salt Co ... .

"

Western Coarse Salt Co "

Theodore L. Poole "

Draper & Porter "

W. & D. Kirkpatrick *

Union Coarse Salt Co "

Robert Young "

C. B. Murray "

George Brown & Co "

Andrew Martin "

Edward Lynch

Idle in 169 3.
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James Salmon Syracuse, N. Y.

W. A. & J. B. Gere

A. L. Mason "

Duncan W. Peck "

LeRoy Salt Co LeRoy, N. Y., 21 grainers,

13 wells.

Genesee Salt Co. (5 pans, 5 wells) . . Mercantile Exchange, N. Y.

Pavilion Salt Co Pavilion, JNL Y.

Kerr Salt Co Rock Glen, N. Y.

Duncan Salt Co Silver Springs, N. Y.

Pearl Salt Co Warsaw, K Y.

W. C. Gouinlock "

Empire Dairy Salt Co "

Warsaw Salt Co "

Crystal Salt Co "

Hawley Salt Co "

Bradley Salt Co "

Miller Salt Co

Rock Salt.

Retsof Mining Co Retsof, K Y.

Livonia Salt and Mining Co 115 Broadway, N. Y. city.

Lehigh Salt and Mining Co Scranton, Pa.

Greigsville Salt Mining Co Greigsville, N. Y.

Cayuga Lake Salt Co Ludlowville, N. Y.

ILyman. Livonia Station, N\ Y.

J. C. Reed "

Glen fcalt Co Watkins, N. Y.

Gypsum.

Gvpsum is quarried in New York on the outcrop of the Salina

group in Madison, Onondaga, Cayuga, Ontario, Monroe and

Genesee counties. It is chiefly used as a fertilizer in the form of

land plaster, though at Oaklield, Genesee county, a factory has

been established to utilize the gypsum in the manufacture of wall

plaster.
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Graphite.

Graphite of excellent quality is produced near Ticonderoga,

the deposit being controlled by the Dixon Crucible Company of

Jersey City. The mineral occurs in a mica schist and in crystal-

line limestone. It is used in the manufacture of pencils, crucibles,

lubricant and a variety of other purposes.

uartz.

This material is quarried for pottery at Bedford, Westchester

county, and is shipped to Trenton, N. J. White quartz of Pots-

dam age which is quarried at Fort Ann in Washington county,

has been ground for use as a wood filler. It has also been used

at the Troy Iron Works for lining Bessemer converters and

similar refractory purposes.

Glass Sand.

The two chief sources of this material in E"ew York are Ellen

ville, Ulster county, and Durhamville, Oneida county. At the

former locality the quarries are operated by the Crystal Sand

Manufacturing Co. The sand is obtained from the Shawangunk

grit, which is crushed to exceeding fineness. Much of the prod-

uct is sent to the glass works at Corning.

Large glass sand deposits of Quaternary age occur at Durham-

ville near Oneida Lake. They are operated by William Williams.

The smd is not as white nor as tine as that from Ellenville, and

is used for the commoner grades of glassware. Much of it is

shipped to Lockport. The sand contains 97- (j7.5 per cent. Si. 02.



Molding Sand.

Sand for molding is found in Albany county immediately

below the surface soil. When this is removed the sand is

skimmed off to a depth of about six inches. It is quite

extensively shipped from the town of Bethlehem. Near Pough-

keepsie molding sand is obtained from a silicious limestone

which, in decomposing, leaves a fine sand which has been found

very satisfactory for this purpose.

Garnet.

Garnet is mined or quarried in New York State in and

near the valley of the upper Hudson river in Warren county on

the borders of the Adirondack region. It all appears to be of the

common variety, Almandite, and occurs in a formation of

crystalline limestone which appears to form the bed-rock of the

valley in the vicinity of North Creek and Minerva and in gneissic

rocks which adjoin or are intercalated with the crystalline lime-

stone. It is found in segregated masses of varying sizes from

that of a pigeon's egg to a diameter of 20 feet. It is commercially

classified as massive garnet, shell garnet and pocket garnet, the

former being impure from the admixture of other minerals.

The shell garnet is almost entirely pure and the most valuable

for industrial purposes. The pocket garnet is that which occurs

in small segregations or incipient crystals in the gneiss. Garnet

is also found in Delaware county, Pa., where it is quarried under

the name of " Kose" garnet by Herman Behr & Co., to

the extent of about 1,000 tons annually. It occurs there in small

crystals thickly disseminated through a quartzose gneiss. There

is also a deposit of garnet at Chester, Pa., which is worked to
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some extent Large deposits of the mineral have been found in

North Carolina, but its quality is not considered as satisfactory

as that from the Adirondack region. Other deposits are said to

occur in Georgia and Alaska, but no definite information can be

obtained concerning them. Connecticut is also mentioned as a

source of garnet.

This garnet is used almost exclusively in the manufacture of

sandpaper, or garnet-paper, as it is called, which is employed

extensively for abrasive purposes in the manufacture of boots

and shoes. It is also employed to some extent in the wood
manufacturing industry. For metals garnet is not as good as

emery, although some satisfactory results have been obtained

from its use on brass. It has been experimentally mixed with

emery in the manufacture of emery-wheels but without very

satisfactory results. The firms quarrying and using garnet from

the Adirondack region are H. EE. Barton & Co., of Philadelphia,

who control very extensive deposits there; Baeder, Adamson
& Co , of Philadelphia; Herman v ehr & Co., of New York,

who also are interested in the deposits in Delaware county, Pa.;

^Wiggins & Stevens of Boston, who are also interested in

the deposit at Chester, Pa.; the Boston Flint-paper Co., and the

Union Sandpaper Co., of Boston.

In commercial use garnet is found to be harder, sharper and

more lasting than quartz and is preferred to it for certain kinds

of work, although it costs about eight times as much as quartz.

The Adirondack garnet is said to be worth about $40 a ton at

the railroad, although the average value of the mineral through-

out the country is stated to be about $35. The superiority of

garnet to quartz is probably due to the fact of its ready cleavage,

which enables it to present, as it breaks away, new and sharp

cutting edges, whereas quartz, which has no cleavage, becomes

dulled by friction. The only garnet now mined in the Adirondack

region is the pocket garnet, which is used to make the better

grade of garnet-paper. Some of the massive garnet has been

used to make sandpaper for wood-working, and also mixed with

corundum to make emery-wheels. The total production of

Adirondack garnet in 1893 was about 520 tons, but this was much
less than the usual output owing to the general stagnation of

business and the small demand for garnet-paper. For several
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years previous to 1 8'*3 H. II. Barton & Co. are said to have

mined from 800 to 1,000 tons per year. In 18v»3 the shipments

from North Creek amounted to 1,475 tons. During 1894 almost

nothing has been done in the mining of garnet. Only 291 tons

were shipped from Warren county, New York. William Hooper

& Sons of Ticonderoga have recently erected a mill near Minerva

to crush the garnet-bearing rock and separate the garnet by water.

This, if successful, will to some extent revolutionize the garnet

business as many deposits not worth working by hand-sorting

could be made to pay in this way.

Emery.

Emery is quarried at many points in Cortlandt township, West

Chester County, from deposits which occur in the eruptive rocks

known as the " Cortlandt series." It is used by the New York
Emery Company at Peekskill.

Diatomaceous Earth— Infusorial Earth.

This material consists of hydrated silica, and is the accumula-

tion of the minute skeletons of microscopic forms of vegetable

life known as diatoms. It accumulates in the bottoms of ponds

and lakes, and is found in recent as well as Tertiary and Cretace-

ous formations. While the living diatoms are found in all the

waters of the State, deposits of diatomaceous earth have been

reported from only two localities. One of these is in White

lake, town of Wilmurt, Herkimer county, and the other is on the

shore of Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, on the property of

Dr. Oliver Jones. The latter is a fossil deposit in beds probably

of Tertiary age. The White lake deposit is the only one in use

commercially at present. The material is dug from the bottom

of the lake, which covers about four acres, and has a thickness of

two to thirty feet, being covered by about four feet of water. It
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is washed and run through strainers and pipes to settling vats,

where it stands for twenty-four hours. The water is then drawn

olf and the material shoveled into the press. Here it is made
into cakes four feet square and four inches thick. These are

subdivided into cakes one foot square and piled under sheds to

dry. For this information I am indebted to Mr. Thomas W.
Grosvenor, of Herkimer, the proprietor.

The White lake material is at present only used for polishing,

though similar material is used for absorbing nitroglycerine in

the manufacture of dynamite.

The following analysis by Dr. Gideon E. Moore, of New York

city, is furnished by Mr. Grosvenor

:

Water and volatile matter 12.120

Silica 86.515

Alumina 0.449

Ferric Oxide 0.374

Lime 0.120

Undetermined 0.422

100.000

Talc.

This material occurs near Edwards, St. Lawrence county,

N. Y., in a narrow belt several miles long and about a mile wide.

There are several quarries on the line of this belt. It is ground

in mills near Gouverneur under the control of the Asbestos Pulp

Co. .It is chiefly used in the manufacture of paper and a small

quantity is used in soap, paint and other minor purposes. The

annual product is about 30,000 tons, valued at about $2±0,000.

Peat.

This material, which is the residue from the partial decay of

plants in water, is of frequent occurrence but is only used locally

as a fertilizer.



Petroleum and Illuminating Gas.

The occurrence of petroleum in New York was first recorded

by a Jesuit missionary who visited the oil spring at Cuba,

Allegany county, in 1027. Late in the present century the oil

from this spring was highly valued by the Indians for external

applications and was thought to have a highly curative power. It

was widely known under the name of " Seneca oil." The produc-

tion of oil in New York is at present confined to Cattaraugus and

Allegany counties. The Cattaraugus county field is a northward

extension of the Bradford field of Pennsylvania and is continuous

over the State line. The Allegany field is more isolated, although

the oil comes from the same geological horizon. This has been

discussed in great detail by Charles A. Ashburner in the Transac-

tions of American Institute of Mining Engineers for 1SS7 and

does not need detailed consideration here. Within a few weeks

discoveries of oil are reported from Greig in Lewis county, but

the value of the find is uncertain.

Natural illuminating gas was first used in New York at Fre-

donia, Chautauqua county, in 1821. This material is still in use

at the locality in question. Besides Fredonia, at the present time

Buffalo, Honeoye FaUs, Pulaski and Sandy Creek are using

natural gas for heating and illuminating purposes and a well is

being bored in the vicinity of Oswego. Gas wells have been

bored tentatively at a large number of places in New York State

and small quantities of gas have been found, but the enterprises

have not been financially successful. At present many of the

wells in Buffalo have ceased to yield and a large quantity of the

natural gas now consumed in that city is brought in pipe-lines

from Canada.

On the economic map the oil pools are shown as mapped by

C. A. Ashburner and corrected to 1S93 by D. A. Yan Ingen, who
has written a brief sketch of the oil districts.
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PETROLEUM.

By D. A. Van Ingen.

Petroleum in New York State.

The oil territory in Xew York State is a continuation of the

Bradford field of Pennsylvania. The counties of Cattaraugus

and Allegany contain almost all the developed territory for oil.

The first drilling was done at Limestone in Cattaraugus county

in 1865, followed b}^ wells at Petrolia and Eichburg in Allegany

county in 1881 and 1882, respectively. The oil sand is called

the '•Richburg" in Allegany county, and the "Bradford "in

Cattaraugus county, but many claim them to be identical.

The sandstone is a close, fine-grained rock of a dark-brown color.

The general direction of the strata runs northeast and southwest,

dipping to the southwest from three to twenty-five feet to the

mile. In the southern part of Allegany county a fourth sand,

known as the " Waugh and Porter" is drilled into. This lies

some eighty feet below the " Richburg " sand and seems to be a

different oil sand, although there is much difference of opinion

with regard to it.

The oil varies in color from light yellow to almost black,

although the dark-green oil is by far the most abundant. Its

specific gravity at 10° C. runs from '68° to 45° B. Up to date

about 8,000 wells have been drilled in the State, and some 6,000

are now producing. They started anywhere from five to

2.~>u barrels per day, but now only average sixty-flve-one-hundredths

barrels in Cattaraugus county, and sixty-two one-hundredths bar-

rels in Allegany county. With the oil considerable gas has been

found, but now there is little more than enough to supply fuel

for pumping. " Edge territory "usually produces good gas wells.

I. Allegany Field.

The Allegany field is the towns of Greenwood in Steuben

county, and Andover, Scio, Alma, Bolivar, Wirt, Clarksville and

Genesee in Allegany county. There have been up to December

1, 18'32, 5,3 J7 wells drilled, and about 4,000 are now producing.

On January 1, 1 8»9, 25,105,000 barrels of oil had been taken out.

The greatest daily production was in 1882 when_17,000 barrels
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marked the limit. At present about 2,500 barrels is the daily

production. This field is divided into six pools, viz. : 1. Andover

;

2. Alma P.' O. ; 3. Alma ; 4. Bolivar, Richburg and Wirt

;

5. Waugh and Porter ; 6. Clarksville and Niles.

1. Andover.— This is situated in Greenwood, Steuben county,

and Andover, Allegany county. It was originally drilled for gas

to supply the neighboring towns, and all drilling has been done

by the Mutual Gas Company, of Andover. In all, 15 wells have

been finished since the field was opened in 1889. In depth the

wells run from 800 feet in the valley to 1,300 feet on the hills,

with oil sand from 15 to 95 feet thick. The field gives a good

yield of both gas and oil, the rock pressure being 350 feet on the

average and a yield of one to eight barrels of oil per well per day.

At present all the wells but three are shut in, as this number is

sufficient to furnish the gas needed.

2. Alma P. O.— This really belongs to the Alma pool, but as

there is a dry streak between them it has been treated by itself.

It is very small, covering only five lots in the southwest corner

of the town of Alma. The wells are few and run from 800 to

1,500 feet deep, with only 10 to 20 feet of oil sand. The yield of

oil and gas is very small.

3. Alma.— This pool is a long narrow strip running northeast

and southwest and covering about 30 lots in the town of Alma.

There are about 250 producing wells, yielding about 125 barrels

of oil daily. In depth they run from 1,100 to 1,200 feet, with 15

to 20 feet of producing oil sand. The southwest edge is good gas

territory.

4. Bolivar, Richburg and Wirt.— This is the oldest and

largest part of the Allegany field. It is situated in the towns of

Alma, Scio, Bolivar, Wirt, Genesee and Clarksville. The first

wells drilled were at Richburg, in about the center of the field.

The wells are deep, ranging from 1.400 to 1,800 feet. The Rich-

burg sand is from 25 to 50 feet thick. The yield now is only

a little more than a half barrel a day, but at first ran as high as

100 barrels a day per well.

5. Waugh and Porter.— This pool covers seven lots lying in the

southern part of the town of Bolivar. It was opened in 1 882, and
it was here that the fourth or Waugh and Porter sand was dis-

covered. There are in all 36 wells, yielding about 40 barrels of

oil daily. In depth they run from 1,350 to 1,700 feet. The oil
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sands, the Richburg and Waugh and Porter, are 25 and 2S feet

thick respectively, separated by some 100 feet of shale and slate.

At the outset the yield was about 1 barrels a day.

6. Clarksville and Niles.— These two pools are only about one-

half a mile apart and can almost be considered as one in spite of

the dry streak between. The former covers 15 lots in the towns
of Clarksville and Wirt, and the latter six in the northern part of

Wirt. Clarksville was first drilled in 1883, and has about 250

producing wells, while Niles dates one year earlier with about

110 wells. The wells are from 1,000 to 1,500 feet deep, and
yielded when first shot from 5 to 25 barrels a day, but are now
only doing about half a barrel. The oil sand is thicker in Clarks-

ville than in Niles, being 5 to 60 feet as compared to two to five

feet. The gas pressure is light except on the northern edge,

where it has been recorded as high as 400 pounds to the square

inch.

II. Cattaraugus County Field.

The territory in this county is a continuation of the Bradford

field and comprises part of the towns of Carrollton, Allegany and

Olean. The first drilling was done at Limestone in 18' 5, followed

soon after by exploration at Rock City, Four Mile and Knapp's

Creek. The field may best be considered by dividing it into two,

viz : A. Bradford (proper) ; B. Allegany town.

A. Bradford.— This portion of the field covers about thirty

square miles, its greatest length being twelve and one-half miles

and its average breadth being two and one-half miles. There are

now some 1,850 producing wells, yielding about six-tenths of a

barrel each daily. In depth they run from 1,600 to 1,800 feet with

18 to 60 feet of good oil sand, although it often happens that the

oil sand is badly broken up by shale and slate.

B. Allegany Town.— This field is comparatively new, having

been opened about five years ago. It is situated in the townof Alle-

gany along the Allegheny river, and is about five miles long by

one and one-half wide. There are now about 175 producing wells

yielding each about three barrels daily. The oil sand runs about

18 to 25 feet thick, while the wells are 1,000 to 1,200 feet deep.

At the start the output ran as high as 40 barrels per well. So

far no connection has been made with the Bradford, but there is

no reason why it will not be made some day should the price of

oil go up to allow drilling to pay.



Natural Carbonic Acid Gas.

This material is obtained at Saratoga Springs and vicinity by

boring wells to a depth of about 35 feet. Carbonated waters

flow to the surface and are conducted through pipes to large gas

holders, where the gas is separated from the water and is then

pumped into compressors from which it is forced into steel

cylinders under pressure of about 1,000 pounds to the square

inch. These cylinders when filled are shipped to the consumers,

who use it chiefly in the manufacture of soda water, both for

wholesale and retail sales. At present this gas is shipped

from Saratoga Springs to New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island. In addition to

the large quantities consumed within this State, it is also being

used for refrigerating purposes and in the manufacture of cod

liver oil.

Mineral Waters.

The mineral springs of New York are widely known. In

addition to the revenue from mineral springs used for bathing at

health resorts, a large industry now exists in the bottling and

shipment of mineral waters for domestic consumption.

List of Mineral Springs in New York which are Commercially

Productive.

Adirondack Mineral Springs (H. Y. Knight), Whitehall, Wash-
ington county.

Avon Sulphur Springs (O. D. Phelps), Avon, Livingston county.

Artesian Lithia Spring (C. O. McCreedy), Ballston Spa, Sara-

toga county.
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Cairo White Sulphur Spring (H. K. Lyon), Cairo, Greene

county.

Cayuga Mineral Spring (Lucius Baldwin), Cayuga, Cayuga
county.

Chittenango White Sulphur Springs (W. H. Young), Chit-

tenango, Madison county.

Chlorine Springs (J. L. Grover), Syracuse, Onandaga county.

Clifton Springs (Dr. Henry Foster), Clifton Springs, Ontario

county.

Dansville Springs (J. Arthur Jackson, secretary and manager),

Dansville, Livingston county.

Deep Rock Spring (Deep Rock Spring Co.), Oswego, Oswego
county.

Massena Springs (Shedden & Stearns), Massena, St. Lawrence

county.

Nunda Mineral Springs (Daniel Price), Nunda, Livingston

county.

Reid's Mineral Spring (J. R. McNeil), South Argyle, Washing-

ton county.

Richfield Springs (T. R. Proctor), Richfield Springs, Otsego

county.

Champion Spring (J. Z. Formel), Saratoga Springs, Saratoga

county.

Empire Spring (EL W. Hayes, manager), Saratoga Springs,

Saratoga county.

Excelsior Spring (F. W. Lawrence), Saratoga Springs, Sara-

toga county.

Geyser Springs (Geyser Spring Co.), Saratoga Springs, Sara-

toga county.

Hathorn Spring (Hathorn Spring Co.), Saratoga Springs, Sara-

toga county.

Old Red Spring (E. H. Peters, superintendent), Saratoga

Springs, Saratoga county.

Yichy Springs (L A. James, superintendent), Saratoga Springs,

Saratoga county.

Sharon Springs (John H. Gardner & Son), Sharon Springs,

Schoharie county.

Slaterville Magnetic Springs (W. J. Cams & Son), Slaterville,

Tompkins county.
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Verona Mineral Springs (A. A. Hunt, M. D.), Verona, Oneida

county.

White Sulphur Springs (T. C. Luther), Ballston Spa, Saratoga

county.

White Sulphur Springs (J. Ilochs tatter), Berne, Albany county.

Star Spring, Saratoga Springs.

Elkhorn Spring (Clark Snook), Manlius.

Eoyal Spring (A. Putnam, Jr., president), Saratoga Springs,

Saratoga county.

Lebanon Thermal Spring (P. Carpenter), Lebanon Springs.

Crystal Rock Water Co. (L. G. Deland, president), Fairport.

Victor Spring (H. J. Dickinson, Buffalo), Darien, Genesee

county.

Geneva Magnetic Mineral Spring (C. A. Steele), Geneva, N. Y.,

Ontario county.

Oneita Springs (Oneita Spring Co.), Utica, 1ST. Y., Oneida

county.

Empire Seneca Spring (M. W. Cobb, of Fredonia), Dunkirk,

N. Y., Chautauqua county.

Crystal Spring (Asa D. Baker), Barrington, N. Y., Yates

county.

Great Bear Spring, Fulton, Oswego county.

The following list of New York springs and their analyses

was compiled by Mr. A. C. Peale, of the United States Geological

Survey, an 1 published in Bulletin No. 32 of that organization.
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Mineral Springs of New York.

NAME AND LOCATION.

Adirondack Mineral Springs, White
hall, Washington county.

Albany Artesian Well (500 feet), Al-
bany, Albany county.

Auburn Spring, 4 miles west of Au
burn, Cayuga county.

Avon Sulphur Springs, Avon, Living
ston county.

Ballston Spa Springs, Ballston, Sara
toga county.
Artesian l.ithia Spring
Franklin Spring
Iron Spring
Sans Souci Spring
United States Spring
Washington LIthia Well

Barton Sulphur Spring, near Waverly,
Tioga county.

Byron Acid Spring, Byron, Genesee
county.

Cairo White Sulphur Springs, Cairo,
Greene county.

Calcic springs:
Near Sempronius, Cayuga county
Near Chateaugay, Franklin county
On Otsquago Creek, Stark Town
ship, Herkimer county.

Near Starkville, Herkimer county
At Caledonia, Livingston county .

Near Cartersville, Monroe county.
In southwestern part of Wheatland
Township, Monroe county

In Cather's Cave, near Niagara
Falls, Niagara county.

Near Syracuse, Onondaga county
At Manlius Centre, Onondaga
county.

At Onondaga, Onondaga county..
North of Otisco lake outlet, Onon
daga county.

At Schoharie, Schoharie county...
Four miles northwest of Gouver
neur, St. Lawrence county.

Near Ithaca, Tompkins county
In Washington county

Canoga Springs, Canoga, Seneca county
Cayuga Mineral Spring, 214 miles north
of Cayuga, Cayuga county.

Chalybeate springs:
Five miles northwest of Auburn
Cayuga county.

Four or five miles from West Troy
Albany county.

South of Canaan Centre, Columbia
county.

Livingston, Columbia county .

.

Near Sidney Plains, Delaware
county.

Two miles from Bloomville, Dela
ware county.

Three miles above Walton, Dela-i
ware county.

Near Upton pond, Dutchess county
Near Kline's Corners, Dutchess
county.

Near Williamsville, Erie county...
Two miles north of Elba, Genesee
county

.

North part of Warren Township,
Herkimer county.

Bethel, in Stark Township, Herki-
mer county.

South part of Pittsford Township,
Monroe county.

Near Lewiston, Niagara county

—

Van Buren Township, Onondaga
county.

Near West Point, Orange county. .

.

Shawangunk Mt., Orange county..

200

5

i,*666'

Character of the
water.

Chalybeate.

.

Saline

Sulphureted

do

Saline,
do .

do .

do .

do .

do .

Acid

Sulphureted . .

.

Remarks.

Used commercially.

Has a local reputation
and is sold to small
extent.

Used commercially and
as a resort.

Resort.

Used commercially.

do

Resort.

Unimproved

.

do

Used commercially.

Used locally for medic-
inal purposes.

Unimproved

.
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Mineral Springs of New York — {Continued).
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NAME AND LOCATION.

Chalybeate springs — (Continued) :

Near Sand Lake, Rensselaer county
In Richmond county
Between West Neck and Lloyd's
Neck, Suffolk county.

Near North Blenheim, Schoharie
county.

In Steuben county
Three miles from Sag Harbor, Suf-
folk county.

Horton's Point, Suffolk county
Hudson's Point, Riverhead, Suffolk
county.

East Hampton, Suffolk county
At Little Cow Harbor, Suffolk
count v.

At North Salem, Westchester
county.

Chappaqua Spring, Chappaqua, West-
chester county.

Cherry Valley Phosphate Spring,
Cherry Valley, Otsego county.

Cherry Valley Springs, Cherry Valley,
Otsego county.

Chittenango White Sulphur Springs,
Chittenango, Madison county.

Chlorine Springs, Syracuse, Onondaga
county.

Clifton Springs, Clifton Springs, On-
tario county.

Clinton Spring, Cliff street, New York,
New York countv.

Columbia White Sulphur Springs, 4
miles north of Hudson, Columbia
county.

Crystal Springs, Crystal Spring, Yates
county.

Dansville Springs, Dansville, Living
ston county.

Darien Mineral Spring, Darien Centre
Genesee county.

Darrow Spring, south of Baldwinsville
Onondaga county.

Deep Rock Springs, Oswego, Oswego
county.

Diamond Rock Mineral Well, William-
son, Wayne county.

Doxtatter's Mineral Well (Longmuir's
Well), Rochester, Monroe county.

Dryden Springs, y, mile west of Dry-
den, Tompkins county.

Elkhorn Springs, north of Manlius
Village, Onondaga county.

Excelsior Spring, Syracuse, Onondaga
county.

Fairport Mineral Springs, Fairport,
Monroe county

.

Florida Springs, Florida Township,
Montgomery county.

Franklin Springs, Cowlesville, Wyom-
ing county.

Grove Springs, near Hammondsport,
Steuben county.

Halleck's Spring, near Westmoreland,
Oneida county.

Harrowgate Springs, Rensselaer
county, 3 miles from Albany.

Kingsley Springs, near Marion, Wayne
county.

Lebanon Thermal Spring, Lebanon
Springs, Columbia county.

Lockport Mineral Spring, \y> miles
north of Lockport, Niagara county.

Madrid Springs, Madrid Springs, St.
Lawrence county.

1,250+

1,000

40?

30,000

a a,

H

49^

49

54

50

44

52

(48
to

(54
50

Character of the
water.

Sulphureted . .

.

do

Saline

Sulphureted . .

.

Saline, sulphur
eted.

Alkaline, calcic.

Acid

Calcic, sulphur.

Sulphureted, sa-
line.

Sulpho saline . .

.

Saline, sulphur-
eted.

Chalybeate and
sulphureted,
saline.

Saline, sulphur-
eted.

Saline

Sulphureted, etc.

Sulphureted ....

Saline.

Sulphureted

Saline?

Chalybeate.

.

Saline

Remarks.

Small and unimportant

Unimportant.

Not used at present.

Resort.

Qsed commercially and
as a resort.

Resort.

do

Sanitarium and resort.

Used commercially.

Has a local reputation.

Used commercially and
as a resort.

Used commercially and
as a resort.

Used for bathing.

|
Resort.

Local resort.

Used commercially and
as a resort.

Has a local reputation.

Local resort.

Resort.

Was improved and used
as a resort about 1838
to 1840, but is now un-
improved .

Unimproved.

Used commercially and
as a resort.

Unimproved, but used
by residents of Lock-
port.

Unimproved at present.
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Mineral Springs of New York— {Continued).

NAME AND LOCATION.

Massena or St. Regis Springs, St.
Lawrence county.

Massena Sulphur Springs, 3 miles east
of Syracuse, Onondaga county.

Mineral Springs, \yz miles northwest
of Cayuga, Cayuga county.

Mineral Springs, Mineral Springs, Scho-
harie county.

Mineral springs

:

At Watervliet Centre, Albany
county.

At Montezuma, Cayuga county
Near Crown Point, Essex county.

.

Northwestern part of Columbia
Township, Herkimer county.

Two miles northeast of Pittsford,
Monroe county.

North of Elbridge, Onondaga
county.

At Quaker Springs, Saratoga
county.

Monroe Springs, 5 miles from Roches-
ter, Monroe county.

Nanticoke Sulphur Springs, near
Lamb's Corners, Broome county.

Nunda Mineral Springs, Nunda, Liv-
ingston county.

Oak Orchard Acid Springs, Alabama,
Genesee county.

Pitcher Springs, Pitcher Springs, Che-
nango county.

Pittsford Sulphur Springs, Olcott's
farm, northwest part of Pittsford
Township, Monroe county.

Reid's Mineral Spring, South Argyle,
Washington county.

Richfield Springs, Richfield Springs,
Otsego county.

Riga Mineral Springs, Riga, Monroe
county.

Sauquoit Sulphur. Spring, near Sau-
qu >it, Oneida county.

Saratoga Springs, Saratoga county
Champion Spring

Columbian Springs.

Congress Spring

Crystal Springs.
Ellis Spring
Empire Spring..

Eureka Spring

Excelsior Spring .

Flat Rock Spring.

Geyser Spring

Hamilton Spring ,

Hathorn Spring.

.

High Rock and Apollis Springs

Indian Encampment Spring.
Lake Sulphur Spring
Minnehaha Spring
Monroe Spring
Old Red Spring

Pavilion Spring

Putnam Springs

Saratoga A (or alum) Spring.

2,500

129

900+

1,000

12,000

24

49^

Character of the
water.

Saline, sulphu
reted.

Sulphureted

Sulphureted,
chalybeate, car-
bonated.
Saline
do

Saline, sulphu-
reted.
Saline ?

Sulphureted.

do

Saline

Acid and chaly
beate.

Sulphureted

Carbonated, sa-
line.

Sulphureted,
chalybeate and
saline.

Carbonated, cha-
lybeate.

Saline

Saline
ated.

Saline
ated.

Saline

Saline carbon
ated.

Saline carbon
ated.

Saline carbon
ated.

Saline carbon
ated.

Saline carbon
ated.

Saline carbon
ated.

Saline carbon-
ated.

Saline carbon-
ated.

Saline carbon-
ated.

Used commercially and
as a resort.

Has local reputation
and is sold.

Unimproved at present;
was once a resort.

Unimportant.

Sold to some extent.

Unimproved,

do

Resort and water is

sold.
Used commercially.

Once a resort.

Local resort.

Resort.

Unimproved.

Resort.
Used commercially,

do

do

Surface spring.
Used commercially.

Not in general use at
present.

Used commercially.

do

do

do

Abandoned.

Used commercially.

Not used commercially
at present.

Used commercially.
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Mineral Springs of New York— {Continued).
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NAME AND LOCATION.

Saratoga Springs— (Continued).
Saiatoga Seltzer Spring

Star Spring (formerly Walton or
Iodine Spring).

Triton Spring (Kissingen)
Union Spring

United States Spring.
Vichy Spring

Walton Spring (same as Star)
Washington Spring

White Sulphur Springs
Seneca Spa or Deer Lick Springs, 4

miles east of Buffalo, Erie county.
Sharon Springs, Sharon Springs, Scho-
harie county.

Shee's Spa, McDonough Township,
Chenango county.

Slaterville Magnetic Springs, Slater-
ville, Tompkins county.

Spencer Springs, Spencer, Tioga
county.

Sulphur springs

:

At Wendell's Hollow, near Albany,
Albany county.

At Coeymaus, Albany county
At Guilderland, Albany county
Four miles west of Rensselarville,
Albany county.

Two miles west of Auburn, Cayuga
county.

One and one-half miles north of
Auburn, Cayuga county.

Two miles north of Union Springs.
Cayuga county.

Near Randolph, Cattaraugus
county.

Near Van Buren Harbor, Chautau-
qua county

.

Near Fredonia, Chautauqua county
Near Sheridan, Chautauqua county
Near Laona, Chautauqua county .

.

Two miles from Norwich, Che-
nango county.

Near Pharsalia, Chenango county..
Near Beekmantown, Clinton
county.

Near Kinderhook,Columbia county
Near Millers, in Claverack Town-
ship, Columbia county.

At Oakhill, near Catskill, Columbia
county.

At Preble, Cortland county
Three miles from Chehocton, Dela-
ware county.

Near Amenia, Dutchess county
At Grand Island. Erie county
In Amherst Township, Erie county,
Clarence Township, Erie county. .

.

One and one-half miles west of
Durham, Greene county.

One mile from Catskill, Greene
county.

Three-fourths mile west of Athens,
Greene county.

Four miles west of Athens, Greene
county.

Near Richfield Springs, Warren
Township, Herkimer county.

Near Starkville, Herkimer county,
Near Winfield, Herkimer county .

.

In Danube Township, Herkimer
county.

At Mohawk, Herkimer county
Near Newville, Herkimer county.

.

too

12

240'

2,400 +

2,700?

an
2s

Character of the
water.

Saline carbon
ated.

Saline carbon-
ated.

Saline carbon
ated.

Alkaline, saline
carbonated.

Carbonated sa-
line.

Sulphureted

Alkaline and sa-
line, sulphur-
eted.

Sulphureted

Remarks.

Not used commercially
at present.

Used commercially.

do
do

do

do

Used for bathing.

Used commercially and
as a resort.

Used commercially and
as a resort.

Unimproved

.

do

do
Unimportant.

Unimproved

.

do

do

do

Used locally.
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Mineral Springs of New York— {Concluded).

NAME AND LOCATION.

Number

of

springs.

Flow

in

gallons

per

hour.

Temperature

(Degrees

Fahr.).

Character of the
water. Remarks.

Sulphur springs— (Continued).
Near Martinsburg, Lewis county..

.

Used locally.

Used locally for medic-
inal purposes.

Weak and unimportant.

Unimportant.

Unimportant.
Unimportant.

Unimportant.
Only one spring util-
ized.

Unimproved.

Unimproved.

Used to some extent
commercially and as a
resort.

Used commercially.

Unimportant.

At Caledonia Livingston county
One-half mile'south of Spencerport.
Monroe county.

In Crcites To^vustiip, IVlonroe county
Tn "M"<*nHnn Tnwnchin ATonroP
county.

In Deep Hollow valley, northwest-
ern part of Rochester, Monroe
county.

Tn ^locrsiTn PAiintvr tyiIIaq frOTH1 Ll lllCtgctltt L, U LI LI L \
t

4 lllllCS 11 Win
Tonawanda.

Near Niagara Falls, Niagara county
Above Lewiston, Niagara county.

.

North part of Pendleton Township
Niagara county.

West of Elbridge, Onondaga county
South of Manlius village, Onondaga
county.

Tn PflrnthfPQ (7\ Triwnchin C\yi r\nAll l_ C*I UlilClS \ l } XKJ \\ J_l»lllL»j \J LlKJLl-

daga county.
Near Syracuse, Onondaga county.

.

i^cai opnt JA'jLrv, w Liu llu a. tuuuiy ,

.Lcike Sodom, ne9.r A££inlius Centre
Onondaga county.

iii Lick rojciic i kjw uoiii}Jt \JisKJii{iciS3.

county.
At outlet of Canandaigua lake,
Ontario county.

Two and one-half miles from New-
ViiiT*crn Draticrp f»niintv

In New Windsor Township, Orange
county.

In Hollcy, Orleans county 2
11 ui iii cuu vi ±x\jj 9 rvclls stricter
county.

Nejii* vv txterloo Seneca county
Neur C&mptoell Steuben county
At Jasper. Steuben county !!!!

1

10
Near Hammondsport, Steuben
county.

Two and one-half miles southwest
of Sag Harbor, Suffolk county.

West of Springtown, Ulster county.
Two miles southeast of Ithaca,
Tompkins county.

In Sodus Township, Wayne county
At Clyde, Wayne county 3

4Near Marion, Wayne county

Sulphur well, Peterson's farm, north-
west of Rochester, Monroe county.

Sulphuric acid springs:
North part of Alabama Township,
Oenese© county.

In Elba Township, Genesee county.
Near South Byron, Genesee county.

Union Springs, Union Springs, Cayuga
county.

Vallonia Springs, Vallonia Springs

2 10 Sulphureted and
chalybeate.

Broome county.
Verona Mineral Springs, near Verona,
Oneida county.

Victor Spring, Darien Centre, Genesee
county.

Yates Sulphur Springs, 1 mile south of
Chittenango, Madison county.

Yellow Spring, Southampton (Long

4

1

160-+

40

43

Chalybeate
Island), Suffolk county.

1

i
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Analyses of Mineral Springs in New York.

CONSTITUENTS. Adirondack
Spring.

Albany Artesian Well.
Auburn

Spring, West
Auburn.

Grains
per gallon.*

5.14
5.32

18.54
i6.a
0.02

Trace
5.04

11 13

Grains
per gallon. b

40.00

Grains
per gallon. c

40.00

•

per gallon .a

32.00
16.00

32.00
12.00

Lithium carbonate
Manganese carbonate
Iron carbonate e8.00 8.00

120 00
2^60
6.00

Magnesium sulphate
14.34 504.00 472.00

4.00

Trace.
0.74

2.00

Silica

76.89 600.00

Cubic inches.

568.00 153.60

Gases.
Sulphureted hydrogen

Cubic inches. Cubic inches. Cubic inches.
12.00

Carbonic acid 67.27 184.00

Total 67.27 184.00 208.00 12.00

CONSTITUENTS.

Avon Sulphur Springs.

Upper Spring.f Lower Spring.
New Bath
Spring.

Congress Hall
Spring.

Solids.
Grains

per gallon. g
8.00
16.00
84.00
10.00
18.40

Grains
per gallon. d

29.33
13.73
57.44
49.61

Grains
per gallon. c

26.96
88.72
3.52
8.08
5.68

Grains
per gallon. h

9.25
21.02
27.61
19.07
29.11

8.41
i Trace.

Sodium sulphide
99.55

Total

Gases.

136.40 158.52 82.96 205.61

Cubic inches.
12.00
5.60

Cubic inches.
10.02
3.92
0.56
5.42

Cubic inches.
31.28

Cubic inches.
27.63
22.04
0.97
3.88

17.60 19.92 | 54.52

a C. Collier, analyst,
d J. R. Chilton, analyst.
8 J. Hadley, analyst.

b Wm. Meade, analyst (1827). c L. C. Beck, analyst (1842).
e With silica. f Same as Middle Spring of Beck's report,

h H. M. Baker, analyst (1874). i Contains iodine and bromine.
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Analyses of Mineral Springs in New York— {Continued).

CONSTITUENTS.

Ballston Spa Springs.

Sans Souci
Spring.

Artesian
Lithia Spring,

Franklin Ar-
tesian Well. United States.

Washington
Lithia Well
(Old Conde
Dentonian).

Solids.
Sodium carbonate ...

Sodium bicarbonate
Calcium carbonate
Calcium bicarbonate . .

.

Magnesium carbonate. .

Magnesium bicarbonate.
Strontium bicarbonate..
Lithium bicarbonate
Iron carbonate
Iron bicarbonate
Barium bicarbonate
Sodium sulphate
Potassium sulphate
Sodium phosphate
Sodium biborate
Sodium chloride
Potassium chloride
Sodium bromide
Calcium fluoride
Sodium iodide
Alumina
Silica
Organic matter

Grains
per gallon.

&

12.66

Grains
per gallon.b

11.93

"238!i6

Grains
per gallon. c

94.60

'202. 33

39.10

'5.
"95

0.87
7.75

177.87
Trace

6.78

1.61
1.23

1.30

"i!66

0.52
0.05

Trace
750.03
33.28
3.64

Trace
0.12
0.08
0.76

Trace

0.76
0.01

Trace
659.34
33.93
4.67

Trace
24

0.26
0.74

Trace

Grains
per gallon.d

16.88

f 29.20

5!76

Grains
per gallon. e

34.40

i73!48

158.35
0.19
15.51

2.30
4.74

424.96

Trace
Trace
645.48

9.23
2.87

Trace
0.22
0.40
1.03

Tract

Total

Gases.
Carbonic acid . .

.

1,233.25

426.114

1,184.37 486.56 1,047.70

CONSTITUENTS.

Solids.
Calcium carbonate
Magnesium carbonate . .

.

Magnesinm bicarbonate.
Iron carbonate
Iron bicarbonate
Sodium hyposulphite
Sodium sulphate
Calcium sulphate
Strontium sulphate
Magnesium sulphate
Sodium phosphate
Sodium chloride
Calcium chloride
Potassium chloride
Magnesium chloride ... .

Lithium chloride
Iron sesquichloride
Sodium sulphide
Calcium sulphide
Alumina
Silica
Sulphur
Loss
Organic matter

Total

Sulphureted hydrogen.
Carbonic acid

Chittenango Springs.

White Sul-
phur Spring.

Grains
per gallon.c

22.02

' '6.'08

0.21
81.42

Trace
1.95

1.04

"6-16

Trace

"
0.12

0.08
0.28

Trace

107.36

Cubic inches.
0.884
20.480

Cave Spring.

Grains
per gallon.c

0.16
0.26

106.12
Trace

7.59

1.57

'6!23

0.39
1.12
0.22
0.52

Magnesia
Spring.

Grains
per gallon.c

20.78
0.32
0.02

115.09
Trace
12.72

Trace

0.75
0.93

Trace
0.58

Cubic inches.
2 754
15.934

Cubic inches.
5.623
19.436

Clifton
Springs Sul-
phur Spring.

Grains
per gallon g

7.76
69.20

16.48

Trace

133.68

Cubic inches.
Present
Present

Columbia
White Sul-

phur Springs.

a John H. Steele, analyst (1830). b C. F. Chandler, analyst (1868). c C. F. Chandler, analyst,
d L. C. Beck, analyst. e C. F. Chandler, analyst (1869). f With iron oxide. g J. R. Chilton,
analyst (1852). h Atwood, analyst.
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Analyses of Mineral Springs in New York— {Continued).

CONSTITUENTS. Barton Sulphur
Springs.

Cherry Valley Springs

Bath-house
Spring. bath-house.

x nospnate
Spring.

Solids.
Grains

per galIon. a.

11.12
3.65
1.99

Grains
per gallon.b

Grains
per gallon.c

Grains
per gallon*c

9.41
17.82

14.75
9.96
2.45

2.87
4.58
0.62

6.95
11.08
57.68
24.56

0.20 149.46 5.27

13.77
0.472.05 12.44

2.80
2.13

Potassium chloride 0.11 2.49
3.68
0.60

|
0.36

\
0.36

1.16
1.52

Silica 3.64 0.62
Sulphur
Organic matter 0.28
Carbonic acid 2.62

Total 31.73 140.71 184.88 28.20

Gases.
0.20

CONSTITUENTS.

Cherry Valley
Springs.

Yates Sulphur
Springs.

Doxtatter's, or
Longmuir's

Well, Roches-
ter.

Verona Mineral
Springs.

Phosphate
Spring.

Solids.
Grains

per gallon.d
Grains

per gallon. e
7.04

Grains
per gallon. e

g 11.84

Grains
per imp. gal f

38.47
17.27
0.01
0.20
0.04

41.13
0.47

46
Trace

0.02
0.01
0.60

Trace
Trace

0.68

Manganese bicarbonate

13.28

J
102.00

55.92

s

63.19

Sodium chloride 1.12 562.8!)

82.61
4.06
27.11
2.37

52.16

Trace
0.14
0.29

Trace
Silica 0.59

Trace

Total 61.32 123.44 119.92 781.29

Gases.
Sulphureted hydrogen

Cubic inches. Cubic inches. Cubic inches.
17.28

Trace

Cubic inches.

a F. F. Thomas, analyst. b J. R. Chilton, analyst. c Perkins, analyst. d C. F. Chandler
analyst (1876). e L. C. Beck, analyst (1842). f Peter Collier, analyst (1870). g With magne-
sium carbonate and iron oxide.
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Analyses of Mineral Springs in New York— {Continued).

CONSTITUENTS.
Crystal
Springs.

Deep Rock
Mineral
Spring.

Florida
Spring.

Halleck's
Spring.

Solids.
Farts

in 100. a
Grains

per gallon.b
Grains

per gallon. cU
22.14

Grains
per gallon.d

18.19
8.32
6.97
0.71

40.00

308.18
1.39
5.88 624.00

104.00
149.08
10.25 32.00

6. is
2.01

Magnesia .008

.008

.001
Trace.
Trace.

.001

.003
Trace.

.012

.001

Lime
Iron oxide Trace.
Alumina Trace.

0.79Silica 71.70
Soda

Carbonic acid (combined)
Sulphuric acid Trace.

1.78Loss

Total 0.029 559.18 48.39 800.00

Gases. Cubic inches. Cubic inches. Cubic inches. Cubic inches.
Trace.

Sulphureted hydrogen Trace.
Trace.

3.765
32.169Carbonic acid • Undetermined. Trace.

CONSTITUENTS.
Lebanon
Thermal
Spring.

Nunda
Mineral
Springs.

Chlorine
Spring.

Excelsior
Spring.

Lockport
Mineral
Spring.

Solids.
Grains

per gallon. e
2.41
4.04

Grains
per gallon. f

Grains
per gallon. g

Grains
per gallon. g

Grains
per gallon. h

CalciHin carbonate 104.10
1.05

184.41

22.38 15.24 9.27

38.63 36.45 5.72
Potassium sulphate 1.04

1.06
0.96
O.02
0.94
0.45
3.25
10.21

Magnesium sulphate 203.58
6 82 646.42 538.53 111.42

Iron oxide Present.
J

05

0.90
Trace.

3.21

Trace.
000.12 j

1.02
Silica 0.29

26.28 13.16
45.08
3.52

11.0417169
0.15

17.86

1.57
2.36

Present. Present.

24.38 500.08 751.86 668.24 194.14

Cubic inches.
2.86
5.79

Gases.
Sulphureted hydrogen

Cubic inches. Cubic inches. Cubic inches. Cubic inches.

6.48
2.00
3.52

a J. Fowler, analyst (1880). b S. H. Douglas, analyst (1871). c C. F. Chandler, analyst (1870).

d J. Noyes, analyst. e H. Dussance, analyst. f S. A. Lattimore, analyst (1878). g Charles A.
Goessman, analyst (1868). h J. Hadley, analyst (1861).
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Analyses of Mineral Springs in New York— {Continued).

CONSTITUENTS.

Sharon Springs.

White
Sulphur
Spring.

Magnesia
Spring.

Grains
per gallon .a

Red
Sulphur
Spring.

Gardner
Magnesia
Spring.

Spring.

Solids.
Sodium bicarbonate

Grains
per gallon

.

a
Grains

per gal Ion. b
0.49
12 93
0.69
90.64
18.96

< 33

I 0.73
0.07

0.89

0.45

Grains
jicr gallon. c

0.54
9.70
1.36

93.50
19.68
1.23
0.44
0.16

0.63

0.40

Grains
per gallon.

a

Calcium bicarbonate
TVT s\ trr) psi 11m hipn rhnnato

1 c*\ 11m <i 1 1 nVi n r i

>

24.00
85.40
34.00

\ 2.70

30.50
76.00
22.70

3.00

32.00
77.50
7.50

|
2.58

flffnp^i 11m en 1 i~\Y\ a fp

Sodium chloride
Magnesium chloride
Calcium chloride
Calcium sulphide

|
3.00 0.50

Silica

Total 149.10 132.70

Cubic inches.
3.30

132.18 127.64

Cubic inches.
6.00
2.22
3.00

119.50

Cubic incites.Gases. Cubic inches.
20.50

Cubic inches.
10.50
4.58
4.00

CONSTITUENTS.

Sharon Springs.

Chalybeate
Spring.

Gardner
Magnesia
Spring.

Red Sulphur
Spring.

White
Sulphur
Spring.

Solids.
Grains

per gallon. d
Grains

per gallon. e
0.34
6.73
0.80

Grains
per gallon. e

0.34
8.97
0.41

Grains
per gallon.!

Magnesium carbonate 8.96
3.74
63.80

Trace.
8.15
1 40

93.59 96.64 55.84
Potassium sulphate

19.68 18.96 21.29

1.23
0.16
0.43

0.33
0.06
73

1.12

1.20
gl.12

J
6.25

0.40

0.89

45Silica
28.48

114.53

Cubic inches.

129.52

Cubic inches.
6.00
2.21
3.00

127.78 80.48

Cubic inches.
8.00

Gases. Cubic inches.
10.48
4.56
4.00

11.21 19 04 8.00

a Lawrence Reid. analyst (1845). b J. G. Pohle, analyst. c J. G. Pohle. analyst (1865).
d Malsche, analyst (1861). e Lawrence Reid, analyst. f J. R. Chilton, analyst. g With
extractive matter.
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Analyses of Mineral Springs in New Yoek — {Continued).

CONSTITUENTS.

Oak Orchard acid Springs.

Spring No. 1.
Spring
No. 27

Oak Orchard Acid Water.

Solids.
Sodium sulphate

Grains
per gallon.

a

6.34
74.89
5.52

21.69
35.60

Grains
per gallon.b

Grains
per gallon. c

Grains
per gallon.d

3.16
13.72
2.48
6.41
8.49

Parts in
1,000.

e

0.12
1.11
0.11
0.37
0.46
0.43

Parts in
1,000.

f

0.09
1.12
0.08
0.32
0.53
0.42

39.60 12.41

Aluminium sulphate . .

.

Magnesium sulphate
9.68
8.28 4.98

39.23
28.62
2.44
4 59

14.32 32.22
1.43
3.33

sodium chloride 0.04
0.07Silica 1.04 1.84 0.06

Trace.
Trace.

2.01
3.28
82.96

10.88
129.06

6.65
133.31Sulphuric acid 134.73 2.01

314.42 159.16 198.40 211.20 4.67 4.68

CONSTITUENTS.

Solids.
Calcium carbonate
Calcium bicarbonate...
Magnesium carbonate.

.

Magnesium bicarbonate
Iron bicarbonate
Sodium hyposulphate .

.

Sodium sulphate
Sodium hydrosulphate.
Calcium sulphate
Potassium sulphate
Strontium sulphate
Magnesium sulphate . .

.

Barium sulphate
Sodium phosphate
Calcium phosphate
Sodium ch'oride
Calcium chloride
Potassium chloride
Magnesium chloride
Lithium chloride
Magnesium bromide
Sodium sulphide
Sodium and calcium
sulphide

Calcium sulphide
Calcium & magnesium
sulphides

Alumina
Silica
Organic matter

Total

.

Gases.
Sulphureted hydrogen.
Carbonic acid

Massena
or St.
Regis

Springs.

Grains
per gall.g

4.85

0.49
4.21
0.50

1.32

76! 79

0.51
29.93

0.67
1.40

m 11.18

Cub. in.
5.307

Massena
Sulphur
Springs.

Grains
per gallh

14.80

68.40

'ioiss

10.64

104.72

Cub. in.

Richfield Springs.

Name of
spring

unknown

Grains
per gall.i

6.96

il'.M

20.00

1 1.49

2.00

n" 153 ."50

225.79

Cub. 'in.
24.24

Sulphur
Spring.

Grains
per gall.i

24.47

6.01
0.24

22.29

'67\39

32.82

21.73

"'8!23

6.22

0.10
1.35

190.85

Cub. in.
3.6288
2.9412

White
Sulphur
Spring.

Grains
per gall.ls.

31.74
Trace.

0.38
112.34

1.67
0.01
5.15

Trace.

Trace.
0.52

0.02

'i.'72

Trace.
0.64

Cub. in.
14.206

Iron
Spring.

Grains
per gall.i

11.71

0.30

'5.66

Cub. in.

"'15:9236

Magnesu
Spring.

Grains
per gall.i

16.11

3.97
0.13

18.81

10.20

"i'.bi

1.17

106.38

a Silliman & Norton, analysts. b J. R. Chilton, analyst. c E. Emmons, analyst. d Portor.
analyst. e H. Erni, analyst (1850). f W. J. Craw, analyst (1850). g Ford F. Mayer, analyst,
h L. C. Beck, analyst. i Lawrence Reid, analyst. j Theo. Deecke, analyst. k C. F. Chandler,
analyst. 1 With magnesium chloride. m With silicate of soda. n Undetermined matter.
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Analyses of Mineral Springs in New York— {Continued).

CONSTITUENTS.

Solids.
Sodium carbonate
sodium bicarbonate
Calcium carbonate
Calcium bicarbonate —
Magnesium bicarbonate.
Strortium bicarbonate .

Lithium bicarbonate —
I ron carbonate
Iron bicarbonate
Barium bicarbonate
Potassium sulphate
Sodium phosphate
Sodium biborate
Sodium chloride
Potassium chloride
Potassium bromide
Sodium bromide
Calcium fluoride
Sodium iodide
Alumina
Silica
Organic matter

Total

Gases.
Atmospheric air.
Azote
Carbonic acid

Saratoga Springs.

Champion
Spouting
Spring.

Grains
per gallon.

&

17.62

227.07
193.91
0.08
6.25

0.65
2.08
0.25
0.01

Trace.
702.24
40.45

3.58
Trace

.

0.23
0.46
0.70

Trace.

1,195.58

Columbian
Springs.

Grains
per gallon.

h

15.40
68.00

46.71

'"5i58

267.00

Trace.

2.56

2'.65

407.30

4.50

'272!66

Crystal
Springs.

Grains
jier gallon. c

10.06

101.88
75.16

Trace.
4.33

2.04
0.73
2 16

Trace.
Trace.
328.47

0.41
Trace.

0.06
0.31
3.21

Trace.

527.15

317.45

Congress Spring.

Grains
per gallon. 6.

8.98
98.10

95.79

5.07

385.00

Trace.

3.50

'iiso

597.94

7.00

'3ii'.66

CONSTITUENTS.

Solids.
Sodium carbonate
Sodium bicarbonate
Calcium carbonate
Calcium bicarbonate
Magnesium carbonate . .

.

Magnesium bicarbonate.
Strontium bicarbonate .

.

Lithium bicarbonate
Iron carbonate
Iron bicarbonate
Barium bicarbonate
Sodium sulphate
Potassium sulphate
Sodium phosphate
Sodium biborate
Sodium chloride
Potassium chloride
Potassium bromide
Sodium bromide
Calcium fluoride
Sodium iodide
Iron oxide
Alumina
Silica
Organic matter

Total

Gases.
Atmospheric air.
Carbonic acid

Saratoga Springs.

Congress Spring.

Grains
per gallon.

a

10.77

148.40

121.76
Trace.

4.76

0.34
0.93

0.89
0.02

Trace.
400.44
8.05

8.56
Trace.

0.14

Trace.
0.84

roo.iKj

Grains
per gallon. g

0.56

il6*66

56i80

385.44

Trace!

4.02
0.64

Grains
per gallon. h

7.20

86.' i4

78!62

0.84

'6;65

J 5.92

0.32
0.47

Empire Spring.

Grains
per gallon.c

Grains
per gallon. i

9.02 20.85

109.66 141.82

42.96
Trace.

2.08

41.98

0.79
0.07

Trace.

2.77
0.02

Trace.
506.63
4.29

269.70

0.27
Trace.
Trace

.

k 12.00

0.42
1.46

Trace.

a C. F. Chandler, analyst (1871). b John H. Steele, analyst (prior to 1834
analyst. d John H. Steele, analyst. e J. D. Dana, analyst. f With iron,
analysts, London. h J. R. Chilton, analyst (1843). 1 E. Emmons, analyst,
k Or iodine.

i. c C. F. Chandler,
gDavy and Faraday,

j With sodium iodide.
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Analyses of Mineral Springs in New York — {Continued).

Saratoga Springs.

CONSTITUENTS.
Eureka
Spring.

Excelsior
Spring. Flat Rock Spring.

Geyser Spout-
ing Spring.

Solids

.

Grains
per gallon. a.

8.75

Grains
per gallon.b

15.00

Grains
per gallon.c

20.79
60.57

Grains
per gallon.d

9.10

Grains
per gallon. e

71.23

Calcium bicarbonate 41.32
29.34

77.00
32.33

9S.63
29.47
0.01
3.23

168.39
149.34
0.43
9.00

Magnesium bicarbonate—
Strontium bicarbonate

42.70

5.39
3.00 3.22 0.09

0.10
0.98
2.01Barium bicarbonate

1.32

Trace.
0.48 0.32

2.15
0.04

Trace.
108.85
7.99

10.83

Trace.
Trace.
562.08
24.64

166.81 370.64 i48.87
Potassium chloride

1.57 Trace. Trace.
0.32 2.21

Trace.
0.25

Trace.
0.66

Trace.

4.67
0.23
0.53

4.24 1.33
Trace.
Trace.

0.01
0.04
1.34

Trace.Organic matter
4.00
7.00

Total 258.37 514.75 279.65

6.50
287.50

270.53 991.54

Gases.

239.00 250.00 454.08

CONSTITUENTS.

Saratoga Springs.

Hamilton Spring. Hathorn
Spring.

1

High Rock Springs.

Solids.
Grains

per gallon. f
Grains

per gallon.a,
34.25

Grains
per gallon.g

Grains
per gallon.g

Grains
per gallon. f

27.04
92.40

4.29 34.89 17.54
69.2997.99

170.65 131.74
39.06

Magnesium bicarbonate 35.20 176.46
Trace.

11.45

54.92
Trace.

61.59

4.62 5.58
5.39 1.18

1.74
1.48

Trace.
1.61

Trace.
Trace.

Trac •.

509.97
9.60

Sodium chloride 297.30 298.66 390.13
8.50

189.10

Trace. Trace.
1.53

Trace.
0.19
0.13
1.26

Trace.

0.73
Trace.

0.08
1.22
2.26

Trace.

3.00 3.59 2.50
Trace.
Trace.1.00

460.33

4.00
316.00

479.17 888.40 627.56 345.60

5.00
304.00

Gases.

Carbonic acid 320.66 375.75 409.46
1

a Allen, analyst. b Allen, analyst (1879). c John H. Steele, analyst. d C. F. Chandler,
analyst (1885) e C. F. Chandler, analyst (1870). f John H. Steele, analyst (prior to 1038).

g C. F. Chandler, analyst.
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Analyses of Minebal Springs in New York — (Contimied).

Saratoga Springs.

CONSTITUENTS.
Kisssingen or
Triton Spring. Pavilion Spring.

Putnam
Spring.

solids.
Grains

per gallon.a
Grains

per gallon.b
Grains

per gallon.c
4.92

Grains
per gallon.c

67.62 3.76 14.32
52.84

140.56 120.17
56.92

68.80

70.47
Trace.

5.13

76.27
Trace.

9.49

51.60

3.51
Iron bicarbonate i.Sfi 2 57 7.00

99 I 88

1.48 1.68

*"
"6*2i

Trace. 2.03
Trace.

0.19
Trace.
459.90
7.66

338.50
16.98

187.68 214.00

d2.59 Trace.
1.80

Trace.
0.04

Trace.
1.28

0.99
Trace.

07
0.33
3.16

Trace.

Calcium fluoride
2.00
0.56
0.84

0.42
1.16Silica

Total 644.63 687.28 311.71 361.01

Gases.
361.50 332.46 359.50

5.30
326.40
6.40

CONSTITUENTS.

Saratoga Springs.

New Putnam
Spring. Red Spring.

Saratoga A
or Alum
Spring.

Seltzer
Spring.

Solids.
Sodium bicarbonate

Grains
per gallon.h

8.08
157.56
173.61
0.11
9.83
0.45
0.38

Grains
per gallon c

15.33
101.26
42.41

Trace.
0.94

Grains
per gallon.

t

6.75
56.85
20.48

Grains
per gallon.g

29.43
89.87
40.34

Trace.
0.90
1.70

Trace.

Calcium bicarbonate

1.72
1.72

2.50
0.45
0.37
0.29

Potassium sulphate 2.26 0.56

Trace

.

Trace.
Trace.
Trace.
134.29

Trace.
268.04Sodium chloride 83.53 565.30

Trace.
0.36

Trace.
14.87 6.86 1.34

1.52
Trace.
Trace.

0.63
Trace.

0.03
Trace.

j
b2.K)j

3.25
0.22
3.00

Trace.

0.38
1.46

Trace

.

0.37
2.56

Trace.
Silica
Organic matter

Total 640.03 255.68 658.63

212.00

302.02

Gases.
324.08

a Sharpies, analyst (1872). b C. F. Chandler, analyst (1882). c J. R. Chilton, analyst (1840).
d With sodium iodide. e Appleton, analyst. f J. G. Phole, analyst. g C. F. Chandler,
analyst (1869). h With traces of phosphates.
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Analyses of Mineral Springs in New York— {Continued).

CONSTITUENTS.

Saratoga Springs.

Star Spring. Union Spring. United States
Spring.

Grains
per gallon, a

Grains
per gallon.

b

12 80

Grains
per gallon. c

Grains
per gallon . a

12.66 17.01 4.67
41.60

124.46 96.70 93.12
84.27

61.91
Trace.

1.50

109.69
Trace

.

2.6i

72 88
0.02
4.85

5.45
iii
0.10
5.40

Trace.
Trace.
398.36

9.70

0.57
Trace.

0.13
Trace.

1.28
Trace

.

0.27
1.70
1.82
0.03

Trace.
453.30
8.73

0.71
0.91

0.02
Trace

.

141.87
8 62

Sodium biborate
Sodium chloride 243.62
Potassium chloride
Potassium bromide Trace.
Sodium bromide 1.30

Trace.
0.04
0.32
2.65

Trace.

0.84
Trace.

0.05
0.09
3.19

Trace.

3.60

5
1.5,

jSilica

Total 617.37 392.91 696.17 331.84

Gases.
Carbonic acid 407.65 344.16

4.62
384.97 245.73

Saratoga Springs.

CONSTITUENTS.
Vichy Spriug.

Walton or
Iodine Spring
(Star Spring).

Washington Spring.

Solids.
Grains

per gallon, a
Grains

per gallon, d
2.00

26.00

Grains
per gallon, e

Grains
per gallon, f

82.87 8.48 16.50
99.60

95.52 84.10
Magnesium carbonate 75. (JO

Magnesium bicarbonate
Strontium bicarbonate

41.50
Trace.

1.76

65.27 40.98

1.00 3.25
0.05
0.59

Trace.

3.80
Barium bicarbonate
Potassium sulphate

0.05
Trace.
Trace.
128.69 187.00 182.73

0.20
281. 50

14.11
6 68

U 47Potassium bromide
Sodium bromide 0.99

Trace.
Trace.

0.48
0.76

Trace.

2 24
Trace.

1.50

3.50 2.75

Silica 1.50

Total

Gases.
Carbonic acid
Atmospheric air

439.01367.32 294.50 350.22

383.07

=:

326.00
4.00

363.77 262.50
6.80

a C. F. Chandler, analyst. b J. R. Chilton, analyst (1841). c C. F. Chandler, analyst (1873).

d£. Emmons, analyst (1839). eJ.R. Chilton, analyst. f John H. Steele, analyst (prior to 1838).



Minerals Not Commercially Important.

In addition to the minerals which have already been mentioned

there are many deposits in New York which are not at present of

commercial importance. These may be roughly classified as

metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals. In the first class

are iron pyrites, arsenopy rite, chromite, chalcopyrite, cuprite,

galenite, cerusite, sphalerite, wad or bog manganese, millerite

and molybdenite. The galenite and pyrites have respectively

yielded small quantities of silver and gold at certain places, but

at no locality in New York have enough of the precious metals

been found at any time to pay for the expense of extracting

them. From time to time capital is invested for the purpose of

gold or silver mining in New York, but always without practical

results. The experience of 50 years has shown that neither in

New York nor in England have either of the metals been found

in paying quantities.

The f. llowingt is a list of the principal localities at which these

various metallic minerals are to be found

:

Iron, Sulphur, Arsenic.

Pyrite, iron pyrites, bisulphide of iron.—Anthony's nose, Mont-

gomery, Westchester county, mine formerly worked
;
Phillip ore

bed, Phillipstown, Patterson, southeast of Carmel and near

Ludington mills, in Putnam county ; with galena at Wurtsboro

lead mine, Sullivan county ; Flat creek, Montgomery county
;

near Canton, St. Lawrence county, in extensive beds
;
Duane,

Franklin county, large bed
;

Martinsburg, Lewis county

;

Eighteen-mile creek, Erie county, and many other localities,

sparingly in rocks.

Arsenopyrite, mispickel.— Near Edenville, Orange county, with

arsenical iron and orpiment, in a vein in white limestone ; near

Pine pond in Kent, and near Boyd's Corner, Putnam county.

These localities have been opened, but not worked for arsenic.

t From an article by I. C. Smock in Mineral Resources of the U. 8., Washington, 1882.
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Chromite, chrome iron ore.— In serpentine, Phillipstown, Put-

nam county ; Wilks' mine, Monroe, Orange county.

Copper.

' Ohalcopyrite, copper pyrites ; sulphide of iron and copper.—
Ancram lead mine, Columbia county ; Bockee mine, Columbia

county ; near Edenville, Orange county ; with arsenopyrite

;

near Wurtsboro, Sullivan county, with galena in considerable

abundance ; Ellenville and Eed Bridge lead mines, Ulster county ;

near Rossie, and also near Canton, in St. Lawrence county, once

worked. Many additional occurrences are reported where it is

in small quantity.

Cuprite, red oxide of copper.— Near Ladentown, Kockland

county, in thin seams, in traprock.

Lead.

Galenite, galena ; sulphide of lead.— Otisville, Orange county
;

Ellenville and Red Bridge, Ulster county ; with copper pyrites

and blende in a gangue of quartz in Oneida conglomerate, mines

no longer worked
;

Wurtsboro, Sullivan county ; near Sing

Sing, in Westchester county ; northeast township, Dutchess

county
;
Ancram, Columbia county

;
strings of galena, blende

and pyrites in limestone ; White creek, Washington county

;

Martinsburg, Lewis county
;

Sprakers basin, Montgomery

county ; Kossie and vicinity, St. Lawrence county ; mines largely

worked years ago ; ore occurs in vein with blende, pyrites and

copper pyrites. These mines have all been idle for several years.

Oerusite, carbonate of lead.— Rossie, Robinson, Ross, and other

lead mines, in St. Lawrence county
;
Martinsburg, Lewis county

;

near Sing Sing, on Hudson, associated with galena, in small

quantity.
Zinc.

Sphalerite, zinc blende ; sulphide of zinc.— Associated with

galena at lead mines in Sullivan, Ulster and Orange counties 5

Ancram, Columbia county; Flat creek, Montgomery county;

Salisbury, Herkimer county; Martinsburg, Lewisburg, Lewis

county
;
Cooper's Falls, Mineral Point, and in Fowler, St . Law-

rence county.
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Manganese.

Wad, earthy manganese, bog manganese.— In town of Auster-

litz, Columbia county, are several localities ; also in Hillsdale and

Canaan, same county ; smaller deposits near Houseville, Lewis

county, and southeast of Warwick, Orange county.

Nickel.

Millerite, sulphide of nickel.— Sterling iron mine, Antwerp,

Jefferson county, famous for crystalline forms.

Molybdenum.

Molybdenite ; sulphide of molybdenum.— West Point and near

Warwick, Orange county
;
Phillip mine, Putnam county ; Clinton

county, but sparingly, in granite rocks.

Non-Metallic Minerals.

Under the heading of non-metallic minerals which do not occur

in New York in sufficient quantity to be of economic importance

may be enumerated apatite, barite, calcite, muscovite, biotite, ser-

pentine, asbestus and magnesite. The principal localities for

these minerals are given herewith

:

Calcite, calcareous tufa, travertine / carbonate of lime.—Vicinity

Schoharie Courthouse, Schoharie county ; Sharon Springs, a large

deposit ; Howe's Cave, Schoharie county ; near Catskill, Greene

county ; head of Otsquaga creek, Stark, Herkimer county ; Sara-

toga Springs ; near Syracuse and in Onondaga valley, Onondaga

county ; between Camillus and Canton, same county ; near Ark-

port, Steuben county ; near Ellicott's mills, Erie county, and

many lesser deposits.

Fluorite, fluorspar ; fluoride of lime.— Muscalonge lake,

Alexandria, Jefferson county, very fine crystals
;
Lowville, Lewis

county
;
Niagara, county, at Lockport

;
Auburn, Cayuga county

;

Rossie and Mineral Point, St. Lawrence county.

Apatite, phosphate of lime.— Hammond, St. Lawrence county,

crystalline, with calcite, zinc ore and feldspar ; near Gouverneur,

St. Lawrence county, crystals in calcite, Yrooman lake, Jefferson

county
;

Greenfield, Saratoga county ; near Hammondsville,

Essex county ; with magnetite in some of iron ores near Port

Henry ; other localities of occurrence.
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Barite, barytes, heavy spar; sulphate of baryta.— Ancram,

Columbia county ; near Schoharie Courthouse, with strontianite,

in Water-lime group
;

Carlisle, Schoharie county ; near Little

Falls and Fairfield, Herkimer county ; near Syracuse, Onondaga

county ; Pillar Point, Jefferson county, in large veins ; Hammond
and De Kalb, St. Lawrence county.

Magnesite, carbonate of magnesia.— Near Rye, "Westchester

county
;
Warwick, Orange county ; New Rochelle, Westchester

county
;
Stony Point, Rockland county

;
Serpentine hills, Staten

Island
;
everywhere in thin seams and strings.

Muscovite, mica.— As a rock constituent, common In large

plates near Warwick and at Greenwood at Mount Basha pond, in

Orange county; Pleasantville, Westchester county, once opened

and mined
;
Henderson, Jefferson county ; Potsdam and Edwards,

in St. Lawrence county.

Serpentine.— Staten Island, near New Rochelle and near Rye,

Westchester county
;
Phillipstown, Putnam county ; near Amity,

Orange county, verd antique
;
Johnsburg and Warrensburg, War-

ren county
;
Shelving rock, Lake George, Washington county

;

Gouverneur, Fowler, Edwards and Pitcairn townships, in St.

Lawrence county ; other localities of occurrence in small quantity.

Coal and Lignite.

Coal and lignite, while they occur in New York, can never be

found in commercial quantities. The coal measures of Penn-

sylvania are not found north of the boundary line between Penn-

sylvania and New York, and what coal has been discovered in

the latter State is in older formations which do not contain this

valuable mineral in commercial quantities. Many thousands of

dollars have been spent in fruitless efforts to obtain eoal in New
York, but year after year persons appear in the field who seem

anxious to pay for their own experience. It can not be too

strongly urged upon the attention of the people of the State that

it is absolutely useless to seek for coal in New York.

Goal.—Woodstock, Ulster county, thin vein in Catskills,

worked out ; in the seams interstratified with shales, in Chautau-

qua, Erie, Livingston and Seneca counties.

Lignite, brown coal.— Near Rossville, Staten Island, thin seam

in clay ; also in Suffolk county in clays.
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Ackerman's mine, 530 7
.

Adams bros., quarry, 441 5
.

Adirondack granite co., 3788
.

Adirondacks, area, 5328-33'; garnets,

5535-552
;

granitic rocks, 375 1

; iron

ores, 5288
,
5328-37 6

,
5342

,
5358

;
output

of iron in 1880 and 1888, 5354
; lime-

stones, 4254
;
magnetites, 5426

; Pre-

cambrian rocks, 366M58 1

, 533 2
.

Akron, Cummings cement co., 5488
.

Albany county, bluestone quarries,

401 1

, 402
s

,
411 3

;
molding sand, 5538

;

road metal quarries, 449 3
; Salina

group, 5468
; Cauda galli grit and

Schoharie grit, 387 5
; Hamilton sand-

stones, 388'.

Albion, sandstone quarries, 3985
.

Albion stone co., 398 5
, 3992

.

Allegany, oil wells, 5606
.

Allegany county, sandstone quarries,

4108
;
Chemung sandstones, 3902

; oil

wells, 5572
, 5582

,
5588-604

;
production

of oil, 5589-59 1
.

Alma, oil wells, 5594.

Almandite, 5536
.

American institute mining engineers,

transactions, tests of titaniferous

ores, 5376
; oil fields, 5575

.

Amsterdam, limestone quarries, 437 8-

881
.

Analyses of mineral springs, 569-78.

Andover, oil wells, 5592
.

Anorthosites of Adirondacks, 5364
.

Antwerp, red hematites, 5383
.

Apatite, 5349-35 1
; localities producing,

581 8
.

Aqueduct, sandstone quarries. 394 f,-95 1
.

Arana marble co. , 4366
.

Argillite, 421 1
.

Arnold Hill mine, 534 7
.

Arrochar clays, 501 2
.

/Vrsenic, localities producing, 579 6-80u

Asbestos pulp co., 5567
.

Ashburner, C: A., on oil fields, 557 5
.

Athens, bluestone quarries, 41

1

5
.

Auburn, limestone quarries, 445 5
.

Ausable granite co., quarries, 3789-793
;

tests of stone, 3799
.

Baeder, Adamson & co., 5544
.

Barite, localities producing, 582 1
.

Barron, J: J., quarry, 44

1

2
.

Barryville, bluestone quarries, 4044
.

Barton, H. H., & co., 5544
, 555 ]

.

Bath, sandstone quarry, 410 1
.

Beauport clays, 500'.

Becraft's mountain, limestone, 4246
,

427'; quarries, 434°.

Beekman, iron ores, 539 8
.

Behr, Herman, & co., 5539
, 5544

.

Belfast, sandstone quarry, 4105
.

Bellevale mountains, Oneida con-

glomerate, 3852
.

Belmont, sandstone quarries, 4103
.

Belvidere, sandstone quarries, 4105
.

Bennett, John, & son, quarry, 4456
.

Bessemer iron ores, 5326
, 5352

, 5422
.

Big six stone co., 397 8
.

Bigelow bluestone co., see Ulster blue-

stone co.

Biggs, D. S., & sons, quarry, 4068-72
.

Birdseye limestone, 426\ 438 7
,

4396
,

4408
.

Black river limestones, 4272
;
quarries,

4407-41 2
.

Black Rock, limestone quarries, 441 3
.

Blake, E. M., work for museum, 3664
;

investigations on Lake George, 368 1

.
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Bluestones, Bluestone quarries of New
York by W: G. Eberhardt, 411M96

;

general characteristics, 402 7-37
; con-

stitution, 4037
;
geologic occurrence,

3886
; method of quarrying, 412M38

,

418M95
;
tests, 407 8

, 415s
; variations

in color and quality, 412 5
. See also

Devonian bluestone; Hudson river

bluestone; Olean bluestone; Portage

bluestone; Schenectady bluestone;

Warsaw bluestone.

Bog iron ores, 5298
,
5308

, 543B
.

Boice, Hewitt, quarry, 4146
, 415s

.

Boiceville, sandstone quarries, 401 7
;

bluestone quarries, 4026
.

Bolivar, oil wells, 559 7
.

Bolton, marble quarries, 4327
.

Bond, L. W., sandstone quarry, 891 8
.

Boston flint-paper co., 5548
.

Bradford, oil wells, 5606
.

Brady, Gilbert, quarry, 3985
.

Break-neck mountain, granite quarry,

378s
; road metal quarry, 449s

.

Breesport, clays, 4984 .

Brighton, clays, 4974
.

Brines, 547 s
.

Brockport, sandstone quarry, 3977
.

Brodhead's Bridge, bluestone quarries,

4026
;
miUs, 4048

.

Broome county, bluestone quarries,

415«, 418 1
.

Brown hematites, see Limonites.

Brownstone, 3908-91 1
.

Brownsville, limestone quarries, 441 4
.

Buffalo, limestone quarries, 447 1

;
clays,

497 1
.

Buffalo cement co., 548 8
.

Buffalo paving co., 399 7
.

Building stone, geology and geographic

distribution, 372-448; directory of

quarrymen, 451-93.

Burden iron mines, 541 5-425
.

Burhans & Brainard, quarry, 4142
.

Burlington, clays, 5002
.

Burlington manufacturing co., 4328
,

437 2
.

Cairo, bluestone quarries, 4028
.

Calcareous tufa, 429s
; localities pro-

ducing, 581 6
.

Calciferous limestones, 4248
,
4254

, 4258-

268
, 4347

, 435 1

,
4398

;
production of

lime, 519*.

Calcite, localities producing, 581*.

Caledonia, limestone quarries, 4465
;

iron mines. 538s
.

Callahan, Edward, quarry, 4399
.

Callanan, P., quarry, 449s
.

Camden, sandstone quarry, 397s
.

Canada, limestone quarries, 448s
.

Canajoharie, limestone quarries, 4388-

393
.

Canandaigua, limestone quarries, 4464
.

Canterbury, iron ores, 530 7
.

Canton, marble quarries, 4324
.

Carbonate of Lime, localities produc-

ing, 58

1

6
.

Carbonate ores, 5298
,
530 3

;
distribution,

5436
; of Hudson river, 541 5-42«.

Carbonic acid gas, 561.

Carnwright, A., quarry, 412s
.

Carpenter, —
,
quarries, 447 s

.

Carrollton, oil wells, 5605
.

Carter, L. H., quarries, 4408
,

Cassville, limestone quarries, 4435
.

Catskill, sandstone quarries, 401 6
; blue-

stone quarries, 411 5
,
414s

;
clays, 4993

.

Catskill group, sandstones, 3902
;
quar-

ries, 401 8
, 404\

Catskill mountains, bluestone, 401 s
;

quarries, 4024
.

Cattaraugus county, Chemnng sand-

stones, 390s
; bluestone quarries, 4107

,

mineral paint, 5445
; oil wells, 557 3

,

5582
, 5606

.

Cauda galli grit, 387 5
; use for road

metal, 4494 .

Cayuga county, brines, 547s
;
gypsum,

5508
; iron ores, 5389

; limestone quar-

ries, 445 1-464
;
salt, 5458

, 5467
; sand-

stone quarries, 391 2
; Hamilton sand-

stones, 3882
.

Cedar Hill, iron mines, 541 7
.

Cement, production, 519, 5488
; direct-

ory of producers, 520-26.

Center Island, clays, 5009-l 2
.

Champlain valley, clays, 4998-500 5
;

iron ores, 5335-37 6
;
history of min-

ing, 5352
; limestone quarries, 4258

,

434«-37 6
;

Chazy limestone, 4264
;

Potsdam sandstone, 3838
;
sandrocks,

4258
.

Chateaugay, iron ores, 5339
,

5347
,

5357
; Bessemer ores, 535s

.

Chateaugay ore and iron co., 535*.
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Chaumont, limestone quarries, 441 5
.

Chautauqua county, clays, 4968
,
498 1

;

natural gas, 557 6
; sandstone quar-

ries, 4108-11 2
;
Chemung sandstones,

3902
;
Portage sandstones, 389*.

Chazy limestone, 4264
,
4367

,
437s

, 441
9
.

Chemung county, sandstone quarries,

4092
;
clays, 4984 .

Chemung group, sandstones, 3895-90 2
;

quarries, 409 ,-ll 2
.

Chenango county, Portage sandstones,

389s
; bluestone quarries, 405 5-66

,
4114

,

418s
.

Cheney ores, 5365
, 5368

.

Cherry Valley, limestone quarries, 4433
.

" Chimneys," term, 531 6
.

Chromite, localities producing, 580 1
.

Clark mine, 5387
.

Clarke, F. G., bluestone co.
,
4055

, 4188
.

Clarkson, T: S., sandstone quarry,

3926
.

Clarksville, oil wells, 559 7
, 560s

.

Clay deposits, basin-shaped, 4965
;
color,

4964
;
depth, 4963

;
distribution, 495 8-

501; stratification, 4982
.

Clay industries, 494-95 8
; table of re-

ceipts for 1892, 4948
;

directory of

manufacturers, 502-18.

Clayton, sandstone quarries, 3943
.

Clifton, iron ores. 5339
.

Clinton, sandstone quarries, 395'; iron

ores, 539s
.

Clinton county, Potsdam sandstone,

3842
; limestone quarries, 437 1

;
Chazy

limestone, 4264
.

Clinton group, sandstones, 387 1

;

quarries, 3958-963
; iron ores, 5388-397

.

Clymer, sandstone quarries, 411*

.

Coal, localities producing, 5826
.

Cobleskill, limestone quarries, 4426-432
.

Cochecton, bluestone quarries, 4167
.

Cohocton, sandstone quarry, 409 9
.

Colchester, bluestone quarries, 4183
.

Columbia county, slate quarries, 421 2
;

limestone quarries, 4342
; iron ores,

5398-41 3
.

Conewango, clays, 4979
.

Conglomerate, 383 7
, 384 6

, 3853
,

3903
,

3907
. See also Oneida conglomerate.

Connecticut, brownstone, 391 1

; iron

ores, 5413
.

Conner, J. Q. A., & son, quarry, 4164
.

Cooperstown, flagstone quarries, 406 6
.

Copper, localities producing, 580s
.

Corniferous limestone, 387 8
, 4285

, 447'.

Corning, sandstone quarries, 4094
.

Cornwall, clays, 499s
.

Cornwell, L., quarry, 3989
.

Coventry, flagstone quarries, 406 f>

;

bluestone quarries, 4188
.

Cox, Mrs Charles, sandstone quarry,

392«.

Coxsackie, sandstone quarries, 401 6
:

bluestone quarries, 41 1\

Cretaceous formations, clays, 5006
:

diatomaceous earth, 5557
.

Croton, clays, 4992
.

Croton-Brewster mines, 531 8
.

Crown Point, limestone quarries, 4368
;

iron mines, 5347
; Bessemer ores, 535s

.

Crystal sand manufacturing co. , 5528
.

Cuba, sandstone quarry, 4104
; oil

wells, 5578
.

Cummings cement co., 5488
.

Cushing, H. P., investigations in

Adirondacks, 367MJ8 1
.

Dana, J. D., Limonite ore beds, 540 9
.

Dansville, sandstone quarry, 4098
.

Deerpark, bluestone quarries, 4048,4153
.

Delaware, bluestone quarries, 4158
,

416M7 2
.

Delaware county, Catskill sandstones,

390 5
; sandstone quarries, 415 1

; blue-

stone quarries, 4114
,
417 7

,
4183

; min-

eral paint, 5445
.

Deposit, bluestone quarries, 4179
.

Devonian bluestone, 383s
.

Diabase, use for road metal, 449 6
, 450 1

.

Diatomaceous earth, 5556-566
; analysis,

5564
.

Directory, of clay manufacturers, 502-

18; of gypsum quarries, 551; of pro-

ducers of lime and cement, 520-26;

of producers of millstones, 527 s
; of

mineral paint manufacturers, 5446
;

of mineral springs, 561 8-68
; of salt

manufacturers, 549-50 ; of building

stone quarries, 451-93.

Dixon crucible co. , 5522
.

Donovan, D. E., granite quarry, 3776
.

Dormansville, bluestone quarries, 402s
.
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Dover Plains, limestone quarries, 431*.

Downs & Bowman, quarry, 397 8
.

Duanesburg, sandstone quarry, 3954
;

road metal quarry, 4494
.

Duford & sons, quarry, 441 5
.

Dunkirk, clays, 4968
.

Dutchess county, clays, 497 9
; iron ores,

539 8-41 3
;
limestone, 426 1

; limestone

quarries, 4334
; marble quarries, 425 5

;

molding sand, 5533
; sandstone

quarry, 394 5
; Potsdam sandstone,

3838
; slate quarries, 421 2

;
study of

rocks in, 3663
.

Dutchess Junction, clays, 499 2
.

East Branch, flagstone^quarries, 404 5
.

Eberhardt, W: G., Bluestone quarries

of New York, 411 3-19 6
.

Economic and geologic map of New
York, preparation of, 365-70 7

.

Elmira, sandstone quarries, 409 2
.

Emery, 5543
, 5555

.

Emmons, Ebenezer, investigations in

Adirondacks, 367 2
,
5332

, 536 5
.

Empire Portland cement co. , 528 5
.

Erie county, Hamilton sandstones,

3882
; limestone quarries, 4466-474

;

clays, 497 1

; Salina formation, 548 7
.

Essex county, granite quarries, 3788
;

iron ores, 5342
,
5354

,
535 9-37 6

; lime-

stone quarries, 436 6-37 1

;
Chazy lime-

stone, 4264
; marble quarries, 4328

;

sandstone quarries, 391 s-924
.

Fairhen, E., quarry, 3989
.

Field-stone, 420 5
.

Fisher Island, clays, 501 1
.

Fishkill, clays, 499 2
; iron ores, 539 3-402

.

Fishkill-Clove belt, iron ores, 539 s
.

Flagstone and building stone co. , 406s
.

Flagstones, 3823
, 38b 6

, 389
2

,
3923

,
4044

,

4048-52
, 4065

, 4162
, 4169

, 419 3
.

Fletcher & sons, quarry, 397 s
.

Fluorite, localities producing, 581 7
.

Flux, use of limestone for, 519 6
.

Fogelsonger, D. R. & H., quarries,

446 7
.

Ford, A. H., quarry, 398 9
.

Fordham, granite quarries, 3759
.

Forestburg, bluestone quarries, 4043
,

4154
.

Fort Ann, sandstone quarry, 391 5
.

Fort Plain, limestone quarries, 439 5
.

Fossil ores, see Clinton ores.

Fossils, in Quaternary days, 5003
; rare

in Salina group, 547 7
.

Four Mile, oil wells, 560 6
.

Fox Hollow, bluestone quarries, 4026
.

Frankfort, sandstone quarries, 3959-

96*.

Franklin county, Potsdam sandstone,

384 1

; sandstone quarries, 3924
.

Freestone, 381 2
, 391 2

.

Fremont, bluestone quarries, 417 2
.

Fresh Pond, clays, 5009-l 2
.

Gabbros, 5366
.

Galenite, localities producing, 580 5
.

Ganung, E. C, granite quarries, 377 '.

Gardiner's Island, clays, 500 7
.

Garnet, 5535-553
;
prices, 5547

;
output,

5549-55 2
.

Garrett stone & coal co
.

, 4456
.

Garrisons, granite quarry, 377 9
.

Genesee, oil wells, 559 7
.

Genesee county, Hamilton sandstones,

3882
; limestone quarries, 4465

; Salina

formation, 548 7
;
gypsum, 5509

.

Genesee valley, clays, 496 7
; rock salt,

5452
.

Geologic map, of Westchester and New
York counties, 370s

;

of state, prepared for World's

fair, 565-70 7
;
maps consulted in pre-

paring, 3692-702
;
map in preparation

by Prof. Hall, 365 7
.

Geology and geographic distribution

of building stone, 372-448.

George & Griffith, limestone quarry,

440 1
.

Glacial drift, 420 1
.

Glasco, bluestone quarries, 414-

.

Glass sand, 552 7
.

Glen Cove, clays, 5008
.

Glens Falls, limestone quarries, 426 s-

27 2
, 4358-36 5

.

Glens Falls co., quarry, 435 9
.

Gneiss, use for road metal, 449 6
, 450-

;

of Adirondack^, 5332
; of Highlands,

3666
;
quarries, directory, 452.

Gold in New York, 5794
.

Goodrich, L. S., & son, quarry, 445 6
.

Goodrich & Clark stone co., 398 s
, 3992

.
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Gorman, C. A., quarry, 3991
.

Gouverneur, marble quarries, 43P-324
.

Gowdy, Hiram, quarries, 4408
.

Granby brownstone co., quarry, 396 8-

97 1
.

Grand Gorge, flagstone quarries. 4045
.

Granites, color, 373 1

;
constitution, 37-i 5

;

durability, 3738-742
;

quarries, 375 3-

809
;

directory of quarries, 451-52;

commercial use of term,374 3
;
texture,

3728-73 1

; use for road metal, 449 1

,

449s
,
450"2

; ease of working, 3733
; of

Highlands, 3666
.

Graniteville, road metal quarries, 449 6
.

Granitic rocks, 372 5-809
.

Grant,
,
quarry, 4146

.

Granville, slate quarries, 421 5-22B
.

Graphite, 552 1
.

Gravel, use for road metal, 4496
, 4503

.

Green Ridge, clays, 501 2
.

Greene county, Catskill, sandstones,

3906
; sandstone quarries, 394 5

; blue-

stone quarries, 401 1

, 4023
, 411 3

, 4142
;

limestones, 427 7
.

Greenport, limestone quarries, 4342
;

iron ores, 541 7
.

Greenwood, sandstone quarry, 4099
;

iron mines, 531 8
; oil wells, 5592

.

Greig, oil wells, 557 5
.

Greigsville, salt mines, 5453
.

Grindstone Island, granite quarries,

3793-803
.

Grosvenor, T: W., acknowledgments,

5562
.

Guilford, flagstone quarries, 4066
.

Gwynne, C. F., quarry, 3989
.

Gypsum, geologic occurrence, 5458-488
;

distribution, 5467
;

quarries, 550 8
;

directory of quarries, 551.

Hall, C. E., map of Essex county,

3673
; Laurentian magnetic iron ore

deposits of Northern New York, 5333
.

Hall, James, work on geologic map,
365 7

; on distribution of Clinton ores,

539 1

; on Salina group, 5478
.

Hamilton group, sandstones, 3879~888
;

quarries, 4008-89
.

Hammond, sandstone quarries, 3843
,

393 9-943
.

Hampton, slate quarries, 421 5
.

Hancock, bluestone quarry, 417 7
, 4188

.

Harris, G: S., quarries, 4185
.

Hartsdale, granite quarries, 376 1
.

Harvey, Cornelius, quarry, 412s
.

Hastings, granite quarries, 3765
; mar-

ble quarries, 4309
.

Hatch Hill, slate quarries, 42

1

7
, 4225

.

Haverstraw, sandstone quarries, 4198
;

clays, 4992
.

Hebner, George, quarry, 3989
.

Hebner bros.
, quarry, 3989

.

Hebron, slate quarries, 42P-22 1
.

Helderberg limestones, 4246
, 427 , 4283

;

distribution, 3684
;

production of

lime, 5193
. See also Lower Helder-

berg limestones; Upper Helderberg

limestones.

Helderberg mountains, Hamilton sand-

stones, 3882
; Salina group, 5468

.

Hematite, 529 7
,
530 7

;
distribution, 5432

;

of St Lawrence and Jefferson coun-

ties, 537 7 -387
. See also Clinton ores;

Martite

.

Herkimer county, diatomaceous earth,

5558
;
granite quarries, 3785

; iron ores,

5389
;

limestones, 427 7
; limestone

quarries, 4395
,

4434
; Oneida con-

glomerate, 3853
; sandstone quarries,

395 8
; Clinton sandstones, 387 1

; Salina

shales, 5467
;
salt, 546 1

.

Hermon, hematites, 537 8
.

Hewitt, D. C. quarry, 438 1
.

Higginsville, sandstone quarries, 3962
.

High Woods, sandstone quarries, 401 7
.

Highland, sandstone quarries, 3944
.

Highlands of New York, geology, 3666
;

granite quarries, 378 1

;
granitic rocks,

3749-75 1

; iron ores, 530 9-32 7
,
5398

;

limestones, 425 4
; magnetites, 542s

.

Highlands of New Jersey, iron ores,

531 9
.

Hillsdale, iron ores, 5399
.

Hindsburg, sandstone quarry, 3975
.

Holland Patent, limestone quarries,

4398
.

Holley, sandstone quarries, 397 s
.

Holloway. A. M., quarry, 399 7
.

Hooper, William, & sons, 555-.

Hoosick, quarries, 42

1

3
.

Hopper shaped cavities in Salina

group, 5464
,
547 5

, 548 7
.
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Horan, S. . J., quarry, 399\

Hornellsville, sandstone quarry, 4102
.

"Horses," 531 3
.

Howe's cave, limestone quarries, 442 5
.

Hudson river bluestone, 3832
,

3885
,

4009-56
;
analysis and tests, 404 1

; su-

perior qualities, 4048-55
;
directory of

quarries, 458-84.

Hudson river group, sandstones, 3844-

85 1

,
388 1

; sandstone quarries, 3944-

95s
,
401 6

;
slates, 421 1

;
slates, iron ore

deposits, 540 5
, 5419

.

Hudson river ore & iron co
.

, 5424 .

Hudson river spathic iron ore co.,

5423
.

Hudson river stone supply co., 449'2
.

Hudson valley, clays, 4987-998
;
granitic

rocks, 3747-75 1

; iron ores, 541 6-42 5
;

limestone, 425 9
,
4262

,
4283

; road metal

quarries, 4486
; Hamilton sandstones,

388 1
. See also Highlands

.

Hughes bros., quarry, 3966
, 4444

.

Hulburton, sandstone quarries, 398 1
.

Hunt, T. S., on hematite ores, 537 9
.

Hurley, bluestone quarries, 401 3
, 401 9-

21
, 4026

, 4145
.

Hurst, Henry, & son, quarry, 4382
.

Hydraulic cement, sources, 51

9

4
,

5488
.

Hypersthene, in Adirondacks, 5332
.

Illuminating gas, see Natural gas.

Inderlied, E. C, quarries, 4185
.

Infusorial earth, 5556-566
.

Iona Island, granite quarry, 377 6
; road

metal quarries, 449 1
.

Iron ores, 5285-43; classification, 529 1

;

distribution, 5305
, 542 5-43; localities

producing, 579 6-80 1

;
papers on, 5287

.

Iron ores of New York, by J. C. Smock,
529-43.

Irondequoit bay, clay deposits, 497 5
.

Ithaca, sandstone quarries, 407 2
.

Jackson, —
,
granite quarries, 377 1

.

Jameson & Warsaw manufacturing

co. quarry, 4083
.

Jamestown, sandstone quarries, 410 8-

ll 1
.

Jamesville, limestone quarries, 4437
.

Jayville, iron ores, .

Jefferson county, clays, 497 8
; granite

quarries, 3793-803
;

hematite, 5377-

387
; limestone quarries, 441 1

; sand-

stone quarries, 394 3
; Potsdam sand-

stone, 3842
.

Jones, F. W., quarries, 4345
.

Jones, H. & L. N., quarry, 439\

Kaolin deposits, 501 3
.

Kearney & Barrett, quarry, 3997
.

Keeseville, granite quarries, 3789-793
;

sandstone quarry, 3922
.

Kelly, Patrick, quarry, 4122
.

Kemp, J. F., investigations in Adiron-

dacks, 367 4
;
paper on Adirondack

ores, 5288
; on titaniferous magne-

tites, 5359-376
.

Kenney bros., quarry, 417 s
.

Kensico, granite quarries, 3769
.

Kilgour, F. A., quarry, 4157
, 4178

.

King granite co., 377 9
.

Kingsbury, O. M., & co., quarry, 418 1
.

Kingston, bluestone quarries, 401 3
,

401 9-2 1

,
402 5

,
411 B

,
4144

; bluestone

market, 4047
; limestone quarries,

4335-342
.

Kirkland, sandstone quarries, 3959
.

Kirkpatrick bros., quarry, 417 8
.

Knapps Creek, oil wells, 5606
.

Kreischerville, clays, 501 2
.

Labrador series, 5333
, 534s

.

Lake Champlain, bluestone, 4369
. See

also Champlain valley.

Lake Henderson, iron ores, 535*-376
.

Lake Newcomb, iron ores, 5368
.

Lake Sandford, iron ores, 5359-37 6
.

Laona, sandstone quarries, 411 2
.

Lardner, Thomas, quarry, 3989
.

Laurentian magnetic iron ore deposits

of Northern New York, 5333
.

Lead, localities producing, 58G 5
.

Leeds, bluestone quarries, 4023
.

Lehigh, salt mines, 5453
.

Lenticular iron ores, see Clinton ores

.

Lenticular structure, 3824
.

Lepanto marble, 4245
, 437 3

.

Le Roy, limestone quarries, 4465
.

Levant, clays, 498 1
.
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Lewis county, Hudson river, sand-

stones, 384 5
; limestone quarries, 440 7

;

oil wells, 5578
.

Lewiston, sandstone quarries. 400 s
.

Leyden, limestone quarries, 4407
.

Liberty, bluestone quarries, 4182
.

Lignite, localities producing, 5829
.

Lime, production, 519; directory of

producers, 520-26.

Limestone, N. Y.. oil wells, 5582
, 560 6

.

Limestones, 423-29; aualysis and tests,

4354
, 4372

, 4383
,
439 1

,
44L 2

,
442", 4444

,

4468
,
4488

;
color, 4238

;
constitution,

4238
;

crystalline, 425 5
;

durability,

425!
;
fossiliferous, 4246

;
distinguished

from marbles, 4245
;
quarries, 4328-

48»; directory of quarries, 486-93;

texture, 4239-244
; use for road metal,

4488
,
4493

;
varieties, 4257

. See also

Marbles

.

Limonites, 529 7
;

distribution, 5434
;

origin of ore beds, 540 3
; of Dutchess

and Columbia counties, 539 8-41 3
; of

Staten Island, 541 4
. See also Bog

iron ore.

Linden, clays, 497 2
.

Little Falls, granite quarries, 3785
;

limestone quarries, 439 s
.

Little Neck, clays, 500 1
.

Little River, iron ores, 534 1

, 535 8
.

Liver-rock, 38

1

2
.

Livingston, Columbia co., iron ores,

541 7
.

Livingston county, bluestone quarries,

407 6-85
; limestone quarries, 44

6

6
;

sandstone quarry, 4098
; Hamilton

sandstones, 3882
;
Portage sandstones,

3892
.

Livonia, salt mines, 545V

Lockport, limestone quarries, 447 6-482
;

sandstone quarries, 400 s
.

Lockville, Salina shales, 5484
.

Long Island, clays, 495 9-96\ 500 5-1;

iron sands, 5308
; diatomaceous earth,

5558
.

Longmeadow sandstone, 391 1

.

Lordville, bluestone quarry, 417 T
.

Lower Cambrian group, slates, 421'.

Lower Helderberg limestones, 4277-282
,

4343
, 4423

,
4432

, 4498
.

Lowville. limestone quarries, 4408
.

Lumberland, bluestone quarries, 4043
,

415 7
, 416 1

.

" Lump " ore, 540 8
.

Macadam road, material used, 4487
.

Mclntyre tract, titanifemus ores, 534 9
.

McNaughton, Janies, success in smelt-

ing iron ores, 5349
.

Madison county, brines, 5472
;
gypsum,

5508
; iron ores, 53b9

; limestone

quarries, 443s
;
salt, 5462

; Hamilton

sandstones. 3882
.

Magnesian deposit in Salina group,

5465
, 547 7

, 5483
.

Magnesite, localities producing, 5822
.

Magnetites, 529 1
, 5302

, 5309-31«; distri-

bution, 5425-43 1

; three series, 5334
;

variations, 534 8
; of Adirondacks and

Lake Champlain, 5328-37 6
; of High-

lands, 5309-32 7
. See also Titanifer-

ous iron ore.

Mahopac mines, 5323
.

Maiden, bluestone market, 404 7
; blue-

stone quarries, 4142
.

Malone. sandstone quarry, 3924
.

Mamakating, bluestone quarries, 4043
,

411 6
.

Manganese, localities producing, 581 1
.

Manhattan Island, granite quarries,

3753
.

Manlius, limestone quarries, 443 7
.

Manny & Ross, quarries, 417 s
.

Map, economic and geologic, prepared

for World's fair, 365-70 7
; maps con-

sulted in preparing, 3692-702
.

Map, geologic, in preparation by James
Hall, 3657

; of Westchester and New
York counties, 370 8

.

Mapes Corner, limestone quarries, 433 1

.

Marbles, 423-29; analysis and tests,

4?99-302
, 43

1

7
,

436 1

;
constitution,

4244
;

durability, 425s
,
4308

,
43l 9-322

;

quarries, 429 s-32 8
;
directory of quar-

ries, 486-93; term, 424s
.

Marbletown, bluestone quarries, 401 3
,

4026
, 41

1

6
.

Marcellus shale, 387 8
.
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Margaretville, flagstone quarries, 4045
;

sandstone quarries, 401 9
.

Marl, 523.

Martin, C. W., quarry, 4164
.

Martite, 5348
.

Maxwell, James, quarry, 4143
.

Medina sandstone, 3832
, 3858-869

;

analysis and tests, 3966
, 3938-99' ; con-

stitution, 336 1

;
distribution, 3865

,

3974
;

quarries, 3964-4008
;

quarries

at Medina, 3996-4005
.

Mendon, limestone quarries, 4465
.

Metallic minerals, not commercially

important, 5793-81 4
.

Mica, localities producing, 5823
.

Middletown, sandstone quarries, 415 1
.

Millen & co., 5285
.

Millerite, localities producing, 581 2
.

Millpond ores, 5364
, 537 1

.

Millstones, 527; directory of producers,

527.

Mineral paint, 544.

Mineral resources of the U. S.
,
extract,

5796-829
.

Mineral springs, 561 7
; directory, 561 8-

68; analyses, 569-78.

Minerals not commercially important,

579-82.

Mineville, Bessemer ores, 5352
.

Mohawk valley, calcareous tufa, 429 s
;

clays, 4986
;

limestones, 4266
,
4272

;

limestone quarries, 425 8
,

437 6-40 c
;

Hudson river sandstones, 3845
; Pots-

dam sandstone, 3838
;
sandrocks, 4258

.

Molding sand, 5532
.

Molybdenum, localities producing,

581 3
.

Monroe county, gypsum, 5508
; iron

ores, 53b 9
; limestone quarries, 4465

,

4474
; Salina formation, 548 7

; sand-

stone quarries, 397 2
.

Montgomery county, limestone quar-

ries, 437 8-395
.

Morgan lumber & lime co., 4358
.

Moriah, iron ores, 5354 .

Mt Adam, granite quarry, B784
.

Mt Defiance, iron ores, 5308
.

Mt Lookout, limestone quarries, 433 1
.

Mt Thomas, iron mines, 541 7
.

Mower, J: S. & co., quarry, 4128
.

Muscovite, localities produciDg, 5823
.

Mutual gas co., 5592
.

Napanock, iron mines, 5308
, 541 5

.

Natural gas, 5576
, 5587

. See also Car-

bonic acid gas.

Nevins, James & sons, quarry, 4186
.

New Baltimore, sandstone quarries,

3945
, 40

1

6
.

New Hamburg, limestone quarrie?,

4334 .

New Hartford, sandstone quarries,

3959
.

New Hudson, sandstone quarries, 41C 6
.

New Jersey, iron ores, 531 9
.

New red sandstone, 39u6
;
quarries, 41 9".

New Windsor, clays, 499 2
.

New York Central and Hudson river

railroad co. , sandstone quarry, 3945
.

New York city, granite quarries, 375 3
;

marble quarries, 429 5
.

New York county, geologic map, 370 8
.

New York emery co
.

, 555 5
.

New York marble co
.

, 429 8
.

Newburg, limestone quarries, 4332
.

Newcomb, iron ores, 5342
, 5359-376

.

Newfield, clays, 4985
.

Newport, limestone quarries, 439 7
.

Niagara county, sandstone quarries,

4005
; limestone quarries, 447 6-483

;

clays, 4973
.

Niagara Falls, limestone quarries,4482
.

Niagara limestones, 4246
,

4254 ,
427 4

;

quarries, 447 5-483
;

production of

lime, 5193
.

Nickel, localities producing, 581 2
.

Niles, oil wells, 56i» 2
.

Noble & Lyle, quarry, 3997
, 400 2

.

Non-metallic minerals, commercially

unimportant, 5bl 5
.

Norites of Adirondacks, 367 1
.

Norwich, bluestone quarries, 41

1

4
,

4183
, 4195

.

Norwood, limestone quarries, 4422
.

Nyack, sandstone quarries, 39X 3
, 419 6

.

Oakfield, gypsum, 5509
.

O'Brien & co., quarry, 3978
.

Ogdensburg, limestone quarries, 441 9-

422
; clays, 4U7 8

.

Oil, see Petroleum.
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Olean, bluestone quarries, 410 7
; oil

wells, 560s
.

Olive bluestone quarry, 401 3
,

4026
,

4146
.

Oneida conglomerate, 385 2
; use for

millstones, 527 3
.

Oneida county, glass sand, 552 7
; iron

ores, 5389-393
; limestone quarries'

439M06
,
443 5

; mineral paint, 5444
:

Oneida conglomerate, 385 2
;

salt,

546 1

; sandstone quarries, F95 8-963
,

3972
; Clinton sandstones. 38"; 2

; Hud-

son river sandstones, 38 i
5

;
Oriskany

sandstones, 3S7 3
.

O'Neill", James, quarry, 4146
.

Oneonta, flagstone quarries, 4C66
.

Oneonta sandstone, 3889-8b 2
, 401 8

.

Onondaga county, brines, 5472
; gyp-

sum, 550 8
;
limestones, 4287

; lime-

stone quarries, 443M49
;
Tully lime-

stone, 429 1

;
salt, 5458

,
5i67

; Hamilton

sandstones, 3882
.

Onondaga Indian reservation quarries,

4438-445
.

Onondaga limestone, 4247
, 4435

, 447 1

;

gray limestone, 4284
; in Ulster co.,

4335
.

Onondaga salt group, see Salina group.

Ontario, iron ores, 5392
.

Ontario county, gypsum, 550s
; lime-

stone quarries, 4464
;
Tully limestone,

429 1

; Hamilton sandstones, 3882
;

Portage sandstones, 3894
; Marcellus

shale, 387 9
.

Oolitic ore, see Clinton ores.

Orange county, bluestone quarries,401*,

4044 , 415s
;
granite quarries, 377 8

,
3784

;

iron ores, 530 7
,
531 8

,
532 1

;
limestone,

4259-261
; limestone quarries, 4329-

334
; Hudson river sandstones, 3844

;

Medina sandstone, 3858
; Oneida con-

glomerate, 3852
; Potsdam sandstone,

3838
; slate quarries, 421 2

.

O'Reilly, Thomas, quarry, 3989
.

Oriskany Falls, limestone quarries,

4436
.

Oriskany sandstones, 387 3
.

Orleans county, sandstone quarries,

897 ft-4005
.

Osterhoudt, Julius, quarry, 4151
.

Oswego county, sandstone quarries,

SW-9V; quarries at Oswego, 3964
;

Hudson river sandstone, 3845
; Me-

dina sandstone, 38b 1
.

Oswego Falls, sandstone quarries, 3965
.

Oswego valley, clays, 497 7
.

Otsego county, flagstone quarries, 406 6
;

mineral paint, 544 5
;
salt, 546 1

; Ham-
ilton sandstones, 3882

;
Oriskany

sandstone, 387 3
.

Oxford, bluestone quarries, 4055-65
,

4114
, 418

3
; blue sandstone, tests and

analysis, 405 6
.

Palatine Bridge, limestone quarries,

43b3
.

Palenville, sandstone quarries, 401 7
.

Palisades, constitution of rock, 380 6
;

road metal quarries, 4485
.

Palmer Hill, mines, 5347
.

Panama, sandstone quarries, 4 ll 2
.

Partridge, Jeremiah, quarries, 4166
.

Patterson, limestone quarries, 431 2
.

Patterson ville, limestone quarries, 437 7
.

Peat, 5569
.

Peekskill, granite quarry, 3775
.

Penfield, sandstone quarry, 3972
.

Penn Yan, sandstone quarries, 407 5
.

Penrhyn slate co., quarries, 421 7
,

4223
.

Pentamerus limestones, 427 9-282
.

Perryville, limestone quarries, 4436
.

Persbacker bros. & co., quarry, 4168-

17 2
.

Petroleum, 557'-609
;
color, 5585

; num-
ber of wells in New York, 5586

.

Petrolia, oil wells, 5582
.

Philadelphia, hematites, 5378
.

Phoenicia, sandstone quarries, 401 7
;

bluestone quarries, 4026
.

Phosphate of lime, localities produc-

ing, 581 8
.

Pierson, H: L., granite quarry, 377 2
.

Pike mine, 5387
.

Pine Hill, bluestone quarries, 402 6
;

sandstone quarries, 401 7
.

Pitkin yard, 408 1
.

Plass Hill, iron mines, 541 7
.

Plaster, sources, 5464
, 547 2

. See also

Gypsum

.
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Plattsburg, limestone quarries, 437 1

;

clays, 5004 .

Pleasantville, marble quarries, 4307
.

Polly mine, 5387
.

Pond-Eddy, bluestone quarries, 4044
.

Port Chester, road metal quarries, 4495
.

Port Ewen, clays, 4992
.

Port Henry, sandstone quarry, 391 8
;

marble quarries, 4328
; iron mines,

5336
, 5347-352

;
output of iron in 1888,

5354
.

Port Jervis, bluestone quarry, 4155
.

Port Kent, clays, 500 1
.

Portage bluestone co., 4078
; tests of

stone, 407 7
.

Portage group, sandstones, 3889-896
;

quarries, 4008-89
.

Porter, W.
,
quarries, 4148

.

Portland cement, 5195
, 528B

.

Potsdam red sandstone co., quarries,

3926
.

Potsdam sandstone, 3836-843
;
analysis

and tests, 3928-936
;
durability, 3933

;

iron ore deposits, 5402
; quarries,

391 5-943
;
quarries at Potsdam, 3925-

93».

Precambrian formations of New York,

3663
.

Precious metals in New York, 5794
.

Prospect, limestone quarries, 4268-27 2
,

4398-406
.

Puff, Nelson, quarry, 4197
.

Putnam, B. F., paper on iron ores,

5287
.

Putnam county, study of rocks in,

3663
;
granite quarries, 377 1

; marble

quarries, 4255
,
431 3

; iron ores, 531 8
,

532 1
.

Pyrite, localities producing, 5796
.

Q,uarrymen, directory of, 451-93.

Quartz, 5525
.

Quaternary formations, clay deposits,

496*.

Ramapo, granite quarry, 377*.

Randall & Underwood, quarry, 417 8-

18*.

Randolph, clays, 4979
.

Red hematites, see Hematites.

" Red horse," 4003
.

Red sandst' «ne, see New red sandstone.

Regents, list, 362.

Reidsville, bluestone quarries, 4022
.

Reilly, William, quarries, 4426
.

Rensselaer county, sandstone quarries,

3947
; slate quarries, 4212

.

Retsof salt mines, 5453
.

Rhinebeck, sandstone quarries, 894 6
.

Richburg, oil wells, 5582
, 5597

.

Ries, Heinrich, work for museum,
3664

; road metal, 448-50.

Road metal, 448-50.

Rochester, Monroe co.
,
sandstone, 8973

;

limestone quarries, 4474
.

Rochester, Ulster co., bluestone quar-

ries, 401 6
, 4026

.

Rock City, oil wells, 560 s
.

" Rock ore," 540 8
.

Rock salt, geologic occurrence, 5489
;

of Genesee valley, 5452
.

Rockland, Sullivan co. , bluestone quar-

ries, 4183
.

Rockland county, granite quarry, 3772
;

Triassic formation, 3906-91 B
; sand-

stone quarries, 419 6
; iron ores, 532 1

.

Rogers, J. & J., iron co., 5355
.

Rome, sandstone quarries, 3958
.

Rondout, sandstone quarries, 401 6
;

bluestone market, 4048
; bluestone

quarries, 4152
.

Rossi, August, experiments with titan-

iferous ores, 5374
.

Rossie hematites, 5388
.

Round Island, granite quarry, 377 6
.

Roxbury , sandstone quarries, 401 9
, 415 1

;

flagstone quarries, 4045
.

Rubtle stone, 3848
.

St Johnsville, limestone quarries, 439 5
.

St Lawrence county, clays, 4978
; hema-

tite ores, 537 7-387
; limestone quar-

ries, 441 9-423
; marble quarries, 431 5-

325
; sandstone quarries, 3925-943

;

Potsdam sandstone, 384 1

;
talc, 5566

.

St Lawrence valley, limestones, 427!
;

limestone quarries, 441 9-423
.

Salem, slate quarries, 4215-22 1
.

Salina group, distribution in New
York, 5458-488

; four deposits, 5462-

478
; color of shales, 547M83

.
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Salisbury mines, 541*.

Salt, 545-50; distribution in New York,

545 tl-488
; geologic occurrence, 545 7-

468
;

directory of manufacturers,

549 ,-508
;

production for beef and

pork-packing industries, 545 3
. See

also Rock-salt.

Sand, 552 7-534
.

Sandford ores, 5365
.

Sandrock, calciferous. 4258-263
.

Sandstones, 381-91
;
cementing mate-

rial, 381 6
; classification by age, 383 1

;

color, 38P-82 1

; constitution, 381 1

;

distribution, 3833
;

durability, 3825
;

description of formations, 3836-91 5
;

oil bearing, 5584
;
quarries, 39l 5-419 9

;

directory of quarries, 452-57; strati-

fication, 3822
; texture, 381 4

; use for

road metal, 4494 .

Sandy Hill, limestone quarries, 434 9-

35 7
.

Sanford, bluestone quarries, 4156
, 418 1

.

Saratoga Springs, granite quarries,

378 7
; limestone quarries, 4346

; car-

bonic acid gas, 561.

Saugerties, bluestone quarries, 40

l

2
,

40P-2 1

,
4025

, 41

1

5
,
411 7-128

,
413M42

;

bluestone market, 4 47
.

Scanlon, M., quarry, 3989
.

Scarsdale, granite quarries, 3762
.

Schenectady bluestone, 39 49
.

Schenectady county, limestone quar-

ries, 437 6
; sandstone quarries, 3948-

958
; sandstone quarries at Schenec-

tady, 395 1
; Hudson river sand-

stones, 3849
.

Schoharie county, Cauda galli grit-and

Schoharie grit, 387 5
; Hamilton sand-

stones, 3882
;
limestones, 427 7-28 J

;

limestone quarries, 4423-436
; at

Schoharie, 4423
.

Schoharie grit, 387 5
.

Schuyler county, Portage sandstones,

3894
.

Scio, oil wells, 559 7
.

Seneca blue limestone, 42S4
.

Seneca county, Hamilton sandstone,

3882
;
Tully limestone, 429 1

.

Seneca Falls, limestone quarry, 446 1

.

Seneca oil, 557 3
.

Serpentine, associated with iron ores,

5378
; localities producing, 5824

. See

also Verd-antique marble.

Shales, 384 6
, 385 8

, 387 1

,
3878

, 3884
, 389

2
,

389 6
,
390 7

, 401 5
;

argillaceous, 495 4
;

gypseous, 5463
,
547 2

;
red, 5163

, 546 7-

47 1

,
548 3

; used for road metal, 4502
.

Shanahan, James, quarry, 437 9-382
;

specimen of limestone, 4389
.

Shandaken, sandstone quarries, 401 7
;

bluestone quarries, 402 6
, 4145

.

Shaper, A. E., quarry, 4389
.

Sharon Springs, limestone quarries,

4432
.

Shawangunk mountains, Oneida con-

glomerate, 385 2
; Medina sandstone,

3858
.

Shear, Albert & co., sandstone quar-

ries, 395 1
.

Shelby Basin, sandstone quarry, 397 6
.

Shenandoah, iron ores, 5402
.

Shirtliff mine, 5387
.

Shokan, bluestone quarries, 402 6
.

"Shoots," term, 531 6
.

Siderite, distribution, 5435
.

Sienite, see Syenite.

Silver in New York, 5794
.

Sing Sing, marble quarries, 431 1

.

Skunnemunk mountains, Oneida con-

glomerate, 3852
; Medina sandstone,

3858
.

Slack, Michael, quarry, 3978
.

Slade, C: G., quarries, 4347
.

Slates, 384 6
, 421-23; table of prices, 4232

;

directory of quarries, 485; tests, 4229-

232
;
varieties, 421 5

.

Smith, D. T., quarry, 419 7
.

Smithville Flats, flagstone quarries,

4035
.

Smock, J: C, on building stone, 372-448;

iron ores of New York, 5287-43; on
New York minerals, 579 6-829

.

Smyth, C. H. jr, investigations in Adi-

rondacks, 367 7
.

Snowflake marble co., 430 7
.

Soda ash industry, 5455
.

Solvay process co. , 5453
.

South Bethlehem, road metal quarry,

4493
.

South Oxford, flagstone quarries, 4065
.
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Spathic iron ore, see Carbonate ores.

Split Rock, Onondaga co., limestone

quarries, 444 5
.

Split rock, Essex co., iron ores, 5342
.

Springfield limestone quarries, 4433
.

Squire, A. J., quarry, 3989
.

Stark, limestone quarry, 4434
.

Staten Island, trap-rocks, 3805
; road

metal quarries, 449 6
;
clays, 496 1

, 50

1

2
;

iron ores, 54

1

4
.

Sterling, sandstone quarry, 3972
.

Sterling iron &[ railway co. , mires,

531 8
.

Steuben county, sandstone quarries,

4094-103
;
Chemung sandstones, 3902

;

oil wells, 5592
.

Stockport, bluestone quarry, 417 7
.

Stoneco, road metal quarry, 449 3
.

Stony Point, clays, 4992
.

Storie & Hollywood, quarries, 418 5
.

Storm-kiDg mountain, granite quarry,

378 1
.

Sturaker & Sullivan, quarry, 3989
.

Sufferns, granite quarries, 3774
.

Sullivan county, bluestone quarries,

401 2
,
4043

,
4114

,
4153

,
4182

; sandstone

quarries, 401 9
; Hamilton sandstones,

388 1
.

Sulphur, localities producing, 5796-80 1
.

Sunk mines, 531 s
.

Sweeney bros., quarry, 4143
, 4152

.

Syenite, 5364 ; use for road metal, 450 1
.

Syracuse, sandstone quarry, 396 6
; salt

industry, 545 1
.

Table, prices of slates, 4232
; statistics

of clay industry, 4948
;
clay stratifi-

cation, 4982
; classification of iron

ores, 52

9

3
;
analysis of diatomaceous

earth, 5564 .

Tahawus, iron ores, 537 3
.

Talc, 55b6
.

Talcottville, limestone quarries, 440 7
.

Tarrytown, granite quarries, 3768
.

Tate mine,538 7
.

Tentaculite limestone, 427 8
, 4424 .

Terbell & Ridgeway, quarry, 4156
.

Tertiary formations, clays, 500 7
; diato-

maceous earth, 555 7
.

Thomas, E. T., quarry, 4399
.

Thomas. Loren, quarry, 446'2
.

Thompson, bluestone quarries, 4043
.

Three Mile Bay, limestone quarries,441 2
.

Three Rivers, clays, 497 7
.

Thurman, marble quarries, 432B
.

Ticonderoga, iron ores, 5308
;
graphite,

5522
.

Tilly Foster mines, 5323
.

Tioga county, sandstone quarries, 409 1

;

Chemung sandstones, 3902
.

Titaniferous iron ore, 5334
, 5342

, 5359-

37 6
;

difficulty in smelting, 5344
;

analysis, 536 7
.

Todd-Croft mines, 531 8
.

Tomkins Cove, road metal quarries,

4486
.

Tomkins Cove rock, analysis, 4488
.

Tompkins county, sandstone quarries,

406 7-7 5
;

Portage sandstones, 3894
;.

clays, 4985
.

Tompkins township, bluestone quar-

ries, 417 9
, 4183

.

Torn mountain, trap rock, c804
; Trias-

sic formation, 391 5
.

Towner's Four Corners, marble quar-

ries, 431 3
.

Trap, use for road metal, 4496
, 450 1

;

term, 380 3
.

Travertine, localities producing, 581 s
.

Trenton, limestone, 426s
, 4347

, 4387
,

439 6
,
440 8

, 44

1

1

;
gray limestone quar-

ries, 439 8-40 7
;
production of lime,

5193
; iron ore deposits, 5405

.

Triassic formation, 3906
;
quarries, 419 6

.

Tribes Hill, limestone quarries, 4382
.

Trout Brook, flagstone quarries, 404 5
.

Troy, sandstone quarries, 3941
.

Trumansburg, sandstone quarries,

406 7-7'2
.

Tuckahoe, marble quarries, 4298-307
.

Tully, limestone, 429 1
.

Tusten, bluestone quarries, 4163
.

Ulster bluestone co., tests of stone,

404 1

;
quarry, 414 2

.

Ulster county, bluestone quarries, 40

1

2
,

4025
, 41

1

3
,
4145

;
glass sand, 5527

; iron

ores, 5308
,

541 5
;

limestones, 427 7
,

4286
; limestone quarries, 4335-342

;

sandstone quarries, 39

i

4
; Catskill

sandstones, 3905
; Cauda galli grit

and Schoharie grit, 3875
; Hamilton

I
sandstones, 388 1

; Oneida conglome-

rate, 3852
.
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Union sandpaper co., 554 6
.

Union Springs, limestone quarries,445 1

.

Union Valley, granite quarries, 377'.

Unionville, iron ores, 5-307 , 539 s
.

Upper Helderberg limestones, 4282
,

4433
,
4446

, 4455
, 445 9

. See also Cor-

niferous limestone; Onondaga lime-

stone; Seneca blue limestone

Upper Silurian period, salt deposits,

5458
.

Van Derveer, T. B., quarry, 438 1
.

Van Ingen, D. A , on oil fields, 557 9-60 9
.

Vanuxem, Lardner, on Clinton ores,

5392
; on salt and gypsum deposits of

New York, 545M68
.

" Veins," term, 531 6
.

Verd-antique marble, 4325
. See also

Serpentine.

Vermicular lime rock, 5464
.

Verona, sandstone quarries, 395 9
.

Victor, limestone quarries, 4464
.

Von York, C, quarry, 39S 9
.

Wager, I. P., quarries, 434 7
.

Walton, bluestone quarries, 41ft3
.

Warren county, maible quarries, 4325
:

limestone quarries, 4349-365
; garnets,

5535
.

Warsaw, sandstone quarries, 408'2
.

Warsaw bluestone co., 4084
: tests of

stone, 4085
.

Warwick, granite quarry, 37S4
; lime-

stone quarries, 432 9
.

" Wash ore," 540s
.

Washington county, sandstone quar-

ries, 391 5
; slate quarries, 421 2 -22 9

;

limestone quarries, 436 5
;

• quartz,

552 5
.

Waterloo, limestone quarry, 446 1

.

Watertown, limestone quarries. 441 1

;

clays, 497 8
.

Waterville, limestone quarries. 443 5
.

" Waugh and Porter" sand, 5585
; oil

wells, 559S-60 1

.

Waverly, sandstone quarries, 4C9 1

.

Wawarsing, bluestone quarries, 401 5
,

4026
, 41

1

6
; iron mines, 530 8

.

Wayne county, sandstone quarries,

3972
; iron ores, 53S 9-393

; red shale,

5483
; Salina formation, 5487

.

West Hurley, bluestone mills. 404 8
.

West Neck, clays, 5009 -l 2
.

West Point, granite quarries, 377 s
.

West Saugerties, sandstone quarries,

401'.

Westbrookville, bluestone quarries,

4044
.

Westchester county, emery, 5555
;
geo-

logic map, 3708
;

granite quarries,

376 1

, 37

7

5
; iron ores. 530s

, 532 1

; mar-

ble quarries, 425% 4298-31 3
;

quartz,

5524
; road metal quarries, 449 5

;

study of rocks in, 366 3
.

Westfield, sandstone quarries, 41

1

2
.

Westtield Flats, flagstone quarries,

4045
.

Westport, granite quarries, 3788
; iron

ores, 534'-'.

Whitehall, sandstone quarry, 391°;

slate quarries, 421 5-226
; limestone

quarries, 4o65
.

Whitmore, Chas., quarries, 447 6
.

Wiggins & Stevens, 454 5
.

Wilbur, bluestone market, 404 7
; blue-

stone quarries, 4152
.

Williams, William, (quarries, 552 8
.

Williamsville, limestone quarries, 446 fi

.

Willsboro Neck, limestone quarries,

486'-37 1
.

Wilton, granite quarries, 3786
.

Wirt, oil wells, 559\ 560 2
.

Wolcott, sandstone quarry, 397 2
.

Wolf Creek, granite quarries, 378 7
.

Woodland Hollow, sandstone quarries,

401 7
; bluestone quarries, 402 6

.

Woodruff's sandstone quarries, 395s
.

Woodstock, bluestone quarries, 401 3
,

402 6
, 4142

.

Woodward, A. H., quarry, 415 7
.

Wurtsboro, bluestone quarries, 404 4
.

Wyoming county, sandstone quarries.

4082
.

Yamarthal quarries, 447 2
.

Yates county, sandstone quarries, 407 5
;

Portage sandstones. 3b94
.

Yonkers, granite quarries, 376 7
.

Youman, William, (marries, 4184
.

Young, J. S. & F. H., quarries, 446 7
.

Young's quarry, Tuckahoe, 4298
.

|

Zinc, localities producing, 5808
.
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